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CAPTAIN SCOTT'S LAST MESSAGE.

HE facsimile overleaf of the first page of Captain

Scott's Last Message to the Public is reproduced for

the first time, by the kind permission of Lady Scott. It is

a human document of the greatest interest to all admirers

of the intrepid explorer, who will not fail to observe that,

although writing in the face of certain death from exposure

and starvation, he calmly and dispassionately sets forth the

reasons for the failure of the Expedition in a message which

to all appearances might have been written in the peaceful

seclusion of his study. Surely such an instance of the

power of mind over body is well-nigh unique.

The page reads as follows: â��

The causes of this disaster are not due to faulty

organization, but to misfortune in all risks which had

to be undertaken.

1. The loss of pony transport in March. 1911.

obliged me to start late- than I had intended

and obliged the limits of stuff transported to

be narrowed.

2. The weather throughout the outward journey.

and especially the long gale in 83" South,

stopped us.

3. The soft snow in lower reaches of glacier again

reduced pace.

We fought these untoward events with a will, and

conquered, but it ate into our provision reserve.

Every detail of our food supplies, clothing, and

depots, made on the interior ice sheet and on that long

stretch o( 700 miles to the Pole and back, worked out

to perfection; the advance party would have returned

to the Glacier in fine form and with surplus of food

but for the astonishing failure of the man whom we

had least expected to fail. Edgar Evans was thought

the strongest man of the party.

The Beardmore Glacier is not difficult in fine

weather, but on our return we did not get a single

completely fine day. This, with a sick companion,

enormously increased our anxieties.

MESSAGE TO THE PUBLIC.
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w TO THE SOUTH POLE T

CAPTAIN SCOTTS

OWN STORY

TOLD FROM HIS JOURNALS

Illustrations from Photographs hy H. G. PONTING, Photographer to the

Expedition.

This and the articles which are to follow are related from the journals of Captain

Scott, and give the first connected story of the British Antarctic Expedition I910'19I3.

The story has been told from the journals by Mr. Leonard Huxley, well known as

the biographer of his celebrated father, and carefully read and revised by Commander

Evans, R.N. With few exceptions, all the photographs, which have been selected

from many hundreds, are here published for the first time.

[THE grandest Polar journey

on record." So Sir Clements

Markham, the greatest living

authority on Polar explora-

tion, designates Scott's last

expedition, with its great

example of heroic fortitude

in the face of overwhelming disaster. The

most striking incidents of this expedition

are related in these articles, which form the

first detailed and illustrated account to be

given to the world prior to the publication of

the full story in book form this autumn.

The Objects of the Expedition.

The expedition was no mere dash to the

Pole to snatch priority from rival explorers,

though the hope of this laurel-leaf in the

Vol. ilvL-1.

crown of adventure was an added spur to

natural ambition. The whole was organized

on such a scale and with such a wide range

of talent that it should reap a rich harvest

of scientific results, whether the Southern

party attained its goal or not. Much had

been done before, but more remained to do

â��to determine the nature of the Western

Mountains and their geological history, the

questions connected with the volcanic areas

and the past and present Ice Age ; to gather

completest records of heat and cold, of air

pressure and currents, of atmospheric elec-

tricity and magnetism, the formation and

movements of ice, in this region especially,

which seemed to be the very birthplace of

tempests and ice-floes. Limited though the

range of life appears in these latitudes, there

was much novel and interesting work for the

Copyright, 1913, by " Everybody's Magazine." in the United States of America.
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biologists, especially in the life-history of the para-

sites which infest the fish and seals; while the

winter journey of Dr. Wilson to find the eggs of the

Emperor Penguin, so as to determine its affinities

embryologically, " makes a tale for our generation

which I trust " (wrote Scott) will not he lost in

the telling."

The organization of so large a party with such

varied aims was com-

plex to the last degree.

But every detail of

supply was thought out

in advance ; every con-

c e i v a b 1 e contingency

CAKTAIN SCOTT IN THIS DRESS WORN DURING THK WINTKR AT

CAPE EVANS.

THE LITTLE ROOM IS

POINTED OUT THE POR-

AND, ON THE SHELVES

provided for. At Lyttel-

ton. New Zealand, while

a leak in the Terra Nova

was being repaired,

everything was taken

o u t, overhauled, re-

sorted, and marked

afresh by the inde-

fatigable Lieu tenant

Bowers, who afterw-ards

re-stowed the stores so

as to save space. Even

so, there was little

enough room; Captain

Scott discovered later

that the men in the

forecastle volunteered

to cramp their own

quarters so as to pro-

vide more stowage
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WORK IN HIS DEN AT THE MAIN HUT. CAPE EVANS.

CROWDED WITH HIS PERSONAL BELONGINGS, AMONG WHICH MAY HE

TRAITS OK LADY SCOTT AND 1 HEIR SON PETER ON THE WALL BY HIS SIDE

IN THE TOP LEFT-HAND CORNER, THE VOLUMES CF IMS JOURNALS.

room. " They were prepared to pig it, any-

how, and a few cubic feet of space didn't

matter ; such is their spirit."

Nevertheless, there remained a heavy deck-

cargo, including thirty tons of coal, two and

a half tons of petrol, bales of fodder, meat in

the ice-house, and the three motor-sledges,

each in a package sixteen feet by five by

four, so carefully covered with tarpaulin that

they emerged spick and span after the tem-

pestuous voyage. Besides thirty-three dogs,

there were nineteen Siberian ponies on

board, for experience had shown their great

value as load-haulers over the comparative

level of the Barrier ice. Of the dogs, a

splendid collection, there were high hopes ;

it was not till well on in the winter,

after alternate satisfaction and disappoint-

ments and careful discussion, that the

Southern party resolved not to take them up

the broken surface of the

glacier, and so to the long

expanse of the summit.

The difference between

dogs and men as travellers

under such trying, mono-

tonous conditions is

curious. Dogs seem to feel

the lack of variety and

interest more than the toil.

Where they would grow

dispirited under the im-

pression of the day, men

could endure, looking to

the future; and this, it

appears, apart from the

detestable necessity of kill-

ing off the animals on the

return trip, was one of

the reasons for trusting to

man-haulage on the later

stages of the long journey.

Misfortunes at the Start

From the first the ex-

pedition had more than its

due share of ill-fortune.

On November 26th, 1910,

the Terra Nova sailed out

of Lyttelton Harbour amid

a scene of great enthusiasm

on the part of the hos-

pitable and helpful New

Zealanders, a gay scene

repeated three days later

at Port Chalmers, where

Scott joined the ship.

If anything, more craft

followed her out of the harbour, the tugs

keeping company for a couple of hours. But

the Southern Seas in "the roaring forties"

are fierce and strong. Dirty weather began

at once, and on the third day out a great

gale nearly sent them all to the bottom.

It was no longer the time to smile at individual

struggles against sea-sickness, or the spectacle

of the undaunted photographer, a developing-

dish in one hand, an ordinary basin in the

other.

Nearly Wrecked in a Gale.

At 4 p.m. on December 1st the storm came

on. " Soon," writes Scott, " we were plung-

ing heavily and taking much water over the

lee rail. Cases of petrol, forage, etc., began

to break loose on the upper deck. The

principal trouble was caused by the loose
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DINNER IN THE MAIN HUT AT CAPE EVANS, JUNE 6th, 1911.

from left to right of the picture: â��

Wilson Simpson Bowers Gran Wright Debknham Dav

(Chief of (Meteorologist) (in charge (standing) (Physicist) (Geologist) (Motor

Scientific of stores) (Ski expert) Engineer)

Staff)
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MAP SHOWING THE MOVEMENTS OF TI1R EXPEDITION

RELATED IN Till! PRESENT ARTICLE.

coal-bags, which were bodily lifted

by the seas and swung against the

lashed cases ; they acted like batter-

ing-rams. It was hard work moving

these bags to places of better security.

" The night wore on, the sea and

wind ever rising and the ship ever

plunging more distractedly. We

shortened sail to maintopsail and

staysail, stopped engines, and hove

to, but to little purpose. Tales of

ponies down came frequently from

forward, where Oates and Atkinson

laboured through the entire night.

Worse was to followâ��much worse :

a report from the engine-room that

the pumps had choked and the water

risen over the gratings. From this

moment, about 4 a.m., the engine-

room became the centre of interest;

the water gained in spite of every

effort. Lashley, to his neck in rush-

ing water, stuck grimly to the work

of clearing suctions. For a time,

with donkey-engine and bilge-pump

sucking, it looked as though the

water would be got under, but the

hope was short-lived ; five minutes

of pumping invariably led to the

same result â�� a general choking of

the pumps.

The Pumps Fail

" The outlook appeared grim ; the

hand-pump produced only a dribble,

and its suction could not be got at;

as the water crept higher it got in

contact with the boiler and grew

warmerâ��so hot at last that no one

could work at the suctions. Williams

had to confess he was beaten and

must draw fires. What was to be

done ? The sea appeared higher than

ever ; it came over the rail and poop,

a rush of green water ; the ship wal-

lowed in it. A great piece of the

bulwarks carried clean away.

" The bilge^pump is dependent on

the main engine. To use this pump

it was necessary to go ahead. It was

at such times that the heaviest seas

swept in over the lee rail; over and

over the rail from the fore-rigging

to the main was covered by a solid

sheet of curling water, which swept aft

and high on the poop. On one occa-

sion I was waist deep when standing

on the rail of the poop.
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"The after-

guard (i.e., the

twenty-four

officers) was organ-

ized in two parties

by Li e u t e n a n t

Evans to work

buckets, the men

were kept steadily

going on the

choked hand-

pump. . . . What

a measure to count

as the sole safe-

guard of the ship

from s i n k i n gâ��

practically an at-

tempt to bail her

out! Yet, strange

as it may seem,

the effort has not

been wholly fruit-

less ; the string of

buckets, which has

now been kept

going for four

hours, together

with the dribble

from the pump,

has kept the water

under â�� if any-

thing, there is a

small decrease.

" Meanwhile we

have been think-

ing of a way to

get at the suction

of the pump. A

hole is being made

in the engine-room

bulkhead; the coal

between this and

the pump-shaft will

be removed, and a

hole made in the

shaft. With so

much water coming

on board it is im-

possible to open the hatch over the shaft. We

are not out of the wood, but hope dawns, as

indeed it should for me, when I find myself so

wonderfully served. Officers and men are

singing chanties over their arduous work.

Williams is working in sweltering heat behind

the boiler to get the door made in the bulk-

head ; not a single one has lost his good spirits."

Slowly the gale abated, and, though the sea

was still mountainously high, the ship laboured

less heavily and took in less water. Bailing

WHO HAIl CHARGE OK THE

CAPTAIN OATES,

PONIBS, IS HERE SEEN IN THE STABLE ON THE

" TBKKA NOVA."

continued in two-hour shifts. By 10 p.m.

the hole in the engine-room bulkhead was

completed, " and Lieutenant Evans, wrig-

gling over the conl, found his way to the pump

shaft and down it. He soon cleared the

suction and, to the joy of all, a good stream

of water came from the pump for the first

time." Though the pump choked again

several times, doubt had ended ; and with

no second gale to follow immediately, the

ship went on her way with the loss of two
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ponies, one dog, sixty-five gallons of petrol,

and a case of the biologist's spirit.

Thence it was a case of fighting her

way South " through heavy seas and another

gale till the ice was sighted on December

9th and the pack entered on December 10th.

With baffling winds and cross-currents, and

the need of husbanding coal and only

steaming when at last favourable leads

opened out, they were kept prisoners for

twenty daysâ��"an exasperating game.

Great patience is the only panacea for our

ill case." Men could get exercise by taking

out their ski on the floes, but the long

confinement augured ill for the ponies'

condition.

Singing to the Penguins.

An odd entertainment on the floes was

afforded by the big Adelie penguins. "The

latest amusement is to sing songs to them.

The music is supposed to charm them, and

it appears that a party on our ' long de-

tention ' floe entertained a group of pen-

guins with chanties for quite a long time

and, as declared by the party, to the afford-

ing of much mutual satisfaction." Wilson

later tried this lure in order to capture

some specimens. They came towards him

commander evans directing the course of the

nova" from the crow's-nest.

TERRA

ENTERING THE

when he was singing and

ran away again when he

stopped, seeming to be

exceptionally shy young

birds, but attracted to the

ship by a fearful curiosity.

It was ill-luck, but the

bright side was that every-

one was ready to exert

himself to the utmost.

Cheerfulness and good-

fellowship reigned, whether

in calm or storm. Marine

life, the very different

movements of the bergs

and floes, the discussion

of plans, provided interest.
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Between a storm and a storm the release

from their long captivity came almost

suddenly, and a little before midnight

on the last day of the year Mount Sabine

could be seen a hundred and ten miles

away. Nineteen hundred and eleven was

ushered in by a glorious day, when a man

could read and bask in the sun at n p.m.,

and on January 2nd Mount Erebus, their

fiery landmark, rose into view, though still a

hundred and fifteen miles distant.

The large island on which stand Mounts

Erebus and Terror is roughly triangular in

shape, its sides, from forty to forty-five miles

long, facing north-east, south, and west. The

northern apex, first reached, is Cape Bird ;

steering to the left, or south-east, the eastern

extremity of the island is Cape Crozier, where

the great Ice Barrier comes down to the sea,

its front extending well over four hundred

miles to the east. Steering to the west, the

ship enters McMurdo Sound, between the

island and the Western Mountains on the

mainland opposite. At the southern ex-

tremity of this side of the island is the long

promontory of Cape Armitage, with Hut

Point, where the Discovery wintered in 1902.

From this some five miles of sea-ice leads up

to the flank of the Barrier, which backs on the

mountain range of the continent and spreads

at its foot, and was to be traversed for nearly

four hundred miles south till a gap in the

soaring ramparts is made by the Beardmore

Glacier.
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A VIEW OK THE DECK OF THE "TERRA NOVA, SHOWING THE DOGS UNDER THE CHARGE OK

MKARES, WHO IS SEEN IN THE FOREGROUND.

The Station at Cape Evans.

The old winter quarters were undesirable,

being exposed to the winds that swept the

Barrier to the south of the island and Cape

Crozier, as well as less accessible to a relief

ship. Cape Crozier offered many advantages,

but landing would have taken weeks. Then

came the first good fortune of the expedition.

An ideal spot was found half - way up

the west coast, sheltered from the worst

winds, and with a natural landing-stage in

the shape of a level floe, one and a quarter

miles wide, still firm and fast before the full

summer break-up. In eight days the dis-

embarkation was complete, the Main Hut

habitable, though not actually finished, the

stores in apple-pie order, and Bowers, the

organizing genius, able to lay his hand on

anything required ; the dogs and ponies

refreshed, even skittish, sometimes upsetting

their drivers and loads, and hauling load

after load across the ice and up the beach,

some of the party taking ten journeys in the

dayâ��i.e., twenty-five miles. The speed with

which all was completed was the consequence

of the previous months of care. Only one

catastrophe marred the perfection of the

work. The thawing of the ice proceeded

rapidly ; one of the motors broke through a

soft patch where all had been well a few hours

before and went to the bottom, happily

without loss of life.

An Exciting Adventure With Killer

Whales.

The strangest adventure was on the second

day of the disembarkation. Scott, coming on

deck a little lateâ��for he had had a spell of

forty-eight hours without sleepâ��saw six or

seven killer - whales (or grampus), old and

young, skirting the fast floe edge ahead of

the ship. They seemed excited, and dived

rapidly, almost touching the floe. Suddenly
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they appeared astern, raising their snouts

out of water. " I had heard weird stories of

these beasts," writes Scott, " but had never

associated serious danger with them. Close

to the water's edge lay the wire stern-rope

of the ship, and our two Eskimo dogs were

tethered to this. I did not think of connect-

ing the movements of the whales with this

fact, and, seeing them so close, I shouted to

Ponting, who was standing abreast of the ship.

He seized his camera and ran towards the

floe-edge to get a close picture of the beasts,

which had momentarily disappeared. The

next moment the whole floe under him and

the dogs heaved up and split into fragments.

Whale after whale rose under the ice, setting

it rocking fiercely. One could hear the

' booming ' noise as the whales rose under the

ice and struck it with their backs. Luckily

Ponting kept his feet and was able to fly to

security. By an extraordinary chance also,

the splits had been made around and between

the dogs, so that neither of them fell into the

water. Then it was clear that the whales

shared our astonishment, for one after

another their huge, hideous heads shot

vertically into the air through the cracks

which they had made. As they reared them

to a height of six or eight feet [killers run to

twenty feet long] it was possible to see their

tawny head-markings, their small, glistening

eyes, and their terrible array of teeth, by far

the largest and most terrifying in the world.

There cannot be a doubt that they looked

up to see what had happened to Ponting and

the dogs. The latter were horribly frightened,

and strained to their chains whining. The

head of one killer must certainly have been

within five feet of one of the dogs.

After this, whether they thought the game

insignificant, or whether they missed Ponting,

is uncertain ; but the terrifying creatures

passed on to other hunting." And it was

possible to rescue both the dogs, and, almost

THE MAIN HUT AT CAPE EVANS, WITH MOUNT EREBUS IN THE BACKGROUND.

HKRK TUB EXPEDITION SPKNT THE WINTER WHILE LAYING OUT DEPOTS TOWARDS THE POLE.

THE READER WILL NOTE THE SLEDGES AND SKIS I'LACKD ROUND THE HUT FOR THE NIGHT.

THIS PHOTOGRAPH WAS TAKEN BY MOONLIGHT.
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more important, five or six tons of petrol

stacked on a piece of ice now split off. Such

singular intelligence, combined with the

strength to break ice two and a half feet in

thickness, thereafter commanded a wary

respect.

Laying the Depots of Provisions.

No sooner was all ashore than preparations

began for the first depot-laying, to start if

possible at the end of the month, as soon as

the ponies were in proper condition. Here,

as always, Scott found his transport officer,

Bowers, invaluable, working out the figures

of every detail and putting the results into

practice. " He is a perfect treasure, and

enters into one's ideas at once, and evidently

thoroughly understands the principles of the

game." Had he only been surrounded by a

few men of courage, enthusiasm, and practical

capacity, it would have been much; but the

perfection of working struck him as almost

too good to be real, and, to give but one

sentence of praise among many, " Indeed, it

is hard to specialize praise where everyone is

working so indefatigably for the cause. Each

man in his way is a treasure."

Nearly three months of the autumn

(January 24th to April 13th) were spent in

the depot-laying to the south, and at the same

time a party, under Griffith Taylor, whom

" Wilson, dear chap," had been carefully

coaching, explored and geologized and gained

experience among the Western Mountains.

For the Southern party, the first objective

was Hut Point, on Cape Armitage, at the

opposite end of the island. The approach was

by the " road " of fast ice along the shore,

which must be expected to break up in a few

days for the rest of the summer. A few

miles south of the station a glacier descended

from Mount Erebus, thrusting a massive

tongue into the open water of the Sound. The

track went of necessity over this tongue, and

the way up and down was too steep for laden

ponies. Accordingly, while the rest of the

party and the stores and sledges were conveyed

beyond the tongue by the ship, the ponies

were led afoot, crossed the glacier, and reached

the farther floe with a single mishap, one pony

slipping into a snow-covered crack and having

to be hauled out with ropes.

Safety Camp.

Once assembled on the farther floe the party

set off in lively style. The task before the

twelve men, eight ponies, and twenty-six

dogs was first to transport the eight tons of

stores from the ship to a secure point on the

permanent ice of the Barrier, afterwards

called Safety Camp, about six miles east-

south-east of Hut Point, fourteen from the

ship, and twenty-one from the station, before

the ice should break up. Then, with Safety

Camp as home base, a further depot could be

laid to the south. "Safety" was the third

camp from the ship, and the teams made a

threefold journey between camp and camp to

convey all the stores. The dogs gave rise to

various excitements, as when, at the outset,

they started on hard ice with a light load ;

nothing could hold them, and they dashed off

over everything, to the imminent peril of their

drivers ; or when, as Scott was returning to the

ship, they caught sight of a whale breaching

in the thirty-foot stretch of open water

across their path, and promptly made for it.

" It was all we could do to stop them before we

reached the water." â�¢

The Ponies.

The ponies gave promise of being " reivl

good." " They work with extraordinary

steadiness, stepping out briskly and cheer-

fully, and following in each other's tracks.

The great drawback is the ease with which

they sink in soft snow." Indeed, when con-

ditions suddenly became very bad it seemed

best to spare the ponies ; to bring up as much

of the last load as the dogs could draw and

leave the rest of the fodder where it stood, on

the Barrier, but one and a half miles short of

Safety Camp. A remedy was afterwards

found in a sort of snowshoe. However, they

were by no means tame or dull. One spirited,

nervous fellow, at a morning start, got away

when his head was left for a moment and

charged through the camp at a gallop, finally

cannoning with another sledge and breaking

free. Another, led by the young ski-ing

expert of the party, went well while he was

alongside, but when he came up from the

back the beast was frightened by the swish

of the ski and fled, load and all, faster than

the trained ski-runner in pursuit.

By January 31st fourteen weeks' stores for

man and beast (dating from the 25th) had

been brought up. Scott's plan, which he

now unfolded, was to go forward with five

weeks' supplies, depot a fortnight's supply

after travelling twelve or thirteen days, and

return to Safety Camp. This would give

light loads all round, and should be feasible

if the surface were good.

That afternoon all was ready for the start,
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but before leaving an experiment was made.

The one pair of horse snowshoes was tried on

the quiet pony rejoicing in the name of

Weary Willie. It could not have been ex-

pected that the quietest animal would endure

them without long practice, but " the effect

was magical; he strolled round as though

walking on hard ground in places where he

floundered woefully without them." Here

was the chance of doubling the length of the

journey. Within half an hour Wilson and

Meares were off to the station, twenty miles

away, in the hope of getting more. They

returned next day empty-handed. The ice

was outâ��no return to Cape Evansâ��no pony

snowshoesâ��alas !

On February 2nd the actual start was

made, Atkinson, with a sore foot, result of

mistaken zeal in not early confessing to a

blister, being compulsorily left behind, with

Crean to look after him.

The surface, hard in parts, was soft in

others. All approved their leader's sugges-

tion to march at night, with the hardest sur-

faces, and rest with greater comfort for the

ponies in the warm hours of the day. And

so they moved on " through the eternal

silence of the great white desertâ��the vast

silence broken only by the mellow sounds of

the marching column."

In the deep drifts came the triumph of the

sole pair of snowshoes. They were put on

the big pony ; he walked about awkwardly

for a few minutes only, then settled down,

was harnessed, and led the way easily over

the mass of soft snow deep drifted in the

hollow of a great pressure wave. But as the

worst drifts seemed to occur only in patches,

" our course is to pick a way with the surer-

footed beasts and keep the others back till

the road has been tested. What extra-

ordinary uncertainties the work exhibits.

Every day some new fact comes to light, some

new obstacle which threatens the gravest

obstruction. I suppose this is the reason

which makes the game so well worth playing."

From Safety Camp fifteen marches were

made, the first three east-south-east as far

as Corner Camp, to get round a projecting

spur of the mountains, dubbed the Bluff, then

due south to One Ton Camp, in lat. 79/28J.

The intention had been to plant this depot

on the eightieth parallel, but three days had

been lost at Corner Camp by reason of a

fierce blizzard, and the ponies were beginning

to feel the strainâ��chiefly, it seemed, because

they had not yet grown thick enough coats,

and partly on account of their forty days'

confinement in the ship. From Camp n, or

Bluff Camp, where an intermediate depot

was made, the three weakest beasts were

sent back with Ford and Keohane, under

Lieutenant Evans, who was to take this

opportunity of making an accurate survey

on his return. Nevertheless, enough was

carried forward to support a unit of four men

for seven weeks, besides ponies and dogs.

Incidents of the journey are chiefly con-

cerned with the animals and the Barrier

surface.

The Dogs.

" With our present routine the dogs re-

mained behind for an hour or more, trying

to hit off their arrival in the. new camp soon

after the ponies have been picketed. The

teams are pulling very well, Meares's especi-

ally. The animals are getting a little fierce.

Two white dogs in Meares's team have been

trained to attack strangers. They were

quiet enough on board ship, but now bark

fiercely if anyone but their driver approaches

the team. They suddenly barked at me as

I was pointing out the stopping-place to

Meares, and Osman, my erstwhile friend,

swept round and nipped my leg lightly. I

had no stick, and there is no doubt that if

Meares had not been on the sledge the whole

team, following the lead of the white dogs,

would have been at me in a moment. Hunger

and fear are the only realities in dog life, and

an empty stomach makes a fierce dog."

It was strange and almost alarming to see

the blind workings of natural instinct. The

dogs, friendly in harness or at rest, were sus-

picious of one another as soon as food was in

their thoughts, and the smallest circumstance

provoked a sudden fight. Equally sudden

were the fights following a " mix up " on the

march ; a quiet, peaceable team with wagging

tails one moment, and the next a set of raging,

tearing, fighting devils.

" It is such stern facts that resign one to

the sacrifice of animal life in the effort to

advance such human projects as this."

One day, near the end of the outward march,

the pony Weary Willie, true to his name, had

lagged behind, and, being tired, slipped and

fell. A dog-team was just coming up. The

instant they saw him fall they dashed at him

regardless of control. Weary Willy made a

gallant fight for it, biting and shaking some of

the dogs with his teeth, but getting much

bitten himself, though by good hap not

seriously. At last the men beat them off,

breaking ski-sticks and steering-stick. Yet

the dogs were so tough that they got off

uninjured.
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A March Described.

The regular march is

thus described , under date

of February i oth, between

Camps 8 and 9: " We turn

out of our sleeping-bags

about 9 p.m. Somewhere

about 11.30 I shout to

the soldier [i.e., Oates] :

' How are things ? ' There

is a response suggesting

readiness, and soon after

figures are busy amongst

sledges and horses. It

is chilling work for the

fingers, and not too warm

for the feet. The rugs

come off the animals, the

harness is put on, tents

and camp equipment are

lashed on the sledges,

nose - bags filled for the

next halt. One by one

the animals are taken off

the picket-rope and yoked

to the sledges. Oates

watches his animal warily,

reluctant to keep such a

nervous creature standing

in the traces. If one is

prompt one feels impatient

and fretful whilst watch-

ing one's more tardy fel-

lows. Wilson and Meares

hang about ready to help

with odds and ends. Still

we wait; the picketing

lines must be gathered

up, a few pony putties need adjustment, a

party has been slow striking their tent. With

numbed fingers on our horse's bridle, and the

animal striving to turn its head from the wind,

one feels resentful. At last all is ready.

One says, ' All right; Bowers, go ahead,' and

Birdie | for such was his nickname] leads his

big animal forward, starting, as he continues,

at a steady pace. The horses have got cold,

and at the word they are off, the soldier's and

one or two others, with a rush. Finnesko

[fur boots] give a poor foothold on the slippery

sastrugi. and for a minute or two drivers have

some difficulty in maintaining the pace on

their feet. Movement is warming, and in

ten minutes the column has settled itself

to steady marching. The pace is still brisk,

the light bad, and at intervals one or another

of us suddenly steps on a slippery patch and

falls prone. These are the only real incidents

IY-CARRARD. BOWERS.

THE BUNKS IN THE MAIN

THIS PICTURE GIVES A VIVID IDEA OF THE MANNER

of the march ; for the rest, it passes with a

steady tramp and slight variation of forma-

tion. The weaker ponies drop a bit, but not

far, so that they are soon up in line again

when the first halt is made. We have come to

a single halt on each half-march. Last night

it was too cold to stop long, and a very few

minutes found us on the go again.

" As the end of the half-march approaches

I get out my whistle. Then, at a shrill

blast, Bowers wheels slightly to the left, his

tent-mates lead still farther out to get the

distance for the picket-lines. Oates and I

stop behind Bowers and Evans, the two

other sledges of our squad behind the two

others of Bowers's. So we are drawn up in

camp formation. The picket-lines are run

across at right angles to the line of advance

and secured to the two sledges at each end.

In a few minutes ponies are on the linej
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L MBARES (top).

HUT AT CAPE EVANS.

IN WHICH EVERY INCH OF SPACE WAS UTILIZED.

covered, tents up again, and cookers going.

Meanwhile, the dog-drivers, after a long,

cold wait at the old camp, have packed the

last sledge and come trotting along our

tracks. They try to time their arrival in the

new camp immediately after our own, and

generally succeed well. The mid-march halt

runs into an hour, and at the end we pack

up and tramp forth again. We generally

make our final camp about eight o'clock,

and within an hour and a half most of us arc-

in our sleeping-bags. Such is at present the

daily routine. At the long halts we do our

best for our animals by building snow walls

and improving their rugs, etc."

The Dogs Fall Into a Crevasse.

The farthest depot laid, there was no

reason for keeping the swifter and the slower

units together, and Scott

himself, with Meares, Wil-

son, and Cherry-Garrard,

pushed on with the dogs,

completing the return

journey lightly laden in

six marches. The night

before reaching Safety

("amp, " we made a start

as usual about 10 p.m.

The light was good at first,

but rapidly grew worse till

we could see little of the

surface. About an hour

and a half after starting

we came on mistily-out-

lined pressure ridges. We

were running by the

sledges. Suddenly Wilson

shouted, ' Hold on to the

sledge !' and I saw him

slip a leg in a crevasse.

I jumped to the sledge,

but saw nothing. Five

minutes after, as the

teams were trotting side

by side, the middle dogs

of our team disappeared.

In a moment the whole

team was sinking. Two

by two we lost sight of

them, each pair struggling

for foothold. Osman, the

leader, exerted all his

great strength and kept

a foothold ; it was won-

derful to see him. The

sledge stopped, and we

leapt aside. The

situation was clear in another moment. We

had actually been travelling along the bridge

of a crevasse ; the sledge had stopped on

it, whilst the dogs hung in their harness in

the abyss, suspended between the sledge and

the leading dog. Why the sledge and our-

selves didn't follow the dogs we shall never

know. I think a fraction of a pound of added

weight must have taken us down. As soon

as we grasped the position we hauled the

sledge clear of the bridge and anchored it.

Then we peered into the depths of the crack.

The dogs were howling dismally, suspended

in all sorts of fantastic positions and evidently

terribly frightened. Two had dropped out

of their harness, and we could see them indis-

tinctly on a snow-bridge far below. The rope

at either end of the chasm had bitten deep

into the snow at the side of the crevasse, and

with the weight below it was impossible to
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MEARES AND OATES AT THE BLUBBER-STOVE IN THE STABLE.

move it. By this time Wilson and Cherry-

Garrard, who had seen the accident, had come

to our assistance. At first things looked very

bad for our poor team, and I saw little prospect

of rescuing them. I had luckily inquired

about the Alpine rope before starting the

march, and now Cherry-Garrard hurriedly

brought this most essential aid. It takes

one a little time to majce plans in such

sudden circumstances, and for some minutes

our efforts were rather futile. We could get

not one inch on the main trace of the sledge

or on the leading rope, which was binding

Osman to the snow with a throttling pressure.

" Then thoughts became clearer. We

unlashed our sledge, putting in safety our

sleeping-bags with the tent and cooker.

Choking sounds from Osman made it clear

that the pressure on him must soon be

released. 1 seized the lashing off Meares's

sleeping-bag, passed the tent-poles across the

crevasse, and with Meares managed to get a

few inches on the leading line. This freed

Osman, whose harness was immediately cut.

" Then, securing the Alpine rope to the

main trace, we tried to haul up together.

One dog came up and was unlashed, but by

this time the rope had cut so far back at the

edge that it was useless to attempt to get more

of it. But we could now unbend the sledge

and do that for which we should have aimed

from the firstâ��namely, run the sledge across

the gap and work from it. We managed to

do this, our fingers constantly numbed.

Wilson held on to the anchored trace whilst

the rest of us laboured at the leader end.

The leading rope was very small and I was

fearful of its breaking, so Meares was lowered

down a foot or two to secure the Alpine rope

to the leading end of the trace. This done,

the work of rescue proceeded in better order.

Two by two we hauled the animals up to the

sledge and one by one cut them out of their

harness. Strangely, the last dogs were the

most difficult, as they w-ere close under the

gap. bound in by the snow-covered rope.

" Finally, with a gasp, we got the last poor

creature on to firm snow. We had recovered

eleven of the thirteen. Then I wondered if

the last two could not be got, and we paid down

the Alpine rope to see if it was long enough

to reach the snow-bridge on which they were

coiled. The rope is ninety feet, and the

amount remaining showed that the depth of

the bridge was about sixty-five feet. I made

a bowline and the others lowered me down.
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The bridge was firm, and I got hold of both

dogs, which were hauled up in turn to the

surface. Then I heard dim shouts and howls

above. Some of the rescued animals had

wandered to the second sledge and a big

fight was in progress. All my rope-tenders

had to leave to separate the combatants, but

they soon returned, and with some effort I

was hauled to the surface. All's well that

ends well, and certainly this was a most

surprisingly happy ending to a very serious

episode "â��which took, all told, nearly two

hours. Above all, Scott was pleased by the

steadiness and resource of his three com-

panions.

The conclusion arrived at was the need to

plot out the danger zone among the cracks

running from the Bluff to Cape Crozier, and

to adhere rigidly to the first pony-route,

where the cracks appeared to be very narrow.

February 22nd, when they reached Safety

(amp again early in the morning, was an

agitating day. They found Lieutenant Evans

and his return party, but with only one pony.

Both other weaklings had succumbed to the

blizzards. After a short sleep they visited

Hut Point, but Atkinson and Crean had

vanished. It was guessed that they had gone

to meet the new-comers at Safety Camp;

but their tent was not to be seen beside the

others, andâ��alarming to contemplateâ��the

ice over which they must have passed near

Cape Armitage was full of water-holes. It

was so; they had come, and their tent was

not yet up. But the mail they brought with

them disturbed the sense of relief.

News of Amundsen.

A letter from Lieutenant Campbell told

how he had found Amundsen established in

the Bay of Whalesâ��one hundred and twenty-

six statute miles nearer to the Pole than

Scott's station, and with many dogs, ready

to start his dash for the South Pole at an

earlier date than ponies could set out. This

knowledge might have hurried a smaller man

into staking success upon a rival dash with

dogs only, but Scott resolved to adhere to the

plans he had so carefully thought out and

proceed exactly as though this had not

happened. Strange that history can produce

a parallel in the case of Ross seventy-three

years agoâ��only with the result that he was,

as it were, driven off his intended beat into

the making of his famous discoveries.

After a day's rest Scott organized a party,

including two man-hauled sledges and one

AN ENORMOUS BERG IN THE ICE-PACK.

THIS PHOTOGRAPH ADMIRABLY SHOWS THK PICTURESQUE FORMATION OF THESE FORMIDABLE MASSES

OF FLOATING ICE.

J
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fledge drawn by Jimmy Pig..* who alone of

the three sent back from the depot party had

survived the severe weather at the end of

February. They took further supplies to

Corner Camp. The experience of this trip

showed that for those who were practised,

pulling on ski was easier than pulling on foot;

beyond doubt very long days' work could he

done by men in havJ condition on ski.

Every one, it is noted down, must be prac-

tised in this.

At Corner Camp they hoped to have met

Oates and Rowers on their slower march back ;

but the day before arriving the latter were

seen far away on the horizon making for

home on a different track. And Scott's team,

hurrying back, and held up for a day by

another blizzard, found them at last at Safety

Camp, the ponies in sorry condition after the

blizzard of unexampled severity for the time

of the year, which had raged there for two

days, burying parts of the sledges three or

four feet under drift.

Disasters.

The word now was back to the shelter of

Hut Point. The Barrier was cold, the sea-

ice dangerous. The return was disastrous.

First Weary Willy collapsed, and, though

Scott and the two who stayed with him made

every effort, he died in the night. " It is

hard to have got him back so far only for

this." The hard fact stood out that even

with the best of coats the ponies lose con-

dition badly if caught in a blizzard ; and an

expedition could not afford to let them lose

condition at the beginning of a journey ; this

" makes a late start necessary for next

year."

This was bad ; but the events of the next

forty-eight hours bade fair to wreck the

expedition. The only consolation was the

miraculous avoidance of loss of human life.

It will be remembered that some five miles

of sea-ice extended between the solid flank of

the Barrier and Hut Point, and that the pony-

track made a large elbow over the Sound

instead of following a straight line. What

was the horror of the three men, on drawing

near, to see that the dark and lowering sky

ahead, with its mirage of broken floes, was no

ordinary optical illusion. The sea was full

of broken pieces of Barrier edge. Their

thoughts flew to the ponies and dogs with

The ponies were to have been called after the schools which

contributed to their purchase : hut sailors are great hands at

inventing nickname.-, and these nicknames were too much for

the official nomenclature.

Bowcrs's and Wilson's sections of the party,

who had been sent on while Scott tended the

sick pony.

Turning to follow the ice-edge, they

suddenly discovered a working crack, dashed

over this, and slackened pace again after a

quarter-mile. At each new crack pace was

put on, not slackening again till they were

upon solid ice to the eastward on the line

between Safety Camp and the Castle Rock

above the Hut. Here they pitched tent,

and, with a leader's thoughtfulness, Scott

sent a warning by (Iran to Lieutenant Evans,

who was returning to the depot. He expected

that if either section of the party ahead had

reached safety, whether on the Barrier or at

Hut Point, they would immediately have sent

a warning message to Safety Camp, and by

this time it should have reached them.

Anxiety reigned. " Some half-hour passed,

and suddenly, with a ' Thank God ! ' I made

certain that two specks in the direction of

Pram Point were human beings." These

turned out to be Wilson and Meares, who had

got the dogs to Hut Point. They feared the

ponies were adrift on the sea-ice, having seen

them with glasses from Observatory Hill,

whereupon they had hastened out without

breakfast. Refore anything else was done

they were given cocoa. Then Wilson espied

a figure hurrying towards the depot from the

west. Intercepted by the speedy Gran, it

turned out to be Crean, of the pony party,

much spent with haste.

A Thrilling Story: Adrift on the lee-Floes.

He brought brief word of a thrilling story,

the fullness of which, in the deeds of rescued

and rescuers, can only be realized by Polar

explorers. Rowers, with Cherry Garrard and

Crean, had duly made for Hut Point with the

ponies. As they advanced over the sea-ice

towards Hut Point one crack appeared after

another, till at last they reached one which

showed the ice to be actually on the move.

At once they turned and hastened backâ��but

the ice was drifting out to sea !

The ponies behaved splendidly, jumping

the ever-widening cracks with extraordinary

sagacity, while their devoted drivers launched

the sledges back over the cracks in order not

to risk the ponies' legs. Eventually they

reached what looked like a safe place. Men

and ponies were thoroughly exhausted. Camp

was pitched, and the weary party fell asleep.

Rut soon Rowers was awakened by a strange

noise. The ice had begun to break up even

at their camping spot; one of their four ponies
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had disappeared into the sea, and they were

surrounded by water.

Packing up hurriedly, for five long hours

thev fought their way over three-quarters of a

mile of drifting ice. getting ponies and loads

from floe to floe. They stuck to their charges

like men. On them depended the hope of

reaching the Pole, for the loss of more ponies

and equipment must spell ruin for their

chief's plans. Open water cut them off from

the Harrier, and had they been able to reach

it there was small prospect of finding a way

for the ponies up the ice-wall. And all round

the savage killer-whaies were blowing and

snorting in the open water-spaces.

Crean then, with great gallantry, volun-

teered to

make his way

somehow to

firm ground

and find help.

It was a des-

perate adven-

t u r e . He

jumped from

floe to floe,

and at last,

with the help

of his ski-

stick, climbed

up the face

of the Barrier

from a piece

of ice which

touched the

ice-cliff at the

rightmoment.

Cherry-

Garrard stayed with Bowers at his request,

for little Bowers would never give up his

charge while a gleam of hope remained, and

for a whole day these two were afloat.

To the Rescue!

To the rescue, then ; but not without a

plan. First to Safety Camp, to take up some

provisions and oil, and then to the scene of

the disaster, marching carefully along the

ice-edge. " To my joy I caught sight of the

lost party." The two men, jumping from

floe to floe, reached a bit of ice which the

turn of the tide had brought to rest against

the Barrier face. " We got our Alpine rope,

and with its help dragged the two men to

the surface. I pitched camp at a safe

distance from the edge, and then we all

The ice had ceased to drift, and lay close

and quiet against the Barrier edge. We

got the men at 5.30 p.m., and all the sledges

and effects on to the Barrier by 4 a.m.

As we were getting up the last loads the ice

showed signs of drifting off, "and we saw it

was hopeless to try and -"fhove the ponies.

The three poor beasts had to be left on their

floe for the moment, well fed. None of our

party had had sleep the previous night, and

all were dog tired. I decided we must rest,

but turned out at 8.30." By that time the

floe had broken from the ice-anchors with

which they had essayed to hold it, and had

disappeared. Hope revived when the animals

were descried through the glasses about a

mile away to

l'cmmican.

Cocoa.

THE SLEDGING PARTY'S

Biscuits.

Sugar.

RATIONâ��THE

EACH MAN.

Butter.

Tea.

DAILY ALLOWANCE OK

trie north-

west. They

packed and

went on at

once. They

found it easy

to get down

to the poor

animals, and

decided to

rush them for

a last chance

of life. But

while Scott

searched for

and found a

possible way

up for the

animals, the

others tried

to leap Punch

across a gap. The poor beast fell in,

and eventually had to be killed. " It was

awful. I recalled all hands and pointed out

my road. Bovvers and Oates went out on

it with a sledge and worked their way to the

remaining ponies, and started back with them

along the same track. Meanwhile, Cherry and

I dug a road at the Barrier edge. We saved

one pony. For a time I thought we should get

both, but Bowers's poor animal slipped at a

jump and plunged into the water. We dragged

him out on some brash ice, killer-whales all

about us in an intense state of excitement.

The poor animal couldn't rise and the only

merciful thing was to kill it."

Thereafter it took three days to get all

safe to Hut Point by a circuitous route,

and so on by the hills and the dangerous

started salvage work. ice-foot.

' The next instalment will describe how the party passed their time in their winter quarters and

how they started on their last fatal journey to the Pole.)
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IX the night that the gorilla

arrived at Tarnley Towers Sir

Clifford Hall gave a dinner-

party.

It was the first dinner-party

he had given since he had

received his baronetcy, and

he was successful in persuading a goodly

selection of the county folk round about

Little Westerham to accept his invitations.

There were several reasons why he obtained

this success, the chief of which being that he

was an exceedingly wealthy bachelor. It

was not clearly understood quite how he had

made his money, but it was known that he had

been a man of importance in South Africa.

In appearance he was medium-sized, with

sleek black hair, a prominent beaky nose, and

an olive complexion. Some people said he

was a foreigner, and others said they didn't

care what he was, since he gave excellent

dinners and was quite amusing in his own way.

On the night that the gorilla arrived his

butler, Howard, made a discreet inquiry.

" Thisâ��erâ��hanimal, sir," he observed,

catching his master just before going up to

dress. " Where shall I put him, sir ? "

Sir Clifford laughed.

" Don't try and put him anywhere, Howard,

or else he'll put you somewhere. Remember,

he's a gorilla, straight from West Africa."

" Really, sir ! " Howard coughed slightly.

" Then he will be in a cage, sir, I presume ? "

" Heaven help you, Howard, I hope so. A

gorilla isn't a pet monkey. I want him put

in the billiard-room to-night in order that my

guests may have a look at him. To-morrow

Vol. xlvi.â��3.

I'll have him moved into one of the out-

houses near the greenhouse furnace."

" Yes, sir."

" Tell the men to carry the cage into the

billiard-room and put it in the corner near the

alcove. Get everything clear and in order,

for we'll all come and see him after dinner. I

expect he'll come during dinner."

It was typical of Hall to startle Little

Westerham with the advent of a gorilla.

Some months before a neighbour had been

talking about private menageries and telling

anecdotes about some of those that exist in

England, and Hall immediately decided to

begin one himself. He began modestly with

small mammals and a few odd species of birds.

Then someone said his menagerie was not

exciting enough, so Hall, after dallying with

the idea of a tiger, came to the conclusion that

a gorilla would be still more remarkable.

So he put an advertisement in the papers,

and at length received a letter from a firm of

shipping exporters in Little Thames Street

which ran as follows :â��

" In reply to your advertisement, we beg

to inform you that we have agents in various

parts of the world who can make arrangements

for the capture of wild animals. We should

be pleased to undertake your commission, but

would like to point out that a gorilla, taken

straight from its natural haunts, such as you

wish, will be an expensive job."

The firm was called Messrs. Hobray and

Child.

Hall replied that cost was of no importance

to him. He had set his heart on a gorilla,

and it must be obtained regardless of expense.
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Messrs. Hobray and Child, of LilHe Thames

Street, E.C., wrote to say that their agents

had been communicated with and that chey

would let Sir Clifford know as soon as they

received any news.

Six months elapsed before Messrs. Hobray

and Child communicated again, and Hall had

almost forgotten about them when he received

a letter to say that the gorilla had arrived at

the Albert Docks, and would he please wire

instructions to Hobray, Little Thames Street.

It had seemed very good to Hall that the

gorilla should arrive on the same day as he

gave a dinner-party, and he wired to say it

was to be sent down by motor-car, or motor-

lorry, instantly. And then, looking again at

the letter, his eye fastened on the name.

Hobray !

It reminded him of an incident of his past.

It was curious, but when the firm had

written before and signed themselves Hobray

and Child he had not noticed anything. But

the single name struck him instantly.

Hobray ! A strange coincidence ! Nothing

more. And yetâ��it was a rare name.

He dismissed the unpleasant recollections

that had arisen, and turned to the pleasures

of the moment.

But after speaking to Howard, his butler,

and while he was dressing, his thoughts

reverted again to the subject.

" Hobray ,'- he murmured, as he stared at his

well-fed appearance in the mirror, " of Little

Thames Street. It cannot be he. Why

should he be in Little Thames Street ? "

He laughed softly, and when he went down

to greet his guests he felt in excellent spirits.

The gorilla had not yet arrived, but soon all

the guests knew that the animal was expected.

Dinner began with conversation about gorillas,

and monkeys in general, and several men told

rather gruesome tales of the sagacity and

ferocity of the brutes and of their strange

passions and supernatural strength. Sir

Clifford added some tales he had heard in

South Africa, and very soon had the satis-

faction of seeing that the women were getting

worked up into a nervous state. When

Howard announced that the gorilla was

being carried into the billiard-room at that

moment there was quite a sensation.

" Oh, Sir Clifford," exclaimed one woman,

" I feel so dreadfully nervous. Are you sure

we are perfectly safe ? "

" Quite," said Hall, reassuringly. " The

beast is safely caged, and cannot possibly

escape."

" Well, they aren't nice companions,"

commented an elderly soldier next her. " I've

heard of a man being carried off by one

and kept tied up to a tree lor days while the

brute fed him. He went mad after he was

released."

The women shuddered.

" What are you going to do with him ? "

asked the soldier.

" Keep him in captivity," replied Hall.

" I fancy he will prove a very intere:ting

captive. If possible, I'll try and tame

him."

" Well, mind he doesn't escape and terrorize

the whole neighbourhood. We sha'n't be

grateful to you if he does. To meet a full-

sized gorilla after dark would be an unpleasant

event."

After dinner a move was made to the

billiard-room. It lay at the end of a long

corridor, and was approached by a little

Sight of steps. The guests streamed along

the corridor, chatting and laughing, while

Fir Clifford led the way.

The lights were fully on above the table,

but the corners of the room were in the

shadow. At the far end he could make out

the outline of a large cage. He went towards

it quickly.

The cage, made of heavy iron bars, was

about eight feet in height and length. It

rested on a base of thick planks of wood,

bound together with steel ribs, into which

the iron bars were sunk and slotted at the

end. Within the cage sat the gorilla.

The guests thronged round, and for a

moment there was a hush. The beast

crouched in a corner nearest the wall. His

head was bent forward on his breast, and the

attitude was one of extreme dejection. But

it was clear that he was a good specimen.

From what could be judged as he crouched

in his corner, he stood almost six feet in height,

and his arms and shoulders seemed gigantic.

His general colour was blackish, with a marked

brownish tinge on the hair of his chest and

head. The ears were small and the head

elongated, with a deep groove along each side

of the nostrils. The eyes were overhung

by projecting skin and hair, and although

several attempts were made to make him

look up he refused to take any interest in

the spectators.

" Poor thing ! " exclaimed one of the

women. " He looks so sorry for himself.

Has he had anything to eat ? "

Fruit, in the shape of pineapples and

bananas and oranges, was thrust into the cage,

but the huge ape made no effort to take any.

His arms hung listlessly at his side, and his

head remained sunken on his chest. By
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bending low and looking up at him Sir

Clifford caught the glint of the half-closed

eyes, and started away.

" By Jove ! " he exclaimed, " he's alive all

right. I never saw such a gleam in any

animal's eyes before."

Others looked, but the gleam had died

away. The strange brute from the depths

of the Congo forests had looked only at Sir

Clifford Hall with that sudden gleam.

A discussion was started as to how gorillas

slept, and it was suggested it should be

provided with a bed. The nervousness of

the guests passed away, for the beast seemed

so mournful that everyone felt touched by

its obvious despair at being torn from its

savage home.

Sir Clifford wanted to christen it, but no

one could think of a suitable name.

" It's curious," he said, at length. " I put

an advertisement in the papers, and then wait,

and six months later I get a gorilla. Every-

thing done for youâ��all the business of making

an expedition, setting traps, overland car-

riage, and endless trouble. All done in reply

to your advertisement."

He wanted to stir up the beast with a stick,

but people restrained him.

" If that brute loses its temper, I don't

think those bars will count for much," said

someone. " Mind you get him into a stronger

place to-morrow. Look at his muscles."

The great ape's muscles were enormous,

so large that even when the arms hung loosely

they showed in great lumps under the

hairy skin.

" Perhaps it is safer to leave him alone,"

said Hall. " But I must have another look

at his eyes."

He stooped down again, and once more

saw those dark orbs light up with a sudden

gleam that sent a thrill down his back and

made a faint shiver pass over him.

" I believe he doesn't like me," he ex-

claimed. " If that isn't pure ferocity, I

don't know what it is."

" He's probably guessed that you are the

supreme cause of his troubles," said the

soldier.

People began to stroll away to the drawing-

room, and the gorilla was left alone in its

cage. When the room was empty it moved

slightly and turned its head. One of its

arms crept towards the bolt that fastened

the door, and then, as if the beast had

lost interest, swung back slowly to its

side.

Before midnight everyone had left except

a certain Samuel Brockman, a financier, and

intimate friend of Sir Clifford Hall. He was

rather like Hall in appearance.

" Well," he remarked, " I congratulate you

on your dinner, and your guests, and your

baronetcy. You are getting on in the world,

Hall."

" I am," said the new baronet, com-

placently.

" You must marry now," advised the other.

" Marry one of the girls round about here."

Sir Clifford laughed and changed the

topic.

" Come and look at my gorilla before you

go," he said, an hour later. " Perhaps it

will be a little more lively by now."

They went down the corridor to the billiard-

room. The lights were still burning over

the table. In the shadowy corner loomed

the big cage. The ape was in much the same

position as before, huddled up in its corner,

a huge, bulky mass that scarcely moved.

" Wake up," said Hall. He thrust his fat

hand between the bars. The gorilla stirred

a little. " Wake up ! "

He snatched his hand back just in time,

for the beast turned on it suddenly.

" Ah, would you ? " said Hall, and he

frowned.

" He doesn't show his teeth," remarked

Brockman. " I thought he would bare his

tusks if he was angry. By the way, who did

you get him through ? "

Sir Clifford lit a cigar and strolled to the

fireplace.

" Well, it's rather funny, but the name of

the firm is Hobray and Child."

He looked across the lighted billiard-

table at his friend, and blew a big cloud of

smoke.

" Hobray ! "

" Yes. Of course, it's not he. Merely a

pure coincidence."

" It's an uncommon name."

" I know. But what on earth could Charles

Hobray have to do with a shipping firm in

Little Thames Street ? I tell you it is some-

one else with the same name. Besides, even

if it was Charles Hobray, what difference does

that make ? You know he's far too much

of a coward to touch me. He knows well

enough I could arrest him if I cared to."

" And he could arrest you, I suppose ? "

" No, he couldn't do that," replied the

other quickly. " I've never done anything

legally wrong to Hobray."

" But you treated him about as badly as

you could," said Brockman, with a chuckle,

" If ever a man had good reason to hate
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another man, Hobray has good reason to

hate you."

" I admit it. I ruined him not once, but

twice. But I did it o~ purpose. I loathe

himâ��if possible more than he loathes me.

If he were drowning in a pond, I would turn

my back on him."

Brockman came up to the fireplace.

" I've never heard of chat firm in Little

Thames Street. How did you get into com-

munication with them ? ''

" By advertisement. I advertised for a

gorilla. For some days I had no reply.

Then Hobray and Child wrote and offered

their services."

" In reply to your advertisement ? "

" Of course."

Brockman looked across the room. The

dim bulk of the great ape was visible in the

cage, and he watched it for a moment.

" Well, I must be off," he said. " I agree

with you that even if it is Hobray I don't

see what he can do. Unless "

He paused. An idea came to him, and he

crossed the room and began to examine the

cage carefully.

" What are you doing ? " asked Hall.

" It occurred to me the cage might be

insecure."

The two men looked at each other for a

moment.

" Nonsense ! " said Hall, but he had become

a little pale.

They could find nothing suspicious. The

bars were sound. The bolts on the sliding

door were strong and held down by catches.

No animal could have undone them.

Brockman laughed.

" It's all right," he said. " It was only a

fancy. Hobray wouldn't do anything like

that."

" No. Hobray was always an arrant

coward. He'd never do anything that was

likely to be found out. He had a horror of

being arrested. That scar on his forehead

would always give him away."

Sir Clifford Hall rattled the bars of the cage.

" Good night, Sir Gorilla," he cried.

" To-morrow you'll be put in your permanent

quarters, and if you don't cheer up a bit

I'll have to feed you on port and minced

chicken."

But the gorilla sat listlessly without moving.

Hall waved his hand, switched off the lights,

and followed his friend out of the room.

After Brockman had gone off in his big motor,

Sir Clifford smoked in his study for a few

minutes and reflected upon the successes

of the evening. Then recollecting he had a

letter to write to catch the early morning

post, he sat down at the writing-table.

The study was a small room. The writing-

table stood against the wall farthest from the

door. Just to the right of it hung an oval

mirror, so placed that anyone seated at the

writing-table could see the door behind kirn

reflected in it.

Sir Clifford wrote for some time, for the

letter was important. The house was quite

silent. He had covered a couple of sheets,

and was just reaching out his hand for a third

sheet when his eye caught the mirror.

He could see the reflection of the door dis-

tinctly. He knew he had shut it. But now

it was open, not very much, but sufficient to

let him see the light from the hall outside.

A narrow border of light was round its margin,

and as he stared this border widened slowly-.

There was no doubt about it. The door was

opening.

He tried to turn in his chair, but the mirror

held his eye. He could see a view of the hall

now. But what was opening the door ?

None of his servants would have come in like

that. It could not be a current of air, for no

draught could turn a handle. And almost

before he saw he knew what it was, and fear

struck him rigid. His mouth went dry and his

tongue clave to the roof of his mouth, for

looking round the corner of the door he

saw the strange, narrow head of the great

ape.

Hall sat staring, with dropped jaw and

hammering heart. He could not move.

And then he saw a thing that almost made him

mad on the spot. The hairy arm of the ape

was stretched in through the door and one

finger touched the electric light switch that

was in the wall close by, and next moment the

room was in darkness, for the door had shut.

The gorilla was in the room.

Hall, his senses sharpened acutely, heard

a sound that again threatened to draw reason

from his mind.

The gorilla had turned the key and locked

the door.

Hall heard the click distinctly, and the

faint snap as the lock went home.

Then there was silence. Neither the man

nor the beast stirred. But very gradually

the power of movement came back to Hall,

and with it the power of thinking swiftly.

On the left side of the writing-table, let into

the polished wood, was an electric button.

He put out his hand in the darkness with

infinite caution, and by accident touched the

lid of the inkpot, which closed with a snap.

He clenched his teeth and waited. Through
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the heavy curtains that were drawn across

the window came a faint light, for the moon

was shining, and as his eyes became accus-

tomed to it he began to make out the dark

outline of pieces of furniture around him. He

was still looking in the direction of the mirror,

not daring to turn his head in case the ape

should hear.

The noise from the falling lid of the inkpot

did not make the animal move. Hall could

hear nothing, and his hand went on creeping

steadily towards the button. His fingers

touched the ivory surface. But before press-

ing it he paused. Would the sound of the

bell ringing in the servants' quarters be

audible ? If so, the noise might startle the

apeâ��and more than that, for the brute

in the darkness behind him seemed to have

an almost human knowledge, and would

probably understand why the bell was ring-

ing. Hall, in an agonizing effort, tried to

remember if the bell could be heard from the

study.

There was a movement behind him, and

against the faintly-luminous curtains he saw

the huge bulk of the gorilla. Hall pressed

the button. The sound of the bell rang out

clearly in the stillness of the house.

Although his hand was trembling violently,

he kept his finger jammed hard on the button.

The bell, far away, went on ringing shrilly.

Hall was suddenly caught by the shoulders

and wrenched away from the writing-table.

The bell stopped abruptly.

It happened that Howard, the butler, was

in the yard at the back of the building, giving

the house-dogs a run before locking up, when

the bell began ringing. He listened to it for

a moment, and then, since the sound was

continuous, became alarmed and hurried in-

doors. He ran through the servants' hall

and looked up at the indicators. It was the

study bell that rang so wildly, and while he

was looking it stopped and there was silence.

Howard went quickly up the stairs and

reached the main hall. The lights were

burning. He instinctively looked down the

corridor that led to the billiard-room, and

saw that the door at the far end was ajar.

He stood for a moment staring. Before

he had decided what to do he heard the study

door open. He jumped round and saw

the gorilla standing in the doorway, looking

at him.

Howard saw the study was in darkness

behind the beast. With censiderable presence

of mind the butler sprang into the electric

lift beside him, touched the key, and was

borne swiftly to the upper storey. The

gorilla remained where, it was, and Howard

caught a last glimpse of it watching him dully

from the study door with an expressionless

face.

The butler made his way to the servants'

quarters and roused the two footmen. The

three men went down by the back stairs

and crept cautiously to the gun-room, where

they armed themselves. Each carrying a

gun, they stole up the hall in a little group.

There was no sign of the gorilla. They

went into the billiard-room. The cage was

empty and its door was open. Then Howard

led the way into the study.

On turning up the lights they found their

master lolling in the chair by the writing-

table. His neck was broken.

The keepers and grooms were roused and

a search for the gorilia with dogs commenced.

A broken window in the drawing-room showed

which way the animal had escaped, and the

dogs were soon on its trail. The head keeper

was the first to catch sight of the beast,

running swiftly along the crest of a low hill,

its great frame clearly outlined against the

starry sky. He fired, and the gorilla

staggered. Others came up and fired, and

the ape was seen to drop and lie still.

They approached it cautiously. It lay

in a heap on the grass, a big black mass in

the moonlight. The head keeper stirred it

with the butt of his gun, but the beast did

not move. It was dead. They crowded

round it.

It was the head keeper who first drew the

attention of the others to the fact that the

animal's arms had a curious feel about them.

The muscles seemed inelastic and strangely

lumpy. Then someone tried to force the

beast's jaws open and failed. A lantern

was brought, and a piece of wood wedged

between the jaws. They opened suddenly

with a tearing sound, and pieces of broken

wire were seen glinting in the light.

A gasp of astonishment went round, for

the whole head of the beast fell back and

they saw before them the face of a man,

white and ghastly, with closed eyes and an

expression of strange agony and dismay on

his features. Across the left side of the fore-

head ran a long white scar.

It was in this manner that Charles Hobray

replied to Hall's advertisement,
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NDOUBTEDLY the longest

hole ever played at golf is

one measuring a distance of

no less than twenty-six miles

in a bee-line and thirty-five

in actual play, the tee being

at Linton Park, near Maid-

stone, and the putting-green at Littlcstone-

on-Sea. The writer of this article was one

of the players in this unique performance.

A party of golfers who resided in the neigh-

bourhood of Maidstone were returning from

Littlestone, where they had been spending

the day on the famous links. While waiting

for a train at Appledore Junction a conversa-

tion took place respecting freak golf matches,

and the question arose as to how many strokes

would be needed by two men playing alter-

nately to cover the distance between Maid-

stone and Littlestone. One of the party

suggested that about two thousand would be

a fair number, whereupon a popular sporting

parson replied that he was prepared to lay a

wager of five pounds that none of those present

could do it in that number. With very little

time for consideration the bet was accepted

by two members of the party, and arrange-

ments for this extraordinary match were

settled in less than five minutes.

The only stipulations made by the layer of

the wager were that the match should take

place within three months, that the ordinary

rules of golf should be observed, and that, as

he was not prepared to journey on foot for

so long a distance, an umpire should be

appointed to keep the score. A well-known

Cambridge undergraduate kindly offered to

undertake this office, though had he known the

large amount of monotonous work attached

to it, it is very doubtful if he would have

accepted. It was decided to take two or

THE START KkOM LINTON PARK,

three of each of the following clubsâ��brassie,

cleek, and niblick, with one driving-iron and

about half a gallon of old balls which were

newly painted and carried in a bag.

The start was made in the early morning

of a beautiful day in spring from the north

gate of Linton Park, about three miles south

of Maidstone, Mr. F. S. W. Cornwallis, the

popular squire of Linton, having kindly

given us permission to make the first part

of our journey through his lovely park.

The beginning was not propitious; the

carriage-drive, beside which our first and

only tee was made, is of snake-like form,

its sinuous windings extending for some

two or three hundred yards, and the first

drive with a brassie landed our ball in a

rhododendron-bush, out of which we dropped

with a penalty. The third shot was a repe-

tition of the first, so it was thought better to

use a cleek, which we did until the cricket-

ground was reached, where the brassie again

came into play. Frequent stymies by trees

marred our progress through the lower part

of the park, until a niblick shot carried us over

the high wooden fence at the bottom into the

pastures beyond. We had taken far too many

strokes for this short distance, but now we

were able to use our brassie more frequently,

though rough grass often spoilt the length of

our shots. Hedges frequently caught the ball

and necessitated dropping, with the con-

sequent loss of strokes. At the sixty-fifth

shot the River Beult was reached, and our

ball promptly disappeared in it and was lost.

Another which we dropped found its way

into a backwater, but was retrieved.

At 11.25 we reached Hertsfield Bridge with

a good brassie shot (No. 97) that carried both

the river and road. Long grass and rushes

here caused the niblick to be used freely.
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Bletchenden on our left, crossed

a wheatfield, and then pitched

into a narrow road near Ayles-

wade Farm, whence we took a

line for the main Tenterden road,

which we reached at the 285th

stroke, having just previously

driven into a brickyard, the ball

resting against a chicken - coop.

Once in the road, which was

running in the right direction, we

Leaving Dun-

bury Farm on

the left, we still

kept to the pas-

ture land, the

principal hazards

being hedges and

ditches. Hawk-

enbury Bridge

was reached soon

after midday,

and No. 158 was

driven on to the

railway at the

spot where many

years ago a dis-

astrous accident

happened to the

boat-express in

which Charles

Dickens was

passenger.

In playing off

the railway the

ball hit a post

and came back,

but with a niblick

we landed into the meadow on the north side.

Passing though some swampy ground, we

followed the river till we reached Kclsham

Farm, where we crossed at the 201st stroke,

reaching Frittenden Road Bridge, and had

to drop twice owing to the ball finding hedges.

No. 213 brought us to Headcorn at 2.30.

Hero we stuck a stump into the ground to mark

the last stroke and retired to the village inn

for luncheon. On our return we found that

our caddie had mysteriously disappeared.

Stroke 214 was made at 3.30, and our progre;s

was fairly rapid, varied by an occasional lost

ball in a hedge or long grass. We passed

VoL â� 

'THE FIRST DRIVE WITH A BKASSIK LANDED OUR BALL IN A

RHODODKNDKON-BUSH."

endeavoured ' to keep along it with the

cleek, but soon found this impossible, as any-

thing but a short putting stroke found the

ditches on either side.

From one of these we pitched on to a heap

of stones, and from them into a thick willow-

bush. Hereabouts we found much trouble,

but soon got going again and, beyond hitting

two stiles and finding several ditches, met with

no noteworthy adventures. We now reached

a more thickly-wooded country,and frequently

hit trees, the ball sometimes cannoning off

to a considerable distance. Fortunately the

weather had been dry, and the fields, in which
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ROUGH WORK FOR THE NIBI.ICK.

wheat and oats were growing, had been rolled,

so that at times we found quite good brassie

lies even on these. One very rough arable

field gave us much trouble, and for a time

a heavy niblick was the favourite club.

After crossing a road we unfortunately

pitched into a farm-yard, but got out with

some trouble into a pasture field, and, as it

was nearly six o'clock, we inserted a stump

where the ball lay and stopped for the day

close to Crampton House Farm, between

Biddenden and High Halden. Near here

our carriage met us, and we drove home after

a fair day"s work of about fourteen miles.

On Tuesday morning we drove to Crampton

House, where the owner of the farm greeted

us very cordially, and our 428th shot, with a

cleek, was a good one. Then over a hedge into

a ditchâ��this kind of thing was repeated

several timesâ��and a pulled stroke landed us

into a small wood, but a chopped shot with

the niblick brought us back into a meadow.

We drove clean through a thick hedge with a

brassie, and then, passing over a road, we

SOME IDEA OF THE DIFFICULTIES ENCOUNTERED MAY BE GAINED FROM THE ABOVE PHOTOGRAPH.
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reached Moat Farm, near which we were for

the first and only time treated as trespassers.

Our ball had come to a stop in the middle of a

small meadow, and the owner, rushing up,

asked what we were doing on his premises !

Our reply being that we were playing golf, he

said he must request us to go away as quickly

as possible. Fortunately a capital brassie

shot into a rough wheat-field took us on to

another farm, and peace was restored. Here

our caddie gave us some trouble, as he had

evidently an old quarrel to settle with some

other lad of his own age, and we had to dismiss

him and engage another.

A strong cross-wind made the going very

tiring. We lost a stroke by moving the ball

when addressing it, and then came to a high

fence, which we hit five times before going

through. Many troubles were now encoun-

tered. A sliced ball pitched into a hop-

losing a stroke. In one small, rough arable

field we took no fewer than seven strokes,

crossed the Tenterden and YVoodchurch road,

and, with stroke No. 561 passing Pigeon Hoo

Farm, we entered Shirley Moor. Here, with

the exception of losing a ball now and then in

the network of broad ditches or in clumps

of rushes, the going was good, and the brassie

was brought into frequent use. Our progress

was slow, however, owing to the dykes con-

taining water, which were too wide to jump,

and we frequently had to retrace our steps

for several hundred yards in order to find the

gateways. Consequently, instead of reaching

Appledore at 2.30 as we intended, it was

4.25 when, after losing a ball in the military

canal, we put down a peg and retired to the

village inn for a somewhat belated luncheon.

After changing caddies, the first shot (No.

715) after refreshments was into a ditch, and

BALL LOST IN THE MILITARY CANAL AT APPLEDORE.

garden in which the poles were standing.

They were too close together to allow of a

proper swing, and the ground was rough, so

several strokes were wasted. We were,

however, only out of the frying-pan into the

fire, for a niblick shot landed our ball into a

wood, but fortunately close to the outside, a

good recovery being made with the next shot.

We then passed close to St. Michael's Church

and Harbourne House, and found some good

brassie lies in a large field of oats which had

been quite recently rolled. As we could

see more woods ahead, we decided to bear

to the left and make for Ingledon Park, which

was reached with a good brassie shot that

carried the park fence, and, as this was the

500th shot, we took an interval for refresh-

ments. On resuming, several trees were hit,

but the going was good. Then our course

took us over small, rough fields and into a

lump of poles, where we had to lift and drop,

718 into the canal; but the umpire's un-

pleasant remarks about the effect of the

luncheon were treated with contempt. After

much trouble with rushes and ditches we got

on to the road, and promptly hit a house,

the ball rebounding into the road. We then

decided to make for Appledore Station, and

on arriving there the ball hit the Railway

Hotel at the 785th stroke. Here we took

tea at 5.50, and then putted over the railway-

crossing, having first hit the gate and bounced

on to the rails. As we were *vell within our

number of strokes we kept to the road for

some distance, and then struck off to the right

through oats, beans, and pasture. No. 842

was lost in a wide dyke, and, as 844 shared

the same fate, we decided to halt for the night,

as the dyke was too wide to jump. Having

driven our peg, we started to walk to Brook-

land Station, and fortunately caught a train

to Lydd, where we spent the second night.
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THE STAFF AT APPLEDORE STATION ARE CREATLY INTERESTED.

On Wednesday morning we took train to

Brookland and walked to Snargate, near

which was our starting-point, and at eight

o'clock drove over the dyke and then had to

walk a long distance to a bridge before we

could cross. This happened many times, as

the waterways are seldom sufficiently narrow

to jump. At the 915th stroke we reached

Hrenzett, after crossing pasture, arable, oats,

wheat, and so forth. Here a friend offered

us sloe gin, which was not refused, and it

greatly assisted our progress, as for some time

the brassie shots were far and sure. We now-

crossed the main sewer which drains Romney

Marsh ; twice our ball hit a sheep, and we

were frequently in small ditches, but could

generally play out. After passing the quaint

little church of New Romney, we found many-

rushes and reeds,

and strokes were

short.

At the 1,000th

stroke the ball hit

a tree and re-

bounded. We then

made our way

twice over the

main sewer and

through rough

pasture, while the

wooden fences,

which are numer-

ous, were fre-

quently hit. After

passing the ruins

of Hope Chapel

and leaving New

Romney, with its

grand old Norman

church, on our

right, we took a

bee-line for the

lofty water-tower at Littlestone, and soon got

among the sand-hills and rabbit-holes, in one

of which we lost a ball.

The end was now near, as it had been

arranged that we should hole out on the first

green of the celebrated links. A good mashie

shot landed us on it, a putt rested within four

feet of the hole, and with the 1,087th stroke

we holed out at ri.38 on the third day.

We were, as may be supposed, very tired,

and for several days disinclined for exertion.

Short mashie shots and putts would have been

restful ; but, as it was necessary to get as far

as possible with each stroke, they did not come

into use, and consequently it was a prolonged

strain on the arms, hands, and wrists. Caddies

were a difficulty, and we had six or seven,

each one after going a few miles wanting to

return, as he was

afraid of getting

lost.

With the aid

of a compass and

some knowledge

of the district we

kept a good

course, but it

can readily be

understood that

we had to make

a very large

number of small

dttours to avoid

woods, hop-

gardens, arable

land, marshes,

and so forth.

The fact that

the weather for

some weeks

previously had

been fine was

Hit Cli.NIRK Of ROM Mi Y MARsH.
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In all seventeen balls were lost and sixty-

two dropped and strokes lost. Several of the

daily papers made amusing remarks respect-

ing the match. One correspondent said " it

reminded him of those semi-legendary runs

of the old Welsh hounds in the days when we

are told that they used to run a fox the whole

of one day, then turn in for the night at the

nearest farm-house, and take up the running

again with the dawn oi the next day."

THE DOITED LINE SHOWS THE ROUTE > Oi LOWED

FROM LINTON PARK, NEAR MAIDSTONE,

TO LITTLESTONE.

our salvation, as the corn-fields, having so

recently been rolled, were smooth. This

saved us many hundreds of strokes, as

the brassie and cleek could be used with

advantage, whereas in cases where this had

not been done the niblick was the only club

that could be taken.

THE LAST STROKE (NO. 1,087) ON THE LINKS AT LITTLKSTONE.

Joking apart, however, the

game proved not only novel,

but of extremely varied interest,

much more so than is obtain-

able on any ordinary golf-links,

and may be highly recommended

to any golfer who would like a

new experience. We should very

much like to see a match be-

tween champion players of forty

miles across country, and we

think the whole golfing world

would note with interest the

way in which they acquitted

themselves in the trying cir-

cumstances of Marathon golf.

[Photographs by De'Ath and

Dunk, Maidstone.]
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I.

T was on a bench in Trafalgar

Square that Robert Furleigh

sat one bitter February morn-

ing. He was wedged in tightly

between five other men,

shabbier even and dirtier

than he was ; and he stared

disconsolately at his unblacked boots, and

tried to forget the hunger that was gnawing

at his stomach.

Ten paces from him was a man in uniform,

who wore a little bunch of ribbons in his cap.

He was spotless and unrumpled as a new-

struck silver coin. Five medals hung in a

row on his left breast, and he possessed the

balance and self-reliance that nothing save

work well done can give a man. He stroked

his moustache and faced St. Martin's Church

without any apparent interest, and nobody,

judging from a first glance at him, would have

supposed that he was there on business.

But this was one of the feeders of Britain's

firing-line, and sideways, from the corner of

his eye, he was watching Furleigh.

" Raw as a piece of steak," he muttered

to himself. " Now, I wonder what brought

him down in the world. Hit the bottom

about a week ago, I should say ; his boots

haven't been blacked for four or five days,

but they're good ones, clothes are well-cut,

and they fit him. Blood on his collar, and

the tail end of a black eye about a week old.

Um-m-m ! Was it debts, I wonder, or a

woman ? Both, probably. Anyhow, I think

he'll do, and he's ripe."

The derelict got up from the seat and

craned his neck to look above the crowd,

and the moment that he rose another derelict

slipped into his place behind him. This new-

comer was a bull-necked brute of a man,

strong by the look of him, but he had the sly

leer and the sneer on his face of the unsuccess-

ful criminal. Whatever it was that Furleigh

looked for he was disappointed, for he turned

to sit down again with an air of even greater

despondence on his face, and the man who

had stolen his seat looked up and laughed

at him, and his lips moved in some sneering

insult. Quick as a flash Furleigh's hand

shot out and seized the brute's collar ; there

was a short struggle, a blow, a blasphemous

oath, and the man who had no right to the

seat went over behind it backward.

"Good!" said the recruiting-sergeant,

still watching from his point of vantage.

" I'd an idea that fellow hadn't dropped

through the bottom yet. He's got more

spirit left than I thought, even. Pretty

nearly six feet, and over forty round the

chest. He'll do."

He started to stroll back again, quite

casually, but this time he came to a stop

directly in front of Furleigh and faced him,

and stared at him deliberately. He stared

him out of countenance, and Furleigh's eyes

dropped ; he felt in his pockets nervously

for cigarettes, and finding none, looked

down at his boots again. Instantly the

recruiting-sergeant produced a packet, and

held it out towards him

" Hands soft as a woman's," he thought,

as his quarry reached out eagerly and took

one. " He'll mould all right, this one

will, but he'll suffer. Here, take the lot,

won't you ? " he said, tossing him the

packet.

His quarry thanked him and blew smoke

luxuriously through his nose. He seemed to

think that the incident was closed, for he

once more dropped his eyes and sank his

chin on to his chest and lapsed into discon-

solate reverie. But the sergeant had not

finished with him.

" You're looking glum," he said, suddenly.

" What's wrong ? "
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" Everything," said the outcast, looking

up, and then standing up.

The sergeant stepped back a pace. His

uniform was immaculately clean, and this

sorry-looking stranger was not.

" The world seems pretty good to me "

he said, pushing his chest out like a pouter

pigeon.

" If you were as hungry as I am," said

Furleigh, " you'd think otherwise."

" Cold morning given you an appetite,

eh ? So it has me."

" Well, then, go and eat, and be hanged to

you. Don't stand here and talk to me about

it, or I shall go mad."

" Come along. Come and eat with me.

I'll buy you a breakfast."

Every other occupant of that bench pricked

up his ears. Two of the men smiled cunningly,

one swore savagely under his breath, and the

other two looked from Furleigh to the sergeant

and back again, and nodded knowingly.

But there was nothing but quite innocent

amazement in Furleigh's voice.

" That's very decent of you, sergeant," he

said, in accents that were foreign to the

underworld.

As they walked side by side towards the

little eating-house, tucked away in a quiet

corner not far from St. Martin's Church,

Furleigh glanced nervously from side

to side. The sergeant looked up at him

curiously.

" Seem a little strange to be going to

breakfast with a non-com. ? " he asked.

" Just a little," answered Furleigh, and

the sergeant nodded.

In spite of his vaunted appetite, the ser-

geant ate little. He sat and watched his

man and said nothing, waiting with an art

that was learned in war for the psychological

moment in which to strike.
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" Have you had enough ? " asked the ser-

geant, at last.

" Plenty, thanks," said Furleigh.

" Enough of wandering the streets, I

mean ? "

" Yes. I've had more than enough of

that."

" Then why do it ? "

Furleigh stared at him. It seemed like

the question of a madman.

" I've been trying hard to get up again

ever since I "

" You've been trying in the wrong way,

then. Look at me. I was down and out

once, and I wasted a lot of time wandering

about asking folks to help me. Some of

'em did, a little ; but most didn't. So I did

what I thought was worse than suicide;

I went off and enlisted. Look at me now.

I've money in the bank, and a good coat to

my back, and three square meals a day,

and I shall have a pension when I'm through.

I've seen quite a little of the world, too,

and had a corking good time of it." Furleigh

was silent now, staring down at the table

in front of him. The sergeant tried another

line of argument. "There's nobody can

accuse me of being anything but what I am,

either," he asserted. " I've a record of

twenty years' service behind me, every day

of it accounted for, and that's more than

most can say. When a man's down and

out, anybody can call him a rotter, and

he can't disprove it as a rule."

Furleigh winced.

" Unless he's been in the army for a spell.

Then he can push his written record under

the nose of anyone that accuses him ! "

Furleigh still said nothing ; he still stared

at the dirty tablecloth, with his hands deep

down in his empty pockets and a look of

indecision on his face. But the sergeant

had not yet exhausted his list of lures.

" Nobody knows who I was before I

joined," he said, darkly, as though he were

hiding some thrilling secret. " I gave my

real name, because it's against the law not

to, and I wasn't taking any chances."

Furleigh seemed interested now.

" Is that a fact ? Can't a man enlist under

an assumed name ? "

" Some of 'em do, but it's against the

regulations, and there's apt to be trouble if

it's ever discovered. What's your name,

now ? "

" Furleigh."

" I know half-a-dozen men of your name !"

lied the sergeant, promptly. " There's one

in the First Life Guards, one in the Middlesex,

one in the D. L. I. Why, I must know a

dozen of them ! "

" Come along, then," said Furleigh. " I'll

enlist."

" And you'll be glad of it," the sergeant

answered.

An hour or two later Furleigh had been

taken before a magistrate, and had kissed

the Book, and had sworn to serve Her

Majesty the Queen and obey her officers in

Great Britain, or abroad, or in the Dominions

beyond the seas, without questionâ��loyally

â��and to the death.

" Now listen," said the recruiting-sergeant,

when the oath was taken and they were out on

the street again. " You've been a gentle-

man. Forget it ! You've given orders all

your life instead of taking 'em. Forget it !

You're a new boy in a new school now ! And

don't you forget that ! Be civil, obey orders

at the jump, grin when you don't like a thing,

keep your fists behind you and your tongue in

your head, and let the canteen alone ; then

you'll be all right."

II.

It was all very well for the recruiting-ser-

geant to give advice to Robert Furleigh. The

advice was good, but he found that following

it meant remoulding a life-long point of view.

He was housed jn a barrack-room with nine-

teen other men any one of whom would have

blacked his boots a month ago and have been

proud to do it ; and the temptation to secure

their respect by hinting darkly at influence

and relations high up in the service was too

insistent to be withstood. So at the very start

he fell the way that all fools fall, and derision

and abuse met him whichever way he turned.

He found himself dubbed a " ranker."

In the end, to get away from his com-

rades' roasting, he took a signalling course,

and there his education helped him. The

Morse Code that was a thing of mystery to

most recruits was almost like an open book

to him. But he had already broken every

single rule of conduct that the recruiting-

sergeant had laid down for him. He had made

the amazing discovery that cads can use their

fists, and he had fought half of the first-year

men in the regiment, and been licked by most

of them. Those that had got the better of

him bullied him on the strength of it, and the

men that he had licked were training and

hardening their muscles with the laudable

desire of one day getting even. He had no

friends.

Even among the signallers he was unpopu-

lar, so his proficiency with the heliograph
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stood him in very little stead. Officers are

chary of recommending for promotion a man

who has earned the whole-hearted contempt

of two-thirds of the regiment and the hatred

of the rest. Furleigh remained a private,

while younger men than he, who had been

bred in the slums of London, and whose

education began and ended with the three

R's, rose to be lance-corporalsâ��and gave him

orders and abuse.

The iron of it sank deep into his soul, and

he grew worse tempered than he had ever

been, and sulky and morose. Alsoâ��and that

was the last and the most important of the

recruiting-sergeant's rulesâ��he took to drink ;

the canteen got his pay and what was left of

his self-respect. The cells were the next

acquaintance that he made. Every pay-day,

almost, found him sentenced to them for

" drunk and resisting the guard," or " drunk

and disorderly," or just plain, ordinary drunk.

It was in the cells that light dawned on him

in the shape of Copeland, newly joined.

Second-lieutenant Copeland looked through

the iron-barred window of the cell, and recog-

nition was mutual and instant. Fifteen

minutes later the cell door opened to admit

Copeland, and the sentry marched away to

the end of the flagged promenade in front,

and stood there out of ear-shot.

" Are you in under your right name ? "

asked Copeland.

" Yes," said Furleigh.

" Were you after a commission ? "

" No," said Furleigh.

" Well, even if you had been, you've lost

all chance of getting it now, of course ; so

there's no use in talking about that. Don't

you think you'd better purchase your dis-

charge, Furleigh ? Don't you think you

might do better out of the army ? I'd give

you the money myself, and give you some-

thing else besides to start you after you've

left."

Now, if human nature were not what it is

known to beâ��quite inexplicable, and if every

man had not some different kink in him that

leads by devious byways to his pride, this

story might seem incredible.

" I suppose you don't want me in your

half-company ? " asked Furleigh.

" Candidly, I don't."

" Does anybody else know that you've

recognized me ? "

" Not a soul."

" Very well, then ; don't let them. Keep

it dark, and keep me in your half-company."

" But look here, Furleigh ! See sense !

The thing's impossible ! I can't carry on,

Vol. xlvi-5.

and say nothing, and let you blackmail me,

for that's what it will amount to ! "

" Blackmail you ! You mean little sneak !

If I'd wanted to blackmail you, d'you think

that I'd have not done it before this ? We

were both of us to blame for that business,

but I got found out and took the blame, and

you, you dirty little underhanded trades-

man's son, you let me take it, didn't you,

and said nothing ? Now you want to buy

me out of the army, do you, and get me out

of sight again, and out of mind ? Try if you

dare! Hold your tongue, Copeland, and

I'll hold mine."

" But, Furleigh "

" That's all! " said Furleigh.

" But, you know, I sha'n't be able to do

you any favours ; I shall have to treat you

the same as all the rest."

" If you so much as dare to show me a

single favour I'll expose vou that minute ! "

" But "

Furleigh came one pace nearer, and spoke

to him through clenched teeth.

" I want you to clearly understand," he

said, " that what I say now is final. Leave

the army yourself, if you like ; but don't

you dare to try to get me out of it, or even to

get me transferred. And don't you dare to

let anybody know who I am, or what you

know about me, or what I know about you.

And if you elect to stay in the army, don't

you dare to treat me differently to the rest.

I'll take no favours of any kind from a little

cad like you ! "

That incident did the trick for Furleigh.

He came out of cells, two days later, a changed

man, and the canteen saw no more of him.

He was determined to show Copeland how a

gentleman behaved under stress of circum-

stances, and the delight he took in doing it

gave him something to live for, and changed

his whole appearance and his point of view

and his relation to the service.

He took a keen delight now in every form

of soldiering; and because Copeland, who

had no birth at all to speak of, was making

himself unpopular by his snobbery among

his brother officers, Furleigh chose to forget

his birth and prove that a gentleman can

survive any form of disaster with credit to

himself.

His eyes never met Copeland's eyes, save

in the course of duty, and then only as they

would have met another officer's. He placed

no difficulties in Copeland's way ; he obeyed

his orders, and he neither avoided him nor

got in the way of him. He behaved to him

exactly as he did to any other officerâ��that
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is to say, civilly and with all the power of

prompt obedience he had in him.

And as the weeks wore by and Furleigh's

efficiency increased, the regiment began to

perceive the change in him. Men who had

scorned him a month ago now shared their

tobacco with him and slapped him on the

back; men who had objected to sleeping in

the next cot to him now sat on his bed and

talked to him ; and officers who had cast him

prev'ously for every conceivable form of

fatigue, began to watch him now from another

point of view. Six months later he was made

lance-corporal. When war broke out and

the regiment was ordered overseas, he was a

corporal already. And when the regiment

reached South Africa and the shifting and

confusion of campaign had begun, Furleigh

was sergeant-signaller. Copeland was second

lieutenant still, and likely to remain one ;

Furleigh's behaviour had got on his nerves,

and he was silent and morose and distrusted

and unpopular.

III.

A signaller has his full share of all the hard

work that may be going, and positively no

glory whatever, at the stage of a war when

crawling columns are evolving out of chaos

and the skyline is rendered hazy with the

dust of manoeuvring brigades. Furleigh sat,

or stood, and sweated at his helio while every-

body lost his temper, and nobody knew for

ten consecutive minutes who was which, nor

who commanded what, nor what orders were,

nor why. And during that time he saw little

or nothing of Second-lieutenant Copeland.

But all this while Copeland was exercising

influence ; and because his regiment had no

use for him, every application that he made

for a transfer to some other detail was warmly

seconded by his colonel; and in the end some-

body commanding found time to scrawl his

signature across a piece of paper that sent

Copeland hurrying to the front.

Furleigh went too, but for other reasons.

An order had come down from the fighting-

line that the most efficient signallers should

be sent forward immediately ; and the first

to go was the man who had toiled from day-

light until dusk ever since he landed, and

had made himself and proved himself the

most accurate and quickest signaller at the

base. The same train took both of them.

Copeland travelled first-class, in a carriage

reserved for the use of officers ; he went on

importunity and influence. Furleigh went

in an open truck, in among the cartridge-

boxes, sent forward on his merits.

Copeland, out on the platform to stretch

himself at a wayside station, beheld Furleigh

sprawling in the truck and cursed the sight of

him. Furleigh saw him too, but took no

notice. And then, after an almost inter-

minable journey, the train disgorged them at

the front, and once again they lost sight of

one another for a while.

They went under fire together the next

time that they met; and then the crisis came.

Copeland commanded a little body of scouts,

some five-and-twenty of them, who had orders

to push forward and get in touch with a sup-

posed-to-be-retreating enemy. And along

with the outfit marched Sergeant Furleigh,

smoking his pipe contentedly beside a mule

that bore the helio. In front were the five-

and-twenty, spread out like furlong posts

across the veldt. Fifty paces or more behind

them, and at an equal distance from either

end of the extended line, walked Copeland,

and behind him, two hundred yards or more,

came Furleigh.

They reached a river, where the only ford

was overlooked by jagged kopjes. There

the scouts lay down and watched a while.

Nothing moved on the far side and there

were no signs of any enemy, so Copeland

gave an order, and one by one, with their

rifles held above their heads, the scouts

crossed over. On the far side they lay down

in a cluster and waited for their officer. Then

Furleigh led the mule across, and Copeland

rode it, cursing because the water wetted

his legs, for every now and then the mule

stumbled or put a foot wrong, and he had to

sit cross-saddle in order to keep his seat.

When they reached the far side, one of

the scouts reported having seen a man's

head on the near horizon. It had bobbed up

for a second and disappeared again. Only

one had seen it, but he was positive

that he had not been mistaken. Copeland

turned to Furleigh.

" D'you see that little kopje over there ?

The one with the hollow on this side of it ? "

" Yes, sir," said Furleigh.

" Well, take your helio there, and set it

up. If the enemy do happen to be in front,

you'll be under cover and out of their sight.

I suppose you can signal the rear from

there ? "

Furleigh glanced upward at the sun.

" Yes, sir." he said.

" Go ahead, then, and stand by in readiness

tj signal."

Furleigh led off the mule, leading him

along in the shallow water below the river-

bank until he had the kopje he was aiming
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for between him and the supposititious

enemy ; then he made a break for it, and

reached the hollow behind the kopje at the

run.

" Brave man!" said Copeland, with a

sneer, and one of the five-and-twenty

laughed.

The rest glanced from one to the other

and said nothing; they were scouts, not

humorists. Copeland stood up and watched

the skyline for five minutes through his

glasses, sweeping it slowly from left to

right.

" There's nothing there," he said, with

an air of conviction. " Forward, to that

kopje in front. We shall get a better view

from there, and then I'll decide what to do

next."

" Begging your pardon, sir " said a

sergeant, a twelve-year, two-medal man.

" Hold your tongue," commanded Cope-

land. " I'm in command here."

The scouts glanced at each other again,

but they had to obey his order, and they

advanced in a body across the open to the

kopje.

They had nearly reached it when a shot

rang outâ��one solitary shot that hit nobody.

But that shot was a signal. A second later

came a volley, sudden and sharp and shorn

off like the sound of one gun firing, and then

another volley, and another ; then independent

firing, that rattled for a moment, and grew

less, and died down into nothing, ending with

one solitary shot.

Furleigh, peering round the corner of his

shelter, could see nothing; he supposed that

the scouts had taken cover. So he turned to

his helio again and got ready to transmit

the message that Copeland would surely

send him in a minute or two. But no one

came back with any order.

He sent a flash or two, to call the attention

of the column that was still out of sight

beyond the skyline to the rear, and after a

minute he caught the answering flash.

" Stand by," he signalled. " Information

coming ! "

" Ready ! " came the answer.

Then, from the corner of his eye, he

caught another flash, over to the left, beside

him. A glance over there showed him

another helio, manned by a fellow with a

shaggy beard. It was a Boer helio, and it

was signalling the British column. Furleigh

and his instrument were out of sight of the

enemy, and so was the mule, for a little

ragged escarpment ran down from the kopje

that concealed him and formed a wedge-

shaped screen between him and the Boers.

He had to stand on tip-toe and peer above

it in order to see the man who signalled.

So he drew back his helio a little farther

towards the kopje and hobbled the mule

more carefully and watched, trying to read

the Boer flashes.

It proved difficult. He could read easily

enough what the British signallers answered;

but they, too, seemed to find it hard to

understand.

" Repeat!" they kept on signalling.

" Repeat! Not understood ! "

Either the Boer was a beginner at the

instrument or else his knowledge of English

was at fault.

Suddenly Furkrgh heard a noise behind him,

to his right, and he turned and saw Cope-

land creeping towards him on his stomach.

The moment he reached the little hollow

in the shelter of the kopje Copeland rose

to his feet. He was white as a sheet and

trembling, but there was no sign of a wound

on him.

" Quick ! Out of this ! " said Copeland.

" The Boers are behind that hill, several

thousands of them. They ambuscaded us.

Shot down every single man ! "

" Except you ? " suggested Furleigh.

But the irony missed ; Copeland was too

excited.

" The Boers have got a helio on that hill,"

said Furleigh, quite calmly. " They're

signalling the column. I can't read what

they're saying, but our men don't seem able

to read it either."

" Who cares what they're saying ! Loose

that mule ! Come on, hurry ! I'll ride him,

and you take hold of the stirrup ! "

Furleigh loosed the mule.

" All ready, sir ! " he said.

There was a pronounced accentuation on

the " sir."

Copeland mounted.

" Come on ! " he ordered. " Catch hold ;

hurry up ! "

" One minute," said Furleigh, still holding

to the rein. " If you get through, tell 'em

that that wasn't my helio flashing; d'you

understand, SIR ? "

" Let go of that rein, will you, you fool! "

The mule milled round and round, for

Furleigh held it. and Copeland was kicking

with both of his heels. Officers command-

ing scouts were armed with rifles like the

rest, to save them from being picked off by

the enemy ; Copeland had dropped his rifle,

and he had no weapon of any kind, but he

felt for his sword now instinctively.
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Furleigh laughed at him, and Copeland

struck out with his fist and missed.

Once again Furleigh laughed, but he

loosed the rein, and hit the mule a resound-

ing wallop with his open palm. In went

Copeland's heels, and off went the mule at an

awkward gallop. Furleigh stood where he

was, with a grim smile on his face, watching.

He saw that Copeland never once looked

round.

The mule plunged into the river under

Copeland's urging, and began to wallow and

plunge across the ford. It was not until that

moment that the Boers caught sight of him ;

then ten men opened fire, and the men who

were clustered round the helio stopped what

they were doing to watch.

The mule was by no means a steady target,

and he was half-way over before they hit him ;

he fell then, though, in a heap, head under,

and Copeland slipped off his back and began

to wade. Never once looking back, he

plunged, pushing, wallowing forward, diving

head and shoulders under for so long as he

could hold his breath, bobbing up again for

an instant, to be greeted with a volley that

spattered round him, and then diving again

and struggling forward.

He reached the bank, unhit apparently,

and he lay low there in the shallow water

for five minutes. Then Furleigh saw him

make a spring for it and climb the bank ; a

long-range volley greeted him the moment

that he showed himself, and as he reached

the top he fell forward into the long grass

and lay there. It was difficult to judge at

that long distance, but it seemed to Furleigh

that he had not been hit; the Boers, though,

thought otherwise, for they left off firing.

Furleigh watched for a little while, but

saw no sign of movement on the far bank,

so he turned his attention to the signalling

again. The flashes had resumed, and there

was another man on the helio now, who

seemed more of an adept at it. Furleigh

crawled down towards the river, and lay

still between two ant-hills ; from that angle

he could read the flashes better.

Flick-flick ! went the Boer helio. " General

Commanding," read Furleigh from where he

lay, and back came the answering flash :â��

Flick-flick-flick! "Enemy retired some

hours ago. Ford easy and undefended.

Have reconnoitred all positions on far side.

No signs of enemy except litter along line of

their retreat."

" Press forward and report," came back

the answer.

From where Furleigh lay he could see the

heads of more than a thousand Boer marks-

men, peeping above a ridge to stare at a

heavy dust-cloud that began to show on the

far horizon. And from where the dust-cloud

was there came the angry rumble of an army.

A lumbering, blundering, bull-plucky British

column was advancing with its eyes shut into

planned, marked-out, calculated, ambus-

caded death !

Flick-flick! went the helio. Flash-flash !

came the answer. And the Boer heads dis-

appeared again, and the Boer signallers un-

shipped their instrument and hid it behind

the ridge.

Back crawled Furleigh to his hollow where

the helio stood. If ever a man faced certain

death, he did then ; but he faced it laughing.

When he reached the hollow he drew out his

pipe and filled and lit it. He was out of sight,

he knew, and he could take his time about

beginning ; but once he started he would have

to hurry, for there were Boers in plenty

within three hundred yards of him. So he

smoked for five full minutes, while he thought;

there was going to be no room for mistakes.

Then quietly, and almost casually, he stood

up behind his instrument, and his fingers

clutched the key.

" General Commanding," he signalled, quite

steadily and without a tremor ; " General

Commanding "â��" General Commanding "â��

" Gen "

It seemed like an hour to him before the

answer came ; and there were not even seconds

to lose !

" Last messages false ! " he signalled.

" Enemy ambuscaded far side of ford in force.

Scouts surprised and killed. Enemy using

their helio to draw you into trap. Do you

understand ? "

Another hour followed, that was really

sixty seconds. Then :â��

" Repeat! " came the answering signal.

Furleigh heard sounds behind himâ��nailed

boots hurrying over rocks, and a gruff com-

mand in Dutch. The Boers had seen his

signals ! But he kept his eyes fixed steadily

on the sky in front of him, and repeated his

signal word for word.

" To draw you into a trap," he signalled.

" Do you under " And a man peered

over the edge of the kopje behind him and a

rifle-barrel flashed for a second in the sun-

light. There came a sharp report and another

flashâ��and Furleigh dropped down in a heap

where he had stood. Another Boer leaned

over then and put another bullet into him, to

make quite sure.

The British column signalled and signalled,
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"furleigh dropped down in a heap where he had stood."

but got no answer. The Boers lay low and

waited, and the cloud of dust drew nearer.

But out of it, after a while, there came another

cloudâ��a little one, that rose higher and moved

three times as fast. And three thousand

yards beyond the ford three batteries of

horse artillery swung round to " Action

Front."

Shrapnel were the scouts this time .round

jjnn hf>lk that shrieked and sang among the

kopjes, ricochetting off the rocks and seeking

out what lay there. Then came a real retreat,

hurried along by pom-pom shells and maxims

and very long-range rifle-fire. And after

that a stretcher picked up Furleigh and bore

him to the rear. Copeland rose from the

grass and walked back, and reported to the

general officer commanding.

" Who are you ? " asked the general.

" Copeland, sir. O.C. advanced scouting-

party."

" Where is vour command ? "

' " All killed,'sir."

. " Excepting you, eh ? "

Copeland said nothing.

" How did you come to report the crossing

safe and undefended ? "

" I did not, sir. The sergeant-signaller did

that. As I lay among the grass on this side

of the river, spent, sir, you'll understand, I
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saw him standing over there and flashing

signals."

" Did you at any time give him signals to

send after you were attacked ? "

" No, sir. I had no opportunity."

" How so ? "

" Could not get near him, sir."

" How did you cross the river ? "

Copeland hesitated. He had no idea who

had seen him or who had not, and there

was the dead mule lying in the river for

damning evidence against him.

" I started on the mule ; the enemy shot

that, and then I swam and waded."

" And the mule, where did you get that

from ? "

Copeland turned red and hesitated.

" You may consider yourself under arrest,

Mr. Copeland," said the general, slowly and

deliberately. " I'll have your conduct in

this matter investigated at once."

Copeland saluted and started to walk

slowly to the rear, trying hard to think of

some way to save his reputation, and as

he walked he was recognized by a corporal

of Yeomanry, who had until lately been

teller in a London bank. The corporal made

no sign, and neither did Copeland, but each

man recognized the other. Copeland con-

tinued his march to the rear, and the cor-

poral rode forward to where the general

stood. There he halted, to the rear of him,

and waited for further orders.

Nine stretchers passed, one of them in

front and the rest all in a cluster behind it.

The general turned his head.

" Corporal," he ordered, " find out who

are on those stretchers."

And the corporal dismounted and stopped

the stretcher-bearers. The first man that he

looked at, on the stretcher that was in front,

was Robert Furleigh, and the corporal

recognized him. He lifted the skirt of his

open tunic, though, and looked at the name on

it, to make absolutely sure.

" Is he alive ? " he asked.
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" Yes, hit in two places. But he's got a

chance."

The corporal reported his discovery, and

the general changed colour slightly under the

dark sunburn. He, too, seemed anxious to

make sure, for he walked up to the stretcher

and stooped over it.

" Take this man's deposition the moment

he regains consciousness," he ordered. " And

let me have it immediately."

Then he mounted and rode forward to

attend to his country's business. His own

could wait.

IV.

Through the whole of the weary, jolting,

bumping journey to the base Furleigh lay

on his back in the ambulance and groaned.

He had had the good fortune to be hit at

a time when there were no other wounded

men to deal with, so the surgeons had had

time to spare for him. They saved his life,

but they did nothing to spare his feelings.

He was to be sent home, they told him,

on the first home-going troopship, and in all

likelihood he would be invalided from the

army.

And what was a man to do, he wondered,

who knew no trade, and had nobody who

cared a hang about him, and nothing but a

few pounds of wound-money to fall back

upon ?

He had been a fool, he thought, as usual.

And fooled by Copeland once again. Why

hadn't he taken that mule and ridden away,

as that cad Copeland did ? He conld have

left Copeland to his fate thenâ��and serve

him right ! Why hadn't he ? Because then

he would have been a cad, like Copeland.

He thought it over still more on board

the troopship going home, and in the end

he began to feel almost satisfied. He had

been faced with an ugly proposition, and

he had not hesitated. He had played the

game. What else mattered ?

But the long days of convalescence in

Netley Hospital brought gloom with them

again. Discha-ge from the army was each

day twenty-four hours nearer, and London

loomed big, with the friendless streets and

the benches, and the hurrying, careless

crowds again. Nobody visited him. He had

plenty of time to think. And not one of the

plans he thought of brought him a single

gleam of hope.

Then one day they did bring in a visitor

to see him, and he turned over on his cot,

a little wearily, expecting to see a missionary,

or some semi-professional ward-visitor, who

would bore him with well-intentioned plati-

tudes. But he gasped and turned even

whiter than his wound had left him when he

saw who stood beside his bed.

" Good morning, Mr. Robert, sir," said

a well-remembered voice.

" You, Blades ! Have you left, then ? "

" No, sir ; I'm still your father's butler."

" What brought you here ? " -

" Your father's letter, sir, and the first

train I could catch. He ordered me to

bring you this by hand."

The butler handed him an official-looking

envelope, and Furleigh seized it and tore

it open with fingers that twitched and

trembled.

It was dated from General Headquarters,

and ran :â��

Dear Bob,â��Blades will bring you this, and by

this same mail he will receive my orders to wait

on you, and convey you home the moment you are

well enough to leave the hospital. When I ordered

you out of the house, it appears that I acted under

a false impression. You were in the wrong, for you

put your name on a promissory note in spite of my

orders, and in spite of your own promise not to do

so. I had no idea, though, that Mr. Copeland had

most of the money, that you repaid your share of

it to him, and that it was he, not you, who failed

to meet it. I suppose that in my anger I gave you

no opportunity to explain; or possibly your own

misguided sense of honour prevented you. In any

case, your fault was not so great as I supposed, and

you have been punished for it quite enough. You

are welcome home again.

You will possibly be interested to learn that Mr.

Copeland has left the army, Her Majesty having

no further use for his services. The coincidence of

my receiving your signals direct, coupled with the

certainty that you could not have known that I was

with that column, and the opportunity that I had

to investigate the circumstances on the spot and

reconstruct what happened from the evidence directly

afterwards, was a piece of wonderful good fortune.

I will attend to the matter of your honourable

discharge from the army, as you will readily under-

stand that I could not, in all the circumstances,

possibly recommend you for promotion. What you

did, however, shall be. considered as having blotted

out the past.

Your affectionate father,

WHITTINCHAME FlRLEICH,

General Commanding, Eastern Transvaal.

" It's all over the county, sir," said

Blades. " Your father's written home and

told pretty near everyone all about it, and

how you're his heir again. We're all glad,

sir ! "

" Gad, Blades ! The old man doesn't do

things by halves, does he ? "

" No, sir," said Blades, " he don't. An'

if you asked me, his son don't either. Seems

it runs in the family."

Vol. xivLâ�� e.



The greatest mystery of the sea is, of course, the case of the Marie Celeste, which has defied all attempts

at solution for forty years. Nevertheless, some solution there must be, and it has occurred to us to

reprint the story (from the Nautical Magazine) and to invite eminent writers, who are celebrated for their

ingenuity in disentangling mysteries, to suggest solutions. We have pleasure in publishing most

ingenious conjectures by Sir A. Conan Doyle, Mr. Arthur Morrison, Mr. Barry Pain. Mr. Morley Roberts,

and Mr. Horace Annesley Vachell. It is possible that the explanation of this strange mystery is really

quite simple, and if some plausible solution should occur to any of our readers we shall be very glad to

hear from them, and to publish and pay for anything we may decide to use.

I HAT is the greatest mystery

of the sea ? Ask any deep-

water sailor that question, and

the chances are that he will

answer â�� the Marie Celeste.

Why was she abandoned, and

what became of her crew ? These are riddles

which for forty years have been discussed

without result by the seamen of the world.

In this tragedy one looks in vain for a clue to

a natural or supernatural explanation.

The circumstances in which the brig

Marie Celeste was found deserted in mid-

ocean are matters of official record, but that

only. No trace of any member of the ship's

company of thirteen souls has ever been

found. Thirteen, that unlucky number !

" Had that anything to do with it ? " asks

the superstitiously-inclined sailor.

To-day, many years after the disaster, we

know practically no more about it than did

the skipper who found the deserted ship.

There is ample room for imagination, for

from the recorded facts no one has been able

to construct even a tenable theory. However,

here are the facts in the case, all that has

been learned after forty years.

Why was the brig Marie Celeste abandoned ?

Not one of the thirteen souls who sailed from

New York has ever returned to tell how or

why they fled in haste from the vessel. With

all her boats intact, and well stocked with

provisions, the brig was found sailing in the

Atlantic a day after she was abandoned.

Early in September, 1872, Captain Ben

Griggs, a New Englander, stood on an East

River wharf, in New York, watching the

loading of the last article for his ship's cabin.

It was a sewing-machine belonging to his

wife, for Mrs. Griggs was to go with her

husband for the voyage on the Marie Celeste,

of five hundred tons, bound for Genoa. As

the machine was slung aboard, the captain's

wife, with their seven-year-old daughter and

their twelve-year-old son, and accompanied

by the vessel's owner, appeared on the wharf.

The boy ran up to Captain Griggs, crying:â��

" Oh, father, do please take me for a trip as

well as sister.''

" Stop there, my lad, not so fast," replied

his father; "you've been two voyages with

me, and now it's proper that you stay at

home so as to attend school."

" But I shall be lonesome without mother

and sister," replied the boy.

"Aye, I dare say you will," said the old

man, thoughtfully. Then, turning to his

owner, " What do you say, sir, as to the boy

coming with his mother and sister ? "

The owner of the ship shook his head.

" I believe, captain, the lad should stick to

his books."

That settled it. When the brig hauled off,

the captain's son was left standing on the
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jetty beside his father's employer, and he

wept as though he was broken-hearted, till

the owner took him to a shop and bought him

some sweets and toys. In not taking his son

on that voyage of the Celeste the skipper spared

the ladâ��what ? No one can answer that

question. The weeks passed, two months or

more. Then suddenly through the State

Department there came to the owner, from

the United States Consul at Gibraltar, this

notice :â��

Gibraltar, January 2nd, 1873.

The American brig Marie Celeste, of New York,

was brought into this port by the British barque

Dei Gratia. Marie Celeste picked up on high seas

on December 5th, abandoned. Brig in perfect con-

dition, but was taken possession of by Admiralty

Court as a derelict. Fate of crew unknown.

The owner of the ill-fated brig at once took

passage for Gibraltar. Before his departure,

however, he sent a copy of the letter to

Captain Griggs's little son.

" If only father had taken me along with

him," the boy said, " we should have been

together and happy now. For when they

left me and took mother and sister that made

the ship's company up to thirteen."

At noon on 5th December, 1872, the

Atlantic, at a point three hundred miles due

west from Gibraltar, was as smooth as a mill-

pond, and there were three vessels within

sight of each other. One was a German

tramp steamer holding a course for the West

Indies, and crossing the bows of the brig

about three miles off. The steamer ran up a

signal that called for an answer from the

brig. But the brig sent no answer. She was

silent. Then, as if saying to the brig, " Well,

if you don't want me to speak to you or

report you, it's all the same to me," the

tramp held on her course due south, dropping

at last over the horizon.

The third vessel was the British barque

Dei Gratia, Captain Boyce, bound for

Gibraltar. Captain Boyce, through his tele-

scope, had seen the signal displayed by the

tramp steamer when trying to speak to the

brig. Also, he had waited in vain for an

answering flag from the Marie Celeste, the

reply demanded by the common code of

courtesy on the high seas.

" Queer, jolly impolite, when I come to

think of it," was the British skipper's

comment, and he determined to investigate.

" A confounded, surly churl of a sea-dog

who refused to be spoken at sea," for the

Briton was not as lacking in curiosity as his

brother skipper of the steamer seemed to be.

Taking every advantage of the cat's-paw of

wind from the southward, Captain Boyce ran

within hailing distance of the silent brig.

" There appears to be something amiss with

that vessel," he said to his mate, Adams.

" Aye, sir," replied the mate; " she should

by rights have every inch of sail spread. And

how she yaws, sir. She acts to me, sir, as

though the crew were all drunk."

They were now within half a mile of the

Marie Celeste, and both captain and mate

were scrutinizing closely the queer actions of

the brig, the captain through his telescope

and the mate through binoculars. Suddenly,

at the same moment, both cried, " Not a

soul in sight on her decks ! "

" It must be our eyes ; we can't see them,

but they're there somewhere, of course," said

the skipper.

There was still no response from the

brig.

" Give 'em an urgent hoist, Adams; that'll

get 'em, surely."

Forthwith the urgent hoist was run up.

Still no reply.

Meanwhile, the behaviour of the brig

became stranger than ever. The wind had
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veered slightly, and the brig's sails were

flapping in an irresponsible way.

" The fools," cried the skipper of the

British ship. " Strange we can't see them.

What are they hiding for ? But they're

there, sure enough, 'cause they're bringing

her about. Hang me, if they ain't trying to

run away from us ! "

Captain Boyce now formed a trumpet with

his hands and shouted, " Brig, ahoy ! " the

mate joining in the yell, for they were within

easy hailing distance. But the mysterious

brig still failed to answer, and, though all

hands on the British ship could now examine

the decks of the brig with the naked eye, not

a sign of life could they discover.

" Lower a boat," ordered Captain Boyce.

" Mr. Adams, we must board that craft. Her

whole crew is either drunk or murdered, or

dead of fever, or starved to death, or " He

turned to look into the mate's eyes.

" Or they've abandoned the ship, sir," said

the mate, understandingly. " And yet, never

that, sir. Why should they abandon her ?

She's not showing signs of distress, not

one."

On the calm sea a boat, manned by two

sailors and carrying both captain and mate

from the Dei Gratia, pulled towards the strange

brig. As they drew near they read, on the

vessel's stern, " Marie Celeste, New York."

" Celeste, ahoy! On deck, there," cried

Boyce, as he came alongside, well forward.

The only answer was the flapping of the

somnolent sails aloft.

" Bless me, if she ain't pretty near all right

aloft," said the skipper. " It's below the

wrong is."

Whereupon he ordered his sailors to stand

by, while he and the mate boarded the brig,

climbing up by the chain-plates.

Then, after one swift glance over the

bulwarks, the captain said :â��

" All hands must be below, for there's not

a man in sight, not even a man at the wheel."

The two Britons then made their way aft,

noting the ship's condition as they went. Not

a thing was missing. Nothing was wanting

that would be needed by such a vessel at sea.

She was obviously a first-class craft, freshly

painted, newly outfitted, spick and span in

every way.

But that uncanny silence on such a fine

ship was something awesome. The two men

felt their flesh creep. Was the ship deserted ?

To them the brig seemed a floating graveyard,

a ghost ship, the kind of phantom craft they

had read about. From stem to stern, in

cabin and forecastle, the two men searched,

but not a human being, dead or alive, could

they find.

" Mutiny ! " exclaimed the skipper.

" Master and mate have been thrown over-

board. But where are the mutineers ?

Why this game of hide-and-seek ? "

After a second examination of every part of

the mysterious brig the mariners returned to

the cabin.

" Well, it hasn't been mutiny, sir," said

the mate ; " there's no sign of a struggle."

"Nor was it piracy," said the captain;

" the money-box has not been disturbed,

and the cargo's valuable, but not touched,

and there's no indication of any violence."

" Nor starvation, sir, with fever and all

hands going loony and jumping over the side,

because there's tons of grub, and the medicine-

chest ain't been used to any account."

" And there was no storm, Adams, nor

waterspout, nor tidal wave to wash 'em

overboard. The log shows nothing since

leaving Sandy Hook." .

" Well, then, sir, if it weren't mutineers,

nor pirates, nor storm, nor wreck, nor leak,

nor famine, nor sickness, what could it have

been, sir, except a sea-serpent sticking his

snout aboard and swallowing 'em one by

one ? "

" They abandoned ship, Adams, that's

plain," said the skipper, ignoring the sea-

serpent theory.

" Yes, sir, they've left the ship ; but

why ? "

" Why ? It's most extraordinary, you

know. They were not forced off, that's easy

to see. They went willingly, and they had

not made any preparations to go, that's

certain. They didn't know they were going

till the very moment they went. They went

all in a most unaccountable hurry, because

they â�  left the ship in the middle of their

breakfast. And they didn't take a stitch of

clothing with 'em except what they had on

their backs. Hang it! They took nothing

but the ship's chronometer. Why the

chronometer ? We can't find the chro-

nometer, can we ? And I firmly believe

they took the ship's papers, too; at least

we haven't found the papers, though they

may be locked in some drawer we've failed

to open."

" That's straight, sir; they abandoned

ship with nothing but the chronometer, and,

possibly, the ship's papers. But why did

they quit a ship that's as sound as the day

she was launched ? We've tried the pumps,

and there's not an unnecessary drop of water

in the old hooker. The ship's just perfect in
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" AFTER ONE SWIFT GLANCE OVKR THE BULWARKS, THE CAPTAIN

SAID, 'ALL HANDS MOST BE BELOW, FOR THERE'S NOT A MAN

IN SIGHT, NOT EVEN A MAN AT THE WHEEL.'"

every particular. Halloa !

Here's blood ! " The mate

had drawn a cutlass from

a scabbard that hung on

the cabin wall. He pointed

to spots on the blade.

" Blood, sir, yet why did

the man that used the cut-

lass take the trouble to

put it back in its sheath ?

And " â�� looking at the

woodwork of the cabin

round about the scabbard

â� â��" see these marks ; more

blood. Piracy, sir, that's

it. There's a Captain Kidd

in this job, and he's made

'em all walk the plank."

" Pirates, Adams ; yes !

But, then, there's the valu-

ablesâ��the two watches in the

mate's room, and the lady's rings

and other jewels, and the full

money-chest."

" Well, captain, anyway she is

our prize."

"Aye, Adams; but what I

can't make out is, how did

they leave the ship ? Not in

their own boats, eh ? "

" No, sir ; because the boat that

would be carried by a craft like

this is here present and accounted

for."

" Well, then, Adams, they got

away in a boat belonging to

another vessel."

" How else could they get

away, sir ? "

" So, all we've got to do, Mr.

Adams, is to tow her into Gibral-

tar, and try and find out why

this A i craft was abandoned

by her people."

The reader may wish to try

and unravel this hard nautical

knot for himself. Therefore, here

are further details of the examina-

tion made by the two British

ors on the abandoned ship

Marie Celeste.

First, it was clear that the

abandonment of the vessel was

not due in any way to a storm

or even bad weather.

" Look at the sewing-machine."

said the skipper, as he and the

mate discussed the situation in

the brig's cabin. " There's been
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a woman hereâ��probably the captain's wife

â��and she was using that machine not long

before she went wherever she went. Note

this thimble lying on its side on a corner of

the machine. There could have been no

storm at the time the woman separated from

the ship, for any kind of sea-roll would have

caused the cotton to tumble off the machine."

" There's been a child here, too, sir," put

in the mate. " It was a girl, for the thing the

"THE APPEARANCES OK THK TAKI.E SHOWED THAT FOUR PERSONS

HAD RISEN FROM A HALK-EATEN MEAL TO LEAVE THE CABIN

FOR EVER."

woman was sewing on the^machine appears to

me like a pinafore. The child was possibly

the skipper's kiddie. And the woman stopped

sewing in the middle of stitching a sleeve to

leave the ship, however she left it."

" No, she didn't," said the captain. " She

stopped sewing to get her breakfast." And

the captain pointed to the table, the

appearance of which showed that four persons

had risen from a half-eaten meal to leave the

cabin for ever. The four at table were

accounted for as the captain, his wife and

little girl, and the mate. That the meal was

breakfast was indicated by the nature of the

foodâ��oatmeal, coffee, bacon, and eggs. The

child had almost finished her porridge. At

the captain's place at the table lay the two

halves of a hard-boiled egg in the shell. It

was evident that the moment he broke the

shell he left the cabin never to return.

At another place at the table

â��probably his wife'sâ��stood a

bottle filled with a popular

brand of cough medicine. It

looked as if the woman's last

act aboard the brig had been

to remove the cork from the

bottle, for the cork lay on the

cloth; and, as an evidence there

had been nothing but a calm

sea since the ship was deserted,

the narrow tall bottle stood

upright close to the edge of the

table, not a drop of the medicine

having escaped from the bottle.

In the forecastle, too, pans on

the stove contained a breakfast

ready cooked, showing that the

sailors were about to gather for

the morning meal when they

went over the side instead.

Second, as already stated,

there was a dearth of evidence

of mutiny or piracy. No sign

of any kind indicated violence

or a struggle. Moreover, the

money-chest was found to have

its contents presumably intact.

Third, how long had the vessel

been deserted ? The log replied

to this question, but whether

truthfully or not there was no

way of knowing. The last entry

in the log was made forty odd

hours before the Marie Celeste

was sighted by the Dei Gratia.

There was no mention of storm.

The log was found in the mate's

room. The entry made at seven

o'clock on the morning of September 2nd,

1872, merely gave the latitude and longitude.

Fourth, there was no sign of any intention to

leave the ship. That the sailors had no expec-

tation of abandoning ship, but that, on the

contrary, all hands left in a great hurry on

the spur of the moment, was shown by the

fact that they had washed their underclothing

before breakfast on the morning of the

desertion, for, on looking around, Captain
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Boyce and his mate beheld the sailors' clothes

hanging on a line over the forecastle. In the

mate's room lay a paper containing an un-

finished sum in addition. When the mate

was summoned to leave the ship was he

eating breakfast or was he doing this sum ?

Fifth, while the binnacle and compasses of

the vessel were found, the chronometer was

missing. Absolutely not another thingâ��so

far as the two men could seeâ��was missing

from the brig except, possibly, the ship's

papers. The sailors had not even stopped

to take their pipes or tobacco.

Sixth, and strongest of all, the boat

belonging to the Celeste was in its place. How,

then, could the crew of thirteen have left the

ship except by boats from another vessel ?

Seventh: "What I want to know," said

the skipper, as he towed his prize to

Gibraltar, " is how is it a mother and child

would leave a good ship in mid-ocean with-

out taking even the child's nighties ? "

For the rest, the official data bearing on

the mystery are very meagre. In the archives

of the Department of State are the

following :â��

CREW AND PASSENGERS VANISH.

Document 136, from U.S. Consul Johnson, dated

Gibraltar, January 7th, 1873, " Result of analysis

adverse to blood existing on sword and woodwork

belonging to the brig Marie Celeste."

Document 137, from the same, dated January 20th,

1873, " Principal owner of brig Marie Celeste arrived

from New York to claim brig from Admiralty Court.

Nothing heard of missing crew. Chronometer and

ship's papers not to be found on board the brig."

Document 138, " Brig Marie Celeste restored to her

original owner February 12th, 1873."

Document 739, " Brig Marie Celeste cleared for

Naples under command of Captain John Hutchins,

sent out by owner from New York for the purpose.

Forwarded to Mrs. Bilson, of New York, effects of

Henry Bilson, missing mate of brig Marie Celeste.

The brig's last voyage."

And, meantime, though the representatives

of the United States in all the ports of the

world had been instructed to watch for the

missing crew, not a single vessel anywhere

reported picking up the Celeste's thirteen.

To-day the mystery of that ill-fated craft

is as dark as ever, for forty years have

passed without a word as to why or how

the thirteen, headed by Captain Griggs,

abandoned a perfectly sound vessel.

With these facts as a foundation, Sir

Arthur Conan Doyle published a story in one

of the magazines entitled, " J. Habakkuk

Jephson's Statements." It was supposed to

be the narrative of the sole survivor of the

Marie Celeste's tragic voyage of 1872. So

successful was he in giving an air of truth to

his story that the account was reprinted in

the Boston Herald in 1885 as the actual

explanation of the mystery. The main

features of the yarn are worth repeating as

an example of what might have happened.

J. Habakkuk Jephson, according to the yarn, was

a doctor in bad health who took passage in the Marie

Celeste for the sake of the sea trip. There were two

other passengers, John Harton, a representative of

the owners, and Septimus Goring, a quadroon from

New Orleans. Goring, it seems, was anything but

an attractive companion, but no one had anything

definite to charge him with. Two of the crew had

disappeared at the final moment, and their places

had been taken by two negroes. With these men

Goring appeared to have much to do. About ten days

out from New York, the Captain's wife and child

vanished. The next day the captain was found dead,

and as there was a pistol by his hand, Goring declared

he had committed suicide from grief. About two

weeks after this, Jephson showed to Goring, in the

course of a conversation, a stone shaped like a human

ear which an old negro woman had bequeathed to

him, saying that she had no other friend to whom to

give it and that he had always been kind to her. To

her, at any rate, it always appeared to be of great

value. This was also the opinion of the negro at the

wheel when he chanced to see it, for he almost wor-

shipped it. Jephson was much surprised at all this

fuss about a stone, but he was still more astonished

when they sighted land and found it to be not Portugal

but the coast of Africa. The mate, who had been in

charge of the vessel since the captain's death, was

intensely mortified at the reflection upon his seaman-

ship. He insisted that his instruments had been

tampered with, but he was not permitted to learn

whether they had been or not. That night a gang

of negroes put out from the shore, overcame the whites

on the brig, and murdered all but Jephson ; him they

saved because he had the ear-shaped stone. They

all went ashore in their native canoes, and this accounts

for all the Marie Celeste's boats being found intact in

their placesâ��one of the most mysterious features

in the whole mysterious case. Once on land, Jephson

went through some strange adventures which have

nothing to do with the Marie Celeste, and was finally

aided by Goring to escape. Goring had devoted

himself to private warfare on the white race. He had

planned the wholesale murder of the ship's company,

shot the captain, and pushed the woman and child

overboardâ��all this principally for the fun of it. By

skilful tinkering with the nautical instruments, he

had succeeded in sailing the brig to a point off the

coast of Africa, where he was met by a tribe of natives,

over whom he planned to rule. Unfortunately, the

natives possessed a large idol, the ear of which had

been broken off. This was the stone that had been

given to Jephson, and through its possession the

natives regarded him as their ruler. In order, there-

fore, to get rid of his rival, the one white man whom

he dared not kill, Goring gave him a boat and told

him to make for Gibraltar. This Jephson did, and

lived to tell the story of the capture and the fate of

the crew of the American brig Marie Celeste. But,

as he himself admitted, he could find no one to believe

him.

The following are some of the solutions

with which other eminent novelists have

been good enough to favour us. Whether

our readers think that any of them completely

solve the mystery, or whether they themselves
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can suggest something more plausible, now

remains to be seen.

Mr. Barry Pain's solution is as follows :â��

Supernatural explanations are too easy to be satis-

factory. Looking, then, for a natural explanation,

it is clear that the crew and passengers of the brig

did not leave her of their own free will or in pursuance

of any plan of their own. What, then, was their motive

for leaving ? Clearly it was fear. If they had been

lured away by any kind of attraction, they would

at least have finished breakfast first, and taken with

them some of their personal belongings. They had

to go at onceâ��on the momentâ��and they went because

they were afraid.

The idea that all thirteen of them went mad simul-

taneously and jumped overboard asks too much of

coincidence. They left in a boat, and it was not one

of the boats belonging to the brig. Therefore that

boat came alongside the Marie Celeste, and contained

in it the source of the terror which led to the abandon-

ment of the brig.

Of what nature was that terror ? There were no

signs of any violent struggle. There was no bloodshed.

But an unarmed man who has a loaded revolver

pointed at him does not struggle. He does what he

is told by the man who holds the gun.

Let us now suppose that a ship, which we will call

the " X," is engaged in some nefarious enterprise.

The nature of the enterprise may be left to the imagina-

tionâ��it does not matter. Fever breaks out on the

" A'," and many of the crew die. There are not enough

hands left to work the ship. The survivors are in

a desperate plight. They dare not signal for help,

because their ship will not bear inspection. The

" X" is well supplied in all ways except in men.

The survivors must get men.

Now, men were taken from the Marie Celeste, and

nothing else, with the exception of the chronometer,

was taken. The boat from the " X " came alongside

the Marie Celeste, and the boat's crew had a plausible

story and showed every sign of friendliness. They

went aboard the Marie Celeste, and they really had

only eleven people to deal with. The woman and child

that made up the thirteen could be neglected. Possibly

those eleven were taken in sections. First of all, those

of the crew who were on deck were terrorized by the

revolvers and secured by ropes. Then those who were

below were treated in a similar way. The human

cargo was then removed by boat to the " X." The

chronometer was simply an after-thought. The

survivors of the " A" " had not come for chronometers,

but for men. One of them happened to take a fancy

to the chronometer.

Several possibilities would account for the fact

that not one of the crew or passengers of the Marie

Celeste was ever seen again. They may have died

of fever. The " X " may have gone down with all

hands. It is not beyond possibility that some of them

may be alive even now. An honest man who has been

compelled by fear to engage in dishonest work may

feel that his character is lost, and may prefer not to

disclose his identity.

Mr. Morley Roberts writes :â��

I have thought of the Marie Celeste at intervals

for thirty years, and have never yet made the wildest

shot at a solution. The data are insufficient to draw

any conclusion from. If we knew the history of

everyone on board, something might be suggested.

It is, of course, easy enough to cook up a fictional

hypothesis, but that is simply supplying the very facts

we can't get at. The explanation is almost certainly

simpler than the problem, but more complex. I have

sometimes thought it was a " put-up " job, arranged

by the captain for some reason, and his plan went

wrong. Perhaps there was finance at the bottom of

it. The fact that on analysis the notion of blood

on the sword and woodwork was negatived makes

what looks like a clue as vain as everything else.

Mr. Horace Annesley Vachell thus explains

the mystery :â��

I think, with the rest of the world, that one must

dismiss as quite untenable the hypothesis of piracy

or mutiny. Nothing would seem to be left but the

occurrence of some absolutely unforeseen phenomenon,

which caused every soul on board to jump overboard

and perish. I conceive it possible that a submarine

explosion, of a volcanic character, may have sent to

the surface of the Atlantic some lethal gas lighter than

water and heavier than air, whose fumes lingered

together for an appreciable time. The ship sailed

into this noxious zone. The effect of the gas may have

excited madness and a raging thirst, a desire for water

at any cost. One imagines the watch on deck to be

affected first. One piercing scream would have

alarmed those in the cabin and forecastle. The mate,

realizing that something terrific had happened, may

have seized the chronometer to note the exact time,

or the instrument may have been in his hand at the

moment, a more probable conjecture. The captain

may have seized the ship's papers, sensible that a

catastrophe was impending. In any case he rushed

on deck, followed by the mate, the woman, and the

child. At the same moment the rest of the crew

appeared from the forecastle. The gas affected them

instantly. Each became raving mad, and plunged

into the sea, which swallowed them and their secret

Any attack by man or beast must have left some trace,

and we are told that the stains on cutlass and wains-

cot were not those of blood. Whatever happened

must have taken place with almost incredible swiftness.

The ship's company must have perished instantly.

How ? Suicide alone explains this wholesale slaughter

which left no trace. Suicide by a crew possessed

of sudden madness. No poison taken with their food

could act so simultaneously and swiftly. The poison,

therefore, must have been administered by Nature in

one overwhelming dose. Are there gases in Nature's

laboratories which might create madness and raging

thirst ? If so, are such gases of the nature of carbonic

acid gas heavy enough to lie upof! the face of the

waters till dissipated and weakened by atmospheric

changes ? Perhaps the calmness of the weather,

a dead smooth sea, hardly any wind, and so forth,

caused the escaping fumes to hold together for a few

minutes. I am no chemist, and make these con-

jectures at hazard.

Finally, Mr. Arthur Morrison has cast his

solution into the form of a little story.

The name of Joseph Mailers, A.B., had been " signed

on " for ship after ship, about which vessels, however,

the man was never called anything but " Holy Joe,"

or " Old Swede-bug." He was an enormous creature,

with almost disproportionately enormous hands and

arms, and a seaman of known efficiency and trust-

worthiness, whose discharge papers never varied.

He had his abnormality, however, and owed his

nicknames thereto. He was a religious crank. This

is not a peculiarity unknown among sailors, but " Holy

Joe " was of an unusual typeâ��he was a Swedenborgian.

and a translation of Emanuel Swedenborg's " Heavenly
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Arcana " accompanied him on every voyage, and from

it and from other treatises of the mystic he would

lecture the forecastle into mystified derision. He lived

in a world of spirits and " correspondences." For him

death did not exist, and all the departed were about

him in his daily comings and goings, merely purged

of bodily encumbrance and bodily needs. We were

spirits allâ��an emanation of the substance of the sun.

Every animal and plant, every inanimate object

even, every name, word, and number had its mystic

meaning, its hidden " correspondence" with some

deep-seated fact of spiritual existenceâ��the only real

existence he would admit. Time was a part of eternity,

and he esteemed no human invention so highly as

that of the clock, by which man could bring a spiritual

conception to actual measurement. On the whole,

" Old Swede-bug " was regarded as a harmless idiot ;

but he was a very large and strong one, so he indulged

his fancies unmolested.

" Holy Joe's " last voyage was in the Marie Celeste,

and that was the last voyage also of all on board.

Thirteen was the number, including the skipper's

wife and small child, and the superstition as to that

luckless numeral affected " Holy Joe " in a charac-

teristically topsy-turvy fashion. He affirmed that

the voyage started under spiritual portent of great

and happy significance, that a wholesale conversion

and transfiguration was certain. He preached and

he argued with more fervour than ever, and the fore-

castle chaff made him frantic and prophetic. Jim

Tubbs, chief among the scoffers, should be the first

to " see the light," he averred, and the crew had an

odd shock when Jim Tubbs one calm but dark night

disappeared wholly.

He had been at look-out, and the mate at the helm,

failing to get an answer to a hail, shouted angrily

again and again, supposing him to have fallen asleep.

But at the turn of the watch no Jim Tubbs was to be

found, nor any trace of him about the ship. And two

nights afterwards another man vanished with just as

much mystery â��again the man at look-out.

The ship's crew was so far affected that all watches

were changed, and the look-out man was never alone

at night. But this arrangement had only lasted two

nights when something occurred in early morning

and broad daylight.

In the captain's cabin the skipper, his wife and

little daughter, and the mate were at breakfast. The

morning was soft and calm, with a light and steady

wind, and the brig was wholly in charge of one Allen,

at the wheel. In and about the forecastle the rest of

the foremast hands, half-a-dozen, were some at the

beginning of breakfast, some hanging their shirts out

to dry. Allen, at the wheel, saw nothing of their

doings beyond the flap of a blue shirt once and again,

and indeed had little to think of beyond keeping

her steady south-west-by-west. So things were when

he became aware of " Holy Joe " coming aft with a

can of coffee and a tin pannikin.

" We've been tryin' this 'ere coffee in the fo'c'sle,"

said " Holy Joe," " and we think it's just pizen. We'll

speak to the old man. You try it."

Alien, suspecting nothing, took a gulp from the

pannikin, stared for a moment, then opened and closed

his mouth once or twice, and changed colour. " Holy

Joe " took the wheel with a madman's chuckle.

" Lie down and go easy," he said. " I said it was

pizen. We're all goin' to be with Jim Tubbs. Jim's

been talkin' to me about it day an' night ever since

I put him overboard an' released his soul. We'll

leave no sinful flesh aboard this ship."

" Holy Joe " took a length of line from his pocket

and lashed the wheel.
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" Sou'-west-by-west it is," he said, " an' a steady

air o' wind. Over with your old carcass, Allen. Your

soul'U thank me joyful for this."

Allen, pallid, sweating, and gasping, lay staring at

his feet.

" Just like the rest, Allen," said " Holy Joe,"

stooping to lift him. " Five of 'em in the fo'c'sle I'm

to heave over, and they're thankin' me grateful now

aloud in my ears, like Jim an' Billy."

The dying man was like a kitten in " Holy Joe's "

long arms, and went over the rail unresisting. Then

the madman, exultantly waving his arms, made for

the companion-way, and called quietly for Mr. Bilson,

the mate.

" The chaps are all very queer for'ard, sir," explained

" Holy Joe," when the mate appeared. " I believe

it's something in the coffee. I haven't had any. I

think you'd better see 'em."

The mate stepped on deck and walked towards

the forecastle, and the maniac dropped slyly behind

him. The struggle was over in a second. Sturdy,

but small, the mate was taken wholly unawares from

behind in " Holy Joe's " enormous arms and rolled

over the bulwarks ere he could turn his head or catch

at anything.

" I'm sendin' 'em, Jim, I'm sendin' 'em ! " the mad-

man cried. " All same as you, Jim ! "

In the cabin the skipper paused in his breakfast,

turning over the ship's papers, doubtful of some entry.

His wife reached for a bottle of a favourite advertised

cough remedy which she took in season and out,

for cure or prevention. Their little daughter, restless

at her breakfast, sought the companion ladder and

looked upward. There stood " Holy Joe," smiling

and beckoning to her. The pet of the ship's company,

dreading nothing, climbed the ladder, and was lifted

on deck.

A moment later came " Holy Joe's " voice down the

companion-way.

The child was overboard.

Captain Griggs, cramming the papers into his

pocket by instinct, sprang up the ladder roaring for

the boat, and jumped overboard as he was, where

" Holy Joe " pointed. Behind him came his wife

and hung frantically over the bulwark screaming for

aid for her husband and child, and in the next instant

she was flung after them, and the maniac danced alone

on the empty deck.

He ran to the wheel, cut the lashing, and put her

before the wind till the distant white speck of the

woman's dress was no more visible. Then he left the

helm to itself, and went forward to clear the fore-

castle.

Two dead men were on deck and three in the fore-

castle. One after another they went overboard to

the sharks that came about the brig, and " Holy Joe,"

alone on the Marie Celeste, danced again and gibbered

at the ghosts he saw about him.

" The flesh consumes, but the spirit liveth ! " he

cried. " It's all but done, Jimâ��all but done. I'm

coming. You laughed in the flesh, but you praise me

in the spirit. The flesh and the day die, but eternity

is for ever, and time is the measure of the mea-

sureless ! "

He capered and sang and screamed, and ran for

the ship's chronometer.

" Here is time," he cried, " and I give it to eternity !

Time and myself, we join the crew again, skipper and

mate and Jim and all ! "

With that he spun about and sprang overboard,

with the chronometer gripped tight in his arms.

The Marie Celeste dipped and yawed, took the wind

again, and drifted off on the calm Atlantic.
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[The Cowham child may be said to be an institution, and there are few, surely, who are not

acquainted with that droll little creature with the odd-shaped legs, short skirts, fluffy hair, and most

innocent of expressions which Hilda Cowhamâ��in private life Mrs. Landerâ��has made so popular. As a

child Hilda Cowham used to draw quaint children, and she was really the first woman to take up black-

and-white illustrating, studying first at the Wimbledon and Lambeth Schools of Art. Her work attracted

much attention, and commissions poured in from the editors of many periodicals. She discovered that her

forte lay in child-studies, and in this interesting article she tells some amusing stories of children she has

met. Incidentally, the artist gives a few facts regarding her methods of work.]

LOVE watching children, if

they are interesting, and I

never miss an opportunity of

overhearing their prattle and

conversation. But I don't

like all children. I like those

who are naturally interesting,

rather than the precocious youngster. There

are some children who are grown up beyond

their years, who seem to assume airs and

habits which are quite out of keeping with

their age. On the other hand, there are

children who arc a delight to the artistic eye,

as well as to the mind, and it is such children

who provide me with the best material for

my child studies.

I might mention, in the first place, that I

never use a model, and that it is by quietly

studying children when they are quite unaware

of my observation that I obtain my best

impressions. I may make a rough sketch,

but that is chiefly to impress it on my memory,

and it often happens that I use the figure of

a child I have seen months afterwards, and

perhaps am at a loss to know, for the moment,

where the idea came from. Practically

speaking, all my finished work is done from

imagination or memory, and the quicker I

work the better effect I often obtain.

There is one curious fact about many of

my pictures which shows how greatly we are

influenced by early associations. I often find

it difficult, when making a study of a child

out of doors, not to introduce a little bit of

Margate as a background. I suppose that

is because I went to Margate as a child, and

took a fancy to it. I have not been there

for years, but there used to be a little wooden
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pier on which the children played. I have

sketched bits of this wooden pier hundreds

of times. Sometimes it is only a vague line

or two, but to me it is always the little pier

I once played on at Margate. Just occa-

sionally I put my figures at Brighton or

Harwich. I only went to the latter place

for a day, but it rather appealed to me.

One pleasing feature of my work is the

number of letters which I receive from people

and children with whom I have not the

slightest acquaintance. Very often I get

letters from mothers saying that they have

dressed their little one like a Hilda Cowham

girl.

But a constant source of delight to me are

the quaint and amusing sayings which I

overhear at times in my associations with

children and the funny little pranks they get

up to. I was once at a house, for instance,

where everybody smoked, and the small

child (about two), feeling rather out of it, I

suppose, took a handful of cigarettes from the

box and went into the hall. A few minutes

afterwards I went out and found him there,

sitting in the middle of the floor, puffing away

at an unlighted cigarette, with all the tiger-

skin rugs round him, each with a cigarette in

its mouth, orâ��if it was one of the pressed-

flat type â�� the cigarettes were put into its

ears, one in each ear.

The ingenuity of the

small child is simply

astonishing, and

although at times it is

apt to lead him into

wrongdoingand specious

excuses, one cannot help

laughing at the manner

in which he attains his

desire and avoids rank

disobedience. Once a

friend of mine took

Billy, his little son,

round his gardenâ��quite

a small oneâ��where the

apple trees were those

trained along to make a

fence, and consequently

the fruit grew very low

down. Pointing to them,

he said to Billy, "Now, you mustn't pick any

of those apples. Do you hear ? You're not

to pick them." " Yes, daddy, I won't." But

after about a week he went round his garden

again, and sticking out from the trees were

some cores. The child had taken him quite

literally. He had not picked them !

Equally ingenious is a little niece of mine

I FERL AS THOUGH I LIVED HERE NOW

who has an imaginary husband, who at

times is " a great weight on her mind," she

says, and sometimes, but not often, " comes

in useful." Her mother gave her a chocolate

one day, and after a pause gave her one for

her husband also. The little girl ate hers, and

then, saying her husband was sitting on the

stairs as he was shy, took his out to him.

Presently she returned. Her mother said,

" How did husband like his sweet ? " " Oh,"

said Joan, " he said he felt sick and couldn't

eat it, so I could have it."

On another occasion I asked a small child

to stay with me for the day. She arrived

early in the morning, and seemed to be enjoy-

ing herself very much, but in the afternoon'I

found her upstairs in tears. I said, " What's

the matter ? " " Oh, I don't know, but I

feel as though I lived here now! " Not very

complimentary, certainly, but the feelings

which prompted the remark will be readily

understood when it is explained that the

child was exceptionally fond of her mother,

and was seldom separated from her.

My own small boy has been a source of

amusement to me at times. During his first

term at school he told me one day that he was

humming in class. The master turned round

and said, sarcastically, " Go on humming,

we like it." "And I did, mother," he re-

marked, naively, " and

he came and turned me

out. Why did he do

that ? "

He was talking to his

cousin one day, who is

much smaller than he

is, about their respective

schools. My son said,

" You're only a baby.

You go to a baby's

school, where you're

taught by a lady. I'm

taught by a man."

" Oh," said his cousin,

indignantly, " if I do go

to a baby's school and

am taught by a lady,

she's got short hair,

anyway ! " Which, I

suppose, made up

for the deficiency of sex.

Another amusing encounter between these

two was brought about through my nursing

a baby, not by any means a beauty. My son

and nephew were discussing the usual ques-

tion of where babies come from. Dick, the

nephew, said, " It's come from heaven.

Mother told me so." My son, who is eight,
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"I HOPE THEY WON'T SEND ME BACK LIKE

THAT."

said, " Well, I hope if I die and go to heaven,

they won't send me bark like that. Ugh ! "

On another occasion I heard one youngster

say to another, referring to the latter's brother,

who was not overpowered with beauty, " Is

that your new brother ? " " Yes," was the

reply. " Well, if he wasn't your brother,

would you have choosed him ? "

One of the most embarrassing situations in

which I was ever placed was caused by a niece

of mine, whose father was a clergyman, and

whom I took to church for the first time.

She did not in the least know what her father

did, and for a long time did not observe him.

But, after sitting quietly beside me for

some time, hardly daring to raise her eyes,

because I told her she must be quite quiet or

she would not go to church again, she sud-

denly, in the middle of the sermon, looked up

and saw him and screamed, " Auntie, look,

there's daddy up there ! And whatever is

he yelling about ? "

Which reminds me of two little nephews of

mine who were taken to a churchyard by a

very old and pious aunt. She, thinking to

impress the surroundings on them, said,

" You know, Jack and Fred, it is only the

body that lies here. Now, what part of him

goes to heaven ? " " His head, I suppose."

There are probably many mothers who have

had cause to smile at the quaint additions

which their children at times have made to

their prayers. A little girl friend of mine

was once taken to a ventriloquial entertain-

ment, which impressed her very much.

Whilst saying her prayers that night she asked

God to look after all her brothers and sisters

and make her a good girl. Then there was a

pause, and one heard, sotto voce, " All right."

Molly, another little girl 1 knew, was savin;;

her prayers, and, as she was going to a party

the next week, she ended up with, " And

please give me a new dress "â��pauseâ��" if

you can afford it."

A little friend of mine was once told that

she need not be afraid, as angels would watch

round her bed all night. She hesitated, and

then said, " .Mother, will you leave the light,

as I wouldn't like one to settle on me."

And there are few who will not sympathize

with the little daughter of a well-known

actress, who was sitting next to me one day.

She had been kissed and fussed by a great

many ladies, when a ger.tleman came up and

said, " Have you a kiss to spare for me ? "

" No," said the little lady, very bored, " I

haven't a kiss left in me."

I was once teaching for a little while in a

school to relieve a friend of mine. I had

written the alphabet on the board and had

gone over it two or three times with the chil-

dren, who were very young. I then asked

one of them what came after A. She waited

a long time. " What came after B ? " I said.

No answer. " Well, what came after C ? "

She turned round and said, " Look on the

board."

At the same school I asked the same little

people, " Does a cat wear fur or feathers ? "

One of them looked at me in astonishment

and said, " Haven't you ever seen a cat ? "

"HE TOLD HKK THAT SHE SHOULD HAVE A

GRAMOPHONE."
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Another little nephew

was once with me at the

seaside, and had quite a

craze for fishing. He used

to spend a great deal of

time digging for bait which

he never got. One day,

getting rather tired of his

fruitless efforts, he turned

to me and asked, " Can

you tame worms ? 'Cos,

if so, it would be nice to

have a stock in the house,

and then I would have no

trouble in getting bait."

Very practical was the

suggestion of another small

boy who was constantly

being corrected by his

mother. He told her that

she should have a gramo-

phone, " and then it would

say all the 'don'ts' for you,

mother, wouldn't it ? "

A little girl once said to

people on the moon ? "

'are there people in the moon?"

me, " Are there

I said I didn't

they lie down and go to

bed? "

Very quaint was the idea

of a little girl who was

once visitinga house where

a small child had died

recently. She was asked

to draw something. So

she drew a grave with

some flowers on it. Her

mother, on seeing it, said,

" Janie, you mustn't do

that; Mrs. wouldn't

like it. You see, it re-

minds her of very sad

things." " Oh, well," said

the child, " perhaps it was

thoughtless of me ; but I

can easily turn it into a

beehive." Andshedid,with

all the bees coming out.

Amusing, too, are

these two " pet " stories.

1 once asked a little girl

where her pet dog was. She turned and

said to me, " Why, he's gone to heaven.

He's there now, with wings and a crown on

his head."

A little boy was once drawing ships, and I

noticed that all his flags on the boats were

half-mast. I said, " Why have you got all

your flags half-mast on your drawing,

Bobbie ? " " Oh," he said, in a hushed

whisper, " all pussy's kittens died this

morning."

" WHAT DO ANGELS DO WITH THEIR WINGS WHEN

THEY LIE DOWN AND GO TO BED? "

know, but that perhaps there were. " Well,

what do they do," she said, " when there's

only a little bit ? They must get very

crowded. Don't they ? " Which was almost

as perplexing as the query put to me

by another little maiden, who asked,

" What do angels do with their wings when
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I CAN EASILY TURN IT INTO A BEEHIVE."



THE POISON

BELT.

By A. CONAN DOYLE.

Illustrated by Harry Rountree.

CHAPTER VI.

THE GREAT AWAKENING.

ND now I come to the end

of this extraordinary inci-

dent so overshadowing in

its importance, not only in

our own small, individual

lives, but in the general

history of the human race.

As I said when 1 began my narrative,

when that history comes to be written this

occurrence will surely stand out among all

other events like a mountain towering among

its foothills. Our generation has been

reserved for a very special fate since it has-

been chosen to experience so wonderful a

thing. How long its effect may lastâ��how

long mankind may preserve the humility and

reverence which this great shock has taught

it, can only be shown by the future. I think

it is safe to say that things can never be

quite the same again. Never can one

realize how powerless and ignorant one is,

and how one is upheld by an unseen hand,

until for an instant that hand has seemed

to close and to crush. Death has been

imminent upon us. We know that at

any moment it may be again. That grim

presence shadows our lives, but who can deny

that in that shadow the sense of duty, the

feeling of sobriety and responsibility, the

appreciation of the gravity and of the objects

of life, the earnest desire to develop and im-

prove, have grown and become real with us

to a degree that has leavened our whole

society from end to end ? It is something

beyond sects and beyond dogmas. It is

rather an alteration of perspective, a shifting of

our sense of proportion, a vivid realization

that we are insignificant and evanescent

creatures, existing on sufferance and at

the mercy of the first chill wind from the

unknown. But f the world has grown

graver with this knowledge it is not, I

Copyright, 1913,

think, a sadder place in consequence.

Surely we are agreed that the more sober

and restrained pleasures of the present are

deeper as well as wiser than the noisy, foolish

hustle which passed so often for enjoyment

in the days of oldâ��days so recent and yet

already so inconceivable. Those empty lives

which were wasted in aimless visiting and being

visited, in the worry of great and unnecessary

households, in the arranging and eating of

elaborate and tedious meals, have now found

rest and health in the reading, the music, the

gentle family communion which comes from

a simpler and saner division of their time.

With greater health and greater pleasure

they are richer than before, even after they

have paid those increased contributions to

the common fund which have so raised the

standard of life in these islands.

There is some clash of opinion as to the

exact hour of the great awakening. It is

generally agreed that, apart from the difference

of clocks, there may have been local causes

which influenced the action of the poison.

Certainly, in each separate district the resur-

rection was practically simultaneous. There

are numerous witnesses that Big Ben pointed

to ten minutes past six at the moment. The

Astronomer Royal has fixed the Greenwich

time at twelve past six. On the other hand,

Laird Johnson, a very capable East Anglian

observer, has recorded six-twenty as the

hour. In the Hebrides it was as late as seven.

In our own case there can be no doubt what-

ever, for I was seated in Challenger's study

with his carefully-tested chronometer in front

of me at the moment. The hour was a

quarter-past six.

An enormous depression was weighing upon

my spirits. The cumulative effect of all the

dreadful sights which we had seen upon our

journey was heavy upon my soul. With my

abounding animal health and great physical

energy any kind of mental clouding was a

by A. Cuiian Doyle.
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"the young man was leaning out of the window shouting a direction."

rare event. I had the Irish faculty of seeing

some gleam of humour in every darkness.

But now the obscurity was appalling and

unrelieved. The others were downstairs

making their plans for the future. I sat

by the open window, my chin resting upon my

hand, and my mind absorbed in the misery

of our situation. Could we continue to live ?

That was the question which I had begun to

ask myself. Was it possible to exist upon a

dead world ? Just as in physics the greater

body draws to itself the lesser, would we not

feel an overpowering attraction from that vast

body of humanity which had passed into the

unknown ? How would the end come ?

Would it be from a return of the poison ?

Or would the earth be uninhabitable from the

mephitic products of universal decay ? Or,

finally, might our awful situation prey upon

and unbalance our minds ? A group of insane

folk upon a dead world ! My mind was brood-

ing upon this last dreadful idea when some

slight note caused me to look down upon

the road beneath me. The old cab-horse was

coming up the hill!

I was conscious at the same instant of the
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'THE GOLFERS WERE GOING ON WITH THEIR GAME. THE REAPERS WERE

SLOWLY TROOPING DACK TO THEIR WORK."

twittering of birds, of someone coughing in

the yard below, and of a background of

movement in the landscape. And yet I

remember that it was that absurd, emaciated,

superannuated cab - horse which held my

gaze. Slowly and wheezily it was climbing

the slope. Then my eye travelled to the

driver sitting hunched up upon the box,

and finally to the young man who was lean-

ing out of the window in some excitement

and shouting a direction. They were all

indubitably aggressively alive !

Everybody was alive once more! Had it

all been a delusion ? Was it conceivable

that this whole poison belt incident had been

an elaborate

dream ? For an

instant my startled

brain was really

ready to believe

it. Then I looked

down, and there

was the rising

blister on my hand

where it was

frayed by the rope

of the City bell. It

had really been so,

then. And yet

here was the warld

resuscitatedâ��here

was life come back

in an instant full

tide to the planet.

Now, as my eyes

wandered all over

the great land-

scape, I saw it in

every directionâ��

and moving, to my

amazement, in the

very same groove

in which it had

halted. There were

golfers. Was it

possible that they

were going on with

their game ? Yes,

there was a fellow

driving off from a

tee, and that other

group upon the

green were surely

putting for the

hole. The reapers

were slowly troop-

ing back to their

work. The nurse-

girl had slapped

one of her charges and then began to push

the perambulator up the hill. Everyone

had unconcernedly taken up the thread at

the very point where they had dropped it.

I rushed downstairs, but the hall door was

open, and I heard the voices of my com-

panions, loud in astonishment and congratu-

lation, in the yard. How we all shook hands

and laughed as we came together, and how

Mrs. Challenger kissed us all in her emotion,

before she finally threw herself into the bear-

hug of her husband !

" But they could not have been asleep ! "

cried Lord John. " Dash it all, Challengei

you don't mean me to believe that those folk
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were asleep with their staring eyes, and stiff

limbs, and that awful death-grin on their

faces ! "

" It can only have been the condition that

is called catalepsy," said Challenger. " It has

been a rare phenomenon in the past and has

constantly been mistaken for death. While it

endures the temperature falls, the respiration

disappears, the heart-beat is indistinguishable

â��in fact, it is death, save that it is evanescent.

Even the most comprehensive mind "â��here

he closed his eyes and simperedâ��" could

hardly conceive a universal outbreak of it in

this fashion."

" You may label it catalepsy," remarked

Summerlee, " but, after all, that is only a

name, and we know as little of the result as

we do of the poison which has caused it. The

most we can say is that the vitiated ether

has produced a temporary death."

Austin was seated all in a heap on the

step of the car. It was his coughing which

I had heard from above. He had been

holding his head in silence, but now he was

muttering to himself and running his eyes

over the car.

" Young fat-head ! " he grumbled. " Can't

leave things alone ! "

" What's the matter, Austin ? "

" Lubricators left running, sir. Someone

has been fooling with the car. I expect it's

that young garden boy, sir."

Lord John looked guilty.

" I don't know what's amiss with me,"

continued Austin, staggering to his feet. " I

expect I came over queer when I was hosing

her down. I seem to remember flopping

over by the step. But I'll swear I never left

those lubricator taps on."

In a condensed narrative the astonished

Austin was told what had happened to him-

self and the world. The mystery of the drop-

ping lubricators was also explained to him.

He listened with an air of deep distrust when

told how an amateur had driven his car, and

with absorbed interest to the few sentences

in which our experiences of the sleeping City

were recorded. I can remember his comment

when the story was concluded.

" Was you outside the Bank of England,

sir ? "

" Yes, Austin."

" With all them millions inside and every-

body asleep ? "

" That was so."

" And I not there ! " he groaned, and turned

dismally once more to the hosing of his car.

There was a sudden grinding of wheels upon

gravel. The old cab had actually pulled up
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at Challenger's door. I saw the young occu-

pant step out from it. An instant later the

maid, who looked as tousled and bewildered

as if she had that instant been roused from

the deepest sleep, appeared with a card upon

a tray. Challenger snorted ferociously as

he looked at it, and his thick black hair seemed

to bristle up in his wrath.

" A Pressman ! " he growled. Then, with

a deprecating smile : " After all, it is natural

that the whole world should hasten to know

what I think of such an episode."

" That can hardly be his errand," said

Summerlee, " for he was on the road in his

cab before ever the crisis came."

I looked at the card : " James Baxter,

London Correspondent New York Monitor."

" You'll see him ? " said I.

" Not I."

" Oh, George ! You should be kinder and

more considerate to others. Surely you have

learned something from what we have under-

gone."

He tut-tutted and shook his big, obstinate

head.

" A poisonous breed ! Eh, Malone ? The

worst weed in modern civilization, the ready

tool of the quack and the hindrance of the

self-respecting man ! When did they ever

say a good word for me? "

" When did you ever say a good word to

them ? " I answered. " Come, sir, this is a

stranger who has made a journey to see you.

I am sure that you won't be rude to him."

" Well, well," he grumbled, " you come

with me and do the talking. I protest in

advance against any such outrageous in-

vasion of my private life." Muttering and

mumbling, he came rolling after me like an

angry and rather ill-conditioned mastiff.

The dapper young American pulled out

his, notebook and plunged instantly into his

subject.

" I came down, sir," said he, " because our

people in America would very much like to

hear more about this danger which is, in your

opinion, pressing upon the world."

" I know of no danger which is now press-

ing upon the world,'' Challenger answered,

gruffly.

The Pressman looked at him in mild

surprise.

" I meant, sir, the chances that the world

might run into a belt of poisonous ether."

" I do not now apprehend any such danger,"

said Challenger.

The Pressman looked even more perplexed.

" You are Professor Challenger, are you

not ? " he asked.
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MRS. CHALLENGER THREW HERSELF INTO THE BEAR-HUG OK HER HUSBAND.

" Yes, sir ; that is my name."

" I cannot understand, then, how you can

say that there is no such danger. I am allud-

ing to your own letter, published above your

name in the London Times of this morning."

It was Challenger's turn to look surprised.

" This morning ? " said he. " No London

Times was published this morning."

" Surely, sir," said the American, in mild

remonstrance, " you must admit that the
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London Times is a daily paper." He drew

out a copy from his inside pocket. " Here is

the letter to which I refer."

Challenger chuckled and rubbed his hands.

" I begin to understand," said he. " So

you read this letter this morning ? "

" Yes, sir."

" And came at once to interview me ? "

" Yes, sir."

" Did you observe anything unusual upon

the journey down ? "

" Well, to tell the truth, your people seemed

more lively and generally human than I have

ever seen them. The baggage-man set out

to tell me a funny story, and that's a new

experience for me in this country."

" Nothing else ? "

" Why, no, sir, not that I can recall."

" Well, now, what hour did you leave

Victoria ? "

The American smiled.

" I came here to interview you, Professor,

but it seems to be a case of: Is this nigger

fishing, or is this fish niggering ? You're doing

most of the work."

" It happens to interest me. Do you recall

the hour ? "

" Sure. It was half-past twelve."

" And you arrived ? "

" At a quarter-past two."

" And you hired a cab ? "

" That was so."

" How far do you suppose it is to the

station ? "

" Well, I should reckon the best part of

two miles."

" So how long do you think it took you ? "

" Well, half an hour, maybe, with that

asthmatic in front."

" So it should be three o'clock ? "

" Yes, or a trifle after it."

" Look at your watch."

The American did so, and then stared at us

in astonishment.

" Say! " he cried. " It's twenty past six.

That horse has broken every record, sure.

Four hours from the station! But it's

not possible. The sun is pretty low, now

that I come to look at it. Well, there's some-

thing here I don't understand."

" Have you no remembrance of anything

remarkable as you came up the hill ? "

" Well, I seem to recollect that I was

mighty sleepy once. It comes back to me

that I wanted to say something to the driver,

and that I couldn't make him heed me. I

guess it was the heat, but I felt swimmy for

a moment. That's all."

" So it is with the whole human race," said

Challenger to me. " They have all felt

swimmy for a moment. None of them

have as yet any comprehension of what has

occurred. Each will go on with his inter-

rupted job as Austin has snatched up his

hose-pipe or the golfer continued his game.

Your editor, Malone, will continue the issue

of his papers, and very much amazed he will

be at finding that an issue is missing. Yes,

my young friend," he added, to the American

reporter, with a sudden mood of amused

geniality, " it may interest you to know that

the world has' swum safely through the

poisonous current which swirls like the Gulf

Stream through the ocean of ether. You

will also kindly note for your own future con-

venience that to-day is not Friday, August the

twenty-seventh, but Saturday, August the

twenty-eighth, and that you sat senseless In

your cab for twenty-eight hours upon the

Rotherfield Hill."

And " right here," as my American col-

league would say, I may bring this narrative

to an end. It is, as you are probably aware,

only a fuller and more detailed version of

the account which appeared in the Monday

edition of the Daily Gazette â�� an account

which has been universally admitted to be

the greitest journalistic scoop of all time,

which sold no fewer than three-and-a-half

million copies of the paper. Framed upon

the wall of my sanctum I retain those mag-

nificent headlines:â��

TWENTY-EIGHT HOURS* WORLD COMA.

UNPRECEDENTED EXPERIENCE.

CHALLENGER JUSTIFIED.

Our Correspondent Escapes.

ENTHRALLING NARRATIVE.

THE OXYGEN ROOM. WEIRD MOTOR DRIVE-

DEAD LONDON.

REPLACING THE MISSING PAGE.

GREAT FIRES AND LOSS OF LIFE.

WILL IT RECUR ?

Underneath this glorious scroll came nine-

and-a-half columns of narrative, in which

appeared the first, last, and only account of

the history of the planet, so far as one ob-

server could draw it, during one long day of

its existence. Challenger and Summerlee

have treated the matter in a joint scientific

paper, but to me alone was left the popular

account. Surely I can sing " Nunc Dimittis."

What is left but anti-climax in the life of a

journalist after that !

But let me not end on sensational head-

lines and a merely personal triumph. Rather
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'YOU SAT SENSELESS IN YOUR CAB 10R TWENTY-EIGHT HOURS.

let me quote the sonorous passages in which

the greatest of daily papers ended its admir-

able leader upon the subjectâ��a leader which

might well be filed for reference by every

thoughtful man.

" It has been a well-worn truism,'' said the

Times, " that our human race are a feeble folk

before the infinite latent forces which sur-

round us. Frorr the prophets of old and from

the philosophers of our own time the same

message and warning have reached us. But,

like all oft-repeated truths, it has in time lost

something of its actuality and cogency. A

lesson, an actual experience, was needed to

bring it home. It

is from that salutary

but terrible ordeal

that we have just

emerged, with minds

which are still

stunned by the sud-

denness of the blow,

and with spirits

which are chastened

by the realization of

our own limitations

and impotence. The

world has paid a

fearful price for its

schooling. Hardly

yet have we learned

the full tale of dis-

aster, but the destruc-

tion by fire of New

York, of Orleans, and

of Brighton consti-

tutes in itself one of

the greatest tragedies

in the history of our

race. When the

account of the rail-

way and shipping

accidents has been

completed, it will

furnish grim reading,

although there is evi-

dence to show that

in the vast majority

of cases the drivers of

trains and engineers

of steamers suc-

ceeded in shutting off

their motive power

before succumbing to

the poison. But the

material damage,

enormous as it is both

in lifeand inproperty,

is not the consideration which will be upper-

most in our minds to - day. All this may in

time be forgotten. But what will not be for-

gotten, and what will and should continue to

obsess our imaginations, is this revelation of

the possibilities of the universe, this destruc-

tion of our ignorant self-complacency, and

this demonstration of how narrow is the path

of our material existence, and what abysses

may lie upon either side of it. Solemnity

and humility are at the base of all our emotions

to-day. May they be the foundations upon

which a more earnest and reverent race may

build a more worthy temple."

the E>p.



Animal Studies

rom Liiie.

By LEONARD LARKIN.

The following amusing studies are taken from the well-known American

comic paper " Life," which has for some time past made a feature of

the humorous side of the animal world. We are glad to be in a

position to present our readers with a selection of these clever and

entertaining sketches.

mm

NIMALS present their own aspects of humour,

and the evidence is fully sufficient that

some of them have a sense of humour of

their own. A jackdaw certainly has, and it is

a less malicious sort than that quite as

certainly possessed by his cousins the magpie

and the raven ; it is more human, in a word.

The dog's sense of humour seems to grow blunted after

puppyhood; or rather it changes, being overlaid by a horror

of becoming ridiculous. Nothing in creation can stand a

joke against itself so badly as a dog ; nothing is so wretched

as a dog who thinks he is being laughed at.

But the humour of animals as seen by human eyes is apt

to depend on some supposed parallel between human and

animal habits and conditions, so self-centred and self-

sufficient are we of two legs and no unbought wings ; and it

is the way of the comic artist who deals with animals to

depend on semi-human situations for his effects. Mr. J. A.

Shepherd, an old favourite of Strand readers, does this less

than most, and has the faculty of bringing out the humour

of animal life from the animals as they really live, a rare

and difficult achievement. But in general, and quite legiti-

mately, the humorous draughtsman makes the most of

human concerns applied to animal life ; several American

artists in particular show very lively and alert perceptions

in this direction, and from the ever-bright pages of Life

we reproduce a number of characteristic specimens.

Mr. Walt Kuhn has made himself a reputation in one

particular department, and we begin with a bright little

drawing of his own particular sort. " Be patient, dear ! "

observes the little hen bird to the hungry husband perched

above; "breakfast will be up in a minute!" And the

innocent breakfast, a caterpillar who has never dreamed itself

to be a meal of any sort, rises patiently to its doom where the

sharp-set spouse, with no patience at all, shows imminent

signs of waiting no more, but coming down to breakfast.

Leaving Mr. Kuhn for a moment, we have a picture by Mr.

Lutz wherein the woodpecker's obvious function as a " bill-

sticker " gives the tom-tit a chance to scoreâ��in the

human sense.

Mr. Kuhn, finding a food joke successful, tries again, and

Vol. xlvu-11.

"BE PATIBNT, UEAR ! BREAK-

FAST WILL BE UP IN A MINUTE."

Mr. Tom-Tit : *" HEY ! MISTER,

DON'T YOU SEE THAT SIGN, OR

CAN'T YOU READ ENGLISH?"

SAY, BROTHER, I'M

GRUB IS GOING UP ! "
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Mrs. Rabbit: "IT'S PERFECTLY WONDERFUL, MR. CENTIPEDE, THAT

YOU CAN COMPLETE A DOZEN PORTRAITS IN ONE SITTING."

succeeds, notwithstanding the obvious parallel-

ism of this to his former effort; and we reflect

on the melancholy fact that not only here,

but all over the world, food is rising and is

sometimes out of the reach of even ducklings.

Centipede jokes are numerous as centipede

legs, and here are more, and new ones.

Mr. Harrison Eady promotes the leggy insect

to a distinguished place in his own profession,

and credits it with a dexterity in each limb

not given to the ablest human brother brushes.

The pleasantry has something of a double

application also in its obvious reference to the

family likeness of all rabbits, so that the

observation of one pair of eyes is enough to

direct the work of many pairs of hands in

this sort of portraiture.

In the next sketch Mr. W. R. Graupner

suggests certain disadvantages in American

trading enterprise too recklessly imitated

among animals. The monkey-barber adver-

tises a free boot-polish to

every visitor who pays

for a shave, and his panic-

stricken assistant conveys

the ghastly news of the

approach of a centipede-

customer ! Thus prepared

the reader is ready to con-

template with modified

horror the ruinous tragedy

confronting the centipede-

parent who finds himself

in presence of a perfect

hosier's shop of expect-

antly-gaping stockings on

Christmas Eve.

But from the depths of

tragedy we are brought

up with a jerk in presence

of the fashionable ostrich

A CHRISTMAS MONOPOLIST.

1 SAY, BOSS, YOU I) BETTER TAKE THAT SIGN

DOWN ; HERB COMES MR. CENTIPEDE."

who must re-

verse the order

of Nature or be

out of the mode.

These little sac-

rifices must be

made by any

bird of social

pretensions;

society expects

it.

Mr. Roose-

velt's hunting

adventures in

Africa a few

years back pro-

vided much

sport in the

United States

Press, and ani-

mal jokes made

part of the

sport.

Mr. Roosevelt's

not wholly in-

â�  â�  NOW FASHION, THE RIG

OSTRICH SAID, ' IS A THING

THAT 1 VERY MUCH DREAD.

TO BE IN THE MODE YOU'LL

OBSERVE,. MR. TOAD, I MUST

CARRY MY TAIL ON MY

HEAD.' "
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"GREAT SCOTT ! 1 THOUGHT HE'D GONB TO AFRICA!"

conspicuous eyes and teeth must have been

worth considerable sums in positive cash to

American humorous artists during the past ten

or fifteen years. In the time of his absence in

Africa Mr. A. B. Walker imagines a walrus

suddenly appearing before a pair of Polar

bears who are struck by terror at what they

suppose to be the presence of the chief enemy

of the animal kingdom, believed to be ten

thousand miles away. And at the same

period Mr. Lutz, with a stroke of originality,

abandons the ex-President's eyes and teeth

for the opposite end of his anatomyâ��though

here he finds it needful to label the boot-sole

with the initials T. R. From which we may

gather the comforting reflection that Mr.

Roosevelt's feet, at any rate, are not vastly

unlike those of less sublime citizens.

telegraphy, why nothing of wireless

other things ? Why not, for in-

stance, a wireless bird-cage which

would confine the prisoner without

obscuring the brilliance of its plum-

age ? At any rate, the idea has

occurred to our next artist (Mr.

Smith), who pictures the misfortunes

of a loving pair (the exact species

seems a little difficult to identify ;

are they starlings ?) parted by the

"I ALWAYS DID ADMIRE TALL MEN.

ONE SECTION OF A MOVING-PICTURE FILM TAKEN

IN AFRICA, SHOWING AN EMINENT FAUNAL

NATURALIST AT WORK.

We are back with Mr. Kuhn again in the

next sketch, wherein a frequently-observed

human preference for opposites is given

application among birds ; the lady pelican

expressing a preference for the company of

the lengthy flamingo, who, with head bent

low for facility of conversation, stalks beside

her in a top-hat and nothing else.

When there is so much talk of wireless

wireless walls of an invisible cage. It is a

surprising property of this cage, we observe,

that the exterior wirelessness manages some-

how to support the ends of a perch and a

piece of sugar.

"COME, FLY WITH ME!"

"CAN'T; I'M IN A WIRELESS CAGE!"
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Family pride is a little out of fashion

nowadays, but there seems no reason for

allowing it to decline in animalsâ��indeed,

every dog show, every poultry show, encourages

and rewards it. Therefore it is possible to

"SAY, ISN'T MR. ROOSTER EVERLASTINGLY

STUCK UP?"

"RIGHT YOU ARE! HE HAS BEEN READING

UP HIS LINEAGE, AND CLAIMS TO BE A DIRECT

DESCENDANT OF THE HEN THAT LAID THE EGG

THAT COLUMBUS STOOD ON END."

show some sympathy with the fowl who boasts

direct descent from Columbus's egg.

And when Mr. Kuhn draws a pair of

pigeons aghast at a speed - limit sign, the

picture needs no legend at all.

The kangaroo and its pouch can never be

"SLOW UP, BILL! DONT YOU SEE THE SIGN?"

neglected by the comic draughtsman who

deals with animal life, and, indeed, none of

them show any signs of neglecting it.

The little conversation printed under Mr.

Fenderson's picture tells the story clearly

enough.

The Visitor: "say, bill, is yer sister at

HOME?"

"YES; BUT SHE AIN'T UP \ ET."

The mouse-cabman who makes a hansom

of a snail makes a figure in a drawing showing

Mr. Mouse : " hansom cab, lady ? hansom ?

HANSOM ?"

something more of quaint fancy than of

sheer humourâ��something, perhaps, a little

"I DO."
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reminding us of the late

Ernest Griset. It is a light

and pleasant fancy, not to

be pushed too far. For

what accommodation is

there for the fare ?

Mr. Graupner's snail-

picture deals more with

practicable fact. For the

snail is an absolute free-

holder and his house is his

castleâ��till the nationalizing

boot of some ruthless expro-

priator terminates his ten-

ancy. There is something

about this drawing which

quite irresponsibly brings

to mind poor Dan Leno's reply to his wife,

who, quoting from an advertisement, asks,

"W hy pay

rent ? " " My

dear," quoth

Dan, "we

don't!"

The opossum

family, like

that ' of the

rabbit, is apt

to be large;

and if opos-

sums do run

tramcars or

railways of

their ownthere

must be a deal

of difficulty

about haljf-

tickets, not to

consider the

case of some

determined

" you don't kxpbct me to take the whole bunch on one fare?"

Mrs. O'PosSlim : " 1 CERTAINLY DO. THEY ARE UNDER AGE."

matron who declines to pay at all, as Mr.

Barnes imagines.

Mr. E. D. Lance, in the next draw-

ing, celebrates the eternal feminine. The

duckling, not yet wholly out of its Easter

egg-shell, already coquets with the mirror

of the pond, and considers trimmings for

what is left of trie shell.

The monkey-dentist interviewed by

the rhinoceros seems ready to face a large

responsibility. Suppose the toothache

does chance to be external, what will he

do to the horn ? But perhaps his pro-

fessional quandary is less distracting than

that of the frog-tailor, whose task it is to

suit a dress to the changing complexion

of a lady chameleon !

But birds, after all, make what may be

called (in the States) the " heavy jerk "

in American pictorial animal humour. On

the next page is the disgruntled cock who

finds cold worms confronting him for

dinner, and the sparrow who is dis-

respectful of the balloon-like chests of

"1 THINK THIS EASTER HONNKT

NEEDS MORE TRIMMING ON THE

SIDE."

the pouter pigeons.

Hippo.: " I've cot a toothache,"

Dr. Monk: "INTERNAL OR EXTERNAL?'

VoL xlvi.-1?.

" PARDON UK, MLSb CHAMELEON, BUT HOW DO YOU

EXPECT A COAT TO SUIT YOUR COMPLEXION WHEN

YOU CHANGE COLOUR WITH EVERY GARMENT?"
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" NOTHING BUT COLD WORMS FOR DINNKR ! WHY

DON'T YOU HAVE A FEW FIRE FLIES FOR A CHANCE?"

Very good, too, are the sketches of a pair

of spanows going visiting to an old pair of

trousers, and find-

ing nobodyin; of the

complacent sparrow

who, having built

its nest in a motor-

car lamp, coolly

adopts the number

for his address ; and

of the parental

drudge who has

nursed a fractious

egg all night.

And lastly, we

cannot but smile

at the vision of

the wily alligator who fraudulently repre-

sents his gaping mouth as the entrance

to the most in-

teresting show

on the beach !

Who can

deny, after

glancing at

these sketches,

that the animal

world enjoys

many happy

Sparrow :

GEE ! THIS

THE AF.

" WEI L, GOODBYE, MR. CHIRP. I HOPE YOU'LL

REMEMBER THE NUMBER."

moments and has a keen sense of humour ?

Of course, it maybe said that in certain cases

the artist has given too free a rein to his

imagination, but these scoffers should spe/.d a

few afternoons at

the nearest Zoologi-

cal Gardens. If they

have a camera with

them, and are

patient, they will

secure a number of

amusing pictures

which should dispel

that illusion for

ever. And in so

doing they, too,

MUST BE A MEETING OF ^ J"

ro club." happy moments.

"YOU LOOK A LITTLE OFF COLOUR THIS

MORNING ? "

"YES, I WAS WALKING THE FLOOR ALL LAST

NIGHT. ONE OF THE EGGS HAD THE COLIC."

"YOU WF.RK RIGHT, GEORGE;

THERE IS NO ONE IN ! "

" AL'- ABOARD FOR THE SUBWAY.
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was getting on for nine

o'clock in the evening when

Major Thompson came in to

see Tom Mandeville. They

had been friends for years,

and it was through Thompson

that Mandeville had heard

of the practice at Bampton which had turned

out so badly for him. He had bought one in

that particular locality on account of Margery

Thwaites, who lived a few miles away at

Thorn well. Nevertheless they were not

engaged, for Margery, though she was very

pretty, was strangely shrewd. She was

aware that marrying a poor doctor was likely

to end in disaster. As she was a friend of

Thompson's, he knew the whole situation.

" Well, how arc things going ? " he asked,

anxiously, when he came into Mandeville's

sitting-room.

" As badly as they can," replied Mandeville,

gloomily. " But I've just had a letter from

Grimes."

Grimes was the doctor from whom Mande-

ville had bought the practice.

" Oh, you have, have you ? " said Thomp-

son. " Well, what has he to say ? "

" He's dead," replied Mandeville.

" Surely he didn't write to say so ? " said

Thompson, starting.

" It amounts to that," said Mandeville,

" for he knew he was dying, and wrote that

he wanted to confess to having cheated me

about the practice. It's a miserable letter.

He wanted money badly for his wife, and,

knowing his condition, he faked the books

deliberately. You can read the letter if you

like. His wife's, too. She sent his on

unopened."

He passed them over to the Major.

" You're certainly having a rotten run of

luck," said Thompson. " It was hard enough

on you to get let in for this practice, but for

your mother to lose that money through a

dishonest trustee was very hard."

" Yes," said Mandeville, " and I've got a

letter from her too. On top of all the rest,

she put money into that company of old

Holloway'sâ��the one that went wrong the

other dayâ��and she's lost it."

" By Jove ! " said Thompson.

" I don't think I shall be able to hold on

here," said Mandeville.

" Oh, you must," said Thompson ; " you're

beginning to get popular."

" Popular ! " said Mandeville, savagely.

" If I'd been able to keep that motor some-

thing might have been done, but the snobs

here look sideways at a motor-bicycle."

Thompson laughed.

" No doubt a doctor on a bike isn't exactly

the god in the car that the inhabitants of this

town look for. And the whole country is

reeking with robbers who wallow in money,"
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'WELL, HOW ARE THINGS GOING?' HB ASKED, ANXIOUSLY."

said Thompson, irrelevantly. " Look at old

Holloway."

Holloway lived in a big house not very far

from Bampton, though it was nearer Thorn-

well. He was a retired tradesman who began

by selling jam in the East-end. When he

got on he built a factory, which was still in the

East-end, and by a stroke of genius he called

it The Farm. It was more like a gas-works

than a farm, but nevertheless his jams,

" Fresh from the Farm," did extremely well,

and when he turned the thing into a company,

and to amuse himself became a company

promoter, he was worth the best part of a

million. His firm's carts, with " Fresh from

the Farm" in gold letters, were familiar

objects in London.

" Oh, Holloway," said Mandevilleâ��" well,

I dare say he's an old scoundrel, but he's

not a bad sort in his way. Margery really

likes him, though her real pal in the house

is Mrs. Holloway, who's a dear. I wonder

what old Holloway lives for ? "

As a matter of fact, Holloway lived for his

only child, a boy of eight.

" What's he live for ? Oh, he lives for the

kid," said Thompson. " Thinks of nothing

else. Savage makes a lot of money out of

Holloway's boy. It's a pity he isn't your

patient ; you'd be over there in a car every

other day. If his finger aches they telephone

for Savage. Indeed, they sent for him one

day when the youngster refused to eat jam."

" Was it ' Fresh from the Farm ' ? " asked

Mandeville. laughing for the first time.

" Perhaps he's had too much of it."
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" Perhaps," said Thompson, pensively.

" On my soul, Mandeville, I should like to

rob old Holloway. He's got some wonderful

things in that library of his. I don't know

whether you've been in it ? "

" I've never been near the house more than

once since he had it," said Mandeville, " but

I used to go there when I was a boy."

" Ah," said Thompson, " I tell you, he's

got Dresden china there that would make

the experts sit up, and pictures worth any

money. I don't know much about art, but

I believe there was a blighter called Corot

who did very pretty things. He's got one or

two of those, and a little one by the mantel-

piece must be worth thousands in the market.

Last week Holloway let me take an American

over there to see them, and I could hardly

keep his American hands off it. He wanted

to buy it, but of course Holloway refused."

" What American was that ? " asked Mande-

ville. " Was it the one you were about with

lately ? "

" That's the chap," nodded Thompson.

" A very good sort, but an awful scoundrel.

He said to me, as we came away in his car,

' For a row of pins I'd burgle the house,

Thompson, and steal that picture. If you

happen to know a burglar who'd do it for you,

I'll give you three thousand for the canvas

without the frame, if you get him to throw

in that Dresden group in the little cabinet.' "

" Did he mean it ? " asked Mandeville, idly.

" He meant it all right," said Thompson.

" I asked him, and he replied, ' My dear

Major, I'm known as Say-it-and-mean-it

Baker of Milwaukee. My word is a great

deal better than my bond, and far, far better

than my character.' "

" Ah," said Mandeville, " it's a pity we

can't oblige him. I shouldn't mind getting

even with Holloway now, although he's so

nice to Margery. He hasn't behaved well

over this company. A man in his position

ought to have put up a hundred thousand

pounds, to say the least of it ; and now I'm

suffering and my mother suffers."

'' Egg on Margery to talk to him," said

Thompson.

But Mandeville shook his head.

" It's no good," he said. " She and his wife

have been at him for months past about that

cottage hospital. And he's the only really

rich man about here."

" I don't believe he's half so bad as he

seems," said Thompson. " But you've got

to hang on here, if you rob his house and sell

Â» his pictures to Baker of Milwaukee, who

always says what he means and means what

Vol. xlvi.â��a.

he says. So buck up if you want to get

married."

Mandeville had to take a dose of bromide

that night before he could sleep. Towards

the morning he dreamed. He found himself

upon his bicycle going as hard as he could

pelt through a heavy storm to Holloway's

house. He had no idea how he came upon

the road, but suddenly found himself driving

into the gale. He did not know the road very

well, and yet in this dream he saw every detail

of it. He was nearly at the house before he

knew why he was going there in this dream,

and when he knew he laughed. Then there

was a gap, as there so often is in dreams.

He found himself inside the house, which was

full of beautiful things, of valuable furniture.

He wandered all over the house, and in the

end found himself in the room with a Corot

in his hands, the Corot that Baker wanted at

any price, honestly or dishonestly. Then he

found himself back in his own room in his

own house with the picture. He locked it

up, and was then aware that he had left

his bicycle planted in the hedge outside

Holloway's grounds. He went back to look

for it, and had got half-way to Holloway's

when he woke up in his own bed.

He was not in good health, and was a man

of nervous temperament. This dream had a

strange effect upon him. He knew something

of dream psychology; he had read more of

Freud than most English doctors, for he knew

German. He had listened to Thompson's idle

talk about Baker and this Corot without pay-

ing much attention to it, yet now it seemed

to him that the seed had taken root.

In the morning he received a letter from

his mother. She had herself written to Mr.

Holloway, pointing out the position in which

she was placed by the failure of a company

for which he was obviously responsible.

Whether it was that Holloway's secretary was

away or not, this letter had been answered by

Holloway himself. His reply was anything

but courteous, and amounted to a general

statement that people who speculated must

sometimes expect to lose their money.

As he read this letter Mandeville wondered

if Holloway knew the person to whom he

wrote was the mother of the doctor over at

Bampton. It was possible, but not likely.

If he did know, the tone of his letter might

have been influenced in some way by the fact

that the old jam manufacturer had shown

himself very hostile to Mandeville with regard

to Margery Thwaites. He felt that to get

even with Holloway was about all that

remained to him.
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As Mandeville was thinking of this he turned

over his mother's letter and found a post-

script on the last page which he had not

before noticed, IJ ran : " Oh, my dear boy,

I am so grieved I-never told you I was two

quarters behind with the rent; and after

this I really don't know what to do. Can

you lend me the money to pay it ? "

He ate nothing that morning. His break-

fast consisted of a cup of coffee. It seemed

that everything that could go wrong had gone

wrong, and truly that was so as far as big

things were concerned, but during the day a

hundred little disasters assailed him.

The night came at last, and he was alone.

Thompson did not come in. His mind

worked strangely. At times he felt quite

calm as though nothing mattered, and then

again he was in a strange state of fury. He

felt like a beast in the nets, a trapped animal.

He walked about his room in agitation. Once

or twice he took up a paper and tried to read

it, but did not understand a word of what he

read. He took down a book and put it back

again. He took down another, by chance a

copy of Hudson's " Purple Land." He

opened it at an old favourite chapter, and

read what Manuel, also called " The Fox,"

said to Anselmo: "If Providence is angry

against the entire human race, and is anxious

to make an example, I know not for what

reason so harmless and obscure a person as

I am should have been selected."

This passage had often made him laugh,

and he laughed now with a strange bitterness.

He put the book back on the shelf and again

took up the paper. His eyes lighted on the

words, " The Sale at Christie's." This was

an account of a sale of pictures, and under-

neath the heading there was a subheading,

" Record Prices." He read the first para-

graph blankly, for what his eye saw was not

wholly reported to his brain. But presently

he woke up, for he read the word " Corot."

A good, a supremely good example of Corot,

although it was a very small picture, had

been sold for two thousand pounds.

"And Holloway has half-a-dozen of them,"

said Mandeville, " and one ' a supremely good

example.' And he's got money, unlimited

money, and a dear little wife, and a beautiful

boy. And Margery Thwaites is his wife's

friend. Some men have everything, and

others have nothing."

For himself he,did not understand how his

mind worked, or what was going on in him.

He was aware that something brewed in him,

that something was being done. He was

like a writer who sometimes repeats, it may

be for weeks or months, a phrase, a sentence,

knowing not whence it comes or what it fits,

and at last begins to write in a strange fury

of passion something which seems given to

him ; and to his amazement this solitary

phrase fits into the puzzle and is, indeed, the

whole cause and the solution at once. For

this is the work of the brain, which creates in

secret even during sleep, a ceaseless mind that

never rests.

He heard the wind blow. He had noticed

that day the signs of a coming gale, and

now he heard the sough of the wind.

The rain, too, fell heavily. He heard it

thrown by the gusts across his window that

fitted ill and let in the draughts. He went

outside, taking a lantern with him and came

to the stable where he kept his motor-bicycle.

There he put on overalls and a mackintosh.

He saw a strap hanging up, a strap that the

previous tenant had left. Mechanically and

with no formed intention, or with no formu-

lated intention, he rolled it up and put it in

his pocket. It would do to strap anything

with. It would be useful to fasten something

to his bicycle if he had anything to fasten to

it. He opened his tool-box and looked in.

The things that he needed were there;

wrenches, a screw-driver. One could do much

with that screw-driver, so his mind told him.

He wheeled the bicycle out into the deserted

road, ran it a yard or two, and when it fired

jumped into the saddle. His mind worked

furiously, and he went at a pace to which he

was not accustomed. The night was dark as

pitch, the roads muddy and dangerous, yet

he never slackened his pace although he knew

that he risked his life at every moment.

But a man's mind is a manifoldness ; he

knows little of the working of his deep

consciousness. The brain gives but vague

outward suggestion of the processes that are

going on within it. Even as he faced the

weather and went headlong through the dark-

ness he thought of certain irrelevant things,

things connected with his profession, points

he had read lately. He thought of his own

people, of his youth, of the old hard and yet

hopeful days when he lived in Lambeth and

worked at St. Thomas's. Margery came into

his mind, his hopes came, his mother, his

ambitions.

Deeper than all these things there was some-

thing in him which directed the way. It was

eleven o'clock and after when he was aware

that he was heading straight for Holloway's

with a purpose which he did not formulate

and purposely left undefined.

As he went he now said things to himself.
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He kept repeating little phrases, some of

which he hardly understood; words, new

words that he had come across lately. One

of them was hypnopompic, a word that means

the sleep procession, which in its way was as

irrelevant or as illogical as life itself. He was

now in a dream procession. He was the

dreamer and the dream. Fate dreamt him.

Suddenly he said to himself, " Say-it-and-

mean-it Baker." Then he laughed. He

said again, " Baker of Milwaukee," and kept

on repeating " Baker of Milwaukee." Then

suddenly in front of him he saw the gates

which led down to Holloway's big house,

through the avenue planted hundreds of years

before by a great extinct family.

This avenue was really the back way to the

house, which was two hundred yards inside

the boundary. When Mandeville reached the

gate he got off his bicycle, opened his tool-

box, took out his big screw-driver, put it in

his pocket, and hid his bicycle inside a field

opposite the gates. Presently he came to

the garden, -after passing through part of

the field where Holloway had laid out

miniature golf-links. There was a little gate

at the first tee, which led into the garden.

Mandeville went through this gate and closed

it quietly. He walked straight to the library

just beyond the big cedar, the room in which

Holloway kept his greatest treasures. Now

he noticed there was a little light in one of

the rooms at the top of the house. Probably

it was a servant's room. He paid no atten-

tion to it, for the lower part of the house was

quite dark.

He went to the library window and stood

for a moment listening. He meant to force

the door with the screw-driver, and took it

out of his pocket. He laid his hand upon the

fastening. The moment he touched the door

it opened of itself; it was not even latched.

It seemed that fate was helping him. He had

made no plansâ��truly, he had done no thinking

that night, for what he had been through

mentally was hardly thought. But now he

gave himself no time, but went straight across

the room to the farther end by the side of the

fireplace. The picture he meant to take hung

there. He* struck a match and saw it. He

lifted it from the nail and turned towards

the cabinet where the Dresden china was.

But at that moment he heard a step outside

in the hall, and suddenly the door opened.

He stood where he was, motionless, paralyzed,

the picture in his hand.

Time lasted long. It seemed an incredible

time until the person opening the door really

entered. The telephone was in the library

at the far table near the door. Perhaps some-

body was coming to use it. They would see

him. This, then, was ruin, ruin absolute and

final. Well, if so, what could a man expect

who had had such luck ? There was a strange

grin upon his face, bitter, sardonic. He shifted

the picture into his left hand and took the

screw-driver in his right. For one savage

moment he thought of striking down the

person who came in. If he was not recog-

nized he might escape.

But as soon as the door was opened the

light from the hall showed that a woman

came inâ��a slender, lithe, and girlish figure.

Instantly she put her hand to the electric

switch which was close to the door. She

did not look round towards him ; she went

straight to the telephone, and the door closed

automatically. He saw who it was. Yes, yes

â��it was Margery Thwaites'!

He had very keen senses. As she had

rushed into the room she brought in with her

an odour, faint and yet powerful, far-reaching,

indicative. His nostrils dilated. He tasted

the odour in his mind. There was someone

ill in the houseâ��this was the odour of iodo-

form. He wondered, and still stood motion-

less, frozen into rigidity. He had not known

that Margery was in the house. She was

going to telephone for somebody, for some-

thing, and in a moment would no doubt turn

and see him. Then she would scream, the

house would be alarmed. It would be a great

alarm to her, a terrible shock. She might do

anything. He could not foretell the result.

And all the time he smelt the iodoform, and

wondered who was ill, and whom it was she

was going to telephone for, and why she was

going to telephone at all. He watched her.

She sat down at the table, rang up, put the

receiver to her ear and was answered. He

heard the vague, faint voice of the answering

operator at the exchange at Thornwell.

" I want 156 Thornwell," she said, urgently.

" Give it me quickly, for Heaven's sake ! "

He knew that the number was Dr. Savage's.

In a moment she got through, and asked,

" Is that Dr. Savage ?

Again there was the little mumble of the

answering voice.

" Not in ?â��not in ? " said Margery. " Oh,

when will he be in ? Can't you get him ? "

Evidently they did not know. She cut

them off and rang up another number, the

number of another doctor in Thornwell, and

again the same answer was returned, and

Margery cried out aloud.

" Oh," she said, " isn't anybody in ?

Whom shall I ask to come ? "
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And then a strange thing happened, or so

it seemed to Mandeville, and yet it was not

strange after all. She rang up again, and

said, " Give me 126 Bampton."

That was Mandeville's own number. He

waited, but still did not move. He might

have been a carven man save for the strange

anxiety and tension of his eyes. Perhaps his

housekeeper would not hear the telephone

bell, or if she heard it might not rise, even

though she knew the doctor was out. Never-

theless, he heard presently that she did come

to the 'phone.

" What ? " said Margery. " Is Dr.

Mandeville out, too ? What shall I do ?

What shall I do ? "

She dropped the receiver on the desk and

sprang to her feet. It seemed as if she had

heard something, or as if her instinct had told

her at last that somebody was there, that she

was not alone. Perhaps Mandeville had

breathed heavily, or made some little motion.

She saw him there plainly. He was holding

a picture in his hand. There was something

in his right hand, too. She did not know

what it was, but she knew that this was her

lover, Tom Mandeville. It seemed a hallu-

cination, not real; something dreamed,

imaginedâ��something that came out of her

tense anxiety. She had summoned him, and

here he wasâ��and yet, was he here ?

She rubbed her eyes and looked again, and

there he stood as white as death, staring at

her. He was the man she loved, although

she had never told him so. She was naturally

strong, naturally reticent. She had diffi-

culties with herself. She found it hard to

speak even when her emotions bade her

speak. This was her strength, as it was

often her sorrow. She, too, went as pale as

death, but she did not scream. She waited a

long second and knew that he was real. He

nodded to her strangely, turned about, hung

up the picture on the nail again, and put the

screw-driver in his pocket. He turned again,

and stood before her with bowed head,

waiting.

And she said : " Dr. Mandevilleâ��Tomâ��

what are you doing here ? "

He answered very simply: " Yesâ��what ? "

He looked for any answer, he was prepared

for anything, however awful; for she might

say cruel things, seeing that she must under-

stand. And yet, deep in his mind, far down

in it, there was a little hope, too. She wanted

him urgentlyâ��there was that smell of

iodoform.

" I may be very useful," said Tom

Mandeviile to himself; " I may be wanted."

And yet that was a little far-off thought;

a faint, almost indistinguishable light in

awful darkness. His real, outward mind,

his consciousness with which he apprehended

her immediately, was amazed when she spoke ;

for she cried out suddenly, with a strange

light in her eyes : " Oh, I'm glad you've

come. Thank God ! Thank God! Come

with me upstairs, Tom, the boy is dying."

" Ah!" said Mandeville.

When a man is mad, quite insane, altogether

out of himself, he will often answer to a

normal appeal made to him by someone in

natural authority. This was a normal appeal

to Mandeville. Somebody was dying. People

were in great distress. This boy who was

ill, the child about whom Holloway's life

circled, the child for whom he was little

better than a thiefâ��a high-placed scoundrel

who might be placed higher yet.

" Dying ? " said Mandeville. His face

became less like a strained and carven mask.

His eyes lighted again with a human light.

He wrinkled his face as though with a desire

to feel his rigid muscles move. He came back

to himself. He was a man once more, a

physician. He spoke in a perfectly natural

way, as one who asked for information

quickly when quickness was necessary.

He said : " Now, Margery, you tell me the

boy's dying. What's wrong with him ? "

She cried out: " It's diphtheria, and he's

choking. I can't get Dr. Savage or anyone.

Come upstairs with me now."

She took him by the arm, and as he went

he said: " Yes, yesâ��but how will you

explain my coming so quickly ? "

" Never mind that," she said. " Never

mind thatâ��I can explain."

" You understand why?" he asked.

"Oh, yes; I understand," said Margery.

" I've heard several things. That doesn't

matterâ��come upstairs. Thank God you've

come ! "

He said no more, but went with her. When

they got to the first-floor landing a door stood

open opposite to them. Through it he heard

certain sounds that he had heard before, and

he saw old Holloway standing by the door

with his hands clenched in his hnir as if he

would tear it out. Suddenly the old man

cried aloud, and yet it was not like a human

cry, it was something almost bestial, like the

yelp of a tortured cur. Mandeville passed

him and saw Mrs. Holloway on her knees by

the bed. On the other side the nurse was

standing. Mandeville judged her on the

moment; she was probably useless, most

likely not properly trained.
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Margery said : " Here's Dr. Mandeville."

He went straight to the bed, thrusting aside

Mrs. Holloway, who caught hold of him. He

looked down at the boy and saw him choking,

cyanosed, blue with oncoming death. The

child was struggling for life, with the veins

in his neck turgid and knotted, the face

swollen and almost black.

" When did this come on ? " asked Mande-

ville.

" Half an hour ago, sir," said the nurse.

Yes, she was a bad nurseâ��there were tears

in her eyes. By now a good nurse with her

wits about her would have done a tracheotomy

on the boy, if she had had to do it with a pen-

knife. Old Holloway kept on speaking to

him, and caught him by the arm as he was

taking off his coat. Mandeville pushed him

in the chest; then he laid hold of him and

thrust, almost threw, him out of the room

and pushed his wife after him. He locked

the door on them.

If the nurse was a poor thing Margery was

now extraordinarily cool. She did things,

and did the right thing. He saw her with a

basin and a bundle of sterilized wool; she

had an open bottle of lysol on the table. He

had no instruments; what was to be done

must be done at once. He put his hand in

his pocket and took out his pen-knife, which

he always kept very sharp. Then he made a

strong solution of lysol in the basin. There

was a spirit-lamp on the table. He struck a

match and lighted it, and passed the little

blade of his knife through the flame. Then

he wetted it with lysol, wiped it with the

sterilized wool, and passed it through the

flame again and threw it into the lysol

solution. He looked about him, and suddenly

saw what he wanted. Margery wore in her

hair square-headed tortoiseshell hair-pins

that matched its colour. He reached his

hand out, took one from her hair, and threw

it in the basin. Then with a pad of the wool

and the disinfectant he disinfected the skin

of the boy's neck.

" Bring that electric lamp close," he said

to the nurse.

She held it close, but her hand shook. He

turned to Margery.

" You hold it, Margery." And she held it

firmly.

" You needn't look," said Mandeville. " If

you can't stand the sight, shut your eyes."

But she did not shut them, and watched

him there and then do a tracheotomy with

his pocket-knife. There is no such dramatic

incident in all surgery, which has many such

moments, as a tracheotomy done when the

patient is as near death as Holloway's child.

One moment the boy was blue, with a con-

gested face, struggling horribly, at the very

edge of death. And then, as the knife passed

through the tracheal ring, there was a little

gurgle, a splutter. Mandeville reached out

and, taking the hair-pin, thrust it into the

operation - wound and turned it sideways.

He tied it securely with a tape. The boy's

breath whistled audibly. He took a deep

inspiration. His aspect changed with wonder-

ful rapidity ; his blood was drinking oxygen

at last. The colour of life came back into his

face; it grew peaceful, comfortable. The

child seemed instantly to pass from struggle

and painful unconsciousness into an uncon-

sciousness that was happy, an unconsciousness

that was little more than that of sleepâ��a

pleasant sleep after great fatigue. His skin

moistened; there was something on the

child's face not unlike a smile.

Mandeville rose to his feet.

" That's all right," he said, with satis-

faction.

He wiped his knife with a little of the wool,

closed it, and dropped it into his pocket. He

turned to Margery, who put the lamp down

and for the first time trembled.

" Oh, Tom ! " she said. " Tom ! "

He went round the bed and took her in his

arms ; but he said : " Now go downstairs at

once and ring up Smith or Savage and tell

them to come out instantly with a tracheo-

tomy tube. For the time being the boy's

all right; he won't die now."-

Margery half choked.

" Thank God you came ! " she said.

" Yes," said Mandeville. " But go, do what

I tell you. I'll speak to the others."

He found Holloway and his wife outside.

The old man was standing by the banisters,

clutching them with both hands. Mrs.

Holloway was on the floor holding him round

the knees. Mandeville was glad he had good

news to give them.

" Mr. Holloway," he said.

" Yes," said Holloway. " Isâ��is the boy

dead ? "

" No," said Mandeville, " and I don't

suppose he'll die."

He smiled over the banisters at Margery as

she went downstairs.

" Not die ? " said Holloway. feebly. " Oh,

won't die, eh ? " He took his wife by the

hand and said, almost crossly : " Get up,

Mary. What are you doing on the floor ?

The boy's all right; the doctor says so."

Jirs. Holloway rose and did not speak, but

sjj6 took Mandeville's hand and kissed it.
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He felt very much ashamed of himself and

turned away. Then he said :â��

" In a minute you shall come in."

He went back into the sick-room.

" Nurse, give me a clean handkerchief," he

said.

He took one and laid it lightly across the

projecting prongs of the hair-pin that kept

the operation-wound open, leaving the child's

face visible. It was the face of a sleeping

child. He called the father and mother in.

" You may see him for a moment," he said.

And Mrs. Holloway knelt by the bedside,

while the old man laid hold of the bed-rail

at the foot and stood there and nodded. And

Margery came up again.

" I got through to Dr. Savage. He's

bringing it at once," she said.

" That's all right," replied Mandeville. He

put his coat on. " And now I think you'd

all better leave the room," he said. " I and

the nurse will stay with him till Dr. Savage

comes."

They went out of the room all together,

and old Holloway suddenly said :â��

" How was it you got here so soon, Dr.

Mandeville ? Iâ��I don't quite understand it."

Margery answered for the doctor.

" He came over to see me, Mr. Holloway.

I'd promised to write to him, and I hadn't

done it. I'll tell Mary all about it afterwards,

and she can tell you. I'm going to marry

Dr. Mandeville even if he is a poor man."

Mandeville knew well th.it Holloway had

desired her to marry somebody else who was

not a poor man. But now the old man

suddenly burst into tears. He sobbed like a

child. Then he said : " By Heaven ! Margery,

but he isn't a poor man if I know itâ��he isn't

a poor man ! Iâ��I want to do something

for everyone."

And Mary Holloway spoke what was in her

mind.

" Then, John, won't you build that

hospital now ? "

He took her in his arms. " Why, of course,

I will, and the doctor here shall run it. Oh,

yes, I'll do thatâ��why, of course, I'll do it,

woman ! " And again he broke down, and

turned away and sat upon the stairs, still

crying.

Just then they heard the sound of a motor,

and in a minute Dr. Savage came upstairs

with the tracheotomy tube, and he and

Mandeville inserted it. The boy had a good

chance, or so it seemed.

It was one o'clock before Margery said

good-bye to Mandeville in the library where

the telephone was. He said to her: " But

you know why I came, and what I came for ? "

" Yes, I know," she said. " I know. You

have had very great trouble. Major Thompson

told me about it."

" It's true I've had trouble," he said. " It

broke me downâ��it quite broke me down.

I had such a run of bad luck. Is it over now,

Margery ? "

" I love you," she said. " I always did.

Is that enough, Tom ? "

" It is enough," said Mandeville.

He took her in his arms and kissed her, and

walked down the avenue. He did not know

himself; he was a changed man. The whole

world had altered ; for he was light and

happy and sane. Life was a miracle, and

most wonderful; and Margery was very

wonderful ; and love the most wonderful

thing of all. He wiped away a tear, and yet

was very happy.

He* took his bicycle out of the hedge where

he had hidden it, and went back to Bampton.

But he did not go straight home ; he took a

little circuit and came past Thompson's

house. Late as it was there was a light in the

Major's room, for Thompson slept badly, and

often read very late. So Mandeville got off

his bicycle, and finding some gravel threw

it up at the window. Presently Thompson

put his head out.

" Halloa, Mandeville, what's wrong now ? "

" Nothing's wrong," said Mandeville. " It's

all right."

" What's all right ? " asked Thompson.

" Everything," said Mandeville. " I've

been over to Holloway's."

" The deuce you have ! " said Thompson.

" What for ? "

" The boy was dying," said Mandeville.

" I suppose I saved his life."

" Good for you," said the Major.

" And the old man's going to build that

hospital, Thompson."

"The deuce he is!" said Thompson. "I

guess you'll be all right with him now, and

with everybody else."

" It may be so," said Mandeville, quietly.

" And it's all right about Margery."

" Oh, by Jove ! " said Thompson ; " I

don't think you'll want to burgle the house

for that Corot after all, Mandeville."

" I think not," said Mandeville. " Baker

of Milwaukee's got to do without it."

" So he hasâ��poor old Baker of Milwaukee!"

said Thompson.
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some Sables

blanderin'

hcartedness.

HEN " Kid " Brady was sent

to the ropes by Molly

McKeever's blue-black eyes

he withdrew from the Stove-

pipe Gang. So much for

the power of a colleen's

tongue and stubborn true-

If you are a man who read this

may such an influ-

ence be sent you

before two o'clock

to - morrow ; if you

are a woman, may

your Pomeranian

greet you this morn-

ingwith a cold noseâ��

a sign of dog-health

and your happiness.

The Stovepipe

Gang borrowed its

name from a sub-

district of the city,

called the " Stove-

pipe," which is a

narrow and natural

extension of thefami-

liar district known as

" Hell's Kitchen."

The members of

this uncharted but

widely - known

brotherhood ap-

peared to pass their

time at street corners, arrayed like the lilies of

the conservatory, and busy with nail files and

pen-knives. Thus displayed as a guarantee

of good faith, they carried on an innocu-

ous conversation in a two-hundred-word

vocabulary, to the casual observer as innocent

and immaterial as that heard in the clubs

seven blocks to the east.

But off exhibition the " Stovepipes " were

not mere street-corner ornaments addicted to

posing and manicuring. Their serious occu-

pation was the separating of citizens from their

coin and valuables. Preferably this was done

by weird and singular tricks, without noise

or bloodshed ; but whenever the citizen

honoured by their attentions refused to

impoverish himself gracefully his objections

came' to be spread finally upon some police-

station blotter or hospital register.

The police held the Stovepipe Gang in

perpetual suspicion and respect. As the

nightingale's liquid note is heard in the

deepest shadows, so, along the " Stovepipe's "

dark and narrow confines, the whistle for

help punctures the dull ear of night. When-

ever there was smoke in the " Stovepipe,"

the tasselled men in blue knew there was

fire in " Hell's Kitchen." Â«

" Kid " Brady promised Molly to be good.

" Kid " was the vainest, the strongest, the
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" MOLLY."

wariest, and the most successful plotter in

the gang. Therefore the boys were sorry to

give him up. But they witnessed his fall

to a virtuous life without protest. For, in

the Kitchen, it is considered neither unmanly

nor improper for a man to do as his girl

advises.

Black her eye for love's sake, if you will ;

but it is all-to-the-good business to do a thing

when she wants you to do it.

" Turn off the hydrant,"' said the Kid, one

night when Molly, tearful, besought him to

amend his ways. " I'm going to cut the

gang. You be mine, and I'll go straight.

I'll tell you, Moll â�� I'll get work : and in

a year we'll get married. I'll do it for

you. We'll get a flat and a flute and a

sewing-machine, and live as honest as we"

can."

" Oh, Kid ! " sighed Molly, wiping the

powder off his shoulder with her handkerchief.

" I'd rather hear you say that than own all

New York. And we can be happy on so

little ! "

The Kid looked down at his speckless cuffs

and shining patent-leathers with a suspicion

of melancholy.

" It'll hurt hardest in the rags department,"

said he. " I've kind of always liked to rig

out swell when I could. You know how I

hate cheap things, Moll. Anything in the

wearing apparel line has got to be just so, or

it's no good for me. If I work I won't have

so much coin to hand over to the little man

with the big shears."

" Never mind, Kid. I'll like you just as

much in a blue jumper as I would in a red

automobile."

Before the Kid had gTown large enough to

knock out his father he had been compelled

to learn the plumber's art. So now back to

this honourable and useful profession he

returned. But it was as an assistant that he

engaged himself; and it is the master plumber

and not the assistant who wears diamonds as

large as hailstones and looks contemptuously

upon the marble colonnades of millionaires'

mansions.

Eight months went by as smoothly and

surely as though they had " elapsed " on a

theatre programme. The Kid worked away

at his pipes and solder with no symptoms of

backsliding. The Stovepipe Gang continued

its piracy on the high avenues, cracked police-

men's heads, held up late travellers, invented

"MOLLY WAS TEARFUL."
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new methods of peaceful plundering, copied

Fifth Avenue's cut of clothes and neckwear

fancies, and comported itself according to its

lawless bylaws. But the Kid stood firm and

faithful to his Molly, even though the polish

was gone from his finger-nails and it took

him fifteen minutes to tie his purple silk ascot

so that the worn places would not show.

One evening he brought a mysterious

bundle with him to Molly's house.

" Open that, Moll ! " he said, in his large,

quiet way. " It's for you."

Molly's eager fingers tore off the wrappings.

She shrieked aloud,

and in rushed a

sprinkling of little

McKeevers and Ma

M c K e e v e r, dish-

washy, but an unde-

niable relative of the

late Mrs. Eve.

Again Molly

shrieked, and some-

thing dark and long

and sinuous flew and

enveloped her neck

like an anaconda.

" Russian sables,"

said the Kid, pride-

fully, enjoying the

sight of Molly's round

cheek against the

clinging fur. " The

real thing. They

don't grow anything

in Russia too good

for you, Moll."

Molly plunged her

hands into the muff,

overturned a row of

family infants, and

flew to the mirror.

Hint for the beauty-

column : To m a k e

bright eyes, rosy cheeks, and a bewitch-

ing smile Recipe: one set Russian sables.

Apply.

When they were alone, Molly became aware

of a small cake of the ice of common-

sense floating down the full tide of her

happiness.

" You're a bird, all right, Kid," she

admitted, gratefully. " I never had any furs

on before in my life. But ain't Russian

sables awful expensive ? Seems to me I've

heard they were."

" Have I ever chucked any bargain-sale

stuff at you, Moll ? " asked the Kid, with

calm dignity. " Did you ever notice me

MOLLY PLUNCED HER HANDS INTO THE MUKF

leaning on the bargain-counter or peering in

the remnant window ? Call that scarf two

hundred and fifty dollars and the muff a

hundred and seventy-five, and you won't

make any mistake about the price of Russian

sables. The swell goods for me. Say, they

look fine on you, Moll."

Molly hugged the sables to her bosom in

rapture. And then her smile went away

little by little, and she looked the Kid straight

in the eye sadly and steadily.

He knew what every look of hers meant;

and he laughed, with a faint flush upon his

face.

" â�� " Stop that!" he

said, with affection-

ate roughness. " I

told you I was done

with that. I bought

'em and paid, for 'em

all right, with my own

money."

"Out of the

money you worked

for, Kid? Out of

seventy-five dollars a

month ? "

" Sure. I've been

saving up."

" Let's seeâ��saved

four hundred and

twenty - five dollars

in eight months,

Kid ? "

" Ah, let up," said

Kid, with some heat.

" I had some money

when I went to

work. Do you think

I've been holding

'em up again ? I

told you I'd quit.

They're paid for on

the square. Put 'em

on and come out for a walk."

Molly calmed her doubts. Sables are sooth-

ing. Proud as a queen she went forth in the

streets at the Kid's side. In all that region

of low-lying streets Russian sables had never

been seen before. The word sped, and doors

and windows blossomed with heads eager to

see the swell furs Kid Brady had given his

girl. All down the street there were " Oh's "

and " Ah's," and the reported fabulous sum

paid for the sables was passed from lip to lip,

increasing as it went. At her right elbow

sauntered the Kid with the air of princes.

Work had not diminished his love of pomp

and show and his passion for the costly and

1
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genuine. On a corner they saw a group of

the Stovepipe Gang loafing, immaculate.

They raised their hats to the Kid's girl and

went on with their calm, unaccented palaver.

Three blocks behind the admired couple

strolled Detective Ransom, of the Central

Office. Ransom was the only detective in

the force who could walk abroad with safety

in the Stovepipe district. He was fair-

dealing and unafraid, and went there with

the hypothesis that the inhabitants were

human. Many liked him, and now and then

one would yve him a tip about something

that he w:.s looking for.

" What's the excitement down the street ? "

shop don't match with them skins the Kid's

girl's got on."

Ransom overtook the strolling couple on

an empty street near the river bank. He

touched the Kid's arm from behind.

" Let me see you a moment, Brady," he

said, quietly. His eye rested for a second on

the long fur scarf thrown stylishly back over

Molly's left shoulder. The Kid, with his old-

time police-hating frown on his face, stepped

a yard or two aside with the detective.

" Did you go to Mrs. Hethcote's in West

Seventh Street yesterday to mend a leaky

water-pipe ? " asked Ransom.

" I did," said the Kid. " What of it ? "

asked Ransom of a pale youth in a red

sweater.

" They're out having a look at a set of

buffalo robes Kid Brady treated his girl to,"

answered the youth. " Some say he paid

nine hundred dollars for the skins. They're

swell all right enough."

" I hear Brady has been working at his old

trade for nearly a year," said the detective.

" He doesn't travel with the gang any more,

does he ? "

" He's workin' all right," said the red

sweater ; " butâ��say, sport, are you trailin'

anything in the fur line ? A job in a plumbin'

" The lady's thousand-dollar set of Russian

sables went out of the house about the same

time you did. The description fits the ones

this lady has on."

" To hâ��Harlem with you ! " cried the

Kid, angrily. " You know I've cut that

sort of thing, Ransom. I bought them

sables yesterday at "

The Kid stopped short.

" I know you've been working straight

lately," said Ransom. " I'll give you

every chance. I'll go with you where you

sav you bought the furs and investigate.

ffae lady can wear them and come along
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'AROUND THE CORNER CAME

POLICEMAN KOHF.N."

with us, and

nobody'll be on.â��

T h at' s fair,

Brady."

" Come on,"

agreed the Kid,

hotly. And then

he stopped sud-

d e n 1 y i n his

tracks and looked

with an odd smile

at Molly's dis-

tressed and

anxious face.

" No use," he

said, grimly.

They're the

Hethcote sables,

all right. You'll

have to turn 'em

over, Moll, but

they ain't too

good for you if

they cost a

million."

Molly, with anguish in her face, hung upon

the Kid's arm.

" Oh, Kiddy, you've broke my heart," she

said. " I was so proud of youâ��and now

they'll do youâ��and where's our happiness

gone ? "

" Go home," said the Kid, wildly. " Come

on, Ransom ; take the furs. Let's get away

from here. Wait a minute â��I've a good

mind toâ��no, I'll be dashed if I can do itâ��run

along, Moll. I'm ready, Ransom."

Around the corner of a lumber-yard came

Policeman Kohen, on his way to his beat

along the river. The detective signed to

him for assistance. Kohen joined the group.

Ransom explained.

" Sure," said Kohen. " I hear about dose

saples dat vas stole. You say vou have dem

here ? "

Policeman Kohen took the end of Molly's

late scarf in his hands and looked at it closely.

" Once," he said, " I sold furs in Sixth

Avenue. Yes, dese are saples. Dey come

from Alaska. Dis scarf is worth twelve

dollars and dis'muff "

" Biff ! " came bhe palm of the Kid's power-

ful hand upon the policeman's mouth. Kohen

staggered and rallied. Molly screamed. The

detective threw himself upon Brady and, with

Kohen's aid, got the nippers on his wrist.

" The scarf is worth twelve dollars, and the

muff is worth nine dollars," persisted the

policeman. " What is dis talk about thou-

sand-dollar saples ? "

The Kid sat upon a pile of lumber and his

face turned dark red.

" Correct, Solomski !" he declared,

viciously. " I paid twenty-two dollars for

the set. I'd rather have got six months and

not have told it. Me, the swell that wouldn't

look at anything cheap ! I'm a plain bluffer.

Moll, my salary couldn't spell sables in

Russian."

Molly cast herself upon his neck.

" What do I care for all the sables and money

in the world ! " she cried. " It's my Kiddy

I want. Oh, you dear, stuck-up, cra?y

blockhead ! "

" You can take dose nippers off," said

Kohen to the detective. " Before I leaf de

station de report come in dat de lady vind

her saplesâ��hanging in her wardrobe. Young

man, I excuse you dat punch in my vaceâ��

dis von time."

Ransom gave Molly her furs. Her eyes

were smiling upon the Kid. She wound the

scarf and threw the end over her left shoulder

with a duchess's grace.

" A gouple of young vools," said Policeman

Kohen to Ransom. " Come on away."

' SHE THREW THE SCARF OVER HER SHOULDkR

WITH A DUCHESS'S GRACE."



Pictures for the Blind.

A Great Idea Which Has Opened a New-

World to the Sightless.

By ERIC WOOD.

MONG the men and women

who have devoted themselves

to work for those deprived of

sight, none have done more

striking work than Mr. H. M.

Taylor, whose device for pro-

viding models and pictures for

the blind has opened a new world to the

sightless. Mr. Taylor, who is himself blind,

is a man of the greatest eminence, being a

Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge, and

one of the most gifted mathematicians of the

In nearly every instance Mr. Taylor

adapts, transcribes, and illustrates with

raised diagrams the books forming this series,

thus providing perfect copy from which the

plates are prepared.

It is impossible to over-estimate what Mr.

Taylor's work has meant for the blind :

it has opened up possibilities that were not

dreamt of before. It has simplified, nay,

made possible, the study of a whole host of

subjects, for the books illustrated by his

embossed diagrams cover a very wide range :

MR. H. M. TAYLOR, F.R.S., THE INVENTOR OF PICTURES FOR THE BLIND.

day. He is a Third Wrangler, Second Smith

Prizeman (1865), was Mayor of Cambridge

from 1900 to 1901, is a Member of the Council

of the British and Foreign Blind Association,

Chairman of its Technical and Book Com-

mittee, and Fellow of the College of Teachers

of the Blind. About nineteen years ago

Mr. Taylor lost his sight, and since

that t me he has devoted his life to the

higher education of the blind. He founded,

and is one of the managers of, the Embosfed

Scientific Books Fund, which makes sub-

stantial grants towards the publication of

scientific books in the embossed Braille type.

Algebra, Euclid, astronomy, geology, sound

and music, trigonometry, and so forth.

Mr. Taylor's invention does not, of

course, appeal to the sense of colour, but

only to that of form.

The far-reaching nature of the discovery

can be most strikingly and briefly shown by

a consideration of such examples as those

which we now proceed to give.

It is one thing to describe, say, the

structural appearance of some well-known

building ; it is another to put into the sensitive

hands of the blind a model of it.

Regarding models of actual buildings, the
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LE.

-THE " PICTURE OF A BUILDING WHICH, WHEN CUT OUT AND

FOLDED, MAKES THE MODEL SHOWN IN FIG. I A.

aim is to give merely

a general idea of the

shape of the building,

without attempting

to show the smaller

features, such as

doors, windows, and

chimneys. Generally

speaking, the pictures

and models of archi-

tecture are types,

rather than correct

examples, for exact representa-

tion of a building needs a

thorough knowledge of its

dimensions, which are not

always easy to obtain.

Figs, 'i and ia show the

"picture" and the model of

an hexagonal building with a

pyramidal roofâ��a building with

a square base, with a horizontal

octagon section above it, the

whole surmounted by an octa-

gonal pyramidal roofâ��resem-

bling closely the Chapter

House of St. Giles's Cathedral,

Edinburgh. Would any amount

of description so adequately

convey to the blind the infor-

mation which the feeling and

folding of these diagrams

convey ?

In the same way a blind per-

son may handle the "picture"

of an obelisk similar to

Cleopatra's Needle,

which can be easily cut

out and folded into the

model shown in Fig. 2.

Again, to describe Saturn

and his rings may not tell

very much to the blind

student, but to put in front

of him an embossed diagram

of the planet (Fig. 3) is to

make it possible for him to

arrive at some compre-

hension of the brilliant

phenomenon.

Fig. 4 shows a draught-

board in perspective. It

will be seen that in addition

to the embossed lines being

in perspective, each of the

dots on the receding lines

is smaller than its prede-

FIG. 3.â��SAIURN AND HIS RINGS.

cessor, and it will be clear that by this means

the blind may now become acquainted

FIG.

4.â��A DRAUGHT-ROARD TO TEACH

PERSPECTIVE.
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diagrams, as Fig. 6 will show ; while

Fig. 7 is taken from Sir Robert

Ball's " Primer of Astronomy,"

and shows a chart of the Northern

Constellation.

It is interesting to recall that

the need for these now indispens-

able diagrams was once shown

by a pathetic ignorance on the

part of a young blind scholar.

Being asked to describe a cow's leg,

FIG. 5.â��A SHEEP MARKED INTO JOINTS

FOR COOKING.

literally with the meaning of perspec-

tive. The sensitive fingers of the

student, travelling over the dotted

lines, wil reveal the degree of per-

spective as well as do the eyes of a

normal man.

Domesticity is not forgotten by any

means, as even cookery books are

illustrated, and in Fig. 5 is shown an

embossed diagram of a sheep, with ths

various joints for cooking marked,

and with the name of each given in

Braille type.

Music, that great joy to most blind

people, is partly taught by embossed

Flci.

7. â��ASTRONOMY FOR THF. BLIND.â��THE

NORTHERN CONSTELLATION.

FIG. 6.â��AN EMBOSSED PAi;E OF MUSIC.

the poor child thought of a leg in the only-

shape she knew anything aboutâ��her ownâ��

a very natural inference under the circum-

stances. Fortunately, the mistake served

not only to illuminate the ignorance of

those who dwell in darkness, but also to shed

light upon a path by which that ignorance

might be dispelled.

If Miss Keller, Dr. Campbell, and a

host of others ju3t as famous have been able

to achieve what they have without the aids

now available, what may not the younger

generation of blind do ? While there are

men and women who are willing to spend

their lives in the service of the sightless,

there is no telling what is possible.
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|RS. SCUTTS, concealed behind

the curtain, gazed at the cab

in uneasy amazement. The

cabman clambered down from

the box and, opening the door,

stood by with his hands ex-

tended ready for any help that

might be needed. A stranger was the first to

alight, and, with his back towards Mrs. Scutts,

seemed to be struggling with something in the

cab. He placed a dangling hand about his

neck and, staggering under the weight, reeled

backwards supporting Mr. Scutts, whose

other arm was round the neck of a third man.

In a flash Mrs. Scutts was at the door.

" Oh, Bill! " she gasped. " And by day-

light, too ! "

Mr. Scutts raised his head sharply and his

lips parted ; then his head sank again, and

he became a dead weight in the grasp of his

assistants.

" He's all right," said one of them, turning

to Mrs. Scutts.

A deep groan from Mr. Scutts confirmed the

statement.

" What is it ? " inquired his wife, anxiously.

" Just a little bit of a railway accident,"

said one of the strangers. " Train ran into

some empty trucks. Nobody hurtâ��seri-

ously," he added, in response to a terrible and

annoyed groan from Mr. Scutts.

With his feet dragging helplessly, Mr. Scutts

was conveyed over his own doorstep and

placed on the sofa.

" All the others went off home on their own

legs," said one of the strangers, reproachfully.

" He said he couldn't walk, and he wouldn't

â�¢ go to a hospital."

" Wanted to die at home," declared the

sufferer. " I ain't going to be cut about at

no 'ospitals."

The two strangers stood by watching him ;

then they looked at each other.

Vol. xlvi.â��H. Copyright 1013,

" I don't wantâ��noâ��'ospitals," gasped

Mr. Scutts. " I'm going to have my own

doctor."

" Of course, the company will pay the

doctor's bill," said one of the strangers to

Mrs. Scutts; " or they'll send their own

doctor. I expect he'll be all right to-morrow."

" I 'ope so," said Mr. Scutts, " but I don't

think it. Thank you for bringing (f me

'ome."

He closed his eyes languidly , and kept them

closed until the men had departed.

" Can't you walk, Bill ? " inquired the

tearful Mrs. Scutts.

Her husband shook his head. " You go

and fetch the doctor," he said, slowly. " That

new one round the corner."

" He looks such a boy," objected Mrs.

Scutts.

" You go and fetch 'im," said Mr. Scutts,

raising his voice. " D'ye hear ! "

" But " began his wife.

" If I get up to you, my gal," said the

forgetful Mr. Scutts, " you'll know it."

" Why, I thought " said his wife, in

surprise.

Mr. Scutts raised himself on the sofa and

shook his fist at her. Then, as a tribute to

appearances, he sank back and groaned again.

Mrs. Scutts, looking somewhat relieved, took

her bonnet from a nail and departed.

The examination was long and tedious,

but Mr. Scutts, beyond remarking that he

felt chilly, made no complaint. He endea-

voured, but in vain, to perform the tests

suggested, and even did his best to stand,

supported by his medical attendant. Self-

preservation is the law of Nature, and when

Mr. Scutfs's legs and back gave way he saw

to it that the doctor was underneath.

" We'll have to get you up to bed," said the

latter, rising slowly and dusting himself.

Mr. Scutts, who was lying full length on

by W. W. Jacobs.
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"'JUST A LITHE BIT OF A RAILWAY ACCIDENT,' SAID ONE OF THE STRANGERS."

the floor, acquiesced, and sent his wife for

some neighbours. One of them was a pro-

fessional furniture-remover, and, half-way

up the narrow stairs, the unfortunate had to

remind him that he was dealing with a British

working man, and not a piano. Four pairs

of hands deposited Mr. Scutts with mathe-

matical precision in the centre of the bed

and then proceeded to tuck him in, while Mrs.

Scutts drew the sheet in a straight line under

his chin.

" Don't look much the matter with 'im,"

said one of the assistants.

" You can't tell with a face like that,"

said the furniture - remover. " It's wot

you might call a 'appy face. Why, he

was 'arf smiling as we carried 'im up the

stairs."
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" You're a liar," said Mr. Scutts, opening

his eyes.

" All right, mate," said the furniture-re-

mover ; " all right. There's no call to get

annoyed about it. Good old English pluck,

I call it. Where d'you feel the pain ? "

" All over," said Mr. Scutts, briefly.

His neighbours regarded him with sym-

pathetic eyes, and then, led by the furniture-

remover, filed out of the room on tip-toe.

The doctor, with a few parting instructions,

also took his departure.

" If you're not better by the morning," he

said, pausing at the door, " you must send

for your club doctor."

Mr. Scutts, in a feeble voice, thanked him,

and lay with a twisted smile on his face listen-

ing to his wife's vivid narrative to the little

crowd which had collected at the front door.

She came back, followed by the next-door

neighbour, Mr. James Flynn, whose offers of

assistance ranged from carrying Mr. Scutts out

pick-a-back when he wanted to take the air,

to filling his pipe for him and fetching his

beer.

" But I dare say you'll be up and abott in

a couple o' days," he concluded. "Yoj

wouldn't look so well if you'd got anything

â�¢serious the matter ; rosy, fat cheeks and "

" That'll do," said the indignant invalid.

" It's my back that's hurt, not my face."

" I know," said Mr. Flynn, nodding sagely ;

" but if it was hurt bad your face would be

as white as that sheetâ��whiter."

" The doctor said as he was to be kep' quiet,"

remarked Mrs. Scutts, sharply.

" Right-o," said Mr. Flynn. " Ta-ta, old

pal. Keep your pecker up, and if you want

your back rubbed with turps, or anything of

that sort, just knock on the wall."

He went, before Mr. Scutts could think of

a reply suitable for an invalid and, at the same

time, bristling with virility. A sinful and

foolish desire to leap out of bed and help Mr.

Flynn downstairs made him more rubicund

than ever.

He sent for the club doctor next morning,

and, pending his arrival, partook of a basin

of arrowroot and drank a little beef-tea. A

bottle of castor-oil and an empty pill-box on

the table by the bedside added a little local

colour to the scene.

" Any pain ? " inquired the doctor, after

an examination in which bony and very cold

fingers had played a prominent part.

" Not much pain," said Mr. Scutts. " Don't

seem to 'ave no strength in my back."

" Ah ! " said the doctor.

" I tried to get up this morning to go to my

work," said Mr. Scutts, " but I can't standâ��

I couldn't get out of bed."

" Fearfully upset, he was, pore dear,"

testified Mrs. Scutts. " He can't bear losing

a day. I s'poseâ��I s'pose the railway com-

pany will 'ave to do something if it's serious,

won't they, sir ? "

" Nothing to do with me," said the doctor.

" I'll put him on the club for a few days ; I

expect he will be all right soon. He's got a

healthy colourâ��a very healthy colour."

Mr. Scutts waited until he had left the

house, and then made a few remarks on the

colour question that for impurity of English

and strength of diction have probably never

been surpassed.

A second visitor that day came after dinnerâ��

a tall man in a frock-coat, bearing in his hand

a silk hat, which, after a careful survey of the

room, he hung on a knob of the bed-post.

" Mr. Scutts ? " he inquired, bowing.

" That's me," said Mr. Scutts, in a feeble

voice.

" I've called from the railway company,"

said the stranger. " We have seen now all

those who left their names and addresses on

Monday afternoon, and I am glad to say that

nobody was really hurt. Nobody."

Mr. Scutts, in a faint voice, said he was

glad to hear it.

" Been a wonder if they had," said the other,

cheerfully. " Why, even the paint wasn't

knocked off the engine. The most serious

damage appears to be two top-hats crushed

and an umbrella broken."

He leaned over the bed-rail and laughed

joyously. Mr. Scutts, through half-closed

eyes, gazed at him in silent reproach.

" I don't say that one or two people did

not receive a little bit of a shock to their

nerves," said the visitor, thoughtfully. " One

lady even stayed in bed next day. However,

I made it all right with them. The company is

very generous, and although, of course, there

is no legal obligation, they made several of

them a present of a few pounds, so that they

could go away for a little change, or anything

of that sort, to quiet their nerves."

Mr. Scutts, who had been listening with

closed eyes, opened them languidly and said,

" Oh."

" I gave one gentleman twen-ty pounds ! "

said the visitor, jingling some coins in his

trouser-pocket. " I never saw a man so

pleased and grateful in my life. When he

signed the receipt for itâ��I always get them

to sign a receipt, so that the company can see

that I haven't kept the money for myselfâ��

he nearly wept with joy."
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" I should think he would," said Mr. Scutts,

slowlyâ��" if he wasn't hurt."

" You're the last on my list," said the

other, hastily. He produced a slip of paper

from his pocket-book and placed it on the

small table, with a fountain pen. Then,

with a smile that was both tender and playful,

he plunged his hand in his pocket and poured

a stream of gold on the table.

" What do you say to thir-ty pounds ? "

he said, in a hushed voice. " Thir-ty golden

goblins ? "

" What for ? " inquired Mr. Scutts, with a

notable lack of interest.

" Forâ��well, to go away for a day or two,"

said the visitor. " I find you in bed ; it may

be a cold or a bilious attack ; or perhaps you

had a little upset of the nerves when the trains

kissed each other."

" I'm in bedâ��becauseâ��I can't walkâ��or

stand," said Mr. Scutts, speaking very dis-

tinctly. " I'm on my club, and if as 'ow I get

well in a day or two, there's no reason why

the company should give me any money.

I'm pore, but I'm honest."

" Take my advice as a friend," said the

other ; " take the money while you can get it."

He nodded significantly at Mr. Scutts and

closed one eye. Mr. Scutts closed both of his.

" I 'ad my back hurt in the collision," he

said, after a long pause. " I 'ad to be helped

'ome. So far it seems to get worse, but I 'ope

for the best."

" Dear me," said the visitor; "how sad !

I suppose it has been coming on for a long

time. Most of these back cases do. At least

all the doctors say so."

" It was done in the collision," said Mr.

Scutts, mildly but firmly. " I was as right

as rain before then."

The visitor shook his head and smiled.

" Ah ! you would have great difficulty in

proving that," he said, softly; " in fact,

speaking as man to man, I don't mind telling

you it would be impossible. I'm afraid I'm

exceeding my duty, but, as you're the last on

my list, supposeâ��suppose we say forty

pounds. Forty ! A small fortune."

He added some more gold to the pile on the

table, and gently tapped Mr. Scutts's arm

with the end of the pen.

" Good afternoon," said the invalid.

The visitor, justly concerned at his lack of

intelligence, took a seat on the edge of the

bed and spoke to him as a friend and a brother,

but in vain. Mr. Scutts reminded him at last

that it was medicine-time, after which, pain

and weakness permitting, he was going to try-

to get a little sleep.

" Forty pounds ! " he said lo his wife, after

the official had departed. " Why didn't 'e

offer me a bag o' sweets ? "

" It's a lot o' money," said Mrs. Scutts,

wistfully.

" So's a thousand," said her husband. " I

ain't going to 'ave my back broke for nothing,

I can tell you. Now, you keep that mouth

o' yours shut, and, if I get it, you shall 'ave

a new pair o' boots."

" A thousand ! " exclaimed the startled

Mrs. Scutts. " Have you took leave of your

senses, or what ? "

" I read a case in the paper where a man

got it," said Mr. Scutts. " He 'ad his back

'urt, too, pore chap. How would you like to

lay on your back all your life for a thousand

pounds ? "

" Will you 'ave to lay abed all your life ? "

inquired his wife, staring.

" Wait till I get the money," said Mr.

Scutts; " then I might be able to tell you

better."

He gazed wistfully at the window. It was

late October, but the sun shone and the air

was clear. The sound of traffic and cheerful

voices ascended from the little street. To

Mr. Scutts it all seemed to be a part of a

distant past.

" If that chap comes round to-morrow and

offers me five hundred," he said, slowly, " I

don't know as I won't take it. I'm sick of

this mouldy bed."

He waited expectantly next day ,but nothing

happened, and after a week of bed he began to

realize that the job might be a long one. The

monotony, to a man of his active habits,

became almost intolerable, and the narrated

adventures of Mr. James Flynn, his only caller,

filled him with an uncontrollable longing to be

up and doing.

The fine weather went, and Mr. Scutts, in

his tumbled bed, lay watching the rain beat-

ing softly on the window-panes. Then one

morning he awoke to the darkness of a London

fog.

" It gets worse and worse," said Mrs. Scutts,

as she returned home in the afternoon with

a relish for his tea. " Can't see your 'and

before your face."

Mr. Scutts looked thoughtful. He ate his

tea in silence, and after he had finished lit his

pipe and sat up in bed smoking.

" Penny for your thoughts," said his wife.

" I'm going out," said Mr. Scutts, in a

voice that defied opposition. " I'm going to

'ave a walk, and when I'm far enough away

I'm going to 'ave one or two drinks. I believe

this fog is sent a-purpose to save my life."
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Mrs. Scutts re-

monstrated, but in

vain, and at half-

past six the invalid,

with his cap over

his eyes and a large

scarf tied round the

lower part of his

face, listened for a

moment at his

front door and then

disappeared in the

fog.

Left to herself,

Mrs. Scutts re-

turned to the bed-

room and, poking

the tiny fire into a

blaze, sat and pon-

dered over the wil-

fulness of men.

She was awakened

from a doze by a

knocking at the

street-door. It was

just eight o'clock,

and, inwardly con-

gratulating her

husband on his

return to common

sense and home,

she went down and

opened it. Two tall

men in silk hats .

entered the room.''

" Mrs. Scutts? "<

said one of them.

Mrs. Scutts, in a

dazed fashion,

nodded.

" We have come

to see your hus-

band," said the in-

truder. " I am a

doctor."

The panic-stricken Mrs. Scutts tried in vain

to think.

" Heâ��he's asleep," she said, at last.

" Doesn't matter," said the doctor.

" Not a bit," said his companion.

" Youâ��you can't see him," protested Mrs.

Scutts. " He ain't to be seen."

" He'd be sorry to miss me," said the doctor,

eyeing her keenly as she stood on guard by

the inner door. " I suppose he's at home ?i"

" Of course," said Mrs. Scutts, stammering

and flushing. " Why, the pore man can't

stir from his bed."

" Well, I'll just peep in at the door, then,"

HALLOA, SAM) THAT GENTLEMAN, WHO WAS STANDING IN THE SCULLLRY

REMOVING MUD FROM HIS BOOTS. 'WHAT'S UP?'"

You

said the doctor. " I won't wake him.

can't object to that. If you do "

Mrs. Scutts's head began to swim. " I'll go

up and see whether he's awake," she said.

She closed the door on them and stood with

her hand, to her throat, thinking. Then,

instead of going upstairs, she passed into the

yard and, stepping over the fence, opened Mr.

Flynn's back door.

" Halloa ! " said that gentleman, who was

standing in the scullery removing mud from

his boots. "What's up?"

In a frenzied gabble Mrs. Scutts told him.

" You must be 'im," she said, clutching him by
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the coat and dragging him towards the door.

" They've never seen 'im, and they won't

know the difference."

" But " exclaimed the astonished

James.

" Quick ! " she said, sharply. " Go into

the back room and undress, then nip into his

room and get into bed. And mind, be fast

asleep all the time."

Still holding the bewildered Mr. Flynn by

the coat, she led him into the house and waved

him upstairs, and stood below listening until

a slight creaking of the bed announced that

he had obeyed orders. Then she entered the

parlour.

" He's fast asleep," she said, softly; "and

mind, I won't 'ave him disturbed. It's the

first real sleep he's 'ad for nearly a week. If

you promise not to wake 'im you may just

have a peep."

" We won't disturb him," said the doctor,

and, followed by his companion, noiselessly

ascended the stairs and peeped into the room.

Mr. Flynn was fast asleep, and not a muscle

moved as the two men approached the bed

on tip-toe and stood looking at him. The

doctor turned after a minute and led the way

out of the room.

" We'll call again," he said, softly.

" Yes, sir," said Mrs. Scutts. " When ? "

The doctor and his companion exchanged

glances. " I'm very busy just at present,"

he said, slowly. " We'll look in some time,

and take our chance of catching him awake."

Mrs. Scutts bowed them out, and in some

perplexity returned to Mr. Flynn. " I don't

like the look of 'em," she said, shaking her

head. " You'd better stay in bed till Bill

comes 'ome in case they come back."

" Right-o," said the obliging Mr. Flynn.

" Just step in and tell my landlady I'm 'aving

a chat with Bill."

He lit his pipe and sat up in bed smoking

until a knock at the front door at half-past

eleven sent him off to sleep again. Mrs.

Scutts, who was sitting downstairs, opened

it and admitted her husband.

" All serene ? " he inquired. " What are

you looking like that for ? What's up ? "

He sat quivering with alarm and rage as

she told him, and then, mounting the stairs

with a heavy tread, stood gazing in helpless

fury at the slumbering form of Mr. James

Flynn.

" Get out o' my bed," he said at last, in a

choking voice.

" What, Bill ! " said Mr. Flynn, opening his

eyes.

" Get out o' my bed," repeated the other.

" You've made a nice mess of it between you.

It's a fine thing if a man can't go out for 'arf

a pint without coming 'ome and finding all

the riff-raff of the neighbourhood in 'is bed."

" 'Ow's the pore back, Bill ? " inquired Mr.

Flynn, with tenderness.

Mr. Scutts gurgled at him. " Outside ! "

he said as soon as he could get his breath.

" Bill," said the voice of Mrs. Scutts, outside

the door.

" Halloa," growled her husband.

" He mustn't go," said Mrs. Scutts.

" Those gentlemen are coming again, and

they think he is you."

" What !" roared the infuriated Mr.

Scutts.

" Don't you see ? It's me what's got the

pore back now, Bill," said Mr. Flynn. " You

can't pass yourself off as me, Bill; you ain't

good-looking enough."

Mr. Scutts, past speech, raised his clenched

fists to the ceiling.

*' He'll 'ave to stay in your bed," continued

the voice of Mrs. Scutts. " He's got a good

'art, and I know he'll do it; won't you, Jim ? "

Mr. Flynn pondered. " Tell my landlady

in the morning that I've took your back

room," he said. " What a fortunit thing it

is I'm out o' work. What are you walking

up and down like that for, Bill ? Back coming

on agin ? "

" Then o' course," pursued the voice of Mrs.

Scutts, in medititive accents, " there's the

club doctor and the other gentleman that

knows Bill. They might come at any moment.

There's got to be two Bills in bed, so that if

one party comes one Bill can nip into the

back room, and if the other Billâ��party, I

meanâ��comes, the other Billâ��you know what

I mean ! "

Mr. Scutts swore himself faint.

" That's 'ow it is, mate," said Mr. Flynn.

" It's no good standing there saying your

little piece of poetry to yourself. Take off your

clo'es and get to bed like a little man. Now !

now ! Naughty ! Naughty ! " \

" P'r'aps I oughtn't to 'ave let 'em up,

Bill," said his wife; " but I was afraid they'd

smell a rat if I didn't. Besides, I was took

by surprise."

" You get off to bed," said Mr. Scutts.

" Get off to bed while you're safe."

" And get a good night's rest," added the

thoughtful Mr. Flynn. " If Bill's back is

took bad in the night I'll look after it."

Mr. Scutts turned a threatening face on

him. " For two pins " he began.

" For two pins I'll go back 'ome and stay

there," said Mr. Flynn.
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He put one mus-

cular leg out of

bed, and then, at

the earnest request

of Mr. Scutts, put

it back again. In

a few simple,

manly words the

latter apologized,

by putting all the

blame on Mrs.

Scutts, and, re-

moving his clothes,

got into bed.

Wrapped in bed-

clothes, they

passed the follow-

ing day listening

for knocks at the

door and playing

cards. By evening

both men were

weary, and Mr.

Scutts made a few

pointed remarks

concerningdodging

doctors and deceit-

f u 1 visitors to

which Mr. Flynn

listened in silent

approval.

" They mightn't

come for a week,"

he said, dismally.

" It's all right for

you, but where

do I come in ?

Halves ? "

Mr. Scutts had

a rush of blood to

the head.

" You leave it

to me, mate," he

said, controlling

himself bv an

effort. " If 'i get

ten quid, say, you shall have 'arf."

" And suppose you get more ? " demanded

the other.

" We'll see," said Mr. Scutts, vaguely.

Mr. Flynn returned to the-charge next day,

but got no satisfaction. Mr. Scutts preferred

to talk instead of the free board and lodging

his friend was getting. On the subject of

such pay for such work he was almost eloquent.

" I'll bide my time," said Mr. Flynn, darkly.

" Treat me fair and I'll treat you fair."

His imprisonment came to an end on the

fourth day. There was a knock at the door,

WRAPPED IN BKDCLOTH

FOR KNOCKS

ES, THKY PASSED THE FOLLOWING DAY LISTENING

AT IDE DOOR AND PLAYING CARDS."

and the sound of men's voices, followed by the

hurried appearance of Mrs. Scutts.

" It's Jim's lot," she said, in a hurried

whisper. " I've just come up to get the room

ready."

Mr. Scutts took his friend by the hand, and

after warmly urging him not to forget the

expert instructions he had received concerning

his back, slipped into the back room, and, a

prey to forebodings, awaited the result.

" Well, he looks better," said the doctor,

regarding Mr. Flynn.

" Much better," said his companion.
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Mrs. Scutts shook her head. " His pore

back don't seem no better, sir," she said, in a

low voice. " Can't you do something for it ? "

" Let me have a look at it," said the doctor.

" Undo your shirt."

Mr. Flynn, with slow fingers, fumbled with

the button at his neck and looked hard at Mrs.

Scutts.

" She can't bear to see me suffer," he said,

in a feeble voice, as she left the room.

He bore the examination with the fortitude

" It is all yours," said the doctor, " if you

can walk across the room and take it from

that gentleman's hand."

" Honour bright ? " asked Mr. Flynn, in

tremulous tones, as the other man held up

the bag and gave him an encouraging smile.

" Honour bright," said the doctor.

With a spring that nearly broke the bed,

Mr. Flynn quitted it and snatched the bag,

and at the same moment Mrs. Scutts, impelled

by a maddened arm, burst into the room.

"WITH A SPRING THAT NEARLY BROKE THE BEL), MR. FLYNN QUITTED IT AND SNATCHED

THE BAG."

of an early Christian martyr. In response

to inquiries he said he felt as though the main-

spring of his back had gone.

" How long since you walked ? " inquired

the doctor.

" Not since the accident," said Mr. Flynn,

firmly.

" Try now," said the doctor.

Mr. Flynn smiled at him reproachfully.

" You can't walk because you think you

can't," said the doctor ; " that is all. You'll

have to be encouraged the same way that a

child is. I should like to cure you, and I

think I can."

He took a small canvas bag from the other

man and opened it. " Forty pounds," he

said. " Would you like to count it ? "

Mr. Flynn's eyes shone.

" Your back ! " she moaned. " It'll kill

you. Get back to bed."

" I'm cured, lovey," said Mr. Flynn,

simply.

" His back is as strong as ever," said the

doctor, giving it a thump.

Mr. Flynn, who had taken his clo hes from

a chair and was hastily dressing himself,

assented.

" But if you'll wait 'arf a tick I'll walk as

far as the corner with you," he said, quickly.

" I'd like to make sure it's all right."

He paused at the foot of the stairs and,

glancing up a: the pallid and murderous face

of Mr. Scutts, which protruded from the back

bedroom, smiled at him rapturously. Then,

with a lordly air, he tossed him five pieces of

gold.
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OT everyone is, perhaps, aware Messrs.

that part of the stock - in- similar

trade of every old-established enabled

hatter is a large number of human

charts, maps,

plans, call

them what

you will, of his customers'

heads. These are obtained

by means of an instrument

called a " brow," which can

be adjusted with screws to

any size or shape, and which,

being accurately fitted to the

cranium, will provide the

necessary contour on which

the hat is subsequently

moulded. The majority of

people, it is true, are content

with ready-made hats, just

as they are with ready-made

boots and shoes ; but many

prefer, and a number are

compelled, to have their hats

made for them. The advan-

tage of having a block at the

hatter's is, of course, obvious.

It ensures a perfect fit, at

any time, without the neces-

sity of a personal visit. The

disadvantageâ��that it places

the hatter in possession of

purely personal secrets, is

not generally considered.

Through the kindness of

Messrs. Lincoln and Bennett,

Vol. xlvi.-t2.

Henry Heath, and other firms of

world-wide reputation, we are here

to present a number of these curious

diagrams, including those belonging

to some of the most celebrated

men of our day. The study

of them reveals at once some

interesting facts. One is that

the left side of the head is

almost always larger than the

right, due, it is said, to the

universal practice of using

the right hand more than

the left. Another curious point

is that nationality consider-

ably affects the shape of the

head. It would surely be

an interesting subject for a

biologist to explain why it is

that the nearer the equator

a race resides the rounder

their heads become. No one

needs reminding of the round,

bullet - shaped skull of the

negro, but the hatter will

assure us that a Frenchman's

head is rounder than an

Englishman's, and similarly

an Englishman's rounder than

a Scotsman's. The average

Scot's head tapers consider-

ably towards the front,

narrows at the temples, and

becomes square and promi-

nent at the forehead. A good

example of this is shown in
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the head-chart of that celebrated Scotsman

the late Duke of Argyll, which, in proof of

the racial characteristics already referred to,

may well be contrasted with the typically-

French head of the Prince Imperial (Fig. 3).

German heads, on the average, are rounder

than English, and broader at the back. Irish

heads, in general, are long, like the Scotch,

but scarcely as narrow.

The Slavonic head is narrow in front and

very broad at the back. When the recent

Peace Conference took place in London a few

months ago, the first thing that the delegates

of the Balkan States did on arrival was to

call on Messrs. Heath with a demand to be

immediately fitted out with the top hats that

their new position necessitated ; and that

famous firm was well-nigh nonplussed to

provide, at instant notice, hats of so totally

unusual shape.

As a fine example of the highest form of

individual his 6$. In striking contrast to

this stands the largest hat which the same

famous hatters have ever supplied, a hat no

less than 9J inches long and proportionately

broadâ��a giant hat, almost as capacious as a

hat-box, and which literally swallows up any

evefy-day sample placed within it. Its

owner, however, was no giant, neither was he

a man of unusual attainments. A peculiar,

and happily rare, disease which enlarges the

bones of the head, was indeed responsible for

the strange development which caused his

hat to establish a record in the annals of

hat-making.

Naturally following these largest and

smallest hats, may be instanced (from

Messrs. Heath's collection) the roundest and

the longest (that is to say, in proportion to

the width)â��Figs. 1 and 2, on the preceding

page. To contemplate these side by

side is to marvel at the vagaries of Nature

4. fig. 5.

in each cask the figures in the ovals show the size of hat worn, while the liter part

of each denotes the forehead.

Asiatic head, we may instance the shape of

Sir Mancherjee Merwanjee Bhownagree, the

eminent Parsee lawyer, philanthropist, and

man of letters (Fig. 4).

The size of the head, as is well known, does

not correspond, except in a general sense, to

the size of the body. A child's head is, of

course, smaller than a man's, and it is only

to be expected that the hat of that famous

dwarf Tom Thumb (Fig. 5) should have been

a particularly miniature specimen. Small as

this was, however (only 5 J), this Lilliputian

silk hat has not been the smallest which

Messrs. Lincoln and Bennett have been called

upon to produce. Tom Thumb's great (or

rather, minute) rival, General Mite, required

a hat of but size 5^, a veritable toy of a

" topper," but which the tiny gentleman wore

with as much satisfaction as an ordinary

which should envelop two sets of human

brains in such widely different cases. It is

not difficult to understand how necessary it

must be for the owners of such abnormal

skulls to keep a block at their hatter's, since

they could never hope to find ready-made

hats to fit them.

To the late Sir John Shaw-Lefevre belonged

the honourâ��for such he doubtless esteemed

it, of wearing the biggest hat in Parliament.

This eminent Parliamentarian required size

8f, whereas the largest size of hats in ordinary-

request does not exceed 7!. Sir John was,

undoubtedly, a very clever man, but had the

power of his brain been in direct proportion

to its dimensions he must have been one of

the greatest geniuses of the age. In point of

fact, in spite of popular conception to the

contrary, there is but small connection
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between size of

head and

cleverness.

Many clever

men, it is true,

have big heads,

but so have

many lunatics

and imbeciles.

The weight of

the brain is a

surer guide to

its quality than

the size of the

head. Other

things being

equal, brain-weight corresponds with intelli-

gence. The average weight for a man is

from forty-six to fifty-three ounces â�� of a

woman from forty - one to forty - seven (a

bitter fact for advocates of the superiority of

the fairer sex). The heaviest human brains

known were Dr. Abercrombie's, which was

sixty-two and a half ounces, and Cuvier's,

the great French naturalist, an ounce and a

half heavier. It falls to the lot of but few-

geniuses, however, to have this test applied to

them. The brain of a man, on the whole, is

about one-fortieth of the weight of his body.

Of a dog, but one hundred-and-twentieth.

Only two kinds of animal, the whale and

elephant, have larger brains than man, but

in both these the proportion to the weight of

the body is greatly less.

But it is in the shape of head, rather than

in the weight or in the size, that the true

nature is displayed. Quite instinctively we

realize this fact and form our own judgments.

To take one most famous example, surely

not one of his loyal subjects could fail to

recognize, from picture, photograph, or actual

observation, the " good head " of the late

King Edward (Fig. 6). Phrenologists or no, we

can all of us

trace immedi-

ately in the

hatter's pat-

ternâ��b road,

shapely, and

symmetrical,

the kindliness,

the humanity,

the consum-

mate tact and

knowledge of

mankind that

made Edward

the Peacemaker

the revered

and beloved of all the world. King Edward

took a 7Jr in hatsâ��his illustrious nephew the

Emperor of Germany has a 6$ " easy " (Fig.

7). His head is also very talented and sym-

metrical, and, for a German, quite unusually

long. German heads, as already stated, are

generally round â�� that of the late Duke of

Cambridge (Fig. 8) being much more typical

in this respect.

The Duke's head, we observe, was very

broad. Breadth of head denotes common

sense and reasonableness ; a somewhat

pointed back the self-respect and desire for

the good opinion of others which strengthens

a man's character and makes him prize his

good name above all other possessions. Self-

esteem tilts up the back of the head. Too

much of it produces selfishness and arrogance ;

too little, diffidence and self-distrust. The

absence of the " bump " (so-called) of love

of approbation is often observed in criminals,

and the result is shamelessness. This organ,

as might be supposed, is apt to be larger in

the female than in the male sex.

Remarkably alike are the heads of two

great soldiersâ��one of the past, the other,

most happily, yet with us and nobly labouring

fig. 8.

no. 9.

FIG. 10.
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for his country as of yoreâ��Lord Napier of

Magdala and Lord Roberts (Figs. a and ic).

The hatter is perforce less of a judge of fight-

ing men than of those of other callings, for

the skull-developments that indicate courage

and combativeness come too low down on the

head to be touched by his " brow." But

however necessary these characteristics may

be. there are other, and even higher, qualities

necessary for the great Generalâ��the cautious-

ness and prudence that give the wide back

to the head, and the firmness or even

obstinacy (of the bulldog description) that

is indicated by the pointed forehead. These,

at least, we trace in fullest measure in the

contours before us, as also in the rounder

shape of that illustrious sailor. Lord Fisher

(fig. 11).

Turn now to Parliament, and head-shapes

of famous statesmen and Ministers. It were

prominent foreheads are better tempered and

more amiable than those whose foreheads

are sunken.

Compare with this head that of another

famous member of Parliament of past years,

Samuel Morley. In his pattern a great and

almost unusual breadth of the back of the

skull is observed, indicating cautiousness. A

man with this development will accept no

statement on hearsay, will most carefully

weigh the evidence for every fact, and will

decide only after long and earnest deliberation.

A very fine head, and rather a large one,

belonged to that famous and heroic man,

Professor Fawcett, M.P. Afflicted above

most mortals by the loss of his sight, he did

not allow even this heavy handicap to unfit

him for his life's work, and, rising superior to

his blindness, led an existence of honour and

useful labour for his country. Especially

Lord Fisher.

61

The Speaker.

71

Mr.

A. J. Balfour.

FIG. II. Fit

but appropriate and graceful to begin the list

with the present Speaker (Fig. 12). It is surely

more than a coincidence that his hat-shape

is practically precisely the same as that of

King Edward. This is, indeed, entirely what

we might expect from two men holding each

beneficent sway over others, secure in the

affectionate esteem that perfect courtesy,

unswerving justice, and unrivalled tact

confer.

A fine large head was that of the late Right

Honourable W. H. Smith, M.P., the staunch

and trusty statesman, affectionately known

in Punch as " Old Morality," respected and

beloved by all for his unflinching integrity and

sterling qualities of heart and brain. Sense

and virtue are in every line, and kindness and

benevolence in the broad and prominent

forehead. It is a curious fact, by the way,

that this last indication prevails even in the

brute creation. It has again and again been

observed that horses and dogs with full or

12. FIG. 13.

remarkable is the unusually fine development

of the brow. Those who exercise their

reasoning powers most will always be found to

be very full in the middle upper portion of the

forehead, near the hair.

Of living statesmen, Mr. Balfour's is the

shapely head of the cultured thinker and

philosopher, wise and urbane, a leader of

men (Fig. 13); Lord St. Aldwyn's that of the

prudent and experienced man of affairs, on

whom the responsibilities of gTeat position

rest safely and easily.

A most striking head is that of the late John

Pierpont Morgan (Fig. 14), mighty financier,

wondrous organizer, multi-millionaire. Pru-

dence is there, but also ambition, broaden-

ing the back of the head, and the length that

tells of supreme self-confidence without which

great success is impossible. This is the head

which, above all other things, succeeds.

For the reflective, scientific head, the head

that compares and tests, perceives and
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FIG. 14.

thinks out, we have a splendid example in

Lord Avebury (Fig. 15). These qualities give

the broad forehead, the " noble brow," the

searching eye that are so unmistakable when

we see them at scientific gathering and

learned meeting. It is a curious fact that

Lord Avebury's hat would have been an

equally good fit for Sir Arthur Sullivan (Fig.

16), who represents Music in our collection.

We cannot fail to observe how wonderfully-

broad in the front is the hat-shape of that

Prince of Actors, Sir Herbert Beerbohm Tree

(Fig. 17). This is because at this part of the head

are situated the organs of Imitation, endowing

with histrionic power, and Ideality, the love

of the beautiful and refined, and the appre-

fig. 15. fig. 16.

these qualities and be both long and wide.

Following in these lines, the most perfect

pattern of our collection belonged to Dr.

Benson, the late Archbishop of Canterbury

(Fig. 18). This is entirely as it should be, and

gives surest proof of the wisdom and judgment

of the choice which placed at the head of the

Church a man so eminently fitted for that

highest of all posts. In Bishop Benson's

head we have the wide, high forehead of the

deep thinker, the rounded brows which tell of

benevolence, veneration, and religious feeling,

the fullness of the back announcing affection,

unselfishness, and sympathy, the breadth

which gives tact, and the length which confers

steadfastness. Such a shape as this, matching

fig. 17.

fig. 18.

ciation of the artistic. Thrice happy com-

bination that gives to a grateful public the

superb productions ever associated with

" His Majesty's " !

It has been stated, as a general axiom, that

those who wear long hats are clever and

affectionate, those who wear wide hats have

common sense, tact, and savoir faire. The

ideal head, therefore, would combine all

as it does so faithfully the character of the

man who bore it, should be enough to

convince even the most sceptical of the close

connection which exists between a man's

qualities and the shape of the hat he wears ;

which all goes to prove the truth of an oft-

repeated contention that the hatter may, if

he pleases, be the surest judge of human

nature.
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Witt Some Easy Puzzles for Beginners. By Henry E. Dudeney.

146.-WATER, GAS. AND ELECTRICITY.

THERE are some half-dozen puzzles, as old as the

hil's, that are |>erpetually cropping up, and there is

hardly a month in the vear that does not bring

inquiries as to their solution.

Occasionally one of

these, that one had

hoped was an ex-

tinct volcano, bursts

into eruption in a

surprising manner.

For some quite un-

known reason I have

lately received an

extraordinary num-

ber of letters (four

of them from the

United States) re-

specting the ancient

puzzle that I have called " Water, Gas, and Electricity."

It is much older than electric lighting, or even gas, but

the new dress brings it up to date. The puzzle is to lay

on water, gas, and electricity, fr.jm W, G, and E, to

each of the three houses, A, B, and C, without any

pi[>e crossing another. Take your pencil and draw lines

showing how this should be done. You will soon find

yourself landed in difficulties. My answer next month

must serve as a reply to my many correspondents.

(h (h Ch

147.â��AN OLD THREE-LINE PUZZLE.

Here is another old stager about which people are

always writing to me. There are two different ways

in which the puzzle is

presented. 1. Draw the

simple diagram herewith

in three strokes of the

pencil without ever going

over the same line twice

or lifting your pencil

from the paper during a

stroke. 2. Draw the diagram on a slate and then rub

it out in three rubs. I believe Houdin, the conjurer,

was fond of showing this to his child friends, but it

was invented before his timeâ��perhaps in the Stone Age.

148.â��CURTAILMENT.

You need me not; my office is

To wait upon the dead.

Remove my tail, lop off my ears,

But do not touch my head.

I'm often silent nowâ��but stop,

For mercy's sake don't let me drop !

149.â��FIND ADA'S SURNAME.

This puzzle bears a family likeness to " The

Dutchmen's Wives " (our No. 16). It was recently

submitted to a Sydney evening newspa[>er that

indulges in " intellect sharpeners," but was rejected

with the remark that it is childish and that they only

published problems capable of solution ! Five ladies,

accompanied by their daughters, bought cloth at the

same shop. Each of the ten paid as many farthings

per foot as she bought feet, and each mother S[>ent

8s. 5}d. more than her daughter. Mrs. Robinson

spent 6s. more than Mrs. Evans, who spent about a

quarter as much as Mrs. Jones. Mrs. Smith s|>ent

most of all. Mrs. Brown bought 21 yards more than

Bessieâ��one of the girls. Annie bought 16 yards more

than Mary and spent Â£3 os. 8d. more than Emily.

The Christian name of the other girl was Ada. Now,

what was her surname ?

Solutions to Last Montn's Puzzles.

140.â��THE

Â» Â« FORTY-NINE

/ /[ STARS.

j t m THE illustration

shows how all the

stars may be

struck out in

, twelve straight

strokes, beginning

and ending at a

black star.

141.â��NEW

MEASURING

PUZZLE.

The following

shows the con-

tents of every vessel at the start and after every

solution in thirteen manipulations

142.â��THE

NEST OF

RECTANGLES.

The correct

answer is 225

rectangles, in-

cluding the

large square it-

self. Add the

number of cells

in the side of

diagram to its

square, divide

by 2 and square the result.

25) is 15, whose square is 225.

1

' 10-quart.

10-quart.

5-quart.

4-quart.

10

10

0

0

5

10

5

0

5

10

1

4

9 â�¢

10

1

0

9 â� 

10

0

1

4 â� 

10

5

1

4

10

3

4

8 .

10

1

0

8

10

O

â� 1

8 .

8

O

4

8 .

8 .

4

O

8 .

4

4

4

i 8 â�¢

4 â�¢

- 5

â�¢ 3

| 10 .

4 â� 

3

â�  3

Thus, half of (5 added to

143.â��CURIOUS NUMBERS.

The three smallest numbers, in addition to 48, are

1,680, 57,120, and 1,940,448. It will be found that

1,681 and 841 ; 57,121 and 28,561 ; 1,940,449 and

970,225, are respectively the squares of 41 and 29:

239 and 169 : 1,393 and 985.

144â��A WORD SQUARE.

RECANT

E V E N E R

CENTRE

A N T H E A*

NEREID

TREADS

* J. L. Hatton's setting of Herrick's words, " To

Anthea."

145.â��THE MINERS' HOLIDAY.

Bnx Harris must have spent thirteen shillings and

sixpence, which would be three shillings more than the

average for the seven menâ��half a guinea.
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A STORY

FOR CHILDREN.

By

E. NESBIT.

Mill

CHAPTER X. (continued).

ND now the tramp, tramp,

tramp of the great army-

sounded nearer and more

near, and through the

dimly - lighted water the

children could see the great

Deep Sea people advancing.

Very terrible they were, big far beyond

man-size, more stalwart and more finely-

knit than the Forlorn-hopers who had

led the attack so happily and gloriously

frustrated by the Crabs, the Narwhals,

and the Sea-urchins. As the advance guard

drew near all the children stared, from their

places of concealment, at the faces of these

terrible foes of the happy Merland. Very

strong the faces were, and, surprisingly, very,

very sad. They lookedâ��Francis at least was

able to see itâ��like strong folk suffering

proudly an almost intolerable injuryâ��bearing,

bravely, an almost intolerable pain.

" But I'm on the other side," he told

himself, to check a sudden rising in his heart

ar.

ofâ��well, if it was not sympathy, what was

it ?

And now the head of the advancing column

was level with the Princess. True to the

old tradition which bids a commander to

lead and not to follow his troops, she was

the first to dart out and fix a shell to the

heel of the left-rank man. The children

were next. Their practice bore its fruit.

There was no blunder, no mistake. Each

Oyster-shell clipped sharp and clean the

attached ankle of an enemy ; each Oyster-

shell at the same moment attached itself

firmly to the rock, thus clinging to his base

in the most thorough and military way.

A spring of joy and triumph welled up in

the children's hearts. How easy it was to

get the better of these foolish Deep Sea

folk. A faint, kindly contempt floated into

the children's minds for the Mer-people,

who so dreaded and hated these stupid giants.

Why, there were fifty or sixty of them tied

by the leg already ! It was as easy as

The pleasant nature of these reflection.'
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had kept our four rooted to the spot. In the

triumphant performance of one duty they

failed to remember the duty that should have

followed. They stood there rejoicing in their

victory, when by all the rules of the Service

they should have rushed back to the armoury

for fresh weapons.

The omission was fatal. Even as they

stood there rejoicing in their cleverness and

boldness, and in the helpless anger of the

enemy, something thin and string-like spread

itself round themâ��their feet caught in

string, their fingers caught in string, string

tweaked their ears and flattened their nosesâ��

string confined their elbows and confused

their legs. The Lobster-guarded doorway

seemed farther offâ��and farther, and farther

.... They turned their heads : they were

following backwards and against their will a

retreating enemy.

" Oh, why didn't we do what she said ? "

breathed Cathy. " Something's happened ! "

" I should think it had," said Bernard.

" We're caughtâ��in a net."

They were. And a tall Infantryman of

the Underfolk was towing them away from

Merland as sw'iftly and as easily as a

running child tows a captive air-balloon.

CHAPTER XI.

Those of us who have had the misfortune

to be caught in a net in the execution of our

military duty, and to be dragged away by

the enemy with all the helpless buoyancy of

A TALI. INFANTRYMAN OF THP. UNDRRFOLK WAS TOWING THEM AWAY FROM MERI.AND AS

SWIFTLY AND AS EASILY AS A RUNNING CHILD TOWS A CAPTIVE AlR-BALIOON."
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captive balloons, will be able to appreciate

the sensations of the four children to whom

this gloomy catastrophe had occurred.

The net was very strongâ��made of twisted

fibrous filaments of seaweed ; all efforts to

break it were vain. And they had, unfortu-

nately, nothing to cut it with. They had

not even their oyster-shells, the rough edges

of which might have done something to help,

or at least would have been useful weapons

if, and when, the Infantryman stopped and

opened the net. The discomfort of their

position was extreme. They were, as Cathy

put it, all mixed up with each other's

arms and legs, and it was very difficult and

painful to sort themselves out without

hurting each other.

" Let's do it one at a time," said Mavis,

after some minutes of severe and unsuccessful

struggle. " France first. Get right away,

France, and see if you can't sit down on a

piece of the net that isn't covered with us,

and then Cathy can try."

It was excellent advice, and when all four

had followed it it was found possible to sit

side bv side on what may be called the floor

of the net, only the squeezing of the net-

walls tended to flip one up from one's place

if one wasn't very careful.

By the time the rearrangement was com-

plete and they were free to look about them

the whole aspect of the world had changed.

The world, for one thing, was much darkerâ��

in itself, that isâ��though the part of it where

Vol. xWi.â�� ia.

the children were was much lighter than had

been the sea where they were first netted.

It was a curious sceneâ��rather like looking

down on London at night from the top of St.

Paul's. Long, bright thingsâ��like trams or

omnibusesâ��were rushing along, and smaller

lights, which looked mightily like cabs and

carriages dotted the expanse of blackness

till, where they were thick-set, the darkness

disappeared in a blaze of silvery light. Other

light-bearers had rows of round lights like

the portholes of great liners. One came

sweeping towards them, and a wild idea

came to Cathy that perhaps when ships sink

they go on living and moving under water

just as she and the others had done.

Anyhow, this was not one of them, for, as it

came close, it was plainly to be perceived as

a vast fish, with phosphorescent lights in

rows along its gigantic sides. It opened its

jaws as it passed, and for an instant they

shut their eyes and felt that all was over.

When their eyes were opened again the

mighty fish was far away. Cathy, however,

was discovered to be in tears.

" I wish we hadn't come," she said, and the

others could not but feel that there was some-

thing in what she said. They comforted her

and themselves as best they could by express-

ing a curious half-certainty which they had

that everything would be all right in the end.

As I said before, there are some things so

horrible that if you can bring yourself to face

them you see at once that they can't be true.
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The barest idea of poetic justiceâ��which we

all believe in at the bottom of our heartsâ��

made it impossible to think that the children

who had nobly (they couldn't help feeling it

was noble) defended their friends the Mer-

folk should have anything really dreadful

happen to them in consequence. And when

Bernard talked about the fortunes of war, he

did it in an unconvinced sort of way, and

Francis told him to shut up.

" But what are we to do ? " sniffed

Cathy, for the twentieth timeâ��and all the

while the Infantryman was going steadily

on dragging the wretched netful after him.

" Press our pearl buttons," suggested

Francis, hopefully, " then we shall be

invisible and unfeelable, and we can escape."

He fumbled with the round, marble - like

pearl.

" No, no," said Bernard, catching at his

hand. " Don't you see ? If we do, we may

never get out of the net. If they can't see

us or feel us they'll think the net's empty,

and perhaps hang it up on a hook or put it

away in a box."

" And forget it while years roll by. /

see," said Cathy.

" But we can undo them the minute we're

there, can't we ? " said Mavis.

" Yes, of course," said Bernard, but as a

matter of fact they couldn't.

When at last the Infantryman, after thread-

ing his way through streets of enormous rocky

palaces, passed through a colossal arch and

so into a hall as big as St. Paul's and West-

minster Abbey into one, a crowd of Under-

folk, who were seated on stone benches round

rude tables eating strange luminous food,

rose up and cried, " What news ? "

" Four prisoners," said the Infantryman.

" ' Upperfolk,'the Colonel said, and my orders

are to deliver them to the Queen herself."

He passed to the end of the hall and up a

long, wide flight of steps made of something

so green and clear that it was plainly either

glass or emerald, and I don't think it could

have been glass, because how could they have

made glass in the sea ? There were lights

below it which shone through the green trans-

parency, so clear and lovely that Francis

said, dreamily :â��

Sabrina fair,

Listen where thou art sitting

Under the glassy cool translucent wave.

And quite suddenly there was much less room

in the net and they were being embraced all

at once and with tears of relief and joy by the

Princess Freiaâ��their own Mer-Princess.

" Oh, I didn't mean to, Princess, dearâ��I

didn't," said Francis. " It was the emerald

stepsâ��made me think of translucent."

" So they are," she said ; " but, oh, if you

knew what I've felt ! You, our guests, our

knight-errants, our noble defenders, to be

prisoners; and all of us safe ! I did so hope

you'd call me. And I'm so proud that you

didn'tâ��that you were brave enough not to

call for me until you did it by accident."

" We never thought of doing it," said Mavis,

candidly ; " but I hope we shouldn't have, if

we had thought of it."

" Why haven't you pressed your pearl

buttons ? " she asked, and they told her why.

" Wise children," she said ; " but at any

rate, we must all use the charm that prevents

our losing our memories."

" I sha'n't use mine," said Cathy. " I

don't want to remember. If I didn't remem-

ber I should forget to be frightened. Do

please let me forget to remember." She

clung pleadingly to the Princess, who whis-

pered to Mavis, " Perhaps it would be best,"

and they let Cathy have her way.

The others had only just time to use their

charms before the Infantryman threw the

net on to a great table which seemsd to be

cut out of one vast diamond and fell on his

face on the ground. It was his way of salut-

ing his Sovereign.

" Prisoners, your Majesty," he said, when

he had got up again. " Four of the young of

the Upperfolk," and he turned to the net

as he spoke and stopped short. " There's

someone else," he said, in an altered voice;

" someone as wasn't there when we started,

I'll swear."

" Open the net," said a strong, sweet voice,

" and bid the prisoners stand up that I may

look upon them."

" They might escape, my love," said

another voice, anxiously ; " or perhaps they

bite. What?"

" Submersia," said the first voice, " do you

and four of my women stand ready. Take

the prisoners one by one. Seize each a

prisoner and hold them, awaiting my Royal

pleasure."

The net was opened, and large and strong

hands took out Bernard, who was nearest

the mouth of the net, and held him gently,

but with extreme firmness, in an upright

position on the table. Then the others.

They could not stand because of their tails.

They saw before them on a throne a tall

and splendid Queen, very beautiful and very

sad, and by her side a King (they knew the

Royalty by their crowns), not so handsome as

his wife, but still very different from the
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uncouth," heavy Underfolk. And he looked

sad, too. They were clad in robes of richest

woven seaweed, sewn with jewels, and their

crowns were like dreams of magnificence.

Their throne was of one clear, blood-bright

ruby, its canopy of green drooping sea-

weed gemmed with topazes and amethysts.

The Queen rose and came down the steps of

the throne and whispered to her whom she

called Submersia, and she in turn whispered

to the four other large ladies, who held

each a captive.

And with a dreadful unanimity the five

actedâ��with one dexterous movement they

took off the magic jackets, and with another

they removed the useful tails. The Princess

and the four children stood upon the table on

their own ten feet.

" What funny little things ! " said the King,

not unkindly.

" Hush ! " said the Queen. " Perhaps they

can understand what you sayâ��and, at any

rate, that Mer-girl can."

The children were furious to hear their

Princess so disrespectfully spoken of. But

she herself remained beautifully calm.

" Now," said the Queen," before we destroy

your memories, will you answer questions ? "

" Some questions, yes ; others, no," said

the Princess.

" Are these human children ? "

" Yes."

" How do they come under the sea ? "

" Mer-magic. You wouldn't understand,"

said the Princess, haughtily.

" Were they fighting against us ? "

" Yes," cried Bernard and Mavis, before

the Princess answered. " And lucky to do it,"

Francis added.

" If you will tell us the fighting strength

of the Merlanders your tails and coats shall

be restored to you and you shall go free.

Will you tell ? "

" Is it likely ? " the Princess answered.

" I am a Mer-woman and a Princess of the

Royal House. Such do not betray their

country."

" No, I suppose not," said the Queen. And

she paused a moment before she said,

" Administer the cup of forgetfulness."

The cup of forgetfulness was exceedingly

pleasant. It tasted of toffee and cocoa-nuts

and pineapple ices and plum-cake and roast

chicken, with a faint under-fiavour of lavender,

rose-leaves, and the very best eau-de Cologne.

The children had tasted cider-cup and

champagne-cup at parties, and had disliked

both, but oblivion-cup was delicious. It was

served in a goblet of opal, coloured in dreamy-

pink and pearlâ��and green and blue and grey

â��and the sides of the goblet were engraved

with pictures of beautiful people asleep. The

goblet passed from hand to hand, and when

each had drunk enough the Lord High Cup-

bearer, a very handsome, reserved-looking

fish, laid a restraining touch on the goblet

and, taking it between his fins, handed it to

the next drinker. So, one by one, each took

the draught. Kathleen was the last.

The draught had no effect on four out of

the fiveâ��but Kathleen changed before their

eyes, and though they had known that the

draught of oblivion would make her forget,

it was terrible to see it do its fell work.

Mavis had her arm protectingly round

Kathleen, and the moment the draught had

been swallowed Kathleen threw off that

loving arm and drew herself away. It hurt

like a knife. Then she looked at her brothers

and sisters, and it is a very terrible thing

when the eyes you love look at you as though

you were a stranger.

Now, it had been agreed, while still the

captives were in the net, that all of them

should pretend that the cup of oblivion had

taken effect, that they should just keep still

and say nothing and look as stupid as they

could. But this coldness of her dear Cathy's

was more than Mavis could bear, and no one

had counted on it. So when Cathy looked at

Mavis as at a stranger whom she rather

disliked, and drew away from her arm, Mavis

could not bear it, and cried out in heart-

piercing tones, " Oh, Cathy, darling, what

is it ? What's the matter ? " before the

Princess or the boys could stop her. And

to make matters worse, both boys said in a

very loud, plain whisper, " Shut up, Mavis,"

and only the Princess kept enough presence

of mind to go on saying nothing.

Cathy turned and looked at her sister.

" Cathy, darling," Mavis said again, and

stopped, for no one could go on saying

" darling " to anyone who looked at you as

Cathy was looking.

" I don't know you," said Kathleen, coldly,

" and I wish you wouldn't call me Cathy. I

think it's awful cheek ! "

She held out her arms to the Under Queen,

and the Queen took her and held her ; and

the Queen looked exactly like a giant little

girl nursing a doll.

" She shall be mine," said the Queen to her

husband. " I will make a pet of her. I have

never had a land-child for a pet before.

Dear little thing ! It shall have a collar and

chain, it shall, and I will lead it about till

it gets to know me. You'll like that, won't
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you, pet ? " she said, caressing Kathleen, who,

to the horror of the others, answered : " Yes,

awfully, dear Queen," and kissed the caressing

hand.

" As for the rest of you," said the Queen,

" it is evident from your manner that the

draught of oblivion has not yet taken effect

on you. So it is impossible for me to make

presents of you to those prominent members

of the nobility who are wanting pets, as I

had intended. We will try another draught

to-morrow. In the meantimeâ��the fetters,

jailer ! "

A tall, sour-looking Underman stepped

forward. Hanging over his arm were scaly

tails, at first sight of which the children's

hearts leaped, for they hoped they were their

own. But no sooner were the tails fitted

on than they knew the bitter truth.

" Yes," said the Queen," they are false tails.

You will not be able to take them off, and you

can neither swim nor walk with them. You

can, however, move about quite comfortably

on the floor of the ocean. What's the

matter ? " she asked the jailer.

" None of the tails won't fit this prisoner,

your Majesty," said the jailer.

" I am a Princess of the reigning Mer-

House," said Freia, " and your false, degrading

tails cannot cling to me."

" Oh, put them all in the lock-up," said the

King. " As sullen a lot of prisoners as ever

I sawâ��what ? "

The lock-up was a great building, broader

at the top than at the bottom, which seemed

to be balanced on the sea floor, but really it

was propped up at both ends with great

chunks of rock. The prisoners were taken

there in the net, and being dragged about in

nets is so confusing that it was not till the

jailer had left them that they discovered

that the prison was really a ship, an enormous

ship, which lay there, perfect in every detail

as on the day when it first left dock. The

water did not seem to have spoiled it at all.

They were imprisoned in the saloon, and,

worn out with the varied emotions of the day,

they lay down on the comfortable red velvet

cushions and went to sleep. Even Mavis felt

that Kathleen had found a friend in the

Queen and was in no danger.

The Princess was the last to close her eyes.

She looked long at the sleeping children.

" Oh, why don't they think of it ? " she

said. " And why mustn't I tell them ? "

There was no answer to either question,

and presently she, too, slept.

I wish I had time to tell you about all that

happened to Kathleen, because the daily life

of a pampered lap-child to a reigning Queen

is one that you would find most interesting

to read about. As interesting as your

Rover or Binkie would find to readâ��if he

couldâ��about the life of one of Queen Alex-

andra's Japanese spaniels. But time is

getting on, and I must make a long story

short. And, anyhow, you can never tell all

about everything, can you ?

The next day the jailer brought food to

the prison, as well as another draught of

oblivion, which, of course, had no effect, and

they spent the day wondering how they

could escape. In the evening the jailer's

son brought more food and more oblivion-

cup, and he lingered while they ate. The

food was odd but not nasty. He did not

look at all unkind, and Francis ventured to

speak to him.

" I say," he said.

" What do you say ? " the Underlad asked.

" Are you forbidden to talk to us ? "

" No."

" Then do tell us what they will do with

us."

" I do not know. But we shall have to

know before long. The prisons are filling up

so quickly they will soon be quite full. Then

we shall have to let some of you out on what

is called ticket-of-leave ; that means with

your artificial tails on, which prevent you

getting away, even if the oblivion-cup doesn't

take effect."

" I say." Bernard's turn to ask.

" What do you say ? "

" Why don't the King and Queen go and

fight, like the Mer Royal Family ? "

"Against the law," said the Underlad.

" We took a King prisoner once, and our people

were afraid our King and Queen might be

took, so they made that rule."

" What did you do with himâ��the prisoner

King ? " the Princess asked.

" Put him in an iswater," said the lad; " a

piece of water entirely surrounded by land."

" I should like to see him," said the Princess.

" Nothing easier," said the Underlad, "as

soon as you get your tickets-of-leave. It's a

good long passage to the lakeâ��all water, of

course ; but lots of our young people go there

three times a week. Of course, he can't be a

King any more now, but they made him

Professor of Conchology."

" And has he forgotten he was a King ? "

asked the Princess.

" Of course ; but he was so learned the

oblivion-cup wasn't deep enough to make

him forget everything. That's why he's a

professor."
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" What was he King of ? " the Princess

asked, anxiously.

" He was King of the Barbarians," said

the jailer's son, and the Princess sighed.

" I thought it might have been my father,"

she said. " He was lost at sea, you know."

The Underlad nodded sympathetically and

went away.

" He doesn't seem such a bad sort," said

Mavis.

" No," said the Princess. " I can't under-

stand it. I thought all the Underfolk were

terrible, fierce creatures, cruel and impla-

cable."

" And they don't seem so very different

from us, except to look at," said Bernard.

" I wonder," said Mavis, " what the war

began about ? "

" Oh, we've always been enemies," said the

Princess, carelessly.

" Yes; but how did you begin being

enemies ? â�¢"

" Oh, that," said the Princess, " is lost in

the mists of antiquityâ��before the dawn of

history, and all that."

" Oh ! " said Mavis.

But when Ulfin came with the next meal

(did I tell you that the jailer's son's name

was Ulfin ?), she asked him the same question.

" I don't know, little land-lady," said

Ulfin, " but I will find out. My uncle is the

Keeper of the National Archives, graven on

tables of stone, so many that no one can count

them ; but there are smaller tables telling

what is on the big ones." He hesitated. " If

I could get leave to show you the Hall of

the Archives, would you promise not to try

to escape ? "

They had now been shut up for two days,

and would have promised anything in reason.

" You see, the prisons are quite full now,"

he said, " and I don't see why you shouldn't

be the first to get your leave-tickets. I'll ask

father."

" I say," said Mavis.

" What do you say ? " said Ulfin.

" Do you know anything about my sister ? "

" The Queen's new lap-child ? Oh, she's a

great pet. Her gold collar with her name on

it came home to-day. My cousin's brother-

in-law made it."

" Her name ? Kathleen ? " said Mavis.

" The name on the collar is Fido," said Ulfin.

The next day U fin brought their tickets-,

of-leave, made of the leaves of the tree of

Liberty which grows at the bottom of the

well where Truth lies.

" Don't lose them," he said, " and come

with me."

They found it quite possible to move along

slowly on hands and tails, though they looked

rather like seals as they did so.

He led them through the strange streets

of massive passages, pointing out the buildings

and giving them their names, as you might do

if you were showing the marvels of your own

city to a stranger.

" That's the Astrologer's Tower," he said,

pointing to a huge building high above the

others. " The wise men sit there and observe

the stars."

" But you can't ree the stars down here ? "

" Oh, yes, we can. The tower is fitted up

with tubes and mirrors and water-trans-

parence apparatus. The wisest men in the

country are thereâ��all but the Professor of

Conchology. He's the wisest of all. He

invented the nets that caught you ; or, rather,

making nets was one of the things that he

had learned and couldn't forget."

" But who thought of using them for

catching prisoners ? "

" I did," said Ulfin, proudly. " I'm to

have a glass medal for it."

" Do you have glass down here ? "

" A little comes down, you know. It is

very precious. We engrave it. That is the

Libraryâ��millions of tables of stone. The

Hall of Public Joy is next it. That garden is

the Mothers' Garden, where they go to rest

while their children are at school. That's

one of our schools. And here's the Hall of

Public Archives."

The Keeper of the Records received them

with grave courtesy. The daily sight of

Ulfin had accustomed the children to the

appearance of the Underfolk, and they no

longer found their strange, mournful faces

terrifying, and the great hall, where, on

shelves cut out of the sheer rock, were stored

the graven tables of Under-world records, was

very wonderful and impressive.

" What is it you want to know ? " said

the Keeper, rolling away some of the stones

he had been showing them. " Ulan said

there was some special thing."

" Why the war began," said Francis.

" Why the King and Queen are different,"

said Mavis.

" The war,'* said the Keeper of the Records,

" began about three million five hundred and

seventy-nine thousand three hundred and

eight years ago. An Underman, getting off

his sea-horse in a hurry, stepped on the tail

of a sleeping Merman. He did not apologize,

because he was under a vow not to speak for

a day and an hour. If the Mer-people had

only waited, he would have explained ; but
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they went to war at once, and,

of course, after that you

couldn't expect him to apolo-

gize. And the war has gone

on off and on and on and off

ever since."

"And won't it ever stop?"

asked Bernard.

" Not till we apologize, which,

of course, we can't, or till they

mm

"THEY FOUND IT QUITE POSSIBLE TO MOVE ALONG

SLOWLY ON HANDS AND TAILS, THOUGH THEY

LOOKED RATHER LIKE SEALS AS THEY DID SO."

find out why the war began and that it wasn't

our fault."

" How awful ! " said Mavis. " Then it's

all really about nothing ? "

" Quite so," said the Keeper. " What are

your wars about ? The other question I

shouldn't answer, only I know you'll forget

it when the oblivion-cup begins to work.

Ulfin tells me it hasn't begun yet. Our

King and Queen are imported. We used to

be a Republic, but Presidents were so uppish

and so grasping, and all their friends and

relations, too, so we decided to be a Monarchy,

and that all jealousies might be taken away

we imported the two handsomest land-folk

we could find. They've been a great success,

and, as they have no relations, we find it

much less expensive."

(To be concluded.)
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A HIDDEN PORTRAIT.

THIS photograph, which was taken at Beacon

Hill Park, Victoria, British Columbia, on

February 17th this year, shows my little daughter,

Lillian Gould, feeding the swans. It certainly makes

a pretty picture, but the snapshot is sent to you for

quite another reason. It contains a hidden portrait,

which you will notice on turning the picture upside

down, and the face which stands out so clearly very

much resembles that of Mr. Arthur J. Balfour.â��Mr.

F. H. Gould, 250, Young Street, Winnipeg, Man.,

Canada.

o

A UNIQUE NOTICE BOARD.

NE is familiar with

Beware of the

" Beware of the Trains,"

Steam-Roller," and other

warning signs, but it has

been left to the military

authorities to erect the

first signboard warning

people against aeroplanes.

This is erected on Salis-

bury Plain, near the

Central Flying School,

where the naval and mili-

tary flying men are

trained; and there is good

reason for the danger-

board, for on busy

days aeroplanes pass

and repass over the

plain with such

frequency that an

unsuspecting civilian

might easily receive

damage from one

of the defensive

" wasps " of Great

Britain. The day is

not far distant, pro-

bably, when similar

notice boards will be

seen all over the

country.â��Mr. C.J. L.

Clarke, 5 and 6,

Johnson's Court,

Fleet Street, E.G.

A HOUSE MADE OF BUS TICKETS.

AT different times pictures have appeared in The

Strand Magazine of various things made

with tram or omnibus tickets, but I think the house

shown in the accompanying illustration beats them all.

The number of tickets used was 9,500â��all being from

the No. 20 serviceâ��while the fares paid for them

amount to Â£64 8s. iod. The tickets were folded

together in fours of each colour, i.e., pink, white,

yellow, blue, green, purple, heliotrope, and orange.

Needless to say, it took me a long time to obtain

enough tickets to make up a sufficient number of sets

of the different colours. The height of the model is

ift. 6in., the length ift. 6in., and the depth ift.â��Mr.

H. Lawson, 13, Dewsbury Crescent, Chiswick.

THE QUEEREST MAIL-CARRIER IN THE

WORLD.

THIS title can certainly be claimed by Mr. Dick

Crane for the conveyance he used when

running the mails in Alaska. It consisted of a bicycle,

without pedals, fitted with a heavy horse saddle, to

which was harnessed, of all unlikely animals, a well-

grown bear ! The quaint vehicle and the still more

extraordinary steed which pulled it about the country

have been exhibited in London and elsewhere, and,

naturally enough, have aroused the greatest interest.

â��Mr. C. J. L. Clarke, 5 and 6, Johnson's Court, Fleet

Street. E.C.
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AN IDEA WORTH IMITATING.

THE above photograph suggests an excellent idea

for those who happen to live in a " tramp "

district, as the old adage " Once bit, twice shy," would

assuredly hold good in this case. Were it not for the

fact that this " snap" was taken in the Vale of

Aylesbury, and that the " pursuer " is stuffed, the

consequences might be quite as serious as the picture

suggests.â��Mr. Stanley H. Robinson, 167, Castellain

Mansions, Maida Vale, W.

MONUMENT TO ADAM.

THIS monument erected to the " memory of

Adam, the first man," is the only one of its

kind in America, and probably in the world. It was

erected in 1909 by Mr. John P. Brady, a well-known

contractor and builder, of Baltimore, at his country

place, " Hickory Ground," near Gardenville, in the

north-eastern suburbs of Baltimore, Maryland. It is

composed of stone, bronze, and cement, and is sur-

mounted by a very large and accurate sundial,

especially calculated and constructed for the latitude

in which the monument is erected, N. Lat. 390 20'.

Surrounding the hour figures, in a circle on the dial, is

the motto, " Sic Transit Gloria Mundi " (So Passes the

Glory of the World), and the date, 1909, and on either

side of the shaft is a sunken panel with sunken letters,

the two reading :â��

" This, the First Shaft in America, is Erected

To the Memory of Adam, the First Man."

The monument has naturally attracted much atten-

tion. Mr. Brady has stated, among other things, in a

newspaper interview, that " where so many others of

lesser worth have been honoured, he thought it about

time that something was done for Adam."â��Mr. Claude

L. Woolley, 302, W. Madison Street, Baltimore,

Maryland, U.S.A.

A CRICKET CURIOSITY.

THE REV. H. K. WOODWARD, while acting

as Chaplain to the City of London Mental

Hospital at Stone, got the accompanying snapshot, in

August, 1912. While the hospital team was batting

a rather erratic bowler of the North Kent United got

in a straight one, and as a result the off bail fell off and

the leg bail slid along and balanced itself on the middle

stump. Seeing that something unusual had happened

Drs. Patterson and Simpson and the Chaplain ran to

the wicket, with the result that out of the Chaplain's

bag was produced a cameraâ��and here we have the

result. Have any of our readers ever seen quite the

same thing ?

Solution of Last Months Bridge

Problem.

The bystander was right. A and B could win Jive tricks out

of the seven. Play as follows :â��

The card underlined wins the trick. The card immediately

beneath is led to the next trick.

A Y B Z

Hearts queen Hearts king Spades 4 Hearts 3

Clubs 4 Clubs 6 ? Clubs knave Clubs 8

Hearts knave! Clubi 10 Clubs 7 Clubs 9

Hearts 4 Hearts 7^ Spades knave Hearts 6

And B must win the rest

If, at Trick 3, Y leads a diamond, A trumps his partner's kins;

with the 4, and A B win six tricks. This was the play that A

had in view, but Y knew better than to fall into the trap.
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OWN STORY

TOLD FROM HIS JOURNALS
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to the Expedition.

This and the articles which are to follow are related from the journals of Captain

Scott, and give the first connected story of the British Antarctic Expedition, 1910-1913.

The story has been told from the journals by Mr. Leonard Huxley, well known as

the biographer of his celebrated father, and carefully read and revised by Commander

Evans, R.N. With few exceptions, all the photographs, which have been selected

from many hundreds, are here published for the first time.

PART II.

At Hut Point.

N March 6th they took up their

abode in the old Discovery hut

at the south end of Ross

Island, which had now been

transformed from its pre-

viously uninhabitable con-

dition. Hut Point was their

home for over five weeks, while they waited

for the Sound to freeze over and afford a

road back to the station; for inspection of

the land from the height of Castle Rock was

adverse. " There is no doubt that the route

to Cape Evans lies over the worst corner of

Erebus. From this distance the whole

mountain-side looks a mass of crevasses, but

Vol ilvL-17.

a route might be found at a level of three

or four thousand feet."

This season it was a stormy spot, with

much wind and three gales in the first fort-

night, " any one of which would have rendered

the bay impossible for a ship, and therefore

it is extraordinary that we should have

entirely escaped such a blow when the

Discovery was in it in 1902."

Trouble With the Blubber-Stove.

One result of the wind was to make the

blubber-stove smoke, so that " we are all as

black as sweeps and our various garments

are covered with oily soot. We look a fearful

gang of ruffians. The hut has a pungent

Copyright, 1913, by " Everybody's M:ic;uine," in the United St.-ues of America.
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odour of blubber and blubber-smoke. We have

grown accustomed to it, but imagine that our-

selves and our clothes will be given a wide

berth when we return to Cape Evans."

The time was occupied in various small

activitiesâ��the conveying of more stores to

Corner Camp, seal-hunting, the manufacture

of new and improved blubber-stoves,

geological excursions to the curious volcanic

rocks on the hills above, investigation of the

growing ice, often with fish frozen inâ��one,

indeed, in the act of swallowing a smaller

fishâ��or study of the air-currents over the

ridge. But it was ill waiting, with so much

to reorganize, and so much of the transport

gone, and the dogs suffering from the weather.

The majority were at last allowed to run loose,

at the risk of a murder or two ; but the

strongest could not be given such liberty

without fear of widespread destruction.

When at last the ice was firm enough for a

start, Scott and his advance guard took two

days to reach Cape Evans, being forced to

camp in a blizzard under one of the islands,

with some expectation of finding the ice

break up again under them. So with great

exertion they reached the station early on

April 13th, and the next day, Good Friday, is

marked by the unusual entry," Peaceful day,"

Great was the relief to find how baseless

were his recent fears lest the storms that had

raged at Cape Armitage on the depot journey

should have damaged the new hut at Cape

Evans ; for, although over a hundred feet

from the shore, it stood but eleven feet

above high-water mark, and with such

abnormal conditions as had led to the loss

of the ponies and the breaking of Glacier

Tongue, it might well be that his careful

calculations had been falsified, and the worst

might have happened to those left at the base.

All was well, but for one item of bad news : the

death of another pony, nicknamed Hacken-

schmidt, from his vigorous use of forelegs as

well as hindlegs when obstreperous; and it

was with mingled feelings that the captain

could look upon the remnant of his teams

safe in their stable. Hackenschmidt was an

intractable beast. Now that he was required

to get into good condition, he had pined away,

as his keeper, Anton, firmly believed, out of

" cussedness," a fixed determination to do

no work for the expedition.

At Main Hutâ��The Ingenuities of the

Handy-Men.

Otherwise the hut was a revelation of per-

fect arrangement. It had been a sound and

promising resting-place in the early days when

Scott left it for his depot-laying trip; now it

not only seemed positively luxurious, with the

possibility of a bath after three months of

primitive existence, but it possessed charm

as well as comfort in the fittings set up by

the various workers in their allotted places.

There could be no higher symbol of the tri-

umph of mind over matter than " Simpson's

Corner," a perfect meteorological station

established within, so connected with the

instruments without that in the fiercest

storms, the most piercing cold, the observer

could take his records without going outside,

with danger of frost-bite to himself and

uncertainty in taking the record. Ther-

mometer and barometer, wind-gauge, electrical

instruments, all told their tale at a glance.

Then came the photographer's room, another

triumph. Ponting, trained to be a " handy-

man " by much travel, had created his work-

shop out of such material as he could lay

hands upon. He had in order all the means

for bringing his beautiful work to perfection,

calling forth the description of him as " an

artist in love with his work."

Next the science department, and the

biologists with their microscopesâ��neatness

and good carpentry conspicuous in the well-

finished shelves. Not least remarkable,

because most unexpected, the mechanical

genius of Clissold, the excellent cook, who, it

turned out, had enjoyed a mechanician's

training before he took to pots and pans.

To ensure the proper baking of his bread in

the none too large oven, lie had devised an

arrangement by which the bread, as it " rose,"

rang an electric bell to warn him. No wonder

that he came to be regarded as a specialist

to be consulted in motor ailments.

The Ponies.

The stablesâ��now holding ten beasts only

out of the original nineteen, alas!â��gave

double room to most and space to lie down,

if necessary, when the floor could have some

covering to prevent chill. For the time they

were exercised by riding barebacked over the

beach; perhaps a risky proceeding where the

shore was so strewn with boulders. Demetri,

who tended them, had enthusiastically

practised the building of shelters such as

should be used on the march. All that

could be done was being done.

Inspection of one department after another

produced a deep impression. " I was gradu-

ally brought to realize," writes Scott, " what

an extensive and intricate, but eminently
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"PRESSURE RIDGES."

THIS STRIKING PHOTOGRAPH OK THESE HUGE MASSES OF BROKEN ICK CONVEYS MORE FORCIBLY THAN

ANY DESCRIPTION THE ENORMOUS POWER EXERTED BY THESE VAST FIELDS OF ICE.

satisfactory, organization I had made myself

responsible for."

Four days' rest, and Scott headed a double

sledge party to take supplies to the party held

up at Hut Point till the new ice should form a

level road again for the ponies instead of the

difficult inland route from the glacier over the

heights of Castle Rock. This did not happen

till the middle of May. Meantime the increas-

ing cold indicated the end of the sledging

season. The obstacles became harder ; faces

got frost-bitten, and feet grew cold in the

long effort to climb the wall of the ice-foot.

The drift of frozen snow-dust was streaming

off the cliff ; the rope that had let them down

four days before was now buried at both ends ;

the only means of scaling the wall was to un-

load a sledge and hold it end up on men's

shoulders, while Scott himself clambered up

this impromptu ladder, and with an ice-axe

cut steps over the cornice.

Sealing an lee-Wall.

With the Alpine rope he helped up others,

then the gear was hauled up piecemeal and

repacked. " For Crean, the last man up, we

lowered the sledge over cornice and used

a bowline in other end of rope on top of it.

He came up grinning with delight, and we all

thought the ascent rather a cunning piece of

work." Then, chilled to the bone, they all
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dashed up the slope, regardless of cre-

vasses, to restore circulation. All went

well, however, but for a storm that

kept them at the Hut for an extra day.

No weather for sledging : " The wind

blowing round the cape absolutely

blighting â�� force 7 and temperature

COMMANDER EVANS IN ANTARCTIC DRESS.
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below - 30Â°." Yet Scott, anxious to discover

what effect such conditions had on the for-

mation of new ice, " took a walk to Cape

Armitage" in the gale, and found the "sea

a black cauldron covered with frost - smoke ;

no ice can form in such weather."

The return, as cold, and calling for as much

ice-craft as the outward journey, afforded one

amusing and very human incident. Out on

the sea-ice " marched to Little Razor Hack

without halt, our own sledge dragging fear-

fully. Crean said there was great difference

in sledges, though loads were equal. Bowers

politely assented when I voiced this senti-

ment, but I'm sure he and his party thought

it the plea of tired men. However, there was

nothing like proof, and he readily consented

to change sledges. The difference was really

extraordinary. We felt the new sledge a

featherweight compared with the old, and set

up a great pace for the home quarters, regard-

less of how much we perspired. We arrived

at the Hut ten minutes ahead of the others,

who were by this time quite convinced as to

the difference in the sledges."

In Winter Quarters.

It was now time to settle into winter

quarters. St. George's Day was the last

day of the sun ; whereafter came only " the

long, mild twilight which, like a silver clasp,

unites to-day and yesterday ; when morning

and evening sit together hand in hand beneath

the starless sky of midnight."

" A theme for a pen," he muses, " would

be the expansion of interest in Polar affairs.

Compare the interests of a winter spent by

the old Arctic voyagers with our own, and

look into the causes. The aspect of everything

changes as our knowledge expands." Nor

is this all ; he notes emphatically elsewhere,

" Science, the rock foundation of all effort."

Then follows another " impression " : " The

expansion of human interest in rude surround-

ings may perhaps best be illustrated by com-

parisons. It will serve to recall such a simple

case as the fact that our ancestors applied

the terms ' horrid,' ' frightful,' to mountain

crags which in our own day are more justly

admired as lofty, grand, and beautiful. The

poetic conception of this natural phenomenon

has followed not so much an inherent change

of sentiment as the intimacy of wider know-

ledge and the deatli of superstitious influence.

One is much struck by the importance of

realizing limits."

These reflections seem to spring from the

stimulating success of a very notable feature

of the winter routine. Evening lectures,

followed by discussions, were given three

times a week. With so many experts in the

most varied branches of pure science and the

practical arts of travel, there was no lack of

material; and the readiness to give of their

best was only exceeded by the enthusiastic

desire to receive. The unlearned found these

high things to be but the woof of their daily

experience ; and as for the learned, one day

a biologist was overheard offering a geologist
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a pair of socks if he would teach him some

geology.

There were lectures by Wilson on the flying

birds of the Antarctic and the penguins ; on

winds and weather in general and in these

high latitudes by Simpson, with a theory of

blizzards, besides descriptions of the magnetic

and other instruments at work ; the problems

of biology and parasitism by Nelson and

Atkinson ; the physiography and geology of

the neighbourhood and volcanoes by Taylor

and Debenham; ice structure by Wright;

the Barrier and the Ice Cap, by Scott; an

account by Taylor of the great glacier to be

ascended on the Southern trip and the things

to look out for. And with ever closer applica-

tion to immediate needs, the management

and training of the ponies, by Oates ; survey-

ing, by Evans; motor sledges, by Day;

sledging diets and Polar clothing, by Bowers ;

scurvy, by Atkinson : a general discussion of

the plans for the Southern trip, set forth by

Scott himself, so that all might understand

the why and the wherefore of the arrange-

ments ; the whole lightened and beautified

with as many slides as could be made, and

further by Wilson's lecture on sketching and

the artistic principles involved ; Meares's

travels in Central Asia, and Ponting's four

picture-shows and graphic descriptions of his

wide-ranging travels.

Thoroughness was the keynote of the work,

alike in art and in science. It is recorded

how Ponting rarely counted his first picture

good enough, and sometimes five or six plates

would be exposed before the critical artist was

satisfied. " This way of going to work

would perhaps," notes Scott, " be more strik-

ing if it were not common to all our workers

here. A very demon of unrest seems to stir

them to effort, and there is not a single man

who is not striving his utmost to get good

results in his own particular department."

" The fact is," he writes elsewhere, " science

cannot be served by dilettante methods, but

demands a mind spurred by ambition or the

satisfaction of ideals." It was well, there-

fore, with the large scientific interests which

gave the solid justification for the expedition :

" If the Southern journey comes off, nothing,

not even priority at the Pole, can prevent the

expedition ranking as one of the most import-

ant that ever entered the Polar regions."

Scott's Keen Appreciation of His

Comrades.

Never, it may be believed, has a party

combined so much of intellectual power

WINTER PASTIMES.

EVENING LECTURES WERE GIVEN THREE TIMES A WEEK. PONTING IS HERE SEEN DESCRIBING HIS

TRAVELS IN JAPAN.
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with physical fitness, and the result was

apparent in the high level of mutual appre-

ciation, of intelligent co-operation, and wise

enthusiasm. There were mistakes, of course,

but errors due to excess rather than defect

of zeal ; while a specialist in some practical

job might be unequal to the abstract

calculations connected with it. The salient

fact was that the human relations, the

moral and social atmosphere, from first to

last continued without a cloud.

Time after time Scott is impelled to note

this " marked and beneficent characteristic of

our community," so greatly due, in his con-

sidered opinion, to the object-lesson of Wilson's

patient and thorough work, his constant help

to others' efforts, and his sound judgment to

which one and all appealed on matters little

or great. To quote but one-passage: "I

am very much impressed with the extra-

ordinary and general cordiality of the relations

which exist amongst our people. I do not

suppose that a statement of the real truthâ��

namely, that there is no friction at allâ��will

be credited ; it is so generally thought that

the many rubs of such a life as this are quietly

and purposely sunk in oblivion. With me

there is no need to draw a veil; there is

nothing to cover. There are no strained

relations in this hut, and nothing more

emphatically evident than the universally

amicable spirit which is shown on all occa-

sions. Such a state of affairs would be

delightfully surprising under any conditions;

but it is much more so when one remembers

the diverse assortment of our company.

This theme is worthy of expansion. To-night

Oates, captain in a smart cavalry regiment,

has been ' scrapping ' over chairs and tables

with Debenham, a young Australian student.

It is a triumph to have collected such men."

This interesting and characteristic passage

is reproduced below in facsimile.

Outdoor Research.

Even the winter admitted of various forms

of outdoor research, apart from keeping the

meteorological and physical records or work-

ing out results under the roof of the hut. In

the ice-holes, sedulously kept open, were

fish-traps, which supplied Dr. Atkinson with

specimens for his novel and interesting

investigations into parasites ; in another, a

tide-gauge, and farther out an instrument for

measuring the sea-currents. Many new obser-

vations of curious facts were but re-discoveries

of what had been found ten years before, but

not published. Local geology, the ice and its

growth, offered obvious fields for observation.

Balloons.

More novel were experiments with Simpson's

small balloons to test the air - currents and

the temperature of the upper air.

As the balloon travelled a three-mile thread

of silk ran out along the ground, so that its

course could afterwards be traced. A slow

match between the balloon and the recording

instrument, with its parachute, was timed to

burn through after an ascent of so many

minutes, and the instrument floated to earth.

Records were also kept of the men's weight

m V j

4. /ULzA.

CAPTAIN SCOTT'S TRIBUTE TO HIS COMRADES.

REPRODUCER IN FACSIMILE FROM HIS JOURNALS, BY SPECIAL PERMISSION OF LADY SCOTT.
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and measurements. On the whole " we have

remained surprisingly constant," but there

seemed to be improvement in lung power and

grip-

"Many Inventions."

Practical work of all sorts went forward

with a view to the needs of future expedi-

tions. We read of Petty-Officer Evans, with

his usual ingenuity, devising new forms of

ski-boots and crampons to be used with the

warm finnesko, or fur boots, providing

lightness, warmth, comfort, and ease; of

Cherry-Garrard starting practice in building

stone huts and Eskimo igloos likely to be

needed on the winter expedition to the penguin

rookery in which he was to take part, while

later others joined in, and special knives were

designed for cutting the icy slabs that compose

the igloo walls. Scott experimented in person

upon the comfort of a hole in the snow, and

found it as excellently warm as the dogs

seemed to find it. Debenham invented a

" go-cart," or sledge on wheels, which in

certain conditions of the snow ran better than

on the ordinary runners. Day and Lashley

invented a simple and effective stove to burn

blubber, which was to prove of the utmost

service on expeditions near the sea, when seals

could be found. Officers who were to take

part in the expeditions perfected themselves

in such branches of surveying as would be

useful for charting their journeys and finding

their way.

Telephones.

Telephones were established with great

effect, the first to the isolated chamber in

the neighbouring ice-hill, where magnetic

instruments and pendulums were at work in

an even temperature, so that accurate time

signals could be transmitted between these

and the transit instrument in the interior

of the hut. Another was taken to the ice-

hole, three-quarters of a mile away, where

Nelson had the tide-gauge. Here connection

was made with a bare aluminium wire and

earth return, the success of which encouraged

them to the bold scheme of linking up with

Hut Point, fifteen miles away. This, too,

worked admirably ; it was no small relief and

satisfaction to be in touch with this distant

outpost and to have instant news of the various

parties who went out depot-laying, or of

"ileares when he chose this hermitage for

undisturbed training of the dogs.

Scott's Own Description of the Expedi

tion to Cape Crozier.

The most striking event of the winter season

was the expedition of Wilson, Bowers, and

Cherry-Garrard to the Emperor Penguin

rookery at Cape Crozier, the eastern extremity
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of the island on the opposite side from Cape

Evans, and separated from it by all the bulk

of Mounts Erebus and Terror. The way there

led south as far as Hut Point, then east over

the wind-swept Barrier. The Uiree men

returned to Cape Evans on August ist, after

a midwinter journey of five weeks, looking

incredibly weather-worn, chiefly from sheer

lack of sleep, a deficiency soon remedied, for,

in all their unparalleled experiences, frost-bite

had never seriously assailed them. In spirit,

all were equally unwavering; in physique,

to continue to work under conditions which

are absolutely paralyzing to others.

" So far as one can gather, the story of

this journey in brief is much as follows :

The party reached the Barrier two days after

leaving Cape Evans, still pulling their full

load of two hundred and fifty pounds per man.

The snow surface then changed completely

and grew worse and worse as they advanced.

For one day they struggled on as before,

covering four miles ; but from this onward

they were forced to relay and found the half-

load heavier than

DR. SIMPSON SENDING UP A SCIENTIFIC BALLOON.

TO THBSB BALLOONS, WHICH WERE USED FOR TESTING AIR-CURRENTS AND

TEMPERATURE, A THREE-MILE THREAD OK SILK WAS ATTACHED FOR TRACING

PURPOSES.

Bowers seemed to have come through best.

" I believe," writes Scott, " he is the hardest

traveller that ever undertook Polar journey,

as well as. one of the most undaunted. More

by hint than direct statement. I gather his

value to the party, his untiring energy, and

the astonishing physique which enables him

the whole one had

been on the sea-ice.

" Meanwhile the

temperature had

been falling, and

now for more than

a week the ther-

mometer fell below

-(}oÂ°. Qn one

night the minimum

showed - 710, and

on the next - 770;

109Â° of frost!

Although in this

truly fearful cold

the air was com-

paratively still,

every now and

again little puffs of

wind came eddying

across the snow

plain with blight-

ing effe>ct. No

civilized being has

ever encountered

such conditions be-

fore with only a

tent of thin canvas

to rely on for

shelter. We have

been looking up

the records to-day,

and find that

Amundsen, on a

journey to the

North magnetic

pole in March, en-

countered tempera-

tures similar in

degree, and recorded a minimum of - 790, but

he was with Eskimos, who built him an igloo

shelter nightly ; he had a good measure of

daylight; the temperatures given are prob-

ably ' unscreened' from radiation; and

finally he turned homeward and regained

his ship after five days' absence. Our
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party went on-

ward, and re-

mained absent for

five weeks.

" It took the

best part of a

fortnight to cross

thecoldestregion,

and then, round-

ing Cape Mackay,

they entered the

wind-swept area.

Blizzard followed

blizzard, the sky

was constantly

overcast, and

they staggered on

in a light which

was little better

than complete

darkness ; some-

times they found

themselves high on the slopes of Terror on

the left of their track, and sometimes diving

into the pressure ridges on the right amidst

crevasses and confused ice disturbance.

Reaching the foothills near Cape Crozier, they

ascended eight hundred feet, then packed

FINNESKO, OR FUR BOOTS.

their belongings

over a moraine

ridge and started

to build a hut. It

took three days

to build the stone

walls and com-

plete the roof

with the canvas

brought for the

purpose. Then at

last theycould at-

tend to the object

of the journey.

Thescanttwilight

at midday was so

short that they

must start in the

dark and be pre-

pared for the risk

of missing their

way in returning

without light. On the first day in which

they set forth under these conditions it took

them two hours to reach the pressure ridges,

and to clamber over them, roped together,

occupied nearly the same time. Finally they

reached a place above the rookery where they

THE EXPEDITION TO CAPE CROZIER.

WILSON, BOWERS, AND CHERRY-OARRARD AT MAIN HUT READY TO START ON THEIR JOURNEY TO THE

EMPEROR PENCUIN ROOKERY.
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eggs, three of which alone survived, they

dashed for camp.

" It is possible the birds are deserting

th's rookery, but it is also possible that

this early date found only a small

minority of the birds which will be col-

lected at a later one. The eggs, which

lave not yet been examined, should

throw light on this point. Wilson ob-

served yet another proof of the strength

of the nursing instinct in these birds. In

searching for eggs, both he and Bowers

picked up rounded pieces of ice which

these ridiculous creatures had been

cherishing with fond hope.

" The light had failed entirely by the

time the party were clear of the pressure

ridges on their return, and it was only

by good luck they regained their camp.

CAPTAIN SCOTT ON SKI.

could hearthe birds squawking, but from which

they were quite unable to find a way down.

The poor light was failing, and they returned

to camp. Starting again on the following

day, they wound their way through frightful

ice disturbances under the high basalt cliffs ;

in places the rock overhung, and at one spot

they had to creep through a small channel

hollowed in the ice. At last they reached

the sea-ice, but now the light was so far spent

they were obliged to rush everything. Instead

of the two or three thousand nesting birds

which had been seen here in Discovery days,

they could now only count about a hundred.

They hastily killed and skinned three to get

blubber for their stove, and, collecting six

Nearly Lost in a Blizzard.

That ,'ht a blizzard commenced,

increasing in fury from moment to

moment. They now found that the

place chosen for the hut for shelter was

worse than useless. They had far better

have built it in the

open, for the fierce

wind, instead of strik-

ing them directly, was

deflected on to them in

furious whirling gusts.

Heavy blocks of snow

and rock placed on the

roof were whirled away

and the canvas bal-

looned up, tearing and

straining at its secur-

ings â�� its disappear-

ance could only be a

auestion of time. They

had erected their tent

with some valuables inside close to the hut;

it had been well spread, and more than

amply secured with snow and boulders, but

one terrific gust tore it up and whirled it

away. Inside the hut they waited for the

roof to vanish, wondering what they could do

if it went, and vainly endeavouring to make

it secure. After fourteen hours it went, as

they were trying to pin down one corner.

The smother of snow was on them, and they

could only dive for their sleeping-bags with

a gasp. Bowers put his head out once and

said, ' We're all right,' in as near his ordinary

tones as he could compass. The others

replied, ' Yes, we're all right,' and all was

silent for a night and half a day whilst the
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wind howled on. The snow entered every

chink and crevice of the sleeping-bags, and

the occupants shivered and wondered how it

would all end.

" Horrible Discomforts."

" The wind fell at noon the following day;

the forlorn travellers crept from their icy

nests, made shift to spread their floor-cloth

overhead, and lit their Primus. They tasted

their first food for forty-eight hours, and

began to plan a means to build a shelter on the

homeward route. They decided that they

must dig a large pit nightly and cover it as

best they could with their floor-cloth. But

now fortune befriended them ; a search to

the north revealed the tent lying [in a sheltered

dip of the great snow-slope below their camp-

ing groundj a quarter of a mile away, and,

strange to relate, practically uninjured, a fine

testimonial for the material used in its con-

struction. On the following day they started

homeward, and immediately another blizzard

fell on them, holding them prisoners for two

days. By this time the miserable condition

of their effects was beyond description. The

sleeping-bags were far too stiff to be rolled up

â��in fact, they were so hard - frozen that

attempts to bend them actually split the

skins ; the eiderdown bags inside Wilson's

and C.-G.'s reindeer covers served but to

fitfully stop the gaps made by such rents.

All socks-, finnesko, and mits had long been

coated with ice ; placed in breast pockets or

inside vests at night, they did not even show-

signs of thawing, much less of drying. It

sometimes took C.-G. three-quarters of an

hour to get into his sleeping-bag, so flat did it

freeze and so difficult was it to open. It is

scarcely possible to realize the horrible dis-

comforts of the forlorn travellers as they

plodded back across the Barrier with the

temperature again constantly below - 6oÂ°.

In this fashion they reached Hut Point, and

on the following night our home quarters.

" One of the Host Gallant Stories in

Polar History."

" Wilson is disappointed at seeing so little

of the penguins, but to me and to everyone

who has remained here the result of this effort

is the appeal it makes to our imagination

as one of the most gallant stories in Polar

history. That men should wander forth in

the depth of a Polar night to face the most

dismal cold and the fiercest gales in darkness

THE BEAUTIES OF THE ANTARCTIC.

A STRIKING MIDNIGHT SUN KFFBCT, WITH PENGUINS AT THE ICB-BDGR.
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is something new;

that they should

have persisted in

this effort in

spite of every

adversity for five

full weeks is

heroic. It makes

a tale for our

generation which

I hope may not

be lost in the

telling.

"Moreover,

the material re-

sults are by no

means despic-

able. We shall

know now when

that extraordi-

nary bird, the

Emperor pen-

guin, lays its

eggs, and under

what conditions;

but even if our

information re-

mains meagre

concerning i t s

embryology, our

party has shown

the nature of the

conditions which

exist on the Great

Barrier in winter.

Hitherto we have

o n fy imagined

their severity ;

now we have proof, and a positive light is

thrown on the local climatology of our Strait."

How Dr. Atkinson Got Lost.

To illustrate the perils of a Southern storm,

Scott's story may be briefly repeated of how

Dr. Atkinson got lost close to the hut on

July 4th. It was a stormy day, with

high wind and a temperature of 250 or

more below zero. The wind moderated

slightly in the afternoon, and a visit was

paid to the upper thermometer screen.

Then, in adventurous mood, Atkinson re-

solved to continue and visit the thermometer

in the North Ray, out on the floe. This was

at 5.30. Gran, equally venturesome, started

likewise for the South Bay thermometer;

but after two or three hundred yards pru-

dently turned back. It took him an hour

to struggle home in time for dinner at

6.45. Half an hour later, as various mum-

PENGUINS AT HOME, ONE OF MB. PONTING'S HAPPIEST

bers of the party came out from dinner, they

were sent a short way to shout and show

lights, while a big paraffin flare was arranged

to be lit on Wind Vane Hill. A first search-

party to the north went out. The wind

rose again somewhat, but the moon broke

through the clouds. Yet even with this help

the wanderer did not return, and at 9.20 the

search-party came in with no news. Then a

whole network of search-parties was organized

to sweep the coast and all the floe as far as

the outlying islands. There was little prospect

of Atkinson's having found shelter anywhere,

and his clothing was too light for such a storm.

It seemed impossible that he had escaped

serious accident. At last, at 11.45, after

more than six hours of absence, he was

brought in from the promontory hard by,

badly frost - bitten on the hand and less

severely on the face, and much dazed, as

regularly happens after such exposure.
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GLIMPSES OF BIRD-LIFE

THE ANTARCTIC.

It turned out that before he had gone a

quarter of a mile towards the thermometer he

realized that he had better turn back, guiding

himself, quite correctly, by the direction of

the wind. This brought him to an old fish-

trap, which he knew to be only two hundred

yards from the headland. He paced the

distance in what he thought the right direction

â��and found nothing. The effect of a blizzard

in blunting the facultiesâ��a greater danger

than mere chillâ��is shown by the fact that,

instead of turning east, where he knew the

land lay, he dully held on his course, and

in due time found himself a mile or two

away at Inaccessible Island, under the lee

of which he groped his way, suddenly losing

the cliffs entirely in a swirl of drift when

he was but a few yards distant from them.

Only one idea persisted in his brain â��

the homeward course was up wind, and

up wind he plodded. By sheer luck he

Vol. xlvi.-18.

hit Tent Island

four or five miles

from home,round

which he walked,

thinking it In-

accessible Island,

and dug himself

a shelter under

its lee. When the

moon came out

he judged his

bearings well and

set off home-

ward. The moon

went in, and

soon to his sur-

prise he found

the real Inacces-

sible Island on

his left. Here he

waited again,

expecting t h e

devastating bliz-

zard to return,

till the moon re-

appeared, then

shaped his course

anew, and before

long saw the flare

on the headland,

and so joined

some of the

searchers. The

rest did not get

in till 2 a.m. As

Atkinson was

ultimately none

the worse, his

narrow escape became the most convincing

object-lesson to those who might need it on

the dangers of a blizzard.

How a Blizzard Comes On.

These dangers of bewildering wind and

blinding, choking snow-drift, with cold that

numbed body and brain, were greatly

enhanced by the suddenness and absence of

warning with which they sprang up. Expe-

rience showed that no weather-sign could be

trusted as giving warning or not. One night,

the night of August 2ist-22nd, it was Scott's

turn to be on night watch, for all the " after-

guard " took turns to study and record the

displays of aurora. He records " the on-

coming of a blizzard with exceptional begin-

nings. The sky became very gradually over-

cast between i a.m. and 4 a.m. About 2.30

the temperature rose on a steep grade from

- 20" to - 30. The barometer was fall-
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" ICE-SPRAY."

SO.MK IDEA OF THE EXTRAORDINARY FREAKS OF NATURE MET WITH IN THE ANTARCTIC WILL UK

liAINED FROM THIS PHOTOGRAPH, SHOWING THE AFTER-EFFECTS OF A GALE IN THE FORM OF RIDGES

OF FROZEN SPRAY, THREE OR FOUR FEET HIGH.

ingâ��rapidly for these regions. Soon after

four the wind came with a rush, but without

snow or drift. For a time it was more gusty

than has ever yet been recorded even in these

regions. In one gust the wind rose from four

to sixty-eight miles per hour, and fell again

to twenty miles per hour within a minute.

Another reached eighty miles per hour, but

not from such a low point of origin. The

effect in the hut was curious ; for a space all

would be quiet, then a shattering blast would

descend with a clatter and rattle past venti-

lator and chimneys, so sudden, so threatening,

that it was comforting to remember the solid

structure of our building. The suction of such

a gust is so heavy that even the heavy snow-

covered roof of the stable, completely sheltered

on the lee side of this main building, is violently

shaken. One could well imagine the plight

of our adventurers at Cape Crozier when their

roof was destroyed. The snow which came

at six lessened the gustiness and brought the
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ordinary phenomena of a

blizzard.''

As to the power of

endurance in these lati-

tudes, individuals vary

greatly. Bowers and Wil-

son were peculiarly toler-

ant of cold. They excited

the mingled admiration

and frank envy of their

companions for being able

to sally forth in light

headgear when anyone

else required muffling up.

But he laughs best who laughs

last. One day they presumed too

far on this immunity, and came

in with nipped ears. It is uncertain

whether these members tingled

more with the cold or with the

unsparing chaff of their friends.

But a certain amount of general

acclimatization undoubtedly took

place. The journal records, under

date of July 10th : " To-day,

with the temperature at zero,

one can walk about outside with-

out inconvenience in spite of a

fifty-mile wind. Although I am

loath to believe it, there must

be some measure of acclimatiza-

tion, for it is certain we should

have felt to-day's wind severely

when we first arrived in McMurdo

Sound." And, again, six weeks

later, in a furious wind and drift

with temperature of 16Â°, " it felt

quite warm outside, and one

could go about with head un-

coveredâ��surely impossible in an

English storm with i6Â° of frost."

The activities of the expedi-

tion spread in many ramifica-

tions. So ample was the staff

DR. WILSON WATCHING THE RECORDER RECEIVING THE FIRST

RAYS OF THE SUN AFTER THE LONG ANTARCTIC WINTER.
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that it could furnish forth several exploring

parties and scientific outposts. While Scott

and his parties were depot-laying in January

â��April, 1911, or away on the great Southern

journey from the following November,

geological parties went into the Western

Mountains. Mention has been made of the

first, consisting of Griffith Taylor, Debenham,

Wright, and P.O. Evans, and how, having

started on January 27th, they joined Scott at

Hut Point on March 14th. They had crossed

the Sound, explored and surveyed the Dry

Valley, the Ferrar and the Koettlitz Glacier

regions, planting stakes across the ice whereby

the next comers could determine the move-

ments of the glacier. The gravels below a

promising region of limestones, rich in garnets,

were washed for gold, but only magnetite

was found. For spice of adventure they had

their share of hair-breadth escapes when the

sea-ice suddenly began to break up under

their feet, and they had a race for their lives.

On the second, Taylor and Debenham, with

Gran and P.O. Ford, left on November 7th,

1911, for Granite Harbour, farther north on

the western side of McMurdo Sound, and
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were away three and a half months. Going

slowly, with a heavy load of provisions, they

built a stone hut in Granite Harbour, pro-

viding warmth by one of the blubber-stoves

invented by Atkinson, and obtaining both

blubber and meat from the numerous seals.

Apart from their geological notes, especially

on the fossils, coal and other minerals, and the

illustrations of glacial action, their strangest

discovery was, perhaps, that of two species

of wingless insects in their thousands,

sheltering under pebbles near their head-

quarters.

They explored those western highlands on

which Scott had looked during his short

Western trip, daringly passing the huge ice

falls of the Mackay Glacier by portaging sledge

and gear up a thousand feet of granite cliffs

and boulder-strewn slopes. Finally, having

only ten days' sledging food left, they made

their way over the Blue Glacier towards Hut

IN MARCHING ORDER.

SCOTT, BOWERS, SIMPSON, AND P.O. EVANS STARTING ON THEIR EXPEDITION TO THE

WESTERN MOUNTAINS.

Point, and they were picked up by the ship

on February 15th.*

As spring drew on, Scott, with Bovvers,

Simpson, and P.O. Evans, went for thirteen

days to the Western Mountains, covering

a hundred and seventy-five miles in ten

marching days. He wished for a final prac-

tice in sledging and photography, as well as

to lay depots for the next Western party and

to complete certain observations, especially to

measure the movement of the stakes already

* Before leaving the subject of these subsidiary expeditious,

we must refer to those of Lieutenant Campbell. During his

first winter, he was not in touch with the main party. The

Terra Nova, which picked him up and transferred his party

to a new base, did not bring news of him to Cap- Evans

till long after Captain Scott had set out for the Pole, while his

second and involuntary winteringâ��a marvellous featâ��took

place later still. Since, therefore, his work was not recorded

in Scott's journals, it does not come within the scope of these

articles, albeit, as Lord Curzon stated on the occasion of

his presenting a gold watch to Lieutenant Campbell on

behalf of the Royal Geographical Society, "a great personal

achievement; one of the most brilliant things ever accomplished

in the history of Arctic and Antarctic exploration."
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THE END OF THE BARRIER.

set in the Ferrar Glacier. These showed

the advance of the ice to be about thirty

feet in seven and a half months, confirming

the belief in the slow movement of the coastal

glaciers. In New Harbour copper was dis-

covered ; but the strangest discovery was

that of the Glacier Tongue, a mass of ice two

miles long, which had broken away from near

Cape Evans in the storm when the ponies

were drowned. It had driven across the

Sound, to be stranded on the opposite shore

forty-five miles away, still bearing a depot

of fodder and the line of stakes to guide

the ponies across it. Strange to thin.k of

the plan to build the hut on its seemingly-

stable bulk. What an adventurous voyage

it would have given its inhabitants !

Off to the Pole!

The outward course from Harrier Face may

be divided into three stages: (i) About four

hundred and twenty-four miles over the

Barrier. (2) About a hundred and twenty-

five miles up the Glacier, rising eight thousand

feet. (3) About three hundred and fifty-three

miles along the summit plateau to the Pole,

at a continuous altitude of between nine

thousand and ten thousand five hundred feet.

Adding the twenty-one miles from ("ape Evans

to Barrier Face, the total is nine hundred

and twenty-threeâ��the whole journey out

and home covering one thousand eight

hundred and forty-six miles.

November 1st, 1911, saw the Southern

journey begun.

The first few entries in the diary are chiefly

concerned with the doings of the ponies.

Some are generically termed " the crocks " ;

others were lively and obstreperous ; some

slow, some swift. " The little devil Christo-

pher was harnessed with the usual difficulty,

and started in kicking mood, Oates holding

on for all he was worth. Bones ambled off

gently with Crean, and I led Snippets in his

wake. Ten minutes after Evans and Snatcher

passed at the usual full speed." Indeed,

" Snatcher soon led the party, and covered

the distance in four hours. Bones and

Christopher arrived almost equally freshâ��in

fact, the latter had been bucking and kicking

the whole way ; for the present there is no

end to his devilment, and the great considera-

tion is how to safeguard Oates. Some quiet

ponies should always be near him, a difficult

matter to arrange with such varying rates of

walking."

Thus the first march, writes Scott, " re-

minded me of a regatta or a somewhat dis-

organized fleet, with ships ef very unequal

speed ! " Next day the plan of farther

advance was evolved. " We shall start in

three partiesâ��the very slow ponies, the

medium-paced, and the fliersâ��Snatcher,

starting last, will probably overtake the lead-

ing unit. All this requires a good dea' of

arranging. We have decided to begin night-

marching, and shall get away after supper, I

hope."

The surface of the Barrier was fatiguing to

most of the animalsâ��even Christopher by

the third day was evidentlv subdued by itâ��

and " the ponies hate the wind." At the
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halts, shelter walls were huilt for them, but

on November 3rd, for a happy exception,

" there is no wind, and the sun gets warmer

every minute."

At this stage the party slept the day through

till 1 p.m., then fed. " It is a sweltering day,

the air breathless, the glare intense. One

loses sight of the fact that the temperature

is low (- 220); one's mind seeks com-

parison in hot sunlit streets and scorching

pavements. Yet six hours ago my thumb

was frost-bitten. All the inconvenience of

frozen footwear and damp clothes and sleeping

bags have vanished entirely."

Lunch at midnight, however, is not pleasing.

" But for man the march that follows is

pleasant when, as to-day (November 3rd),

the wind falls and the sun steadily increases

its heat."

The Motors Break Down.

These halcyon times for body and mind did

not last. The motors, four or five days ahead,

had left cheering messages on abandoned

follow. Some four miles out we met a tin

pathetically inscribed, ' Big end Day's motor

No. 2 cylinder broken.' Half a mile beyond,

as I expected, we found the motor, its tracking

sledges and all. Notes from Evans and Day

told the tale. The only spare big end had

been used for Lashley's machine, and it would

have taken a long time to strip Day's engine

so that it could run on three cylinders. They

had decided to abandon it and push on with the

other alone. They had taken the six bags of

forage and some odds and ends, besides their

petrol and lubricant. So the dream of great

help from the machines is at an end ! The

track of the remaining motor goes steadily

forward ; but now, of course, I shall expect

to see it every hour of the march."

On November 5th these forebodings were

fulfilled.

" There are three black dots to the South

which we can only imagine is the deserted

motor with its loaded sledges. The men have

gone on as a supporting party as directed."

It was even so. They reached the aban-

DAY AND LASHLEY GETTING A MOTOR HEADY.

petrol tins. In that found on November 4th

Day wrote, " Hope to meet in 80Â° 30' (Lat.)."

" Poor chap," is the comment in the diary,

" within two miles he must have had to sing

a different tale. It appears they had a bad

ground on the morning of the 29th. I suppose

the surface was bad and everything seemed

to be going wrong. They ' dumped ' a good

deal of petrol and lubricant. Worse was to

doned motor next day (the 6th), and found a

note stating " a recurrence of the old trouble.

The big end of No. 1 cylinder had cracked,

the machine otherwise in good order. Evi-

dently the engines are not fitted for working

in this climate, a fact that should be certainly

capable of correction. One thing is proved

â��the system of propulsion is altogether

satisfactory."

(To be continued.)
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MISERABLE December after-

noon, dark and drear, damp

and slimy underfoot, with a

biting east wind which set

the teeth on edge. Over the

grass of the green hill, facing

the park, hung a thick white

mist, which reflected in a ghostly fashion

the lights of the gas-lamps that stood at

intervals on each side of the principal gravel

paths.

All day the place had been deserted, for

the seats dripped with moisture, and even

the weariest tramp hesitated to face the wind

that seemed to revel in the wide open space,

which in the genial spring season, with its

soft turf, gently-cropping sheep, and gorgeous-

flowering red and pink hawthorn and purple

scented lilac, was a veritable garden of ease.

And at intervals, mingling with the moaning

and rushing of the wind, could be distinctly

heard the hollow roar of the fretted, thwarted

wild beasts imprisoned in the Zoological

Gardens, separated from the hill by the

high road only.

An afternoon to draw the curtains, and

to thank God for the comfort of a cheery

fireside and a friend to share it with.

And a man stealing along, shrinking close

to the park railings on the dark side of the

high road, with his head bent, his shoulders

hunched, and his cold, chapped hands thrust

into the pockets of his threadbare coat,

shuddered and winced as the icy blast blew

fiercely into his haggard face.

He was young, this man, his years number-

ing not more than twenty-six or twenty-

seven, and would have been handsome but

for a hunted, furtive look which had cruelly

changed the expression of originally frank,

rather widely set, dark grey eyes. His

mouth, now grim and pale in hue, was fine

in shape; and the chin, sunken in his chest,

was big and strong, with an almost classical

Vol. xlvi.-19.
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cleft in the centre. His figure, too, was tall

and well knit; but his gait was that of a hunted,

scared creature, of one who could not look

his fellow-man in the face, and who, crushed

by the perception of that fact, had lost all

personal sense of dignity.

Drawing his breath with difficulty, for he

was weak from the effects of a serious illness

passed in the wards of a workhouse infirmary,

from which he had been discharged only a

few hours previously, Francis Denham

shambled and shuffled along. His aching

feet impeded his progress, and his heart

thumped painfully as every now and then

he started, and stopped in sudden alarm

as a swaying bough of a tree cast a darker

shadow over his path; and before he pro-

ceeded on his weary way he glanced nervously

and furtively over his shoulder, straining

his ears for the sound of pursuit, and striving

to penetrate the misty darkness with piteously-

dilated eyes.

His goal was a station on the North London

line, from which he could get quickly to

Euston. He had originally intended to walk

the whole distance from the infirmary to

Euston, but he now perceived clearly that

his strength was inadequate to the strain

of the mile and a half which still stretched

before him, and that he could not possibly

catch the five o'clock train, which would take

him to his old home in Lancashire where his

mother lived.

His mother, whom he had not seen for

eight long years, for whom his whole being

yearned with a sick, hungry craving, which

he felt must be satisfied, no matter what he

did to accomplish his purpose.

He had indeed stopped at nothing to

obtain the means necessary, but surely, he

thought, he had suffered enough in the past.

His mother, even when she knew all, would

forgive him now. He would tell her every-

thing, with his head in her lap, even as he did
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as a little lad. He would sob out all the

truth, and she would surely forgive him and

take him to her heart.

And if she would not pardon, then at least

he could die at home. He was tired of life,

with no one to love or care for him, without

even his own self-respect to hearten him for

the fight, and his mother used to be pitiful

to all sinners. It was his father who had

stood between them, his grim, puritanical

old father.

But his father had been dead three months,

and if, having freely confessed his sins,

his mother pardoned, he might be able to

believe that God also would pity and forgive.

He had been a bad lot; no one knew that

better than he. Even now, two hours ago

But of that last deed he did not repent;

he had been driven to it. He had to get to

his mother, to look upon her face and to kiss

her lips, and they had been deaf to his

prayers, they had even sneered at him.

He had been forced to the act, for how was

he, scarcely able to drag himself along, to

earn money for the journey this bitter winter

season ? And he must see her, must read in

her eyes that she still loved him before he

begged from her.

And at the first he had not been to blame.

She would surely believe him when he told

her face to face that before God he was inno-

cent of that first charge. He had been

innocent, but he had been shown no mercy.

His friend, the man he loved and would

have died to serve, had ruined him, and he

had suffered in dogged, sullen silence that the

other might go free, and his father had deemed

him guilty.

And as he pushed on, sighing and panting,

dreary pictures floated in the filmy wreaths

of the shifting mist before his weary eyes.

He saw his mother stretching out her arms

to him as, on his nineteenth birthday, he had

turned his back upon his old home, his stern

father's admonishing words ringing in his

ears. Then there rose before his eyes the

face of his new friend with the beguiling,

merry eyes and the smiling, boyish mouth.

They had been fellow-clerks in a merchant's

office, and had lived and worked together.

And then, two years later, had come the

trial for theft, and the horrible, heart-numbing

pain of a broken friendship and a shattered

idol.

Three years of penal servitude Francis

Denham suffered wrongfully, and when he

came out of prison the hand of every man

seemed against him. His father sent him

meagre supplies, but refused to see him or to

allow him to correspond with his mother,

and he had sunk to the depths. Several

other short terms he had served for petty

thefts, and on his release, three months before,

he had been found fainting on a seat in one

of the public parks, and had been conveyed

raving in delirium to the nearest workhouse

infirmary.

Many weeks he lay there utterly helpless,

and then at last his physical strength gradually

returned ; but he was still sullen and dogged.

His heart seemed to have (jied when his

friend betrayed him, and his pleading letter to

his mother had been returned to him torn up.

But when he had lain in the infirmary nine

weeks there had come a few almost illegible

words from her. From the time he had been

taken to the hospital she had had no know-

ledge of his whereabouts, but indirectly she

had now heard how to communicate with

him, and in a few broken phrases she told him

of his father's death and of her own terribly

impoverished condition, which would neces-

sitate her leaving the old home at Christmas.

Then suddenly his brain had seemed to

recover its balance, and his heart had

awakened to a positive agony of craving for

a sight of his mother's face and the sound of

her voice.

His recovery was now speedy, for he

forced himself to eat and to exercise his

enfeebled muscles, and at length came the

December day when, still miserably weak,

but with a determined purpose in his mind,

he had said good bye to the nurses and his

companions in the infirmary ward, and had

betaken himself to the office of the secretary

of the institution.

The stone passages were cold, and Francis

Denham, accustomed for so long to the warm

wards, shivered with the chill and a sense of

acute nervousness. The office door was open,

and while he hesitated, endeavouring to screw

up his courage to enter, the sound of his own

name came to him from within the room.

" So we get shot of Francis Denham at

last," the secretary remarked.

" Yes, thank Heaven," the medical officer

replied. " His has been a tough, thankless

case. I really began to think I should have

to put him among the ' lunies'; but I fancy

now it's the temper that's been to blame, not

the brain, for a more ungracious, ill-con-

ditioned patient I've seldom come across."

" Ah, jail-bird," the other said, grimly;

" they are generally thankless brutes."

" Good Lord, is that so ? What a pity!

Such a handsome chap, too."

" Yes. When he first came in his good
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looks and his superior education attracted me,

and I did my best to buck him up ; but I

couldn't get at him at all, and from what I've

heard since I've been forced to the conclusion

that he's a bad lot, a downright bad lot.

Has been in and out of prison, it seems, for

the last six years."

" Great Scot! How horrid ! "

Shrinking back from the door, Denham

eant up against the wall and wiped the

moisture from his face, as the young doctor

emerged from the office. His aspect was

very pitiable, and the other experienced a

pang of compunction.

" Halloa, Denham !" he cried; " you just

off?"

" Yes."

" Well, I wish you'd got a more decent day

to start out in. You'll have to take care for

a bit; one doesn't get over such a sharp bout

as yours at once, you know. Well, good-bye

to you, and good luck ! "

He held out his strong, capable hand, and

when he saw the tears of weakness which

rose in the other's eyes, and felt the clammy

touch of his thin fingers, his heart smote him

again.

"Good luck, old fellow!" he repeated,

shaking the limp hand heartily; "it's a long

lane that has no turning, you know. Good

luck to you ! "

The doctor hurried away, and Francis

Denham, a little strengthened by the un-

familiar comfort of human sympathy, had

walked into the office.

He was badly received ; the secretary had

a pile of money before him on the desk, and

was evidently immersed in worrying calcula-

tions, and when Denham faltered out his

piteous request for a small loan to enable

him to reach his mother, he was harshly

refused.

But the sight of the gold had excited

Denham, and had created in him a violent

sense of cruel injustice. Among that heap of

glittering coins what could one more or less

signify to that callous, contemptuous Jack-

in-office ? And his own need was so terribly

great. One of those sovereigns would take

him to his mother, to the old home that in a

fortnight more would be cold and desolate ;

he must and would have it.

Urgently he argued and pleaded, but the

other man would not help him, and at last,

irritated almost beyond bearing at Denham's

persistence, the secretary walked to the office

door and impatiently flung it open*

" Come, be off, Denham!" he said. " I

can't waste any more time with you; I'm

up to the ears in bothering business, and you

are really not the sort of man one feels called

upon to help. This sudden sense of filial

affection has come on a little late in the day.

And as to wanting a pound to get to your

mother, I expect that's all bunkum; probably

she lives near Whitechapel or Bermondsey."

" She does not; she "

" Ah, well, I really don't want to know her

whereabouts," the other interrupted, angrily ;

" my one object now is to get rid of you, and

if half a crown will be of any service "

" It would be of no use at all," Francis

Denham had muttered, hoarsely, and then,

without another word, he had gone hastily

from the office, and stumbled quickly out

of the great red brick building, into the dark,

cold winter day. And in his left hand,

clenched tightly, were a couple of the golden

coins which had lain upon the secretary's

desk.

For his journey he would need but one,

but his mother might be in actual want

that bleak, miserable day, and he would not

go to be a positive burden upon her.

On and on he plodded along what seemed

the interminable road; then he stopped

for a moment and, resting against the park

railings, passed his hand over his damp

brow, and as he did so a neighbouring church

clock struck the hour of five. At five-fifty

his train to the North would start, and he was

now within ten minutes of the local station

that would take him in five minutes more

straight to Euston.

His head was dizzy with fatigue and weak-

ness, for his suppressed excitement had pre-

vented his eating the midday meal at the

infirmary, and his nervous trepidation had

been too great to allow him to enter any

provision shop during his long tramp. He

had determined he would get food at the busy

station, and eat it in the train when he was

safely started. But he regretted his caution

now, for it seemed to him as he leant panting

against the park railing, and listened to the

dreary noises of the adjacent animals, that

he had suddenly come to the end of his powers

of endurance. He had already tramped five

miles, and on his feet there seemed to hang

leaden weights.

With a shiver he rubbed his smarting eyes,

and then through the mist he saw dimly

the opening to the green hill, and the lights

in the lodge windows by the side of it. For

a while he and his false friend had lodged in

this neighbourhood, and he was thoroughly

familiar with the locality.

" I will cut across the hill," he muttered.
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" It will save me a minute or two. Besides,

I shall be safer there such a day as this

than on the high road, and I have time to

rest for a minute or two. I must do that,

whatever comes of it. I feel as if I could

scarcely lift my feet."

But before he moved he sighed heavily,

and again passed his hand over his frowning

brow.

" My brain is all in a muddle," he went on,

under his breath. " I can't remember whether

I told that brute where mother lives. I don't

think so, but I can't remember. If I did,

there may be detectives at Euston already,

and my face is pretty well known to the

police."

With a halting, dragging step he crossed

the road and passed stealthily and softly

through the entrance on to the hill, and then

with a sickening sense of dread he stopped

again. The mist was very thick where he

stood, but it was less dense in places, and

close to the side of the lodge he could dimly

discern the figures of two men, and as he

paused in sudden terror their words came to

him distinctly.

" Didn't you hear something then, Bill ? "

" I thought I did," was the hoarse reply,

" but that blessed motor on the road con-

fused me."

" The chaps are at the other gate, too,

aren't they ? "

" Yes, we are pretty near certain of catch-

ing him. He's almost bound to try to get

out of one of these lower gates."

" But isn't there anyone at the gate over

the hill, then ? "

" Yes, there's a bobby on point there.

They can't spare any more of us, but we ought

to be two and two for this job. He's a pretty-

tough customer to tackle. Hush ! I thought

I heard something then. If we struck across

the grass where there are no lights we should

miss him to a certainty. If only this infernal

fog would lift!"

With beating heart and grimly-set teeth,

stealing softly to the side of the gravel path,

Francis Denham stepped over the low rail

which separated it from the green sward,

and moved noiselessly over the reeking turf.

He knew the gate he must make for. With

his eyes shut he could have found it. Only

one man guarded that, it seemed, and in

the darkness he might slip past him; but the

steep slope of the high hill tried his enfeebled

physical powers terribly, and presently he

halted by the side of an old-fashioned wooden

seat.

With a weary moan he sank down upon it,

and as he did so one of the rain-sodden rails

moved under him. Rising with some diffi-

culty, he peered closely at the wooden bench.

One of the thick laths was broken in the

middle. With a wrench he pulled it away,

and panting with the slight exertion,

reseated himself, and extracted the one

or two rusty long nails which still adhered

to it.

Then, placing the rough, heavy bit of wood

across his knees, he drew his coat closer round

him and leant back to rest, but there was

a gleam in the eyes which now stared into

the white mist, and a tense grimness in the

set mouth which had not been there before.

Francis Denham was no longer entirely

helpless, since he was now provided with

a formidable weapon. He did not wish to use

it or to injure any man, but this time he would

fight for his liberty, and if he lost his life in

the struggleâ��well, perhaps so much the better.

Imprisonment he felt he could not and would

not face again.

His reasoning faculties were still befogged

and out of gear, but so far as this he realized

his position entirely. He was resolved

to fight to the death for freedom, and for

the opportunity to look upon his mother

once again.

How these men had traced him already

he did not attempt to unravel. He knew

it had taken him over two hours to walk

the five miles, and that probably his theft

had been discovered almost immediately,

but why they should have made up their

minds that he would attempt to cross the hill

he could not imagine, though it. was almost

certain to him now 1 hat he must have indirectly

put Euston Station into their minds as his

goal; and had he not been twitted and teased

with talking in his sleep by the night atten-

dants at the infirmary ? Yes ; that must be

the explanation, he decided at length; he had

many a time dreamed of that green hill, and

of the friend with whom he had walked there

in loving companionship, and had waked with

the tears running down his face. And when

they had laughed at him he had scowled at

them and hated them.

For several minutes Francis Denham sat

there immersed in painful thought, every now

and then falling into an exhausted doze ; but

presently the church clock chimed the first

quarter, and, still clutching the piece of wood,

he pulled himself to his feet. He must push

on now ; he might have to wait some minutes

for the train to Euston. But when he gained

the top of the hill he was forced to pause once

more.
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"he could dimly discern the figures of two men, and as he paused in sudden terror

their words came to him distinctly."
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On the higher ground the wind had caused

the mist to disperse, and he could see plainly

the shapes of the bushes and the trees in the

railed-in garden which crowned the summit

of the ascent; from every twig and branch

moisture dropped heavily and glistened in the

light of the big incandescent gas-lamp which

stood in the centre of the small, level plateau,

and so dense was the silence of the deserted

spot that for a long minute he could even hear

the rain-drops falling on the ground beneath.

But all at once from the high road came the

distant rush and roar of heavy motor traffic,

and then there fell on his ears another sound,

and as it rose upon the air a chilling sense of

actual terror froze the blood in Francis

Denham's veins.

For the last half-hour he had heard at

intervals the muffled cries of the caged wild

beasts ; but this snarling, hideous growl was

near at hand, and rang out like a death-knell.

For a moment the trembling man stood

motionless, paralyzed with a ghastly, nerve-

shattering fear. There came a tearing and a

rending of the bushes, and then a great,

grizzly form leapt the rails and, with another

rumbling growl and a hissing snarl, came to a

stand immediately in front of Denham.

In the pale gleam of the gas the creature

was distinctly revealed to the horrified man,

and at the terrible sight his labouring heart

seemed to stop for an instant, and then to

thump in his breast with almost suffocating

violence.

It was a huge, shaggy grey wolf with

bristling spine which stood there in his path;

the jaws were distended and the lips drawn

back, disclosing the awful fangs, and in the

lurid eyes, gleaming like coals of fire, there

shone the fierce, wild light of maddened

hunger.

For a long minute the hunted man and the

hunted brute stood quivering in every

muscle, glaring into each other's distended

eyes, and then there flashed into Denham's

mind an explanation of those two lurking

figures at the lodge gates. They were

keepers from the Zoological Gardens, and

they were tracking, not him, but the ominous,

terrible beast in front of him.

And at the thought the crushing, paralyzing

weight which had lain upon his spirits

suddenly lifted ; his courage, which had been

dormant for many years, returned to him, and

the hot blood rushed with revivifying force

through his veins, strengthening his weak

arm and nerve for the terrible encounter he

saw to be inevitable.

Planting himself firmly on his feet, Francis

Denham grasped his heavy wooden lath with

an iron grip, and on the almost imperceptible

movement of the man the creature dropped

his red staring eyes, and with an undulating

motion of the upstanding ridge of coarse hair

on his back, and another hissing snarl, sprang

direct at Denham's throat.

But Denham in his boyhood had been the

best boxer of his school, and was also the

champion in the single-stick competitions,

which old-fashioned sport still survived in the

northern county of his birth ; and now the

blow he dealt was straight and sure, and even

as the great beast sprang the crack of the wood

rang out sharply on the grey, rough head.

With a discordant howl of baffled anguish,

panting grievously, the half-stunned, starved

creature fell back heavily, and after crouching

and cowering for a moment at the man's feet,

with a feeble moan, its lowered bushy tail

dragging along the muddy ground, crept under

one of the seats near.

And Denham, with his blood tingling in his

veins and his spirits elated with the triumph

of a victory over a formidable foe, waited an

instant to recover his breath and to rub his

hand, which smarted with the force of the

vigorous blow he had delivered, and then

with a little laugh of boyish satisfactionâ��

certainly the first laugh which had issued from

his lips for many a yearâ��pursued his way

down the hill-side almost briskly.

In his newly-restored courage he was now

even inclined to make light of the nervous

fears which before had almost crushed him.

It was quite possible, he reflected, that his

theft might not have been discovered even

yet. The secretary was obviously in a

ruffled, worried condition, probably over his

cash accountsâ��in that case he would be some

time arriving at a conclusion. Yes, and that

would account also for his impatience and

incivility ; hitherto, Denham acknowledged,

the secretary had treated him very decently.

That circumstance, of course, would heighten

the blackness of his offence, and now for the

first time the man experienced a twinge of

compunction for the theft.

" I will repay it," he muttered. " I swear

before God that I will work my fingers to the

bone to repay it." And then again his

spirits rose. He would be at Euston within

a quarter of an hour, in time to get a sub-

stantial meal before the train for the North

started, and he was now consc ous of an

almost raging hunger.

" I remember how I used to eat after those

single-stick bouts," he muttered, and then

a smile lit up his haggard face. " And
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what a supper mother used to give me, and

how poor old dad used to grumble at her

for spoiling me! I never delivered a straighter

blow than that. Well, I was up against it

then. It was once for all. Poor hunted,

starving beast," he continued, " it was a bit

hard on him, though. I hope they'll catch

him soon and give him a good feed when they

do. After all, he was only playing the game.

Heaven knows, 1 don't blame him for fighting

for freedom and life."

Swinging the piece of wood almost jauntily

in his hand, for involuntarily he had retained

his hold on it, Frwicis Denham was within

a couple of hundred yards of his point of

egress on to the road, which adjoined the local

station, when another and most unexpected

sound attracted his attention.

During his progress over the hill he had

not encountered a single human being. A

light rain was falling, and here the mist hung

heavily, but the sound which struck upon

his ear was the voice of a woman, evidently

speaking to a young child. The voice was

low and very sweet, and to the lonely man,

peering through the misty vapour, it seemed

actually beautiful after the storm and stress

of the terrible day.

In a minute the child also spoke, in a

feeble treble which conveyed no meaning to

him, but every word of the unseen woman's

reply fell like music on his straining senses.

" There's nothing to be afraid of, Bessie.

Mammy has her darling safe in her arms.

The fairies wove that gauzy mist; they are

dancing on the grass under it. But they

don't like us big people to sec them ; they

are afraid we might want to pick them up

and carry them off."

She halted a moment. She was evidently

carrying the child, and the rising ground

made the burden a heavy one. Again there

came the faint, childish voice, and the quick,

rather breathless reply :â��

" I'm not tired, Bessie. Mammy's darling

never tires her, and soon you'll be able to run

by my side up all the big hills. The poor leg

is growing stronger every day, and we shall

be home very soon now. Just up to the top

where the scats and the big lamp are, and down

the other side, and then we shall be at home;

and, oh ! won't Bessie and mother enjoy

their tea, after mother has boiled the kettle ? "

Still standing motionless, with a smile upon

his face, Francis Denham heard the crunch of

the socldened gravel beneath her labouring

footsteps, but almost immediately she

stopped again. It seemed as if the weight

she carried prevented her speaking and

progressing at the same time, and her tone

was now very weary as she tried to reassure

the frightened child.

" There will be the gas-lamps all the way,

Bessie," she said, soothingly. " Besides, who

would hurt a poor woman whose only treasure

in the world is her little daughter ? Put

your arms tighter round my neck, my darling,

and lift yourself a little, then we'll go on

bravely, but we mustn't talk, because that

hinders mother. Come, that's right. Why,

you're no weight at all now."

With an almost tender light in his eyes,

Denham heard her pursue her way, and then

again the church clock struck.

" Half-past five ! " he cried. " Great Scot!

I've no time to lose."

Flinging down the piece of heavy wood,

he turned quickly in the direction of the

opening on to the road, but before he had

taken two steps a ghastly change came over

his excited, hopeful countenance.

" Oh, my God !" he groaned, and then,

for the moment utterly overwhelmed, he

reeled up against the lamp-post under which

he stood.

The silence was unbroken save for the

faint sound of the woman's slow, retreating

footsteps, but in his ears there seemed to

ring that ominous hissing snarl, and before

his agonized mind there rose the hideous

spectacle of the maddened, hunted beast with

the lurid eyes and the distended, ravening

mouth. On the top of the hill it crouched,

waiting for its prey, and over the top of the

hill lay the path of the exhausted mother and

the crippled child.

For only a moment Francis Denham

hesitated, but in that cruel, desolating

moment he saw the overthrow of all his

cherished plans. The train must go without

him, and before the next one, three hours

later, what might not happen to a man

with possibly the police already on his

track ?

With a choking sob he clenched his hands,

and tears of pity for himself welled up into

his eyes ; then, stooping, he snatched up the

piece of wood and, bracing himself, rushed

up the path in pursuit of the woman, whose

footsteps he could still hear faintly.

He dared not call out to stop her, for by

chance the half-stunned beast might be sleep-

ing, and in that case might not hear the

soft, slow footfall, but when he was within

fifty yards of the summit a hideous outcry

froze the blood in his veins.

A woman's shrill shriek of despair mingled

with the growling, horrible snarl.
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By a supreme effort, with the ground rock-

ing under his feet, the exhausted man rushed

forwardâ��only just in time, for the beast

had sprung and had thrown the woman and

child to the ground when Francis Denham

delivered his second frenzied, crushing blow,

and then with a gasp sank senseless by the

side of the two he had preserved from a

terrible death.

When Denham regained consciousness, on

the little plateau stood a dozen men. Four

of them with heavy chains controlled the

sluggish movements of the wolf, who moaned

drearily, and whose shaggy head was clotted

with blood, while on a seat near was the

half - fainting woman w'th the terrified

child.

His own head was raised against the knee

of a man who held a flask of brandy to his

lips, but the first words he heard were these:â��

" Poor chap, he's coming to, but he'll have

to go along with me, worse luck. We had a

'phone to be on the look-out for him half an

hour ago. He's well known to the police.

A bad lot, I dare say, but a brave one for all

that! It wanted a man to tackle a beast

like that with nothing but a bit of wood ;

and this chap only left the infirmary three

hours ago. A mighty thwack it must have

been to crack that brute's skull."

Again Francis Denham was tried and

sentenced, but this time the judge took a

lenient view of his crime for the sake of the

brave deed which followed it; indeed, there

were tears in his eyes as he addressed the

criminal, for he had been deeply touched by

i he woman's piteous pleading for the man

vho had saved her and her child from an

swful fate.

Eighteen months' imprisonment with hard

labour was the judge's lenient sentence to the

hardened offender, who listened to it and to

the emotional words which accompanied it

with a callous indifference that shocked

everyone.

It was a glorious afternoon in early July

when Francis Denham once more stood a free

man outside the gates of the prison at Worm-

wood Scrubs. The scent of the country came

to him from the open expanse of green fields,

and in the distance he could hear the twitter

and the song of birds ; the sky was blue

above, and into his worn, miserable face there

blew a refreshing breeze, but in his heart

was a sense of utter loneliness and black

despair.

His mother had died six months before,

Vol. xlvl-20.

and now he was a free man without a friend in

the whole wide world. What was the use of

life to him ? he thought. None. Well, the

night would soon be here, and the canal not

far distant.

And then there came a soft touch upon his

arm, and turning quickly he saw by his side

a decently-clad, careworn, but sweet-faced

young woman. In great surprise he stood

looking down at her, for she now grasped his

arm tightly, as she raised her glowing eyes to

his.

" I have been waiting an hour," she said,

" and the time has seemed so long."

He caught his breath sharply; he recognized

the sweet, soft voice.

" Waiting ? " he repeated, with a strange

fluttering at his cold, torpid heart. " Waiting,

why ? "

" For you, of course. I knew you were to

come out this afternoon. And tea will be

ready, and little Bessie is watching for us."

" For us ? " he repeated again.

" Yes, for her mammy and for our friend.

Oh, Francis Denham, do you think I've

forgotten ? I've been waiting for our dear

friend, our brave, brave defender ! "

" But your husband," Denham faltered,

" he would not "

" My husband died nearly four years ago,"

the woman replied; " there will be no one

there but Bessie and me. Come, be of good

heart; the cruel, black days are over. I

have found work for you."

With a stifled cry Denham clutched at the

hand that still grasped his arm.

" Work for me ? " he gasped ; " honest

work ? "

" Yes, for you," she answered, in ringing

tones. " At the office where I am employed

my master thinks of you as I do. And why

not ? God knows vou are a good, brave

man ! "

Clasping his hands together and wringing

them hard, Denham looked up into the blue

dome of heaven.

" Thank God," he murmured, solemnly,

" for this fresh chance !"

And then, turning to his companion, he took

her outstretched hand in his.

" I will come with you," he said, simply ;

" oh, my friend, I will be true to your belief

in me. You have saved my soul by your

faith and charity."

" I am only trying to pay my debt," she

answered, with a sob. " Now come."

And as they walked away together, the

sun shone upon the path before them.
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HE house was set in a cleft

of the pine - covered hills,

fashioned of mouldering white

stone painted pink, struggling

against its inborn ugliness

and succeeding only because of

the beauty of its settingâ��the

orchard, pink and white with masses of cherry-

blossom, in the background, the brown earth

with its neatly-trained vines. Felice's window

faced east, and as usual, when the sun came

from behind the hill and lay across the faded

carpet of her room, she rose with a yawn, sat

up in bed for a moment or two, slipped softly

out, and stood before the window.

It was always the same, what followed.

She stood and looked for a while at that

towering wall of stony, pine-hung mountain,

at the blue-smocked men and women crouch-

ing in the vineyard, at the white church upon

the hill, the orchard touched with snow, and

the corner of a field of violets, bending a little

with the morning breeze. And then she

sighed. It was always the same.

Felice bathed and dressed, daintily and

carefully, herself like .some exquisite pink

and white flower slowly opening her petals.

She left her roomâ��as bare almost it was as a

nun's cellâ��spotlessly neat, with the breeze

sweeping in through the wide-flung window,

a breeze which brought a perfume of mimosa

to mingle with the fainter odour of lavender

which hung about the linen and the plain

white muslin curtains of the little chamber.

She took her morning coffee, served by an

apple-cheeked, sour-faced domestic, in a

corner of the wooden balcony which had been

built out from the one habitable living-room.

The petals from a climbing rose-tree fell upon

the coarse but spotless cloth, bees hummed

around the drooping jasmine, the soft sun-

shine every moment grew warmer. Felice

finished her breakfast, yawned, and dreamed

for a time with her eyes lifted to the hills.

Then she rose, shook out her neat white skirt,

fetched a pink parasol, wandered for a little

time in the garden and orchard, and then,

turning her face southwards, went out to

meet the adventure of her life.

She walked down the straight, cypress-

bordered pathâ��a mere cart-track across the

brown-soiled vineyardâ��down a narrow lane

until she reached the one spot which she

never neared without some quickening of the

blood. For Felice was nineteen years old, and

beautiful, though no one but the glass had ever

told her so. And this was the road to liberty,

the main road to Toulon and Marseilles on

one side, to Cannes and Monte Carlo on

the other. She had told herself repeatedly

that if ever freedom came to her it would

come along this road. And because her worn-

out invalid father had been a little more

peevish and trying than ever on the night

before, and because of other things, freedom

seemed to her just now so specially desirable.

Her adventure came to her in a cloud of

dustâ��a long, grey motor-car, with luggage

strapped on behind, and two men. Unrecog-

nizable though they were, she caught the

flash of their curious eyes as they passed.

Then she stepped back with a little gesture

of dismay. A cloud of dust enveloped her.

She bent her pink sunshade to protect her-

self ; she was disposed to be a little irritable.

Then her heart suddenly commenced to beat
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fast. She had heard the grinding of brakes,

quick footsteps were approaching along the

road. Was this, perhaps, the adventure at

last ?

" Mademoiselle ! "

She moved the parasol from before her

face. She had self-control, and there was

inform a traveller whether this is indeed the

road to Cannes ? "

Felice answered him with perfect gravityâ��

in excellent English.

" There is but one road, monsieur, as you

see, and it leads, without doubt, to Cannes,"

she told him.

"'THERE IS BUT ONE ROAD, MONSIEUR, AS YOU SEE, AND IT LEADS, WITHOUT DOUBT, TO

CANNES,' SHE TOLD HIM."

nothing in her gravely-inquiring eyesâ��

beautiful, soft brown eyes they wereâ��

to indicate the turmoil within. Her first

instinct was one of reassurance. It was a

boy who addressed her, a boy of little more

than her own age, bare-headed, not altogether

at his ease. He spoke in halting French.

" Would mademoiselle be so good as to

The boy remained embarrassed, but he was

very resolute.

" We thought it might be the right road,"

he admitted ; " but, to tell you the truth,

you looked so awfully jolly and all that sort

of thing, you know, I couldn't help stopping.

Don't be angry, please," he begged.

She lowered her parasol momentarilyâ��
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he stooped anxiously to see if indeed it were

to hide a smile. She said nothing.

" You speak English awfully well," he con-

tinued, " but you are French, aren't you ? "

" I am French," she assented. " I have

just returned from what you call a boarding-

school in Brussels. We always spoke English

there."

" And now ? "

She motioned with her parasol.

" I live in the valley there," she told him.

" It isâ��a little dull. That is why, I suppose,

I permit myself to talk with you. My father

is an invalid, who rises only for two hours a

day, and there is no one else. But your

automobile returns. You know the way to

Cannes, and you must go."

The car had slipped slowly back in the

reverse until it had stopped almost by their

side. An older man was leaning back

amongst the cushions, a man whose hair was

turning grey at the temples and whose eyes

were tired. He looked out upon the two with

a faintly sardonic smile. The girl returned

his gaze with frank curiosity, and his expres-

sion gradually changed. For all his cynicism,

Maurice Londe had a soul for beauty. The

girl, with her neatly-braided hair, her ex-

quisitely undeveloped figure, her clear com-

plexion, her large, soft eyes, her general air

of sweet and spotless childhood, was immensely

and irresistibly attractive.

" This is my friendâ��Londe," the bey said,

with a wave of the hand. " My name's

Arthur Maddison. I say, couldn't we per-

suade you to come just a little way with us ?

You don't seem to have much to do with

yourself, and we'll bring you safely back."

Felice looked longingly along the road.

She pointed to where it disappeared in the

distance around a vineyard-covered hillside.

To her that disappearance was allegorical.

" Farther than that," she sighed, " I have

never been."

" Come with us to Cannes for lunch," the

boy begged. " We'll bring you back. Do !

It's only an hour's run."

She looked wistfully at the cushioned seats.

The boy was already taking off his motor-

coat.

" Butâ��I have no hat," she protested.

" We'll buy you one," he laughed.

" I have no money ! "

" It shall be our joint present," he persisted,

holding out the coat. " Come. We'll take

great care of you, and we'll have a splendid

time. You shall hang the hat in your ward-

robe to remind you of this little excursion."

She sat between them and the car started.

To her it was like an enchanted journey.

When they began to climb she held her

breath with the wonder of itâ��the road wind-

ing its way to dizzy heights above; the

vineyards like patchwork in the valley below ;

the mountains in the background, gigantic,

snow-capped ; Cannes, white and glistening

with its mimosa-embosomed villas, in the

far distance.

" Oh, but it is wonderful to travel like

this !" she murmured. " What beautiful

places you must see ! . . . If you please ! "

She withdrew her fingers quickly from

beneath the rug. She seemed scarcely to

notice the boy's clumsy attempts at flirta-

tion. The light of worship was in her eyes

as she looked towards the mountains. The

boy felt the presence of something which he

did not understand, and he began to sulk.

Maurice Londe frowned slightly, and for the

first time made some efforts at polite con-

versation. And so they reached Cannes.

They bought the hat, for which she let the

boy pay, although the fact obviously dis-

composed her. She carefully chose the least

expensive, although one of the prettiest in

the shop. At the Casino the boy, whose

further efforts at primitive flirtation had

been gravely, almost wonderingly, repulsed,

began to tire a little of his adventure. He

spent much of his time paying visits to

neighbouring tables, and made the acquaint-

ance of a dazzling young person in yellow,

from Paris, win kept him a good deal by her

side. It was Maurice Londe, after all, who

had to entertain their little guest.

Afterwards, when they had walked outside

for some time upon the little quay and the

boy failed to rejoin them, Londe made some

sort of apologies for his companion, to which

she listened with a little shrug of the

shoulders.

" So long as it does not weary you, mon-

sieur," she said, softly, " I am content. I

think that Mr. Arthur Maddison is rather a

spoilt boy, is it not so ? "

" Perhaps," his older friend admitted.

" Tell me some more, please, about the

countries you have visited," she begged.

" But one moment. Let us watch the people

land from this little steamer."

" Trippers," Londe murmured, with a

glance towards them. " An excursion from

somewhere, I should think."

She clutched at his arm. A short, fat man,

with bristling black hair and moustache,

descended suddenly upon them. He ad-

dressed Felice with an avalanche of questions.

Londe fell a few paces behind. When she
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"HE ADDRESSED FELICE WITH AN AVALANCHE OK QUESTIONS."

rejoined him she was very pale, and there was She clung to his arm. He could feel the

something in her frightened eyes which trembling of her fingers through his coat-

touched him strangely. sleeve.

" It is Monsieur Arleman," she faltered. " It is of him that I am afraid," she half

"He is a rentierâ��a friend of my father's, whispered, half sobbed. " Oh, I am so afraid !

It is he whom my father wishes me to Sometimes the thoughtâ��drives me mad. I

marry." cry to myself, I wring my hands. I felt like

Londe, a tired man of the world, thirty- that this morning. That is what drove me

eight years old, was suddenly conscious of down to the road. That is why I came when

a feeling of unexpected anger. your friend asked me. That is why I would

" Impossible ! " he exclaimed. " Why, the do anything in the world never to go backâ��

little beast must be sixty at least." never ! "
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Londe drew a little breath. Her words

seemed to ring in the sunlit air.

" But the thing is preposterous !" he

exclaimed, indignantly.

" We are very, very poor," she continued,

under her breath, " and Monsieur Arleman is

rich. He has an hotel and much land. He

has promised my father an annuity, and my

father says that one must live."

Once more they drew close to the front of

the Casino. In the distance they saw the boy

with the young lady in yellow, on their way

towards the shops. He was bending over her,

and his air of devotion was unmistakable.

" He has forgotten all about me," Felice

sighed. " I hopeâ��there won't be any trouble,

will there, about my getting back ? Not

that I mind much, after all."

She looked at Londe a little timidly. It

seemed to him that he had grown younger,

had passed somehow into a different world,

with different standpoints, a different code.

The things which had half automatically

presented themselves to his brain were

strangled before they were fully conceived.

" There shall be no trouble at all," he

assured her. " I shall take you back myself

now. Perhaps it is better."

They got into the waiting car and Londe

gave the man his orders. Soon they were

rushing back once more towards the hills, on

the other side of which was her home.

" You are very silent," she murmured

once.

He turned towards her.

" I was thinking about you," he replied ;

" you and your little pink and white house

amongst the hills, and your father, and

Monsieur Arleman. It is a queer little

chapter of life, you know."

" To you," she sighed, " it must seem so

very, very trivial. And yet, when I wake in

the mornings and the thought comes to me

of Monsieur Arleman, then life seems sud-

denly big and awful. I feel as though I must

go all round, stretching out my hands, seek-

ing some place in which to hide. I feel,"

she added, as her fingers sought his half

fearfully and her voice dropped almost to a

whisper," that there isn't any way of escape

in the whole world which I would not take."

Londe made no response. The appeal of

her lowered voice, her wonderful eyes, seemed

in vain. He was an adventurer, a hardened

man of the world, whose life, when men spoke

of it, they called evil; but his weak spot was

discovered. He sat and thought steadily

for the girl's sake, and at the end of it all he

saw nothing.

" Perhaps," he suggested, " this Monsieur

Arleman is not so bad when one knows him.

If one is kind and generous "

She looked at him reproachfully.

" Monsieur," she replied, " he is bourgeois,

he drinks, he is old. His presence disgusts me."

Once more Londe was silent. The sheer

futility of words oppressed him. They were

climbing the hills now. The patchwork land

was unwinding itself below. Only a few

more turns, and they would be within sight

of her home. Then, because he was a man

who throughout his life had had his own way,

and because there were limits to his endurance,

he changed, for a moment, his tone.

" Little girl," he said, " if I were free I

think that I should take you away, just as

you are, in this car, on and on to some place

at the end of the road. Would you rather

have me for a husband than Monsieur

Arleman ? "

She said nothing, but she had begun to

tremble. He felt the instinctive swaying of

her body towards him. He laid his hand

upon hers.

" It was wrong of me to ask you the

question," he continued, " because, you see,

I am not free. I have not seen my wife for

years. I am not a reputable person. If you

met with those who understood, they would

pity that boy for his companion, and they

would be right. They would tremble for you,

and they would be right. So, Mile. Felice,

I cannot help you."

" You have helped me, and you will help

me always," she whispered, her eyes filled

with tears. " You will help me with what

you have saidâ��with the memory of to-day."

Then again there was silence. They were

at the top of the hill now, and below them the

sun-bathed landscape stretched like a carpet

of many colours to the foot of those other

hills. Her fingers tightened a little upon his.

" When you asked me that questionâ��when

you said that you would have married me

yourself," she continued, hesitatingly, " does

that mean that you could care just a little ? "

Londe was only human. He leaned over,

and she stole very quietly into his arms. She

lay there for a moment quite passive. Then

he kissed her lips once.

" I always prayed," she whispered, as he

set her down at the corner of the lane, " that

love might come like this."

Londe and his youthful companion went

on to Monte Carlo, where for a week or so

they had the usual reckless time. Then

suddenly the former pulled up. He strode
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into the boy's sitting-room one morning, to

find him red-eyed and weary, looking dis-

tastefully at his breakfast.

" Look, young fellow," he said, " I have had

enough. So have you. Do you under-

stand ? I am going to take you back to

England."

The boy stared at him.

" Are you mad*? " he asked. " What's the

use of going back to England in March, just

when we are getting into the swing of things

here, too ? "

" The good of it for you is that you'll get

back to your work," Londe answered, curtly.

" How do you suppose you're going to pass

your exams, if you waste your time like this ?

What do you suppose you're going to do

with your life if you commence at twenty

years old to live the life of a profligate ? "

Arthur Maddison set down the cup of coffee

which he had been trying to drink and gazed

at the speaker blankly.

" Well, I'm hanged !" he exclaimed.

" What's come to you, Londe ? Why, it

was you who first of all suggested coming out

here ! "

" And I was a fool to do it," Londe retorted,

coldly. " They were right, all of them, when

they advised you not to come with meâ��right

when they called me an adventurer. I don't

get much out of it. I have lived free and done

you for a few hundreds. I've had enough of it.

It's a disgusting life, anyway. Back we go

to England to-day."

" You're mad ! " the boy declared. " I am

not going. I've got a dinner-party to-night."

" We go to-day," Londe repeated, firmly,

" and don't you forget it."

" Do you think you're going to bully me ? "

the boy began.

" I don't know what you call bullying,"

Londe replied, " but I shall wring your neck

if you don't come. Your man has begun to

pack already. I've got seats on the Luxe for

three o'clock, and I've wired your mother."

The boy collapsed.

Londe left him at his mother's house in

Grosvenor Square two days later, and drove

the next day into the City. He called upon a

firm of old-fashioned lawyers, and was at once

received by the principal of the firm. The

greeting, however, between the two men was

mutually cold. The lawyer looked question-

ingly at his visitor's grey tweed suit and

Horn burg hat.

" We wrote you four days ago, Mr. Londe,"

he said, " to acquaint you with the news we

had just received from America."

" My wife ? "

" She has been dangerously ill," the lawyer

replied. " The habits of her life, I regret to

say, are unchanged. It is necessary that she

remains under restraint."

" Is there any money left at all besides the

four hundred pounds a year that goes to her ? "

Londe asked.

The lawyer sighed.

" It is always money," he said, grimly.

" There is the Priory still."

" I won't sell it," Londe declared.

" Then there is nothing else worth men-

tioning."

" If you were to sell everything else that

belongs to me," Londe inquired, " how should

I stand ? "

" You might have a thousand pounds."

" Then I'll take it," Londe declared. " I

am going to emigrate."

For a moment the grim lines in the lawyer's

face relaxed.

"As an old friend of your father, Mr.

Londe," he said, " it would give me great

pleasure if I thought you were tired of the

life you are reputed to live."

" I am heartily sick of it," Londe assured

him.

" Then I will do my best to straighten out

your affairs," the lawyer promised. " It will

take a month. Shall you'remain in town ? "

" I expect so," Londe answered. " You

know my address. I will call here a month

to-day."

Londe spent three restless weeks. The

sight of the City was hateful to him. The

clubs, where he was received coldly, the

shadier resorts which he had been wont to

patronize, were like nightmares to him. He

turned his back suddenly upon them all,

left London at two-twenty, and late in the

afternoon of the following day arrived at

Hyeres. He took a room at the hotel and

wandered restlessly into the Casino. There

was a variety entertainment going on in the

theatre, which he watched for half an hour

with ever-increasing weariness. Then a

juggler came on and began the tricks of his

profession. Londe leaned forward. The girl

who stood at the table, assisting him, had

turned her face to the house. He watched

her with a little start. Something in the shy

grace of her movements; the queer, half-

frightened smile, seemed to have let loose

memories which were tugging at his heart-

strings. He got up with a little exclamation

and left the place. To divert himself he

strolled down to the gambling saloon and

threw his francs recklessly away at boule.
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SOMETHING IN THE SHV GRACE OF HER MOVEMENTS, THE QUEER, HALF-FRIGHTEN KD SMII.E,

SEEMED TO HAVE LET LOOSE MEMORIES WHICH WERE TUGGING AT HIS HEART-STRINGS."

Presently the audience streamed out for the

interval. He made his way back again to

the promenade and came to a sudden stand-

still. Before him on a chair the girl was seated,

looking a little wistfully at the people who

passed. There were traces of make-up still

about her face ; her clothes were very simple.

Then she saw Londe and gave a low cry. He

came to a standstill before her, dumbfounded.

" It is you ! " she murmured.

A hot flush stole over her face. As though

instinctively, she glanced down at her skirt.

" You saw me just now ? " she murmured.

He took a seat by her side. He was a little

dazed.

" My child," he exclaimed, " what does it

mean ? It wasn't really you ? "

She nodded. She was over her first fit of

shyness now.

" The night I got home," she explained,

" Monsieur Arleman came to the house. He

had had too much to drink. He tried to kiss
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me. Iâ��I think that I went mad. I ran out

into the fields and I hid. That night I walked

miles and miles and miles. I came to Hyeres

in the morning. There was an old servant

here. I found her house. She was very

poor, but she took me in. She lets lodgings

to the people who come here to perform.

This man was staying there, and the girl

who travels with him was ill. On Monday

Iâ��I took her place. I earn a little. I have

no money. I cannot be dependent upon

Aline."

She looked at him with trembling lips. He

patted her hand.

" My dear child," he said, " itâ��you did

right, of course; but it is not a fit life for you."

She was suddenly graver and older.

" Will you tell me how in this world I am

to live, then ? " she asked.

He led her away to a table and ordered

some coffee. The performance was over.

She was sitting there only to listen to the

music. He talked to her seriously for a

time. There were no other relatives, not a

friend in the world.

" Monsieur Arleman," she explained, " has

been ill ever since that night, but he has sworn

that he will find me. My father doesn't care.

He has his coffee, his brandy, his dijeuner;

he dines and readsâ��nothing else. He never

cared. But, oh, I am terrified of Monsieur

Arleman ! Why do you look so gravely,

Monsieur Londe ? " she whispered, leaning

across the table towards him. " Say that

you are glad to see me, please !"

" I cannot quite tell you how glad," he said.

He was on the point of telling her that he

had come back to Hyeres only to catch a

glimpse of her, but he held his peace.

" I only regret," he added, " that you

should have had to take up work like this.

There are other things."

" There is one thing only I can do," she

cried. " Jean ! "

She called to the violinist. He came across,

bowing and smiling. She took the violin from

his hand and commenced to play. Her eyes

were half closed.

" They let me do this," she murmured.

" Listen. I will play to you."

When she had finished many of the people

had gathered around. Londe slipped a five-

franc piece into the hand of the violinist.

" I see now, little girl," he said, " the way

out. I am going back with you to your

lodgings. I am going to talk to Aline. After-

wards we shall see."

She left him on the platform at the Gare

Vol. Â«lvi.-21

du Nord three weeks later. She was placed

with a highly respectable French family.

She was a pupil at the Conservatoire, with her

fees paid for two years and the remainder of

Londe's thousand pounds in the bank. She

took his hand and the tears came into her

eyes.

" If only you had not to go ! " she whis-

pered, clinging to him. " You have been so

good, so dear, and you won't even let me love

you ; you won't let me tell you that there

isn't anything else in the world like even my

thoughts of you."

He kissed her lightly on both cheeks.

" Little girl," he said, " it is well that you

should love your guardian. Remember that

I am old, and married, and a very impossible

person. The little I have done for you is

absolutely nothing compared with the many

things I have done wrong or have left undone.

Mind, I shall return some day soon to hear

you play."

The train bore him back to London. He

sat in his rooms that night and reviewed his

position. His little income, such as it was,

was gone now for good. He had twenty-

four pounds left in the world. He went

to see his lawyer the next morning.

" And when," the old gentleman asked,

kindly, " do you start for Australia ? "

Londe, when he had signed all the papers

which were laid before him, held out his

hand to the lawyer.

" Mr. Ronald," he said, " shake hands with

me for the last time. When you have heard

my news I am afraid you will have finished

with me. I am not going to emigrate at all."

The lawyer's face fell.

" The fact is," Londe continued, " I have

spent that thousand pounds you sent me to

Paris."

" Spent it ? " the lawyer gasped.

" I have either gambled with it or invested

it," Londe sighed. " I can't tell which.

That is on the knees of the gods. I have

twenty pounds left, and I am off to the States

â��steerageâ��on Saturday. I am going to see

my wife and find work out there, if I can."

" Gambled with it or invested it ? " the

lawyer repeated, puzzled.

Londe nodded. " Very likely," he said,

" I shall never know which myself."

When, two years later, Londe found himself

once more in Paris, a strange servant opened

the door of the little French pension in the

Rue de Castelmaine. She shook her head at

Londe's inquiry. Mile. Felice was certainly

not amongst the inmates of the pension.
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Londe, bronzed with travel and hard though

he was, felt a sudden pain at his heart. He

pushed through into the little hall to meet

Mme. Regnier, the proprietress. She held

out her hands.

" But it is Monsieur Londe at last, then ! "

she cried. "Welcome back once more to Paris."

" Mile. Felice ? " he asked, eagerly.

Mme. Regnier became suddenly grave.

" Ah, that poor child ! " she exclaimed.

" She has gone. It is eleven months ago

since she came into my little sitting-room one

morning. ' Madame,' she said, ' I have

finished with music. I have finished with

Paris. It is of no use. Never will they make

a musician of me. Herr Sveingeld has told

me so himself. There are other things.' She

left the next day."

" But do you know where she went ? "

Londe demanded.

Madame shook her head.

" She left no word."

" But why on earth was that ? "

Madame shrugged her shoulders.

" Mile. Felice," she said, " was discreet

always, and careful, if one can judge by

appearances ; but she was far, far too beau-

tiful for Paris and to be alone. The men I

have thrown almost from the doorsteps,

monsieur, the men who would wait till she

came out ! For a week there was a motor-car

always at the corner ! "

Londe set his teeth firmly.

" Do you think," he asked, " that Mile.

Felice has found a lover, then ? "

Mme. Regnier once more shrugged her

shoulders.

" All I can say is," she pronounced, " that

whilst she was here mademoiselle was, of all

the young ladies I have ever known, the most

discreet. Whether she has stolen away to

escape, or the other thing, who can tell ? "

Londe went to Herr Sveingeld. The old

musician did not recognize him at first. Then

he gripped him by the hand.

" I remember you perfectly, monsieur," he

declared. " The little ladyâ��she gave it up.

She was clever enough, talented in a way,

perhaps, but without genius. She worked

hard, but there was little to be made of her.

Unless they are of the best, there is no call

for girls who play the violin, especially with

her appearance. A public dibut would only

have been a nuisance to her."

" Do you know where she has gone ? "

Londe demanded.

" I have no idea," Herr Sveingeld replied.

Londe braced himself for the question he

hated.

" Do you know anything of any admirers

she may have had ? "

Herr Sveingeld shook his head.

" Why should I ? " he asked. " It is not

my business. I think only of music. As for

my pupils, they are free to come and go.

They can do what they like. I am not the

keeper of their morals. I am here to teach

them music."

So Londe wandered back to his hotel. He

spent three days in aimless inquiries leading

nowhere. Then he took the train to the

South. He stayed at an hotel in HyeYes, and

the next morning he hired a motor-car and

drove over the mountains and along the

straight, white road which led once more

to the hills. He leaned over and touched

the chauffeur's shoulder as they came nearer

to the place where he had first caught a

glimpse of the little pink sunshade. The car

slackened speed. He looked around him.

It was all very much the same. Then the car

came almost to a standstill at a corner. They

met a market-cart filled with huge baskets of

violets, and on a seat by the side of the

driverâ��Felice!

Londe left the car whilst it was still crawling

along. He stood out in the road, and Felice

looked down at him and gave a little cry.

She set her feet upon the shafts and sprang

lightly into the road. The only word that

passed between them was a monosyllable,

and yet a hope that was almost dead sprang

up again in the man's heart. Felice was very

plainly dressed in trim, white clothes, a large

straw hat, and over her dress she wore a

blue smock such as the peasants wore in the

field. In her eyes was still the light of heaven.

" But tell me," he begged, " what does it

mean ? I went to Paris. No one could tell

me what had become of you."

She laughed, the laughter of sheer happiness.

" Listen," she explained. " What was I

to do ? Half of the money was gone. There

was no hope for me. I can play the violin

like othersâ��no better, no worse. Andâ��

don't laughâ��but Paris was a terrible place

for me. There were so many foolish people.

They gave me so little peace, and it would

always have been like that. And then one

day I read an article in one of our reviews,

and I had a sudden idea. There was three

hundred pounds of your money left. I came

back. My father had died. The little house

and an acre or so of vineyard belonged to me.

Well, I hired more. I am a market gardener.

Behold ! "

She pointed to the fields. Londe followed

the sweep of her fingers. Everywhere was an
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air of cultivation. The vineyards were closely

pruned. A wonderful field of violets stretched

almost to the village. In the distance was the

glitter of grass, rows of artichokes and peas,

an orchard of peach trees in blossom.

" It is our business," she laughed; " yours

and mine. See, I have no head for figures,

but since I returned I have added four

times to our capital. We keep books. I

have a manager, very clever. I was going to

look at a little piece of land which is for sale

and leave these violets at the station. It is

nothing. Walk with me here up home, and

while they get dijeuner ready I will show you.

Come this way. You must see the almond

trees."

They passed across the field, where twenty

or thirty blue-smocked peasants were at

work. Felice stopped once or twice to speak

to them. Finally they entered another gate

and passed through an orchard, pink and white

with blossom. The air seemed faint and sweet

with a perfume almost exotic. The sunshine

lay all around them. When they came out,

she turned a little to her right and pointed to

the road, straight and dazzlingly whiteâ��

pointed to where it disappeared over the hills.

"LONDE LEKT THE CAR WHILST IT WAS STILL

CRAWLING ALONG."

" After all," she said, " it meant something

to meâ��the road to liberty."

They were at the edge of the orchard. He

took her hands firmly in his.

" Felice," he murmured, " it may mean so

much to you, if you will, for I have come back

â��I am freeâ��I am no longer a wanderer. I,

too, have worked, and I have been fortunate.

And the day when I commenced my new life

â��and the whole reason of itâ��was the day we

travelled over that road together."

She came closer and closer to him, and her

eyes were softer, and she seemed to him like

the fairest thing on earth.

" I have prayed," she whispered, " oh, I

have prayed all my days that you might

return and bring back love with youâ��like

this 1 "
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taining, and we had received word that

something unusual and mysterious was to

take place during the afternoon. So we

persuaded Mark Twain to go with us, on

a particular boat which we had been warned

not to miss. As the steady old steamer with

its burden of light-hearted humanity calmly

steamed through the Narrows, we were

startled by the appearance of a ship's long-

boat, boasting a formidable gun and full

of fierce-looking pirates! They were armed

to the teeth and wildly gesticulating. Our

ship was hailed, but on receiving no reply three

shots were fired across our bow, which quickly

brought us to anchor. They boarded us so

eagerly that they failed to secure their own

craft firmly, and she was caught in the tide,

swirled upon a rock, and sank in the channel.

They swarmed over our ship in their blood-

thirsty array, capturing the officers, two of

whom were made to walk the plank in full

|ARK TWAIN, although the

creator of the most lovable

boy in literature, " Tom

Sawyer," was really more

interested in little girls, and

it was through his interest and

affection for my little daughter

Helen that we came to know him so well and

to share the last months of his life. He used

to pretend that only girls were interesting,

that boys ought not to exist until they were

men. The fact was, he really was interested

in any young creature. In one of the books

he gave Helen he wrote, "It is better to be

a young June-beetle than an old bird of

Paradise."

During his first visit to our home in Ber-

muda, a touch of the picturesque signalized

a step in our acquaintance, just such a scene

as might have come out of one of his own

books. The flagship Euryalus was enter-
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regalia. They hauled down the British flag

and flew the skull and crossbones in its place.

And when the crew and passengers were

thoroughly intimidated, they ordered the

ship to proceed to the Pirates' Lair, officially

known as the Euryalus, that awaited her

guests, drawn up to the jetty, at the dock-

He grew uneasy, feeling it discourteous to

keep the audience waiting, and was just

about to say to the young man seated beside

himâ��in fact, his mouth was forming the

words, " If that infernal Chief Justice would

only come, we might begin," when the

" young man " arose and proceeded to intro-

duce him !

It was during this stay in Ber-

muda that Mark Twain decided to

have an aquarium of his own, " with

little girls instead of fishes and him-

self as the only shad in the pond."

And Helen was one of the first to be

decorated with the badge of the order,

which was a little angel-fish brooch,

enamelled in the natural colours. He

told me that sometimes, when he felt

very humble, he would be a minnow,

but he was afraid he would be the

ad most of the time !

yard. The joke was wonder-

fully well done, the costumes

most realistic, and the acting

so good that one felt trans-

posed into the far-away days

of Bermuda's early history,

when tradition says that to

be captured by pirates was

nothing unusual and almost

to be expected in these waters.

The refreshing piquancy of it

all appealed to Mark Twain,

and this delightful adventure

charmed him exceedingly.

A few days after this,

when he came to Bay House

to bathe in the sea with Helen, he told us

of an experience of his the night before at

a little speech he gave at the hospital.

He said he had been told that he was to

be introduced by the Chief Justice, but he

had not met him. Arriving in good season,

he was shown to the platform, and there

greeted by several old friends, besides some

that he did not know. Presently the house

filled, " Royalty " arrived and was seated,

but there was no sign of the Chief Justice.

THE SHAD AND THE ANGEL-FISH.

[Photugrajih.

He had the lifelong habit of underscoring

anything he thought true or beautiful in

the book or magazine he was reading. I

found this quotation much underscored in

a magazine he read while he was with us:

" It has been said that a man's last will and

testament best expresses his character. Does

it ? Do we not rather know a man best from

the simple act, look, or speech of daily life,

when the consciousness is unaware ? " Per-

haps this record of his last months may give
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some knowledge of the man Mark Twain was

to his friends. He usually spent his mornings

with his books ; his books and cigars were

always with him. His bed was covered with

books, manuscripts, and writing materials,

while at the head of his bed was a table with

all kinds of smoking paraphernalia, except

cigarettes. Any spare moments were spent

in reading, night or day, and he frequently

carried a book with him on the chance of

an unoccupied moment. Carlyle's " French

Revolution," Pepys's Diary, Kipling's works,

reference books of science were always at

hand, besides recent books of note which

were sent him by every mail.

He seldom dressed before luncheon, but

was in and out of

his room in his gay

kimono and slippers

as the fancy took

him. His room was

on the ground floor,

with a door open-

ing on to the ver-

anda which sur-

rounds the house.

The lawn is but a

step down from the

veranda, almost on

the level, in fact, as

is often the way in

these old Bermuda

bungalows. This

one is over two

hundred years old,

and has many of

the old-time charac-

teristics left. In

this out-of-the-way,

secluded spot one

does not realize the

nearness of other

homes. Sometimes

he would wander

out on the lawn

enjoying his pipe,

be near noon and

returned from

ENJOYING A MOTOR-BOAT SPIN.

Frvm a Photograph*

and if it happened to

by chance Helen had

school and we had met in

the garden, down he would come to join

us for a chat, near the quaint old ship's

figure-head, here at last peacefully at anchor.

Many times we warned him we would take

his picture, and did so one day, much to his

amusement.

It was a quiet time, for he had come for

a rest. We had little going onâ��now and then

some friends to dine or for afternoon tea,

people who interested or amused him, the

band concerts which he so greatly enjoyed,

and a few such breaks in our quiet routine.

After one of these concerts, when he had

been caught and had to speak to twenty-five

members of a women's club, he wrote during

the night, " Rules of Etiquette on Reaching

Heaven." They were to be for the benefit of

his secretary, Mr. Paine, if he should reach

heaven without a guide, and each point in

the evening's lionizing was strikingly brought

out.

To have our tea at one of the beaches was

a favourite afternoon's amusement. He

would tell us stories by the hour, or join the

children's games with equal pleasure. I

remember a story he told us one afternoon.

It belonged to the time when he was a reporter

in San Francisco.

He had gone a long

distance to tell the

story of a boat-race.

He had reached the

town the night be-

fore, tired out. On

the morning of the

race he heard it

raining steadily. He

turned over and

went to sleep again,

secure in the fact

that there would be

no race that day.

When he did turn

out late in the

afternoon, what was

his surprise to find

that it had been a

beautiful bright

day, and the race

brought to a suc-

cessful finish! The

rain he had heard

was the pattering

of a fountain just

outside his win-

dow !

I can see now the listeners' keen enjoy-

ment of this story. They may have heard it

before, but any story was always new when

Mark Twain told it. He recreated it in some

fascinating new way each time he told it.

This, he said, was the highest " art " in story-

telling.

Mr. Allen found that there was a film of

" The Prince and the Pauper " in the local

picture show, and that there was a picture

of Mark Twain himself in it. Mark Twain

was keen to see it, for he said he had always

wanted to see what a personation of himself

would be like. When he did see it, it was
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positively uncanny to see him there in the

frame, puffing his cigar and looking about in

exactly the same way that he was doing at

our side. He said it was like looking in a

mirror, but it was so lifelike it gave him a

creepy feeling. We wanted to hear the records

made of his voice. What a pleasure it would

be to hear them now, but we have heard

they were accidentally destroyed.

He helped Helen with her lessons, and they

had the happiest time over them. One of his

ways of teaching was for her to see if he knew

them, and for every mistake there was a

severe penalty, such as writing out the mis-

take fifty times, which he faithfully fulfilled.

We have several pages of his pad filled with

words written as penalties, and dozens filled

with French translations.

When he came to us he had just pub-

lished " A Fable " (in Harper's Magazine),

and it was a rare treat to hear him read it

in his dramatic way. I remember our keen

appreciation of it, particularly that hand-

some word " sesquipedalian," used so

casually. He said he was always fond of

fine-sounding words, and sometimes saved

one for a long time before he found just the

place to use it. Kipling's coinage of words

was a delight to him. It is marvellous to

us that he should ever be thought of merely

as a humorist. His humour be could not

help ; it was spontaneous, and served but as

a vehicle to attract the casual mind to

his beautiful ideas and thoughts.

In the evenings he would play his favourite

card game, hearts. Night after night he would

play and never seem to tire. He knew the

game thoroughly, and at first won continually,

but even when the family grew proficient,

and at last became formidable opponents,

his zeal was unabated. He would make the

most of impossible hands, although disgusted

with bad luck, for he hated to lose. He started

to learn bridge, but gave it up, saying he

had not the patience to learn so many fussy

rules.

Meantime, the heart attacks from which

he was suffering had grown more frequent,

though not more distressing nor of longer

duration. A cup of almost boiling water

usually succeeded in relieving them, and two

or three cups were sure to succeed.

One morning he had a very serious bleeding

of the nose in the garden, and the entire

family were busy, maids, valet, and all

bringing wet cloths for his relief. Amused

at such a fuss being made over him, he said,

with a quiet chuckle, " Helen, run quickly

and get a pencil and paper, so that you can

take down my last words. It is the only thing

that has been forgotten." And then followed

a discussion as to just what was proper in

the way of last words. He contended that

they were usually " faked," for he thought

it impossible that at the moment of death

last words could be thought of.

He was happiest when it rained, as it did at

one time for nearly three days, so that the

whole family were storm-bound. We were in

his room all day long, talking, or he would

read to us. We discussed everything, including

equal suffrage, in which he was a firm believer,

and said that women were excusable for any

lengths they went in gaining their point,

yet it would only be a short time before it

would be an accepted fact everywhere.

Theology was a frequent subject of dis-

cussion, so we can safely refute the many

mistakes made as to his beliefs. His ideas on

religion were different from any conventional

ones, but he could not truly be called an

agnostic, for he firmly believed, and as a

result of the deepest thought, in a Supreme

Being. The following passage, marked

by him in a book read during the winter,

gives an insight into his thoughts on

heaven and a hereafter: "I do not think

of heaven as a glittering place with streets

of gold and walls of pearl, but more like the

quiet woods, where the grass is green and the

little brook sings all day. I have thought of

heaven as a place where those who love shall

be together, free from all thought of parting."

One afternoon, when we were sitting around

the fire, he read us extracts from " Tom

Sawyer," and told us that many of the inci-

dents in it were taken from his own lifeâ��

notably the whitewash scene, and the cat

and the pain-killer.

One evening we had two young boys to

dine that he admired, but who were a little

in awe of him. He soon put them at their

ease, and they were happily exchanging stories

in a short time. He told his in his best style,

and it inspired one of the boys to tell an

unusually good story he had heard.

When he was fairly launched he noticed

a twinkle in Mark Twain's eye which made him

stop and ask if he had ever heard it before.

Mark Twain said " No," so S proceeded

with the story, but again noticing that know-

ing expression, he asked a second time if

Mark Twain was sure he had not heard it.

" No," said he again. But when the story

was finished there was that particularly

pleased expression, like the cat that ate the

canary. So he asked once more if Mark

Twain had really never heard it. At this
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Mark laughed heartily, and confessed he

wrote it himself. " But," said the youth,

" why did you say twice before you had not

heard it ? " " Well, you only asked me

twice, and I could easily tell two fibs for

politeness; but when you asked me the

third time, I had to tell the truth." So

after that, if we suspected him of " fooling,"

we always asked him three times, till he had

to tell the truth.

On Valentine's Day he wrote Helen an

original valentine :â��

February 14TH, 1910.

I know a precious little witch,

And Helen is her name,

With eyes so blue, the asters say,

" They bring our blue to shame " ;

And cheeks so pink the eglantines,

That by the roadway blow,

Shed all their leaves when so they fail

To match the dainty glow

That steals across from ear to ear,

And down from eyes to chin,

When that sweet face betrays the thoughts

That hidden lie within.

I am hers, though she's not mine ;

I'm but her loyal

Valentine.

Soon after this he read us the manuscript

of a story that was about half finishedâ��

a marvellous story of intense interest, by

which he intended to show the insignificance

of the human race. He would read a little,

and then we would talk it over, for in this

way he hoped to encourage the mood to

finish it. In fact, he almost succeeded in

doing so, when he took a severe cold, which

rapidly developed into bronchitis, and the

cough so racked him that it occupied his

entire attention.

He would sit out in the garden well wrapped

up in a sunny spot, come home early from

his afternoon drive, and nightly used a

vaporizer, which his friend Mr. Woodrow

Wilson recommended to him. But we found

it very difficult to make him take care of

himself, for he was impatient of any restraint.

Mr. Wilson was then President of Princeton

University. Mark Twain had always admired

him sincerely, and said that he had a great

future before him.

On Sunday (April 3rd it was) he received

this cable :â��

" To Mark Twain, Hamilton, Bermuda.

" The clowns of Barnum and Bailey's

Circus, recognizing you as the world's greatest

laughmaker, will consider it an honour if

you will be their guest at Madison Square

Garden, Sunday afternoon, April 3rd, at

two. Will you please answer collect.â��â� 

Barnum and Bailey. <

(" A reply of fifty words has been prepaid

on this message.")

He chuckled when he read it, and then

gave it to us to read, saying, " I will answer

at once, so as not to keep them waiting."

And without hesitation he wrote this reply:â��

" I am very, very sorry, but all last week's

dates are full. I will come week before last,

if that will answer.â��Mark Twain.

" Twenty-five Collect."
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As he was recovering from the bronchitis

and feeling much relieved at his escape, came

the famous cricket week, when everyone in

the island thought of nothing but cricket,

and spent most of their time watching the

game enthusiastically. He had never under-

stood it thoroughly before, but he said he

felt sure it must be a good game if an entire

nation thought it so. And he was soon as

keen as anyone, and attending daily.

Here is a list of

" ETIQUETTICAL REQUIREMENTS AT A CRICKET

MATCH."

It is not good form for the ignorant spec-

tator to be constantly questioning his intelli-

gent neighbour about the game.

There should be intervals of from one to two

minutes between the questions, otherwise the

intelligent neighbour will eventually get tired.

The

THIS PORTRAIT OF MARK TWAIN WAS TAKEN AT THIS KAY

HOUSE, BERMUDA, THB LAST TIME HE WAS ABLE

Prom a) TO DRESS. Iflaioorapk.

Vol. xlvi.â��22.

questions usually askedâ��and the

answers usually furnishedâ��are as .

follows. Study them carefully, and

keep still:â��

Ignorant Spectator : " What are

those things there ? "

Intelligent Neighbour : " Wic-

kets."

I. S.:" What are they for?"

I. N.: " For the umpire to sit

down on when he is tired."

(Written after first day's attend-

ance of cricket.)

The first dangerous attack

came on March 22nd, when out

visiting. He was so ill that we

feared we might not get him

home, but when it passed off he

would not let us make any

change in our plans. But from this

time on he slept little, and the

shortness of breath began, when

it really seemed an established

thing that he could not lie down

without its return. One night when

he was very tired, but could not

sleep, he said, " Now I know what

poor ' Livy' suffered." He was

thinking of his wife, who had this

same difficulty. He was always

thinking of her, and towards the

last spoke of her constantly. A

few days before he left he wrote

in " Eve's Diary," which he gave

to the doctor, " Wheresoever she

was, there was Eden." There

never was a more devoted hus-

band, and in these last days his

thoughts were with her always.

It was almost as if he were reach-

ing out to her, feeling her near.

One evening he fell into a dis-

cussion of style in writing. He

had just read a book which made

him indignant with the author

because of his redundant use of

the word " that." This fault an-

noyed him excessively, and he

called our attention to its fre-

quency. This evening we had with
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us a young couple of whom he was very

fond, and Mrs. H insisted that she

had been told by an authority that a

correct sentence could be made in which

" that " was used four times consecutively.

He thought a moment,

and then wrote this

sentence:â��

" It is not that that that

that refers to, but "

Another night, when

these same young people

had come to play hearts

with us, he felt too tired

to play, having had no

sleep for twenty - four

hours. So he asked us

to bring the card - table

into his room and play

near his bed, where he

could watch the game.

He said he thought he

might fall asleep in this

way, and he made us

promise not to leave until

he was sound asleep, if

he did. So we played

there quietly, and pre-

sently he fell asleep sitting

there propped up in bed,

with a cigar in his

mouth.

During the first week

of April I took some

pictures of him, and this

was the last time he was

ever able to dress, for he

soon grew so weak that

he was practically kept

alive by the doctor's con-

stant care.

And so ended his last

visit, which will be a

precious memory to us all,

these last months of his

life, spent in our home.

The return journey was

terrible for him; he was

so weak he could not be dressed, and,

wearing only his coat and wrapped in

rugs, he had to be carried in a chair to

the private tender, in which we took him

to the Oceana. But he seemed to

enjoy the sail up, and joked with Helen as

usual, keeping her laughing most of the time.

We had encouraging reports of him at

first, and it was a great comfort to know his

daughter was with him. We did not realize

that he was peacefully slipping away, just

SM, <

MARK TWAIN S LAST VOYAGEâ��A SNAPSHOT TAKEN ON HIS JOURNEY

HOME FROM BERMUDA. " HE WAS SO WEAK HE COULD NOT BE

DRESSED, AND, WEARING ONLY HIS COAT AND WRAPPED IN RUGS,

HE HAD TO BE CARRIED IN A CHAIR TO THE PRIVATE TENDER."

From a Photograph.

as he would have planned to die. So the

cable announcing his death came as a sudden

blow.

And while he lay there drifting he

could think, among all his other cares,

to ask that some books he wanted me to

have should not fail to be sent. It was

almost his last request. And so did

this most characteristic point in his nature

hold true to the lastâ��his unfailing thought

for others
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|T was long past midnight when

a wretchedly-dressed woman

slouched from one of the

turnings that lead down from

the Strand to the Embank-

ment, with her head bent to

the rain that was blown like

a thin mist on the wind.

The broad stretch of road was bare, except

for an occasional taxi-cab speeding homewards

empty to its garage. A hooded van, laden

with goods for some early morning delivery

in a distant suburb, rattled towards West-

minster, and a great double-deck tram,

blazing and warm with light in that cold

rain, slid along wet rails with the last night-

workers for its passengers.

The rain made puddles and pools that

stole the pallid glow of the electric light and

turned it into twisted reflections, and the

bridges loomed impalpably above the water,

their light hung in the air like a chain of

stars, between the impenetrable sky and the

black murk of the river.

The woman picked her way across the

street, clutching a ragged shawl closer to

her thin frame. She walked with the hesi-

tating steps of one who was unfamiliar with

the path, looking to left and right with quick,

nervous turns of her head, as though she

feared observation. There was mud on her

shabby skirt, not the fresh mud of a night,

but the accumulated, caked mud of many

days, and her boqts sagged with the wet.

As she came to the parapet, and stood for

a moment looking at the long, empty road

that stretched to Hungerford Bridge, her

face shone clearly in the lamplight. It was

a face thin and pallid, marked with dark

shadows under the eyes that burned then

with a suggestion of excitement. Unques-

tionably it was a face that held beauty behind

all its haggardness. It might even be made

beautiful now, if those hard lines about the

cheeks could be taken away and the deep

shadows around the eyes painted out. As

much of her hair that showed under the

tattered shawl was of a pale, uncertain colour,

yet its texture was fine and silky; brought

over the forehead, instead of brushed back, it

might have changed the appearance of her

face. There seemed, even to the most casual

observer, some refinement about this woman.

She was, you would have said, one who had

come down in the world.

And now, having peered for a time at the

dark tide that hurried dimly and mysteriously

below the parapet, she turned with a sigh,

and with the same timidity of step that marked

all her movements she went towards a seat

and sought a place.

Three men were sitting thereâ��three men

who were wrecks of humanity. One of them

was asleep, a huddled, inert lump, with his

head on one side and his mouth gaping in

slumber. His face was the index to a tragic

lifeâ��unshaven, bloated, and weak even in

sleep. He seemed a thing without spiritâ��

a mere husk of a man.

The woman did not sit by him.

The next man leaned against the curved

back of the seat, jabbering in incoherent

jocularity to himself and the night. He was

bearded and blear-eyed and ragged, and it

was clear that he had begged sufficiently to

get himself drunk. The woman contemplated

him for a moment, and the man waved his

hand at her feebly and murmured unintelli-

gible things. He was more revolting than

pitiful.

She did not sit by him.

The third man sat at the far end of the

seat. He was young and good-looking, and

his face was clean-shaven. His clothes were

not the rags of despair, but rather the shabbi-

ness of acute desolation. The coat was

buttoned right up to the collarless neck, and
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his hands were thrust deep into the pockets.

In the light of the lamp the woman noted

the trousers torn at .the edges and the boots

that lacked laces. He wore a bowler hat

crushed ludicrously on the back of his head,

and there was about him an air of utter dejec-

tion that touched the heart of the woman. He

was so young.

She sat down by him.

As she sat down the young man, who had

been staring before him immovably, turned his

head slowly towards her, and she was con-

scious that he was looking at her. She closed

her eyes to make as if she would sleep, and

when she Opened them again she stole a

The next moment he spoke.

" It's a rotten night!" he said.

His voice was not unpleasant, a natural,

rather cultivated voice, with a hint of the

Irish brogue in it. Evidently he had come

down quite a lot in the world.

" Yes," said the woman.

The man smiled. Again his eyes held that

curious look in them. He gazed ahead of

him at the whisky sign that lights up green

and red in the night on the old shot-tower by

Blackfriars.

" That's pretty, isn't it ? " he said. " I

can watch that for hours. You don't see the

' De ' from here ; you only see ' War 'â��

"SHE SAT DOWN BV HIM

furtive glance, and saw that he had altered

the position of his head so that he could

regard her without turning to look at her.

She saw that his eyes were brown and bright

and intelligent. They had not the hang-

dog, beaten look in them that one would have

expected from his clothes.

For a moment their eyes met, and there

was something in his, some indefinable

challenge, half assertion, half query, that

mad; her look away again.

' War ' in red letters, blinking all night long

over London."

She was surprised to hear him speak like

that.

" You come here often ? " she asked.

" Every night," he replied. " What is

one to do when one has neither food nor

money ? "

And there was a pause.

" And you ? " he asked.

She hesitated before giving an answer.
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"I? Oh, I come now and then when times

are bad. What's brought you to this ? "

" Same old story," he laughed, shortly.

" Drink, I suppose ? "

He watched her with an amused smile

â��there was something of a cynic in himâ��

and saw a flicker of pity cross her face.

" Poor man ! " she murmured, and then,

suddenly changing her tone, she too laughed,

a reckless, artificial laugh. " Well," she said,

" I suppose we're all the same. Mine's

drink, too."

" Good God!" said the man, swiftly.

" Youâ��surely not you ? "

There was a note of horror in his voice.

The woman nodded. " Not now, perhaps,

but years ago. It's a long story."

" Tell it- to me," the man said, eagerly.

" Tell me your story."

" I'd rather hear yours," she said. " When

did you have any food last ? "

" I got a crust this afternoon. That's all

to-day. I got late for the soup tickets."

" Only a crust all day ! That is dreadful.

Aren't you hungry ? "

" Not so very. It's quite easy to make

one's stomach independent of the clock.

Mealtimes never chime for me. Now, when

did you have food last ? "

He smiled at her quizzically.

" I had a meal about three hours ago.

A kind lady gave me a shilling as the theatres

were emptying, and I spent it."

" What! the whole shilling ? " he cried.

" A whole shilling on food ? "

" Ye-e-es," she faltered. " Why not ? "

" It's a lot to spend. What did you buy ? "

She fumbled with her shawl.

" Oh, sausages and things," she said.

" I forget, reallyâ��andâ��and, of course, I had

some drink."

His lower lip jutted out cruelly, as though

bitter thoughts were in his mind. She saw

that he really was a good-looking young man,

and he could only see the thin, haggard face,

lined and worn, of a broken woman who was

undoubtedly well bred.

" It's a cruel shame," he said. " I never

thought I should meet anyone like you.

What were youâ��a typewriter ? "

" No," she said, " I was just nothing.

But that doesn't matter."

She was touched by his manner and his

hungry look. For a time there was silence,

and then he shivered.

" Are you cold ? " she asked.

" Yes," he said. " I never thought it was

as bad as all this. It's all so cruel and un-

reasonable. ' War 'â��there it is again." He

shook his fist at the emerald lights that

headed the night. " War on human beings,

that's what it is. Heavens ! the cruelty of

this London of ours ! Look at themâ��no

futureâ��death in life."

His voice rose, and the man who was

asleep woke up complainingly and threatened

to bash the jaw of the drunken man who

lolled at his side. There was a hint of foul

language in the air, and the man, anxious to

avoid a disturbance, said to the woman,

" Come on, let's stroll down to another

seat."

They walked along the Embankment,

and a policeman passed them, eyeing them

casually, as he padded towards Blackfriars in

his noiseless rubber boots. They passed other

seats where huddled groups sat and slept in

the rain.

" Look at it all!" he cried. He pointed

to the shadows of great hotels that stood

vaguely against the skyline. " Look at

thoseâ��every room holding someone snugly

asleep! I'd like to drag them out of their

soft white downy beds and show them our

benches. Fat, wealthy people they areâ��and

you "â��his voice took on another toneâ��

" you walking here alone and friendless."

He put his hand under her shawl to touch

her arm. There was friendliness and a sense

of protection in his gesture, but she shrank

back from him in dismay.

He noticed that.

" Oh, you needn't be afraid," he said,

shortly. " I'm a gentleman, you know."

" I can see that," she answered, softly.

" I'm not quite so bad as I seem, you know.

I might be able to help you. Look here,

do you want money ? I haven't got much on

me. I only came out with a shilling or so,

but it's yours."

He held out two shillings to her. She was

perplexed.

" Butâ��but then, why didn't you buy

yourself food ? "

He frowned.

" What's that to do with you ?" he

asked. " I suppose I can do as I like ? Take

the money, and good-bye."

He thrust the two shillings into her hand,

and started walking in the direction of North-

umberland Avenue.

He had not gone far before he felt a timid

touch on his shoulder. He turned and saw

the woman again. Her face was strained with

sorrow and pity.

" Look here," she said, changing her voice.

"I'm sorry. When you gave me your money,

you know, I didn't realize. I'm not what you
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think I am. It's too difficult to tell you in

the street."

A passing taxi crawled along. The driver)

seeing two people talking, slowed up by them.

They were in the shadows, and he could not

see their rags.

" Taxi ! " said the woman, suddenly.

The driver came to a dead stop.

" Please come with me," she said, " and

I can explain. Besides, you are hungry and

cold. I can give you food and warmth and

money to set you on your feet again."

" My God ! " he said. " Who are you ? "

" Never mind now."

The taxi-driver opened the door for them,

looking queerly at his two wretched fares

until he heard the address.

" Tell him to drive to Nassau Court."

Nassau Court! It was a magic addressâ��

a great block of private flats attached to the

most famous hotel in the Strand.

" One of these here fancy-dress balls,

I s'pose," the taxi-driver murmured. " Ara-

bian Nights' entertainments and such."

II.

The man sat by her side, bewildered. In

one moment he had been whisked from the

wet and misery of the Embankment on the

wings of adventure. As for the woman, her

poverty and squalor seemed suddenly to fall

from her, and by her bearing she showed

that she was used to giving commands.

He had noticed that in her manner when

she called the taxi-driver, in the complete

self-possession with which she entered the

cab. It was no strange thing to her ; she

sat back against the leather of the seat

with the air of one used to luxury and

wealth.

Who was she ? He wanted to ask her again,

but in his bewilderment he seemed unable

to put a sentence together, and by the time

he had recovered, and was on the point of

asking her, the cab had passed the large

hotels in Northumberland Avenue, slid round

the shining emptiness of Trafalgar Square,

down the Strand to the quiet courtyard of

Nassau Court.

A night porter in splendid livery came out

of the glass doors as the taxi drew up and

opened the door for them. He did not seem

at all dismayed when the ragged pair alighted.

On the contrary, as if it were the most usual

thing in the world for two tramps to drive

up at two o'clock in the morning to the

splendour of Nassau Court, he smiled at the

woman and said, " Good evening, miss."

He said nothing to the man, only looking

at him with the casual, expressionless glance

of a well-trained servant.

" You might pay the taxi, Nichols," she

said.

And the servant paid the fare and led

the way inside. A bright fire burnt in the

hall, and the electric light gave the place

gaiety and brightness after the squalor of

the Embankment. They passed into a

lift, and glided noiselessly and swiftly to the

second floor.

" Good night, miss," the servant said.

" Good night, Nichols," said the woman in

rags, as he closed the lift door gently, and

sank out of view with the subdued whooing

of the lift.

She led the way to a room numbered 342

â��there are seven hundred suites in Nassau

Courtâ��and the door opened on a vision of

comfort. The first impression the man

received was one of pink luxury; that was

the leit motif running through the harmony

of colour in the room. The carpet that

yielded to his footstepsâ��luckily they had

dried their feet on the mat in the hallâ��

was of a deeper note than the walls, which

supplied a soft tone of salmon-pink that

blended with the crushed strawberry of silken

curtains and the dawn-pink of the lamp-

shades. He perceived vaguely that there

was daintiness in this room, daintiness in

the little marble and terra-cotta statues of

Venuses and Apollos, and in the lace fripperies

that belonged to the table-centre or mingled

with the silken curtains. The furniture was

Empire, graceful and gilt and loudly pink,

and a delicate ormolu clock, all cupids and

nymphs, struck the hour with a clear and

musical chime, like the drip of water in

a grotto.

They looked utterly fantastic, these two

people in rags and tatters, in this setting of

luxurious comfort.

The ordered beauty of the room, the scent

of a heavy bouquet of Malmaison roses in

a Sdvres bowl on the rosewood piano, and

the sight of the warm fire on the hearth,

and, best of all, the glimpse of some food in

a chafing-dishâ��all these charmed and gratified

the senses.

He decided to look upon this as an adven-

turous dream.

She must have seen the amazement and

incredulity in his face, for she laughed gaily

and said, in a voice quite different from the

voice she had used on the Embankment:â��

" Oh, it's all real. You needn't be afraid.

I'm a fairy queenâ��Queen Cophetua, if you

like. Now, sit down there." She pointed
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to an arm chair by the fire. " And don't

move at all till I come back."

She vanished into another room, humming

gaily to herself.

While he was alone the man looked at him-

self in the glass and murmured to his reflection

with a sardonic smile, " You're doing well,

my son. This is a bit of luck."

Then he sat down by the fire once more

and waited.

She was back again. The portiere over the

door was pushed aside, and he saw a picture

that made him catch his breath in his throat

with a queer quiver of joy. For there in the

doorway stood a woman of wonderful beauty

â��the woman of the Embankment, as she

might have been before she came to the rags

and shabbiness of her downfall, the woman as

she was to-day.

Her hair was glorious and rich, no longer

brushed back from her forehead, but waved

carelessly over its pale beauty, and some

miracle had taken the lines and hollows from

her face and the shadows away from

her eyes. Her face was surprising in the

beauty of its clear-cut oval and delicate

features, but through it all the observer

could trace the resemblance to the wretched

woman who had sat on a bench beside him

on the Embankment barely an hour before.

He looked at her, clad in a Chinese dressing-

gown, all sprawling dragons and chrysanthe-

mums, clasped round the waist with a scarlet

girdle, the highest note in that melody of

pink in her sitting-room.

And, as he looked at her, he in his shabby

clothes and she in the splendid simplicity

of her gown, an odd look came into his eyes,

a look of profound humiliation, as though

he were all too conscious of her beauty and

her riches and his own poorness. He looked

at her wistfully, she thought, searching her

face, and then suddenly he cried out, " Why>

I know who you are !"

She echoed his laughter.

" Not really ! " she exclaimed.

" Yes," he said, huskily. " I've seen your

photographs everywhere, and I've seen you

too. You're Ivy Marling. I've seen you in

', The Pensioner.' " He seemed to change

his tone as though anxious to check his

familiarity. " I paid a shilling a few weeks

ago and went in the gallery."

" You spent a shillingâ��maybe your last

shillingâ��to see me act ? "

" Yes," he said. " It was worth it.

You're splendidâ��I could never feel hungry

listening to you."

She came farther into the room. The

sadness of this man attracted her. There

was something faithful and sincere in his

eyes. He looked hungry and poor, and she

wanted to help him.

" Well," she said, going over to the chafing-

dish, " I suppose you're hungry. You see,

I lied to you on the Embankment. Sit down."

He sat down near the table and she gave

him a dainty plate of foodâ��scrambled eggs,

anchovies, and fish with a subtly-flavoured

sauce. He ate it with a silver knife and fork.

She observed that his table manners were

good. Under the shabbiness the well-bred

man was still there.

" Well," she said, with a smile on her

pretty lips, " what do you think of me ? "

" I don't know what to think except that

it's all wonderful, and you're the most

wonderful of it all."

" Not so bad. But aren't you wondering

what's the matter with me to roam about

the Embankment in rags ? "

" A lark ! I suppose," he said, gloomily.

" Or a wager, perhaps."

" Wrong and wrong. I'll tell you really,

if you would like to know. Do you know

why you paid your last shilling to come and

see me ? "

" Because you're the most wonderful

actress in the world."

" Have some more fish "

" No ! I don't want any more."

" Finish it all. It's because whenever I

have a part to play, I study it and live it.

Now, my next part happens to beâ��well, the

part I was playing to-night, and one of the

scenes is the Embankment. I wanted to go

there myselfâ��in character, and see what it

was like."

He was intensely interested.

" I see. You are a good actress, you took

me in completely. I'd no idea " He

laughed again, and to hide his confusion

went on eating the fish.

" And oh ! " she continued, " I was so

sorry when I saw how real, how tragic it all

was ; those terrible creatures on the seats,

the horror of the dismal poverty, the hopeless

wretchedness of the night! And youâ��you

looked so sad and forlorn, and yet you seemed

to keep up such a brave heart."

" You are very kind. You need have no

pity on me. I brought it all on myself."

He smiled at her. " Do you know," he

said, " I'm glad."

" Why ? "

" I'm glad it wasn't drink. I thought it

was terrible when you said that. You fooled

me completely. You took my sympathy
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for nothing, for I was sorry for you and you

hadn't earned it."

" Well, I felt ashamed myself. That's

why I thoughtâ��why I thought a little

comfort and help and food might help you

â��I wish it weren't drink with you."

" It isn'tâ��I lied, too. It was just luck

with me."

" How ? "

" Chance took me to the Embankment,"

he said, enigmatically.

" Ah, well! You lied, tooâ��so we're quits,

then."

" We can never be thatâ��I owe you too

much."

She fetched a dainty silver cigarette-box

and took two cigarettes from it. He lit one

and inhaled the smoke gratefully. She

smoked also.

" It isn't too late ? " she asked.

" Too late for what ? "

" Too late to start again," she said, softly,

watching the blue curls of the cigarette

smoke.

" Oh," he said, uneasily, " I don't know.

You make me feel ashamed of myself."

" I should like to help you. How can I ? "

" You've done all you can. You have

helped." There was something ironic in his

voice. " I shall be able to show you to-

morrow."

" I wish you wouldn't talk like that," she

said.

" Like what ? "

" There's a mocking note in your voice.

I don't understand it. I wish I knew your

history. I'm certain you're not used to this

life."

" Now, that's really clever of you. But as

for my own life, there's nothing to tellâ��it's

a record of failure, and such records are best

left untold."

The clock chimed. " I must be going," he

said, rising, and buttoning up his thin coat.

" But where ? Where can you go to ? "

she asked.

" Oh, anyone can see you do not belong

to the seamy side. Why, to a doss-house,

or course."

She opened a little chain-purse woven in

platinum and gold, and took out two

sovereigns.

He drew himself up proudly for a moment.

" Madam ! " he said, and then again that

queer, ironic smile overcame him, and he

almost cringed to her. " You are very kind."

He took the hand that proffered him the

money, and with a sudden impulse kissed it.

She drew it away shamefacedly.

VoL xlvi.â�� 23.

" You are very kind," he murmured,

" to a poor devil of a tramp."

He fumbled at his hat and blundered

towards the door.

III.

The next day Miss Marling breakfasted

in her pink room as usual at eleven

o'clock, with the memory of her night's

adventure fresh in her mind. She thought

over some plan of assisting the unfortunate

young man. She might see Graham, the

manager of the theatre, and get him to give

the man a job of some sortâ��door-keeper, or

scene-shifter, perhaps.

Later she went down to the theatre for

the rehearsal of the new play. On her way

there her attention was caught by a pink

poster of the Afternoon. It flamed before

her with an odd significance :â��

" Famous

Actress's

Midnight

Embankment

Adventure."

The thing struck her uncannily. She had

as yet seen nobody to whom she could tell

the story of the night before. It came as

a shock to her. Well, well, these news-

papers are very enterprising, but how on

earth could the Afternoon have heard of

the story ? Surely Nichols the porter, was not

in league with the newspapers ? She bought

the paper, and there it wasâ��a whole column

of it. The headings told her the worst:â��

" Actress and Tramp.

Miss Ivy Marling Plays the Good Fairy

at Midnight.

Embankment Romance."

She did not know whether to be pleased

or annoyed, until she read it, and then she

found that the writer had woven a charming

romance out of it. And the writer had said

such sweet things about her, and had written

it in such a way that much of the detail

could only be understood by her and the

trampâ��the two persons who alone knew of

it. It was written with such intimate know-

ledge that it puzzled her. It was a fairy

story in real life. There were wonderful

human touches here and there, and as she

read the parts about herself her ears burnt

and prickled.

And yet, in spite of all its pretty writing,

an undercurrent of annoyance struggled

beneath her feelings. Of course, she was

an actress, with an actress's human love of

publicity, but somehow or other this affair

had been genuine. There really had been no
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motive of self-advertisement in her charity.

And then again that recurring question came

into her mind, " Who was the unknown

writer ? " It was all told with such fidelity

of detail that she saw at once that it could

only have been related by the tramp himself.

And she thought again of his sad, half-

wistful eyes.

Well, it was very annoying. Of course,

she would be chaffed about it by her friends,

and those who were not her friends would

say, " How clever of Ivy to get such a good

notice for herself!" That was really the

annoying part of it.

But when she read the article again she

felt as if the writer were talking to her, as

if he were saying all the things that he would

be afraid to say in her presence. It was

audacious, but as she read between the

lines it seemed that the wretch was making

love to her, with a twinkle in his eye.

In the evening, when she returned to tea

in her flat, there was a ring at her bell, and

the maid brought in a card. " Harberton

Lee," she read, and then on the corner,

" The Wire." Of course, she knew the name

at once. Everybody read the Wire, and

everybody knew " Harberton Lee," the

principal descriptive writer, who travelled

half over the world for his paper. It belonged

to the same proprietor as the Afternoon.

She would be able to insist on explanations.

" Good evening," she heard a man say, in

a curious, half-mocking voice, and imme-

diately she knew that the voice held familiar

echoes for her, and she looked up at Har-

berton Lee.

She saw before her an immaculately-

clothed man, tall and thin. She had con-

fused impressions, but out of them she retained

a striking memory of little details in his

dress that seemed to obtrude themselves on

her notice because of their very perfectionâ��

the little pearl in the black silk tie, the neat

patent-leather boots, and the well-shaped

hands gloved in grey, one of them holding

a knobbed malacca cane. Then she looked at

his face. His eyes were bright and brown and

intelligent. His face was freshly shaven now.

She felt a little quiver thrill all through her

as she looked upon the tramp of the wet

Embankment, no longer in rags, but dressed

with all the polished splendour of prosperity.

" Good evening," he said, coming farther

into the room.

He was a little uncertain of his ground.

He smiled now, much in the way that a

schoolboy might who has been caught play-

ing some prank.

She was angry as the full truth dawned

on her. She felt that she had been tricked

and cheated. No words passed between

them, but he saw the shadow of anger

across her face.

" I say," he said, boyishly holding out his

hand, " I'm sorryâ��I didn't think "

" Don't talk nonsense," she said.

She turned her head away, and glanced

at him out of the corner of her eye. He was

very good-looking, and it was a pleasant

relief to find that her tramp was only a fantasy

after all.

" I had to do something to show my

gratitude," he said. " I really felt what I

wrote. Why should good deeds like yours of

yesterday remain unknown ? Why shouldn't

I write of the beautiful, tender mercies of life ?

Ah, now," a coaxing note came into his voice,

" don't be cross with me, Miss Marling. How

was I to know you wouldn't like it ? "

" But I do like it," she cried, with a little

impatient gesture. " That's what annoys

me so. I wonder that you have the imper-

tinence to stand there smiling, when you

know that I'm not really angry."

At that he sighed and sat down ; took off

his gloves and glanced wistfully at the

tea-table.

" If you can tell me what you meant by it

all, you shall have some tea. Why were you

playing at being a beggar-man ? "

" Why," he said, " for the same reason

that you played a beggar-woman. Anything

for copy, you know. I wanted to do some

' specials ' on the Embankment "

The maid put the finishing touches to the

tea-table and disappeared.

She frowned. " You've taken away all

the good that I thought I had done to that

poor man."

" Nothing of the kind. Your two sove-

reigns gladdened the life of a real tramp. I

met one as I danced homewards and gave them

to him. ' With Miss Marling's compliments,'

I said. Poor man, he thought I was either a

madman or a thief.

" Ma'am," he said (there was a hint of the

Irish brogue in his voice), " you took me in

so completely on the seat that I felt a little

revengeful. Besides, think of me only as the

poor devil of a tramp that I am, in spite of

these fine feathers, and be as kind to me as

you were to him."

" One lump or two ? " she asked, poising the

sugar-tongs above the sugar-bowl.





HEN one loves one's Art no

service seems too hard.

That is our premise. This

story shall draw a conclusion

from it, and show at the same

time that the premise is in-

correct. That will be a new-

thing in logic, and a feat in story-telling some-

what older than the great wall of China.

Joe Larrabee came from the Middle West

pulsing with a genius for pictorial art. At

six he drew a picture of the town pump with

a prominent citizen passing it hastily. This

effort was framed and hung in a shop window

by the side of the ear of corn with an uneven

number of rows. At twenty he left for New

York with a flowing necktie and a capital

tied up somewhat closer.

Delia Caruthers did things in six octa es

so promisingly in a pine-tree village in the

South that her relatives chipped in enough

for her to go " North'' and "finish." They

could not see her , but that is our story.

Joe and Delia met in an atelier where a

number of art and music students had

gathered to discuss chiaroscuro, Wagner,

music, Rembrandt's works, pictures, Wald-

teufel, wall-paper, Chopin, and Oolong.

Joe and Delia became enamoured one of

the other, or each of the other, as you please,

and in a short time were married, for (see

above) when one loves one's Art no service

seems too hard.

Mr. and Mrs. Larrabee began housekeeping

in a flat. It was a lonesome flat, something

like the A sharp down at the left-hand

end of the keyboard. And they were happy,

for they had their Art, and they had each other.

And my advice to the rich young man would

be, sell all thou hast, and give it to the poorâ��
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janitor for the privilege of living in a flat

with your Art and your Delia.

Flat-dwellers shall endorse my dictum that

theirs is the only true happiness. If a home

is happy, it cannot fit too close. Let the

dresser collapse and become a billiard-table ;

let the mantel turn to a rowing machine,

the escritoire to a spare bedchamber, the

washstand to an upright piano ; let the four

walls come together, if they will, so you and

your Delia are between. But if home be

the other kind, let it be wide and long ; enter

you at the Golden Gate, hang your hat on

very soon of turning out pictures that old

gentlemen with thin side-whiskers and thick

pocket-books would sandbag one another in

his studio for the privilege of buying. Delia

was to become familiar and then contemp-

tuous with music, so that when she saw the

orchestra seats and boxes unsold she could

have sore throat and lobster in- a private

dining-room and refuse to go on the stage.

But the best, in my opinion, was the home

life in the little flatâ��the ardent, voluble

chats after the day's study; the cosy dinners

and fresh, light breakfasts ; the interchange

Hatteras, your cape on Cape Horn, and go out

by the Labrador.

Joe was painting in the class of the great

Magister â��you know his fame. His fees are

high, his lessons are lightâ��his high-lights

have brought him renown. Delia was study-

ing under Rosenstockâ��you know his repute

as a disturber of the piano keys.

They were mighty happy as long as their

money lasted. So is every â�� but I will

not be cynical. Their aims were very clear

and defined. Joe was to become capable

of ambitionsâ��ambitions interwoven each with

the other's or else inconsiderableâ��the mutual

help and inspiration; andâ��overlook my

artlessnessâ��stuffed olives and cheese sand-

wiches at eleven p.m.

But after a while Art flagged. It some-

times does, even if some switchman doesn't

flag it. Everything going out and nothing

coming in, as the vulgarians say. Money was

lacking to pay Mr. Magister and Herr Rosen-

stock their prices. When one loves one's

Art no service seems too hard. So Delia
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said she must give music-lessons to keep the

chafing-dish bubbling.

For two or three days she went out can-

vassing for pupils. One evening she came

home elated.

" Joe, dear," she said, gleefully, " I've

a pupil. And, oh, the loveliest people !

Generalâ��General A. B. Pinkney's daughter,

in Seventy-first Street. Such a splendid

house, Joe ; you ought to see the front door!

Byzantine, I think you would call it. And

inside ! Oh, Joe, I never saw anything like

it before.

" My pupil is his daughter Clementina.

I dearly love her already. She's a delicate

thingâ��dresses always in white! And the

sweetest, simplest manners. Only eighteen

years old. I'm to give three lessons a week ;

and just think, Joe, five dollars a lesson !

I don't mind it a bit; for when I get two or

three more pupils I can resume my lessons

with Herr Rosenstock. Now, smooth out that

wrinkle between your brows, dear, and let's

have a nice supper."

" That's all right for you, Dele," said Joe,

attacking a can of peas with a carving-knife

and a hatchet, " but how about me ? Do

you think I'm going to let you hustle for

wages while I philander in the regions of

high art ? Not by the bones of Benvenuto

Cellini! I guess I can sell papers or lay

cobble-stones, and bring in a dollar or two."

Delia came and hung about his neck.

" Joe, dear, you are silly. You must keep

on at your studies. It is not as if I had

quit my music and gone to work at something

else. While I teach I learn. I am always

with my music. And we can live as happily

as millionaires on fifteen dollars a week.

You mustn't think of leaving Mr. Magister."

" All right," said Joe, reaching for the blue

scalloped vegetable-dish. " But I hate you

to be giving lessons. It isn't Art. But you're

a trump and a dear to do it."

" When one loves one's Art no service

seems too hard," said Delia.

" Magister praised the sky in that sketch

I made in the park," said Joe. " And Tinkle

gave me permission to hang two of them in

his window. I may sell one if the right kind

of a moneyed idiot sees them."

" I'm sure you will," said Delia, sweetly.

" And now let's be thankful for General

Pinkney and his roast veal."

During all of the next week the Larrabees

had an early breakfast. Joe was enthu-

siastic about some morning effect sketches

he was doing in Central Park, and Delia

packed him off breakfasted, coddled, praised,

and kissed at seven o'clock. Art is an

engaging mistress. It was usually seven

o'clock when he returned in the evening.

At the end of the week Delia, sweetly proud

but languid, triumphantly tossed three five-

dollar bills on the eight-by-ten (inches) centre

table of the eight-by-ten (feet) flat parlour.
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" Sometimes," she said, a little wearily,

" Clementina tries me. I'm afraid she doesn't

practise enough, and I have to tell her the

same things so often. And then she always

dresses entirely in white, and that does get

monotonous. But General Pinkney is the

dearest old man ! I wish you could know him,

Joe. He comes in sometimes when I am

with Clementina at the pianoâ��he is a

widower, you knowâ��and stands there pull-

ing his white goatee. ' And how are the

semiquavers and the demi-semiquavers pro-

gressing ? ' he always asks.

" I wish you could see the wainscoting in

that drawing-room, Joe ! And those Astra-

khan rug portieres. And Clementina has such

a funny little cough. I hope she is stronger

than she looks. Oh, I really am getting

attached to her ; she is so gentle and high

bred. General Pinkney's brother was once

Minister to Bolivia."

And then Joe, with the air of a Monte

Cristo, drew forth a ten, a five, a two, and

a oneâ��all legal tender notesâ��and laid them

beside Delia's earnings.

" Sold that water-colour of the obelisk to

a man from Peoria," he announced, over-

whelmingly.

" Don't joke with me," said Delia. " Not

from Peoria!"

" All the way. I wish you could see him,

Dele. Fat man with a woollen muffler and

a quill tooth-pick. He saw the sketch in

Tinkle's window, and thought it was a wind-

mill at first. He was game, though, and

bought it, anyhow. He ordered anotherâ��

an oil sketch of the Lackawanna stationâ��

to take back with him. Music-lessons!

Oh, I guess Art is still in it."

" I'm so glad you've kept on," said Delia,

heartily. " You're bound to win, dear.

Thirty-three dollars ! We never had so much

to spend before. We'll have oysters to-

night."

" And filet mignon with champignons,"

said Joe. " Where is the olive fork ? "

On the next Saturday evening Joe reached

home first. He spread his eighteen dollars

on the parlour table and washed what seemed

to be a great deal of dark paint from his hands.

Half an hour later Delia arrived, her right

hand tied up in a shapeless bundle of wraps

and bandages.

" How is this ? " asked Joe, after the usual

greetings.

Delia laughed, but not very joyously.

" Clementina," she explained, " insisted

upon a Welsh rabbit after her lesson. She

is such a queer girl. Welsh rabbits at five

in the afternoon. The General was there.

You should have seen him run for the chafing-

dish, Joe, just as if there wasn't a servant in

the house. I know Clementina isn't in good

health; she is so nervous. In serving the

rabbit she spilled a great lot of it, boiling hot,

over my hand and wrist. It hurt awfully,

Joe. And the dear girl was so sorry ! But

General Pinkney!â��Joe, that old man nearly

went distracted. He rushed downstairs and

sent somebodyâ��they said the furnace man

or somebody in the basementâ��out to a

chemist for some oil and things to bind it up

with. It doesn't hurt so much now."

" What's this ? " asked Joe, taking the
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hand tenderly and pulling

at some white strands

beneath the bandages.

" It's something soft,"

said Delia, " that had oil

on it. Oh, Joe, did you

sell another sketch ? "

She had seen the money

on the table.

" Did I ? " said Joe.

" Just ask the man from

Peoria. He got his station

to-day, and he isn't sure,

but he thinks he wants

another parkscape and a

view on the Hudson. What

time this afternoon did

you burn vour hand,

Dele ? "

" Five o'clock, I think,"

said Delia, plaintively.

" The ironâ��I mean the

rabbit came off the fire

about that time. You

ought to have seen General

Pinkney, Joe, when "

" Sit down here a

moment, Dele," said Joe.

He drew her to the couch,

sat beside her, and put his

arm across her shoulders.

" What have you been

doing for the last two

weeks, Dele ? " he asked.

She braved it for a

moment or two with an

eye full of love and stub-

bornness, and murmured

a phrase or two vaguely

of General Pinkney; but

at length down went her

head and out came the

truth and tears.

" I couldn't get any

pupils," she confessed.

" And I couldn't bear to

have you give up your

lessons, and I got a place

ironing shirts in that big

Twenty - fourt h Street

laundry. And I think I

did very well to make up

both General Pinkney and

Clementina, don't you,

Joe ? And when a girl in

the laundry set down a

hot iron on my hand this

afternoon I was all the

way home making up that

story about the Welsh

rabbit. You're not angry,

are you, Joe ? And if I

hadn't got the work you

mightn't have sold your

"she spilled a oreat lot of

it, boiling hot, over my hand

and wrist."

sketches to that man

from Peoria."

"He wasn't from

Peoria," said Joe, slowly.

"Well, it doesn't matter

where he was from. How

clever you are, Joeâ��and

â��kiss me, Joeâ��and what

made you ever suspect

that I wasn't giving music-

lessons to Clementina ? "

" I didn't," said Joe,

" until to-night. And I

wouldn't have then, only

I sent up this cotton-

waste and oil from the

engine-room this after-

noon for a girl upstairs

who had her hand burned

with a smoothing - iron.

I've been firing the engine

in that laundry for the

last two weeks."

" And then you didn't

sell "

" My purchaser from

Peoria," said Joe, " and

General Pinkney are both

creations of the same art.

Hut you wouldn't call it

either painting or music."

And then they both

laughed, and Joe began:â��1

' When one loves one s

Art no service seems "

But Delia stopped him

with her hand on his lips.

" No," she said, " just

' When one loves.' "
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AN INTERVIEW

WITH

MLLE. MARIE

MARVINGT.

Is she the finest all-

round athlete of her

sex ?â��or can we find

her match in this country?

[In the following interview Mile. Marvingt. whom the French people call " The Bride of Danger,'' and

whom they claim to be the greatest lady athlete in the world, gives, in modest and most interesting fashion,

her own account of the feats which have obtained her that title. Her record in so many and such various

branches of athletics is one of which any nation may be proud indeed. But is it true that among the girls

of this country she need fear no rival ? Surely there must be many such. Can any reader send us news of one ?]

RENCHWOMEN have the

honour of counting among

their number one who, they

say, has the right to claim

the title of " the finest sports-

woman in the world," Mile.

Marie Marvingt.

Indeed, the sporting life of Mile. Marvingt

is of a most extraordinary kind. Swimming,

cycling, mountain-climbing, ballooning, flying,

riding, gymnastics, athletics, fencingâ��there

is not a single sport in which she does not

shine. Where coolness, courage, and skill

are required, in the aerodrome, on the

mountains, in the sea, in the fencing-school,

she is always to be seen in the front rank.

Not only is she expert with the foils and

with the sword, but she is a first-rate shot.

In 1907, at the International Shooting Com-

petition, she carried off the first prize at

Vol. xlvi.-24.

a range of three hundred metres. On the

same occasion she also won the first prize

for shooting with the Flobert carbine.

Three years ago, on March 15th, 1910, the

Academy of Sport honoured her by decreeing

her, as a singular and most exceptional

mark of esteem, the Large Gold Medal for

distinguished skill.

Mile. Marvingt lives at Nancy, and it was

there that the following interview took place.

" What led me to take up sport as I have

done ? " said she, smiling. " Well, many

thingsâ��education, circumstances, personal

tastes, a great fancy which I have always

had for strife and struggle and for a spice

of danger. When I was quite a little girl

my father used to take me about with him

during his vacation, and made me the con-

stant companion of his mountain climbs and

of his excursions into the country. Nothing
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could give me greater delight than to accompany him

in this way.

" During every year several large circuses visited

our town. Every performance found me sitting in the

front row, with my

eyes sparkling as I

applauded the

prowess of the acro-

bats and the riders.

Those supple young

girls who seemed to

fly rather than leap

through the air, or

to be carried on one

toe, poised with grace

and skill upon the

horse's back as on a

p e d e s t a 1â��h o w I

envied them and

dreamed o. them !

One day I begged my

father to send me

to the circus to take

lessons, andâ��he was

so good to meâ��he

agreed. Every day,

among the empty

benches, I

learned

the secrets

of t li e

flight and

the somer-

sault.

"Then, when summer came, the clear

waters of the Moselle attracted me, and

I was only a tiny tot when I began to

bathe and swim. One day at Metz I was

nearly drowned. I was only five years old,

but I remember it as if it were yesterday,

"PUNCHING THE BALL."

Frutti I'hot'Hirai'tiK by Rot <m<t Urtmotr.

yet I did not feel any

fear of the water in con-

sequence.

" I hardly like to

speak of my successes ;

it seems so vain. But

since I am being inter-

viewed, well, I suppose

I must tell you all about

them.

" In 1907, in the ten-mile swimming races

in Paris, on July 23rd, I was able to beat the

record made by Miss Kellermann, at her first

trial, of five hours ten minutes, for I covered

the track in four hours eight minutes. In

the following year I won the first prize for

swimming at Toulouse. I have also to my

credit the match at the lake of Gerardmer

and the one at Pallanza in the Borromean

Islands in two hours and three-quarters.

The latter match took place at night, in quite

unforeseen circumstances. The colonel of an

Italian regiment stationed in this town heard

of my project, and ordered out a number of

gondolas, bearing the regimental band, to

accompany me, and I shall never forget this

swim on an enchanted lake under a clear moon,

to the strains of inspiring music, both of the

waves and of the military band.

" I heard another kind of music in the Gulf

of Naples during the thirteen miles which

it took me to cross from Capri to the Italian

shore. For three days a great storm bad

prevented boats from entering the Grotte

d'Azur in Capri. All tourists were kept back,

and I grew tired of waiting. In spite of the

terror of my Italian guide, I plunged into the

Gulf and made my way to the mysterious

hollow of the Grotte d'Azur.

" I was always crazy about aquatic sports;

they are so good for developing the muscles
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into strength and grace. In 1905 I carried off

the first prize for sculling in a standing

position.

" I was very young, too, when I took to

cycling. At that time the high bicycle was

in fashion. You remember it ? A huge

wheel on which one had to perch was the

earliest form of bicycle which I remember.

The first time I saw this wonderful machine

pass through the streets of Nancy amid the

wonder of the crowd, I was fascinated.

I was, I believe, the first Frenchwoman to

mount that long-disused machine. But on

the newer form of the safety bicycle I have

some small trips to my credit."

Amongst Mile. Marvingt's " small trips "

we may count that from Nancy to Milan,

from Nancy to Toulouse, from Nancy to

Bordeaux, and in 1908 the tour of France,

a terrible task for even the most expert

cyclists, covering more than one thousand

miles at an average of over a hundred miles

per day.

For this intrepid young woman, who can

stand everything except idleness, every

season is a season for sport. When winter

comes and the motor-car and the bicycle

have to be put away in the garage, and the

canoe and the skiff are stored away in the

boathouse, Mile. Marvingt looks over her

skates and skis, and sets off for the kingdom

of snow to challenge the fair English and

Americans on the white tracks of the Alps

and the Vosges. The celebrated Swedish pro-

fessor Durban-Hansen looks on her as one

of his best pupils. For three years running,

at Chamonix in 1908, at Gerardmer in 1909,

at the Ballon dAlsace in 1910. Mile. Marvingt

WINNING THE FIRST l'KIZE FOR SCULI.INO AT KTRETAT.

From a Photograph by Loth.
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carried off the first prizes for ski-running,

sleighing, and skating. On January 26th of

the same year at Chamonix she added to her

trophies the first Ladies' International bob-

sleigh championship, the Leon Auscher Cup.

Finally, she was the first woman to ascend the

Buet, Balme, and Voza heights on skis.

" Yes," said she, 11 I am passionately fond

of mountains, but I prefer them in summer.

Then the mountain scenery is divine. One

of the best guides in Chamonix, Camille

Ravanel, showed me the beauty of the moun-

tains nine years ago, when I first began to

climb Mont Blanc, and then I fully understood

the pure joy which the mountain scenery

STARTING ON HER BALLOON-TR1V FROM HOLLAND

Prvtn a Photograph by Hoi.

affords to those who care to try the risks of

the ascent.

" I realized the attraction of those white

peaks, which seemed to call, to challenge us

to explore their mysteries. They sparkle in

the red, pink, and purple glow of the sun,

under the broad blue sky, and we feel that

we must go up ; we cannot stay below on

the prosaic earth. We must obey the call of

the peaks, to climb them, surmounting all

the hidden dangers of the way. And when

each successive danger is overcome, what

joy, what triumph ! On one occasion, as

Camille, the guide, Simond, the porter, and

I were steadily climbing the great irregular

walls of rock, all at once there was a noise

like thunder breaking the breathless silence

of the Alps. Camille looked up and shouted,

' Turn to the right; lie down flat!' An

avalanche of stones came pouring down the

mountain-side. I had just time to dash under

a projecting cliff and lie down in the hollow

at its foot among the snow-drifts. I assure

you that I had the sensation of being brushed

by the wing of Death as the great stones came

whizzing past us with a deafening noise.

We crept out of our hiding-place, shivering

a little, and, in accordance with the custom

of the mountains, we silently shook hands."

There is hardly a mountain peak whereon

Mile. Marvingt has not planted her conquering

alpenstockâ��the Giant's Tooth.

Monte Rosa, the Shark's Tooth,

the Red Needles, the Wetter-

horn and the Monk's Needle,

the Tacul, the Jungfrau, and

1^. many others. Some of these

*\ ascents, which dismay the most

experienced mountaineers, have

taken seventeen hours to ac-

complish. She is the only woman

who has climbed in a single day

the Grands Charmoz and the

Grepon Pass, with the guides

of the Payot family, of

Chamonix.

Such achievements are not

attained without a record of

most interesting impressions,

and I asked Mile. Marvingt to

give me some of her experiences.

"Willingly," replied she.

" For one thing, when I was

climbing the Grepon, I was

nearly crushed to death by a

block of stone which must have

to England, weighed several tons, and which

. must have surely awaited my

arrival to choose that moment

to separate itself from the side of the pass.

When I did get to the top I was nearly

blown away by the most terrible thunder-

storm which I have ever seen even in the

Alps, and Alpine thunderstorms are some-

thing to remember.

" When I was climbing the Giant's Needle,

my guides and I were overtaken by a dense

snowstorm, and we wandered for seven long

hours along the glacier without knowing where

we were. Another time, when we were climb-

ing the Needle, one of the members of a

neighbouring party slipped and brought his

guides down with him. Nothing could have

saved them from going over the precipice

if it had not been for the lucky accident
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of the hook of the rope

catching in a rock. I have

also had the agreeable

experience of being nearly

roasted alive when climb-

ing Vesuvius during an

eruption.

" These impressions are

very vivid, I assure you,

and there is a pleasure in

looking back on them.

Hut what I owe most,

perhaps, to the mountains

VARIOUS SPORTS AND PASTIMESâ��BIL-

LIARDS, TENNIS, SKATING, CUMBING.

From f'hittoffraphit hi/ U4h, Hranger. and Hoi

is that they gave me the

keen ambition to go

beyond them, and to

explore the air as well as

the earth. I first went

up in a balloon with the

aeronauts Blanche t,

Bachclard, and Barbotte,

and afterwards I ob-

tained a pilot's licence

from the Aero Club of

the East and from the

Aero Club of France. In

7910 I had the great
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pleasure of carrying off the first prize in the

long-distance competition of the Aero Club

of the East, by going from Nancy to Neuf-

Ch&teau, in Belgium, in fifteen hours. In the

same year, in the competition for the first

prize of the Aero Club, I went from Paris to

Rondefontaine. From Nancy I went in my

balloon to Karlsruhe and the long trip to

Landau. In spite of my affection for the

monoplane, I have not quite deserted the

balloon, for last year, 1912,1 went up fourteen

times, including a trip from Paris to Brus.sels

and from Paris to Mars-le-Tour. At various

times I have enabled thirty-six passengers

to experience the delights of a balloon

ascent.

" But the most dramatic episode of my

life as an aeronaut was my trip from Nancy

to Southwold, in England, over six hundred

miles, one hundred and fifty of which were

over the North Sea. You shall hear the

circumstances of this trip.

" Mr. Gamier and I had started on the

' Flying Star ' in beautiful weather. About

noon our ' golden ball ' crossed the silver

ribbon, the Moselle, and we passed over

Gravelotte and

St. Privat,

reaching D i e

Kirch about

five o'clock. At

a quarter-past

six, at Aix-la-

Chapelle, night

fell, and we

turned on our

electric lamp.

Cries of 'A

balloon !' came

to u"s from the

town below.

" We crossed

the Rhine and

the Lippe, and

then things

began to go

wrong. The

wind freshened

rapidly, and we

were swept furi-

ously towards

Enchede, in

Holland. I was just about to try a forced

descent, when the current changed com-

pletely and a contrary wind seized us. The

compass pointed to the west. I said to my

companion, ' We must cross the North Sea.'

I was used to this district, and I knew that

when the wind blew direct from the east, in

DRIVING HER BUGGY.
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a storm, there was no avoiding the direct

crossing to England.

" We dashed over the Zuyder Zee "at a

terrific speed, seeing the lights of Amsterdam

glitter far below. We embarked over the

North Sea with ten bags of ballast. All went

well until nine o'clock, and then came another

change. The temperature fell, the cords of

the car were covered with ice, and the snow

beat into our faces, making us shiver in spite

of our furs. The balloon descended to about

fifteen yards from the sea, in which our

guide-rope trailed. Four times we threw out

ballast, and rose, only to fall again towards

the sea, which seemed to be roaring hungrily

to engulf us. The storm was terrific.

" At last we had only one bag of ballast,

and our anchor. These were flung over-

board, and we made our list ascent towards

the moon, which just then emerged from

behind the clouds. Again we descended

towards the moaning waves, along which our

guide-rope dragged a long furrow behind us.

We crouched down in the bottom of the car,

holding on to the ropes, and every instant

awaiting the chill plunge into the sea. A huge

wave broke over us, causing the wicker of

the car to creak as the water swept through

it and over us.

The volume of

water made the

car tip over in

front, and

almost involun-

tarily we threw

ourselves back

to re-establish

the equilibrium.

For more than

an hour we

sailed, as it

were, through

the very waves,

which broke our

barometer and

carried off all

our small pro-

perty, beating

us to and fro

and dashing us

cruelly against

the sides of the

car. A sort of shadow seemed to pass by

us rapidly. It was a sailing-ship, and the

crew uttered cries of astonishment as our

balloon was swept rapidly past them. Far

off, we saw the lights of a steamer ; then all

was dark again.

" All at once a sort of star seemed to rise
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on the horizon. We were

racing at the rate of seventy

miles an hour, and now we

could distinctly see a quay. It

seemed as though we were

fated to be dashed to pieces

against the coast, but a sudden

blast of wind lifted us high in

the air and carried us over firm

land. But how were we to

descend ? I opened the valve,

but the sea-water had made it

stiff, and the cord was frozen.

As I pulled with all my might the

bottom of the car struck a tree,

turned over, and I fell out into a

thick broom-bush, while the balloon,

released from my weight, dashed

up again, carrying my companion.

I was stiff with cold and fatigue,

but I did my best to run after the

fugitive balloon through a pelting

rain, now stumbling into pools of

water, now slipping on the icy

ground. At last I came to a light,

a house, and three charming English

ladies ran out to meet me. It was

only at half-past five o'clock in the morning,

after that terrible night, that my companion

found me. He was as anxious about me as

FENCING.

From a Photograph by lMth.

I was about him, and he told

me how the balloon had been

caught in a tree, so that he

was able to climb down. To

give you an idea of the speed

with which we crossed the

North Sea, I must tell you that

we covered in five hours the

distance which the steamers

from Holland to England can-

not do in less than eleven

hours."

I could not help thinking as

I listened that it was not with-

out reason that Mile. Marvingt

had been christened by her

admirers " The Bride of

Danger."

" I am not afraid of my

bridegroom," said she, laugh-

ing, " as you may imagine."

She added, " I have known

danger from my childhood, and

it is a case in which familiarity

breeds, if not contempt, at

least indifference. Eight years

ago, in Havre, I was nearly

drowned. In London, when I was bicycling,

a cab knocked me down in Westminster and

went over my back. At Brest a thief tried to

SKATING.

From a Photograph by Loth.
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knock my brains out in order to rob me.

He was rather taken aback by his reception,

for,I have learned both boxing and ju-jitsu.

In St. Etienne I came down with my mono-

plane into a party playing bowls, to their

great astonishment. Last year I was flying

high in the air above Chateau-Thierry when

part of the monoplane caught fire. I extin-

guished it almost by a miracle, otherwise I

should have had a fall to death of over half

a mile.

" I have been told that I shall one day

end my life by an accident. I fully expect it,

and do not fear

it. When I am

going to attempt

anything especi-

ally dangerous, I

set all my affairs

in order. I shall

never forget the

surprise of ah

u n d e r t aker on

whom I called one

day in a large

town where I

went to attend a

sporting fixture,

when I explained

that I had come

to make all in-

quiries respecting

my own prospec-

tive funeral!

" And now, to

save you the

trouble of asking

any more ques-

tions, I will tell

you my future

plans. For a long

time past I have

been a trained

and certificated

nurse of the Red

Cross Order, and

I am most in-

terested in

hospital work.

Now, what 1

want to do is to

place the aero-

plane at the ser-

vice of wounded

soldiers. I would

have a Deper-

dussin mono-

plane to carry

three, worked by

MLLK. MARVINGT (OM THE RIGHT) HAS DEVISED A CYCLE

FOR CARRYING THE WOUNDED IN WAR. SHE PROPOSES

ALSO TO USE AN AEROPLANE FOR THEIR SERVICE.

Prom it Photograph.

a one-hundred-horse-power Gnome motor

and fitted with wireless telegraphy apparatus.

It would not be used to carry the wounded

men, but to find them, to give information

to the doctors, and to bring supplies to the

ambulance stations. I have fixed on a very

suitable type of machine for this purpose,

which would carry all that is necessary.

I would call it after my unfortunate comrade

in aviation, ' Captain Echemen,' and I

intend to make a tour through France to

find the proper mode of having it built.

I shall collect the required parts in one or

another school

of design, and

thus carry out

my great project,

the composition

of a new aero-

plane to succour

the wounded

soldiers of

France."

Great as is

the devotion to

sport of this

remarkable

daughter of our

time, it is by no

means the only

distinction with

which Nature has

dowered her.

She has studied

medicine and law,

singing and elo-

cution. She

speaks four lan-

guages, writes,

carves in marble,

paints, and is a

capable actress.

What an ex-

ample for all

women is this

young French

lady, whose

passion for sport

and whose ac-

complis hments

only emphasize

in her the two

great natural

sentiments

which inspire

her â�� the love

of beauty and

the love of doing

good!
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HE egg was so small as to

suggest that the hen had laid

it with a grudge ; but what

it lacked in size it made up

for in flavour, and after the

first morsel Mr. Timothy Wells

removed it from his plate

and set it down behind the tea-cosy.

" Ah ! " he murmured sadly.

Mr. Timothy Wells was often sad, but

never angry. People like him do not get on

in this world.

He proceeded to breakfast on tough toast

and stale butter, washed down with tea whose

weakness hinted at exhaustion rather than

insufficient infusion.

The clock on the mantelpiece wheezed ten

times, thereby informing Mr. Wells that the

hour was nine-fifteen. He lit a cigaretteâ��

his sole extravaganceâ��and transferred him-

self to the alleged easy-chair at the side of

the ugly hearth. He had five minutes'

leisure before it would be necessary to put

on his boots and go forth to the City.

As he sat there smoking and apparently

deeply interested in the dull fire, he provided

the central subject for a picture to be called

" Middle Age and Failure." Yet his years

did not exceed five-and-thirty, and he was

the owner of a business which, while it

did not entitle him to be regarded as a

wealthy man, had supplied him during the

past decade with a more than merely com-

fortable annual income. No, it was not just

Time that had laid the grey on his hair, the

lines on his clean-shaven countenance;

neither was it business worry in the ordinary-

sense. His eyes, brown and luminous, eager,

strangely clear under the tired lids, betrayed

something of the truth. They seemed to

be searching for hope in a wilderness of

disappointments.

Vol. xlvi.â�� 25.

The cheap cigarette began to taste rank,

and he threw it into the fire and picked up

one of his badly-brushed boots. Just then,

without warning, the door was opened and

the landlady's voice announced :â��

" A lady wants to see you."

Along with the words the visitor entered,

a handsome woman in handsome furs. As

the door closed her dark eyebrows were raised,

her delicate nostrils sniffed in audible disgust.

" Really, Timothy!" she exclaimed.

" Really ! "

Timothy had risen. His smile was kind,

but rather piteous. The only ladies who

ever visited him were his three sisters, and

they did not come out of love. The present

visitor was Mirabel, his eldest sister. You

would have perceived a strong family resem-

blance between the two ; they had the same

fine features, but compared with the man's

the woman's face looked as though it had

undergone some subtle hardening process.

" Good morning, Mirabel," he said, taking

the perfectly-gloved hand. " Glad to see

you. Have this chair. Cold, isn't it ?

Hope there's nothing wrong ? " The last

sentence had become a formula with him.

Apparently she did not hear him. " Really,

Timothy," she said, " you go from bad to

worse in your choice of lodgings. This is the

worst yet. And what a horrible creature

your landlady is ! Why don't you go in for

decent rooms ? " She sank into the chair he

had placed for her. " Or even an hotel. It's

so absurd of you to live like this. One would

say you were getting into miserly habits.

And with such a splendid business, too ! "

Timothy had seated himself and was light-

ing a fresh cigarette. " All well at home,

Mirabel ? " he inquired, mildly.

" Oh, yes. The kiddies have the usual

November colds, but they're better now.

Harold is all right, but rather crusty. This
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horrid weather, I suppose. I thought I'd try

to catch you, Timothy, before you left for

the City, though when I saw the locality you

were living in I almost wished I had gone to

your office."

" The locality doesn't worry me much,"

said Timothy, quietly.

" That's the worst of it," was her prompt

retort. She laughed, forcedly, perhaps. " It's

really dreadful to have a wealthy brother

who pigs it in this fashion. I must look around

and find you decent rooms, my dear."

" Thank you, Mirabel. Butâ��I'm not the

rich man you persist in taking me to be."

" Rubbish ! " she said, lightly. " And it's

rather mean of you to begin to talk like that

just when I was going to ask a small favour

of you, Timothy."

Something within the man winced. He

preferred a direct request to a playful hint,

but the latter was his sister's way, and he

ought to have been used to it by now.

" What can I do for you, Mirabel ? " he

asked, knowing what the answer would be.

" Now, please don't look like an old bear

with a sore head ! Your poor sister only wants

a little loan. Harold says things are rather

tight just now, whatever that means, but

there's a good time coming, and then you'll

get back all you've lent us. Harold would have

come to see you himself, only he's so sensi-

tive, poor man. You know how sensitive he

is, Timothy."

In the past Timothy had known Harold as

a good-looking young giant with a blonde

moustache and a high colour, a fund of con-

versation on sporting matters, and a generous

habit of offering the merest acquaintances

cigars and whiskies and sodas ; but somehow

he had not observed his sensitiveness.

" And I'm quite sure this is the last time I

shall ever bother you," Mirabel added, by

way of encouragement.

Now was Timothy's time to remind his

sister that for years she and her husband

had been draining his resources to the tune

of at least three hundred pounds per annum ;

to suggest that she and her husband ought

to cut their extravagance and live within

their income, which was by no means a

beggarly one; and to inform her that she was

not the only member of the Wells family who

had consistently borrowed from him ever

since he had had any money to lend. But

Timothy did none of these things. He had

been " soft " too long.

" How much do you and Harold require ? "

he said, without keeping her in suspense.

It was on Mirabel's tongue to say " Forty,"

but the word that left her lips was " Fifty " ;

and then, seeing how little moved he was, she

wished she had said " A hundred."

" Very well," he replied, suppressing a

sigh, " I'll send you a cheque when I get to

the office. But please let this be the last,

Mirabel."

She was used to the phrase. " Rather ! "

she said, and, getting up, crossed the hearth-

rug and kissed him on the forehead. " You're

a dear, good brother, and I'm fearfully obliged

to you."

" That's all right," he returned, smiling

faintly. " I'm glad I can do it â�� this

time."

He saw her to her cab, and then returned

to the parlour to don his boots.

After all, Mirabel tried him less than her

sisters.

It must not be supposed, however, that his

brothers-in-law always left these interviews

to their wives. They took their turns, and

Timothy " forked out " just the same. The

years passed, and it never seemed to occur to

the bachelor that a refusal might be good for

every one concerned, that his help would

gradually come to be taken for granted,

that his weakness was simply making parasites

of his relations. Nor did the borrowers reflect

that their importunacy might carry them

too far. With a few signs of real and grateful

affection, and a little less superior criticism

of his shabby mode of living, Timothy's

eyes might have been kept blind to the end

of the chapter; but people are apt to become

careless under repeated obligations, and his

relations had at last allowed Timothy to

gain an inkling of their utter selfishness.

He had begun to perceive, dimly, it is true,

the many sweet and lovely things he had

missed, the opportunities he had sacrificed,

the future he had mortgaged, if not lost

altogether. And Mirabel's latest visit irritated

as much as it depressed him.

Yet could he ever find the will to say

" No " to his sisters ? The question occurred

to him on his way to the City. Supposeâ��

it was most unlikely, of courseâ��but still,

suppose that some day he should think of

marrying ?

II.

" A lady waiting to see you, sir," a clerk

announced to Timothy on his arrival, and

Timothy's feebly-rising spirits sank back to

zero. " This is her card."

Timothy's spirits rebounded, then wobbled

at the higher level, for the name on the cardâ��

" Miss Florence Gale " (there was no address)
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â��was quite unfamiliar to him. Lady visitors

to the office were rare.

" Does she want to sell typewriters and

things ? " he asked the clerk, who waited.

" I shouldn't imagine so, sir."

the instant Timothy realized that she had

beautiful eyes and charming colouring.

" Mr. Wells, is it not ? "

The inflections of her voice were not

English.

"'very well,' he replied, suppressing a sigh, 'i'll send you a CHEQUE WHEN I GET TO

THE OFFICE. BUT PLEASE LET THIS BE THE LAST.'"

" Then she must be collecting subscrip-

tions for some charity," said Timothy.

At his entrance a girl seated by the fire

rose and turned to greet him, her hand held

out as if sure of a welcoming clasp. Within

" Yes," he replied, shaking hands a trifle

awkwardly. He glanced at the card. " You

are Miss Gale ? "

She bowed slightly, and waited for him tj

continue.
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" Pray be seated, Miss Gale. And what

can I do for you ? "

For a moment or two she stared with

wide grey eyes. Then, " Oh, dear ! " she

cried. " So you don't know me ? "

Timothy felt and looked uncomfortable.

" I beg your pardon," he said at last,

" but have we met before ? I can't imagine

how I could possibly have forgotten."

" No, no; I didn't mean that. But you

see, my uncle said he had written to you."

" Your uncle ? "

" Mr. John Gale, of Boston. Good gracious!

don't you even remember him ? "

Timothy's hand had gone to his forehead.

" John Gale ? I seem to have heard the

name, but And you say he wrote to

me?"

" Yes, yes," rather impatiently. " Just

before I sailed he told me he had written to

you, and gave me your address. That's why

I'm here. I arrived in London late last night,

and "

" One moment, Miss Gale." Timothy's

hand fell from his head to a small basket of

letters on his desk. " The letter may be

here. Yes, here it isâ��Boston postmark.

Came with the same steamer as you did,

I suppose." He tore open the envelope,

with its American stamp and unfamiliar

superscription. " I suppose I need not

apologize for reading this in your presence? "

he said, now more at his ease.

" Please read it as quickly as possible,"

she returned, smiling, " and cease to regard

me as a suspicious character. I'm so glad it

has arrived safely."

The letter was not long. It ran as follows :â��

" My Dear Wells,â��Our correspondence

failed many a long year ago, yet you are the

only one of the old friends whose memory

comes clear to me now. I write this in the

hope that all is well with you, and to ask

a favour. My niece, Florence Gale, who has

been to me as a daughter since the loss of her

parents a good many years ago, has suddenly

made up her mindâ��which is no feeble oneâ��â� 

to pay a flying visit to London. It is per-

fectly impossible for me to accompany her,

and she stoutly refuses to accept any other

travelling companion. Well, she is of age,

and is quite independent of me so far as

money is concerned. Knowing her as I do,

I have little anxiety on her account, and that

little is practically removed by the thought

of you. She will call upon you on her arrival,

and I am sure you will extend to her all

the help and advice she may require. She

will not remain more than ten days on your

side. On her return she will give me the

best news, I trust, of you and yours. Is

there no chance of your paying us a visit,

old friend ? Alas ! how the years have

flown.â��Cordially yours, John Gale.

" P.S.â��Please cable me as soon as Florence

reaches you."

Having finished reading the letter, Timothy

continued to gaze at it with wrinkled brows.

" Well ? " said Miss Gale, softly. " Is not

my certificate in order ? "

Timothy's countenance relaxed. A smile

dawned in his eyes. " I am very glad to see

you, Miss Gale," he said, seating himself,

" and glad to welcome you in my father's

name. My father died many years ago.

Your uncle's letter is written to him. I didn't

notice that at once, because I happen to bear

the same name as my father. Now I recol-

lect my father's mentioning a Mr. Galeâ��a

very old friend who had gone abroad. It is

possible that, as a lad, I have met your uncle.

In any case, I am very much at your service,

Miss Gale. You said you arrived last night,

I think ? "

" Yes. I went to the Savoy Hotel, and I

expect to stay on there. It's a lovely hotel,

isn't it ? "

" Y-yes,"said Timothy, a little doubtfully.

" Did your uncle recommend it ? "

" Oh, no. Poor Uncle John recommended

a frightfully stuffy placeâ��you see, he had not

been in London for thirty yearsâ��and I

changed my mind when I saw it, and told

the chauffeur I wanted something bright and

gay."

" Quite so." A brief pause. " I gather

from your uncle's letter, Miss Gale, that you

have no friends in London."

" Not one," she replied, with the utmost

cheerfulness. " That is, excepting yourself,

Mr. Wellsâ��if I may make so bold," she added,

quite seriously.

Timothy flushed slightly. There was cer-

tainly something pleasant about this young

woman's manner. " If you will do me so

much honour," he corrected, gravely. " And

now, to begin with," he proceeded, " I must

inform my sisters that you are here. I have

three sisters, Miss Gale, younger than myself,

and married. They will do what they can

to make your visit to London enjoyable, and

I am sure Mirabel will be delighted that you

should stay "

" Mr. Wells ! " she interrupted, gentlv.

" Yes ? "

" Mr. Wells, will you promise not to be

offended ? "

" Offended ? Why, of course not ! You
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wish me to 'phone to Mirabel at once ? " He

turned to the telephone at his elbow.

" No, no." She took a good grip of her

courage. " Mr. Wells, does Uncle John's

letter mention how long I am to be staying in

London ?"

" Not more than ten days, it says. But

possibly you may extend "

She shook her head. " One can't do very

much with London in ten days, can one ? "

" Not a great deal. Still "

" But I want to do the utmost possible."

" Certainly. I'll make that clear to my

sisters "

" Please, no ! " For an instant the grey

eyes danced, then became demure. " Mr.

Wells, I'm not ungrateful, and I don't mean

to be rude, but I'm going to be quite frank.

I'd rather not be introduced to anybody. I

called on you to please my uncle. Don't

misunderstand me," she went on, quickly, at

the sight of his crestfallen look. " I'm glad

I called, for I feel I have one friend in this

great London. But one friend is all I want.

You see, I have not come all the way from

Boston just to make a few temporary acquain-

tances, who would probably consider me a

nuisance, and I can get plenty of tea-parties

and so on at home." She paused.

" Dear me ! " said Timothy, helplessly.

" In short, Mr. Wells," she resumed,

checking a smile, " my desire is for ten days'

entire freedom. I shall see only the sights I

have a fancy to see ; I shall shop just where I

want to shop ; andâ��I shall dine in a different

restaurant and go to a different theatre every

night."

" Good heavens ! Alone ? "

She nodded. " You think my uncle would

not approve ? Well, perhaps he wouldn't,

but then he won't know anything about it

until it is all overâ��that is, unless you

But you wouldn't do that, Mr. Wells ? "

" Miss Gale," said Timothy, desperately,

" it's impossible ! In this part of the world

a young lady cannot do what you propose

doing. To go to restaurants and theatres

without an escort "

" Mr. Wells, I am nearly twenty-fiveâ��and

I'll be fifty before I know where I am. For

years I have been dreaming of doing this.

When I'm old enough to do it more conven-

tionally it won't be worth doing. Until now

I have done my best to please other people.

My aunt, who died last year, was a very diffe-

rent person from my uncle : she permitted

no pleasures outside of a parlour. Does not

that explain some of my madness ? "

" I think I understand," said Timothy,

gently. " At your age a craving for freedom

is natural. But now, supposing, instead of

finding me here, you had found my father,

as your uncle anticipatedâ��â��"

" But I thought you were your father

untilâ��oh, dear ! what am I saying ? "

" Don't worry about that," he said, with a

somewhat rueful smile. " I take it that you

would have expressed yourself to my father

just as you have expressed yourself to me."

" I came with that intention, Mr. Wells.

I promised my uncle to call here, but I had

just as surely promised myself that no one

should turn me from my purpose."

Timothy sighed. " But supposingâ��and I

think it would have happenedâ��supposing

my father had forthwith cabled your

uncle ? "

" It would have greatly upset Uncle John

and made me uncomfortable ; otherwise it

would have been a vain thing to do, for, you

see, Mr. Wells, my uncle could not reach this

side until my ten days were over." She

began to make those tiny preparations that

with a woman presage departure. " I'm

afraid I have been a disagreeable visitor," she

remarked, kindly, for his discomfiture was

apparent. " Please don't worry about me.

If I should find myself really at a loss I shall

take the liberty of coming again, but do not

let that unlikely possibility oppress you."

Smiling, she rose and held out her hand.

" And thank you ever so much."

In all his life Timothy had never felt more

helpless. But he could not let her go like

this. He got up, looking wretche 1.

" Miss Gale, at least tell me what you intend

doing now."

" Now ? Qh, I'm going to have a look at

the Towerâ��it's too wet for shopping. Then

I'm going to see about seats at the theatres.

Then "

" Letâ��let me show you the Tower."

Her hesitation was but momentary.

" Would you ? Can you spare so much

time, Mr. Wells ? "

" It will give me great pleasure," he said,

awkwardly. " But before we go I must cable

to your uncle." He found a form on his

desk and filled in John Gale's address, paused,

then wrote : " Miss Gale safely arrived.â��

Wells." He handed the slip to her. " Will

that do ? "

" You are extravagant. Call me Florence.

Your father would have done so, I'm sure,"

she added, calmly.

" Florence," murmured Timothy, and

blushed as he made the alteration. He rang

the bell, and when the clerk appeared said :
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" Get this dispatched. Andâ��I shall be out

untilâ��until I come back."

Two hours later they were lunching at

Romano's. This had come about naturally

enough. After all, the girl had been glad of

his guidance at the Tower, and had evinced

a desire for information respecting other

" sights " of the great city wherein she was a

stranger. When one o'clock came their con-

versation seemed to have only begun, where-

fore Timothy had, not without diffidence,

proposed luncheon together, and she, with a

veiled glance at his grey hair, had graciously

accepted the invitation.

Florence, in spite of her narrow up-bringing,

had met some smarter menâ��smarter in

every sense of the word than her present

host. Yet Timothy's slowness, while it

secretly amused her, was somehow attractive

to her, while his undisguised anxiety on her

behalf touched rather than irritated her.

Towards the end of the meal the conversa-

tion flagged. With the arrival of coffee it

failed so far as Timothy was concerned.

At his request the waiter had brought her

a weekly publication called London Amuse-

ments, and while she went over the list of

plays with a pencil, Timothy, forgetting to

smoke the twopenny cigarette he had ordered,

regarded her with a curious longing in those

brown eyes of his.

But he got the words out at last:â��

" Miss Gale, are you going to begin to-

night ? "

" Yes," she smiled. " I've decided to go

to the Shaftesbury. Unless you can recom-

mend something better."

" I don't even know what the present plays

are," he said. " It is many years since I was

in a theatre."

" Really ? Then I'll go to the Shaftesbury

and see Marie Tempest."

Under the cloth Timothy's fingers were

knit together.

" Miss Gale, let me take you to the Shaftes-

bury to-night. For your uncle'sâ��for my

own conscience's sake. Regard me asâ��as

a servant if you like, but let me accompany

you. Or let me arrange with one of my

sisters "

With a faint gesture of distress she stopped

him.

" Mr. Wells," she said, " you make it very

difficult for me. You make me seem a most

ungracious person."

" I don't mean to do that," he faltered.

But I can't endure the idea of your going

to those places alone. At least you will

permit me to accompany you to the doorâ��

restaurant and theatreâ��and meet you coming

out ? I promise not to interfere with you

otherwise. Say you will permit that much,

Miss Gale."

His earnestness was too much for her.

The frown passed from her face.

" You are very good," she said, simply.

" I shall be delighted to go with you to the

theatre to-night, Mr. Wells, after you have

dined with me at my hotel."

Overjoyed as he was, he demurred at dining

as her guest at the Savoy.

" Let me take you to one of the other

restaurants," he began.

But she was firm.

" I can't give away the whole of my

independence," she declared. " Besides"

â��her eyes dancedâ��" I am not so sure but

that your ideas, Mr. Wells, are even less

conventional than my own. Now," begin-

ning to put on her gloves, " I must not keep

you longer from your business."

" What are you going to do this after-

noon ? " he inquired.

" Shopping, since the rain has stopped."

" Couldn't I be of any use in "

" Oh, indeed, no ! " she cried, now openly

amused. " But I shall promise to be back at

the hotel before it is quite dark. And I shall

expect you at seven."

We need not closely follow Timothy through

the hours of that afternoon. He returned to

his office, where he gave all the attention he

could to business and the rest to the clock.

At five-thirty he was in his lodgings. He

spent a bad half-hour over the old dress suit

that he had thought never to wear again,

though the worst thing about it was its

unfashionable cut. When garbed in it he

was by no means unpresentable. He was

struggling with his tie when the landlady

knocked and informed him that his chop was

ready. To this day the landlady is prepared

to affirm that his reply was, " Chop be

damned ! I'm dining out." And possibly

she had heard aright, for Mr. Wells, the next

moment, informed himself apologetically that

he hadn't used such a word for years. Also,

before going out he apologized to the landlady

and begged her to accept the chop for her

own use.

Later, with considerable trepidation, he

entered the Savoy. He feared Miss Gale

might have regretted her invitation. But

she came to meet him with so frank a welcome

that lie took heart. According to the Savoy

standard her gown may have been an ordinary
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enough affair ; to Timothy it was altogether

lovely. And suddenly he realized that he

had not been so happy for many, many

years. At dinner he became positively

light-hearted.

" Mr. Wells," said Florence, suddenly,

" I thought so, too, Miss Gale," he said,

softly. m

Next morning he was at the hotel in time

to find her ready to go out.

" I have got seats for the Waldorf, and have

"SHE CAME TO MEET HIM WITH SO FRANK A WELCOME THAT HE TOOK HEART."

' I hope you don't mind my saying it, but

I thought you were ever so much older than

you really are."

Timothy flushed a little, but he smiled

cheerfully.

engaged a table at the Piccadilly," he told

her, eagerly. " Don't say I may not go with

you."

" It is very kind of you," she began, and

halted.
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" If you refuse," he said, with a frail smile,

" I'll send all my sisters to call upon you.

I have an aunt, too."

At that she laughed, but her reply was

serious.

" I will go with you, Mr. Wells, on con-

dition that I pay my share."

He looked so cornered that her heart

softened.

" I don't mean that I insist on paying on

the spot," she said. " But you will give me

your word to accept my share before I go

back to Boston."

Timothy gave it with reluctance, admitting

to himself that there was no other way. To

attempt to force his entertainment on this

girl would, he assured himself, be worse than

ungentlemanly.

" Very well, Miss Gale, it shall be as

you wish. I am glad you permit my escort."

" Oh, I don't mind telling you that I am

glad to have your escort, Mr. Wells. After

all," she laughed, " from what I noticed last

night, I am not so bent on absolute independ-

ence so far as theatres and restaurants are

concerned. Isn't that a shameful admission

after my remarks of yesterday ? "

It is a strange fact that despite the grand

opportunity now given him Timothy did not

even attempt to re-introduce the subject of

his sisters. Instead he cried, a little wildly,

" Then may I look after you every evening ? "

" Have not you anything else to do with

your evenings ? " she asked, amused.

" Nothing whatever. I'm a lonely fellow,

as a rule. You have no idea what a pleasure

it would be to me."

" Perhaps," she said, demurely, " we had

better leave it an open question."

And writh that he had to be content.

" Where are you going now ? " he inquired.

" I "am going to Kew this fine morning.

I promised Uncle John to see the gardens."

" I know the gardens very well indeed,"

said Timothy, all of a twitter. " Letâ��let me

go with you."

" Oh ! But your business ? "

" It belongs to me. I don't belong to it

â��to-day, at any rate."

Somehow she could not deny him. After

all, his kindly companionship was better

than solitude, and did not interfere with her

plans.

So Timothy telephoned to his office a

message new to his clerks : " Shall not be at

business to-day," and they set out for Kew.

For nigh a week Timothy lived in a state

which may best be described as one wild thrill.

He was like a man long blinded brought

suddenly to behold a beautiful world. His

days and nights were ecstasies ; he lived only

for the present. He did not stop to ask him-

self where he was going. He worshipped a

goddess, and adoration so filled his soul that

there was no room for the cravings of self.

But on the evening of the seventh day the

change came. It came all in a breath.

They were sitting in the theatre, and his eyes

had strayedâ��not for the first timeâ��from

the stage to her face. The play was a sad

one, and there were tears in her eyes. And

in that instant she was no more a goddess,

but a womanâ��the woman he wanted to have

near him for ever and ever. Perhaps she

noticed some alteration in his manner as he

bade her good-night at the hotel entrance,

for she would make no promise for a meeting

on the following day. Yet it was a memory

of her eyes, rather than of her words, that he

took home with him. " Only three days

more," he had sighed, and she had echoed

his words with a smile on her lipsâ��only on

her lips. He had perceived that much.

That night he faced himself and his life.

Apart altogether from the shortness of their

acquaintance, had he the right to speak to

her before she left London ? Timothy was

not ignorant of his own affairs ; he knew

exactly what he was worth. If he stopped

giving away money he was worth at least a

thousand pounds a year. It was not a great

offering, but it gave him, he thought, the

right to speak.

He must speak ! Though the chances

against his winning her were a million to one

he would speak. If she could not answer him

before she left London, he would seek her

later in her home. It seemed to him that

without her nothing in the world was worth

having. Yes; he would set his affairs in

order, and on the last night of her stayâ��he

dared not soonerâ��he would speak.

The last night came quickly enough. She

had graciously allowed him to act as host that

evening. She was merry at dinner, merry at

the Gaiety, which theatre she had chosen for

her final outing. The hours slipped away

without his finding an opening for a serious

sentence.

But as he handed her from the cab at the

Savoy he whispered, desperately : " May I

come in for a minute ? 1 have something to

tell you."

" No, noâ��not to-night." she replied,

faintly.

" To-morrowâ��before you go ? "

There was no answer. A touch of her hand
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and she was gone from him. For she knew

what he would say, yet was not quite sure of

her answer.

Timothy walked the long way to his

lodgings. He was not hopeless. At the

last moment of parting he had looked in her

eyes.

As he entered the dingy sitting-room, a

little surprised that the gas should be burning

full, a man rose from the easy-chair. The

man was pale, but Timothy went paler.

" George ! " he cried, hoarsely. Here was

disaster ; he knew it.

" I had to wait to see you. Been here

since nine o'clock. Clara insisted on my

coming to-night, though I said it would keep

till to-morrow."

" What is it ? " Timothy's tone was new

to his youngest brother-in-law. " Nothing

the matter with Clara, I hope ? "

" No," said George, sitting down again and

fumbling with a cigarette. " Beastly sorry,

old man, but it's the bank."

" The bank ! "

" Yes ; they've called up that overdraft."

" Oh ! It was only about a hundred

pounds the last time you spoke of it."

" It's up to the limit now, I'm sorry to say,"

said George, sullenly.

" The limit ! Two thousand ! " With an

effort Timothy got command of himself.

" Well, of course, Henderson and I guaranteed

that amount to the bank on your account.

Only I thought you were clearing it off. I

don't want to worry you, George, but I'd like

to be relieved of that responsibility as soon

as possible. Make an effort to wipe out your

overdraft before May, will you ? "

" I wish to Heaven I could," the younger

man muttered.

" Well, don't lose your night's sleep over

it. Get away home, and I'll ask Henderson

to call with me on the manager to-morrow

and satisfy him that our guarantee is all

right."

" Henderson," said George, weakly, " is

deadâ��yesterdayâ��suicideâ��ruined himself. I

can't find another guarantor. And I'm

practically broke myself."

Timothy took the nearest chair. " Oh, my

God ! " he said, very softly.

" I tell you I'm beastly sorry."

Timothy apparently did not hear the

remark. " So I'm liable for the whole

amountâ��two thousand poundsâ��two years'

income."

" I thought you made more. Clara always

said so," mumbled George. " I'm beastly "

" Go home ! " said Timothy, so quietly, yet
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so sternly, that his brother-in-law got up and

departed.

At four o'clock in the morning Timothy

went out to post the letter he had written to

Florence. It was brief. Owing to a sudden

and severe business trouble he regretted he

would be unable to bid farewell to her on the

morrow. He thanked her for the best days

of his life. He wished her a safe voyage and

happiness always, and begged leave to remain

her sincere friend, T. Wells.

At the pillar-box he stood awL .e hesitating;

then, with a sigh and headshake, let the letter

go. The brown eyes were not so clear now,

but perhaps this was due to the fog that was

descending on London.

IV.

He reached the office two hours late. The

fog had thickened and was greatly hindering

traffic. It was almost dark in the office. A

clerk stepped forward to explain that some-

thing had gone wrong with the light, but that

the electrician would have it going again

almost immediately. Timothy merely nodded

and passed on to his room, though the clerk

sought to detain him.

Timothy closed the door behind him,

thankful for the darkness as well as the soli-

tude. He took a pace forward, stopped short,

and threw up his arms.

" Oh, you fool ! " he said, in a whisper;

" you utter fool ! "

" Mr. Wells," said a voice, in soft alarm.

His arms fell; he gasped.

Dimly he saw her rising from the chair by

the hearth.

" Florenceâ��Miss Galeâ��your trainâ��your

boat ! " he stammered.

" I have lost my train," she returned,

quietly. " Aren't we going to shake hands ?

I am sorry 1 startled you. Didn't your

clerk "

He was beside her, holding her hand as

though he would never let it go.

" I had your letter this morning," she

went on, withdrawing it gently. " I fear you

have had a great misfortune."

He went back a pace from her.

" Yes," he said, bitterly, " but I have only

myself to blame, Miss Gale."

" That makes it the harder to bear, doesn't

it ? " Never had her voice sounded so kind

in his ears. " It was very sudden, I think

you said in your note ? "

" An hour after I left you last night."

" Soâ��so it was not of that youâ��you

wanted to tell me last night ? "
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He winced.

" No, not thatâ��of course, not that."

A silence fell between them. At last he

asked how she had come to lose her train.

Had the fog been responsible ?

" I think," she said, whimsically, " I think

I lost it through spending too much time over

a cable to Uncle John, saying I was coming

with to-morrow's boat."

He stared at her.

"Youâ��you deliberately lost it?"

" Yes. You see, I found I couldn't

decently leave the country without

paying my debts. What do I owe you

for theatres and so on, Mr. Wells ? "

" Don't."

" What do I owe you "â��her voice

was not so steadyâ��" for your care of

me all the time I've been here ? I

"'go home!' said timothy, so sternly, that

his brother-in-law got up and departed."

see very clearly now how horrid it might have

been if I had carried out my own plan."

" I assure you," he struggled, " it was a

great pleasure "

" Oh, don'tâ��don't be polite. Andâ��how

could I go away without telling you I was

sorry about your trouble ? "

Timothy drew a long breath and walked

over to the window.

" It is good of you," he said, huskily.

" Iâ��I think the fog is beginning to lift."

" Mr. Wells, I'm going to ask you an im-

pertinent question. Does this trouble mean

that you will lose your business ? "

"Oh, no. But

it means that

I shall be a

very poor man

for several

years."

" Dear me ! is

that all ? "

He turned

almost fiercely.

" It means also

that I have lost

my right to

hope."

Her voice

seemed to come

from far away; it

just reached

him.

" Can't I help ?

What's the use of

my having money

when "

" Stop ! "

He strode to-

wards her.

"Isn't it

rather late to

say 'Stop'?"

she sighed. And,

putting her arms

on the mantel-

piece, she bowed

her face upon

them.

He halted, re-

garding her help-

lessly.

"Oh, Flor-

ence," he whis-

pered, "oh,

Florence ! "

A clerk knocked at the door.

" The light is on now, sir. Mr. Johnson

would like to see you."

" Tell him," said Timothy, huskily, " tell

him I'm engaged."

The clerk departedâ��smiling.

From the mantelpiece came a small

sob, a small laugh, and a very small

voice :â��

" Oh, Timothy ! "



THE MOST IMPRESSIVE

SIGHT I EVER SAW.

Iâ��Mme. Sarah Bernhardt.

II.-â��Fatter Bernard Vaughan.

III.â��Field-Marshal Sir Evelyn Wood, V.C.

In the following striking series of articles a number of eminent men and

women have consented to describe " the most impressive sight" they have

ever seen. Their stories, as will be realized by the opening examples, will

be of the most varied and exciting kind. On the principle of " place aux

dames," we commence with Mme. Sarah Bernhardt's graphic description

of an incident she witnessed during the siege of Paris.

THE BOMBARDMENT OF PARIS.

By MME. SARAH BERNHARDT.

Illustrated by J. E. Sutcliffe.

SIGHT I witnessed during the

bombardment of Paris in the

Franco-Prussian War I shall

never forget as long as I live.

Indeed, although many years

have passed since those terrible

days, the memory of this

particular incident is as fresh to me as though

it had happened but yesterday. For days

past food had been getting scarcer and

scarcer. Bitter cold enveloped the city, and

the army of the enemy was daily holding the

French capital in a still closer grip.

Towards the end of December hope had

been slowly fading from many a gallant heart,

and, speaking for myself, I may say that I was

living in the expectation of I knew not what,

and of something, some dread thing, that

I dare not let my mind dwell on. Every

night I used to hear a mournful cry of

" Ambulance ! ambulance ! " underneath the

windows of the Odt'on. My friends and I

would then creep softly down the stairs to

meet the sad procession, and to see whether

we could possibly prove of any assistance.

Our refuge, I need scarcely say, soon

became full of these brave, wounded soldiers,

who so proudly gave up their lives for the

honour of France. At last, when our house

was quite full, the sergeant said to me, in

pleading tones, " Do try to take one or two

more in." Although, as I have said, our

house was already full of the severely wounded,

such a request I could not refuse, and I

replied, " Very well, I will take two more,"

for Mme. Guerard and I had our own beds,

which we gladly gave up.

All night long bombarding continued, until

close on six in the morning the mournful cry

of " Ambulance ! ambulance ! " once more

reached our ears. Mme. Guerard and I went

down to meet the sad procession. We

encountered the sergeant at the door. " Take

this man," he said. " He is losing all his

blood, and if I take him any farther he will

not arrive living." The new arrival proved

to be a German, one Frantz Mayer, who said

that he was a soldier of the Silesian Landwehr.

As he told me his name he fainted from

weakness caused by loss of blood. He

soon came to, however, and I had him

carried into a room where there was a young

Breton suffering from a bad fracture of the

skull. Before leaving, one of my friends, an

excellent German linguist, approached Frantz

Mayer's bed, and asked him in his own tongue

whether he could do anything for him.

" I thank you, no, sir," he replied, bravely,

" and although I suffer much I am happy in

the thought that Paris cannot hold out two
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"THEY SWOOPED DOWN OX THE BURNING PIECES AS DO BIRDS ON A SHOWER OF CRUMBS."

days longer. Its defenders are already

reduced to eating rats."

Although this statement was an exaggera-

tion, food was nevertheless becoming scarce

in the extreme. Small morsels of decayed

meat were fetching high prices, and the child-

ren were going hungry to hed and waking up

still more hungry. It v,a; for their suffering,

I think, that I felt most, for to see those who

cannot help themselves slowly fading away
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for lack of food is a sight than which I can

think of none worse.

But I am wrong when I say that they

could not help themselves. They did so,

and in a way which shows the utter fearless-

ness of danger embedded in childish minds.

And the sight of how they managed to help

themselves, each one carrying his or her life

in their hands as they did so, is one I cannot

dwell on without a shudderâ��one I shall never

forget as long as I live.

To describe this sight it has been necessary

for me to refer to the deplorable condition

in which the defenders of Paris found them-

selves. Hour after hour the bombardment

continued, and in a .space of twenty yards

near the Odeon in one night no fewer than

twelve bombs burst. As Mme. Gu6rard and

I sat tremblingly watching at the window,

I remember thinking that these messengers

of death, as they burst in the air, were

strangely, weirdly, horribly like fireworks at

a fete.

One night a young journalist came to call

on me at the Ambulance, and I related to him

the ghastly, terrifying splendours we had seen

from our window. He said he, too, would like

to see them. It would be an experience. If

he lived he would be able to describe it, and

thus make splendid copy for his paper.

A few hours later we three sat at one of

the windows which looked out towards

Chatillon, from where came the heaviest

bombardment of the Germans. In the silence

of the night the muffled sound of the guns

and the bursting of the bombs made the

most depressing music I have ever heard.

One bomb burst so close to my window that,

had not we quickly drawn back our heads,

we should surely have been killed. The shell

fell immediately underneath, grazing the cor-

nice, and dragging it down in its fall to the

ground, where it burst feebly.

" A narrow escape, indeed, madame," said

the journalist. Scarcely had he spoken when

from dark corners on either side of the street

out dashed a little crowd of children, who

swooped down on the burning pieces as do

birds on a shower of crumbs. The pieces of

shell were still warm and dangerous, and the

children's action struck me as so extraordinary

that, trembling like a leaf, I turned to my

journalist friend, as I realized the danger of

death the youngsters were running, and asked

what they could possibly want with frag-

ments of burst bombs.

To satisfy my curiosity, and to try to

rescue the children from further danger, the

journalist, whose name I remember was

Georges Boyer, dashed downstairs and dragged

one of the urchins up to us. The others

had fled at the sound of his footsteps.

" What are you going to do with that, my

little man ? " I asked, pointing to the frag-

ment of burst shell which he held tightly in

his two hands. " I'm going to sell it to buy

my turn in the queue when the meat is being

distributed," he said. " But you risk your

life, my poor child," I said. " You should

take shelter from the shells, and not expose

your little body."

" It makes no difference," said the child,

quietly, gazing at me with eyes of wonder

which seemed to ask why a stranger should

take an interest in his humble welfare. " I am

already so weak and my limbs ache so

through want of food that I am no longer

afraid of the wicked enemy's crackers."

For thus he described the bombs, which

were falling around like golf-balls on a

crowded day on the links.

It was all too horrible. Even now when I

see children playing in the streets my thoughts

often turn to that little band of starving

youngsters who so carelessly exposed them-

selves to the bombardment of the Germans

in the hope that, if these dread messengers did

not bring death to them, they might after-

wards sell the fractured pieces of bomb for

the price of a mouthful of food. In my life

I have seen many impressive sights, but none

has so engraved itself on my memory as this.

II.

THE GRAND CANYON OF COLORADO.

By FATHER BERNARD VAUGHAN.

Illustrated by John de Walton.

Of all sights that I have witnessed, I cannot Until I saw the Colorado canyon, the

recall one which has so arrested and riveted my canyon of Yellowstone Park had seemed to

attention as the Grand Canyon of Colorado. me the most wonderful sight that I had seen.
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Both canyons are bewilderingly wonderful,

but, curiously enough, they are in nothing

alike. Each one has what the other has not;

each completes and is completed by the other.

The Yellowstone Park canyon is wonder-

fully fine and beautiful; the Colorado canyon

is wonderfully grand and magnificent. And

both strike me as symbolic of perfect wedded

life, the perfection of what is womanly and

of what is manly united in bonds indissoluble.

What makes these United States canyons so

impressive is that they are monuments of

Nature's creative genius. They are built up

out of ruins, out of dibris, out of erosion.

When first you look down Yellowstone Park

canyon and see the sunlit stream running a

thousand feet below the plateau of eight

thousand feet whereon you stand, you are

in no sense moved to rapture by the foam-

ing river. Neither is your imagination

wrought into ecstasies by the wonderful

setting of trees on the background of snow,

nor with the rugged Sierras in the far, far

distance ; but you are wholly carried away

by the beauty of the vertical walls of the

chasm, walls which from highest rim down

to river bed are painted with such a delicacy,

beauty, and fineness of finish that you almost

want to exclaim, " Look ! Here a rainbow has

fallen from heaven, and has been shattered

against these rocks."

But not even would that simile express

quite what you feel, for you almost want to

ask, " Have these walls been hung with

tapestries woven in the looms of heaven ?

Have these glories been let down to decorate

the canyon for some such event as the birth

of the Creator ? "

Yes. the Yellowstone canyon is wonderfully

beautiful ; but the Colorado chasm is far more

wonderfully magnificent. As, some few weeks

ago, I stood on an elevated plain and saw at

my feet, and before me, a gorge fifteen miles

across and stretching east and west as far as

the eye could travel, I found myself looking

into another world, a world untenanted and

voiceless save for the sound of the whirling,

whistling wind.

Just imagine the scene. There below me,

a mile deep and fifteen miles across, was this

yawning gulf. There, in that immense

depth, stood out before my bewildered and

worshipping eyes a perfect city in which

I could recognize every style of classic archi-

tecture and every period of Gothic: towers,

keeps, and turrets, domes, spires, and

minarets, streets laid out and open spaces,

and flights of steps to cathedral, capitol,

castle, and encircling ramparts. .

Nor was the scene without the life of colour

or the play of light and shade. Every hue

and tint was there, and every scheme of

treatment was depicted before my eyes.

Nothing was wanting to make me feel how

poor, petty, and paltry is all man's work

when put into comparison with the wonderful

works of God !

When we came away, after having seen

the great spaces flooded with sunlight, hidden

in mist, and swept by rain storm, I could not

help exclaiming to a friend who was with

me, " This to me is the last word in architec-

ture, in painting, and in poetry."

At Yellowstone Park my soul broke forth

into the Magnificat. But here in the presence

of the Grand Canyon of Colorado I felt inclined

to intone the " Gloria in Excelsis."

To view that canyon and to see what Nature

had wrought in this wonderland of wonder-

lands held me spellbound with awe, admira-

tion, and adoration. And as I stood there

I offered up a silent prayer to Heaven for

sight and understanding, and for the privilege

of being there.

III.

MICHAEL HARDY'S DAUNTLESS COURAGE.

DESCRIBED BY

FIELD-MARSHAL SIR EVELYN WOOD,

Illustrated by Ernest Prater.

v.c.

In a somewhat lengthy fighting career I can

think of so many impressive sights I have

seen that I find it far from an easy matter

to select one in particular as " the most

impressive." However, after mature con-

sideration, I am inclined to choose an incident

I witnessed during the bombardment of

Sebastopol in 1855.

The incident in question happened on the

19th of April. On the previous day it had

rained for twenty-four hours, and the water

was up to the level of the platform, which
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stood a good ten inches above the ground.

Evidently the Russiansâ��at least, so we

thought at the timeâ��had not anticipated

a renewal of the bombardment of Sebastopol,

during which occurred the most impressive

sight that I have ever witnessed. We after-

wards heard that they had run out of gun-

cartridges, and were obliged to use infantry

cartridges to make up charges for their guns.

But this, of course, we did not know at

the time.

We got the range immediately with an

eight-inch gun which stood in the obtuse

angle of the battery, the right of which looked

to the Malakoff and the left face to the Redan.

The gun was served by the " Queen's," who

had been in battery since October, but the

" Leanders," who had two thirty-two-poun-

ders, fifty-six-hundredweight guns, were new

to the work, and the shooting, therefore,

was somewhat erratic. Indeed, while I was

myself getting the range with the centre gun,

the captain of the right-hand gun made such

wild shots that I ordered him to " cease

firing," when No. 3, the " loader," Able

Seaman Michael Hardy, asked me if the gun's

crew might " change rounds," and that he

might be No. r. I agreed to this at once,

and after two trial shots Hardy got on the

target, and afterwards made excellent practice.

Yes, that 19th of April is a day I shall never

forget. During the first hour the embrasure

of the eight-inch gun which drew the greater

portion of the enemy's fire was cut down and

rebuilt three times. A sergeant and two

sappers, detailed for repairing that part of

the battery, were wounded, and I had per-

sonally to repair the embrasure after the

first occasion of its being demolished. After

three hours' firing the eight-inch gun where

I was standing became so hot from the quick

work it had been doing that we were obliged

to " cease fire," and the men, released from

their work, crowded up on the platform to

be out of the water, which in the trench was

half-way up to their knees. Fortunately, how-

ever, my other two guns continued in action,

so that " something was doing " all the time.

When the eight-inch gun was out of action

I had a telescope laid in my left hand along

the gun, and my right elbow on the shoulder

of Charles Green, First Class boy of H.M.S.

Queen, who was sitting on the right rear

truck of the gun, and while I was calling out

the results of the targets made a man handed

round the rum for the crew, and Green asked

me to move my elbow so that he would not

run the risk of shaking me while drinking.

At that moment we both stood up, and

Green was in the act of holding the pannikin

to his mouth when a shot from the Redan,

coming obliquely from our left, took off his

head as cleanly as though it had been severed

from his body by the guillotine. With

metallic clang the pannikin fell to the gun

platform, and Green's body lurched towards

me and fell at my side.

At this moment Michael Hardy, one of the

cheeriest Irishmen that ever breathed, and

one of the most courageous men I have ever

met â�� he was invariably cheerful in all

circumstances, and in the most perilous

moments he did not seem to know what fear

wasâ��having just fired his gun, was " serving

the vent," which consists of stopping with

the thumb all currents of air in the gun, which,

if allowed to pass up the vent, would cause

sparks remaining in the chamber to ignite

the fresh cartridge.

Hardy had turned up his sleeves and

trousers, and, his shirt being opened low on

the neck and chest, his face and body were

covered with the contents of poor Green's

head. Indeed, for a moment Hardy was

practically blinded. Now, if he had lifted his

thumb from the vent the result might easily

have been fatal to No. 3 and No. 4, who were

then ramming home the next charge.

But with the coolness of a man on parade

Hardy never flinched. With his left hand,

without moving his right, he quietly wiped

away his late comrade's brains from his face.

In print, no doubt, this incident sounds par-

ticularly gruesome, but in the heat of action

the gruesomeness of the incident did not

strike usâ��did not strike me, at any rate, as

strongly as it does to-day.

Several men sitting at my feet were, how-

ever, speechless, being startled, as indeed I

was, for as that Russian shot which had sent

poor Green on the journey from which he

would never return had passed within an

inch of my face I had felt the breath of wind

which carried it on its way, and knew full well

that it was only the chance of War which

had not ordained that Green and I should go

together. When you miss death by an inch,

or perhaps less, you realize that, in times of

war, you may be here one moment and far

away the next.

For perhaps thirty seconds we stood there

motionless. By my side lay poor Green's

body. All around was blood, and in the

distance sounded the dull boom, boom,

boom, from the Russian guns. Green had

gone, and maybe it was a sense of reverence

for the passing of his soul which rendered us

temporarily inert. Maybe it was a feeling
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of awe at the re-

lentless advance

of the messenger

of Death. What-

ever it was, we

were " off duty "

for thirty seconds

or so, and to be

off duty when a

battle is raging

is to be severely

neglecting one's

duty. When

one's country's

honour is at

stake, it is not

well to brood

over what is past;

all that matters

is the present and

the future. But,

as I have said, we

forgot such time-

w o r n theories,

for poor Green's

death had tem-

porarily stunned

usâ��or perhaps I

should say tem-

porarily stunned

me, for of my

companions' feel-

ings I cannot

write. Stunned

as I was in brain,

I have no real

notion of how they

were taking what

had happened.

Suddenly,

speaking as

though he were

reproving school-

boys, Hardy

brought us back

to a sense of

duty by remark-

ing in contemptuous tones, " You fools!

What the blazes are you looking at ? Is the

man dead ? If so, take his carcass away.

If he isn't dead, take him to the doctor."

All the time Hardy was " serving the vent "

â��the whole incident probably took place in

less than half a minuteâ��and having brought

us to our senses he turned round and said

sharply to No. 3, " Jim, are you home ? " as

the loader, who was in the act of giving a final

tap, had rammed home the charge. Jim

HE KEMAUKEl)

IN CONTEMPTUOUS TONES,

ARE YOU LOOKING

YOU

AT ?"

FOOI S ! WHAT THE BLAZES

nodded, and without bestowing another look

on us, or possibly even thinking of me, Hardy

gave the order, " Run out. Ready ! "

One of the softest-hearted men that ever

lived, Hardy had undoubtedly felt Green's

death as keenly as any of us. His amazing

pluck, therefore, blinded as he was, in keeping

his thumb on the vent, and thus saving

the lives of No. 3 and No. 4, was truly

the most remarkable act of bravery I have

ever seen.

VoL xlvi.-27.

(This Serih will be continued in the next number.)
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N a day of brilliant sunshine

Dr. Howe was seated on his

veranda overlooking the still

waters of the harbour below.

A private steam yacht had

just come to anchor, and he

watched it idly through his

glasses. It was close enough for him to see

a little cluster of men clad in white flannels

lounging on chairs on the shining deck,

and the smoke of their cigars made a faint

blue cloud against the spotless white paint

of the funnels behind them. They were

seated in a circle, and a table with tea-things

stood in their centre.

The yacht was a fine vessel, painted in

white and gold, and a small crowd of

people on the quay-side were watching it with

curiosity, because a private steam yacht rarely

put in at that port. Dr. Howe sucked his

pipe meditatively as his eye travelled over

the luxurious fittings of this ship. Then,

laying down his glasses, he settled himself

with a sigh in his chair and went to sleep.

He was awakened at length by a step on

the path, and, looking up, saw a man in ship's

uniform, with a smart gold-braided white

cap, coming towards him.

" Dr. Howe, sir ? "

" I am Dr. Howe."

The man saluted.

" I am the steward of the Vesperlillo,

sir. My master, Mr. Hartway, wishes me

to ask you if you are likely to be free to-night

between nine and ten."

Dr. Howe sat up in his chair.

" Between nine and ten ? Yes, I think so.

Does he want me to come on board ? "

" I don't know, sir. But he^ wishes you to

be in readiness between nine and ten. That

is all he said, sir. And I was to hand you

this."

The steward held out an envelope. Dr.

Howe took it. Inside was a cheque for five

guineas and a note asking him to accept the

money as a retaining iee for his services

between the hours of nine and ten that night,

as Mr. Hartway was not sure whether he

would require him or not. The letter was

from Mr. Hartway's secretary.

Dr. Howe pocketed the cheque, and in-

formed the steward that he would make a

point of staying at home between the hours

mentioned. After the steward had gone,

Dr. Howe looked at the cheque again, and

then turned his glasses once more on the

steamship Vesperlillo, that lay gleaming in

the harbour, with a flood of white and gold

flashes in the waters under her smart bows.

The group of men round the tea-table

were still visible, but one of them was stand-

ing. He was holding something in one hand

and pointing to it with the other. It was

a white object, and now and then the sunlight

flashed on it. The men around were leaning

forward in attitudes of close attention.

Dr. Howe focused his glasses carefully,

trying to make out the object. But he

could not see what it was. The individual

who was holding it at length made an inter-

rogative gesture to one of the sitters, who

shook his head. Then he shrugged his

shoulders, clasped the white thing in both

hands, and went below with it. Howe could

see his companions talking, and from their

movements a violent argument seemed to

be in progress.

A call from the house interrupted his
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examination of the yacht, and Howe went

indoors. He was busy until dinner, when

the discovery of the cheque in his pocket

brought his thoughts back to the yacht.

He spoke of it to his wife, and passed her

across the letter he had received.

" Hartway ! " she exclaimed. " Why,

that must be the great financier."

Dr. Howe's knowledge of things financial

was small, and he had not heard the name.

" Surely you've seen the name in the

papers !" said his wife. " He's at the head

of the New Beet Sugar Company that your

brother wanted you to invest in. You

remember how the shares went up ever so

many points when it was announced that

Mr. Hartway was behind it."

" Is he a millionaire, then ? "

" Of course he is. So that is his beautiful

yacht ! "

She went to the window and looked over

the bay. Evening was falling, and the

lighthouse was flashing its fan-light across

the darkening sky. The Vespertillo was

brilliantly illuminated. Light streamed from

every porthole over the water of the harbour.

Mrs. Howe gazed at it a moment, and then,

recollecting something, picked up a news-

paper from the corner.

" Here it is ! " she exclaimed, after searching

the columns. " I thought I had noticed it

yesterday morning. Listen to this: ' Mr.

Hartway, the well-known financier, is going

for a short sea voyage in the company of

Professor Madison, the Egyptologist, and

Mr. Julian Vornheim, Sir Mark Sherman,

and Mr. Lucas Spyer, who are all well known

in the financial world. It is said that Mr.

Stonewall William, the American millionaire,

may accompany him. Naturally this gather-

ing together of some of the kings of finance

has aroused great interest, and it is rumoured

that an important development may be

expected. Some astonishment has been ex-

pressed that some of these gentlemen should

meet together, as it is well known that Mr.

Hartway and Mr. Stonewall William have

been irreconcilable rivals in certain big

speculative movements for many years.'

How interesting that you should go on board

the yacht, George, and see them all! "

Mrs. Howe put down the newspaper.

Her husband felt a little mystified, for he

was reflecting that in all probability it was

Hartway himself who anticipated being ill,

and that, if a man of such wealth knew before-

hand at what time sickness would overtake

him, it was strange that he did not carry

a medical man about with him. On the

other hand, if Hartway expected someone

else to be ill between nine and ten, it intro-

duced an additional element of mystery into

the case that was scarcely pleasant.

However, he did not worry himself, for

the cheque had put him in a good humour

and it came at an opportune moment. His

practice was not very large and it took him

all his time to make both ends meet. More-

over, there was an enjoyable sense of

expectation that he might possibly earn more

money before the night was out.

While he was smoking in his study his wife

came in and suggested that he ought to put

on evening dress. He opposed the idea

strenuously.

" But remember everything will be very

luxurious on the yacht, George," she urged.

" And they may ask you to stay and have a

smoke or a drink or something. I'm sure you

would feel more comfortable if you dressed."

So at length Dr. Howe consented, and went

up to dress.

Shortly after nine o'clock the bell rang, and

Dr. Howe sprang to his feet with an exclama-

tion of satisfaction. The steward was waiting

for him in the hall.

" Mr. Hartway would like you to come

aboard the yacht at once, sir. The launch is

waiting at the steps of the jetty."

Dr. Howe slipped on a light coat, picked

up his bag, and followed the man down the

hillside to the quay below.

" Is anyone ill ? " he asked.

" I don't know, sir."

The answer was given in tones of polite

indifference, as if the steward saw nothing

unusual in his master's summons for the

doctor.

" Where are you bound for ? " asked Howe,

as they reached the quay.

" I scarcely know, sir. The coast of

France, I believe. We weigh anchor at six

to-morrow morning."

A gasolene launch was waiting at the bottom

of the steps, and in a few moments they were

gliding swiftly across the dark water to the

accompaniment of the sharp staccato panting

of the exhaust. The launch swept round in

a wide circle and came alongside the yacht.

Dr. Howe, grasping his bag, clambered up

the gangway and stood on the deck of the

Vespertillo. Save for the distant hum of a

dynamo the ship was silent. Looking back,

he saw the lights of his house up on the hill-

side. The steward took his coat and bag and

showed him down the companion-way.

The saloon of the Vespertillo, though not

very big, was exquisitely fitted. Inlaid
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satin-wood panels lined the walls and the

painted ceiling was lit by softly-shaded

electric lights.

When Dr. Howe entered he saw half-a-

dozen men seated round the table. Dinner

was at an end and they were lounging in their

chairs, and the air was heavy with cigar-

smoke.

" The doctor, sir," announced the steward,

who at once withdrew.

Hartway, a tall, elderly man, with a grey

moustache and a heavy, massive face, rose

and came forward, and Dr. Howe recognized

him as the man he had seen through his

glasses holding the white object in his hand.

" How d'ye do, Dr. Howe," he said, in a

deep voice. " It is exceedingly kind of you

to come."

" I received "

Before he could proceed, the other cut him

short.

" Will you take a glass of port ? Try one

of these cigars. They are quite mild.

Gentlemen, this is Dr. Howe."

The other men at the table nodded curtly.

'' Perhaps I had better get my work done

first," said Howe, " I'll take a cigar later."

" Very well," said Hartway. " Sit down,

won't you ? The reason why we sent for you

at this late hour will take a few minutes'

explanation."

He swung his chair round to face Howe.

" We have a sort of bet on," he began,

smiling slightly. " My friend here, Pro-

fessor Madison, is the famous Egyptologist.

You may have heard his name before."

Hartway paused and poured himself out a

glass of wine. " Well, the Professor has been

excavating recently in the Nile Valley

somewhere near the village of "

He looked inquiringly at Professor Madison,

who sat opposite him.

" El Amarna," was the reply.

Dr. Howe looked across the table. The

Professor was a grey-bearded man with a

narrow face and dreamy eyes.

" Ah, yes," continued Hartway. " Perhaps

you will tell Dr. Howe what you found there."

" To be as brief as possible, I found, in one

of the tombs of the Pharaohs, a perfectly

ordinary alabaster canopic jar, of the type

that is conspicuous in Egyptian burials,"

said Madison. " It was sealed, of course.

Only there was an inscription on it that was

very odd."

The Professor leaned forward and picked

up a white jar from the table, which Howe,

who had not noticed it before, recognized as

the object he had observed through his glasses.

" You will see that the stopper is carved

elaborately to represent the head of the

Pharaoh, wearing the usual male wig of the

period and having the royal cobra upon the

forehead. But here, on the sides, you will

see the inscription. Now that inscription,

which is difficult to render literally into

English, says that if anyone opens this jar,

let him beware, for instant death will come

upon him. Now, an inscription of that sort

on an alabaster canopic jar is very strangeâ��

so unusual that one is almost inclined to think

there may be something in it. Personally,

long association with the East has made me

superstitious, and I would not open that jar

willingly."

" We have been discussing the subject

during dinner," said Hartway. " And most

of usâ��in fact, all of usâ��being superstitious, we

are naturally very much interested in the jar.

It has been suggested that one of us should

open it, to see what happens. But since we

are all superstitious, we do not wish to run

any unnecessary risks."

" Quite so," said Dr. Howe, thoroughly

mystified. " I should leave it alone if I were

you."

" No, no," exclaimed Julian Vornheim,.

who sat next to him. " We arc determined

to open it."

" Certainly," came an American voice

from behind a cloud of smoke. " We're just

going to have that stopper out."

" My friend Mr. Stonewall William is

very anxious to put the inscription to the

test," said Hartway. " In fact, we are all

anxious, except Professor Madison, who

refuses to have anything to do with it."

" Which of you is going to open it ? "

asked Dr. Howe, looking round.

They all leaned forward and looked at him

attentively.

" That is for you to decide," said Stone-

wall William, a small, dried-up little man

with brilliant eyes. His voice was high and

thin.

" Yes," echoed Hartway, in his deep bass

voice. " That is for you to decide."

" For me to decide ? Do you want me

to open it ? "

There was a chorus of dissent.

" Certainly not," said the American mil-

lionaire. " We ain't going to let anybody

run such a risk. No, it's to be one of usâ��

that is, excepting Professor Madison. Now,

doctor, if you were going to select out of a few

men to run a risk, whom would you naturally

select ? "

" Well, the oldest, I suppose."
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.'WHICH OF YOU IS GOING TO OPEN IT?' ASKED DR. HOWE, LOOKING ROUND."
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" You mean the one with least life before

him?"

" Yes."

" That isn't always the oldest by any

means," said Julian Vornheim. " Sir Mark

Sherman and Mr. Lucas Spyer, who were

born on the same day, are the oldest here,

but Sherman looks as if he was thirty and

Spyer looks as if he were a hundred."

Vornheim laughed unmusically, and Lucas

Spyer, a wizened Jew, with large round

spectacles, glanced at him with a glint of

anger. Sherman, an enormously stout, red-

faced individual, chuckled pleasantly.

"It's not a question of age, Dr. Howe,"

said Hartway, blandly. " It's a question of

who has got most chances of living. We

are so keen about this alabaster jar that we

want you to tell us as far as you are able

which of us here has the best chance of life,

and we are agreed that the one you select

as having the worst chance will open the

jar."

Dr. Howe made an uneasy movement.

" Aren't you taking this rather too

seriously ? "

" We've been talking about that jar until

we're near crazy about it," said Stonewall

William. " I tell you, Dr. Howe, we're

determined to see into it before the night's

out, and we're all kind of worked up over it.

There's Professor Madison, who won't touch

the thing, and he knows."

" Those old priests possessed a knowledge

that's been lost to the world," said Sir Mark

Sherman, earnestly. " It's a risk to open

it, yet I'm willing to go into the lottery."

" Now, doctor, don't disappoint us,"

exclaimed Hartway.

Dr. Howe fancied he caught an imperative

look in his eye.

" All right," he said. " I'm perfectly

willing to do my part of the affair, but you

must remember my forecast will not be very

reliable. One can only make a statement

that as far as one can tell a man will live so

many years. It would be absurd to claim

accuracy."

" That's all right," said Vornheim. " We

simply want your opinion, and we're willing

to adhere to it."

" Very well, I'm ready."

Dr. Howe stood up. Hartway rose and

opened a door at the end of the saloon.

" You can examine each of us in turn in

here," he said. " Perhaps Mr. Stonewall

William will consent to going first."

The American millionaire nodded, and

followed the doctor out of the satoon. He

was away about five minutes, and was followed

by Julian Vornheim. Slowly each guest

was examined turn by turn, save Professor

Madison, and finally Hartway himself entered

the doctor's presence. He closed the door

at once.

" Just undo your shirt-front," said Dr.

Howe, who, with his stethoscope in his ears,

was jotting down notes on the back of an

envelope.

Hartway submitted to his examination

with a good-humoured smile. Dr. Howe took

some time before he had finished.

" Now," said Hartway, " I simply let you

examine me as a matter of form. I know I'm

as sound as a bell." He came close to Howe.

" Look here," he said, in a low voice, " this

affair is all a put-up game. I want these

menâ��Stonewall William in particularâ��to

carry away the idea that I can't last another

year. If they get that into their heads,

the price of the New Beet Sugar Trust shares

will drop at once. Now I want that to happen

because I want to buy up as many shares as

I can. I own a big block as it is. But I

want them all. Do you see ? "

" Well ? "

" Well, if you go back to the saloon and

say in a grave voice that I'm in a bad way,

with only a year before me at the outside,

then I'll start up excitedly, and there

will be a bit of a scene, and then William

and Vornheim and the rest of them will

carry away that idea and act accordingly.

They'll calculate on the shares dropping,

and will get an option of them for a certain

figure above that to which they'll drop, for

no one thinks anything will happen to New

Beets. They'll hang on, waiting for my

death, and I'll do them all by not dyingâ��

see ? After they've got the option they'll

spread the rumour. The shares will drop,

and I'll buy at a reasonably low figure. Do

you follow me ? "

" Yes," said Howe, slowly. " I think so."

Hartway put a cheque on the table. It was

for a hundred guineas.

" There," he said, " that's for you."

Dr. Howe looked at it a moment.

" You're giving me this, I understand, on

condition that I tell them you haven't got

a year to live at the outside ? "

" Yes."

Dr. Howe picked up the cheque and put it

in his pocket-book.

" Very well," he remarked. He looked at

the floor thoughtfully. " By the way," he

said, " you'll have to open that jar."

" Oh, I don't mind that!" exclaimed
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Hartway, with a laugh. " I'm really not a

bit superstitious. Madison is a crank in

these things. He believes in the devil, you

know. Funny idea." Hartway adjusted his

tie in the mirror and turned to the door.

" I'm much obliged to you," he said. " I

thought you'd be no trouble. A cheque gets

over most scruples, eh ? Now, mind you are

very impressive and serious in the way you

tell them. Lay it on thick."

Hartway led the way back to the saloon.

The other men were talking at the table.

Professor Madison was looking through one

of the open port-holes at the lights of the

town. He turned as Dr. Howe entered and

touched his arm.

" I'd rather they did not try to open the

jar," he said, in an aside. " Can't you

persuade them not to ? "

Howe shrugged his shoulders.

" That is hardly my business," he said.

" Do you really think there is any danger ? "

" Well, it's impossible to say. But I hate

meddling with these supernatural things. I've

seen one or two examples in Egypt that have

left an indelible impression on my mind."

Hartway interrupted them.

" Now, doctor, will you be so kind as to

give the result of your examination ? We

are all anxious to hear."

Pr, Howe walked across the saloon to the

table. The men round it looked at him

expectantly. He fixed his eyes on the

ancient alabaster jar that stood amongst the

confusion of coffee-cups and wineglasses and

fruit-dishes before him.

" Gentlemen," he said, gravely, " I have

no hesitation in giving you the result of my

examination."

" Bully for you ! " said Stonewall William.

Dr. Howe raised his eyes and looked round

at the men before him.

They were watching him with a certain

fascination, for the judgment he was about to

pass, although probably of no special value,

was of compelling interest. They expected a

long rigmarole in which he would hint that

one or other of them showed signs of breaking

up at a fairly early date. None of them would

attach much importance to it, beyond that it

settled who was now to open the jar. But

when Dr. Howe pronounced his verdict there

was a moment's silence.

" There is one of you," he said, in a low

voice, " who has not more than a year to live

at the very outside.'' He straightened his

back and looked across the table and spoke

clearly. " And that is Mr. Hartway."

He met the financier's look steadily. The

others turned in their chairs, staring. Stone-

wall William made a curious noise with his

tongue and glanced at Vornheim,
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" What's that ? " exclaimed Hartway,

jumping up. He simulated an expression

of amazement. " Only a year to live !

Nonsense! I'm as sound as a bell !"

" I have given you my opinion," said Howe,

quietly.

Hartway began to bluster.

" Absurd ! " he said. " Ridiculous !

Look at me ! I've never had a day's illness

in my life. It's preposterous to make such a

prognosis ! Do you really mean that

seriouslv ? "

" Yes."

" Do you mean that you are certain ? "

persisted Hartway, keeping up the pose of

incredulous surprise.

" Absolutely."

Inwardly Hartway felt he owed the doctor

another cheque for the admirable way in

which he was acting his part.

" Pah ! " he exclaimed. " It's nonsense.

I never heard such arrant nonsense before."

He sat down again, frowning.

" Don't blame the doctor," said William.

" He's only done his duty."

" Oh, well, I suppose he has. Thank
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AND THE SEAL CRUMBLED UNDER THE BLOW,

Heaven, doctors are often wrong ! " exclaimed

Hartway, in calmer tones. "After all, the

main purpose of our summoning Dr. Howe

was to find out who should open the Egyptian

jar. It's up to me, I suppose."

The attitude of his guests, which had been

rather tense, relaxed somewhat. They looked

significantly at one another.

Hartway left the saloon to find an instru-

ment with which to prise open the stopper of

the jar, and Vornheim leaned across towards

Howe. " You really mean that ? " he asked.

Howe nodded.

VoL xlvi.â��2a

Stonewall William and Sir Mark Sherman

began whispering together. It was clear that

the news had given them something else to

think about than the alabaster jar. The

wizened Spyer sat huddled up on his chair

gazing intently at a dish of nuts. A slight

frown now showed he was thinking hard.

Dr. Howe still stood, looking down on

them. Professor Madison was pacing slowly

up and down the saloon. In a few moments

Hartway returned with a hammer and a

narrow chisel, and the whispering at the

table stopped instantly on his entry.
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" Well, I must make the best of a bad job,"

he exclaimed, with well - simulated cheerful-

ness. " But I must have a talk with you,

doctor, before you go. I think you have made

- a mistake. Come, now, haven't you ? "

Dr. Howe shook his head.

" I'm sorry, Mr. Hartway, but you

demanded a veracious report, and I have

given it."

" But it's only your opinion," said Hartway.

" Naturally. It is only my opinion."

Hartway laid the hammer and chisel on the

table. He noticed out of the corner of his

eye that the other financiers were watching

him close'./. He could have hugged himself

to see his plans working out so successfully.

He knew what to expect later that nightâ��

casual inquiries about telegraph offices being

open, or the sight of all his party in the

smoking saloon writing instructions to their

various agents, based on the fact of his early

decease. Truly, Dr. Howe had played his

part well.

He picked up the jar.

" The unpleasant little bit of news we have

received need not deter us from opening

this,"' he said, looking at the American

millionaire. "After I have opened it I shall

do my bestâ��and I hope we all shallâ��to

forget Dr. Howe's words."

" Quite so," said Vornheim, gruffly. '

" I guess the doctor's exaggerating,"

observed the American, although his ex-

pression of grim satisfaction did not bear out

his remark.

" Will you assist, Professor Madison ? "

asked Hartway. " Do I strike here with

the chisel ? Ah, yes, thanks, I seeâ��just

at the edge of the seal. It's a pity to destroy

that fine impression of the royal cobra."

He brought the hammer down smartly

on the chisel, and the seal crumbled under the

blow. Vornheim and Sherman leaned for-

ward eagerly, but Spyer was too wrapped

up in his calculations to take any interest

in the opening of the jar.

A moment later the chisel broke up the

stopping in the mouth of the jar and Hartway

laid down his tools.

" There ! " he exclaimed. " The jar is

opened and nothing has happened."

He picked it up and inverted it. A little

dust came out of the mouth, and fell in a heap

on the tablecloth.

" Nothing inside it," said Hartway.

The others clustered round the jar, and

poked at the dust with dessert knives. Hart-

way took the opportunity of going round to

Dr. Howe.

" Thanks," he said, in a whisper. " You've

done it magnificently. They are all sure

I'm going to die. If you'll allow me, I'd like

to add to that cheque before you go."

" It is already more than enough for my

services," said Howe. " I could not think

of taking more."

Hartway nodded and winked and turned

away.

" Now, Professor Madison, you see what

your superstitions are worth!" he cried.

" The jar is open and I'm still alive. How

do you account for that ? "

The old Egyptologist shrugged his shoulders

and said nothing.

" Only a little dust inside it," said Vorn-

heim, disappointedly. " I thought there

would be a snake at least, or an evil genius

that would come out in a cloud of smoke."

Hartway laughed shortly and patted him

on the back.

" Poor Vornheim ! He thought I was going

to drop down dead."

He returned to the table and picked up the

jar again.

" Professor Madison must have read the

inscription incorrectly," he said, " or else

those old priests worked out the incantation

in the wrong way. Now, doctor, you must

have a little port before you go. And try

a cigar."

Hartway reached across for the decanter.

" I must take some too," he added. " That

news of the doctor's about my prospects of

life makes it pardonable for a man to fly to

a little stimulant. What do you think,

Sherman ? "

" You must not believe him," he said,

comfortably. " You should never believe bad

news till you have to."

" Not until I have to ! That will be a long

time "

Hartway stopped suddenly, and caught at

the edge of the table. His body was swaying

slightly. They all started forward, but before

they reached him he fell at -full length

on the carpet. They ran confusedly to him,

and Dr. Howe tore off his collar and passed

his hand under his shirt-front. The others

stood in an anxious circle round him.

A minute of silence passed.

" He's dead!" said Howe, at last.

" Dead ? "

" Yes." There was a long silence. The

doctor rose and looked at the alabaster jar.

" Curious," he said, quietly, "but it's one of

those things that we cannot definitely connect

with the supernatural. You see, he was

suffering from aneurism, and didn't know it."
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With Some Easy Puzzles for Beginners. By Henry E. Dudeney.
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150.â��A PLANTATION PUZZLE.

A man had a

square plantation

of 49 trees, but, as

will be seen by the

omissions in the

illustration, four

trees were blown

down andremoved.

He now wants to

cut down all the

remainder except

ten trees, which

are to be so left

that they shall form

five straight rows

with four trees in

every row. Which are the ten trees that he must leave ?

151.â��A FAMILY PARTY.

A CERTAIN family party consisted of 1 grandfather,

1 grandmother, 2 fathers, 2 mothers, 4 children,

3 grandchildren, 1 brother, 2 sisters, 2 sons, 2 daughters,

1 father-in-law, 1 mother-in-law, and 1 daughter-in-

law. Twenty-three people, you will say. No ; there

were only seven persons present. Can you show how

this might be ?

152.â��THE EIGHTEEN DOMINOES.

The illustration shows eighteen dominoes arranged

in the form of a square so that the pips in every one

of the six columns,

six rows, and two

long diagonals add

up 13. This is the

smallest summa-

tion possible with

any selection of

dominoes from an

ordinary box of

twenty-eight. The

greatest possible

summation is 23,

and a solution for

this number may

be easily obtained

by substituting for

every number its complement to 6. Thus for every

blank substitute a 6, for every 1 a 5, for every 2 a

4, for 3 a 3, for 4 a 2, for 5 a r, and for 6 a blank.

But the puzzle is to make a selection of eighteen

dominoes and arrange them (in exactly the form

shown) so that the summations shall be 18 in all the

fourteen directions mentioned.

153.â��A CHARITABLE BEQUEST.

A MAN left instructions to his executors to distribute

once a year exactly fifty-five shillings among the poor

of his parish, but they were only to continue the gift

so long as they could make it in different ways, always

giving eighteenpence each to a number of women and

half a crown each to men. During how many years

could the charity be administered ? Of course, by

" different ways is meant a different number of men

and women every time.

154.â��A WORD SQUARE.

He sat upon the first. The month was hot ;

But hoping to be fourth he'd sought the spot.

A maid passed byâ��he needs must third her face,

For he would second her with every grace.

Yet now he neither filths nor feels his pain,

And Hymen, in his bonds, hath bound the twain.

Solutions to Last Month's Puzzles.

146.â��WATER, GAS, AND ELECTRICITY.

According to the conditions, in the strict sense in

which one at first

understands them,

there is no pos-

sible solution to

this puzzle. In

such a dilemma

one always has to

look for some

verbal quibble or

trick. If the owner

of house A will

allow the water

company to run

their pipe for house C through his property (and we

are not bound to assume that he would object), then

the difficulty is got over, as shown in our illustration.

It will be seen that the dotted line from W to C passes

through house A, but no pipe ever crosses another pipe.

147.â��AN OLD THREE-LINE PUZZLE.

Here again we are driven back, in each case, on a

trick or quibble. (1) If you fold a piece of paper and

insert the point of your pencil in the fold, you can draw

the two lines C D

and E F in one r

stroke. Then you

can draw the line

A to B in the

second stroke, and

G H in the third

stroke. (2) With

a single finger rub

out A to B in one n

stroke, G II in the

second rub, and C D and E F, with two fingers at once,

in the third rub. Without tricks of the kind shown,

four strokes or rubs are absolutely necessary.

148.â��CURTAILMENT.

Hâ��EARSâ��E

149.â��FIND ADA'S SURNAME.

Every purchase must represent a square number of

farthings. We have therefore to find those five pairs

of squares that have a common difference of 405 (the

number of farthings in 8s. 5id.), and these pairs will

each give the expenditure of a mother and daughter.

The other facts stated enable us to adjust these sums

to fit the individuals, so that when we find Annie must

be the daughter of Mrs. Brown, we learn Annie's sur-

name, and so with the others. The girls' names were

Ada Smith, Annie Brown, Emily Jones, Mary Robinson,

and Bessie Evans.
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of them

By F. R. BURROW

(Tke Well-kn own R eferee and Handicapper).

Illustrated by Alfred Leete.

HIRTY years' fairly intimate

acquaintance with the game of

lawn-tennisâ��ten as a tour-

nament player, ten as an

interested onlooker, and ten as

a referee and handicapperâ��

have provided me with a

store of humorous recollections.

Now, if you were to judge from the set faces

and serious expressions of the spectators

crowding round, and the people playing in,

the centre court at Wimbledon during an

important match in the " championship fort-

night," you might be excused for thinking that

a tennis tournament was the last place in

the world in which to look for humour.

Yet even at Wimbledon you may always

see something new, whether it be a novel

variety of service by some member of

the " contortionist " school, or a pleasing

variant of the usual costume, such as

was worn by an Italian competitor a year

of two ago, who appeared in the sensible

but unorthodox garb of a sleeveless vest,

frilled and embroidered. Unluckily this was

on a side court, and so most people missed it.

Still, Wimbledon is mainly a very serious

business, and the most prolific source of

humour there is of the kind which consists

in watching the expressions of players who

have lost matches they expected to win. This,

of course, is not so much for the multitude

as for the victims' own dearest friends.

It is at the innumerable " holiday " tourna-

ments which succeed Wimbledon that the

fun of the fair really begins. The great

events of the year are over and done with ;

the game becomes less serious and more

jolly; only the champions have reputations

to keep up, and they do not play much in

holiday tournaments. Everybody is out to

enjoy himself, and in fine weather there are,

even for poor players, few pleasanter ways

of spending a holiday than going round to

two or three of the seaside tournaments.

There the new-comers will meet players with

whose names they are familiar, and learn new

shots to practise in their own clubs. Some

of them will no doubt also learn what is

expected of them by those in charge of the

management of these meetings ; others will

not, but continue gaily irresponsible all their
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tournament career. I remember a pair of

players once who turned up on the Tuesday

of a tournament, and, not being put on to

play immediately, never appeared again

till the Saturday afternoon, and were then

extraordinarily bitter with me because they

had been scratched some time on Thursday.

I did not at first gather the import of their

inquiries as to how the mixed doubles handi-

cap was getting on, till it dawned upon me,

when they said, " And when do we play ? "

that this was the couple over whom I had gone

hoarse through the megaphone all Thursday

afternoon.

But if some players are ignorant of

what they are expected to do, others are

full of guile. There is the man who, to gain

time when he is getting rather blown, spends

minutes wiping his glasses ; and his counter-

part in the girl who, in similar straits, oppor-

tunely breaks some mysterious string and

has to retire to the dressing-room, leaving

her opponent to get chilly on the court.

I saw one of the former class neatly dealt

with once by his opponent, who, when the

glass-wiper at length announced he was ready,

said, " But I'm not. I want to sit down ! "

And sit down he did, the umpire gravely

refusing to make him get up, until he thought

the lesson had been driven well home. Even

at Wimbledon a year or two back a certain

Continental visitor succeeded in serving in

two successive games, the last of one set and

the first of the next, without either his oppo-

nent or the umpire detecting his ingenious

breach of the rules.

Some very amusing incidents happen at

little tournaments which are run by local

committees without much knowledge of the

rules or of players outside their own borders.

Many years ago I remember a player telling

me that at one of these meetings he had been

asked by the committee if he would mind

serving underhand, as his overhead service

did such damage to the net! At another

of these little meetings a leading light of the

Chancery Bar went in, being on his holiday,

at the not prohibitive entry fee of half a

crown. Despite the presence of numerous

curates amongst the competitors, he over-

came all comers, and went home, having

enjoyed his game, and oblivious of prizes.

Think of his mingled horror and amusement

when next morning a messenger brought him

a package containing eleven half-crowns,

eight shillings, four sixpences, and twenty-

eight threepenny-bits (these being, doubtless,

the curates' contributions), with a note from

the secretary to say that this was what he

had won. He went at once to a silversmith's

and purchased a suitable memento to the

value of the prize money, except for one shil-

ling, with which he purchased a copy of the

" Lawn-Tennis Annual," and forwarded it to

the secretary, drawing his attention to Regu-

lation four.

One of the hardest things the management

of a tournament has to contend with is to

get a good supply of umpires. Players hate

playing a match without an umpire, and yet

they are usually very averse to umpiring

themselves, although, to do them justice,

many players do take on this thankless job

far more often than they ought to be asked

to do. Almost innumerable are the excuses

made to avoid mounting the umpire's steps.

Players who, in their own matches, can see

with hawk-like keenness the exact piece of

chalk that the ball they have returned hits

on their opponent's base-line will allege

short-sightedness when called on to umpire.

Perhaps the record excuse ever given by an

unwilling umpire was that he'd do it with

pleasure, only he couldn't hear the net-cord
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strokes, and so was afraid he'd be no good.

As against that, I have heard of one who,

observing the secretary bearing down upon

him with a score-book, made a virtue of

necessity, and mendaciously remarked, " Oh,

yes; I was just coming to ask if I might ! "

Once up on the chair the wretched man may

be kept there for hours, especially if the match

happens to be a ladies' double. One who had

sat it out for a long time, at length resolved

to grasp his first opportunity. So as soon

as one man at last got within a point of the

match, and his opponent served a fault, as

he served again the umpire called out,

"ONCE UP ON THE CHAIR THE WRETCHED MAN

MAY BR KEPI TIIKKE FOR HOURS."

" Fault!â��foot-fault! Game, set, and match

to Jones!" hopped off the chair, and was

away in the referees' tent with the score

before Smith, open-mouthed in dismay, had

recovered from his astonishment at this

summary ending to what had been, to him,

a most interesting encounter. Sometimes,

however, an umpire stays up a very short

time only. Once at a match between

E. R. Allen and A. E. Beamish, a man asked

to be allowed to umpire. The referee,

thinking that one so eager might also be

competent, entrusted him with the duty.

But when he called the first point " Fifteen

in," and the second " Fifteen out," and then

shouted "Out" to a ball that pitched

almost on the junction of the service and

half-court lines, the agonized screams of

" E. R." brought the referee forth with a

fresh umpire in record time.

I could tell enough stories about the

celebrated Allen brothers, those popular and

rotund twins, to fill a whole issue of The

Strand, but one or two must suffice. Bad

umpiring is anathema to them, and once,

when they had been suffering from many

horrible decisions, they implored the referee

to put a linesman on for them. Scenting some

fun, the referee asked an incorrigible practical

joker who happened to be at hand to take

the base-line. The Aliens beamed on one

another and on the linesman, and E. R.

served. " Foot-fault ! " immediately cried

the linesman, and incontinently subsided

backwards off his chair, while the whole

gallery yelled with laughter, the Aliens mean-

while tearing their hair and calling Heaven

to witness that they had never served a foot-

fault in their lives. Which, indeed, was

perfectly true.

Although they have now been playing for

more than twenty-five years in tournaments,

there is still no more gate-drawing attraction

at any meeting than the Aliens provide,

and lucky is the tournament that receives

their entry. Innumerable are the prizes they

have won. E. R. Allen, in an unfortunate

season a few years ago, described himself as

" going about exuding challenge cups at every

pore," so unsuccessful was he in retaining

the numerous trophies which another year's

winning would have made his own. The

brothers, absolutely devoted to each other,

vilify one another in the most alarming

manner when on court in a double, and it

is to enjoy these brotherly words of criticism

and advice that the crowds flock to the

court when they are performing. Increasing

years have added plumpness to both of the
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twins, and especially to C. G.

Lately, in excuse for missing

a shot which kicked badly,

he turned to his brother and

pleaded pathetically, " It

broke right round me."

"What! round you?" was

the biting retort, and the

spectators were again dis-

solved in mirth.

A good share of the

humours of a tournament

comes in the way of the

referee. He it is upon whom

an indignant father bursts,

with righteous indignation,

to impart his illogical con-

viction that " if my daugh-

ter had been properly handi-

capped she would have won

easily ! " It is to him that

a husband has been known

to bring the apparently

startling request, " I want

you to scratch my wife" !

His duties, in the manage-

ment and careful fitting-in

of the matches of a tourna-

ment, are apt to be dis-

turbed by telegrams such as

the following series, which

once came at intervals of about half an hour

from an absent competitor whose presence

was urgently desired. No. 1 ran, " Car

broken down; hiring another." No. 2,

" Hired car broken down, coming by train."

No. 3, " Train broken down, hiring special."

And No. 4, " Special broken down ; walking."

Quite outside one's ordinary duties is the

receipt of such a postcard as the following:

" I see you have a crochet tournament at

next week. Please let me know by

return what size cotton and pins are allowed."

This baffled me completely, until I learned

that in the week following the tennis tourna-

ment a croquet tournament was to be held

on the same ground, and either through a

printer's error or supreme mental blindness

some confiding spinster had jumped to the

conclusion that the opportunity had at last

arrived for exhibiting her talents as a crochet-

worker.

The information supplied by competitors

on their entry-forms as to their capabilities,

for handicapping purposes, is also sometimes

of a very astounding nature. I wish I had

made notes of all the curious efforts to give

me information in this respect that I have

received. But here are a few of them:

"I WANT YOU TO SCRATCH MY WIFE!"

" Please remember that I am over fifty, and

weigh eighteen stone." " Beaten by Ritchie

in the open singles at Cannes 6â��0, 6â��o,

6â��o ; did not play in the handicaps." " Have

been out of England for some years, but last

year won the ping-pong championship of

the Eastern Pacific." " My style is good, but

I am very erotic " (this was from a lady

whose spelling was even worse than her

tennis). A week or two ago the only

information on the entry form of a lady

competitor was : " Service very unsafe." I

concluded, on the whole, that she more pro-

bably meant that she was in the habit of

serving double faults than that she was the

possessor of a very fast and dangerous service,

and treated her accordingly. I was correct

in my estimate. I remember once a couple of

men, very indifferent players, entering for

the level events only at a tournament. As

they very soon got batted out of these,

I asked them why they hadn't gone in for

the handicaps. It appeared that they were

golfers, and " not having a handicap at

tennis " had imagined that the rabbit's joys

were not for them. You know, of course,

why the inferior players are called " rabbits "?

I don't; but I heard one young lady say to
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another one day, " I suppose they call us

rabb ts because we jump about so." This

seems a very reasonable explanation, and is

quite probably the correct one.

In my capacity as a referee I have ample

opportunities of observingâ��and I should like

to bear testimony toâ��the really wonderful

work done by the secretaries of tournaments.

These purely honorary officials work for

months before their tournament, and I

should think they never sleep during the

week it is in progress. At everybody's beck

and call, they preserve an unruffled mien,

and have a cheerful smile for everyone, even

for the grumblers who are to be found every-

where. I have only once seen a tournament

secretary really angry. It had rained for

about two days on end, and was still raining,

when to our joint tent there entered an

enterprising person who was desirous of

selling to the secretary a new and improved

machine for sprinkling lawns ! It has always

been a marvel to me how that man got out

of the ground alive.

The spectators also supply on their own

behalf a considerable amount of humour,

mainly arising from their abysmal ignorance

of the game. At a very good and exciting

men's double a year or

two back, a lady, being

asked by a new arrival

what the score was, re-

plied in a clear and

resonant voice, " Well,

this side's ' four all'; I

don't know what the other

side is." The players,

overhearing this remark,

became temporarily so

disorganized that for the

next few games they all

played, as one of them

said afterwards, " like a

hutch full of rabbits."

But though intelligent

appreciation of the points

of the game seems to be

denied to many of the

lookers - on, there is no

doubt that some of them

enjoy it much and wor-

ship their favourite

players to an inordi-

nate extent. A man

once came into the secre-

tary's tent and inquired

if he might be allowed

to buy, at the conclusion of the match,

the balls with which Miss Boothby was then

playing on court two ; and there is a legend,

for which I will not vouch, that one of the

Dohertys, having hung his white duck

trousers out to dry at a country tournament,

discovered, when he wanted to wear them

again, that every button had been removed,

presumably by enthusiastic admirers in

search of a memento. Drying arrangements,

by the way, are often inadequate, and

at an hotel tournament where they were

particularly bad I once heard a competitor

remark that if they would only dry the

clothes in the same place they kept the

soda-water all would be well!

To close an article on tournaments without

any mention of Eastbourne, that most

gigantic winding-up tournament of the season,

would be absurd. Hither flock players of

all sorts and conditions, from the very best

to the very worst, all anxious to have one

more knock before the grass season closes.

Twenty years ago this tournament comprised

about a couple of hundred matches, and was

run on eight courts. Last year there were

over eleven hundred matches to be got

through and twenty-four courts to be kept

filled â�� a striking testi-

mony to the growth of

the game's popularity.

With everybody in the

highest spirits, there is

always fun to be had at

Eastbourne, whether in

watching the play on the

courts or the reproduc-

tion of it cinematogra-

phically in the Devonshire

Park Theatre in the even-

ing. As Mecca is to the

Mohammedan and St.

Andrews to the golfer, so

is Eastbourne to the

lawn- tennis enthusiast,

and when the last match

is out of court, even in

these days of winter play

on hard courts, the vast

majority of players put

away their racquets till

the sun shines once more

on the courts at Surbiton

in the following year. And

I think from the point of

view of enjoyment they

do wisely.

"A NEW AND IMPROVED MACHINE FOR

SPRINKLING LAWNS."
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CHAPTER XII.

THE PEACEMAKER.

HEN the Keeper had thus

kindly gratified the curiosity

of the prisoners the Princess

said, suddenly :â��

" Couldn't we learn Con-

chology ? "

And the Keeper said,

Why not ? It's the Professor's

kindly:

day to-morrow

" Couldn't we go there to-dav ?

Vol. xlvi.-29.

asked the

Princess. " Just to arrange about times and

terms, and all that ? "

" If my uncle says I may take you there,"

said Ulfin, " I will ; for I have never known

any pleasure so great as doing anything that

you wish will give me. But yonder is the

Professor."

And Ulfin indexed a stately figure in long

robes approaching them.

The advancing figure was now quite near.

It saluted them with Royal courtesy.

" We wanted to know," said Mavis,
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" please your Majesty, if we might have

lessons from you."

The King answered, but the Princess did

not hear. She was speaking with Ulfin apart.

" Ulfin," she said, " this captive King is

my father."

" Yes, Princess," said Ulfin.

" And he does not know me."

" He will," said Ulfin, strongly.

" Did you know ? "

" Yes."

" But the people of your land will punish

you for bringing us here if they find out that

he is my father, and that you have brought

us together. They will kill you. Why did

you do it, Ulfin ? "

" Because you wished it, Princess," he

said, " and because I would rather die for

you than live without you."

The children thought they had never seen

a kinder face or more noble bearing than that

of the Professor of Conchology, but the Mer-

Princess could not bear to look at him.

She now felt what Mavis had felt when Cathy

failed to recognize herâ��the misery of being

looked at without recognition by the eyes

that we know and love. She turned away,

and pretended to be looking at the leaves of

the seaweed hedge while Mavis and Francis

were arranging to take lessons in Conchology

three days a week from two to four.

"Yes," said the Professor; "I am only

an exiled individual, teaching Conchology

to youthful aliens, but I retain some remnants

of the wisdom of my many years. I know

that I am not what I seem, and that you're

not either, and that your desire to learn my

special subject is not sincere and whole-

hearted, but is merely, or mainly, the cloak

to some other design. Is it not so, my

child ? "

No one answered. His question was so

plainly addressed to the Princess, and she

must have felt the question, for she turned

and said :â��

" Yes, O most wise King."

" I am no King," said the Professor.

" Rather I am a weak child picking up pebbles

by the shore of an infinite sea of know-

ledge."

" You are," the Princess was beginning,

impulsively, when Ulfin interrupted her.

" Lady, lady ! " he said, " all will be lost.

Can you not play your part better than this ?

If you continue these indiscretions, my head

will undoubtedly pay the forfeit. Not that

I should for a moment grudge that trifling

service, but if my head is cut off you will

be left without a friend in this strange

country, and I shall die with the annoying

consciousness that I shall no longer be able

to serve you."

He whispered this into the Princess's ear,

while the Professor of Conchology looked on

with mild surprise.

" Your attendant," he observed, " is

eloquent, but inaudible."

" I mean to be," said Ulfin, with a sudden

change of manner. " Look here, sir ; I don't

suppose you care what becomes of you."

" Not in the least," said the Professor.

" But I suppose you would be sorry if

anything uncomfortable happened to your

new pupils ? "

" Yes," said the Professor, and his eye

dwelt on Freia.

" Then please concentrate your powerful

mind on being a professor. Think of nothing

else. More depends on this than you can

easily believe."

" Believing is easy," said the Professor.

" To-morrow at two, I think you said."

And with a grave salutation he turned

his back on the company and walked away

through his garden.

They reached the many-windowed prison,

gave up their tickets-of-leave, and re-entered

it. It was not till they were in the salon and

the evening was over that Bernard spoke of

what was in every heart.

" Look here," he said. " I think Ulfin

means to help us to escape."

" Do you ? " said Mavis. " What I want

is to get the Mer-King restored to his sorrowing

relations."

The Mer-Princess pressed her hand affec-

tionately.

" So do I," said Francis. " But I want

something more than that even. I want to

stop this war. For always."

" But how can you ? " said the Mer-

Princess, leaning her elbows on the table.

" There always has been war, I tell you.

People would get slack and silly and cowardly

if there were no wars."

" If I were King," said Francis, who was

now thoroughly roused, " there should never

be any more wars. There are plenty of

things to be brave about without hurting

other brave people."

"Yes," said Mavis; "and, oh, Francis,

I think you're right. But what can we do ? "

" I shall ask to see the Queen of the Under-

folk, and try to make her see sense. She

didn't look an absolute duffer."

They all gasped at the glorious and simple

daring of the idea. But the Mer-Princess

said :â��
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" I know you'd do everything you could ;

but it's very difficult to talk to kings unless

you've been accustomed to it."

" Then why won't you try talking to the

Queen ? "

" I shouldn't dare," said Freia. " I'm

only a girl-princess. Oh, if only my dear

father could talk to her ! If he believed it

possible that war could cease, he could per-

suade anybody of anything. And of course

they would start on the same footingâ��both

monarchs, you know."

" I seeâ��like belonging to the same club,"

said Francis, vaguely.

" If my father's memory were restored,"

said the Princess, " his wisdom would find

us a way out of all our difficulties. To find

Cathy's coatâ��that is what we have to do."

" Yes," said Francis, " that's all."

" Let's call Ulfin," said the Princess, and

they all scratched on the door of polished

bird's-eye maple which separated their apart-

ments from the rest of the prison.

Ulfin came with all speed.

" We're holding a council," said Freia,

" and we want you to help."

" I know it," said Ulfin. " Tell me your

needs."

And without more ado they told him all.

" I kiss your hand," said Ulfin, " because

you give me back my honour, which I was

willing to lay down, with all else, for the

Princess to walk on to safety and escape.

I would have helped you to find the hidden

coat for her sake alone, and that would have

been a, sin against my honour and my country,

but now that I know it is to lead to peace,

which, warriors as we are, our whole nature

passionately desires, then I am acting as

a true and honourable patriot."

" Do you know where the coats are ? "

Mavis asked.

" They are in the Foreign Curiosities

Museum," said Ulfin, " strongly guarded.

But the guards to-morrow are the Horse

Marines, whose officer is my friend, and when

I tell him what is toward he will help me.

I only ask of you one promise in return : that

you will not seek to escape, or to return to

your own country except by the free leave

and licence of our gracious Sovereign."

The children easily promised.

" Then to-morrow," said Ulfin, " shall begin

the splendid peace-plot which shall bring

our names down, haloed with glory, to re-

motest ages."

And next day the children, carrying their

tickets-of-leave, were led to the great pearl

and turquoise building which was the Museum

of Foreign Curiosities. The Curator of the

Museum showed them his treasures with

pride, and explained them all in the most

interesting way.

They were just coming to a large case

containing something whitish, and labelled

" Very valuable indeed," when a messenger

came to tell the Curator that a soldier was

waiting with valuable curiosities taken as loot

from the enemy.

" Excuse me one moment," said the Curator,

and left them.

" / arranged that," said Ulfin. " Quick,

before he returns ; take your coats if you know

any spell to remove the case."

The Princess laughed, and laid her hand on

the glassy dome, which broke and disappeared

as a bubble does when you touch it.

The children were already busy pulling the

coats off the ruby slab where they lay.

" Here's Cathy's," whispered Mavis.

The Princess snatched it, and her own pearly

coat, which in one quick movement she put

on, and buttoned over Cathy's little folded

coat, which she held against her.

" Quick ! " she said. " Put yours on, all

of you. Take your wet tails in your arms."

They did. The soldiers at the end of the

long hall had noticed the movements and

came charging up towards them.

" Quick, quick ! " said the Princess. " Now,

all together. One, two, three. Press your

third buttons."

And then an odd thing happened. Out

of nowhere, as it seemed, a little pearly coat

appeared, hanging alone in airâ��water, of

course, it was really. It seemed to grow and

to twine itself round Ulfin.

" Put it on," said a voice from invisibility;

" put it on."

And Ulfin did put it on.

The soldiers were close upon him.

" Press the third button," cried the Princess,

and Ulfin did so. But as his right hand sought

the button the foremost soldier caught his

left arm, with the bitter cry :â��

" Traitor, I arrest you in the King's name ! "

and though he could not see that he was

holding anything, he could feel that he was,

and he held on.

" The last button, Ulfin ! " cried the voice

of the unseen Princess. " Press the last

button." And next moment the soldier,

breathless with amazement and terror, was

looking stupidly at his empty hand. Ulfin,

as well as the three children and the Princess,

was not only invisible, but intangible. The

soldiers could not see or feel anything.

As the five were invisible and intangible.
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and as the soldiers were neither, it was easy

to avoid these and to get to the arched door-

way. The Princess got there first.

Ulfin was the next to arrive.

" Are you there ? " said the Princess.

And he said :â��

" I am here, Princess."

" We must have connecting links," she

said. " Bits of seaweed would do. If you

hold a piece of seaweed in your hand, I will

take hold of the other end of it. We cannot

feel the touch of each other's hands, but we

shall feel the seaweed, and you will know,

by its being drawn tight, that I have hold

of the other end. Get some pieces for the

children, too, good stout seaweed, such as

you made the nets of with which you cap-

tured us."

" Ah, Princess," he said, " how can I

regret that enough ? And yet how can

I regret it at all, since it has brought

you to me ? "

" Peace, foolish child," said the Princess,

and Ulfin's heart leaped for joy, because when

a princess calls a grown-up man " child,"

it means that she likes him more than a little,

or else, of course, she would not take such

a liberty. " But the seaweed," she added.

" There is no time to lose."

" I have some in my pocket," said Ulfin,

blushing, only she could not see that. " They

keep me busy making nets in my spare time.

I always have some seaweed in my pocket."

The bits of seaweed went drifting to the

barracks, and no one noticed that they

floated on to the stables and that invisible

hands loosed the halters of five sea-horses.

Because it was Tuesday, and nearly two

o'clock, the Professor of Conchology was

making ready to receive pupils. He was

alone in the garden, and as they neared him

the Princess, the three children, and Ulfin

touched the necessary buttons and became

once more visible and tangible.

" Ha ! " said the Professor, but without

surprise. " Magic. A very neat trick, my

dears, and excellently done. You need not

remove your jacket," he added to Ulfin, who

was pulling off his pearly coat. " The mental

exercises in which we propose to engage do

not require gymnasium costume."

But Ulfin went on taking off the coat,

and when it was off he handed it to the

Princess, who at once felt in its inner pocket,

pulled out a little golden case, and held it

towards the Professor. He opened it, and

without hesitation, as without haste, swal-

lowed the charm.

Next moment the Princess was clasped in

his arms, and the moment after that, still

clasped there, was beginning a hurried

explanation. But he stopped her.

" I know, my child, I know," he said.

" You have brought me the charm which

gives back to me my memory and makes

a King of Merland out of a Professor of

Conchology. But why, oh, why, did you

not bring me my coat ? My pearly coat," he

explained; "it was in the case with the others."

No one had thought of it, and everyone

felt and looked exceedingly silly, and no one

spoke till Ulfin said, holding out the coat which

the Princess had given back to him :â��

" You will have this coat, Majesty. I have

no right to the magic garments of your

country."

" But," said Francis, " you need the coat

more than anybody. The King shall have

mine. I sha'n't want it if you'll let me go

and ask for an interview with the King of

the Underfolk."

But the King raised his hand, and there

was silence, and they saw that he no longer

looked like a noble and learned gentleman,

but that he looked every inch a king.

" Silence ! " he said. " If anyone speaks

with the King and Queen of this land, it is

fitting that I should do so. See, we will go

out by the back door, so as to avoid the

other pupils."

So they made great haste to go out by the

back way so as not to meet the Conchology

students, and cautiously crept up to their

horses, and, of course, the biggest and best

horse was given to the King to ride. But

when he saw how awkwardly their false tails

adapted themselves to the saddle, he said :â��

" My daughter, you can remove those

fetters'."

" How ? " said she.

" Bite through the strings of them with

your little sharp teeth," said the King.

" Nothing but princess-teeth is sharp enough

to cut through them. No, my son, it is not

degrading. A true princess cannot be de-

graded by anything that is for the good

of her subjects and her friends."

So the Princess willingly bit through the

strings of the false tails, and everybody put

on its proper tail again, with great comfort

and enjoyment. And they all swam towards

the town.

And as they went they heard a great noise

of shouting, and saw parties of Underfolk

flying as if in fear.

" I must make haste," said the King,

" and see to it that our Peace Conference

be not too late."
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Merfolk came along the street

of the city of their foes, and

on their helmets was the light

of Victory, and at their head,

proud and splendid, rode the

Princess Maia andâ��Reuben.

" Oh, Reuben, Reuben.

We're saved !" called Mavis,

and would have darted out,

but Francis put his hand over

her mouth.

" Stop ! " he said. " Don't

you remember we promised

not to escape without the

Queen's permission ? Quick,

quick, to the palace, to make

peace before our armies can

attack it."

CHAPTER XIII. AND LAST.

THE- END.

The Queen of the Under-

folk sat with her husband on

So they hurried on.

And the noise grew louder

and louder, and the crowds

of flying Underfolk thicker

and fleeter, and by and by

Ulfin made them stand back

under the arch of the Astro-

loger's Tower to see what

it was from which they fled.

And there, along the streets

of the great City of the

Underfolk, came the flash of

swords and the swirl of

banners, and the army of the

"THEY HEARD A GREAT NOISE OF SHOUTING, AND SAW

PARTIES OF UNDERFOLK FLYING AS IF IN FEAR."
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the throne. Their sad faces were lighted up

with pleasure as they watched the gambols

of their new pet, Fido, a dear little earth-

child who was playing with a ball of soft

pink seaweed.

" I have curious dreams sometimes," said

the Queen to the King, " dreams so vivid

that they are more like memories."

" Has it ever occurred to you," said the

King, " that we have no memories of our

childhood or our youth ? "

" I believe," said the Queen, slowly, " that

we have tasted in our time of the oblivion-

cup. There is no one like us in this land.

If we were born here why can we not remem-

ber our parents, who must have been like

us ? And, dearest, the dream that comes to

me most often is that we once had a child

and lost it, and that it was a child like us."

" Fido," said the King, in a low voice,

" is like us." And he stroked the head of

Cathy, who had forgotten everything except

that she was Fido, and bore the Queen's

name on her collar. " But if you remember

that we had a child, it cannot be trueâ��if

we drank of the oblivion-cup, that isâ��

because, of course, that would make you

forget everything."

" It couldn't make a mother forget her

child," said the Queen, and she caught up

Fido-which-was-Cathy and kissed her.

Even as she spoke the hangings of cloth

of gold rustled at the touch of someone out-

side, and a tall figure entered.

" Bless my soul," said the King of the

Underfolk, " it's the Professor of Con-

chology 1"

" No," said the figure, advancing, " it is

the King of the Mer-people. My brother

King, my sister Queen, I greet you."

" This is most irregular," said the King.

" Never mind, dear," said the Queen.

" Let us hear what he has to say."

" I say, let there be peace between our

people," said the Mer-King. " In countless

ages these wars have been waged, for countless

ages your people and mine have suffered.

Even the origin of the war is lost in the mists

of antiquity. Now I come to youâ��I, your

prisoner. I was given to drink of the cup

of oblivion, and forget who I was and whence

I came. Now a counter-charm has given

me back mind and memory. I come in the

name of my people. If we have wronged you

we ask your forgiveness. If you have

wronged us, we freely forgive you. Say,

shall it be peace, and shall all the sons of the

sea live as brothers in love and kindliness

for evermore ? "

" Really," said the King of the Underfolk,

" I think it is not at all a bad idea, but in

confidence, and between monarchs, my mind

is so imperfect that I dare not consult it.

But my heart "

" Your heart says 'yes,'" said his Queen.

" So does mine. But our troops are besieging

your city," she said. " They will say that

in asking for peace you were paying the

tribute of the vanquished."

"My people will not think this of me,"

said the King of Merland, " nor will your

people think it of you. Let us join hands in

peace and the love of Royal brethren."

" What a dreadful noise they are making

outside ! " said the King, and indeed the noise

of shouting and singing was now to be heard

on every side of the palace.

" If there was a balcony, now, where we

could show ourselves," suggested the King

of Merland.

" The very thing," said the Queen, catching

up her pet Fido-w hich-was-Cathy in her arms,

and leading the way to the great curtained

arch at the end of the hall. She drew back

the swinging, sweeping hangings of woven

seaweed and stepped forth on the balcony,

the two kings close behind her. But she

stopped short and staggered back a little,

so that her husband had to put an arm about

her to support her, when her first glance

showed her that the people who were shouting

outside the palace were not, as she had sup-

posed, Underfolk in some unexpected though

welcome transport of loyal enthusiasm, but

ranks on ranks of the enemy, the hated Mer-

folk, all splendid and menacing in the pomp

and circumstance of glorious war.

" It's the enemy ! " gasped the Queen.

" It is my people," said the Mer-King.

" It is a beautiful thing in you, dear Queen,

that you agreed to peace without terms,

while you thought you were victorious, and

not because the legions of the Mer-folk were

thundering at your gates. May I speak

for us ? "

They signed assent. And the Mer-King

stepped forward full into view of the crowd

in the street below.

" My people ! " he said, in a voice loud yet

soft and very, very beautiful. And at the

word the Mer-folk below looked up and recog-

nized their long-lost King, and a shout went

up that you could have heard a mile away.

The King raised his hand for silence.

" My people," he said, " brave men of

Merland, let there be peace, now and for ever,

between us and our brave foes. The King

and Queen of this land agreed to make peace
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unconditional peace, while they believed

themselves to be victorious. If victory has

for to-day been with us, let us at least be

the equals of our foes in generosity as in

valour."

Another shout rang out. And the King of

the Underfolk stepped forward.

" My people," he said, and the Underfolk

came quickly towards him at the sound of

his voice. " There shall be peace. Let

these who were your foes be your guests this

night and your friends and brothers for ever-

more. " Now," he went on, " cheer, Mer-folk

and Underfolk, for the splendid compact of

peace."

And they cheered.

In the palace was a banquet of the Kings

and the Queen and the Princesses, and the

three children. Also Reuben was called from

the command of his Sea-urchins to be a guest

at the Royal table. Princess Maia asked

that an invitation might be sent to Ulfin,

but it was discovered that no Ulfin was to

be found.

It was a glorious banquet. Reuben sat

at the Queen's right hand, and the Com-

mander-in-Chief of the forces of the Under-

folk sat at the left hand of his King. The

King of the Mer-folk sat between his happy

daughters, and the children sat together

between the Chief Astrologer and the Curator

of the Museum of Foreign Curiosities.

It was at about the middle of the feast

that a serving fish whispered behind his fin

to the Underfolk Queen.

" Certainly," she said. " Show him in."

And the person who was shown in was

Ulfin, and he carried on his arm a pearly coat

and a scaly tail. He sank on one knee and

held them up to the Mer-King.

The King took them and, feeling in the

pocket of the coat, drew out three golden

cases.

" It is the Royal prerogative to have three,"

he said, smilingly, to the Queen, " in case of

accidents. May I ask your Majesty's per-

mission to administer one of them to your

Majesty's little pet ? I am sure you are

longing to restore her to her brothers and

her sister."

The Queen administered the charm her-

self, and the moment she had swallowed it

the Royal arms were loosened, and the

Queen expected her pet to fly from her to

her brothers and sister. But to Cathy it

was as though only an instant had passed

since she came into that hall, a prisoner.

So that when suddenly she saw her brothers

and sister honoured guests at what was

unmistakably a very grand and happy

festival, and found herself in the place of

honour on the very lap of the Queen, she only

snuggled closer to that Royal lady, and called

out very loud and clear, " Halloa, Mavis !

Here's a jolly transformation scene ! That

was a magic drink she gave us, and it's made

everybody jolly and friends. I am glad.

You dear Queen," she added. " It is nice

of you to nurse me."

So everybody was pleased. Only Princess

Freia looked sad and puzzled, and her eyes

followed Ulfin as he bowed and made to retire

from the Royal presence. He had almost

reached the door, when she spoke quickly

in the Royal ear.

" Oh, father," she said, " don't let him go

like that. He ought to be at the banquet.

We couldn't have done anything without

him."

" True," said the King. " But I thought

he had been invited, and refused."

" Refused ? " said the Princess. " Oh, call

him back."

" I'll run, if I may," said Mavis, slipping

out of her place and running down the great

hall.

" If you'll sit a little nearer to me, father,"

said Maia, obligingly, " the young man can

sit between you and my sister."

So that is where Ulfin found himself,

and that was where he had never dared to

hope to be.

The banquet was a strange as well as

a magnificent scene, because, of course, the

Mer-people were beautiful as the day. The

five children were quite as beautiful as any

five children have any need to be, and the

King and Queen of the Underfolk were as

handsome as handsome. So that all this

handsomeness was a very curious contrast

to the strange, heavy features of the Under-

folk who now sat at table so pleasant and

friendly, toasting their late enemies. The

contrast between the Princess Freia and Ulfin

was particularly marked, as their heads bent

near together as they talked.

" Princess," he was saying, " I shall be

glad all my life to have known and loved so

dear and beautiful a princess."

And the Princess could think of nothing to

say.

" Princess," he said, " tell me one thing.

Do you know what I should say to you if

I were a prince ? "

" Yes," said Freia, " and I know what I

should answer, dear Ulfin, if you were only

a commoner ofâ��I mean, you know, if your

face were like ours. But since you are of the
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Underfolk, and I am a mermaid, I can only

say that I will never forget you, and that I

will never marry anyone else."

" Is it only my face, then, that prevents

your marrying me ? " he asked, with abrupt

eagerness, and she answered gently, " Of

course."

Then Ulfin sprang to his feet.

" Your Majesties," he cried, " and Lord

High Astrologer, has not the moment come

when, since we are at a banquet with friends,

we may unmask ? "

The Sovereigns and the Astrologer con-

sented, and then with a rustling and a rattling

helmets were unlaced and corselets unbuckled.

The Underfolk seemed to the Mer-people as

though they were taking off their very skins.

But really what they took off was but their

thick scaly armour, and under it they were

as softly and richly clad and as personable

people as the Mer-folk themselves.

" But," said Maia, " how splendid ! We

thought you were always in armourâ��that

â��that it grew on you, you know."

The Underfolk laughed jollily.

" Of course it was always on us, since

when you saw us we were always at war."

" And you're just like us," said Freia to

Ulfin.

" There is no one like you," he whispered.

Ulfin was now a handsome, dark-haired

young man.

" Did you mean what you said just now ? "

the Princess whispered. And for answer

Ulfin dared to touch her hand with soft,

firm fingers.

" Papa," said Freia, " please may I marry

Ulfin ? "

" By all means," said the King, and imme-

diately announced the engagement, joining

their hands and giving them his blessing.

Then said the Queen of the Underfolk:â��

" Why should not these two reign over the

Underfolk, and let us two be allowed to re-

member the things we have forgotten, and

go back to that other life which I know we

had somewhereâ��where we had a child ? "

" I have only one charm left, unfor-

tunately," said the King, " but if your people

will agree to your abdicating, I will divide

it between you with pleasure, and I have

reason to believe that the half which you

will each have will be just enough to restore

to you all the memories of your other life."

The Astrologer-Royal, who had been whis-

pering to Reuben, here interposed.

" It would be well, your Majesties," he said.

" if a small allowance of the cup of oblivion

were served out to these land-children, so that

they may not remember their adventures here.
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It is not well for the earth-people to know too

much of the dwellers in the sea. There is a

sacred vessel which has long been preserved

among the civic plate. I propose that this

vessel should be conferred on our guests as

a mark of our esteem ; that they should bear

it with them, and drink the contents as soon

as they set foot on their own shores."

He was at once sent to fetch the sacred

vessel. It was a stone ginger-beer bottle.

There were farewells to be said, a very

loving farewell to the Princesses, a very

friendly one to the fortunate Ulfin, and then

a little party left the palace quietly, and for

the last time made the journey to the quiet

spot where the King of Merland had so

long professed Conchology.

Arrived at this spot, the King spoke to the

King and Queen of the Underfolk.

" Swallow this charm," he said, " in equal

shares, then rise to the surface of the lake

f and say the charm which I perceive the earth-

children have taught you as we came along.

The rest will be easy and beautiful. We shall

never forget you. Farewell."

The King and Queen rose through the

waters and disappeared.

Next moment a strong attraction like that

which needles feel for magnets drew the

children from the side of the Mer-King.

They shut their eyes, and when they

opened them they were on dry land, in a

wood by a lake, and Francis had a ginger-

beer bottle in his hand.

" It works more slowly on land, the

Astrologer said," Reuben remarked. " Before

Vol. xlvLâ��30.

we drink and forget every,

thing I want to tell you that

I think you've all been real

bricks to me. And if you

don't mind, I'll take off these

girl's things."

He did, appearing in shirt

and trousers.

" Good-bye," he said, shak-

ing hands with everyone.

" But aren't you coming

home with us ? "

"No," he said. "The

Astrologer told me the first

man and woman I should

see on land would be my long-

lost father and mother. And

I was to go straight to them

with my little shirt and my

little shoe that I've kept all

this time, and they'd know

me, and I should belong

to them. But I hope we'll

meet again some day. Good-bye."

With that they drank each a draught

from the ginger-beer bottle, and then, making

haste to act before the oblivion-cup should

blot out, with other things, the Astrologer's

advice, Reuben went out of the wood into

the sunshine and across a green turf. They

saw him speak to a man and woman in blue

bathing-dresses, who seemed to have been

swimming in the lake, and were now resting

on the marble steps that led down to it.

He held out the little shirt and the little

shoe, and they held their hands out to him.

And as they turned the children saw that

their faces were the faces of the King and

Queen of the Underfolk, only now not sad

any more, but radiant with happiness.

And then the oblivion - cup took effect,

and they forgot, and forgot for ever, the won-

derful world that they had known under-seas.

But Reuben, curiously enough, they did

not forget ; they went home to tea with

a pleasant story for their father and mother

of a spangled boy at the circus who had run

away and found his father and mother.

And two days after a motor stopped at

their gate and Reuben got out.

" I say," he said, " I've found my father

and mother, and we've come to thank you

for the plum-pie and things. Come and see

my father and mother," he ended, proudly.

The children went, and looked once more

in the faces of the King and Queen, but now

they did not know those faces, which seemed

to them only the faces of some very nice

strangers.
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THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY PROCEEDING TO THE SCENE OF THE ATTEMPTED ROBHKRY.
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ETECTIVE stories are so much

to the taste of the reading

public at present that a short

account of some detective

methods in Egypt may be

interesting.

The officers of justice in

Egypt employ an agency to further their

ends the methods of which are foreign to

our ideas, and display an intelligence which

is new to most of us, and recalls the methods

of Sherlock Holmes or of the Red Indians in

the novels of Fenimore Cooper.

This agency is known as Bedouin Trackers,

and a very remarkable and interesting case,

illustrating their methods, has recently come

under my personal observation. '

I am paying a visit to the director of a

large Government institution, situated not

very far from Cairo on the borders of the

desert, and outside the confines of European

civilization. It is surrounded by a wire

fence, and within its area of six hundred acres

is contained a settlement which forms the

residence of a large staff. The members of

this staff are almost entirely natives, and in

such a population there are constant changes,

and among those who have been discharged

for misconduct or incompetence there are

doubtless many who cherish a feeling of

resentment against the authorities of the

place.

An incident recently occurred pointing to

some such feeling on the part of some persons

who were evidently conversant with the

routine of the institution.

It is the practice at the beginning of each

month to bring down from the Ministry of

Finance the money required for the pav of

the employes. This money, amounting to

some hundreds of pounds, is kept for a few

days in a safe in the office, and disbursed on

a fixed day. This was common knowledge

among the staff, who also knew that the

premises were guarded, not only by a night

watchman, who sleeps there and has charge

of the keys of the offices, but also by a night

porter, who patrols the building, marking a

time clock every two hours.

One morning lately we were informed that

the safe, which is built into the wall of the

office, had been attempted during the night

by some persons who had evidently intended

to carry it off, in the interval between two

of the porter's rounds.

It so happens that this safe, which is a

small one, had for some time stood upon a

pedestal, but a few days previously had beca

built into the wall for greater security. This

fact was apparently unknown to the would-be
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â�¢' WE WATCHED THEM EXAMINING THE GROUND.

thieves, for they brought with them no tools

sufficient for the formidable task of removing

the masonry, and the attempt consequently

failed.

The excitement following upon this dis-

covery was, of course, considerable. The

police at the neighbouring town, some six

miles off, were

communicated

with, and they

speedily arrived

on the scene,

accompanied by

two of the prin-

cipal "trackers."

These men are

Bedouins, who are

educated to the

practice of obser-

vation from their

earliest infancy,

and consequently

display an amount

of intelligence in

this respect little

short of marvel-

lous. The hole in

the fence by which

the robbers made

their entry had

been found, and

the ground on

both sides of the

fence had been

kept carefully

clear until the

trackers arrived.

We watched

them examining

the ground, but

were unable to

form any idea of their impressions. They

wandered ,j backwards and forwards in an

apparently aimless manner, and at last

went off slowly to a considerable distance.

They spent some time in their investiga-

tions, but when they returned to make

their report it was somewhat startling.

"the suspects were ranged before an open space of sand and ordered to walk across it.

Prom a Photoy)-dfK
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It was to the effect that the gang consisted

of ten menâ��seven in boots, two in socks, and

one with bare feet, all armed, who had come

through the fence to the back door of the

office. They were provided with heavy

clothing or wrappers, which they had left

outside the fence and carried away on their

return, presumably for the purpose of wrap-

ping up the safe for removal. The trackers

were quite prepared to identify any of the

footprints, but they observed that, on ap-

proaching the fence, the thieves had endea-

voured to queer the pitch, so to speak, by

twisting on the ball of the foot at each step.

Seeing, however, that they were tracked for a

"the trackers were able to detect the

bodies carried off was a wounded man, while

considerable distance in the direction of a

neighbouring village, this expedient was not

of much avail.

The next step was to ask the authorities

of the institution for the names of any dis-

charged employes who might be suspected of

complicity. The presumption was that the

inside staff were innocent, for the gang, who

knew the night routine, were evidently unpre-

pared for the safe having been recently

secured.

A number of names were accordingly given,

and the police, who had brought a native

magistrate with them, at once got him to

sign warrants, and the men were sent for.

The procedure on

their arrival was suffi-

ciently amazing. The

suspects were ranged

in a row before an open

space of sand. One of

the police, with a bar

of wood, smoothed out

all old footmarks, and

the men were ordered

to walk across it. The

trackers then examined

the footmarks, and at

once declared that one

of them was the bare-

footed man. He was

accordingly removed to

jail, and may be the

means of tracing the

whole gang.

The episode was par-

ticularly interesting to

me, for I had often

heard of these trackers

and their performances,

but this was the first

occasion on which I

had been able to see

them at work.

Their powers, how-

ever, are only slightly

shadowed forth by the

performance I have

described. Some years

ago I met at dinner the

Chief of the Frontier

Police, Colonel Dum-

reicher, and his account

of the performances of

these trackers on coast-

guard duty was abso-

lutely amazing. He

fact that one ok the told us of the track-

thr other was dead." ing, for days together,
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of a gang of murderers who

had carried off the bodies of

two of their victims. The

trackers were able to detect the

fact that one of the bodies car-

ried off was a wounded man,

while the other was dead, and

where the murderers buried him

his grave was duly found. The

fact of one man being dead and

the other living they were able

to deduce from the blood-marks

at the various halting-places.

Thus they are not only able to

tell human blood from that of

an animal, which I understand

they do by the smell, but actu-

ally to decide whether it comes

from a living or a dead body.

In the case I am alluding to

the wounded man, who eventu-

ally became troublesome, was

also murdered and buried, and, to make

a long story short, the police were eventually

able to bring all the gang to justice. That,

however, they never could have done but for

the help of the trackers in the first instance.

Colonel Dumreicher has very kindly placed

at my disposal some notes on the subject,

from which I have taken a few excerpts.

They put the matter more clearly than I can

do, being based upon long personal experience.

He points out that tracking is a science.

To observe and remember marks accurately,

and to draw from them the proper inferences,

is an important part of a Bedouin's educa-

tion. He begins it as a baby when he goes

with his mother to mind the flock, and before

he can count his fingers he knows the indi-

vidual track of every animal in that flock,

to say nothing of others.

As soon as he can walk he is sent to bring

in the laggards and the strayed ; and as

animals in the desert are constantly dis-

appearing he puts his knowledge to a practical

test from the very first. When he grows older

he is sent farther afield, to carry food, per-

haps, or a message, to an uncle or brother,

who is feeding his flock in a distant wady ;

or it may be in search of a strayed camel,

which he may have to follow for days before

he even gets a glimpse of it. When he

acquires a gun the tracks of a gazelle or ibex

interest him, and he learns to follow them

even over granite. Above all, he learns to

notice the tracks of men. From earliest

childhood he is taught to recognize the foot-

prints of the family, and as time goes on and

experience grows his store of knowledge

A GANG OF MURDERERS HAD CARRIED OFF

TWO OF THEIR VICTIMS.'

THIS BODIES OF

increases. It becomes second nature to him

not to pass unnoticed the track of a man or

woman ; and so, when he comes upon one

which he has seen before, he knows whether

it belongs to a friend or an enemy, a relative

or acquaintance. In short, a knowledge of

tracks is not the secret of an initiated few

but rather the general lore of the desert and

the common heritage of all who dwell there.

Without it they could neither keep their

prope.ty safe nor recover it if strayed or

stolen; their friendship would be without

value, their enmity contemptible, for they

woul l be able neither to ward nor strike. To

possess it is the essential condition of their

mode of existence.

The science of tracking, however, involves

far more than the mere recognizing of known

footprints. The expert will tell you from the

examination of a track the time of day when

the impression was made. The tracks of men

and camels walking in the dark are different

from those made during the day ; they are

less straight, lead over hard ground, and

stumble over stones and bushes.

In the early morning, when dew is falling,

more sand is thrown out of a track than

when the desert is dry, and such sand remains

clotted, and the whole track has for the first

two days a reddish appearance.

In the morning and late afternoon, when

the sand is cool and pleasant, Bedouins

generally walk without sandals, but they put

them on when the sand gets warm. Then

at midday caravans generally take a few

hours' rest, and the traces of this are easily

noticeable.
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A track has an individuality of its own.

which distinguishes it from all other marks

whatsoever ; no two men or animals leave

the same record in the sand, and no man or

animal can leave any record but that which

is personal and peculiar to himself. For the

Bedouin, or other desert man, each com-

bination is a thing as truly individual and

as little to be confounded with anything else

as a face or picture, and when he has examined

and fixed it in his memory he is able to recog-

nize it again under all its changes of appear-

ance. He will identify the tracks of a full-

grown camel as those of an animal of whose

prints he had taken notice when it was two

years old, and this with as little difficulty

as an ordinary person experiences in recog-

nizing a man he has known as a boy.

For example : A Maaza guide in the employ

of the Frontier Police asked for a fortnight's

leave. He said that his sister had requested

him to look for a four-year-old camel which

was grazing in the Arabian Desert, and had

not been heard of

for over five months.

He had known the

tracks of this camel

when it was a two-

year - old, but had

not seen it since. He

got the leave and

found the camel

One of their best

trackers, one Hussein

Fares, was remark-

able for his powers

of distinguishing

camel tracks. He

could even imitate

them with his hands.

The other trackers

used to amuse them-

selves by covering

up with sand half

the footprint of a

camel, obliterating

all the other foot-

prints, but he was

generally able to

name the camel to

which the track

belonged.

THE CHIEF TRACKER â��IN THE BACKGROUND ARE

MEMBERS OF THE FRONTIER POLICE (SOUDANESE).

From a Photograjih.

A final illustration is that of a smart piece of

tracking by a Maaza woman, told by Mr. S.

Royle. " There were five flocks of sheep and

goats, averaging perhaps ninety to a hundred

and fifty head each, watering at a well where

we were at the same time. They started off

in different directions, and shortly afterwards

this woman turned up. On asking what she

wanted, she said that three of her goats had

gone off with some other flocks, and she cut

the tracks of all of them and found to whic'i

flock her goats had attached themselves and

went and got them, although the flocks by

that time were out of sight. She passed us on

her return quite unaware that she had done

anything remarkable."

Seeing how valuable the services of these

men are to the Frontier Police, it is unfortu-

nate that the legal mind, as found in the

" Parquet," or Court for Criminal Cases,

refuses to believe in the value of their evidence,

and the consequence is that numbers of crimi-

nals who are traced by these men are let off

for want of legal

proof. The lawyer

cannot understand

that a lifelong train-

ing renders these

men perspicacious to

an incredible degree

in this particular

line, and they can-

not, moreover,

understand the frame

of mind of the

Bedouin as he reads

tracks. To him the

evidence of the

tracks is quite clear,

and it is as difficult

for him to believe

that the untrained

eye cannot check the

details of his evi-

dence, when the foot-

print itself stares

you in the face, as

it is for the mere

lawyer to appreciate

the significance of

what is so plain to

the desert man.
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HOUSE-BUILDING

EXTRAORDINARY IN

OPORTO.

FROM time to time

one comes across

extraordinary houses of

every description â�� rock

houses, houses built in

trees, or houses designed

in the form of a vessel, or

some equally unusual

design. Perhaps Portugal

takes the palm for a curi-

ous method of construct-

ing the ordinary every-

day house. In that country,

notably in Oporto, the

tourist will observe that

the three outside walls,

the interior walls, the

floors, and the rocf of a

house are built first, leav-

ing the lrcnt of the house

ing the twelve letters. Over

the dial is a semaphore.

Twice daily the clock per-

forms three essentials to

safe railroading. Promptly

at 10 a.m. and at 4 p.m.

the semaphore drops to

green, this being the signal

to the engineer to go ahead

with caution. Then a

whistle blows twice, which

is the engineer's signal

that he sees the warning

of the man in the tower.

When the whistle subsides

a bell rings, this being a

reminder that no loco-

motive must be started

before a bell is rung. After

the bell stops a curtain

falls from the rear of the.

clock on which are printed

ten "Safety First Don'ts."

â��Mr.C.Lat.Wahelm,The

Star, Baltimore, U.S.A.

I

open." This is due to a pecu-

liar custom, under which it

is necessary to secure the

special permission of the city

authorities before the front

of a house can be put in.

Pending this, operations are

carried on as far as possible,

and so it is a very common

sight to see buildings in the

condition shown in the i.bove

photograph. Permissi >n has

just been granted, in this

instance, to put in the front,

a section of which is already

in position.â��Mr. A. W. Cutler,

Rose Hill House, Worcester.

A PERILOUS CLIMB.

''T'MIE photograph below is one I took from the tcp

1 of a new iron chimney-stack, seventy-two feet

high, the summit being attained by means of an iron

ladder attached inside the chimney. The seeming

pallor on the face of the " jack " below me, who

accompanied me up, may have been caused through

his expectation that at any moment he might have

had to break my fall on my downward journey.â��Mr.

T. A. Cantle, 55, Devonshire Road, Westbury Park,

Bristol.

A UNIQUE CLOCK.

TRULY remarkable is the

unique clock constructed

in his spare moments by Mr.

C. VV. Egan, general claim

agent of the Baltimore and

Ohio Railroad, and a leader

in the "Safety First " move-

ment recently started by that

railroad. Replacing the

numerals on the clock, which

is six feet high, are the letters

contained in the words

" Safety First." Across the

face of the clock are the

words " Baltimore and Ohio

Railroad," the letter " B " of

the first word replacing the

numeral "9," thus complet-
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guests, when Johnny, floating on a

little piece of cork, came out of his

cellar, and in this way the guests were

informed of the happy news. If Johnny

came out quietly and without diffi-

culty it was considered that the child

would be Drosperous and healthy.â��

Mr. D. Ccwee, 80, Zeestraat, The

Hague, Holland.

H

A REMARKABLE ROAD.

""T^IIIS photograph gives some idea of the extra-

X ordinary windings of a Sicilian road. It is all

one road, and leads from St. Alessio to the mountain

village of Forza D'Agro â�� a distance, perhaps, of a

mile and a half as the crow flies ; but if you follow this

road it will take two hours to get there. The picture

was secured by walking to the edge of a precipice near

Forza D'Agro and pointing the camera downwards.

Castello St. Alessio is seen on the right.â��Mr. A. W.

Cutler, Rose Hill House, Worcester.

CENSORSHIP EXTRAORDINARY.

ERE is a cutting from an Ameri-

can paper illustrating an extra-

ordinary method of getting round the

poster censor. In the Texas town where

the bill was posted there is a prohibi-

tion against the illustration of revolvers, so the

weapons in the hands of the outlaws in the accompany-

ing picture have been painted over and bouquets of

flowers substituted. The effect is ludicrous in the ex-

treme.â�� Mr. W. A. Williamson, 119, Castellain

Mansion;. Maida Vale, London, W.

"JOHNNY IN THE CELLAR."

T N the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries in Holland

X a cup called " Johnny in the Cellar " was to be

found in nearly every

household. It was of

silver, and was used

in the following circum-

stances. When a young

wife was about to

become a mother, her

husband arranged a

festive dinner, inviting

all their relatives to

assist. Towards the

end of the dinner the

cup, filled with wine,

was presented to the

I

1 Jf^t^rf

A RABBIT WITH WINGS.

AM sending you a photograph of a rabbit with

wings, the property of Mr. George Levitt, of

Eastbourne. When this

photograph was taken

the animal was four

months old. Its wings,

which measure twenty-

six inches across, are,

of course, no use for fly-

ing purposes, but are

no hindrance when it

walks. It has eight feet,

but the extra four are

not developed.â��Mr. A.

R. Pestel, 49, Terminus

Road, Eastbourne.
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CAPTAIN SCOTT.

THIS IS PERHAPS THE MOST CHARACTERISTIC PORTRAIT OK CAPTAIN SCOTT, SHOWING HIM AS HE

ACTUALLY APPEARED ON HIS LAST JOURNEY.



TO THE SOUTH POLE

CAPTAIN SCOTTS

OWN STORY

TOLD FROM HIS JOURNALS

Photographs by HERBERT G. PONTING, F.R.G.S., Camera Artist

to the Expedition, except where otherwise indicated.

These articles are related from the journals of Captain Scott, and give the first

connected story of the British Antarctic Expedition, 1910'1913. The story has

been told from the journals by Mr. Leonard Huxley, well known as the biographer

of his celebrated father, and carefully read and revised by Commander Evans,

R.N. With few exceptions, all the photographs, which have been selected

from many hundreds, are here published for the first time.

PART III.

Heading: Straight for the Pole.

|HUS early the ponies had to

receive their full loads from

these motor - sledges. But

" with their full loads the

ponies did splendidly ; even

Jehu and Chinaman, with

loads over four hundred and

fifty pounds, stepped out well, and have

finished as fit as when they started.

" The better ponies made nothing of their

loads, and my own Snippets had over seven

hundred pounds, sledge included. Of course,

the surface is greatly improved ; it is that

over which we came well last year. We are

all much cheered by this performance. It

shows a hardening up of the ponies, which

have been well trained ; even Oates is

pleased ! "

Now also befell the first of the bad weather.

" As we came to camp a blizzard threatened

and we built snow walls. The ponies seem

very comfortable. Their new rugs cover

them well and the sheltering walls are as high

as the animals, so that the wind is practically

unfelt behind them. This protection is a

direct result of our experience of last year, and

it is good to feel that we reaped some reward

for that disastrous journey. I am writing

late in the day and the wind is still strong.

I fear we shall not be able to go on to-night.

Vol xlvi.-31.

Copyright, 1913, by " Everybody's Magazine," in the United States of America.
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" The temperature, - 50, is lower than I

like in a blizzard." But the blizzard lasted

two days; as it continued, it seemed to

have a withering effect on the poor beasts,

the driving particles of snow bombarding

tender spots like nostrils and eyes, and

preventing rest. Yet " to my surprise,

when the rugs were stripped from the

' crocks ' they appeared quite fresh and fit.

Both Jehu and Chinaman had a skittish

little run when their heads were loose.

Chinaman indulged in a playful buck. All

three started with their loads at a brisk pace.

It was a great relief to find that they had not

suffered at all from the blizzard. They went

out six geographical miles, and our section

going at a good round pace found them

encamped as usual. After they had gone we

waited for the rearguard to come up and

joined with them. For the next five miles

the bunch of seven kept together in fine style,

and with wind dropping, sun gaining in power,

and ponies going well, the march was a real

pleasure. One gained confidence every

moment in the animals ; they brought along

THIS IS HOW THE DOG-

A COUPLE OK TEAMS KKADY TO START

their heavy loads without a hint of tiredness.

All take the patches of soft snow with an easy-

stride, not bothering themselves at all. The

majority halt now and again to get a mouthful

of snow, but little Christopher goes through

with a non-stop run."

The blizzard once over, all was full of

promise. " We are picking up last year's

cairns with great ease and all show up very

distinctly. This is extremely satisfactory for

the homeward march. . . . Everyone is as fit

as can be. . . . Men and ponies revel in such

weather. One devoutly hopes for a good

spell of it as we recede from the windy

Northern region."

Fickle gleam of hope ! This was November

9th, and even then " There is an annoying

little southerly wind blowing now, and this

serves to show the beauty of our snow walls.

The ponies are standing under their lee in the

bright sun as comfortable as can possibly be."

"Very Horrid Marches."

But November 10th is the first of four
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TEAMS WORKED.

OFF ON THE DAY'S MARCH.

" very horrid marches," with a strong head

wind at first; then a snowstorm. Next day

the new snow lay softâ��while they entered

on an area of soft crust between a few hard

wind-ridges (sastrugi), in pits between which

here and there the snow lay in sandy heaps.

The ponies gave great anxietyâ��despite the

care they had received conditions had been

sadly against them since leaving New

Zealand ; " if they pull through well all the

thanks will be due to Oates."

Even on November 14th, when the sun

reappeared, it was painful struggling on

through this snow, and even " Christopher

has now been harnessed three times without

difficulty." In the long-continued mist, so

different from former experiences, " had we

been dependent on landmarks we should have

fared ill." Happily the cairns that marked

the way were distinguishable, and One Ton

Camp, one hundred and twenty - nine

geographical miles from the start, was found

without any difficulty on November 15th.

Here was a note from Evans saying that

he had gone on with his party " man-hauling "

their sledge to the rendezvous at

8oÂ° 30'. " He has done something

over thirty miles (geographical) in

two and a half daysâ��exceedingly

good going. I only hope he has

built lots of cairns," i.e., to ease

the task of guiding the main party.

Here, too, was the minimum ther-

mometer left the previous year,

recording - 730.

The ponies got a day's rest; the

loads were readjusted; five hun-

dred and eighty pounds on the

sledges of the stronger beasts, four

hundred pounds odd with the

others. Already " the weakness of

breeding and age is showing itself "

â��and the surface grew worse the

following days.

On November 21st they came up

with the ex-motor party, who con-

tinued with them for three days.

It was not till the 24th, with some

one hundred and forty miles still

to the Glacier, that the first of the

" crocks " was killed, providing four

feeds for the dogs.

From the 25th onwards the start

was made successively later at

night, so as to lead up to the day

routine of the final party when

the Glacier should be reached. A

spell of fair weather was followed

by three days of " summer

blizzard " (26th, 27th, 28th) through which

necessity impelled the travellers. " A tired

animal makes a tired man " ; and even with

better weather on the 29th and 30th the

surface was bad. By December 1st it was

a question of days with most of the ponies,

and the weakest were killed. Their duty was

to draw supplies across the Barrier as long as

forage lasted and supply food for the dog-

teams at the end.

December 2nd. " Wild, in his diary

of Shackleton's journey, remarks on

December 15th that it is the first day for

a month that he could not record splendid

weather. With us a fine day has been the

exception so far " ; and next day : " Our luck

in weather is preposterous." It blew a full

gale from the south from 4.30 a.m. to

12.30. " It is really time the luck turned

in our favour."

On December 4th, after a morning blizzard,

he writes: " Looking from the last camp

towards the S.S.E., where the farthest land

can be seen, it seemed more than probable

that a very high latitude could be reached on
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the Barrier, and if Amundsen journeying that

way has a stroke of luck, he may well find

his summit journey reduced to one hundred

miles or so. In any case it is a fascinating

direction for next year's work if only fresh

transport arrives."

Here he showed true geographical insight,

no less than splendid confidence for the

future. Indeed they had done well; on these

" two wretched days " they had only lost five

or six miles on their scheduled time-table.

Nevertheless the skies augured ill: " One has

a horrid feeling that this is a real bad season."

A prophetic sense indeed. From the " gate-

way " of the Glacier came ominous puffs of

wind; December 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, a

" raging, howling " blizzard continued, with

the typical fine powdery snow, and the

temperature so high that the snow clung

where it touched, and melted on anything but

the snow. Tents, clothes, sleeping-bags were

soaked, with prospect of infinite discomfort

if a cold snap came before things could be

dried. Worse still, the delay. Still twelve

miles from the Glacier, they had to begin on

the rations calculated to carry them forward

from an advanced depot. The check was

outside calculation : " the margin for bad

weather was ample according to all experience,

and this stormy Decemberâ��our finest month

â� â��is a thing that the most cautious organizer

might not have been prepared to encounter."

December 9th they managed to get away ;

" a most painful day." After an almost

hopeless struggle the situation was saved by

Petty Officer Evans, who put the last pair of

snow-shoes on Snatcher, so that he was able

to lead, making a track for the other ponies.

It was the last effort; the forage was already

spent ; and at this campâ��" Shambles Camp "

â��a mile below the gatewayâ��the beasts were

shot. " It is hard to have to kill them so

early."

The Ascent of the Glacier.

December 10th. The first stage of the

journey, four hundred and twenty-four miles

over the Harrier ice, was ended. On the

fortieth day outâ��a week behind scheduleâ��

began the second stage, the ascent of the

Glacier, which took twelve days of the

most strenuous exertion. The surface was

" appalling " ; that they got forward with

their loads was " mainly due to the ski."

Loads were readjusted ; for the first day

and a half the dog-team pulled six 1 undred

pounds, besides two hundred pounds to be

left in the depot when they returned, and

their loads were distributed among the man-

hauled sledges.

The start bettered expectation: " the

day was gloriously fine, and we were soon

perspiring. After the first mile we began to

rise, and for some way a steep slope ; we held

to our ski and kept going. Then the slope

got steeper and the surface much worse, and

we had to take off our ski. The pulling after

this was extraordinarily fatiguing. We sank

below our finnesko everywhere, and in places

nearly to our knees. The runners of the

sledges got coated with a thin film of ice

from which we could not free them, and the

sledges themselves sank to the cross-bars in

soft spots. All the time they were literally

ploughing the snow. We reached the top of
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Nov26*27*2B,fc Bad Weather 421MILES

Bl.j,arda. _ Storms^ from Base

>â��- + -r i. SLAUGHTER CAMP

Nov 25

Day and Hooper,

of rhe ex-motor

party, now return

men,

ionics and

io forward.

2"-dPony

killed

S^Pony

killed

Two more

Ponies

killed

Remaining S

^ Ponies killed

83"

Dec 5^8*

Four Days

Delay -

Blijjard.

30

12 Men

hauling sledges,

and 2 Men

driving do<Js,

i}o forward.

ASSISTANCE TO THE READER IN FOLLOWING THE MOVEMENTS OF THE PARTY.

the slope at five and started on after tea on

the down grade. On this we had to pull

almost as hard as on the upward slope, but

could just manage to get along on s.ki.

We camped at 9.15, when a heavy wind

coming down the Glacier suddenly fell on us,

but I had decided to camp before, as Evans's

party could not keep up." Those who had

hauled a sledge since the motors broke down

four hunf'red miles away were naturally not

so fresh as the others. " As for myself I

never felt fitter, and my party can easily

hold its own. Evans (P.O.), of course, is a

tower of strength, but Oates and Wilson are

doing splendidly also.

" All this soft snow is an aftermath of our

prolonged storm. Hereabouts Shackleton

found hard blue ice. It seems an extra-

ordinary difference in fortune, and at every

step S.'s luck becomes more evident."

A Graphic Picture of Sledge-Troubles.

December nth. The lower Glacier depot

made, the dog-team came up a four hours'

march before finally turning homewards.

The loads were transhipped. An anxious

moment ensued, followed by difficulties first

with one team, then with another.

" Could we pull our full loads or not ?

My own party got away first, and, to my joy,

I found we could make fairly good headway.

Every now and again the sledge sank in a

soft patch which brought us up, but we

learned to treat such occasions with patience.

We got sideways to the sledge and hauled it

out, Evans getting out of his ski to get better

purchase. The great thing is to keep the

sledge moving, and for an hour or more there

were dozens of critical moments when it all

but stopped, and not a few when it brought

up altogether. The latter were very trying

and tiring. But suddenly the surface grew

more uniform and vye more accustomed to the

game, for after a long stop to let the other

parties come up I started at six and ran on

till seven, pulling easily without a halt at

the rate of about two miles an hour. I was

very jubilant; all difficulties seemed to be

vanishing; but unfortunately our history

was not repeated. One team had a man

hampered by a touch of snow-blindness, the

other had not quite mastered the trick of

getting under way again after checking in

the soft snow."

But next morning, the 12th. it was the turn

of Scott's own team to " make the heaviest

weather of the work. We got bogged again

and again, and, do what we would, the sledge

dragged like lead. The others were working

hard, but nothing to be compared with us.

At 2.30 I halted for lunch pretty well

cooked, and there was disclosed the secret of

our trouble in a thin film with some hard

knots of ice on the runners. Evans's team

had been sent off in advance, and we didn't

â��couldn't!â��catch them, but they saw us

camp and break camp, and followed suit.

I really dreaded starting after lunch, but

after some trouble to break the sledge out we

went ahead without a hitch, and in a mile or

two recovered our leading place with obvious

ability to keep it.

" It is evident that what I expected has

occurred. The whole of the lower valley is

filled with snow from the recent storm, and

jf we had not ski we should be hopelessly
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bogged. On foot one sinks to the knees, and,

if pulling on a sledge, to half-way between

knee and thigh. It would, therefore, be

absolutely impossible to advance on foot

with our loads. Considering all things, we

are getting better on ski.

their shoes into our tent this morning, and

P.O. Evans put them into shape again."

December 13th. They only made four

miles. There was a new crust in patches;

when the pullers got on these they slipped

back. The sledges plunged into the soft

THE. DEEP TRACK OF A SLEDGE CROSSING THAT OF A PENGUIN.

THIS PHOTOGRAPH IS A GOOD INSTANCE OF THE WAY IN WHICH APPARENTLY UNPROMISING MATERIAL

MAY YIELD THE MOST STRIKING RESULTS.

" We are about five or five and a half days

behind Shackleton as a result of the storm,

but on this surface our sledges could not be

more heavily laden than they are. Evans's

party kept up much better to-day; we had

places and stopped dead. One party helped

another at such stops till the double work

proved altogether too much. Scott's party,

the most efficient of the three that day,

spent three hours fitting the ten-foot runners
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THE RETURN OF ATKINSON S PARTY.

I HIS PHOTOGRAPH SHOWS TIIF. RETURN TO HEADQUARTERS OF ONE OF CAPTAIN SCOTT'.S SUPIORTING

PARTIES. IT IS INTERESTING TO NOTE THAT THE SAIL COULD ONLY HE USED WHEN COMING FROM

THF. SOUTH, OWING TO THE WIND ALMOST ALWAYS BLOWING FROM THE POLE.

under the cross-barsâ��but without delaying others and offered

the othersâ��so slow was the general progress. but Evans's pride

The sun was hot. the

snow without " glide,"

the men soaked in per-

spiration. They overtook

the others, who were

reduced to relay work ;

but " the toil was simply

awful."

Indigestion, wet clothes,

and cramp after such

labour produced a bad

night : but on the 14th.

two thousand feet up,

things began to improve.

" After the first two

hundred yards my own

party came on with a

swing that told me at

once that all would be

well. We soon caught the

v..|. .lvi-32.

A SLEDGE METER.

ONE OF THE METERS USED FOR RE-

CORDING THE DISTANCE COVERED RY

THE SLEDGES. IN THE TOP PICTURE

ONE IS SHOWN IN ACTUAL USE.

to take on more weight,

wouldn't allow such help.

Later in the morning we

exchanged sledges with

Bowers; pulled theirs

easily, whilst they made

heavy work with ours.

" We got fearfully hot

on the march, sweated

through everything and

stripped off jerseys. The

result is we are pretty

cold and clammy now,

but escape from the soft

snow and a good march

compensate every discom-

fort. At lunch the blue ice

was about two feet be-

neath us, now it is barely

a foot, so that I suppose

we shall soon find it un-

covered.''
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They seemed to be getting out of the huge

basin for the lodgment of snow which extended

as far as the Cloudmaker Mountain. Optimism,

never far away, reasserts itself. " I think

the soft snow trouble is at an end, and I could

wish nothing better than a continuance of

the present surface. Towards the end of

the march we were pulling our loads with the

greatest ease. It is splendid to be getting

along and to find some adequate return for

the work we are putting into the business."

December 15th the improvement con-

tinued ; the covering of snow thinned out

steadily. " It was an enormous relief yester-

day to get steady going without involuntary-

stops, but yesterday and this morning, once

the sledge was stopped, it was very difficult

to start againâ��the runners got temporarily

stuck. This afternoon for the first time we

could start by giving one good heave together,

and so for the first time we are able to stop to

readjust foot-gear or do any other desirable

task. This is a second relief for which we are

most grateful."'

But the good march was cut short by a

thick snowstorm. " Pray Heaven we are not

going to have this wretched snow in the

worst part of the Glacier to come."

" The Worst Part to Come."

That " worst part " included steep slopes

and ice-falls, pressure ridges, and crevassed

areas, which drove them away from the

direct line, as Shackleton had been driven,

towards the Cloudmaker, though later they

returned successfully to the centre of the

Glacier. On the 16th a gloomy morning

gave way to a gloriously fine evening. In

the afternoon a peculiarly difficult surfaceâ��

old hard sastrug? underneath, with pits and

high, soft sastrugi. due to very recent snow-

fallsâ��often bringing the sledges up short,

compelled the men to discard skis, thus

making better progress, but for the time with

very excessive labour, as the brittle crust

held for a pace or two, and then " let one

down with a bump some eight or ten inches,"

or sent the leg slipping down a crack in the

hard ice beneath.

" We must push on all we can, for we are

now six days behind Shackleton, all due to

that wretched storm. So far, since we got

amongst the disturbances we have not seen

such alarming crevasses as I had expectedâ��

certainly dogs could have come up as far as

this. At present one gets terribly hot and

perspiring on the march, and quickly cold

when halted, but the sun makes up for all

evils. It is very difficult to know what to do

about the ski; their weight is considerable,

and yet, under certain circumstances, they

are extraordinarily useful. Everyone is very

satisfied with our summit ration. The party

which has been man-hauling for so long say

they are far less hungrv than they used to be.

It is good to think that the majority will

keep up this good feeding all through.

"Sunday, December 17th. Soon after

starting found ourselves in rather a mess ;

bad pressure ahead and long waves between

us and the land. Blue ice showed on the

crests of the waves ; very soft snow lay in the

hollows. We had to cross the waves in places

thirty feet from crest to hollow, and we did

it by sitting on the sledge and letting her go.

Thus we went down with a rush, and our

impetus carried us some way up the other

side ; then followed a fearfully tough drag to

rise the next crest. After two hours of this

I saw a larger wave, the crest of which

continued hard ice up the Glacier; we

reached this, and got excellent travelling for

two miles on it, then rose on a steep gradient,

and so topped the pressure ridge.

" If we can keep up the pace, we gain on

Shackleton, and I don't see any reason why

we shouldn't, except that more pressure is

showing up ahead. For once one can say,

' Sufficient for the day is the good thereof.'

Our luck may be on the turnâ��1 think we

deserve it. In spite of the hard work everyone

is very fit and very cheerful, feeling well fed

and eager for more toil. Eyes are much

better, except poor Wilson's ; he has caught

a very bad attack.

" We get fearfully thirsty and chip up ice

on the march, as well as drinking a great deal

of water on halting. Our fuel only just does

it, but that is all we want, and we have a bit

in hand for the summit. . . . We have worn

our crampons all day and are delighted with

them. P.O. Evans, the inventor of both

crampons and ski shoes, is greatly pleased,

and certainly we owe him much."

On the 18th it was again overcast and

snowing. Better followed on the 19th and

20th. " Tilings are looking up. Started on

good surface, soon came to very annoying

criss-cross cracks. Fell into two and have

bad bruises on knee and thigh, but we got

along all the time until we reached an

admirable smooth ice surface excellent for

travelling. The last mile, ntvt predominating,

and, therefore, the pulling a trifle harder, we

have risen into the upper basin of the Glacier.

Seemingly close about us are the various land

masses which adjoin the summit; it looks as
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THE EFFECT OF A THREE DAYS' BLIZZARD.

THIS STRIKING PHOTOGRAPH OK A 1 EN'T AFTER THREE DAYS' HI.IZZAK1) GIVES A VIVID IDEA OF

THE CAUSE OF THE FINAL DISASTER.

From a Photograph bij LituUmiut Qiao.

Vol xlvi.-3a
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PROTECTING THE PONIES IN CAMP.

THIS INTERESTING PHOTOGRAPH SHOW'S THE SNOW-WALLS THAT WERE BUILT EACH NIGHT TO

Front a PhotwraM PROTECT THE PONIES FROM THE WIND. [by Captain Stott.

THE CAMP ON THE BEARDMORE GLACIER.

THE GRANDEUR OF THE SCENERY IN THE RKGION OK THE BEARDMORE GLACIER IS WELL SHOWN

IN THIS PICTURE. THE TWO FIGURES IN THE FOREGROUND ARE WILSON AND CHERRY-GAKHARD,

from a PhotiiaraiM BOTH OF WHOM ARE BUSY SKETCHING. lot Captain ScvU.
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though we might have difficulties in the last

narrows. Having a long lunch hour for

angles, photographs, and sketches."

The afternoon brought up the day's run to

seventeen geographical miles. " It has not

been a strain, except, perhaps, for me with

my wounds received early in the day. The

wind has kept us cool on the march, which

has, in consequence, been very much

pleasanter ; we are not wet in our clothes

to-night, and have not suffered from the

same overpowering thirst as on previous days.

Evans and Bowers are busy taking angles ;

as they have been all day, we shall have

material for an excellent chart. Days like

this put heart in one."

The record of the 19th was beaten by that

of the 20th. twenty-three geographical miles,

rising eight hundred feet. And at camp

" we must be ahead of Shackleton's position

on the 17th.

Hopes and Fears.

" I have just told off the people to return

to-morrow night: Atkinson, Wright, Cherry-

Garrard, and Keohane. All are disappointed.

I dreaded this necessity of choosingâ��nothing

could be more heartrending*. I calculated

our programme to start from 850 10' with

twelve units of food and eight men. We

ought to be in this position to-morrow night,

less one day's food. After all our harassing

trouble one cannot but be satisfied with such

a prospect."

The last day of this stage, December 21st,

was severe, owing to crevasses and falls,

while at midday " the wind came from the

north, bringing the inevitable [fog] up the

valley and covering us just as we were in the

worst of places," delaying them two and a

half hours. But the stiffest of climbs has

an end, and camp was pitched at 7.30.

" We have done a good march, risen to a

satisfactory altitude, and reached a good

place for our depot. To-morrow we start

with our fullest summit load, and the first

march should show us the possibilities of our

achievement. For me it is an immense

relief to have the indefatigable little Bowers

to see to all detail arrangements.

" We have risen a great height to-day and

I hope it will not be necessary to go down

again, but it looks as though we must dip a

bit even to go to the south-west."

The last outward stage, the summit journey,

lasted from December 22nd to January 17th,

* The points at which this and the remaining parties turned

back are shown on the maps in the present instalment.

Vol. xlvi. 34.

twenty-seven days for three hundred and

fifty-three miles. On December 23rd the

true summit seemed to be reached, where

the Glacier merges in the ice-cap, undulating

but uncrevassed. But, unhappily, on Christ-

mas Day and the 27th they found themselves

in the midst of crevasses again. After that,

however often the undulating plateau offered

a ridged or rugged surface, the danger of

crevasses ceased. The general level continued

to rise. On January 2nd, at the height of

nearly ten thousand feet, the plain seemed to

be flattening out, but the highest levels, over

ten thousand five hundred feet, were only-

reached on January 6th and 7th.

But the difficulties of the Glacier were

surmounted only to be succeeded by a new,

long-drawn struggle in these mountain

altitudes. The surface of the ice-cap was

broken and rugged; the snow in powdery

crystals, whether loose and soft in the windless

belt, or drifted into ridges, fantastically

combed like an Alpine " cornice," was as dull

and clogging for ski or sledge-runner as the

loose sand of a sea beach. There was rarely

any " glide," but heavy, jerking collar-work.

The weather remained unkind, the strain of

guiding ceaseless; the anxiety of pitting

effort against time, of measuring hard-wrung

endurance against known and unknown tasks,

almost as wearing as physical fatigue. As we

read this Journal hope alternates with fear,

but resolution stays constant through un-

remitting ill-fortune.

" This, the third stage of our journey, is

opening with good promise. We made our

depot this morning, then said an affecting

farewell to the returning party, who have

taken things very well, dear, good fellows as

they are."

Then they started with their heavy loads

about 9.20. Any trepidation as to the

weight vanished as they went off and up

a slope at a smart paceâ��the second sledge

close behind, its team well chosen to form the

supporting party, which proceeded till

January 4th.

The dip across which their course ran

south-west dropped some eleven hundred

and fifty feet, but then they climbed again

two hundred and fifty feet and camped at

seven thousand one hundred feet. Huge

pressure ridges barred the way to the south,

and they passed one or two very broad

(thirty feet) bridged crevasses with the usual

gaping sides â�� the whole incline in front a

confusion of elevations and depressions. Next

day " we had to haul out to the north, then

west. ... It is rather trying having to
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CAPTAIN L. E. G. OATES,

WHOSE HEROIC ACTION IN WALKING OUT TO MEET HIS DEAIH â�� "THE ACT OK A HkAVE MAN AND AN

ENGLISH GENTLEMAN ;'â�� HAS APPEALED SO STRONGLY TO THE SYMPATHY OK THE PUBLIC.

march so far to the west, but if we keep

rising we must come to the end of the

obstacles some time."

Later, as they climbed yet another slope to

the west: "On top of this we got on the most

extraordinary surfaceâ��narrow crevasses ran

in all directions. They were quite invisible,

being covered with a thin crust of hardened

nh'i without a sign of a crack in it. We all

fell in, one after another, and sometimes two

together. We have had many unexpected

falls before, but usually through being unable

to mark the run of the surface appearances of

cracks or where such cracks are covered with

soft snow. How a hardened crust can form

over a crack is a real puzzleâ��it seems to

argue extremely slow movement.

" But suddenly at 5 p.m. everything

changed. The hard surface gave place to

regular sastrup and our horizon levelled in
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every direction. I hung on to the south-west

till 6 p.m., and then camped with a delightful

feeling of security that we had at length

reached the summit proper. I am feeling very

cheerful about everything to-night. To me,

for the first time, our goal seems really in

sight. We can pull our loads, and pull them

much faster and farther than I expected in

my most hopeful moments. I only pray for

a fair share of good weather.

" December 24th. We have not struck a

crevasse all day, which is a good sign. The

sun continues to shine in a cloudless

sky, the wind rises and falls, and

about us is a scene of the wildest

desolation, but we are a very cheer-

ful, party, and to-morrow is Christ-

mas Day, with something extra in

the hoosh.

Lashley Falls Into a Crevasse on

Christmas Day.

" Christmas Day. To our annoy-

ance found ourselves amongst cre-

vasses once more â�� very hard,

smooth ntvt between high ridges at the edge

of crevasses, and therefore very difficult to

get foothold to pull the sledges. We had

to tack a good deal, and several of us went

half down. After half an hour of this I looked

round and found the second sledge halted

some way in rearâ��evidently someone had

gone into a crevasse. We saw the rescue work

going on, but had to wait half an hour for the

party to come up, and got mighty cold. It

appears that Lashley went down very

suddenly, nearly dragging crew with him.

LIEUT. H. R. BOWERS,

"THE INDEFATIGABLE LITTLE ROWERS" WHOM CAPTAIN SCOTT SO OFTEN REFERS TO IN TERMS

OF ADMIRATION IN HIS JOURNAL.

Vol. xlvi.-36.
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The sledge ran on and jammed the span, so

that the Alpine rope had to be got out and

used to pull Lashley to the surface again.

Lashley says the crevasse was eighty feet deep

and eight feet across in form U, showing

that the word ' unfathomable ' can rarely be

applied. Lashley is forty-four to-day, and

as hard as nails. His fall has not even

disturbed his equanimity.

" In the afternoon, after sundry luxuries

sides. Is this a submerged mountain peak

or a swirl in the stream ? Getting clear of

crevasses and on a slightly down grade, we

came along at a swinging paceâ��splendid.

I marched on till nearly 7.30, when we

had covered fifteen miles (geographical),

seventeen and a quarter (statute). I knew

that supper was to be a ' tightener,' and

indeed it has beenâ��so much that I must

leave description till the morning."

TO WHOSE

DR. E. A. WILSON,

'SOUND JUDGMENT ONE AND ALL APPEALED ON MATTERS LITTLE OR GREAT."

such as chocolate and raisins at lunch, we

started off well, but soon got amongst

crevasses, huge snowfield roadways running

almost in our direction, and across hidden

cracks into which we frequently fell ; passing

for ten miles or so along between two road-

ways, we came on a huge pit with raised

The outlook confirmed previous inferences

as to a more favourable approach to the

Pole.

" In the middle of the afternoon we got

another fine view of the land. The Dominion

range ends abruptly as observed; then come

two straits and two other masses of land.
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Similarly north of the wild

mountains is another strait and

another mass of land. The

various straits are undoubtedly

overflows, and the masses of

land mark the inner fringe of

the exposed coastal mountains,

the general direction of which

seems about S.S.E., from which

it appears that one could be

much closer to the Pole on the

Barrier by continuing on it to

the S.S.E. We ought to know

more of this when Evans's

observations are plotted."

Christmas Dinner â�� "after

which it was difficult to

move."

What would Christmas be

without its Christmas dinnerâ��

above all in the ice ?

" I must write a word of our

supper last night. We had four

courses. The first, pemmican,

full whack, with slices of horse-

meat flavoured with onion and

curry powder and thickened

with biscuit; then an arrow-

root, cocoa, and biscuit hoosh

sweetened; then a plum-pud-

ding ; then cocoa with raisins,

and finally a dessert of caramels

and ginger. After the feast it

was difficult to move. Wilson

and I couldn't finish our share

of plum-pudding. We have all

slept splendidly and feel tho-

roughly warm â�� such is the

effect of full feeding."

Next day " perhaps a little

slow after plum - pudding " ;

yet " it seems astonishing to

be disappointed with a march

of fifteen (statute) miles when

I had contemplated doing little

more than ten with full loads."

On the 27th " the pulling

was heavy. Everyone sweated.

We have been going up and

down, the up grades very

tiring, especially when we get

among sastrugi, which jerk the

sledge about." In the after-

noon " we were once more in

the midst of crevasses and dis-

turbances. At the summit of

the ridge we came into another

PETTY-OFFICER EVANS,

WHO, IN CAPTAIN SCOTT'S WORDS, WAS "A TOWER OF

STRENGTH" TO THE EXPEDITION.
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THIS IS A CONTINUATION OF THE

' pit' or ' whirl,' which seemed the centre

of the trouble. Is it a submerged mountain

peak ?

" Steering the party is no light task. One

cannot allow one's thoughts to wander as

others do, and when, as this afternoon, one

gets among disturbances, I find it is very

worrying and tiring."

December 28th. The first team travelled

easily, while the second " made heavy

weather." Scott himself changed over, then

made an additional change, but without

success. " What was the difficulty ? One

theory was that some members of the second

party were stale. Another that all was due

to the bad stepping and want of swing;

another that the sledge pulled heavy. In the

afternoon we exchanged sledges, and at first

went off well, but getting into soft snow we

found a terrible drag, the second party

coming quite easily with our sledge. So the

sledge is the cause of the trouble." Investi-

gation showed that the framework had been

wrenched out of the true by the hard knocks

received on the rugged ice. A less rigid

strapping of the load enabled the necessary

adjustment to be made ; whereupon the

second party, pacing w:ell together, held

their own again.

" The marches are terribly monotonous.

One's thoughts wander occasionally tt>

pleasanter scenes and places, but the necessity

to keep the course, or some hitch in the

surface, quickly brings them back. There

have been some hours of very steady plodding

to-day; these are the best part of the

business, mean forgetfulness and advance."

On the last day of the year the " Three

Degree " depot was formed, with a week's

provisions for both units ; so called because

by Lieutenant Evans's observations they

were nearly on the eighty-seventh parallel

aimed at for that night. Here camp was

pitched at 1.30, and the second party left

their ski and some heavy things in depot.

" We had a good full brew of tea and then

set to work stripping the sledges. That

didn't take long, but the process of building

up the ten-feet sledges [instead of twelve feet]

now in operation in the other tent is a long

job. Evans (P.O.) and Crean are tackling it,

and it is a very remarkable piece of work.

Certainly P.O. Evans is the most invaluable

asset to our party. To build a sledge under

these conditions is a fact for special record."

January 1st, 1912. Twice on this day, as

on the next, starting after the foot-haulers,

Scott's team caught them up without

difficulty. " It was surprising how easily

the sledge pulled ; we have scarcely exerted

ourselves all day. We are very comfortable

in our double tent. Stick of chocolate to

celebrate the New Year. Prospects seem to

get brighter â�� only about one hundred and

seventy miles to go and plenty of food left.

" January 3rd. Within one hundred and

â�¢fifty miles of our goal. Last night I decided

to reorganize, and this morning told ofl

Teddy Evans, Lashley, and Crean to return.

They are disappointed, but take it well.

Bowers is to come into our tent, and we

proceed as a five-man unit to-morrow. We

have five and a half units of foodâ��practically

over a month's allowance for five peopleâ��it

ought to see us through. We came along

well on ski to-day, but the foot-haulers were
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slow, and so we only got a trifle over twelve

miles (geographical). Very anxious to see

how we shall manage to-morrow ; if we can

march well with the full load we shall be

practically safe, I take it.

" January 4th. It is wonderful to see how

neatly everything stows on a little sledge,

thanks to P.O. Evans. I was anxious to see

how we could pull it, and glad to find we

went easy enough. Bowers on foot pulls

between, but behind Wilson and myself; he

has to keep his own pace, and luckily does not

throw us out at all.

The Fated Party of Five Go Forward to

the Pole.

" The second party had followed us in case

of accident, but as soon as I was certain we

could get along we stopped and said farewell.

Teddy Evans is terribly disappointed, but has

taken it very well and behaved like a man."

Under average conditions the return party

should have well fulfilled Scott's cheery

anticipations. Three-man teams had done

excellently on previous sledging expeditions,

whether in Discovery days or as recently as

the midwinter visit to the Emperor penguins'

rookery ; and the three in this party were

seasoned travellers with a skilful leader.

Evans Nearly Dies of Scurvyâ��His Life

Saved by Lashley and Crean.

But Fortune dealt her blows impartially on

those who went back as well as on those who

went forward. A blizzard held them up for

three days before reaching the head of the

Glacier; they had to press on at speed. By

the time they reached the foot of the Glacier

Lieutenant Evans developed symptoms of

the dreaded and exhausting scurvy. With

Lashley, he had been man-hauling a sledge

ever since the breakdown of the motors, and

before that had been out surveying, so that

he had been a long time on sledging rations.

These, no doubt, were predisposing causes.

Withal, he continued to pull, bearing the

heavy strain of guiding the course. As the

hauling power thus grew less, the leader had

to make up for loss of speed by lengthening

the working hours. As Columbus kept from

his crew the disquieting knowledge of their

true distance from home, so Evans sought to

prevent discouragement in his hard-tasked

men by putting on his watch an hour. With

the " turning out " signal thus advanced, the

actual marching period reached twelve hours.

The situation was saved, and Evans flattered

himself on his ingenuity. But the men knew

it all the time, and no word said !

At One Ton Camp he was unable to stand

without the support of his ski-sticks, but

with the help of his companions struggled on

another fifty-three miles in four days. Then

he could go no farther. His brave com-

panions, rejecting his suggestion that he Le

left in his sleeping-bag with a supply of

provisions while they pressed on for help,

" cached " everything that could be spared,

and pulled him on the sledge with a devotion

matching that of their captain years before,

when he and Wilson brought their companion

Shackleton, ill and helpless, safely home to

the Discovery.
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A TYPICAL CAMPING SCENE.

CAMPING ON PLATEAU ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTY MILKS FROM THE POLE BEFORE THE LAST SUPPORTING

Prom a Photograph) PARTY, UNDER COMMANDER EVANS, RETURNED. [(,â�� Lieut, tam

Four days of this pulling, with a southerly

wind to help, brought them to Corner Camp ;

then came a heavy snowfall, the sledge could

not travel. It

was a critical

moment. Next

day Clean set

out to tramp

alone to Hut

Point, thirty-

four miles

away. Lashley

stayed to nurse

Lieutenant

Evans, and

most certainly

saved his life

till help came.

Crean reached

Hut Point

after an ex-

hausting march

of eighteen

hours; at once

Dr. Atkinson

and Demetri

set off with the

NAVAL ENSIGN TAKEN TO THE POLE.

THIS ENSIGN WAS PRESENTED TO COMMANDER EVANS, AND

CARRIED BY HIM TO WITHIN ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTY MILES

OF THE SOUTH POLE, AND THEN TAKEN ON TO THE POLE BY

LIEUT. BOVVERS, AND BROUGHT BACK BY HIM TO THE TENT

WHERE THE PARTY PERISHED.

dog-teams and brought the sick man back

in a single march of five hours. At the

Discovery Hut he was unremittingly tended

by Dr. Atkin-

son, and finally

sent by sledge

to the Terra

Nova. A visit

to England

brought health

again, and

Lieutenant

Evans was able

to return in

command of

the Terra

Nova on her

final journey

to the South.

It is good to

know that

both Lashley

and Crean

have been

recommended

for the Albert

Medal.

(To he concluded!)



HE LEU HIS PARTY OUT INTO THE CALM OK A STARLIT, WINDLESS NIGHT."

THE ROCKER.

A Tale of tke Alps.

By FRANK SAVILE.

Illustrated by C. Fleming MVilliams.

LIKE him," said the Bishop,

stoutly. " He's a rough

diamond."

Carthew lifted his shoul-

ders. " I hardly know

him," he admitted, " but I

put the accent on ' rough.'

Perhaps you don't agree with me, Miss

Frenton ? "

The Bishop's daughter shook her head.

" No," she said. " To me he seems a

thorough gentleman."

Carthew gave another performance of what

he had once heard a youthful admirer describe

as " his inimitable shrug."

" There, again, ' seems' is t.he word I

should underline, but I don't want to question

your taste. Now what about this expedition ?

Surely you're joking ? You don't mean the

Gemsenhorn ? "

" I have arranged to climb it with Mr.

O'Rorke to-morrow," answered Miss Frenton,

placidly, and Carthew nearly jumped from

his seat. Even the Bishop allowed his usual

smile to be corrupted by something very like

a frown.

" My dear Muriel ! " he demurred. " Mr.

O'Rorke is quite inexperienced, and the

Gemsenhornâ��is the Gemsenhorn."

She patted his arm.

" Dear old dad ! " she purred. " It isn't

the central peak we are going to attempt. It

is the Needle."

Her father stared at her as if he was an

entomologist and she a new form of beetle.

Then he laughedâ��shortly.

" That, of course, is simply absurd," he

retorted. " The Gemsenhorn Needle has

never been climbed. Even Mr. O'Rorke is

aware of that, for I myself told him all about
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it, and showed him my photographs of the

Rocker."

She smiled.

" That's what did it," she explained.

" You made him crazy to bring off the first

ascent."

This time the Bishop frowned in earnest.

he halted, considered, and then continued,

with a sort of dogged inevitabilityâ��" includ-

ing me, is plainly ridiculous. To add to your

difficulties by having in your company a

gentleman who has passed the greater portion

of his life upon the American prairies and

has never seen a mountain till this present

'HE WAS SURPRISED 10 KIND HIS BOOT SEIZED FROM BELOW AND THRUST I.VIO A NEW

AND DEEPER NICHE."

My child, you're talking sheer nonsense,"

he said. " You may think yourself a fine

climberâ��for a woman you are. But to

imagine that, accompanied by any guide or

guides in this valley, you can scale a pinnacle

that has been attempted in vain by half the

members of the Alpine Club, including "

summer, simply piles folly on folly ! " The

speaker ended on what was palpably a snort

of indignation.

His daughter looked at him admiringly.

" It was nice of you, dad, not to show any

mock modesty about yourself. We know

that you were the best mountaineer that
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Switzerland has ever seen, and you know it.

I'm glad you are honest about it. But new

men sometimes invent new methods. Mr.

O'Rorke wants to conduct some experiments

and I want to watch them. For guide we

are taking Heinrich Lahn."

Carthew's laugh was sarcastic.

" Your friend aims high, doesn't he ? " he

asked. " It's rather ambitious to experiment

with the most impossible peak in the Alps."

" I like ambition," said Muriel, blandly.

The Bishop pressed down the tobacco in

his pipe.

" So do I," he allowed, " but I don't

encourage foolhardiness. Lahn is good enough,

but he will have all his work cut out for him

in looking after your friend. Unless some-

body else of proved experience accompanies

you I must forbid your going."

Carthew preened himself.

" I am only too happy to offer to accompany

â��Miss Frenton," he said. " I must not be

considered to be taking anv responsibilities

for Mr. O'Rorke."

The girl looked at him in silence for a

moment. Then she laughed.

" Very well," she agreed. She laughed

again. " Poor Mr. O'Rorke ! Between the

three of us we shall almost stifle him with our

helpfulness, sha'n't we ? "

Carthew did not smile.

" I should strongly advise your leaving Mr.

O'Rorke at home," he recommended, and

Muriel nodded sagely.

" Advice is your strong point, Mr. Carthew,"

she said, and wheeled towards the hotel.

" You'll arrange everything with Lahn ? "

she added, over her shoulder, and Carthew,

conquering a desire to use a monosyllable

which no Bishop could possibly be brought

to approve, agreed that he would. But his

face was a study in irritation as he resumed

his seat and accepted a light for his cigarette.

" It's odd how you manage to rub her the

wrong way," meditated Muriel's father, look-

ing at the son-in-law of his desire with a

reflective air, and Carthew for the second time

gulped down an impulse to be emphatic.

But a new determination was beginning to

bulk largely in his mind. His future wife,

he assured himself, should avoid the company

of picturesque and affable strangers. Those

from the land of the Golden West would be

absolutely barred. On this point his decision

was adamant.

Meanwhile, at the terraced entrance of the

hotel, Muriel was greeting with smiles the

appearance of a gentleman whose frank

countenance was beaded with perspiration,

Vol. xlvi.-36.

while the glowing colour of his cheeks indi-

cated that he had taken recent and strenuous

exercise. He bore a rope coiled across his

shoulderâ��but not by any means the kind of

rope to which the mountaineering community

of Grindenzat was accustomed. It was made

of skilfully-plaited rawhide.

He raised his hat. The girl looked at him

inquiringly.

" You've been practising," she decided,

and his laugh admitted her conclusion.

" On the moraine rocks," he said. " I

managed full fifty feet."

" That means success !" she exulted. " My

goodness ! We shall thrill all the Alpine

clubs of Europe ! "

" It's not the Alpine clubs that I'm caring

about," said her companion, in an accent

which was not wholly Irish or wholly

American, but a pleasant blend of both.

" There's only the one person that I have a

consuming desire to satisfy, and that'sâ��you."

She looked at him with a demure little

wrinkling of her yebrow.

"I â�� I wonder why," she meditated,

daringly, and then wheeled quickly into the

open doorway of the hotel. For Mr. O'Rorke

was showing signs of being about to make an

announcement which she was not at all

unwilling to hear, but one which her feminine

perception judged to be wholly unsuitable

to surroundings which were within earshot

of a dozen balconies.

Her cavalier followed with the aspect of

one not entirely deprived of hope. He

remembered, perhaps, that the hotel garden

a few hours later, beneath the light of a

crescent moon, would brim with oppor-

tunities to make an announcement which

became more pressing with every hour. This

consideration, too, it is just possible to con-

ceive, may have been fleetingly present in

the mind of Miss Frenton also. Fate, how-

ever, willed otherwise. During dinner it

rained, and though Lahn, on being summoned,

announced that it was no more than a shower

which was even then ceasing, the three

climbers had to retire early without having

escaped the conventionalities of the veranda.

On the Bishop's advice they were in bed by

nine, the start being arranged for two

punctually.

Five hours later Lahn's optimism was

justified. He led his party out into the calm

of a starlit, windless night.

" We are bound upon an errand of colossal

foolishness, gnidiges fr'dulein," he remarked,

" but at least we are to have fine weather to

mitigate it,"
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Muriel laughed cheerfully.

" Conduct us to the foot of the Needle,

Heinrich," she answered, " and leave the

rest to us. Perhaps you will get a surprise."

" Nothing that American Herren do would

surprise me," said the guide, resignedly.

" Why does this one carry a rope ? Does he

mistrust mine ? "

" American Herren have many fads, and this

is his," replied the girl, with a chuckle. Lahn

grunted.

" I am a plain manâ��I am not a riddle-

solver," he announced. " It will be as well

to reserve our breath for propelling our bodies.

Vorwarts ! " And so in silence he continued

to lead upon the upward path.

Day was breaking as the four stepped off

the edge of the famous Sudletch Glacier on

to the bare ribs of rock which buttress the

Gemsenhorn. Three thousand feet above

their heads it soared into the air, clean cut

against the opal of the dawn. The guide

looked at it with searching attention.

" Better luck than I expected," he ex-

plained at last. " Last night's shower missed

this. No fresh snow to make verglas in the

big chimney."

O'Rorke stared about him curiously.

" A chimney ? " he debated. " A chim-

ney ? "

Carthew smiled a trifle superciliously.

" Look at that patch of snow to the left.

It is the groove which reaches from there to

the slabs which disappear in the shadow of

the overhanging crag two hundred feet

higher," he explained.

O'Rorke nodded solemnly.

"So that's a chimney?" he soliloquized.

" If you'd said the open fireplace, nowâ��with

a special reminder that the bars were all out

of the grateâ��there's one chance in fifty I

might have captured your meaning. I hope

my waistcoat buttons are well sewed on.

They're going to be my principal means of

support."

" There's the rope," said Carthew, dryly.

" Are you satisfied that it is reliable ?

Because in that case why not leave the one

you are carrying ? We shall drop our ruck-

sacks here after we have breakfasted."

The American looked at the cord which

attached him on one side to the guide and on

the other to Muriel, who in her turn was

linked to Carthew. Then he fingered the

rawhide which was still coiled about his own

shoulder.

" It's a sort of mascot with meâ��a lariat,"

he explained. " I think I'll stick to it."

Something suspiciously like a wink, Carthew

was annoyed to notice, accompanied this

pronouncement. It was directed, too, to

Muriel Frenton's address.

A quarter of an hour's halt was allowed

while the party drank cold tea and disposed

of bread and hard-boiled eggs. When Lahn

rose he turned to the American with some-

thing of pessimism in his air.

" The Herr will not move while I am

moving," he commanded. " Where I put

my feet he will place his. Before he places

any weight upon a hold he will try it. So

only can we proceed in safety."

O'Rorke nodded.

" Sure ! " he assented, and gripped the

staff of his ice-axe. Lahn turned and heaved

himself up on to a narrow, overhanging ledge.

For the next two hours he led unerringly

from shelf to shelf. At first he paid a very

special attention to the man immediately

behind him, showing by word and gesture

exactly how each difficulty had to be over-

come. The American made no comment,

but with an easy assurance did as he was

told, winning at last the compliment of an

inarticulate but satisfied grunt. Ten minutes

later, as a thin foothold suddenly gave way,

leaving the leader hanging by his hands alone,

he was surprised to find his boot seized from

below and thrust into a new and deeper niche.

He stared over his shoulder almost sus-

piciously.

" The Herr was very quickâ��and skilful,"

he allowed.

O'Rorke made no answer, but Carthew

wore something like a frown. He felt it as

almost insufferable that the tenderfoot of

the party should actually be showing presence

of mind and resource. How could one look

forward to the humiliation of a rival like that ?

As the climbers emerged at last by way of the

slabs on to the shoulder of the peak a new

view came into prospect. Away to the left,

springing from the main body of the rock

and outlined against the sky, rose an irregular

mass, in shape not unlike a closed fist from

which the index finger alone was lifted. The

whole hand, so to speak, jutted out from the

crag, a ruined tower of granite representing

the thumb, a ru?ged ridge-like lump the

knuckles, while on the outmost edge a slender

pinnacle tapered fifty feet into the air. It

overhung a void which seemed illimitable.

Lahn halted and wiped his brow.

" So ! " he grumbled. " The Herr has

done excellently, and that is the Needle."

He flung out his arm in indication. The

gesture seemed, somehow, to imply a sort of

fatalistic contempt.
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O'Rorke nodded. He drew out a pair of

binoculars and examined the rocks atten-

tively.

" And the Rocker ? " he inquired at last.

" The mass between the Thumb and the

Needle," said the guide. " The Herr has

seen enough ? "

" The Herr has seen what he expected to

see," said O'Rorke, placidly. " What about

getting along ? "

Lahn shrugged his shoulders.

" The Herr thinks it worth while continuing

to the pinnacle foot ? "

" No," said O'Rorke ; " but to its summit

â��yes ! "

The guide stared at him with a sort of

dogged curiosity. Imperturbably the other

stared back. Then Lahn humped his shoul-

ders, emitted his customary grunt of acquies-

cence, and stepped forward. It was the

Gemsenhorn face, which had to be traversed

nowâ��a feat demanding both skill and nerve.

It is one, indeed, which would be impossible

but for a certain geological fact. The moun-

tain is not a homogeneous massâ��certain

stratum cleavages have taken place in its

composition, and queer, rugged, shelf-like

edges protrude from the parent rock. It is

a cool and practised climber who finds his way

without a slip from each to each. The guide

sighed with relief as the party crowded together

at last upon the broken, wind-worn summit

of the Thumb.

" It is no child's playâ��this traverse ! " he

confessed. " To return as swiftly and as

securely as we have come is a to-be-well-

spoken-of feat."

O'Rorke smiled.

" To return you have to arrive," he re-

minded him. " Our goal is that!" He

pointed to the Needle's arrogant tip.

Lahn rummaged in his breast-pocket, pro-

duced the butt of a half-smoked cigar, lit it,

and began to send great puffs of smoke into

the air. He stared stolidly into the Ameri-

can's face.

" The Herr desires to doâ��what ? " he

asked. " Beyond this point no one has

attained. That "â��he pointed again to the

mass which filled the gap between his feet

and the smoothed sides of the Needleâ��" that,

as I have told you, is the Rocker."

" So I guess," agreed O'Rorke. " Are we

going to make it rock ? "

" No ! " said Lahn, decisively. " If we

did the ice and snow beneath it would

probably shiver off andâ��probablyâ��sweep

us away. But others have done so. The

first man to set foot on it was the famous

English Professor Langdale. Because he

was a cautious man and well roped, his party

dragged him back the moment the tilting

movement began. The second was the

Frenchman, M. de Lau, the great traveller.

He was unroped and obstinate. His travels

ended â�� there ! " He pointed directly

downwards into the chaos of glacier-carved

moraine three thousand feet below.

The American nodded.

" I've heard the taleâ��and a dozen others

like it. No one has reached the Needle

because no one can traverse over or under

the Rocker to its foot. But then, as far as I

can gather, no one has ever tried who can

fling a lariat! "

Lahn knitted his brows.

" A la-ree-et ? " he pondered. " I do not

understand."

O'Rorke unwound the rawhide.

" This ! " he said. " Look at itâ��and then

look at that!" He pointed to an out-

thrust horn of stone upon the flank of the

Needleâ��one of the queer, twisted out-

croppings which seamed the whole face of

the cliff. It was silhouetted against the sky

some fifty feet from where the climbers

stood.

The American loosed the knot from about

his waist.

" I ain't going to moveâ��yet," he explained,

" but I want pretty well the whole of my

body free." Then he turned to Carthew.

" The Bishop, when he told me the story of

the Needle and the Rocker, showed me his

photographs of it," he continued. " When

I saw that tusk I could not help noticing how

like an unbusted steer's horn it stood. It

just seemed asking to be roped. Now it's

not going to ask in vain."

He gripped the coils of the rawhide and

swung the loose, looped end around his head.

With a whistling sound it leaped out across

the gap, rapped the surface of the Needle,

and for one precarious moment hung upon

the horn of rock. Then its own weight

dragged it back.

" First shot a miss ! " commented O'Rorke,

philosophically. " The next's going to be

in the bull, or I'll know the reason why ! "

But Carthew cried out with a suddenly

vehement note of anger in his voice. To him

the American's purpose needed no elaboration.

He saw, quickly enough, that the lasso, once

firmly fixed upon the Needle's flank, would

provide a bridge by which an expert could

swing himself across the gap without so much

as setting foot upon the unstablestonebeneath.

He saw the pinnacle vanquished and O'Rorlie
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its victor. His whole being rose up in

protest.

" It's not fair climbing ! " he cried. " We

have not even tried to find out if the Rockerâ��

still rocks ! "

O'Rorke looked inquiringly at Lahn. The

guide smiledâ��almost disdainfully.

" The Rocker always rocks," he said. " That

has been proved, alas ! too often for mistake."

" No ! " persisted Carthew, doggedly. " It

may alter with weather conditions. Look

at the new-formed ice below it, supporting

it."

" Supporting it on this side," agreed the

guide. " On the far sideâ��the side which

tiltsâ��it has no support but empty air."

" I mean to try honest climbing before we

descend toâ��to acrobatics ! " retorted Carthew,

savagely, and moved forward. With a shrug

of the shoulder O'Rorke stood aside to let

him pass.

" Try by all means ! " he assented. " Mean-

while I'll try, too. He whirled the rawhide

loop around his head again and launched it

through the air. And this time with full

success. The noose sank round the upthrust

tusk of rock and settled into position. The

link between the climbers and their goal was

established.

O'Rorke turned, and as he did so heard

Lahn's voice uplifted in anger. Carthew,

still roped, was scrambling on to the Rocker's

edge. The guide was holding the rope and

protesting vehemently.

" It is dangerousâ��dangerous ! " he cried.

" If the Herr unseats the rock he unseats the

ice beneath it. If that falls there will be

disaster ! " He plucked at the rope to

emphasize his warning.

Carthew paid no attention. He pressed

forward a pace at a time, testing, as it were,

the strain he put upon his foothold. Then

he turned, and over his shoulder laughed

triumphantly.

" It's firmâ��firm as a dining-rcom table ! "

he declared.

In the same moment, opening with the

sudden fierceness with which a wild beast

opens its jaws, a huge mouth, as it were,

gaped between the Rocker and its pedestal.

The great stone tilted downwards towards

the abyss and Carthew was flung upon his

face. With a cry of rage, Lahn hauled him

violently back.

Carthew, with no control over his motions,

slid towards the others and the stone sank

back upon its pedestal. But with a crash the

huge lump of ice which had filled the shadowed

crevice below it broke away. It fell upon

Lahn, sweeping his feet from under him. He

reeled down upon Muriel.

For a moment she swayed, fighting gallantly

to keep her footing, but Carthew, dragged

over by the guide's weight, was flung down

upon her in his turn. The disaster was com-

plete.

O'Rorke released his hold of the rawhide

and sprang forward, but too late. The other

three, snatched from his grasp before it

could reach them, swept down the icy slope

towards the abyss. His voice pealed out in

agony, and thenâ��ended upon a half-choked

gasp of relief. For the guide had not dis-

appearedâ��he lay stunned but securely

caught by one of the projections upon the

very last verge above the immeasurable drop.

And the rope hung from his waist still taut !

The others had flashed past out of sight, but

surely there was yet a chanceâ��a tiny, fleeting

chanceâ��that the tense cord spoke of one or

both still swaying beneath that cruel brink.

It must be soâ��it must! A thousand times

O'Rorke told himself so in a fierce whisper

as he turned and whirled the lariat from its

hold upon the Needle. He drew it to his

feet, fixed it anew upon a projection at his

side, and then, holding it and slipping reck-

lessly from ledge to ledge, passed down the

ice-worn slope. He laid his hand upon

Lahn's shoulder.

The guide stirred, groaned, opened his eyes.

He made as if he would rise. O'Rorke

pressed him back.

" No ! " he thundered. " No ! " He made

an emphatic gesture towards the abyss.

" You are anchoring them !" he cried.

Instantly Lahn's expression told that he

understood. He wedged himself yet more

firmly against the stone. His set lips became

a grim line of determination.

" Till they pull me in two ! " he growled,

and doggedly drew up one of his knees to get

a purchase against the cutting strain upon

his waist. And then, with something like a

prayer upon his lips, O'Rorke peered over

the edge.

The ecstasy of his relief was expressed in a

ringing cry. They were there, both of them !

Muriel hung ten feet below. A dozen feet

farther down again Carthew swung. Between

the two of them one of the jagged, shelf-like

formations ran across the face of the cliff,

and upon this the rope, pressed inwards by

the man's weight, was badly frayed.

O'Rorke gathered all the strength of his

great thews into one concentrated effort, and

as he pulled the guide turned, making his

waist a sort of human capstan upon which he
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wound the slack. The rope and the two

bodies travelled slowly upwards, hesitated,

and then halted. O'Rorke redoubled his

efforts. A cry came from belowâ��a cry of'

pain.

Lahn pointed down.

" Something sticks ! " he gasped. " I have

tl.sm held. See to it ! "

For the second time the American peered

into'the abyss. Muriel's eyes met his, bright

with agony.

" It's crushing meâ��I can't breathe ! " she

panted, and made a feeble effort to clutch the

rope above her head as if to ease the intoler-

able strain.

O'Rorke sawâ��and understood. The rope,

dragged inwards from below, was wedged in

a cleft.

And for a moment the reality of what he

saw seemed to escape him. He felt as if it

was from some nightmare dream that he

stared and stared Again at those ungiving

strands, helpless, hopeless, crushed by the

finger of a malignant Fate. And it was as if

from some other immeasurably remote world

that Carthew's voice reached him, faintly at

first, but increasing in firmness and strength.

He turned his eyes down to meet the English-

man's glance. He met none of that half-

contemptuous, half-patronizing dislike which

he had been accustomed to see in that face

before. Nor did he hear in that voice any

trace of the resentful tones he knew so well.

" My faultâ��my fault utterly!" cried

Carthew. " Thank God I can put it right!

Murielâ��can you hear me ? I want to sayâ��

good-bye ! "

The girl swayed against the cliff as she

tried to turn her glance down. Her hand

made a gesture of dissent.

"No!" she cried, feebly. "No! Till

help comesâ��I canâ��hold on ! "

And then Carthew laughedâ��a queer, half-

sarcastic, half-triumphant laugh.

" I couldn't have won you. Let me lose

you decently ! " he answered, and began to

pick at the knotted rope around his waist.

Suddenly, flashingly, the meaning of what

he saw came to O'Rorke. He hammered his

fist upon the rock.

" No ! " he yelled, his voice rising to odd,

shrill notes of passion. " No ! Wait two

minutesâ��one ! I can save youâ��both of

you ! I can do itâ��nowâ��now ! "

Carthew hesitated and looked up, his hand

still at his waist. But O'Rorke had vanished

for the momentâ��he was standing upon his

feet on the uncertain verge, sending swift,

rippling motions up the lariat, which hung

upon the projection above. It leaped from

its place and dropped like a falling serpent

upon his head. Coiling it to him, he sank

back into his prone position along the verge.

The next instant the rawhide had whistled

upon another flight. It dropped upon the

Englishman's shoulders, slipped past them,

and was drawn tight beneath his arms.

" Now ! " cried O'Rorke, exultantly. " Now

unknot your waist! "

The next moment Muriel Frenton gave a

gasp of relief. For the rope below her no

longer dragged her downâ��it was loose,

swinging out upon the breeze. And Carthew ?

He seemed to be travelling upwards by leaps

and bounds, so little a thing did the great

strength of the man above make of the weight

of the man below. They met upon the verge,

those two, and met silently. Till their task

was done they wasted no words. Carefully,

gently, and together, they laid hands upon

the other rope and drew Muriel into safety.

But it was in O'Rorke's arms that she lay at

lastâ��in his alone.

The young moon was setting as the Bishop

tapped out his pipe and turned to Carthew,

who sat beside him. The glances of both

were upon the pair who disappeared slowly

into the velvet shadows of the hotel garden.

Muriel's father gave a little sigh.

" Of course, I've given my consentâ��there

was no reason that I shouldn't and every

reason that I should," he admitted. " But

you were my original choice, my dear fellow.

Iâ��I hope it'll all be for the best."

Carthew nodded. His fingers may have

trembled as he lit his cigarette, but the lips

which received it smiledâ��an unflinching

smile.

" He is the bestâ��to-day he proved it," he

answered ; and then his smile deepened and

grew whimsical. " But on their wedding-

dayâ��they have made me promise to be best

man then."

THE MYSTERY OF THE "MARIE CELESTE."

With regard to this article a most unexpected development has occurred, of

which we shall give full particulars next month
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LEADING journal the other

day contained a statement to

the effect that it was still a

reproach against the English

holiday resort that it lacked

the gaiety offered by its Con-

tinental rival; that in our

seaside towns little or nothing is done to

attract and amuse possible patrons, compared

to what is found abroad. The same authority

went on to state that, with us, prices ane

higher than on the other side of the Channel.

This sort of thing has been printed so often

in newspapers which profess to inform the

public, that one wonders if any of the gentle-

men who write in them have ever been abroad.

France is practically the only country in

Europe, except England, in which a seaside

town is found in the sense in which we use

the phrase. Beginning with Calais, and going

right down to Spain, the present writer

ventures to assert that there is not one town

on the whole coast-line in which anything at

all is done to attract the ordinary seaside

visitor. The municipalityâ��or what stands

with them as a municipalityâ��does nothing.

This is a startling state of things when one

considers that in practically every seaside

town in England the municipality does some-

thing in the first place to attract visitors, and,

having attracted them, to amuse them.

Begin with Holland, in which the seaside

holiday resort, in the English sense, is found

for the first time, and let us follow the genus

all round the coast-line.

Nowadays Russians get as near to the sea,

in the summer, as they can, but there is no

seaside resort in Russia. Stockholm in June,

July, and August can be delicious ; people

there seem to make holiday all day and all

night long. But one would hardly call it a

seaside resort. Heligoland is the nearest

thing to a seaside resort provided by the

German Empire, which is one reason why

Germans are found in such numbers outside

their own country during the summer months.

The first town by the sea, the end and aim of

whose being is to attract holiday-seekers, is

â��let it be repeatedâ��to be found in Hollandâ��

and the name of it is Scheveningen.

Scheveningen is by way of being a curiosity.

Some people might call it picturesque ; no one

could call it pretty. It is really nothing but

a sandy waste. When I first knew Scheven-

ingen it was a village, all sand ; now it has

nearly thirty thousand people, and just as

much sand. It is the first place in which

the " gaiety " of the Continental seaside towTi

is encountered. It takes the form, as it

always does, of the Casino ; here it is called the

Kursaal.

We are always being told in England, by
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presumably well informed people in our daily

papers, that what we lack is the Casino. There

is not an English seaside town in which a

Casino is to be found.

The Kursaal at Scheveningen is a very large

one ; it need be, because in the season there

are a very large number of visitors, and at

night they are practically all crammed into it.

There is accommodation for people to eat and

drink, and there is no place in Englandâ��not

excluding the smart London restaurantsâ��

where they charge you more, and very few

where they charge you as much. The dinner

which you will get in London, say for half-a-

guinea, will cost you in the Kursaal at

Scheveningen at least twice that sum, and the

' AN UNEXCITING HOLIDAY.

food, and the cooking, will not be so good,

while the service will be very much worse.

There is a band in the Kursaalâ��in a large

room, in which the people are packed like

sardines, and in which there is no ventilation.

There are other things which represent

" gaiety " ; some of the things

which are to be found in an old-

fashioned English fair are offered

to patrons at prices which suggest

that they are worth much more in

Holland than they are at home.

Scheveningen is a suburb of The

Hague. If you stay at an hotel

in The Hague during the summer

months, the head waiter will pro-

bably ask you, as you are going

out in the morning, at what hour

you propose to dine. If you ob-

serve that you propose to dine

at Scheveningen you will be informed that

that will make no difference to the hotel,

since dinner will figure in the bill whether

you have it or not. If you do not like

that amusing arrangement you can take

yourself elsewhere,

37,
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There is no place in England where it costs

more money to spend your holiday, and where

you get less for your money, than at Scheven-

ingen, or its near neighbour, The Hague.

Ostend is the next seaside holiday resort

along the European coast-line, with its ad-

juncts Blankenberghe and Westende, and

Nieuport a little farther on.

I once saw more than forty thousand pounds

won by a player in one sitting at Trente el

Quarantc in the Ostend Casino ; which was

lost the same nightâ��or rather in the small

hours of the following morningâ��in a club,

conveniently close at hand, where people

played after the Casino was closed. In the

conduct of that club the administration of the

Casino also had a hand. Before the sitting

was through, the administration came out

on top.

Those were the " palmy " days of Ostend ;

when cocottcs from all over Europe flocked to

Ostend to pick up what they could. Ladies

of that kind are at Ostend stillâ��in the season ;

but they are not exactly of the same class,

because the sort of people who used to fill the

pockets of the Ostenders are there no longer.

There remain to Ostend the long row of

hotelswhich, almost without exception, charge

exorbitant prices for indifferent accommoda-

tion, and the Digueâ��that is, the Frontâ��and

the plageâ��that is, the shore.

The sandy shore at Ostend is, in its way,

fine. If you like to spend the day on the sands

you will be suited at Ostend. If you are a

family man you can hire a cabine at a pretty

stiff price ; under its shelter, with your wife

and family, you can spend an unexciting

holiday ; but it is not gay. Not though there

is a Kursaal as well as a Casino in which to

spend your nights.

A certain sort of print is fond of suggesting

that there is a gloriously wicked fascination

about the Ostend plage. Ladies are supposed

to wear startling bathing costumes, and to

display their usually hidden proportions when

indulging in the amusement which is ironically

called bathing. Watching that sort of thing

is supposed to be exciting. If that is the case,

then one had much better take a trip, say, to

Atlantic City, where men and women pass the

better part of the day in bathing suits, lolling

about anyhow and anywhere. As regards

the display of the feminine figure, Ostend

pales beside Atlantic City.

There is no country for miles worth speaking

ofâ��it is flat, monotonous, treeless, ugly. It

is expensiveâ��-that, nowadays, is the chief

feature of Ostend. People who do not wish

to be fleeced quite so much go to Blanken-

berghe, Nieuport, Westende, three of Ostend's

uninteresting, ugly neighbours. There golf is

to be hadâ��of a sort ; there are no links quite

so bad to be found anywhere in England, but

when you are abroad you play golf on any-

thing. There is a race-course, where the

racing is a bad and expensive imitation of

what takes place in Brussels every afternoon

in the Bois de la Cambre. At Blankenberghe

there is a Casino and a theatre ; there is a

Digue ; of its kind the bathing is not bad ;

and the prices are going up every year.

One passes, in search of the " gaiety " of

which the newspaper gentleman spoke, to

France. We begin with Calais-Plage, a

curious summer resort, which is frequented

chiefly by the people of Saint Pierre de

Calais ; pass on to Le Touquet and Paris-

Plageâ��which are practically the same place.

The first is a golfing resort, where people live

on the links ; the second is where one bathes.

There are fine sands, some decent tennis, but

though there are two Casinos neither can be

called a haunt of " gaiety." Indeed, from

their patrons' point of view they would be

spoilt if they were. Boulogne is the first real

seaside town on the other side of the Channel

â��at least, from the point of view of the man

in the street.

Englishmen go to Boulogne on excursion

steamers from Folkestone, from Ramsgate,

from Margate, from Brighton, and goodness

knows where besides. Their knowledge of

Boulogne extends only to the Casino. A

look-out is kept for the English excursion

steamer, and as soon as one nears the harbour,

no matter at what hour, the officials at the

Casino get out the tables on which one used

to play the " little horses," and on which one

now plays instead a stupid game, which is

known as La Boule. The boat stops at the

quay, the passengers land, at least ninety per

cent, of them make straight for the Casino,

where most of them remain until they return

to their native shoresâ��having seen France

and left most of their money behind. After

all, there is some excuse for them, because, if

it were not for what they call " a gamble " at

the Casino, one wonders what the ordinary

English tripper would find to see or do in

Boulogne.

Next Dieppeâ��which, to-day, is probably

the gayest of all the French seaside towns.

We have passed Treport, which is probably

the most distinctly French ; not at all a bad

place if you like that sort of thing. There is

a quaint, not unpicturcsque town, a harbour

â��of a kind, formed by the mouth of the

Bresle riverâ��quite a respectable stretch of
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sand, covered with cabines of various sorts and

shapes and sizes, in which most of the visitors

pass a great deal of their time. The females

work, the males read, and the smaller child-

ren frisk about on the sands. The family

bathe, as a whole, with other families ; they

gambling throughout the land of France ;

so a law was passed to put it down. The

" little horses" were taken away, and,

instead, they installed La Bouleâ��though why-

one is gambling and the other is not no man

knows. They are practically the same thing.

go in well above their knees, with shrieks

coming from the shore if they go in much

deeper. They join hands, form a huge ring,

dance round and round, splashing themselves

sometimes all over. For other forms of

" gaiety " they go to the Casino, where they

play La Boule for a franc limit. Treport is

not at all a bad placeâ��but, compared to

Dieppe !

Dieppe is M. Bloch, and M. Bloch is the

Casino, and the Casino is Dieppe. There is

golf on the hill, and sometimes the links,

which are arranged on an ingenious principle,

are so crowded that it is a wonder the players

do not hit each other.

Some of the country round Dieppe is

charming. Puy is a not unpicturesque near

neighbour ; on the other side, over the hill, is

Pourville, a " family resort," with its plage

and its Casino, and its chalet built right on the

sands. Away from the sea is the forest, and

the castle of Arques, whose history has great

interest for English folk, and some really

rpleasant country for walks and drives.

But people go to Dieppe for none of these

thingsâ��they go to gamble. And there you

have the real attraction of the French seaside

townâ��gambling. At Dieppe you can play

La Bouleâ��that stupid game. There used to

be Petils Chevaux, which, at least, was

amusing to watchâ��for five minutes or so.

The French Government, though non-religious,

is moral. It was decided to put down

but instead of the little horses which galloped

round the top of the table, they have cut a

round hole in the centre of the table, where

the " little horses " used to be, and into this

cavity they have fitted a sort of round

wooden bowl, on which the numbers one to

nine are painted, each in a little compart-

ment of its own, arranged not in sequence,

but anyhow, and each number recurs twice.

An official stands in front of this round pond ;

he takes a solid rubber ball, the sort which

we call a dog-ball; with his fingers he rolls it

round the outside of the pond, into which

presently it falls, and bobs from number to

number, until at last it rests in oneâ��and the

people who have staked a franc upon that

one get their franc back and seven more

besides. You can also stake what is called

an even chance on the columns ; there are

four numbers in a column on one side of the

table, and four numbers on the other. If a

number which is contained in the column on

which you have staked a franc wins, you win

a franc ; but between the two columns, in

the centre of the table, by itself , is the number

five ; and if the number five wins, all bets on

the columns go to the bankâ��which is good

for the bank.

It will thus be seen by the intelligent

reader that La Boule is a game at which there

can only be one winnerâ��and that is the bank.

A most cursory examination of the odds will

show that to be certain,
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" \'OV TRESRN'T YOUR VISITING-CAKD.'

La Bottle must bring in quite a respectable

revenue to the Dieppe Casino. Still, it is not

from that that the major part of the profits

i; derived, but from " Le Cercle." Cercle

means club. The dictionary nearest to hand

defines a club as " an organization of persons

who meet for social intercourse or other

common object, the members of which are

usually limited in number and chosen by

ballot." That certainly does not define a club

as it is found in a Continental Casino.

There a club is simply a gambling-hell. It

is not a pretty phrase, but that is what it is.

Everyone is admitted. You present your

visiting-card; they

give you, on the in-

stant, a card of mem-

bershipâ��for which

sometimes you pay

something, and some-

times nothing. In the

club at the Conti-

nental Casino they

play baccarat, with

occasional excursions

into chemin de jer.

They play for all

sorts of stakes â�� it

depends. Sometimes

W a bank is opened for

fifty francs, some-

times for fifty thou-

sand. A figure some-

where between those

two may be regarded

as the average. The

Casino takes ten per

cent, on whatever

sum the bank is

opened for. As there

are gentlemen whose

only ostensible pro-

fession is to act as

banker, and who arc

to be found acting in

that capacity in

Casinos all over

Europe at different

seasons of the year,

it is to be presumed

that the profession is

a lucrative one.

You do not find

much gambling at

Fecamp, though you

can get it if you are

there at the right

moment; nor at Etre-

tat, which place is a

curiosity. It is a sort of gingerbread village,

its normal population is under two thousand,

but into it, in the summer, they cram

goodness knows how many. It is situated in

a sort of hole in the cliff ; a bridge might be

slung from cliff to cliff, and you might run over

it without knowing that Etretat was there.

The same people go year after year. There

is the kind of golf which one does get abroad,

and sports are got up by the visitors, in which

nearly everyone takes a part. The countrv

round is not pretty or interesting. Etretat

may be unique, but it is scarcely " gay."'

Some twenty-five kilometres off is Sainte
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Adresse. There used to be a Casino at Marie

Christine, and a second at Havre ; but an

arrangement was arrived at by which both

these Casinos were done away with, and a new

Casino was built half-way between the two on

the confines of Sainte Adresse. It contains a

bare and comfortless theatre, the usual salle

des jeux, and very little else, but such as it is

it represents all the " gaiety " of the neigh-

bourhood.

One can hardly call Havre a holiday resort,

though two or three days spent there would

hardly be wasted, especially in the company

of a motor-car, for it is not at all a bad centre

for excursions. There is a townâ��if it can be

called a townâ��that can be reached from

Havre, which, from the Parisian point of view,

is to all intents and purposes the one seaside

town in Franceâ��and that is Trouville.

Trouville is, in the season, one of the most

expensive spots in Europe, which is one

reason why the English do not flock there.

It contains what is assuredly one of the most

expensive hotels in Europe. The individual

who takes his wife and family to the Hotel des

Roches Noires for, say, a month in the high

season, and does them really wellâ��that is,

gives them the best which the house has to

offerâ��when he comes awayâ��if he has paid his

billâ��has left a small fortune behind him.

The idea that an Englishman, because he is

being charged a high price, is being cheated is

absurd. Nowadays â�� whatever it

used to be once upon a time â�� an

Englishman in a really smart hotel

in France is looked at askance.

French people on pleasure bent are

much more extravagant than we are ;

they do not seem to care what they

spend. I remember dining once at

Trouville, when a basket of nectarines

was offered by the head waiter. They

were quite nice nectarines, but that

head waiter wanted twenty-five francs

apiece. A pound for two or three

mouthfuls seemed to me too muchâ��

"they were quite nice nectarines, but the

head waiter wanted twenty - five francs

APIECE."

but those nectarines all went ! There was

scarcely a Frenchman in the room who did

not treat himself to one. At the next table to

mine was a man, with his wife and his daughter
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â��they had three apiece ; nine pounds for

dessert as a wind-up to an extremely expen-

sive dinner!

Trouville is an odd little placeâ��with its

neighbour Deauville, where the races are held ;

it contains fewer than nine thousand in-

habitants. It has no front; hotels, villas,

restaurants come right down to the shore.

They have imitated a great watering-place in

America, and constructed a board - walk.

Boards are laid upon the sands themselves,

so as to form a sort of floor,and that is the only

promenade there is. In race week the show

on this board-walk is worth seeingâ��once. I

know men who hold that the finest women in

Europe are to be seen at Trouvilleâ��that is a

question of taste; one certainly sees the most

remarkable costumes. There is a sort of fair

on the sands. Bathing boxes and such-like

things are placed right down by the water's

edge. The scene on the plage on a fine morn-

ing in August is certainly a gay one. We have

" gaiety " in a Continental seaside resort at

last; but it must be distinctly understood

that it is gaiety of a peculiar kind.

The fact is that the Casino is the beginning

and end of Trouvilleâ��and that the Casino

stands for gambling. There is probably more

play in the Casino during the short Trouville

season than in all the other French watering-

places put together.

You can get play, and quite good play, on

all that coastâ��at Deauville, Dives, Villers,

Cabourg, and Houlgateâ��but in that respect

they all of them pale their ineffectual fires as

compared with Trouville.

Perhaps that is what our friends in the

newspapers mean when they write of the

gaiety which is to be found abroad ; they

regard " gaiety" as a synonym for

" gambling." Because, as will be seen, there

is little " gaiety " of any other kind to be

found.

One takes a jump when one leaves Cabourg,

across the peninsula, which is crowned by

Cherbourg, until one reaches Granville.

There you have a typical French holiday

resort of another kind, and one can hardly

find one less inviting. Passing Mont Saint

Michel, whereâ��though it is one of the sights

of Europeâ��only very few people stay even

a night, the next seaside resort is Parame.

At Parame there is an immense expanse of

sand, and nothing else. For people with

children in the spade-and-bucket stage it

may have attractions. It is bounded by

Saint Malo, a quaint, old, walled town, rich in

smells. On the other side of the mouth of

the Ranee is Brittany, and the first Breton

seaside resort which, although in that remote

spot, is almost more English than Frenchâ��

Dinan.

There is no doubt that in the summer

Dinan can be cheerful. Those of its patrons

who are not English are, for the most part.

American; the amusements provided are

suited to their palates. There is a social

clubâ��quite a nice club, to whose member-

ship both sexes are eligible. You have

tennis and tea, and all sorts of delights, just

as you have, to quote an instance, in the

club, say, at Shanklin. There is one very

expensive hotel, and others quite expensive

enough. There is a Casino withâ��as a

French advertising syndicate puts itâ��" the

usual attractions of thermal resorts."

After Dinan, on the French coast, what is

there ? There are practically no seaside

resorts in Brittany ; I know France pretty

well, and it happens to be one of the parts of

it which I love best. But, in the popular

sense, Brittany is not gay. Roscoff, in

Finistere, is, perhaps, the seaside resort

which comes next to Dinan, though that

entails a longish jump. In the popular

sense, Roscoff is not gay, it does not want to

be gay ; its present patrons would probably

not go there if it were. There are visitors to

be found along the Breton coast, in queer,

out-of-the-way nooks and corners, but the

nearest approach to a popular resort is Pont

Avenâ��which is not upon the sea, though

pretty near it.

With a certain set of people Pont Aven

has become quite the vogue of recent years.

It is in the south of Finistere.. It is still, at

present, but a village, which is going to grow ;

possibly one of its chief attractions is its

inaccessibility. It is a long way from every-

where. Pont Aven has qualities which appeal

to some folk; their number is increasing

every year. But, in the newspaper sense,

Pont Aven is not gay.

One passes, after leaving Brittany, all

along the coast of France without finding

what is understood in England as a seaside

town until one reaches Arcachon, in Gironde.

The English go there in the winter ; some of

them live there ; in summer it is crowded

with Frenchâ��when it is almost gay. There

is no organized attempt made to amuse

visitors, as is done with us, and, for the most

part, they are not the sort of visitors who

would care for that kind of amusement.

French people, of the better sort, like to amuse

themselves in their own wayâ��though I have

a theory that that is because they never have

a chance of being amused in any other way.
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Luna Park, in Paris, has been a great success.

If some enterprising individual were to plant

a Luna Park in one of the coast towns,

transform it into a sort of Blackpool, it would

be found that people from all over France

would flock there to be amused. The French

are, if anything, fonder of amusement than

the English.

As yet there is nothing of the kind in

Franceâ��certainly not at Biarritz, which is

the last seaside resort in France, saving Saint

Jean de Luz, which is really Spanish. I

am not suggesting that France would be any

better off with a Blackpoolâ��that is a matter

of opinion. I do not think that it would be

any worse off. I should like to see the people

flocking there ; the railway companies would

have to revise their methods of transport if

they wished to deal adequately with the

resulting crowd. I do think that some

French coast town might offer something

besides the eternal Casino to amuse its patrons.

The Casino, as it exists at present, is an

incubus; one has to go there morning, noon,

and night if one wants to do something; in

some places one has even to go there if one

wants to bathe. And the Casino means

gamblingâ��let there be no nonsense about

that. If people want to gamble, so far as I

am concerned, let them, but that, in the

summer-time, there should be nothing to do

but gambleâ��no one surely suggests that that

is as it should be.

If a visitor attends a theatrical performance,

a concert, or a dance, there are frequent long

intervals, which are made as long as possible

so that he may be driven into the gaming-

room, and leave at least a few francs behind

him. An enormous number of persons, both

English and French, come away from the

Casino-haunted French coast town wishing

they had never been thereâ��they have not

benefited by their holiday. Probably the

immense majority of persons who visit the

English seaside town in summer are all the

better for going there.

Let it not be supposed that there is any

intention to disparage the Continental holiday

resort, or to hint that the English one is

perfection. Not a bit of it. It is merely

suggested that to write of Continental

" gaiety " is to write of something which, in

the writer's sense, hardly exists. What is

found abroad is changeâ��of atmosphere,

surroundings, life. Some very charming French

people of my acquaintance are of opinion

that the two most delightful places in which

to spend a holiday are in Englandâ��Folkestone

and Brighton. There is nothing in the whole

of France, they maintain, to compare with

them in the way of gaietyâ��and I say that is

true. Comparisons are odious. Brighton is

near to London, we are all of us familiar with

it, we know its drawbacks. But what a

town it is ! How it tries to offer amusement

â��" gaiety "â��to suit the palate of every sort

of visitor; and what you do not find at

Brighton you find at Folkestoneâ��verdure-clad

cliffs and no King's Road. There are more

than a dozen coast towns in England which

are not to be matched in France, or even

approached anywhere abroad. There are

intimate subjects, such as sanitation, of which

in the French coast town one had better not

think. There are still numberless hotels

without a bathroom ; -where there is one they

charge you half a crown or three shillings for

a bath !

Yet there is always this to be saidâ��when

one crosses the Channel one lands in another

world. I have spent a large portion of my

life abroad, and I feel that still. There is

something to be got in France which is not to

be had in England. It is not easy to define

what it is, but all travellers know the thing

is true. My own taste inclines towards the

Roscoffs and the Pont Avens, because there

one can live a sort of life which is not to be

lived in England. The same remark applies

to your Dieppes and your Trouvillesâ��there

is nothing like them on this side. But, oh!

gentlemen of the Press, do not counsel your

readers, in search of gaiety and economy, to

go abroad !
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ARK NU-

GENT was

not a little

surprised to be

called on in his

chambers in the

Middle Temple by

Mr. Smith, of the

firm of Smith,

Taylor, and Broad-

wood. He knew

quite well that this

firm of solicitors had

a practice which did

not wholly com-

mend itself to the

ambitions, to say

nothing of the

ethics, of most lawyers. It

was an exceedingly odd thing

for a solicitor of this reputa-

tion to call on a rising junior,

who for some years had not

seen the inside of a police-

court save as a matter of

curiosity. He turned to his

clerk with an air of surprise.

" Smith, of Taylor, Smith,

and Broadwood," he said;

" what can he want with

me ? "

" He didn't say, sir," replied

the clerk, " but he is very

anxious to see you, and offers

to wait."

" Send him in," said Mark

Nugent; " I'll see him."

In another minute Mr. Smith

entered. The two men were

a strange contrast. Nugent was but thirty-

five, and had an extraordinarily acute and

sympathetic legal face. On the other hand,

Mr. Smith of the subfusc firm was a mean-

looking, elderly man with a twittering manner

and an anxious eye. He seemed nervous.

" Mr. Nugent ? " he asked, as he came in.

"Yes," said Nugent; '"pray take a seat,

Mr. Smith. May I ask what you want to see

me for ? "

" Well, sir," said the solicitor, sitting on the

edge of his chair as if he were a person of no

importance and little confidence, " the fact

<Â§f ihe Cells
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is, I'm a bit nervous

about opening it to

you. I want you

to do something

which I'm afraid

you will not be in-

clined to do."

" And pray, what

is it?" asked

Nugent.

" The fact is,"

said Mr. Smith, " I

have been asked to

get you to defend a

lady in the police-

court to-morrow."

Nugent shook his

head. " My dear

have not done that

of thing for many

THE SISTINE MADONNA,

RAPHAEL.
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sir, I

kind

years."

" Well, of course, that's

what I understood, and

indeed it's what I said to

the lady," replied the little

solicitor, " but she was ex-

ceedingly anxious for you

to defend her. In fact, she

simply won't have anybody

else."

" Well, what is the case ? "

asked Nugent. " What is it all

about ? What's she in for ? "

Mr. Smith explained to him

that this particular lady had

been arrested at Tilbury's that

very morning for stealing a

purse. He owned that the case

seemed strong against her.

" Well," said Nugent, " it is not my line.

There are scores of men you can get who are

far better acquainted with the magistrates

and their ways and the whole matter of police-

court procedure than I am now."

" That's what I told her," said Mr. Smith.

" But it's no good talking to herâ��and indeed

I wish you would do it. And I wish you'd

see her."

" See her ? " said Mark Nugent. " Why

should I see her ? "

Smith hesitated before replying, and then

he burst out suddenly, " Well, sir, the fact

38
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of the matter is I'm very anxious to oblige her.

She's a most remarkable-looking young lady.''

" Oh, she's young, is she ? " said Nugent.

" Very young, Mr. Nugent, hardly more

than a child to look at, though I'm sure she's

twenty-five or six, really. Inspector Harrison

rang me up and asked me to go round and see

her, and of course I thought it was the usual

scoundrel from Lisson Grove, or perhaps a

burglar. But instead of that kind of ruffian,

to whom I am thoroughly accustomed, it was

a young lady."

" Ah, is she really that ? " asked Nugent. â�¢

" Undoubtedly,'' replied Smith. " Do you

know what I said when I saw herâ��I mean

what I said to myself ? "

" No," said Nugent.

" Well, begging your pardon, Mr. Nugent,

I said, ' By heavens, the young Sistine

Madonna !' "

Mr. Smith looked perhaps the last man in

London to know anything about the Sistine

Madonna, and Nugent stared at him.

" Ah," said Nugent, " the Sistine Madonna ?

Then you know the picture ? "

" I have never seen the original," said the

solicitor, sorrowfully, " but I've got three

reproductions of it in my house. I'm very

fond of engravings,sir, especially of Madonnas.

I don't know why, but I am. Oh, I should

very much like you, Mr. Nugent, to strain a

point and defend her."

" What's the defence ? " asked Nugent.

The solicitor shook his head.

" The girl's looks," he said. " Nothing

else, upon my oath and affidavit."

" And will these appeal to the magistrate ? "

According to Smith they would possibly

not appeal to Mr. Chisholm. He shook his

head dolorously.

" Two assistants swear to it and her," he

said, " and the firm has been getting rather

vicious lately. But there, she's quite won-

derful. I don't know what it isâ��there was

something about her which quite upset me."

" She's wonderful, is she ? " asked Nugent.

" Quite wonderful," said Mr. Smith.

" You'll see what I mean in one minute. I

give you my word that when I saw her it was

just as if I saw the young Madonna. As I

said, I'm very fond of picturesâ��I've got an

etching of Rembrandt's at home."

" Oh, have you ? " said Nugent.

" Yes, I picked it up for one-and-sixpence,"

said Smith, in the delicious tremble of a happy

connoisseur.

" I am half inclined to do it for you," said

Nugent.

" Thank you," said the solicitor. " I'm

most obliged to you. And could you do

something else for her ? " continued the

solicitor. " Sheâ��she wants to see you."

It is not at all usual for a barrister to go to

the cells to see an ordinary prisoner in a police-

court case. He takes his instructions from

the solicitor, and does his work in open court,

where he sees his client for the first time.

" You haven't told me her name," said the

barrister.

" Miss Nina Stewart."

" Nina Stewart ? " said Nugent, thought-

fully. " I don't remember knowing anybody

of the name. I did know some Stewarts

many years ago, but then the father was

pretty well off."

" Then it couldn't be the same," said the

solicitor. " Of course, she may have seen

you, or heard of you in some way. But I do

wish you'd see her."

" I think I might," said Nugent.

Somehow what Mr. Smith had said strangely

interested him. He was obviously sincere,

and it was very curious to see such a man

understanding the beauty of the Madonna di

San Sisto, and actually possessing an etching

which he supposed to be a Rembrandt.

" Yes," said Nugent; " I'll come now, if

you like."

" I should be very glad if you would," said

Mr. Smith. " And as soon as I've taken you

there and got through with it I've got to go

down to Brixton to see her mother. I

promised I would."

" Then she has a mother ? " said Nugent.

" Yes, an invalid," said the solicitor. " She

is very anxious that she should not know.

I'm going down to say that her daughter is

staying in my house with my wife because

she has sprained her ankle."

At the police-station Harrison, the house

inspector, met them and saluted Mark Nugent

respectfully, and they were taken directly to

the girl's cell.

Outside the door the solicitor stopped, and

said again, almost with agitation, " Mr.

Nugent, I give you my wordâ��the Sistine

Madonna when she was young."

As soon as the door swung open Mark

Nugent felt that the little man had spoken

the truth. But even more than that, though

it perhaps came out of her likeness to the

young Madonna of whom Smith spoke, he had

a dim sense of far-off acquaintanceship with

the girl whose eyes, pellucid and melancholy,

rested on his own with a strange and nervous

appeal. She was like something dimly

remembered, like a dream recalledâ��some

confused vision that repeats itself, that a
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man half believes to be a memory. That

she was beautiful he saw, but there was so

much more than beauty in her that he half

forgot it, even as he felt that the loveliness

he found in her was not the kind that every

eye would see.

Her strange dignity swayed Nugent. She

was painful, interesting, disturbing yet

peaceful. His heart was full of shame

for her.

" My dear young lady, this is Mr. Nugent,"

said the solicitor.

She was already standing, and Nugent

offered her his hand. " I am grieved," he

said, simply.

Both of those who knew the world were

abashed before her, while a tear ran down her

cheek.

" I thank you," she said, in a low voice

with tears in it.

" Come, sit down and tell me all about it,"

said Nugent, kindly.

He was still young, and she seemed in-

finitely young ; she was youth itself. And

yet when he saw her eyes, dark blue-grey,

like a misty pool overhung by reeds and shaded

by foliage, she seemed infinitely old, and like

an immortal. And as she spoke he wondered

the more. " Where have I seen her ? " he

asked.

It seemed that she was very poor, and lived

with her mother in rooms in Brixton. They

had no friends. Yet everything in her voice

and her appearance told the barrister that

she had once known what the unhappy poor

call better days. From what she told him

it seemed that two assistants at Tilbury's

were prepared to swear they saw her take a

purse which one of the women customers had

laid upon the counter. As it was a sale they

were unable, it seemed, to get hold of her at

onceâ��the crowd was very large. They said

they saw her go rapidly into another depart-

ment, and when they reached her the purse

was discovered lying almost at her feet, as if

she had dropped it to cover up the fact when

she saw people coming straight to her.

Nugent listened, and watched her as she

spoke. And all the time his mind kept saying,

" I think she did itâ��I think she did it." And

yet when he looked at her he felt it could not

be true. Before they went, Nugent turned to

Smith and said, " I should like to speak to this

young lady just for one minute."

When they were alone he turned to her and

asked, " My dear young lady, have we never

met before ? "

For a moment she hesitated, and then shook

her head.

" Yet you asked for me to defend vou,"

said Nugent. " Why ? "

" I had heard of you," she said, with down-

cast eyes.

" Tell me how ? " he asked.

" I would rather not," said the girl. " I

felt that I must ask you. I hope you wil'

forgive me, and if "

" If what ? " asked Nugent.

" Ifâ��if nothing happens," she said.

" perhaps some day I might tell you why 1

asked Mr. Smith to get you to appear for me."

And then he went away. He drove with

Smith as far as Westminster Bridge, and there

left him. The solicitor was going on to

Brixton.

The day was beautiful, and Mark Nugent,

who loved the river, walked along the Embank-

ment as he went back to the Temple. Once

he stood and looked at the stream. Yet he

was not thinking of what he saw, but of this

young Madonna. Why had she sent for him ?

Deep in his mind he felt that he knew her, and

she appealed to him very strangely.

It was nearly four o'clock before Mr. Smith

returned from Brixton. He was taken

straight in to Mark Nugent.

" Well, you went down there and saw the

mother ? " said Nugent, and Smith nodded.

" Yes, Mr. Nugent, and she's a very wonder-

ful lady, but shockingly poor, I should think,

although they still have two rooms. She told

me that they were behind with their rent and

were under notice to quit."

" Is that so ? " said Mark. " But how did

you explain this about her daughter ? "

" I think I did it all right," said Smith.

" Mrs. Stewart seems to believe that I and

my wife have been her daughter's friends for

a long time. I said that the girl had sprained

her ankle and could not walk, and now if we

get her out and back home there will lw

nothing the matter with her."

" Well, that won't matter much," said

Nugent. " But what defence can you sug-

gest ? "

" Upon my word, I don't know," said the

solicitor, looking chapfallen. " Have you

any idea, sir ? "

For a moment Mark Nugent did not answer.

He seemed in a brown study. But presently

he looked up.

" You said she was like the Sistine Madonna,

Mr. Smith, and you are right; but haven't

you ever met other young women much like

her, perhaps of a grosser type, but still the

same ? Oh, I'm sure you have."

At this Smith jumped from his seat with a

loud exclamation.
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" By Jove ! Mr. Nugent, you do give me an

idea," lie said, almost in agitation.

" Well, what is it ? " asked the barrister.

" Why, it's most remarkable." said Smith.

" I wonder it didn't occur to me before. Of

course, you never saw the woman known as

Emily Hopkins ? "

" I never heard of her," said Nugent.

" She's a notorious shoplifter," said Smith,

" and as clever as they're made. And what's

more, she's very like this Miss Stewart. I

acted for her twice. Once I got her off, and

once she went up for three months. I wonder

if I could find her."

" What would you do if you did ? " asked

Nugent.

" Well, my idea was," said Smith, " to

get her to come into court, and you could

ask the witnesses whether they were pre-

pared to swear the prisoner was the girl

who took the purse when they saw this other

woman."

But Nugent shook his head.

" I daresay I surprise you," said Smith,

with an odd shake of his head. " But there,

I own this young lady has moved me very

much. I'll just think about this other girl.

She has quite a remarkable history. Raydon,

the detective, was her sweetheart before she

took to thieving. He'll know all about her.

I dare say he could tell me somethingâ��he

might get her to show up for us if we

thought it would work with Mr. Chisholm."

" I very much doubt if she'd put her head in

the lion's den," said Nugent. " You'd have

to bribe her heavily."

But Smith stood thinking, and presently

snapped his fingers.

" Ah, but I've got another notion if she

won't," he said at last, in triumph. " I won't

tell you, Mr. Nugent, because it's as well you

shouldn't know. But I'm not going to let

Miss Stewart go up if I can help it. I'll go

down to Scotland Yard at once and see if I

can find Raydon. If I have to pay her can I

count on your help ? "

" Of course," said Nugent, " and let me

know over the telephone anything that

happens."

By good luck Smith found Raydon at the

Yard, and very soon was told everything

about Emily Hopkins. She had not been in

trouble for a long time, although it was quite

obvious that she had been working very hard.

According to Raydon, she was anxious to

leave the country and go to a lover who was

abroad somewhere. He had a farm, which

she was apparently doing something to

finance out of her plunder. At the moment,

however, she was living in comfortable rooms

in Trinity Square, in the Borough.

When Smith left Raydon he took a cab

and went straight down to the Borough.

Good luck still pursued him. He found Miss

Hopkins at home. He sent up his card with a

communication on it which reminded her

that he had been of legal assistance to her in

the past, and was anxious to see her on a

point which might be to her great personal

advantage. She consented to receive him.

He went upstairs with great anxiety. He

wondered if he had been right in thinking

that she really did resemble Miss Stewart.

He was astonishingly relieved when he entered

the room and saw her. She was certainly of

the same type. She even had something of

the same air of innocence, which had no

doubt stood her in good stead on many occa-

sions. In fact, she and Nina Stewart might

have been two sisters, one brought up in

decent surroundings, the other pitchforked

into the whirlpool and maelstrom of criminal

London.

" Well, what d'you want with me, Mr.

Smith ? " she said, doubtfully. " No trouble.

I hope? 'Personal advantage tome'â��oh,

yes ! I say, what d'you want ? "

" Come, now, didn't I get you out of trouble

once ? " asked Mr. Smith, cheerfully. " You

know I did. And I suppose if I put twenty

pounds in your way now you'd consider that

a bit of an obligation, wouldn't you ? "

" Well, what d'you want with me, and what

about this twenty pounds ? " asked the shop-

lifter.

" I hear you're thinking of emigrating to

Canada soon," said Smith.

" Who said I was goin' to Canada ?"

asked Miss Hopkins. " Nobody knows where

I'm goin'."

" I don't care where you're going," said

Smith. " What I want you to do is to go

to-night."

"To-night!" said Miss Hopkins. "It

couldn't be done."

" Come, now," said Smith, " I want you

to take twenty pounds just for writing me a

letter and saying you are going to Australia,

or Africa, or anywhere you like."

" I'm not goin' to tell you where I'm goin',"

said Miss Hopkins, shaking her head. " Far

from it. But what's this game you're after ?

Out with it ! Don't beat about the bush. If

you've got twenty pounds to give away, 'and

it over. Now, what's the game ? "

Mr. Smith began to tell her something of

the game. " There was a young lady arrested

yesterday in Tilbury's "
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" I WAN ]

YOU TO TAKE TWENTY POUNDS JUST FOR WRITING ME A LETTER AND SAYING YOU

ARK GOING TO AUSTRALIA.''

" Oh ! " said Emily Hopkins. " Tilbury's

â��ah, Tilbury's isn't such an easy place as it

used to be. They've got some blighted

smart 'uns there now. Oh, you do have to

be nippv there. But what about this voung

lady ? "

" She was arrested," said Smith, " for

stealing a purse, so they say, and two of

Tilbury's people swear she took it. The

evidence is strong, although it's all a mistake,

and, curiously enough, it happens she's very-

like vou, Miss Hopkinsâ��a jollv handsome

girl."

" Now that's very remarkable," said Miss

Hopkins, much pleased with the implied

compliment.

" What's remarkable ? " asked Smith.

" Her bein' like me," said Miss Hopkins,

" and me bein' at Tilbury's yesterday."

" Get anything there ? " asked Smith, with

an air of pleased expectation.

" Oh, somethin'. Just enough for the

trouble," said Miss Hopkins. " My last

racket, it was. I said, ' I'll just go and

do Tilbury's in the eye once more, and

then I'll never touch another thing so long

as I live that I don't pay for, or my young

man don't pay for, or ain't given to me

straight.' "

" What did you do at Tilbury's yester-

day ? " asked the solicitor.

" Just a bit of lace," said Miss Hopkins.

" Good stuff, too. Oh, I know lace when I

see itâ��I don't believe there's anybody in

London knows it better than I do. But

about this young ladyâ��what d'you want me

to do ? "

" Why," said Smith, " I want you to write

a letter to Mr. Chisholm and say that you were

in Tilbury's yesterday."

" Oh, Chisholm ?â��rum old boy," said Miss

Hopkins. " Not a bad old sort, although be

did send me up."

" I want you to write and say you were at

Tilbury's "

" Well, so I was," said Miss Hopkins.

" And you must say that you took a purse."

" Oh, no, I never took a purse," said Miss

Hopkins. " Didn't I tell you it was lace ? "

" That doesn't matter," said Mr. Smith.

" I want you to say you took a purse, and that

you understand that this young lady is very

like you, and that it was quite easy for her to

have been mistaken for you. And you can
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say anything you likeâ��that you've given up

the profession and are going to Australiaâ��if

you're notâ��or anywhere you please. And

my notion is that you should start to-night,

and we'll pay your fare to where you're going

and give you a bit over."

She considered the matter, and looked up

with a smile and said. " Well, you are a clever

bloke. No, I don't believe I could go for a

week."

" It would be a jolly sight better for you if

we arranged for you to go away to-night and

start from Liverpool in the morning, and be

well out to sea and away long before the case

comes on."

" Ah," said Miss Hopkins. " I say, Mr.

Smith, this other young lady must be very

tasty like. Like me, too ! How much did

you say ? Twenty pounds ? No, I wouldn't

do it for twenty pounds."

" Didn't I say twenty-five ? " asked Mr.

Smith.

". No, you didn't," said Miss Hopkins. " I

was reading a book the Other day where one

chap said to the other chap, ' Done with you

for double the money.' I'll do it for fifty."

" You shall have it," said Mr. Smith.

" Crumbs ! I'm sorry I didn't ask a hun-

dred," said Miss Hopkins. " Well, I'll do it.

I'm ready to go, and my Tom is ready to marry

me the moment he sets eyes on me. You tell

me what to write, and let's have the money.

And it isn't to be cheques, you know."

" Don't you trouble about the money,"

said Mr. Smith. " I've got it in cash, and

you shall have it when che letter's written, or

rather when you give it to me. And after that

I want you to come with me up to Jacobson's

in Covent Garden, and I'm going to get you

to dress up exactly like this other young lady

and have a photograph taken of you by

electric light by a pal of mine. D'you twig ? "

said Mr. Smith, adopting the language which

was most familiar to her.

At Mr. Smith's dictation she composed the

following letter:â��

'' My dear old Chap. I understand that there

is a young lady charged with stealing a purse

at Tilbury's yesterday, and I am told she's

very like me, the dead spit of me, in fact. I

don't believe she stole the purse, because I was

there and took it myself, and I wouldn't like

the young woman to get into trouble for what

I done."

" Now put this into an envelope," said

Mr. Smith, " and direct it, and put it into

your pocket, and we'll go in a cab and get

the photograph taken. And when that's

done we'll return home and get your things

packed, and you shall go to Liverpool by the

five-fifty-five."

" I'mgoin' first-class ? " said Miss Hopkins.

" Certainly," said Smith. " Of course,

you will go first-class."

And with that they went to Jacobson's,

where Miss Hopkins was converted into a

modest modern Sistine Madonna inside of

fifteen minutes. After her complexion had

been touched up and toned down she looked,

as she owned, frightfully genteel, and was

obviously pleased with herself. Mr. Smith

conveyed her to his friend's house and had

her photograph taken by magnesium light,

developed, and printed, all inside of half an

hour. It was mounted on an old mount and

faked a little to make it look -less new. On

the back of it she wrote: "To dear old

Chis'iolm, from his pal Emily Hopkins."

He got her off with her ticket to New York

by the five-fifty-five express from Euston to

Liverpool. As she leant out of the first-class

carriage in which he had placed her she said,

" Well, good-bye, Mr. Smith ; I don't suppose

I'll ever see you again, but I do think you're a

very clever bloke, and I'll send you a bit of

my wedding-cake."

Mr. Hugo Chisholm was notable among

the magistrates of London, for though he was

witty he did not hunger after publicity. He

was reputed human, and, indeed, humane.

Among those who came unwillingly to his

court it was commonly held that if they did

not get justice they got something more like

justice with Mr. Chisholm than with any

other " beak" in London. In private he was

equally genial and kindly, and Mark Nugent

was glad to feel that Mr. Chisholm would

certainly remember him. Much, perhaps,

depended on the solicitor who was prose-

cuting. Yet, if any doubt could be thrown

on the identity of the prisoner, Mr. Fortescue,

who was reputed as a severe man, was not

likely to be so hard as usual, for such severity

would not do his clients any good.

Nevertheless, Mark felt anxious, although

Mr. Smith had dropped some hints as to what

he had been doing the evening before. Out

of a very proper respect for the Bar, the little

solicitor had not openly included Nugent in

his conspiracy.

Although the morning had been dark, it

happened that the weather brightened when

Nina Stewart was brought in. Seeing that

the prisoner was obviously beautiful, this was

a good thing ; and the court, which had had

its obscure corners when the clouds were

in the sky, was not now quite so sordid
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and dismal a den as most London police-

courts.

When the girl was placed in the dock she

raised her veil according to the instructions

which Mr. Smith had given her. It was

obvious that the magistrate looked at her

with some interest. He proved it by taking

off his spectacles and wiping them carefully

before he replaced them. Indeed, he seemed

to have something more than a common

interest in the girl when he heard her name was

Stewart. He looked at her more than once,

KA1SK1) HKK VEIL ACCORDING TO THE

TRATE lOOKEO AT HER

and rubbed his chin. Mark Nugent lost no

motion of the magistrate's, and wondered

what it meantâ��if indeed it meant anything

more than the fact that Mr. Chisholm, too,

was known to be something of a connoisseur

in art, and might also have recognized the

almost pathetic likeness of this young girl to

the Sistine Madonna.

Her name was Nina Stewart. She lived

at 119, Waratah Road, Brixton. She was

charged with stealing a purse at Messrs.

Tilbury's, in Oxford Street. Mr. Nugent
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INSTRUCTIONS WHICH MR. SMITH HAD GIVEN HER.

WITH SOME INTEREST."

appeared for her, being instructed by Mr.

Smith, and Mr. Fortescue, who came in at

the last moment in a bustle, prosecuted for

the firm. After the lady who had lost the

purse had given her evidence, Nugent, in

cross-examination, succeeded in making her

a little less positive as to the identity of the

prisoner. This was done, perhaps, not so

much by the acuteness of his questions as by

the charm of his manner, which was never

greater.

He addressed her as if he were a humble

IT WAS OBVIOUS THAT THE MAGIS-

admirer of her particular style of beauty,

which was, indeed, flamboyant, not to say

robust. A tyro in the psychology of the

passions would have affirmed heartily that

here at last the rising barrister of the Common

Law Bar had discovered his ideal. His voice

was soft and caressing. He pointed out to

the lady how important it was that she should

be quite sure in a matter which meant so much

to the young lady before her. He showed,

indeed, that it was a matter of so much

importance to himself, that the lady, who was

39
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obviously flattered by the attentions he paid

her, began to feel that she would rather swear

to anything than annoy so pleasant a gentle-

man. She admitted at last that she was not

absolutely sure that this was the girl who

took the purse ; she might have been mis-

taken. She retired with a glance overflowing

with admiration at her interlocutor, and for

ever afterwards maintained that Mr. Mark

Nugent, some time later a K.C., was the most

charming man she had ever known.

The two assistants, whose evidence was

of most importance, maintained that they

never lost sight of the prisoner, although she

was arrested in the next department. They

were not so easy to handle as the lady who

owned the purse. Nevertheless, Mark Nugent

managed to get one of them to admit that he

might have lost sight of her.

But though he was forced at last to admit

that he must have done so, he still main-

tained that he saw her take the purse, and

had recognized her in the next room just as

she was laid hold of by the other man. The

following witness was more deadly. There

did seem some possibility, from his position

in the first room, that he had not lost sight

of the girl until he laid his hand on her.

Upon the whole things looked bad.

Just as this witness was done with a letter

was brought in and handed to the magistrate,

who lifted his hand, saying, " One moment,

Mr. Nugent, if you please."

He looked at the letter, which was marked

" Urgent," and was in the very large enve-

lope which Miss Hopkins had addressed under

the direction of Mr. Smith. It was obvious

to everybody in court that this envelope

contained two enclosures. The magistrate

read the letter and seemed amused. What-

ever view he was going to take of it, it was

obvious that the contents of the epistle

appealed to his sense of humour. Never-

theless he restrained it even when he

read the inscription on the back of the

photograph.

In the meantime Nugent still stood up, as

if he were waiting courteously for the magis-

trate's permission to say something for the

prisoner. He was not, however, surprised

that for the moment he got no chance to

speak, because Mr. Chisholm, acting as Smith

had expected, said, gravely :â��

" I have received a letter bearing on this

case, Mr. Fortescue, and, though it is not

evidence, I think you and Mr. Nugent ought

to see it. I will hand it down to you."

It was given by one of the attendants to

Mr. Fortescue, who read it, and did not seem

quite happy, in spite of the fact that accord-

ing to the English law such a confession was

not evidence. After reading it he handed it

to Nugent, who went through it with the

greatest interest. Nugent could not suppress

a smile when he finished it and handed it to

Mr. Smith, who read it with portentous

gravity. On the whole the solicitor was much

pleased with the result of his dictation and

the characteristic inscription on the photo-

graph. He and Nugent and Mr. Fortescue

put their heads together.

" Well, what about it ? " asked Fortescue

shrugging his shoulders.

" We shall see," said Nugent.

" Besides," said Mr. Smith, who had been

listening, " do you think it would be a good

advertisement for your clients to appear

vindictive in a case like this ? "

" Maybe not," said Fortescue, " but I pro-

pose to go on."

" Very well," said Nugent. And, rising,

he said to the magistrate, " I will ask you to

allow the witnesses to be recalled, as I have

further questions which I think ought to be

put to them, and which I was not in a position

to put to them before." He held the photo-

graph in his hand, and the magistrate

thoroughly understood what he meant.

" Certainly, Mr. Nugent," he replied.

The lady who had lost the purse again

entered the witness-box. She smiled pleas-

antly at Mark Nugent, as if glad to have a

little more conversation with him, and Nugent

smiled once more as if he were glad to take

another look at his beautiful ideal. Then,

handing her the photograph, he asked:

" Would you please to look at this photo-

graph ? "

She did so.

" Now tell me whose it is."

" It is a photograph of the prisoner," said

the lady.

" That will do," said Nugent.

Mr. Jones, the first assistant, was also

recalled. He, too, affirmed that the photo-

graph was that of the person in custody.

The other assistant was at first a little

uncertain, but finally decided that it was a

photograph of the .prisoner.

As Fortescue did not attempt to re-examine

any of his witnesses, this was the end of his

case, and the magistrate then gave the

prisoner the usual caution. Nugent rose to

open his defence. The first witness he called

was Inspector Harrison. He handed him the

photograph and asked, " Is that a portrait

of the prisoner ? "

" No, sir, it is not," replied the inspector.
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" Do you know whose photograph it is ? "

asked Nugent.

" I do," said the inspector.

" Can you tell me anything about her ? "

continued Nugent.

" She is a well-known shoplifter," replied

the inspector.

" That will do," said Nugent, with a smile.

In the meantime, as soon as the letter had

been read, Mr. Smith had left the court and

had telephoned to Scotland Yard, as he had

arranged, for Raydon, the detective. Raydon

came up to the court in a taxi-cab, and entered

just as Inspector Harrison left the box.

Raydon was handed the photograph, which

he promptly declared to be the photograph

of a notoriously successful shoplifter, who had

had a long career for so young a woman,

although she had only been twice convicted.

He also swore that the handwriting on the

back of the photograph was that of the same

young person.

Here Mr. Chisholm intervened. " I should

like to hear how the detective knows this

particular handwriting ? " he asked.

" I knew the young person in question

before she took to this line of business, sir,"

â�¢ said Raydon.

Mr. Fortescue said he had no questions to

ask. Then Nugent turned to the magistrate

and said: "I submit, sir, that the evidence

as to identity is utterly unreliable, and I ask

you to discharge the prisoner."

Whatever Mr. Chisholm thought of his not

putting Nina Stewart in the box, he said

nothing. Certainly there was little to be

gained by it, and the girl looked hardly fit for

such an ordeal. After a moment's thought

he said : "I have carefully considered the

evidence in this case, and have come to the

conclusion, Mr. Fortescue, that you have not

succeeded in proving identity. I think that

in these circumstances no jury would

convict. The prisoner is discharged."

As Nina Stewart left the box Nugent said

hurriedly to Smith, " Go to her and look after

her. I want to speak to Mr. Chisholm."

It was quite obvious that the magistrate

desired to speak to him. Indeed, he leant

over his desk and beckoned to him. When

Nugent went up to him he said, " By the way,

Mr. Nugent, do you know anything of the

girl you have been defending ? "

" Nothing," said Nugent, "except that she is

obviously a lady. But everything I have heard

about her and her mother seems quite right."

" Do you know, she reminds me very much

of a Mrs. Stewart I used to know years ago

when I was living down in your old neigh-

bourhood, Mr. Nugent ? Why, surely you

knew the Stewarts yourself ? "

" I don't think I remember," said Nugent;

" and yet somehow I rather fancy I did know-

somebody called Stewart."

" Well, I don't suppose it could be the

same," said Mr. Chisholm. " I don't see

how it could be. After all, they were not

very poor, although they certainly were not

rich so far as I remember. If you hear any-

thing more about her, or find out anything,

I wish you'd let me know."

" I will, with great pleasure," said Nugent.

When he got outside the court he found

Mr. Smith standing by the side of a taxi-cab

into which he had put the girl. Nugent went

up to the cab. Nina Stewart, though tearless,

seemed unable to speak, but she shook hands

with him.

It had been his intention to ask the solicitor

to see her home, but when he saw her close at

hand her appeal to him was so strong that he

changed his mind. And yet it was not wholly

his admiration for herâ��though that was

strong, seeing that she was really beautifulâ��

it was greatly curiosity, after what Mr.

Chisholm had said to him. Her insistence on

having him as her counsel seemed capable of

only one explanationâ��the explanation that

Chisholm offered, without knowing that he

was doing so.

After he had congratulated her he turned

to Smith. " I was going to ask you to

accompany Miss Stewart to Brixton," he

said, " but I find I have the time to spare, so

if she will permit me I will take her myself.

I have something to say to her."

So Smith again shook hands with his

little client and she thanked him once more ;

and then Nugent got into the cab and told

the man to drive to Brixton.

" I wish I could thank you," said the girl,

after a little pause ; " but I don't know what

to say."

" Above everything, don't cry," said

Nugent, with a smile. He felt that if she

did he would be obliged to console her, and

such consolation might be dangerous.

" Iâ��I won't," said Nina. Nevertheless,

she wiped her eyes. " You have been very

good to me."

" Nonsense," said Nugent; "the man that

did all the work was your friend Smith. But

that's not what I wanted to talk to you about

â��I want to know how it was you asked him

to get me to defend you."

" Iâ��I knew your name," she said.

Although Nugent could be very subtle in

examination or cross-examination he was
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curiously direct in ordinary life. Instead of

sitting by her he now changed his seat and

sat right opposite her, and said, " Miss

Stewart, do you mind looking at me straight?"'

With some surprise she did so.

" You don't know why I asked that," said

Nugent, " but I think, somehow, that you

know more than my name. Have we ever

met before, many, many years ago ? "

She could not speak, but nodded.

" Ah," said Nugent, " I thought so."

Nevertheless, his memory was much at

fault. There was a deep impression in him

somewhere ; if he could only get the clue he

might draw it out.

" Did you and your mother ever live near

Gloucester ? " he asked.

And again she nodded, and this time she

smiled.

" Ah," said Nugent, " I spoke to Mr.

Chisholm after you had left the court, and he

said as much as that himself. You know, he,

too, comes from the same neighbourhood."

" I didn't know that," said Nina.

" I think he knew your mother," said

Nugent. And still he struggled to remember

the mother of this strange child.

" I will tell you," said Nina.

But he lifted his hand.

" Stop one minute," he said. " I should

like to remember without help. I believe

it's coming back to me."

There was some scene in his mind like an

undeveloped photograph ; but now it was

like a photographic plate in the developing

medium. He began to see shadows and

lights. And suddenly he spoke.

" There was a cottage not far from my

father's house," he said. " I don't remember

its name, but some people lived thereâ��I

wonder if they were called Stewart ? And

they had a little girl. She was something

like you, Miss Stewart, though then she could

not have been twelve. Indeed, she may

have been much younger than that. But

she came one day to our houseâ��oh, yes, I

rememberâ��and I was a boy, a young man,

if you will, of twenty, or, perhaps, nineteen,

very hard and full of himself. But the

little girl liked him. I wonder if I am

right ? "

" Yes," said Nina.

" She thought him a nice boy," said

Nugent, smiling. " I remember she told my

mother he was a nice boy."

" I remember, too," said Nina.

" Was there nothing else ?" he asked.

" Did you say nothing else to her ? "

" I don't remember," said the girl.

" Ah, I remember," said Nugent, smiling.

" I remember now very well. It's strange

how these things come back to one. She

sat with me a long time in the library, and

talked to me about her pets, and the garden.

I remember everything. Yesâ��her name was

Nina Stewart. She followed me about the

whole afternoon, and made me show her the

horses, and the dogs, and the fowls. Well,

I suppose I behaved all right, because she

told my mother I was a nice bov, and

said -"

" What did I say ? " asked Nina.

" I wonder whether I can tell you ? " said

Nugent.

" Please do," said the girl.

" She said, ' Oh. Mrs. Nugent. I think your

son Mark is a very nice boy, and if I ever

marry I think I'll marry him.' "

He knew he was playing with fire, but he

had never seen anyone who affected him so

much, in spite of everything. His own

restraint with regard to women had been

largely founded on a certain reaction within

him against the dominant and predominant

type of the young woman of the day. He

found them mostly hard and self-sufficient.

Whatever her weaknesses this was a sweet

and dear child, kindly, affectionate, and most

divinely and strangely beautiful. Again

he looked at her, and saw the tears in

her eyes.

" Oh, Mr. Nugent," she said, " you see. I

was a very little girl then, and did not

understand."

" And now you understand very much,"

said Nugent. " You know, at any rate, that

it is a very hard world. Tell me how you

came to be so poor."

And she told him how it was. Her father,

it seemed, had never been rich, though he

had sufficient. He was not a man of the

world, and had got into the hands of a

gambler and speculator, who had led him

into gambling. When things came to a final

crash her father died, and left her and her

mother with so little that it was not sufficient

to live on. They had no relatives, or none

who could help. They came to London and

lived in ever-increasing poverty, because her

mother needed what she could not get

without sacrifice of the very little capital

that remained to them.

" And my mother is ill," said Nina, now

without tears ; " very ill. I don't think she

will live longâ��and I can't give her what she

should have."

" Perhaps you will let me help you if it is

possible," said Mark Nugent.
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She looked at him trustfully and smiled

gravely.

" I always was a very nice boy," said Mark.

" Don't forget that. May I come and see

you and your mother to-morrow ? "

" If you don't mind seeing us as we ate, I

should be glad if you would come, Mr.

Nugent," said the girl. "You've been very,

very kind to me."

And then she did break down, and Mark,

with more self-restraint than even he thought

he possessed, only took her by the hands and

said, " Don't, little girl, don't. It's all right-

it's all right. You've got some friends now."

And then they came to her road and her

house, and he got out with her and took her

to the door. And on the step he said, " I'll

come and see you to-morrow afternoon.

Don't forgetâ��at four o'clock."

She looked at him through her tears and

nodded, but could not speak. He turned

round sharply and, entering the cab, drove

back to the Temple.

Deep in his heart he knew he must do

something for her, and for her mother. He

might call her a child and see her as a child,

but she was none now. She called to him

and clung to him. And still the man of clear-

cut ambitions resented her appeal. A man

of strong individuality, he had always resented

the notion of necessity, of fate, of destiny ;

yet here he saw necessity and fate at work.

Before it grew dark he took a cab and went

up to Oxford Street, and there bought a

carbon reproduction of the Mother and Child,

the part of the Madonna di San Sisto which is

usually reproduced. He took it back to his

chambers and examined it closely, with care.

There was something very strange about it.

Most certainly the woman was wonderfully

like Nina, though there was both more and

less in the girl's face than in the Madonna's.

He laid the picture on the tabic and pre-

sently covered the child in the Virgin's arms.

It seemed to him that there was instantly a

strange alteration in the Madonna's face.

She no longer looked a woman, but a child.

With the infant in her arms she might be

twenty, or even older. Without it, she seemed

but sixteenâ��young and very innocent. He

removed his hand, and again saw the child

there. The Virgin was the mother, and not

so youthful, though perhaps more beautiful.

Some dayâ��some day, such a change might

come to Nina Stewart.

That night when he slept he dreamed of

her, not as she was, but as she had been in the

old days ; and yet in this passing dream she

was not a child, or rather she was the same

childlike creature as the Madonna, a virgin

in her garden before love came to her. He

woke up in the morning tired and unre-

freshed, and with a sense of painful solitude

about him.

He worked that morning in the courts and

did his work well, and yet all the time he was

in a dream. In the afternoon he had to go

to Brixton, and he waited anxiously for the

time to pass. And still he felt that it was

folly for him to goâ��and yet it was sweet folly

and natural, for he knew he loved her.

With these thoughts in his mind he went

down to Brixton, knowing what had happened,

and yet fearingâ��as every lover willâ��that

in spite of the way she looked at him, in spite

of the long years she had remembered him,

there might be someone else in her heart.

She had been waiting for him, trembling.

Though she looked a child, she was no child,

but had the heart of a woman, and perhaps

she understood. He came up to her with

strange abruptness and held out his hands.

" Ninaâ��I want to marry you."

She looked at him as if she did not under-

stand the words he spoke, and then she went

as pale as death.

" Oh, you can't mean it," she said.

" I do mean it," he cried. " Child, I want

you to come to meâ��I want to marry you."

But she trembled, and cried out, " I

couldn'tâ��I couldn't! Don't you under-

stand ? "

" Understand what ? " asked Mark. " I

know what I knowâ��that I love you."

But still she said she could not do it, and

was greatly and strangely agitated.

" Of course, you don't love me," said

Nugent. " How can you ? "

" You have been so good to me," she said.

" That's not the reason. If you knewâ��you

wouldn't ask me."

" If I knew what ? " he cried.

" If you knew the truth," she said.

" What truth ? "

But for a moment she could not speak, and

then she turned to him with a strange,

pathetic dignity.

" Do you not know ? "

" Do I not know what ? " he asked, obsti-

nately.

" Know that Iâ��I stole that purse for my

mother's sake," said Nina.

And Mark Nugent laughed strangely, and

put out his hands and took her by the shoul-

ders and said, " Why, of course I knowâ��oÂ£

course I know ! "

Vol xlvi -
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Lieutenant J. MACKENZIE ROGAN,

Bandmaster of the Coldstream Guards and Senior

Bandmaster Brigade of Guards.

T the moment of writing this

my attention is partly centred

upon the Royal Naval and

Military Tournament, so I

may be forgiven if I commence

by recalling an incident con-

nected with a Tournament of

some years ago, when it was held at the

Agricultural Hall. Military tattoos have

always been a very popular feature (" We are

sure of a packed house," Colonel Ricardo once

said to me, " when you have one of your

tattoos with the massed bands "), and on the

occasion in question I had trained and

rehearsed about four hundred soldiers from

the various regiments in the Brigade of

Guards to act as torch-bearers and to make

the necessary complicated evolutions in the

darkened arena. As luck would have it, two

guards of honour were required that night,

one for the King and the other for a dis-

tinguished foreign visitor who was arriving in

London. All my trained men were ordered

for duty at short notice, and I was obliged to

ask the Naval commander for two hundred

men of the Royal Naval contingent to take

their places. There was no time to rehearse

them. All I could do was to call their petty

officers into the arena just before the show,

explain what they had to do as best I could,

and warn *hem that if they got into any diffi-

culty they were to stand fast, wait for a change

of tune, and look to me for some signal.

Those who have witnessed a tattoo in the

comparatively small space available on these

occasions can hardly fail to have been im-

pressed by the orderly way the men manoeuvre

in the arena. The late King Edward sent for

me to the Royal box after a tattoo on one

occasion. " Mr. Rogan," said His Majesty,

" I see how you get your men in, but what I

wonder at is how you ever get them all out

again ! " And indeed it is a complicated

matter for such a closely-packed mass of men

to unwind themselves, and even a slight mis-

take on the part of the leaders may put every-

thing out.
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All went well till the time came for the

sailors to leave the arena. This was the

critical moment, and to my horror every-

thing went wrong. The outside files took a

wrong turn, and immediately everybody was

at sixes and sevens. I changed the tune and

made frantic motionsâ��which in the semi-

darkness only made confusion doubly con-

foundedâ��and I was at my wits' end what to

do when one of their petty officers who was

standing by me said : " Let 'em be, sir;

they'll get out somehow, you'll see."

They did. I do not know to this day how

they did it. Evidently Jack is not called the

handy-man for nothing. Some got out at

one exit and some at another, it is true, but

at any rate they got out, and I do not think

the audience ever guessed what a fiasco had

been so narrowly avoided, for the applause

was quite as warm as usual and no remarks

were ever made so far as I know.

A still more amusing tattoo experience

occurred at a file a few years ago. This was

held in a natural arena surrounded by hills.

The tattoo took place after dark, of course, and

it was arranged that the torch-bearers should

wait behind the hills, out of sight, and, at a

given signal, enter the valley in single files

from four different directionsâ��like four

serpents of fire, which were to wend in and

out of each other until they were massed in

the centre.

There were present eight pipers. These

played their bagpipes, and their tuning-up

was the signal for the torch-bearers to march.

Well, the pipers commenced to blow lustily.

and almost at once the heads of the fout

columns appeared over the hills. But instead

of wending across the valley and then back

to the centre as directed, each column

marched straight ahead and vanished behind

the opposite hill.

Minute after minute went by. The three

or four tunes which the pipers had rehearsed

were played out and played again, and soon

the pipers were " played out" themselves !

First one dropped out and then another. At

the end of twenty minutes they were taking

it in turns, one or two blowing while the others

rested, but ten minutes later they were all

so utterly winded that only one poor fellow

could keep going at all, and I was obliged to

call upon the bands to relieve them, soon

after which the torch-bearers appeared again

and the necessary evolutions were completed.

Needless to say, I was very much annoyed at

what had occurred, and I asked the official in

command of the torch-bearers what on earth

had happened. He explained that at the last

moment it had struck him that to merely do

as he had been directed would have taken too

short a time, so he had told the men to march

across the valley and right round the hills.

Thus they had gone for a route march on their

own account, blissfully oblivious of the fact

that they were quite out of sight! I need

hardly add that, being annoyed at the time,

I said a few strong words about obeying

instructions, etc.

One last story of a more personal nature.

At Olympia one day I was accosted by a

gentleman who had engaged the band to play
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for him on some special occasion a year or two

earlier, but who had had another band for

the same purpose subsequently. I had not

since seen him to speak to, and was a little

surprised when he came rushing up to me and

shook me effusively by the hand.

" Ah ! " said he, " very glad to see you.

No mistake, your band is magnificent ! I

shall certainly engage you again next year

for my affair if you are free. By the way,

have you seen Mackenzie Rogan lately ? "

I stared at him in surprise. I knew quite

well what the other band was which he had

had. The bandmaster was not the least like

me, but I saw at once that he was somehow

confusing us.

" Rogan ? " I repeated. " Oh, yes, I've

seen him. In fact, I often see him. Every

day. I know him quite well."

" Oh, do you ?" said he. " Now, look

here; I don't want you to say anything to

him, as I have a personal regard for him,

but you know the band isn't as popular as

yours. I sha'n't have him again; I mean to

have you next time. Still, my kind regards

to Rogan when you see him. Good-bye ! "

I could not resist the temptation ! Next

morning I sent him a postcard. " I saw

Rogan early this morning," I wrote; " he was

shaving! He thanks you for your kind

regards, which he heartily reciprocates ! "

Whether he discovered his mistake I do

not know. I have not seen him since, and

the band is still waiting for that engagement.

Mr. J. HENRY ILES,

Founder. Organizer, and Conductor of the Great

Annual Band Contest at the Crystal Palace.

I shall not readily forget many of the

experiences which we encountered when I

took the Besses o' th' Barn on its tour of the

world a few years back. It is very curious

how literally the title of a band is sometimes

taken by members of the public. In France,

where anything to do with the ladies may be

expected to tickle the fancy of Frenchmen,

it was really good fun to see the pleasant

grin on the faces of those present, and to

hear them shout " Vive I'Angleterre ! Vive

les Bessees!" When one saw the change on

so many countenances upon the appearance

of the band on the platform, one realized

that many of those present had come expecting

to see and hear an organization of women !

Even in England, the idea that the

" Besses" were girls was once quite pre-

valent. On one occasion a man, in a state

of indecision, was standing outside the hall

where they were giving a concert, when the

band suddenly struck up. Some of the

chords which reached him were so inspiriting

that he at once put his hand in his pocket

and made for the entrance.

" By gum," says he, " if a bunch of girls

can play like that, they must be worth

looking at. Here goes for a bob's worth ! "

It is told, also, of a certain American that,

on being invited to go to a concert given by

the " Black Dike " Band, he said :â��

" Wall, I guess that's going some ! Hafe

a dollar to hear a crowd o' niggers ! "

He went, however, after explanation, and

didn't he shout when " Dike" struck up

" Dixie " !

This story reminds me of an American

impression, which may be interesting. Their

fondness for bands, both good and bad, is

well known. The quality isn't taken into

account when either the " Star-Spangled

Banner," " Yankee Doodle," or " Dixie " is

played. I have never seen in any country

such frenzy and enthusiasm so universally

shown on the playing of national airs as in

the United States.

When they went to Windsor Castle, in

connection with the celebrations of the

present Prince of Wales's tenth birthday,

the " Besses " tell, with much gusto, how,

during the interval, the Prince slipped in

amongst their instruments and gave the big

drum a good smack, and then took to his

heels. Although I was near by, I did not

actually see the incident, but, nevertheless, I

believe it actually occurred, and, by the way,

isn't it just what a real English boy would

do if he got the chance ?

Mr. CHARLES HASSELL,

Bandmaster of the Irish Guards.

Two or three years ago we were engaged

to play on the occasion of some athletic

sports at a public school near London, the

grounds of which overlooked a high road

close to a cemetery.

It was a glorious day, a hot Saturday

afternoon. The sun shone, and everyone

was in the highest spirits, but there was one

thorn in what was otherwise a bed of roses.

That afternoon seemed to have been

selected for an extraordinary number of

funerals !

To suit the occasion we naturally played a

light class of music, the programme including,

for instance, a selection of the popular airs of

the day, and I had the greatest difficulty in

timing our performance so as not to clash

with the mournful processions that kept

passing. Again and again, just as we were
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about to launch out into the " Merry Widow,"

or something as embarrassingly appropriate,

I would spy another hearse turning the

corner, and would have to hurriedly change

the tune or wait until the mourners were

safely out of earshot.

It was a little disconcerting and distinctly

trying, but I managed things all right, I

thought, and congratulated myself upon

having come through a difficult situation

with flying colours.

But, alas, my self-satisfaction was short-

lived ! Three days

later I received a letter

from an indignant

widow complaining

that, of all tunes, the

band had played " Put

me among the Girls "

while her dear hus-

band's funeral was

passing the grounds!

Mr. MANUEL

BILTON,

Bandmaster of the Royal

Horse Guards.

That a person could

sit in an orchestra for

two days without

blowing a note may

seem incredible, but it

really happened.

A youth was induced to deputize with the

French horn (which was not his regular instru-

ment) at the old Imperial Theatre, which

used to adjoin the now defunct Aquarium.

He was so nervous that he did not blow a

note until the third day, when he tried his

prowess on the following passage :â��

THE RESULT WAS DISASTROUS.

#

I

He attempted the lower notes, but, unfortu-

nately, had the wrong crook on ! The result

was disastrous.

The conductor said so many unkind things

that when the curtain descended the unlucky

offender dropped his instrument, rushed into

the band-room, seized his hat, and bolted for

Charing Cross.

The youth was myself !

Examples of mistaken criticism are not

rare, and I could mention many. Once our

band was criticized in the Press for its playing

of some of Dvorak's dances, when they had

been cut and something else played instead.

I made inquiries and found the critic was a

ladyâ��so I said no more about it!

On another occasion when on tour with

the band we gave a Sunday concert, and the

Council insisted upon the programme being of

a sacred character. The " Hallelujah Chorus "

was one of the items, but before the concert

I was asked to substitute the " Dance of the

Imps " from the Peer Gynt Suite, which I

did, in place of the chorus. Afterwards a

member of the committee, commenting to

me on the concert, said he thought the

" Hallelujah Chorus "

was grand !

All these incidents

are true. I will end

with one for the truth

of which I cannot

vouch, although I

think it quite likely.

An opera company

had augmented their

orchestra while on

tour, and among the

additions were two

trombone players.

Looking over their

parts before rehearsal,

one said to the other:

" I say, Bill, look

here ! This is in six

sharps ! How are we

to do this ? "

" That's all right," replied Bill; " you can

take three and I'll take t'others."

Lieutenant B. S. GREEN.

Bandmaster of the Royal Marine Artillery, Eastney.

The Colonel of a certain regiment sent for

the bandmaster one day and complained very

bitterly of the band, which he described hotly

as a " disgrace to the regiment, sir."

Naturally the bandmaster, who was very

proud of his band, was most indignant, and

demanded to know what was the complaint

about it.

" Why, sir," said the irascible Colonel, " the

men who march in the front rank and play

those instruments they push in and out"â��

meaning the trombonesâ��" cannot keep time,

sir ! They never by any chance push in and

out together. I'll have it changed, let me

tell you."

It was no good the bandmaster explaining

that each man played a different note and

that each note was formed with the slide in a

different position. The Colonel still persisted

that the effect was not uniform, and vowed

that he would order the men to be drilled
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until such time as they could push in and out

together !

I remember an occasion when the Colonel

of a cavalry regiment, while on the line of

march, complained to the bandmaster that

the kettledrums sounded like " old cracked

pots," and told him to find out what was the

matter with them.

Unable to deny the truth of this, and

anxious to discover what was amiss, the

bandmaster summoned the drummer when

they arrived in camp, and told him to remove

the drumheads. The drums were full of all

sorts of odds and ends ! Anxious to carry

their kit as conveniently as possible, the men

had literally " packed " the drums !

Mr. DAN GODFREY,

The weM-kn^wn anH popular Conductor of the

Bournemouth Municipal Orchestra,

I remember so many amusing little incidents

Typical of the popular taste in music, I

may mention an occasion when our orchestra

was playing on the pier. A movement from

Beethoven's " Pastoral Symphony" was

down on the programme, but, owing to the

popular nature of the audience, I left this

out and substituted " The Gondoliers " of

Sullivan.

The experiment was evidently satisfactory.

Four people came up to me afterwards and

said how much they had enjoyed the concert

â��" especially the piece by Beethoven ! "

So much for some of the public and music.

Now for the musicians ! Only a short time

ago Dr. Markham Lee, M.A.. lectured at the

Winter Gardens on the subject of the great

composer, " Dvorak," and in the course of

THEY NKVER BY ANY CUANCB PUSH IN AND OUT TOGETHER.

that have occurred at Bournemouth, that I

find it somewhat difficult to recall, on the

spur of the moment, just those which would

be most likely to interest readers of The

Strand Magazine.

his remarks mentioned that Dvorak's father

had kept a public-house.

There was at once a great shuffling of feet

among the members of the orchestra, which

Dr. Markham Lee smilingly remarked upon.
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A little later

he told us that

when Dvorak

left school his

father took him

into the busi-

ness, thinking

there was a

better living to

be made out of

beer than out

of music.

At this point

the applause

from the

musicians was

most pro-

nounced, show-

ing conclusively

that they agreed

with Dvorak,

senior, as to the

sort of " bars "

out of which

most money

was to be

made!

Perhaps the

most curious

and at the same

THE DRUMS WERE FULL OF ALL SORTS OF ODDS AND ENDS."

time amusing

incident that I can recall at the moment is of

an occasion when, during a concert, I wielded

my baton with so much gusto that it slipped thatnaughty

the air, he

caught it grace-

fully, without

so much as

turning a hair,

and, coming up

to the platform,

quietly handed

it back to me in

the most matter-

of-fact manner,

and without the

slightest inter-

ruption of the

performance.

Two other in-

cidents may be

amusing. The

first relates to

a conversation

overheardin the

Bournemouth

WinterGardens

twenty years

ago.

" Oh, what a

pity you are

late," said a

lady to a friend

who had just

arrived. " You

have just missed those delightful German

Dances by

out of my

hand and went

flying through

the air over

the heads of

the audience.

I expected

and dreaded

that it would

hit some un-

suspecting person in the eye, and foresaw,

without doubt, at least a termination to

the selection upon which we were engaged.

Not a bit of it ! An attendant who was

stationed in the centre aisle saw it coming.

As though it were the most natural thing

in the world to see batons flying through

"THE BATON SLIPPED OUT OF

MY HAND."

Henry the

Eighth ! " â��

meaning, of

course, the

evergreen

composition

of our popu-

lar British

composer,

Edward Ger-

man.

The other

is as fo 1-

lows:â��

At one of

our sym-

phony con-

'THE ATTENDANT CAUGHT IT

GRACEFULLY."
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certs at which a symphony by Brahms was

being played, a ladyâ��not one of our regular

supportersâ��went up to one of the attend-

ants and said :â��

"Is not Mr. Brahms conducting this

afternoon ? "

"No, madam," replied the attendant;

" he is not here this afternoon."

" Oh," she said, " how very disappointing !

I came specially to see him ! "

" I am sorry, madam," further replied the

attendant, quite gravely. " I am afraid Mr.

Brahms is a very long way off."

Brahms, of course, died in 1897.

Mr. WALTER NUTTALL,

Bandmaster of Irwell Springs Band, which won the

1 000 - Guinea Trophy at the Crystal Palace in

1905. 1908. and 1910.

One of the most remarkable incidents I

remember occurred some years ago in the

local theatre of a Lancashire town where we

were giving two sacred concerts one afternoon

and evening.

During the evening performance, just as

we were in the middle of a selection from

Balfe's works, the electric light throughout

the theatre suddenly failed, plunging platform

and auditorium into complete darkness.

In many cases such an occurrence would

prove disastrous to a musical performance,

and for the moment I was utterly nonplussed,

for conducting was, of course, quite out of

the question. Fortunately the band knew

the music by heart. The selection went on,

therefore, without any pause, and, expecting

each instant to see the lights reappear, I let

them play on. But when, after a few

minutes, the lights did not come on again, I

began to think discretion would be the better

part of valour, so, to avoid any fear of a

breakdown, I allowed the band to finish the

movement, and then shouted out directions

to stop it and play a hymn instead.

We at once struck up " Lead, Kindly

Light," and, the whole of the vast audience

joining in, I cannot describe the strange

grandeur of the beautiful hymn as verse after

verse went pealing through the darkened

building, the effect being heightened, perhaps,

when one of the attendants, having secured

and lighted a solitary candle, stepped on to

the platform and held it aloft until the hymn

was almost concluded, when the lights came

on again as suddenly as they had gone off.

I can assure you that while it lasted the

effect was weird and funereal in the extreme,

and I have never forgotten the good-natured

tolerance of the large audience.

Many were the good-humoured comment;

afterwards levelled at us about the appearance

of the candle at so appropriate a moment !

Mr. TOM KAY,

Secretary of Wmgate's Temperance Band. Lanes,

holders of the World's Amateur Bras Band

Champion hips. 1906 and 1907.

If I begin with a story you have heard or

read before you must forgive me. My excuse

is a good one: it is true.

Some years ago, about 1902, I think, we

were playing at a garden-party given by a

very well-known personage. During the per-

formance of one of the items the soprano

soloist played a top note which sounded very

much out of place, and at the end of the piece

the man next him asked what note he gotâ��

adding that whatever it was it was a wrong

one.

" Well," said the soloist, who was some-

what annoyed, " if you want to know, it was

a top B and it was in my copy, and if you

don't believe me look for yourself. There

it is ! "

And with that he went to lay his finger

upon the note, which promptly flew away.

It was a fly !

About ten years ago we had an engagement

to play at a music-hall. The night before

the engagement one of our two BB bass

players fell ill suddenly and could not go.

The next morning the other player missed

his train, and wre accordingly arrived at our

destination minus any bass player at all! Of

course, we could not go on like that, and

being unable to find a substitute we borrowed

a bass instrument from the local band and

told our librarian that he must come on the

stage and act as a dummy, putting the

instrument to his lips and moving his fingers

as though he were playing.

The instrument having been carefully

stopped up so as to avoid all danger of acci-

dentsâ��or accidentals !â��he duly appeare d

and all went well until a piece was reache i

in the course of which the bass players' music

showed several bars of shakes, every fourth

bar being a silent one for the whole band.

This proved our dummy's downfall. To

the amusement of the band â�� whose eyes

were upon him, as you may depend â�� and

of those members of the audience who were

in a position to see what happened, it was

observed that in the silent bars this man

was blowing and shaking his fingers until he

was red in the face, without making a sound '.

One little story to conclude.

Many years ago we attended a contest in
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the Lancashire district in which only five

hands took part, all told.

After we had all five played, the judge

stepped on to the platform and, having stated

that he had already decided upon the first

and second prize winners, requested bands

Nos. i, 3, and 4 to play again, to enable him

to place them.

We were No. 5, and

while the three bands

were playing off we

spent the time shak-

ing hands with band

No. 2 and wondering

which of us was first

and which second.

Imagine our aston-

ishment when the

judge again mounted

the platform and an-

nounced that he

awarded the first,

second, and third

prizestothe bands that

had just played again,

giving us fourth place

and No. 2 band fifth !

These stories are quite true. The soloist

in No. 1 and the dummy in No. 2 both lost

their lives in the deplorable colliery disaster

here in West Houghton in 191 o.

Mr. E. R. FODEN,

Secretary of Foden's Motor Works Band, which has

won prizes at every contest attended since 1908,

including the Belle Vue Championship three times out

of four, in 1909-10-11. and the Crystal Palace

Championship and 1,000-Guinea Trophy.

There are a number of amusing incidents

connected with our band, but in the first

place it is difficult to recall them all just when

you want to make a selection of the best, and

in the second, although an incident may be

very amusing at the time, it is difficult to put

down in black and white just what the actions

conveyed to the mind.

Though we are a Cheshire band, our work-

shops are recruited, of course, from all parts

of the country, and our bandsmen, accord-

ingly, are men from many different counties.

Among them are two Birmingham men,

who are great friends, and who, when the

band is away on engagements, almost invari-

ably occupy the same room and sleep together.

The men of the band are a good-natured,

light-hearted lot, and these " away " engage-

ments are thoroughly enjoyed, a good deal of

fun being generally got out of them. Now,

when the band was going to the Isle of Man

not long ago the men were chaffing on the

Vol. xlvi.-38.

"BLOWING ANI> SHAKING HIS FINGERS UNTIL HE

WAS RED IN THE FACE, WITHOUT MAKING A SOUND ! "

boat and saying that sometimes a man's hair

turned white the first night on the island.

They stayed at the Central Hotel, and the

two Birmingham men, as usual, had arranged

to sleep together, so the other bandsmen,

thinking they would have a joke with them,

sneaked upstairs before they retired for the

night and dusted the

pillows of their bed

thickly with flour,

which they had got the

cook to let them have.

Our two friends

from Birmingham did

not retire very early,

and, having been

laughing and talking

with the rest down-

stairs till a late hour,

they were very tired

when they got to their

room, and, pulling off

their clothes, tumbled

quickly into bed with-

out noticing anything.

About three o'clock

in the morning one of

them had a bad dream, and woke up with

that curious sensation of foreboding and

disquietude which often follows a nightmare.

It was pitch-dark in the room, but, anxious

to see the time, he got out of bed and, striking

a match, went to the dressing-table to look at

his watch.

Imagine his horror when,.upon catching

sight of his reflection in the mirror, he per-

ceived that his hair was quite white.

Dropping the match, which burnt his

fingers, he gave a loud cry that awoke his

mate and made him sit up in bed.

" Whart's the marter, whart's the marter ? "

says he, in his broad Birmingham twang.

" Oh, Johr, Johr ! " says the other, wring-

ing his hands, " I've gorn grey in a night !

I've gorn grey in a night ! "

" Nornsense ! " says Joe, climbing out of

bed. " Ye're drunk ! I dorn't believe yer."

" Then look at my hair ! " says Harry,

striking another match. And there they were,

the match held like a torch between them,

each in his nightshirt, standing staring, with

eyes wide with horror and surprise, at the

other's whitened head !

Meanwhile the boys in the next rooms had

been aroused by their voices, and burst into

the room just in time to see the picture

presented.

I will leave you to guess the chaffing those

two men afterwards came in for.
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A.CONAN DOYLE

//lustr^ied'Ay. Cyrus Cuneo

HE was a writing medium.

This is what she wrote:â��

I can remember some things

upon that evening most dis-

tinctly, and others are like

some vague, broken dreams.

That is what makes it so difficult to tell a

connected story. I have no idea now what

it was that had taken me to London and

brought me back so late. It just merges

into all my other visits to London. But from

the time that I got out at the little country

station everything is extraordinarily clear.

I can live it againâ��every instant of it.

I remember so well walking down the plat-

form and looking at the illuminated clock

at the end which told me that it was half-past

eleven. I remember also my wondering

whether I could get home before midnight.

Then I remember the big motor, with its

glaring headlights and glitter of polished brass,

waiting for me outside. It was my new

thirty-horse-power Robur, which had only

been delivered that day. I remember also

asking Perkins, my chauffeur, how she had

gone, and his saying that he thought she was

excellent.

" I'll try her myself," said I, and I climbed

into the driver's seat.

" The gears are not the same," said he.

" Perhaps, sir, I had better drive."

" No ; I should like to try her," said I.

Copyright, 1913, by

And so we started on the five-mile drive

for home.

My old car had the gears as they used always

to be in notches on a bar. In this car you

passed the gear-lever through a gate to get

on the higher ones. It was not difficult to

master, and soon I thought that I under-

stood it. It was foolish, no doubt, to begin

to learn a new system in the dark, but one

often does foolish things, and one has not

always to pay the full price for them. I got

along very well until I came to Claystall Hill.

It is one of the worst hills in England, a mile

and a half long and one in six in places, with

three fairly sharp curves. My park gates

stand at the very foot of it upon the main

London road.

We were just over the brow of this hill,

where the grade is steepest, when the trouble

began. I had been on the top speed, and

wanted to get her on the free ; but she

stuck between gears, and I had to get her back

on the top again. By this time she was going

at a great rate, so I clapped on both brakes,

and one after the other they gave way. I

didn't mind so much when I felt my foot-

brake snap, but when I put all my weight on

my side-brake, and the lever clanged to its

full limit without a catch, it brought a cold

sweat out of me. By this time we were

fairly tearing down the slope. The lights were

brilliant, and I brought her round the first

curve all right. Then we did the second one,

A. Conan Doyle.
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though it was a close shave for the ditch.

There was a mile of straight then with the

third curve beneath it, and after that the

gate of the park. If I could shoot into

that harbour all would be well, for the

slope up to the house would bring her to

a stand.

Perkins behaved splendidly. I should like

that to be known. He was perfectly cool

and alert. I had thought at the very

beginning of taking the bank, and he read

my intention.

" I wouldn't do it, sir," said he. " At this

pace it must go over and we should have it

on the top of us."

Of course he was right. He got to the

electric switch and had it off, so we were in

the free; but we were still running at a

fearful pace. He laid his hands on the wheel.

" I'll keep her steady," said he, " if you

care to jump and chance it. We can never

get round that curve. Better jump, sir."

" No," said I ; " I'll stick it out. You can

jump if you like."

" I'll stick it with you, sir," said he.

If it had been the old car I should have

jammed the gear-lever into the reverse, and

seen what would happen. I expect she

would have stripped her gears or smashed up

somehow, but it would have been a chance.

As it was, I was helpless. Perkins tried to

climb across, but you couldn't do it going at

that pace. The wheels were whirring like a

high wind and the big body creaking and

groaning with the strain. But the lights were

brilliant, and one could steer to an inch. I

remember thinking what an awful and yet

majestic sight we should appear to anyone

who met us. It was a narrow road, and we

were just a great, roaring, golden death to

anyone who came in our path.

We got round the corner with one wheel

three feet high upon the bank. I thought

we were surely over, but after staggering for a

moment she righted and darted onwards.

That was the third corner and the last one.

There was only the park gate now. It was

facing us, but, as luck would have it, not

facing us directly. It was about twenty yards

to the left up the main road into which we

ran. Perhaps I could have done it, but I

expect that the steering-gear had been jarred

when we ran on the bank. The wheel did

not turn easily. We shot out of the lane. I

saw the open gate on the left. I whirled

round my wheel with all the strength of my

wrists. Perkins and I threw our bodies across,

and then the next instant, going at fifty miles

an hour, my right front wheel struck full on

the right-hand pillar of my own gate. I

heard the crash. I was conscious of flying

through the air, and thenâ��and then !

When I became aware of my own existence

once more I was among some brushwood in

the shadow of the oaks upon the lodge side

of the drive. A man was standing beside

me. I imagined at first that it was Perkins,

but when I looked again I saw that it was

Stanley, a man whom I had known at college

some years before, and for whom I had a really

genuine affection. There was always some-

thing peculiarly sympathetic to me in Stanley's

personality, and I was proud to think that I

had some similar influence upon him. At the

present moment I was surprised to see him,

but I was like a man in a dream, giddy

and shaken and quite prepared to take

things as I found them without questioning

them.

" What a smash ! " I said. " Good Lord,

what an awful smash ! "

He nodded his head, and even in the gloom

I could see that he was smiling the gentle,

wistful smile which I connected with him.

I was quite unable to move. Indeed, I

had not any desire to try to move. But my

senses were exceedingly alert. I saw the

wreck of the motor lit up by the moving

lanterns. I saw the little group of people and

heard the hushed voices. There were the

lodge-keeper and his wife, and one or two more.

They were taking no notice of me, but were

very busy round the car. Then suddenly I

heard a cry of pain.

" The weight is on him. Lift it easy," cried

a voice.

" It's only my leg," said another one,

which I recognized as Perkins's. " Where's

master ? " he cried.

" Here I am," I answered, but they did not

seem to hear me. They were all bending over

something which lay in front of the car.

Stanley laid his hand upon my shoulder,

and his touch was inexpressibly soothing. I

felt light and happy, in spite of all.

" No pain, of course ? " said he.

" None," said I.

" There never is," said he.

And then suddenly a wave of amazement

passed over me. Stanley ! Stanley ! Why,

Stanley had surely died of enteric at Bloem-

fontein in the Boer War !

"Stanley!" I cried, and the words seemed

to choke my throatâ��" Stanley , you are dead."

He looked at me with the same old gentle,

wistful smile.

" So are you," he answered.
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THE MOST IMPRESSIVE

SIGHT I EVER SAW.

IV.â��Lady Randolph. Churchill.

V.â��Lord Cheylesmore.

VI.â��General Sir Neville Lyttelton.

In this striking series of articles, which began in our last issue, a number

of eminent men and women have consented to describe " the most

impressive sight" they have ever seen. Their stories, as will be realized

by the following examples, will be of the most varied and, in many

cases thrilling kind.

IV.

The Ceremony of Queen Victoria s Jubilee in Westminster Abbey.

By LADY RANDOLPH CHURCHILL.

Illustrated from tke Painting by E. Lockkart, R.S.A,

NEVER have seen, and prob-

ably never shall see, a more

imposing sight than the cere-

mony in Westminster Abbey

at the celebration of the late

Queen Victoria's Jubilee,

which has justly been de-

scribed as a unique State ceremony in the

annals of modern England.

Fortunately, this most memorable of

memorable days was blessed with the pro-

verbial " Queen's weather." Rarely have I

seen London look so festiveâ��blue sky and

bright sunshine, flags everywhere, and an

excited, yet patient, crowd filling the thorough-

fares and the route of the procession from

Buckingham Palace to the Abbey. In the

procession were the greater number of Her

Majesty's foreign guests, including four kings

and several Crown princes, who, in closed

carriages, went on in advance before Her

Majesty's procession of open carriages set out.

Never, I believe, can Westminster Abbey

have held such a notable collection of dis-

tinguished representatives of diverse foreign

states and nations. I well remember as I

entered the grand old Abbey remarking how

altered in appearance it was. Right up into

the ceiling, covering some of the windows

and reaching to the lower edge of even the

higher ones, ran the galleries with their

benches covered and their fronts decorated in

festoons with cloth of a deep, rich red, the

colour of the Order of the Hath.

By ten o'clock in the morning the Abbey

was completely filled, every seat in its vast

galleries having its occupant.

As the wife of an ex-Cabinet Minister, I was

given a good place in the Abbey, and as I

gazed round on the gorgeous uniforms of the

men and the beautiful dresses of the women

present the thought crossed my mind that a

more brilliant spectacle can seldom have

been seen in the whole history of England.

Slowly the minutes passed, when, of a

sudden, there came a breathless hush of

expectation, and an occult force thrilled

through the great assembly when it became

known that the Queen was near at hand.

The Prince of Wales rose from his seat and

walked out of the nave into the porch ; the

Royal trumpeters, in coats of gold embroidery

and rich red velvet, raised their silver trumpets

to their lips ; a musical fanfare burst forth,

and, a few seconds later, when the trumpets

were silent, the inspiring strains of Handel's

march pe iled through the old Abbey and,

amidst this stately blare, the whole congre-

gation rose at the entry of the Queen and her

Royal Family, the total number of the

members of which, including her sons-in-law,

daughters-in-law, and her grandsons and

grand-daughters by marriage, amounted to

forty-three.

Slowly up the red-carpeted aisle the Royal

procession advanced, three by three, in the

same order in which they had ridden in the

street procession, the Duke of Connaught

being last, while the central places of the other

threes in front of the Prince of Wales were
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occupied by the Crown Prince of Germany,

Prince Albert Victor of Wales, Prince George

of Wales, and Prince Christian Victor of

Schleswig - Holstein.

Pausing before seating herself in the

Coronation Chair, Queen Victoria bowed

low, first to the Royal guests, and afterwards

to the rest of the assembly. Her Majesty's

dress, 1 recall, showed a happy compromise

between full State dress and plain morning

dress, and, for the first time for a quarter of a

century, she wore a white bonnet, which, if I

may say so, struck me as becoming her par-

ticularly well.

The religious service consisted of thanks-

giving and prayer, with appropriate choral

music, and was read by the Archbishop of

Canterbury, the Dean of Westminster, and

the Bishop of London. Never, I think, has

religious service been more impressive, every

member of the brilliant assembly present

being obviously moved by the solemnity of

the occasion.

At the conclusion of the initial thanks-

giving, the Queen rose from the Coronation

Chair and affectionately embraced the mem-

bers of her family, beginning, of course, with

the Prince of Wales. And, amidst the splen-

did publicity of that superb assembly at once

the central spectacle became that of an

affectionate family party, which is surely

far better than all the glory of all kingdoms

on earth.

After a solemn prayer, uttered by the

Archbishop of Canterbury, the strains of the

Te Deum hurst forth, filling every corner of

the Abbey with their rich volume of sound.

That moment, I think, impressed me more

than anv other I have lived through in mv

life.

Surrounded by that vast assembly, whose

gaze was riveted upon her, the Queen, repre-

senting the glory and continuity of England's

history, sat alone in the middle of the great

nave. And a wave of emotion passed over

the gorgeously-dressed crowd as silent tears

were seen to be dropping one by one upon the

folded hands of this small, pathetic figure,

for the Te Deum which was being played had

been composed by the Prince Consort, and I,

who knew this, saw at that moment, not the

Empress-Queen of the most powerful nation

in the world, but a sad, lonely woman sorrow-

ing for her dead husband.

The S igning of Peace Between Russia and Turkey at San Stefano.

By LORD CHEYLESMORE.

Illustrated by John Cameron.

I am inclined to think that I witnessed the

most impressive sight of my life on Sunday,

March 3rd, 1878â��the day on which the

signatures were attached to the Treaty of

Peace between Russia and Turkey at San

Stefano.

In order to arrange terms of peace an

armistice had been declared on January 31st,

and slowly the rumour spread that when on

Sunday, March 3rd, a review was to take

place in honour of the Czar's acceptance of

the Throne, there was more than a possibility

that peace might also be concluded that day.

In consequence, a large number of excur-

sionists from Constantinople arrived at San

Stefano by steamboat shortly after dawn,

and when, as early as six in the morning, the

whole of the Imperial Guardâ��a magnificent

body of some twenty-five thousand menâ��

paraded before the quarters of the Grand

Duke Nicholas, even at that early hour a

crowd of over twenty thousand spectators had

assembled.

Slowly the hours passed, and two o'clock

in the afternoon came and went without any

movement from the house, so that at last the

dread fear began to pervade the expectant

watchers that even now some difficulty might

have arisen which would prevent the signing

of the Articles of Peace.

Happily, however, this fear proved un-

founded. War, after all, was not to break out.

The review was delayed owing to the fact

that the Grand Duke was waiting for the

signatures to be attached to the Treaty, which

could not be done until the Russian and

Turkish copies of that document were com-

plete.

Whether the delay was caused by the well-

known dilatory tactics of the Turk I know-

not. The fact remains, however, that it was

not till close on five in the afternoon that the

Grand Duke rode up to the Diplomatic

Chancery and asked at the door if the Treaty

was ready. As he waited for a reply the

agitation of the crowd grew so intense as to
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almost reach breaking-point. Groups of

anxious watchers whispered nervously : " Is

it to be peace or war ? Was the prostrate

and gasping Turk to be called upon to once

more put up the best defence he could to the

relentless and ever-advancing Russian forces?"

The Grand Duke, wheeling sharply round,

galloped off to the hill on which the army was

drawn up, and a few minutes afterwards a

carriage was seen rapidly driving towards the

spot.

As he approached the Commander-in-Chief,

General Ignatieff, rose, and speaking very

slowly and distinctly, said : "I have the

honour to congratulate your Highness on the

signature of peace."

A roar of satisfaction rose from the soldiers

in the ranks. The Grand Duke rode between

the lines and, halting on a small hill, ex-

claimed : " I have the honour to inform the

army that, with the help of God, we have

concluded a Treaty of Peace." Again the

cheering rose and swelled, for there was not

a man present who did not experience a feel-

ing of intense relief that all possibility of a

renewal of war was now at an end

Before the march-past of the army, which

was about twenty thousand strong, the Grand

Duke telegraphed tj the Emperor at St.

Petersburg a brief message of congratulation

on the great event of the day.

" God has vouchsafed us," he said, " the

happiness of accomplishing the holy work

begun by your Majesty; and on the anni-

versary of the enfranchisement of the serfs

your Majesty has delivered the Christians

from the Mussulman yoke."

Shortly afterwards the Sultan sent a

message to his enemy, in which, referring to

the circumstance of that being the anniversary

of the Czar's acceptance of the Throne, he,

too, offered his congratulations, " with the

desire of renewing friendly relations."

The Emperor replied : "I thank your

Majesty for your congratulations, which I

received simultaneously with the news of the

signature of peace. I perceive in this coinci-

dence a presage of good and lasting relations

between us."

These formalities ended, on the conclusion

of the review the Grand Duke observed to the

officers by whom he was surrounded : " To

an army which has accomplished what yoj

have, my friends, nothing is impossible."

'THE DERVISHES NEVER PAUSED TO EIRE, THE1K ONLY OBJECT WAS TO GET TO
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All the officers then dismounted, the

soldiers knelt, and, of a sudden, a great hush

spread over the crowd which had only a few

seconds before been noisily elated with

excitement.

The sight was one I shall never

iorget.

Twenty-five thousand men, drawn up facing

towards Constantinople on a plateau on the

edge of the cliffs, with bowed heads, knelt

on the ground. For a few seconds there was

an intense silence. The High Priest, in his

gorgeous vestments, and the attendant clergy

knelt in silent prayer. Suddenly the great

hush passed, and in the declining radiance of

an evening from which the storm-clouds were

heavily drifting off, the solemn tone of a Te

Deum mingled with the roar of winds and

wave. And then, for a moment, all was peace

again.

VI.

The Charge of the Dervishes at Khartoum.

By GENERAL SIR NEVILLE LYTTELTON.

Illustrated by Ernest Prater.

On the assumption that I am undertaking to

write on what I have seen in my military

capacity, I have no hesitation in saying that

the great charge of the Dervishes in the Battle

of Khartoum was by far the most impressive

sight I have ever witnessed.

I saw some forty thousand of the bravest

men in the world streaming across the open

disdaining all cover, and with nothing of the

nature of a surprise in their attack, suffering

hideous losses and inflicting scarcely any, and

not giving in until the absolute impossibility

of the attempt was proved beyond a doubt.

It is doubtful whether such an onslaught as

QUARTERS, AND THEY PRESSED OS WITH UNDIMINISHED ARDOUR.
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that of the Dervishes will ever be seen again,

so hopeless, and so utterly opposed to all

tactical considerations.

The Battle of Khartoum, as it is officially

styled, took place on September 2nd, 1898.

The march had been so arranged by Lord

Kitchener that on the night before the in-

tended battle we had the advantage of a

glorious full moon. This was a very prudent

precaution in view of the probability of a

night attack. Nevertheless, it was rather an

anxious time, as I think the Dervishes could

have got within two hundred yards of us

before being detected, and, with a very

inadequate zareba for protection, a determined

rush by vastly superior numbers would have

been a serious thing. However, we were not

put to any such test, and the battle took place

in the brightest sunshine, and under conditions

simply ideal from our point of view.

The British troops, twenty-two thousand

in number, were disposed in a sort of

crescent formation, each flank of which rested

on the Nile, on which lay a gunboat flotilla

armed with quick-firing guns, a most valuable

auxiliary armament. On the left were our

artillery, then the infantry brigades as

follows : From left to right â�� Lyttelton's,

Wauchope's (British), Maxwell's, Macdonald's,

and Lewis's (Sudanese and Egyptian) in first

line; Collinson's in reserve. The cavalry

and camel - corps were, of course, recon-

noitring in front. The original intention was

to attack the Dervishes, who were encamped

some five miles off, and we were preparing to

advance at about four o'clock in the morning

when the cavalry sent in word that the enemy

were anticipating us, and were moving out to

attack us. Accordingly we remained where

we were, and were rewarded with one of the

finest sights a soldier could wish to see.

The Gebel Surgham hill, from which the

charge was expected, was rather more than a

mile and a half off, a perfect artillery range,

and not out of reach of our rifles.

Everything was ready, ranges taken, guns

unlimbered, magazines charged, and ammuni-

tion supply handy. We waited in absolute

silence and in complete reliance on the fire

discipline and steadiness of our young soldiers.

Over the north-west shoulder of the hill

suddenly a white banner appeared, quickly

followed by many others, rising out of dense

hordes of Dervishes, whose drums and war-

cry, " Allah ! Allah!" could be clearly heard

even at that distance. These masses con-

tinued extending across our right front until

we were enveloped by them. I should think

the ranks were fifty deep, mostly swordsmen

and spearmen, with comparatively few rifle-

men, clad for the most part in white patchwork

jibbehs. A forest of multi-coloured banners

waved over their heads. Each Emir had his

own particular standard, and these flags were

regarded witli the same feelings of loyalty and

reverence by those who fought under them as

are the colours of British regiments. Our

artillery fully availed themselves of their

opportunities, ft was impossible to miss

such a huge target: shell after shell

dropped into the yelling crowd, the gaps

made by them being easily discernible.

Then our rifle-fire opened. The enemy

fell in swathes, banner after banner sank to

the ground, but rose again as fresh bearers

replaced those who had fallen, only to fall in

their turn. But for a time " nothing could

stop that astonishing infantry." They never

paused to fire, their only object was to get to

close quarters, and they pressed on with un-

diminished ardour. There was no gleam of

success to encourage them. With a growing

consciousness that they could hardly touch

their enemy, they came on for nearly a mile

under the pitiless hail of bullets and shrapnel.

Then flesh and blood could do no more ; they

faltered, broke up into fragments, and fell

back, leaving an appalling proportion of dead

and wounded on the ground. An attempt

was made to collect mounted men for a

charge, but it was futile. About two hundred

started, but none reached our line. They fell

like corn before the sickle. Only a handful

of riflemen got within a few hundred yards of

Wauchope's Brigade, and from a fold in the

ground caused most of our casualties, but an

enfilading fire from my Brigade Maxims

accounted for nearly all of them. In this

attack they lost some sixteen thousand men in

killed and wounded, against our casualties

of about a hundred.

What civilizfid army would have faced such

an ordeal for half the time that these gallant

barbarians did ? There have been in com-

paratively recent times several desperate

charges in battle, but none in which the con-

ditions were so unequal and the chances of

success so hopeless as in this. In the great

American Civil War the Federals at Cold

Harbour and at Fredericksburg, and Pickett's

Virginians at Gettysburg, had similar tasks,

but not nearly so impossible. In fact, the

Virginians did actually reach the Northern

lines, though only to reel back half annihilated.

At Khartoum the British lines were not

reached at all, and for sheer gallantry

the honours of the day rested with the

defeated.



By H. C. HAWTREY and DOROTHEA CONYERS.

Illustrated by Norman Morrow.

[NOTE BY THE AUTHORS: "The strange occurrence here related actually took place. The railway

was the Milwaukee and Wall ham Road, between Pembina and Granite Bluff. The bridge was the trestle

bridge across the Menominee River. The driver's real name was William Vanass, and his wife was taken

ill and died, as here described."]

THEN I was stationed in Sierra

Leone I met and became

friends with a man called Bill

Summers, a muscular, flaxen-

headed Englishman, imbued

with the roving spirit and

quick mastery of detail which

makes it so hard for a man to succeed. If a

beginner takes a month or more to learn a

trade thoroughly, he thinks before he leaves

it to embark upon something fresh, and,

consequently, the plodder rises slowly, while

the man of brilliant brain learns one thing

and another, and drags his days out in

spasmodic bursts of prosperity and long

spurts of want.

Bill Summers had been everything:

farmer, sailor, engineer, gold-miner, cook;

his lean, nervous hands were as good at

tossing an omelette as they were light upon

the most intricate machinery. Now he was

taking a rest, having found a fair seam in the

gold - mines, and was trying his hand at

exploiting the vegetable wealth of Africa.

He did well, too, but he got tired of it in

two years, and flitted off as engineer again.

He was a born wanderer. He had made a

pleasant little place of his bungalow, cleared

rigorously all round, so that what air there

was came freshly ; and he had furnished the

house quite luxuriously.

Bill had asked me up for a week, and as I

looked round his room I saw a large moth

beautifully mounted in a sandal-wood case,

hanging over his writing-table.

It was fine, but white, a common species,

and, strolling over to look at it, I wondered

why he kept it.

" Wondering at that ? " he said, as he

puffed at his pipe. " I never go about

without it, Grey. It's got a waterproof case

when I'm aboard shipâ��it's to be buried with

me when I die." His voice sounded strangely

sad.

" Yes ? " I said, full of curiosity. " Yes ? "

But he made no answer. " Ever hear," I

went on, looking at the moth, whose wings

were singed in places, " of what the natives

41.
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say hereâ��when men die their souls go into

moths ? "

" No." He started suddenly. " Noâ��Iâ��

never heard that, Grey." Looking at him I

saw he had gone white under the coppery tan,

and his hands were clenched.

I guessed I had trenched on forbidden

ground, so, leaving the moth alone, went on

talking of Africa's strange customs and

superstitions.

" Why, up country," I said, " far up the

yellow rivers with their eternal smell of

mangoes, I suppose there are tribes which

are as cruel and savage as ever."

" Oh, it's a queer country," he said, looking

beyond his cleared garden to the ring of

dense bush, broken by the towering cotton

trees, and beyond it the dim outline of

mountains, blue in the shimmering haze.

" But there are strange things in all lands,"

he went on, dreamily, his eyes on the big

moth. " One cannot say whence they come

or whither they go. Yet " The man's

face changed to an expression of intense

sadness ; one caught a glimpse of the hidden

sorrow which would never let him rest.

" I'll tell you about it," he said, suddenly,

nodding towards the moth, " though it's a

thing I have never spoken of."

He sat lost in thought for a moment, and

then began:â��

I was, as I've told you, one of the many

who have to do for themselves. My boy-

hood was a happy one, and I was trained,

in accordance with my own wish, as an

engineer, when my father died suddenly,

taking almost all his income with him.

There was the usual family break-up, and I

was shipped to Canada with a pittance in my

pocket-book and the customary directions

behind me to become a millionaire at once.

Oh ! one can do so much in a great strange

land with inexperience and fifty pounds ! I

was as full of high hopes as those I had left

behind me. Of course, I was cheated of half

my little store ; the dream of becoming a

millionaire or even a moderate success faded

for ever, but I was quick to learn, and got

regular employment on the Canadian Pacific.

It meant enough to eat and the right to live,

which was a great deal to me, and I rose to

engine-driver in quite a short time.

I met Jenny there â�� he spoke her name

with difficulty. She was a lady; but, poor

as I was, when I asked her she faced the idea

of life in a cottage as an engine-driver's wife

quite happily. How we planned out our

lives ! There was nothing to wait for, and

we were married at once. We had enough to

live on, a comfortable little home, and ifâ��if

she had lived on I should be out there still

instead of being the wanderer I have turned

into. But that does not matter.

We were married in October, and in

April my girl fell ill. It was feverâ��what, I

hardly know, for she never saw a doctor, but

she was very bad. It took all my extra

money to buy her soup and jellies, and I

could not even afford to hire a nurse, so that

I spent many anxious hours with her when I

was at home.

I was running the regular night express

from Koolnay to Bloville then, and the early

morning squatters' train back from Bloville

to Koolnay, so I was always pretty tired

when I got in about seven. When Jenny was

well she had breakfast ready, and I used to

turn in and sleep like a log for a few hours so

as to.be fresh for the night run.

Now my poor little girl lay panting in

illness. She was well-born herself, but I

never heard her grumble at our life. As I

say, she was in some kind of fever, with fits

of shivering and lassitude. When I came in

she was worn out from a long, lonely night,

and instead of resting, I had to tidy up the

cottage, get her some hot tea, and some

breakfast for myself. My rest was only

snatched; I could not bear to leave her for

a minute during the day, and it was impossible

to ask for leave off at night, for they were

short-handed on the line, and a man who

goes off his job is very likely to be told he

can stayâ��for good. So I nursed my girl and

ran my trains until, practically without sleep

for three days and nights, my head began to

feel as if there was an iron band round it, my

mouth was dry and my eyes aching, as I

brewed myself some coffee and started out

on the third night of her illness.

Jenny was weak but fairly easy, promising

me pitifully that she would sleep and be quite

well in the morning.

Dear girl. How she must have dreaded

those long, lonely nights. I left milk and

water beside her, and some cooling medicine

I had got from town, kissed her little, shrunken

face, and swung away.

" I watch for you, Bill, on the runs," she

said, in a wandering voice, just as I went out.

" I watch for you, dear."

The thaws of spring were with us; the

ground was a great slush, and every river a

roaring, icy torrent, swollen with bitter snow-

water. The night was drizzly and misty, and

I stumbled through it, rubbing my aching

eyes. My head felt as if the inside had been
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taken out and nothing but a cavity left.

Want of sleep with a job in front of you when

every sense must be alert is a very hard thing

to bear. My heart was like lead as I got to

the engine and found Jack, my fireman,

stoking up.

Outside, the drizzle had turned to a white,

thick fogâ��clinging clammily to the world.

'" How's the missus, Bill ? " Old Jack put

up his red, coal-streaked face.

" Bad, Jack," I said, quietly. " Bad."

" We haven't got too much time, either,

and you look worn out yourself," he said.

" Cheer up, Bill, them fevers wears out by

themselves mostly on the third dayâ��they

burns that high they can't go on."

" No ? " I said, and I shuddered. What

if it burnt away the little flickering life ?

" Can't you insist on a relief ? " he asked.

I laughed drearily. " To insist would

mean the shove out, Jack," I said, " and I

can't be out of work, now, of all timesâ��the

little wife wants so much."

I forgot how tired I was as I ran round my

big engine, oiling, wiping, testing; seeing

that she was ready for her long run. Then I

jumped into the cab, pulled open the throttle,

and backed the engine, snorting furiously,

down to the waiting line of carriages. She

was a powerful engine, able to do her sixty

if I asked her, and sweet-tempered as my

Jenny. Our engines are live things to us

drivers, you know. Sometimes I think there

are brains under their great hoods.

At the faint jar of the snorting buffers and

the leap of the porters to couple up, I saw I

was barely up to time. It was a long, tough

run at night; everything was in order for it,

but my head swam emptily and my eyes

blinked once or twice, despite myself; the

fog, too, had made the night heavy. It clung

clammily, blurring the station lights. There

was a small crowd upon the platform, and I

saw the superintendent fussing and bowing

as he ushered some men to a reserved carriage.

Then he left them and came quickly across

to me.

I opened my eyes resolutely. He was an

ill-tempered fellow, and we were all afraid of

him.

" Those are the M.P.'s and Lord Dalgrace

from England," he said, " going toBloville to

connect with the express to Ottawa. It's a

raw, thick night, Summers, but you must

run her through it. Bring her in up to time.

Missus better, I hope ? "

" No," I said, dully. " And she wants me

there. If you could give me a couple of days

off, sir."

" Impossible just now," he said, carelessly.

" Bates is down with pleurisy and Jack

Denver has broken his leg. We want every

hand we haveâ��orâ��" he looked at me

ominouslyâ��" we could get fresh ones up

from Montreal."

That hint was enough. I turned away sick

at heart, pulled the throttle open, and, with

a scream of joy, the train swooped out into

the bitter, white mist. Running an express

at night is no light work. It's not only keeping

to the steel rails, as people seem to think,

but watching, looking out for every signal,

dreading lest a stray cow upon the line may

wreck the human freight in our care. And

my whole thoughts were back in the little

cottage. I had to force myself to the look-

outâ��the fog blurred the glass, and Jack

and I had to strain our eyes as we roared past

small stations, to see the flashing whiteness

of line clear and no blur of angry red to stop

our way.

The engine was running, as she always did,

like a dream, hauling the cars up the inclines

with superb ease, floating down the gradients.

Sleepless as I was, I felt my heart throb for

pride in her as we came past Black Springs

and ran the long flat before the steep pull of

Shole Hill.

Jack took the left, I the right, our eyes

fixed upon the blur of wet radiance which our

head-lights slashed from the gloom, and then

I cried out in amazement. Against the fog

in front I saw the gigantic shape of a woman

waving her arms at usâ��waving them

methodically, straight out to her shoulders,

drop down, and straight out againâ��drop.

It is the Canadian human signal to stop,

known as " waving a train down."

Instinctively my fingers turned to shut

off steam, then I stared again and drew a

long breath-â��the figure was too large to be

human, nor could anyone stand so long

before our tearing onrush. With a glance at

Jack, who was staring out steadily and

quietly, I brushed my tired eyes and groaned.

I must knock off engine-driving, if my

sleepless brain was to bring me these visions

of the night.

But I ran her a little too easily across the

stretch of flat, and Jack turned to look at me.

Shole Hill was a long, steep gradient, and

after we topped that there was a steep

descent and a wide curve over the Slaveboy

Bridge, with the river roaring in high flood

against it.

" See anything ? " Jack asked. " Better

get up a bit for the hill, eh ? "

" Iâ��it was a shadow," I said, uneasily,
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and let my beauty go again. Lord, how she

flung herself at the black night, her head-

lights nosing into the gloom as she tore

along.

But we had only run two miles more of the

flat, when out of the fog the form loomed

out again. Arms upâ��dropped. Upâ��dropped.

A monster woman waving us down.

Jack was stoking up then, the glow of the

red-hot coal upon his face.

" For God's sake ! " I cried, " Jack. Here !

What's ahead ? "

He dropped his shovel and sprang to his

side of the cab.

" Nothingâ��dead clear," he called out.

" What's up, Bill ? "

" Someoneâ��waving us down," I said.

" Out ahead in the fog. I've seen her

twice, Jack. A womanâ��stopping us."

" There's no one," he said, and pulled a

flask from his pocket. " Take a nip, old

chap. You're dead worn out from anxiety

and a want o' rest, and you're thinking o'

your missus. Sit down and let me run her

for a stretch, old man."

I took a mouthful of the fiery spirit, but I

shook my head and kept my fingers on the

lever. The engine must have her own master.

" It's not that," I said, huskily. " It's

Jenny, Jack. She said she'd watch. She's

died since I came out. Oh, she's died since

I came out, and that's her ahead." I think

I sobbed a little in my sheer misery.

" Another nip," he said. Poor old greaser

Jack, it was all he could think of to help me.

" That's imagination," he said, sharply, " just

from want of sleep. Let her out now for the

hill, Bill."

He ran back to his glowing furnace, slipping

easily along the rocking cab. How little the

sleepy, grumbling passengers think of the two

men crouching in the cab as we tear through

the night.

I put the engine at the climb, and she went

for it with her great heart working, but half-

way up the figure was there again. Looming

giganticâ��arms outâ��droppedâ��outâ��dropped

againâ��waving us down, excitedly, insistently,

as if angry at my lack of notice. It was too

much thenâ��I shut off steam and crammed on

brakes half-way up the steep climb. The

engine chafed as a horse hard held, the wheels

gritting on the railsâ��but I did not whistle

for back brakes, as yet.

"Billâ��are you crazy?" Jack sprang to

my side. " On the hill, too, man ! "

" No ; it was the figure," I said. " She's

there, Jack, waving us down. It means

something."

His hard red face grew suddenly thoughtful,

but he pushed my hand from the brakes.

" Don't .stop her, Bill," he implored, peer-

ing out into the white swirl at the left side.

" There's nothing on the line. The inspector

will only come along and say you're drunkâ��

that stuff I gave you smells still." He leant

out and peered back. " I see his lamp out

already; he's on the footboard. Get on, or

it will mean losing your jobâ��there's nothing

ahead, man."

I put up the brakes slowly, and my poor

engine, loosed once more, took the hill at the

exhaustâ��every puff from her overwrought

self a bitter remonstrance to me.

" Look outâ��sharp, Jack ! " I cried, as we

slowly gathered way. " It must be a warn-

ing. Look ahead, man ! "

He had caught a little of my anxiety as we

toiled and grunted up the hill, and, having

topped it, there was the long, steep gradient

with us to the Slaveboy Valley, then the flat

bit, and double right and left curve before

the Slaveboy Bridge.

The engine could take her breath now

after her toilâ��the slope was practically with

her through the tunnel at the other side of

the bridge and into Edmonton, where we

stopped.

We went dizzily down, swooping into the

white dimness until the cars rocked.

Jack looked at the clock. " Let her go,

Bill," he said. " We're off time, four

minutes at least, and we were never that

before. Let me drive her for a spell, Bill, an'

you rest."

I think he was afraid my hand would be

unsteady during that plunge downhill, for I

was white as death, he told me afterwards,

and looked utterly fagged out.

My heart was dead within me. " Jenny !

Jenny ! Jenny is dead ! " sang the wheels

as they turned.

" No, I'll keep her," I said. " I've got to

mind them all. Jack."

We tore down, steam off, racing, if anything,

too fast, for the curve before the bridge was

a nasty one. But we had to make up our

time, and your passenger is only pleased

when he feels his carriage sway to the breath-

less speed.

" What a flood there'll be to-night! " said

Jack. " It's been too quick a thaw; .the

snow's down in masses."

The drizzle and the fog swept past us in a

luminous cloud.

" They do say they didn't build that bridge

too well," he added. " Not tough enough

for the weight of the spring floods, sir. They
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come booming down the Slaveboy in waves

like the Bay of Biscay, so they do.''

We came for the curveâ��the engine, like a

greyhound in leash, doing her forty now

when she thirsted for her sixty, but I had to

hold her for the sharp turn.

" Jack ! " I screamed. He was stoking.

Ahead againâ��the huge figureâ��its arms up

and down and up and down again waving

Vol. xlvL

wildly for me to stop. Faster and faster, as

if it could not insist enough. Madly now.

" Jack ! " I cried. " Here ! " He sprang

to my side of the cab.

" Lord ! I see her, Bill," he cried. " She's

waving us down. What is it, man? What

is it ? It's waving us down ! "

I did not know, but I meant to stop this

time. Off went the steam, down went the
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Westinghouse brake ; the engine whistled

twice to the brakesman to put on all brakes.

I reversed the gear and we slid round the

curve to the right, slackening steadily, round

again to the leftâ��the worst bit on the line

â��then we stopped altogether, with the river

howling and surging not sixty yards in front.

" What was it, Bill ? " Jack muttered. " It

warn't nothin' human, it was too big, but it

w.ived us downâ��right enough."

The engine stopped with a slight jerk. I

could hear raised voices, then feet pattering

on the line. They were coming with sharp,

angry questions, and there was nothing ahead

to account for my mad action ; nothing any-

where but the white swirl of the fog and the

luminous glow of our head-lights.

"'LORD! I SEE HER, BILL,' HE CRIED.

" What's up there with you. Bill Summers ?

You almost stopped before. Is anything

wrong with the engine, or what's ahead of us ? "

The inspector dashed up. covered with mois-

ture, and stood on the line in a blazing temper.

" What's up ? " he roared.

" Nothing with the engine. Someone

waved us down, sir," I said, quietly.

He would only call me drunk if I told him

the exact truth.

" Someone â�� what! " He swung into the

cab. snarling. " Waved you down out here,

with no one within fifty miles â�� impos-

sible ! You're mad, Summers," he sniffed,

aggressively.

" I seen it. too, sir," said greaser Jack.

" Waved us down hard, just back here."
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" There's no one on the line. Nu one to

do it." Inspector Jones treated us to a flow

of brisk abuse as he ordered us to start

ahead.

" Ten minutes late," he roared, " with the

South-bound waiting for us and these English-

men on the train ! I'll report this. Who could

wave us down out here ? "

I dared not say what I had really seen. It

would have meant instant dismissal for

drunkenness, but I repeated doggedly that

we had been waved down and there must be

something ahead. Until I saw what, I de-

clined to start the engine on her road.

" This will be a nice report to hand in," he

growled. And then, more softly, to a man

outsideâ��" T expect his head's goneâ��wife

dy ill, y'know. Jack, here, can run her,"

he said. " Give her over to him."

" I'd like to squint ahead, sir," said Jack,

doubtfully. " We were waved down, right

enough."

" Someone out here ?â��it's sheer, downright

nonsense. But come and see for yourself."

Protesting and furious, the inspector dropped

out, and we hurried down the line.

Mist-shrouded desolation on either side ;

no house within miles. The chill folly of my

story made me shiver. Who, indeed, could

have stood out there to stop us ? No one

would ever believe me. The sullen, roaring

boom of the river surged higher and higher

as we neared the bridge.

Our lamps held out. we scanned the empty
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"not twenty yards from where we stood the slaveboy bridge had been completely

swept away."

line, looking this way and that. The mist

had clung about us clammily, but a sudden

cool breath parted it ; it lifted, rolling up in

huge, white billows, a faint coppery gleam

came from the ragged edges of the clouds,

and in the faint light we could see the black

mass of water as it slid and foamed in mighty

majesty, and the long parapets of the bridge

stretching out across the flood.

" There, you see," the inspector wheeled

upon meâ��the others were some way behind,

and in dumb despair I knew that I should

lose my place, and my girl, ill as she was.

know want. " You see, you, Bill Summers,

you must take some easier job. You

dreamt the whole thing, you two."

He stepped upon the bridge. The wood

was tumbling strangely as the solid mass of

waters struck it. " You "

He stopped. His fingers gripped my arm,

a fresh eddy of fog dimmed our sight, but in

the uncertain light the parapets seemed to
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melt into blackness where they should have

run grey across the river.

" Youâ��oh, look thereâ��or am I mad ? "

he yelped. " Look there, Bill Summers ! "

There was no talk of dreaming now.

" God in Heaven above us, the bridge has

gone ! It's gone ! " He screamed and leapt

from the rocking timbers to the solid line.

Then crept out again, lamp in hand, until the

feeble rays fell on emptiness. Not twenty

yards from where we stood the Slaveboy

Bridge had been completely swept away.

The flood was fretting, with yellow, foaming,

dripping jaws at jagged ends of broken

timber, tearing fresh mouthfuls with each

onrush. Huge baulks swayed and went

down, even as we looked. Here and there a

few jagged ends dangled pitifully, a piece of

broken trestle swung in the middle, one

length of rail ran on to an unbroken baulk,

then as the river mouthed and leapt, it fell,

and there was nothing but the ever-widening

gap ; the turgid, unchecked flood.

The inspector's fingers were tight upon my

arm. I bore the marks for days. We stood

silent on the remnant of the groaning bridge,

looking first at the flood, then at each other.

Voices shouted to us from the line, but we

took no heed.

" Whoâ��waved us down ? " whispered

Inspector Jones, hoarsely. " Who could have

done itâ��out here ? For if they had not "

He pointed to the maddened torrent.

If they had not, the engine would have

leaped at top speed into that awful void,

dragging her helpless human freight to a

swift but hideous death, trapped like rats

in that mighty flood; no time to stop her or

to jump out, when that yawning chasm

opened suddenly in front.

" Who waved us down ? " he repeated.

" Who ? "

I could only shake my head.

He ran back then. " The bridge has gone,"

he roared out, running up the line and waving

his lamp frantically. " The bridge has been

swept away. But for the driver's stop we

should have been all drowned like rats. Oh,

it's too awful." He was wildly excited.

Passengers poured from the carriages,

listening and shuddering; they scurried

along to look for themselves, they came back

and wrung my hands and promised me a

subscription. I stood dully quietâ��/ had not

stopped the train.

" Search the line back there. Look under-

neath. We may have killed the man who

saved us ! "

Lamps flashed under the carriages, were

waved about to either side, but there was no

one there.

" Sharp there ! Back her to Dennistown

and get the news to Edmonton," cried the

inspector, as he finished his search; " the

freight will be due here in an hour."

" Who did it, Jack ? " I whispered, as they

were all searching. " What was it ? "

" What was it ? " I gasped out, watching

Summers. Africa seemed to have faded

away, and I could see the desolate line, hear

the hoarse roar of the flooded river.

" Ah, who ? "â��his eyes were very sad. " I

got into the cab. I had forgotten my

sleeplessness by now. Jack was out upon

the line, looking about him, aimlessly. I

peered out into the front, wondering if I

should still see the figure, and then I saw

what it had been.

" That moth was inside the big head-light,

and its fluttering, tortured wings had thrown

at intervals, as it moved, a gigantic, distorted

shadow on the luminous fog outside. Those

were the arms which had waved us down so

persistently and saved the train !

" Something prevented me from telling the

crowd outside. I opened the light, took it

out, and put it carefully awayâ��the mystery

was explained.

" But my heart was heavy as I backed the

engine up the hill and down to Dennistown,

where we 'phoned to save-the freight, then

back to Koolnay with our tale of disaster and

escape. The station was filled all ni^ht,

wires flashing here and there, but I left

them and ran homeâ��and "â��Summers's voice

grew very quietâ��" my Jenny was goneâ��

peacefullyâ��in her sleep. There was no trace

of pain in her tired face, and she smiled as she

had often done to welcome me home.

" Driver Summers got his subscription and

testimonial for prompt action. I could have

taken my pick of trains then. But I never

drove the old engine, or any other, again.

My heart was too sore with the duty which

had taken me away that night.

" I became a wanderer on the face of the

earth, with only that scorched thing to keep

me company. The moth was in the lamp,

Grey, but â�� she promised to watch the

run " His voice trailed away ; he got

up, walking to the window. I said nothing.

Then, after an interval of quite five minutes,

he turned to me with a quiet smile :â��

" You don't wonder at my keeping that

moth now, do you ? " he said, gently.
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HE one thing a bowler dislikes

more than anything else is to

be treated with scant cere-

mony. It does not please

him to behold his best balls

met with bold assurance and

played well, and he is apt to

become almost visibly annoyed if a ball which

he considers worth a wicket results in a

boundary instead. This may sound like

unduly insisting on the

obvious, but it is so

important that I have

given it place of honour

in my article. When

a bowler finds himself

treated with respect he

will bowl his best all

the time until beaten

by sheer fatigue, and

batsmen who do not

wish to study a bowler's

feelings would do well

to ponder on this fact.

The batsman who

simply will not be

denied in his energetic

quest for runs uses

up his bowlers far more

quickly than the man

who is content to play

over after over " for

keeps," and allow runs

to come on their own

initiative. Scoring

BEATEN BY SHEER FATIGUE.

BOWLER: "WHAT IS MY ANALYSIS?"

SCORER : "ONE HUNDRED AND SIX FOR ONE."

BOWLER : "THANKS I"

strokes off good balls are the pet aversion of

our friend the bowler, who, contrary to the

popular idea, is by no means averse to that

slow batting of the safe type which does not

make rapid runs of his

average, and keeps him

buoyed up with the

constant hope of getting

a wicket cheaplyâ��even

if he has to wait a long

time for it.

Having mentioned the

general principle under-

lying all batsmanship

which fails to commend

itself to bowlers, I will

proceed to treat of par-

ticular strokes, after

explaining how modern

methods have made a

great increase in the

number of strokes

bowlers do not like.

Batsmen cast in the

severely classical mould

of a by - no - means -

distant past could al-

ways be relied upon to

do certain " correct"
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"THE BATSMAN WHOSE RICHT FOOT IS PRACTI-

CALLY A FIXTURE."

thingsâ��to push forward at almost any

ball with left elbow and left shoulder point-

ing straight at the bowler, while movement

of the right foot w*s usually limited to

raising the heel as the batsman half pushed,

half swung himself forward. These very

correct batsmen only moved the whole of

the right foot when cutting a ball, and then,

possibly, only for one kind of cut. Of course,

they had to get a move on their right foot if

they dashed out to hit a ball, but I fancy

that such enterprise was rather discouraged

by the best judges of style. This type of

batsman might make a century without

seriously annoying a bowler, simply because all

his strokes were framed on a standard model-

once supposed to comprise the whole of bats-

manship, but now recognized as nothing more

than a section of the art of batting.

An important section, I admit, for on good

fast wickets, and against most bowling,

punishing strokes in front of the wicket offer

the easiest and best method of collecting runs

off the majority of balls which deserve to be

hit. And on normal wickets against bowling

too fast to break to any appreciable extent

forward play pure and simple is the best

method of defence, especially if, as should

always be the case, it is aggressive enough to

" play " a ball for one or two runs if the

fieldsman misses it. With batsmen whose right

foot is practically a fixture, the bowler has a

sort of implied understanding, so to speak. A

ball of a certain length must be playedâ��one

more or less over-pitched may be driven,

and a convenient bail on the off is likely to be

cut. On the other hand, balls which pitch

an awkward length and " do a bit " are worth

a wicket. This is quite understood by both

parties, and until comparatively recently

was so universal in every class of cricket that

a bowler felt really hurt if a batsman dared

to make effective departures from long-stan-

dardized strokes.

This feeling is not quite dead yet, and some

of my readers will doubtless be surprised to

learn that in order to bring it to perfection

within the breast of a bowler, the first thing

a batsman must do is to move his feet. One

reads a lot about batsmen opening their

shoulders with tremendous effect, or using

their wrists in marvellous style ; but many

writers on the game seem to forget that a

man's feet carry his shoulders, wrists, and all

the rest of him, and that unless his feet are

placed in the proper position no batsman will

bother a bowler. The point I want to make

very clear is that foot movement must

accompany and precede every other action

incidental to making a stroke, except the

preliminary lift of the bat. Ordinary ob-

servers miss this vital point because their eyes

are fixed on the bat. This gives them a

perfect view of wrist, arm, and shoulder

action, but foot movement impresses them no

more than the foundations of St. Paul's would

interest a spectator who was admiring the

dome.

Yet the correct movement of the feet is so

all-important that I

will make a special

effort to explain it

by means of a

simple illustration.

Stand sideways

against a wall with

the left foot and

the left shoulder

touching the wall.

Then try to lift the

right foot. ' It can-

not be done, simply

because the weight

of the body is

thrust on that foot.

It follows, there-

fore, that the first

thing a batsman

must do who in-

tends to use his feet

properly is to get

his weight off the

foot he wishes to

move. The merest

turn of the upper

part of the body

will do this, but the

practical point is

that when it is "felt really hurt.'
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desired to bring the right foot across

the wicket the first thing to do is to

put the weight of the body on the left

foot. This frees the right foot, which can

then be placed in any desired position like

a flash, the movement being accelerated by a

thrust with the muscles of the left leg. Need-

less to say, the action is reversed when the

left foot is moved ; and I must explain that

in actual cricket the movements are so quick

as to be next to simultaneous. I have gone

into the underlying principle of footwork in

detail because it is no use writing about

" stepping across the wicket " to make any

particular stroke unless the reader knows just

what is meant by taking such a step, or, for

that matter, a step in any other direction.

Now comes the application of footwork

with the commendable intention of increasing

the discomfiture of the bowler to the point

of frenzy, if we can manage it. Our first

consideration under this heading must be

directed to the fact that by freeing the right

foot in accordance with modern ideas on

batting we gain nearly as much latitude

behind the batting-crease as forward play

gives us in front of it. We are thus doubly

armed. By an adroit step backwards we

can make a ball very short, which is really

only a trifle under-pitched, or can transform

a good-length ball into one decidedly on the

"MANIPULATES THE BAT

WRONGLY."

"THE DISCOMFITURE OF THE BOWLER TO THE

POINT OF FRENZY."

short side. In addition, we are able to watch

the ball right up to the bat. If a batsman

steps backwards in an oblique direction he

can make a ball anything except what the

bowler intended it to be. For instance, a

capable bat can transform in this manner a

shortish straight ball into a ball to leg which

can be hooked with impunity, and a very good

batsman indeed, even as first-class batsmen

go, can step back and to the right to a perfect-

length ball and clip it away to leg for four.

A beautiful stroke, and one which annoys a

bowler tremendously, but it is given to few

men to possess that almost supernatural

quickness and judgment which alone can

render the stroke advisable. But straight

shortish balls, provided they are not too fast,

can be hooked round to leg by stepping back

and across the wicket, and it is far better to

punish them like this than to simply play

them. Such strokes make a bowler feel

nervous about his length, and tend to create

that feeling of dismay akin to panic which is

invaluableâ��to the batsman.

But, after all, the stroke is played bat in

hand, and it will not disconcert the bowler in

the least if a man gets his feet into ideal

position, and manipulates the bat wrongly.

But the hook stroke can scarcely go amiss if

it is attempted at the right sort of ball and

the batsman is posed correctly in good time

for the stroke. Then a quick turn of the
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'BATSMEN COMPARATIVELY NEW TO THE

STROKE WILL TRY TO HOOK ALMOST ANYTHING.

b;dy to the on, and a stroke made almost

entirely with the right arm and wrist will

hook a ball most effectively. But the bats-

man's right arm and shoulder should be

outside the line of the ball's direction to

enable this to be done, and here it is very

necessary to note that it is the angle the ball

makes off the pitch which counts, not by

any means the original line of the ball. A

ball which keeps fairly straight can be

hooked, but the ideal ball for the stroke is

one a little short which is breaking in from

the off. Balls which come in from the leg

side are best dealt with by another stroke.

The left hand and arm must not be swung

across the body, or the whole stroke will be

ruined. It is, as its name denotes, a " hook "

with the right arm and wrist, more with the

latter than anything else, and quickness and

freedom of action make the stroke.

The main points connected with the hook

stroke have now been dealt with, and practice

at the nets will soon give facility to those

who are not

petrified into

the old-

fashioned

stance and

style. But in

match play, be

careful, as

there is hardly

a stroke more

easy to over-

do than the

hook. It is so

pretty and

effortless when

it does come

off, that bats-

men compara-

tively new to

the stroke will

try to hook

almost any-

thing, which is

Vol. xlvi.-42.
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just about as clever as attempt-

ing to cut every other ball or

so. Fast bowling cannot be

hooked on hard wicketsâ��the

ball is on the batsman before he

has time to make his oblique

step and get outside the flight

of the sphere. On slow wickets,

" however, and also on sticky

wickets which help the bowler

intent on " big breaks," the

hook stroke is invaluable

against slow to medium bowl-

n these circumstances an accom-

hooker " can score a boundary off

a good-length ball, and even those who are

not by any means masters of the art can

collect runs off balls just short of a good

length. The more the ball breaks from the

off the better the batsman likes it for

" hooking " purposes on a suitable wicket;

and I need scarcely remark that the bowler

is deeply chagrined to see his pet off-break

not only rendered harmless but actually

transmogrified into a means of run-getting.

I now propose to turn to the cut, without,

however, dilating unduly on " the unkindest

cut of all "â��that master stroke which cuts

a ball clean off the bails. Such a stroke is

simply heart-breaking to a bowler, but the

batsmen who can make it are so marvellously

adept at cutting that their performances

amount to cricket miracles. Fortunately

for the bowlers, this gift is very rare

indeed, so rare that it is only to be

worshipped with reverential awe by the vast

majority of batsmen, who must be con-

tent with such cutting as may fairly be

called human. This provides an effec-

tive and artistic means of scoring off

balls otherwise

unassailable,

except, pos-

sibly, by an

agricultural

pull to the on

brought off successfully at

times by village blacksmiths

who do not happen to be

cricketers. A wicket must

be reasonably fast for cut-

ting to be worth attempting

at all, and on such a wicket

an ideal ball to cut is some-

what short-pitched to the

off, and reaches the batsman

at just the right height for

the stroke. Throw the right

foot across the wicket, and
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â��I feel half inclined to sayâ��throw the bat

after it, and such a ball can be cut with ease.

The point to bear in mind about a cut is that

it is not a hit at all in the generally-understood

sense of the wordâ��it is just an indescribable

flick which deflects a rapidly - moving ball

downwards, always downwards, and also in

an entirely fresh direction, which may be

anything from the rousing square cut past

point to the delicate effort designed to cut a

ball late and fine through well-placed slip

fieldsmen.

There is something of the shimmer of sword-

play in an ideal cut. The right foot goes

across with the quick, light step of a fencer,

and as soon as the weight is fairly on the foot

the bat sings through the air and the stroke is

made. But how ? This is a fair question, I

admit, but it almost has me stumped, if only

because cutting is so largely a matter of

natural aptitude. Some men seem to cut a

ball by instinct, and may play the stroke well

enough for county cricket, while the rest of

their batting is by no meam above the average.

On the other hand, many a good-class bat in

every other respect only learns to cut a ball

well after years of effort and practice, and

even then is not in the same class for cutting

as the comparative novice who has an inbred

talent for this delightful and elusive phase of

batting. This is all very true, but tells nothing

of how to make the stroke, so here goes to do

my best. The bat should be lifted easily in a

graceful backward curve which scarcely

changes the position of the left hand, and

bends the right arm with the elbow near the

side like a spring in compression ready to fly

out the instant the stroke is made. Then the

bat is not 'dropped on the ball, or brought

down on it like a chopper, but rather flung

quickly with the right forearm and wrist,

especially the latter, at the rapidly-moving

ball, with an action which gives a skimming

effect to the flashing bat as it comes into

almost imperceptible contact with the leather.

Anything in the nature of a jar or jolt spoils

every possibility of making a cutâ��the whole

action of foot, arm, and wrist must be the

sheer poetry of motion in ease and smoothness,

or, even if the ball is struck at all, no cut can

result. The left hand has nothing much to

do with the cutting, except act as a passive

turning-point around which the stroke is made.

Last, but by no means least, the eye enters

into the question. Before it is permissible to

even decide to cut a ball, the eye must select

the proper delivery for such treatment, and

then sight undoubtedly means all the differ-

ence between success and failure at that

critical fraction of time when bat meets

ball. There is no permissible margin of error

in a cutâ��the stroke must be just right or it is

all wrongâ��and sight is doubtless the deter-

mining factor. Sight tells in two ways when

a batsman essays to cutâ��it gauges the speed

of the ball as it flashes past and also the lateral

distance the ball is away from the batsman as

the bat is on the move. When a batsman

has the keen vision which makes the cut his

stroke, and has acquired the physical dex-

terity which enables him to make proper use

of his sight, then he soon has command of

plenty of strokes bowlers could get along very

nicely without.

Before quitting the subject of cutting, I

must mention the cut with the left foot, a

stroke played at balls undeniably short by

advancing the left foot, and then making

the stroke exactly as already described, except

that there may be more swing and less " flick "

about it.

A mere turn of the wrist in forward play will

often make a bowler quite angry. He does

not mind having the ball played straight back

to him, or even so distinctly in front of the

wicket that mid-on or mid-off can field

the ball. But when a turn of the wrists at

the instant the bat comes into contact with

the leather twists the ball round to legâ��the

stroke up to this point being played forward

as correctly as any old-style school coach

could desire, then the bowler feels that he has

a legitimate grievance. This stroke is not

very difficult when once the knack is acquired

of twisting the bat just at the moment when

the ball is on it. This is entirely a matter of

judgment, as it is obviously impossible for a

batsman to hope to twist his wrists after the

impact of the ball is felt. Really, the stroke

constitutes a splendid test of the merit of the

forward play of an individual batsman; but

the stroke is very deceptive in appearance,

because after the strong turn of the wrists

which marks its departure from a forward

stroke of the ordinary type it is finished by

bringing the right shoulder round together

with the upper part of the body; and thus

conveys the impression that some extraordin-

ary body action precedes contact between bat

and ball when the leg-glance is utilized. Such

is not the case, and the batsman who welds the

truth of the matter into his game is well on the

way towards mastering a stroke many bowlers

would almost like to see " barred " by the

M.C.C.

Last, but by no means least, I propose to

mention the quick-footed driveâ��that dash

out to meet the ball which makes a good
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length into a half-volley, and makes the

bowler wonder what he has done to deserve

such treatment. This stroke is usually

regarded as purely a punitive effort, as

something intended to knock the cover half

off the ball. So it is when it is a drive, but

if I may be pardoned the apparent contra-

diction there is a variety of this quick-footed

drive which is purposely not

quite so vigorous, and may

on occasion be nothing but

an ordinary forward stroke

played at the end of a

journey instead of in the

usual manner.

The stroke is most useful

in dealing with that wicked

ball which pitches just where

one does not care about

playing back to it, and

where a forward stroke

played in orthodox fashion

means nothing but a blind

lunge forward at where you

hope and trust the ball will

be when your bat happens

to get in its way. The

" half-cock " stroke is a use-

ful compromise when a bats-

man is in this predicament,

but I do not think he need

be in such an undecided

frame of mind as to allow

the ball to hit the bat, if

he steps out and simply

plays as good a forward

stroke as he can without

indulging in the risk

inseparable from a strong,

But if, as is so frequently the case, the

ball a batsman goes out to meet is the one

he means to smite right lustily, then he must

never overlook one golden rule, neglect of

which has lost more wickets than anything

else incidental to any one stroke. From the

moment a batsman decides to depart from

his crease to drive a ball, he must forget

everything behind him. Any idea of missing

the ball acts as a species of self-hypnotism,

which reduces the would - be aggressive

batsman to ridiculous impotence.

As regards the method -of running out,

there is scarcely a point in cricket on which

individuals differ so greatly. Some batsmen

seem to shuffle out towards the ball with a

kind of gliding action, others make a distinct

run of it, others keep the left foot forward

all the time and advance by bringing the

right foot up with a continuous and rapid

" A SPECIES OF

WHICH REDUCES

AGGRESSIVE BATSMAN TO RIDICULOUS

IMPOTENCE."

hard drive.

" change step" action, others make one

step and a big jump, which brings them down

with both feet together ready for their

prodigious smite, and some of the most

powerful, quick-footed drivers the game has

ever seen have seldom made more than one

big jump of it before getting to work with

the bat to good purpose.

The queer part of it is

that either of the foregoing

methods appears to answer

equally well, so the indivi-

dual batsman seems quite at

liberty to choose which ever

method of progression ap-

peals to him personally.

But I should like to suggest

that the method which

keeps the eyes as level as

possible while the batsman

is on the move is always

preferable. No matter how

the batsman may get to the

pitch of the ball, he must

arrive well balanced, and

with his feet so nearly in

line with the ball that he

has the essential command

over the stroke. Then the

action of the arms and

wrists does not differ from

that employed in the ordi-

nary firm-footed drive.

In each case the bat

moves in a perfectly straight

line. It is lifted straight

and easily, and swung in

the same manner, its course

through the air, viewed sideways, looking

just for all the world like a diagram of a

high trajectory turned upside down, and

flattened considerably soon after its com-

mencement. In other words, the swing is

a sharp curve downwards at first, then sweeps

along at about the same height for some

distance, and finally rises again into a sharp

curve as the stroke is completed. The

longer the bat can be kept in that straightened

portion of its circular swingâ��to contradict

myself in words but not in meaningâ��the

greater the certainty of hitting the ball well

and truly. And as body movement gives

this peculiar action to the swiftly-moving

bat, it is easy to see how important it is that

at the end of his journey the man intent on

accomplishing a quick-footed drive should be

well poised. Then he is quite capable of

hitting the right sort of ball for sixâ��the one

stroke above all others a bowler does not like.

HYPNOTISM

WOULD - BE
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HIS is the story of a fight.

Beauty is in the eye of the

beholder; and, similarly, a

fight is either a dreadful fight

or a magnificent fight accord-

ing to the personal view of

putting a quarrel to the

arbitrament of seeing which of the parties can

thump the other's nose the harder or the

longer. This particular fight may have been

dreadful or may have been magnificent. It

certainly was tremendous. It was fought at

Fair Maid's Cove, which is of red South

Devon sand, and a mile along the shore from

Merringlee ; and it was fought on an August

afternoon, which was the occasion of Miss

Milly Tenfold's fourteenth birthday.

Milly gave a picnic to the spot; and

announcing it to a cluster of her darling

friendsâ��describing the plans, the tea-making,

the special cakes from Point's, the peaches,

the plums, the games, and the rest of the

delightsâ��ended with this rare and most

attractive quality : "And no boys 1 " The

Copyright, 1913, by

cluster of her darling friends greeted tlie

announcement with rapture. They were of

the ages at which boys are considered (and

often are) detestable nuisances; and that

darling Milly's picnic should be a girls' picnic,

unspoilt by rude, rough boys, was acclaimed

with much clapping of pretty young hands,

hopping on shapely young legs, and delighted

unanimity in the large condemnation â��

" Boys are beasts ! "

Poor girls ! This was a fortnight before

the picnic. Within a week of the words, of

the cries of approval, of the clappings and of

the hoppings, Miss Milly was sharply informed

that life is not roses, roses all the wayâ��not,

at least, for girls. Within a week the chiefest

delight of her picnic was brutally shattered.

Within a week one boy and within ten days

two boys were plunged into her partyâ��

plumped by impious fate into the cluster of

darling friends who alone were to have been

her guests.

This Milly Tenfold, it is as well to under-

stand, was orphanedâ��orphaned and had her

home now for five years with General Tenfold.

A. S. M. Hutchinson.
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her father's brother, and his wife. Childless,

they doted on herâ��indulged her whims,

cherished her caprices, idolized her. Her

frocksâ��her banglesâ��her shoes (made to

measure in London, if you will believe me !)

â��the fittings of the apartment she called her

own and named her boudoirâ��why, to dress

her very hair a man (a man, mind !) came

over twice a month from Exeter !

Imagine, then, the frown that came to the

face of a Milly thus circumstanced when,

a week before the picnic, Mrs. Tenfold

announced that, by this and by that, cousin

Hugh Falkener must unexpectedly make the

first week of his holidaysâ��as from Wednesday

â��beneath their roof.

" Wednesday ! " cried Miss Milly, sighting

at once the monstrous convention to which

she must be subjected. " Wednesday ! Why,

Thursday is my picnic ! "

Her uncle and her aunt admitted rather

apologetically that this was so. They had

need to be more apologetic, more soothing,

before the scene that followed was ended.

" Well, will he have to come ? " Miss Milly

demanded. " Oh, dear ! He'll spoil it all! "

It were only needlessly harrowing to dwell

on this. Let it at once be said that he did

come, and that he did spoil it allâ��with the

agency of Valentine Saxon England, who

also came.

For, " There!" cried Milly, bursting

home a few days later. " There ! If you'll

believe it, there's another boy coming to my

picnic ! It's very, very hard that I simply

can't have a girls' picnic when I want one.

I do think it hard ! First there's Hugh;

now Daffy England says she won't come if

she can't bring her brother. Of course she

must comeâ��so there's two boys for you !

Oh, I do think it's very, very hard on me ! "

And she added on a sadly-bitter note: " I'd

better call it a boys' picnic at once. I

believe there'll be a million boys before it's

done ! "

The stress of her emotions must be per-

mitted to excuse the pretty creature's

exaggeration. Her uncle and her aunt

strove to soothe her with tea, with delicious

cakes (pink-sugared and fresh from Poirre's),

with hot scones generous in butterâ��but the

task was immense.

" It's too, too bad of Daffy England ! "â��

" No, I've got cream ! "

They gave her those hot scones.

" She simply lugs her brother everywhere ! "

They gave her those exquisite cakes fresh

from Point's.

" He's fat; you know how fat he is ! "

There was a box of marrons glacis, and

they gave her those.

" When he's playing any game he breathes

on you like fire ! Oh, I shudder when I

think how hot he breathed on me in oranges-

and-lemons at the Andersons' ! "

And so on, and so on. Her adoring uncle

and her doting aunt sat dumb before her.

How solace a pretty creature whose complaint

against a man is that he breathes ?

Mr. Bulderâ��who was making a callâ��in

his bovine way and with his high-pitched

chuckle expostulated : " A man must breathe,

Miss Milly. It is too much to ask that'if,

exerting himself lustily, he breathes hotly, he

shall hold his breath. Such a man would

certainly burst." And he added, gathering

the three remaining marrons glacis in his

plump fingers, " I had rather a man breathe

flame itself than burst in pieces before my

eyes."

Miss Milly crinkled the tender skin of her

pretty young nose at him ; and for Hugh

Falkener and Valentine Saxon England she

had no more cordial greeting than the same

signal of contempt and disgust whenâ��the

day of her picnic arrivedâ��these two young

gentlemen stood glumly aloof on the Tenfold

lawn and watched the assembly of the party.

Mr. Bulder did not mindâ��his mouth being

comfortably stuffed with the marrons glacis ;

nor for their part, when their turn arrived,

did they.

" Fools ! " grunted Hugh Falkener,

watching the throng of pretty creatures

clustering about Miss Milly; and Valentine

Saxon England grunted in response. Sullenish,

stubborn of air, aloof from the crowd and

despised by it (" Beasts " in the expression of

Miss Yvonne de Ponthiere, who was Frenchish

and loose for her years), the two stood

naturally drawn together, though met now

for the first occasion, what time the missies

thronged and kissed in the emotional business

of meeting. Hugh was thirteen, black-polled

and swarthy of visage; Valentine eleven,

fair of hair and pink and white in the com-

plexion. Fattish boysâ��dressed alike in

flannel shirt and knickerbockers, jacket,

sailor-knot tie that seemed tight to the point

of choking, black stockings, shoes of brown

canvas, straw hat. Ugly fellows beside the

flummery of gay cottons, twills, nun's-

veilings, silks, upon which they scowledâ��of

sleeky pig-tails, tossing curls, fuzzy mops;

of plumpish legs of white and brown ; of

sashes, of laces, of ribbons ; of gay young

faces, of chattering mouths, of clicking bangles,

of paper parcels (birthday presents for darling
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Milly); of high young laughs ; of giggles, of

squeals, of hugs, of kissesâ��of everything in

the nature of stir and flashing and squealing

that may be imagined when some twenty

darlings are met for a birthday picnic on an

August afternoon.

II.

And now the picnickers were ready to start.

The last present had been unpacked, the last

guest had arrived, the stout pug pupâ��Yvonne

de Ponthiere's giftâ��had to repletion gorged

itself with milk, with chocolates, with sweet

biscuits, and with fingers of sponge-cake.

" Through the cliff gate ! " cried Miss Milly,

packing the bulging pupâ��Bobo the silly

things had named itâ��beneath her arm.

" Through the cliff gate ! You boys may carry

that hamper ; it has the kettle and the cups

and plates. Oh, by the handles, for good-

ness' sake, not by the rope, and do be careful!

Margi, you bring that little box, dearâ��that's

fruit. And Effie and Doraâ��yes, that one;

how nice of you ! Gertie, darling, bring the

little brown basket, will you ? Oh, I love

that pencil-box you gave me ! Netty, you've

got the chocolatesâ��I'll just take one tiny

one for sweet little Bobo. There ! That's

everything ! Now ! "

Now ! It was the most exquisite sight.

Through the cliff gate they streamed, and

down, down the steep cliff path in a long,

brilliantly-hued chainâ��slipping and tripping,

and jumping and clutching, and chattering

and squeaking ; with " Oo-oo-oo's ! " when

they slipped, and with giggles when they

clutched; and with trilling little " Ha-ha-

ha's ! " when others slipped, and with

feminine little squeaks of " Oh, mercy ! "

when others clutched. Then the firm red

sand was reached and. like gay glass beads

poured higgledy-piggledy from a bottle, with

squeals and laughs and flappings and flutter-

ings, they streamed upon it; with dancing

and twining and clustering and chattering

tripped along to Fair Maid's Cove.

And behind themâ��dull, drab, morose,

silent, weighted with an immense hamperâ��

laboured the two beasts. The tossing cluster

of missies was five hundred yards along the

sand ere, stolid, a trifle warm, they emerged

from the foot of the cliff.

" Change hands, shall we ? " says Valentine

Saxon Englandâ��the first words that had

passed between them.

They set down the basket. As they crossed

Valentine took up a stone, ran a step or two,

and hurled it towards the sea.

Hugh marked it as it fellâ��short of the waves

by half-a-dozen yards. A gruntish sound he

gave that might have meant nothing or might
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have meant a great deal. It took on a clear

meaning when, stooping for a stone, he hurled

mightilyâ��to be rewarded by a plop and a

splash from the sea.

They had resumed their load and were a

hundred yards towards the Cove when Valen-

tine made his comment.

" I was carrying with my right hand," he

said. " You can't chuck so far when your

arm's fagged."

" Try again," says Hugh. " My right's

fagged this time."

I protest you might have heard the very

muscles, sinews, and tendons crack when

Valentine, accepting the challenge, made his

throw. The boy rushed a dozen yards, his

hat flew off, his hair streamedâ��flick ! out

went his arm, his shoulder and his right side

so convulsively following that he fell to his

knees and hands. With straining eyes from

this position he followed the stone hurtling

down from a great arc. It splashed a yard

out. Valentine rose to his feet. " Beat

that ! " he challenged.

A knavish way this Hugh had with him.

Thrice he drew back his arm, thrice extended

it, squinting along it with one eye screwed

and head cocked sideways. " At decent

sports," said he, " that would have been a

No-throwâ��you fell. I'll let you have it,

though," and he culminated his contortions

in a mighty shy that sent his stone plumpâ��

indisputableâ��six feet beyond where Valen-

tine's had splashed.

" I'm pretty good at chucking," said he,

resuming his basket. " I shall be in our

House second next summer, I expect. You're

only at a dame school, aren't you ? "

" I'm not."

" A day boarder at some place here, though,

aren't you ? "

" Yesâ��for a bit."

" It's the same thing," said Hugh.

Valentine had no answer to give. His

lower lip fluttered a trifle as they laboured on.

He tightened it and broke abruptly into a

very loud whistling. Master Hugh listened

awhile, then wetted his lips, screwed them up,

and himself shrilled off in a tune that had a

defiant note to it.

" That's our school footer song," he

announced.

" What a rotten one ! " Valentine said.

Master Hugh eyed him sideways across the

basket. He was upon the point of a speech

that began threateningly with " Look here "

when upon the breeze there came to them

faint girlish screams.

" Bo-o-oys !" said the screams. " Bo-o-oys!

Ma-ake haste ! Do-oo make ha-aste ! "

The couple shuffled along a little faster at

the call, and, reaching the girls, were eased

of their load by the contemptuous method of

having it impatiently snatched from them.

" Well, you have been slow ! " was the form

of Miss Milly's thanks. " The tablecloth

and everything's in here, and we've simply

been waiting."

" It's jollyheavy, I can tell you," says Hugh.

" Pooh ! " says Yvonne de Ponthiere, in

that scornful Frenchish way of hers. " Pooh !

light as a feather ! " and she gave a flick of

her skirts and a squint fiom under her curls

at Hugh. This girl eventually went on the

stageâ��the best place for her ; she was always

fast.
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III.

And now the throng of pretty things

launched themselves upon the delicious

excitement of preparing tea. At the foot of

the cliff on the Merringlee side of Fair Maid's

Cove there is a huge round rockâ��Football

Rock, as they call itâ��and on the shady side

of this, like a cluster of many-coloured butter-

flies, this way and that they fluttered in the

' delightful preparations.

" You may do what you like, you two," said

Miss Milly, addressing the boys. " Do what

you like till tea is ready. We'll call you."

With this she turns her back to fiddle with

Bobo, or spread jam, or something; and the

couple, clearly dismissed, drew gloomily away.

I tell you that for prettiness of picture this

side of the rock where the missies busied and

chattered might have been a corner of fairy-

land. It was a girls' paradise where you

might sit cross-legged, one-legged (sitting on

one with the other most indelicately stretched),

or any way you pleased, with no one to make a

word of reproof; where you might crawl all

over the tablecloth, tossing your hair where

it trickled over your eyes and into the dish you

sought to place ; where you might nip up a

chocolate or lick your thumb when unfortu-

nately it had crushed into a squashy cake,

and no one to say " Oh, fie ! " Miss Milly,

cross-legged, napkin on lap, knees sticking

east and west, splashed cream and jam on to

the slices she hacked from a fine new loaf;

Miss Gertie, lying flat, halved buns and

jammed them nobly with a spoon; Miss

Yvonne piled the greengages ; Miss Daffy

slashed the cake ; Miss Effie alternately placed

an eclair and licked her pretty thumbs ; Miss

â��well, when the kettle over the spirit-lamp

was beginning to hiss, anybody's mouth would

have watered at that exquisite array of creams

and jams and cakes, of fruits and chocolates

and pastries, that jostled one another all

round the splendid pinnacle of pink icing that

had " Milly " in silver letters on its crown,

and that tow-ered bravely on the centre of the

cloth.

The thing had reached this point; the

packet of missies were drawing back with little

" Ah's " of pleasure and little sniffs of antici-

pations when suddenlyâ��

"Oh, dear! What ever's that? " Miss Milly

inquired.

Poor things ! Their pretty lips, that had so

gaily chattered, now slightly parted in the

faint tremble of apprehension ; their sparkling

eyes that had so brightly danced, now fixed in

the clouded stare of doubt; their bangles that

had so musically jingled, nowjaintly trembled

here and there where a pretty hand shook.
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Poor things ! You could almost see them

shaking as, listening, the confused sounds that

had given Miss Milly alarm separated into

intelligible and dreadful notes. There was a

monstrous shuffling sound. From the other

side of the Football Rock there was a mon-

strous shuffling soundâ��a laboured breathing

sound ; a gasping sound ; at intervals a dull

and hideous thudding sound. Rooted in

speechless terror the pretty creatures satâ��

and still the shuffling, still the laboured

breathing, still the gasping, still the thuds.

From where Miss Milly crouched she could see

farthest round the rock. Suddenly with a cry

she sprang to her feet. " It's those boys I"

she cried. "It's those dreadful, dreadful boys!"

A dreadful human mass that came stagger-

ing, jolting, bumping into view, gave the

picture to her words on the moment. Round

the corner of the rock and into the open it

came, tearing up the firm sand as it laboured

forward, spurning up the firm sand in great

holes and gashes as in one spot it writhed.

Locked, as it seemed, in a mesh of arms, and

yet with a whirling, banging arm crashing

stupendous blows on itself; twined, as it

seemed, in a mesh of legs, and yet with a

whirling, banging leg flying savagely beneath

itâ��Hugh Falkener and Valentine Saxon

England, in the form of one two-headed, many-

Vol. xlvL "

limbed monster, furiously convulsed, came

plunging into the sunlight.

Those girls screamed. The hideous appar-

ition whose fearful convulsions seemingly

could only end in some appalling explosion

touched them with noisy terror, and in unison

they screamed. From every frightened miss

a scream, and from every jumping heart a

different scream. One screamed " Stop ! "

another screamed " Don't! " " Oh, boys .

Oh, boys ! " one screamed, and " He'll kill

him ! " another.

The mass writhed on.

Those girls jumped to their feet. In a

panic of distress, in an ecstasy of fear, they

streamed pell-mell from their pretty feast to

rush, and group, and shudder togetherâ��some

holding hands, some clasping hands in agony

â��a yard or so from the agitated monster.

The mass writhed on.

Those girls by now were clustered in a

trembling group from which cries came, that

shed tears from some of its eyes, that trampled

back upon itself with alarmed squeals when

the writhing mass plunged towards it, that

trembled forward again when the writhing

mass plunged back. " Oh, don't, don't,

don't, boys!" Miss Milly cried. " Stop

them, someone ! Oh, do stop them ! Oh,

dear ! Oh, I knew what it would be I "
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That mass writhed on.

" Oh, boys ! Oh, please, boys ! " came from

Miss Erfie. And then in a scream: " Oh,

ooâ��oo ! Look at his face t"

From under an arm of the writhing mass

a most dreadful face seemed to be slowly

squeezed out. Through it came, convulsed in

agony. It was the face of Valentine Saxon

England, pressing away in acutest torture

from the dragging claw that was buried in his

hair.

" Jlis face ! His poor face ! " the terrified

cluster took up. And " Beast, Hugh ! Beast,

beast ! " that Frenchishly loose De Ponthiere

shrilled.

"I must stop them! I must!" Gertie

Tollemache said. She took a step out from

the trembling group, and laid a gentle hand

on one of the tossing shoulders of the mass.

" Boys " she began. One of the creature's

great tossing arms came whirling out and set

such a thump upon her chest as might have

been heard at Merringlee. " Umph ! " gasped

Miss Tollemache, and went reeling back to the

sympathetic hands that stretched to catch

her.

The mass writhed on.

It split suddenly as by some mighty up-

heaval, and the half of it that was Valentine

Saxon England came whirling backwards

into the screaming cluster. The tender

forms against which he crashed prevented

him falling. Taking impetus from their

support, with a most horrible howl he

bounded forward and plumped a great

whirling fist wallop on Hugh Falkener's nose.

Ah, then those girls screamed ! " Flat !

Flat ! He's knocked his nose flat ! " cried

the De Ponthiere, and, as a very cataract of

blood came swirling out of the flatness, in a

semi-swoon of Frenchish vapours, collapsed

upon the sand.

The mass was locked again nowâ��roaring

horribly as to Hugh, whose flat nose gave

new and dreadful pain and blood to the

writhing monster. A new fury seemed to

possess it. Where before it had kept almost

stationary, now most alarmingly it surged

this way and that, down the beach, up the

beachâ��swiftly up the beach.

Miss Milly was the first to sight the impend-

ing calamity that lay in this direction. " Oh,

mind ! Oh, mind ! " she cried, and in dread-

ful agitation hopped around the plunging

mass, screaming : " The tea-things ! Oh,

mind the tea-things ! "

At the word even those devoted creatures

who clustered about the swooning De Pon-

thiere could not forbear to look up from her

prostrate form to take up the cry. " The

tea-things ! The tea-things ! Oh, boys, do

mind the tea-things ! "

It was the most impracticably womanish

behest. That plunging mass would not have

stayed if the very Pit itself had gaped where

the fair cloth was spread. One swishing leg

caught it first. Like a great thunder-bolt

it plunged through the ordered array of pretty

tea-cups. A jug of milk cataracted in a white

billow that washed the eclairs adrift. Shreds

of flying china, rolling lumps of sugar, scattered

as far as where the swooning De Ponthiere lay.

And now all the mass's legs in wild confusion

churned up the cakes, the creams, the jams,

the fruits into a whirling mixture, that flew,

that squashed, that pulped knee-high upon

its twisting stockings.

One foot, poised for a moment as the mass

spun round in a yet wilder spasm, crashed

firmly into the pink-sugared pinnacle that

had " Milly " in silver icing on its crown.

" My cake ! Oh, my cake ! " poor Milly

cried, and " Oh, your cake ! " the cluster

echoed.

The suspended cake waggled violently in

mid-air. It flashed round in a violent half-

circle that whirled a great chunk of it high on

Miss Milly's dress. Then it accomplished

the collapse of the writhing mass. " Dash

my foot! " a thick, tear-sodden voice sobbed

from the middle of the plunging forms.

" Dash my foot! " and the cake yet more

furiously waggled. Then a companion foot

flung up towards the cake, the mass spun,

staggered, crashed to the cloth, wallowed in

a very morass of cream and jam and pastries,

then split in halves. Master Valentine Saxon

England raised hirnself to his knees, plumped

two tremendous wallops on the face that lay-

plastered in squashy food, said " There ! "

and " There ! " with each blow, then, leaving

a moaning form encrusted with food behind

him, trod squarely out across the cloth

towards the girls.

They broke and fled before his fearful

aspect, his heaving chest, his sobbing breaths.

" I'm going home ! " he bawled at them,

and twisted on his heel towards Merringlee.

Those poor girls took courage then, and,

able now to realize their share of the disaster,

took fury.

" You'd better ! " they screamed. " You'd

better ! You'll get thrashed, I hope ! You

wicked boy ! You ought to go to prison ! "

And the De Ponthiere, raising herself on one

slender arm, cried : " Beast ! Beast ! " after

the retreating figure that went stumping

doggedly over the sands.
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'THE MASS SPUN, STAGGERED, CRASHED TO THE CLOTH, WALLOWED IN A VERY MORASS OF

CREAM AND JAM AND PASTRIES."

IV.

That is the end of the fight; but in reading

of great ring battles as good as any other part

is to see how the combatants bore themselves

afterwards in their dressing-rooms. Hugh

Falkener, then, attracting now the womanish

compassion of all save one of these poor

picnic-defrauded girls, was by all save one

tenderly ministered to as, wailing aloud, he

lay in the clot of creams and cakes. With

spoons, with forks, with shells, the forgiving

creatures clustered about him picking off the

jam, the pastries, the chocolates, and the

peaches that festooned his person. With

pretty sighs they gave their sympathy, with

pretty moans bade him, in their impracticable,

girlish way, tell where he was hurtâ��poor

wretch, he was bruised and torn from his flat

nose to where the snuffling De Ponthiere

picked cake off his left foot.

One only stood aloof, and this was that

Daffy England who, as Milly had said, always

insisted upon lugging her brother everywhere

with her, had lugged him to this, and now

stood watching him as he stumped away in

the distance, and presently fled swiftly after

and overtook him.

" Oh, Val! " she cried. " Oh, Val ! "

Valentine Saxon England caught up his

laboured breathing with an immense sniff.

" Oh, don't go on about it, Daffy ! "

" I'm notâ��I'm not! Oh, Val, you're

frightfully hurt! "

" Oh, don't make a fuss about it, Daffy,"

he pleaded.

They plodded along.

" You oughtn't to have clutched like that,

though, dear," Daffy said, presently. " At

public schoolsâ��in ' Tom Brown,' behind

the chapel, you remember â�� they only

slog:1

" Oh, I know that, Daffy, It's all very

well to talk. I had to fight any way I could.

He called me a private-school baby. I'm not.

And I licked him, didn't I ? I licked him in

the end."

" You did. You did splendidly, darling ! "

The splendid man conveyed to his mouth

a piece of eclair that stuck to his coat, and

they went proudly hand in hand.
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The photographs illustrating this short Nature study form a unique set of pictures, being the first that have

ever been secured depicting the consecutive movements of this curious and interesting little spider when out

hunting its prey.

Fin. I.â��The Jumping Spider at it appears

the sunlight on a brick wallâ��natural size.

COMMON

brick wall

may not, on

first con-

sider at ion,

seem a very

profitable

field for Natural History

investigation, yet the reader

whose choicest garden

possession happens to be

of that unfortunate order,

need not, by any means, despair. Given

a sunny aspect with a brick or stone

wall, a wooden fence, a garden seat, or,

less frequently, an ordinary window-frame,

together with a fair amount of patience,

the chances of witnessing a bold and fearless

hunter stalking its prey with all the skill of

the wild, at once become exceedingly

favourable.

Our hunter is a pretty little spider with

brown and white zebra-like markings, and,

in consequence, it is commonly known as

the Zebra Spider. It is familiar almost

everywhere in the British Isles from April

until October or November, when it hiber-

nates for the winter, appearing again in the

spring with the advent of the flies on which

it preys.

Let us select a suitable wall facing full

south and endeavour to observe the odd

manoeuvres of this clever little animal while

out on a hunting expedition. At first the

eye will require a little practice in detecting

the spider, but after it has once been recog-

nized, it becomes comparatively easy to

observe, and numerous

examples will be found by

carefully scanning suitable

sites for them.

Although a common brick

wall is the most favoured

situation, I would advise

the amateur observer to

give particular attention to

dark - painted or tarred

fences, for on these the little

spider stands out conspicu-

ously in the sunlight. On a brick wall it so

much resembles its surroundings that it is far

more difficult to observe ; which feature may

account for its particular favour for such

situations, being there protected from the

eyes of its natural enemies and also those of

its prey.

In Fig. i the spider is shown at natural

size travelling down the surface of a wall,

for the comparatively large female there

shown is only about one-quarter of an inch

in length, the. males being smaller. If,

however, we view it by means of a reading-

glass we can observe its movements much

more readily, and it then appears as shown

in Fig. 2.

Its quick, jerking movements are, in them-

selves, very amusing as it runs about the

surface on which it is moving, its black

shadow accompanying them. It is exceed-

ingly bold, and allows one to examine it at

quite close quarters without showing any

alarm. If a finger, or a grass-blade, is placed

on the brick near it, it instantly turns towards

it and generally comes up to investigate
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things. On a slight movement of the object

in its direction, it may surprise the observer

by running backwards or sideways with just

the same facility that it travels forward.

Should, however, a too sudden movement

startle it, it may astonish the experimenter

by instantly vanishing from sight, just as if

the brick had absorbed it.

It has come from a hole between the

mortar at the top of the wall,

just beneath the coping -

stone, where, if the time is

during the early months of

the year, it may have an egg

cocoon. Quickly it runs over

the wall, then suddenly halts

â��one might think that it

had heard something and

was listening. Then away

it goes at the same rapid

pace, again halting just for

an instant, and the next

moment it is travelling in

quite another direction ; its

course being continually

changed as if it had a doubt

which way it should travel.

There is no doubt in the

mind of the little creature; its

mission is of a very decided

character; its object in being

abroad in the bright sunlight

is that of dinner. Its rapid

turning movements are

largely guided by every tiny

fly which, in the course of its flight, nears

the surface of the wall, and if one should

alight to warm and sun itself on the bricks

(which are so hot that they burn one's

hand to touch), it is almost certain that that

will be the last alighting-place of that luckless

fly.

The little creature is provided on the

front of its head with a set of four powerful

eyes, the central pair of which, when seen

under a magnifying lens, reminds one of huge

motor-lamps, while still another set of four,

two fairly large and two small, are placed on

the summit of its head. When it> suddenly

changes its position it is to direct this battery

of eyes to a new source, the slightest shadow

or movement in almost any direction being

instantly detected by them.

To see the spider make a capture generally

needs much patience, and if encouragement

in that direction is required, one need not go

farther afield than the spider itself, for its

patience is often astonishing. I have per-

sonally seen one wander over a hot wall in

Fig. 2.â��The Jumping Spider thown in

Fig. I as it appear! when viewed

through a reading-glass â�� It is shown out

on a hunting foray, just when it has

detected a fly on the brick immediately

below that on which it is moving.

full sunlight for nearly two hours witnout

effecting a capture. If our luck is favourable,

of course, we may see a capture almost

immediately. One word of warning, however,

is needed to the over-enthusiastic observer,

namely, that his presence too close to the

spider may be the source of his own waiting

and the spider not obtaining a meal, for space

for the flies to approach must be allowed.

These points duly attended

to, our spider is seen to give

an extra sudden swing round,

almost at the very instant a

fly has alighted on the lower

half of the brick immediately

below; indeed, the spider

had detected it even before

it alighted. It is at least four

inches away, and between it

is a wide span of mortar bear-

ing a small forest of moss

growing amongst it, and

separating the bricks. The

spider has become deadly

still, likewise the fly. Then

the fly, quite unconscious of

its danger, moves its head

slightly to the right, a move-

ment instantly followed by

one to the left on the part of

the spider, and both are still

again. But only for a moment,

for it immediately becomes

obvious that the spider is

moving, moving, too, by

extraordinary and minute contortions of its

body, while crouching low ; nevertheless, it is

slowly approaching the edge of the moss

forest in the mortar, but there is still

approximately three inches separating the

prey from its hunter.

At the same instant that we realize that

there is yet more space for the little spider to

cover, we also realize that that space has been

completely annihilatedâ��has entirely ceased

to be. The spider is grappling with the

surprised fly, which is struggling with all its

strength to escape (Fig. 3). Indeed, the

steajthy hunter had accurately gauged the

distance, and in the fraction of a second,

with a tiger-like spring had hurled itself over

the moss forest and some two inches of the

brick on to the back of the fly. Its instan-

taneous movement was much too quick for

our eyes to follow, but there was no doubt as

to how it got there. It had accomplished a

long jump of twelve times its own length, or

what, if performed at the same proportion by

a man of six feet in height, would represent
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Fig. 3.â��In a fraction of a second, with a

tiger-like spring and certain aim, it has

pounced on to its quarry.clearing in its jump

a distance of a little over three inches.

Fig. 4.â��The fly completely taken hÂ»

surprise, violently struggles to escape, and,

for a moment, the battle wages fierce. Its

struggles are briefly terminated, for its limbs

are rromplly entangled in a silken line, and

the spider's roison-fangs are then instantly

applied.

Fig. 5.â��The spider leaving the hapless

fly, its appetite appeased.

a distance of twenty-four yards, and that on

a perpendicular surface !

For a moment the struggle is a desperate

one indeed (Fig. 4), and the spider has more

than enough to do to get its victim under

control; for, although its capture is but a

diminutive insect of the house-fly group, yet

it is quite a large venture for this little spider

(which more often attacks small gnats and

midges), and one which well illustrates its

boldness and daring as a fearless hunter.

The struggle, however, is brief, for the

limbs of the fly have become entangled

with a silken cord rapidly and dexterously

twisted about them by the spider during

the attack. Also the fly almost immedi-

ately ceases to struggle when entangled, for

the spider's deadly poison-

fangs are then promptly

applied.

Sometimes, when making

an attack on such large prey,

the hunter's tactics do not

prove so successful. An un-

timely movement of the fly

may cause the spider to alight

upon it with an unsteady foot-

hold. Then fly and spider

may fall headlong down the

wallâ��but only for a yard or

thereabouts. Before making

its spring the hunter care-

fully attaches a silken cable

to the spot, and its weight,

attached to the wallâ�� probably (or a return

visit should fresh pay not be forthcoming.

together with that of the fly, may draw

more of this cable from the spider's silk-

gland, but should the wall be touched

during the fall, and the spider gain another

hold, the capture may even then be success-

fully effected, although it may be a yard

from the spot where the prey was pounced

upon. The cable, too, also saves its owner

from a fall should its aim entirely miss the

prey. Furthermore, it is also an effective

means by which it can suddenly vanish from

the eyes of its foesâ��a point to which I have

previously referredâ��for, if alarmed, it has

but to perform one of its rapid leaps from

its point of attachment and let out its

cable, and an instant later it is several

feet lower down the wall.

In Fig. 5 the spider is seen

leaving its victim, for the meal

was more than enough. It is

seen that it is now attached

to the wall (Fig. 6), but

whether it wa; so fixed for a

further visit should fresh prey

prove scarce, or whether the

attaching lines were simply

those used in the initial cap-

ture, is a difficult point to

decide. It is even capable of

performing the hunting

manceuvres here described

on the smooth glass of an

ordinary window, as the

writer himself has witnessed.
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OBILITY of character ! "

echoed Paul Osmond, sur-

prised into interrupting the

smooth, mechanical flow of

words which the phrenolo-

gist was rendering in return

for Osmond's half-crown.

The elderly charlatan did not answer the

ejaculation directlyâ��instead, he repeated in

his glib, effortless drone the words which

seemed to have astonished his client.

" You possess courage, talent, and great

nobjlity of character. You are often mis-

understood, even by those whose opinion you

value most, but sometimes you are able to

make them admit that you were right. You

are generous and will succeed in life. You are

a clever organizer. You do not lack applica-

tion, and are inclined to think more of others

than of yourself. You are capable of great

self-sacrifice when it is necessary. This is

due to the nobility of your character. You

have a great love of home life, and you are of

an affectionate nature."

Osmond glowed as he listened attentively

to the well-worn phrases of the adept who was

thumbing his head. It was all so trueâ��in

his heart Osmond knew it was true ! But

for all that it had surprised him to come

casually into this mysterious little becurtained

den and have his most private beliefs and

thoughts confirmed instantly by a man who

had never seen him before, would never see

him again, and, having received his fee in

advance, could have no possible reason for

telling him anything but the truth !

He was glad, tremendously glad, to know

for certain now that he was such a decent sort

of chap. It was fine to think that his wife

had the right kind of husband after all, and

splendid to know that four-year-old Doreen

had the right sort of father. Somehow, too,

he was conscious of a certain reliefâ��just as

he had felt when, some years before, he had

completed the taking out of his three-hundred-

pound life insurance policy. Then he had

felt he had mounted another rung in the

ladder of lifeâ��had achieved something

definite and very useful. Queerly enough, the

words of the phrenologist affected him with

the same feeling. It gave him confidenceâ��

just as the policy had done.

He became aware that the man was asking

him a questionâ��was urging something upon

him.

." Such a head as yours deserves a chartâ��

that would be another half-crown. I should

recommend a chart. Most of my clients to

whom I am able to give good readings like to

have a chart. It is very interesting to look

back upon of an eveningâ��to show your

children. It makes a nice souvenirâ��it

would be another half-crown. Shall I prepare

a chart ? "

Osmond paid the half-crown, waited while

the adept retired and hastily scrawled a few

abrupt flatteries upon a " chart," and then,

unusually buoyant, went out, more than

satisfied with his five shillingsworth.

He made his way into Oxford Street,

where at seven o'clock he was to meet his

wife, planning things, great things that would

lead him on and on to that ultimate " success "

of which the phrenologist had spoken with

such easy assurance. He felt better than he

had felt for monthsâ��it was wonderful, he

thought, how a little encouragement refreshed

a man and stiffened him up. It was fineâ��

fine. He was a lucky man. The facts of his

life corroborated everything the phrenologist

had said.
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He was earning three hundred a year as

manager to a rapidly-growing firm of paper

merchants in the City, with every prospect of

a " rise " ; he had a wife he loved, a child he

adored, and a home that was the most com-

fortable his imagination could compass ; he

had a life policy for three hundred pounds, he

had great nobility of character, and, finally,

he was going to be a success.

Paul Osmond was neither stupid nor

inexperiencedâ��but, like most men, he was

prone to believe anyone who told him a

pleasant thing about himself. That was all.

For the rest, he was a quiet, conscientious,

hard-working, average sort of Londoner, who

did not look outside the radius of his business

for profit and rarely beyond the horizon of his

own home for pleasure.

His wife was awaiting him outside one of

the big women's shops near Oxford Circus.

She carried two parcels, which she handed to

him, smiling.

" Always punctual, Paul. Do let's have a

taxi to the doctor's," she said. She was

pretty and rather more modish than one

would have expected Osmond's wife to be.

" Tired ? " he asked.

She nodded.

" Yes. It took me ages to find what I

wantedâ��and there was a crowd. I hate

salesâ��and like them, too." She laughed a

little.

He signalled to a taxi-cab.

" Poor old lady. Have you got what you

wanted, after all ? "

" Yes. Only the hat was dearer than I

expected. Sometimes these sales are not

worth going to. I've spent every penny."

She glanced at him, half-furtively. Osmond

looked out of the window. She had spent

more than she promisedâ��one-third of a

week's salary more. It was a fault of hersâ��

to spend rather more than they could afford.

But to-day he was feeling too buoyant to

make even the most moderate protest. Once

or twice her extravagance had worried him,

but now, for this time, at any rate, he would

say nothing. Of course, that two pounds

would have been useful, but it was not ruin.

" Did you come straight from the office,

Paul ? " asked Isabel, leaning back restfully.

"No; I had an hour," he said, and told

her of the phrenologist and the chart. She

looked pleased and squeezed his arm.

" Dear old daddy. They are awfully

clever, those phrenologists. We'll read the

chart to-night."

The taxi-cab stopped outside the door of

a house in a quiet turning off Baker Street.

A brass plate on the door bore the name of

Dr. Warr.

Osmond hesitated for a moment.

" It's a waste of money. I've a good mind

not to go in at all. I never felt fitter in my

life."

" Oh, but you've got the appointment.

You ought to. You may feel queer again

to-morrow." Her voice was tired. " You

won't be long, Paul. I will go over to that

teashop and have some tea, and you can call

for me there."

" Very well, dear. I'll try not to be long,"

said Osmond, and stood watching her across

the street. She knew he would. At the door

of the teashop she turned and waved her

hand. He was proud of her. She knew that,

too. Then he rang the doctor's bell.

It was nothing much. Recently he had

suffered intermittently from a pain in the

region of the heart, a little dizziness, and

slight insomnia. He did not attach any

importance to it, but he was a methodical

man, and was very keenly aware of the import-

ance of his health. There were Isabel and

Doreen to be provided for, and as yet only that

three-hundred-pound policy between them

and want in the event of " anything happen-

ing " to him. It was simple common sense

that had brought him to. the doctor to-day,

not nervousness.

He was perfectly at ease while Warrâ��

an enormously tall, stooping, haggard, jerky

man of middle ageâ��ran over him, almost in

silence. It was not till he noticed a strange,

unexpected tremor of the doctor's big, well-

shaped hand that he suddenly felt nervous.

But Osmond said nothing ; he was of the quiet

type. At last the doctor finished his examina-

tionâ��it had seemed very longâ��and signed to

him to dress.

He dressed quickly, silently. The doctor

walked to the window, looking out thought-

fully, without speaking. And then quite

suddenly Paul Osmond felt himself blanch.

It came with a sort of physical shock, as though

some live, fierce beast had sprung on him

from behind. He made a violent mental

effort to steady himself; in a mirror over

the mantel he saw that his face was dead

white. He heard his heart beating. Why,

it was pounding, racing.

" Doctor," said Osmond, with a queer note

of appeal in his voice.

The doctor turned jerkily from the window.

His hands still twitched with that odd tremor.

Then he spoke.

" Are you of independent means ? " he

asked.
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Osmond shook his head, rather weakly.

" Are you married ? " The doctor's voice

was very kind.

" Yes, and I have a little girl."

Then the doctor told him.

It seemed that he had a year or eighteen

monthsâ��perhaps even two years, but cer-

tainly not moreâ��to live.

Osmond listened, heard, understood. He

was conscious of a curious feeling of sick

dullness, a nauseating inertia of the mind.

He stared at the doctor, feeling rather stupid.

He did not know that his eyes were exactly

those of a quiet, rather timid dog, begging.

Then the fogs and shadows in his brain

seemed to clear slowly, leaving him lucid and

very much afraid.

He decided to say nothing for a few

momentsâ��nothing at all. He did not wish

to make himself look ridiculous. He con-

tinued to stare at the doctor.

" I'm sorry. Drink this."

He drank that which the doctor gave him.

He never knew what it was he drank; it

seemed quite tasteless. There was a bite to

it, he remembered afterwardsâ��a sensation of

heat in the throat. Probably it was brandy.

It helped him, whatever it was, and he

spoke.

" This is a terrible thing for me, doctor,"

he said, slowly. " I have a wife and little

girl dependent on me." He paused, wonder-

ing what they would say. " I shall have to

do something. I live carefully, but I can

live more carefully. That, and treatment,

will help. Strict attention to doctor's orders

â��no deceiving myself, but obeying orders.

Serious treatmentâ��common sense " He

faltered a little. " Heaven help me, doctor.

I mustn't die for years. Look !" He

snatched out the miniature of his baby Doreen

to show the doctor, hesitated, steadied him-

self, put back the miniature, and said no

more.

" I could sell you drugs, my friend," said

the doctor, tonelessly. " But you have a

better use for your money. Keep it for them

â��drugs can't give you a new heart. Now,

listen to me."

Osmond listened hungrily to the things

the medical man told him. Some were useful

things to know, some even consolatory, but

there were none that were hopeful. Once it

seemed to Osmond almost as though the

medical man was rambling aimlessly, repeat-

ing himself.

At the end of it Osmond found himself

with his whole mind pinned to one phrase.

" Everything in these cases depends on

a man's character. No man can do more

than his best. But his best is a question of

character." The context no doubt was apt,

but Osmond troubled only to remember that.

He clung to it.

For he had " great nobility of character "

â��the phrenologist had said it, he knew it

himself. Wellâ��now he must draw deep

upon that nobility.

He pondered, his face clearing. How that

simplified things ! He drew a deep breath.

He had to dieâ��he knew it. Very good.

He would die fightingâ��for Isabel and Doreen.

Come what may they must be left provided

for. That was to be his fightâ��two thousand

pounds at three per cent.â��sixty pounds a

yearâ��not enough. Three thousand was the

minimum.

That was itâ��three thousand would do it

â��more if possible, but certainly not less.

He had to get thatâ��three thousand pounds

in eighteen months.

Wellâ��he would do it, by hook or by crook.

Somehow. He was thinking quickly, wonder-

fully, amazingly. He saw at once that to

work out his brief destiny nobly he must do

it alone, in silence. They must not know.

They were happy nowâ��to destroy their

happiness at one blow by telling them his fate

was too great a price to pay for their sympathy.

They loved him nowâ��they could love him

no more even if they were told the ill news.

Very well, then. Afterwardsâ��afterwardsâ��

when all was well with them, save only that

he would not be thereâ��he would like them to

know of the fight he had madeâ��was going to

make for them. That was natural, and if a

man, whose body is lying still and tranquil in

his grave, can know anything at all, it would

be sweet to know that they loved him,

cherished his memory, because of the way in

which he had faced the inevitable, for them.

He stood up, bright-eyedâ��a new man.

" I've puzzled it out," he said, a ring in his

voice, thanked the doctor, paid him, and went

out.

The doctor stared at the doorâ��slipping a

little white tablet into his mouth as he stared.

Then slowly, heavily, he sat down with an

extraordinary air of collapse.

There was still that odd tremor about his

hands.

Osmond took a turn up and down t1^ street,

thinking desperately, before he rejoined his

wife. But it was hardiy necessaryâ��his

colours were nailed to the mast before ever

he left the doctor. He was even able to
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vision themâ��streaming, for all the world to

see, almost flamboyant, a flowing banner

embroidered with the words " Nobility of

Character." It was with a wonderful sense

of exhilaration that he mentally surveyed

his " flag." It would be hard, almost unen-

durably hard, to do his fighting in silenceâ��

for inevitably Isabel and all the others would

misunderstand, until understanding would

arrive too late to make it easyâ��but that was

his destinyâ��to traverse the hard way.

(That would have been an amazed phre-

nologist had he known how the few curt,

unconsidered stock flatteries he had marketed

for small silver had inspired his latest

customer.)

Paul Osmond stepped into the teashop with

his head up, chin out, a faint flush on his

cheeks, bright-eyed, and calm.

He had changed subtly alreadyâ��he would

always look an ordinary, average, unarresting

personâ��but one with self-respect.

Isabel looked at him with tired eyes,

smiling.

" I can see that you are all right," she

said, confidently. " What did he say ? "

" Right as rainâ��just got to be careful

about drinks and smokesâ��simple diet,"

replied Osmond. " I knew thatâ��it was

money wasted."

Isabel nodded.

" All the same I'm glad you went," she

declared, complacently. " Now I don't care if

I did spend more than I wanted to, as long

as you're all right. Will you have some tea ?

Noâ��not that, it's cold. I'll order a fresh pot."

" Oh, this will do." He poured himself a

cup from her teapot. As she had said, it was

cold, but it was threepence saved. Three-

pence for Doreen and his wife. That was the

start. Good.

Outside the door of the teashop a taxi-cab

slid by. The driver looked at themâ��a

human note of interrogation.

" Oh, Paulâ��let's have a taxi to the

station ! "

Something shook him suddenly. He felt

like a ship which, leaving the smoothness of a

harbour, encounters its first buffet from the

open water. The threepence had been self-

denialâ��easy. This taxi fare was denial to

his wife. And she was tired.

He shook his head, flushing.

" Better walk to Oxford Circus, old lady.

No use throwing money away, eh ? "

The taxi rolled on out of hail. Isabel's face

took on a slight, very slight, bleakness.

" Oh, all right," she said. She inflected a

faint increase of weariness into her voice.

Osmond took her arm.

" The doctor said I ought to walk as much

as possible for the sake of the extra exercise."

She nodded.

" All right, Paul. I was just a little tired,

that's all."

So they went home to Doreen.

Osmond had not realized quite how hard

it was going to be until the child greeted him,

climbing on his knee for the ten minutes or so

before the evening meal that was sacredly his.

As he commenced, so he continued. He

did not smoke that evening, nor enjoy his

customary glass or so of whisky, and he

found a queer pleasure in totting the items

together as he saved eachâ��thus, tea three-

pence, taxi two shillings, evening paper half-

penny, two whiskies, say sixpence, tobacco,

three or four pipes, say threehalfpence,

total two and elevenpence. It was extra-

ordinary how these things mounted up,

small sums one usually spent without thinking.

Nevertheless, he was too much a business

man not to realize that it was to the big items

he must look for big savingâ��Isabel's clothes,

rent, household expenses, and so on. It

was significant that instinctively he put his

wife's clothes first as being the heaviest

item.

It was that which made it clear to him

that he must enlist Isabel's co-operation in

economy if he was going to effect anything

important.

He had his plan. It had often occurred

to him that a duty on paper or wood pulp or

other imported materials for the manufacture

of paper would deal a serious blow at his trade.

So many periodicals there were which existed

on the knife-edge between that profit and

loss which, commercially, is synonymous

with life and death, that even a slight rise

in the price of paper would kill them at once.

Since his firm, being young, did perforce

a large share of its business among these

papers, the death of any of them affected

the firm's profits adversely. He had often

explained this to Isabel, casually.

He looked across at her.

" I expect you thought I was mean about

that taxi, old girl ? " he said.

Isabel put down her book.

" And so I was. Because we've got to

save. Mason told me to-day that he thinks

a tax on paper is only a question of months.

If it is, it means a bit of a struggle for some of

us smaller firms."

He explained, with a wealth of rather

shallow detail. His facts were right, but
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they were built upon an insecure basis.

The likelihood of such a tax was remote.

But Isabel did not know this, and the urgency

of his need gave him words to colour his

facts.

In an hour she agreed with him that they

must cut expenses. They planned it then

and there. The last item they dealt with was

Isabel's dress allowance. It was cut down

heavily, far more heavily than she had

anticipated. She agreed, but the bleakness

came again to her face, and remained there.

He saw it, and the very soul of him quivered

with pitiful protest that was reflected in

his voice. Isabel, mentally occupied with

her own ill-fortune, did not notice it. He

took all she would yield, ruthlessly, greedily.

Was it not for her sakeâ��hers and Doreen's ?

Would they not think gratefully of him in

the years to come for what he was doing

now ? But it hurtâ��it hurt.

" Nobility of Character " were the words

on the banner. And bravely the banner flew

that night â�� that first night of pain and

misen', which yet was to be the least

painful of all the nights and days to follow !

Almost immediately Paul Osmond realized

that if he was to achieve his ambition before

he diedâ��to leave three thousand pounds

clear for his wife and childâ��he must cease to

be honest, morally honest, that is. He saw

quite clearly that steadiness, reliability, care,

industry, and the kindred virtues which can

be hired by anyone for a few pieces of silver

a week were not in the least likely to avail

him in his race against time. He knew that

London was seething with men who were

prepared, even desperate, to render all these

things and more for a lifetime in return for

a subsistenceâ��sometimes barely that.

So, working as he had never worked before,

at the same time he became shifty, everlast-

ingly prowling, outside of business, for loot

that could be taken legally. He specialized

in the small life policies which the big com-

panies offer without medical examination.

Fortunately he had passed his examination

for the big three-hundred-pound policy as

a " first-class life," and that helped him. He

discovered a doctor to whom the fee for

the general report which serves instead of

a strict examination report meant much.

This man was enormously useful, and he

secured a number of high-premiumed policies.

He gave up his position as manager and took

one as traveller, which, working with a mad

frenzy, he made worth far more than his

managership. Gradually his fellow-travellers

came to know him as a borrower of triflesâ��

small change, which he forgot to repay. He

kept a ten-pound note about him habitually

to serve as an excuse. He did not despise a

loan of coppers. It was characteristic of the

man that he borrowed nothing that was

likely to prove remotely serious for the lender,

and he kept detailed notes of each loan so

that he could repay if he were, by a miracle,

ever in a position to do so. He grew a little

shabby, and his face became sharp with a

touch of the wolf about his expression, and

a predatory gleam made itself manifest in

his eyes. Nothing was too small for him to

snap up, nothing too impossible to try for.

He screwed orders from firms that his em-

ployers had written off as impossible. When

they asked him how he did it, he said. " By

sheer hard workâ��desperate work," and

asked for a rise. He always got it, because

he had estimated to a farthing the exact

value of the new business he had introduced.

" He's good but greedy." said his principals,

ruefully. " Leave him alone."

They did not know the lengths to which

he went to get more businessâ��the amazing

perception, faculty of judgment, and intuition

he developed, the sleights to which he

resorted.

Gradually he lost friends. Men did not

care for his company. He was money-mad.

and occasionally showed it. Besides, he was

depressing. Behind that wolf-gleam in his

eyes was misery, and often it predominated.

Men would not stand that long. Also, he

had agenciesâ��scores of them ; out of business

he was always worrying them to buy some-

thing, or do something which cost money.

In time he found himself isolated in

business. His confreres nodded to him and

avoided him.

He cared nothingâ��for his hoard was

growing, growing. It went up surprisingly

â��leaping up. He was amazed at the way it

increased. He would put away his bank-

book with a sort of breathlessness, and wonder

at the ease of itâ��providing one was willing

to give up popularity and the comforts that

were really little luxuries. He soon grew

indifferent to the reserved attitude of his

business associates.

It was at home, and through his home life,

that he suffered the most exquisite agony.

They had moved to a cheap house at

Rarlsfieldâ��so cheap that Isabel had never

even attempted to make it " nice." There

was never any lack of good food, or any

other necessity. But the home life was

stripped bare of everything but necessities.

The larger furniture he soldâ��Isabel and
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Doreen would only be able to afford a tiny

house, and he could get a better price for the

big furniture than they, selling it when he

was dead, could do.

The bleakness on his wife's face had long

become permanent, her voice weary and cold.

Even Doreen, lacking the sufficiency of toys

that had been hers of old, seemed gradually

to be replacing her love for her father with a

sort of reserve and mistrust.

Isabel protested regularly. But for a

year he quieted her. Then she made a stand.

" Why have you altered everything ? " she

asked, bitterly, one day. " You behave like

traveller at Mason'sâ��more than twice as

much as you used to. She says a tax on

paper is impossible." (Mrs. Wayling was the

wife of another traveller at Mason's.)

" Wayling is a fool," said Osmond. " He's

no good in the business. He'll be the first to

feel the pinch when it comes."

He went over to his wife and knelt down

by her chair, taking her handsâ��roughened a

little by household duties which in the old

days had been done by a maid-servant, now

long abolished.

" Stick to me, Isabel, for Heaven's sake,"

he asked her, almost in a moan. " 1 know

STICK TO HE, ISABEL, FOK HEAVEN S SAKK

a miserâ��I never heard anything like it. I

say nothing for myselfâ��I don't care how /

lookâ��but you stint Doreen for clothes. The

child has got nothing decent to wear. Oh, I

know she's warm, and all thatâ��but she

hasn't got anything pretty â�� like other

children ! "

He had averted his eyes.

" It's the tax," he said, low and hurriedly.

" It's coming onâ��everyone says so. I'm

trying for a berth with a bigger firm. When

I get it we shall be as we were before. But

if I don't I shall be out of a berth before long,

and we must have a reserve."

" But Mrs. Wayling says her husband says

you are making twice as much as any other

what it is for you and the little one. I'd cut

my hand off rather than stint youâ��but that

wouldn't help. I must have a reserveâ��to

fall back on. Stick it out, old girl. It hurts

meâ��nobody knows how it hurts meâ��it's

killing me!"

But a year of bitter brooding had left its

mark on the woman. She drew her hand

away.

" I don't see why we can't be like everybody

else," she said, half-sullenly. " No one else

stints and scrapes in case the husband loses

his berth like we do. They do their best and

chance it. Oh, I'm tired of itâ��sick of it.

I can't stand it. I get nothingâ��nothing. I

work like a slaveâ��I'm in rags. If I'd been
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born to it I suppose it would not have

mattered. It's the awful change. I didn't

marry you for this. I was better off when I

was typing for a living " She caught

herself up just in time â�� on the edge of

hysteria.

She rose quickly.

" I wasn't meant to marry a poor manâ��

and Doreen hasn't been trained to be a poor

man's child. I'm willing to chance your

losing your berth if you are. Think it over,"

she said, her voice suddenly hard and cold.

He blenched, but stuck to his guns.

" I can'tâ��I "

The door closed behind her and Osmond

dropped his hands, palm upwards, on the

chair, his face upon his palms.

Should he tell her ? He was tempted

almost beyond endurance. The past year

had been well-nigh intolerable to her, as to

him. He had not known an instant of

happiness since he came down Dr. Warr's

stepsâ��not one instant. But he had done his

dutyâ��he was sure of thatâ��already, counting

insurance, there was a little over two thousand

pounds saved. Should he let it stand at that

â��invest what he couldâ��and then go back to

the old standard of livingâ��the old happiness?

He shivered as he realized that the old

happiness was impossible, that Isabel could

only exchange the role of reluctant economist

for that of nurseâ��of one who fought with

feeble, futile hands against death. What was

the use of telling her ? She was unhappy

enough now.

No, he would fight it out to the finish.

They would know some day. That must be

enough for him. His mind flashed back to

the beginning of it all, and he laughed

drearily as he recalled the phrase which had

been so helpful to him then. What was itâ��

" Nobility of Character." He winced as he

thought of the things he had done to sustain

the role that phrase had inspired him to take

upâ��the petty sleights and shifts by which he

had helped swell his hoard.

Then he set his teeth.

" I don't care," he muttered. " The end

is noble, whatever the means. I shall die

leaving them provided for. And I shall have

paid for itâ��paid for it! "

He stood up, staring at himself in the glass.

He saw that he had alteredâ��saw the wolf-

lookâ��but slowly another thought occurred

to him. He looked reasonably wellâ��not

healthy, but by no means like a man who

might die at any moment. For months past

his mind had clung only to money, how to

make it, how to keep itâ��he had not thought

of himself. Now, suddenly, he concentrated

his perceptions on himself, his physical

appearance.

He turned up the gas, which economy had

kept low, and faced again to the mirror over

the mantelpiece, staring hard at himself.

And he could see no sign of physical

deterioration from what he had been.

He thrust out his tongue. It was clean

and red, unusually so for a man.

His heart jumped suddenly and his eyes

flared. Was it possible that Warr had been

mistaken ?

He dared not think itâ��dared not. He

sat down and was amazed to find that his

hands were trembling like leaves. He gripped

the wooden arms of the chair to steady

himself, his brain aflame with hope. Hope !

He could not master it, could not even check

it. It swamped him, overwhelmed him,

flooded him body and soul.

He sat perfectly still, staring, like a man

listening intently to some small, far-off

sound.

Presently he felt his pulse; it was beating

fast, strongly.

It had never occurred to him to doubt what

Warr had said. Warr was a very expensive,

very good man, with a reputation.

But to-morrow he would visit him again,

and after him, no matter what he said,

another doctor. He began at last to think

of what was in store for them all if only Warr

had been mistakenâ��if only he, Paul Osmond,

was sound, moderately sound, like other

men.

He began a carousal of dreams, an orgy of

hope. The naked gas-flame whined over-

head expensively, unnoticed, unheeded.

Isabel did not come in again that night,

and when in the small hours he crept, half-

dazed, up to bed, and peeped into Doreen's

room, he saw with a shock that Isabel was

sleeping with the child. He realized then

that he was to be quite alone.

He looked down at themâ��the fair, beau-

tiful head of the child resting on her mother*s

arm, both fast asleep. Suddenly they became *

blurred as though someone had drawn a "

scalding, blinding veil across his eyes.

He stole quietly out.

The words of the phrenologist came back

to him suddenly. He remembered it all

with a precision that stabbed him with keen

and exquisite pain. What was it ? Stand-

ing desolately in the bedroom, he muttered

the glib, practised phrases to himself.

" You possess courage, talent, and great

nobility of character. You are often mis-
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understood, even by those whose opinion

you value most, but sometimes you are able

to make them admit that you were right.

You are generous and will succeed in life.

You are a clever organizer. You do not lack

application, and are inclined to think more

of others than of yourself. You are capable

of great self-sacrifice when it is necessary.

This is due to the nobility of your character.

You have a great love of home life, and you

are of an affectionate nature."

But what did it all bring him, what had

it done for him, what had he gained by it all

but misery and loneliness ?

Well, he had done, was doing, his duty.

Only he was doing it alone.

He crept into bed and wept unashamed.

He could do that now, for now, indeed, he

was alone. jjj

On the following morning Osmond went to

the doctor's much as a condemned man may

go to the last court of appeal to protest

against his sentence. Possessed by a sort

of light-headed excitement, he did not notice

that the brass plate on the door bore another

name. He looked for the number of the

house, no more, was shown in, and waited

his turn, still in that state of haziness that

was akin to mental blindness.

Only when he entered to the doctor did

he realize that he was not to deal with Warr.

The man who received him was a very different

person from the tall, stooping, jerky doctor

who had pronounced his doom a year ago.

This man was big and broad, and his face'

was keener, ivory white, decisive. One

glance told him the state Osmond was in,

and he dealt with him carefully.

" Dr. Warr gave up the practice a year

ago," he explained, quietly, in reply to

Osmond's rather confused inquiry.

" A year ago! 1 must have been one of

his last patients, last and unluckiest," said

Osmond.

The new manâ��his name was Wiltonâ��

looked at him keenly, a new interest < n his

face.

" Yes ? " he said. " What was your

trouble ? You never came again."

" It was no good coming. Dr. Warr was

candid. He said he wouldn't take money

for drugs that wouldn't do me any good.

It was my heartâ��gone to pieces. He said

I couldn't live more than a year or two,"

Osnr nd gulped.

Wilton's face grew grave.

" I will examine you again," he said.

He did so. Osmond saw that there was

no tremor in this man's hands ; they were

firm, skilful, gentle with the confident

gentleness of strength under perfect control,

like white steel. His face grew graver and

graver, but, strangely, something in his

eyes thrilled Osmond with a warm, unex-

pected sense of comfort.

He completed his examination, and signed

to Osmond to sit down. Just as Warr had

done, so this man refrained for a few moments

from speaking.

Osmond could not endure it.

" Tell me the truth, doctor," he said.

" Whatever it is, it can't hurt me like it did

before. I've made my arrangements"â��a

note of triumph came into his voice now and

his eyes blazed suddenlyâ��" I've practically

provided for my people, and nothing matters

much now."

" You've had a struggle to do that ? " asked

the doctor.

" Struggle ! I've lived a dog's life for a

year! Struggle, doctor! It's been nothing but

struggle. I've lost my friends, I've lost my

homeâ��as far as happiness goesâ��I've lost

everything for the sake of what I've hoarded

up and hoarded up. Struggle " His

voice broke.

The doctor spoke sharply.

" Compose yourself. Man, you're as sound

as a bell ! There's no reason why you

shouldn't live to seventy ! "

Osmond literally leaped from his chair, his

eves starting.

" What's that ? " |

" Quietly, my friend " Those hands of

steel caught and gripped the shaking hands of

the reprieved man. " Quietly, I say. Listen

â��you are in excellent healthâ��you have

nothing to fearâ��you should lhe to the age

of seventy."

He dropped the words, clearly, slowly,

deliberately, smiling gravely at Osmond.

" But â�� but Dr. Warr ! " stammered

Osmond.

Wilton looked very serious.

" I must tell yo i that he was mistaken

â��gravely mistaken. I happen to know that

at about.the time you came to see him he

himself was in serious ill-health. He was

suffering from the results of excessiveâ��over-

work." (" Overwork " was kinder than

" drugs.") " I doubt very much if he really

understood what he was telling you. He

meant wellâ��kindlyâ��I am sure of that. I

knew him well, and I tell you these things

because I know that if he were able he would

be the first to explain to you himself. He

died ten months ago. In his time he did
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some wonderful thingsâ��made many people

happy. He made you unhappy. But you

are now prosperous. There is that, at least.

Do you feel bitter ? "

Osmond shook his head.

" I don't know yet. I hope not. He is

dead. I don't want to be bitter. I "

He stood up suddenly. " I must go home at

once. To tell themâ��they, too, have suffered,

doctor. I will come again to thank you

properly."

The doctor opened the door, smiling.

" Come back when you like," he said.

" I understand."

Osmond found himself hatless in the street,

his brain thundering. A taxi whirled by and

he hailed it wildly.

" Waterloo," he shouted. " Quick."

The driver conceived him mad and made

haste accordingly. But Osmond thought he

crawledâ��crawledâ��though he gave the man

a half-sovereign at the station. There was a

train on the instant of departure, and that,

too, crawled. To Osmond it was slower than

the taxi-cab. But at long last it stopped at

Earlsfield.

He was not five hundred yards from home,

but he could not curb himself to walk it. He

leaped into a battered cab outside, giving his

number and street as he leaped.

Yet, for all his frenzied haste, he stopped

long enough to raid the poor toyshop at the

corner. He knew what Doreen wantedâ��

innocently she had stabbed him throughout

many months with little talcs of her desires.

He took things by the armful.

" This ! " he said, and snatched a doll.

" And this ! And this ! And the tea-set,

yes ! That skipping-rope and this â�� and

this " He only stopped for breath, paid

fcr and piled the gaudy, glorious things into

the cab, unwrapped, undisguised.

" Now, home I" he said to the staring

cabman.

Feverishly he crumpled four five-pound

notes into a ball. That was for Isabel to

spend that dayâ��to start withâ��a beginning

â��an introduction to the new happiness that

was to outshine even that of the old days.

" Wait ! " he said to the cabman, and his

arms brimming with scarlet and gold and

green of many toys, he fumbled the latch-key

home and entered the shabby, poverty-

stricken passage.

The house was very silent, and he saw lying

on the rickety bamboo " hall" table an

envelope.

Sudden fear knocked at his heart. He put

down the toys and snatched the letter. It

was addressed to " Paul " in his wife's hand.

He hesitated for an instant, half-sobbing as

the reaction took him. Then he tore it open.

It was as short as it was agonizing :â��

" Dear Paul,â��I cannot endure it any

more. I saw your bank-book in your drawer,

which you left unlocked this morning. I

don't know why you have treated Doreen and

me in the way you have. You are rich and

you have taken everything we liked away.

Even Doreen, she has wanted a new Teddy

for months, and you, with over a thousand

pounds, couldn't buy her one. I suppose

there is someone else, only I wish you had not

been a hypocrite over it. I am going away

and I am taking Doreen, so you won't have

to invent excuses about the tax any more.â��

Isabel."

" Oh, my God ! " said Paul Osmond.

He stared at the letter like a thing of stone.

Then, suddenly, he heard a voice upstairs.

" Please, mamma â�� please, don't â�� oh,

please, don't "

It was Doreen. They were not yet gone.

And then Osmond was in the bedroom,

white as death, gasping like a man who has

run a long and desperate race.

Isabel, dressed, with her hat on, was lying

on the bed, weeping silently. Never had he

dreamed of seeing a woman in such an attitude

of misery and despair. Kneeling on the bed

by her side, with urgent little hands straining

anxiously to turn her mother's face to her,

was Doreen, dressed for going out, also.

" Isabelâ��Isabel ! " said Osmond, dropping

the note, trampling it underfoot as he went

across.

He raised her as though she were no more

than a childâ��as easily as he held Doreen

with his other armâ��and she hid her face on

his shoulder, helplessly, like one utterly worn

out.

He let her be so for a moment, as he fought

to steady himself. Doreen clung to him, with

wide, frightened eyes. Then he spoke.

" Listen to me, my wife " he said,

strangely, and his voice rang in that poor

room with a note that was clear and trium-

phant and wonderful, so that the magic of it

struck like a sword of deliverance through her

shackles of grief and misery, and raised her,

thrilling, all quivering and hot with tears,

even as she was, to face him and to hear the

tale of pain and joy and wonder that he had

come to tell her.

VoL xlvLâ��Â«s.
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^Vltn Some Easy Puzzles for Beginners. By Henry E. Dudeney.

155.â��THE SIX FROGS.

The six educated frogs in the illustration are trained

to reverse their order, so that their numbers shall read

6,5.4.3,2,1, with

the blank square

in its present posi-

tion. They can

jump to the next

square (if vacant)

or leap over one

frog to the next square beyond (if vacant), just as

we move in the game of draughts, and can go back-

wards or forwards at pleasure. Can you show how

they perform their feat in the fewest possible

moves ? It is quite easy, so when you have done

it add a seventh frog to the right and try again.

Then add more frogs until you are able to give the

shortest solution for any number. For it can always be

done, with that single vacant square, no matter how

many frogs there are.

156.â��THE MOTOR-BICYCLE RACE.

At a motor-bicycle race round a circular track one

spectator said to another, as the cycles went whirling

round and round the course :â��

" There's Goggleshamâ��that man just going by ! "

" Yes, I see," was the reply; " but how many cycles

are running in the race ? "

" Add one-third of the number of cycles running in

front of Gogglesham to three-quarters of those behind

him, and that will give you the answer 1 "

Now, how many cycles were actually running in that

race ?

157.â��THE DISSECTED CIRCLE.

How many continuous strokes, without lifting your

pencil from the paper, do you

require to draw the design

shown in our illustration ?

Directly you change the direc-

tion of your pencil it begins

a new stroke. You may go

over the same line more than

once if you like. It requires

just a little care, or you may

find yourself beaten by one

stroke.

158.â��THE CYCLISTS' FEAST.

'Twas last Bank Holiday, so I've been told,

Some cyclists rode abroad in glorious weather.

Resting at noon within a tavern old,

They all agreed to have a feast together.

" Put it all in one bill, mine host," they said,

" For every man an equal share will pay."

The bill was promptly on the table laid,

And four pounds was the reckoning that day.

But, sad to slate, when they prepared to square,

Twas found that two had sneaked outside and fled.

So, for two shillings more than his due share

Each honest man who had remained was bled.

They settled later with those rogues, no doubt.

How many were they when they first set out ?

159.â��THEIR AGES.

If you add the square of Jack's age to the age

of Jill, the sum is 62 ; but if you add the square

of Jill's age to

the age of Jack

the result is 176.

Can you say what

are the ages of

Jack and Jill ?

Solutions to Last Month s Puzzles.

150.â��A PLANTATION' PUZZLE.

The illustration shows the ten trees that must be

left to form five rows

with four trees in every

row. The dots represent

the positions of the trees

that have been cut

down.

151.â��A FAMILY

PARTY.

The party consisted

of two little girls and

a boy, their father and

mother, and their

father's father and mother
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152.â��THE EIGHTEEN DOMINOES.

The illustration explains itself. It will be found

that the pips in every column, row, and long diagonal

add up 18, as required.

153.â��A CHARITABLE

BEQUEST.

There are seven dif-

erent ways in which the

money may be distri-

buted : 5 women and

19 men, 10 women and

16 men, 15 women and

13 men, 20 women and

10 men, 25 women and

7 men, 30 women and 4

men, and 35 women

and 1 man. But the last case must not be counted,

because the condition was that there should be

" men," and a single man is not men. Therefore

the answer is six years.

â�¢ t â�¢

â�¢ â�¢ â�¢

154.â��A WORD SQUARE.

BEACH

ENDUE

ADORE

CURED

HEED S



the F&iri

airies Prisoner

"AC ROSE'

ILLUSTRATED BY

CHARLES ROBINSON

HIS is the strange story of a

thoughtless boy who was kept

a prisoner for a whole week

in the fairy wood.

Robin lived with his parents

in a white farm-house on the

crest of a hill. The fields and

gardens of the farm sloped gently to the bottom

of the hill, and were there divided from the

wood by a fence. Often had Robin been

warned by his mother not to go into the wood.

" For the trees grow very thickly there, and

if you got lost," she said, " goodness knows

what would happen to you ! "

But one morning, as Robin stood looking

over the fence into the dark wood, he thought

he would put one foot over on the other side

to see if it felt any different, for he had heard

that it was an enchanted wood. Of course

it didn't feel any different, so Robin sat on the

fence and hung both feet over and waited to

see what would happen. Nothing happened

at all. He jumped down and stood holding

on to the fence with one hand and feeling

quite brave.

" If mother could see me now, I wonder

what she would say ? " said Robin to himself.

A moment later he saw the most beauti-

ful flowerâ��a wake-robin. Robin had often

picked them in their own little woods on the

other side of the hill, but none had ever been

quite so large and lovely as this one.

Grasping the stem, Robin pulled it, and

turned to go home, when he heard the joyous

carolling of a bird quite near him. Looking

up, he saw a redbreast perched upon a

tree. Robin whistled, and the bird, twisting

his lilt'e head, saucily returned the salute.

Quick as thought Robin dropped his flower

and, picking up a stone, aimed it at the bird.

His aim was not true, and the redbreast flew

away unharmed. But instantly there was an

angry buzzing sound near him.

" Bees are swarming somewhere," said

Robin.

The sound came nearer and nearer, but he

saw no bees or other insects. At last he was

surrounded on all sides by the noise, and,

feeling something sting him sharply on the

cheek, turned to run out of the wood.

" Mosquitoes," said Robin, aloud. " Bother

them ! They spoil all one's fun."

" Mosquitoes, indeed ! " said an angry little

voice quite close to his ear. " Nothing of

the sort."

The voice was so tiny that it sounded no

louder than the hum of a mosquito ; but,

though angry, it was still qui'e sweet. Only

fairies can scold properly and yet keep their

voices sweet. Bewildered, Robin gazed all

about him.

" Fairies," said the same clear little voice,

" let us become visible and punish this wicked

mortal."

And all at once the air was full of little

winged creatures, tiny, beautiful things, all
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light and grace and swiftness. There must

have been a hundred of them, and every one

of them was angry.

Perching on Robin's shoulder, on his head,

swaying on the slender branches of the trees,

they gazed at him with indignation, unmixed

with any pity. Robin must have realized at

that moment that he was a prisoner and could

not hope to escape from them.

" You have done an unspeakable thing,"

said one fairy, who was about a sixth of an

inch taller and about one ounce heavier

than any of her companions, and so was

crowned with authority. " You threw a

stone at a bird."

" At a bird ! " cried all the other fairies,

and every voice went up to high C, which is

their top note. You will find it at the very

end of the piano on the right side.

But Robin, though alarmed by their

number, stood his ground sturdily and

responded : " Well, lots of boys do that."

" Fairies," exclaimed the largest one (her

name was Puffball), " this is worse than we

thought ! Boys must be very bad. What

shall we do with this one ? "

" We will take him to the Queen and ask

her to consider his case," replied a fairy with

a determined chin.

To this the others all agreed, and, summon-

ing a small army of grasshoppers, Puffball

directed them to the cutting of a wild

vine to make a harness. This was soon

accomplished, and the vines securely fastened

over Robin's shoulders and under his arms.

It was no use making a fuss ; he knew he

had to go with them.

Had anyone else been in the woods to see

the strange procession, he surely would have

thought it a pretty sight. Wreathed in his

vine harness, Robin trudged on through

the leafy glade, and every fairy who could

get hold of an end of the vine, or even a tendril,

flew behind and beside him, spurring him on if

he lagged with the sharp end of a tiny wand.

Once he cried out, " Oh, you're sticking pins

into me," and a nice little fairy, called Gold-

heart, remonstrated gently. " Not so hard,

dear Cobweb ; perhaps boys have feelings,

you know." Robin Was grateful to Goldheart.

By and by he learned the names of several

fairies who were his near companions.

There was Fleetwing, very light in the air,

and wearing pale pink. Thistledown was all in

mauve, and looked ready to be blown away

by the first puff of wind. Moonbeam wore

silver and white, and seemed to shed a light

of her own. Hyacinth was a very pretty

creature in light blue. Daffodil wore yellow,

and was very gay. Goldheart was in bright

yellow, and, as her name indicates, was

renowned for her good heart. Robin heard

them speak frequently of a fairy called Silver

Shoes, who seemed rather important; but

she was not among them, nor did Robin

ever see her entirely. He understood that

Silver Shoes had charge of the wood, but

during a short absence on a vacation she had

made Puffball her manager.

After they had gone a long way, and Robin

was hot and tired (though all the fairies were

fresher than when they started, for that is

their way), they came to the edge of a little

creek and Robin begged for a drink.

" Fetch an acorn," said Puffball, and

Thistledown flew to do her bidding.

When poor Robin saw the acorn he asked

if he might not bend down and drink from

the stream ; but the fairies would not permit

it, in case he swallowed a fish.

So Robin had twenty-seven acorn-cups of

water. By the time he tossed off the tenth

every fairy was raising her eyebrows at another

fairy. At the fifteenth they began to whisper,

and when he finished the twentieth they drew

aside in a little buzzing group and had a

debate on the subjectâ��" Is he a boy or a

fish ? " And by the time they had settled

the question (the decision being only that they

would leave it to the Queen), Robin had

somewhat slaked his thirst and was ready to

go on. Their destination was the mouth of

the creek, where there was a beautiful little

waterfall. To Robin's astonishment, they

passed in at the back of the waterfall, through

an opening in the rocks. No human being

would ever have imagined it to be a Fairy

Queen's palace, and this is just the reason

why such a place is always chosen for the

fairies' Royal residence.

Robin now found himself in a dimly-lighted

cave whose floors and walls were made of

solid stone. The waterfall made a beautiful

curtain for the entrance. At the extreme end

of the cave two white agates were placed,

one upon another, and seated upon this

throne was the Fairy Queen.

Her first words, when she saw all the fairies

enter with a prisoner, were, " Call the fire-

flies," which was the same as saying at home,

" Light the gas." A swarm of fire-flies came

in and the cave was brilliantly lighted up.

It was a beautiful scene. The lovely little

Queen upon her white throne, surrounded

by her fairies, the secrecy of the cave, and

the bright though fitful light of the fire-flies

â��all this made Robin so interested that he

forgot to be frightened.
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RUBIN TRUDGED ON rilKOUliH THB LEAFY

CLADB, AM) EVERY FAIRY WHO COULD GEI

HOLD OF AN END OF THE VINE, OK EVEN A

TENDRIL, FLEW BEHIND AND BEblDE HIM,

SPURRING HIM ON."
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His case was soon stated. Of course, the

Queen was horrified at his deed, for she looked

upon any wanton cruelty to birds or animals

as a crime, and Robin soon saw it would go

hard with him. It was no use giving her the

flimsy excuse that other boys did it.

" Fairies," said the Queen, " I have con-

sidered this bad boy's case, and I have

decided we shall keep him a prisoner here in

our woods and make him work for us."

A little buzz of talk and certain looks among

the fairies seemed to denote satisfaction with

these words.

But Robin cried out: " For how long ? "

" Silence ! " said the Queen, and at once

added: " Until you have finished the work

I shall give you. For some time I have thought

of giving you fairies a swimming-pool," con-

tinued the Queen. Upon hearing this two

fairies clapped their hands. " As things

are now, it is not safe for us to bathe either

in the creek or in the lake. This boy shall

build us a proper bath with his own hands.

Come with me."

Descending from the throne, she flew out

of the cave, and all the fairies flew after her,

guiding Robin, who was still harnessed with

the wild vine. The Queen stopped when

she came to a place where the waters of the

creek ran, swift and crystal-clear, over pure

white sand. All around the side maidenhair

fern and blue and yellow flags were growing.

" This is the spot I have chosen," said the

Queen. " The prisoner will first have to

build a dam. Of course, he won't do it nearly

as well as our old friend, the Beaver, but I

cannot disturb him just now, for he is very

busy building his house."

The Queen showed Robin where to find clay

and the prettiest pebbles for lining the swim-

ming bath, and, after warning him that she

was very particular about the work, flew

back to the palace, accompanied by most of

the fairies. Only half-a-dozen remained for a

short time to look after the prisoner.

" Where is the old Beaver ? " was the first

question Robin asked after the Queen had gone.

" About five fairy miles down the creek,"

replied Fleetwing.

" And how much is a fairy mile ? " sa d he.

" Ten of your largest steps make a fairy

mile," said Goldheart.

" Oh, that is easy," declared Robin. " Then

the Beaver is fifty paces down the creek."

And at once he started off to find him.

Sure enough, the old Beaver was hard at

work building his house with branches and

twigs and mud. How vigorously he thumped

the moist clmr down with his big tail!

" Oh, if I only had a tail like that!" said

Robin.

He spent a whole day taking lessons from

the Beaver, and then went back to work on

the swimming-pool.

After he had made the dam across the

creek, diverting the water into another

channel, he dug out his basin to the proper

size and lined it thickly with clay. Then he

began to collect his pebbles, but when he

had enough to begin on the bottom of the

pool he found the clay had already dried

and the work would have to be done over

again. This was a great disappointment, and

meant another day in the wood.

That evening Robin worked long after the

moon had risen, collecting his pebbles and

placing them in little heaps, keeping all those

of one colour together. Tired out at last, he

lay down on the bank and slept soundly till

shortly before sunrise, when all the birds,

carolling joyously, seemed to him to be

calling, " Wake, Robin ! Wake, Robin ! "

Up jumped Robin, and was soon hard at

work again on the swimming-pool.

Every morning and evening one of the

fairies brought him nuts and berries, and

Goldheart made him a little cap from the

broad leaves of the May-apple to proteot

him from the heat of the sun.

Often Goldheart would perch upon a twig

or flower and talk to him while he worked.

She was Robin's favourite fairy. When he

found that she was quite willing to chat as

long as he was busy with his hands, he had

many questions to ask her.

" Please tell me something about fairies,"

he begged one day.

" What shall I tell you ? " asked Goldheart.

" If you know anything about fairies there is

nothing to tell, and if you don't know any-

thing there is so much that I don't know where

to begin."

" I don't know anything," said Robin.

" Begin at the beginning. What are your

favourite flowers ? "

" The fairies' favourites are the columbine,

wake-robin, iris, honeysuckle, and brier-rose.

The last two we like for the sweet smell.

Fairies who are good swimmers love to float

on water-lilies, but I am afraid to. The

iris and columbine are liked particularly well,

because they make such good cradles for the

fairy babies."

" Do you like garden flowers, Goldheart ? "

" Garden flowers ? It is but seldom a fairy

will venture beyond her own woods, but a

hedge of sweet-peas in bloom will tempt us

more than anything else. And sometimes we
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visit them in flocks at midnight. Only you

must never, never tell."

" Oh, never," said Robin. " I didn't know

you came to gardens. Did you ever come to

ours ? "

" Many a time," replied Goldheart; " but

you were always in bed and sound asleep.

About half an hour after midnight is a good

time to open your window and look for fairies

on the sweet-peas ; but you will hardly be

able to see them, even by bright moonlight,

because a fairy always lights on a flower 'the

same colour as her dress."

Here they were suddenly interrupted by.

an elf in the Queen's livery. He came to

tell Robin that Her Majesty was coming to

inspect his work. So Goldheart flew off in

a great hurry, and Robin bent to his task

in earnest. He enjoyed the building of the

swimming-bath, and was much entertained

by Goldheart's conversation, but of course

longed to get back to his own home and

tell his mother and sister of his strange

adventures.

The Queen came shortly after the noon

hour, attended by sixty fairies. But as soon

as she saw Robin's work she frowned and

stamped her foot. Then the sixty fairies

stamped their feet, and all the babies in a

family of crickets near by woke up suddenly

and began to chirp.

" What is this ? " cried the Queen. " What

careless work ! Here is a green stone next

to a blue one."

It was quite true. The sixteenth pebble

in the twentieth row was green, when it ought

to have been blue. Robin gazed in dismay

at his mistake.

" I'm sorry, your Majesty, but I matched

the stones by moonlight, and thought it was

blue."

" No excuses," replied the Queen. " Here-

after you shall not do any night work, but

you must rise earlier in the morning. Don't

let me find such a mistake when I come again."

And she flew away.

The next morning Robin was up even before

the birds, and; had the pleasure, for the first

time in his life; 'of waking them.

"Lazy things,"'cried Robin, knocking at

the door of a woodpecker's nest. It was in

a knot-hole in a tree. " Lazv things, get

up ! "

The woodpecker came to his little door,

gazing at Robin in astonishment, not under-

standing him in the least, for they had never

heard that word before.

Goldheart did not come again to talk with

him, and it must be admitted he did his work

more quickly when alone.

At length the pool was finished. Fleet-

wing, who had brought Robin his noonday

meal in six bur-baskets (she had to make

six trips to do it), was sent to call the Queen

and her attendants.

When they arrived Robin showed them

the swimming-pool. They were speechless

for a moment with admiration, and all that

could be heard was the gentle rustling of

their wings.

" Do you like it ? " asked Robin, timidly.

" Like it ? " said the Queen. " It is the

most beautiful swimming-pool in the world."

And surely it was.

At the bottom of the pool there was a circle

of jet-black pebbles ; next to these four rows

of dark red, then blue, then white, and at the

top three rows of bright green pebbles. And

all around the sides maidenhair fern was

growing thickly.

Robin now removed his dam very carefully,

and the crystal water flowed into his pool and

filled it to the brim.

The Queen thanked him warmly. All the

other fairies came up and praised his work,

and Puffball, standing on the tip of an iris,

made a little speech.

" I am sure," said Puffball, " it gives me

much pleasure to congratulate you on your

beautiful work. I shall find the bath a great

convenience, I know. I shall think of you

whenever I bathe. I "

And just then the iris, bending with her

weight, threw the unlucky Puffball off her

balance, and she fell plump into the pool.

" Too many ' I's,' " remarked the Queen,

dryly, as Robin fished the poor fairy out. And

when he was escorted to the edge of the woods

by all the fairies Puffball had to remain at

home and dry her wings in the sun. ,

Robin was the centre of a gay procession, for

he was no longer a prisoner, but a friend.

The Queen's â�  own band, composed of

crickets, locusts, and katydids, and led by a

dragon-fly, accompanied them, making music

all the way.

At the spot where Robin had first entered

the woods the fairies left him. He climbed

the fence and went up the hill, and when he

looked back to the. woods a moment kter

all he could see was trees and flowers and one

little speck of yellow. That was Goldheart,

he knew, and he waved his hand to her

in farewell. '. '
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AN UP-TO-DATE

ADVERTISEMENT.

AN advert is i n g

device that

attracted crowds in

the streets of Los

Angeles, California,

was the aeroplane

shown in this photo-

graph. It carried a

passenger whose con-

tortions kept the crowd

in a state of uneasiness,

as he seemed to be

having trouble with

his air-craft as it flew

above the housetops.

The aviator was a

dummy, almost life-

size, and the machine

was built in propor-

tion, and, seen from

the streets, presented

a realistic appearance. The whole device was kept

aloft by a number of kites, but they were so high

as to be out of sight from the pavements. Cords

operated the dummy, which seemed to be working

with the levers. A banner trailing behind the air-craf;

carried the advertising sign.â��Mr. C. L. Edholm, 4,624,

Figueroa Street, Los Angeles, Cal., U.S.A.

pipes and splashing on

to the praying-stones

in front of the shrine

below. On these the

devout kneel

reverently, sometimes

for thirty or forty

minutes, with cold

water playing on their

backs, supplicating

the deity of the shrine

for the safety and

welfare of some be-

loved friend or rela-

tive.â��Mr. F. S. Daw-

son, 9, Til ling ton

Street, Stafford.

CAMP LIFE ON

THE ROOF.

WITH a tent city

on its roof, a

huge tourist hotel in

San Diego, California, offers a feature of city li'e

that is uniqueâ��camping one hundred and fifty feet

QUAINT JAPANESE PRAYING-STONES.

KYOTO, Japan, abounds in picturesque temples

and quain* shrines, but perhaps no more

interesting or beautiful spot will be found than a small

shrine below the Kiyomidzudera. In the valley

beneath this temple is the Otawa-no-Taki, a small

stream springing out of the rocks, led through bamboo

above the streets. The advantages are readily seen ;

an abundance of sunshine and fresh air, a wonderful

view of the Pacific Ocean and the mountain ranges

of Mexico, and, at the same time, all the comforts of

a metropolitan hotel. Twenty-two tents have been

installed here, and during the summer the demand for

them is great.â��Mr. C. L. Edholm, 4,624, Figueroa

Street, Los Angeles, Cal., U.S.A.
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A GIGANTIC PAPER FISH.

ON May 5th every year in Japan a boys' holiday takes

place, when foreign visitors will notice many gigantic

paper or cotton carp floating in the air from poles erected by

the side of the house. This photograph shows a specimen of

the paper carp. The idea is that as the carp swims up the

river against the current so will the sturdy boy, overcoming all

obstacles, make his way in the world and rise to fame and

fortune.â��Mr. M. Yoshida, Ichinoki-cho, Yamada, Ise, Japan.

" ALL THE FUN OF THE FAIR " ON A TABLE.

>ERIIAPS the chief merit of this model fair is that it works

well and is an unfailing source of pleasure to the children.

The little hot-air engine is harnessed to the roundabouts,

joy-wheel, and over-boats, all of which are made of odds and

ends found about the house, such as treacle tins, long nails, and

cotton-reels, which are especially useful as pulley-wheels. The

cocoa - nut game cost fourpence - halfpenny, the shooting

game a penny, and the rest, with the

exception of the engine, about a shilling.

My little boy calls it a "Table Fair,"

and, indeed, it may be looked on as an

adaptation of Mr. H. G. Wells's " Floor

Games," for the boy was responsible

for the conception which has made

the engine what it should be, a means

to an end. Small porcelain dolls pay for

rides with pennies, sixpences, or shillings,

and the above-mentioned young gentle-

man of six is becoming proficient in

giving change. The amazing variations

of games with the fair, invented by two

or three little friends and himself on

rainy days, have been astonishing. The

whole fair can be packed up and " taken

to the next town," as they say.â�� Mr.

Fred Hatfield, 18, Cumberland Road,

Manor Park, E.

FOR WARMTH OR LIGHT?

OWING to some defect an ordinary

street gas-lamp in Croydon, lit and

extinguished night and morning, was

removed, and on close examination was

found to contain a tom-tit's nest with six

eggs. The hole at the right side of the

lamp was used by the bird as an entrance,

and the left side, showing the nest, was

torn away in order to show the interesting

work of the bird.â��Mr. A. H. Hobbs, Gas

Offices, Katharine Street, Croydon.

A TRAIN HELD UP BY A HOUSE.

IAM sending you a photograph of a rather

interesting occurrence in Minto, South

Manitoba, Canada. It shows a train held

up by a general store, which is being taken

from one side of the town to the other by

means of rollers and a horse-worked capstan.

Although this is a fairly common sight in

Canada, I think some of the readers of the

" Curiosities" pages might be interested

in the photograph. â�� Mr. G. L. Ormiston,

Holly Lodge, St. Margarets-on-Thames.





THE ICE-GRAVE OF THE HEROES.

"OVER THE BODIES THEY SPREAD THE FOLDS OE THE OUTER TENT, THEN BUILT OVER ALL

A MIGHTY CAIRN, SURMOUNTED WITH A SIMPLE CROSS."

from tt Photograph by a member of the Search Party.



" TO THE SOUTH POLE r

CAPTAIN SCOTT S

OWN STORY

TOLD FROM HIS JOURNALS

The Photographs of the doomed explorers in the following pages were taken hy

Lieut. Bowers and Dr. Wilson, and the others by members of the Search Party.

These articles are related from the journals of Captain Scott, and give the first

connected story of the British Antarctic Expedition, 1910-1913. The story has

been told from the journals by Mr. Leonard Huxley, well known as the biographer

of his celebrated father, and carefully read and revised by Commander Evans,

R.N. With few exceptions, all the photographs, which have been selected

from many hundreds, are here published for the first time.

PART IV.

Varied Fortunes.

N the afternoon march we

came on a surface covered

with loose, sandy snow, and

the pulling became very

heavy. We managed to get

off twelve and a half miles

(geographical) by 7 p.m., but

it was very heavy work.

" In the afternoon the wind died away,

and to-night it is flat calm. The sun so warm

that, in spite of the temperature, we can

stand about outside in the greatest comfort."

A happy difference, this, from the con-

ditions depicted by Shackleton. All things

seemed to be going smoothly. Would the

surface give trouble later ?

Great is the contrast next day. " A

dreadfully trying day; the surface as bad

as it could be after the first hour." For five

hours in the morning " marched solidly ; and

again in the afternoon we plugged on . . . the

hardest we have yet done on the plateau.

We sigh for a breeze to sweep the hard snow.

However, we are very close to the 88th

parallel, little more than a hundred and

twenty miles from the Pole, only a march

from Shackleton's final camp, and in a general

way ' getting on.'

" We go a little over a mile and a quarter

an hour nowâ��it is a big strain as the shadows

creep slowly round from our right through

ahead to our left."

With the exception of one fair and promis-

ing day, the oth, following a blizzard, the

next spell of ten days till the 15th is a con-

tinuous record of stubborn pushing on against

Vol xlvi.â��46. Copyright, T013, by " Everybody's Magarine," in the United States of America.



the dull resistance of broken and clogging

surface.

January 6th. " We are in the midst of a

sea of fish-hook waves, well remembered from

our Northern experience. . . . To add to our

trouble, every sastrugus is covered with a

beard of sharp branching crystals. We have

only covered ten and a half miies (geo-

graphical), and it's been about the hardest

pull we've had. We think of leaving our ski

here, mainly because of risk of breakage.

" We are south of Shackleton's last camp,

so I suppose have made the most Southerly

camp.

" January 7th. The vicissitudes of this

work are bewildering. Last night we decided

to leave our ski on account of the sastrugi.

This morning we marched out a mile in forty

minutes, and the sastrugi gradually dis-

appeared. I kept debating the ski question

and at this point stopped, and after dis-

cussion we went back and fetched the ski;

it cost us one and a half hours nearly. March-

ing again, I found to my horror we could

scarcely move the sledge on ski; the first

hour was awful owing to the wretched coating

of loose, sandy snow. However, we per-

sisted, and towards the latter end of our tiring

march we began to make better progress, but

the work is still awfully heavy. I must stick

to the ski after this.

" Things, luckily, will not remain as they

are. To-morrow we depot a week's pro-

vision, lightening altogether about a hundred

pounds. This afternoon the welcome

southerly wind returned, and is now blowing

force 2 to 3. I cannot but think it will

improve the surface."

In the evening reflections are more cheerful.

" I am awfully glad we have hung on to the

ski; hard as the marching is, it is far less tiring

on ski. Bowers has a heavy time on foot, but

nothing seems to tire him. Evans (P. 0.) has

a nasty cut on his hand (sledge-making). I

hope it won't give trouble. Our food con-

tinues- to amply satisfy. What luck to have

hit on such an excellent ration. We really

are an excellently found party."

Shackleton's Record Beaten.

On the 8th came a blizzard, and with it a

day's enforced restâ��good for Evans's cut

hand. The 9th placed them beyond the

record of Shackleton's walk. " All is new-

ahead." But there was nothing new in the

terrible monotony and heavy marching. To

make a fresh depot would increase the speed,

but an unexpected hazard appeared.

" Bowers's watch has suddenly dropped

twenty-six minutes ; it may have stopped

from being frozen outside his pocket, or he

may have inadvertently touched the hands.

Anyway it makes one more chary of leaving

stores on this great plain, especially as the

blizzard tended to drift up our tracks."

On the 10th they left a depot of one week's

food and sundry articles of clothing, going

forward with eighteen days' food.

" Yesterday I should have said certain to

see us through, but now the surface is beyond

words, and if it continues we shall have the

greatest difficulty to keep our march long

enough. The surface is quite covered with

sandy snow, and when the sun shines it is

terrible.
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Toiling Towards the Pole.

" Only eighty-five miles from the Pole,

but it's going to be a stiff pull both ways,

apparently ; still we do make progress, which

is something.

" January nth. It was heavy pulling from

the beginning to-day, but for the first two

and a half hours we could keep the sledge

moving ; then the sun came out (it had been

overcast and snowing, with light south-

easterly breeze), and the rest of the forenoon

w.as agonizing. I never had such pulling ;

all the time the sledge rasps and creaks. We

have covered six miles (geographical), but at

fearful cost to ourselves.

" Another hard grind in the afternoon and

five miles added. About seventy-four miles

from the Poleâ��can we keep this up for seven

days ? It takes it out of us like anything.

None of us ever had such hard work be-

fore." But they were not spent, for later

there was a moment when " clouds spread

over from the west with light chill wind, and

for a few brief minutes we tasted the delight

of having the sledge following free. The

short experience was salutary. I had got to

fear that we were weakening badly in our

pulling ; those few minutes showed me that

we only want a good surface to get along as

merrily as of old."

Four more marches of double figures and

they ought to get through, but with what

effort ! "It is going to be a close thing."

Was it the exhaustion of the march or some

damp quality in the air that made everyone

feel chilled that night, though the actual

temperature was higher than the night before ?

" Little Bowers is wonderful. In spite of

my protest, he would take sights after we had

camped to-night, after marching in the soft

snow all day, where we have been compara-

tively restful on ski."

From a windless area they passed on the

13th to " a sea of sastrugi " and sandy snow

crystals in the afternoon. " Well, another

day with double figures and a bit over. The

chance holds."

January 14th. " The surface was a little

better, but the steering was awfully difficult

and trying ; very often I could see nothing,

and Bowers on my shoulders directed me."

Again they noticed the peculiar damp cold.

Next day the last depot was made : " Four

days' food and a sundry or two." After a

strenuous morning, when " the surface was

terrible, four and three-quarter hours yielded

six miles; the sledge came surprisingly lightly

after lunch."

" Only twenty-seven miles from the Pole,

and nine days' provisions " to carry forward

from a final depot. " We ought to do it now."

They did itâ��but not as they hoped. Their

Union Jack was not the first flag to fly at the

Pole.

On the 16th: "We marched well in the morn-

ing and covered seven and a half miles ; noon

sight showed Lat. 89Â° 42' S.," and " in the

afternoon they started off in high spirits,

feeling that to-morrow would see them at

their destination."

Forestalled!

But " about the second hour of the

march Bowers's sharp eyes detected what
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he thought was a cairn. He

was uneasy about it, but

argued it must be a wind-

drift. Half an hour later he

made out a black speck ahead,"

no " natural snow feature."

Before long they came up to

"a black flag tied to a sledge-

bearer, near by the remains of

a camp," with " sledge tracks

and ski tracks going and

coming and the clear trace of

dogs' pawsâ��many dogs. This

told the whole story; the

Norwegians" had arrived first.

Scott's simple comment runs,

" It is a terrible disappoint-

ment, and I am very sorry for

my loyal companions," but

they resolved to carry out their

plans to the uttermost ; next

day " march to the Pole, and

then hasten home with all the

speed they could compass " to

catch the ship. They were

still descending; " certainly the

Norwegians found an easier

way up."

So, on January 17th, they

made their " 69th camp " at

" the Pole." With a high

" head wind and temperature

- 220 " it had been a particu-

larly bad day. At night it

was still blowing hard, and

there was " that curious

damp, cold feeling in the air

which chills one to the bone in

no time." Meanwhile the in-

defatigable Bowers was " lay-

ing himself out to get sights

in terribly difficult circum-

stances." They had " followed

the Norwegian sledge tracks in

the morning for some way,

and in about three miles passed

two small cairns. Then the

weather overcast, the tracks

increasingly drifted up, obvi-

ously went too far to the

west " ; so it was " decided to

make straight for the Pole

according to our own calcula-

tions." Next morning, the

18th, they " decided, after

summing up all observations,

that they were three and a half miles away

from the Poleâ��one mile beyond it and three

to the right. More or less in that direc-

ts. HuWEKS.

THE FIVE HEROES REACH

THIS HISTORIC PICTURE, SHOWING CAPTAIN SCO'lT AND HIS KOUR

OBTAINED THE PHOTOGRAPH BY MEANS OF A SIRING

tion Bowers " the keen-sighted " saw a cairn

or tent." It turned out to be a " tent, two

miles from their camp, and therefore about
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Scott. Wilson. P.O. Evans.

THE POLE AT LAST.

COMPANIONS AT THE HOIK, WAS TAKKN BY LIEUT. BOWEKS, WHO, AFTEP POSING THE GROUP,

ATTACHED TO THE CAMERA. THIS STRING IS CLEARLY SHOWN IN THE PICTURE.

one and a half miles from the Pole. In the " Olav Olavsen Bjaaland,

tent " was the " record of the five Norwegians " Hilmer Hanssen, Sverre H. Hassel,

who had been there: Roald Amundsen, "Oscar Wisting. 16 Dec, 1911."

Vol. xhi.-47.
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THE UNION JACK

AFTER THE DISCOVERY OF AMUNDSEN'S TENT CAPTAIN SCO IT'S PARTY MADE A RECORD OF THEIR OWN

THEMSELVESâ��MIGHTY

The tent excited admiration. It was " a

small, compact affair supported by a simile

bamboo." Various " mitts " and other

warm things were left in the lent, as if the

Aim a I'hotwatth l>u

weather had been warmer than expected.

There was " a note also from Amundsen,"

asking Scott " to forward a letter to King

Haakon."
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FLIES AT THE POLE.

VISIT. THRY "BUII.T A CAIRN AT THK POLE CAMP, PUT UP THEIR UNION JACK, AND PHOTOGRAPHED

COM) WORK ALL OP IT."

Vi: Wtltou

(amp. put up their Union Jack, and photo-

At the Pole ! graphed themselvesâ��mighty cold work all

Then they turned to making the record of of it. Less than half a mile south we saw

their own visit, " built a cairn at the Pole an old under-runner of a sledge stuck up "
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THE POLAR PARTY

TWO DAYS, IT WILL BR REMEMBERED, WERE SPENT AT THE POLE, AND

From a 1'ltvtogrttph

in the snow, and " commandeered it as a yard

for our sail. A note attached talked of the

tent as being two miles from the Pole." Nor

does the Journal begrudge a handsome

acknowledgment: " There is no doubt that

our predecessors have made thoroughly sure

of their mark and fully carried out their

programme."

Finally " we carried the Union Jack about

three-quarters of a mile north with us and

left it on a piece of stick as near" to the true

position of the Pole " as we could fix it."

Starting Home.

The homeward march began on January

19th. It was " heavy dragging " from the

first. " in spite of the light load and a full sail."

During the last ten outward marches they had

gradually descended one thousand feet to the

Pole, so that the first part of the return was

" collar-work," besides being over a bad sur-

face. The " old tracks were drifted up. deep

in places, and toothed sastrugi had already

formed over them. Marching with the wind

was warmer and pkasanter " than against it,

but the cold was perhaps more felt at the halts.

However, " the cairns were easily picked up,

the Southern depot reached on the 20th," the

prospect of getting over the ticklish stage to

the " Three Degree depot " fairly promising.

But " it was blowing quite hard and drifting

when the afternoon march was started. At

first with full sail " the sledge travelled " at a

great rate " ; then they " got on an extra-

ordinary surface, the drifting snow lying in

heaps. It clung to the ski, which could only

be pushed forward with an effort, and the

pulling was really awful.'' But they " went

steadily on," Scott looking forward to the

time " when Bowers should get his ski again "

from their cache: " I'm afraid he must find

these long marches very trying with his short

legs, but he is an undefeated little sportsman."

" A Foretaste of Calamity !"

But heavy pulling " up the one hundred

miles," where it had been " difficult to drag

downhill," was the least part of their toil.

The elements began thus early to conspire

against them. The 21st brought a half-day's

blizzard, the 23rd, 24th, and 25th others, and

in their train brought a foretaste of calamity.

Everything lessened speed, and every delay-

cut down the margin of safety allowed for
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Oates. P.O. Evans. Scott.

HARNESSED TO THEIR SLEDGE.

THEN THE EXPLORERS SET OUT ON THEIR LONG JOURNEY NORTH.

by Lwttt. -

Wilson.

between depots. To the struggle against the

elements and the " difficulty of following the

track " are added the first slight indications

of lessening vitality in those who were

destined first to be stricken down in the con-

testâ��a susceptibility to cold : an unnoticed

frostbite.

On the evening of the 21st they had " six

days' food in hand, and forty-five miles to the

next depot," where seven days' food waited.

Then "ninety miles to go to the 'Three Degree

depot.' Once there " it looked as though

they " ought to be safe," but it was desirable

" to have a day or two in hand " to allow for

contingencies, such as " difficulty in follow-

ing the old tracks " and being unable to find

the depots in the dim waste of snow by the help

of observations for latitude, if they could be

made at all. At the best, the guiding " cairns

could only be seen when less than a mile away."

One day the tracks would be clear and a

following wind, albeit swelling into a blizzard,

urge them at speed under full sail ; another

they were held up half a day by the force of

the galeâ��" the second full gale already in the

six days since leaving the Pole." On other

days the tracks were repeatedly lost, especially

on the broken surface where they had zig-

Vol. xlvi.â��48.

zagged up through a sea of storm-tossed

sastrugi to avoid the heaviest mounds. Once

the track was only recovered thanks to

" Bowers's sharp eyes " : he espied one of the

four-mile cairns afar off. Evans got frost-

bitten in the face; Oates felt the cold ;

Wilson, who, like his leader and Bovvers, was

otherwise as fit as was possible under the

conditions, had a bout of torturing snow-

blindness, and later strained a tendon in his

leg, and for a day could not pull. Troubles

were forgotten in camp, however, and time

after time they hit off a depot and went for-

ward with enough to carry them to the next

and something to spare, but not enough to

let them satisfy their growing hunger. That

must wait for enough at the " Three Degree

depot " ; for " a real feed " at the old camp at

the foot of the Glacier. Meanwhile they were

" pretty thin, though none feeling worn out " ;

shortening the hours of rest in the wet sleep-

ing-bags, and talking more of food ; and glad

that they had only to pull light sledges,

especially as Evans's hands were in a bad

state. " It is the sandy crystals that hold

us up. There has been a very great altera-

tion of the surface since we were last here."

But the last day of the month brought
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THE INNER TENT IN WHICH SCOTT AND HIS TWO

THE TENT OF DEATH AS IT APPEARED AFTER THE RESCUE PARTY HAD CLEARED AWAY THE SNOW.

THE PUBLIC, AND HERE HIS BODY AND THOSE OF WILSON AND BOWERS

Frvia a Photi'yi aph 6jr

them to a cheerful milestone : they

" picked up Bowers's ski, the last thing to

find on the summit. Now we have onlv to

go north, and so shall welcome strong winds."

Alas! that on the Barrier the rare favour-

able winds were often " powerless to move

the sledge on a surface awful beyond words."

and later they were more often adverse.

Another five days and they hoped to have

completed the summit stage. On February

ist they were so far advanced that it was

allowable to increase rations slightlyâ��" it

makes a lot of difference " is the satisfactory

comment. Next day came a set - back.

Descending the same " steep slope where

they had exchanged sledges on December

28th," Scott, " in trying to keep the track

and to keep his feet at the same time, came

an awful ' purler ' on his shoulder." It was

very sore and disabling for a couple of days,

while Wilson was still not quite recovered,

and Evans's hand was no better. Happily

the two of them were well again before the

worst surfaces on the Glacier had to be

traversed.

The Beginning of the End.

It was not till February 4th that we mark

the first overt blow of Fate, ominous of the

end. Scott and " Evans together unex-

pectedly fell into ;> crevasse " ; then l< Evans

had another fall." This must have been the

occasion when he struck his head, and

suffered some degree of concussion, so that

his alertness was dulled and his splendid

helpfulness abated. And this when the

temperature was twenty degrees lower than

on the ascent.

February 7th brought the end of the return

summit journev, after two " horrid " and

" anxious " days. They were caught in " a

maze of crevassesâ��huge open chasms

unbridged "â��and compelled to force a way
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COMPANIONS WERE DISCOVERED.

HERE CAPTAIN SCOTT WROTE HIS PATHETIC MESSAGE TO

WERE FOUND EIGHT MONTHS AFTER DEATH.

a meatWr of the Search Party.

over smaller crevasses and wearisome sastrugi.

Weather was threatening ; food ran low ;

anxiety only ended in the second evening,

when a straight course brought them to the

long-looked-for depot at the end of the

summit's journey, after "twenty-seven days

to the Pole and twenty-one backâ��nearly

seven weeks in low temperature, with almost

incessant wind."

The descent of the Glacier took eleven days,

from February 8th to the 18th. It opened

with a day of refreshing interest. The

moraine they reached " was obviously so

interesting that at last, when they got out of

the wind, they derided to camp and spend the

rest of the day geologizing," even finding

"veritable coal-seams." To "set foot on

rock after fourteen weeks of snow and ice,

and nearly seven out of sight of aught

else." was " like going ashore after a sea

voyage." These and other specimens, as

the world knows, were hauled on the sledge

to the very last. Though the dis-

coverers should perish, their dis-

coveries should be saved for science.

But they were not to reach the

mid - Glacier depot without sixty-

hours' critical experience. The nth

had a black mark as " the worst day

we have had during the trip," for,

unwisely turning east out of an area

of ice pressure, they became en-

tangled in another and w-orse oneâ��

" a regular trap of irregular cre-

vasses succeeded by huge chasms."

over which only desperation forced

a way.

" The Worst Place of All."

At the end of twelve hours'

marching in " horrible light which

made everything look fantastic," a

condition which can be appreciated

by those who have tried winter

sports in dim weather, the depot

was still many miles away. A

similar experience landed them next

day "in the worst place of all "â��

faced with a short supper and one

meal only remaining in the food

bag ; the depot doubtful in locality.

" We must get there to - morrow.

Meanwhile we are cheerful with an

effort. It is a tight place, but

luckily we've been well fed up to the

present. Pray God we have fine

weather to-morrow. Three-quarter

rations must suffice." Yet, " it was

a test of our endurance on the march

and our fitness with small supper. We have

come through well."

They " all slept well in spite of their grave

anxieties." Fog and snow awaited them in

the morning of the 13th. On " tea and one

biscuit " they pushed ahead, " leaving a

scanty remaining meal for eventualities," and

gradually got clear of the tangleâ��and after a

false alarm from Evans, " Wilson suddenly

saw the actual depot flag "â��to their "inex-

pressible relief." It was a near thing and

" gave a horrid feeling of insecurity," such as

must be guarded against in future.

Thereafter progress was slowâ��" there is

no getting away from the fact that we are

not going strong." Evans, especially, could

give little help and involuntarily delayed the

march. And for the remaining days short

rations were again necessary.

The Death of P.O. Evans.

On his last dayâ��February 17thâ��Evans
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seemed cheerful, but twice dropped out of

the pulling team, having " worked his ski

shoes adrift," then lagged behind ; so that

the rest, after a hard pull, " seeing him a long

way astern, camped for lunch " and wailed

for him. But "after lunch, Evans still not

appearing, we looked out, to see him still

afar off." All four hurriedly skied back to

him; " he showed every sign of collapse,"

and slowly said he " thought he must have

fainted." By the time the sledge was

fetched he was unconscious, and died in the

tent soon after midnight.

It was a swift ending for a gallant sailor.

A chapter of accidents had converted the

strongest man and handiest artificer into a

drag upon the party he had done so much to

help. " It is a terrible thing to lose a com-

panion in this way, but calm reflection shows

that there could not have been a better

ending to the terrible anxieties of the past

week."

February 18th was spent in " Shambles

Camp," where " plenty of horse-meat " was in

store. " New life seems to come with greater

food almost immediately, but I am anxious

about the Barrier surface." The last stage

homeward began here ; no more mountains

nor torn and splintered ice-falls had to be

surmounted ; it was relatively plain going,

but tired men without their strongest com-

panion could not make the long marches

that the ponies had made. Above all, the

gloomy forebodings as to the surface of the

Barrier were more than fulfilled. " It has

been like desert sand, not the least glide in

the world." To make bad worse, the

southerly wind that should have filled their

sail gradually failed, and by the 28thâ��

contrary to all experienceâ��blew too often from

the north, hindering, not helping, and in the

increasing coldâ��for that day the night

temperature was - 40Â°. and - 320 when they

began marchingâ��the slightest breeze ahead

was " blighting." " Everything depends on

the weather." Yet out of the first fifteen

marches on the Barrier, six were of thirteen

miles and five averaged a full ten.

Day after day the record of courage against

odds continues with a growing consciousness

of their slender chances. Once the wind

sprang up and the drifting snow obliterated

the " faint track." They got astray in the

dimness, yet " such untoward events fail to

damp the spirit of the party."

Next day there was sun, though with con-

sequent " loose ice crystals spoiling the sur-

face." " Luckily Bowers took round of

angles, and with help of chart wc fogged out

that we must be inside rather than outside

tracks. The data were so meagre that it

seemed a great responsibility to march out,

and we were none of us happy about it.

But just as we decided to lunch, Bowers's

wonderful sharp eyes detected an old double

lunch cairn, the theodolite telescope confirmed

it, and our spirits rose accordingly."

The track was only lost again during part

of one day. " To have picked up this

(the Southern Barrier) depot," even with

" a shortage of oil and Wilson's fearful attack

of snow-blindness, thrust anxieties aside for

the time." The nights were very cold now;

the need of " more food, more fat, more

fuel " made itself felt. " Cold feet starting

march, as day footgear doesn't dry at all."

The pace was better from February 25th ;

double figures were attained; the human

engines responded to a large ration as they

drew near the next depot, which they trium-

phantly reached on the afternoon of March

1st, despite " very heavy dragging."

They knew they were " in a very tight

place indeed, but none of us despondent

yet, or at least we preserve every sem-

blance of good cheer," and where all were

" unendingly cheerful among themselves,"

the leader " could only guess what each man

feels in his heart."

Oates Begins to Fail.

The marching was slow with a lame

comrade ; slower, for the " appalling surface :

one's heart sinks as the sledge stops dead at

some sastrugi, behind which the surface sand

lies thickly heaped." It is appalling to think

that a rise of the thermometer " to the

minus twenties " came as a relief ; that such

a day " made them all much more comfort-

able." " But a colder snap was bound to

come again foon," and Oates, already so

hard hit, would " weather it very poorly."

The one hope lay in pushing on and finding

" extra food at the next depot."

By March 5th they were " two pony

marches and four miles (about) from the

depot: such a short distance it would have

appeared on the summit " a few weeks

before ! " Our fuel was dreadfully low, and

poor Oates nearly done.'' His feet were in a

wretched condition, and he was very lame.

His case was doubly " pathetic because they

could do nothing for him ; more hot food

might do a little, but only a little." None

had expected to encounter " these terribly

low temperatures " at this season. Of the

three sound men, " Wilson was feeling these
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Gran. Williamson. Nelson. Crean.

FOUR MEMBERS OF THE SEARCH PARTY WHO FOUND THE DEAD HEROES.

From a Photograph by a member of the Search Party

most, mainly from his self-sacrificing devotion

in doctoring Oates's feet," standing about till

he was chilled ; and soon comes an entry :

" Wilson's feet giving trouble now, but this

mainly because he gives so much help to

others." Pain and hardship are glorified

by such endurance, such devotion, such

resolved cheerfulness. All were determined

" to see the game through with a proper spirit."

" We talk of all sorts of subjects in the tent,

not much of food now, since we decided to

take the risk of running a full ration."

Those " two pony marches and four miles

about " were only won through by four days

of slow, dogged pulling. On March 9th they

reached the longed-for depot. Their fears

were realized. Apparently the fierce cold

had injured the stoppers and much of the oil

had vanished. Inwardly hopeless of bringing

Oates through, and knowing him to be

" their greatest handicap," they kept him in

heart, and, inspired by his comrades' un-

flinching support, he held on bravely another

eight days. " He has rare pluck," exclaims

Scott. " He has borne intense suffering for

weeks without complaint, and to the very

last was able and willing to discuss outside

subjects."

Bravely and calmly these steadfast men

faced the situation. Oates " understood, but

practically asked for advice. Nothing could

be said but to urge him to march as long as

he could." " So far the tragical side of our

story." Rather the heroic side, without

which tragedy is an empty name.

"I Doubt If We Can Possibly Do It."

How pathetic are the simple calculations ;

one on March 10th : " We have seven days' food

and should be about fifty-five (geographical)

miles from One Ton Camp to-night; 6 x 7 = 42,

leaving us thirteen miles short of our distance,

even if things get no worse." Another next

day, under the pitiful encouragement of

having managed seven miles instead of six ;

let but that average be kept up, and the

remaining six days' food will carry them

forty-two milesâ��out of the forty-seven to

One Ton Camp. " I doubt if we can possibly

do it."
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Then a strong north wind set in : a very

short march was made. Xext day the wind,

though not north, was piercing, the thermo-

meter at noon - 430 ; pitching camp difficult

and dangerous because so slow; and all,

once in the tent, deadly cold. Still the

words stand: " We must fight it out to the

last biscuit, but can't reduce rations."

Oates's Heroic Death.

At midday on the 15th Oates at last " said

he couldn't go on ; he proposed we should

leave him in his sleeping-bag. This we could

not do, and induced him to come on, on the

afternoon march. In spite of its awful

nature for him he struggled on and we made

a few miles. At night he was worse and we

knew the end had come." The words of the

Journal for March 17th have already been

published: "He was a brave soul. This

was the end. He slept through the night

before last hoping not to wake, but he woke

in the morningâ��yesterday. It was blowing a

blizzard. He said, ' I am just going outside

and may be some time.' He went out into

the blizzard and we have not seen him

since."

And here the Journal places it formally on

record that they " stuck to their sick com-

panions to the last. In the case of Edgar

Evans, when absolutely out of food and he

lay insensible, the safety of the remainder

seemed to demand his abandonment ; but

he died a natural death and we did not

leave him till two hours after his death.'' And

on March 16th: " W e knew that poor Oates

was walking to his death, but though we tried

to dissuade him we knew it was the act of a

brave man and an English gentleman. We

all hope to meet the end with a similar

spirit."

And so for the last effort. Theodolite and

camera and Oates's sleeping-bag were left

behind, but the " diaries and geological speci-

mens, carried at .Vilson's special request,

will be found with us or on our sledge." The

note of the 18th runs : " Ill-fortune presses,

but better may come." The cruel wind cut

short the marching, and Scott's own right

foot was badly frostbitten. All three had some

foot trouble by the 18th. and Scott could

calmly contemplate the prospect that " ampu-

tation is the least I can hope for now." But

" the weather doesn't give us a chance."

WITH THE SEARCH PARTY-THE CAMP ON THE BARRIER.

From a Miotoffrapk by a membtr u/ the Search Party



CAPTAIN SCOTT'S OWN STORY

IN MEMORIAM.

THE CROSS ERECTED ON OBSERVATION HII.I. BY THE OFFICERS AND MEN OF THE EXPEDITION

TO THE MEMORY OF THEIR FIVE COMPANIONS.

r*rani a Photograph by a member of the Search I'artl/.

With a northerly wind blowing in their faces

and a temperature of â�� 400 on the 19th they

struggled to that last camping ground, " with

two days' food but barely one allowance of

fuel "â��a mere eleven miles from plenty at

One Ton Camp. There, the probable meeting

time having been calculated from the speed

of the former return parties, Cherry-Garrard

and Demetri and the dog teams had been

waiting from March 4th to March 10th in

order to convey them swiftly back to the

base, that all might sail home in the Terra

Nova, which had returned and must depart

before the winter ice formed. Held up by a

blizzard and unable to advance farther,

Cherry-Garrard hung on till only enough

dog-food remained to take the dogs back.

He had come too early, and was forced
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to return through storm and cold to Hut

Point, so heavy a struggle that he was

prostrated with a strained heart, his com-

panion knocked up. and the dogs frostbitten

and ill.

The Last Fatal Blizzard.

Even in this extremity the strong wills of

the Southern party might have compelled

them across those weary eleven miles, borne

on for a couple of days more by sheer deter-

calmly-weighed justification of his enterprise,

which rings with the simplicity and sincerity

of his own life.

MESSAGE TO THE PUBLIC.

The causes of the disaster are not due to

faulty organization, but to misfortune in all risks

which had to be undertaken.

I. The loss of pony transport in March, 1911,

obliged me to start later than I had

intended and obliged the limits of stuff

transported to be narrowed

mination than by the unsatisfying sustenance

of cold rations. But an unheard-of blizzard

descended upon them which lasted nine days.

To go out in a blizzard is to be instantly

robbed of breath, to be half stupefied by the

battery of hurricane wind and whirling snow-

particles, to wander away hopelessly from

tracks and direction.

Expecting the storm to lull after the usual

interval, a " forlorn hope " was resolved upon

after a couple of days. Bowers and Wilson

were to push on for supplies and fuel. But

day after day the blizzard held them prisoners.

The final resolve was to start, if a start could

be made, " and die in their tracks." But to

stir out was impossible.

Still on the 29th, the last date given, the

blizzard continued to rage. " Every day we

have been ready to start for our depot, eleven

miles away, but outside the door of the tent

it remains a scene of whirling drift. I do not

think we can hope for any better things now."

And in the quiet of their frail shelter Scott

wrote firmly, clearly, without faltering or

erasure, that Message to the Public, with its

2. The weather throughout the outward journey,

and especially the long gale in &$0S.,

stopped us.

3. The soft snoiv in lower reaches of Glacier

again reduced pace.

We fought these untoward events with a will

and conquered, but it cut into our provision

reserve.

Every detail of our food supplies, clothing, and

depots, made on the interior ice-sheet and over that

long stretch of seven hundred miles to the Pole

and back, worked out to perfection. The advance

party -would have returned to the Glacier in fine

form and -with surplus of food, but for the astonish-

ing failure of the man -whom we least expected to

fail. Edgar Evans was thought the strongest man

of the party.

The lieardmore Glacier is not difficult in fine

weather, but on our return we did not get a single

completely fine day. This with a sick com-

panion enormously increased our anxieties.

As I have said elsewhere, we got into fright-

fully rough ice, and Edgar Evans received a con-

cussion of the brain. He died a natural death,

but left us a shaken party, with the season unduly

advanced.
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But all the facts above enumerated were as

nothing to the surprise which awaited us on the

Harrier. I maintain that our arrangements for

returning were quite adequate, and that no one in

the world would have expected the temperatures and

surfaces which we encountered at this tiÂ»n of the

year. On the summit in hat. 85â��S6 we had

â�� 20Â°, â�� 300. On the Barrier in Lai. 82, ten

thousand feet lower, we had â��30Â° in the day,

â�� 470 at night pretty regularly, with continuous

head wind during our day marches. It is clear

that these circumstances come on very suddenly,

and our wreck is certainly due to this sudden

advent of severe weather, which does not seem to

have any satisfactory cause. I do not think

human beings ever came through such a month

as we have come through, and we should have git

through in spite of the weather but for the sickening

of a second companion, Captain Oates, and a

shortage of fuel in our depots, for which I cannot

account, and finally, but for the storm which has

fallen on us within eleven miles of the depot at

which we hoped to secure our final supplies.

Surely misfortune could scarcely have exceeded

this last blow. We arrived within eleven miles

of our old One Ton Camp with fuel for one last

meal and food for two days. For four days we

have been unable to leave the tent, the gale howling

about us. We are weak, writing is difficult, but

for my own sake I do not regret this journey,

which has shown that Englishmen can endure

hardships, help one another, and meet death with

as great a fortitude as ever in the past. We took

rislis ; we knew we took them. Things have come

out against us, and therefore we have no cause for

complaint, but bow to

the will of Providence,

determined still to do

our best to the last.

But if we have been

willing to give our

lives to this enter-

prise, which is for

the honour of our

country, I appeal

to our countrymen to

see that those who

depend on us are

properly cared for.

Had we lived, I

should have had a

tale to tell of the

hardihood, endurance,

and courage of my

companions which

would have stirred

the heart of every

Englishman. These

rough notes and our dead bodies must tell the tale,

but surely, surely a great rich country like ours

will see that those who are dependent on us are

properly provided for. R. SCOTT.

Atkinson set out on October 30th with a

search-party in two divisions: himself with

Cherry-Garrard and Demetri and the dog

teams ; Wright with Nelson, Gran, Lashley,

Crcan, Williamson, Keohane, and Hooper,

who took seven Indian mules, brought out

on the second trip of the Terra Nova,

for transport purposes. They were prepared

to go six hundred miles to the head of the

Beardmore Glacier, and carried three

months' provisions. Corner Camp, they

found, had not been visited ; nor One Ton

Camp : the stores were all in order and lay

untouched. On November 12th the advance

guard caught sight of the tent standing in the

lonely plain ; and from the last diaries, with

the note bidding the finder read them, they

learned with what justice they could write for

the last epitaph of these men the words of

the poet: " To seek, to strive, to find, and

not to yield."

Over the bodies they spread the folds of

the outer tent, then built over all a mighty

cairn, surmounted with a simple cross. Then

they marched another twenty miles south and

searched for the body of Captain Oates ; but

it was not to be found, and so to him also

they erected a cairn, with the record that

" Hereabouts died

a very gallant

gentleman."

Last of all, the

Terra Nova came

on her final voyage

to the South. The

party embarked,

leaving supplies

at Cape Evans for

any future ex-

plorers; then

sailed to Hut Point,

and on the familiar

height of Observa-

tion Hill erected a

large cross looking

out across the vast

spaces of the Bar-

rier, where lay their

captain s.nd his

fellow-adventurers.

CAPTAIN SCOTTS TRIBUTE TO CAPTAIN

OATES.

Reproduced from Ike Journal* by iveciat permiuion of Lady Scott.

TH2 END.

VoL xlvL-49.



OR Heaven's sake," I cried,

" do take care of that tin ! "

It was a treacle tin, but

it did not contain treacle

â��no, indeed ! We did not

quite know, Leila and I,

what it did contain, but it

was something awful. We got it fromâ��

never mind whom we got it from, but we got

itâ��and it was understood to contain some-

thing so frightful that, if properly fired, it

would shatter into nothing almost anything

that ever was.

So directly that treacle tin came, which

was, in realityâ��though we did not breathe it

even to ourselvesâ��a bomb, we decided that

it must be done at once. Melcombe should

be blown up and burnt at once. Everything

was ready : cards on which were stencilled

" Votes for Women ! " and " What else can a

Woman do ? " andâ��at Leila's suggestionâ��

" This is our answer to your ' Cat and Mouse '

Bill." We had some shavings and some

petrol, and other thingsâ��in fact, everything

had been ready some days. We had been

waiting for the tin.

The tin came that morningâ��and that

night we did it. Leila had a summer cottage,

and I was staying with her. Melcombe

was sixteen miles off. We felt that it would

not be wise to choose a place too close, though

it was unfortunate that the roads were such

bad ones. I was all right on a bicycle in any

country, but Leila was not the slightest good

on hills, and it was all hills between us and

Melcombe.

Attached to the tin was a piece of what

seemed to be string. You lit one end, and

sixty seconds afterwards the bombâ��I mean

the tinâ��went off. The idea was that you

should have plenty of time to get away

before it did go off. I gathered that unless

the string was fired nothing happened.

There was an argument about who should

carry the tin. I had already agreed to carry

the shavings and the petrol and other things,

but Leila seemed to think that I ought to be

a sort of common carrier. We had actually

gone thirty or forty yards before I found out

that she had left the tin behind. I induced

her to go back and fetch it.

I did not enjoy that ride a little bitâ��we

neither of us did. I will say this, I have not

often ridden a longer sixteen miles. We had

gone down to that part of the world with the

object of doing something for the Cause ; the

Cause wants martyrs, so Leila took that

cottage, and I went with her. It was some

little time before we decided what to do. At

last we hit upon Melcombe.

Melcombe is a house. It stands in the

centre of a sort of common ; a more cheerless,

desolate-looking place you could hardly

imagine. The garden had, perhaps, been a

garden once, and the house had been unin-

habited for years and years. It was a

biggish house, containing, perhaps, twenty

rooms, and remained empty, so an old woman

in a cottage on the other side of the common

told me, because in it the last tenant had

murdered his wife. Directly I set eyes on it

I said to Leila :â��

" We'll burn this ; it's the very thing we're

looking for."
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We wanted to make a protest before all

Great Britain, and in the face of the Cabinet

Ministers, and Melcombe would do that

just splendidly.

We left the cottage about nine o'clock.

We thought we ought to be able to ride

sixteen miles in two hours, and so ought to

get to Melcombe about eleven. Four

miles an hour was more like the rate we went.

I will say nothing

about our mis-

adventures by

the way, but it

was past mid-

night when we

got to Melcombe,

and Leila was

absolutely done

up. I had had a

side-slip coming

down a hill, and

had a feeling

that I was

covered with

mud. When a

womafrhas made

up her mind

upon a subject

she is not to be

moved. Had we

not been so per-

meated by a con-

sciousness of

the greatness

and justice of

our Cause I

tremble to

think what

would have hap-

pened when we

got to Melcombe.

When Leila got

off her machine

and had to lean

against a gate

to help her to stand, and found that she

had left that tin in the ditch skirting the

common into which she had wandered instead

of keeping to the road, I believe it would

have needed very little to make her cry. I

really could have used bad words to herâ��

only a woman never does forget herself in

the way which is habitual with a man. You

should hear Sam Griffithsâ��however, I was

very much annoyed with Leila, and Sam

Griffiths is a person of whom I do not intend

to have an opinion of any sort or kind.

The attitude Leila took up amazed me.

" If you want your old tin, Sally," she

1 RAN AGAINST THE TIN WHICH I.EILA HAD DROPPED.

HEART WENT INTO MY MOUTH."

observed, after I had been making a few

plain remarks, " you had better go and get it.

So far as I'm concerned we shall have to

manage with what we've got. I'm not going

to look for itâ��I'm nearly dead."

So I had to go and look for it myselfâ��

the tin which she had lost; it was of no con-

sequence if I also should be nearly dead. As

a matter of fact. I was pretty tired, and when

I had gone a

little way, and

Leila was out of

sight, I do not

mind admitting

that I did not

like it at all. It

was so terribly

lonely.

People who

live in towns

have no idea how

dark it can be

in the country,

especially in an

open place. The

darkness shut

me in like a wall.

Where was that

wretched tin ? I

knew I should

never find it.

What were we

to do ?

Then it began

to rain â�� quite

fast. And all of

a sudden I heard

something which

made me posi-

tively jump.

It sounds

ridiculous, I

know, but I was

in rather a

jumpystate. The

absurd part of it was that I did not know

what I had heard. It sounded like the noise

which some people make when they clear their

throat. The idea that someone might be

close at hand, whom I could not see, was

dreadful.

I had turned the bicycle round when some-

thing happened which nearly made me scream.

I ran against the tin which Leila had dropped.

What is more, I nearly fell over it. My heart

went into my mouth. If it had been the sort

of bomb one reads about it would certainly

have exploded. I kicked it with such force

that I sent it rolling along the road, and there
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it was, staring up at me in the lamplight,

more than a yard ahead.

Then, just as I reached it with my fingers,

there came that sound again, only louder

than before, and so close that it seemed to

be just at my elbow. I wasted no time over

that tin ; I got on to my bicycle somehow,

and off I rode towards Leilaâ��and Melcombe.

I had a horrid idea that someone was following

me, though I was not sure, and I did not

dare to look back. I went bump, bump,

bumping over the ruts, and when I came to

the light on Leila's bicycle I cried out:â��

'-' Leila ! Open the gateâ��quick ! There's

someone on the common ! "

But no one answered.

" Leila ! " I gasped. " What is the matter ?

Where are you ? "

Then I saw that she was lying on the ground,

in the mud, close to her machine. She had

fainted or something, and had apparently lain

there unconscious for I don't know how long.

.Luckily she began to show signs of returning

back to life.

" Leila," I whispered. " You poor child !

What has gone wrong with you ? "

She opened her eyes and looked at meâ��our

lamps were shining on both of usâ��and when

she saw who it was, she said :â��

" Oh, Sally, I've seen Geoffrey's ghost ! "

" Leila, whatever do you mean ? What are

you talking about ? "

I helped her up to her feet while she

answered :â��

" Listen, Sally, listen ! " I had to, con-

sidering how she hung round my neck. " I

saw Geoffrey as plainly as I see you, just as

I turned to call out to you to come back."

" How much did you see of him ? "

" I saw his face." She hid hers against

my shoulder, shaking like a leaf. " Sally,"

she managed to get out, " do you think he's

dead ? "

" I'm sure he isn't. You're tired and

nervy, and you've got the shivers. I bet

twopence that he's much more alive at this

moment than you are. 1 had to leave that

stupid old tin behind me, after all, after nearly

breaking my toe against it, because I had an

idea that there was someone besides us on the

common. Come, we're not going to be put

off after coming all this way ; we shall have

to do without the tin, but Melcombe shall

burnâ��another torch shall be lighted in

England to-night."

I talked like that because I wanted to get

my own spirits up as well as hers ; hers wanted

some getting up. As a matter of fact, I had

to lead her machine as well as my own. I

got the gate open and went through it, with

her clinging to my arm.

Fortunately it was not far from the gate

to the house. I took the lamp off my machine

in order that we might have some idea of where

we were. We moved farther on.

" Why," I presently exclaimed, " the hall-

door is wide open."

We had been to Melcombe four times

â��that made the fifthâ��and each time that

door had been hermetically closed. Indeed,

a stone step which was just in front of it had

fallen away, and through the opening which

this had made a wild hop had managed to

find its way, and had attained such dimensions

that it almost served the door as a screen.

Now this hop had vanishedâ��and the door

was open.

If the great and glorious spirits who, for

the Cause, have burnt down houses and

cricket pavilions and even railway carriages,

have suffered what we did then, then I should

say that the courage shown by the six hundred

at Balaclava was as nothing compared to

theirs. When Leila and I saw that that door,

which only yesterday looked as if it had not

been opened for centuries, was wide open, our

knees knocked togetherâ��at least, I know

mine did, and I believe hers did, because she

felt like it.

We were in what I have heard described as

" a blue funk " ; and yet we did not run

away. In the first place, we could not have

run if we had tried, and I do not know where

we should have run to, anyhow. We just

clung to each other.

" Who's opened the door ? " gasped Leila.

" That's what I've been wondering,"

I gasped back.

" Someone must have been here since

yesterday."

" What is the use," I inquired, after having,

as it seemed to me, hung on to each other

long enough to appear ridiculous, " of our

stopping here ? Let us go into the house."

It was so dark that, although she whimpered

at the idea of being left, even for a moment,

alone, I went back and got my lamp and hers

â��and off I started, tramping over the

resounding boards.

" Don't go upstairs," cried Leila, when we

reached the foot of what, so far as one could

judge in the rather imperfect light, was a

fine staircase. I had no intention of going

upstairsâ��we did not want to set fire to the

top of the house, but to the bottom, so there

was no reason why we should go up. I bore

her off towards the door which was on the

right of the staircase.
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To my surprise, when I got the door open,

I found that the room was not emptyâ��I don't

mean that there were people in it, but there

were things. Apparently it was being used

as a storeroom for a lot of lumber.

" This," I pointed out to Leila, " is the

very thing for us."

She did not seem to think that it was,

because, directly I opened the door, there

were sounds of scampering, coming, as it

seemed, from all directionsâ��and the instant

she heard them, Leila shrieked.

" That's rats," I explained; but she did

not seem to like the explanation, either.

" Now that we're without the tin I've got

the bundle of shavings on my machine, and

the petrolâ��but I believe we could even do

without the shavings. We've only got to

soak some of this stuff in here with the petrol,

and put a match to it, apd I shouldn't be

surprised if the whole place isn't a flaming

furnace in less than no time. You stay here

while I go and fetch the petrol and the

shavings."

" I won't be left behind," she declared.

" I'll come with you."

So we went back together, along the

passage to the front doorâ��and the bicycles

were not there ! They had vanishedâ��

absolutely ! It was stupefyingâ��literally.

Leila had not an idea of what had happened.

" What are you staring at like that ? " she

asked. " What is the matter with you now ? "

" Nothing is the matter with meâ��only the

bicycles have disappeared."

" But where are they ? " Leila spoke as

if she were dazed. " I don't see them

anywhere."

" Nor I ; perhaps one reason is that they're

not to be seen. It is another case of

Geoffrey's ghost."

" What do you mean ? Sally, do you

think that Geoffrey's dead ? "

" On the contrary, Miss Macfarlane, I

think that Mr. MacNaughton is very much

alive." Leila and that young man both

came from the same village in Dumfriesshire,

which is one reason, I suppose, why they are

both of them Macs. " I told you that I saw

him, only the other day, in our own village."

Leila turned on me with unexpected and

even waspish fury.

" And how about young Griffiths ? Didn't

I tell you that I saw him ? "

I am not bad tempered, like some peopleâ��

I was sweetness itself.

" My dear Leila, I am aware that you did

tell me something of the kind ; but I told you

then, as I tell you now, that even in the

village in which you happen for the moment

to have a cottage the roads are public, and I

do not see how Mr. Griffiths could be prevented

from using them."

" I believe you knew that he was there."

" My dear, allow me to remind you that

we are both Advanced Militants : that the

purpose of our presence here is to strike a

resounding blow for the Cause, and that if

we start quarrelling I don't see how we're

going to do it. Let us go back into the house."

Into the house I marched, back to the

lumber-room, with Leila, of course, close to

my heels.

" Sally," she began, the second we were in,

" I don't understand you in the least. If our

bicycles aren't there where can they have

gone ? And what are we going to do, without

even the petrol and the shavings ? "

" I have a theory. As I happen to be just

about tired out, and there seem to be chairs,

I'm going to sit down."

" But, Sally," she replied, " I'm wet

through and through ! You know I ought

not to sit down in wet thingsâ��or you either."

I sat down, and of course she did ; but I

must admit that she looked a pretty forlorn

object; wet, draggled, muddyâ��the whole of

one side of her was muddy, the result of lying

down in the mud, outside the gate, because

of Geoffrey's ghost. As I looked at her I

wondered if I looked anything like her ; if I

did, I felt that we both of us deserved to be

decorated for " valour," if only because of

the sights we had made of ourselves for the

Cause. As I was feeling a little overcome by

the spectacle she presented, she wiped away a

muddy patch under one of her eyes and

smudged it all down her cheek, and she

remarked, huskily :â��

" What about that theory you said you

had?"

" My theory is that this house is inhabited."

"Sally! By whom?"

" By bad characters. The house has been

standing empty for goodness knows how long.

What more likely than that some person, or

persons, who have good reason of their own

for wishing to lie low should become its

tenants without asking permission ? "

Leila's face, so far as it could be seenâ��in

that lightâ��for the mud, was a study.

" But I thought you said something aboutâ��

about Mr. MacNaughton. You did say

something about him."

" I'm perfectly aware of it. I have a theory

about him also. You said that you believed

you saw Sam Griffiths the other day."

" I'm pretty nearly absolutely sure I did.
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I was coming out 01 Mrs. Packham's "â��

Mrs. Packham kept our village shopâ��" and

t happened to look across the road towards

tne Dun Cow, and I'm pretty nearly certain

that Sam Griffiths was standing at the door.

Directly he saw me he dodged back, and you

could hardly expect me to call at the Dun

Cow to make inquiries, especially after what

the landlord has been known to say on the

subject of Votes for Women."

" I never expected anything of the kind.

Two days afterwards I saw Geoffrey Mac-

Naughton. He had his hands in his pockets ;

he was whistling ; he sat on the churchyard

wall, and when he saw me he tumbled right

over on to the other side."

" Sally, you exaggerate ! How could he

have done a thing like that ? "

" Good ! I exaggerate. But he did. I

don't know if he expected me to-go and see

what had happened to him, because I was

quite sure that he'd fallen over on purpose.

So I just walked on. But when I heard what

you said about Sam Griffiths, I put two and

two together, and now that I glance back

it looks to me very much like a conspiracy."

" I can't think that Geoffrey MacNaughton

fell backwards over the churchyard wall on

purpose."

" Then don't think. You know what fun

they've always made of us, and how rude Mr.

MacNaughton was to you at your uncle's

house "

" I made up my mind never to speak to

him again."

" He politely observed that there was one

thing which a woman could be relied upon

to do, and that was talk. That is what I

understood you to tell me. You added

that that was not the first time he had said

it."

" It was not; he was always saying it.

He said that I called myself a militant, but

that my tongue was the only militant part of

me. He actually told me that to my faceâ��

he dared to."

" That is the sort of remark Mr. Samuel

Griffiths made to me. He added that that

was one thing for which he still respected me

â��that my tongue was the only part of me

which behaved badly. I, he cheerfully

assured me, had too much sense even to

break a window."

" Oh, Geoffrey MacNaughton can grin

when he talks like that."

" When you told me what Geoffrey had

said, and I told you what Sam had said, that

settled it."

" Obviouslyâ��there was only one thing to

do to keep the standard flyingâ��to preserve

a rag of our self-respect. So we did it."

" That isâ��we're supposed to be about to

do it."

" What do you mean by that ? What do

you mean by ' suppose ' ? "

" We quitted London ; we went to a part

of the world of which we supposed no one

had ever heard ; you took a cottage. I

became your paying guest. We found Mel-

combe. And I'm inclined to wonder if, about

the same time, Messrs. Griffiths and Mac-

Naughton found us. I know them. When

they found we had vanished, they would

suspect what we were up to ; they'd put

their heads togetherâ��and they'd strain every

nerve to track us down. Perhaps they've

done it. In which case they've tracked us

here."

" Sally ! do you really think so ? "

" You saw Geoffrey's ghost. Do you

believe in ghosts ? I don't. I believe in

Geoffrey MacNaughton ; he's a hard-headed,

healthy young man. I think it possible that,

so far from having hidden yourself from the

whole world, and especially from him, you've

scarcely ever been out of his sight since you

left your uncle's house."

" Sally ! do you really think so ? What

an awful thing to think ! "

She talked like that; but I had my doubts.

I went on.

" As for Sam Griffithsâ��Mr. Griffiths has

nothing to do except waste his time about me.

That's his misfortuneâ��and mine. I told him

never to call at my rooms again, but I've no

doubt he didâ��it's not easy to stop that young

man from doing a thing he's set upon doingâ��

when he learned that I had gone away and

left no address, I shouldn't wonder if he

found out what my address was within four-

and-twenty hours. I know his ways. Leila,

we can take our choiceâ��either those two men

have taken our bicyclesâ��in which case they

have been spying on us all along, and arc

spying on us now ; or this house is inhabited

by burglars, or coiners, or murderers, or

something of the kind."

She glanced round the room, and put her

hand under my arm.

" Don'tâ��don't talk like that. Let's get

it over, andâ��go home."

" Hear, hear ! But I don't see how we

could go away, even if we wanted to, without

a bicycle. We are here, at any rate, till

morning dawns. I, for one, do not mean to

walk sixteen miles, through darkness and

rain and mud. I doubt if I could do it ;f

I tried, and I don't intend to try."
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" Don't be so ridiculous ! Our bicycles

must be somewhereâ��they can't really

have "

â�¢ " What's that ? " When I gave a jump

she jumped ; we caught each other by the

hand. A noise came from above us. " Some-

one is moving in the room over us. Aren't

those footsteps ? Listen ! " She came so

close that I only had to whisper. " Leila,

there is someone in the house besides us.

Someone's coming down the stairs. Whatever

you do don't drop that lamp." She almost

did; her hand was so shaky that I thought

for an instant it had fallen. " I have a horrid

feeling that my lamp is going out. I'm not

sure how much carbon there is in it; and if

you let yours fall "

I stopped ; I held my breath ; we both

held our breath. We stood quite near to

each other, listening with every nerve in our

bodies.

" Sally, there's someone stopped just

outside the door."

I knew that someone had stopped outside

the door without her telling me. I felt like

screaming. I almost did scream when she

went on.

" Someone's taken hold of the handle." I

knew that also. " Someone's turning it."

As though I could not hear ! " Who can it

be?"

We watched that door opening inch by

inch ; we clung to each other so tightly that

afterwards I found that her fingers had made

marks all over my arm and shoulder. We

neither of us breathed. When the door had

opened wide enough, a head came through

the opening, and a face looked into the room

â��a horrid face. It seemed to be as much

surprised to see us as we were to see it. As

we stared, still without breathing, it made an

audible remark.

" Strewthâ��if it ain't a couple o' gals !"

In the same instant in which the words were

uttered the face withdrew and the door was

closedâ��we were alone again.

" Whoever was it ? " whimpered Leila.

" It was a man."

" Do you thinkâ��he'll come back again ?

Listen ! "

We did listen, and while we were listening

something happened which made me feel

that the end of the world must have come.

There was a most frightful noise ; the earth

seemed to shake ; Leila started screaming.

I did my best not to scream with her, and I

believe I nearly succeededâ��the door was

flung wide open ; someone demanded, in a

coarse, uneducated, villainous voice :â��

" Who made that row ?" I will not

repeat the exact language ; I am thankful to

think that it is still only men who use really

objectionable words. The voice went on :â��

" Don't look as if it came from in here."

" It came from outside, that's where it came

fromâ��there's some game on."

The second voice came from someone in

the passage

" Game on, is there ? Perhaps they're up

to some little game. We'll learn them, if they

are ! Here, Joe, come in here."

The owner of that voice came right into

the room, followed by the owner of the mur-

derous-looking face. When I came to look

at them I could see that the second man was

much worse than the first. The owner of

the face which had peeped through the door

was quite short, scarcely over five feet high,

but the second man was enormous, a lot over

six feet, with great, wide shoulders, a big

head with an ugly, straggling beard, and

such eyes ! And the way tie spoke to us !

" What are you two young gals doing in

'ere, at this time of the night ? "

I tried my very hardest to give him back

as good as he sent, and I believe I nearly did.

Leila confessed to me afterwards that it

frightened her to hear me talking like that.

" That's a question," I said, " which I

should like to ask you. What are you doing

in here ? "

How that man did swear ! He addressed

his companion.

" Joe, do you hear her ? Ain't she a nice

young thing ?" Then he spoke to us.

" Tell you what it is. Shouldn't wonder if

you was a pair of suffragettes."

From the way in which he spoke he might

have been accusing us of being something

lower than the beasts that grovel. How

Leila shuddered ! Before I could think what

to say to the creature his companion drew, as

it seemed from my hesitation, his own

conclusions.

" Edwin," he saidâ��his voice was both

coarse and husky; fancy calling that great

monster Edwin !â��" you've hit it ! S'elp me,

you have ! That's what they areâ��they're

suffragettes."

" Think so, Joe ? " The creature eyed us

as if he were summing us up.

" I'll lay on it. You take and have a

squint at 'cm. They look that sort. I'll ask

them, that's what I'll doâ��I'll ask them.

Have you two young women come 'ere to

set fire to this 'ouse ? Have you or haven't

you ? That's what I want to know."

" What business," I replied, when I was
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capable of saying anything, " is that of

yours ? "

The little man began to dance about as if

beside himself with excitement. The big man

came a couple of feet nearer. He was a most

indescribable object, looking as if he hadn't

washed for years, or brushed his hair, or

shaved, or anything, and all the clothes he

had on him would have been dear at sixpence.

And his great, awful-looking hands ! Then,

in spite of his looks, the way in which he

spoke to us ! As if we were dirt beneath

his feet.

" If I thought you 'ad come here to do

what my mate says you 'ave, I'd twist your

necksâ��the pair of them."

" You dare," I said, " to touch us."

His companion urged him on. " Twist 'er

neck for 'er, Edwin. Twist both their necks.

It wouldn't take you long to do it, and no one

wouldn't blame you when it became known

what kind they were."

" It's soiling my 'ands I'm a-thinking of,

Joe." He came still nearer. " Look 'ere,

my gal; you answer my question. Is what

my mate says true ? Did you come 'ere

thinking to set fire to this 'ouse ? Out with

itâ��out with it ! "

He held up his dreadful â�� I do not like

to call them handsâ��with his horrible fingers

stretched out wide, and moved them closer.

I did think they were going to take me by the

throat, when, all of a sudden, Leila woke up,

as it were, and she went at him.

" You dare to touch us!" she said,

positively shouting, as if she were beside

herself with rage. "I'll throw my lamp

in vour face."

" Will you ? We'll see about that ! "

She raised her arm as if to throw it. He

caught her by the wrist, and in an instant

he had wrenched it from her.

" Now who talks about throwing lamps ?

A good whipping's wh. . you want, you toad-

faced monkey ! Was you going to set fire

to this 'ouse ? D'you hear ? Answer ! "

Her answer was to shriek. He was perhaps

stronger than he thought, but anyhow he

gave her wrist a jerk which made her shriek ;

and while she was still shrieking the door

opened, and there were two electric torches

shining in at us.

" Halloa ! Halloa ! " exclaimed a voice.

You couldn't see who was behind the torches,

but I knew whose voice it was. " What's

going on in here ? What's all this ? "

Then another voice saidâ��which Leila knew

better than I did : " Halloa, you, sir ! What

are you doing with that young lady ? "

And Geoffrey MacNaughton came striding

into the room. We could see it was Mr.

MacNaughton, because Sam Griffith's torch

shone on him. The monster who held Leila

turned towards him, not at all abashed.

" I'll tell you what I was going to do to

what you call this ladyâ��if she is a lady, then

save us from the likes of her ! I was going to

give her a hiding. 'Cause why ? 'Cause she

came to set fire to this 'ere 'ouse, that's why.

And in petticoats, or out of petticoats, if

anyone who goes in for games of that sort

doesn't deserve a hiding, who does ? "

Geoffrey MacNaughton â�� positively ! â��

nearly agreed with him.

" There's something in what you say, my

friend. But as that "â��he hesitatedâ��" per-

son has not set fire to the house, now, I think

we might, so to speak, dismiss the subject

from our minds. Here's a sovereign for you,

and another for your friend, to pay you, in

some slight measure, for the trouble you have

taken."

Geoffrey MacNaughton actually gave those

wretches a sovereign apiece. When I got to

Sam Griffiths, the young man said :â��

" There was nearly a tragedy outside. I

came upon a tinâ��it looked like a sort of

treacle tin, and as I was lighting a pipe,

somehow a piece of string which was attached

to the tin caught fire, and, do you know,

almost immediately afterwards there was a

frightful explosion, and if it had not been

for the mercy of Providence, MacNaughton

and I might have been blown to smithereens."

The way in which he looked at me when he

said that ! I could have hit him.

Those young men took us back to Leila's

cottage in their motor-car. It had been all

the while in a shed behind the house. As I

had suspected, they had been keeping a

watchful eye on our proceedings, and they had

purloined our bicycles, the shavings, the petrol,

the box of matches, the tin, and everything.

Leila told me afterwards that she cried her-

self to sleep. I never slept at all; I was too

mad. And to this hour I do not really under-

stand how, the very next day, I told Sam

Griffiths that I would marry him. And Leila

is to be married on the same day as I am. I

have announced over and over again that I

do not believe in marriage ; but, somehowâ��

well, there ! The very first present Sam

Griffiths gave meâ��what do you think it was ?

A brooch in the shape of a torch. I looked at

him, but he was sufficiently prudent not to

say a word. I nearly threw it away right in

front of his face, butâ��I didn't; it was really

such a beautiful piece of enamel.
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PART I.

WAS born at Fermoy,

County Cork, more years ago

than I should care to remem-

ber even if I could, and was

launched upon my professional

career at the age of three.

Though Irish by birth, my

costume in private chiefly consisted of a

Scottish kilt and a Glengarry cap in those

early days. My father being, through no

fault of his own, part-proprietor of a theatrical

company touring the small towns in Ireland,

and my mother, Mrs. Frank Huntley, the

most successful character-actress then in

England, I was liter-

ally born in the purple.

It was in the year

1800- and - let - me - see

(anyhow, I was three

years old) when I made

my first appearance

on the stage in a play

called " Under the

Gaslight." I may have

played the jetâ��at all

events, my part was a

very small oneâ��so, in-

deed, was the salaryâ��

and, having rather a

mercenary mind, I re-

member the remunera-

tion well. It consisted

of a shilling per week
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and an orange a night. I remember receiv-

ing the orange, but, somehow, cannot recall

ever getting the shilling.

I remember vividly enough those early

clays in Ireland. My father was Professor of

Elocution at Blackrock College, near Dublin,

and used to produce Shakespearean plays for

those early Irish Fathers. Many of the

priests were wont to come to my father's

house to be coached, and I still seem to hear

the beautiful brogue of some ambitious

Hibernian Hamlet in his priestly and " cus-

tomary suit of solemn black " reciting :â��

To bay cr not to bayâ��that is the quhc'ua.

For fourteen years my father and mother

played in the stock season at the Theatre

Royal, Dublin, and on one occasion during

the none-too-prosperous days which constitute

an inevitably large proportion of theatrical

life he was playing the part of a very wealthy

old gentleman. Watches were not so cheap

then, and he had to content himself with an

ornate chain artfully pinned inside his waist-

coat. He had, however, fastened it inse-

curely, and it happened to hang conspicuously

down during a scene when he was supposed

to be bestowing on someone a few thousand

poundsâ��only a figure of speech, mind you.

In the midst of this generous distribution of

wealth a wit in the gallery shouted :â��

" Sure, Mr. Huntley, and don't cher think

you'd better kape a bit in hand and buy a

watch for yoursilf ? "

Somehow the audience seemed to enjoy

the joke much more than did my father.

I drifted into acting as naturally as a duck

takes to water. Laying aside my past

triumphs in Ireland, I started at the age of

sixteen at the Adelphi Theatre, London,

in " It's Never Too Late to Mend."

Technically speaking, I " walked on,"

and continued to do so for many months.

As I had determined to go on the

stage, my parents were equally determined

that I should begin at the bottom rung of the

ladder and stand or fall on my own merits.

I was shown no favour, and dressed with the

supersâ��in fact, was one of themâ��receiving

the customary salary of nine shillings a week,

which sum I religiously " did in " at billiards

with the call-boy. I used to wear an eye-

glass in those days off the stage, and some

of the satirical remarks thereon made by

my brother supers were more pointed than

publishable ! I remember I had an elaborate

make-up box, filled with every conceivable

colour of grease-paint, unlimited crepe hair,

and spirit-gum galore. The chief amusement

cf the supers was to knock this box over on

every possible occasion, so that I could have

the trouble of picking everything up. I

could never really express myself on these

occasions, as I was always disarmed by their

profuse apologies !

The super-master, who was a delightfully

cheery old fellow, came to the conclusion after

some time that I might be entrusted with a

line, and prevailed upon the manager to try

me. It was hardly a " line," as it only con-

sisted of the words " I will," but I had to

stand up and say this rather emphatically.

Being somewhat anxious to get in with it on

the first riight, I said my " I will" loudly and

decisively in the middle of the hero's speech,

and practically dislocated the plot. I hardly

slept a wink that night for fear that someone

else would be entrusted with my tit-bit. But

the management still had faith in me, and

on the following night I gave themâ��at the

right time, tooâ��the finest " I will " that had

ever resounded in the old Adelphi.

From that time forth my professional

career progressed by leaps and bounds. I

was entrusted with " My Lord, the carriage

waits," " Luncheon is served," and the

announcement of titled visitors to baronial

halls ; in fact, so evident was my talent that

I received an offer to go on tour and play a

series of character parts for one guinea a

week ! Was anything ever more temptingâ��

a guinea a week ? I had now reached gold ;

in my last engagement I had been a shilling

shy of half a sovereign.

I was to play three parts, one a prosperous

gold-diggerâ��was there ever such irony ? I

remember I produced a huge nugget from my

pouch (I think it Was composed of gilt

clinkers), and sang a song with the other

minor miners (dressed in red shirts) which

went something like this :â��

Here's health to the good land of gold, boys,

Here's health to the land cf the free.

Here's health to the good land of gold, boys,

Here's health to the land cf the free !

At any rate, that's all I sang on the first night,

to the accompaniment of the clinking of

property mugs and the clanging of various

mining implements.

In the second act I appeared as a deaf old

gentlemanâ��a very old gentlemanâ��in fact,

there were more lines on my face than there

were in my part. I " fed " the comedianâ��in

other words, stood on the stage to be the butt

of his effervescent and personal humour; in

fact, I might just as well have been dumb as

well as deaf.

In the third act I played a warder, and,

having always regarded this useful class of
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society from a distance,

as massive men with

huge chests, broad

shoulders, ar-.d black

beards, I proceeded to

transform myself into

as near an embodi-

ment of these physical

attributes as I could.

Weighing about nine

stone four pounds at

the time, I had all my

work cut out, but still I

AS DUNBILK, IN "STILL WATERS

RUN DEEP."

h'lom a IhrmctHg bit Mr. W. H. Kt,.iinl.

fancied I could manage it

with just a little padding

here and there. Having

purchased a second-hand

postman's tunic and

secured the loan of a black

patent leather belt with a

very pretty buckle from

one of my sisters, and

wearing my own dark-blue

serge trousers, so far as my uniform was

concerned my outfit was complete. To this

I added various chains and keys, which I

borrowed and hung on my belt to assist in

the disguise. I know it seems to be rather

giving away " professional secrets," but I

think I ought to say that my robustness was

arrived at by a series of towels, well tucked in

under my tunic. As I had pulled in my belt

rather tightly, I assumed quite a graceful

contourâ��though my legs did seem to stand

back a bit; sideways, indeed, I might pardon-

ably have been mistaken for a buffet barmaid.

The question of putting my beard on rather

troubled me, but I was fortunately well pro-

vided with a quantity of crepe hair of a bluish-

black hue. I thought I couldn't go far wrong

if I made it into a sort of pancake and spread

it over my face and trimmed it afterwards.

Having placed on my face

as much " beard " as the

spirit-gum would holdâ��

somewhat resembling a

rook's nest that had been

run overâ��and breathing

heavily through my nose,

I was about to trim it,

when I heard a sudden

shouting from the mana-

ger to say that the stage

was waiting for me. I

rushed down and made

as dignified an entrance

as the occasion demanded

â��to realize, too late, that

I had omitted to make

any parting in the beard

over my mouth, so that

when I had to say impres-

sively, " The prisoner

sleeps," the effect was

somewhere between a cleft

palate and incipient ven-

triloquism. Thank good-

ness, I hadn't to remain

on the stage very long,

as there was a general

struggle, and in the mette

the escape of the prisoner

was effected. Not, how-

AS WHEATCROFT, IN " A WHIT1

UK."

Prom a Drawing by Mr. ir. A" - / it

ever, before he had

thrown a pitcher of

water over meâ��an

incident in the play

which I afterwards

discovered was quite

unintended by the

author. I can only

add that at the end

of the week I felt

that I had fairly

earned my guinea !

I continued to draw

this salary for several

months. Some slight

alterations were sug-

gested by the man-

agement as regards

a warder's make-up,

MR. IIUNTI.KY IS A

CLBVER ARTIST AS

WELL AS AN ACTOR,

AS THIS SKETCH OK

HIMSELF, IN ONE OF

HIS EARLY PAKTS,

SHOWS.
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and my scene in

the first act was

cut out; otherwise

things went on

swimmingly.

My next engage-

ment was at Drury

Lane, where I was

entrusted with a

small part in a play

called "Human

Nature." In this I played

an Irishman, and, being able

to call upon a brogue at any

moment, the author thought

it worth while to augment

my part, and thenceforward

I appeared in two scenes

instead of one.

Sul sequently I went on

tour and played a clergy-

man, and afterwards the

principal comedy part, and

it was out of this tour that

I saved up enough money

to take me to America for

a holiday.

When I was a boy of about

ten or twelve, like most other

boys of that age,

I had a great

desire to go

to sea. I

used to try

and make

my own

little quad-

rants and

sextants

myself out

of card-
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board â�� in

fact, anybody

that was con-

nected with

the sea was

in my eyes a

hero. If I

whale. But when I saw him pull a straw plug

out of the road and take a couple of turns with

the " harpoon," and I afterwards discovered

that he was connected with the waterworks,

I suffered the most crushing blow to my

childish illusions that I ever remember !

This, my first visit to America, was at my

own expense, when I was about fifteen years

of age.

There was one passenger in particular who

interested" me. He was a good-looking, sad-

faced sort of chap, who was invariably alone,

and for some reason he singled me out and

seemed to take a personal interest in me.

One morning we were walking on deck. He

had found that I, too, was a fairly reserved

and undemonstrative sort of

chap, and one that he could

confide in.

" I dare say you think I

am a very funny sort of chap,"

he began, " and wonder what

my business is. To tell you

the truth, I am what they call

an 'Atlantic crook'

â��a card-sharper, if

you like. I've done

every boat on every

line except this one.

They all know me,

and so far I have

come off fairly well,

but I reckon this

will be my last trip.

I know they have

got someone wait-

ing to meet me when

I get to New York.

I am an expert at

cards," he went on,

" pickpocketing,

watch-pinching, and

thieving in ail its

branches. Why, I

could have your pin

or watch now and

you wouldn't know,

although I have

warned you. Mind

you, I haven't

always got off easily

with my swag. For

instance, look at my

hand. You sec that

mark? Well, that's

where a chap stuck

a knife through it

because I had more

aces than I was
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entitled to." Then he took off his cap

and said : " Do you see a scar ? " and he bent

down his head so that I could look, and in-

vited me to feel the lump on the left side.

" No, no ! farther to the right," he said, as at

first I was unsuccessful. " Ah ! now you've

gone too far. Thereâ��a little more to the

left." When I touched what I thought was

the lump he alluded to, he said:â��

" Ah, that's where f was once hit over the

head with a chair. Can you feel it ? "

" Yes," I replied. I certainly thought I

did.

" Well," he went on, replacing his hat," how

would you like that done to you ? " And he

stood up, looking at my

expression of astonish-

ment.

" Now," he said, " I ex-

pect it's time for lunch,

isn't it ? What time do

vou make it ? "

" Oh, it's about " I

began. " Why, my watch

has gone ! " I exclaimed.

"That's it," he replied;

" I took it while you were

feeling the bump. That's

the sort of chap I am.

Here's your watch," he

said, handing it back to

me. " That's only one of

the many little tricks I am

up to."

" But you look so

honest," I cried.

"Ah, yes," he said,

" that's it, you see ; that's

how I get away with it.

But," he went on, " I will

show you something to-

night that you have never

seen before. I haven't

got time now."

And with this remark he hurried away.

I didn't see him again the whole of that

day, and was just thinking of turning in

when he came along the deck towards me.

" Oh, here you are ! " he said, and shook

hands with me. What an extraordinary

thing, I thought. " I want to give you some-

thing," he went on, " just a little reminder of

me, and I want you to wear it." With this

he put a little button into my coat, a kind of

Order of American Citizenship, with the

American flag on it. And then he looked at

me as if he were going to tell me something,

but had changed his mind. " I promised to

show you something to-night, didn't I ? " he

THIS PICTURE OF A PAI-OOSE WAS

GIVEN TO MR. HUNTLEY WHEN VISIT-

ING ONE OF THE INDIAN RESERVATIONS.

said. " I have shown you a good many tricks,

haven't I ? "

" Yes," I replied.

" Well," he said, " have you ever seen this

done ? " And with that he walked straight

ahead over the taffrail and disappeared !

At the time I didn't realize what had hap-

pened. In the morning I heard that the poor

chap was missing, and I never saw him again

â��neither did whoever was waiting for him in

New York.

It was a strange ending !

Previous to my next American trip I went

on a short tour with the Kendals through the

English provinces, playing Sir George Orreyed

in " The Second Mrs. Tan-

queray," and in other plays

by Pinero, R. C. Carton,

Sydney Grundy, Tom

Robertson (Mrs. Kendal's

brother), Georges Ohnet,

and many others. Never

did an actor have a better

opportunity of speaking

the best English. Imagine

acting some of the best

plays of these dramatists !

And Mrs. Kendal cotdd act!

It was in America, how-

ever, that real serious hard

work began, and the reper-

toire was an extensive one,

representing something

like sixteen plays. It was

owing to a very sad event

that my promotion was

effected. One of the mem-

bers of the company who

played a very prominent

part in " Impulse " com-

mitted suicide, and I was

entrusted with his part.

I resisted all temptation

to follow his example.

After this my work became more strenuous,

but I remained with the Kendals for three or

four years. I feel I cannot speak of my con-

nection with them without saying how delight-

ful I found them to act with. I have never

known " stars " less selfish on the stage. Mrs.

Kendal would frequently sacrifice some

delightful " business " of her own to encourage

some little bit of " business" of mine.

Besides his talent for acting, Mr. Kendal was

a delightful artist with his brush, and I have

sketches of myself done by him in water-

colours in nearly every part I played. I am

using on page 395 one or two to illustrate

my remarks.
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Well, we opened in New York at the Star

Theatre with " The Second Mrs. Tanqueray,"

and after visiting Boston, Washington, and

other cities we went to the extreme West.

About this time I was collecting Indian

curios, and used to visit all the Reservations

that were within reach. There are very few

men who have ever taken the trouble to find

out and know the real Indian. Generally

speaking, the white man has never regarded

him as anything but an enemyâ��something

to be obliterated and wiped out of the

country.

I have painted many Indians, and I have

portraits and paintings of all the chiefs of

that time. Amongst other things I have

a little unfinished blanket which a young

Navaho girl was weaving for me. While

working at it she was struck by lightning and

instantly killed.

In a cosy little club in London, Ontario, a

luncheon-party was given by one of the mem-

bers to celebrate something which wasn't

entitled to be celebrated at all. After an

excellent meal we were most of us very

sympathetically inclined. I sat next to one

of the party who was a sort of kindred spirit,

and incidentally a past-master at glass-

emptying. After having carefully scrutinized

me, he came to the conclusion that I was a

fairly decent sort of chap)â��at least, that is

what he told me-â��and also a bit of a sports-

man. He became gradually quieter, and

moved up closer and seemed to want to confide

in me. There was pathos in his voice, which

was decidedly catching.

" Do you know," he began, " one of the

saddest things in the world happened to me

out in East Africa." With this he leant

heavily on the lever of the siphon and for

the moment filled my boots, and with the

usual " I beg your pardonâ��I'm awfully

sorryâ��how careless of me ! " he proceeded

to tell me the following story.

" I was out on a big-game expedition

arranged by old Tarltonâ��you remember

Tarlton ? "

I said, " Rather." I can picture him now,

a jolly , nice little chap ; he told me all about

native life out there, and how he drank native

wine made by just twisting a leaf.

" Oh, yes, he's a sportsman," continued

my friend. " One day we got on the track of

a huge tigress, which I knocked clean over

with my first shot. Well, when we came to

cut her up we found this " (producing from

his waistcoat-pocket what was presumably

the bangle of a tiny child).

I said, " You mean to tell me that the

bangle "

He said, " Exactly."

I said, " You mean to tell me that the tiger

must have "

He said, " Exactly."

I looked at the little bangle and he went

on : " Can't you picture some little African

child, perhaps five or six years old "

I said, " I know, I know."

" a bright, black-eyed little chap,

wandering out into the jungle and never,

never returning ? "

I said, " I know, I know." And I looked

at the bangle and held it in my hand for quite

a long time with a tenderness which I hoped

would convey my feelings. His confidence

seemed to form a bond of friendship between

us. He sent me a copy of Omar Khayyam,

and in return I sent him the Pink 'Un

regularly.

Some months later I was once more in the

midst of Canadian hospitality, visiting Brant-

ford, when I happened to meet a brother of

the man who owned the bangle that had been

found in the tigress, and I naturally wished

to extend my friendship to any other member

of the same family.

" Well," I began, quietly, " I met your

brother in London."

" Oh," he replied, rather flippantly, " you

mean old Frank ? "

I said, " Yes."

" What a nut ! " he answered, half to him-

self.

" By Heaven," I replied, " what a life that

chap has lived ! He certainly has been

through it, hasn't he ? " In as pathetic a

tone as I could, I referred to the touching

little event of the tigress and the bangle

â�� and here I dropped my voice almost

to a whisper. " Poor mite ! Poor

mite ! "

" What ! " he replied, in almost a shriek.

" Did he spring that on you ? "

" Spring what ? " I answered.

" You mean the old gag about finding the

little bangle in the tigress ? " he went on.

" Why, the fellow has never been to Africa

in his'life ! "

" But," I insisted, " the bangleâ��he showed

me the bangle."

" Oh, yes ; I know old Frank," replied my

friend. " Made you cry, I suppose ? Well,

if you want to know where he got that bangle

from, he bought it at a clearance sale on the

closing day of the African Exhibition at

Earl's Court."

Vol. xlvi.-51.
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I A FILLE," said the Lieu-

tenant Vachoux, a veteran

from Napoleon's Italian

campaigns, who had lost the

use of both legs and the

sight of both eyes at Lodi

some ten years previously,

" what is this ? " and he indicated a certain

point on the breast of his tunic. " It feels

like a rent that has been sewn upâ��like the

long rent, parbleu, right down to the waist,

which I got on my tunic as we went through

the bushes at Lodi, and the Little Corporal,

His Majesty that is, told us the few trifles

he wanted of us. I had on my sergeant's

uniformâ��I was proud enough of the stripes

then. Ma foi, girl, you have not put me on

my old sergeant's uniform to-dayâ��me, the

Lieutenant Vachouxâ��instead of the new one

that I had made when the Emperor replied

to the petition you forwarded for me and

sent me my grade for ' Distinguished services

rendered' ? "

The thin, anxious voice ceased. There

followed just a little pause in the tiny white-

washed room, where the old man half leaned,

half sat, by the window waiting for the passing

of the Emperor Napoleon, who that day was

to honour the old town of St. Jean Pied de

Port, nestling at the very foot of the

Pyrenees, with a visit.

At length Marie-Claire answered.

" No," she returned. " No, it is the right

uniform."

" But the tear ? " persisted Vachoux.

Marie-Claire came up behind the old man's

chair.

" Voyons," she answered, in a soft, low

voice, that had a hint of sorrow, of dismay, in

it, " you mistake, mon onde. That is the

new seam to make the waist look smaller

which Monsieur Schmitt puts into all the

uniforms for Messieurs les officiers since the

Emperor has issued the command that they

are to have smarter figures than any Austrian

or any German, not to mention those shop-

keepers of English, whom you say the little

man in grey is going to put in their places

next."

Vachoux nodded. " Good," he muttered.

" Messieurs les officiers ! Baptiste Vachoux,

lieutenant, decorated on the field for valour,

in receipt of a pension for distinguished

services. Good! Even if His Majesty does

not see me at this windowâ��I wish the sashes

would open widerâ��surely he will ask for me,

Vachoux, formerly of the Army of Italy,

whose petition His Majesty deigned to

consider favourably; Vachoux, who would

expend two more eyes if he had them, and

his arms as well as his legs, in the service of

the general who never forgets those who

walked up to the cannon for him."

The old man with the sightless eyes, with

the scant white hair almost falling on to his

shoulders, with his right hand grasping his

stick, sat still, muttering aloud of Lodi, of

the Little Corporal, of what he would do had

he his time to come over again for the great

and glorious Emperor who had responded so

liberally to a poor cripple's petition, until the

sun rose up and he felt its warmth on his

face ; then he called to Marie-Claire.

" You dress yourself in the ituusselini des

Indes," the veteran went on; " the dress that

you bought when I was promoted. I gave

you the money out of my first month's

pension. The niece of a commissioned officer

must be dressed suitably. Muslin for her,

though dimity would suffice for the sergeant's

niece."

" Parfaitement," replied Marie-Claire, still

invisible. " I put on the muslin ; but you

must breakfast before the Emperor comes.

I will bring the soup to you this minute."

The Lieutenant Vachoux's adopted niece

came towards the figure propped up in the

arm-chair, and as she came towards the

sunlight, as she looked at the crowds gathering

in the streets, to Monsieur i: Prefet bustling

and hot, to Madame with the great bouquet

that she was ready to present to the Empress,
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'she bent towards the old man, whom she tended with such

to the twenty small girls and to the same

number of small boys who were to sing of the

great things that Napoleon had done for

France, there was apprehension, dread even,

but no pleasurable excitement, on her face.

As she bent towards the old man whom she

tended with such devotion, he made another

observation.

" It is stiff, your muslin," he remarked.

" You are sure that they gave you mousseline

des Indesf When I bought a length forâ��

forâ��enfin, not for youâ��it was soft "

" They make them stiff now," thrust in

Marie - Claire, "since the Empress sets the

fashion that way."

Then the Lieutenant Vachoux ate his soup,

and in honour of the great day he supple-

mented it with a little glass of cognac; and

as Marie-Claire went back with the empty

bowl and glass to the tiny kitchen a fanfare

of trumpets echoed down the long street, the

artillery thundered from the fort.

The Emperor Napoleon had set foot within

the walls of St. Jean Pied de Port.

Vachoux heard, listened to the cries of

" Vive VEmpereut I" and shook his head.
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" That does not come from the heart," he

murmured. " They are like foreign conscripts.

You'should have heard us shout at Lodi."

' Next Vachoux heard, and Marie-Claire saw,

the carriage coming down the street. 1 he

conqueror of Europe was seated at the right;

Josephine, the Empress, the woman who was

always charming and gracious, even after she

had lost the first flush of her beauty, on his

left.

The carriage halted before the Hotel de

France.

The Profet advanced, Madame presented

her bouquet, Josephine smiled at the great

round of blossoms as if she had never seen a

rose or a pink before, the Colonel's wife was

quite sure that the Imperial eyes lingered on

her cashmere shawl, the children began to

sing in their shrill, shaky voices.

Only the Emperor looked about him

impatiently. It was for Josephine to receive

compliments and to listen to children. He,

Napoleon, wished to get to more important

business.

His opinion of the cheering was exactly

that of Vachoux's. He knew it was perfunc-

tory, paid for. Yet this Basque population

was as hardy as any in France, and none

would make better soldiers. The Emperor

had already formed his plans for Spain, and

he knew if he wanted to possess the Peninsula

he must fight for it. He could not spare a

squadron from Italy, from Germany, from

the Low Countries. He must depend on new

levies, and the new levies came in grudgingly

and showed no elan when they were with the

colours.

His Majesty, with a summer morning to

spare, resolved to use it in stirring up that

personal affection which had sent men by

thousands to die for him. He knew the way

â��until the very end of his career, when the

cloud of arrogance came down and blinded

himâ��he could always stir the soldier.

Now he turned about, with Monsieur le

Prefet still stammering through his speech,

and, summoning the Colonel, abruptly asked

him if there were no veterans in St. Jean

Pied de Port, and, if so, why none of his

old comrades had come to welcome him.

The voice, which never spoke, as long as it

was to be heard in France, without riveting

attention, abruptly ended the singing, and

broke off Monsieur le Prifet's laboured

platitudes with a jerk.

The Colonel stepped forward.

" Your Majesty," he said, " we have the

Lieutenant Vachoux in St. Jean."

" Vachoux," repeated the Emperor, whose

memory for his soldiers and their names was

marvellous, " of the 9th Footâ��wounded at

Austerlitz ? "

" No, your Majesty," answered the Colonel.

" Vachoux, a sergeant, wounded at Lodi.

Blind, unable to walk. Your Majesty

honoured him with a special pension and the

grade of lieutenant."

Napoleon frowned. " Vachoux ! " he re-

peated. " Vachoux ! " Then he rapped out a

command. " Bring this man to me," he said.

" He cannot walk, your Majesty."

" Then take me to him;"

" His house is before your Majesty, over the

way," the Colonel answered.

Napoleon set off at once. The crowd

opened to let the little figure pass. Quickly

as he stepped out, the news preceded him.

" The Emperor was going himself to pay

the Lieutenant Vachoux a visit."

The veteran heard it as he sat by the open

window.

" Marie-Claire ! " he called. " Marie-Claire,

they sayâ��they say His Majesty comes ! "

The blind man's adopted niece heard.

She hurried up to the old soldier, she looked

out past him. She saw the one man who

walked first, the others who followed him.

She put up her two hands against her breast,

pressed them against her dimity gownâ��it

was of dimity, not of muslin from the Indiesâ��

the colour faded from her face.

" Speak, girl! " demanded Vachoux. " You

can see ? Is anyone coming ? Does the

Emperor come ? "

" Yes," returned Marie-Claire, very slowlv.

" I see the Colonel "

" Never previously has that one had time

to come and pass the time of day with the

crippled Vachoux," ejaculated the blind man.

" But he can make him a visit now."

"The Emperor " Marie-Claire went on.

" Yes, child, yes ! " gasped out Vachoux.

" He walks the first." -

The veteran drew himself up from the

waist, he fingered his medals, put his hand

down to his side.

" If I had foreseen this," he murmured," I

would not have lent my sword, not even for

the Empress herself."

Marie-Claire sat down suddenly. She went

so white that, alone in the little room, with no

one to help her, she seemed about to faint.

The cries of " Vive VEmpereur I" duly

began again, the children, not to be done out

of a single verse of the hymn they had learned

so laboriously, started where they had left

off before. Napoleon heard, frowned. He

wheeled round, looked at the crowd.
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him, " never forgets those who fight for

France."

He waited a moment. If he expected a

great burst of enthusiasm, none came. His

brow was black as he reached the cottage,

his lips compressed. At the door Marie-

Claire met him. She bent to himâ��curtsied,

not as a village girl might, not as Josephine's

newly-ennobled ladies did, to the Emperor's

daily annoyance, but as a gentlewoman of

the old regime might have done. Napoleon

remarked the trifleâ��was arrested by it.

" This is the house of ? " he began.

Marie-Claire had to try twice before she

could answer.

" Of the Lieutenant Vachoux, your

Majesty," she said ; and then she looked up

at the imperious eyes staring down at herâ��

looked up with an appealing gesture. " He

is old, Sire, the Lieutenant Vachoux," she

went on. " He is blind. He lost the use of

his legs at Lodi. Your Majesty has not a

more loyal "

Napoleon cut her short.

" And who are you ? " he jerked out.

" I am," replied Marie-Claire, and the

colour came into her cheeksâ��" I am the serâ��

the lieutenant's adopted niece, your Majesty."

" And your own father ? " pursued the

Emperor.

" A comrade at Lodi. Killed in that battle."

Napoleon turned as she finished speaking.

He pushed past her. He walked towards the

window. The old man, with the sightless

eyes, was doubling back his ear with one

hand to listen for the step. The other hand

was up at the salute; the wasted cheeks were

pink with excitement; the thin, blue lips,

do what the veteran would to keep them stiff,

were quivering.

" Vive I'Empereur I " Vachoux tried to cry,

but his voice broke, and the salutation ended

in a shrill scream.

Yet Napoleon heard what was in that cry ;

knew that it contained just what those he

had been listening to lacked. He walked

briskly forward.
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" Mon vieux " he was beginning.

His glance fell on the helpless figure.

He pulled up short. "Sapristi!" he

muttered. He thrust out his hand, and with

it seemed to call the attention of those about

him to an unexpected point of peculiar

importance. The Staff looked at each other,

the Colonel in command opened his mouth as

if he were about to speak; but the Emperor

silenced him with a peremptory gesture.

" Your name ?" he demanded of the

veteran.

The blind man gave it.

" Your grade ? "

" Lieutenant," answered Vachoux, " pro-

moted by your Majesty's especial favour

when your Majesty deigned to reply to the

petition addressed to you."

" Through whom ? "

" Marie-Claire, my adopted niece, old"

Sergeant Bosset's daughter, wrote for me.

Mon Genital, your Majesty," answered

Vachoux, " I sent it straight to you. That

is why your Majesty received it and answered

it. I had not to wait. I knew I should not

if your Majesty but knew that old Baptiste

Vachoux was in want."

The Emperor raised his eyes. He looked

a ross the room to where, by the whitewashed

wall, leaned Marie-Claire. He looked at her

long ; he looked at her fixedly. Her great

eyes were on him. They were widely open,

they had an appealing look in them. She was

breathing so fast that the frill of the muslin

fichu about her neck rose and fell. Napoleon

smiled slowly. He thrust one hand between

the buttons of his coat; he turned back to

the blind man.

" And the uniform you wear, mon vieux 1"

he asked him.

Vachoux explained ; told how it was the

first time qrt, how it had been sent for all the

way to Bayonne when His Majesty granted

Baptiste Vachoux his step.

The Staff looked at each other again ; the

Colonel shot a glance at his Major, and the

Major, who had a kind heart, smiled pityingly.

" And this ? " went on the greatest man in

Europe, as he touched the braiding.

" My gold lace ; the lace of a lieutenant.

I can feel it, Men slir, if I cannot see,"

answered Vachoux.

Napoleon looked, not at the group of

wondering men about him, but to Marie-

Claire beyond.

" The gold lace on the lieutenant's

uniform," he said to herâ��and the words came

out slowly, for the braiding was of black, of

coarse mohairâ��" and," went on the Emperor,

" the uniform of a lieutenant, the ne*

uniform worn to-day for the first time "

for the blind man's tunic was stained, it was

faded, it was darned in a long line all down

from the breast to the waist.

Marie-Claire folded her arms, stood upright,

without support. She seemed to be waiting

for her sentence, as the women of the old

regime had waited for the mob to do them to

death, and there was the same courageous

acceptance of what might be to come with

her as had been with them.

" And your adopted niece," continued

Napoleon, addressing the veteran again.

" Marie-Claire," quavered the old man.

" A good girl, your Majesty. I gave her the

muslin she wears to-day because your

Majesty is here."

" The muslin ?" repeated Napoleon.

" Bien sur, mon General, your Majesty,"

answered Vachoux, " the mousseline des lndes.

When your Majesty honoured Baptiste

Vachoux with a commission, his niece must

dress as a lieutenant's niece should. Marie-

Claire wears the dress to-day. A mousseline

des lndes. I gave her my first quarter's

pension that she might buy it."

Napoleon looked across .the little room

again.

" You wear muslin, mademoiselle," he

commented, very dryly. " The Empress has

a partiality for muslins. Perhaps she would

like to see yours. Would you," and the

monarch dropped out the words one by one,

" care to show it to her ? "

Marie-Claire curtsied again, and for the

second time Napoleon marked the grace of

the reverence.

" I am in His Majesty's hands. I await

his commands," she answered, an emphasis,

a meaning, in her tone also.

Napoleon grunted. He pushed through

the soldiers about him, assured his Staff that

they never were of any use and always in the

way; he strode across the flagged floor, he

pulled up close to Marie-Claire,- and stood

scowling at her. The Emperor put out his

hand, caught her gown, a d held it out

between his thumb and finger.

" This, mademoiselle," he commented, " is

mousseline des lndes, muslin suitable for the

niece of a lieutenant ? Suitable, je vous le

dis, for the niece of a lieutenant ? "

" No, your Majesty," returned Marie-

Claire, " it is not muslin. It is dimity."

" Then " jerked out the little man

before her.

Marie Claire looked straight at the stern

face, at the piercing eyes.
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Sire," she said. " It was all my doing."

" What was ? " rapped out the Emperor.

" What your Majesty has seen to-day;

what your Majesty has discovered."

" You mean ? " questioned the little man

before her.

" I mean," answered this woman in a

coarse dimity gown, with an old washed

fichu about her beautiful neck, " that the

Sergeant Vachoux was blind, that he was

crippled, that he was very poor, that he had

nothing to live for, nothing to which to look

forward. Who would read his petition, who

would grant him his pension ? I told him

what was not true. I said your Majesty had

favourably considered his petition, and he

believes that you accorded him the grade of

lieutenant. I said that your Majesty had

given him a pension. I earn a few francs by

fine embroidery, and he takes those because

he thinks they are his pension."

The Emperor waited until Marie-Claire

stopped speaking. He stood quite a minute

glowering at her, then he snapped his thumb

and finger with a gesture of disdain.

" You are a woman," he assured her,

harshly, " and therefore you can make out a

good case for yourself. C'est bien, your

devotion to the old man, magnifique if you

will, superbe. Voyons ! it makes a picture,

a picture doubtless calculated to move the

heart. But I know you women. You can

always turn and twist, just as you can always

cry. Why have you not begun to shed tears ?

Josephine always weeps when she is found

out. Bah ! " he went on, without waiting

for an answer to his own question. " Whether

you cry or you do not, you have told lies,

mademoiselle; je vous le dis, you told lies."

" I do not deny that, your Majesty,"

answered Marie-Claire. " I told the Sergeant

Vachoux what was not true. But he was

happy every day, every hour, until -"
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" Until ? " wedged in the Emperor.

" Until to-day, Sire," rounded off Marie-

Claire.

Napoleon left her abruptly. He looked

out through the open door. Josephine had

gone to the Hotel de France, so there were

fewer women about, but the men still lingered,

and it was the men who counted in the

Emperor's eyes. He looked along the line of

them. They were all capable of bearing

arms, they all had shouldered a musket, not

once, but a dozen times. Yet not one of them

had fought willingly for him (most of them had

shown an astonishing ingenuity in eluding the

conscription), much less had one of them left

sight behind for him, been crippled for him.

He swung back upon Marie-Claire.

" If I tell the Sergeant Vachoux," he asked,

and he jerked his thumb towards the helpless

figure in the chair, " that you are in a dimity

gown ? "

" Then the Sergeant Vachoux will learn

that Marie-Claire has deceived him, your

Majesty."

" If I tell him that I never heard of his

petition, much less answered it ? "

" Then the Sergeant Vachoux will know

again that I have deceived him, your Majesty."

" If I tell him that he is wearing his old

uniform, that the gold lace is mohair ? "

" Then, Sire," returned Marie-Claire, " the

Sergeant Vachoux will realize that he has

never been anything but a sergeant, that

Marie-Claire sewed braid on his old tunic that

he might be happy, that he might think day by

day, as he lay helpless and in pain, of himself

as a lieutenant, and of his Emperor and what

his Emperor had done for him, that he might

feel himself compensated even for the loss of

his eyes and the loss of his leg."

Napoleon heard, grunted. He looked out

of the door again, saw once again the square

shoulders that carried no musket for him.

He bent towards Marie-Claire.

" You admit that you lied, mademoiselle ? "

he rapped out.

" Yes, your Majesty," affirmed Marie-Claire.

" I lied."

The Emperor heard. Suddenly he laughed

sardonically.

" And," he demanded, " was that the only

lie that Marie-Claire, the sergeant's adopted

niece, told the old blind cripple whose house

she shared ? "

There followed a moment's pause. The

sun was shining down the street; the shadows

from the two great plane trees patterned the

gravel before the Hotel de France, the murmur

of the swift stream came from the back of

the hotel, the sign creaked steadily, monoto-

nously. Above, the sky was blue; away,

the mountains showed lines of shadowy, soft

greyness.

" No," answered Marie-Claire. " It was

not the only lie I told."

" And the other was ? " demanded the

Emperor.

The woman in the dimity gown waited

againâ��seemed to consider. In a moment,

instead of answering the man before who n

most men and pretty well every woman held

their tongues and trembled, this Sergeant

Vachoux's adopted niece asked a question in

her turn.

" You will let him know ? " she asked, and

a glance from her great eyes indicated the

crippled man.

The Emperor laughed grimly.

" Yes, mademoiselle, I will tell the sergeant."

" And quench the light out of the life of a

blind man, out of the life of a crippled man ? '

Marie-Claire went on.

" Even so," answered the master of Europe.

" I will do exactly what you describe so

eloquently, mademoiselle."

" You will do this to a poor old man who

is loyal to your Majesty ? "

" But who," thrust in Napoleon, brutally,

" being crippled, is of no further use to me."

He stepped back, folded his arms.

Josephine woukl hardly have known him ;

her ladies, to whom he permitted himself a

long list of incivilities, would certainly not

have known him. The Emperor was rarely

patient with anyone, least of all with a woman.

But this Marie-Claire, with her large eyes,

with her grand air, with her shapely hands

that no hard work could spoil, interested him.

He knew what was unusually fine in a man,

and sometimes he acknowledged it; he had

more rarely found the quality i i such women

as he had been intimate with ; but when he

saw itâ��and he saw it nowâ��he was defer-

ential to it as he was to no one, to nothing

else.

" I say," he repeatedâ��and yet there was a

change in his toneâ��" that the Sergeant

Vachoux, being crippled, is of no further use

to me."

Marie-Claire threw back her head.

" Then, your Majesty," she answered, her

voice ringing clear, " since you decide that I, a

poor woman, of no account, will tell you how

I came to St. Jean 1 ied de Port, will tell you

who I am, perhaps," with a very fine smile,

" it may interest you to hear; it may even

be of moment to you to hear. When I have

told your Majesty a.l I have to tell, maybe
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the Emperor will spare the old soldier who is

loyal as perhaps all those who bask in the

Imperial favour are not."

Napoleon heard. The very audacity of the

speech kept him silent for a moment.

" You make terms with me, woman ! " he

cried out, when he could find his voice.

" You dare to make terms with me ! "

Marie-Claire smiled as if the game were in

her hands, not in the small white ones being

thrust restlessly in and out of the uniform

coat.

" No, your Majesty," she answered, " I am

not so presumptuous. I leave the Sergeant

Vachoux to your Majesty. I simply ask him

if it seems good to him to take what I have to

tell him as a fair exchange for an old cripple's

happiness. I came to St. Jean Pied de Port.

I was endeavouring to escape to Spain."

"Then you are a pestilential, an imigrie!"

" I was flying for my life, your Majesty."

" Sapristi ! I knew it," cried out Napoleon.

" I knew it as soon as you bent your knee

to me."

" It was a winter's evening, your Majesty,"

Marie-Claire went on. " I was worn out.

I could go no farther. In the cold> with the

night drawing in, I lay down on the road to

die. I was found by a smuggler. He brought

me in to St. Jean Pied de Port. It may be

he meant to make his peace with the autho-

rities by giving me up. But while he waited

just within the gate for the custom-house

officers to arrive, he met a comrade. The

two retired to the little inn, Le Tigre Rouge,

just opposite the custom-house, to drink

together. I waited my opportunity. I slipped

off the mule. The darkness had fully come

then. It was raining. I wandered into the

street, not a soul was about. I staggered on,

not daring to knock at any of the doors.

At length the light from an uncurtained

window attracted me. I looked in. At first

I thought the room was empty; then I saw

an old man propped up in bed. I watched.

I saw him grope with his hand for his stick.

I realized that he was blind. I raised the

latch of the door. I stole in. I sat down by

the fire. My only thought as I entered was

to rest awhile, and then to rise and go on.

But while I waited the old man began to

mutter aloud, talking to himself as those who

are much alone do. He began to speak of

a comrade killed at Lodi, of the dead man's

daughter, how he had promised to befriend

the girl, how he would never be able to find

her now. That gave me the idea. I would

be old Sergeant Bosset's daughter. I would

stay in the cottage. If the old man provided

Vol. xIvi-62.

me with a roof above my head, I would tend

him, make his life less lonely "

"And plot against me and my kingdom ? "

Napoleon thrust in.

" No," answered Marie-Claire. " I would

not seek shelter beneath a blind man's roof

and conspire against the Emperor that he

talked of all the day long. Besides "

" Ah ! " interrupted Napoleon. " Besides.

It is always a besides with a woman."

" Besides," continued Marie-Claire, steadily,

" my hopes had failed â�� my dreams were

ended."

Napoleon bent forward. He laid a heavy

hand on Marie-Claire's shoulder.

" Who are you ? " he demanded.

Suddenly the woman looked into the frown-

ing, sullen face.

" If your Majesty has me arrested, will you

spare the Sergeant Vachoux ?" she de-

manded.

" Peste, woman! I can arrest you and

tell the sergeant exactly what I think fit,"

answered Napoleon.

" Will your Majesty have mercy on an old

man and let one victim suffice him for to-

day ? " Marie-Claire persisted.

" I tell you, woman, you are in my power,"

rapped out Napoleon.

" I know it, Sire," answered Marie-Claire,

" but "

" But what, nom de del ? " ejaculated the

Emperor.

The woman before him just smiled.

" Your Majesty lacks my name."

" My police will identify you quickly

enough."

" I hardly think so, your Majesty," Marie-

Claire retorted. " They have seen me more

than once, and failed to discover anything of

interest to them about me."

As she said that, Marie-Claire went right

up to the Emperor. She bent to himâ��she

almost whispered to him.

" The police, you recollect, your Majesty,"

she went on, " have never been able to lay

their hands on the person, man or woman,

who took the great proclamation of the

year 1803 into Paris, who delivered it to the

conspirators within the city to be printed

and posted. The astute Monsieur Fouche

leans to the belief that it was a woman, and

he is convinced that the lady was no longer

young. He searches for someone past middle

age. He has never stopped searching for some-

one mature enough to be trusted with the

details of the best-thought-out plot since your

Majesty assumed the crown. But she might,

Sireâ��this woman, I meanâ��have been young.'
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A hard word hissed between Napoleon's

lips. He was indeed being told what neither

he nor his much-vaunted secret police had

been able to find out. The proclamation had

such an effect that the Imperial throne had

seemed to rock under the storm it produced.

Napoleon had felt the oscillation. Though

it was some years ago, he could still remember

the shock,

and a woman,

a young

woman, had

done this.

Napoleon

gazed at

Marie - Claire

stupefied. He

glanced

round the

cottage as

though he

expected con-

spirators to

spring out of

every corner,

as if he ex-

pected the

white walls

suddenly to

be covered

with the writ-

ing of accu-

sation. He

looked at the

deal table, he

looked at the

poor orna-

ments on the

mantel - shelf

as if they

also might

have some â�¢

thing to say

to him and to

his continu-

ance on the

throne. A

moment later

he recovered

himself. " Colonel," he cried to the man who

commanded the troops in St. Jean Pied de

Port, " place a guard about this woman."

" And the Sergeant Vachoux, your

Majesty ? " demanded Marie-Claire, even at

this critical juncture.

Napoleon kept his eyes fixed on her. He

watched a soldier step to either side of her.

He saw her look straight back into his face.

He knew that though she realized she was

in his power, that though she was well aware

that if she were put on trial it would be

before a tribunal who knew exactly when

they were to acquit and when they were to

condemn, that Marie-Claire was appealing

to him not for herself , but for a blind, crippled

old soldier.

The Emperor thrust his hands behind his

back. He

turned about.

Perhaps he

knew all along

what he meant

to do; perhaps

it was just a

chance, one of

those chances

which change

the whole

course of life.

Jose phine,

who rarely

went on foot

farther than

her conserva-

tories and the

shade of a

favourite tree,

had been taken

with the whim

to walk up the

street of St

Jean Pied de

Port. She

was at the

door of the

Hotel de

France, her

ladies were

behind her.

Madame the

wife of the

Preset was

prepared to

point out the

features of

the town;

Madame the

wife of the

Colonel was sure that the direction of the

Imperial footsteps was her due.

The women, the children, crowded about

the tall, graceful woman. With a gesture

which told its tale of heartache, of longing,

the Empress took a chubby baby into her

arms, and kissed it. " Ah ! le brave petit

homme ! " she murmured.

Then the cheering broke out in St. Jean

Pied de Port. The spontaneous, joyful

AH ! LE BRAVE PETIT HOMME ! ' SHE MURMURED."

I
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cheering, quite apart from any official wel-

come.

The sound travelled to the Emperor.

He started. "Sapristi!" he murmured.

Josephine, who was not clever, who was not

astute, had done what he had failed to do.

The Emperor walked quickly to the door

of the cottage. He stood up for everyone

to see him, and everyone seemed to thin;

him of smaller consequence than a woman

kissing a baby. He walked down the path ;

he went up to Josephine.

" Madame," he began, as she looked at

him anxiously to see if she had done wrong,

" I would present a brave man to your

Majesty, an old soldier who has fought for

France. He has lost his sight, this brave

man, serving his country; he has lost the use

of his legs. He cannot go to your Majesty,

you must go to him; and Madame "â��raising

his voice, looking out at the women who were

listening, at the children who were standing

some of them watching him with great

round eyes, some of them with their little

heads buried in their mother's skirts, at the

menâ��the men were listening nowâ��" if

you asked me for an increase to the pension

awarded to this Lieutenant Vachoux that

the brave soldier may have a few extra

francs with which to drink your health

and mine, I should be pleased to grant it."

The Empress answered promptly. She

knew her cue here. " Your Majesty never

requires me to plead with you for those who

have served France," she answered.

The cheering broke out anew, the cheering

from the heart this time.

The Emperor put out his hand. He led

Josephine to the cottage. He stopped at

the door.

" I bring the Empress," he said, and he

looked, not at his Staff, not at the Colonel,

not at the Major, but to the woman in

the poor dimity gown who stood so erect,

so stately, with a soldier either side of her.

" Seeing," he went on, " that the Lieu-

tenant "â��he paused, he looked straight at

Marie-Claire seeing," he resumed, " that

the Lieutenant Vachoux cannot walk to the

Empress I bring the Empress to the Lieutenant

Vachoux."

Josephine went on down the little room,

she stood beside the blind man; the Emperor

pulled up before the woman who had just

been arrested by his orders.

" And you, mademoiselle," he said to her,

"if the Empress should wish that you be

presented to her, what name shall I say ? "

Again there followed a pause. The

Emperor's eyes were fixed on Marie-Claire.

She looked not at him, but beyond him, as

though an important matter were involved

in the simple question, and she was making

up her mind about it. The other men in

the room exchanged wondering glances.

At length they understood that something

momentousâ��significantâ��was being enacted ;

that the centre figure, for the moment, was

not the master of Europe, but this woman

in the poor dimity gown.

Marie-Claire curtsied.

" If His Majesty will so far honour his

faithful servant," she said, as she raised

herself and looked back into the eyes bent

on herâ��she waited a moment, she repeated

the two words " faithful servant"â��" Madame

de la Noir de Grande craves the honour of

being presented to the Empress."

Napoleon heard the name. He started.

There was none more illustrious in France,

and above all things he craved for the ad-

herence of the old nobility.

" My faithful servant," he repeated; " my

bitterest enemy hitherto."

Marie-Claire looked back straight at him.

" The adopted niece of the Lieutenant

Vachoux owes her life to your Majesty,"

she answered. " She owes more, she owes

the happiness of the Lieutenant Vachoux to

him also. If His Majesty will take her

gratitude in return for those great gifts,

he has it."

Napoleon put out his hand. For once

his face was soft almostâ��it certainly was

regretful, sad. Madame de la Noir de Grande

bent, placed her own in it.

Together they went up the little room;

side by side they passed between the lines

of amazed courtiers, the Emperor and the

woman in the poor dimity gown. Josephine

received Madame de la Noir de Grande

graciously. The Emperor laid his hand on

old Vachoux's shoulder. He kept it there

while he looked out into the street, at the

waiting crowd, at the line of soldiers drawn

up on either side of the road. Suddenly the

cloud came down over his face. All the

arrogance momentarily left him, and he was

just a human being possessed with the

consciousness that with victory in sight,

with the world, apparently, but waiting for

him to conquer it, he would be baffled.

" Mon vieux," he whispered, as he bent

over the poor cripple who had lost all but

his love for his general fighting for him.

" If I had but you, if I had but a few thousand

such as you, I should be master of Europe

to-morrow."
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Important Announcements.

The MYSTERY of the "MARIE CELESTE."

A Sensational Development

has taken place with regard to this remarkable mystery, particulars of

which were printed in the July Strand. This is no less than the discovery

of what appears to be a perfectly genuine account of the disaster, left

by a survivor 1 The explanation is complete in every detail, and yet so

out-of-the-way that the most ingenious writer would have been to the

last degree unlikely to hit upon it. This extraordinary document will

appear in our November issue.

In our November Number will also appear a most sensational story

BY

A. Conan Doyle

entitledâ��

"THE HORROR OF THE HEIGHTS."

Illustrated with a series of striking pictures in colour

MEMOIRS OF A PRINCESS OF THE

BLOOD ROYAL.

By the PRINCESS EULALIA of Spain.

Commences in the November Strand Magazine.

COMMANDER EVANS

writes his recollections of

CAPTAIN OATES

We have great pleasure in announcing that Commander Evans,

C.B., R.N., of the Scott Antarctic Expedition, has undertaken to

write for THE STRAND MAGAZINE his Personal Recollections

of his comrade, the gallant Captain Oates.
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NEVER could quite under-

stand how Tom Hopkins

came to make that blunder,

for he had been through a

whole term at a medical

collegeâ��before he inherited

his aunt's fortuneâ��and had

been considered strong in therapeutics.

We had been making a call together that

evening, and afterwards Tom ran up to my

rooms for a pipe and a chat. I had stepped

into the other room for a moment, when I

heard Tom sing out:â��

" Oh, Billy, I'm going to take about four

grains of quinine, if you don't mindâ��I'm

rooms on the floor above, and sent him for

old Dr. Gales, two streets away. Tom

Hopkins has too much money to be attended

by rising young practitioners alone.

When Gales came we put Tom through

as expensive a course of treatment as the

resources of the profession permit. Old Gales

pinched him and slapped his face and worked

hard for the big cheque he could see in the

distance. The young M.D. from the next

floor gave Tom a most hearty, rousing kick,

and then apologized to me.

" Couldn't help it," he said. " I never

kicked a millionaire before in my life. I may

never have another opportunity."

" Now," said Dr. Gales, after a couple

of hours, " he'll do. But keep him awake for

another hour. You can do that by talking

to him and shaking him up occasionally.

When his pulse and respiration are normal,

then let him sleep."

I was left alone with Tom, whom we had

laid on a couch. He lay very still, and his

eyes were half closed. I began my work of

keeping him awake.

" Well, old man," I said, " you've had a

narrow squeak, but we've pulled you through.

When you were attending lectures, Tom,

didn't any of the professors ever casually

remark that m-o-r-p-h-i-a never spells' quinia,'

feeling all blue and shivery,

taking cold."

"All right," I said. "The

bottle is on the second shelf.

Take it in a spoonful of

that elixir of eucalyptus. It

takes the bitter out."

After I came back we sat

by the fire and got our

briars going. In about eight

minutes Tom sank back into

a gentle collapse.

I went straight to the

medicine cabinet and looked.

"You unmitigated

idiot! " I growled. " See

what money will do for a

man's brains!"

There stood the morphine

bortle with the stopper out,

just as Tom had left it.

I'm afraid I'm

'1 WENT STRAIGHT TO THE MEDICINE CABINET AND LOOKED.

UNMITIGATED IDIOT!' I GKOWLED."

'YOU
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especially in four-grain doses ? But

I won't rub it in until you get on

your feet. You ought to have

been a druggist, Tom ; you're splen-

didly qualified to make up prescrip-

tions."

Tom looked at me with a faint

and foolish smile.

" B'ly," he murmured, " I feel jus'

like a hum'n' bird flyin' around a

jolly lot of most 'shpensive roses.

Don' bozzer me. Goin' sleep now."

And he went to sleep in two seconds.

I shook him by the shoulder.

" Now, Tom," I said, severely,

" this won't do. The big doctor said

you must stay awake for at least an

hour. Open your eyes. You're not

entirely safe yet, you know. Wake

up."

Tom Hopkins weighs one hundred

and ninety-eight pounds. He gave

me another somnolent grin and fell

into deeper slumber. I would have made him

move about, but I might as well have tried

to make Cleopatra's Needle waltz around the

room with me. Tom's breathing became

stertorous, and that, in connection with

morphia poisoning, means danger.

Then I began to think. I could not rouse

his body ; I must try to excite his mind.

" Make him angry," was an idea that suggested

itself. " Good ! " I thought; but how ?

There was not a joint in Tom's armour.

Dear old fellow ! He was good-nature itself,

and a gallant gentleman, fine and true and

clean as sunlight. He came from somewhere

HE WAS DISTINCTLY ANGRY, AND I DIDN'T BLAME HIM."

"OLD GALES PINCHED HIM AND SLAPPED HIS FACE.

down South, where they still have ideals and

a code. New York had charmed but had

not spoiled him. He had that old-fashioned,

chivalrous reverence for women, that

Eureka ! There was my idea 1 I worked

the thing up for a minute or two in my

imagination. I chuckled to myself at the

thought of springing a thing like that on old

Tom Hopkins. Then I took him by the

shoulder and shook him till his ears flopped.

He opened his eyes lazily. I assumed an

expression of scorn and contempt, and pointed

my finger within two inches of his nose.

" Listen to me, Hopkins," I said, in cutting

and distinct tones. You and I have been

good friends, but I want you to understand

that in the future my doors are closed against

any man who acts as much like a scoundrel

as you have."

Tom looked the least bit interested.

" What's the matter, Billy ? " he muttered,

composedly.

"Don't your

clothes fit you ? "

" If I were in

your place," I

went on, " which,

thank God, I am

not, I think I

should be afraid

to close my eyes.

How about that

girl you left wait-

ing for you down

among those lone-

some Souther;-
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pinesâ��the girl you've forgotten since you

came into your confounded money ? Oh, I

know what I'm talking about. While you were

a poor medical student she was good enough

for you. But now, since you are a millionaire,

it's different. I wonder what she thinks of the

performances of that peculiar class of people

which she has been taught to worshipâ��the

Southern gentlemen ? I'm sorry, Hopkins,

that I'm forced to speak about these matters,

but you've covered it up so well and played

your part so nicely that I would have sworn

you were above such unmanly tricks."

Poor Tom ! I could scarcely keep from

laughing outright to see him struggling

against the effects of the opiate. He was

distinctly angry, and I didn't blame him.

Tom had a Southern temper. His eyes were

open now, and they showed a gleam or two

" I WALKED OVER AND PUNCHED HIM ON THE JAW

of fire. But the drug still clouded his mind

and bound his tongue.

" C-c-confound you !" he stammered. " I'll

s-smash you !"

He tried to rise from his couch. With all

his size he was very weak now. I thrust him

back with one arm. He lay there glaring like

a lion in a trap.

" That will hold you for a while, you old

loony," I said to myself. I got up and lit my

pipe, for I was needing a smoke.

I heard a snore. I looked around. Tom

was asleep again. I walked over and punched

him on the jaw. He looked at me as pleasant

and ungrudging as an idiot. I chewed my

pipe and gave it to him hard.

" I want you to recover yourself and get

out of my rooms as soon as you can," I said,

insultingly. " I've told you what I think of

you. If you have any honour or honesty

left you will think twice before you attempt

again to associate with gentlemen. She's a

poor girl, isn't she ? " I sneered. " Somewhat

too plain and unfashionable for us since we

got our money. Be ashamed to walk on

Fifth Avenue with her, wouldn't you ?

Hopkins, you're forty-seven times worse than

a cad. Who cares for your money ? I don't.

I'll bet that girl doesn't. Perhaps if you

hadn't got it you'd be more of a man. As it

is you've made a cur of yourself, and "â��I

thought that quite dramaticâ��" perhaps

broken a faithful heart." (Old Tom Hopkins

breaking a faithful heart!) " Let me be rid

of you as soon as possible."

I turned my back on Tom and winked at

myself in a mirror. I heard him moving, and

I turned again quickly. I didn't want a

hundred and ninety-eight pounds falling on

me from the rear. But Tom had only turned

partly over and laid one arm across his face.

He spoke rather more distinctly than before.

" I couldn't haveâ��talked this wayâ��to

you, Billy, even if I'd heard peopleâ��lyin'

'bout you. But jus' soon's I can s-stand up

â�� I'll break your neckâ��don' f'get it."

I did feel a little ashamed then. But it was

to save Tom. When I

explained it, we would

have a good laugh over

it together.

In a few minutes Tom

dropped into a sound,

easy slumber. Every-

thing was normal, and

he was safe. I went

into the other room and

tumbled into bed.

I found Tom up and

dressed when I awoke the next morning. He

was entirely himself again, with the exception

of shaky nerves and a tongue like a chip.

" What an idiot I was ! " he said, thought-

fully. " I remember thinking that quinine

bottle looked queer while I was taking the

dose. Have much trouble in bringing me

round ? "

I told him no. His memory seemed bad

about the entire affair. I concluded that he

had no recollection of my efforts to keep him

awake, and decided not to enlighten him.

Some other time, I thought, when he was

feeling better, we would have some fun over

it.

When Tom was ready to go he stopped,

with the door open, and shook my hand.

" Much obliged, old fellow," he said, quietly,

" for taking so much trouble with meâ��and

for what you said. I'm going down now to

telegraph to the little girl."
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SIGHT I EVER SAW.

VILâ��Miss Ellen Terry.

VIII.â��Sir Hiram Maxim.

IX.â��Chevalier Ginistrelli.

In this striking series of articles a number of eminent men and women

have consented to describe " the most impressive sight" they have ever

seen. Their stories, as will be realized by the following examples, will

be of the most varied and, in many cases, thrilling kind.

VII.

My Jubilee Celebration at Drury Lane in 1906.

By ELLEN TERRY.

Illustrated by A. DAVIDSON.

N a very crowded life I don't

think that I have ever seen

a sight which has made quite

so deep an impression on me

as the recognition by the

public and by my profession

of my stage jubilee in 1906.

The matinte given in my honour by my

brother and sister artistes was, indeed, a truly

wonderful sight. And I appreciated it all

the more deeply because all the time I knew

perfectly well that this moving show of honour

and " friending " was not really for me at all.

Never for a single instant did I forget that the

honour was not mine alone, but that I was

only sharing it with the great man with whom

I had worked for over a quarter of a century.

Quite a short time before his death, in 1905,

Henry Irving had told me that he understood

that " they "â��the members of the theatrical

professionâ��were thinking of " celebrating

our jubilee." He had also remarked that

there would be a great performance at Drury

Lane, but after his death, largely, I think,

because I could not bear to let my thoughts

rest on such a possibility as a jubilee celebra-

tion without my dear friend, I thought no

more of the matter.

But at last the great day arrived, and

every moment of it I enjoyed to the full.

And yet to a certain extent I was acting a

pare, for, as I gazed on the brilliant spectacle

at Drury Lane's historical old theatre, my

thoughts were dwelling all the time on Henry

Irving's last days. I remembered how his

health had first begun to fail in 1896. How,

after the first night of a revival of " Richard

III." he had slipped on the stairs, painfully

injuring his knee, and how, with that cheerful

fortitude which never left him, he had

struggled to his feet and walked to his room,

declaring that " it was nothing." And yet

that " nothing" kept him from acting for

weeks.

I recalled, too, a visit I paid him at Wolver-

hampton at a time when the end of his life

was near at hand indeed. As I gazed on that

wonderful scene at Drury Lane I remembered

that I had arrived late at Wolverhampton,

that I could not get a room at any good

hotel, and that the next morning I could not

even find a good florist. At last I did find

a florist, but he dealt chiefly in white flowers

â��funeral flowers. And I had wanted seme

bright-coloured ones.

Then the talk I had had with the doctor

came back to me. He had told me quite

frankly that Henry Irving's heart was

dangerously wetik, and that he had told him

so, and that he had understood quite

well. The doctor said, too, that he had

warned his patient that he must not work so

hard in future. To that I had replied:

" He will, thoughâ��and he's stronger than

anyone."

After that conversation my thoughts

carried me to the room in which Henry lay.

I had found him, his old dressing-gown
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hanging loosely, like some grey drapery, about

his frail yet majestically-dignified figure,

sitting up in bed, drinking his coffee. It was

a moving moment, and at first we said but

little. Then he remarked : " I'm glad you've

come. Two Queens have been kind to me

this morning. Queen Alexandra telegraphed

to say how sorry she was I was ill, and now

My eyes filled with tears at his words, and

for fear that he should see my emotion I

turned towards the window as I read the

Queen's gracious message.

And then we fell to talking about all sorts

of things : about what he had been doing and

I had been doing. About his work and my

work. He told me how he had fallen over a

rug in front of the door, of how he had been

picked up by a commercial traveller, a kindly

fellow, who afterwards wanted to sit up and

talk to him all night.

All the time the maiinte was going on.

But still my thoughts continued to usurp

complete control over my memory. All the

time I was sitting by Henry's bedside in his

hotel at Wolverhampton. I tried to bring

myself back again to Drury Lane. But it

was not to be. " You are sharing this honour

with him," said my thoughts, " so come back

with us to Wolverhampton."

And back again I went. Every word of

that never-to-be-forgotten conversation stood

out in golden capital letters in my memory.

" What a wonderful life you've led ! " How

well I remembered that remarkâ��and Henry's

reply. " Oh, yes," he had said, quietly,

" a wonderful lifeâ��of work." " And

there's nothing better, after all, is there ? "

" Nothing," he had said, earnestly.

" What have I got out of it ? " A slight

smile crossed Henry's face, as he replied,

thoughtfully, " Wellâ��a good cigar, a good

glass of wineâ��good friends." And at that

he had kissed my hand with his never-failing

courtesy. And as I stood there in Drury Lane

Theatre I almost felt that he, too, was present.

The memory of those moments was so real, so

wonderfully real. " A good summing-up," I

had said. " But the endâ��how would you

like that to come ? " For a full half-minute

he had sat silent, and then, of a sudden, he

had snapped his fingersâ��the action before

the words, as was his invariable habit. " Like

that!"

And then I recalled how, not long before

his death in 1905, he had told me that there

would be a monster performance at Drury

Lane, and that alreadyâ��this was some time

before the actual matinee took placeâ��the

profession were planning what form it should

take. And now I was gazing on that very

performance which was to have been given,

not in my, but in " our " honour; for, had

Henry Irving lived, he would have completed

his sixty years on the stage in the autumn of

1906.

In this way my thoughts carried me along

at their will, through first one, then another,

and still another and another never-to-be-

forgotten incident. Can you wonder then

that, as I gazed on the brilliant scene, I was

not only deeply moved, but reverently

impressed ? The two things which, perhaps,

touched me most about this wonderful

matinie were my reception by the crowd who

were waiting to get into the gallery when I

visited them at two o'clock in the morning,

and the generous compliment of Eleonora

Duse, who had come all the way from

Florence to honour me. I was intensely

grateful, too, to Signor Caruso, who came

specially to sing for me. As I did not know

him, I felt the compliment he paid was all

the greater, for clearly it represented the

spontaneous and friendly wish of one artiste to

honour another artiste.

And so the afternoon wore on. And every

moment I felt more strongly that this

monster meeting of appreciation, this crowded

house of friends, had gathered there, not only

to honour me for any good work I might,

perhaps, have been privileged to do, but as a

token of undying remembrance of the great

work of the great man with whom I had been

associated for a quarter of a century, and the

light of whose memory was still shining on me,

from his grave.

The actual scene itself I will not attempt

to describe. It was wonderful, amazingly

wonderful, and I well remember how truly

grateful I felt that I had not to say good-

byeâ��that I could speak to my fellow-artistes

as one who was still to carry on the work

I had set out to do; and to the public,

too, I could speak as one in their service,

whose name had not yet been struck off the

active list.

Yes, the brilliancy of the scene I can never

forget. Artists have drawn it, and faithfully

depicted its every detail. Photographers

have taken itâ��and taken it well. But both,

I think, missed something. They only saw the

" physical" side of that wonderful scene.

Those beautiful memories which crept in on

tip-toe, shyly, nervously, through the wings,

hovering softly here and there, looking for a

resting-place, and finally finding home in my

heart, were mineâ��and mine alone.
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VIII.

The Destruction of tne fc Covered Bridge. "

By SIR HIRAM MAXIM.

Illustrated by C. Cuneo.

In the winter of 1858, when I was eighteen the next morning I found that much of the

years of age, I attended the winter term snow had melted during the night. I could

of school at Abbott Lower Village, in the not understand it. The rainfall was very

State of Maine. The school had finished, and slight, and appeared to be quite as cold as

"I TURNED AND LOOKBD BACK, AND AT THAT VERY INSTANT THE OPPOSITE END FELL INTO THE

RACING TORRENT, AND THE WHOLE WENT OVER THE CATARACT."

I had gone back to resume my apprenticeship

in the carriage works of Daniel Flint.

It had been an extremely severe winter,

and the snow-fall had been very great, so

that the fences dividing the farms were quite

obliterated. The clear blue ice in the

ponds and rivers was fully three feet thick,

and was covered with from three to four feet

of snow-ice quite as hard, but not quite

transparent.

At last the weather moderated ; there was

a strong south wind, accompanied by rain,

and I noticed that the snow had the appear-

ance of steaming. By evening there had been

a very perceptible melting of the snow, and

the snow. I therefore obtained a quantity

of water the same temperature as the rain,

and poured it on to a pile of snow. I found

that it did not appear to do anything except

to make the snow wet. Why, then, was it

that this small quantity of rain melted such

an immense" quantity of snow ? This was

the enigma.- I could not understand it, and

I wondered at the time if there was anybody

in the world who did understand it, and if I

would ever be able to do so.

It was not until after I had read Professor

Tyndall's works and attended his lectures

that I fully understood the subject that had

so greatly puzzled me. The melting of the
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snow was only brought

about in a very small

degree by the rainfall; the

south wind carried with it

an immense quantity of

water in an invisible form

which, on striking the

snow, was condensed into

the visible form, and there-

fore the steaming appear-

ance. It is a fact that

one pound of water pass-

ing from the invisible to

the visible form gives off

very nearly one thousand

heat units, or sufficient to

melt about six and a half

pounds of ice or five

pounds of cast iron.

The next morning, while

I was dressing, I became

aware Jthat the river was

up. Dressing as quickly

as possible, I went down

to the " Covered Bridge."

This bridge was one of the

ordinary type, and con-

sisted of two immensely

strong, wooden girders, a

lattice-work of heavy tim-

bers about fifteen feet deep.

Each end rested on a

stone pier, and the whole

was covered with a roof

to preserve the wood.

There were rapids above

the bridge and a cascade

below it.

I crossed over, and while I was looking at

the immense mass of ice coming down the

rapids a very large block struck the pier

over which I was standing, and a considerable

part of it was demolished. The thought

occurred to me that if the bridge were

destroyed it would be very difficult for me

to return home, so I made a quick dash for

the other side, and while crossing I heard the

timbers of the bridge creak.

On reaching the other end of the bridge I

turned and looked back, and at that very

instant the opposite end fell into the raging

torrent, and inside of a few seconds the whole

went over the cataract. Curiously enough,

hardly a particle of it could be seen ; only

occasionally a bit of broken timber sticking

out of the mass of rushing ice and water.

It was a narrow squeak. Had I been two

or three seconds later, it would have fallen

to others at a later date to discover the process

"'SOMETHING IN WHITE AND BLUE HOOPS, BLUE SLEEVES, AND

of building up and standardizing the filaments

of incandescent electrical lamps by electrically

heating them in a highly-attenuated atmo-

sphere of hydro-carbon vapoursâ��the inven-

tion that made incandescent lighting pos-

sible. At a still later date someone would

have stumbled upon the invention of an

automatic gun, and made a smokeless

powder by mixing nitro-glycerine with true

gun-cotton.

I visited Vesuvius when there were three

thousand tons of lava pouring down every

hour in the direction of Pompeii, and while

standing over this stream of lava the mountain

sneezed and nearly blew me off my feet. I

have also witnessed a great storm on the

Atlantic, but neither of these made so much

impression upon me as the destruction of the

big wooden bridge at Abbott, Maine, and my

miraculous escape. However, I was young

and impressionable then.
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IX.

My

Hundred-to- One

Winner.

Derby

By CHEVALIER

GINISTRELLI.

Illustrated ty W. H. Byles.

Can you realize the glorious wave of pride

a father feels when son or daughter of his

fulfils the ambition he has ever fondly hoped

his child, or children, would fulfil ? If you

are a father or mother you will surely under-

stand this feeling at once, and in understand-

ing it you will, too, realize exactly how

proud, how overjoyed, I

felt when in 1908 Signori-

netta, a daughter of my

beloved and beautiful mare,

Signorina, won for me my

first Derby, and, better

still, showed that she was

a worthy daughter of, as

I think, the best mare of

all time.

For Signorinetta's

mother, Signorina, as a

two - year - old I refused

twenty thousand pounds.

And, though afterwards

Signorina achieved but

scant success on the Turf,

I always felt that one day

one of her children would

revive the glory of her

name in Turf history. But

time passed, and year after

year, until Signorina was

mated with Chaleureux,

she failed to quite justify

the high hopes I had built

up around her stud career.

However, any feelings of

annoyance I may have

experienced at my experi-

ment being almost uni-

versally condemned, were

forgiven and forgotten

when, on a blazing hot

day some three years later,

I witnessed the most im-

pressive sight of my life

as the despised outsider

and forlorn hope, Signorinetta, daughter of

Signorina and Chaleureux, galloped home an

easy winner for the Derby.

Yes, beyond all manner of doubt, the

triumph of the daughter of my famous mareâ��

who, I am glad to say, is still alive and well

â��was one of the most sensational incidents

that have ever taken place in the history of

racing.

That Derby Day was indeed a red-letter

day in my life. Every incident that hap-

pened I can recall as clearly as though the

race had been run yesterday. I had engaged

Bullock to ride my mare, and after I had

attended to her saddling, and saw her walk

out of the paddock as quietly as an old sheep,

in as cool and collected a manner as the

proverbial cucumber, I felt more confident of

her victory than ever, for I knew that she

would stay every yard of the course ; she had

proved this to me in some long, rasping two-
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mile gallops I had given her at Newmarket,

while, on the other hand, I had been led to

understand that there was a big " if " about

the stamina of many other horses in the field.

But, even so, the public thought but little of

my mare's chance, and for the asking such

forlorn odds as a hundred to one against, and

more, could have been had, and would have

been willingly laid to lose any sum within

reason.

As the -horses left the paddock I remember

remarking that they were a decidedly good-

looking lot. " Mountain "Apple," I thought to

myself, " look; particularly well. Llangwym,

with Maher up, is a nice-looking horse, too;

but rumour says that staying is not his forte.

The beautifully-bred Vamose, the hope of

Kingsclere, on paper should be good enough

to win anything, for is he not the son of the

great Ormonde and Vampire ? " The late

King Edward's Perrier also looked trained to

the hour, and altogether, in one way and

another, I soon began to realize that my mare

had a big task before her.

So my thoughts ran as the field cantered to

the post, a buzz of admiration humming

through the crowd as the popular favourites

filed past the stand. Scarcely a dozen

members of the hundreds of thousands of

people present paid any attention to the

despised Signorinetta, who, however, I

remarked, strode out gallantly on the hard

going with that machine-like, effortless,

daisy - cutting stride which, in itself, in

a racehorse almost invariably betokens

stamina.

At last they're off! Vamose, I can see,

has lost at least a couple of dozen lengths,

and must, even now, be practically out of the

race. I feel a pang of sympathy for his

trainer that those months of anxious care

should have so been turned to naught. They

sweep up the hill and round Tattenham Corner.

Mountain Apple shoots to the front. " Moun-

tain Apple for a thousand ! " a roar goes up.

But of a sudden the " Apple " drops back.

The fate of his backers is sealed at once, as is

that of the supporters of the Two Thousand

Guineas winner, Norman III., whose colours

are looked for in vain in the van.

Suddenly, full of running on the outside,

and gaining at every stride, something in

" white and blue hoops, blue sleeves, white

cap " is seen to shoot out. " Whose colours

are they ? " say inexperienced racegoers, as

they anxiously turn to their race-cards. At

the distance Primer, the Kingsclere second

favourite, makes his run, and it is seen that

Maher is putting in a lot of good work on

Llangwym.

But it is too late. Theâ��in the words of

the crowdâ��" something in white and blue

hoops, blue sleeves, and white cap " has won

it. And that " something " is Signorinetta.

Were I to live until the ripe age of Methuselah

I shall never forget the impression made upon

me as my mare galloped home an easy winner

of the greatest race in the world. Was she

not the daughter of the greatest treasure of

my life ? For the value of the prize I cared

not a jot. For the fact that I might have

backed her to win me a fortune, but had

not done so, I felt not a single pang of

regret.

All I remembered was that the years of

care and trouble I had expended on her had

borne good fruit. Ever since she had been

broken in I had superintended her every

gallop, had greeted her the first thing in the

morning, and bade her good night each

evening. When sporting prophets and racing

experts had written her Derby chance down

as hopeless, I had never for a single instant

lost confidence in her ability to win the

Blue Ribbon. Is it to be wondered at,

therefore, that I felt as proud at Signorinetta's

Derby victory as the soldier father who hears

that his son has won the Victoria Cross ? And

is it to be wondered at that I witnessed the

most impressive sight of my long racing career

and of my life when my despised outsider

galloped past the post a length and a half

in front of a big Derby field ?

My ambition had been realized at last, and,

if possible, I was more pleased for Signorina's

sake than for my own. Originally I had

intended to return to my home in Italy when-

ever my racing ambition should have been

realized. But two days later I was summoned

by the late King Edward to the Royal box

at Epsom.

" Is it true, Chevalier, that you are now

giving up racing in England to return home

to Italy ? " he asked.

" I had thought of doing so, sir," I replied.

" I am indeed sorry to hear that," said His

Majesty, as he shook me by the hand. " We

can ill afford to spare so good a sportsman."

And that's why I am still breeding, owning,

and training. But ten other Derby victories

could never make so indelible an impression

on my mind as that of Signorinetta, my

despised, forlorn " hundred-to-one-against "

chance.
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1HIS is your train, ma'am.

Goes straight down again

â��doesn't run into Charing

Cross. But just one

minute, ma'am. There's

a big crowd to come out ! "

The inspector made a

gesture; the woman he addressed moved

back. The train from the outer suburbs

swung into dingy Cannon Street, and slowed

up. The station was a hive of humanity ; a

hive that swarmed and fled. Few had eyes

for her who waited upon the emptying of the

train. But one young stockbroker turned to

an underwriter at Lloyd's.

" Gad ! that's a smart womanâ��really

smart ! Look, Jimmy ! I say ! "

But the friend had looked in vain. He was

swept on with the speaker ; the barrier was

blocked and cleared again ; the inspector was

ladyshipâ��if you

at a carriage door.

" Now, madamâ��your

please ! "

" Thank you ! "

The woman sat at the window, looking out

upon the platform.

She was a fair womanâ��fair of complexion

as well as fair to see. She wore a coat of

Shantung over a blue taffeta dress, with short

sleeves ; and long gloves covered her arms.

She had the long nose and short upper lip of the

English aristocrat; her mouth, though firm,

had humanity, her eyes, though cold, were

kind. She was a woman who could love, and

love deeply; but she was a woman very

proud, very sensitive.

She was the daughter of a marquess ; she

had been the wife of a drunken baronet; she

was a widow, and she was very rich. Her age

was thirty ; she was the friend and confidante

of Royal ladies; and she was sought in

marriage by many men.

Then she had met a man whom she could

love ; a man who called to her, commanded

her, compelled ; a man born to be a master

among men. They had talked ; they had

understood each other ; she had found him

strong and simple and sincere. And, being

tempted, she had moved heaven and earth

to set herself out of temptation, to exile him

from England, to get for him that Colonial

governorship which she knew to be his

dream. For, though she could love himâ��

and though men called him the Kitchener of

to-morrowâ��he was a Board-school boy who

had won a scholarship at Bedford, a man of

the people ; the son of a charwoman in a

certain garrison town.

Pride of race conquered ; and she had held

herself unflinchingly in hand. She had striven

for him secretly ; she had got for him the

governorship of Omofaga; an illustrious

person had sent her news that morning ; his

noteâ��a blazing indiscretion and a peerless

complimentâ��lay, now, in the hand-bag on

her arm. Yet she played with fire and toyed

with weakness; she was going down to

Woolwich to see the last of her brigadier

to-day ! " Who would know John Dixon truly

must see John Dixon among his men."

So ran the saying and the gossip. A

Royal Duke had told her that he inspected
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Woolwich Garrison within a fortnightâ��and

the decision had seized her then. She had

two nephews at the Academy; she had smiled

upon its commandant; had hinted willingness

to visit them ; had accepted invitation ; and

had fixed a date to chime with the inspection

upon Woolwich Common that forenoon in

July. She had come up from Tonbridge that

morning ; she was going to indulge weakness,

to see, take leave of Sir John Dixon, congrat-

ulate him, hide her part in his preferment,

listen (this much she must allow herself) to his

proposal, refuse it, be flattered by itâ��departâ��

and be weak no more. So she played with

fire.

She sat, now, looking out idly upon that

City platform ; its types amusing, strange.

Suddenly she who looked at them idly looked

at them no longer, started, flushed, had her

head half-averted ; then turned it resolutely

back. As she turned it, her eyes met the eyes

of the man who came up beside the train.

He, too, started; then, at the sight of her,

lifted his Homburg hat. The woman's face

showed nothing; she was grande dame,

mistress of her emotions, sure of herself , most

sure. But the flame of the fire she played

with leaped up, licking at her heart.

" Good morning, Lady Mildred. This is

luck ! May I come in ? "

She nodded, smilingâ��no trace of agitation

showing in her face. The man entered, shook

hands with her, and sat down.

" Ten o'clock, Lady Mildred. What good

luck brings youâ��of all peopleâ��into a

suburban train at such an hour ? "

" My car, which would not bring me

farther than Sevenoaks, and a train from

Sevenoaks here. I started earlyâ��from

Tonbridge. I am going to Woolwich."

" Woolwich ! "

" Yes, Woolwich "â��her speech grew imper-

ceptibly more carelessâ��" I've two young

nephews at the ' Shop.' The commandant

prevailed upon me. He has a garden-party."

" Yes, after the inspection. The Duke will

be there ! "

" And you ? "

" Oh, yes, of course. I wanted to escape

from itâ��I saw no way out of itâ��and nowâ��

I'd find no way if I could !"

" I'm flattered " ; she took, accepted his

assertion not as compliment, but pleasant

truth. " We shall meet, then ? "

" And talk, I hope ! "

" I hope so. Ah! Sir John, we're off. It's

a short run down, I know."

" Thirty minutes. That gives me just an

hour to get into uniform." He paused,

looked at her, hesitated, then went on. " You

are coming to the inspection, Lady Mildred ? "

" I think so. The commandant of the

Academy says it's interesting. He tells me

you gallop your guns."

" Yes ; it's "â��he spoke quickly, boyishly

â��" hang it, it's rather good to ride with them,

Lady Mildred ! "

" And they tell me it's good to see. Oh,

what a noise these trains make ! I so hate to

have to shout! "

He nodded, smiled, and stayed silent,

swift to meet her mood. The woman sat

looking out of the window; the man sat

watching her face. She saw himâ��every

feature of him, though her eyes were turned

away. And she, the strong, feared himâ��and

she could not lose her fearâ��and she would

marry him, yet she would refuse him, and

above all she would have him ask.

" I could love him," she told herself. " I

could love him with all my heart. But could

I keep on loving him ; is he big enough to

make me forget race ? "

She sat there, in her cornerâ��in her thoughts

still dreaming of that weakness which she

felt she would never commitâ��asking herself

these questions. She saw him, quiet, in dark

blue flannels, white of teeth, moustached and

bronzed and virile ; wide-jawed, frank-eyed,

and something stern of brow. She knew him

loved of his gunners, believed in by the men

who had done things, hated by the failures,

praised by his subordinates who forget, in his

personality, the class from which he sprang.

Yet the warm and woman's heart of her went

weakening to the romance of his career.

A battery cut off in a hill campaign ; officers

killed and wounded; Lieutenant Dixon

repelling the enemy, fighting his way to safety

â��with his guns ; a captain, with a shattered

thigh-bone, rescued in perilous circumstance

and brought back to safety with the rest. For

this the Cross and commendation ; the begin-

ning of a career. Again distinction ; good

work in Egypt ; in South Africa brave deeds,

fine tacticsâ��that rarer British gift. A great

general's approval; a position henceforward

established among the younger generationâ��

as men of battle count age. To crown and

cap it a Colonial governorship. Not a life, this,

to despise !

It was between St. John's and Lewisham

that Lady Mildred Festing turned and looked

at her vis-a-vis once more. She saw him

looking at her, quiet, with eyes that half

shone, half twinkled, taking from the stern-

ness of his face.

" I'm sorry," she said, and spoke breath-
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"AS SHE TURNED, HEK EYES MET THE EVES OF THE MAN WHO CAME UP BESIDE THE TRAIN."

lessly, as it seemed to her for no good reason.

" My journey has tired meâ��the breakdown

of the car was annoyingâ��and if I talk less now

I can talk more this afternoon ! "

" Don't mention it, Lady Mildred."

" I won't again," she smiled. " But I felt

an apology was due. By the way "â��her voice,

altered, became negligent, almost over-care-

less in its careless toneâ��" you told me you

were in for Omofaga, I think ? "

" Yes ; I'm in for Omofaga."

He had hesitated before answering ; his

tone, too, had changed ; it masked anxiety,

so it seemed to its hearer ; but his face told

nothing at all. Lady Mildred spoke again.

" You've heard nothingâ��yet ? "

" No; I've heard nothing. I expect

nothing. It is virgin soilâ��from a military

standpoint; they are just starting a militiaâ��

VoLxlvi-64.

and there is much good work to be done. And

I want it "â��it was as if he had tried not to

speak meaningly, yet could not escape giving

emphasis to his wordsâ��" I want it for otherâ��

for private reasons. It would give me much

that I have not got. It might give me more."

" I see ! "

She looked at him ; she felt that disturbing

sense of his power again ; she became con-

scious that she was weaker than she deemed

herself. And she did not tell him that

Omofaga was hisâ��through her. She dared

not. She was afraid of him ; of the words

which must follow upon the knowledge. She

spoke only when the train came level with the

goods sidings that told her Woolwich was

near.

" You will get it," she said, and fumbled

with her glove-button. " You will get
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it. I believe in you. To-morrow you will

hear."

" To-morrow ! " He looked at her ; his

jaw firm; his lips parted ; his eyes very

eager and keen. " To-morrow ? You have

heard something, Lady Mildred. Someone

has spoken to you ! "

" No one has spoken to meâ��no one at all."

She took quick refuge in the truth which kept

truth back. " I believe in youâ��that is all,

Sir Johnâ��and here is the commandant."

They were in the station ; the train had

jerked to a standstill. The commandant

grasped the door-handle, turned it, and greeted

his guest.

" Ah ! Lady Mildred ; this is good of you.

Let me take your caseâ��thank youâ��now 1"

But Lady Mildred Festing stepped back.

" After Sir John," she said, smiling.

" Service of the King, Colonel Lightfoot. Sir

John goes first ! " "

" By your permissionâ��and wish, Lady

Mildred. My thanks to you â�� we meet,

then, this afternoon."

Sir John Dixon lifted his hat and went

hurrying down the platform to his waiting trap.

The commandant helped his guest from the

train. Mistress, maid, luggage, and command-

ant were embarked upon the waiting car. The

chauffeur released his engines ; the car had

run clear of the squalor, had left the barracks

on its right, and was going up the road which

faces the common to that Academy which

men call the " Shop." The commandant was

talking hard.

" Nice young fellows ; yes, very. Good

cricketers, both of them. They'll make good

officers when we've licked them into shape

a littleâ��hey, Lady Mildred, what ? "

" I'm glad you like them. Yes ; I think

they'll do well."

But Lady Mildred spoke mechanically, a

prey to disquiet and fear ; she was thinking of

Sir John Dixon, trying her hardest not to

think of him, and marvelling that she could not

succeed. And as the car went in at the gates

of the Academy her heart cried out these

words :

" I am afraid of myself. I am afraid of him.

I must not tell him of Omofaga â�� that he

may not tempt me to be a fool! "

The car drew up at the commandant's

quarters, and she got out in a waking dream.

Her hostess greeted her; she was taken

through class-room and study, shown this and

that relic, and heard anecdote upon anecdote.

The commandantâ��they were sitting now

in his studyâ��suddenly rose.

" We must be going across now; the

inspection will be nearly over ; that is, Lady

Mildred, if you would care to see them gallop

past the base."

" I should love to ! "

Lady Mildred smiled at him, and rose to her

feet immediately. For she was, now, most

confident in her strength. They left the

building on foot, going towards an enclosure

roped off on the common itself. The

commandant led the way.

" It's just worth seeing, Lady Mildred.

It's not a first-class affairâ��no field dayâ��

but the Duke has a foreign Prince in tow. And

as you'll meet himâ��the Princeâ��this afternoon

it is perhaps as well that you should see what

he has seen. He is difficult to talk to, they

tell me. I am hoping for your help ! "

" I shall be glad to give it," she answered.

" I know the Prince. He is wrapped up in his

profession, and he is anything but a fool."

They entered the enclosure, an orderly

before them making way for them to the

four-wheeled wagon apportioned to them and

reserved. Lady Mildred ascended the box-

seat of it; the commandant's wife sat beside

her ; the commandant and his daughter were

in the body of the wagon ; and people in the

enclosureâ��a strange medleyâ��nudged one

another and looked.

Among them was a small woman in

a bonnet and mantle; ' characterfully-

featured, very old-fashioned, eager-eyed,

emotional, with nervous, quivering lips.

She, more than anyone, looked at the great

lady who had but now come into the

enclosure. Thenâ��as it seemedâ��curiosity

conquering shynessâ��she addressed a major's

wife at her side.

" Could you tell me, please, who that lady

isâ��that one on the wagon there ? Is she

Lady Mildred Festing, do you know ? "

" Yes," said the major's wife. She eyed

the little woman curiously. " Yes; that is

Lady Mildred Festing, as you say."

" Thank you. I thought so. I have seen

her photograph in the magazines." And the

little woman turned away. But presently

she turned again and watched, eagerly,

critically, the great lady on the box.

The troops were drawn up in the distance :

artillery, lancers, foot. Before them men on

horsebackâ��the foreign Prince, the English

Duke, the Staff. The Duke said something

to the Prince ; the Prince nodded ; the Duke

spoke to an aide-de-camp ; there was an order,

and the Staff wheeled, came cantering across

towards the enclosure, coming nearer and

more near. Then, wheeling, Duke and Prince

and Staff faced round, took up position just
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past the roped-in enclosure, level with it, to

the right. In the distance the troops, too,

had wheeled. Guns and cavalry trotted;

infantry moved smartly, assuming place for

the march past. A band took up position on

the opposite side of the enclosure, half-way

between the Staff and the troops, six hundred

yards off. There was a pauseâ��a pause of

several minutes. Then, in the distance, a

trumpet-call rang out. The commandant,

leaning forward, touched his guest upon the

arm.

" Here they come, Lady Mildred ! Here

they come ! "

Lady Mildred had the glasses to her eyes;

she was standing very upright. As yet she

could see little save a mass made up of horses,

blue shell-jackets, yellow braidings, busbies,

ochre-corded and red-flapped. But though

she saw little, she was herself much seen. At

her, eager-eyed, with lips that worked and

quivered, the small woman in the mantle and

bonnet was looking from below where the

rope restrained. And the noise grew greater.

Hoofs thundered on the plain.

" A good sight, Lady Mildred," said the

commandant. " Always worth coming to

see ! " His guest nodded. Her hands tight-

ened nervously on the glasses, bringing them

closer to her eyes.

The rout and roar grew greater ; the hoofs

pounded harder ; the noises fought with each

otherâ��yet allied to drown the band. Horses

neighed excitedly ; the guns rumbled forward ;

the sun glinted on the dark and polished steel

of themâ��a great cloud of dust rising heaven-

wards like a pillar, then rolling in their wake.

They came on, on ; the faces of the drivers

eager, their whips cracking, their faces

blackening with perspiration and quickly-

caking dust. On the right of them rode

Sir John Dixon with his aides-de-camp.

Lady Mildred lowered her glasses; her

eyes were on him, and the eyes of the

little woman by the rope of the enclosure

still devoured her face. A hundred yards,

seventy-five, fifty, thirtyâ��they pounded

forward, magnificent in the pride of man-

hood, stirring the blood to see. Lady

Mildred's heart was beating wildly ; it waked,

this charge, the primitive woman in her ; it

was life, it laid bare, it revealed.

Twenty yardsâ��fifteen yardsâ��level with

the enclosure, they swept forward ; and then

â��slapâ��snap-snap, clang and jingle ; broken

harness on a saddle; a smashed stirrup-

leather ; a wrench, a tumble, a thud. A

shriek from a woman in the enclosureâ��a

sharp-flung oathâ��cries shrill and hoarse and

loud. From the commandant behind Lady

Mildred a gasp that was almost a shout.

" There's a man downâ��they're over himâ��

he's done for. No, by Jove, they're clear !

But the lancersâ��by God, the lancers!

They'll ride over him. Here they come ! "

The commandant was right. The lancers

were pounding at full gallop, cloaked in the

cloud of dust that swept in the wake of the

gunners, that came rolling forward, thick,

dense, implacable, like the smoke of a forest

fire.

But the commandant, who had been right,

was also wrong. He who rode by the side

of the batteries had checked his horse and

wheeled. His two aides-de-camp imitated

him ; all three were beside the fallen man.

Sir John Dixon shouted something. An

aide-de-camp leaped to the ground, stood

covering the fallen man. Sir John Dixon

spurred forward, shouting, with his other

aide-de-camp, into the pillar of dust.

" It's too lateâ��too late ! " The com-

mandant's gasp had become a whisper, then

went from whisper to roar. " Heavens, they'll

ride him down ! Defile ! Defile ! Defile ! "

" Defile ! " Others about and around the

wagon took up the word of command. Lady

Mildred tried to utter it. She could not.

She was white and fought for breath. At her

the little womanâ��a very ghost for palenessâ��

was looking, now, no more. But neither she

nor Lady Mildred, nor any man or woman,

might see those four men's fate. The dust-

pillar had rolled forward, high and all-

enwrapping, and the ground shook and

harness clanked closer and hoofs came

poundingâ��and those in the enclosure held

their breath. Then, suddenly, a woman

shrieked.

" The lancersâ��they're riding into us ! The

lancersâ��they'll trample us down ! "

For out of the dust came men, riding ; and

it seemed that they galloped upon those in

the enclosure as upon hostile infantry, with

the lust and fury of blood. Then, pennants

fluttering from the lances of them and the

sun bright upon the breasts of dark blue

tunics, they swung inwards, as they had been

swinging outwards, and went, full galloping,

past enclosure and past Staff. The dust rose

after them, hung heavy, rolled forward, lifted,

leaving four men in view. Sir John Dixon

was supporting the driver, who staggered,

half standing, half falling. The aides-de-

camp held three chargers by the reins. In

the distance came the skirl of bagpipes ; the

glint and sparkle of sunlight upon steel and

tartan and flesh. Then the bagpipes wailed
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"there's a man downâ��they're over himâ��he's done for. no, by JOVE, they're CLEAR 1
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BUT THE LANCERS ! THEY'LL RIDE OVER HIM. HERE THEY COME !"
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into silencK ; the marching Highlanders were

stayed. And in the enclosure men and women

forgot, in their enthusiasm, to cheer.

Then came climaxâ��anti-climaxâ��and most

natural human deed.

It was done before onlookers could realize

it; before hand of sentry or of any man

could hinder her who did it out of the fullness

of her heart. Sheâ��the doerâ��was the little

woman in bonnet and mantle, with the eager

eyes and the working, quivering lips. She

had slipped under the ropes ; she ran forward

with quick little tripping steps ; she was

twenty yards in front of them before sentry

or onlooker, wrought up by the just-seen

spectacle, intent upon the men in mid-

common, saw her make for the group. The

commandant gasped his horror; a sentry

shouted " Hi! " But it was too late. The

little woman was safeâ��to work her will.

She reached the groupâ��as the stunned

driver, getting use of legs and faculties,

staggered free of his general's arms. Those

arms were free but a breath's space. The

little woman took the general by the waist.

He hesitatedâ��instinctively ; her words, her

eyes implored him ; her great thankfulness

overcame him ; he bent down and kissed her

cheeks. Then he loosed himself, whispered

something, the little woman answered and,

having answered, turned. She came towards

the ropes again. But she ran no longer,

though her steps, of habit, tripped. And her

head was high and the mantle and bonnet

were not ludicrousâ��in the sight of the human

â��and her eyes had the pride of an old and

proud woman which is prouder than the pride

of men. And the foreign Prince bit his lip

and said something to the Royal Duke beside

him, and the Prince spoke in his own language,

as though he had suddenly forgot his English

â��which was fluent and very good. And the

Duke answered in the Prince's languageâ��

which he had not used that day. And the

sun shone in the Duke's eyes, into which, it

seemed, perspiration had dripped from his

brow; while on the wagon in the enclosure

the commandant gave Lady Mildred the truth.

" By Jove, it's his mother!" he said.

And, as he spoke loudly, amid dead silence,

his speech rang through the enclosure from

end to end. And all the enclosure took up

his words.

" His motherâ��well, I don't wonderâ��it was

toppingâ��simply magnificentâ��the pluckiest

thing I ever saw. Rippingâ��ohâ��oh, simply

ripping â�� magnificent, eh ?â�� magnificent â��

what ? S-sh-sh !â��I sayâ��sh-sh-h-h-h ! Here

she comes I "

She did come, quiet, proud, and triumphant,

seeing in her deed no solecism, content as the

mother of a man. She stooped under the

rope that men lifted, she passed through a

lane that men made for her, glanced up at

the wagon, held Lady Mildred's eyes a space,

then disappeared from the enclosure, going

towards the town. The enclosure began to

emptyâ��talking of but one thing. In the

wagon the commandant stayed his party,

waiting for the crush to cease. And, for the

tenth time in five minutes, he vigorously

blew his nose.

" Magnificent," he was mutteringâ��" mag-

nificentâ��it was touchâ��absolutely touch and

go. The dust was as thick as a wall. He

took his life in his hands ! "

" I suppose so ! " answered Lady Mildred,

quickly. It was all that she could find

breath to say. The commandant's wife

spoke, too.

" I'm glad that Prince Heinrich was there.

It will show him what British officers will do

for their men. But "^-she spoke reflectively,

not unkindly, yet uttering the instincts of her

casteâ��" but it was a pity that little woman

was so impulsive. Of course, the danger was

terribleâ��and the old lady's action was very

natural and humanâ��but there's no need to

advertise Sir John's extraction, Lady Mildred,

I think ! "

" Really ! " Her guest, to whom impulse

was ordinarily a stranger, spoke most impul-

sively now. " Do you really feel that, Mrs.

Lightfoot ? I can't agree with youâ��one bit.

/ think that Sir John's antecedentsâ��and his

success despite them, and other handicapsâ��

cannot be too well or too widely known ! "

" And I agree with youâ��entirely ! " The

commandant, at heart entirely of his wife's

opinion, forgot his prejudices under the excite-

ment begotten by so brave a deed.

There was a silence : awkward, uncom-

fortable, and long. The commandant saved

the situation with a " Now, I think, we might

move ! " The party descended, walked back

across common and road, and went in at the

Academy gates.

Lady Mildred was tiredâ��and she was

shaken, she had lost faith in herselfâ��and

lunch and the talk with her nephews tired her

even more. And presently she excused her-

self and sought her room.

She sat by the window, lying back in the

big, low bedroom chair, with shut eyes and

clasped hands, asking herself a question, for a

long while finding no reply. And presently

she asked herself no more. For against her

thoughts another thought had forced itself,
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forcing them away. It was more than a

thought. It was an instinct; and the

instinct, quickening, became an overwhelming

wish. She wanted to give somethingâ��she

who had seen something given that dayâ��

object-lesson and example had been strong.

She had seen something done for somebody,

She joined her hostess in the grounds of the

Academy, in the cricket-field, under the trees.

She looked very beautiful, very stately, in

her soft summer dress. The Duke greeted

her ; Prince Heinrich monopolized her. She

and Prince Heinrich walked together in the

green and leafy grounds. They talked of

risk taken, a life offered for a life. And it

came to her that life, without giving, can be

full but most incomplete. A strange exalta-

tion took her and compelled her, lifting her,

leading her to obey the ordering of her heart.

many things. But they spoke most of Sir

John Dixon's deed.

" I am glad to have seen it," said Prince

Heinrich, presently. " It was bigâ��very big !

He is a fine man, this general of yours. The
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mother incident wasâ��unfortunateâ��but I

liked himâ��because he showed no shame."

" There was no shame, Prince Heinrich."

" Noâ��not to usâ��but to small minds, yes.

He will go far, your general. That is, if he

has the chance."

Lady Mildred Festing smiled.

" Men make their own chances, sir," she said.

" Yesâ��and no, Lady Mildred. Other

things count. In this case there are obstacles.

An alliance with a woman of birth would

bridge them. But his mother prevents that."

" I think not, sir."

The Prince started ; there was in the voice

of his companion a timbre that made him

stare. Lady Mildred looked him full in the

face. The Prince, very courteously, averted

his eyes. But he thought much and he said

little, and he rejoiced, because it seemed to

him that a brave man was going to have help

in his career. And they walked on, now in

silence, till they came back to where the Duke

and their hostess stood. With them was Sir

John Dixon, in his frock-coat and service cap

with its oak-leaves showing golden above the

peak. He was upstanding, dignified, virile,

and distinguished, and Lady Mildred Festing's

heart beat fast.

" You are late, Sir John," the com-

mandant's wife was saying.

" Yes, I wasâ��I "

He stopped. The Duke finished what the

general would leave unsaid.

" He was at the hospital, looking after his

driver. How is he, Sir John ? I hope he is

doing well ? "

" Excellently, sirâ��excellently. A slight

concussionâ��a twisted knee. He will be about

again in a few days ! "

The Duke nodded ; for the minute he said

no more. The commandant's wife, Prince

Heinrich, and Lady Mildred were silent.

Then the Duke gave a little chuckle. Lady

Mildred glanced at him, and guessed the

cause.

" It may be an indiscretion, general. But

the news is hardly secret now. I heard last

night from headquarters that you have

Omofaga. I congratulate you with all my

heart. And "â��the Duke turned to Prince

Heinrichâ��" and I think you will agree with

me that Omofaga's gain is England'sâ��

temporaryâ��loss."

" I think soâ��but Sir John will come back,

enriched with experience, to do even better

work."

The Prince put out his hand. Sir John

Dixon, his lips twitching a little, took itâ��as

he had already taken the hand of the Duke.

Lady Mildred said no word. But her heart

was proud within her; for she knew that the

deed was hers.

They stood there, talking of Omofaga, of

the work that Omofaga held. Then suddenly

Prince Heinrich glanced at Lady Mildred and

addressed the commandant's wife.

" I should like to see those relics of the

Prince Imperial," he said. " Time is short,

unfortunately. Will you show them to me

now ? " And Prince Heinrich put himself at

his hostess's side. The Duke followed with

the commandant. But Lady Mildred and

Sir John Dixon stayed.

" If we walked ? " Sir John Dixon said.

" By all means," she answered. And the

great lady and the governor-designate who

had been a boy in a Board school went wander-

ing in the emptying grounds. They talked

commonplaces ; their speech languished by

degrees. At last they walked in silence in a

solitary path.

" You had something to say to me," said

Lady Mildred, presently. " We were to talk

of something, I think."

" Yes "â��he hesitated. " But it isâ��there

is no heed to say it now."

" No need ! " She spoke lightly, but in her

a fear quickened. " No need ! You arouse

my curiosity. What were you going to say ? "

Again he hesitated. They walked still in

that shaded, solitary path.

" You insist ? " he said, presently.

" Absolutely."

" Well, I was going to say this : I was

going to ask youâ��ifâ��if Omofaga was given

meâ��if you would care to come to Omofaga,

too."

" And "â��she glanced up at himâ��" and

now that it is given youâ��you would not ask,

after all! "

" No."

" Why ? "

" Becauseâ��I have thought it all over.

You know my originâ��which means so little

to me that Iâ��generallyâ��forget what it may

mean to people in your world. To-day my

mother's action brought it all home. She is

my motherâ��I am proud of herâ��butâ��I am

a man of the peopleâ��just that."

" And vou think that matters to me ? "

" Yes."

Lady Mildred laughed a little, and looked

up at his face.

" You understand menâ��as few men under-

stand them," she answered. " But women

you do not know at all. It is because of your

motherâ��because of everythingâ��that I am

coming to Omofagaâ��to help."
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'"THOSE of us

who have kept

babies cannot fail

to have been struck

with their early air

of mystery and the

portentousness of

their wisdom. It is

impossible not to

believe that at first

the baby remem-

bers a good deal of

a former existence,

and resents its pre-

sent ridiculous

body.

I can bring for-

ward as

proof of this the

first remembered

sounds that Mar-

jorie made when a day or two old, when she

lay singing " Lai, lal, lal ! " to herself; such

a plaintive note, and yet with the dawn of

contentment at her changed lot in her voice,

as though to say, " Well, well, what a come

down ! I've got to begin all over again ;

Vol. xlvl-55.

but there, it is nice and comfortable, and my

toes, too, are very interesting."

I now propose, at the request of several

friends and relations, to record in their native

baldness the sayings of this particular baby.

They are put down exactly as they were said,

and not polished up or improved in the

slightest. The earlier ones may give the

totally wrong impression that she was a

naughty and spoilt child. This, however, in

fairness to her parents, she was not, and

the following instances of infantile anger

were practically the only ones out of the first

half-dozen years of her life.

I do not for a moment mean that she was

a " gooil child." like those terrible creatures

in the improving story-books we used to

read of. but, being blessed with sufficiently

selfish parents, who refused to be bothered

with a spoilt child, she soon realized that

" No " meant " No." and that it was only

productive of very sore little feet to kick

against the pricks.

One of the earliest of her remarks, worthy

of notice here, was when, at the age of three,

she went, a w hite-dressed babe, in a white Cee-

sprung perambulator, propelled by a white-
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clad nurse, to order the village cab. The wife

of the cab proprietor was airing the six weeks'

old baby in her garden, wrapped in a rather

grimy shawl, and thus addressed the frowning

and distant Marjorie : " And how would you

like to have this dear little baby to go for

a ride with you in your nice pram ? " To

which Marjorie, with a malevolent scowl,

replied, " I'd kill it ! "

There came one terrible day when, at the

age of threeâ��how can I tell it ?â��she so far

forgot herself as to bite her nurse. This was

too much. There being no nursery law in

existence at the time for the punishment of

infant cannibalism, I was called in to repre-

sent the stern majesty of parental authority.

I found a rather defiant small person, with

Hushed face, peering out of its mane of curls,

and after a few pompous remarks, addressed

in a heart-broken voice, decreed that the

usual after-tea descent to the drawing-room

for pictures and dancing should not take place

for three days. I then departed with much

dignity, feeling how successfully I had cut

off my own nose, and sincerely, but secretly,

hoping she did not mind as much as I did.

It was afterwards reported to me that,

upon my exit, she had said. " Very well

daddy will see me take down my hat and coat,

and go up to theâ��theâ��up there." The

nurse suggested, " Do you mean the Grey-

hound, baby ? " (our village inn). " Yes, the

Greyhound, and there I shall live."

Happily for us all she never carried out

this tremendous threat, and, when the terrible

three days were over, pranced downstairs,

and demanded " Chin, Chin, Chinaman," to

be played for dancing purposes, as though

no cloud had come between us. Happily the

word " sulk " was never in her vocabulary.

Gladly I turn from these dark episodes to

lighter subjects. Like all only children, she

had a large choice of words, though not

always quite sure of their meaning, and

so on one occasion, when a doting aunt

was taking leave after a short visit, she waved

her good-bye, saying, " Next time you come.

Aunt Sinny, you must stay a long time ;

you must stay for a year." " Oh, you dar-

ling !" from the delighted Aunt Sydney.

" Yes, or a day ! " cried Marjorie, in all good

faith.

One of the accomplishments of this aunt

which used to be a great delight was that

she would peep over a high screen when the

baby was having her bath, making a curious
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grunting sound, which the delighted Marjorie

called " snorking." A new nurse having come

on the scene, and another visit from the aunt

being about to take place, Marjorie said,

'* Nanny, do you know my Aunt Sinny ? "

" No, baby. I don't." " Such a nice young

lady," she graciously explained. " She snorks

over a screen beautiful."

It was when about that age that one

evening her mother was dining out, and went

to wish her good night. The baby looked'

long and hard at her, and said, " Flowers

in your dress and flowers in your hair;

you are smart." Then she touched her chest,

and said. " Why, mummy, it's skin!" And

when her mother had gone she asked the

it, I might be allowed to be the one to tell

her of the arrangements and see her pleasure.

Her answer was perhaps rather chilling.

" All right, daddy ; but I'd much rather have

it in the kitchen, if I may."

About this time she was paying one of 1 er

nurse, " Nanny, when I grow up shall I go

out to dinner and have a dress made of skin

in front ? "

A brilliant idea came to me that Christmas

to give her pleasure. We would have the

orthodox Christmas dinner in the middle of

the day, and then she could for the first time

dine with us instead of in her nursery.

I begged mv wife that, as I had thought of

SUCH A NICE

EXPLAINED.

you no lady, she graciously

'she snokks ovkr a screen

beautiful' "
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annual visits to her grandmother, who always

had family prayers, at which she used to

assist, with her eyes just appearing above the

table. On one occasion the servants were

rather slow in making their appearance, so

when they had come, and were decorously

seated in silence, she lifted up her voice and

reproved them: " You are all very late,

womans."

until after two summers spent at Dieppe,

where the crowds of people we knew, and

the shoals of children coming and going all

day, soon got her out of it.

liefore that I have been holding her hand

when on the way to see people who had

called and asked to see her, and it used to

shake with terror.

"I ASKED HER WHEN THE DANCE WAS FINISHED HOW SHE COT ON. 'OK, 1'KETTY WEIL, BUT THE

BOY COULDN'T GO FAST. I THINK HIS TROUSERS WERE BUTTONED SO HIIiH TIIEY STOPPED

HIS BREATHING.'"

It was at the same function, on another

occasion, that a member of the family

coughed, and the small voice immediatelv

was heard saying, " You've got a cough,

ma'am." No notice was taken, but a minute

after again a muffled cough was heard, and

instantly the voice remarked, " Your cough

again, ma'am ! "

At this age her shyness amounted almost

to a disease, and was not completely cured

As she said herself later in life, when talking

it over, " How would you like it now, when

you enter a room, for someone to say, ' Oh,

there's the baby,' and then every eye in that

room to glare upon you in solemn silence ? "

At Dieppe she used to take a great delight

in the " Hals des Enfants,'' held on Wednesday

afternoons. They used to dance a very

pretty dance called " The Babies' Polka,"

and when Marjorie had not got a partner
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"WHEN TUB FIRST HYMN COMMENCED SHE

STEPPED SOLEMNLY INTO THE AISLE AND

COMMENCED A ' l'AS SEUL.'"

she would solemnly dance round, doing all

the figures by herself.

On one occasion she danced with a small

French hoy who was dressed in what I believe

is called a " Kate Greenaway" costume.

At any rate, he wore a shirt with an enormous

collar, and trousers which came up under his

armpits and were fortified with a double row

of buttons. He was not much of a mover,

and I could see Marjorie was not enjoying

herself, so 1 asked her, when it was finished,

how she got on. She said, " Oh, pretty

well, but the boy couldn't go fast. I think

his trousers were buttoned so high they

stopped his breathing."

She noticed that 1 often slunk away when

people called, so one day announced to some

ladies foi whose inspection she had been

dragged downstairs, " Tell the yadies to go

away. Daddy doesn't like yadies. If daddy

was a dog he'd bark at the yadies ! "

There were certain people she seemed to

fear more than othersâ��one neighbour in

particular, a General Pugh, whom she called

" Jum Pooh," at whom she used to yell when

meeting him in her perambulator or on foot,

and always refused to say " Good morning "

to. For this she got many scoldings, and

the nurse used to mournfully announce on

her return that Baby had been very naughty

again, and had howled at meeting the dis-

tinguished military neighbour, and absolutely

refused to say " Good morning " to him.

About this time Lord Roberts returned

from South Africa, and her mother and I went

to London to see his triumphant entry,

leaving Marjorie in charge of the before-

mentioned aunt. She asked, " Where have

daddy and mummy gone ? " " Oh," said the

aunt, " they've gone up to London to see

a very brave little man called ' Bobs,' who,

by the way, is your cousin, who went all the

way out to Africa to beat a very bad man

calied Cronje, and now he's come back."

" What did he want to beat him for ?"

" Because he was such a very, very bad man."

" Wouldn't he say ' Good morning ' to Jum

Pooh ? "

Her first appearance in church at the age

of three and a half was perhaps not quite

a success in one way, though distinctly so

in another. It was a children's afternoon

service which she attended with her nurse.

When the first hymn commenced, which

happened to be " Onward, Christian Soldiers,"

with its cheery tune, the baby, whose previous

experiences of music had only been in connec-

tion with dancing, stepped solemnly into the

aisle and commenced a pas seul, until she

was snatched back into the pew by her

horrified attendant.

At the close of the service when the collec-

tion was being taken, upon the bag being

presented to her she smilingly took out a

penny, and in a loud, clear voice said, "Thank

you very much," to the blushing and embar-

rassed churchwarden.

Our village emporium was kept by one

named Turner, and Marjorie and her nurse

used often to buy things there. On one

occasion as she entered she was struck by

the number of assistants, and remarked in

a loud voice, " Lots of Mr. Turners ! "

Her nurse was busy choosing what she had

come for, but noticed that the baby was very

good and quiet. The reason for this she

discovered when she rose to leave, and found

she had a quantity of white tape attached to
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her, which proceeded to unroll itself, and

play out yards and vards, as though she were

a lively freshly-hooked salmon.

On another occasion she was playing croquet

in a garden, and a small errand-boy stopped

to see what was going on. Marjorie was

much annoyed at his presuming to look at

her, and kept glaring at the bush which

partially concealed him. At last a peculiar

sound issued from the branches, and Marjorie

in a loud, clear voice remarked, " That unfor-

tunate lad hiding behind the bush is betrayed

by hiccups.'" Immediately there was a clatter

of hobnail boots, and the daring one fled.

Birthdays were always great events in her

life. I don't mean her own only, but her

mother's and mine. When she was five she

came to me one day, and said. " Daddy,

will you make up my pennies to a shilling, as

I want to give mummy a birthday present ? "

" Certainly, dear ; how many do you want ? "

I said, feeling in my pocket. " I want eleven,

please,'' was her unexpected answer.

She had various money-boxes, one in the

shape of a letter-box, another a pig, and so on.

On the following maternal birthday she

appeared to have amassed enough wealth to

buy a hatpinâ��it was always a shilling hat-

pin she gave at that periodâ��out of her

savings. After it had been presented, and

her mother had dulv thanked her with much

redundancy of expression, suited to the giver,

she said, " You know, mummy, you cost me

very expensiveâ��pig. letter-box, all empty ;

not no money nowhere."

I cannot quite remember her origin, but

somehow a mythical personage named Poly-

phemus Stiggins developed in our midst.

She was a most useful addition to the family

circle, and used to do terrible deeds, curiously

resembling those committed by Marjorie. It

was, for instance, often a coincidence that, if

she had refused to eat up her pudding, or

had been disobedient, Polyphemus Stiggins

had clone the same, and I generally was the first

person to hear of it , and immediately hurried

off to tell Marjorie of the news in this way:

" What do you think that Polyphemus

Stiggins has done now ? She absolutely

refused to eat up her pudding, although, of

course, it is so good for her," etc. The news

was always received with pained surprise

by Marjorie, and she was always interested

in Po'yphemus's latest atrocity.

One day an aunt asked her, " But, Baby,

who is this Polyphemus I hear so much about ?

I never see her." To which Marjorie, hang-

ing her head, replied, " I'm afraid it's me."

Whilst on a visit to her srrandmother she

one day was found by her sitting at the table

in the nursery after her dinner, instead of

as usual rolling about on the floor, which,

with children, puppies, and kittens, appears

to be the popular conclusion of a meal.

(Coffee comes later to the human species.)

The reply was that Marjorie had refused to

THAI UNFORTUNATE LAI) HIDING BEHIND THE HCMI IS BETRAYED BY HICCUPS.
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say her grace. Naturally she was asked why,

and her answer was. " Because it wasn't

worth it."

From her very earliest youth we had always

impressed on her the enormity of any kind

of boasting or showing off. She often would

call to order anyone who appeared in any way

guilty of this offence.

Knowing this, her Aunt Sydney on one occa-

sion in the nursery commenced to relate

what a charming child she had been in her

early youth, and how obedient, sweet, and

good everyone pronounced her to be. Mar-

jorie stood this for some time in silence,

but getting redder and redder, until at last,

almost crying, she burst out, " Proud praising

thing. Aunt Sinny; proud praising thing!"

It was about this time, when staying at

Weston, she became friends with a very nice

little girl of about her age, who had been

brought up by her grandmother, who was

rather strict in her views, and hadâ��as is

often the custom with the agedâ��insisted on

the child doing only what she, at the age of

eighty, thought right and amusing. The

contrast between the two children used to

amuse me ; they seemed like two little figures

out of the Cavalier and Roundhead times.

One afternoon a notice was posted on the

dining-room door : " There will be a great

entertainment at six-thirty in the dining-

room, followed by a supper, followed by

a ball, followed by a prayer meeting."

Obviously, I should say, this curious double

sandwich was the result of alternate choices

by each child.

About this time she. with the assistance of

her maidâ��as that official was called when

she became eightâ��s arted a magazine, called

" The Magazine," which, unlike most of its

brethren, was killed by its immediate success.

Everyone heard of it, and sixpenny sub-

scriptions poured in ; even half a crown was

given, and one of our most popular novelists

offered an article, if worthy. Poor Marjorie

got worried and rather frightened, and wrote

to her grandmother : " You know, granny,

I want you to be the editor, as I feel too young

to manage it up against all these grand people."

This, however, was declined, and she and the

maid ran it alone.

The maid's articles were rather on the

dismal side. There was always a corpse,

sometimes several, and they generally soli-

loquized after they were dead on the unkind-

ness of their relatives. Each number com-

menced with a letter from the editor. One

ran, " The Magazine is getting on very well.

I am very pleased with the Magazine. There

is lots of money in the money-box ; the

editor is thinking of buying a camera. If

anything exciting has happened in the place

where you live, please let me know. If you

don't like the Magazine, don't be afraid to

say so. And now I must stop.â��Yours truly,

The Editor."

Her dictation and other lesson-books were

my delight. Take, for instance, a "fuggy

capiler," when she meant a fuzzy caterpillar.

Hut later they became the duller as they

gained in wisdom, like many of our greatest

men. And then, too, her early lettersâ��one

to her mother, in which she said : " Daddy is

quite well, and still parts his hair in the
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middle." Well, I must admit I am rather

bald. And invariably signed, " Your dear,

darling Marjorie."

She was required to write a poem descrip-

tive of an Empire Day celebration, which

dragged on much longer than was expected,

which she did in the following lines :-

Under flags so bright and gay,

Britannia sat on Saturday.

People came from far away

(Two and-six they had to pay).

The scene was very gay and bright:

It lasted far into the night.

On one occasion, at lunch, in the winter,

Marjorie and her mother were seated near

the fire, whilst I was the opposite side of the

table and found it rather cold, and said so.

I was told that 1 was in the wrong and that,

if anything, the room was rather hot. I

naturally replied that it was all very well,

but that I was cold, seated, as I was, far

from the fire; whereat Marjorie at once re-

marked: "Ah, well, daddy, you see the few

must always suffer for the many."

Alas! alas ! time keeps flying on, and the

years are galloping past, and though, looking

back, her life seems long to me, it is impos-

sible to think there was a time when there

wasn't a Marjorie, fifteen years ago. And

though now she is one of the best of pals,

with a keen interest in most of the things

I care for, yet it is a great loss when the

babyhood years, when everything was a fairy

tale, are just memories laid away in lavender.

It seems so odd, and yet so exactly what

I would have, to see the changed interests,

to wonder why she is slicing her drive just

now, or why she has gone off her mashie,

refusing to believe it is because she is taking

her eye off the ball. Or else which meet

next week is the most likely to produce a

run in the open in this woodland country,

and the reasons for thinking Tuesday would

be the best day.

Of course, every age, I suppose, is good,

still I must allow myself a sigh over the

dies acti which the scribbling of these pages

has brought back so vividly.

Her love for books has always been great,

one of her favourite stories when very young

being that of Rudyard Kipling's " Riki Tiki.-'

On one occasion when her nurse had the

misfortune to smash some crockery, Marjorie

waltzed round her with delight, shouting.

" Great is Nanny with the white teeth,''

in the words of that delightful tale.

Often I think that of all the manifold

changes of modern times none is more remark-

able than that in children's books. Apart

from the delightful story-books, the so-called

improving books are better than the best

of the ancient talesâ��" Our Island Story,"

for instance, giving a general view of English

history in the manner of a story, so that

nowadays a chikl really sees how one event led

to another, and gets an intelligent grasp of

the whole, instead of learning it in water-

tight compartments, with little or no sequence.

And I am prepared to bet that the two prin-

cipal events of early English history retained

by the child of my period were the absolutely

apocryphal tales of how Canute got his feet

wet, to the confusion of his courtiers, and how

Alfred burnt the cakes, to the annoyance

of the pig-keeper's wife. Then, again, the

series, " Shakespeare Told to the Children,"

with his plays told as tales in simple language,

gives them a wonderful knowledge of the

plots and characters, leaving them to read

and appreciate the language later. And then,

thank goodness ! the good boy and girl of

the early Victorian stories, prigs of the deepest

dye, who, with fair hair, blue eyes, and half

a lung, used to make beautiful improving

remarks, which caused their parents to sigh

and weep instead of smacking them, have

been wafted away to an early Victorian

Heaven, to irritate real children no more.

I am quite sure that the principal feeling

of any parent, particularly the mother, who

reads these pages will be, " What a very

ordinary baby this Marjorie is, and what

impudence to record its sayings when my

Tommy or Mary was so much more intelligent,

and said really clever things."

" Madam," I reply, " I quite agree with you ,

and your remedy is obvious. Sit down at

once and write them down, in far better

language, I will guarantee, than I have done ;

and if you will honour me with a copy I will

be the first to applaud. Remember, I never

claimed the ownership of an infant prodigy.

This is only just the record of the everyday

remarks of an ordinary everyday child."
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|R. GRIBBLE sat in his small

front parlour in a state of

angry amazement. It was

half-past six and there was

no Mrs. Gribble ; worse still,

there was no tea. It was a

state of things that had only

happened once before. That was three weeks

after marriage, and on that occasion Mr.

Gribble had put his foot down with a bang that

had echoed down the corridors of thirty years.

The fire in the little kitchen was out, and

the untidy remains of Mrs. Gribble's midday

meal still disgraced the table. More and more

dazed, the indignant husband could only

come to the conclusion that she had gone out

and been run over. Other things might

possibly account for her behaviour; that

was the only one that would excuse it.

His meditations were interrupted by the

sound of a key in the front door, and a second

later a small, anxious figure entered the room

and, leaning against the table, strove to get

its breath. The process was not helped by

the alarming distension of Mr. Gribble's

figure.

" Iâ��I got homeâ��quick as I couldâ��

Henry," said Mrs. Gribble, panting.

" Where is my tea ? " demanded her

husband. " What do you mean by it ?

Vol. xlvi.â��5Q. Copyright, 1913,

The fire's out and the kitchen is just as you

left it."

" Iâ��I've been to a lawyer's, Henry," said

Mrs. Gribble, " and I had to wait."

" Lawyer's ? " repeated her husband.

" I got a letter this afternoon telling me

to call. Poor Uncle George, that went to

America, is gone."

" That is no excuse for neglecting me,"

said Mr. Gribble. " Of course people die

when they are old. Is that the one that got

on and made money ? "

His wife, apparently struggling to repress

a little excitement, nodded. " Heâ��he's

left me two hundred pounds a year for life,

Henry," she said, dabbing at her pale blue

eyes with a handkerchief. " They're going

to pay it monthly ; sixteen pounds thirteen

shillings and fourpence a month. That's

how he left it."

" Two hund " began Mr. Gribble,

forgetting himself. " Two hun Go and

get my tea ! If you think you're going to

give yourself airs because your uncle's left

you money, you won't do it in my house."

He took a chair by the window, and,

while his wife busied herself in the kitchen,

sat gazing in blank delight at the little street.

Two hundred a year ! It was all he could

do to resume his wonted expression as his

by W. W. Jncubs.
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wife re-entered the room and began to lay

the table. His manner, however, when she

let a cup and saucer slip from her trembling

fingers to smash on the floor left nothing to

be desired.

" It's nice to have money come to us in our

old age," said Mrs. Gribble, timidly, as they

sat at tea. " It takes a load off my mind."

" Old age ! " said her husband, disagree-

ably. " What d'ye mean by old age ? I'm

fifty-two, and feel as young as ever I did."

" You look as young as ever you did," said

the docile Mrs. Gribble. " I can't see no

change in you. At least, not to speak of."

" Not so much talk," said her husband.

" When I want your opinion of my looks I'll

ask you for it. When do you start getting

this money ? "

" Tuesday week ; first of May," replied his

wife. " The lawyers are going to send it by

registered letter."

Mr. Gribble grunted.

" I shall be sorry to leave the house for

some things," said his wife, looking round.

" We've been here a good many years now,

Henry."

" Leave the house ! " repeated Mr. Gribble,

putting down his tea-cup and staring at her.

" Leave the house ! What are you talking

about ? "

" But we can't stay here, Henry," faltered

Mrs. Gribble. " Not with all that money.

They are building some beautiful houses in

Charlton Grove nowâ��bathroom, tiled hearths,

and beautiful stained glass in the front door ;

and all for twenty-eight pounds a year."

" Wonderful ! " said the other, with a

mocking glint in his eye.

" And iron palings to the front garden,

painted chocolate-colour picked out with

blue," continued his wife, eyeing him wist-

fully.

Mr. Gribble struck the table a blow with

his fist. " This house is good enough for me,"

he roared ; " and what's good enough for me

is good enough for you. You want to waste

money on show; that's what you want.

Stained glass and bow-windows ! You want

a bow-window to loll about in, do you ?

Shouldn't wonder if you don't want a servant-

gal to do the work."

Mrs. Gribble flushed guiltily, and caught

her breath.

" We're going to live as we've always lived,"

pursued Mr. Gribble. " Money ain't going

to spoil me. I ain't going to put on no side

just because I've come in for a little bit. If

you had your way we should end up in the

workhouse."

He filled his pipe and smoked thoughtfully,

while Mrs. Gribble cleared away the tea-

things and washed up. Pictures, good to

look upon, formed in the smokeâ��pictures of

a hale, hearty man walking along the primrose

path arm-in-arm with two hundred a year ;

of the mahogany and plush of the saloon

bar of the Grafton Arms ; of Sunday jaunts,

and the Oval on summer afternoons.

He ate his breakfast slowly on the first of

the month, and, the meal finished, took a

seat in the window with his pipe and waited

for the postman. Mrs. Gribble's timid

reminders concerning the flight of time and

consequent fines for lateness at work fell on

deaf ears. He jumped up suddenly and met

the postman at the door.

" Has it come ? " inquired Mrs. Gribble,

extending her hand.

By way of reply her husband tore open the

envelope and, handing her the covering letter,

counted the notes and coin and placed them

slowly in his pockets. Then, as Mrs. Gribble

looked at him, he looked at the clock, and,

snatching up his hat, set off down the road.

He was late home that evening, and his

manner forbade conversation. Mrs. Gribble,

with the bereaved air of one who has sustained

an irremediable loss, sighed fitfully, and once

applied her handkerchief to her eyes.

" That's no good," said her husband, at

last; " that won't bring him back."

" Bring who back ? " inquired Mrs. Gribble,

in genuine surprise.

" Why, your Uncle George," said Mr.

Gribble. " That's what you're turning on

the water-cart for, ain't it ? "

" I wasn't thinking of him," said Mrs.

Gribble, trying to speak bravely. " I was

thinking of "

" Well, you ought to be," interrupted her

husband. " He wasn't my uncle, poor

chap, but I've been thinking of him, off and

on, all day. That bloater-paste you are

eating now came from his kindness. I

brought it home as a treat."

" I was thinking of my clothes," said Mrs.

Gribble, clenching her hands together under

the table. " When I found I had come in

for that money, the first thing I thought

was that I should be able to have a decent

dress. My old ones are quite worn out, and

as for my hat and jacket "

" Go on," said her husband, fiercely. " Go

on. That's just what I said : trust you with

money, and we should be poorer than ever."

" I'm ashamed to be seen out," said Mrs.

Gribble.

" A woman's place is the home," said Mr.
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Gribble ; " and so long as I'm satisfied with

your appearance nobody else matters. So

long as I am pleased, that's everything.

What do you want to go dressing yourself

up for ? Nothing looks worse than an over-

dressed woman."

" What are we going to do with all that

money, then ? "

inquired Mrs.

Gribble, in

trembling

tones.

"That'll do,"

said Mr.

Gribble, de-

c i d e d 1 y.

"That'll do.

One o' these

days you'll go

too far. You

start throwing

that money in

my teeth and

see what hap-

pens. I've done

my best for you

all these years,

and there's no

reason to sup-

pose I sha'n't

go on doing so.

What did you

say? What!"

Mrs. Gribble

turned to him

a face rendered

ghastly by

terror. " Iâ��I

saidâ��it was my

money," she

stammered.

Mr. Gribble

rose, and stood

for a full minute

regarding her.

Then, kicking a

chair out of his way,

he took his hat from

its peg in the pass

and, with a bang of

street-door that sent a

current of fresh, sweet

air circulating through

the house, strode off to the Grafton Arms.

It was past eleven when he returned, but

even the spectacle of his wife laboriously darn-

ing her old dress failed to reduce his good-

humour in the slightest degree. In a frivolous

mood he even took a feather from the dis-

membered hat on the table and stuck it in his

hair. He took the stump of a strong cigar

from his lips and, exhaling a final cloud of

smoke, tossed it into the fireplace.

" Uncle George dead," he said, at last,

shaking his head. " Hadn't pleasure ac-

quaintance, but good man. Good man."

He shook his

head again and

gazed mistily at

his wife.

"He was a

teetotaller," she

remarked,

casually.

" He was tee-

toller," repeated

' THEN, KICKING A CHAIR OUT OF HIS WAY, HE STRODE OFF TO THE GRAFTON

ARMS."

Mr. Gribble, regarding her equably. " Good

man. Uncle George deadâ��tee-toller."

Mrs. Gribble gathered up her work and

began to put it away.

" Bed-time," said Mr. Gribble, and led the

way upstairs, singing.
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His good-humour had evaporated by the

morning, and, having made a light breakfast

of five cups of tea, he went off, with lagging

steps, to work. It was a beautiful spring

morning, and the idea of a man with two

hundred a year and a headache going off to a

warehouse instead of a day's outing seemed

to border upon the absurd. What use was

money without freedom ? His toil was

sweetened that day by the knowledge that

he could drop it at any time he liked and walk

out, a free man, into the sunlight.

By the end of a week his mind was made

up. Each day that passed made his hurried

uprising and scrambled breakfast more and

more irksome; and on Monday morning,

with hands in trouser - pockets and legs

stretched out, he leaned back in his chair

and received his wife's alarming intimations

as to the flight of time with a superior and

sphinx-like smile.

" It's too fine to go to work to-day," he

said, lazily. " Come to that, any day is too

fine to waste at work."

Mrs. Gribble sat gasping at him.

" So on Saturday I gave 'em a week's

notice," continued her husband, " and after

Potts and Co. had listened while I told 'em

what I thought of 'em they said they'd do

without the week's notice."

" You've never given up your job ? " said

Mrs. Gribble.

" I spoke to old Potts as one gentleman of

independent means to another," said Mr.

Gribble, smiling. " Thirty-five bob a week

after twenty years' service ! And he had the

cheek to tell me I wasn't worth that. When

I told him what he was worth he talked about

sending for the police. What are you looking

like that for ? I've worked har.l for you for

thirty years, and I've had enough of it.

Now it's your turn."

" You'd find it hard to get another place

at your age," said his wife ; " especially if

they wouldn't give you a good character."

" Place ! " said the other, staring. " Place !

I tell you I've done with work. For a man o'

my means to go on working for thirty-five bob

a week is ridiculous."

" But suppose anything happened to me,"

said his wife, in a troubled voice.

" That's not very likely," said Mr. Gribble.

" You're tough enough. And if it did your

money would come to me."

Mrs. Gribble shook her head.

" What ? " roared her husband, jumping up.

" I've only got it for life, Henry, as I told

you," said Mrs. Gribble, in alarm. " I thought

you knew it would stop when 1 died."

" And what's to become of me if anything

happens to you, then ? " demanded the dis-

mayed Mr. Gribble. " What am I to do ? "

Mrs. Gribble put her handkerchief to her

eyes.

" And don't start weakening your constitu-

tion by crying," shouted the incensed husband.

" What are you mumbling ? "

" I saâ��saâ��said, let's hopeâ��you'll goâ��

first," sobbed his wife. " Then it will be all

right."

Mr. Gribble opened his mouth, and then,

realizing the inadequacy of the English

language for moments of stress, closed it

again. He broke his silence at last in favour

of Uncle George.

" Mind you," he said, concluding a perora-

tion which his wife listened to with her fingers

in her earsâ��" mind you, I reckon I've been

absolutely done by you and your precious

Uncle George. I've given up a good situation,

and now, any time you fancy to go off the

hooks, I'm to be turned into the street."

" I'll try and live, for your sake, Henry,"

said his wife.

" Think of my worry every time you are ill,"

pursued the indignant Mr. Gribble.

Mrs. Gribble sighed, and her husband,

after a few further remarks concerning Uncle

George, his past and his future, announced

his intention of going to the lawyers and

seeing whether anything could be done. He

came back in a state of voiceless gloom, and

spent the rest of a beautiful day indoors,

smoking a pipe which had lost much of its

flavour, and regarding with a critical and

anxious eye the small, weedy figure of his

wife as she went about her work.

The second month's. payment went into

his pocket as a matter of course, but on this

occasion Mrs. Gribble made no requests for

new clothes or change of residence. A little

nervous cough was her sole comment.

" Got a cold ? " inquired her husband,

starting.

" I don't think so," replied his wife, and,

surprised and touched at this unusual display

of interest, coughed again.

" Is it your throat or your chest ? " he

inquired, gruffly.

Mrs. Gribble coughed again to see. After

five coughs she said she thought it was her

chest.

" You'd better not go out o' doors to-day,

then," said Mr. Gribble. " Don't stand about

in draughts ; and I'll fetch you in a bottle of

cough mixture when I go out. What about

a lay-down on the sofa ? "

His wife thanked him, and, reaching the
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sofa, watched with half-closed eyes as he

cleared the breakfast-table. It was the first

time he had done such a thing in his life, and

a little honest pride in the possession of such a

cough would not be denied. Dim possibilities

of its vast usefulness suddenly occurred to her.

She took the cough mixture for a week, by

which time other symptoms, ex-

tremely disquieting to an ease-loving

man, had manifested themselves.

Going upstairs deprived

her of breath; carrying

a loaded tea-tray pro*

duced a long

and alarming

stitch in the

side. The last

time she ever

filled the coal-

scuttle she

was dis-

covered sit-

ting beside it

on the floor

in a state of

collapse.

" Y o u ' d

better go and

see the doc-

tor," said Mr.

Gribble.

Mrs. Gribble

went. Years

before the

doctor h a d

told her that

she ought to

take life

easier, and

she was now

able to tell

him she was

prepared to

take his

advice.

" And, you

see, I must

take care of

myself now

for the sake

of my hus-

band," she

said, after she had explained matters.

" I understand," said the doctor.

" If anything happened to me " began

the patient.

" Nothing shall happen," said the other.

" Stay in bed to-morrow morning, and I'll

come round and overhaul you."

Mrs. Gribble hesitated. " You might ex-

amine me and think I was all right," she

objected; " and at the same time you wouldn't

know how I feel."

" I know just how you feel," was the reply.

" Good-bye."

He came round the following morning and,

HE LOOKED FROM THE LITTLR, WHITE-FACED WOMAN ON THE BED TO THE

BULKY FIGURE OF MR. GRIBBLE."

following the dejected Mr. Gribble upstairs,

made a long and thorough investigation of

his patient.

" Say ' ninety-nine,' " he said, adjusting

his stethoscope.

Mrs. Gribble ticked off " ninety-nines"

until her husband's ears ached with them.-
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The doctor finished at last, and, fastening

his bag, stood with his beard in his hand,

pondering. He looked from the little, white-

faced woman on the bed to the bulky figure

of Mr. Gribble.

" You had better lie up for a week," he

said, decidedly. " The rest will do you good."

" Nothing serious, I s'pose ? " said Mr.

Gribble, as he led the way downstairs to the

small parlour.

" She ought to be all right with care," was

the reply.

" Care ? " repeated the other, distastefully.

" What's the matter with her ? "

" She's not very strong," said the doc or;

" and hearts don't improve with age, you

know. Under favourable conditions she's

good for some years yet. The great thing is

never to thwart her. Let her have her own

way in everything."

" Own way in everything ? " repeated the

dumbfounded Mr. Gribble.

The doctor nodded. " Never let her worry

about anything," he continued; " and,

above all, never find fault with her."

" Not," said Mr. Gribble, thicklyâ��" not

even for her own good ? "

" Unless you want to run the risk of losing

her."

Mr. Gribble shivered.

" Let her have an easy time," said the

doctor, taking up his hat. " Pamper her

a bit if you like; it won't hurt her. Above

all, don't let that heart of hers get excited."

He shook hands with the petrified Mr.

Gribble and went off, grinning wickedly. He

had few favourites, and Mr. Gribble was not

one of them.

For two days the devoted husband did

the housework and waited on the invalid.

Then he wearied, and, at his wife's suggestion,

a small girl was engaged as servant. She

did most of the nursing as well, and, having a

great love for the sensational, took a grave

view of her mistress's condition.

It was a relief to Mr. Gribble when his wife

came downstairs again, and he was cheered

to see that she looked much better. His

satisfaction was so marked that it brought

on her cough again.

" It's this house, I think," she said, with a

resigned smile. " It never did agree with

me."

" Well, you've lived in it a good many

years," said her husband, controlling himself

with difficulty.

" It's rather dark and small," said Mrs.

Gribble. " Not but what it is good enough

for me. And I dare say it will last my time."

" Nonsense ! " said her husband, gruffly.

" You want to get out a bit more. You've

got nothing to do now we are wasting all this

money on a servant. Why don't you go out

for little walks ? "

Mrs. Gribble went, after several promptings,

and the fruit of one of them was handed

by the postman to Mr. Gribble a few days

afterwards. Half-choking with wrath and

astonishment, he stood over his trembling

wife with the first draper's bill he had ever

received.

" One pound two shillings and threepence

three-farthings ! " he recited. " It must be

a mistake. It must be for somebody else."

Mrs. Gribble, with her hand to her heart,

tottered to the sofa and lay there with her

eyes closed.

" I had to get some dress material," she

said, in a quavering voice. " You want me to

go out, and I'm so shabby I'm ashamed to be

seen."

Mr. Gribble made muffled noises in his

throat; then, afraid to trust himself, he went

into the back-yard and, taking a seat on an

upturned bucket, sat with his head in his

hands peering into the future.

The dressmaker's bill and a bill for a new

hat came after the next monthly payment;

and a bill for shoes came a week later. Hoping

much from the well-known curative effects of

fine feathers, he managed to treat the affair

with dignified silence. The only time he

allowed full play to his feelings Mrs. Gribble

took to her bed for two days, and the doctor

had a heart-to-heart talk with him on the

doorstep.

It was a matter of great annoyance to him

that his wife still continued to attribute her

ill-health to the smallness and darkness of the

house ; and the fact that there were only

two of the houses in Charlton Grove left

caused a marked depression of spirits. It

was clear that she was fretting. The small

servant went further, and said that she was

fading away.

They moved at the September quarter, and

a slight, but temporary, improvement in Mrs.

Gribble's health took place. Her cheeks

flushed and her eyes sparkled over new

curtains and new linoleum. The tiled hearths

and stained glass in the front door filled her

with a deep and solemn thankfulness. The

only thing that disturbed her was the fact

that Mr. Gribble, to avoid wasting money

over necessaries, contrived to spend an

unduly large portion on personal luxuries.

" We ought to have some new things for

the kitchen," she said one day.
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" No money," said Mr. Gribble, laconically.

" And a mat for the bathroom."

Mr. Gribble got up and went out.

She had to go to him for everything. Two

hundred a year and not a penny she could

call her own ! She consulted her heart, and

that faithful organ responded with a bound

that set her nerves quivering. If she could

only screw her courage to the sticking-point

the question would be settled for once and all.

White and trembling she sat at breakfast

tremulously at the envelope, peeped inside it

and, with her gaze fastened on the window,

fumbled for her pocket. She was so pale and

shook so much that the words died away on

her husband's lips.

" Youâ��you had better let me take care of

that," he said, at last.

" It isâ��all right," gasped his wife.

She put her hand to her throat and, hardly

able to believe in her victory, sat struggling

for breath. Before her, grim and upright,

"WITH HER GAZE FASTENED ON TUB WINDOW, SHE FUMBLED FOR HER POCKET."

on the first of November, waiting for the post-

man, while the unconscious Mr. Gribble went

on with his meal. The double-knocks down

the road came nearer and nearer, and Mr.

Gribble, wiping his mouth, sat upright with

an air of alert and pleaded interest. Rapid

steps came to the front door, and a double

bar.g followed.

" Always punctual," said Mr. Gribble,

good-humouredly.

His wife made no reply, but, taking a blue-

crossed envelope from the maid in her shaking

fingers, looked round for a knife. Her gaze

encountered Mr. Gribble's outstretched hand.

" After you," he said, sharply.

Mrs. Gribble found the knife, and, hacking

her husband sat, a figure of helpless smoulder-

ing wrath.

" You might lose it," he said, at last.

" I sha'n't lose it," said his wife.

To avoid further argument, she arose and

went slowly upstairs. Through the doorway-

Mr. Gribble saw her helping herself up by the

banisters, her left hand still at her throat.

Then he heard her moving slowly about in

the bedroom overhead.

He took out his pipe and filled it mechani-

cally, and was just holding a match to the

tobacco when he paused and gazed with a

puzzled air at the ceiling. " Blamed if it

don't sound like somebody dancing ! " he

growled.
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The National School of Russian Dancing

has grown with rapid strides during the

reign of the present Czar, who spends

four hundred thousand pounds each year

on the Opera House, the French Theatre,

and the School of Dancing. Pupils who are

received for the National School are carefully

guarded and taught. They are placed in

special residential quarters, and must undergo

a very serious training. Dancing, indeed,

is so much a part of our Russian life that it is

no unusual thing for our great artistes to give

free lessons in the poor schools.

Dancing helps the Russian to express

himself or herself, whether in absolute sad-

ness, wild joy, or abandon. Our Russian

work-girls in their garrets frequently express

their moods by gestures which they have

learnt in dancing. They feel tired; they

express that fatigue in perfectly natural move-

ments. I wonder could your English work-

girls so express themselves ? I think not,

because they have not learnt the true art of

dancing, and have thus been deprived of the

pleasure of expressing their feelings by poetical

and rhythmical gestures which invariably

bring about a sense of relief.

I have often been asked which I consider

people far more than it does into the lives is the saddest and which the most joyous

of the English nation. For nearly five hun- nation of dancers. To the former query

dred years the Czars of the Russian people I should reply, " The Russians." The

have endowed the art of dancing. When- Spaniards are the gayest, then the Italians ;

ever a great dancer arose in Italy, France, the French are gay and insouciant, the

or Spain, that dancer was invited to Russia, Germans merry but somewhat heavy. The

and while we have, as far as possible, Russians can express melancholy, sadness,

developed all that was best in our own dancers, and the other extremesâ��complete joy, gaiety,

we have seen that we have also had the best and mirth, more than any other nation in the

of the art of foreign artistes. world. And the English ? What do I think

EFORE I paid my first visit

to England I was told that

the classical art of the grand

ballet had become quite out

of date, and that the last

generation who saw the

Taglioni dance had pro-

claimed that public interest in the art had

died with her. I have noticed that such is

very far from the case. If only more real

encouragement were given in England to

ballet dancers the day would not be far

distant when the English dancer would prove

a formidable rival to the Russian.

How can this be done ? In the first place,

I am strongly of opinion that the English

nation ought to endow a National School of

Dancing, so that it might take the sadness

out of the gait and manner of the English

people. It is not sufficient that the art of

dancing should be preserved on the stage.

It should be taught in the schools, so that

the workman and the work-girl may get

more happiness in their lives. And one

of the simplest, most economical, and

healthiest forms of enjoyment is surely the

dance.

Dancing enters into the life of the Russian
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of the English as a nation

of dancers ? 1 have

found English children

who arc capable of learn-

ing the highest form of

the art of dancing ; but

to me your ballroom is

amusing without being

dignified. The''Turkey

Trot," for instance, is

not very artistic. 1 have

seen delightfully pretty

young ladies dancing

the " Turkey Trot " and

the " Cake Walk." C'est

horrible .' N'est-ce pas I

And I know, because I

have tried the " Turkey

Trot " myself, so that

1 can speak from experi-

ence. Indeed, once,

when in the United

States, and bearing in

mind the undoubted

truth of the saying

which tells us " To know-

all is to forgive all;" I

Vol. xlvi.â�� 57.

ANNA PAVLOVA.

tried to find pleasure in

the latest craze. I knew ,

I think, all there was to

know about the "Turkey

Trot "â��but I could not

forgive it. It jarred on

my nerves, and I am not

exaggerating when I say-

that even to-day 1 still

sometimes shudder over

the experience.

As I view things,

dancing is a great art.

It is akin to poetry and

music. Our dances are

affected by our mode of

life, by the sort of clothes

we wear. The Grecian

dances, for example, with

their freedom of move-

ment are onlv possible in

the loose robes of the

period, just in the same

way that in the period of

the crinoline you had the

sedate and stately motions
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of the minuet. Then you have your

country dances â�� the Highland fling and

the Morris dances â�� how prettily they go

with the costumes of the dancers.

I think not a little might be done to

improve dancing in England by having

it taught in your schools. But it should

be taught as music is taught, as one

of the English people is aroused in the art of

dancing, if only they will learn something

of the training, something of the behind-the-

scenes life of a dancer at our Russian Imperial

theatres, then surely the time must soon

come to pass when England, like Russia,

will become a nation of dance-lovers.

So let me hasten to tell you something of

of the arts, and not as

part of the gymnastic-

exercises or the sports and

amusements of the school.

Some of your games for

girls do not improve

deportment. In hockey,

for instance, where the girls

play in a stooping position,

they may easily lose their

graceful carriage, which is

so necessary in a ballroom.

Would you like to hear

how we Russian dancers

are trained ? That would

please me much, for I feel

that if only the interest

9

ANNA PAVLOVA IN " PAFILLON,

our early training.

Between the ages of

nine and twelve, or

thereabouts, boys

and girls of sufficient

promise are taken

intothe ballet school.

Here, I must tell you,

they receive, not

only instruction in

music, dancing, and

dramatic art, but

also in the ordinary

branches of educa-

tion. In every large

school, of course,

when there are many
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boys and girls in a

chtss, a certain

amount of difficulty

must be experi-

ence] in finding out

exactly what meec

of progress each in-

dividual is making.

To obviate this

difficulty, therefore,

as far as dancing is

concerned, ex-

aminations are held

every year, and those pupils who do

not sdore a certain percentage of

marks are told that their services are

no longer required.

You will understand that, to the

trained dancer, to the dancer who

has given up some of the best years

of her early youth to mastering her

art, not only do the legs dance, but

the eyes, the hands, the neck,

the head, the arms, the mouth

â�� in fine, the whole body

dances.

The older pupils spend a

good deal of

time in prac-

1 ice by them-

selves. I re-

member one

young man

who sometimes danced

six hours a day. One

of my friends, a dancer

who has now attained

a high position in her

profession, used to go

to the country in the

summer and practise

four hours a day under

the supervision of her

brother â�� a very fine

dancer. As in all other

departments of art,

success depends very

largely on personal

initiative and hard

work. Even the suc-

cessful ballerina can-

not allow herself to

become slack. If she

is to preserve her

technique she must

dance exercises every
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day on the same

principle as a pianist

plays scales. She

must be so perfect

a mistress of tech-

nique that when she-

is on the stage she

need think of noth-

ing but the expres-

sion to be given to

the dances she

executes.

But the Russian

dancers are not per-

j mitted to grow old

in service. A score

of years represent

their little day. and

at the age of thirty-

seven a dancer re-

tires on a pension

which provides generously for her future.

A pity, indeed, it is that similar encourage-

ment is not given to students of the ballet in

England to-day !

And yet, surely, what Russia has done

ANNA PAVLOVA.

I. IN " LES ORIENT ALES." 2. IN "PAPLLI.ON."

3. IN "LE CYGNE." 4. IN "LECYGNK."
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England,

too, can do.

Almostevery

country is

glorified by

a world-

famous

ballet. We

have the

Waltz of the

Burghers

taken from

" Faust" ;

we have the " Carmen " ballets

and the " Aida " ballets, and

the Dance of the Hours from

" Gioconda." But Great Britain

is unrepresented.

I have, too. often built

day-dreams of a Scottish ballet,

because I can see infinite pos-

sibilities in the action and

vitality of the Highland flings

and reels. Moreover, one has

always the charm and pic-

turesqueness of the costumeâ��

by no means a small point

to be considered. Yes, yes,

beyond all manner of doubt

there is a great gold-mine of

romance hidden in the moors

and lochs of Scotland. I can

see the Scottish ballet wonder-

fully clearly. I can see it all

â��the village in the purple

glen, the grey church in the

distance. And the story ?
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realistic

excellent

found a t i o n

for a great

artistic bal-

let. As far

as Scotch

dancing

concerned, I

have always

thought that

it bears a

greater re-

semblance to

the Taran-

tella of Italy
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question to answer, for I love so many.

On the whole, however, I think I like best

" The Swan," with its lovely accompaniment

by Saint-Saens ; the " Valse Caprice " of

Rubinstein ; and, of course, the " Automne

Bacchanale." The latter dance is always a

frightful strain, as it requires as much intense

acting as it does dancing. But what

matter ? I find real enjoyment in every

form of my art.

At the present time I am never hap-

pier than when watching the progress

made by my old pupils. As I note the

joy they feel at being

praised for good work

I recall my own child-

hood's days, when I

used to dream of my life

as a ballerina. All the

night long I lay think-

ing of the days when

the world was to ac-

claim me a great

than to

anything else.

On occasions

I have heard

Scottish danc-

ing compared to Russian

dancing, but. frankly, I can

find no point of resemblance

between the styles of the two countries.

The exuberant snouts that punctuate Scotch

dances are unknown in Russia, but they

have their counterpart in the thrilling

Tarantella of Southern Italy. Yes, I am

convinced that, given a powerful and ade-

quate musical score, the Scottish ballet

would prove not only a very great insular

success, but probably a world-wide triumph.

Perhaps you would like to know my

favourite dances ? This is not an easy

TAMAR KARSAVIXA.

I. IN ORDINARY BALLET DRESS. 2. IN "CARNAVAL."

3 AND 4. WITH NIJINSKI IN " LE SPECTRE DE LA ROSE."

5. IN "I-'OISEAU DE FEU." 6. IN " LK SPECTRE DE LA ROSE.'*

7. WITH I ROHMAN IN "THE I1LUE GOD."

8. IN "THE BI.Ua GOD." 9. WITH ADOLF BQLM IN "THAMAR.''
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dancer. The next morning I nervously spoke of my

hopes to my mother, who replied, " If you are to

become a dancer you will have to leave me and go to

the school of the ballet. Does my little daughter want

to leave her mother ? " " No, I don't want to leave

you/' I re-

plied, half in

tears, "but

if it must be

doneinorder

to be a bal-

lerina, then

Imustdoit."

Alt hough

for the time

being my

wishes were

denied me, I

think that

conversa-

tion laid the

foundation-

stone of my

career.

E n g lish-

womenhave

fine faces,

graceful

figures, and

a real sense

ofthepoetry

of dancing.

They only

lack train-

ing to pro-

v i d e the

best dancers

in the world.

1. MICHAEL MORDKIX.

2. NIJINSKI.

3. TORTOLA VALENCIA.

V



Tke Supreme Event.

By HORACE ANNESLEY VACHELL.

Illustrated by W. E. Webster.

OHN learned the terrifying

truth after his engagement.

Indeed, the young lady kept

it as a surprise. Man and

maid met at Murren during a

wet week. Each was reason-

ably keen about skating, and

each played piquet. They fell in love at

first sight, and the affair ran smoothly and

swiftly up to a certain moment.

They were sitting together, and quite

alone. Mabel put her pretty lips close to his

ear and whispered :â��

" I have something to tell you."

Armitage smiled. Foolish man ! He was

presumptuous enough to believe that the

something had been told before, and would

be told again and again with cumulative

sweetness.

" Yes, Mab ? "

" I am the Miss Simpson !"

The accent upon the definite article was

startlingly emphatic. No manâ��least of all

a loverâ��eould doubt that this information,

so carefully suppressed, was of tremendous

importance to the speaker. Happily, John

was a man of sensibility and tact, Instantly

he dissembled, for it was quite unthinkable

that he should reply :â��

" My darling, never, never have I heard of

the Miss SimpSDn."

Afterwards he came to the conclusion that

the truth between lovers, however stark it

may appear, should prevail. Such wisdom

comes to most men and nearly all women too

late. John pressed her hand which happened

to lie in his.

" The Miss Simpson ? " he repeated. There

was an accent of awe in his voice.

" Yes," she murmured. " Dearest, do you

mind marrying a celebrity ? "

A celebrity! His blood curdled. He

racked his unhappy brains. Why had he

never heard of the Miss Simpson ? He

Vol. xlvL-58.

divined, poor wretch ! that anything even

approximating to an admission of such

ignorance would cost him dear. Desperately,

clutching at shadows of all celebrities, he

murmured as sweetly as she :â��

" Mind marryingâ��you ! But, why have

you kept this from me ? "

Her answer was even more perplexing than

what had gone before.

" You see, John, we decided, mother and

I, when we chose Murren, that it would be

wiser, less boring, if I came here incognita.

Simpson, fortunately, is a common name.

And we agreed not to talk shop, my shop. I

have never talked shop to you, for instance,

have 1 ? "

" Not that I can remember."

She laughed delightfully, showing her

pretty teeth and an enchanting pair of

dimples. John kissed her to hide his con-

fusion and distress. At this moment the

gods took pity on him. Mrs. Simpson

entered the small salon in which they sat.

Mabel jumped up :â��

" Mumsie, I have just told him."

John pulled himself together for a supreme

effort. He was no actor, but he felt at this

moment histrionic powers within.

" I am the proudest man on earth," he

affirmed.

A minute later he escaped. Wiping the

perspiration from his brow, he sought out his

friend, who had already promised to officiate

as best man.

" Henry," he gasped. " I have some

rather important news for you. I am about

to lead to the altar the Miss Simpson!"

Henry's face became absolutely blank.

" The Miss Simpson ? " he repeated.

" Surely, my dear fellow, you must have

heard of the Miss Simpson. Mabel is a

celebrity."

" Is she ? Forgive me, old man; I don't

want to hurt your feelings, but, honestly, I

have never heard of the Miss Simpson."
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" Nor have I," said John, miserably.

Then they both laughed.

John explained. It was vital, of course,

that he should find out at once everything

that was to be known about the celebrity,

butâ��how ? How ?

" Leave that to me," said the kindly

Henry.

" Hold hard ! Let's talk this over. In

what line could Mab be a celebrity ? "

Henry hazarded a wild guess.

" Novelist ? "

John shook his head.

" Impossible. I know 'em all by name."

" Actress ? "

" Try again. Between us we may arrive

at something. I know the names of actresses,

singers, pianists, fiddlers, painters, and

sculptors. We have this clue, old man: she

has not talked shop to me. Nowâ��wait !

We've talked over all the winter sports, and

she doesn't shine at any of them. We've

discussed books, pictures, and plays. And

music."

" Be perfectly calm, John. I've got it."

" Speak, or for ever hold your peace ! "

" I'll bet you she's a suffragette. Cat and

mouseâ��eh ? Escaped from starvationâ��

what ? "

" Mab doesn't look like that. Suffragette

â��no ! Suffragist, well, it's just possible."

" I'll ask Dalton ; he knows everything.

He's playing auction in the next room. You

sit tight till I come back."

John smoked four cigarettes before Henry

returned. One glance at his friend's honest

face was reassuring. He knew, and the

knowledge had not distressed him.

" It's all right. Dalton is a wonder.

Miss Simpson is a famous tennis player. She

got into the semi-finals at Wimbledon last

July. Dalton says she will be champion of

the world one day."

" Lady champion ? How awful! "

" Might be worse," said Henry, cheerfully.

" She might have been a lady doctor, or a

lady whistler."

" I hate lawn-tennis."

" So do I, but it's a nice, clean, healthy

game, although ruinous to the complexionâ��

in time."

They stared at each other with lack-lustre

eyes. Then Henry poured balm upon his

friend's lacerated tissues.

" Let's face this like men of the world.

You are engaged to be married to a really

charming girl. She's as fit as a fiddle and

hard as nails. You have a lot in common.

The thing is just right, barring this tennis,

but fortunately you have no profession and

an ample income."

" I don't quite take you, Henry ? "

" I mean this. You can trot about with

her to tournaments, and look after her."

" Pick up the balls ?" Deep despair

thrilled his pleasant voice.

" Cheer up ! I repeat, you can afford in

every sense of the word to humour Mabel

for a few months, to let her play her own

game in her own superlative way. Then "

" Please go on."

" As your best man I suppose that I have

a claim to officiate later on, as godfather.

Now, motherhood and lawn-tennis cham-

pionships don't trot in the same class.

See ? "

" I see. Yes ; there's something in that,

but it's a delicate subject, Henry, one that I

can't discuss, even with you.'

" Right ! But the odds now are against

her winning championships. Wait and see ! "

II.

John waited patiently.

His charming Mabel began to talk shop.

So did her mother, who was not quite so

charming.

The trio left Miirren and travelled together

to the Riviera, where John was introduced

to other tennis-playing celebritiesâ��Porson,

the Irish champion ; Macmurdo, the American

smasher ; Bott, and the mighty Windlesham.

He acquired the patter of his future wife's

profession ; and he sat beside Mrs. Simpson,

hour after hour, watching his Mabel, attired

in virgin white, as she drove ball after ball

down the side lines.

The " nuts " called her Venus Victrix !

They were married at the end of April.

Mrs. Simpson confessed that she was appre-

hensive about May weddings. John possessed

an ancient Tudor manor-house in Dorset, with

a sunk garden which was the joy of his heart,

but there was no tennis lawn. A court was

constructed, what is technically called an

en tout cas, and a wall covered with concrete

rose behind the stables. No less a person

than Bott superintended these important

improvements. He had entered with Mabel

for the Mixed Doubles at Wimbledon and else-

where, and he told John that he regarded his

playing partner as the coming woman.

John submitted meekly that Mabel had

already " arrived."

" She will win the All Comers'," said Bott,

fervently. " Think of what she has won

already ! " He had black hair, a yellow face,

and the profile of a chimpanzee, but John liked
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him, because the fellow was so keen, such

an uphill player, so cheery when off his

game.

Poor John nodded gloomily. He had

inherited some very beautiful silverâ��por-

ringers, salvers, tankards, and the likeâ��

which gleamed with mellow splendour upon

a Queen Anne dresser in the dining-room.

Mrs. Simpson had praised the dresser.

" It's rather nice," John admitted,

modestly.

" But, John, dear, how splendid Mabel's

pots will look on it ! "

Mabel's pots ! There were dozens of them,

culled from every silversmith in the Metro-

politan area.

" Some people/' continued Mrs. Simpson,

severely, " sell their pots and their jewellery.

Dear Mab has never degraded herself by doing

that. Take Tom Slagg "

" If you'll excuse me, I'd rather not,"

murmured John. " Enough is as good as a

feast."

" Tom Slagg sells everything. He keeps

a sort of jeweller's shop. I call him a ' pro.'

I am so proud of Mabel's trophies ! "

They were spread upon that ancient dresser.

They remained there. The eyes of dead-and-

gone Armitages glared down upon silver and

silver-gilt with ever-deepening reproach and

derision. John was sensible of their dis-

approval. He shared it, but what could he

say ? What could he do ? He did the one

thing possible and decent. He locked up the

tankards and porringers.

It was Bott who suggested the propriety

of inviting Windlesham and Mrs. Pragson to

spend three weeks in Dorset.

'" I must practise with Mabel," he said.

" You know Windlesham ; and Mrs. Pragson

is a corker. Forty-fiveâ��I give you my word

â��and still the most formidable woman in

Englandâ��bar two."

John would have barred them all except

Mabel, but he said not a word.

Mrs. Pragson arrived with many racquets.

She was short, squat, black-avised, with a

complexion that matched the Queen Anne

dresser. Windlesham accompanied her, the

ex-champion of the world. Photographs of

the new court and the old players appeared in

half-a-dozen papers. John read many para-

graphs as follows :â��

" Armitage Court is now the centre of the

liveliest interest. The ancient manor has

never, if we may say so, sheltered at one time

so many distinguished persons."

In the solitude of his own den John said :â��

" Confound it! "

III.

Tee gallant fellow tried to play the game

under his wife's tutelage. He practised

assiduously against the back-wall , he studied

tactics. In a single Mabel could give him

fifteen and owe forty ! She liked to play with

him, but Windlesham sternly forbade such

altruism. John agreed. Nothing must im-

peril Mabel's chances for the championship.

Occasionally he strayed into the nurseries

and glanced at his old toys. He busied him-

self with the management of his small estate,

and attended parochial and county councils.

His brother magistrates welcomed him on the

bench.

During the pleasant weeks which preceded

the Great Event John made only one blunder.

In a reactionary moment he invited Toomer

to spend a week-end with the celebrities.

Toomer had been John's school-fellow and

contemporary at Winchester, and after-

wards the two men had been fellow-under-

graduates at New. If Etonians, as a rule, are

pleasure-loving, while Harrovians are strenu-

ous, so also, without offence, one may describe

Wykehamists as philosophical. John was a

fair type of Wykeham's sons. He had easy

manners, much general knowledge, a sense

of humour, and a disposition to travel agree-

ably along the lines of least resistance.

Toomer was his antithesis. Toomer won

scholarships. Toomer took a high degree.

By this time he was well known as a capable

and rising man of letters, but admittedly a

crank.

Toomer loathed what he called ball-games.

That, possibly, may have been in John's

mind when he invited him to Armitage Court.

Had John been more candid, Toomer might

have declined the invitation.

Driving up from the station, which was a

comfortable four miles away, John said,

carelessly :â��

" By the way, the house is chock-a-block

with tennis sharps."

" Tennis sharps ! " repeated Toomer.

" Bott, Mrs. Pragson, Windlesham."

" Never heard of 'em," said Toomer.

To John's immense surprise, he felt a certain

irritation.

" You must have heard of Windlesham.

Hang it! He was open lawn-tennis champion

for three or four years in succession."

" Was he ? Poor devii ! What does he

do now ? An ex-champion is a pitiable

object."

John considered the question. His face

brightened.

" The truth is; old man, that Windlesham
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is the best of the lot. He's keen about other

things. Golf, for instance."

" Golf! Heaven help Mm ! "

" And dry fly-fishing."

" That's much better. I fish myself. A

successful fisherman must be an intelligent

man. Great opportunities, too, for intro-

spection and observation. How are you

getting on, John, with your microscopical

work ? " _ - *

"Down and out," replied John, uncon-

sciously quoting Bott, " It was only pat-

ball. I'm shaping nicely at the wall-game."

" Wall-game ? - You play football in

June?"

John explained. Toomer opened a capa-

cious mouth to reply, glanced at John's

amiable face, and remained for the first time

in his life absolutely silent.

At dinner that night Toomer sat next to

Mrs. Pragson, who was in wonderful form.

She could do just two things better than any

woman of her advanced yearsâ��play tennis

and talk about it afterwards. Said she to

Toomer:â��

" Extraordinary, isn't it, what adulation a

champion receives nowadays ? "

" You are speaking of Jack Johnson ? "

" Jackâ��Johnson ? "

" The coloured prize-fighter."

" I never heard of him. I was speaking

of the lawn-tennis champion."

Toomer was traite honest with her.

" Who is he ? " he asked.

Mrs. Pragson turned purple. That was

her only available tint in moments of excite-

ment. Then she addressed the assembled

company in tones of scathing scorn.

" Mr. Toomer," she announced, " does not

know the name of the present champion. I

positively refuse to enlighten him."

" It doesn't matter," said Toomer, grimly.

" I asked the question out of mere politeness.

Let us call him X ? Does X receive much

adulation ? "

" Tons and tons! More than anybody

else."

" Oh, come ! More than, let us say,

Madame Melba ? "

" I hope so. Our enthusiasm about music

and all that sort of thing is rather a pose.

If you had saidâ��Jessop ? "

" And who is Jessop ? " asked Toomer.

Bott's prominent eyes nearly popped out

of his head. He asked, solemnly :â��

"Is it possible that you have never seen

Jessop bat ? "

" Oh ! a cricketer. Yes, yes, I have

heard of Jessop."

" It is quite obvious," remarked Mrs.

Pragson, " that you don't care about games.

Mr. Toomer." â�  . /

" I don't," said Toomer. " I have never

shattered my self-respect by hitting at, or

kicking, a ball. Well, well, I had no intention-

of astonishing you " (Oh, Toomer !),

*Â£' but short sight and varicose veins have

constrained me to give my attention and

Interest to literature and art." He con-

tinued pleasantly : " All of you play games,

but you must admit that one can't talk about

them, not, I mean, intelligently for more than

five minutes at a time."

" I beg your pardon."

" Pray doflrt misunderstand me. It is

possible, of course, to prattle on for ever and

ever about golf. For my sins I have over-

heard such futile twaddle, but I was immensely

struck by one thing."

" May I ask you to explain ? " *; *

" I was about to do so. What applies to

golf applies equally to all chatter about

games. Tom allows Dick to buck about his

confounded round, because it is mutually

agreed between them that Dick is to have

his innings later on. But Tom doesn't

listen to Dick, and Dick doesn't listen to Tom.

That, I submit, is not intelligent conversation.

It's a singularly British and foolish sort of

compromise between two bores."

John, at the head of his hospitable board,

smiled nervously. Everybody else stared,

open-mouthed, at Toomer. He went on :â��

" Conversation, to-day, has become

atrophied by disuse."

Mrs. Pragson perceived an opportunity to

score, and seized it.

" We all believe in practice," she said.

" Please go on, Mr. Toomer. Will you

deign to converse with us ? "

Toomer accepted the challenge. During

the rest of dinner he held forth amazingly.

Never had he talked better. John kept him

going. But he left early upon Monday

morning, and he said to John, when he took

leave :â��

" My dear old man, you are going to seed.

You've got the wrong crowd about you.

Why, dash it ! that ass, Bott, patronizes you.

Henry and I were speaking about you the

other day at the club. You've married a

dear little girl, but, good Lord ! you haven't

married her gang, have you ? "

" The fact is," said John, " I'm marking

time. I'm looking on for the moment, sort

of umpire. Don't you worry ! "

" I do worry," said the honest Toomer.

With that parting shot he went his way.
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"OLD HIGGS WAS DRIVING TERRIFICALLY, SENDING THE BALLS TO MABEL'S BACK HAND. MABEL

GAME AFTER DEUCE HAD

Bott expressed the general sense of John's

other guests, when he remarked :â��

" That fellow Toomer is un-English ! "

IV.

At Wimbledon, in July, Mabel triumphed

gloriously. She fought her way, smilingly,

to the top of the tennis tree. She won the

semi-final of the All Comers' Ladies' Singles.

Bott and she were only barely defeated in

the final of the Mixed Doubles.

The great match for the All Comers'

followed. It took place, of course, in the

centre court, and attracted an immense

crowd. John watched the sets from his

seat in the competitors' gallery. Mabel's

fame shed a reflected lustre upon him.

Everybody talked tennis to him. Maidens,

with the complexion and the stride of an

Indian chief, entreated his advice. One

or two demanded his autograph ! When

an eminent jurist asked him suddenly what

he thought of the political situation, he

replied:â��

" 'Vantage, I think, to server ! "

Outwardly he was calm. But civil war

waged within. He was more in love with his

pretty wife than ever, and her conduct

throughout the long tournament evoked his

sincere respect and admiration. For her

dear sake he prayed for victory; for his own,

he dared to adumbrate defeat. Victory

meant a prolongation of purgatory for him,

but it would exalt her to the highest heaven.

Defeated, Mabel might give a thought to the

empty nursery. John ground his teeth with

rage when he thought of Armitage Court

passing to his next of kin, whom he detested.
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RETURNED THEM, SMILING. THE CROWD HOWLED ITSELF HOARSE WHEN SHE CAPTURED THE THIRD

BEEN CALLED NINE TIMES."

Mabelâ��God bless herâ��would make the most

delightful mother. She had good sense,

good temper, good health. What attributes

for a potential matron !

Her antagonist provoked comparisons and

uneasy speculations. Mrs. Higginbotham

was an ex - champion, one of the old

Wimbledon Guard. Her face was as terrify-

ing as her overhand service. Mabel, alas !

served underhand, and, therefore, was

manifestly at a disadvantage. The ex-cham-

pion was famous for her all - round stroke

equipment, andâ��as the reporters saidâ��the

" fine generalship which directed it." Mabel,

on the other hand, was much younger, more

active, and a finer back-line player.

The experts predicted a tremendous match,

a fight to the closest finish. More, it was

whispered that the winner of the All Comers'

would be Open Champion. The holder was

said to be out of form.

During the first two games Mabel scored

but one point. Mrs. Higginbotham " rushed "

her. The redoubtable lady " ran in " on

her judiciously-placed service, and smashed

Mabel's returns. Bott whispered to John :â��

" Old Higgs can't keep that up. It tiresâ��

even me."

Mabel smiled confidently. Again Bott

whispered to John :â��

" Mabel's smile warms the cockles of my

heart. She has the temperament. Old

Higgs hasn't. If Mabel gets the best of her

presently, hair will be flying about the court ! "

" Mrs. Higginbotham looks ferocious."

" Yes ; early in life she got the tennis face."

John sighed. Would his Mabel acquire

those deep furrows between her pretty brows,
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that prim expression, those massive shoulders

and hips ?

Biff ! Bang !

Old Higgs was driving terrifically, sending

the balls to Mabel's back hand. Mabel

returned them, smiling. The crowd howled

itself hoarse when she captured the third

game after deuce had been called nine times.

Bott was trembling' with excitement and

enthusiasm. John became acutely sensible

that this man beside him was keener than

himself. He heard Bott saying :â��

" Popular opinion counts in these contests.

The will of the crowd. Ninety-nine out of

every hundred here want Mabel to win.

That's an asset ! "

" Shush-h-h ! " murmured Porson, who

was just behind. John realized that this

match ought to be played in breathless

silence.

The result went up on the great scoring-

board. The voice of the umpire drifted

across the ground :â��

" Three games to one. Mrs. Higginbotham

leads."

John felt that his satisfaction was indecent.

He muttered to himself : " My Mab must win.

I really want her to win. She deserves to

win."

The stand rocked when Mabel took the

fifth game. She had begun to pass her

antagonist down the side lines. Again and

again her balls pitched within a few inches of

them.

" What a lovely length ! " said Bott.

Old Higgs won the sixth game on her ser-

vice, but she moved less swiftly to the centre

of the court. Then a very demon of energy

and determination seemed to possess her.

Bott had to admit that she w\as irresistible.

She had grasped the vital necessity of over-

whelming a younger and more active player.

First set to Mrs. Higginbotham ! Six games

to two !

The two women met near the umpire's

chair. John could see that Mabel was saying

something pleasant to the ex-champion. What

a darling ! What a sportswoman ! Toomer

ought to have seen that.

Old Higgs smiled grimly as she listened to

Mabel's congratulations. Mabel had not

turned a hair. John's- heart bounded within

him. Bott, however, was grinding his teeth

and making inarticulate noises. His face

brightened when he saw Mrs. Higginbotham's

hand go to her mouth.

" Thank the Lord ! " he exclaimed.

" What's up ? " inquired John. By this

time any mean wish that his beloved might

be defeated had passed from him. He would

have melted down the porringers and tank-

ards and turned his famous Gainsborough face

to the wall had such sacrifices been exacted

by the gods.

" Old Higgs has indigestion."

" What ? "

" She's just stuffed a bismuth lozenge into

her mouth. There goes another. Yes, the

poor old girl is a wonder, but that running up

on her service has been too much for her little

Mary."

Mabel won the first two games of the

recond set, after a terrific and memorable

duel a oulrance.

Her steady returns down the side lines, her

self-possession, and above all her lobbing,

defeated the more brilliant veteran. The

crowd became delirious. The gift of prophecy

descended upon Bott. He gripped John's

arm fiercely as he whispered :â��

" Mabel will take this set fairly easily.

Then we shall see the most interesting game

of the year. Old Higgs will pull herself

together. She'll play canny. Mabel will

be over-confident. I can hardly look on."

And John saw that his face was white and

drawn. He asked himself the abominable

question: " Ought Mab to have married

Bott ? "

Mabel took the second set, but not easilyâ��

fourteen games were played. The Higgin-

botham revealed discouragement by little

gestures of annoyance. Twice she was within

a point of winning the set. And then occurred

an incident which will be repeated for ever

and ever when champions and ex-champions

gather together. The umpire had just de-

clared " Deuce ! " The Higginbotham served

a fault. Her second service struck the top

of the net. Bott was confident of this ; so

was John. But the umpireâ��umpires are

not infallibleâ��declared otherwise. Mabel's

clear voice was heard in protest.

" It was a let."

The umpire frowned. Mabel had returned

the service. In a portentous tone he delivered

his ultimatum :â��

" 'Vantage to striker."

The Higginbotham served another fault.

Obviously the wrong decision of the umpire

had disturbed her. Her second service was

lamentably weak. It pitched short, bound-

ing high. Mabel never failed to punish such

weak deliveries. This, indeed, was her

famous push shot, taught to her by Bottâ��a

crisp, low return across the court. She raised

her racquetâ��and let the ball go by !

The shout that ascended from the spectators
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will never be forgotten by those who heard

it. Deliberately, after her own graceful

fashion, Mabel had righted a wrong, giving

back the lost point to her antagonist with a

smile which captivated the multitude.

" I couldn't have done that," said Bott.

" What a girl! What a woman ! "

" What a wife ! " thought John.

The third and final set began in impressive

silence. From a technical point of view it

was not so interesting as those which had pre-

ceded it. Neither player dared to be brilliant.

The Higginbotham remained on the back

" This is only a game."

But he knew it w:as much more than that.

It seemed to him, as he stared at his wife,

that this " game," the game which he secretly

detested, was revealing to him a new Mabel.

He began to understand what games have

done for England, what the winning and the

losing may mean in their ultimate effect upon

character. And he knew instinctively that

defeat, not victory, would reveal his young

wife to him, so that he would see her with

clear vision. If her courage failed, if her

smile vanished, then he would have to acknow -

' FIVE GAMES ALL ! ' THE EXCITEMENT WAS BEGINNING TO TELL UPON JOHN. HE EXPERIENCED

ODD THRILLS CHASING THEMSELVES UP AND DOWN HIS SPINAL COLUMN."

line, the ball travelled from one end to the

other with a precision that became mono-

tonous. Throughout this set the elder woman,

although betraying signs of distress, played

with increasing judgment and steadiness.

" She'll just pull it off," said Bott. " The

fire is going out of Mabel's drive ; her back

hand is getting weaker."

The veteran was well aware of this.

Five games all !

The excitement was beginning to tell upon

John. He experienced odd thrills chasing

themselves up and down his spinal column.

He shoved his hands deep into his pockets,

because they were trembling. Twice tears

came into his eyes. He reflected :â��

VoL xlvi.-B9.

ledge that this game was indeed too big

a thing in her eyes, that winning it meant

the loss of a sense of proportion, a monstrous

inflation of heart and head.

The Higginbotham won the sixth game

easily.

John gazed at Mabel as she crossed into

the other court. For an instant their eyes

met. Her glance was not reassuring. He

beheld a tennis face in its first phase of manu-

facture. Mabel still smiled, but the smile

was set and hard. Faint lines showed them-

selves upon her smooth forehead. There was

an unmistakable likeness between her and

the Higginbotham.

She began to serve.
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The ex-champion returned the ball into

the net. The crowd remained chivalrously

silent.

" Fifteenâ��love," proclaimed the umpirg.

The next service skimmed over the net,

and twisted away from the Higginbotham's

left hand. It was only possible to return such

a ball into a place where Mabel rushed in to

receive it. She smashed it on to the back

line, and the chalk flew. Nevertheless the

linesman gave it " out."

" Fifteen all," announced the umpire.

There was a groan from the crowd who had

just seen the chalk fly. A memorable rally

followed. It seemed to John that the players

had turned into machines. The ball was

driven from back line to back line with

astounding velocity. John put up his glasses,

powerful binoculars. Mabel was still smiling,

as if tennis were the best fun in the world, but

John noticed that just as she hit the ball

with that upward lift which distinguished her

drive, she winced as if in pain. It never

occurred to him that it might be physical

pain.

Fifteenâ��thirty !

Mab served a short one. The ex-champion

banged it violently down the right side line.

It was difficult to determine whether the ball

was just in or just out

" Fifteenâ��forty," declared the umpire.

Everybody howled with delight when

Mabel won the next two points.

" Deuce."

And then Luckâ��that diabolical factor in

all gamesâ��took a hand in this game. Mabel

served from the right court. The ball was

well placed. Mrs. Higginbotham returned it

fast and low. Mabel waited for it upon the

back line. But it touched the top of the net

and fell dead !

" Curse it! " cried Bott, in an agonized

voice.

Mabel served again. Once more began a

long rally, each woman standing a couple of

yards behind the back line. And 'again, with

his glasses upon his wife's face, John noticed

the odd little wince as Mabel drove the ball,

the pressure of her white teeth upon her

lower lip.

An angry roar rose from the crowd, followed

by shouts of applause. Luck for the last

time favoured Mrs. Higginbotham. A fierce

drive topped the net, and fell dead,

The players approached each other; and

the vast difference between them was tre-

mendously impressive. Mabel showed no

signs of the battle; the elder woman was

haggard and gasping. Mabel held out her

hand, smiling. Mrs. Higginbotham saw the

fresh young face close to hers, saw the

generous beam in the eyes, heard the generous

words of congratulation. During her stren-

uous life she had scorned sentiment, or any

display of feeling in public. Always she had

fought hard for victory, neither ashamed of

showing keenness, nor disappointment when

she lost. To the amazement of friends and

enemies, the winner of the All Comers' bent

down and kissed Mabel. Bott shouted. Then

he turned to the silent husband.

" By Jove ! old man, if the crowd could

get at her, she would be kissed to death ! "

V.

The Press said that Mabel's defeat had been

a greater achievement than the ex-cham-

pion's victory. After dinner that night, when

Mabel's health was drunk, John made a

short speech.

" I have a little present for my wife," he

said. " A surprise. The country tourna-

ments are ahead of us, and I mean to buy for

her a motor caravan. She has chosen the

Southern circuit, and we shall have a glorious

time travelling leisurely from place to place."

" It will be a triumphal, almost a royal,

progress," affirmed Bott.

" I think not," said Mabel, quietly.

All eyes were turned upon her. She stood

up, and those present remarked afterwards

that she looked at nobody except her husband.

" I shall not play in public again."

The announcement, made so emphatically,

so convincingly, aroused a storm of protest

and interrogation.

When silence was established, Mabel con-

tinued :â��

" I have a bad tennis-elbow. I showed it

to a surgeon yesterday. He warned me that

if I played to-day, I might never play again,

but I did play. Please don't pity me. In

my opinion tennis is the grandest and jolliest

game there is, but it is not everything in life."

Her voice softened oddly, and a quaver in it

held everybody mute. " I am going back to

my home. I am going alone with John. We

shall begin our real honeymoon to-morrow."



Does "Raffles Exist?

""â� â�¢The Myth of the

Gentleman

Burglar.

HE gentleman burglar is a

myth. When, quite recently,

I made this statement and

was promptly invited to

demonstrate the fact in your

columns, I did not suspect

how widespread was the

opinion to the contrary which I should be

By Monsieur ALPHONSE

BERTILLON,

Chief of the Identification Department

of the Paris Police.

M Bertillon. the celebrated inventor of the system of

identifying criminals by means of fingermarks, having

made a public statement that the gentleman burglar has

no actual existence, has, in the following article, fully

developed his theory for the benefit of readers of this

Magazine. The result is a most interesting article

from the greatest living expert on the subject, throwing

a strong light on the methods not only of the criminal

but of the detective.

obliged to rectify. The opportunity is a

good one for correcting a few other erroneous

but popular beliefs about the world's thieves

and " crooks," who constitute a very ex-

clusive social group, to which, with rare

exceptions, only those are admitted who have

proved themselves worthy of the privilege.

Novelists write glibly about this confra-

ternity of rogues, but they know it only on the

surface. Either they invent their pretended

facts or they borrow them. When they

borrow, it is from the alleged " memoirs " of

famous detectives, which are invariably

publishers' " fakes." The honest seeker after

the truth will not learn much from occasional

visits to the saloons and dens frequented by

thieves. His appearance is the signal for a

dead silence, followed by a general departure.

The detective is, as a rule, much more

friendly and communicative. Proud of his

role as a protector of society, it flatters his
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vanity to exaggerate, otten to a grotesque

degree, the intelligence and multiple capacities

of the quarry that he is hunting, of the

criminal who is his real partner in this game

of hide and seek.

The true psychology of the detective has

yet to be elucidated. You have little idea

how modest they are when they talk amongst

themselves. Modern scientific methods help

them to unravel certain difficult problems

which would have bewildered them some

years ago, but what the police all the world

over has mainly to rely on is paid information.

In the United States, to judge from the

promises of rewards which reach us daily, the

system of paying for information is practised

openly. Here in France if is carefully dis-

guised.

Now, the detective's chief business is to

provoke talk, and then to test its sincerity.

It is in conversations, cleverly and carefully

prompted, with a certain class of people

that he is most likely to find the clue he

WHERE THE FINGER-PRINTS ARE STORED.

The Service of Judicial Identity at the Parit Prefecture of Police, where more than

half a million identificalion-cardi are kept.

Fi om a Photograph. r

is searching for. When he thinks that he is

on the track of a conclusive revelation, what he

next has to do is to test the good faith and

the accuracy of his informant. The people

whose loquaciousness is most precious to him

are domestic servants. Give me the detective

who has a special talent for worming himself,

without exciting suspicion, into the con-

fidence of a caretaker, an under-valet, or a

chambermaid, and I will make you a present

of Sherlock Holmes.

The detective rarely has anything like the

knowledge popularly attributed to him of

the antecedents of the criminal he is tracking

down. False names and disguises help to

mystify him, and it is only when the arrest

has been made and the prisoner has passed

through our Anthropometric Department

that his true identity and the record of his

previous condemnations are made clear.

Now, I have in my departmentâ��the

Service of Judicial Identity â�� at the Paris

Prefecture of Police more than half a million

identification-cards, both of French citizens

and of foreigners, which have been laboriously

collected for twenty years past. And I can

certify this : amongst them there are very few

gentlemen by birthâ��so few indeed that I

practically have the history of each one of

them at my fingers' ends.

And among these ex-gentle-

men never have I come

across one single professional

burglar.

The reason is simple.

When a man of good birth

covets his neighbour's goods,

his first thoughts do not fly

to the use of the " jimmy."

He takes up shady finance,

which is likely to be more

profitable than breaking

into people's houses, while

the risk of punishment, in

case of failure, is consider-

ably less. To be a burglar

you must be a " handy-

man," with some technical

ability. There is the thief

who specializes in false keys.

He is always more or less of

a locksmith. The coiner

must understand the gal-

vanoplastic casting of

metals. The use of the

oxyhydric blowpipe for

fusing the steel plates of a

strong-box, the manipula-

tion of the dynamite cart-

ridge, that " Open Sesame " to the most com-

plicated of locks, cannot be learned in a day.

Technical schools for burglars not having yet

been established, it is in the metallurgical

factory, as a former artisan, that the burglar

has, as a rule, acquired his knowledge.
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But you ask me : What about the degene-

rate gentlemen who fall from the upper social

ranks to which they belong, after losing

everything they possess through the influence

of gambling, women, and drink ? They

never become thieves in the professional sense

of the term. Either they profit by bitter

experience or are reclaimed by their friends

when half-way on the road to ruin, or they

go on sinking lower and lower until they

reach a depth of degradation which it is

almost impossible to conceive.

gentlemen. Misery and abjection have anni-

hilated all ambition, all shame, and all will-

power. They have no resistance left. The

discipline and the uniform of a prison or

an asylum may revive in them, for the time

being at any rate, the shadow of former decent

habits and correct manners, but nothing else

will.

There is a third type : the man of good

birth, clever, active, but profoundly immoral,

who has squandered his last cent in a life of

dissipation and debauchery, and is ready to

V

EXAMPLES OF "GENTLEMEN" CRIMINALS.

The one on the left

all meant of cunning devices.

a foreign nobleman who hat sunk to absolute beesary â�  the one on the riflht is a crook who catches his prey by

rices. It wi.l be noticed that neither of these types ever becomes a buratar in the ordinary sense of the word.

From PhoOfgraph*.

Never shall I forget the shock that I ex-

perienced when my professional duties first

brought me into contact with a human ship-

wreck of this description. A poor wretch,

covered with nameless rags â�� this is what

had become, in little less than fifteen years,

Baron L. de B., a man of first-class education,

and, what is more, of brilliant gifts, for he

had passed with the highest distinction

through the Ecole des Beaux Arts (the Fine

Arts School), and had been awarded the most

coveted of all prizes open to French art

students, the Prix de Rome.

The habitual vagabond, sprung from the

people, never sinks so low as this. He main-

tains a certain mastery over himself. Per-

haps the unwonted caprice may seize him to

do a day's work. In view of such an eventu-

ality he is always provided with a little pocket

" necessary," containing a piece of soap, a

brush and comb, needles and thread, so that

if need be he can present a fairly decent

appearance before a possible employer. Not

so with the " hoboes " who have once been

adopt any expedient which will help to main-

tain him in his social position. Here is an

example drawn from the gay circles of the

smartest Parisian society. Count Georges

de C. belongs to one of the most aristocratic

families in France, whose ancestors are

famous for having founded one of our oldest

colonies. He was first brought under my

professional notice in connection with a crime,

provoked by jealousy, of which he came very

near to being the victim. His inherited

fortune had already been dissipated. He

was handsome, with perfect manners, and

had the brain of a first-class engineer, but

the brain only, for there was no solid instruc-

tion behind it. I said to myself at the time :

" Young man, you and I are destined to meet

again." However, twenty years elapsed

before my prophecy came true. In the

meanwhile Count de C. continued to cut a

brilliant figure at all the fashionable watering-

places. Now and again, of course, a shadow

fell upon the picture. At one time it was a

sensational duel, and the whisper went round
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that the Count had been accused of cheating

at cards. His two sisters with their titled

husbands, all of them as smart and good-

looking as himself, constituted a glittering

centre of attraction to every moneyed " mug "

anxious for social introductions who crossed

their path. There was not a shady trick

which they did not successfully practise.

They sold old pictures and jewellery, they

placed bogus mining shares, and acted as

betting and matrimonial agents. It was this

last-named expedient, a marriage affair,

conducted with less than their ordinary

prudence, which brought them within the

clutch of the criminal law. Some poor ninny

in their own rank of life had been induced by

false pretences to advance money on the

prospective dowry of a rich girl who had

never had the least intention of marrying

him. The victim had even supplied funds

for the purchase of engagement presents,

which the Count had pocketed. The penalty

was not a very severe oneâ��not nearly severe

enoughâ��but it sufficed to rid a certain society

of the De C.'s. Do not imagine, however, that

this gang will now be driven to commit

burglaries. They will do nothing so foolish.

A simple change of name, and they will seek

further dupes in a social circle a little less

elevated than that which they have hitherto

robbed, and where they will not be recognized.

What we police officials notice in a general

way is that crime increases in proportion as

its legal repression becomes less severe and

the public feeling of reprobation diminishes.

Moreover, each new development of civiliza-

tion brings in its trail a novel form of crime.

Take, for instance, the vast new palace hotels,

the network of which, spread practically over

the entire globe, is an innovation of recent

years. The immediate result has been the

spontaneous creation of a new type of thief

â��the rats d'hotel, as we call themâ��" hotel

rats." In view of their relative insignificance,

I should hesitate to refer to them, were it

not for the fact that many good people have

declared them to be creatures of imagination

invented by the police.

Their modus operandi, which is always the

same, consists in introducing themselves

into first-plass hotels in the character of ordi-

nary travellers, or more often still as domestics,

and sometimes, when they hunt in couples,

as master and servant. Having carefull

studied the situation of the bedrooms and

the system of locks employed, they select

their prey. False keys are made and fitted,

or an accomplice first saws the screws of the

locks level with the door. Then in the dead of

night the " hotel rat," having enveloped his

head with a black veil so as to be invisible

when slinking along the corridors, and with

his face hidden by a black velvet mask,

creeps on all fours into his victim's room

and rifles clothes and trunks of the valuables

that they contain.

The " hotel rat's " greatest triumph has

been the invention of the ouistiti. In the

vocabulary of the zoologist the ouistiti is a

" striated monkey," but in burglar's argot,

â�¢or slang, it is a little instrument by means of

which locks can be unlocked as if by magic,

on condition, however, that the inmate of the

room has taken the unwise precaution of

leaving the key inside the lock, under the

impression that this will prevent the insertion

of any other key. In the pioneer stage of

this particular form of burglary a bullet-

extractor was used, but since all the detectives

in the world became familiar with it, the

ouistiti is disguised under the form of a pedi-

cure's knife, a boot-hook, or a moustache

curling-iron, which only assumes practical

shape after being unscrewed from the handle

and remounted. The ouistiti then becomes

a pair of elongated pincers, by which the thief

is enabled to seize the steel head of the key

through the keyhole, and thus noiselessly

and instantaneously to open the door. Is it

necessary to add that this new school of

burglary has more to do with the science of

the perfect locksmith than with the instincts

and accomplishments that are commonly

attributable to the perfect gentleman ? It is

true that when arrested they often claim

titles of nobility, generally those of the

families in which they have formerly served,

and sometimes they have the audacity to

insist upon them as genuine, even in the

presence of the judge. Given an imaginative

reporter, catering for a credulous public, and

at once you have the " gentleman burglar "

served hot.

But perhaps it is in one of the famous

international gangs who specialize in robberies

from jewellers' stores that you expect to find

the " gentleman " thief ? I do not refer, of

course, to those who break into jewellers'

premises at night, who would really have no

occasion for the display of elegant manners,

however refined their natural instincts might

be. But I will specify two typical cases with

which the Paris police were recently called

upon to deal, both of which occurred at

jewellers' stores in the ultra-fashionable Rue

de la Paix. They illustrate the two classic

methods of the " sneak" thief, and inci-

dentally explain why the victim often persists
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in maintaining, in spite of the clearest evidence

to the contrary, that no common rogue could

have robbed him.

In the first instance a man and a woman

entered the jeweller's store and asked to be

shown some high-priced gems. They left

without buying anything, and as soon as

they were gone the jeweller discovered the

loss of a valuable ruby ring and a splendid

sapphire brooch set with brilliants. What

had happened ? The salesman whose special

duty it was to exercise a discreet watch over

new customers

had noticed

nothing. Then a

little incident

was remembered

which tended to

throw a light

upon the mys-

tery. Just as the

lady was handed

the ring to

examine, the

yelling of a dog,

which was appa-

rently being

throttled, was

heard coming

from the street

outside. There

was a man on

the side-walk, in

the uniform of

a porter, holding

two dogs in leash.

No doubt these

were the pets of

ladies who were

doing their bar-

gaining in some

neighbouring

establishment,

and they had

been entrusted to

hiscare. Thesilly

fellow had allowed the leads to get tangled

up, and the dogs were having a desperate set-

to. One was a poodle, the other a big

Pomeranian. The poodle was evidently get-

ting the worst of it. " Oh, the poor little

thing ! " exclaimed the tender-hearted lady

in the store, putting the ring down upon the

counter; " do go to its rescue, one of you

men ! " The attention of everybody in the

store had been momentarily attracted to the

agonizing scene. This was the thieves'

opportunity. The " porter" in charge of

the two dogs was, of course, an accomplice.

This is the 1

as if by magi

Here

In the other case a couple, giving the names

of the Comte and Comtesse de W., hired an

apartment in a fashionable hotel near the

Opera quarter, which happened to have two

exits. The " Comte" visited F.'s famous

jewellery store in the Place Vendome, and,

having selected a magnificent pearl necklace,

asked for it to be sent on approval to the

Comtesse, who was unable to leave the hotel.

On the excuse that the Comtesse was ill i.i

bed, the salesman to whom the necklace had

been entrusted was discreetly persuaded to

remain in an

anteroom while

the "Comte "

was showing the

pearls to his wife.

He heard a sound

of chairs being

moved about,

then of doors

being closed, and

after a lengthy

wait discovered

that his cus-

tomers had dis-

appeared and

that he hiâ��self

was a prisoner,

locked in the de-

s e r t e d apart-

ment.

In both these

instances the

police were not

long in laying

their hands on

the delinquents.

Oddly enough,

the same expla-

nation was forth-

coming from

both jewellers:

the thieves were

so faultlessly got

up, and showed

such high-bred manners, that it was im-

possible not to have been taken in by them.

Yet what a disillusion when they arrived,

handcuffed, at the police commissary's office.

The flashy, shoddy clothes, the flaming red

cravats, the sham diamond pins ! With

" crook " stamped unmistakably upon every

feature, these were the sorry scoundrels who

had managed to pass themselves off in the

Rue de la Paix, of all places in the world, as

secretaries of foreign Embassies and holders

of historic French titles ! Even the police

records, quickly hunted up, which proved

THE "OUISTITI."

given to a little instrument with which locks can be picked

shown some of the many forms in which it is disguised.

From a Photograph.
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PR A DO-A type of the

educated criminalâ��a robber

and a murderer.

SOMI

CRIMINAL TYPES

From Photograph*.

that the two men were ex-valets and that one

of the female accomplices had been a lady's

maid and the other a dressmaker's mannequin,

while all .had been in prison times out of

number for similar thefts, merely sufficed to

convince the victimized jewellers against

their will.

Rather than admit their own

PRANZINI-Robber Â«nd lack of perspicacity or acknowledge

nurderer. a representative .1 V _ j r

cosmoDol.tan adventurer. the negligence and stupidity of

their employes, they will continue

to maintain among their friends and col-

leagues in the trade that the rogues who

caught them napping must undoubtedly have

belonged to the highest circles of society.

This sa isfies their amour-propre, and may calm

the apprehensions of their financial backers,

should they happen to be trading with

borrowed capital. So the foolish

legend of the gentleman thief is

fostered and propagated. But the

cruel limelight of the Anthro-

pometric Department promptly chases

away these aristocratic illusions. There it

is discovered that the " gentleman burglar "

and his lady accomplice are not content with

rifling hotel bedrooms and thieving from a

jeweller's stock, but they consistently cheat

the poor washerwoman of her lawful due.

Doubtless you have never heard of " Monsieur

Bob." Well, long before police dogs were

invented a jeweller whose store was

in the Palais Royal had trained a

little poodle to perform very useful

detective work. Less sure of his

own judgment than some of his

colleagues, he placed absolute faith in the

pet's power of scent. It is unnecessary to

insist upon the details. Suffice it to say that

when a new customer entered the store

Monsieur Bob had a sniff at his boots. No

patent leather, however new, was proof

against this canine inquisition. A sharp

yelp, and Monsieur Bob's master was made

privately aware of the personal habits of the

" aristocrat " with whom he was

dealing.

There remains to be considered

a special type of criminal ruffian

who, without any pretence to an

exalted social origin, or even

elegance of manners, often possesses both

enterprise and courage. Pranzini, guillo-

tined in Paris some1 years ago for robbing and

murdering a demi-mondaine, was thoroughly

representative of this class of cosmopolitan

adventurerâ��rastaquoueres, as the Parisians

call them. Pranzini was born in Alexandria,

of Italian parents, and "was merely an

EMU E HENRY, burglar

and dynamiter, who, though

fairly well educated, pre-

ferred to wear a workman's

blouse.

RAVACHOL, burglar and

dynamiter, a former miner,

who usually wore a frock-

coat and silk hat
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interpreter by profession, but his success

in feminine circles was amazing. Incredible

as it may seem, the police, after his arrest,

acting with the consent of the judicial autho-

rities, handed back to a young Canadian lady,

who moved in the best society and was of

irreproachable character, an amorous corre-

spondence which she had carried on with

Pranzini, every line of which displayed an

infatuation, combined with an ignorance of the

world, which simply took one's breath away.

As one of the rare exceptions to which

every rule is subject, I will cite Prado, who,

like Pranzini, was both a robber and a

murderer, but was infinitely superior to him

from the point of view of education. In

fact, his intellectual attainments were nothing

less than amazing. The accompanying photo-

graph of him without collar or cravat, which

I took an hour after his arrestâ��a most diffi-

cult oneâ��gives no idea of what his appearance

must have been when free. The fierce

eloquence of his defence before the Assize

Court disturbed the equanimity even of the

lawyers who were prosecuting him, and left

an ineffaceable impression on the memory

of those who heard it. In spite of all his

efforts, and by very reason of the surprise

occasioned by his transcendent talent, the

verdict was against him. The proofs of his

crime were overwhelming, and, the greater

the gifts that Nature had endowed him with,

the more guilty and the more dangerous to

society did he seem to be. His real origin

has always remained a mystery. It was

widely believed that he was the natural son

of the President of a South American

Republic. However that may have been,

it is undoubtedly among those who have

been bora and brought up on Fortune's out-

skirts, who as children have received a first-

class education, followed, perhaps, on the

.brink of manhood by an unjustifiable abandon-

ment on the part of their natural protectors,

that the type might be found of the gentleman

criminal so dear to our novelists, a type

we have searched for in vain in our judicial

archives.

How did the " gentleman burglar " come

to be invented ? To answer this question

we must go back to the period of social

upheaval which, at the end of the eighteenth

and the beginning of the nineteenth centuries,

accompanied and followed the great French

Revolution. During the terrible civil wars

which then prevailed in France bands of

ruffians traversed the country under the

command of real noblemen, who, on the

pretext of combating the Republic, com-

Vol. xlvLâ��eo.

mitted the most atrocious crimes. Then, in

the general confusion caused by the abdica-

tion of Napoleon, a most singular impostor

arose. An escaped convict, named Cognard,

famous even to this day, having murdered

one of Napoleon's generals, Comte de Sainte-

Heldne, and stolen his family papers, succeeded

in impersonating his victim, installed himself

in the murdered nobleman's house, was

accepted at the War Office and at Court, and

even held reviews of troops. But another

escaped convict, who had been his chain-

companion at the hulks, recognized Cognard

in the midst of his splendour, demanded hush-

money, and, enraged at his refusal, denounced

the sham general to the Ministry of Justice.

Cognard was sent back to the chain, and

shortly afterwards died. His adventures un-

doubtedly inspired our greatest novelist with

the immortal character of Vautrin, the

enigmatical ex - convict, burglar, highway-

man, and brilliant man of the world, known

to his former " pals " at the galleys as "Trompe-

la-Mort," who plays such a dramatic role in

Balzac's " Human Comedy." All the "gentle-

men burglars" who transmit such agree-

able little sensations of imaginary fear

through the nervous system of the modern

novel - reader, comfortably installed in an

arm - chair, are the natural descendants

of Vautrin, and are modelled on the same

purely illusionary type. For, whatever the

fictitious Vautrin may have been in the

imagination of Balzac, the real Cognard was

not a gentleman.

Even the Anarchists, who have loomed

largely of late in the public eye, though they

pretend to justify their crimes on the basis

of social doctrine, are not drawn from the

upper classes. There are no "gentlemen

burglars " amongst them.

I give the portraits of two of them,

both burglars and dynamiters (both ulti-

mately guillotined), but each belonging to

a different level of society. Emile Henry,

who had been fairly well educated and might

have passed as a " Monsieur "â��that is to

say, a respectable citizen of the middle class

â��preferred, out of pretentiousness, to wear a

workman's blouse; while the sinister Ravachol,

a former miner, who could barely write his

name, believed that a frock - coat and a

tall silk hat gave him an air of cultivated

refinement. And yet, in spite of their

efforts, neither succeeded in disguising his

origin, as a comparison between the photo-

graphs shows. A frock-coat does not make

a gentleman burglar, any more than the

cowl makes the monk.



PERPLEXITIES.

^/ltL Some Easy Puzzles for Beginners. By Henry E. Dudeney.

160.â��THE BARRELS OF HONEY.

A rich but honest merchant of Bagdad bequeathed

all his possessions to his three sons in equal shares.

The only difficulty that arose was over the stock of

honey. There

were twenty-

one barrels.

The instruc-

tions were

that not only

should every

son receive an

equal quan-

tity of honey,

but should re-

ceive exactly

the same number of barrels, and that no honey should

be transferred from barrel to barrel, on account of

waste. Now, as seven of these barrels were full of

honey, seven were half full, and seven were empty,

this was found to be quite a puzzle, especially as each

brother objected to taking more than four barrels of

the same descriptionâ��full, half full, or empty. How

was the property fairly divided ?

161. â��PAINTING THE LAMP-POSTS.

Tim Murphy and Pat Donovan were engaged by the

local authorities to paint the lamp-posts in a certain

street. Tim, who was an early riser, arrived first on the

job, and had painted three on the south side when Pat

turned up and pointed out that Tim's contract was for

the north side. So Tim started afresh on the north

side and Pat continued on the south. When Pat had

finished his side he went across the street and painted

six posts for Tim, and then the job was finished. As

there was an equal number of lamp-posts on each side

of the street, the simple question is : Which man

painted the more lamp-posts, and just how many

more ?

162. â��THE LUNATIC STAMP-LICKER.

The case of Habakkuk Carey, formerly of Camden

Town, now of Colney Hatch, is not without its pathetic

side. A very little thing will upset the balance of some

alleged minds,

3th

Quart eT

and in Habak-

kuk's case it

was his in-

surance card.

Those words,

" Fifth Quar-

ter," settled

his business.

He experi-

mented in

innumer a b 1 e

ways, but could not find a fifth quarter anywhere. In

dissecting an apple he found that he could divide

the rare and refreshing fruit into four quarters, but the

fifth always eluded him. He called it " x," and said

it was a thing mathematicians were always trying to

find, and by George he would find it. He sought

assistance. The Post Office referred him to the

Insurance Commissioners, who sent him to the approved

societies, who sent him elsewhere. After he had left

home for an indefinite period they found he had divided

his card into two squares by a thick line, as shown in

our illustration, and, as he had a supply of 2$d., 3d.,

5d., and yd. stamps, he stuck thirteen of these (using

some of each) on the card so that the columns, rows, and

two diagonals of each square (not necessarily the

same amount in each square) added up alike.

Can you discover how he did it ?

163.â��THE JOINER'S

PROBLEM.

THE joiner in the illus-

tration wants to cut the

piece of wood into as

few pieces as possible

to form a square table

top, without any waste

of material. How

should he go to work ?

The proportions are a

square surmounted by

a triangle equal to a

quarter of the square.

How many pieces would

you require ?

Solutions to Last Montn's Puzzles.

155.â��THE SIX FROGS.

Move the frogs in the following order : 2, 4, 6, 5, 3,1

(repeat these moves in the same order twice more),

2, 4, 6. This is a solution in twenty-one movesâ��the

fewest possible. To find the number of moves neces-

sary for any even number of frogs, add the number of

frogs to its square and divide by 2. For an odd

number of frogs, add three times the number to the

square of the number, divide by 2, and deduct 4.

Thus for 3, 5, 7, and 9 frogs the answer is 5, 16, 31,

and 50 respectively.

156.â��THE MOTOR-BICYCLE RACE.

There were thirteen in the race. Of course, as it

was a circular track, there were just as many behind

Gogglesham as beforeâ��that is, twelve.

157.â��THE DISSECTED CIRCLE.

It can be done in twelve continuous strokes, thus :

Start at A in the illustration

and eight strokes, forming the

star, will bring you back to A ;

then one stroke round the

circle to B, one stroke to C,

one round the circle to D, and of

one final stroke to Eâ��twelve

in all. Of course, in practice

the second circular stroke will

be over the first one : it is

separated in the diagram, and

the points of the star not joined to the circle, to

make the solution clear to the eye.

158.â��THE CYCLISTS' FEAST.

There were ten cyclists at the feast. They should

have [jaid eight shillings each ; but, owing to the

departure of two persons, the remaining eight would

pay ten shillings each.

159.â��THEIR AGES.

Jack must have been seven years of age and Jill

thirteen years.



ANY years ago there lived in

a large town a shoemaker and

his wife, Hanna, with their

little son, Jacob. The shoe-

maker did not earn enough to

support his family, so Hanna

helped out by growing vege-

tables and fruit, in a small garden just outside

the city gates. These she sold in the market-

place.

Little Jacob, who was ten years old, helped

his mother and attracted customers by calling

the wares in a sweet, clear treble. Everyone

in the market-place liked the handsome boy,

and his mother was exceedingly proud of him.

One fine morning Hanna and Jacob had

gone to market as usual. It was quite early,

and no one had yet bought anything, when

Hanna saw the strangest old woman she had

ever beheld come crossing the market. Her

face was all furrowed and shrivelled with age,

and her neck was so thin that it could scarcely

support her head, which kept wagging from

side to side. The old woman's eyes were red,

and, midway between them, was a nose so

long that it overhung her chin. But,

A Fairy Tale, Retold from the

German by W. J. L. KIEHL.

Illustrated by H. R. Millar.

queerest of all, was the way she moved along ;

it was not walking or hopping, but a sort of

gliding, rolling movement, as if she had wheels

under her legs instead of feet. Imagine

Hanna's fright when this vision of ugliness

stopped in front of her market-stall and began

thrusting her spidery hands into the basket

of rare herbs that Jacob had just arranged so

daintily.

For a long time she poked about in it, taking

out bunch after bunch of fragrant herbs,

crushing them in her brown fingers and holding

them to her long nose. At last the old

woman shook her head : " Bad stuff, bad

stuff," she muttered, as she threw everything

back into the basket again. " The herb I'm

looking for isn't there; it's bad stuff, bad

stuff."

Then indignation overcame little Jacob.

" What! " he cried, " first you crush and

spoil our greens and hold them to your dis-

gusting long nose until no one who has seen it

will buy them, and then you call our wares

bad."

The hag leered at the bold boy in her

unpleasant way. " So you admire my big

nose, sonny ? Well, well, you shall have

one like it ! "

Then she hobbled over to a basket of

cabbages, which she took up one by one,

crushing them between her hands, then she

threw them all back again.

By this time Jacob's blood was up and he

jeered at her: " Take care that your great

head does not break off your spindle neck, if

you wag your head so, for it might fall among

our cabbages, and who would want to buy

them then ? "
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At this she fixed him with her red eyes.

" So you don't like my neck, sonny ? Well,

well, you sha'n't have any neck at all. The

head shall sit firmly between the high shoulders

so that the big head can't fall from the little

body ! "

" Don't talk such nonsense to the child,"

said Hanna, " but, if you really intend to buy

anything, please make haste, for you are

driving away all my other customers."

" All right," said the hag, " I'll take the

basket of cabbages, then ; but I cannot carry

the heavy basket. Won't you let your son

take it home for me ? I'll reward him well,

I'll reward him well."

Hanna at once consented, but Jacob

reluctantly picked up the basket of cabbages

and followed the dame.

It was a long, long walk to the farthest and

most deserted part of the town. There, in a

mean, winding alley, the woman stopped

before a ramshackle old dwelling, which they

entered. But what was Jacob's astonish-

ment to find the inside a great contrast to

the outside ; they were in a large hall, with

walls and ceiling of marble, and furniture of

ebony inlaid with gold and precious stones.

The floor was of clear glass, and so slippery

that the boy fell down two or three times

before he got used to it.

Meanwhile the old woman took a whistle

from her pocket and blew a few notes on it.

Instantly a crowd of little guinea-pigs came

tripping down the staircase, walking on their

hind-legs, on which they wore shoes of walnut

shells. They were dressed just like men and

women in the fashion of

the day. They hurried

up to their mistress, who

waved her stick at them.

" Lazy servants ! lazy

servants ! " she shouted.

" Why don't you bring

me my slippers ? Must I

wait here all day ? "

Away scampered the

guinea-pigs, and at once

returned with a pair of

cocoa-nut shells, highly

polished and lined with

the finest leather. In these

they encased the old

woman's feet. As soon

as she had her slippers on

all difficulty of movement

ceased ; she threw away

her staff and, taking Jacob

by the hand, glided easily

over the polished floor.

through doorways, through numberless other

splendid rooms with polished floors, until

she came to the kitchen. She pushed Jacob

into a sofa-corner and placed a table in front

of him.

" There ! " she said. " Now you can rest

a bit, for you will be tired after our long walk.

To reward you for your trouble I'll prepare

you some nice soup, a soup you will remember

as long as you live ! "

She blew her whistle, and into the kitchen

glided a score or more of guinea-pigs with

white cooking-aprons tied round their waists.

These were the cooks of the establishment.

Again she blew her whistle, and a squad of

little squirrels came in arrayed in Turkish

trousers and with green caps on their heads.

These squirrels were the scullery-boys.

The old woman soon had a saucepan

simmering on the fire, from which delicious

fragrance arose. Now the liquid bubbled

up, and deftly the woman took it from the

stove, poured the contents into a silver platter,

and placed it before the hungry boy. " There,

eat this," she mumbled, " chen you shall

" INTO THE KITCHEN GLIDED A SCORE OR MORE OF GUINEA-PIGS, WITH

WHITE COOKING-APRONS TIED ROUND THEIR WAISTS."
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have everything you so admired in me. But

a good cook you shall become, that at

least I promise you."

Never in his life had Jacob tasted anything

half so delicious as this soup. He ate and

ate until not a drop was left in his plate.

Then drowsiness overcame him and he sank

into a deep slumber. And he dreamed, so

he thought, a strange dream !

He dreamt that the old hag transformed him

into a squirrel, and he was taught all sorts of

menial work. For a whole year he was shoe-

polisher to the establishment. The next year's

work was more difficult, for he had to polish

the glass floors. When the fourth year was

past, so Jacob dreamt, he was promoted

to do kitchen work. There he served from

scullery-boy upwards until he was the most

proficient pastrycook in the world.

When he had been with the old woman

seven years, so he dreamed, she came into

the kitchen one day and told him to roast her

a chicken golden brown and stuff it with

savoury herbs, to be ready by the time she

should return home.

Jacob went into the storeroom for the

herbs, and there, to his surprise, saw a cup-

board he had never seen before. It contained

baskets of herbs that emitted a strong,

pleasant odour which reminded him of the

fragrance of the soup the old woman had pre-

pared for him. He opened one of the baskets,

and saw a herb he had never seen before ; it

had blue-green leaves and stalks, and small

scarlet flowers with a yellow heart. So

strong was the scent of the herb that he had

to sneeze; he sneezed, and sneezed, and

sneezed so violently that at last he awoke

â��to find himself in the very sofa-corner in

the kitchen where he had fallen asleep.

How long he must have slept! He felt

quite stiff and uncomfortable, and could

scarcely move his head. But what a queer

dream he had had ! How his mother would

laugh when he told her about it ! His

mother ? Yes, indeed, it was high

time to run back to her, for she

would no doubt be very angry that

w he had left her alone so long. So he

V got up and began to walk towards

the entrance hall. But how drowsy

V' he still must be, so he thought, for he

kept on hitting his nose against cup-

boards and doorposts.

When he came out into the street

' the boy stood for some time blink-

ing in the sunlight; then he walked

quickly through a maze of narrow

lanes and streets which were filled

with a dense crowd; there seemed to be

something amusing to see, for the people

shouted to one another," Have you seen the

funny dwarf ? Do come and look at the

queer little dwarf ! "

When he reached the market-place there

was no mother and no stall, and he learned,

to his great sorrow, that both his parents

had died through grief at his mysterious

disappearance.

Jacob, now thoroughly heart-sick and

frightened, stepped across to the barber,

whom he remembered very well, and accosted

him by name.

" Master Urban," he said, " will you grant

me a little favour, and allow me to look in

your mirror ? "

A broad smile overspread the barber's jolly

face as he answered : " Most certainly, my

little man; please step inside, I won't charge

you anything. Oh ! I can quite understand

that a handsome lad like you must enjoy

seeing himself in the glass ! "

Everyone in the shop had gathered round

Jacob, and greeted this sally with roars of

laughter, but the boy heard them not; he

stood before the glass and gazed and gazed.

Could this be himselfâ��this hideous dwarf

with that disgusting long nose, those small,

hog-like eyes, and no neck ?

Then he left the shop. But where was he

to go, and what was he to do ? Suddenly

he remembered that the Duke, the ruier of

that country, was fond of good cheer, and
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that he recruited his cooks from every known

country; so he went to the palace to offer

his services. What a commotion the appear-

ance of the funny little man created ! The

stable-boys left their horses, the carpet-

beaters their

carpets, and all

joined in the

throng that fol-

io w e d Jacob,

calling to one

another, "A

dwarf! a dwarf!

Come and see

the strange

dwarf!"

When the

Lord Intendant

saw Jacob he

almost burst out

laughing, but

just managed to

control himself,

for fear of im-

pairing his dig-

nity. With his

whip he drove

away the ser-

vants and,

coming down

the steps, he

took the dwarf

by the hand and

led him to his

own room.

There he took

a good look at him. Never

in his wildest dreams could he

have imagined a more curious

specimen of the human race.

He must certainly try to secure

this curiosity for the Duke.

" They tell me you are inquir-

ing for the Lord Kitchen-

master, but surely that must

be a mistake; you are want-

ing to come to me, the In-

tendant of the palace, to offer "the people

your services as chief jester to

his Transparency the Duke."

But Jacob begged very hard to have his

way, so the Intendant took him to the apart-

ments of the Lord Kitchenmaster.

Here Jacob pleaded his cause so eloquently,

and prayed so earnestly to be allowed to make

at least one trial, that at last the Kitchen-

master gave way, so, followed by Jacob, he

passed into the kitchen.

" What has his Transparency commanded

for breakfast this morning ? " demanded the

Lord High Kitchenmaster.

" Your Nobleness," replied the chief break-

fast-maker, " our Duke has been graciously

pleased to command the Danish soup, with

red Hamburg dumplings."

" Do you hear ? " said the Lord

High Kitchenmaster, turning to

Jacob. " Can you prepare those

difficult dishes ? "

Jacob smiled to himself, for he had

often prepared those dishes when he

was in the witch's kitchen. " Nothing

is easier," he answered; and to

everybody's astonishment he summed

up all the ingredients required for

SHOUTED TO ONE ANOTHER,

THE FUNNY DWARF?'"

' HAVE YOU SEEN

the soup. " For the Hamburg dumplings,"

he added, " I require four different kinds

of meat, some wine, the fat of a duck,

some ginger, and a certain herb called

' Magentrost.' "

" Ha, by the Duke's beard ! " cried the

chief breakfast-maker, " what magician

taught you cooking ? You are indeed a

wonderful cook ! You have not forgotten a
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single thing ; and that about the herb Magen-

trost we did not even know ourselves."

He gave orders that everything he required

should be given to the dwarf, and two chairs

supporting a slab of marble were placed before

the table. Standing upon this platform,

Jacob began his experiment. When all the

ingredients were well mixed together, the pots

were placed over the fire, and Jacob began

counting; when he had counted up to five

hundred he called " Stop ! " and ordered the

dishes to be removed from the stove. A

delicious odour filled the kitchen as the covers

were lifted, and Jacob invited the Lord High

Kitchenmaster to come and taste them.

" Splendid ! " he cried. " Splendid ! " as

he closed his eyes in rapture and smacked his

lips. " All honour to your art, chief break-

fast maker, but this surpasses anything you

ever made."

In their turn the Lord Intendant of the

palace and the chief breakfast-maker tasted

of the dishes, and found them wonderfully

good.

Just then they were interrupted by a

ducal chamberlain, who came to say that

his Transparency demanded his breakfast.

The soup and dumplings, served upon

golden dishes, were taken upstairs.

Shortly afterwards a messenger came

from the Duke bidding the Lord High Kitchen-

master come to him at once; so he put on

his festal robes and went to the Duke's

breakfast-room. The Duke was a man of

portly presence. He had just finished every

drop and every morsel in the dishes and was

in the act of wiping his mouth, when the

Lord High Kitchenmaster entered. In high

good humour he called to him: " Tell me

at once who prepared my breakfast this

morning, for I want to send that cook a

handful of ducats. Never as long as I have

sat on the throne of my fathers have I had

such a delightful breakfast."

" Your Transparency," answered the Lord

High Kitchenmaster, " that is a strange

story "â��and then he told him all about the

queer little dwarf and his wonderful cooking.

" Bring him here instantly," exclaimed the

Duke.

Then Jacob was sent for, and when he

appeared, and bowed so low that his great

nose touched the floor, his Transparency

laughed so immoderately that his whole fat

body shook.

" You must stay with me," at last he

managed to say. " You shall have the

position of special Court cook to my own

Transparent person, and every morning you

must yourself prepare my breakfast, for I

always want to have such a good one as this

morning. Your further duties will be to

superintend the preparing of all my meals.

I will pay you fifty ducats a month, you

shall have your own private apartments, and

as many fine clothes as you want."

In token of his respectful acceptance of

this ducal grace the dwarf prostrated himself

before his new master and kissed his feet.

" It is my custom," continued the Duke,

" to bestow a name on everyone who enters

my service. Henceforth you shall be called

' Nosey,' " he added, pointing significantly

to the dwarf's nasal extremity.

A happy time now followed, for Nosey

was popular with his fellow-servants. He

was a jolly comrade and could very well

stand a joke at his own expense. As for the

Duke, he had never had such a good time in

his life before; no single dish was ever

spoiled, and Nosey continued to bring to

his table the newest and rarest dainties.

Dwarf Nosey was the wonder of the town ;

such a splendid cook had never been heard

of, and the mightiest noblemen of the country

obtained from the Duke the great favour of

being permitted to send their own cooks to

take lessons from the dwarf in the ducal

kitchen.

One day Nosey went to market to buy

some geese, which he intended to prepare in

some particularly dainty way. Presently he

saw some geese that suited him, so he bought

three, together with their cage, hoisted it on



his broad back, and turned homeward.

There it struck him as peculiar that only two

of the geese cackled loudly, as healthy geese

always do, but that the third goose did

nothing but sigh, almost like a human being.

So he thought, " That goose must be ill."

But what was his astonishment when the

goose groaned aloud and lamented her fate.

" Who would have thought that I, Mimi,

the only daughter of the great magician,

Wetterbock, should find my death as a goose

in some obscure kitchen ! "

But Nosey comforted her. " Don't you

be afraid, Miss Goose," he cried; " I know

better than to kill a rare bird like you. I

will tell you what: I will take you with me

now to my own apartments, where I will

build you a comfortable little hutch, take

you for a walk in the palace garden every-

day ; then as soon as there is an opportunity

I will let you escape."

Mimi agreed to this, and soon she was

installed in a nice little hutch of her own.

All his free time Nosey spent with her, and

they told one another their adventures. As

Mimi had been enchanted, while away from

home, by a wicked witch who was on bad

terms with her father, she could sympathize

with Jacob's troubles.

At this time it happened that the reigning

Prince of a neighbouring country came to

visit the Duke. This Prince was just as fond

of good eating as was the Duke, and there

was considerable rivalry between the two

Courts as to which had the best cooks. A few

days before the guest was expected the Duke

sent for Nosey. " Now the time has come to

show your whole art," he said. " I want to

astonish my rival with the richness and variety

of my viands. During the whole fortnight

of his stay you must never serve the same dish

twice."

Nosey promised to do his best, and when

the guest came he prepared the first mea)

entirely with his own hands. The foreign

Prince had never tasted anything so delicious,

but he was far too jealous to admit it. Unlike

the Duke, the Prince was a spare, yellow

dyspeptic, who could consume quantities of

food without putting on any flesh. He grew

greener with jealousy the longer he stayed,

and at last he could bear it no longer. He

pretended to be greatly delighted with

everything, and requested the Duke to call the
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cook who prepared all those wonderful dishes.

When the dwarf was presented to him he

complimented him highly on his cookery.

" But," he added, " how is it that in all

those ten days I've been here you have never

sent to table the pasty ' Souzeraine,' that is

so aptly named the queen of all pasties ? "

Nosey had never even heard the name of

that dish before, but he gathered all his

courage together, and answered : " Oh,

Prince, I hoped that your Highness would

deign to let the light of your countenance

shine upon us for many days to come, so I

reserved the queen of pasties to bring to table

a.5 a speedwell on the day

before your journey."

" And for me, you

rogue! I expect you waited

until I should take my

last journey on earth,"

interrupted the Duke,

laughing gaily. " But to-

morrow you must prepare

this Souzeraine, and take

good care it is to my

guest's taste; for if not

I'll have that big head of

yours chopped off."

Nosey promised that all

should be as the Duke had

commanded, but when he

left the banqueting - hall

he gave way to despair,

for he did not know how to

make it.

When the goose saw his

sorrow, she came up to

him and asked why he was

weeping. When he had

told her she said, " If

that is all, I can most

likely help you ; for the

Souzeraine was one of my

father's most favourite dishes, and I know

something of how it is made. Perhaps there

may be one or two little things I don't

remember, but that Prince won't be such

a connoisseur as to notice a small omission."

Then she told him what ingredients he had

to use, and how it had to be made. -

Early next morning Nosey set about his

task, using all his skill. It really looked

splendid when it came out of the oven, so

Nosey decked it with garlands of flowers and

sent it to the ducal table. Then he put on

his festal robes and entered the banqueting-

hall. The Duke was just taking a big bite.

" Ha ! by the beards of my forefathers,

this is indeed a glorious pie ! No wonder it

Vol. xlvi.â��61.

is called the queen of pasties ! " he cried, in

ecstasy. But his guest smiled acidly when

he had tasted a little morsel, and pushed his

plate aside.

" I thought as much," he murmured, under

his breath ; then aloud : " It is not so badly

done," he said, condescendingly ; " but it is

not quite, quite the Souzeraine."

An angry flush overspread the Duke's face.

" Dog of a dwarf ! " he shouted. " What

do you mean by this ? Why have you not

made this pie properly ? 1 shall have you

cut up into small pieces yourself and baked

in a pasty for this want of respect ! "

Nosey threw himself

upon his knees before the

foreign Prince.

" Your Highness," he

begged, " do not let me

be killed for want of a

handful of flour or some

spices."

" Of course, you cannot

help it," answered the

foreign Prince. " I quite

expected it would be so,

for the herb that is lack-

ing does not grow in this

country. It is called

' Sneezewell,' and in my

land there is plenty of it.

That is why the Duke can

never eat the Souzeraine

as it is served at my table."

When he heard this the

Duke was angrier than

ever.

" Listen ! " he screamed

to Nosey. " Either you

bring this Souzeraine to

table to-morrow exactly as

it ought to be, or off goes

your head ! Now go ! "

The wretched dwarf left the hall and went

weeping up to his chamber.

" Now it's all up with me," he said to the

goose ; and he told her about the herb, and

that he had never even heard of it.

" Nosey," exclaimed Mimi, " don't cry !

That you don't know this herb makes me think

it may be the very one that caused your

enchantment. I know it very well. It only

blossoms at new moon, and, as it is the flowers

that possess the fragrant properties, it is lucky

that it is just new moon to-day, for otherwise it

might have been difficult to help you. This

herb will only grow under old chestnuts.

Now take me out into the palace gardens, and

I will search for this herb."
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So Nosey with his goose entered the garden

and walked swiftly to a grove of chestnut

tree ; near the lake, and the goose began her

search. Suddenly she dug her bill deep

among the grass and weeds, and plucked

something which she brought in triumph to

Jacob. It was a plant with blue-green leaves

and stalks, bearing small scarlet flowers with

a yellow heart! Jacob recognized it at once.

" This is the very herb I found in the secret

cupboard ! " he cried, joyfully.

" It is the herb Sneezewell," said Mimi ;

" there are quantities of it here, so let us pick

as much of it as we can."

But she advised Jacob to wait befon

making the experiment whether a good sniff

at the flowers would change him back to his

former self again until they should have

returned to his rooms; " for," she said, " then

you can gather your belongings together, and

it will be much easier to escape from the

palace." So they gathered a large bunch of

Sneezewell and returned.

Once in his rooms the dwarf locked his

doors; then he took the bunch of herbs in his

hands and pressed it close to his face, inhaling

the strong per-

fume with deep-

drawn breaths.

Ha! what a

twitching and

creaking he felt

all over ! He

had to sneeze

violently ; once,

twee, and thrice

he sneezed, and

with every sneeze

the goose saw him

grow in stature,

saw his great nose

shrink, his back

and chest flatten

out, and his neck

show up above

his s h o u 1 d e rs.

With the last

sneeze he had

regained his

shape and coun-

tenance, the only

difference being

that he had

grown to the size

he would have

attained under

ordinary condi-

tions,, and that

his face had

"HE HAD ONLY TO WAVE HIS WAND THREE TIMES OVER

HER HEAD TO SEE HIS DAUGHTER RESTORED TO HIM IN

'. ALL HER FORMER LOVELINESS."

grown more manly, as the face of a youth

of eighteen ought to be.

Jacobâ��who was now "Dwarf Nosey" no

longerâ��stepped in front of a looking-glass

andâ��yes, in the features of the youth he

could easily recognize the boy of former years.

Now his friends would be sure to know him

and welcome him. But in gladness at this

thought he did not forget his gratitude to

the bird to whom he owed his transforma-

tion. He told her he considered it his first

duty to take her back to her father, who lived

on the island of Gothland, in the Baltic Sea.

He gathered all his hoarded wealth together,

and, after throwing a cloak over his shoulders,

he tucked the goose under one arm and boldly

walked out of his room. Unchallenged he

passed through inner and outer courts, and

right out of the great gateway !

He was free to go where he would, and that

was down to the harbour, where many vessels

were lying ready to put to sea. On one of

these he 'took

passage for him-

self and his

goose to Goth-

land, where they

arrived in due

course and

found the old

magician, Wet-

terbock, mourn-

ing the loss of his

daughter.

When Jacob

had told his story

and the goose,

flapping herwhite

wings, waddled

up to her father,

he had only to

wave his wand

three times over

her head to see

his daughter

restored to him

in all her former

loveliness. Great

rejoicing now

reigned in the

palace of Wetter-

bock, and Jacob

was so richly re-

warded with gold

* and precious

stones that he

had enough

wealth to last him

all his life.
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[ IVe shall be glad to receive Contributions to this sc Hon, and to pay for such as are accepted.']

HINT FOR GARDENERS.

IAM sending you a photograph, taken in our

garden, of a sunflower which is the largest we

have ever seen. When the yellow flower fell off, leaving

the white seed disc, I thought how easily it could be

converted into a comical face to please some children

I had visiting me just then. So 1 made one early one

morning in a second or two with pen and ink, and was

rewarded, when the children went out and discovered

Mr. Sun smiling on the world at large. Two of the

children thought it was a natural growth !â��Mrs. W.

Keith Banner, Thirteenth Avenue, Norwood, Penn-

sylvania, U.S.A.

A SCULPTURED MERMAID.

THIS graceful bronze statue, representing Hans

Andersen's " Little Mermaid," was recently

erected at the entrance to the harbour of Copenhagen.

The figure is seated on a huge boulder, as though she

had just emerged from the sea, and the effect, as may

be imagined, is both pretty and original.â��Mr. K. P.

Nors, 19, St. Ann's Road, Brixton, S.W.

NATURE AS SCULPTOR.

HERE is a photograph of " Old Man Rock,"

situated on the road through Mitchell's Pass,

leading to the village of Ceres, Cape Province, South

Africa. This is a genuine freak of Nature, nothing in

any way having been done to the rock to accentuate

the likeness to an old Bushman evidently enjoying

life.â��Mr. E. Rossouw, Holm Lea, Wellington, Cap*

Province, South Africa.

STRANGE FIND IN A NEST.

WHILE the Way and Works departments men

were destroying sparrows'and starlings' nests

in the new extension shed at Parkeston Quay, G.E.R.,

they came across, on the top of a column about thirty

feet high, a sparrow's nest containing two eggs and an

old toy celluloid hen of small dimensions. The sparrow

had undoubtedly carried it there while building the

nest, as it was very light.â��Mr. P. G. Branch, 7, George

Street, Harwich, Essex.
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WHERE

ROYALTIES ARE

MEASURED.

THE stone column

shown in this

photograph is one of

the greatest historical

relics of Denmark. It

dates back to the time

of King Canute, and

stands in the Cathe-

dral of Roskilde. near

Copenhagen, where all

the Danish kings are

buried. In the course

of time] it became

customary for all the

reigning Danish mon-

arclis to have them-

selves and their most

notable Royal guests

measured against the

" Column of Kings,"

as it is called, and the

mark and date carved

in the stone. In 1716

Czar Peter the Great

was measured on the

column, and up to

the present no other

Royalty has been able to beat his immense height of six

feet eight inches. Amongst other names and measures

engraved on the column the following are the most

interesting : King Christian X., of Denmark, who is

the tallest prince in Europeâ��his measurement is given

as six feet four inches, coming very near to that of

Czar Peter ; King Christian IX. of Denmark, father

of Queen Alexandra, five feet ten inches; King

George of Greece, five feet nine inches ; King Edward

VII., five feet six inches ; and King Frederick of

Denmark, five feet eight inches. The smallest of all

is King Chulalongkorn of Siam. His height is

given as five feet three inches.â��Mr. K. P. Nors,

19, St. Ann's Road, Brixton, S.W.

Essex was deprived of a large addition to its number.

Unfortunately the " pieces " of the matron snake did

not lend themselves to being included in the photo-

graph, which is by Mr. F. J. Kelley, of Aveley.

AN EXTRAORDINARY HOBBY.

THIS illustration shows the last page of what must

be a unique book. It is a volume of five hundred

pages, carefully bound, whose contents consist of one

million dots, arranged in blocks of one thousand each.

This extraordinary work was compiled about the middle

of the last century by the then writing-master at

Merchant Taylors' School, and it is executed entirely

by hand. The book was ruled throughout in pencil

before the dots were placed in it, and the whole task

was the work of many years. The daughter of the

author gave it to an old friend after the death of her

father as a keepsake and as a memorial of his untiring

patience. One cannot help thinking, however, that

his time might have been better employed.â��Miss Violet

M. Methley, 9, Royal York Crescent, Clifton. Bristol.

WHAT SNAKES' EGGS LOOK LIKE.

MRS. SIMPSON SHAW, of Avciey, Essex, from

whose pen there appeared in our pages some

months back an informing article on " The Dandie

Dinmont Terrier" in a symposium entitled "The Best

I )og I Ever Saw," now sends us a striking photograph of

a large cluster of the eggs of the common grass snakeâ��

*' the biggest cluster I ever saw," to quote her own

words. In the course of farming operations a snake

was in process of being executed on a manure-heap,

and in the disturbance the cluster was revealed. In

the act of collecting them a few of the eggs were

ruptured and the little wrigglers did their best to begin

an independent existence. It is safe tosay that through

the discovery the reptilian population of that part of

TO THE MEMORY OF ARCTIC EXPLORERS.

AMONUMENT which reveals a commendable

departure from the conventional type of

memorial is to be seen at Copenhagen. It is carved

from a boulder taken from the sea, and was erected to

the memory of the Danish Arctic explorer Mylius

Erichsen and his comrades, who lost their lives in

Greenland.â��Mr. K. P. Nors, 19, St. Ann's Road,

Brixton, S.W.
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CANADA

FOR THE WELL-TO-DO SETTLER.

OME day, it is to be hoped,

we shall arrive at a more

sensible way of regarding

this great Empire than people

have at present. Properly

speaking, we ought not to re-

gard the going to a Dominion

overseas as anything more than changing our

residence from London to, say, Edinburgh.

Though people are more and more awakening

to a sense of what the Empire is, we are still

a very long way from managing Imperial

affairs in a business-like manner. Common

sense would seem to tell us that if in one

corner of the Empire there was a cry for men

to develop the various resources that only

await labour to be turned into wealth, and

in another there was an overcrowded labour

market with consequent lack of employment

and poverty, it was the State's business to

move some of the population from the crowded

area to that in which labour was needed.

Perhaps we shall reach this common-sense

point of view, but at present we leave

Dominions overseas to send agents over here

to induce people to go to these new countries.

Mr. Obed Smith, the Chief of the Canadian

Emigration Office in London, set forth very

ably in The Strand Magazine for September

his views on the emigration question. His

appeal on behalf of his Government is made

in the following words :â��

" Farmers, farm-labourers, and domestic

servants are the only people whom the

Canadian Emigration Department advises to

go to Canada. All others should have a

definite assurance of employment in Canada

before leaving home."

This does not mean that there is not room

for others than the agricultural labourer and

the domestic servant, though these are the

two classes who are supremely needed.

Canada needs men who will work with their

hands as well as their heads. She has no

need of clerks, being quite able to supply her

own needs in that respect. But there are

scores, nay, hundreds, of fine young men in

this country who drift into office work not

because they choose that life, but because they

cannot see how to do otherwise, and who

might with advantage turn their eyes to

Canada. Fitted physically for an out-of-

doors life, they first rebel against the life in

the city and then they give up hoping foi

anything else, and settle down without any

ambition and without any heart in their

work. In that frame of mind they cannot

hope to succeed in a calling in which it is

given to very few to earn a competence.

Many of these make Â£3 or Â£4 a week and

spend it all foolishly. The life too many of

them lead not only saps their manhood but

takes away from them the zest that should

go with good work and all determination to

succeed.

To young men whose parents could afford

some small capital to begin, Canada offers

great opportunities. To begin with, the

young man will change his wearisome and

unwholesome life in the city for a life in the

open air, and if he is willing to work, and not

ashamed to turn his hand to any job that

may offer, his future will be very largely what

he makes it. But he must leave his swagger

behind, and must understand that he is not

going to Canada to teach Canadians how this

or that work should be done, but he is going

to learn how to do it to please his employer.

Too many Englishmen who go to Canada go

with an air of superiority that is galling to

those among whom they are making their

hew home. The Bishop of Fredericton, him-

self a settler from the Old Country, said the

other day, when discussing immigration

problems : " There has always been a ten-

dency upon the part of Canadians, I think,

to assume that the Englishman coming in

will prove himself to be incompetent. It may

be that the responsibility for this lies, in part

at least, with the Englishman, in that he is

not seldom a little inclined to think that ' old

ways are best,' and to be a trifle stubborn

about taking advice. This, together with a

certain lack of adaptability, has something to

do, no doubt, with the critical attitude of the

Canadian. My own experience, however,

leads me to believe that the Fnglishman will

do very well if people are reasonably patient

with him."
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It is impossible to travel in Canada and not

to be made aware of the fact that there are

Englishmen out there who had far better

have stayed at home. One does not want

to lay too much stress on failures, but one

cannot shut one's eyes to the fact that they

exist. You hear more about one failure than

you do about a hundred successes. The

truth is that some men seem unfitted to

adapt themselves to new conditions, and

others there are who do not know how to

work hard. Travelling through Canada, the

writer met several Old Countrymen who had

done remarkably well, and no one was more

distressed than they were to see fellow-country-

men earning a bad name for Engli. .imen. On

the other hand, you meet in Canada Old

Countrymen in all sorts of positions of life

who are a credit to the land from which they

come. To give an instance in humble lifeâ��

the writer was riding in Toronto in a tramcar,

and when the conductor came to take his

fare, the writer, seeing that the man was,

obviously, an Old Countryman, for his speech

betrayed him, asked him from what part of

England he came. He said that he came from

Camberwell. He spoke so well and was so

free from the faults of the Cockney dialect

that the writer's curiosity was aroused, and

he asked more questions. The man in reply

went on to say that he had been educated in

a Council school and that his father had once

beon pretty well off. The Council school was,

it is to be feared, not so responsible for the

good English the young fellow spoke as was

his home. He said he had come to Canada to

work in some dyeworks. There, after a time,

he began to suffer ill-health owing to the fumes,

and the doctor told him that he must work

in the open air for a time. " That," said the

young man, " is the reason why I am doing

this job." Asked if he liked the work, he

said : " No, but I shall not be long at this job.

When I get better I shall go back to the works.

I like this country, and I would not go back to

England for worlds. Here there is always

work to be got if you are willing to take it*

In London work was always very hard to get.

They will have to drive me back if ever I go.

When you go home again, tell the young chaps

over there that this is the country to come to

if they want to get on."

There would be no talk of Englishmen

failing if they all had the cheerful grit of this

young man from Camberwell. But, as a

matter of fact, the failures nowadays are few

and the Englishman in Canada is in nine

hundred and ninety-nine cases in a thousand

a success. Mr. Bruce Walker, the Immigration

Commissioner at Winnipeg, told the writer

that he had no better settlers through his

hands than Englishmen. " They kick and

grumble at first," he said, " but when once

they settle down they show an amazing

A LAKK-SIDE CAMP.
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adaptability. In this respect they are better

than the Scots, who are much more easy to

please at first. The Englishman mostly

begins by asking {or a certain job and insisting,

for a time, on that particular job, however

out of the way it may be ; while the Scot

could not impress too strongly the need to

warn them not to buy a farm without first

seeing it. The man who buys a farm from an

agent in the Old Country without ever having

seen the country in which he means to settle,

without understanding the conditions of life

CASPLRBAUX VALLEY, BACK OK WOLKVILLE, N.S.

begins by asking what jobs there are to be had.

If a man be wanted to fill a .Methodist pulpit,

the Scot is ready to take on the job. But in

spite of being hard to please at first, there is

no finer settler than the Englishman. He is

the best colonizer in the world. The ' old

remittance ' man (the man who was in receipt

of a quarterly allowance from his family at

home, and who had most likely been sent to

Canada because he had disgraced himself in

some way) who gave Englishmen a bad name

in the West is dying out; and you will find

that the men who growl most about green

Englishmen were themselves green English-

men only a few years ago."

At the beginning of this article mention was

made of the young man who could command

a little capital and of the opportunities there

were for him in Canada. It is to such young

men especially that these words are addressed.

We hope from time to time to point out to

them what these opportunities are. Most

young men, discontented with the confined life

in the city, turn their eyes to farming. To

these a word of warning is necessary. The

Hon. J. D. Hazen, Canadian Minister of

Marine and Fisheries, who was formerly-

Premier of New Brunswick, in speaking of

settlers going into that Province, said that he

there, and without ascertaining whether he is

paying a fair price for his farm is, in Mr.

Hazen's opinion, going out of his way to find

trouble. The proper course for a young man

who wishes to become a farmer in Canada is

to go out with the determination that he will

not spend a penny of his capital until he has

made himself acquainted with local conditions

â��and these local conditions vary considerably

in the different Provinces. Canada is a very

large country, and conditions, naturally, are

not uniform throughout it. The sensible course

to take is to work for a farmer for a year

or so, learn Canadian methods and Canadian

conditions, and wait for an opportunity of

buying a farm. The Government authorities

in the various Provinces will always give

advice as to the purchase of a farm and as to

the price that ought to be paid for it, and

generally help the settler. Farms, of course,

vary in price according to size, state of the

land, and nearness to the railway, and also

according to Provinces. In New Brunswick,

for example, a man could make a fair start

with a capital of Â£250â��a sum which would

not be anything like enough to start fruit-

farming with in British Columbia. It is wise,

therefore, to make inquiries before deciding

in which Province to go. We shall have
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something to say in future articles about the

farming opportunities in each Province.

Then there are various kinds of farming.

Some settlers are content to raise wheat only,

though this kind of farming is being slowly

succeeded by mixed farmingâ��that is, farming

on lines similar to those prevalent here,

keeping stock and growing vegetables, etc.

Especially good opportunities are open, too,

to the market gardener, and the capital needed

is small.

What about the climate ? That is a

question that is frequently asked by people

who picture Canada to themselves as a

country perpetually covered in snow. The

winters are undoubtedly cold, much colder

than they are here. But there is this difference:

that in these days,when Canada can be reached

in a few days, more people in search of winter

sports do not go here for them instead of to

Switzerland. The sportsman who chooses

Canada for his winter sport will not be disap-

pointed. Moreover, he will have the satis-

faction of seeing a part of the Empire that is

growing more important every year, and if he

has any patriotic feelings it ought to please

him to feel that he is, by going to Canada,

spending his money in the Empire instead of

in a foreign country. Switzerland advertises

its winter sports extensively, but Canada has

always been reticent about the attractions of

its winter, from some sort of fear lest too much

talk about the winter should keep away

settlers. But that feeling is giving way to a

PICKING STRAWBERRIES, PICTOU COUNTY, N.S.

that although the mean winter temperature

in Canada is much lower than the average

mean winter temperature here, it is a dry cold

and far easier to bear than the damp, foggy

cold of England. The air is brisk and

invigorating, and winter, so far from being a

drawback, is really an asset to Canada. It is

quite a mislake to suppose that the winter in

the Dominion is a dull, miserable season.

On the other hand, in the winter people

allow themselves more time for enjoyment

than at any other season. Ski-ing, snow-

shoeing, skating, tobogganing .and ice-yachting

are sports so tempting that winter is looked

forward to by many as being the gayest time

of the year. Indeed, you can find all the

winter sports for which Switzerland is so

famous in Canada. It is a thousand pities

more sensible view, and the greater intercourse

between the Dominion and this country that

has taken place in recent years has served to

enlighten the public on the matter.

It is proposed in these columns to deal with

Canada not only from the point of view of

the settler and the sportsman, but also from

that of the manufacturer. British manufac-

turers are not availing themselves of the ever-

growing market in Canada to the extent they

might, while Americans, who are keen to see

where chances exist, are making great head-

way in the Canadian market.

The Editor of this special feature of The

Strand Magazine will be glad to be of

assistance to readers interested in Canada,

and will gladly give all the advice in his

power on any Canadian matters.
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"MARIE CELESTE."

THE TRUE SOLUTION OF

THE MYSTERY ?

IN our last number we announced that a sensational development had taken place

with regard to this remarkable mystery (of which a full account appeared in our

July issue), being no less than the discovery of what appears to be a perfectly

genuine account of the disaster, left by a survivor! Before introducing this

extraordinary document to our readers it will be convenient to re-tell in a few words

the story of what has become universally known as the greatest mystery of the sea.

IN the autumn of 1872 a brig called the "Marie

Celeste" left New York, bound for Genoa. Several

weeks passed; then the owner received a notice

from the United States Consul at Gibraltar as follows:â��

" The American brig ' Marie Celeste,' of New

York, was brought into this port by the British

barque ' Dei Gratia.' ' Marie Celeste' picked up

on high seas on December 5th, abandoned. Brig

in perfect condition, but was taken possession

of by Admiralty Court as a derelict. Fate of

crew unknown."

It appears that Captain Boyce, of the " Dei Gratia,'

when he found himself within hailing distance of the

brig, remarked to his mate Adams that there seemed to

be something amiss with the vessel, and as she drifted

closer they noticed that not a soul was in sight on her

decks I

Forthwith the urgent hoist was run up. Still no

reply. On the calm sea a boat, manned by two

sailors, and carrying both captain and mate from the

" Dei Gratia," pulled towards the strange brig. The

two Britons then made their way aft. noting the ship's

condition as they went; but not a thing appeared to

be missing. The two men searched, but not a human

being, dead or alive, could they find. There had

evidently been no mutiny, as there were no signs of a

smuggle; nor was it piracy, as the money-box had not

been disturbed and the valuable cargo was untouched.

A thorough search by the two British sailors revealed

some startling disclosures. A sewing-machine was

found and a thimble lying on its side on a corner of

the machine, which proved that there could have been

no recent storm. The article the woman was sewing

appeared to be like a child's pinafore. The woman

had stopped sewing in the middle of stitching a sleeve.

The appearance of the table showed that four persons

had risen from a half-eaten meal to leave the cabin

for ever. The child had almost finished her por-

ridge. By the captain's place at the table lay two

halves of a hard-boiled egg in the shell. At another

place at the table stood a bottle filled with a popular

brand of cough medicine. The cork lay on the cloth

as evidence that there had been nothing but a calm

sea. In the mate's cabin were found two watches on

the table, In the forecastle, too. pans on the stove

contained a breakfast ready cooked, showing that the

sailors were about to gather for the morning meal

when they went over the side instead. There were

no signs of any preparations for abandoning the ship ;

but that, on the contrary, all hands had left in a great

hurry, on the spur of the moment, was shown by the

fact that they had washed their underclothing before

breakfast on the morning of the desertion, as it was

hanging on a line over the forecastle.

The ship's log, which was found on board, was

entered up to November 24thâ��that is, some ten days

before the vessel was encountered by the " Dei Gratia."

While the binnacle and compasses of the vessel were

found, the chronometer was missing. Absolutely not

another thingâ��so far as the two men could seeâ��was

missing from the brig except the ship's papers. The

sailors had not even stopped to take their pipes or

tobacco, while, more curious still, no boat was missing.

THIS article has brought to lightâ��in addition to some hundreds of more or less

ingenious guessesâ��an account so vivid and alive, so simple and yet so unlikely to

be thought of, that one seems to hear the ring of truth on every page. This account

has been sent us by Mr. A. Howard Linford, the head master of Peterborough

Lodgeâ��Hampstead's largest preparatory school. Mr. Linford is well known in the

Vol. xlvi.â��62.
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scholastic world as a man who has fought hard for the better teaching of mathematics

and English to the young as being the essentials of a scientific training. He has met

his just reward by the successes of his pupils in the public schools. When King

Edward VII. opened the New Speech Room at Rugby it was to a former pupil

of Mr. Linford's that His Majesty handed the gold medal for English. The

Shakespeare prizes last year and this year at Harrow and Westminster went to other

old boys, as did also both gold medals for mathematics. The mathematical scholar'

ships gained by his boys are probably more numerous than those of any other

preparatory school in England, and he numbers amongst his pupils the sons of

some of the most distinguished scientists of England and France.

With these few preliminary remarks we leave the letter and document to

speak for themselves. This is Mr. Linford's letter :â��

Sir,â��A friend has brought to my notice your article on the " Marie Celeste."

When I read it the name struck a familiar chord, but I was some days before

I could remember under what circumstances I had heard it. At last, however,

I recalled an old servant, Abel Fosdyk, committing to my charge, on his death-bed,

a quantity of papers contained in three boxes ; amongst these he told me would

be found the account of [the] Mary Celeste. I suppose he said "the," but I had

at the time no notion of what Mary Celeste meant, and imagined it was a woman.

I paid but little heed, and merely sent the boxes away to a safe keeping, not

anticipating they would ever be opened again. Before commenting on the matter

I would like to emphasize the fact that I do not vouch for the truth of anything

narrated. No word on the subject was ever mentioned by the writer to me. But

the fact that for thirty years he kept not only a diary but also a set of shrewd

observations on all that passed, and wrote much and well without our knowing

anything of what he was doing, shows him to have been a man of exceptional

reticence and self-control.

As for the docurrent, I would rather let it speak for itself; but at the same

time I must confess I have been greatly impressed by the following facts : A brig

called " Marie Celeste," sailing under Captain Griggs is under discussion. I find

an account of a brigantine named "Mary Celeste," sailing under a Captain Briggt.

By your courtesy I have now seen the official report, and find in every instance

the papers in my possession are correct. Further, the official papers mention a

peculiar damage to the bows and two square cuts on the outside. This, I think,

has never till now been made public, yet here again the papers I send you enter

most minutely into this alteration of the bows. Finally I find, on inquiry, that

the autumn of 1872 was famous for its extraordinary storms in the Atlantic, so

much so that a leading article in the ' Times' likens it to the period of storms

so well known to have prevailed at Cromwell's death. One can easily imagine

a captain, working day and night in such conditions, going gradually out of

his mind.

Of course, minute errors will always creep in when relating facts a long time

after their occurrence. It is evident to me these facts were written down nearly

twenty years after they happened, and no one knows better than myself how

easily dates may be forgotten or the sequence of events confused.

I now leave the MS. in your hands.

A. HOWARD LINFORD, M A.

Peterborough Lodge, (Magdalen College, Oxford.)

Finchley Road, N.W.

One word is necessary with regard to the illustrations. The son of this gentle-

manâ��then a boy at Harrowâ��having some artistic gift, was in the habit of making

sketches under the old man's directions, but without knowing for what purpose he

wanted them. These have been placed at our disposal and have been made use

of in illustrating the following account. The writer also left a photograph of a

little girl, wrapped in a piece of paper, on which it is still possible to decipher, in

faded pencil writing, the words, " Baby at the age of two years. The interest

and significance of this portrait, which we reproduce, require no comment.
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[)T was in the early autumn of

1872 that the Mary Celeste1

sailed out of New York for

Europe. She was as smart a

brigantine as one could wish

to see, and looked as new as

if she had just come out of

the maker's hands. We were bound for

Genoa with a cargo of spirits,

and I think I might say that

no boat of her sizeâ��about six

hundred tonsâ��got across the

Atlantic that autumn with as

little damage as the Mary

Celeste. It was not only the

exterior that was good. Every-

one on first joining her was

struck by the comfort of the

fo'c's'le. The light was better

by day and by night, there

seemed more ventilation, and

the bunks were wider and

longer than usual, which, to

a tall man like myself, was a

very pleasant discovery. In

fact, if only the men in the

fo'c's'le had had their instincts

in the matter of vermin less

1 The ship is called in the official re-

cords the Afatu CtUstc, the Mary Celeste,

and sometimes simply the Ce'cs'c.

" BABY" AT THE ACE OF TWO.

(This is the port

" Baby's " mother

morbidly sportsmanlike, it would have been

almost as good as being in the cabin itself.

Curiously, I had intended this to be my last

voyage in her, though not owing to the reasons

which necessitated my secreting myself later,

but because my sisterâ��my only relativeâ��

had just died and I did not wish to return to

America for some time. I had also another

and more private reason.*

The party aboard consisted

of ten men besides the captain

and mate, and, in addition, we

carried two passengers in the

cabinâ��viz., the captain's wife,

Mrs. Briggs,3 and " Baby,"

their little girl. Though well

beyond those years which would

have justified the name, she

never went by any other, so

far as I can remember. More-

over, she gave me (or rather her

mother did)a portrait of herself

2 No doubt these reasons for secrecy at

the time were also those which caused him

to keep silence after the disaster.

* The captain's name is given in our

original account as Griggs. It appears,

however, from the official report that his

name was Briggs, so that the present writer

is quite accurate. It appears, also, from

other papers left by the writer that he was

engaged rather as a steward than as a

sailor, his special duty being to attend on

the captain's wife, who was in ill-health.

rait given by

to the writer.)
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taken when she was two years old, and so

natural did it seem to think of her as " Baby "

that that is the only name written on the back

of the picture by myself. I fancy Baby

was about seven or eight years old, and as

"GINGER AND CI.ARK ON SHORE.''

she, as bright and pretty a flower as ever blew

in the wind or basked in the sunny plains of

life, was indirectly the cause of our disaster,

1 should like to give a few words of description

of her.

Rather square-built and short, she had the

appearance of a sturdy child, but yet there

was a look of delicacy in her pale face which

was only relieved by a little colour after fits

of coughing. She had eyes difficult to

describeâ��her mother used to call them

" green," but though I should not have used

that word, yet I can find no betterâ��they

were large and had dark lashes. Her hair

was long but not very curly, and when the

sun shone on it there was a burnished or

chestnut look in it with just a dash of red.

I once called her " Carrots," and was in

marked disgrace for several hours. She wore

usually a dark blue jersey and short frock,

and, unlike most little girls, she wore short

socks and not stockings. She had plump

little legs and rather large feet. When the

weather in any way admitted of it she would

be on deck crooning little songs or talking to

the men. I think I was her favourite, as I

used to tell her stories as I did my work. But,

unfortunately, the weather was usually too

bad for her to be up much.

The crew were, I think, as follows, taking

the fo'c's'le as a starting-point: Joe, who was

ship's carpenter, had the bunk above me, and

Robin, so-called, I believe, because he had a

curious red-fronted jersey, in the next to me,

whilst Fred and Gingerâ��whose real name, I

fancy, was Odellâ��and the boy had the three

corresponding on the opposite side. In the

cross-bunks there was Darky, a nigger youth,

who, I rather think, was a stowaway. At

any rate, I quite well remember Captain

Briggs,who evidently was under the impression

we were thirteen on board, whereas we were

fourteen, saying to the man at the wheel (I

think it was the elder Williamson): "If I

hear any more nonsense about thirteen being

an unlucky number, I'll jolly well knock your

head off, and then we shall be twelve. Besides

Darky, there was Ned Clark, a man with a

bushy beard, and the

other two bunks were

occupied by the two

Williamsons, father and

son, who were generally

known as Big Bill and

Little Bill.

For the first few days

the sea was smooth, and,

with a west wind blow-

ing, we got over quite

a lot of ground. But

on about the fifth day-

out the wind freshened

and gradually increased

to a gale, which lasted

four days and nights.

The ship rode it out

splendidly, but for all

that the captain did not

spare himself and seemed

to be incessantlyon deck.

' THE BOY.

" ROBIN."

(Drawn from sketches made under the writer's direction.)

Both his wife and the mate implored him to

take more rest, but he would not listen to

them. It was a pity, for there was a great

trial in front of him which needed all his

strength. After a few days of better weather
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we suddenly entered a region of squalls and

gales which seemed endless. Happily we had

bent our new topsail and foresail after the

others had been blown away, and had pre-

pared the storm fore and aft mainsail ready

for setting. I know nothing much more

wearisome than looking through a mist of

driving rain upon a limitless mass of heaving

green waters. Day after day the waves

roared and hissed and boomed upon our sides

â��at one moment we were on a huge crest, at

the next deep down between walls of water

which looked each moment as though they

would engulf us; the winds howled and

whistled in the rigging; the dull, grey,

leaden-looking clouds chased each other over

the sky. Each dawn revealed the same

monotonous picture, each sunset left it still

unchanged. The nights were even worse

than the days, for darkness added so much to

the difficulties of moving about and of keeping

a look-out. This awe-inspiring weather con-

tinued, practically without intermission, for

about a month. I heard the captain say one

day to the mate that in all his experience of

the sea he had never known such a continuous

series of gales as we had had during the latter

half of October and the first half of November.

However, the ship was perfect; practically

no damage of any sort or kind had been done

â��at any rate, nothing that could not be

mended or readjusted by ourselves. But

one alteration, and that a very serious one,

had taken place. The strain upon the

captain had been too great. Almost without

sleep throughout the time, his nerves had got

into such a state that he was now so irritable

one scarcely dared approach him. His

anxieties were also increased by the sad

condition of his wife. Usually a robust

woman and one who had never suffered from

sea-sickness, she had been all the while

ailing. Often violently sick and growing

daily thinner and paler, she had now at last

succumbed and could no longer get about.

I cannot speak definitely as to what was the

matter, but she certainly remained in bed

for quite a fortnight, and when she reappeared

looked but the shadow of her former self.

As luck would have it we now came into

calmer weather, and as if no happy mean

could be found we were, for a day or two,

almost becalmed. The weather turned sud-

denly fine and warm, with a very slight wind

from the south. And at this point two

interesting events happened. I was coming

one day from the galley to the cabin, and

had just reached the skylight, when I had my

attention attracted by the captain, who was

at that moment at the wheel. His mouth

was open and his eyes looked as though they

would start out of his head.

" Good God ! Look there ! " he cried.

Instinctively I turned round to see what

the object could possibly be which had caused

such an extraordinary look of panic on the

captain's face. I think, for the moment,

something in the nature of the sea-serpent

presented itself to my mind, but, instead, I

saw quite another sight, but, nevertheless,

one which was warranted to bring one's

heart into one's mouth, for there, on the

bowsprit, without holding on to anything,

stood Baby. Quick as thought I put the

tray down on the skylight and silentlyâ��for I

had no shoes onâ��I flew to the bows and,

leaning well forward, I grasped the child's

frock.

" Darling," I said, " you must not go there ;

you might fall in."

" I have often done it before," she answered,

" and nobody said I mustn't."

" Well, darling, it's like this," I replied ;

" daddy's not well, and it frightens him, and

you wouldn't want to do that, would you ? "

The captain, who had called somebody to

the wheel, then came up. Passionately fond

of his little girl as I am sure he was, he,

nevertheless, stormed at her and, working

himself up into a perfect rage, boxed her ears

soundly and sent her, crying her eyes out,

below. I saw that the captain was not himself

and wondered what was going to happen.

But, as the weather was now calm, I thought

it probable he would recover himself after

making up some of the many hours of sleep

still due to him. Alas ! nerves are not so

easily put right as they are put wrong, and

though the weather continued perfect for some

days he still remained, to put it mildly, most

peculiar in his manner.

The incident, however, led to one definite

result. No doubt the captain was truly

sorry he had hit his little girl, and by way of

making amends he ordered the carpenter to

fit up a little barricade by the bowsprit, which

should be quite safe for her to sit on in fine

weather. We all took great interest in the

construction, for Baby was a great favourite

of us all, and an especial one of mine, having

myself been always very fond of children.

The groundwork was, I think, an old door or

top of a trestle-table. It had another similar

one screwed on to it underneath. On three

sidesâ��that is, one long side and the two short

â��a kind of rough balustrade was made about

the height of an ordinary table, and a rail ran

along the top. This was hoisted on the bows
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and rested at the same time on the two sides

of the ship and on the bowsprit. In order to

make the gap safe between the sides and the

ship a slanting rail or two was put on each

side. Further, a step was put below, and on

the top a small barrel was placed for a seat.

This platform was always called " Baby's

quarter-deck." Here she would sit and

croon little songs, or walk to and fro and call

out : " Ship on the port-bow." This was

the only expression I ever heard her use, and

she used it quite irrespective of any ship

being visible or not.

The second incident that occurred was the

coming upon what looked at first like a dead

whale. As we approached this mysterious

object the mate saw through the glasses that

there were men on it, and came to the con-

clusion, which subsequent events proved to

be right, that it was a ship turned turtle. As

D LOWERED A BOAT."

we approached we could see three men on her ;

it was not until we were alongside that we

saw a fourth. On nearer inspection it was

apparent that one man was dead, and even

decomposed, which made us think the weather

had been calmer in the more northerly lati-

tudes. The second and third proved also to

be dead, though apparently only recently,

but the fourth man was still alive. One

would fancy it was an easy matter to get him

on board, but that proved far from being the

case. We heaved to and lowered the boat,

but then a difficulty presented itself. The

ship's bottom was one mass of barnacles, and

it stood some way out of the water. After

several ineffectual efforts, at last the mate,

with his hands much cut and bleeding, got

on top and crawled along to the man. He

was nearly dead, and could do nothing for

himself. A rope was fastened under his
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armpits, and very slowly and gingerly the

mate tried to move him.

It was some time before he discovered that

another rope was fastened round his waist

and hidden by a mass of seaweed. This rope

went some distance along the edge of the keel

and had a small spar-at the end wedged into

a crevice between one of the dead seamen

and a huge colony of barnacles. Evidently

it had got washed into that position. An

axe was now handed out of the boat and, the

seaweed being cleared away, the rope was

severed. Even then it took us nearly an

hour to get the man down and into the boat,

whi h was badly damaged and almost in a

sinking condition. His face was badly cut

and much swollen, and one hand and arm

were terribly lacerated ; two joints of the

little finger and the third finger were torn off,

and the bone protruded about half an inch.

When at last he was got on board he was

taken below and put into hot blankets and a

little rum poured down his throat. It was

now about four o'clock in the afternoon, and

I heard no more of him till I took some supper

down into the cabin at about nine. I then

heard that he was still alive, but had not

spoken. In the

morning he was

in the same con-

dition, but had

once seemed to

move his eyes as

though herealized

that there was

someone there.

All that day he

still hung on to

life, but seemed

unable to get any

farther.

In the evening

tfye captain's wife

came up and said

she had been

trying for a long

while to get him

to give his name,

and had so far

succeeded that he

had plainly said

" Ebenezer," and

after a little wait

had added " Bristol." It was, at any rate,

a beginning, and more was hoped for, but,

alas ! it was destined to be all the information

that we were ever to get, for in the night he

slipped his cable and went to his long home.

On the following day we carried his body

" BABY ON HER

(Drawn from a sketch made u:

up on deck and quietly committed him to

the sea, from which we had taken such infinite

pains to rescue him but a few hours before.

So died poor Ebenezer of Bristol, and we had

not even the satisfaction of knowing his

surnameâ��for we assumed Ebenezer to be his

Christian nameâ��nor the name of the ship

which we found in such melancholy plight.

Those that go down to the sea in ships

must needs see strange sights, and few are

stranger than the solemn burying in the sea

of an unknown man who had come into our

lives only to pass out again, and more than

one even jested on the fact. Had they but

known how soon they, too, would go down

into those unknown depths to lie until the

last trump should sound, they might, perhaps,

have been less inclined to frivolity and more

to sober contemplation.

For yet a day or two the weather continued

fine, and Baby was much in evidence on her

quarter-deck. I have sat on the edge of it

many a time and told her stories. She would

sit in the corner and listen to Ali Baba and

the Forty Thieves, and Cinderella and Blue

Beard, till they were all told, and then she

would say : " Now begin again at Ali Baba."

At last the fine

spell of weather

ended and we

were once more

in the midst of

gales â�� if any-

thing even worse

than before. One

could scarcely

believe the sky

could hold so

much rain. For-

tunately, how-

ever, we still had

one advantage of

the gales â�� the

wind was always

behind us. What

we should have

done with con-

trary winds I can-

not think. Those

only who have

tried it can realize

what it is to do

long tacks in an

Atlantic gale when one is frequently broad-

side-on to the mountainous sea for con-

siderable stretches. As it was we got a bit

out of our course, and the captain, whose

irritability had now got to such a pass

that he seemed almost mad, could scarcely

QUARTERDECK.

ider the writer's direction.)
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contain himselt when the look - out called :

" Land on the starboard bow." The mate

went up aloft to examine, and came down,

saying it must be Porto Santo.

" Porto Santo, you idiot ! " said the

captain ; " don't you know the difference

between the Azores and

Madeira ? Porto Santo,

indeed! Why don't you say

the Canaries or the Cape

Verde Islands at once ? "

" All right, captain, have

it your way," answered the

mate, who had learnt by

experience that contradic-

tion these days to the

captain was like a red

rag to a bull.

Whether it was Porto

Santo or not I never learnt,

but one thing was quite

evident to us all: Captain

Briggs was in such a state

of nervous breakdown that

no owner would have en-

trusted his ship to him for

five minutes. Early in the

afternoon of that very day

he went up to the mate

and, after saying a few

words which I did not

hear, though he stood not

far off, he suddenly began

to cry, just like a little

child. He sat down on

the skylight and sobbed,

with his face buried in his

hands. The mate per-

suaded him to go below,

where Mrs. Briggs got

him to lie down. I know

occasionally one will see a

drunken man get into a

maudlin state of tears, but

the captain was a very

sober man, as we all knew, so there was no

explanation except a real breakdown.

The mate was a very capable man and

could manage the ship all right, so there was

nothing to fear. At the same time we were

all a bit upset by the old man's state. He

was what everybody would call a strong man,

the very last in the world that one would

expect to do such a thing as cry. Perhaps

if he had continued to rest all would have

been well; but no, there he was next day,

pacing the deck just like a wild animal in a

cage. We gave him a wide berth each of us,

expecting to hear some wild order given

sooner or later. But he said nothing. He

only paced the deck. Once I saw him look

up, and there seemed, perhaps only to my

fancy, which apprehended evil, to be on his

face the look of a hunted thing.

Matters continued thus all day, excepting

HE SAT DOWN ON THE SKYLIGHT AND SOHIiED, Willi HIS FACE

BURIED IN HIS HANDS."

that once or twice the captain's wife came

up and walked with him. I think she was

trying to persuade him to go and lie down.

That night I shall never forget as long as I

live, for there appeared to be something

awful happening in the sky. At first it

really looked as though all the stars in the

west had suddenly taken to shooting to and

fro. Nearly everybody came on deck to

look, and some thought the end of the world

was coming. I did not count the streaks of

light, but I am certain I saw quite as many

as a dozen at a time, and they did not stop

for quite a couple of hours, I heard Big
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Bill tell his son that he had counted three

hundred as fast as he could count. I can

quite believe it, only they were so much

spread about that I should have thought it

was impossible to count them. I should

very much like to know what wonderful

thing happened that night, and if anybody

else saw it besides ourselves.*

After about two or three days we again got

into a region of calm, and this time were for

some hours actually becalmed. The sails

lazily flapped and the booms swung uneasily

to and fro. The sea still heaved as though in

a deep slumber, and the weather was quite

hot. One would have said it was midsummer

and that we were in the tropics. This state

of affairs continued on and off for about half

a week, a slight breeze occasionally moving

us for an hour or two and dropping again.

And now it was that we came to the final

catastrophe.

It arose out of some conversation of which,

unfortunately, I did not hear the beginning,

but of which I heard sufficient to form a good

idea of what the beginning was. As, however,

I am most anxious not to let any ideas of my

own appear, I will report each detail as I saw

it and heard it with my own eyes and ears,

contenting myself with making one prelimi-

nary remark only. Once during the voyage

I had heard some sneering remarks by the

captain to the mate about his not having, on

some occasion, entered the water to save a

comrade. The remark, no doubt, rankled

with the mate, and I fancy that was why he

had gone on to the upturned ship to rescue

poor old Ebenezer.

And now for what took place.

The sun came up out of the sea into an

unclouded sky, and the early morning haze

soon disappeared. The day seemed a mere

repetition of the one before, but it was not so

for long. Scarcely had the sun got well up

before trouble began.

I went down into the cabin to fetch the

basin which Baby used for her porridge.

Mrs. Briggs had used it for some posset the

night before for herself. She came out and

gave it to me, and at the same time asked me

to get her a can of hot water. I took the

basin and brought down about half a pail of

warm water. I remember putting a cruet

on the table and also one plate, which had

evidently had nothing but bread on it and

was lying on a locker. I went up again, and

in something less than half an hour returned

* We have ascertained lliat a full account of this meteoric

display appeared in the Times and other papers at the time---

a striking confirmation of the writer's >tory.

with Baby's porridge, some bacon, and two

or three bits off a knuckle of ham : I cannot

call them slices so much as pickings, as there

was very little left on the bone. On entering

the cabin I saw at once the captain was again

in his strange, irritable, and also irritating,

mood, and bent on quarrelling with somebody.

" It's no good, Harry," I heard him say as

I entered; " if you were to talk from now till

Doomsday you would never make me say it

wasn't a cowardly action."

" You needn't be so free with the word

'coward,'" replied the mate; "it isn't a

pleasant one, and you seem to have forgotten,

as I told you before, I was fully dressed and

in all my clothes, and though one can keep

afloat and move a bit, one can't really swim

in one's clothes ; not really to call it swimming,

that is -"

" What ! " shouted the captain ; " you

mean to say a man can't swim in his clothes ? "

That remark was repeated by the captain

partly in answer to the mate's remarks and

partly in talking to himself for several

minutes, somewhat after the following style:â��

" Not an ordinary man can't," repeated the

mate.

"A â�� man â�� can't â�� swim â�� in â�� his â��

clothes ! " said very slowly, as if to himself.

" You mustn't judge by yourself; you're

an exceptional swimmer. There aren't many

that can swim like you."

" So â�� a â�� man â�� can'tâ��swimâ��inâ��hisâ��

clothesâ��hey ?"

" You know what I meanâ��generally

speaking, a person who can swim in the

ordinary way, or "

"A â�� man â�� can't â�� swim â�� in â�� his'â��

clothesâ��hey ? "

" Oh, well, it's no use my saying anything

â��I'm sure I never meant any offence."

" Fancy that, nowâ��a man can't swim in

his clothes."

" Oh, Ben, dear," said Mrs. Briggs, " do

say something else."

" A man can't swim in his clothes."

" Now, Baby," said Mrs. Briggs, trying to

change the subject, " get on with your

breakfast, there's a dear. Isn't there enough

sugar in the porridge ?" and, before Baby

said anythingâ��indeed, if I remember right,

the porridge was as yet too hot for her to

have tasted itâ��Mrs. Briggs put another

spoonful of sugar in.

" A man can't swim in his clothes, hey ? "

" Well, never mind about that now, dear ;

come and have your breakfast. I'll get it

ready for you."

Still very slowly and very deliberately, as
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if abstractedly, he answered, " I'mâ��notâ��

goingâ��toâ��haveâ��myâ��breakfastâ��yet."

" Not going to have your breakfast ?

Stuff and nonsense ! "

" I'm not going to have my breakfast vet."

" Why not, pray ? "

" I'm going to have a swim in my clothes."

" You're notâ��don't you think it."

" Oh, aren't I ? We shall see about that."

" What are you taking on so about ? "

said the mate. " I didn't mean you. We

all know you can do anything in the water."

But neither flattery nor cajolery nor angry

words had the least effect, and so Mrs. Briggs

tried the one great woman's argumentâ��

tears.

Sobbing, she pointed out that he was not

wellâ��that she was not well and he knew she

wasn't wellâ��that he didn't think of her a

bitâ��that he was in charge of the ship and

had no right to go and do silly things like

that.

" That'll do, that'll do," said the captain.

" Besides," put in the mate, " you've got

on a good suit of clothes. Where's the sense

in spoiling them ? If it had been me it

wouldn't have mattered, because I'm going

to chuck these slops overboard when we get

in."

It was an unfortunate sentence.

" Very wellâ��now look here, Harry," said

the captain. " We'll change clothes, and

I'll give you a new suit if I don't get round

in five minutes. Now, that's fair, isn't it ? "

" I think it's a great pity that you are

thinking of doing it," said the mate, who, I

could see, was most anxious to prevent such

folly.

" If he won't stop for me he won't for you,

Harry," sobbed Mrs. Briggs.

" If I have any more nonsense about it,"

said the captain, who continued to speak with

extraordinary slowness and deliberation, " I

shall take Baby on my back and we'll both

go."

Mrs. Briggs never uttered another word

about it.

To my surprise, Captain Briggs then took

off his coat and waistcoat and flung them on

the locker. The mate took off his watch and

chain and put them on the table, at the same

time undoing his waistcoat.

" Anyway," said Mrs. Briggs, " Harry's

not going to undress in front of me, if you

are."

" All right, Harry ; you go and change in

your cabin," said the captain. " Here are

the trousersâ��Abel, you go with him and

bring me his things. I believe a dip in the

sea is just the very thing to brace me up

and put me all right. I've been feeling seedy

for days."

The mate took up his watch and chain

and I followed with the captain's coat and

waistcoat. As we entered the cabin the

captain's watch dropped out of the pocket

of his waistcoat, which I had been holding

across my left arm. I picked it up and put

it on the table alongside of the mate's. The

mate changed and did not speak a word. I

could see he was worried, but I did not dare

to say anything. By the time I got back

with the mate's things Mrs. Briggs and Baby

had left the cabin. I did not know where

they had gone, but I saw Baby had not

finished her porridge. I asked the captain

if I should take it to keep hot. He did not

answer for some seconds ; he then merely

remarked, " I'll show them whether a man

can swim in his clothes or not."

" Yes, sir ; certainly, sir," I said, and went

out. My heart was heavy within me, for I

had always been fond of Captain Briggs.

He had been a good master to me, and I,

like all the others, had watched him with

awe, amounting almost to reverence and

affection, managing the boat and protecting

our lives with such masterful precision that

it made him appear to us to be something

above the ordinary mortal. And now his

mind was undoubtedly unhinged for a time.

He had been behaving like a wayward child

â��delighted to make trouble, and obstinate

with the obstinacy of the mad. There was

nothing very wonderful in his swimming,

of courseâ��he was known to be an excellent

swimmer ; indeed, his vanity in that matter

was one of the few weak points in his nature.

It certainly was not his fault if everybody

on the ship did not know that when he was

at school he had won three swimming prizes,

three years running. I have not the smallest

doubt in my own mind that for some days

the captain had not been right in his head,

and now he seemed to have gone a stage

farther in mental derangement than he had

hitherto shown signs of. However, when I

got on deck I saw a knot of men standing

round Mrs. Briggs and Baby just in front of

the fo'c's'le.

" Abel," she said, as I came up, " can you

swim ? "

I told her I could a little, but I didn't

think I could in my clothes. I had a notion

she was trying to get somebody else to do it,

and so prevent the captain. But it was not

so. Her plan was to insist on at least a

couple of men accompanying him. " You
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know," she said to us all, " he's not well,

and he might get cramp or anything." We

reassured her by saying he was a wonderful

swimmer and it would be nothing to him,

but all the same Young Bill and Joe the car-

penter offered to go round with him. They

immediately got ready. Joe kept on only

his trousers, which he tucked up to his knees,

and Bill slipped his jersey down to his middle

and tied the arms round him. He kept

nothing else on. Then the captain appeared,

and fresh trouble arose because he would

have none of it. Mrs. Briggs, however,

insisted, and, after first threatening to clap

anyone in irons who came over with him,

he finally gave a grudging consent. Baby

was very happy, and wanted him to hurry

up so that she might see the sport.

Just then she was seized with one of those

fits of coughing I have already mentioned,

and Mrs. Briggs took her down to the cabin

to give her something to quiet it. They

returned soon, and as she passed me Mrs.

Briggs said hurriedly, " Abel, I've dropped

the cork of Baby's medicine. I wish you'd

look for it when you go down." I said I

would.

A knotted rope was now fastened on to

Baby's quarter-deck for the captain to go

down by, but before going he turned to Big

Bill and said : " Run down and get my

watch, Bill." I never thought at the moment

that the captain's watch was in the mate's

cabin, but as Bill did not come back I remem-

bered it and ran off to tell him. However, I

met him just coming up the companion with

the chronometer in his hand, and he ran

along with it. Again there was trouble.

"What did you bring that for?" said

the captain, and before Bill could explain

Mrs. Briggs had taken it and said," All right,

dear; I'll hold it myself and then you may be

sure it will be safe." Grumbling somewhat,

but I did not catch what he said, he went

over the side.

And before he actually started I should

like to describe as carefully as I can how

everyone was placed.

Fred was at the wheel, or, rather, standing

near it. We had taken in a little sail and

heaved to. About half-way up the ship on

the starboard side was Ginger, lighting a pipe.

In the water were Young Bill and Joe waiting

for the captain. Darky and Robin were

below. I did not at that moment know why,

but soon saw that they had been taking off

some of their things to have a swim also.

Mrs. Briggs sat on the barrel on the quarter-

deck, looking the picture of misery, and

Baby was leaning over the rail of the same.

The mate stood with his left foot on the

bulwarks and his left hand holding the

rigging, whilst his right foot was on the rail

by Baby's arm. He was leaning with his

elbow on his knee and, I think, speaking to

Baby. The elder Bill and myself were both

on Baby's quarter-deck. Clark was standing

on the deck with his arms leaning on the

quarter-deck, and the boy was standing

beside him.

It was arranged that Baby should say " Go."

The captain leaned over and, taking the jib-

boom chains in his hand, hung from them.

" Go," said Baby, and almost directly after

Robin and Darky got over the side and

plunged in. They kept close up to the bows,

so as to help the captain out, I suppose. I

do not know if Mrs. Briggs had asked them

to do this. The captain did not have the

slightest difficulty in getting along. We

followed him with our eyes till he got to the

stern, where he turned, and Ginger, who had

followed him on the deck, called out : " He's

round the corner," and soon after, when he

had turned to come up the port side, came

running with Fred to see the finish. We

were all now, so far as I can tell, in the bows

standing on Baby's quarter - deck, when

suddenly a most unearthly shriek, which I

am sure was Young Bill's voice, rent the air.

We all leaned at once to the port sideâ��and,

without the slightest shadow of warning,

found ourselves in the water !

And now there must have been two

terrible minutes which I can never describe

because I did not see them, though I can

form some idea of about what took place.

Someone, I know not who, clasped hold of

me, and we went down, down, down, locked

in each other's embrace, turning over and

over through the cold, gurgling water. I

strained and struggled, pulled, tugged, kicked,

and bit, I bent back and tried with all my

might to rid myself of the incubus which

clutched me so tight. At last I got my left

arm at full length against the forehead of

my enemy, and in utter desperationâ��I can

only plead that as my excuseâ��I thrust with

all my might my thumb into his eye. Instantly

his clasp relaxedâ��but to what good ? How-

could I ever regain the surfaceâ��nearly

bursting, as I already was, for want of breath ?

Oh ! at last the air ! Oh, that gasp, what

it was to me ! I have often heard it said

that we never know the value of a thing till

we have lost it. I knew it now. Who could

ever realize that a breath of God's pure air

could mean so much to anyone ? But it was
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not for long ; almost immediately my head

went under again. I quickly struggled up,

roughing, choking, panting, and realized

what the mate had said, that it is not easy, to

swim in one's clothes.

I determined to get on my back and see if

I could not regain a little breath, for I was

nearly spent. I did this, and had good

reason afterwards to reflect on the wonderful

truth of the words : " Where ignorance is

bliss, 'twere folly to be wise." Having

somewhat recovered myself, I turned again

and said : " Now I will- get back into the

ship." Get back! But how ? For the

first time now I took stock of the situation.

I had fallen in on the port side of the bow,

and I was at the moment about thirty yards

in front of the bowsprit and about ten yards

MAO WITH FRIGHT, I STRUGGLED RATHER THAN SWAM TO THE

PLATFORM ON WHICH BILL WAS ALREADY CLINGING."

(Drawn from a sketch made under the writer's direction.)

out on the starboard side. The platform we

had so long known as Baby's quarter-deck

was dangling by one of its ends to the bow-

sprit,* and Big Bill was hanging by both hands

to the other end of it. His feet were a little

clear of the water. What surprised me most

was that not another soul was to be seen.

Had they all got back, or where were they ?

" Bill," I cried, " what's happened ? "

His answer was, " You fool, there's a

shark between the captain and the ship ! "

" Shark " is not a pleasant word to hear when

you are in the water. Feebly I screamed out,

" Help ! help ! " where there was no help, and

just then the platform came down right on

the top of Bill. Almost immediately a huge

shark shot out from the port side of the ship,

"The official leport states: "It appears that both bows of

the derelict had been recently cut by a sharp instrument." Can

these marks have been left by the stays used 10 support the

platform ?

swam rapidly towards me, passed me, and

turned. Again it went down the port side and

disappeared. Mad with fright, I struggled

rather-than swam to the platform on which

Bill was already clinging. I grasped it and

wriggled myself into a position of security,

having the bar along the top under my two

armpits, but, struggle as I would, I could not,

for some time, get my knees on to it. At

last I nearly upset it by getting a foot on and

levering myself up.

I now noticed that Bill looked strange,

and was moaning. I dared not move again

for fear of upsetting the little craft, and,

indeed, I had to lean well back to keep it

balanced with Bill. I spoke to him, but he

did not answer; nevertheless, he clung

tenaciously to the edge and side. He was

huddled up and lying

upon his chest altogether

in a very awkward atti-

tude, while the end of

one leg still dangled in

the water. I could now

see the whole of the

starboard side of the

ship, and I was horrified

to find no rope or chain

hanging down, so that

even if we were to get

alongside I did not see

how we could get on

board.

I do not think, up

to this point, it had

entered my head that

nobody was left on the

ship. It is difficult at

this distance of time to

speak with certainty, though I have so many

times gone through these dreadful hours,

both waking and in dreams, but I fancy my

idea was that the captain had the sole atten-

tion of those on the ship, and that they were

trying to get to him. But now there was an

ominous silence which attracted my attention

for the first time. I heard no voice on the

ship, no orders were given, no cheery " Aye,

aye, sir," was audible. What if everybody

was overboard, and there was no rope down

anywhere to get back by !* But surely, I

remembered, the mate had had hold of the

rigging, and Ginger was, when I saw him

last, not on the platform at all. Not for

one moment did I realize or dream that nine

people had been drowned in about three or

four minutes. Yet this is what must have

* The men of the Dei Gratia gained the deck by means of

the ship's chains, but these would be out of teach of a swimmer.
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occurred, for Bill and I made eleven, and the

captain, Young Bill, and Joe made fourteen,

which completed the tale. As to whether

these three were still on the other side of the

ship I could not tell, but I already began to

dread the worst.

At last a very slight breeze arose and the

ship turned lengthwise, and my heart beat

wildly as I scanned the water and the star-

board side of the vessel. At a glance I saw

nothing was hanging down by which anyone

could get on board, but the idea came to me

that if I could get alongside and stand up

my full height on my frail platform I might

be able, by the use of my fingers, to raise

myself on ledges to the rigging fittings and

so get aboard. Immediately, almost crying

like a child at this sudden renewed hope, I

tried to paddle the platform along, but after

an exhausting effort I had only succeeded in

turning the raft round on its axis. I could

still see the dorsal fin of the shark moving

quickly about just beyond the ship, and

following its motions closely I at last dis-

covered, to my unspeakable joy and also

horror, the captain's head. I could only

see it at intervals, as a glint of light playing

on the water in front of him prevented my

seeing him continuously. I scanned the

water almost inch by inch to see if I could

find Joe or Bill, but they were nowhere to be

seen. I reckon the captain must have been

about three or four hundred yards off, but

distance is very difficult to judge on water.

After watching him for some time, the

ship got again between us. I listened

intently for any " Ahoy ! " but I heard

nothingâ��nothing, that is, but the occasional

moan of the poor fellow on the plat-

form. For a long while, so still was the air,

the relative positions of the ship and the

raft remained the same. The current took

the ship in the same direction that it took

us, but gradually we separated. The ship,

being larger, went, I suppose, slower or faster,

I can't say which. The sun mounted inch

by inch in the sky, and burned at first with

grateful warmth which dried my clothes;

but later, when I was dried, it made me long

for shade. Once or twice a slight breeze,

sounding, as it came over the water, like the

gentle rustle of dried leaves, feebly rocked my

platform. But not till after noon did any

breeze catch the sails of the ship; then,

when it did, it seemed only to do so in order

to torment me further, for it drove the vessel

closer to me and then past me, and so for a

mile or more away. A sudden new hope arose

in me like a mighty windâ��a hope that some

Vol. xlvLâ��63.

passing ship would see the Mary and, wonder-

ing at its strange manoeuvres, come and make

inquiry. No signs of the captain could be

seen, nor of anyone else. I was alone upon

the waste of waters. I had never realized

before what " alone " really meant, and it is

a feeling, when once realized, that no language

can describe.

Such is the writer's account of the mystery

of the "Marie Celeste." His sufferings on

his floating platform, and his final rescue, do

not bear directly on that subject; Lut they

are so interesting, and so vividly described,

that we give ihem here in a somewhat

abbreviated form.

I had for some time imagined that the poor

fellow who was sharing my platform was dead,

though his hand was still grasped round the

edge of the plank ; but towards evening he

moved, sighed, and slipped into the water.

Then, for the first time, I saw the other side

of his face. The platform, in falling, had

evidently caught him with the corner, and had

literally cut his head right open from the

right side of his forehead straight down his

cheek, just escaping the eye and mouth. So

wide did this wound now gape that I could

see his teeth through the hole in his cheek.

I saw, too, that the floor of the platform

under where he had been lying was quite

covered with blood, though I had not noticed

it before. The body floated easily right in

front of me, and I only found out some hours

later that the end of the coat was caught in a

nail which protruded. It floated at about

an angle of thirty degrees with the surface

of the water, the feet being uppermost and

the head, thrown far back, being deepest in

the water.

It was now impossible for me to feel any

worse than I already did, so the loss of

my friend left me perfectly callous. My

cup of woe was fullâ��what mattered it to me

if it overflowed ? One difference was made,

however, by the event. The platform was

no longer steady, and I had to stand with

my feet apart to balance it. Also it slowly,

very slowly, revolved, for I was sometimes

facing the sun, which was soon to set, and

sometimes I was back to it. When I could

I watched it nearing the horizon ; soon it

touched, and inch by inch it lowered itself

in the glistening water. It seemed almost

to add to the awful thirst which had now

been my greatest agony for an hour or

two, to see it dip in the liquid fire. . . .

I had now no longer any real hope of
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rescue. I knew too well what few chances

there were, as I must by this time have

drifted some twenty or thirty miles away

from any ordinary route. I merely sat and

waitedâ��waited till the sun rose and mounted

in the sky and shone above me, burning my

aching head and glaring with its light into

my fast-stiffening eyeballs. I waited as it

passed its zenith and came down the sloping

west. Still I moved notâ��merely waited. . . .

I felt like a boy once more, and seemed, in my

wild, disordered fancy, to be running again

over the meadows of my childhood chasing

butterflies and gathering the sweet-scented

wild rose from the hedges. My past came all

before me as I have heard it does to those

that drown, and almost day by day at

lightning speed I lived it all again. I lay

down regardless of the risks, and soon I found

myself mounted on a filmy steed riding

through the air with a gleaming sword in my

hand. Never had I known anything so

perfectly delightful. I mounted, mounted,

mounted to the sky and swooped down in

long, sweeping curves, passing over city

after city. I was in heaven, and I knew no

more of earth.

Far, far away I heard a voice, but what it

said I could not understand. One word or

phrase repeated endlessly. I listened and

waited ; with wonderful regularity, like the

slow ticking of a giant clock, the voice con-

tinued still to speak. It seemed I listened for

long hours, and then at last it grew familiar.

Hark !â��wait!â��yes, again !â��surely I was

not mistaken; it was the slow, constant

beating of the surge upon a shore. Then

silence again, only later to be repeated as

before by the gradual approach of the

voice, that seemed at last to turn to beating

waves.

This time I was conscious longer, but I

wished at the time I had remained in sleep,

even though it were that sleep from which

there was no awakening. So stiff was I that

I could not move. I tried to raise a hand,

but could not. My fingers moved, however,

and I pressed my right hand down to see

how near the edge of my raft I was lying.

Surely my fingers came on earth, soft, sandy

earth, and gradually I felt assured that

though I was stiff it was not stiffness kept

my arms from moving. I inflated my chest

and made an effort, only to find that I was

bound by some bandage or another round me.

At once the awful thought came to me, I

had been washed ashore and buried alive.

But wait a moment. Though it was quite

dark and earth was my couch, I yet felt sure

I could breathe freely of the air. Oh, how

I longed for light, and with what efforts I

strove to speak! My tongue, I felt, was

swollen and protruding between my teeth, my

head ached consumedly. I think I must

have lapsed once more into unconsciousness,

for the next thing I can remember was finding

a black man stooping beside me, pouring

water into my mouth. Also my arms were

free and day was dawning.

A new day for me and a new life, for if

ever anyone was called forth out of the tomb

it was myself. Not the least curious fact

connected with this strange adventure is

that I never have been able to this very day

to tell how I was rescued. Three blacks and

a dark European and his wife, talking Heaven

only knows what language, had got me from

somewhere and were keeping me also some-

where. As I gradually recovered, which I

did through long tribulation, I made every

endeavour by signs to discover how they had

saved me. I think they understood what I

wanted to know, and they pointed to the sea

and their boat, a little thing that could

scarcely have dared to venture out of sight

of land, but I could never make more of it.

I only discovered afterwards that it was on

the north-west coast of Africa that I had

landed, and there I remained, suffering all

the while from spasmodic pains. After some

weeks a small sailing-boat,which had evidently

been expected, arrived. There was much

pointing to me and excited gesticulation, and

finally I went on board and got to Algiers.

From here I worked to and from Marseilles

for several months, but always feeling

wretchedly ill. Finally I was taken very ill

at Marseilles and went into the hospital,

where an operation was performed, from

which, when I recovered, I quickly regained

my former health. About four months later,

or in the summer of 1874, I came to England

and met in the Surrey Commercial Dock the

man who introduced me to my late employer,

in whose service ashore I remained until he

died, and in the service of whose son I still

am, and I pray God I may remain so until it

pleases Him to take me home.

[Note by the writer's employer : "A pious

wish 'which the Almighty saw fit to grant to a

trustworthy and much-tried man."]
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He had worked for Bul-

winkle diligently during

twenty years, becoming in

due time head clerk to that

great man, and, as head

clerk, approximating to per-

fection. He had little initiative, it is true;

none of that " push " which distinguished

Bulwinkle. On the other hand, he had no

bad habits. He was punctual, accurate,

healthy, and pleasing in appearance, a rosy

little man with a disarming smile, cheerful at

all times, and astoundingly contented with

his position in life. Bulwinkle made him

junior partner (Simon received ten per cent,

of the profits) because he was terrified of

losing so faithful and competent a servant.

Simon lived with his wife in a pretty

cottage just outside Easthampton, wherein

Bulwinkle had achieved fame and fortune.

Some men wondered why Bulwinkle had

remained in a provincial town when he might

have soared to heights in London. He was a

stockbroker, doing a fine business with men

who knew him and trusted his judgment.

No London for him ! He, too, had begun

married life in a cottage near Simon's. But

now he occupied a castellated villa surrounded

by park-like grounds. He owned a six-

cylinder car. His wife wore many diamonds,

sporting, in and out of season, a muff and

stole of sable, not mink. In fine, prosperity

exuded from every pore of Bulwinkle's skin.

Simon never envied his chief. The differ-

ence between sable and mink seemed to him

negligible. He affirmed that he and " the

wife " got more fun out of their tri-car than

did Bulwinkle out of the limousine. When

he made these and similar statements Mrs.

Cheers never contradicted him. She smiled

subtly. Simon adored her. They had no

children, and therefore were interdependent.

Let us say that they were as happy as mortals

can be, and have done with it.

Behold Simon sitting in his private room,

receiving those clients whose small interests

could be safely entrusted to a junior partner !

Upon his massive desk you will perceive a

bunch of Parma violets freshly gathered by

Mrs. Cheersâ��a sweet oblation ! To him is

ushered in, by a slightly supercilious clerk, a

seedy gentleman of middle age, Mr. Thomas

Shafto, acclaimed with enthusiasm by Simon

as " My dear old Tom ! "

The two had been chums at school.

Shafto accepted a mild cigar, and sat down.

He was the antithesis of Simon, tall, thin,

excitable, with big, dark eyes burning

feverishly in a white face. He had not seen

Simon for more than ten years, but he

addressed him as familiarly as if they had

parted the day before.

" Partner, hay ? "

" Yes," said Simon, beaming artlessly.

" Money to burn, old man ? "

" Lord bless you, no."

" I want to interest you in a scheme of

mine."

" Tom, if it's yours I am interested."

" Knew you'd say that ! Not changed a

bit. Know anything about engines ? "

" I've a tri-car."

Shafto unrolled some papers and handed

them to Simon, who adjusted his pince-nez.
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After reading the specifications and glancing

over the drawings, Simon said, helplessly:â��

" Can't make head or tail of 'em."

" I'll explain."

He explained at length. Simon listened

attentively, no wiser than he was before.

Presently he admitted as much, adding:

" What do you want ? "

" Cash," replied Shafto. " I want a

couple of hundred, old man, to patent this

turbine in England, Germany, France, and

the United States. Two hundred will do the

trick. It's a dead cert."

Simon smiled feebly. So many dead certs

remained dead; and yet he had faith in

Shafto, regarded at school as a star of the

first magnitude. Shafto continued :â��

" It's like this, old man. I daren't show

these drawings to experts because they'd

steal my thunder. The principle simply

roars at 'em. I must patent the thing and

secure my rights. After that it will be

shelling peas to get all the capital we want,

because my turbine is going to revolutionize

traction throughout the world. Sim, this is

the chance of a lifetime ; I'll let you in share

and share alike, see ? A half interest in

these," he flicked the papers, " for a couple of

hundred."

Simon smiled nervously ; then he cleared

his throat.

" I'm much obliged, Tom."

" Not at all. There's no man I'd sooner

make rich than you."

" But I don't want to be made rich."

" Wha-a-at ? Come off it! "

" It's the solemn truth. I've more than

I need already."

Shafto swecped on this admission.

" Then you've a bit to spare for an old

friend ? "

" Andâ��and I'm not interested in engines."

" You can take my word that the turbine

is all right."

Simon looked unhappy. Two hundred

pounds was a vast sum, but he had it to

spare. Had his old friend said : " Sim, I'm

in a hole; I must have two hundred, or

perish," why, then he would have written a

cheque for that amount. But his tri-car had

filled him with a loathing for machinery.

Also, he mistrusted business dealings with

friends. Then, suddenly, his benignant brow

cleared, as inspiration struck him. Bulwinkle

was knowledgeable about machinery. Bul-

winkle boasted that he could snap up any

good thing at sight. Bulwinkle had an

inordinate appetite for more wealth. After

dinner, over a glass of port, he would prattle

of steam yachts and other toys only to be

bought by millionaires. So Simon said :â��

" My chief is your man. Like to see him ? "

Shafto hesitated. " Is he an expert ? "

" He says he is. But, Tom, he's square.

He won't try to rob you. And, later, when

you've secured the patents, Bulwinkle could

finance the enterprise. Has money, and

knows men with money. You see him."

" Right," said Shafto.

Half an hour later the man of many

inventions emerged from the inner office.

He carried a high head, but rage burned in

his fine eyes ; contempt curled his sensitive

upper lip. Hardly had the door closed behind

him when he exploded.

" Sim, this Bulwinkle is a bull frog, blown

out with gas and conceit. He knows nothing

about engines. I could hardly keep my

hands off the fellow."

" Tch, tch ! " murmured Simon. " I'm

sorry."

Shafto seized his hat, a dilapidated bowler,

and rammed it on to his head, cocking it at

an aggressive angle with a bang of his hand.

" I'm off," he declared.

" Where to ? " demanded Simon, anxiously.

His friend's air terrified him.

" Don't say that as if you cared."

" I do care. The wife would like to see you.

Stay with us."

" You're a good old Sim, but I haven't

a minute to waste. I must get hold of that

cash. The sight of Bulwinkle infuriated me.

I'm in a hurry to be richer than he is. I'd

like to fill his mean soul with envy and

jealousy."

" Not you, Tom."

" Lord, I'd love it ! Ten years I've worked

on this, and that thick-headed ignoramus

condemns it in ten minutes."

Simon stared uncomfortably at his friend's

thin cheeks, at his shabby clothes, at his

bowed shoulders. Shafto coughed. Simon

winced. Then he plunged*.

" Tom, you can have the two hundred."

" What ? No, no, no ! I'm hanged if I'll

take it against your judgment, out of charity."

" I believe in you," said Simon, very

earnestly. " I want to prove my faith in you."

" You always were a rum 'un."

Eventually the man of inventions yielded

to kindness and obstinacy, a combination

difficult to resist. The cheque was drawn,

and also an agreement in duplicate. Then

Simon said, hesitatingly :â��

"Tom, I don't, want the wife to know

of this."

"Why not?"
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HE CARRIED A HIGH HEAD, BUT FIRE BURNED IN HIS FINE EYES.

millions, Mrs.

Cheers might â�� 1

don't say she

would â�� but she

might think too

much of Mrs. Bul-

winkle."

" Why Mrs. Bul-

winkle ? "

Simon fidgeted.

He was loyal even

to Mrs. Bulwinkle,

because she was

his chief's wife.

But in his heart

he both hated and

feared the august

lady, trembling

beneath her nod.

Bulwinkle had

exalted his wife

above all other

women in East-

hampton. She

looked down upon

them from the cas-

tellated heights of

her mansion, even

as the ladies of the

county at county

balls looked down

upon her.

Simon unbur-

dened his soul.

"Mrs. B u 1 -

winkle," said he,

pensively, " is am-

bitious. You are

not quite fair to

Bulwinkle, my

dear Tom. You

took him just now

at a disadvantage.

My fault. I am

quite sure that

he does not know

Now Simon was blessedâ��or cursedâ��with

a perfervid imagination never applied to

business except in a negative and subjective

sense. He loathed wild-cat speculation,

because he could visualize its effects. He

could project his mind into the future, but

rarely did so, because the present was so

pleasant.

" It might unsettle her," he murmured.

" Unsettle her ? How ? "

" We're both satisfied with things as they

are. No complaints at Wistaria Cottage

I can assure you. If you tegan talking of

a great deal about machinery."

" Nothing at all, Sim."

" You exposed his ignorance, and aroused

in consequence hisâ��erâ��hostility. He can

beâ��rude."

" A perfect ass ! "

" No, no; I cannot permit that. A capital

fellow, I assure you. Louisa Bulwinkle isâ��

erâ��different."

He paused, slightly blushing.

" Go straight on," commanded Tom

Shafto.

" Louisa Bulwinkle," continued Simon,
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slowly, " is all that my dear wife is not,

but then my wife has not been exposed to

her temptations."

" Temptations ? "

" Gold," said Simon, making a grimace.

" A snobâ��hay ? "

" Not quite that, but what she hasâ��

Bulwinkle is very generous to herâ��seems to

have a devastating effect, not upon her but

upon other women. She sets the pace in

Easthampton. The wife, fortunately, like

myself, prefers to jog-trot along in our

pleasant groove, but there are moments,

Tom, when Mrs. Bulwinkle's diamonds do

scratch our glass."

" I understand perfectly. Mum's the

word ! "

" Thank you."

II.

What followed is part of the commercial

history of England, and may be summed up

in a sentence. Tom Shafto had not laboured

in vain for ten years. His turbine was, as

he affirmed, mighty enough to revolutionize

traction. After the patents had been secured

a syndicate was formed, and of this syndicate

Shafto became managing director, with a

half interest in all profits.

Simon might have sold his share of this

half interest for a large sum, but he expressed

no wish to sell, and Shafto entreated him not

to sell.

Nobody knew, not even Bulwinkle, that

Simon Cheers had become rich beyond the

dreams of avarice, for when the merits of the

Shafto turbine were universally admitted,

Simon, had he chosen to sell his shares, would

have become a richer man than Bulwinkle,

and Bulwinkle was miserably aware that he

might have doubled his ample fortune had

he known a wee bit more about machinery.

One morning he said to his junior

partner :â��

" That Shafto turbine was offered to me."

" Yes ; I sent Shafto to you."

" So you did. I had forgotten. The

fellow rubbed my fur the wrong way. And

his confounded specifications were vilely

expressed, not even typed. He offered me

a half interest for three hundred pounds."

Simon smiled. It pleased h'm to learn

that Tom had raised the original price to

Bulwinkle.

" That half interest," continued Bulwinkle,

mournfully, " is worth to-chiy about two

hundred thousandâ��at least."

" Is it possible ? " murmured Simon.

It seems incredible, but the little man had

never computed what this half interest was

worth. There had been dividends, but

these had been used to buy more shares, on

Shafto's urgent advice. Not a penny, so

far, had gone to swell Simon'-s small private

account in the Easthampton Bank. Yet he

knew that Bulwinkle had calculated aright,

for such knowledge was meat and drink to

himâ��poison in this particular case. The

senior partner concluded, abruptly :â��

" Promise me, Sim, that you will never

mention this regrettable affair to Mrs.

Bulwinkle ? "

" With pleasure."

" Nor to Mrs. Cheers, because "

Simon replied formally :â��

" I promise never to tell the wife that you

refused Shafto's offer."

" I am much obliged."

Meanwhile no changes had taken place at

Wistaria Cottage, because Mrs. Cheers re-

mained in ignorance of what had come to

pass. And, as day succeeded day, it became

increasingly difficult for Simon to confess to

his beloved Emmeline that he had hidden

from her such a colossal piece of news.

And then, at the psychological moment

when Bulwinkle was moving out of the

castellated villa into what was euphemistically

termed " a country seat," Tom Shafto de-

scended upon Wistaria Cottage.

He came in his own car, wearing a superb

fur coat and smoking an immense cigar.

The mere sight of such a car purring melo-

diously in front of Wistaria Cottage challenged

the attention of everybody in Montmorency

Road. Being Sunday, the cottagers were at

home. Simon, looking out of the window,

gasped his surprise :â��

" It's Tom Shafto ! "

We pause to explain that Emmeline had

heard and read of Shafto's good fortune.

Simon, of course, confirmed it. Let us add

that Simon had not told Tom of the deception

he still practised upon the wife. Tom, how-

ever, was well aware that his old friend drew

no money out of the business, nor had sold a

single share. It was high time, in his opinion,

that Simon should retire from a wretched

junior partnership and enjoy the fruits of

Fortune and Leisure.

Simon hastened to greet his friend and to

give him a necessary hint, but the wife was

too quick for him, following hot-foot upon

his track.

" Same old pitch," said Shafto, after

salutations had been exchanged.

" Same old welcome for you," said Simon.

Shafto had not visited them since the day
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when Simon handed him the cheque, but he

noted no changes. The cottage inside and

out was spick and span, but it had been so

for many years.

" You'll stay with us ? v asked Mrs. Cheers.

" Delighted!"

The chauffeur carried into the tiny hall a

fine suit-case, and was instructed to drive

the car to a garage.

" It's a lovely car," said Mrs. Cheers.

" What's yours, Mrs. Cheers ? "

" We haven't got one yet. The tri-car is

still going."

Shafto stared at her in stupefaction.

" Not got a car ? "

" We can't quite afford a good car, and

Simon won't have a cheap one."

Suddenly he saw that Simon was winking

both eyes at him. Shafto asked no more

questions till he found himself alone with his

host. Then he said, sharply :â��

" Why can't you afford a car ? "

" Emmeline doesn't know."

" Great Scot ! "

" She ought to know, of course ; but I

funked telling her. It meantâ��changes."

" I should just think it did ! "

" I told you that we were very happy, that

we didn't want changes."

Shafto laughed ironically.

" Why say ' we ' ? My good fellow, if you

are cocksure that your wife really shares your

views, there is even less sense in hiding this

thing from her. But you aren't sure. I see

that in your eye. Own up ! "

"I am sure that she is happy as we are;

that any change would make her less happy,

particularly a very big change."

" You know her better, I expect, than she

knows herself ? "

" Perhaps I do."

" She'll give you beans, old man, when she

does find out the truth. Lordy ! But what

a game ! Do you sit there and tell me that

nobody knows ? "

" Not a living soul in Easthampton except

you."

" Not Bulwinkle ? "

" Why should I tell him ? "

" Because it would annoy him, humble

him, deflate him."

" Three excellent reasons for holding my

tongue."

" Hutâ��hang it all ! Sooner or later "

" Better later than sooner."

Shafto perceived that argument would be

wasted. He stared at Simon, whistling a

little tune, but thinking of Mrs. Cheers, now

busily engaged in adding something to the

Sunday bill of fare. He thought also of

Bulwinkle as he hoped to see him one dayâ��

deflated. It was exasperating to reflect that

such deflation might never take place.

III.

At the midday dinner the talk touched

lightly upon many topics before it settled on

that massive subject of the King, Mrs.

Bulwinkle. Shafto heard of the country

seat, and a ' garden which exacted four

gardeners and a boy.

" Hunting trouble," remarked Simon.

He hoped that the wife would endorse this

draft upon her confidence. To his chagrin

she dishonoured it on presentation, murmuring

guilelessly :â��

" I have always longed for a larger garden."

" Andâ��anything else ? " inquired Tom.

The table was so small and cosy that he

managed to kick Simon under it. Mrs.

Cheers did not answer, so Tom continued:â��

" A large garden, Mrs. Cheers, generally

includes a large house."

" And a lot of lazy servants eating their

ugly heads off," said Simon, almost viciously.

" It must be nice to have a big, airy dining-

room," murmured Emmeline. " Small dining-

rooms get so smelly."

Tom, the hardened sinner, chuckled.

" Mrs. Bulwinkle says- " Emmeline

went on.

" Bother Mrs. Bulwinkle ! " cried Simon.

" By all means," said Shafto; " but let us

hear what she says." He turned politely to

his hostess.

" Mrs. Bulwinkle says that wealth enlarges

one's circle, whereas poverty diminishes it.

Sim and I live in rather a small circle."

Tom said, carelessly :â��

" Is Mrs. Bulwinkle a great friend of

yours ? "

" She never dropped me, Mr. Shafto."

" As she did others," snapped Simon.

" Oh, Sim ! "

" She comes here," said Simon, giving rein

to his irritation, " to flaunt her money in

Emmeline's face. Everything she buys she

shows to Emmeline. Pah ! "

" Sim, dear, I have never seen you so

ruffled."

Simon pulled himself together, and became

at once the smiling, genial host. Presently

Emmeline retired, leaving the men with a

decanter of port, and some cigars which

belonged to Shafto. As soon as they were

alone, Shafto said, curtly â��

" It's a monstrous shame."

" What is, Tom ? "
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" Denying your dear wife the satisfaction

of soaring above Mrs. Bulwinkle."

Simon sipped his wine, but did not enjoy

it. His rosy face became clouded. Tom

continued, fluently :â��

" I made my will the other day, Sim."

" Did you ? "

" I've left every bob to you, old man."

" You're joking."

" Not I. I've no kin to care about. I

told you once that I wanted to make you

rich ; and I meant it. You are rich, and

when I turn up my toes you'll be richer than

half-a-dozen Bulwinkles,but you ain't grateful.

Not a bit."

" Hope you'll outlive me," said Simon.

" I may or I may not. In any case, it's

mighty plain that your wife does not quite

share your quixotic views about money. She

could do with a bit more."

Simon nodded helplessly.

" Be a man, and give her what she wants."

" But I can't bring myself to tell her."

" Let me tell her," said Shafto, eagerly.

" It would give me the sincerest pleasure to

do so. I'll choose the right moment, and I'll

cover you with glory."

" All right," said Simon, gloomily.

" I'd like to tell Bulwinkle, too."

" You can."

" Done ! "

IV.

Opinions may differ as to whether Tom

Shafto was justified in choosing the moment

that he did to enlighten Mrs. Cheers and Mr.

Bulwinkle. He said afterwards, with an

unregenerate chuckle, that his hand had been

forced. Admittedly, he had a sense of the

dramatic. Also, he had drunk three glasses

of port, and was feeling, as he put it, full of

beans. By the luck of things, moreover, Mr.

and Mrs. Bulwinkle dropped in to tea, looking

aggressively prosperous. Bulwinkle had for-

gotten his shabby visitor, or shall 'we say that

he was unable to identify him with the

smiling, well-dressed managing director of a

booming business ?

His heavy jaw fell at least two inches when

Simon presented Mr. Thomas Shafto. A

furtive glance at his wife was not lost upon

the astute Tom, who divined that Mrs. Bul-

winkle had never been informed of the vast

fortune which her husband had let slip

between his thick fingers. Said Tom,

pleasantly :â��

" We've met before, Mr. Bulwinkle."

He looked at Mrs. Bulwinkle and smiled.

The august ladv smiled in return, much

Vol. xlvi.-64.

impressed by Tom's easy manner. She

decided that he must be " county."

" Yes, yes," she purred; "at Sir Orlando

Dampney's, I think ? "

Sir Orlando was a county magnate. Not

till very recently had Mrs. Bulwinkle been

deemed worthy of an invitation to a garden

party at Dampney Park.

" No," said Tom, sweetly. " Mr. Bul-

winkle and I met in his office. I offered him

a half interest in the Shafto turbine for three

hundred pounds. He glanced at my drawings

and saw nothing in them, but they would

have been worth to him to-day a trifle over

two hundred thousand pounds."

He laughed. Mr. Bulwinkle's complexion

deepened in tint. Mrs. Bulwinkle said,

icilv :â��

" Indeed !"

Skilfully, Tom changed the talk to gardens.

" I ought to have a first-class gardener.

Do you know of one, Mrs. Bulwinkle ? "

Simon gasped. Tom, he knew, lived in a

London flat.

Mrs. Bulwinkle nodded majestically.

" We have an excellent man, a Scotchman.

He came from the Marquess of Mel, with the

highest character. He may know of some-

body. It's such a comfort to feel assured that

one's grapes will not disgrace one. And

carnations ! Our last man was so unlucky

with his carnations. Emmeline, dear, don't

be tempted to try carnations ! "

Simon said, derisively :â��

" Emmy prefers carrots. We had some

young ones for dinner to-day. Delicious ! "

" Dinner ? " Mrs. Bulwinkle raised her

handsome brows. " Of course ! How stupid

of me ! It is so nice of you two dears to dine

on Sunday in the middle of the day."

" We can't do otherwise with only two

servants."

" Quiteâ��quite. I had forgotten."

In a voice which surprised everybody

except Tom Shafto, Simon said, sharply :â��

" Do you want more than two, Emmy ?

Would you like a butler and a brace of foot-

men, and three in the kitchen, and four

housemaids, and a lady's - maid ? Would

you ? "

Emmeline appeared slightly disconcerted.

" Iâ��d-d-don't know."

" Emmy likes housekeeping," affirmed

Simon ; " don't you, dear ? "

" Sometimes," she replied, guardedly.

" Nobody likes it," rumbled Bulwinkie.

" Women do it because they have to. The

right sort, like Mrs. Cheers, do it well, and

make no complaints. The missis and I
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pigged it once. Small house, half the size of

this. And we made the best of it, too. But

she loathed it."

" Yes," said Mrs. Bulwinkle, viciously.

She was angry with her husband for alluding

to that ignoble past. Simon jumped up,

glaring at Mrs. Bulwinkle.

" Perhaps you did," he jerked out ; " but

my wife is different. She loves the home I've

made for her."

" Yes," said Emmeline.

Bulwinkle laughed scornfully. Everybody,

except Tom Shafto, was more or less on edge.

" Let's have the truth," he snorted. " Let's

face the facts. I hate humbug. You're an

honest woman, Mrs. Cheers, and we're old

friends. Sim here has only one fault that I

know of. He lacks ginger. I've often

wondered whether you really thought as he

did. Now, do you ? If old Sim were rich,

wouldn't you like it ? "

" No, she wouldn't," said Simon.

" You shut up, Sim ! I'm addressing vour

wife."

Mrs. Cheers blushed, mee.ting the pitying

glance of the rich woman, the cold eyes that

challenged her to speak the truth if she dared.

She answered :â��

" Dear Sim, Iâ��I think I should like it."

" Good ! " exclaimed Tom Shafto.

He rose up, tall and gaunt, dominating the

others with his eyes, his thin hands, and his

deep voice.

" Sim is rich ! " he declared.

Simon glanced at Emmeline, but she was

staring at Tom Shaft.o with an odd, dilated

expression about her kind eyes which he had

never remarked before. Bulwinkle and his

Louisa were staring also at Tom, open-eyed

and open-mouthed, unable for the moment to

apprehend this amazing declaration, although

tremendously impressed by it.

Tom added an effective touch.

" Old Sim," he repeated, " is very rich !"

Now Tom ought to have concentrated his

attention upon the Bulwinklcs, because we

know that he wished to score heavily at the

stockbroker's expense. But he forgot their

existence for the moment, being fascinated by

what he read upon the artless face gazing so

strangely into his. Tom had suffered during

his life from ill-health, from poverty, and

from what, perhaps, inflicts the greatest pain

of allâ��cumulative disappointments. None

of the many inventions of this clever man had

been successful except his wonderful turbine.

Because he had suffered, he was able to

detect the signs of suffering in others. In a

flash it was revealed to him that Sim's wife,

gentle creature, had been tormented by this

vulgar, purse-proud, blatant woman. And

Emmy had endured ten thousand odious

comparisons for the sake of Simon, who

remained guilelessly insensible of her humilia-

tions. A well-worn Latin tag came into his

mind : Gutta cavat lapidem turn vi, sed saepe

cadendo! Yes; her fond heart had been

worn away by this interminable trickle of

pity and patronage.

" Very rich ? " repeated Bulwinkle,

hoarsely.

Tom turned to him.

" A millionaire in the possession of his wife,

Mr. Bulwinkle."

Bulwinkle's congested face expressed mo-

mentary relief. He nodded ponderously,

and broke into a laugh.

" Yes, yes ; very neat. Couldn't have put

it better myself."

" Sim is rich also," continued Tom,

addressing Bulwinkle, " in a sense which you

can more easily understand and appreciate.

He owns what I do, a one-quarter interest in

the Shafto turbine, the interest which I

offered to you, Mr. Bulwinkle. At my

request "â��Tom was an accomplished liarâ��

" Sim has allowed me to break this news to

all of you, and especially to his wife. He has

hidden, at what cost to himself you can

guess, this secret from Mrs. Cheers, because

he was afraid to raise false hopes in her

tender bosom. Not till quite recently was the

commercial success of my turbine assured.

Sim felt, perhaps, that he owed this to me,

this gratification, this immense gratification

of being able to tell his wife, and his partner,

and his wife's jriend, of the good fortune

which has come to him so suddenly. He is

rich, and he will be much richer, for I have

left to him my fortune also, and I shall not

make old bones. Let us congratulate these

two dear people."

" Is this true ? " gasped Bulwinkle.

" Yes," replied Sim.

But Simon Cheers was right. Riches

brought many things to him and his wife, but

the simple happiness born of contentment

and freedom from care was left behind in

Wistaria Cottage.
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Life Story
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Mud-Wasd

AND ITS T

Cuckoo

<By John J. Ward PES

Illustrated with Original Photographs by the Author.

ASPS in a general way are no

friends of the gardenerâ��as

any gardener will promptly

inform you. But all gardeners

do not recognize that there

are wasps and wasps. The

mud-wasp, known to entomologists as a

Solitary Wasp, differs entirely in its habits

from the Social species, with their queens

and males, their enormous community of

workers, and their huge nest. The female

mud-wasp constructs her "nest" alone, and

the story of her method of procedure presents

some curious and marvellous revelations

of insect life. Let us follow her work

throughout from its very commencement, so

that we may see all that happens.

It was June 19th when our mud-wasp first

appeared. How it got on the wall on which

it rested it never knew, or probably never

thought of, but there it was arranging its

toilet in the full sunlight.

It could be readily distinguished from an

ordinary wasp by its smaller size and its

spindle-shaped body, surrounded in its

broadest and roundest part by a deep and

conspicuous black band.

Suddenly it was accompanied by a still

smaller wasp, which alighted upon the wall,

and at once a love-match commenced, the

wall being used as a base for the brief flying

excursions. Just how long the honeymoon

lasted I am unable to tell, but in any case it

was very brief, for three days laterâ��June 22nd

â��the smaller male wasp had disappeared,

and the lady wasp was extremely busy build-

ing the cells for her nursery. Her plan, too,

was somewhat astonishing.

Adjoining the sunny wall on which her

courtship had taken place was a large bay

window the woodwork of which was painted

white. Along the angle nearest the glass of

one of the frames of this, our mud-wasp

selected a suitable site on which to build.

Her ambitions were very large, considering

she was only a frail little wasp, and one,

too, that could only work when the sunlight

was bright, or the weather very warm.

How immense her task was we will now

proceed to see. She usually commenced

work between nine and ten a.m., and rarely

continued past four p.m. Her whole time

was occupied in flying to and from a pond

some twenty or thirty yards from the house,

bringing each time a pellet of mud from its

banks, which in her " jaws " she agglutinated

with mucus, producing a kind of mortar,

which when dry becomes very hard. Each

pellet was then dabbed and pressed upon the

window-frame at irregular intervals for more

than a yard of its length, as shown in the

photograph, Fig. 1, the work being performed

with extraordinary rapidity.

Here was exhibited the remarkable ambi-

tions of this little architect. Obviously her

intention was to build irregular rows of cells

for the whole length of the window-frame as

marked out by her first-brought pellets of mud,

for when she had reached the height of about

a yard she then started below again, and
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commenced to work directly

on the building of her first

cell, and doubtless she would

have successfully carried out

her w ole project but for

subsequent happenings which

proved so disastrous.

By the end of her third day

of work (i.e., on June 22nd)

she had constructed eight cells,

as shown in Fig. 1. and more in

detail in Fig. 2. Not only had

she built and sealed each cell,

but she had also stored each

one with an ample supply of

food - material for the wasp-

grub which was to emerge

from the single egg which in

each case she attached to the

inner wall of the cell.

The building and storing of

the cell was a most astonish-

ing performance. F.xtra large

loads of mud were brought for

the base of the first cell, and

then the upright side - walls

were moulded, each pellet

being flattened and rounded as

it was added, until at last a

hollow tube was formed of

about three - quarters of an

inch in height. But the walls

were not made wholly of soft

mud ; in amongst it were tiny

Hg. 2.â��The eight complete mud-cells shown at base

of Fig. I â�� natural size.

Fig. 1.â��The window-

frame, showing several

complete wasp cells at

its base, and patches

of mud for a yard

above, marking the

wasp's building site.

pebbles, and

these were

often suffici-

ently large to

be of a trouble-

some weight for

the wasp to

carry, and alter

the mud had

been placed in position it

would frequently make a

journey solely for the pur-

pose of fetching a pebble. I

also observed that it invari-

ably went to exactly the

same spot on a gravel path

to select the pebble, each

time flying a considerable dis-

tance, although it could have

obtained the pebbles from

the path quite close to its

nest. There, however, we

have the working of blind

instinct, for the wasp, having

once learnt where it could

obtain suitable pebbles, in-

variably flew back to that

spot for a further supply.

Having secured a pebble

firmly by its jaws, it would

at once fly back to its cell

and ram it into the soft mud

by means of its head. This

description only applies to

the larger pebbles; the smaller

sand-grains were apparently

amalgamated with the mortar

in its first mixing.

Curiously enough, on re-

turning home after visiting

the wasp at work upon its

cells, I passed a modern house

on which some builders were

Fig. 3.â�� Mud-cells with portion broken away from the

last made one to show the head of the mother wasp.
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Fist. 4.â��What an ei

to the cells. Note the c

pillars which have tumbled

out of the cells.

engaged in stuccoing

(if that is the techni-

cal term) its front, and

I noted that they spreac

and flattened the mortar

or cement and then quick!

hurled at it large quant

of pebbles and pressed

in. Then I thought of my little

wasp, and how her blind instinct

had anticipated the modern build-

ing methods of man.

The walls of the cell having been

strengthened in this way, it was

then ready to receive the provender

for the wasp-grub, and without a

moment's waste of time away goes

the mother wasp in search of it.

This time her journey was to a

rose-bush not very distant from the nest. In

and out amongst the leaves she goes, appa-

rently very excited and in a fearful hurry.

Presently she abruptly stops; her head is

plunged into a curled leaf, held in its curled

position by some silken threads. A moment

later she is dragging a struggling caterpillar

from within into the open. Once it is clear

of its domicile she grips it firmly with jaws

and legs, and with the skill of an experienced

surgeon brings her sting into position, and in

an instant the victim is stung and paralyzed,

but not killed.

Then, grasping it tightly with legs and jaws,

she starts for home. If the caterpillar is

large, she may have to rest several times,

but at last she reaches the open cell, when

with wonderful celerity the caterpillar, still able to jerk

and kick with the latter part of its body, is rolled into

a ring and jammed by the head of the wasp to the

bottom of the cell, and an instant later she is off in

search of another victim.

From six to twelve caterpillars, according to their

size, are packed into the cell just like sardines in a box,

except that each is placed in more or less coiled fashion

one above the other. They are so closely pressed that

it is impossible for them to move very much. The cell

is then closed, the door forming the base on which the

next cell is to be built, and which is immediately

proceeded with, and likewise stored

with living food for the forth-

coming wasp-grub.

When the wasp under

sbservation had completed

the eight cells shown in

Fig. 2, two dull and cold

days followed,and the

cells remained un-

touched, no further

building being per-

formed. I was very

desirous to know where

the wasp was in hiding

during this interval.

Fia. 6.â��A magnified view of the wasp's egg.

It was only by the merest accident that I dis-

covered her at the end of the second day of

resting. I was examining the walls of the

cells by means of a magnifying lens, when

I observed that the mouth of the last-formed

cell was closed with a peculiar black " lid."

This " lid " I proceeded to gently remove by

means of a pair of fine forceps, but when

I touched it, to my astonishment it retreated

some distance down the cell. I then broke

away a little of the cell-wall as shown in

Fig. 3, when I discovered that it was the top

of the head of the mother w-asp. She was

hiding in the cell with her two antenna;,

or feelers, folded downwards along the sides

of her body, which latter just -comfortably

fitted the cell, and the hard top of her head
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closed its entrance against all

intruders.

Such were the details that

I was able to record of this

interesting little insect during

the first five days of its work

in building its cells. The

weather the following day was

again unpropitious, and con-

sequently I did not visit the

wasp, but the next morning,

J une 26th,being bright, I again

went off with the camera.

. 7.â��The wasp-f

in the glass celL

bird seeking

devouring its last catei

pillar and surrounded by

the skin of its

victims.

Fig. 8.â��Trie interior of the

glass cell, showing how the

wasp-grub attacks its prey.

On arriving at

my destination,

which was some

five miles away from

my home, I inquired

of the lady of the house

on whose window fv 9-The wasp*

the cells were being

built if the wasp

had been seen.

" Yes," she replied, " I saw it at

work about an hour ago." On reach-

ing the window I found a great deal

more than I expected. Part of my

discovery is shown in Fig. 4. The two

uppermost cells had been broken open

and the caterpillars exposed, some

of them having failen on to the ^j'ffiZ" ,he

window-ledge and also to the ground.

There was no doubt that an enemy had been at work.

What could that enemy be ? I interviewed the lady of

the house, and showed her the damaged cells. She

was both astonished and grieved, for the little wasp had

become quite a favourite, and she was quite sure that no-

body could have been near the cells, and " Besides," sh

remarked, " if they liad, nurse sitting sewing by the open

window would surely have seen them." That information

resulted in the nurse being closely

questioned, and she was likew-ise

quite certain nobody had been near

the window.

Then I made a careful examina-

tion of things, and I came to the

conclusion that a mischievous bird

had been at work, searching for the

caterpillars. But how came the bird

to take the trouble to open these

cells and then leave the caterpillars

it had sought with nothing to

disturb it ?

I was collecting up the scattered

caterpillars from the ground for

examination, when I discovered the

mother wasp, or rather part of her,

her head and foreparts bearing her

gs and wings, but minus her body,

both feelers and legs being still active.

The mystery was no longer a mystery.

What had taken place was this. A

for food had opened the cells, but

while doing so the mother wasp had returned

and boldly attacked it. The bird had

retaliated by pecking at the wasp, and

apparently it got a mouthful that it

never expected, for the little wasp's

sting had certainly taken away all

its appetite for caterpillars. So the

little wasp protected its offspring at

the expense of its own life.

In offering this explanation to

the lady of the house and

nurse, the latter

suddenly remem-

bered that while

sewing by the

window she had

been startled by

a little bird strik-

ing quite for-

cibly against

Fig. I I.â��How the grub became a chrysalis.
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Fig. 12.â��A row ot eight cells built between the bricks

of a newly-built wallâ��natural size,

the glassâ��doubtless when it

obtained its surprise mouth-

ful. From the descrip-

tion given of this little

bird I have no doubt that

it was a common blue-tit

Interesting, though, as this

probable solution was, we had

nevertheless lost our wasp, and no

more cells would be built; fortu-

nately, however, there were still

many things to investigate.

I at once removed the remaining

caterpillars from the cell and

searched for the wasp's egg, which

I found attached by means of a stalk to the

wall of the lower part of the cell, as shown in

Fig. 5. The egg is of enormous proportions

to be deposited by so small an insect, and a

magnified view of it is shown in Fig. 6.

The next links in the life history of this little

wasp lay hidden in the closed cells. What

would happen in each darkened and terrible

chamber, with its store of living but paralyzed

caterpillars ? Undoubtedly the wasp-grub

needed living prey, and such was its mother's

method of supplying it, in view of the fact

that she herself would not see her offspring.

In due course it would emerge from the egg

and devour the store provided for it; but

how long would the caterpillars remain before

their end came ? These were the problems

I set out to solve.

First I made a glass cell of suitable pro-

portions, then the egg shown in Fig. 6, still

attached to a piece of the mud cell-wall, was

introduced, together with the paralyzed cater-

pillars removed by the tit from the broken

cells; a plug of cotton-wool then closed this

artificial cell. As darkness might be an

essential factor in the development of the

wasp-grub, the glass cell was finally enclosed

in a small cardboard box.

The glass cell was made the day after the

egg was deposited (June 27th). On June 30th

the little grub burst through its egg-shell and

Fig. !3. - The end cell

shown in Fig. 12 opened, and

the wasp-grub exposed.

stretched out its body in search

of its first victim, holding

firmly to the egg-stalk in

the meanwhile. Eventu-

ally its tiny mandibles

*ot a hold, and through

a l<:ns one could see them

crus'iing the juices from their

prey, which was sufficiently

alive to frequently wriggle as if

tr\ ing to shake off its aggressor.

So rapidly did the wasp-grub

thrive that at the end of eight

days (July 8th) it had devoured

its eighth and last caterpillar.

Thinking the tit might have

devoured one of the caterpillars from the

original cell, I obtained another from a rose-

bush, which, in a partly-injured state. I offered

to the grub. It readily accepted this, and a

few hours later there was another empty

caterpillar skin in the cell ; but that sufficed.

It refused a tenth which was offered to it.

So we see that from an egg deposited on

June 27th a full-fed grub had matured, some

eleven days later. In Fig. 7 the grub is

shown in the glass " cell " attacking its last

victim, while the somewhat enlarged photo-

graphs in Figs. 8 and 9 reveal more of the

grim reality of this natural slaughter-house.

Having devoured its prey, the grub rests

in the cell, as shown in Tig. 10, for several

hours, until it has digested its meal, when it

proceeds to spin some silken threads with

which it weaves a covering sheet for its body

(Fig. 11), and beneath this it eventually

changes into a pupa or chrysalis, lying by

until the hot sun of mid-June of the following

year warms it into full life, when it bites its

way through its woven covering, and then

sets its jaws to work upon the hard mud walls

of its cell, biting out a round hole through

which it emerges on to the sunny wall, or

some similar situation, to arrange its toilet.

That is what happens when all goes well.

Sometimes, though, instead of a mud-wasp

emerging, what at first glance looks like a
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with their heads and feelers turned down-

wards, while they diligently search every niche

and crevice, as shown in Figs. 14 and 15.

Fig. 14. - Cuckoo-flies seeking ihe cells of the mud-wasp.

gorgeously-attired house-fly appears. The

body of this insect glows like ruby fire,

while its head and foreparts glisten with

splendid metallic blues and greens. It is

a charming little insect, indeed, but how comes

it to bite its way from a mud-wasp's cell ?

In Fig. 12 is shown a row of cells built by

a 1911 ancestor of the little mud-wasp whose

work I have here described. Curious to say,

tin- cells built this year (1913) on the window-

frame were not a yard distant from those on

the wall built two years before. No blue-tit

damaged those cells. Perhaps the object of

placing them on the flat wall was so that no

landing-place should be provided for that

dangerous foe ; while in the other case the

window-ledge at the base (see Fig. 1) would

perhaps serve as an attacking ground for the

enemy. Nevertheless, in spite of this wise

selection of a building site, the enemy crept

inâ��not the tit, but the cuckoo-fly, the gaudily-

dressed little insect I have referred to above.

The end cell, as shown in Fig. 13, con-

tained a wasp-grub, but that was the only

cell in the whole row which did. To each of

the others, while the mother wasp was out

collecting caterpillars, the wily cuckoo-fly paid

a hasty visit, waiting her opportunity and

quickly placing one of her eggs within each

cell before it was sealed up by the unsuspect-

ing mud-wasp. During the whole time these

cells were being built these handsome flies

warily watched for a chance to visit an open

cell. They have a remarkable habit of

running rapidly about the walls and other

places where the mud-wasp builds its cells,

Vol xlvi.-65.

Fig. 16. â�� The mud-waipâ�� distin-

guished from the common wasp by its

smaller sire and spindle-shaped body.

Fig- 15.â��Showing how the

cuckoo-By uses its " feelers

when searching for wasp

cells.

The insects seen

in the two photo-

graphs just refer-

red to are some

of the actual ones

which emerged

from the cells

shown in Fig. 12,

photograp lied

after waiting

twelve months for their advent. Their appear-

ance coincides with that of the mud-wasps

themselves, and their whole time is occupied

in gaily flitting about in the sunlight amongst

the flowers, excepting when the female insects

leave this merry and pleasant life for a period

to play the " cuckoo " by stealthily placing

their eggs in the cells of some hard-working

mud-wasp. Sometimes they are caught in the

act, but they only roll their bodies into a ball,

when their armour proves a complete protec-

tion against the sting of the owner of the cell.

In concluding these details of these two

remarkable insects, which have taken nearly

two and a half years to gather, I may point

out that the little mud-wasp is obviously

a good friend of the gardener, while the hand-

some cuckoo-fly, as we have seen, is his enemy,

which is probably a contrary conclusion to

that which appearances might suggest.



"HE STOOD IN THE ROAD, HAI.F-SUPPORTINf: HIS WIFE."

The Corot Landscape.

By MARTIN SWAYNE.

Illustrated ty Frank Gillett, R.I.

]N a mellow afternoon in

summer Mr. Gerard Wilton,

a young and wealthy bachelor,

was strolling through the Park,

idly speculating on what he

should do with himself in the

evening, when his attention

was attracted by a carriage proceeding in

his direction. It contained a grey-headed,

benevolent-looking gentleman, beside whom

sat a lady, wearing a veil of unusual thickness.

Mr. Wilton watched languidly. It had

gone about a hundred yards, when he saw the

old gentleman rise in his seat and call the

attention of the coachman. The carriage

stopped. Something unusual seemed to have

occurred, for the old gentleman, gesticulating

and agitated, descended on to the road, and

then made frantic endeavours to assist the

lady to get out. Owing to the restlessness of

tl e horse, the coachman could not leave the

box. Seeing that help was required, Mr.

Gerard Wilton hastened forward to offer his

services.

The veiled lady appeared to be in a state

of collapse. She was breathing rapidly, and

her hand was pressed to her heart.

" Can I be of any assistance ? " inquired

Mr. Wilton.

" Oh, dear, dear ! " moaned the old gentle-

man. " This is terribly awkward. My poor

wife has got another of her heart attacks,

and I have not a moment to spare. I must

catch the boat-train at Charing Cross." He
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stood in the road, half-supporting his wife, his

mild face the picture of distress and anxiety.

" If we could help her to that seat under

the trees she might recover," suggested Mr.

Wilton. " It is very hot here in the sun."

" Thank you, oh, thank you ! You are

very kind." Between them they assisted

the lady across the road to the seat, where

she sat, leaning back, with her arms hanging

limply at her side. The old gentleman

fussed tenderly round her, and in a minute

or two she seemed to revive a little.

" You are feeling better, love ? " inquired

her husband.

She nodded weakly.

" Do not stay," she said, in a faint voice.

" You must not lose the train. I would

never forgive myself if you did."

" But, my dear "

She moved a hand impatiently. " Leave

me," she commanded. "If you do not go,

the Corot will be lost. I shall be all right in

a few minutes."

The old gentleman stood on the path

before her in a state of perplexity. It was

obvious to Mr. Wilton that he did not like to

leave his wife unattended, and yet did not

want to lose the train for Paris.

" Will you allow me to escort your wife

home ? " he asked. " I can easily call a

taxi-cab and see that she gets back in safety."

At first the old gentleman would not hear

of it, and his wife made gestures of dissent;

but at length Mr. Wilton's courtesy prevailed.

" It is too kind," exclaimed the old gentle-

man, grasping the other's hand. " I shall

start my journey relieved from the anxiety

of wondering if my wife reached home safely.

I have not a moment to lose. My wife was

going to see me off at the station. She will

be all right in a short time. It is only one of

her usual attacks. She has suffered from

them since childhood. Good-bye, and many

thanks to you." He climbed into the waiting

carriage.

" I will send you the first taxi-cab we pass,"

he called. " Good-bye."

He drove off rapidly, and Mr. Wilton

turned his attention to the lady on the Park

seat. Her veil was still lowered, but from

the lines of her figure he judged her to be

young.

" I hope you are feeling better," he

murmured, bending solicitously over her.

' ' " Thank you, I shall be quite well in a few

minutes. Please do not stay. I could not

think of allowing you to go to the incon-

venience of seeing me home."

" I assure you it will be no inconvenience/'

replied Wilton, earnestly. He was touched

by her apparent helplessness, and the sound

of her low and musical voice roused in him a

strong desire that she should raise her veil.

" You are very kind," she exclaimed,

gratefully. She made an attempt to stand,

but sank back again instantly.

" My husband's mission to Paris is one of

immense importance," she said, at length.

" He has arranged to meet some gentlemen

there, and it would be a disaster if he failed

to keep his appointment."

" I quite understand," murmured Mr.

Wilton.

" He is a great connoisseur," she continued,

in her beautiful voice. " The purpose of the

journey is to verify the genuineness of a

picture that is being offered for sale in

London."

" A picture ? " inquired Mr. Wilton, with

interest.

" Yes. It is said to be a Corot, hitherto

unrecognized. A lovely piece of workâ��a

landscapeâ��and of great value, should it

prove genuine. My husband is practically

convinced, but there are some additional

proofs of its authenticity in Paris, and he has

gone to make sure. Ah ! Here is a taxi."

She rose from the seat.

" I am really feeling almost well," she said.

" Pray do not trouble to accompany me."

" Believe me, it would be a great pleasure,"

insisted Wilton. " It would be a " He

paused, rather embarrassed. " I mean," he

went on, recklessly, " I should be greatly

disappointed if our acquaintance should end

so suddenly. Besides, I promised your

husband to see you safely home."

She got into the motor and made a move-

ment of mingled resignation and graciousness

for him to follow.

" 20, Carillon Terrace, Kensington," she

said to the chauffeur.

During the drive Mr. Wilton discussed the

subject of pictures and the art of Corot with

an intelligence calculated to show his un-

known companion that he was something

of a connoisseur himself. He was delighted

to find her well informed, and when they

reached Carillon Terrace he felt a pang of

disappointment.

He was assisting her to the pavement

when she pressed her hand to her heart and

uttered a faint cry.

He supported her with his arm. In a

moment she had recovered herself and

managed to walk to the entrance of the

block of flats before which they had stopped.

He paid the chauffeur and followed her.
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" You are still unwell," he said.

" Oh, it is nothing. Thank you so much."

She turned to him and held out her hand.

" Good-bye. I cannot thank you sufficiently."

He took her hand doubtfully.

" Good-bye."

He longed that she should raise her veil.

He felt sure that she was beautiful. But

her manner indicated that she wished him to

go-

He raised his hat.

"Good-bye," he said again. He was

about to turn away, when she tottered and

would have fallen if he had not caught her.

" You are not fit to be left," he exclaimed.

" I must see you into your flat."

She did not deny him. He aided her to

climb the stone stairs. She stopped before

a door on the first landing and handed him a

key.

" Do you mind unlocking the door ? " she

said, a little unsteadily. He obeyed her, and

they entered a small hall elaborately furnished.

" You must call your maid," he urged,

" and I will telephone for your doctor."

Before she could reply she began to sway,

and in spite of his support fell to the ground.

She lay extended on the carpet before him,

while he gazed at her in horror. She seemed

completely unconscious. He knelt beside

her anxiously, and even at that grave moment

an irresistible desire overcame him. With

trembling fingers he raised the veil from her

face.

His instinct had not deceived him. She

was young and beautifulâ��more beautiful than

he had hoped.

His immediate impulse was to do all that

he could on her behalf. He sprang to his

feet and looked round.

" Is anyone there ? " he called.

The opening of a door answered him, and

a maid appeared.

" Your mistress is ill," he said, rapidly.

" Do you know who her doctor is ? "

The maid came forward nervously.

" No, sir."

" But surely there is a family doctor ? "

" Not that I know of, sir."

He hesitated.

" We must help her to her bedroom," he

said, at length. " I will take her shoulders

if you take her feet."

They carried her into her bedroom, and

Mr. Wilton dashed out of the flat in search of

a doctor.

He ran downstairs into the street and stood

looking round. His eyes fell on a brass

plate placed exactly opposite. He hurried

across, and as he was doing so the door of

the doctor's house opened and a man in a

top-hat came out.

" Are you the doctor ? " inquired Wilton,

breathlessly.

" I am Dr. Sandert."

" Quickâ��there is a ladyâ��very ill!" He

grasped the doctor's arm and hurried him

into the flat.

The doctor was shown into the bedroom,

while Wilton, in a curious state of agitation,

waited in the drawing-room for the result of

the examination.

Dr. Sandert came in a quarter of an hour

later, looking very grave.

" Your wife is very ill," he announced ;

" in fact, it is useless to understate the case.

She requires an immediate operation."

" She is not my wife," said Wilton, hastily.

" Ah, yes ; I understand. But "

" No, no ! I am a friendâ��erâ��of the

family."

The doctor nodded.

" Mrs. Ridley must be operated upon at

once. There is internal hemorrhage," he

said. " There is not a moment to be lost."

It was a relief for Wilton to learn what her

name was, but the news of her condition

made a painful impression on him.

" It is most awkward ! " he exclaimed.

" Her husband has gone abroad. He has

just started for Paris."

The doctor reflected.

" A telegram might catch him at Dover,"

he suggested. " Shall I telephone to the

post-office ? "

Wilton made a hasty gesture of assent.

The doctor went out to the instrument in the

hall, and Wilton heard his voice dictating the

telegram. At length he returned.

" As you are a friend of the family," he

said, " perhaps you will authorize me to

make arrangements for the operation ? It

must be performed within the next hour."

Wilton paced up and down excitedly. The

fair face revealed to his eyes when he had

raised the veil had made a strong impression

on him. He felt shocked to think that

an operation was necessary. At the same

time he was fully conscious that he was

willing to do anything to save Mrs. Ridley.

He summoned the maid and questioned her,

only to be told that the Ridleys had come to

the flat a few days before, and that as far as

she knew they had no intimate friends in

London.

Wilton turned to Dr. Sandert.

" Are you sure that an operation is

necessary ? "
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" Absolutely certain. Every moment we

waste makes recovery more improbable."

" Very well. Do what you think best."

" I propose to call in Sir Wilfred Gower,"

said the doctor. " He is the best man in

cases like this. I will telephone for a nurse,

and the operation will be over within the

hour."

Wilton shrugged his shoulders impatiently.

" I suppose it must be done," he muttered.

" My position is terribly awkward. Mr.

Ridley may have strong objections to

operations ''

" In a matter of life and death all we can

do is to employ the highest human skill,"

returned Dr. Sandert, quietly. " Beyond

that we are powerless. I will undertake to

explain the position to Mr. Ridley when he

returns, and if anything happensâ��well, he

will have the satisfaction of knowing that we

did our best."

He left the room and hurried to his house

across the street. Mr. Wilton, left to himself,

passed an uncomfortable five minutes. He

went out into the hall at length and tapped

at Mrs. Ridley's bedroom door.

The maid appeared.

" Is shfe unconscious ? "

"Yes, sir-" v. \'

Wilton frowned. ':

" Where is her writing-table ? " he asked.

" I must see if there is any correspondence

that might indicate the whereabouts of her

friends or relations."

The maid showed him into a small room.

A writing-desk covered with papers stood in

one corner. Wilton made a rapid examina-

tion, but could find nothing of any use.

" Are there any other servants here ? "

" No, sir. The cook has gone out for the

afternoon and evening. Mrs. Ridley told me

she would be dining out."

" Do you know what Mr. Ridley's address

will be in Paris ? "

" No, sir."

" Do you think the porter will know

anything ? "

" I don't think so, sir. Mr. Ridley only

took the flat a few days ago. I believe he

used to live abroad. You will stay, sir ? "

added the maid.

" Of course. Mr. Ridley entrusted his

wife to my care. I will stay gladly."

In an incredibly short space of time Sir

Wilfred Gower arrived, followed by a nurse,

and various bags and cases. Dr. Sandert,

who had, apparently, been active on the

telephone, hurried in with more bags, and all

was ordered bustle in the sick-room. Wilton

hung about in the hall. He noticed a small

lace handkerchief lying on the floor, which,

he concluded, had been dropped by Mrs.

Ridley when she fainted. He picked it up.

It was perfumed. Moved by an impulse of

devotion, he placed it in his pocket-book.

Through the door of the sick-room he

heard the occasional murmur of voices and

the clink of metal. He felt extraordinarily

anxious, and yet was conscious that the

sensations were not justifiable, because he

had only met Mrs. Ridley that afternoon.

But a charming woman in distress makes a

swift appeal, and he was willing to do

anything for her.

He went back to the dining-room and

smoked a cigarette feverishly. The thought

that she might die came forcibly to him,

and then, too late, he recollected his own

relations in town. He could have sought the

advice of one of his aunts.

He dismissed the idea almost at once. Too

many explanations would have been needed.

His position was delicate in the extreme. He

comforted himself that he had taken the

right course, and behaved in the proper spirit

of a gentleman.

An hour passed slowly away.

The entrance of Sir Wilfred Gower and

Dr. Sandert cut short his reflections.

"This is Sir Wilfred," said Dr. Sandert,

and paused, not knowing the other's name.

" My name is Wilton."

The two men shook hands. Mr. Wilton,

looking closely at the specialist, fancied he

had met him before. Sir Wilfred was a

clean-shaven, elderly man, with grey hair and

a fresh complexion. He spoke in a smooth,

low voice.

" The operation has been successfully

performed," he said. " Thanks to the

diagnosis and prompt action of Dr. Sandert,

I think we may say that the lady is out of

danger. However, she must be kept abso-

lutely quiet. I have administered morphia."

Wilton nodded.

" She'll get better, then ? "

" That is a reasonable hope."

Wilton nodded again. There was a pause.

Sir Wilfred looked inquiringly at Dr. Sandert,

and strolled to the window.

" Question of the fee " began Sandert,

in an aside, to Wilton. " Sir Wilfred is in

the habit of receiving a cheque on the spot."

" But that is impossible. Ridley isn't

here, and I have small hopes of that wire

reaching him."

Dr. Sandert coughed nervously.

" Quite so. Well, I suppose I must
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explain to Sir Wilfred. It is a little awkward.

In these matters surgeons are touchy. And

then, you must remember, I am not Mrs.

Ridley's family physician."

" What is his fee ? " asked Wilton, with a

sudden determination.

" One hundred guineas."

Wilton took out his pocket-book and

extracted a blank cheque.

" I will take the liberty of paying him," he

said. " Ridley can pay me afterwards. As

you say, you are not the Ridleys' physician,

and it is right that you should be unwilling

to undertake any responsibility in the matter

of payment. Since Sir Wilfred has saved

Mrs. Ridley's life, it would not be generous to

allow any unpleasantness to arise."

He filled in the cheque and handed it to

Sandert, and he, in turn, handed it to Sir

Wilfred, who had been staring blankly from

the window, apparently oblivious of the

colloquy behind him.

The specialist, after stating he felt he could

leave the case safely in Dr. Sandert's hands,

made his departure.

A smell of chloroform hung in the hall.

" I will go now," said Wilton to Dr.

Sandert, " and call back after dinner."

He seized his hat and walked eastwards in

a rather disordered state of mind.

" At any rate," he reflected, " Ridley

cannot fail to be immensely indebted to me.

I could not have acted more generously to my

best friend."

The idea that he was playing a gallant and

noble part cheered him up. He dined at a

restaurant and returned to Carillon Terrace

at nine, bearing a bouquet of roses.

The nurse opened the door of the flat and

made a sign to him to be as quiet as possible.

" She is not fully conscious yet. Dr.

Sandert has just left her."

" Then there is no news from Mr. Ridley ? "

" None."

" I was afraid the telegram would not get

to him. He would, probably, not think of
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looking for one. When Mrs. Ridley is con-

scious, you must as'.: her where her husband

is staying, and telegraph at once."

The nurse promised to do so.

" And I have brought these flowers,"

continued Wilton, with a shade of embarrass-

ment. " Put them in her room. I will call

in the morning at ten o'clock. Here is my

card. My telephone number is in the book.

If you require me for anything, do not

hesitate to ring me up."

Next morning he presented himself at the

flat at ten o'clock. He was met by Dr.

Sandert.

In reply to his eager question, the doctor

said that the patient was feverish and that

her mind was wandering.

" I do not think it is serious; it is only

the reaction after the operation," said Sandert,

leading the way into the drawing-room. " By

the way, this telegram has just arrived."

" It must be opened," said Wilton, at once.

" It may be from Ridley."

He tore it open. It ran as follows :â��

" Corot undoubtedly genuine. Give Grander

cheque as arranged."

Wilton handed the telegram to the doctor.

" It is most aggravating. There is nothing

to give the slightest clue as to where he is

staying," he said, with some annoyance.

" You are sure it is from Mr. Ridley ? "

asked Dr. Sandert. " It bears no signature."

" Oh, yes; it must be from him. Mrs.

Ridley told me about the Corot yesterday.

Well ! I suppose he will return to-night."

He sat down and smoked a cigarette, while

Dr. Sandert went back to the sick-room.

A few moments later, just when Wilton

was thinking of making his departure, there

was a ring at the front door. He waited.

The maid appeared at length.

" Please, sir, there is a man here who

wishes to see Mr. Ridley. He says he called

according to instructions."

" Show him in," said Wilton, shortly.

A short, thick-set individual, carrying a

bowler hat, was ushered in.

" Good morning, sir. Can I see Mr.

Ridley ? "

" Mr. Ridley is in Paris."

" Did he leave no instructions ? "

" What about ? "

The visitor advanced with an air of slight

mystery.

" You are a friend of the Ridleys ? " he

inquired. Wilton nodded, and the other

continued : " It is about that picture. My

name is Grander, and I am acting as agent

for the party who wishcj to sell it. Knowing

Mr. Ridley was a collector, I offered the

picture to him. The bargain was to be con-

cluded this morning, if Mr. Ridley was

satisfied."

" But Mr. Ridley is away ! " exclaimed

Wilton. " And Mrs. Ridley is seriously ill."

Mr. Grander looked downcast.

" He was to give me the cheque this

morning," he observed, fingering his chin and

looking at the floor. " If the picture is not

bought by midday it goes to an American

millionaire who is just mad to get it. He is

offering rather a higher price, but the owner

wishes it to remain in England." He paused,

and glanced at Wilton. " I am afraid, in

the circumstances, the American will

get it."

Wilton strode to the table and handed him

the telegram. Mr. Grander read it eagerly.

" But here are the instructions 1 " he cried,

in astonishment.

" Yes, I know. But where is the cheque ?

Mrs. Ridley is delirious. She cannot sign

cheques in her present state."

Mr. Grander looked about the room

thoughtfully.

" Tut, tut," he muttered. " The cheque is

essential. It was to have been paid yesterday,

but Mr. Ridley asked for- a day's grace in

order to obtain some further proofs. If it is

not forthcoming by midday the party I am

acting for will certainly close the offer. He is

very dissatisfied as it is at the delay in the

transaction. Mr. Ridley is very dilatory in

business matters."

" Well, I don't see what can be done," said

Wilton. He recalled the enthusiasm with

which Mrs. Ridley had spoken of the Corot.

It would certainly come as a shock to her if

she ultimately learnt that her husband had

failed to obtain it.

" Can't you postpone the matter till

to-morrow ? " he asked, haltingly.

" Impossibleâ��quite impossible," replied

Grander, with conviction. " The American

is calling at midday in the hopes that Mr.

Ridley backs out at the last minute."

Wilton contracted his brows. The thought

that the Corot would leave England was

unpleasant to him.

" How much is the sum required ? "

" Two thousand pounds."

" Thit is a lot of money."

Grander shrugged his shoulders.

" The picture is unique. A treasure, newly

unearthed. One of the best things Corot

ever did. So far we have kept the matter

quiet. It will astonish art critics when it is

exhibited."
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He picked up his bowler hat and went to

the door.

" It is no good discussing the matter," he

said; " the picture goes to the other side of

the water. It is really little short of a

national catastrophe."

He opened the door.

" One moment ! " exclaimed Wilton. He

went to the window and looked fixedly at the

street below. His brows were contracted.

What Grander said was true. It would be a

national catastrophe. And more than that,

Mrs. Ridley would be greatly upset. The

first question she would ask on recovery

would be with regard to the picture, and the

news that it had gone to America might upset

her and bring about a relapse.

He turned into the room with his mind

made up.

" I will act on Mr. Ridley's behalf," he said.

" I will write you a cheque in my name and

telephone to my bankers to see that arrange-

ments are made so that it can be put through

at once. Will that be all right ? "

Mr. Grander considered the matter.

" Well, I am afraid I don't even know

your name," he said, at length, smiling

apologetically.

" My name is Gerard Wilton, andâ��erâ��my

means are amply sufficient to meet this

sudden demand. I assure you the cheque

will be honoured."

The man's face brightened.

"Mr. Gerard Wilton, of Grosvenor

Square ? "

" Yes."

" I have heard of you, sir. I believe you

are a collector yourself ? "

" I am ; and it is partly for that reason

that I am giving you the cheque. When it

comes to the question of retaining art

treasures in England I feel a spirit of

patriotism."

He sat down at the table and wrote a

cheque for two thousand pounds, and handed

it to Mr. Grander.

The agent made out a receipt, and, bowing

profoundly, went out. Mr. Wilton called him

back.

" Where is the picture ? " he asked.

" At present it is in the care of the Northern

Safe Deposit Company."

" It had better remain there until Mr.

Ridley returns. He, no doubt ..has some plan

as to where it should be kept."

Mr. Grander bowed again and left the flat.

Shortly after he had gone, Dr. Sandert

entered with the news that Mrs. Ridley had

fallen into a quiet sleep. Wilton explained
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what he had done, and Dr. Sandert congratu-

lated him on his action.

" I think you have done very handsomely,"

he said, warmly ; " and, had I been in a

position to do so, I woul'd have acte l in the

same way."

" Mr. Ridley will probably return to-night,"

said Wilton, at length. " If he took the

morning train he should reach here about six.

I will call at six-thirty."

Mr. Wilton spent the rest of the day idling

about town, and in the evening paid a visit to

Carillon Terrace. Mr. Ridley himself opened

the door and greeted him warmly.

" The doctor has told me all you have

done ! " he exclaimed. " How kind you have

been ! I do not know how to thank you."

" How is Mrs. Ridley ? "

" Much better. She is lying quietly in bed

and the fever has left her. My dear boy, I

cannot thank you too much. You have

acted in a most noble spirit. Will you stay

to dinner ? "

Wilton thought it would be better not to,

since there was an invalid in the flat. Mr.

Ridley, benevolent and fussy, could not say

too much in praise of his behaviour. He

recounted the interview he had in Paris and

extolled the praise of the Corot now in his

possession. Finally he pressed a cheque for

the amount he owed Wilton, including the

fee paid to the surgeon, and made him

promise to return on the morrow.

Wilton went off in good spirits, glad to feel

he had been of use in the world.

On the following morning he paid in Ridley's

cheque at the bank, and strolled down to

Carillon Terrace. He rang several times at

the door and, failing to obtain an answer,

went down to ask the porter what was the

matter. He was informed that the occupants

of the flat had left late the previous night.

Greatly puzzled, he went out into the street

with the intention of calling upon Dr. Sandert.

He was amazed to find that the brass plate

had disappeared.

He dashed back to his bank. The manager

informed him that he had just received

intimation that the cheque Mr. Wilton had

paid in that morning had been dishonoured.

No such person as Ridley was known.

It was some days later when it suddenly

dawned on Wilton that the pseudo-specialist,

Sir Wilfred Gower, had been none other than

Mr. Ridley himself, in another disguise. In

recounting the incident to his friends he

found comfort in the reflection that a more

elaborate hoax had never been practised on

an unsuspecting individual before.
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THE INFANTA EULAl.IA.

I.

" The lime has come." the Walrus said,

" To talk of many things.

Of shoes anil ships and sealing-wax,

Of cabbages and Kings."

â��Alice in Wemjitiind*

ONCE, when I was

making an official

visit to the South

of Spain with my

brother (who was

then King), we were told of a

gentleman of the Province of

Sevilla who had had a talking

parrot sent to him from South

America ; and this parrot had

been taught to say " Viva la

Reina "â��that is, " Long live

the Queen." But soon after its

arrival in Sevilla there was a

revolution, and Spain became

a republic ; and it was not at
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all comfortable for the gentleman to have

a parrot screaming " Long live the Queen."

So he shut it up in a room in his house and

set himself to teach it to cry " Viva la

Republica "â��" Long live the Republic." It

was a very intelligent parrot, and he easily

taught it to say " Viva la Republica " ; but

it had a tenacious memory, and it took him

a long time before he could be sure that it

would always say " Viva la Republica " and

never forget its change of politics and cry

out, inopportunely, in a voice to be heard by

the neighbours, " Viva la Reina." Then

there was another revolution, and Spain

became a monarchy again, and everyone

shouted " Viva el Rey "â��" Long live the

King." And the gentleman carried his

parrot back to the closed room, and after

many days spent in trying to teach it to cry

" Viva el Rey," he wrung its neck.

It was a very valuable parrot, and most

intelligent, but it was not sufficiently facile

to take a speaking part in Spanish politics in

those days.

I have remembered this sad story of the

parrot because the events of its life were so

important to my own. The Queen whom it

first supported was my mother, Isabella II.

The King on whose account it lost its life

THE INFANTAS MOTHER, QUEEN

ISABELLA OF SPAIN.

was my brother, Alfonso XII. And the

Republic (which lasted from 1868 to 1874)

was the one that made it possible for me to

escape, at least mentally and spiritually,

from the prisonâ��very gilded, very luxurious,

but more guarded than a Bastilleâ��in which

Royalty is compelled to live. Such an escape.

I think, is more difficult than any of Baron

Trenck's. It is one that leaves, as you

might say, the impediment of fetters on the

mind, even when the body has gone free.

And I have long been curious to consider

what it was in me that made me struggle out

of this splendid confinement, in which one is

so envied and so many are so content.

When the revolution of '68 first disturbed

my lifeâ��and the parrot'sâ��I was too young

to know it. The intelligence was still

unformed, the body infantile. But both the

body and the mind had been born of a race

so old and in traditions so established that it

would seem no revolution could affect them.

For many hundreds of years, a few families

of human beings had been inheriting the

thrones of Europe, generation after genera-

tion, as families inherit property, from

parents to children, by the consent of society

and under the protection of law. They were

by birth " Royal," as persons may be, in
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democracies, by birth wealthy. And they

were born to rule as unquestionably as the

children of the poor to-day are born to

poverty. They were spoken of as " Blood

Royal," as if they were of special flesh, and

they intermarried only with Blood Royal,

because the people whom they governed

demanded children of this special flesh to sit

on the thrones of their countries. A King

AN KARl.Y PORTRAIT.

here or a Queen there might lose a

crown by bad management, or mis-

fortune, or the ill-will of subjects, as

a man might lose an inherited estate

by similar causes ; but he could not

lose his place

among the

families of

Royalty (with

whom he and

h i s children

had inter-

married) nor

the honours of

Courts and the

respect of

peoples w h o

still obeyed

members of

the ruling

families into

which he had

been born. So,
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since I had been

horn into one of

these familiesâ��the

Bourbon â�� the

essentials of my life

were as little

changed by the

revolution of '68 as

the parrot's were.

We both remained

in our cages.

PORTRAITS OF

THK INFANTA

F.UI.AI.IA AT

DIFFERENT

ACF.S, AND

WITH HER

TWO

SONS.

My mother, leaving

Spain, came to Paris,

to live in the Palais

de Castile with her

children, a Queen

in exile, but

still a Queen;

Napoleon III.

extended t li e

hospitality of the

nation to her ; and

she continued to move

among ceremonies and

Court functions after the

manner roval.

Of all this I recall

almost nothing. I have

a vague memory of

Napoleon III. making us

a visit, and I remember

that the young Prince

Napoleon came to

play with my

brother and my

sisters, who were

older than I.

I can recall

our flight

1 *&j j,

from Paris, when it was about to be besieged by the

Prussians, for I was ill with measles and I was

carried downstairs wrapped in a blanket, and I saw,

somewhere on our journey to Normandy, German

soldiers with helmets as our carriage passed them.
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Hut these are recollections of the eyes alone ;

they mean nothing.

My first clear consciousness of myself I

cannot place. It pictures me in rebellion

against wearing the earrings for which my

ears had been pierced soon after my birth, so

that I might be decorated with the jewels

that were part of the regalia in which a

Princess of Spain was expected to appear,

even as an infant. I do not know why I

rebelledâ��unless it was because the earrings

interfered with the bodily activity that was

irrepressible in me. I was very healthy, very

strong. I wished to play outdoors, where I

could run ; I chafed at the restraint of our

formal living ; and I think it was this revolt

of the body that became a revolt of the mind

as soon as I developed a mind.

Conceive that we children had no play-

room in the Palais. We had to amuse our-

selves in a decorous sitting-room, quietly.

And we were never allowed to be alone. We

were always under the eyes of some Spanish

lady-in-waiting who guarded and repressed us.

When we were taken for a walk in the Bois,

we were accompanied by ladies who prevented

us from playing with the children we met.

At home someone always sat and observed

what we were doing. At night someone

watched and slept in the bedroom with us.

Whatever we did there were eyes on us. It

is true that until after I was married I was

scarcely left alone for a moment to sit by

myself in a room. That seems to me very

sad.

I am sad, too, when I remember this :

there was a courtyard in the Palais that had

in it a stone pool of water a little larger than

a round tub ; and it was an escapade for me

to get down into the court and play in that

pool. In summer I got fish and put them in

it, and pretended that I was fishing. In

winter I skated on it, although I could

scarcely make two strokes without bumping

into its sides. There was not a child in

Paris so poor that he would not have laughed

at such a playground ; but to me it was

liberty. One's childhood, at least, might be

more free than that.

Not that my childhood was pathetic. On

the contrary, I was very robust, and instead

of succumbing to repression I reacted against

it. All my earliest recollections find me

engaged in an incessant struggle for merely

physical freedom and the enjoyment of

sunlight and open air. I would not sit and

play with dolls. I could not be entertained

with the Spanish stories of witches that

correspond to the fairy-tales of the North. I

was not an imaginative child, and I did not

care for pets. I had found a boy in the

Palaisâ��the son of one of the maids of a lady-

in-waitingâ��and I ran away, whenever I

could, to romp in the court with him. When

my brother was home from school, he was mv

playmate, although he was seven years older

than I. I liked him because I could fight

with himâ��real fisticuffsâ��and be rough. We

played a sort of football in the court together,

and my mother used to say that she had two

sons.

Once when we were at Houlgate, in Nor-

mandyâ��where we had a summer villa by

the seashoreâ��I decided to run away from

home because I had been prevented from

playing with children on the beach. After

dark, when no one could see me, I set out,

without knowing where I should go, all alone,

determined never to come back. I had no

plan. I did not even understand that food

and lodgings had to be paid for and worked

for in the world. I walked along the country

road in the dark, quite happy because I was

walking, but puzzled because when I began

to tire I did not know where to stop. So

when I came to the farm of an old woman

from whom we had bought apples, I turned

in, naturally, to get an apple, without telling

her that I had run away.

I was overtaken there. The lady-in-

waitingâ��who was very shrewdâ��as soon as

she missed me, found out from my sister that

I had threatened to run away, and she guessed

that I would go to the apple-woman's farm,

since it was the only place near by where I had

ever been. They brought me back home,

but they had all been frightened, and I began

to get my own way. For example, there was

always a maid sleeping in our room at night,

and I did not wish itâ��as much, perhaps,

because she snored as because I wanted our

bedroom for ourselves. When they insisted

that the maid must be there, I dragged my

bed into the corridor every night, until they

gave me a room to myself in which I could at

least sleep without being guarded. I would

not wear tight clothes, and I put my hands

down inside my waistband when they were

dressing me, so that they could not fasten

tight things on me ; and in this way I avoided

many tiresome affairs of ceremony, which I

disliked.

These are very trivial matters to recall,

but consider that it is one of the chief pleasures

of most Royal persons to dress themselves in

costume and play the parts of resplendent

figure-heads that have never been allowed to

think, or see, or know anything for them-
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selves. The small restraints against which a

healthy body made me struggle in infancy

were the attempted beginnings of those

impassable walls of isolation and ignorance

and inexperience from which, in later years,

I should never have escaped.

When my sisters and I were sent as day-

scholars to the convent of the Sacre Cceur,

my real escape began. We wore the dark

blue uniforms of the school, as all the girls did,

and we were treated exactly as the others

were. We studied in the common class-

rooms and played with our class-mates at

the recreation hour in the convent grounds.

How can I tell how eagerly I went to school

in the mornings with the governess who took

us through the streets ? Or how happily

tired I came home at night after all the study

and play and little incidents of the class-room

that had filled the day ? I would be so tired

that I would fall asleep at the formal dinner

that was served for my mother and her

guests of honour in the evening ; and the

servants vfould have to carry me to bed.

But I would be awake next morning very

early, before anyone else in the Palais, in

haste to be off again to school.

If we had remained in Spain I should never

have been allowed such freedom. They

would have brought tutors and governesses

to teach us in the palace. I should never

have been allowed school companions like

those we had in Paris. It was for this that I

have to thank the revolution.

I have one recollection of these days that

is quaint. My sister had come to school

wearing earrings ; and a nun, telling her that

earrings were forbidden in the convent,

attempted to take them off. In freeing one

she tore my sister's ear accidentally, so that

it bled, and I was very angry and I wanted

to strike the nun. When we spoke of this at

home to a lady-in-waiting, she reproved me,

saying that it would be " a double sin " to

strike a nun. I replied that I would not

strike anyone except to give back as good as

I got. " Well," she said, " you will never

have to strike anyone, for no one can strike

you." " Why not ? " She answered, because

I was " a Royalty." " Then," I said to

myself, " as long as I live I shall never have

a good fight ! " And this made me so sad

that I remember it yet, with a sort of sinking,

as one remembers something irreparable that

made a great difference to one's outlook on

life.

My mind, by this time, had become as

active as my body, and I was very curious

and full of questions. The Spanish ladies-
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in-waiting who formed our household were

quite ignorant. Many of them could not

read or write, and they could teach us

nothing but old wives' tales and silly super-

stitions. I had learned to read very young,

but I could not get books of the sort I

needed. Outside of our school-books we had

little but " The Lives of the Saints," which

was read to us every dayâ��the life of the

saint on the day dedicated to that saintâ��as

the Bible is read in pious families of Pro-

testants. I remember that I had " Robinson

Crusoe " in French, and some books of Jules

Verne, that were welcome because they told

of travels and adventures in the world of

which I wished to know. Otherwise our

books were all religious ; and I had found

that I could not ask questions about religion.

For instance, a nun at the convent, giving

us religious instruction in the mysteries of the

creation, had said that the world must have

been created because nothing could exist

without a creator ; and when I interrupted

her to ask, childishly, who, then, had created

the Creator, she replied that it was a mystery

beyond our human comprehension. I asked

her who had told her about it, and she was

very angry, and punished me by making me

copy out pages of Racine's poems during the

recreation hour. This method of teaching

religion was not successful with me, because

â��not being an imaginative childâ��I was

sceptical of anything that could not be

explained to me. And, being contemptuous

of the ladies-in-waiting, who were very

religious in an ignorant way, I became con-

temptuous of the superstitions which their

ignorance had added to their faith.

They carried about with them great

numbers of metal images of saints, blessed

medals, and relics in little lockets, which they

kissed and believed in as potent against all

sorts of diseases and misfortunes. They had

large pockets for the purpose under their

skirts ; and my sisters and I had the same

kind of pockets, filled with the same things.

It was not long before I had emptied mine to

make room for the cakes which I used to

smuggle from the table to eat at school,

where our food was rather scanty. For such

irreverences as this, and for laughing at

incidents in the lives of the saints which

amused me when they were read to us,

I became rather a scandal to our household,

and they would say to me, " You are only fit

for America ! You ought to be sent to

America ! "â��since America was regarded as

a barbarous place where the manners were

bad. And so I came to think that if I could
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only take a ship and go to America I should

be really happy.

The nuns were very sweet and gentle with

me, but I would have liked them better if they

had been rough. There was something in me

that distrusted suavity and desired brusque-

ness. I was not sensitive about harsh

contacts, and I did not fear or resent punish-

ment. Consequently, I not only imposed

myself on my sisters, who were less robust

than I, but upon my teachers, who could not

control my spirit. Mirrors being forbidden

in the convent, I put sheets of paper behind

the panes of glass in the doors, and dragged

the girls to them to look at themselves. And

this seemed an ingenious perversity that

staggered the nuns.

My two sisters having gone through their

preparation for First Communion, my mother

took them to Rome to receive the sacrament

from the hands of the Pope. She took me,

too ; and, although I had not been prepared,

the Pope gave me communion at the same

time, saying that I was a " little angel,"

because I had fair hair and blue eyes. When

I returned to the convent and the nuns heard

that I had received communion without the

preparation, they were outraged. " Well,

then," I said, " isn't your Pope infallible ? "

And this shocked and silenced them. Alto-

gether, although I lost many recreation hours

by having to do " impositions " as punish-

ment for small rebellions, school failed to

subdue me, and I kept a wilful freedom of

mind.

I had heard from the gossip of the house-

hold that my motherâ��who had no knowledge

of the value of moneyâ��was spending .so

extravagantly that we should soon have

nothing to live on. And this delighted me.

I used to picture myself working hard to earn

â��perhaps by teaching languages or painting,

of which I was very fondâ��and the joy of the

thought was intense. My eldest sister suf-

fered from headaches in school; she used to

be sent often to the infirmary ; and I would

ask permission to go up to her and sit by her

bedside, and tell her wonderful stories of my

dreams for our future when we should be

fighting for life. It seemed to me the

happiest, the most exciting thing, to be in

such a struggle, among people who had to

work and make their way, always busy and

interested in something, and never shut up

in idleness to be bored. No Cinderella

ever invented for herself stories of rescue

by Prince Charming with more longing

than I looked forward to my escape from

the sort of life with which Cinderella was

rewarded. And I still think that I was wisei

than she.

My grandmother, Queen Maria Cristinaâ��

the widow of Ferdinand VII. of Spainâ��was

living in retirement in Normandy ; she had

lost her throne by marrying a Spanish officer

of her escort; and she would tell me that she

had never been so happy in Courtsâ��never as

happy as since she had been exiled with the

man she loved. We went to visit her very

often during our summersâ��a very clever old

lady with a mind of her ownâ��and I liked her

the best of all my relatives. Her story of her

marriage with the officer (which she told me

herself) made a deep impression on me. She

had been on a journey through the mountains

near Madrid, and the altitude had given her

a bleeding at the nose. The ladies-in-waiting

had given her their handkerchiefs, and she

had used all her own, but the bleeding still

continued, and she turned to the officer of her

escort riding beside her carriage and asked

him for his handkerchief. She did not know

him ; she had never spoken to him before ;

but she was in such distress that when he

gave her his handkerchief she passed all the

others to hirn without knowing what she was

doing. He kissed them and put them in his

breast. Then the ladies said to themselves,

" Ah, the poor officer ! Now he will be sent

away to Cuba or the Philippines ! " And

they were sorry for him, because he was a

very handsome man and very well liked.

Next morning he was summoned to a

private audience with the Queen, and tl.e

ladies said, " The poor man ! Why did he do

it ? What a mistake ! " But when he came

away from the audience he was not depressed,

and it was understood that the Queen had

reprimanded and forgiven him. He con-

tinued in attendance on her as an officer of

the household, and it was not suspected until

long afterwards that they had been secretly

married. It seems incredible, but the Queen

had several children by this marriage without

it being known even to Court circles. She

once opened Parliament a few hours after the

birth of a child, going to the ceremony in a

carriage, very weak, but determined to show

herself to the people because a rumour of the

birth had been circulated by her enemies.

She was a woman of unconquerable will.

When the truth of the marriage could no

longer be concealed, and the people revolted,

she left Spain with her husband, and was very

happy, living near Havre with him and their

children. She was a real grandmother to me,

and my visits to her were always a delight.

My father, who was the Infante Francisco,
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my mother's first cousin, had been married to

her for reasons of State ; they had separated

after the revolution ; and he lived near us

in Paris, or at Epinay, in an establishment of

his own, where we children sometimes went

to see him. He was a small, grey man, very

silent, very formal, fond of books and solitude,

and contented to be out of politics and affairs

of Courts. There had been no sentiment in

his marriage to my mother, and there was

none in his relations with us children. My

mother, too, was more a Queen to us than a

mother ; and, as a girl, I knew nothing of the

parental affections of a home. I think that

may have been partly because my parents

were quite old when I was born to them, so

that the years separated us. But also it is

one of the penalties of Royalty that their life

cannot be intimate and fond.

My great devotion was for my brother,

whom I was like. He was never religious in

a superstitious way, and he was very lively

and athletic and fond of sports, so that we

played congenially. He was a clever student,

and helped me with my school work. And he

was talkative with me, and told me about his

life at school, as I chattered to him about

mine. But he went away to college in Vienna

when I was very young, and then to a military

college in England, and I saw him only in his

holidays.

That, then, was the sort of childhood one

had in the Palais de Castile. I saw the

comings and goings of politicians and person-

ages from Spain without paying any attention

to them and without knowing what they were

about; for I spoke French and but little

Spanish. With my mother, who spoke

almost no French, we talked with difficulty

in a mixture of both languages. We scarcely

saw her except at dinner in the evening among

her foreign guests, or on Sunday when we

went to chapel in the Palais ; and we children

made our own lives among ourselves, apart

from the affairs of our elders. I had achieved

a certain independence of mind; although no

independence of action was possible to me. I

had escaped the narrowing influences of our

life, but no broadening influences reached me.

I had to make my own mental growth without

the aid of liberal books or the culture that

one gets from informing conversation. I

often wonder what would have become of me

if another revolution had not returned us to

Spain.

I was about eleven years of age when it

happened. And it came like a bomb. I had

not thought of it. I was expecting that, when

I finished school, I should have a life like

other girls ; and I was bewildered when my

mother summoned us to her room one

morning and told us that my brother Alfonso

had been proclaimed King of Spain. I could

see from her manner that it was to her

a happy event that would make a great

difference to us, but I did not realize

how it would be. It was as if someone

should tell a little girl of a great inherit-

ance that was to make her very wealthy,

when she did not understand what money

could buy.

The first signs of the change came imme-

diately from the nuns at the convent, who

treated us more formally than before. And

we learned from the girls that they had been

told to be different with us, but, of course,

they did not succeed. They came to us

much excited and curious to know how we

felt; and I could see that they were disap-

pointed because we did not feel as delighted

as they supposed. Then a great many

people began to come to the Palaisâ��Spanish

personages, Republicans who had never

visited us before, and men who, I learned,

had been concerned in my mother's exile.

And it puzzled me to see that she received

them all as if they had always been as friendly

as they now appeared.

Like most children, I was not forgiving ;

I had not learned to tolerate the disloyalties

to which life accustoms one; and I was

disgusted by the cheerful falseness of the self-

interest that brought these people about us.

I began to look cynically at the show of

devoted deference that makes the peculiar

atmosphere of a Court. And then I forgot

everything in the announcement that we were

to join my brother in Spainâ��my dear brother,

whom I thought of as a playmate, not as a

King. I had missed him so much. I

believed that I should always be happy now.

since we were to be together.

(To be continued.)

The photographs in this article are by Franzen, Davis S-ttitlfortt, Alice Hughes, Boissonnas & Taponier,
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]F I hadn't

known Betty

Elsenham I

should not

have cared a

rap whom

Billy Ferrers

married ; but then he was

Betty Elsenham's brother.

He was a most charming

young fellow, thirty years

junior to myself. He wrote

poetry, and was strangely

fascinating.

But he was a great trouble

to his relatives, and, through

them, one to me. Long

before I met Lady Elsenham

I had in a kind of way dry-nursed him. Our

real trouble with him was, of course, his

fatal attractiveness for women. Betty Elsen-

ham was always complaining about it to me,

and trying to interest her husband in the

matter. But Elsenham was a preposterous

person, who wrote to the papers on a thousand

subjects about which he knew nothing. So

we had to rely on ourselves.

Our chief trouble with Billy was his

secretaries. What he wanted with one

Heaven only knows. Still, he would have

them, and the poor girls had their work

cut out if they only had to index and keep in

order all the pieces of poetry which he never

finished.

It w^as through one of these secretaries

that I came to know Betty Elsenham. She

fell in love with Billy, and was a most unsuit-

able match. Although she was good at her
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business, she had an accent

which suggested White-

chapel Road, and was

very pretty in an East-

end way. I am distinctly

of opinion that I once

met her just outside the

London Hospital on a

Bank Holiday. If I am

right, she was giving her

real nature a chance,

letting herself go, wear-

ing all the ostrich feathers

she possessed while she

enjoyed herself with two

or three other girls only

less feathered than her-

self. It took me and

Betty Elsenham weeks to prevent anything

coming of this affair. Nevertheless, by the

help of a solicitor and fifty pounds, the

matter was squared and Billy was once more

free.

We all declared this would be an example

to him, but we reckoned without his nature.

He advertised for another secretary, and

about six weeks later the solicitor, Betty,

and I settled the lady's just claim for seventy-

five pounds and a fare to Canada. By great

pressure we induced him to do without a

secretary for a month or two, but he fell

into a kind of melancholy and came to me

about it.

" It's no good," said Billy. " It's been very

kind of you, old chap, and awfully good of

Betty, and I really am grateful. But I must

have a secretary."'

" You're a young ass," I said, curtly.
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" The best thing you can do is to get married.

That's the only safety for you."

" That's all very well," replied Billy, quite

simply; " but I absolutely can't do without

a secretary."

" You took the pledge," I said, sternly.

" You gave us your word of honour that

you'd swear off secretaries for the rest of

your life."

" It's no good," said Billy. " You'd better

come with me and talk to my sister. Let's

go now. I don't even mind letting you and

Betty choose her for me."

Well, the end of it was we went down to

Egerton Gardens to see Betty. She looked

alarmed, and asked me, sternly :â��

" Has he been doing it again ? "

Billy was shamefaced and yet rebellious.

" No, I've not been doing it again," he

said. " But I must."

" You're a great trial to us," said his sister,

" and I do wish you'd take our advice."

" What advice ? " asked Billy, sulkily.

" Why, to get married to Miss Porter.

You know she'd have you."

" I do," said Billy. " But I won't. I

don't care if she has money. I hate the

sight of her. It would be highly immoral,

and against my principles. So I must have

another secretary. As for . that beastly

dictaphone you gave me, I threw it out of

the window and nearly frightened a police-

man to death with it. I had to give him

three-and-six to square it, and the window'll

have to be mended."

" You're a most ridiculous fellow," said

his sister.

" I think we must let him have one,"

said I.

" She must be ugly, then," said Betty,

firmly.

" Only moderately ugly," urged Billy.

" Perhaps I could put up with her if she

was no more than that."

" Let's draw up an advertisement," said

Betty Elsenham.

We drew it up. On the whole, I think it

had a striking effect when it was done. We

all had a hand in it. I took a piece of paper

and pencil and wrote down the points, begin-

ning with : " Wanted, a secretary ; good

shorthand, typewriting; must not be less

than thirty-five years of age."

" Forty would be better," said Betty.

" I will not have one forty," said Billy.

" I think we should add, ' Must be mar-

ried,' " said Betty.

"I don't like them married," said Billy,

sulkily.
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" It isn't a question of what you like, or

what you don't like," said Betty. " It's a

question of what's safe for you."

I was not so hopeful. I knew that there

was no reason for supposing that the secre-

tary's being married would render her any

less likely to succumb to Billy's fatal charms.

" Very well," said I. " I have a suggestion

to offer. Let us add to ' must be married '

' must be greatly attached to her husband.' "

" That's very good," said Betty, joyfully.

" Oh, I think that's a most charming idea.

Please put it down."

So we put it down.

" If single, must be very plain," said Betty.

Billy made a horrid face.

" And yet," said Betty Elsenham, " I don't

think being merely plain is any great safeguard

â��at least, not with anybody like Billy there.

You know, one of the other girls was quite

plain, and really Billy was much attached

to her."

" So I was," said Billy, pensively. " She

had such nice manners."

" That's it," said his sister; " I have it !

Now put down, ' Must be very plain, and of

repellent manners.' "

" No one will answer it," said Billy.

" Oh, yes, they will," said Betty Elsenham.

There must be many a poor girl out of work

who'll be only too glad to have repellent

manners for a job like this."

" I think it's horrible of you," said Billy.

" However, you must add something more.

I want her to know Roumanian."

I remonstrated with him.

" I insist upon her knowing it," said Billy.

" Very well," said I. " I'll put down.

' Must know Roumanian. To a suitable

person liberal salary and long vacation.

Write, enclosing photograph, to ' "

" Now read it out," said Betty.

I read it out : " Secretary wanted ; good

shorthand, typewriting ; not less than thirty-

five years of age ; must be married and greatly

attached to husband, or, if single, plain and

of repellent manners. Must know Roumanian.

To a suitable person liberal salary and long

vacation. Write, enclosing photograph."

" Ah," said Betty, " I think that ought to

do. Please see it goes in."

I myself had very little hope of any answer

to the advertisement. Nevertheless, in the

course of three days I had several dozen

letters sent to me from the Daily Telegraph

office, most of them couched in terms of

extreme abuse. Some, on the other hand,

admitted to every disadvantage required

and alleged several reasons for not knowing
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Roumanian. There was only one of these

letters which was really promising. It was

written quite beautifully, and there was a

touch of delicate femininity about it; never-

theless, although it was nicely written, its

manner was abrupt and ugly. It was curt

to discourtesy. It ran :â��

" Sir,â��I know Roumanian, and can do

one hundred and sixty words a minute in

shorthand. I am thirty-six, and am said to

be peculiarly plain. I cannot believe that

my manners are repellent, but owing to them

I have lost two positions. I enclose my

photograph."

I looked at the photograph eagerly. Cer-

tainly it was not attractive. The lady wore

her hair in a kind of Early Victorian way

which was more than displeasing. She

appeared to have plenty of it, but it was

undoubtedly grey. She looked stern and

sulky, was deeply marked, and appeared more

like forty-five than thirty-six. On the whole,

I thought she would do.

I went down to Egerton Gardens, taking

the letter and photograph with me. I found

Betty at home, and submitted them to her.

" I don't think she's ugly enough," said

Betty, with decision.

" My dear Betty," I said, " you cannot

expect to get a monster, even for double

the market rate of pay."

" Well, write to her and ask her to come

and see us here the day after to-morrow,"

she said.

The day after next I went down at four

o'clock to Lady Elsenham's, and found her

entrenched behind the tea-table. She had

given orders that she was only at home to

me and Miss Simkins.

" The name's enough," said Betty Elsen-

ham. " Think of Simkinsâ��not even a ' p '

in it."

Shortly after the bell rang. There was a

knock at the hall door. The ring was a loud

and decided peal, the knock somewhat

resembled that of an angry postman. Two

minutes afterwards the butler announced Miss

Simkins.

I must say Betty behaved very well. She

was so sorry for poor Miss Simkins that she

sailed up to her graciously and with almost

pathetic sympathy. At the first blush the

secretary certainly depressed me. There was

an air of calculated dowdiness about her which

would have fitted out the feminine side of a

Vegetarian Congress. Her complexion was

as dowdy as her dress. I wondered what her

figure was like. On the whole, it did not

seem so bad, yet her poverty, or some impos-

sible dressmaker, had hidden what might have

been the only attractive thing about her.

Betty Elsenham, of course, saw nothing

but the clothes. She herself dressed with a

perfection which led poor William Elsenham

to write letters to the papers on the prepos-

terous profits earned by milliners. Betty saw

nothing but the bombazine, or whatever

material it was Miss Simkins was dressed in.

But I could see that she was pleased. She

breathed more easily. We proceeded to

business by the usual roundabout methods.

" I am much pleased you should have been

able to come, Miss Simkins," said Lady

Elsenham.

" Delighted, I'm sure," snapped Miss

Simkins, with unpleasing acidity.

" Pray sit down," said Betty Elsenham.

Miss Simkins sat down authoritatively.

There was no humility about her. It was

as if she stated : " I am a plain secretary of

repellent manners. I know Roumanian and

desire to come to business."

" Do you know Roumanian ? " asked Betty.

" Very well," said Miss Simkins.

" May I inquire how you learnt it ? " asked

Betty.

" Lived in Bucharest," said Miss Simkins,

shortly.

" Charming place, I believe ? " said Betty.

" Beastly hole," said Miss Simkins.

" Delightful people, I understand ? "

" Disgustingly immoral," said Miss Simkins.

This moral attitude, which seemed pecu-

liarly aggressive, would not always have

pleased Betty Elsenham, but now she was

delighted.

" Of course, the advertisement surprised

you, Miss Simkins ? " said Betty Elsenham.

" Nothing surprises me," retorted Miss

Simkins.

" Ah," said Betty Elsenham, " you see, you

are to be my brother's secretary."

" Yes ? " asked Miss Simkins.

" He is rather impressionable," purred

Betty. " We have had difficulties previously,

and we did not know what to do about

it. So I and Mr. Saville "â��here Miss

Simkins half threw her head at me in

recognition of the introductionâ��" made up

our minds that desperate measures were

necessary "

" And wrote that advertisement ? " said

Miss Simkins.

" That is so," said Betty. " Of course,

that little expression of ours about the

manners might seem odd "

" Not at all," said Miss Simkins, shortly.

" My manners may be offensive or not, but
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I must own I have left two places on account

of them."

" Oh, that is quite sufficient," said Betty.

" Do not say anything more about it. I am

sure you will do most admirably."

We agreed about the salary. It was, in

fact, nearly twice as much as the market

rate. When everything was settled Betty

Elsenham turned to me.

" Now you had better take Miss Simkins

to my brother."

We went to the Temple in a taxi-cab. I

don't know whether I mentioned that Billy's

rooms were in the Temple. They were, as a

matter of fact, in King's Bench Walk. In

the close quarters of the cab I discovered

accidentally that Miss Simkins was certainly

not so bony as Betty Elsenham might have

thought, nor was her manner with me so

repellent as it had been in Betty's drawing-

room. Nevertheless, I felt that Billy would

never get over her complexion, even though

she turned out to be charming, which cer-

tainly did not seem likely.

Now, if Miss Simkins as a secretary seemed

a little depressing, I could not help feeling

when we saw him that as an employer Billy

was almost equally bad. His passion for

beauty was extreme. He had a real sense of

art. He himself fitted his surroundings. And

now the secretary came into his chaste

museum of beauty like some ineffable example

of Victorian imbecility. She might have been

drawn from the reading-room of the British

Museum, that haunt of the Epicene. Never-

theless, Billy behaved well. He shook hands

with her tremulously, and said he was glad

to meet her.

" I hope we shall get along all right," he

added, desperately, with a wandering eye.

" I hope so," said Miss Simkins, sternly.

" When am I to begin ? "

" Perhaps to-morrow," said poor Billy,

" orâ��or the day after nextâ��or, if you prefer

it, next week."

" I want to get to work at once," said Miss

Simkins.

" Oh, very well," said Billy. " Will you,

please, come to-morrow about elevenâ��or

perhaps twelveâ��or a little later, if you like ? "

" I'll come at eleven," said Miss Simkins.

And with that she withdrew. I thought

she withdrew rather gracefully. Billy noticed

it. He said :â��

" She went out of the room like a tragedy

queen."

" No wonder," said I. " It's a tragical

situation for the poor woman. What do you

think of her ? "

" Don't ask me," said Billy. " I wish you

and Bettv were dead. I'mâ��I'm sorry for

her."

He really was sorry for the poor woman.

I heard no more about him or the secretarv

for some days. I had a few of my own affairs

to attend to, and many of Betty Elsenham's.

When I did get down to the Temple I found

two or three five-act tragedies in full blast.

It seemed that Miss Simkins was a worker.

" And she does really know Roumanian,"

said Billy, almost cheerfully. " We're getting

on with it splendidly ; it's very interesting.

And, do you know, when she was in Bucharest

she knew Carmen Sylva, the Queen of

Roumania, and Helen Vacaresco."

" Good heavens ! " I said. I wondered if

even Miss Simkins was safe.

As I came away I met her in the gardens.

I saw her before she saw me. She certainly

walked wonderfully. I don't know how it

was that Yeats's " Kathleen Na Hoolihan "

came into my head, and I repeated the last

line of the play to myself: " She walked

like a queen."

I stopped her.

" How are you getting on, Miss Simkins ? "

" Very well," she replied, almost graciously.

Her voice was much more pleasant than it

was when I heard her at Betty's.

" I hope you are comfortable with our

young poet ? "

" Quite, thank you," said Miss Simkins, in

her old manner, as though she suddenly recol-

lected that her manners were repellent.

I thought that her complexion was not

quite so bad as it had been. No doubt the

poor thing had been starving previously

owing to her manners and appearance, anil

the gigantic salary that was being paid to

her now had no doubt improved her health.

Still, on the whole, I was satisfied, and

hoped we should have no more trouble

with Billy. But I reckoned without Miss

Simkins's sister.

There was again a short interval before I

saw Billy, and when I did he came up to my

rooms in the Albany. The moment he came

in I knew something had happened.

" What's wrong now ? " I asked.

" Nothing's wrong," he said, looking at me

suspiciously. He knew how acute I am.

" What makes you think anything's wrong ? "

" Your appearance," I retorted. " You

have the look of a young man in love."

" Now don't quote Tennyson to me

because it's May," said Billy. " If you men-

tion anything about ' a young man's fancy '

or the spring, I'll brain you with a poker."
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I shook my head.

" I wasn't going to quote him," I said.

" Nevertheless, something's happened to you,

Billy. What is it ? "

" Oh, it's really a very funny thing," said

Billy, who was as eager to be questioned as

any schoolgirl after her first ball.

" What's a funny thing ? " I asked.

" Well, youâ��you know how ugly she is,

don't you ? " said Billy.

" If you mean Miss Simkins," I replied,

" she's certainly pretty plain."

" She's got a sister," said Billy.

" Good Lord ! " said I. " You don't mean

to say there are two of them ? Has Miss

Simkins a sister like herself ? "

" That's the extraordinary thing about it.

She's like her a little, but, oh, oh, so different!

She's just beautiful," said Billy.

I turned on him.

" She's what ? " I asked.

" Beautiful," said Billy.

" How frightfully unfortunate ! " said I.

" Not at all," said Billy, pensively.

" Come, now," said I, " tell me the truth.

How did you get to know her sister ? "

" It was like this," said Billy. " You see,

one day Miss Simkins was ill "

" And what happened when she was ill ? "

" She sent her sister Angelica down to take

her place," said Billy.

" Good Lord ! " said I. " Has she got the

same aquiline nose ? "

" I own it's a little like Miss Simkins's,"

said Billy, reluctantly, " but much more

delicate and fascinating. And, oh, old chap,

her hair ! "

" What's the colour of it ? " I asked,

although I feared I knew beforehand, for I

knew Billy.

" Gorgeous," said Billy. " Titian would

have raved about it. And such masses of

it ! "

" What about her voice ? " I asked,

dismally.

" There's something about it I can't

describe," said Billy. " It goes straight to

one's heart."

This, then, was the result of all the care that

Betty and I had taken.

" And does she come often ? " I asked.

" Oh, no," he said, gloomily, " not often.

She's only been twice. I feel so dreadful

when my Miss Simkins turns up again."

" It must be depressing for you," said I.

" Oh, I'm sadly afraid Betty and I made a

great mistake."

" You mustn't speak to Betty about this,"

said Billv. " I'm telling it you in confidence.

Vo. xlvi.- 69

If you say a word to her about it I'll marry

one of them right off to spite you."

I own I was frightfully anxious to see the

other Miss Simkins. In less than a week, as

luck would have it, I struck a fortunate

day when Miss Simkins was ill and sent her

understudy. As far as I was concerned

she was a prodigious success. She was

really perfectly delightful. It is true she

had an aquiline nose, but it was a delicate,

fascinating, insinuating nose. She had a very

beautiful figureâ��far, far better than her

elder sister, although, as I said before, owing

to my proximity to her in a taxi-cab, I had

discovered that my first acquaintance was

not so bony as she appeared.

Angelica's manners were really delightful.

She looked happy and extraordinarily pleased

with herself. The elder Miss Simkins cer-

tainly did not look happy, and was under no

delusions as to her appearance. Angelica's

voice seemed to me quite different from her

sister's. She spoke musically, without a snap.

Billy introduced me nervously. I shook

hands with her, though a slight and distant

bow would have been quite sufficient. I

wondered what Betty Elsenham would say

about the girl. But Billy absolutely purred.

He seemed to produce Angelica with an air

as if he were saying : " Come, now, in the

name of Heaven, what objection can Betty

have to this one ? Besides, I don't care if

she has any objections."

I was very nice with the girl, very nice

indeed. We talked a good deal and I found

her very intelligent. Presently Billy pro-

posed to go out to lunch. I suggested that

he should go out and lunch alone ; I would

stay with Angelica and wait for him. But

he was firm with me, and drew me out of

the room.

When he got outside he said :â��

" I know what you meanâ��you want to

talk to her about me. You'll be putting the

case to her, telling her about Miss Porter,

and that I'm supposed to marry Miss Porter

â��which I never will."

" Very well," I said, reluctantly, " we'll go

out."

During the meal he naturally became more

confidential. It seemed that during her last

visit he had started several love lyrics. She

typed these fragments.

" The next day it was a frightful tragedy,"

said Billy. " When Miss Simkins came she

found these on the table, and asked me when

I had begun them. I said I had done it

yesterday. She said, ' Won't you go on with

them ? ' and I replied, ' No, I can't possibly
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go on.' Would you believe it, old chap, she

burst into tears ? I can't help thinking, you

know, she was a little jealous of Angelica's

influence on me. I felt as if I should never

see Angelica again. Oh, it was luck that Miss

Simkins fell ill to-day ! "

" Very well," said I. " You know I shall

have to speak to Betty."

" It's no use my objecting," said Billy,

sulkily. " Of course you'll speak to her.

Whether you're under her thumb, or she's

under your thumb, I really don't know."

I did not tell him. But, of course, I spoke

to Betty. I made the best of it, too. I told

her what Angelica was like.

" Indeed, my dear Betty," I said, con-

solingly, " I have seen duchesses in my time

who looked dowdy by the side of our secre-

tary's sister."

This didn't console Betty. The marriage

would upset several family arrangements, so

she abused me for want of foresight. If I

had been the man of the world I set up to be

I should have gone into the matter of the

secretary's relations.

The result of the conversation was that she

ordered me to go down to the Temple with

instructions to sack Miss Simkins and the

family. This I declined to do, and as a

result Betty rang the bell, commanded a

taxi-cab, ordered me into it, and I went

down as a sulky captive to Billy's chambers.

We found him working in his big room. In

the adjoining little room Miss Simkins was at

the typewriter ; we heard the clatter of the

machine. I knew it was Miss Simkins, for

Angelica would have been with Billy.

Betty got to work at once. She told her

brother what she thought of him. He sat

and listened and said nothing. From the

look on his face it was not because he felt it.

" You'll have to get rid of this woman,"

said Betty. " I insist on your discharging

her at once. She had no business to bring her

sister here, and it was very wrong of you to

permit it."

" I'll do nothing of the sort," said Billy,

getting up at last. " You got me Miss Sim-

kins ; she's quite perfect, she's everything

that's desirableâ��and now if you come down

here making a row about her after getting

her I'll do just exactly what I please, and

so I tell you."

" I suppose that means " said his

sister.

" Yes, it does," said Billy.

And on that, of course, Betty raised her

voice. She was quite oblivious of the secre-

tary in the next room. She denounced him

in good round terms, and brought up the

matter of the little account between her and

him as to the various sums of money which

had been previously paid to undesirable

secretaries.

In the very middle of the row the door

opened, and the elder Miss Simkins entered

like Lady Macbeth. In spite of her ugliness,

and her complexion, and her hooked nose,

and her dowdy dress, she really looked impos-

ing. Betty, who was well accustomed to

stand her ground, actually retreated a foot.

" If you will talk so loud when the type-

writer is not going," said Miss Simkins,

tragically, " I was bound to hear. You

have no right to speak of me and my poor

sister in such terms. Oh, Lady Elsenham,

I am shocked; I am horrified; I am

surprised ! "

If she was surprised, Betty was a great

deal more surprised. As for me, I felt

entirely out of it. I placed myself in a corner

and stood there quietly. Betty, who was

notorious for presence of mind, was actually

flummuxed. Nevertheless, she had her repu-

tation for firmness to maintain and her duty

to do, and she did it.

" You have no business to bring a pretty

sister here, Miss Simkins, you know that,"

said Betty, firmly. " I think it was dis-

honourable of you, Miss Simkins."

Miss Simkins almost burst into tears. She

put her hand to her bosom, which heaved

most distinctly, and she said something very

strange.

" Iâ��I couldn't help it. Iâ��couldn't help

it. I couldn't stand it any longerâ��I really

couldn't!"

Tears ran down her cheeks, and still we

did not understand what it was that she

could put up with no longer. There seemed a

mysteryâ��I certainly thought of this deep in

my sub-conscious mind. But that was very

little to the sense of horror and tragedy

which came over meâ��and, indeed, came

over all of usâ��at what we saw. We knew

that if Billy was in love with Angelica, the

elder Miss Simkins was in love with Billy.

It was obvious, no one could miss itâ��she

adored him. Although Betty was shocked at

the secretary's audacity in breaking into the

room, I believe she pitied her. She really has

a kind heart. She looked as i she said,

" Oh, vou poor thing, have you done it,

too ? "

I was sorry for all of us, but Billy's position

was pitiable. I saw the horror in his eyes as

the truth dawned on him. No wonder Miss

Simkins had burst into tears when she found
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he could write love lyrics with Angelica, and

was inevitably compelled to deal with tragedy

when she sat down before him. It was a

dreadful complication. If Miss Simkins loved

him, there was undoubtedly a great affection

between the two sisters ; they spoke of each

other with adoration. Angelica had told

him she was so sorry for her sister because

she was not pretty, and the elder Miss Sim-

kins always spoke of little Angelica as though

she had brought her up by hand.

I think Miss Simkins saw what she had

done as soon as she had spoken. She saw

the light of discovery in our eyes, for indeed

we were appalled. We were still more

appalled when she exclaimed, with an air

not unworthy of the divine Sarah, or even of

the great Duse at her best: " I can bear

it no longerâ��I can bear it no longer ! "

With that she rushed headlong for the

door. I thought that she was bent on

leaving the Temple with a view of drowning

herself in the neighbouring Thames. But

she went straight for Billy's bedroom,

entered it, slammed the door, and locked it

upon us.

" Good heavens ! " cried Betty. " Oh, you

wretched Billy, what have you done ? She,

too, has fallen in love with you."

" I'm not to blameâ��I'm not to blame,"

said Billy. " I never said a word to her

which would encourage the most foolish

person. Believe me, Betty, I never did. It's

her sister I loveâ��it's her sister ! "

" Come," said I, " what's the good of

arguing ? What's the girl going to do now ? "

" She might commit suicide," said Billy.

It was a horrible thought. With one accord

we all rushed to the door and battered at it.

There was no reply. We called aloud in

chorus:â��

" Miss Simkins 1 Miss Simkins ! Pray let

us in! Listen to us ! "

We heard an hysterical laugh inside the

room.

Betty turned to me.

" You big brute, burst the door open!"

Billy and I kicked furiously at the panels.

We certainly damaged them, but damaged

our toes more.

" Shall I open the window and scream ? "

said Betty.

" No," said I, " don't. Let me speak to

her. But listen." '
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We all listened.

" What is she doing ? " asked Betty.

" I hear water," said Billy.

" Water ? What can she be doing with

water, you fool ? " asked Betty.

" Ah," said I, with sudden callousness,

" perhaps after all she's only washing her

face."

" You useless brute ! " said Betty. " Why

don't you do something ? "

" How can I ? " I asked. " If a woman

locks herself in an impregnable fortress and

commits suicide, what can one do ? "

Again she said I was a brute. Betty was

obviously in the most fearful state of mind.

We surrendered the keyhole to her. She

appealed to Miss Simkins through it.

" Oh, please, please, Miss Simkins, don't do

anything rash ! Open the door and speak to

us. Oh, speak to us ! "

And still there was that strange splashing of

water from the other room. We could not

understand it.

" How was it she went in there at all ? "

asked Betty, with sudden suspicion.

" Oh," said Billy, " to-day she brought a

bag with her, and I put it there myself."

" What was in it ? " asked Betty.

" How should I know ? " asked her brother.

" This very morning she said most likely her

sister would come for an hour or two, and that

she herself would go away. And now, sup-

posing her sister does come I Oh, it's dread-

ful ! Let me lookâ��let me look ! "

He thrust Betty aside and took possession

of the keyhole. He uttered a cry.

" I think she's lying on the floor," he said.

" I see her long black hair upon the floor."

Betty once more pushed him away.

" I see it too."

" Let me look," said I.

I pushed Betty away. It was quite true.

There was Miss Simkins's long black hair

upon the floor. It was as though she lay

there in a fit, or as if she were dead. And

then we heard a strange gurgling. Our blood

ran cold. In my time I have read some books

of medical jurisprudence; some of their

illustrations are appalling. I had visions of

the elder Miss Simkins lying on the floor with a

strange and horrible discontinuity in her

jugular. It was an appalling notion, so I

mentioned it. Betty screamed.

Then again, just as we once more fought

desperately for the keyhole, we heard her

move. Billy hurled me away from the door

and took possession.

" I can't see her hair any more," said he.

" She's moved."

" Oh," said I, " she must have rolled over

in her dying agony."

Whereupon Betty screamed and, sitting

down upon the floor, fairly howled with

terror and pity.

" Oh, poor Miss Simkins! Poor Miss

Simkins ! " she cried.

It was an unexpected outburst, but, after

all, Betty was a kindly little soul, in spite of

that brutality which seems inseparable from

the more beautiful type of woman.

" We must get assistance," I saidâ��" the

police, if necessaryâ��to break open the door."

We kicked at it again, and at that moment

the door opened of itself, and to our amaze-

ment, our utter and appalling amazement,

not Miss Simkins, but Angelica entered the

room. We stared at her. She was excited,

and strangely beautiful. Her eyes sparkled.

Her complexion was rosy. She was dressed in

a fantastic sort of green chiffon. Her piled

hair was wonderful, if a little wild. It looked

as if it had been done in agitation, in a hurry (

We cried out all together :â��

" How did you get here ? How did you

get here ? Where's your sister ? "

" She's dead," said Angelica, " and finished

with. I've killed her."

Betty groaned as Angelica fell into Billy's

arms.

" She's mad," said Bettyâ��" mad ! The

sight in the other room has unhinged her. Go

in, Tom." She spoke to me. " Go in, Billy,

and see what's happened."

Even I feared to go in, but still I entered

the bedroom. There was no one in the room

that I could see, and yet just on the other

side of the bed there lay, half-hidden from my

sight, the grizzled hair of the elder Miss

Simkins. I rushed forward and grasped it.

It was a wig !

What Angelica said was quite true : there

was only one Miss Simkins, after all.
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THE MOST IMPRESSIVE

SIGHT I EVER SAW.

X.â��The Hon. Mrs. Assheton-Harbord.

XLâ��S ir Squire Bancroft.

XII.â��F. C. Selous.

In this striking series of articles a number of eminent men and women

have consented to describe " the most impressive sight" they have ever

seen. Their stones, as will be realized by the following examples, are

of the most varied and, in many cases, thrilling kind.

X.

A Midnight Spectacle on a Balloon Trip Across the Channel.

By the Hon. Mrs. ASSHETON-HARBORD.

Illustrated by Dudley Tennant.

are told that, on earth, " now churchyards

yawn."

I was making an attempt to win the North-

cliffe Challenge Cup, offered for the longest

distance travelled during the year by a member

of the Aero Club, unaccompanied by a pro-

fessional aeronaut. We left Battersea Gas

Works in a strong north-westerly wind

shortly before ten o'clock at night with Mr.

C. F. Pollock as the pilot. At the start,

I remember, we had some difficulty in getting

away, but, taking advantage of a momentary

lull, orders were given for " hands off," and

slowly the balloon floated upwards, its grace-

ful ascent seeming to cleave the atmosphere

as the arms of a strong swimmer part the

waves of the sea.

Up, up, up we went into the darkness,

for on this particular evening the stars all

seemed to be in bed, and slowly, more slowly,

still more slowly, the noise of London's

teeming traffic faded away from a fierce,

lion-like roar to a faint buzzing, which

reminded me, as we went up higher and

higher, like nothing quite so much as the

lazy drone of insects on a hot summer's

afternoon in a country lane, until, when we

had reached a height of two thousand feet,

even this sound had subsided altogether,

although far below us we could see a patterned

scene which resembled small squares of

brilliantly-lit houses such as Gulliver must

have seen at night in his travels. The lights

of London far below us looked like the illu-

j|Tany moment nowadays, when

walking along the streets of

any great capital, a balloon,

from which is hanging a tiny

car, may meet the passer-by's

eye. This, indeed, has become

quite an ordinary everyday

sight. But even so, as one who has a con-

siderable experience of ballooningâ��I was the

first lady in England to cross the Channel in

my own balloonâ��I am well aware that the

imagination of " the man in the street," when

he seen a balloon soaring over his head,

frequently leads him to figure the big envelope

ripped to pieces, the car hurtling through

space, and the occupant splintered to frag-

ments at his feet.

As a matter of fact, however, ballooning

from the point of view of one who under-

stands the pastime is one of the safest under-

takings in the world. It is not, indeed, the

element of danger which makes it fascinating

so much as the frequent opportunities it

gives one to enjoy panoramic spectacles which

are sometimes almost unique, because one

is seldom quite like another. On clear days

I have seen sights I shall never forget, while,

strange as it may seem, when it has been

cloudy and the balloon has risen above the

clouds, I have observed spectacles still more

entrancing. But the most impressive sight

I have ever seen in my life occurred some

years ago, shortly after midnight, when I was

crossing the Channel at a moment when we
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minations of a city inhabited by dwarfs.

Viewed from the heavens above, London's one

hundred and fifty square miles appeared little

larger than the grounds of a great exhibition.

Shortly before eleven we found ourselves in

a stiff squall, which made the balloon sway

from side to side as though it had been hit

by some heavy object, and in consequence

we had considerable difficulty in keeping in

the car, an experience which is far from

pleasant when one is several thousand feet

from the earth, and is well aware that no

nice, comfortable, springy net awaits below

to catch one.

Just over an hour after we started, and

when we were beginning to wonder whether

below us lay a town or a village, or whether

we were soaring over mountains or over

lowlands, a faint murmuring sound floated

through the air like the voice of a mother

crooning her restless child to sleep. Now it

rose, now it fell, then it seemed to cease

altogether, and anon to begin again. Then

profound silence reigned, except for the

gradually deepening murmurs of waves at

war with one another, and the increasing rush

of the wind. We were reaching the lights of

the English coast, and, although four thousand

feet up, we could see below us the tiny

twinkling lights of a fishing fleet.

Then the moon drifted behind the clouds,

and shortly after midnight the darkness was

so thick that all lights seemed to be extin-

guished for ever. No moon, no stars, no

light, everything was inky black. On, on

we went, and still neither I nor my companion

could see anything. And all we heard was

the faint echo of the contending waves below.

I was almost beginning to think that the

speaking power of the Egyptian darkness of

the night would prove too overpowering for

my reserve of nerves, when, with kaleido-

scopic suddenness, the black cloak with which

the car of the balloon seemed to be

enveloped suddenly changed into light, so

intensely brilliant that from a subterranean

cavern one might have been transported into

a fairy garden on a fete night.

The sight of that sudden change I shall

never forget, for it impressed me, awed me,

more than anything I have ever seen in my

life. For what had seemed like hours we had

been travelling in impenetrable darkness. Now

all the electric light bulbs in all the world

seemed to have been turned on for our benefit

at once. It was indeed a wonderful sight.

We were passing through a storm of sheet

lightning four thousand feet up, which

illumined the car, hoop, and neck of the

balloon with almost uncanny brilliancy.

Around the balloon I could see the clouds

grouped in massive and wonderful forms.

Some of them appeared like huge mushrooms

growing up from a vast field of white mist,

their tops inky black, as they floated out of the

range of the lightning. The force of the wind

constantly blew these clouds asunder, and

changed them from mushrooms into long,

gawky, overgrown trees, the tops of which

again vanished into darkness. I gazed spell-

bound at the scene, and in my excitement at its

wonderful beauty I clutched at the ropes with

my gloves, which seemed to be alight with

phosphorescence. And then, with the same

suddenness that the darkness had changed

into light, all became dark again, and on we

went, now ascending rapidly, now descending

for some distance as if our balloon were a stone

dropped from the heavens, on, still on, through

the impenetrable darkness.

XL

The Funeral of the Great Duke of MVellington.

By Sir SQUIRE BANCROFT.

I have travelled much since Novem-

ber 18th, 1852, on which date the great

Duke of Wellington passed to his last resting-

place, but although I think I may claim

that my life has been one full of incident,

and that I have seen many things of perhaps

more than usual interest, since as a boy of

eleven I witnessed the great General's

funeral, I have always felt that on that day

I saw a sight which made a deeper, more

awe-inspiring, more lasting impression on me

than any other I have ever seen.

The mortal remains of the Duke of Welling-

ton were interred by the side of Nelson in

St. Paul's Cathedral with a magnificence in

every respect worthy of the last tribute of

a very great nation to a very great man,

and with a solemnity which, on my childish

mind, has since become so deeply engraved

that, young though I was, I remember the
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thought crossing my mind that he must

indeed have lived a fine, noble life who could

be so deeply mourned by all, for as the solemn

procession made its slow, dignified way

through the streets, along the entire length

of which every pavement, every window and

doorway which could command a view of it

was blocked up by a closely-packed multi-

tude, the reverential silence of every man,

woman, and child in the crowd bore eloquent

testimony to the depth and reality of their

sorrow.

And yet I felt as I gazed on the huge crowd

that the authorities need have had no fear

of any unseemly behaviour on the part of

the people, for so heartfelt and so genuine

was the feeling of sorrow of each and every

member of the public that, on the slightest

request from an official in charge, they aban-

doned their chosen stands and sought

positions elsewhere. All were dressed in

mourning, and even the poorest of the pedes-

trians had put on as much black as their means

would allow. I recall seeing a tramp standing

on the pavement below a window in the

Strand, dressed in a torn, tattered, ragged

brown suit, obviously the gift of some

charitably-disposed friend, with toes peeping

out of his boots, and with hat worthy of a

place in any shop devoted to a display of

antiquities. And yet, in the last stages of

poverty though he apparently was, he had

nevertheless managed to raise a few coppers

to purchase an armlet of crepe and a crfpe

band for his world-weary headgear. In that

touch of respect from one who might well have

been excused for having lost the power to

respect anything but alms, I have often since

thought was characterized the affection which

the Duke of Wellington had earned for himself

from every member of every class of the

English nation.

The conduct of the immense gathering of

mourners as the solemn procession approached

the spot where I stood I can never forget.

Since then I have witnessed other national

funerals of the kind, but never in one have I

seen signs of greater personal sorrow than

that shown by all on November 18th, 1852.

The sorrow of each was so individual it was

as that of one who has lost a dear friend or

a near relation. " Surely," I remember

thinking, " this great General must at one time

and another have befriended every member

of this vast crowd.'' And, of course, so he had,

for had he not won for each member of the

nation a glory which none could take away?

And now, through all the long bygone

years, I can see the procession approaching.

As the head of the column appears in sight

every sound is hushed, and as the dark mass

of the Rifles is seen, and the strains of the

solemn Dead March float mournfully, yet

grandly, on the silent air, many a man and

woman in the crowd bow their heads in tearful

respect, in reverential recollection of their

long friendship with the dead man, of the

glories he has won for them, and of the lesson

by his example he has taught them to win for

themselves, and for their common country.

The slow and solemn step of the soldiers, the

reversed arms, the crepe each man wears,

and the muffled roll of the drumsâ��the memory

of that scene is borne back to me over the

years in a manner which proves to me that

a sight which impresses one of us poor mortals

as deeply as did that sight impress me is

one which even Time can never efface.

The Funeral March of the Rifles is now

almost lost in the distance, but the notes of

another solemn air become audible as the

Duke's regiment, the 33rd, passes. The

passage of the artillery makes a wonderful

impression on mc, for I have never seen a gun

in motion before. The pennon, guidon, and

banner, displaying the feudal, knightly, and

armorial insignia of the great soldier, attract

me with special wonder, while the carriages

in which are carried the batons which indicate

the military rank of the departed warrior with

nearly all the nations of Europe make me feel

more than ever how far-reaching must have

been the influence, and how vast the expe-

rience, of the dead man whose funeral I am

witnessing.

At lengthâ��the minutes as the procession

passes seem to me as hoursâ��the car bearing

the venerated remains of the Duke of Welling-

ton appears, and then the pent-up emotion

of that vast crowd finds a merciful relief in

tears; every emotion save that of solemn

awe and heartfelt sorrow is hushed. The

massive structure slowly moves on its course,

producing a heavy, dull sound as it grinds its

path over the road. The silence is so great

I would dare swear you could have heard a pin

drop, a bird rustle its feathers, save for

sounds other than those made by the Duke of

Wellington's car, on the highest stage of

which rests a red "velvet coffin which contains

all that is mortal of England's greatest son.

It seems, at this moment, that the thousand

memories of his great and long career are

awakened in the mind of every spectator at

the sight of that narrow tenement of so great

a man. There is a solemn hush, the car

passes on, and as it passes the feelings

impressed by the bodily presence of the great
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dead are melted into homely sorrow, as the

horse of the deceased, led by his aged groom,

is seen to be slowly following the coffin.

That to me is the one touch of the domestic

life of the great Duke if Wellington which

perhaps impresses me more than the dim idea

I then have of his great record as a soldier,

and of his great character as a man. And

in common with almost every other spectator,

my emotions find relief in tears.

XII.

Tbe Aurora

Borealis.

Described by F. C. SELOUS.

Illustrated by Jobn cle MValton.

From youth till middle-age all the best

years of my life were spent as a hunter of

African game. It is now, however, a good

many years since I ceased to make my living

by my rifle, but in view of the length of time

during which I did so and the eventful

character of the life I then led, it is not,

perhaps, altogether strange that, in a past

of stirring and glorious memories, I have

seen many sights in many parts of the world

which have impressed me very greatly indeed.

To one who has once tasted the joys of a

hunter's life there inevitably comes a longing

to take up the old life again, and it was on

such a trip in North America a few years ago,

in the Yukon Mountains, that I witnessed a

display of the Aurora Borealis which made

a far greater impression on me than any other

sight I have ever seen, either in the animal

world or the world of Nature.

On September 15th we moved camp about

five miles to the head of a stream running

into the Clearwater Creek of MacConnell's

survey in the Yukon Mountains. I well re-

member that the weather about this time was,

on the whole, very bad indeed, and, although

we seldom had more than five or six degrees

of frost at night, during the daytime it fre-

quently rained hard for the greater part of the

day and snowed during the remainder.

Sometimes a keenly-bitter wind blew over

the mountains accompanied by fine sleet that

it was impossible to face. In the evening

it often cleared up, and during the early part

of the night the sky would sometimes become

clear and starlit, and we made sure the weather

was going to be fine on the following day; but

morn'ng after morning we were disappointed.

These climatic conditions, which I have

described in detail in " Hunting Trips in

North America," I refer to briefly once more

by reason of the fact that such conditions

have not a little bearing on the appearance

of Auroras. It is on record, indeed, that the

frequency of the Aurora does not increase

continually as the Pole of the Aurora is

approached. The increase in frequency is at

first very rapid, but slackens quickly and

finally ceases altogether.

When, therefore, the frequency of the

Aurora in the Polar regions is referred to the

expression should not be taken too literally ;

on the contrary, Auroras, I believe, are far

less numerous in the Polar region proper than

farther to the South.

Hut enough of general observations on this

amazing spec tacle. It was one night about

the middle of Septemberâ��the climatic con-

ditions I have already referred toâ��that I

beheld a truly magnificent display of the

Aurora Borealis. Across the inky blackness

of the Northern sky a great arc of pure white

light was suddenly stretched, which lit up

the snow-covered mountains around our camp

just as if we had suddenly attracted the very

active attention of a gigantic searchlight.

From the main body of this glorious sheet

of flame great darts and streamers constantly

shot shivering and shimmering through the

sky, now opening out into broad white lanes

of light, and again narrowing until swallowed

up once more by the envious darkness of the

surrounding sky.

Never for a single instant were these won-

derful Polar Lights still; they constantly

spread and contracted in ever-varying waves

and tongues of light, until they finally died

out, and the stars once more shone brightly

in the clear sky. The effect was, indeed,

amazing and aweing in the extreme.

Only once more did we see the Northern

Lights, but then, too, the display was soul-

stirring and magnificent, and I count these

splendours of the Arctic sky as the most

marvellous of all the wonders of the worldâ��

all the wonders of the world that I have been

privileged to see, at any rate. Seen in the

solitude of the Northern wilderness such

visions of glory cannot but awaken reverence

in the soul of man, of whatever race or degree

of culture.

To realize what this sudden change from
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darkness to brilliantly-lit splendour means, it

is necessary, I think, to picture oneself at the

dead of night camping out in a wilderness,

apparently a thousand miles from nowhere,

with not a soul with one, save the fellow-

members of one's camp, with scarcely a sound

to be heard, and that feeling of " we-are-

alone - in - the - world - here " pervading one's

whole party. At such a time, and in such

surroundings, a sudden display of the Aurora

Borealis as I have described fills one with a

feeling of reverential awe which perhaps only

those who have experienced the effects of

such " moments " can adequately appreciate.
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Vol. xi\ i.â��71.

| HE idea that the extraordinary narrative

which has been called the Joyce-Armstrong

Fragment is an elaborate practical joke

evolved by some unknown person, cursed

by a perverted and sinister sense of humour,

has now been abandoned by all who have

examined the matter. The most macabre

and imaginative of plotters would hesitate before linking

his morbid fancies with the unquestioned and tragic facts

which reinforce the statement. Though the assertions

contained in it are amazing and even monstrous, it is

none the less forcing itself upon the general intelligence

that they are true, and that we must readjust our ideas

to the new situation. This world of ours appears to be

separated by a slight and precarious margin of safety from

a most singular and unexpected danger. I will endeavour

in this narrative, which reproduces the original document

in its necessarily somewhat fragmentary form, to lay

before the reader the whole of the facts up to date,

prefacing my statement by saying that, if there be any

who doubt the narrative of Joyce-Armstrong, there can'

be no question at all as to the facts concerning Lieutenant

Myrtle, R.N., and Mr. Hay Connor, who undoubtedly met

their end in the manner described.

Copyright, 1913, by A. Conan Doyle.
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The Joyce-Armstrong Fragment was found

in the field which is called Lower Haycock,

lying one mile to the westward of the village

of Withyham, upon the Kent and Sussex

border. It was on the fifteenth of September

last that an agricultural labourer, James

Flynn, in the employment of Mathew Dodd,

farmer, of the Chauntry Farm, Withyham,

perceived a briar pipe lying near the footpath

which skirts the hedge in Lower Haycock.

A few paces farther on he picked up a pair of

broken binocular glasses. Finally, among

some nettles in the ditch, he caught sight of

a flat, canvas-backed book, which proved to

be a note-book with detachable leaves, some

of which had come loose and were fluttering

along the base of the hedge. These he col-

lected, but some, including the first, were

never recovered, and leave a deplorable

hiatus in this all-important statement. The

note-book was taken by the labourer to his

master, who in turn showed it to Dr. J. H.

Atherton, of Hartfield. This gentleman at once

recognized the need for an expert examina-

tion, and the manuscript was forwarded to

the Aero Club in London, where it now lies.

The first two pages of the manuscript are

missing. There is also one torn away at the

end of the narrative, though none of these

affect the general coherence of the story. It

is conjectured that the missing opening is

concerned with the record of Mr. Joyce-

Armstrong's qualifications as an aeronaut,

which can be gathered from other sources and

are admitted to be unsurpassed among the

air-pilots of England. For many years he has

been looked upon as among the most daring

and the most intellectual of flying men, a

combination which has enabled him to both

invent and test several new devices, including

the common gyroscopic attachment which is

known by his name. The main body of the

manuscript is written neatly in ink, but the

last few lines are in pencil and are so ragged

as to be hardly legibleâ��exactly, in fact, as

they might be expected to appear if they

were scribbled off hurriedly from the seat of

a moving aeroplane. There are, it may be

added, several stains, both on the last page

and on the outside cover, which have been

pronounced by the Home Office experts to be

bloodâ��probably human and certainly mam-

malian. The fact that something closely

resembling the organism of malaria was

discovered in this blood, and that Joyce-

Armstrong is known to have suffered from

intermittent fever, is a remarkable example

of the new weapons which modern science has

placed in the hands of our detectives.

And now a word as to the personality of

the author of this epoch-making statement.

Joyce-Armstrong, according to the few

friends who really knew something of the man,

was a poet and a dreamer, as well as a

mechanic and an inventor. He was a man

of considerable wealth, much of which he had

spent in the pursuit of his aeronautical

hobby. He had four private aeroplanes in

his hangars near Devizes, and is said to have

made no fewer than one hundred and seventy

ascents in the course of last year. He was a

retiring man with dark moods, in which he

would avoid the society of his fellows.

Captain Dangerfield, who knew him better

than anyone, says that there were times when

his eccentricity threatened to develop into

something more serious. His habit of carrying

a shot-gun with him in his aeroplane was one

manifestation of it.

Another was the morbid effect which the

fall of Lieutenant Myrtle had upon his mind.

Myrtle, who was attempting the height record,

fell from an altitude of something over thirty

thousand feet. Horrible to narrate, his head

was entirely obliterated, though his body and

limbs preserved their configuration. At every

gathering of airmen, Joyce - Armstrong,

according to Dangerfield, would ask, with

an enigmatic smile : " And where, pray, is

Myrtle's head ? "

On another occasion after dinner, at the

mess of the Flying School on Salisbury Plain,

he started a debate as to what will be the

most permanent danger which airmen will

have to encounter. Having listened to

successive opinions as to air-pockets, faulty

construction, and over-banking, he ended by

shrugging his shoulders and refusing to put

forward his own views, though he gave the

impression that they differed from any

advanced by his companions.

It is worth remarking that after his own

complete disappearance it was found that his

private affairs were arranged with a precision

which may show that he had a strong pre-

monition of disaster. With these essential

explanations I will now give the narrative

exactly as it stands, beginning at page three

of the blood-soaked note-book :â��

" Nevertheless, when I dined at Rheims

with Coselli and Gustav Raymond I found

that neither of them was aware of any par-

ticular danger in the higher layers of the

atmosphere. I did not actually say what

was in my thoughts, but I got so near to it

that if they had any corresponding idea they

could not have failed to express it. But then

they are two empty, vainglorious fellows
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with no thought beyond seeing their silly

names in the newspaper. It is interesting to

note that neither of them had ever been much

beyond the twenty-thousand-foot level. Of

course, men have been higher than this both

in balloons and in the ascent of mountains. It

must be well above that point that the aero-

plane enters the danger zoneâ��always pre-

suming that my premonitions are correct.

" Aeroplaning has been with us now for

more than twenty years, and one might well

ask : Why should this peril be only revealing

itself in our day ? The answer is obvious. In

the old days of weak engines, when a hundred

horse-power Gnome or Green was considered

ample for every need, the flights were very

restricted. Now that three hundred horse-

power is the rule rather than the exception,

visits to the upper layers have become easier

and more common. Some of us can remember

how, in our youth, Garros made a world-wide

reputation by attaining nineteen thousand

feet, and it was considered a remarkable

achievement to fly over the Alps. Our

standard now has been immeasurably raised,

and there are twenty high flights for one in

former years. Many of them have been

undertaken with impunity. The thirty-

thousand-foot level has been reached time

after time with no discomfort beyond cold

and asthma. What does this prove ? A

visitor might descend upon this planet a

thousand times and never see a tiger. Yet

tigers exist, and if he chanced to come down

into a jungle he might be devoured. There

are jungles of the upper air, and there are

worse things than tigers which inhabit them.

I believe in time they will map these jungles

accurately out. Even at the present moment

I could name two of them. One of them lies

over the Pau-Biarritz district of France.

Another is just over my head as I write here

in my house in Wiltshire. I rather think there

is a third in the Homburg-Wiesbaden district.

" It was the disappearance of the airmen

that first set me thinking. Of course, every-

one said that they had fallen into the sea,

but that did not satisfy me at all. First,

there was Verrier in France; his machine

was found near Bayonne, but they never got

his body. There was the case of Baxter also,

who vanished, though his engine and some of

the iron fixings were found in a wood in

Leicestershire. In that case, Dr. Middleton,

of Amesbury, who was watching the flight

with a telescope, declares that just before the

clouds obscured the view he saw the machine,

which was at an enormous height, suddenly

rise perpendicularly upwards in a succession

of jerks in a manner that he would have

thought to be impossible. That was the last

seen of Baxter. There was a correspondence

in the papers, but it never led to anything.

There were several other similar cases, and

then there was the death of Hay Connor.

What a cackle there was about an unsolved

mystery of the air, and what columns in the

halfpenny papers, and yet how little was ever

done to get at the bottom of the business !

He came down in a tremendous vol-plan -

from an unknown height. He never got off

his machine and died in his pilot's seat.

Died of what ? ' Heart disease,' said the

doctors. Rubbish ! Hay Connor's heart was

as sound as mine is. What did Venables say ?

Venables was the only man who was at his

side when he died. He said that he was

shivering and looked like a man who had been

badly scared. ' Died of fright,' said Venables,

but could not imagine what he was frightened

about. Only said one word to Venables,

which sounded like ' Monstrous.' They could

make nothing of that at the inquest. But I

could make something of it. Monsters !

That was the last word of poor Harry Hay

Connor. And he did die of fright, just as

Venables thought.

" And then there was Myrtle's head. Do

you really believeâ��does anybody really

believeâ��that a man's head could be driven

clean into his body by the force of a fall ?

Well, perhaps it may be possible, but I, for

one, have never believed that it was so with

Myrtle. And the grease upon his clothesâ��

' all slimy with grease,' said somebody at the

inquest. Queer that nobody got thinking

after that ! I didâ��but, then, I had been

thinking for a good long time. I've made

three ascents â�� how Dangerfield used to

chaff me about my shot-gun! â�� but I've

never been high enough. Now, with this

new light Paul Veroner machine and its one

hundred and seventy-five Robur, I should

easily touch the thirty thousand to-morrow.

I'll have a shot at the record. Maybe I shall

have a shot at something else as well. Of

course, it's dangerous. If a fellow wants to

avoid danger he had best keep out of flying

altogether and subside finally into flannel

slippers and a dressing-gown. But I'll visit

the air - jungle to-morrowâ��and if there's

anything there I shall know it. If I return,

I'll find njyself a bit of a celebrity. If I

don't, this note-book may explain what I am

trying to do, and how I lost my life in doing

it. But no drivel about accidents or mys-

teries, if you please.

" I chose my Paul Veroner monoplane for
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the job. There's nothing like a monoplane

when real work is to be done. Beaumont

found that out in very early days. For one

thing, it doesn't mind damp, and the weather

looks as if we should be in the clouds all the

time. It's a bonny little model and answers

my hand like a tender-mouthed horse. The

engine is a ten-cylinder rotary Robur work-

ing up to one hundred and seventy-five. It

has all the modern improvements â�� enclosed

fusilage, high-curved landing skids, brakes,

gyroscopic steadiers, and three speeds, worked

by an alteration of the angle of the planes

upon the Venetian-blind principle. I took a

shot-gun with me and a dozen cartridges

filled with buck-shot. You should have

seen the face of Perkins, my old mechanic,

when I directed him to put them in. I was

dressed like an Arctic explorer, with two

jerseys under my overalls, thick socks inside

my padded boots, a storm-cap with flaps,

and my talc goggles. It was stifling outside

the hangars, but I was going for the summit

of the Himalayas, and had to dress for the

part. Perkins knew there was something on

and implored me to take him with me.

Perhaps I should if I were using the biplane,

but a monoplane is a one-man showâ��if you

want to get the last foot of lift out of it. Of

course, I took an oxygen bag ; the man who

goes for the altitude record without one will

either be frozen or smotheredâ��or both.

" I had a good look at the planes, the

rudder-bar, and the elevating lever before I

got in. Everything was in order so far as

I could see. Then I switched on my engine

and found that she was running sweetly.

When they let her go she rose almost at once

upon the lowest speed. I circled my home

field once or twice just to warm her up, and

then, with a wave to Perkins and the others,

I flattened out my planes and put her on her

highest. She skimmed like a swallow down

wind for eight or ten miles until I turned her

nose up a little and she began to climb in a

great spiral for the cloud-bank above me. It's

all-important to rise slowly and adapt your-

self to the pressure as you go.

" It was a close, warm day for an English

September, and there was the hush and

heaviness of impending rain. Now and then

there came sudden puffs of wind from the

south-westâ��one of them so gusty and

unexpected that it caught me napping and

turned me half-round for an instant. I

remember the time when gusts and whirls

and air-pockets used to be things of dangerâ��

before we learned to put an overmastering

power into our engines. Just as I reached

the ckmd-banks, with the altimeter marking

three thousand, down came the rain. My

word, how it poured ! It drummed upon rav

wings and lashed against my face, blurring

my glasses so that I could hardly see. I got

down on to a low speed, for it was painful to

travel against it. As I got higher it became

hail, and I had to turn tail to it. One of my

cylinders was out of actionâ��a dirty plug, I

should imagine, but still I was rising steadily

with plenty of power. After a bit the

trouble passed, whatever it was, and I heard

the full, deep-throated purrâ��the ten singing

as one. That's where the beauty of our

modern silencers comes in. We can at last

control our engines by ear. How they squeal

and squeak and sob when they are in trouble !

All those cries for help were wasted in the

old days, when every sound was swallowed up

by the monstrous racket of the machine. If

only the early aviators could come back to

see the beauty and perfection of the mechan-

ism which have been bought at the cost of

their lives !

" About nine-thirty I was nearing the

clouds. Down below me, all blurred and

shadowed with rain, lay the vast expanse of

Salisbury Plain Half-a-dozen flying machines

were doing hack-work at the thousand-foot

level, looking like little black swallows against

the green background. I dare say they were

wondering what I was doing up in cloud-land.

Suddenly a grey curtain drew across beneath

me and the wet folds of vapour were swirling

round my face. It was clammily cold and

miserable. But I was above the hail-storm,

and that was something gained. The cloud

was as dark and thick as a London fog. In

my anxiety to get clear, I cocked her nose up

until the automatic alarm-bell rang and I

actually began to slide backwards. My

sopped and dripping wings had made me

heavier than I thought, but presently I was

in lighter cloud, and soon had cleared the

first layer. There was a secondâ��opal-

coloured and fleecyâ��at a great height above

my head, a white unbroken ceiling above, and

a dark unbroken floor below, with the mono-

plane labouring upwards upon a vast spiral

between them. It is deadly lonely in these

cloud-spaces. Once a great flight of some small

water-birds went past me, flying very fast to

the westwards. The quick whirr of their

wings and their musical cry were cheery to

my ear. I fancy that they were teal, but I

am a wretched zoologist. Now that we

humans have become birds we must really

learn to know our brethren by sight.

" The wind down beneath me whirled and
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swayed the broad cloud-plain. Once a great

eddy formed in it, a whirlpool of vapour, and

through it, as down a funnel, I caught sight

of the distant world. A large white biplane

was passing at a vast depth beneath me. I

fancy it is the morning mail service betwixt

Bristol and London. Then the drift swirled

inwards again and the great solitude was un-

broken.

" Just after ten I touched the lower edge of

the upper cloud-stratum. It consisted of fine

diaphanous vapour drifting swiftly from the

westward. The wind had been steadily rising

all this time and it was now blowing a sharp

breezeâ��twenty-eight an hour by my gauge.

Already it was very cold, though my alti-

meter only marked nine thousand. The

engines were working beautifully, and we went

droning steadily upwards. The cloud-bank

was thicker than I had expected, but at last

it thinned out into a golden mist before me,

and then in an instant I had shot out from

it, and there was an unclouded sky and a

brilliant sun above my headâ��all blue and

gold above, all shining silver below, one vast

glimmering plain as far as my eyes could

reach. It was a quarter past ten o'clock,

and the barograph needle pointed to twelve

thousand eight hundred. Up I went and

up, my ears concentrated upon the deep

purring of my motor, my eyes busy always

with the watch, the revolution indicator,

the petrol lever, and the oil pump. No

wonder aviators are said to be a fearless

race. With so many things to think of

there is no time to trouble about oneself.

About this time I noted how unreliable is

the compass when above a certain height

from earth. At fifteen thousand feet mine

was pointing east and a point south. The

sun and the wind gave me my true bearings.

" I had hoped to reach an eternal

stillness in these high altitudes, but with

every thousand feet of ascent the gale grew

stronger. My machine groaned and trembled

in every joint and rivet as she faced it, and

swept away like a sheet of paper when I

banked her on the turn, skimming down wind

at a greater pace, perhaps, than ever mortal

man has moved. Yet I had always to turn

again and tack up in the wind's eye, for it

was not merely a height record that I was

after. By all my calculations it was above

little Wiltshire that my air-jungle lay, and

all my labour might be lost if I struck the

outer layers at some farther point.

" When I reached the nineteen-thousand-

foot level, which was about midday, the wind

was so severe that I looked with some anxiety

Vol. xlvLâ��7a

to the stays of my wings, expecting momen-

tarily to see them snap or slacken. I even

cast loose the parachute behind me, and

fastened its hook into the ring of my leathern

belt, so as to be ready for the worst. Now

was the time when a bit of scamped work by

the mechanic is paid for by the life of the

aeronaut. But she held together bravely.

Every cord and strut was humming and

vibrating like so many harp-strings, but it

was glorious to see how, for all the beating

and the buffeting, she was still the conqueror

of Nature and the mistress of the sky. There

is surely something divine in man himself

that he should rise so superior to the limita-

tions which Creation seemed to imposeâ��

rise, too, by such unselfish, heroic devotion as

this air-conquest has shown. Talk of human

degeneration ! When has such a story as

this been written in the annals of our race ?

" These were the thoughts in my head as

I climbed that monstrous kiclined plane with

the wind sometimes beating in my face and

sometimes whistling behind my ears, while

the cloud-land beneath me fell away to such

a distance that the folds and hummocks of

silver had all smoothed out into one flat,

shining plain. But suddenly I had a horrible

and unprecedented experience. I have known

before what it is to be in what our neighbours

have called a tourbillon, but never on such a

scale as this. That huge, sweeping river of

wind of which I have spoken had, as it appears,

whirlpools within it which were as monstrous

as itself. Without a moment's warning I

was dragged suddenly into the heart of one.

I spun round for a minute or two with such

velocity that I almost lost my senses, and

then fell suddenly, left wing foremost, down

the vacuum funnel in the centre. I dropped

like a stone, and lost nearly a thousand

feet. It was only my belt that kept me in

my seat, and the shock and breathlessness

left me hanging half - insensible over the

side of the fusilage. But I am always

capable of a supreme effort â�� it is my

one great merit as an aviator. I was

conscious that the descent was slower. The

whirlpool was a cone rather than a funnel,

and I had come to the apex. With a terrific

wrench, throwing my weight all to one side,

I levelled my planes and brought her head

away from the wind. In an instant I had

shot out of the eddies and was skimming

down the sky. Then, shaken but victorious,

I turned her nose up and began once more

my steady grind on the upward spiral. I

took a large sweep to avoid the danger-spot

of the whirlpool, and soon I was safely above
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it. Just after one o'clock I was twenty-one

thousand feet above the sea-level. To my

great joy I had topped the gale, and with

every hundred feet of ascent the air grew

stiller. On the other hand, it was very cold,

and I was conscious of that peculiar nausea

which goes with rarefaction of the air. For

the first time I unscrewed the mouth of my

oxygen bag and took an occasional whiff of

the glorious gas. I could feel it running like

a cordial through my veins, and I was

exhilarated almost to the point of drunken-

ness. I shouted and sang as I soared up-

wards into the cold, still outer world.

" It is very clear to me that the insensibility

which came upon Glaisher, and in a lesser

degree upon Coxwell, when, in 1862, they

ascended in a balloon to the height of thirty

thousand feet, was due to the extreme speed

with which a perpendicular ascent is made.

Doing it at an easy gradient and accustoming

oneself to the lessened barometric pressure

by slow degrees, there are no such dreadful

symptoms. At the same great height I

found that even without my oxygen inhaler

I could breathe without undue distress. It

was bitterly cold, however, and my thermo-

meter was at zero Fahrenheit. At one-thirty

I was nearly seven miles above the surface of

the earth, and still ascending steadily. I

found, however, that the rarefied air was

giving markedly less support to my planes,

and that my angle of ascent had to be con-

siderably lowered in consequence. It was

already clear that even with my light weight

and strong engine-power there was a point in

front of me where I should be held. To make

matters worse, one of my sparking-plugs was

in trouble again and there was intermittent

missfiring in the engine. My heart was heavy

with the fear of failure.

" It was about that time that I had a most

extraordinary experience. Something whizzed

past me in a trail of smoke and exploded with

a loud, hissing sound, sending forth a cloud

of steam. For the instant I could not

imagine what had happened. Then I remem-

bered that the earth is for ever being bom-

barded by meteor stones, and would be hardly

inhabitable were they not in nearly every

case turned to vapour in the outer layers of

the atmosphere. Here is a new danger for

the high-altitude man, for two others passed

me when I was nearing the forty-thousand-

foot mark. I cannot doubt that at the edge

of the earth's envelope the risk would be a

very real one.

" My barograph needle marked forty-

one thousand three hundred when I became

aware that I could go no farther. Physi-

cally, the strain was not as yet greater

than I could bear, but my machine

had reached its limit. The attenuated air

gave no firm support to the wings, and the

least tilt developed into side-slip, while she

seemed sluggish on her controls. Possibly,

had the engine been at its best, another

thousand feet might have been within our

capacity, but it was still missfiring, and two

out of the ten cylinders appeared to be out of

action. If I had not already reached the

zone for which I was searching then I should

never see it upon this journey. But was it

not possible that I had attained it ? Soaring

in circles like a monstrous hawk upon the

forty-thousand-foot level I let the monoplane

guide herself, and with my Mannheim glass I

made a careful observation of my surround-

ings. The heavens were perfectly clear;

there was no indication of those dangers

which I had imagined.

" I have said that I was soaring in circles.

It struck me suddenly that I would do well

to take a wider sweep and open up a new

air-tract. If the hunter entered an earth-

jungle he would drive through it if he wished

to find his game. My reasoning had led me

to believe that the air-jungle which I had

imagined lay somewhere over Wiltshire.

This should be to the south and west of me.

I took my bearings from the sun, for the

compass was hopeless and no trace of earth

was to be seenâ��nothing but the distant

silver cloud-plain. However, I got my

direction as best I might and kept her head

straight to the mark. I reckoned that my

petrol supply would not last for more than

another hour or so, but I could afford to use

it to the last drop, since a single magnificent

vol-plane could at any time take me to the

earth.

" Suddenly I was aware of something new.

The air in front of me had lost its crystal

clearness. It was full of long, ragged wisps

of something which I can only compare to

very fine cigarette-smoke. It hung about in

wreaths and coils, turning and twisting slowly

in the sunlight. As the monoplane shot

through it, I was aware of a faint taste of oil

upon my lips, and there was a greasy scum

upon the woodwork of the machine. Some

infinitely fine organic matter appeared to be

suspended in the atmosphere. There was no

life there. It was inchoate and diffuse,

extending for many square acres and then

fringing off into the void. No, it was not

life. But might it not be the remains of

hfe ? Above all, might it not be the food of
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life, of monstrous life, even as the humble

grease of the ocean is the food for the mighty

whale ? The thought was in my mind when

my eyes looked upwards and I saw the most

wonderful vision that ever man has seen.

Can I hope to convey it to you even as I saw

it myself last Thursday ?

" Conceive a jelly-fish such as sails in our

summer seas, bell-shaped and of enormous

sizeâ��far larger, I should judge, than the

dome of St. Paul's. It was of a light pink

colour veined with a delicate green, but the

whole huge fabric so tenuous that it was but

a fairy outline against the dark blue sky. It

pulsated with a delicate and regular rhythm.

From it there depended two long, drooping

green tentacles, which swayed slowly back-

wards and forwards. This gorgeous vision

passed gently with noiseless dignity over my

head, as light and fragile as a soap-bubble,

and drifted upon its stately way.

" I had half-turned my monoplane, that I

might look after this beautiful creature,

when, in a moment, I found myself amidst

a perfect fleet of them, of all sizes, but none

so large as the first. Some were quite small,

but the majority about as big as an average

balloon, and with much the same curvature

at the top. There was in them a delicacy of

texture and colouring which reminded me of

the finest Venetian glass. Pale shades of

pink and green were the prevailing tints, but

all had a lovely iridescence where the sun

shimmered through their dainty forms.

Some hundreds of them drifted past me, a

wonderful fairy squadron of strange, unknown'

argosies of the skyâ��creatures whose forms

and substance were so attuned to these pure

heights that one could not conceive anything

so delicate within actual sight or sound of

earth.

" But soon my attention was drawn to a

new phenomenonâ��the serpents of the outer

air. These were long, thin, fantastic coils of

vapour-like material, which turned and

twisted with great speed, flying round and

round at such a pace that the eyes could

hardly follow them. Some of these ghost-

like creatures were twenty or thirty feet long,

but it was difficult to tell their girth, for

their outline was so hazy that it seemed to

fade away into the air around them. These

air-snakes were of a very light grey or smoke

colour, with some darker lines within, which

gave the impression of a definite organism.

One of them whisked past my very face, and

I was conscious of a cold, clammy contact,

but their composition was so unsubstantial

that I could not connect them with any

thought of physical danger, any more than

the beautiful bell-like creatures which had

preceded them. There was no more solidity

in their frames than in the floating spume

from a broken wave.

" But a more terrible experience was in

store for me. Floating downwards from a

great height there came a purplish patch of

vapour, small as I saw it first, but rapidly

enlarging as it approached me, until it

appeared to be hundreds of square feet in

size. Though fashioned of some transparent,

jelly-like substance, it was none the less of

much more definite outline and solid con-

sistence than anything which I had seen

before. There were more traces, too, of a

physical organization, especially two vast

shadowy, circular plates upon either side,

which may have been eyes, and a perfectly

solid white projection between them which was

as curved and cruel as the beak of a vulture.

" The whole aspect of this monster was

formidable and threatening, and it kept

changing its colour from a very light mauve

to a dark, angry purple so thick that it cast

a shadow as it drifted between my mono-

plane and the sun. On the upper curve of

its huge body there were three great projec-

tions which I can only describe as enormous

bubbles, and I was convinced as I looked at

them that they were charged with some

extremely light gas which served to buoy up

the misshapen and semi-solid mass in the

rarefied air. The creature moved swiftly

along, keeping pace easily with the mono-

plane, and for twenty miles or more it formed

my horrible escort, hovering over me like a

bird of prey which is waiting to pounce. Its

method of progressionâ��done so swiftly that

it was not easy to followâ��was to throw out

a long, glutinous streamer in front of it,

which in turn seemed to draw forward the

rest of the writhing body. So elastic and

gelatinous was it that never for two successive

minutes was it the same shape, and yet each

change made it more threatening and loath-

some than the last.

" I knew that it meant mischief. Every

purple flush of its hideous body told me so.

The vague, goggling eyes which were turned

always upon me were cold and merciless in

their viscid hatred. I dipped the nose of my

monoplane downwards to escape it. As I

did so, as quick as a flash there shot out a

long tentacle from this mass of floating

blubber, and it fell as light and sinuous as a

whip-lash across the front of my machine.

There was a loud hiss as it lay for a moment

across the hot engine, and it whisked itself into
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the air again, while the huge flat body drew

itself together as if in sudden pain. I dipped

to a vol-pique, but again a tentacle fell over

the monoplane and was shorn off by the pro-

peller as easily as it might have cut through

a smoke wreath. A long, gliding, sticky,

serpent-like coil came from behind and

caught me round the waist, dragging me out

of the fusilage. I tore at it, my fingers sink-

ing into the smooth, glue-like surface, and

for an instant I disengaged myself, but only

to be caught round the boot by another coil,

which gave me a jerk that tilted me almost

on to my back.

" As I fell over I blazed off both barrels of

my gun, though, indeed, it was like attacking

an elephant with a pea-shooter to imagine

that any human weapon could cripple that

mighty bulk. And yet I aimed better than I

knew, for, with a loud report, one of the great

blisters upon the creature's back exploded

with the puncture of the buck-shot. It was

very clear that my conjecture was right, and

that these vast clear bladders were distended

with some lifting gas, for in an instant the

huge cloud-like body turned sideways, writh-

ing desperately to find its balance, while the

white beak snapped and gaped in horrible

fury. But already I had shot away on the

steepest glide that I dared to attempt, my

engine still full on, the flying propeller and

the force of gravity shooting me downwards

like an aerolite. Far behind me I saw a dull,

purplish smudge growing swiftly smaller and

merging into the blue sky behind it. I was

safe out of the deadly jungle of the outer air.

" Once out of danger I throttled my engine,

for nothing tears a machine to pieces quicker

than running on full power from a height. It

was a glorious spiral vol-plane from nearly

eight miles of altitudeâ��first, to the level of

the silver cloud-bank, then to that of the

storm-cloud beneath it, and finally, in beating

rain, to the surface of the earth. I saw the

Bristol Channel beneath me as I broke from

the clouds, but, having still some petrol in

my tank, I got twenty miles inland before I

found myself stranded in a field half a mile

from the village of Ashcombe. There I got

three tins of petrol from a passing motor-car,

and at ten minutes past six that evening I

alighted gently in my own home meadow at

Devizes, after such a journey as no mortal

upon earth has ever yet taken and lived to

tell the tale. I have seen the beauty and I

have seen the horror of the heightsâ��and

greater beauty or greater horror than that

is not within the ken of man.

" And now it is my plan to go once again

before I give my results to the world. My

reason for this is that I must surely have

something to show by way of proof before I

lay such a tale before my fellow-men. It is

true that others will soon follow and will con-

firm what I have said, and yet I should wish

to carry conviction from the first. Those

lovely iridescent bubbles of the air should

not be hard to capture. They drift slowly

upon their way, and the swift monoplane

could intercept their leisurely course. It is

likely enough that they would dissolve in the

heavier layers of the atmosphere, and that

some small heap of amorphous jelly might

be all that I should bring to earth with me.

And yet something there would surely be

by which I could substantiate my story.

Yes, I will go, even if I run a risk by doing so.

These purple horrors would not seem to be

numerous. It is probable that I shall not

see one. If I do I shall dive at once. At

the worst there is always the shot-gun and

my knowledge of . . ."

Here a page of the manuscript is unfortu-

nately missing. On the next page is written,

in large, straggling writing :â��

" Forty-three thousand feet. I shall never

see earth again. They are beneath me, three

of them. God help me; it is a dreadful death

to die ! "

Such in its entirety is the Joyce-Armstrong

Statement. Of the man nothing has since

been seen. Pieces of his shattered monoplane

have been picked up in the preserves of Mr.

Budd-Lushington upon the borders of Kent

and Sussex, within a few miles of the spot

where the note-book was discovered. If the

unfortunate aviator's theory is correct that

this air-jungle, as he called it, existed only

over the south-west of England, then it would

seem that he had fled from it at the full speed

of his monoplane, but had been overtaken

and devoured by these horrible creatures

at some spot in the outer atmosphere above

the place where the grim relics were found.

The picture of that monoplane skimming

down the sky, with the nameless terrors flying

as swiftly beneath it and cutting it off always

from the earth while they gradually closed in

upon their victim, is one upon which a man

who valued his sanity would prefer not to

dwell. There are many, as I am aware, who

still jeer at the facts which I have here set

down, but even they must admit that Joyce-

Armstrong has disappeared, and I would

commend to them his own words: " This note-

book may explain what I am trying to do, and

how I lost my life in doing it. But no drivel

about accidents or mysteries, if you please,"
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" Yes," said Lerris, meeting the man's

stare unflinchingly.

" Mrs. Lerris doesn't live here," said the

footman, and there was something in the

appearance of the visitor, something of that

indefinite quality that proclaims breeding,

which made the footman add " sir." " Lord

Rodene lives here."

Lord Rodene ! Lerris knew the Rodenes.

How often had he entertained them in those

spacious days when all London was at his

feet because he was prosperous, so prosperous

that they used to say that everything Lerris

touched turned to gold.

" Iâ��Iâ��don't quite understand," said

Lerris, still smiling, but his smile held the

pain of perplexity behind it. " Iâ��I have

been away from London for a long timeâ��

for a number of years â�� I â�� I â�� didn't

know "

The footman, who had been staring hard

at him all the time, as though he were trying

to fix a name to Christopher's face, interrupted

him.

" Why, you're Mister Lerris, sir, aren't

you ? " he asked.

" Yes," said Lerris.

" I recognized your face, sir, by the photo-

graphs in the newspapers. Will you step

inside for a moment ? "

Lerris entered the house that was no

longer his. He was conscious of a strange

1HRISTOPHER LERRIS

knocked at the door of the

large house in Queen's Gate,

where he had once lived and

entertained like a prince,

before the crash came, and it

was opened to him by a very

superior-looking footman, who regarded him

with questioning eyes.

He was, the footman saw, obviously a

gentleman, although his clothes seemed,

somehow, to belong to a past era of fashion.

They were neither shabby nor faded, but

they did not set well upon him ; they seemed

to have been made for a broader, better-built

man.

For a moment Lerris hesitated ; he

wondered whether he ought to walk in and

hand the footman his hat and stick, as he had

done in the years gone by, and walk into his

sitting-room (it was the second door on the

right, at the end of the passage), or whether,

i:i the circumstances, he had better break the

news of his return to his wife more gently

with a scribbled note. He had been wonder-

ing, ever since he had been free, what she

would say to him ; how she would receive

him ; and whether it was right of him to ask

her to live with him again.

" Is Mrs. Lerris at home ? " he asked.

" Mrs. Lerris ? " echoed the footman, with

a raise of his eyebrows.
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sensation of familiarity as he stood in the

hall ; the friezes on the wall, the carved

ceiling, the bronze electrolier, and all the

little details of the place held old memories

for him. He had lived for seven years in a

narrow white cell. Everything else in the

hall, from the pictures on the wall to the oak

furniture and the hooded chair by the fire-

place, was utterly strange and new to him.

" If I might say so, sir," said the footman,

a little awkwardly, " this is a surprise, sir."

" I was released three months before my

time," Lerris said, grimly.

" I hope," continued the footman,

nervously, " you're none the worseâ��I mean,

I hope you'll forgive me, sir, but I hardly

know how to say itâ��I "

k " It doesn't matter," Lerris said, a little

harshly; in that wide hall, he was still

conscious of the humility of his prison years.

" I know what you mean to say. Thanks all

the same. Is Lord Rodene at home ? "

" No, sir; he is away with my lady.

Motoring, sir, in France. Back next month."

" I see ! " Thoughts were making Lerris's

head dizzy. This home-coming was quite

different from what he had expected. Of

course, it was unfair of him thus to take her

by surprise, but he himself had not known of

his release until yesterday, and he had at

once sent her a telegram.

" And Mrs. Lerris is with them ?" he

asked.

" Oh, no, sir ! " the footman said. " Mrs.

Lerris isn't with them. She doesn't live here

at all, sir. Lord Rodene lives here, as I said

before."

" I see !" Lerris said again, a little

mechanically. He was trying to puzzle it

out in his mind. Each time he had written

to her from prison to the house in Queen's

Gate, she had always replied from that

address.

" Then letters to her would be forwarded ? "

he hazarded.

" Well, you see, sir, it's like this. Mrs.

Lerris sold the house about six months after

â��after "

" Go on, man,' after I was sent to prison !' "

Christopher said, impatiently, for the foot-

man's clumsy desire to consider his feelings

only annoyed him by his tactless way of

expressing it.

" Yes, sir ; though I didn't like to put it

so bluntly myself. The furniture was sold

at Christie's, sir, and the picturesâ��they

fetched a big sum, sirâ��and Lord Rodene

bought the house, sir. Mrs. Lerris sends to

collect all letters, sir ; we never forward them

on. A young woman calls, sir. There's a

telegram for her now," he added, taking an

envelope from the silver tray on the hall-

stand. " Will you have it, sir? It's addressed

' Lerris,' so it may be for you."

Lerris tore it open. It was his telegram !

" It is for me," he said, shortly. " Then you

don't know where Mrs. Lerris lives ? "

" No, sir."

" Thank you." Lerris looked about him

forlornly. He was a stranger. He took his

hat and stick blindly ; the footman opened

the door and stood on one side to let him pass

out.

II.

He stood in perplexity for a few moments,

while the life of London swirled about him.

Everything was new and strange. It was

astonishing that so much outward change

could have taken place in the last seven years.

Lerris sat down on a seat in the Park to

try and construct order from the chaos of his

thoughts. One black fact stood out for him

among all the doubts and problems that

confronted him': his wife had disappeared.

The wife on whose loyalty he had reckoned ;

the wife for whom he had suffered and sinned

so much had, in these moments when he

most needed her, effaced herself from his

immediate life.

He did not know what -to think. She had

written to him from a false address; she had

sold the house and the pictures and all the

furniture ; she had sent from an unknown

hiding-place to collect the letters which he,

in his ignorance, had posted from prison.

What did it all mean ?

He thought of all that he had suffered :

the day of his arrest when the great banking

scheme- he had started for the people failed

and ruin crashed about his ears ; the scandal;

the columns and columns of newspaper

stories with his photograph everywhereâ��

the police-court trial; the trial at the Old

Bailey, and the sentenceâ��and the long blank

of his imprisonment.

Only one thought had borne him up during

it all. At the back of this ruin and wreckage

there was one matter for hope and solace :

he had left his wife well provided for. Lerris

had not been a great financier for nothing ;

he had so arranged things, with settlements

and deeds, that they could not touch the house

in Queen's Gate and all that it contained, and

enough to bring her in fifteen hundred pounds

a year.

He went to prison, and he came out of

prison, bare and practically penniless. It
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had been his one consolation that she was

dependent on nobody; it mitigated his

shame to think that she would not have to

give up much. Though he never blamed her,

III.

He decided to go to Eustace Shand. Shand

had been a good friend to him in the dark

'GO ON, MAN, "AFTER I WAS SENT TO PRISON ! CHRISTOPHER SAID, IMPATIENTLY

not even in his most desolate moments, his

soul knew that all his great ventures and

mighty schemes had begun when he married

her and found that she loved wealth and the

pleasure it brought.

And now she had forsaken him !

days when he had briefed Sir James Pilling

to defend himâ��though not even Sir James's

eloquence and mastery of finance had secured

him an acquittal.

Lerris wrote a hurried message on a piece

of paper, and the office-boy took it to Shand,
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A moment later Lerris was in the room

behind the door marked " Private."

" Good heavens ! " said Shand, looking at

Lerris.

Lerris smiled weakly. " Yes, I suppose

I've changed a bit. Prison does that."

Shand went to a combination of bookcase

and sideboard and mixed a whisky and soda

for his visitor.

" Thanks," said Lerris. There was a

pause. It looked as if Shand scarcely knew

what to say. His mind, travelling back seven

years, saw a Lerris, spick and span and domi-

nant, so different from the Lerris he saw

before him now. And yet, as Shand looked

at him, he saw that the man was neither

broken nor beaten. His face could never

be weak ; his eyes promised fine things

afresh, if the eagerness could be rekindled

in him.

" Shand," said Lerris. quietly, " I've come

to ask you if you know where my wife is."

" Mrs.â��Mrs. Lerris," stammered Shand.

" You don't mean to say " He paused,

and Lerris regarded him steadily.

" I went to the house in Queen's Gateâ��and

she was not there. She uses it merely as an

address for collecting letters."

" Didn't you know ? " Shand exclaimed.

" You knew ! " Lerris said. " Come ! what

devil's mystery is at the bottom of this ?

You knew, and the footman knows, and I

suppose half London knows. Why wasn't I

told ? There's some infernal conspiracy here."

He walked excitedly to and fro.

Shand's voice became soothing. " There's

no conspiracy, Lerris ; and there's no need

to excite yourself. It was not my business

to tell you. I received no instructions to

tell you."

" Rut you acted for my wife ? "

" Certainly I did."

" Why did she sell the house ? Do you

know ? "

" She gave me no reasons. She came here

one day and told me that she had decided

to sell the house and everything within

itâ��lock, stock, and barrel. After that "

" After thatâ��what ? Out with it, Shand.

There's something fishy here."

" You needn't say that, Lerrisâ��least of

all to me," Shand said. " It's unworthy of

you."

Lerris passed his hand wearily across his fore-

head. " I'm sorry," he muttered. " I didn't

mean to ruffle youâ��only " His voice rose

to a complaint. " Confound it, Shand ! As

man to man, you knew I loved my wife. She

wanted to live, and I gave her life; she wanted

carriagesâ��I gave her carriages ; and maids,

she had them ; and diamonds and pearls, and

a box at the opera, and great fashionable

evenings that cost God knows how muchâ��

she had them all. And I went and made

money, and more money, until my name was

magicâ��everything I touched made money,

and all the people put their money into every-

thing with which my name was associated.

If that banking scheme had gone through I

should have stopped. Well, it didn'tâ��it

would have been all right, but they got

hold of me, and the thing fell like a pack of

cards. The people wouldn't have lost their

savings at all if they had let me do my best

for them. But you know, Shand, I didn't

do all this for myself alone. I wanted to

give her all that she craved and lived for.

I'm not blaming my wife. I loved her." He

broke off and gulped at his drink.

" But thisâ��this disappearance makes

me " He shuddered. " Shand, you know-

something. I can see that you know some-

thing. For Heaven's sake, tell me what

it is!"

" I know nothing," Shand said, " except

that I have not seen Mrs. Lerris for six years."

" What do you mean by that ? " .

" I mean that just as she sold the house, so

she realized every one of the securities I held

in her name. At her instructions I paid the

capital into her bankâ��and since then I have

had no occasion to act for Mrs. Lerris. I

don't know where she is."

Lerris sat with his head buried in his hands.

Presently he looked up with weary eyes. " I

don't know what it all means." His faith in

women wavered for that moment, but as he

thought of Joan, so beautiful and untainted,

he felt that he could not judge her unheard.

" I must think it all out for myself." He got

up to go.

" I'm sorry," Shand said. " I hadn't the

faintest notionâ��I thought you knew. She

mentioned that she was writing to you. I

asked her where she was going to live. If

I recollect rightly, I think she said that

she was going to live abroadâ��in Florence,

perhaps."

Florence ! They knew nobody in Florence.

Once, Lerris remembered, they had spent a

rapturous holiday there, and her heart had

gone out to a cypress-shaded villa perched on

the hill overlooking the Arno and its bridges.

Supposing she had gone there ! What non-

senseâ��why, she had been writing to him all

these years from the Queen's Gate house.

" I'll go away now," Lerris said.

S iand hesitated, " Look here ! " he said,
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a little awkwardly. " I don't knowâ��I mean

â��if you'll let me lend you this, I'm sure you'll

want it." He pressed a piece of paper into

the other's hand.

It was a bearer cheque for twenty pounds.

" Thanks," said the great Christopher

Lerris. " It's kind of you to guess. I'm

flowed in a ceaseless torrent as it had been

flowing during all the years that he had lived

in his cell with nothing but a narrow strip of

daylight and the memory of Joan to cheer

him.

His mind was turbulent with the tangle of

his thoughts. He could not bring himself to

HE PRESSED A PIECE OF TAPER INTO THE OTHER S HAND.

sure to want it until I find my feet again.

I hadn't bargained for this," he added, with

a smile that held all the bitterest disappoint-

ment in life behind it.

IV.

Christopher Lerris stood once more in the

whirl of London. It seemed years now since

he had come out of prison. He walked down

Moorgate Street, past Thrcadneedle Street,

and so to the Bank corner, where the traffic

think evilly of Joan, "there had been love

between them, he knew, and even when he had

failed and brought disgrace upon her she had

not forsaken him during those days of trouble.

All that was true and faith rul and loyal was

crystallized in her slight form. True, she was

frivolous and loved to possess beautiful things,

and wanted to squeeze the last drop of enjoy-

ment out of lifeâ��but what of that ? She

would not have been Joan if she had been

otherwise. Why, it was that very love of
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gaiety and laughter that had first attracted

him to her.

And yet ? Somehow, he could not destroy

the gloomy suggestions that haunted his

thoughts. He tried to put them away from

him as ignoble slanders on her character.

Christopher Lerris trudged on towards the

bank on which Shand's cheque was payable.

The clerk glanced formally at Lerris, regarded

the endorsement, glanced up once more as

though he were about to make a remark, and

then said, " Gold or notes ? " in a mechanical

way.

" Five pounds in gold, please," Lerris said,

" the rest in notes."

He took the money and crushed the notes

into his pocket. As he did so his fingers

came into touch with the telegramâ��his tele-

gram that he had taken from the house in

Queen's Gate.

The obvious occurred to him now. He had

been too distraught at the time to think

logically. He saw the way to tracing his

wife suddenly clear. He remembered the

footman's words : " A young person calls for

the letters." What more simple than to wait

outside the house until the " young person "

came ; to follow her wherever she went, and

see what became of the letters ?

The footman at the house in Queen's Gate

still wore his immobile expression as he

opened the door to Lerris.

" Has anyone been for the letters for Mrs.

Lerris ? "

" No, sirâ��not yet. Let me see. It's

generally Wednesday she calls, sir. That'll

be the day after to-morrow."

Lerris took the telegram from his pocket,

and scrawled across it in a feigned hand-

writing, " Opened by error."

" I think she'd better see this telegram,

after all," Lerris said. He felt awkward. It

was impossible to take the footman into his

confidence ! " Iâ��I intended to hand it to

her myself," he explained ; " but perhaps it

would be better if " He hesitated.

" I see, sir," said the footman, showing as

little surprise as one would expect from a

well-trained servant.

Lerris slipped a ten-shilling piece into the

man's hand.

" Thank you, sir," the footman said.

The day after to-morrow !

V.

The intervening day was spent in misery and

doubt. Lerris wandered about alone, scarcely

knowing what to do to hasten the slow-

moving hours. He had taken a room in one

of those quiet little hotels in a turning off the

Strand. There was nothing that he could do

except wait.

He dined alone in a great restaurant, all

gilt and glass, and even the savour of his

freedom left him as he sat isolated by his

thoughts in the midst of the noisy, chattering

crowd of diners. Every woman's voice

sounded to him like the well-remembered

voice of Joan.

He came out of the restaurant into the

Strand. Names of popular comedians shone

red against the white glass background of the

Tivoli porticoâ��names that were new to him.

Most of the funny men of his day had died

while he was in prison. For want of something

better to do he turned with the crowd into

the music-hall; he found that he could not

laugh as the others were laughing. The

entertainment seemed insufferably dull, and

the comedians were witless. Thus Lerris

spent his second day of freedom ; he went

back to the hotel, rejoicing in nothing, and his

thoughts going to and fro like a shuttle in a

loom wove a wonderful web of dreams, pat-

terned with the face of Joan, now loving, now-

mocking, but always elusive.

The pale morning came at last. He rose

early with a fever of anticipation in his veins,

and made his way to Queen's Gate, where he

took up his position behind the corner of a

house opposite to the house that had been his.

He could observe without being observed.

At first an odd, shamefaced feeling stole over

him, as though he were doing something

mean and slinking, but the thirst for know-

ledge soon dulled every other feeling in his

mind. A spy he was, in truth, but he was

spying on his own honour and his life. There

was some mystery here which must be probed.

Over and over again, during those hours of

watching, the events and discoveries of that

first day, when he had come so expectantly

from his prison to the awaited welcome of his

wife, chased through his mind : the strange

footman at his houseâ��the shock of his first

discovery that all had been soldâ��Shand's

deadening statement that he had ceased to

act for Mrs. Lerrisâ��what had he said ? " I

haven't seen her for six years."

Six years !

Yet during all that time she had kept up a

correspondence with Lerris, writing letters

that cheered him from Queen's Gateâ��she

had told him that he had not ruined her

life; that she loved him still; she had told

him that though she was living quietly, her

best friends were still loyal to her ; they

did not go often to theatres, but they had
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happy dinner parties, and they

thought always of him.

Lies ! Lies ! Nothing but lies

â��urged the voice within Lerris.

And yet, though his face twisted

into a wry smile at his thoughts,

he could not lose faith in Joan.

If she were as she seemedâ��if all

this parade of affection and hope

in her letters were nothing but

a cloak to hide some treachery,

then, indeed, he was forsaken and

alone, and the world was lost.

The morning lengthened, and

presently his watching was re-

warded. A young girl came

down the street and knocked at

the door of 26A. Lerris saw that

she was shabbily dressed. She

was a wizened - faced little

creature, thin and underfed, with

a frayed black straw hat set

above wispy hair of uncertain

colour gathered into an absurd

knot.

Somet h i n g

told Lerris

that this was

the"young

person" who

came to col-

lect his wife's

letters.

The door

opened, and

from his point

of observation

Lerris saw the

brown en-

velope of the

telegram pass

from the hand

of the foot-

man ; the door

shut, and the

girl walked

down the

street.

Lerris gave

her a start,

and then fol-

lowed her.

His heart beat

excitedly, as

he thought

that now he

would find the

secret of his

wife's disao-

'011, CHRIS !' SHE SAID. ' CHRIS !
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pearance. The girl hailed an omnibus,

and climbed on top. Lerris ran after the

bus and got inside. It rocked through

the traffic of Marble Arch and down Oxford

Street until it came to the street that led

to the British Museum and the by-ways of

Bloomsbury. Lerris saw the girl descend

from the bus, and swiftly followed her. She

disappeared round a corner, and he hurried

indiscreetly, fearing to lose her. Once or

twice she looked behind her, and he halted,

but it was only a glance of reassurance that

the road was safe to cross. Sometimes they

would come into a crowded street, when she

would vanish for a moment in the whirl of

people, but he found her again, and followed

the trail.

The streets grew shabby. They came to

the drab neighbourhood of St. Pancrasâ��he

wondered if his wife could be staying in that

great hotel with the red-brick clock-tower

set back in an island of its own, with the

noise of the traffic beating around it all day

like the endless sound of sea-surf.

The " young person " passed the hotel,

and plunged into a street that was nothing

but an avenue of dismal, grey houses with

tram-lines running in between. All the

houses were alike in their uniform of ugliness,

black with the unwashed grime of years.

Each had its iron railings, its basement, its

windows with tattered curtains, and its faded

card, in the glass panel above the door,

telling of "Apartments" or "Single Bed-

Sitting Room to Let." Deeper still they

plunged into the hideousness of a London

slum, and here, before a large tenement-house

that rose four-square round a courtyard, the

girl slackened her pace. The house reminded

Lerris of the prison he had left.

She turned into one of the many doorways,

and Lerris followed her. His throat was dry

with the suspense of these moments ; up, up

she went to the top floor, and still he followed

her, always at a distance. He saw the little

drab knock at the doorâ��and hurried after

her, unable to hide his presence any longer.

He saw the door openâ��and he saw the face

of his wife.

Her eyes were wide as her glance passed

over the girl and fell on the face of Lerris

hovering behind in the shadows. A little sob

came into her throat as she held out her arms

to him.

" Oh, Chris ! " she said. " Chris ! "

He took her to him, and her head rested,

trembling with her sobs, on his shoulder.

" Joan, my beautiful Joan," he murmured.

" What has happened to you ? "

For, in a flash, he had been able to take in

everything; the glimpse of a poor room

beyond the door; the pale, thin face of his

wife, her eye-rims red, and her haggard

cheeks, and the shabby, grey dress she wore*

He took her hands in his, and he noticed that

they were the rough, red hands of one who

had done much manual work. The sight of

her, so majestically sorrowful, came to his

heart with a stab of pain and pity that hurt.

(The little slut had disappeared into the

dwelling, as if she guessed that her presence

was not wanted.)

Joan Lerris led her husband into the room.

" Oh ! Chris," she said. " How grey and

thin you look ! How you have suffered ! "

" And you, my love ! Tell me what has

happened ! I did not care so long as I knew

that you were happy."

They were in the room now. He became

conscious of its bareness, of the iron bedstead

by the wall, and the table littered with

coloured threads and linen squares.

" How could I be happy," she said, " since

it was all for me that you did this wrong ? I

saw it all in a vision the day you wentâ��the

thousands of ruined people, poor people who

had believed in youâ��and my own selfishness

and idle cowardice. I could not sleepâ��I sold

everything and paid as much back as I could.

You remember Gibbon, your old clerkâ��he

helped me. He had the names. Everything

sold." She pointed to the litter on the table.

" I get two shillings a dozen for making

mats," she said. " That's how I've been

living. Oh, Chris! For every year you

have been in prison I have been in prison, too

â� â��I would not let you know, for I knew it

would add to your wretchedness."

" Joan ! Joan ! " It was all he could

say. He understood the miraculous penance

of his wife. All the selfishness and love of

luxury of the old days had gone ; their lives

stood bare before them. They had both

purged themselves by sacrifice.

For a moment the bitter tragedy of all

these years, and the memory of the pain they

had suffered, and the hateful doubts that had

haunted his mind, clouded his view ; but it

was only for a moment. He pressed her

close to him, next to his heart that beat now

in triumph, exulting at the splendour of his

wife, doubly beautiful in her meek sadness.

" We will begin again, dear love," he

said.



The First Arctic Expedition.

EADERS of Captain Scott's

story will doubtless be in-

terested in a glimpse of the

first real Polar expedition

ever made, more than three

hundred years before that

of Scott, and carried out, of

course, by very different methods and under

the disadvantages of very much more limited

knowledge and resource. The results naturally

seem small to us to-day. But in view of all

the circumstances it cannot be denied that

the Dutch expeditions under William Barents

compare with little disadvantage with the

most gallant of the later Arctic voyages.

We have spoken of Barents's voyages in the

plural ; as a matter of fact there were three,

in as many successive years. But the chief

and most interesting of them was the last, in

which the leader lost his life.

VjI. .i'vi.-75.

We derive our knowledge of these voyages

from the account of Gerrit de Veer, a com-

panion of Barents, which account was pub-

lished in an English translation in 1609. It

is from this translation that we shall quote,

with all its quaintnesses thick upon it.

The first of the three voyages began on

June 5th, 1594. Beyond one or two adven-

tures with Polar bears and walruses, nothing

very notable occurred.

In 1595 a second "navigation," as our

book calls it, was made " bchinde Norway,

Moscouia, and Tartaria, towards the kingdoms

of Cathaia and China." Seven vessels went

this time, carrying merchandize for the

expected trade with China ; but they started

nearly a month later than their predecessors

of the previous year, and for this reason,

among others, they returned unsuccessful.

The greater part of the narrative of
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this voyage also is not of very lively

interest, but an incident or two may be

mentioned.

The first objective in these voyages was

" Wey-gates," as we find it spelt; a name

applied indifferently to the island lying

between Nova Zembla and the mainland and

to tlie strait to its south, separating it from

the mainland. Here a landing party met with

a party of Samoyedes, who are thus de-

scribed :â��

" The maner of their apparell is like as we

vse to paint wild men ; but they are not

wilde, for they are of reasonable iudgement.

They are apparelled in hartes skins from the

head to the feete, vnlesse it be the princi-

pallest of them, which are apparelled, whether

they bee men or women, like vnto the rest,

as aforesayd, vnlesse it bee on their heads,

which they couer with certaine coloured

cloth lyncd with furre : the rest wear cappes

of hartes or buckes skinnes, the rough side

outwardes, which stand close to their heades

and are very fitte." Further, " They trust

not strangers : for although that wee shewed

them all the courtesie and friendship that wee

could, yet they trusted vs not much : which

wee pcrceiued hereby, ihat as vpon the first

of September we went againe on land to them,

and that one of our men desired to see one of

their bowes, they refused it, making a signe

that they would not doe it. . . . At last, one

of our men went neerer to one of the centinels,

to speake with him, and offered him great

friendship, according to their accustomed

manner ; withall giuing him a biskct, which

he with great thankes tooke, and presently

eate it, and while lie eate it, hce still lookt

diligentlv about him on all sides what was

clone."

A few days later, after some beating about

among the ice, and some difference of opinion

about proceeding or returning, a bear adven-

ture occurred having a tragic upshot, thus

described :â��

" The 6 of September, some of our men went

on shore vpon the firme land to seeke for stones

which are a kinde of diamont "â��really, they

were only rock-crystalâ��" whereof there are

many also in the States Island ; and while

they were seeking yt 2 of our me lying together

in one place, a great leane white beare came

sodainly stealing out, and caught one of them

fast by the necke, who not knowing what it

was that tooke him by the necke, cried out

and said, Who is it that pulles me so by the

necke ? Wherewith the other that lay not

t'arre from him. lifted vp his head to see who

it was, and perceiuing it to be a monsterous.

beare, cryed and sayd, Oh mate, it is a beare !

and therewith presently rose vp and ran

away,

" The beare at the first faling vpon the

man, bit his head in sunder, and suckt out

his blood, wherewith the rest of the men that

were on land, being about 20 in number, ran

presently thither, either to saue the man, or

else to driue the beare from the dead body ;

and hauing charged their peeces and bent their

pikes, set vpon her, that still was deuouring

the man, but perceiuing them to come towards

her, fiercely and cruelly ran at them, and gat

another of them out from the companie,

which she tare in peeces, wherewith all the

rest ran away.

" We perceiuing out of our ship and pinace

that our men ran to the sea-side to saue them-

selues, with all speed entered into our boates,

and rowed as fast as we could to the shoare to

relieue our men. Where being on land, we

behelde the cruell spectacle of our two dead

men, that had beene so cruelly killed and

torne in pieces by the beare. We seeing that,

incouraged our men to goe backe againe with

vs and with peeces, curtleaxes "â��meaning

cutlasses, though you might not think itâ��

" and halfe-pikes, to set vpon the beare ; but

they would not all agree thereunto, some of

them saying, Our men are already dead, and

we shall get the beare well enough, though

wee oppose not our selues into so open danger ;

if wee might saue our fellowes Hues, then we

would make haste ; but now we ncede not

make such speede, but take her at an aduan-

tage, with most securitie for our selues, for we

haue to doe with a cruell, fierce and raucnous

beast. Whereupon three of our men went

forward, the beare still deuouring her prey,

not once fearing the number of our nr.! n, and

yet they were thirtie at the least : the three

that went forward in that sort, were Cornelius

Jacobson, maister of William Barents shippe,

William Gysen, pilote of the pinace, and Hans

van Nufflen, William Barents purser : and

after that the sayd maister and pilote had

shot three times and mist, the purser stepping

somewhat further forward, and seeing the

beare to be within the length of a shot, presently

leauelled his peece, and discharging it at the

beare, shot her into the head betweene both

the eyes, and yet shec held the man still faste

by the necke, and lifted vp her head, with the

man in her mouth, but shee beganne some-

what to stagger ; whereupon the purser and a

Scotishman drew out their curtleaxes, and

stroke at her so hard that their curtleaxes

burst, and yet she would not leaue the man.

At last William Geysen went to them, and with
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all his might stroke the beare vpon the snowt

with his peece, at which time the beare fell

to the ground, making a great noyse, and

William Geysen leaping vpon her cut her

throat. The seuenth of September we buryed

the dead bodyes of our men in the States

Island, and having fleaed "â��that is, flayedâ��

" the beare, carryed her skinne to Amsterdam."

The illustration of this disastrous adven-

ture (No. i, at the head of this article)

has its oddities. In one comprehensive

ships, and the rest of the tale of the second

voyage is no more than a catalogue of tack-

ings and dodgings and veerings, ending in a

turn for home.

Next year's expedition was the most impor-

tant of the three, but the last voyage of

William Barents. This time he started

earlierâ��in Mayâ��with two ships, the other

under the command of John Cornelison Rijp.

Before ice was sighted a disagreement arose

between Barents and Rijp as to the correct

2. â�� "A WONDER IN THE HEAVENS, AND HOW WE CAUGHT A BEAR."

view we have the whole history ; the bear

seizing the first man by the head, his com-

panion bolting, the purser shooting the bearâ��

with the stock of his " peece " on top of his

shoulder, and most painfully against his ear ;

the same bear seizing the second man in the

middle distance, his companions vamoosing,

and the fleet of seven ships gallantly anchored

in the offing. It is noticeable, by the way,

that throughout these narratives all the bears

are alluded to in the feminine gender, like

ships ; though as often as not the animal is

called "he" after already having been called

" she " over and over again.

The ice became too much for the seven

course to be pursued ; and in order to keep

company with his consort Barents somewhat

modified his plans, so that the " Wey-gates "

was missed altogether, and the vessels passed

north-east up the coast of Nova Zembla.

The first ice came in sight on the fifth of

June, and was of such uncommon formation

as to be mistaken for a fleet of white swans ;

"at mid-night wee sailed through it, and the

sunne was about a degree eleuated aboue the

horizon in the north."

Then ensued many battles with the ice,

many shiftings of course, and other troubles

o'i the sort. On June 12th another of

the many bear adventures took place,
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which is depicted in the i lustration on the

preceding page (No. 2). A bear having been

sighted, a boat rowed after it " thinking to

cast a rope about her necke ; but when we

were ncere her, shee was so great"â��in other

words, so powerfulâ��" that we durst not doe

it, but rowed backe again to our shippe to

fetch more men and our armes, and so made

to her againe with muskets, hargubushes,

halbertes and hatchets." Notwithstanding

this formidable armoury the bear gave excel-

lent sport, for, says the narrator, " wee fought

with her while foure glasses were runne out."

The glasses, it may be mentioned, contained

no refreshments; they were time-glasses,

measuring half an hour each, so that the

scrimmage lasted two hours. " And amongst

the rest of the blowes that wee gaue her, one

of our men stroke her into the backe with an

axe, which stucke fast in her backe, and yet

she swomme away with it; but we rowed

after her, and at last wee cut her head in

sunder with an axe, wherewith she dyed ;

and then we brought her into John Cornely-

son's shippe, where we fleaed her, and found

her skinne to be twelve foote long : which

done, we eate some of her flesh ; but wee

brookt it not well." The last phrase doubtless

conveying a mild hint of severe indigestion.

The illustration of this sporting episode

shows the bear in the act of snatching a little

refreshment from an oar-blade in the midst

of the crowded engagements of the morning.

The picture also shows us a " wonder in the

heavens," in the shape of the artist's idea of

the well-known Arctic phenomenon of the

parhelion, or mock-suns, of which observa-

tion was made in this voyage. But it must

not be supposed that this wonder occurred

at the time of the diversions with the bear,

or that the sun brought out its growing young

family to witness the sport, as might reason-

ably be supposed. The phenomenon occurred,

as a matter of fact, eight days before, and is

merely crowded into this picture by the con-

scientious engraver to brighten an otherwise

unattractive region in his plate ; or perhaps

insisted on by a frugal publisher who per-

ceived the opportunity of making one plate

do the work of two. Thus is the appearance

described :â��

" And when the sunne was about south

south-east, wee saw a strange sight in the

element: for on each side of the sunne there

was another sunne, and two rainebowes that

past cleane through the three sunnes, and

then two raine-bowes more, the one com-

passing round about the sunnes, and the other

crosse through the great rundle; the great

rundle standing with the vttermost eleuated

aboue the horizon 28 degrees." The " rundle,"

it may be suggested, appears to mean the

circle of the first rainbow.

They sailed on northerly and easterly, and

two days after their bear-fight they saw some

great thing floating on the sea " which we

thought had been a shippe, but passing along

by it wee perceLed it to be a dead whale,

that stouncke monsterously ; and on it there

sate a great number of sea meawes."

Still they sailed north, and on June 19th

they sighted land, which they took to be some

part of Greenland ; though as a fact they had

discovered Spitsbergen. Off this coast they

killed another bearâ��this with a skin thirteen

feet long. On June 24th they found their

way blocked by ice and contrary winds, and

turned back along the Spitsbergen coast, on

which, meantime, they had landed more than

once. On July 1st they came again in sight

of the island off which they had killed the

bear which had caused the indigestionâ��they

had already christened it Bear Island. Here

a disagreement arose between the com-

manders of the two ships as to the course to

be taken. Cornelison wished to return north,

with a view to find a passage beyond Spits-

bergen, while Barents preferred to try the coast

of Nova Zembla. In the upshot they agreed

to differ and part, each taking hisxnvn way ;

and so Barents with his one ship, through

many difficulties and baffling winds, made his

way east and north along the Nova Zembla

coast.

Many adventures with bears, many en-

counters with ice, followed one another for

the next seven or eight weeks. Sometimes

the ship anchored to icebergs which split apart

with a noise of many thunders. Perils too

numerous to mention in this short article were

met in the time, and the northern point of

Nova Zembla was rounded. But ice and

weather drove the explorers back again alone

the coast, and on August 21st they sailed far

into Ice Haven and anchored there at night.

An attempt to leave against a hard north-

west gale failed, and on the 24th, in the height

of the storm, " the ice came mightily driving

in, whereby we were in a manner compassed

about therewith, and withall the winde began

more and more to rise, and the ice still draue

harder and harder, so that the pin of the

rother "â��this is the rudderâ��" and the rother

were shorne in peeces, and our boate was

shorne in peeces betweene the ship and the

ice, we expecting nothing else but that the

ship also would be prest and crusht in peeces

with the ice.
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" The 25 cf August the weather began to

be better, and we tooke great paines and

bestowed much labour to get the ice where-

with we were so inclosed, togofromvs, but what

meanes soeuer we vsed it was all in vaine."

They tried their best, however, and at first

with some hopes of success. The weather

moderated and the wind changed, and they

did get out of Ice Haven for a little while,

only to be driven back again by masses of

impassable ice. On the 26th " ye ice began

the west side of the Ice Haven, where we wCre

forced, in great cold, pouerty, misery and

griefe, to stay all that winter ; the winde then

being east north-east."

And so begins the narrative of the first

winter passed by a crew in the Arctic regions.

At first the men were in great fear for the

safety of their ship. The heavings and

crackings of the ice tilted it sometimes almost

on end. Day after day the diary tells of

hopes and fears for the ship. On August

3. â��"HOW WE BUILT A HOUSE OK WOOD WHEREIN TO KEEP OURSELVES THROUGH THE WINTER."

to driue wt such force yt we were inclosed

round about therewith, and yet we sought al

the meanes we could to get out, but it was

all in vaine. And at that time we had like to

haue lost three men that were vpon the ice

to make way for the ship, if the ice had held

ye course it went; but as we draue back

againe, and that the ice also whereon our men

stood in like sort draue, they being nimble as

ye ship draue by the, one of them caught hould

of the beake head, another vpon the shroudes,

and the third vpon the great brase that hung

out behind," and so were saved.

" The same day in the evening we got to

30th, for instance, " the ice began to driue

together one vpon the other with greater

force than before, and bare against the ship

wh a boystrous south-west wind and a great

snowe, so that all the whole ship was borne

vp and inclosed, whereby all that was both

about it and in began to crack, so that it

seemed to burst in a 100 peeces, which was

most fearfull to see and heare, and made all

ye haire of our heads to rise vpright with

feare ; and after yt, the ship (by the ice on

both sides that joined and got vnder the same)

was driued so vpright, in such sort as if it had

bin lifted vp with a wrench or vice."
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So the struggle went on. A number of

trees, roots and all, were found driven

ashore from the sea, having probably

drifted from the Russian coast; and from

these enough timber was obtained to build a

hut on the land and to burn for fuel as long

as they were kept imprisoned. They made

sledges and dragged the materials to the site

of their house. In this occupation we find them

in the third illustration. Here it is to

be observed that the toiling castaways tugging

at the sledges have so much superabundant

energy still available that they employ it in

carrying heavy halberds and matchlocks

while they pull, disdaining the base expedient

of packing these articles on the sledges. In

the midst of all this work the carpenter died,

and the remaining sixteen men went on build-

ing their hut without his direction. They

record that on September 27th " it frose

so hard that as we put a nayle into our mouths

(as when men worke carpenters worke they

vse to doe) there would ice hang thereon when

we tooke it out againe, and made the blood

follow."

Bears prowled about the ship constantly.

Among other tragedies the beer froze solid.

But they killed white foxes, and found them

much like rabbits for eating. So October

and November dragged through. In their

hut they heated stones at the fire to warm

their feet, and the surgeon constructed a con-

venient bath from a large wine-barrel. Also

they set traps about the house to catch foxes

for the larder. The internal economy of their

hotel is very clearly shown in the above

picture, No. 4.

In December they had a narrow escape of

suffocation, through too tightly stopping all

cracks to keep out the deadly cold. On the

morning after Christmas Day frost lay thick

and white on their sleeping cabins inside the

hut, and from this time forward the cold

in their hut was almost beyond human en-

durance. The frost gathered white on their

backs while they huddled with their knees

almost in the fire.

On February 12th a bear was killed

which provided a hundred pounds' weight

of grease, and this made welcome fuel for the

lamps. Our last illustration, No. 5, depicts

not only the shooting of the bear, but, simul-

taneously, the skinning of it, on the compre-

hensive principle already observed. Also

in the same picture we perceive one of the

sailors setting a fox-trap, a fox about to be
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caught in another, and a look-out man at his

duty in the crow's-nest established on the

chimney-top.

And so through the weary months they

watched for signs of open water. They took

what opportunities they could for outdoor

exercises, and among the amusements they

indulged in wasâ��what do you guess ? Golf !

On May 15th it is recorded that they

played " at colfe and other exercises, thereby

to stirre their ioynts and make them nymble."

Toward the beginning of June they made

ready their boats to sail away, the ship being

now useless. They were so weak with priva-

tion that this was done with much difficulty;

but at last, after infinite toil in cutting a way

through the ice to the now open sea, the two

boats were launched on June 14th on the

voyage that landed the survivors, after many

more perils, on the coast of Lapland. But

first William Barents, who was lying very

sick, wrote out a statement of their journey

and their stay in the hut, placed it, rolled up,

in a bandolier, and hung it in the chimney as

a record for future voyagers, in case of utter

disaster. A copy also was taken on each

boat.

Again and again the boats escaped destruc-

tion by chances savouring of the miraculous ;

only a few days after the embarkation they

were driven to take refuge on the ice, where

they remained for some days, and where, on

June 20th, the heroic leader, William Barents,

breathed his last. It was late in August, after

many more perils, that the wasted survivors

landed in Lapland.

In 1871, two hundred and seventy-four

years later, Captain Carlsen found Barents's

winter quarters still undisturbed, with cook-

ing pots, a clock, weapons, candlesticks, and

many other articles much as they had been

left.

These relics, numbering eighty or so, are

now placed in the Naval Museum at the

Hague, where an exact copy of the hut at

Nova Zembla has been made for their recep-

tion. And the Barents Sea, between Spits-

bergen and Nova Zembla, still preserves the

name of the first of the long list of great

Arctic explorers.

' MOW WK SHOT A HEAR, WHRREFROM WE GOT A COOD HUNDRED POUNDS' WEIGHT OF GREASE.-'
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JHustratecC ByJoBn Cameron

FEW preliminary words as to

Curtis Beckwith and how I

first made the acquaintance

of that picturesque individual.

I had for some time known

him by sight as a member and

occasional haliitut of the

Frying-Pan. The Frying-Pan is the cosy,

easy, go-as-you-please club to which I have

the honour to belong.

Curtis Beckwith is entitled to prefix the

word'"Honourable" to his name on his visiting-

cards ; though in point of fact he never does

so, for two good reasons. Firstly, he is above

the commonplace habit of indulging in visiting-

cards at all. Secondly, he hates to have the

fact advertised that he is the son of an Earl.

Curtis Beckwith is not the sort of man who

cares to shine in somebody else's reflected

light. So far as he scintillates, he much

prefers to scintillate " on his own." He is,

before all things, a personalityâ��strong,

original, fascinating, with more than a touch

of mystery about him. He lives his own life ;

has few men and no women friends. I

shouldn't call him a misanthrope or even a

misogynist, for both those words imply active

dislike; whereas Curtis Beckwith does not

bother himself sufficiently about the matter

to dislike anyone. You seldom see him

talking to anyone at the Frying-Pan; to

individuals hardly ever. But sometimes,

when a subject that interests him comes up in

general conversation, he will break in. And

on those rare occasions he has the floor to

himself. Not that he consciously monopolizes

the conversation. Merely it is that Curtis

Beckwith talks. And when Curtis Beckwith

talks, nobody else is in the picture. All the

rest desist as if by common consent. The

spell of the master-tongue is upon them, and

the magic of the magnetic mind.

In stature he is tall and spare, with high

shoulders and a slight stoop. His complexion

is pale, but singularly clear ; his forehead

broad, his nose aquiline ; his mouth strong,

yet delicate and having a certain subtle

mobility, suggestive of a fine sense of humour.

But the distinctive feature of his face is the

eyes, in mere colour indeed a common hazel,

but in expressionâ��ah ! here lies the miracle

of them, impossible of translation into written

words. One moment they disarm by their

simplicity; the next, baffle by their com-

plexity. But always they arrest, they

fascinate, they hold.

It was in the smoking-room of the Frying-

Pan that Curtis Beckwith first spoke to me.

I had been chatting with Algie Fitzjohn.

Both of us were in llast vein, Algie from con-

stitutional habit, myself from the depressing

influence of an inoperative liver.

We talked the usual commonplaces of bore-

dom ; descanted on the stale, flat, and unpro-

fitable humdrum of modern civilized life;

voiced our mutual yearnings to be off to the

virgin forests of Darkest Africa, there to pass

a precarious and exciting existence among

fierce, untutored savages, to hunt and be

hunted by big game, and generally to enjoy

the pure thrills of the primitive elemental.

All gas, of course.

I am quite sure that the primitive elemental

would kill off Algie Fitzjohn in a week, and I

doubt whether I myself should survive it

much longer. Yet thus we talked ; and

Curtis Beckwith, who was sitting near, heard

us. I was made aware of the fact when

Algie at length left me.

Beckwith rose from his chair and stood on
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the low stone fender with his shoulders against

the mantelpiece, looking down at me from

his six feet three inches, an odd sardonic

gleam in his keen eyes.

" Pardon the liberty I take in addressing

you when I do not even know your name," he

began, in his rich, deep voice, that was full of a

natural music, very pleasant to the ear.

I started, perhaps even thrilled a little. It

was the first time he had taken the slightest

notice of me.

" My name is Carisbrooke â�� Arthur

Carisbrooke," said I, in answer to his implied

query.

" And so, my dear Carisbrooke," he said, a

whimsical smile flickering about the corners

of his finely-chiselled mouth, " you find life in

civilized London humdrum ? You are spoiling

for adventures, and pining to betake yourself

to Darkest Africa in search of them ? "

There was a hint of genial banter in his

tone, which I was not slow to notice.

Before I had time to reply, he had added :â��

" But why Darkest Africa, Carisbrooke ? "

" Oh," I rejoined, " I do not stand out for

Darkest Africa in particular. Any other part

of the globe where the chance of exciting

adventures is equally probable would suit me

as well."

" If that is all, then why not London ? " he

demanded, fixing his eyes upon me in a

strange, intent gaze. " There are plenty of

exciting adventures to be had in this Metro-

polis, if you know where to look for them."

" Very likely," said I. " But that is the

difficulty. I have knocked about London

as much as most men of my age, but

never have I run up against anything that

could be called a real adventure yet."

" Would you like to ? " he asked, still

keeping his eyes fixed on me.

" I should indeed," said I.

" No matter what the risks ? " he pressed,

seeming to look me through and through for

any sign of faltering.

" No matter what the risks," I assented.

" Then," he rejoined, " your desire shall

be gratified, Carisbrooke. In the course of the

next twenty-four hours I undertake to put

you in the way of adventures such as you

would scarcely match in Darkest Africa in a

month of Sundays. Moreover, it shall be

within a two-mile radius from where we

stand. That. I think, is a fair sporting offer.

Are you on ? "

" Rather," I cried. And I spoke truly.

In my present mood, the thing appealed to

me strongly ; not only from the attraction

of the adventure itself, but even more from
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the prospect of being introduced to it

under the wing of Curtis Beckwith. The

glamour of the man was on me. I knew

his reputation well enough to make me con-

fident that he was not talking through his

hat. All that he said he meant, and more

than all. When he spoke of an " adventure,"

it was not, on his lips, the language of

picturesque hyperbole. Rather, indeed, the

other way round. Any adventure which

he thought worthy of the name must be

an adventure indeed. I knew, therefore, that

in embarking upon it with him as pilot I was

in for something exciting.

" Then, if you are agreeable, Carisbrooke,"

said he, " we will put the matter in hand to-

morrow night. Call at my rooms about eight

o'clock. We will then go out together, and I

will introduce you to your promised adventure.

My address ? Ah ! to be sure. I'll just write

it down for you."

He seated himself at an adjacent table,

scribbled the address on one of the club

envelopes, and handed it to me.

" By the way," he inquired, with an air in

which jest and earnest were oddly mingled,

" have you made your will, Carisbrooke ? "

" Is it as bad as that ? " said I, answering

him in the same half-jesting spirit.

He shrugged his shoulders. "Oh, one can

never tell," he replied. " That is, of course,

the chief fascination of it. It is as well, in

any case, to be prepared. Good night! "

When he was gone, I looked at the address

he had written down. I confess it surprised

me. I had not expected, indeed, the social

selectness of Mayfair nor the Philistine

respectability of Kensington. Still, there are

limits to the residential latitude that even so

independent and unconventional a man as

Curtis Beckwith might be supposed to allow

himself. And it came as something of a shock

to me to find him located in a notoriously

disreputable street off the Euston Roadâ��well

known as the haunt of low and vicious

characters. With all his peculiarities, Beck-

with was still a man of culture and refinement.

What on earth was he doing in an unsavoury

sty like this ?

Next evening, at the hour appointed, I

made my way thither. The appearance of the

street was consonant with its reputation.

Blowzy women and bloated, ill-looking

men lounged in the doorways of the seedy

houses. Hordes of dirty little urchins were

playing in the gutters. None of them, how-

ever, seemed to pay any particular attention

to me. In due course I reached my destina-

tion. The door was opened to me by an ugly
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old hag, with a shawl thrown over her head,

who exhaled an atmosphere redolent of un-

sweetened gin.

" Mr. Beckwith live here ? " I inquired.

" First-floor front," she answered. Then,

without further remark, she disappeared

along the passage, leaving me to find my own

way upstairs. I did so, groping my way in the

darkness, until, upon the first landing, I came

to what I supposed to be the right door. I

rapped on it with my knuckles. Curtis

Beckwith's voice bade me " Come in," and I

entered.

The room was a fair-sized one, but sparsely

and cheaply furnished. In the centre was a

large table at which Beckwith sat, with a

blotting-pad and writing materials before him.

The rest of the table was littered with jars,

phials, test-tubes, and other apparatus such as

are used by the devotees of experimental

chemistry. He rose to greet me as I entered.

" Hail, Carisbrooke ! " said he, extending his

hand. " You find me dabbling in my latest

hobby. I was, in fact, just committing to

paper the formula of a chemical discovery of

mine which is destined to work great things.

Take any interest in explosives ? "

" Not much," I replied. " Stinksâ��as we

used to call them at Oxfordâ��are not in

my line."

" Nor in mineâ��until a few months ago,"

he rejoined. " Only since I turned Anarchist

have I had anything to do with them."

" Anarchist ? " I ejaculated, in astonish-

ment. " You an Anarchist ? "

" Even so, Carisbrooke," he answered,

placidly. " A militant Anarchist of the most

uncompromising type. Why not, pray ?

Have you any objection ? "

" It's no business of mine," I replied.

" But, come, you're joking, of course ? "

" Not at all," he answered. " What makes

you think so ? Nothing unreasonable in it;

surely you're a bit of an Anarchist yourself,

Carisbrookeâ��in the sense that you seem to

lie at war with the humdrum conventions of

civilized life ? "

" But I don't dabble in explosives for the

advancement of my propaganda," I said,

unable to make up my mind whether to take

him seriously or not.

" No," he rejoined, with an odd sardonic

smile. " And that is perhaps why you are

still merely the voice of one crying in the

wilderness. If you want to attract attention

to your creed, you should throw a bombshell

through the window of No. 10, Downing Street.

An ounce of nitro-glycerine is worth a ton of

oratory. To educate the Philistine is always

a slow and pretty hopeless process. It is far

quicker and more effective to blow him up."

" And blow up myself at the same timeâ��

eh ? " I retorted, still unable to determine

whether all this was mere ironical pleasantrv

or the sober expression of his real opinions.

" That is, of course, the drawback," he said.

"But there is a way out of it, my dear

Carisbrooke ; you should do as I doâ��perform

the bomb-throwing by deputy. See this ? "

He pointed to the sheet of paper lyin^ on

his blotting-pad, which was scribbled ovt-r

with various strange-looking words and

symbols, like a doctor's prescription.

" That is the formula of my great dis-

covery," he said ; " a discovery of which I

am immensely proud. It constitutes an

explosive a hundred times more powerful

than any hitherto known. A man might

carry enough of it with him in his waistcoat-

pocket to precipitate St. Paul's Cathedral

across the river or to project the whole of

Buckingham Palace into the Green Park.

That, at least, is what I claim for it; and it

is soon to be put to practical test, though not

by myself, Carisbrookeâ��not by myself. I

know rather better than that."

And he laughed uncannily. I turned an

anxious glance upon him. A sense of un-

easiness had now gripped me. That strange

glitter in his eye ! That exultant smile still

lingering round his lips! Was the man

mad ?

" You know the common saying." he,

pursued : " ' W'se men make jokes for fools to

laugh at' In the same way wise men make

bombs for fools to explode. The earth's good

enough for me ; I have no desire to soar to the

celestial regions just at present. That depart-

ment is reserved for my cat's-paw. All right.

Carisbrooke ; don't look alarmedâ��I'm not

going to ask you to deputize for me. As far

as that goes, I'm not going to ask anyone.

The boot is on the other leg. Some Anarchist

acquaintances of mine have already got wind

of my discovery ; I have taken care that they

should ; and they are already treating with

me, on their own initiative, to acquire my

formula. They will pay me handsomely for

it. And they shall have it. Why not? I

sha'n be the richer by so much good coin of

the realm ; and they will put my discovery

to the very use to which it is the -lesire of my

heart to see it applied."

Again that weird, uncanny laugh, which

seemed to make my blood run cold. Before T

could make comment or reply, Curtis Beck-

with had resumed.

" I am to interview a gathering of the
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fraternity to-night. I am expecting one of

them at this moment to guide me to the secret

place of rendezvous. You are to accompany

me, Carisbrookeâ��in the character of my

partner and assistantâ��in order to see fair

play. One has to be cautious in dealing with

these gentry, you know. They are not the

keeping with the suggestion of his clothes.

The low, receding forehead, the shifty, vicious

eyes, at once cunning and cruel, the loose

mouth, and the general air of unwholesomeness

that characterized his face betokened him a

true type of criminal-degenerate. What had

been his past record I had, of course, no means

' HE ROSE TO GREET ME As I ENTERED.

sort whom you can trust farther than you

can see them."

Again he laughed. At that moment there

came a tap at the door.

" Come in," said Beckwith.

A man entered, and a most unprepossessing

individual he was. His dress was that of a

well-to-do artisan, but his face was not in

of knowing. But it was not difficult to

forecast his future. That sooner or later he

would find himself in a convict prison or a

lunatic asylum no observant person who

looked at him could possibly doubt, ff a

man's destiny was ever written on his face,

" Broadmoor or Dartmoor " was written large

on this man's. Curtis Beckwith, however,
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greeted him with politeness, even with

cordiality.

" Good evening, Brother Pike," he said.

" Glad to see you. Take a chair. I'll be

ready in a minute. Ry the way, let me

introduce you to my friend and partner, Mr.

Carisbrooke, of whom I spoke to you last

night. He insists, as I told you, on accom-

panying me, being interested to the extent of

a half-share in my invention ; so it's only

natural, of course, that he should wish to be

present at the deal. Moreover, he's very

much in sympathy with the movement, and

quite as anxious to further it as I am."

He told these falsehoods about me quite

glibly and naturally ; and I, of course, could

do nothing but maintain an acquiescent

silence. It was clear that if I was to be

admitted to the conclave at all, it could only

be under these false colours.

Brother Pike acknowledged the introduction

with a nod, and said he was glad to meet me ;

though I thought he eyed me suspiciously.

Meanwhile Beckwith was folding up the

sheet of paper on which he had written out

his precious formula ; and, having done so,

proceeded to stow it away in a letter-case,

which he relegated to the outside breast-

pocket of his velveteen coat.

Then he took three of the jars from the

table, carrying each carefully one by one, and

locked them away in a cupboard.

" A necessary precaution," he explained,

with that odd, sardonic smile of his. " If

anyone should come in here during my

absence and get playing about with these

thingsâ��the house would certainly go up

aloft and several of its neighbours along

with it. Now I'm ready. Shall we be moving,

Brother Pike ? "

Pike responded to the suggestion with some

evident alacrity. He left the room first, and

seemed glad to get out of it. The reason was

not difficult to discern. I had noticed the

apprehensive glances with which he had

watched Beckwith transferring the jars of

chemicals from the table to the cupboard. It

was plain enough that the fellow was at heart

an arrant coward, and that, however keen he

might be on the blowing up of other people,

lie had a wholesome tenderness for his own

skin. Not that I could blame him altogether.

The knowledge that the slightest accident, a

mere slip of the hand or foot, might result in

our all soaring through the roof in disinte-

grated fragments was enough to upset the

strongest nerves. Indeed, I am fain to con-

fess that I hadn't been entirely happy in the

presence of those infernal jars myself.

Among the litter left on the table was a

plate containing a solitary bananaâ��appar-

ently the last remnant of a bunch with which

Curtis Beckwith (whom I knew to be very-

partial to this particular fruit) had been

regaling himself. At the last moment before

quitting the room he picked up the banana

and slipped it into his pocket. Seeing that

I had observed him, he made haste to explain,

in an undertone :â��

" In case I am hungry, Carisbrooke.

Excellent good provender at a pinch, you

know, and so conveniently portable."'

Again that odd, sardonic smile, showing all

his white teeth. Again that flash of the eye.

half mocking, half exultant. Something

ulterior lay behind his woids. I divined that.

But what it was I had no idea. Curtis

Beckwith, aristocrat. Anarchist, alchemist,

and goodness knows what besides, was a spot

beyond me.

As we turned the corner of the street, where

stood a gin palace, I nearly collided with

a rough-looking loafer, who was lounging

outside the tap-room door. It was his fault

more than mine, and he had the grace to

growl out something in the nature of a gruff

apology. This I acknowledged with a brisk

" All right, mate," and, hurrying on after

Beckwith and Pike, who were walking in front

together, thought no more of the matter.

Pike led us through a succession of seedy

back streets until we reached New Oxford

Street, which we crossed, and so (as Pepys

would have said) into the slums of Soho.

Here it was that, happening to look round, I.

saw the rough-looking loafer, whom I have

mentioned above, slouching along, a little

way behind, on the opposite side of the way.

It struck me with an immediate significance.

We were, being followed.

In order to convince myself, I looked

behind again just after taking our next turn-

ing. No room now remained for doubt.

There, sure enough, was the loafer, still on our

tracks, slouching along on the opposite

pavement with an apparent air of aimless

unconcern. It seemed to me that I ought to

warn Beckwith at once. I was hurrying

forward for the purpose when he and Pike

stopped before a dingy-looking house, on the

door of which the latter rapped three times

with his knuckles. At the same instant the

loafer on the other side of the road slipped out

of sight into the shadow of an adjacent arch-

way. A moment later the door of the house

on which Pike had knocked was softly

opened. He passed in, followed by Beckwith,

I bringing up the rear. In the passage
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Beckwith stopped and looked round, to make

sure that I had come in. This gave me my

opportunity to tip him the hint that we had

been followed. I was not slow to avail

myself of it. But before I had whispered

more than two or three words he gripped me

by the arm.

" Mum ! " he muttered, under his breath,

sharply, almost fiercely.

The passage was in darkness. I could not

see his face. But it could scarcely have been

more expressive than the tone in which he had

uttered that pregnant monosyllable.

Pike led us down a dark flight of stone

stairs into the basement of the house. As we

reached the bottom a door in front of us was

suddenly thrown open, letting out a bright

blaze of light, and we passed together into the

room from which the light proceeded. It

was a large underground cellar, with a low

arched brick roof and bare brick walls, oozy

with damp and showing here and there a

slimy green deposit. The atmosphere of the

place was musty, clammy, and vault-like.

It seemed to strike a sudden chill into my

bones. I could scarcely repress a shiver ;

there was something ominous about it, filling

me with a vague sense of uneasiness. And

this uneasiness the appearance of the occu-

pants of the cellar did nothing to dissipate.

There were twelve of them in all, seated

round a long wooden table that stood in the

middle of the cellar; and twelve more

unconscionable-looking rascals I had never

seen gathered together in one place before.

Their types of face were various : some were

cunning and shifty, some frankly brutal ;

some were handsome in their own style, some

villainously ugly ; some had swarthy olive

complexions, some were pale and pasty ;

some were hairy, some were clean-shaven ;

some were washed, some conspicuously the

reverse ; but, despite their several varieties,

they all agreed in this : there was not a face

among all the lot of them that you would

choose, if you could avoid it, to encounter in

a lonely thoroughfare on a dark night. I

confess I liked the look of them very little

indeed, and the glances with which they

regarded us even less.

At the head of the table sat the chairman.

He was a big, broad-shouldered man with a

bull-neck and a large, flabby face, coarse, sen-

sual, and entirely repulsive. Yet, in its way,

it was a strong face, too, and there was that

in the washed-out blue eyes that denoted keen

mental force of a certain kind. He addressed

Curtis Beckwith with a few words of polite

greeting ; and his speech was obviously that of

an educated man. Beckwith responded in the

same polite strain. He seemed to be per-

fectly at his ease in this conclave of unmiti-

gated ruffiansâ��to treat the situation with as

careless an unconcern as if it had been a mere

social " at home " in a West-end drawing-

room. I could not help contrasting his cool

self-possession, his light-hearted gaiety of

demeanour, with my own sensations of uneasy

apprehension. We were at the mercy of these

fellows. If they chose to turn upon us (and

I had a disquieting suspicion that something

of the kind was in the wind) we should be in a

tight place indeed. Beckwith must have

known this as well as I did. Yet here he was

smiling and exchanging compliments with all

the air of one who was out for a night's enjoy-

ment. The man was really a marvel. I

could not understand him. He baffled my

intelligence as much as he excited my admira-

tion.

Two seats had been left vacant, to the right

and left of the chairman ; and these he

motioned to us to occupy. We did so. I felt

my heart palpitating uncomfortably as I

sank into my chair. I had not failed to

notice a quick interchange of meaning glances

between some of my neighbours ; and I was

convinced that they boded us no good.

Curtis Beckwith did not appear to be

conscious of this ; or, if he was, he showed no

signs of such consciousness. He lay back in

his chair, with both his hands plunged into his

jacket-pockets, gazing up at the ceiling with a

serene and placid smile. In fact, his whole

attitude and demeanour suggested the guest

of the evening at a Guildhall banquet, who

is just about to be made the subject of a

flattering oratorical tribute by the Right

Hon. the Lord Mayor.

" Brothers," began the chairman, in a clear

yet rasping voice, which reverberated and

re-echoed through the vaulted cellar in an

oddly eerie manner. " You know the purpose

of our coming here to-night. I have called

you together to meet these two gentlemen

with a view to purchasing from them the

secret of a new and powerful explosive which

they have discovered, and whichâ��excuse me,"

he broke off, turning to Beckwith. " Have

you brought the formula with you ? "

Beckwith nodded.

" The price was to be five hundred pounds,

I think ? " said the chairman.

"That's so," replied Beckwith. "And

very cheap at the money. It is fifty times as

powerful as dynamite, and very little more

dangerous to handle. A bomb no bigger than

a golf-ball would dispatch this cellar and all of
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us inside it to the New Jerusalem in some-

thing less than no time. Here is the formula."

He took it from his letter-case and laid it

on the table before him. Then he plunged his

hands into his jacket-pockets again and lay

back as before, contemplating the ceiling with

a curiously rapt smile.

The chairman stretched out his hand and

drew the paper towards him.

" Thanks," he said, as he coolly thrust it

into his pocket. " Then we may consider

that settled."

A sudden flash leapt into Bcckwith's eyes.

" Steady on," he said. " Where is my five

hundred pounds ? "

" Ah, where, I wonder," answered the other,

with a mocking laugh. " We are no re-

specters of the rights of property here, Mr.

Inventor. When we can take a thing for

nothing, we do not see the fun of paving

for it."

" Yon have trapped us here in order to

cheat usâ��is that it. Mr. Swindler ? "

Curtis Beckwith's tone was quiet but

incisive as he uttered this outspoken retort.

It was a daring thing to doâ��we two there
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alone and unarmed, at the mercy of this crew

of ruffians. I could not but admire the pluck

of it. almost as much as I deplored its fatal

rashness. For my own part I was in a down

right blue funk. Beck with, however, showed

not the slightest sign of fear.

" Is that it, Mr. Swindler ? " he repeated,

calmly.

A dull red flush of anger crept over the

chairman's pasty face.

" You may put what construction on it you

please, Mr. Spy," he rapped out, with a

sneering laugh.

" Spy ! What the devil do you mean ? "

demanded Beckwith.

" Bah ! " cried the other. " You take us

for fools, I suppose. You imagine, perhaps,

that we are not aware of your having been got

at by the policeâ��of your arrangement with

them to spy on our movements, to betray

our secrets to them ? But we've caught you

in your own snare, my friend. Neither you

nor your accomplice here will ever have the

chance of blabbing anything to Scotland Yard,

I warrant you that ! Cover them, brothers,

while 1 deliver sentence. Now, thenâ��

hands up, both of you ! "

A sudden flash of metal round the table,

and I found myself looking down the

muzzles of half-a-dozen Mauser pistols.

My hands shot up like rockets. Beckwith's

also went up, but more leisurely.

Nothing could ever make Curtis Beckwith

hurry. I noticed that his right hand was

tightly clenched.

" Now listen to me, you two," said the

chairman, eyeing us, first one, then the

other, with a devilish leer, and evidently

taking a delight in prolonging the agonies

of our suspense. " Before I pass sen-

tence of death, and give the word to

administer the coup de grace "

" I think not, Mr. Swindler." It was

Curtis Beckwith who spoke. His voice

rang out cool, clear, and steady in the

echoing cellar.

" Indeed ! What is to prevent. Mr.

Spy ? "

The words were spoken with an evil,

mocking sneer.

" This," said Curtis Beckwith.

I saw now that he had unclasped his

right hand and was holding a bananaâ��

the banana which I had seen him slip

into his pocket, no doubtâ��by the stalk,

between his thumb and forefinger.

" Mr. Swindler." he pursued, speaking

in calm, even, deliberate tones, in which,

however, there was perhaps a hint of

exultation, " I'm hardly the fool you imagine.

Witness the fact that I have taken the pre-

caution to bring this with me. Look at it,

gentlemen " (glancing round the table).

" What do you make of it ? Just an innocent-

looking banana, eh ? Quite soâ��in appearance.

But appearances, as the proverb tells us. are

deceptive. There is nothing of the banana

about it except the skin. A little bomb-case

of my own invention. Rather plume myself

on trie idea. I have but to drop this banana

on the tableâ��and the table is not; this

infernal vault of a cellar is not ; and we. its

occupants, are not. likewise. A few fragments

of masonry in the next street; an unattached

arm or leg here and there ; perhaps a stray

head or two ; and that is all that remains of

this interesting conclave."

He said it in a calm, cold-blooded way that

made me shudder, shrugging his shoulders

the while and smiling sardonically.

" Gentlemen," he continued, in the same

vein of cool, ferocious pleasantry, " my

friend Carisbrooke and I are men, and. as

such, are true to type. We are gregarious
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animals. We have no objection to going to

glory. All we object to is going alone. If

we go, we all go together and the house along

with us. To be or not to be, that is the

question ? "

He poised the banana bomb between his

finger and thumb, still smiling. But his face

was set and determined ; his eyes gleamed

and coruscated.

" Listen !" he resumed. " I am going to

count five. If, before I have done, every one

of those shooting-irons is not lying on the

table, I drop this little toy ; I drop it as sure

as I'm standing here. Now, then ! Guns on

the table and hands up, gentlemen ; or it's

a through ticket for the lot of us to the New

Jerusalem."

It was an extraordinary scene. It will

remain riveted on my memory as long as I

liveâ��Curtis Beckwith, with the banana bomb

poised high above his head, a commanding

figure of a man, fine-featured, strong-faced,

resolute, holding this ruffianly crew at bay;

the evil faces of the desperadoes, their baffled

looks of impotent rage and hate, their eyes

eloquent of murder, yet all kept under and

cowed by the fear of death, which this one

determined man had put upon them.

" Oneâ��twoâ��threeâ��four "

Leisurely, deliberately, Curtis Beckwith

counted, as cool and collected as if he had been

starting a race of schoolboys, making an

appreciable pause after each numeral. When

he came to the fourth pause, the last pistol

dropped with a clank on the table ; the last

pair of hands went reluctantly aloft. Curtis

Beckwith and his infernal machine had been

too much far even the most desperate of them.

He had the whole cellar held up.

" Carisbrooke," said he, addressing me,

though never for an instant taking his eyes off

the ring of scoundrels encircling the table,

" just step around and collect those guns."

I did as he bade me, going the round of the

table, taking up the pistols one by one, and

finally laying them in a heap on the floor

behind his chair. Not one of the scoundrels

ventured to move so much as a finger, for the

purpose of interfering with me.

" Gentlemen," said Curtis Beckwith,

genially, " seems to me the tables are turned.

A while back, you were about to pass sentence

on me. Now I'm about to pass sentence on

you. Ha ! what's that ? "

A tramp of footsteps on the stairs outside,

a half-muffled cry, a momentary scuffle, and

the door was flung open, admitting a score or

so of police officers. In almost less time than

it takes to write it, the disarmed and now
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defenceless ruffians had been overpowered and

handcuffed.

Curtis Beckwith stood leaning against the

end wall of the cellar, watching these pro-

ceedings with a grim, ironical smile.

Then, when the scoundrels had been secured,

he began, in a cool and leisurely manner, to

strip the skin from the banana bomb.

" You see, gentlemen," said he, addressing

the prisoners, affably, " how strong is the

force of imagination."

Pausing a moment, he held up the skinned

bananaâ��for it was, in truth, nothing elseâ��

then calmly proceeded to munch it.

" Excellent good fruit," he commented ;

" though perhaps a thought over-ripe. Ta-

ta ! We shall meet again at Philippiâ��I mean

Great Marlborough Street."

Then, with a genial parting nod to his

infuriated but impotent dupes, he linked

his arm through mine and led me away.

" So you had arranged with the police to

make the capture ? " I exclaimed, when we

were safely out in the street.

" Really, Carisbrooke," said he, in a tone

of friendly banter, " your powers of induction

are marvellous. The difficulty was," he

added, after a pause, " to locate the gang.

That was why I allowed them to lure me into

their trap. It was only needful for a police

agent to follow me to the secret rendezvous,

then to run off and bring up a posse of con-

stables, and the thing was done ; though, as it

happened, you were precious near giving the

show away at one point of the game, you good

old blunderer."

He slapped me playfully on the shoulder.

" But, I say, have you really invented a

new explosive ? " I asked him.

" My dear Carisbrooke," he rejoined, " I

know as much about chemistry as a tom-cat.

Only it suited my book to make those

Anarchists believe otherwise. Any more

questions ? "

" Yes," said I. " What on earth put the

idea of the banana into your head ? "

" Oh, I don't know," he answered, with a

shrug of his shoulders. " One does catch

those whimsical inspirations now and again.

Pretty little sell, wasn't it ? The gem of the

whole adventure. G eat Scot ! How sick

those beggars looked when they saw me eat-

ing my patent infernal machine ! But talking

of eating, that reminds me that I'm

confoundedly hungry. So must you be,

Carisbrooke. These little excitements give

one the deuce of an appetite. Supposing we

go off somewhere for a bit of supper ? "
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EOIENl'S AND

EFORE I married I used to

live in a little cottage down

on the river, which I shared

with another chap. I was

very happy down there and

enjoyed the mild sport of

punting and rabbiting on the

Waffrons. I used to start off early in the

morning, and the local boatman supplied

the ferrets.

In those days I didn't notice that the wall-

papers were rather inartistic, the ceilings not

very white, and the paintwork distinctly

grubby. But after we were married and

spent our honeymoon there, we came to the

conclusion that the little old cottage wanted

smartening up a bit, and I didn't see why I

shouldn't do it myself and save expense.

I chose a week-end when my wife was

staying with some friends, and decided I

would give her a surprise, and let her come

home to find all the ceilings beautifully white.

I consulted the local paperhanger as to

how many " pieces " I should require, and

set out to choose the patterns for the various

rooms. I had been entrusted by a practical

friend with a recipe for mixing whitewash,

with the strict injunction that I should

whitewash the ceilings before I papered the

rooms, otherwise they were apt to get a bit

splashy. I accordingly got in all the necessary

ingredients and set to work.

By means of a chair mounted on two
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kitchen tablesâ��a sort of private juggling

featâ��I proceeded to lavishly distribute the

whitewash with a brush in each hand so

as to get it finished in time. So free was

I with my arms that a cuckoo clock in the

corner, which ought to have reminded me

that it was nine o'clock, completely ignored

the fact, the reason for which was, as I

afterwards discovered, that I had thoroughly

" sized " him up.

In my hasteâ��at any rate, to surprise my

wife with the drawing-roomâ��I am afraid I

applied the mixture rather too quickly and

somewhat recklessly. I must have looked as

if I were practising a course of Morse signalling

such as one frequently sees on Southsea

Common. I think everything in the room

received its coating except the ceiling.

There was a continuous flow of fluid running

down my sleeves and wending its way in

secret until it found its exit in my boots.

By the time I had completed my work in

the drawing-roomâ��or, rather, used up all the

mixture, which towards the finish had become

partially congealedâ��I seemed to resemble a

plaster statue plucked bodily from the

Luxembourg.

When I had first gone into the matter of

improvements which were really necessary,

I had written to the gas company complaining

about the light. We had a shilling-in-the-

slot meter which had the most miraculous

way of digesting these coins of any such

instrument I had ever met with. You placed

a shilling in the ever-yawning aperture, gave

the whole business a bang, listened for the

coin to drop, and went off to enjoy your so

many prepaid cubic feet of gas. About

half an hour later, regardless of any enter-

taining that might be going on, a faint,

wheezy sort of whistle would be heard, and a

sort of " general post " would ensue, followed

by a flat race for the meter-cupboard, but

before you could even lay your hands on a

box of matches the whole house was in pitch-

darkness.

I had received a letter from the gas

company that morning, saying that they

would send a representative round some time

during the day to test the meter.

I was just about to have some lunch,

when I heard a series of loud knockings at

the front door. Here I was confronted by

a gentleman of the expert gas-plumber

persuasion. He looked at me and winked !

" 'Ello, mite ! " he said, directly he saw me,

concluding, from my costume, that I was a

fellow-workman. He evidently also knew

that the little cottage was occupied by a

newly-married couple, as he looked at my

whitewashed jeans and followed up his

greeting with, " I s'pose they knocked yer off

the top ov the wedding-caike, eh ? Lor', you

ain't 'arf splashed, are yer ? "

If there is one thing I love more than

another, it is to be taken for somebody else.

It somehow produces a temporary feeling of

importance, and, being rather fond of a

joke, I grasped the situation.

" What-ho, mite," I rejoined; " welcome

back."

He looked at me with a knowing wink and

replied : " Willie, we 'ave missed . you ;

welcome to our 'appy 'ome ! What's your job

'ere, eh ? " he went on.

" Woitewashin'," I answered. " Did yer

think I'd bin sweeping the chimneys ? "

Having now quite satisfied himself that

we were fellow-workmen, he gave vent to

some rather free criticisms with regard to

the tenants of the cottage.

" Where's this 'ere meter what's gome

bankrupt ? " he asked. " I suppose they've

been popping in card-counters to try and get

a glimmer. Some o' them acting lot, I

suppose ? They're a noice lot, what I've

'eard of 'em. They didn't ought to 'ave

these sort of things, some ov 'emâ��sort of

people what would brike into a child's

money-box."

Here he produced what looked to me like

an instrument used in naval warfare.

" The folks what's got this place 'as only

just got married, I 'ear," he went on. " I

suppose she married 'im for 'is money and

'e's give out the first week ! What toime do

yer knock off, mite ? "

" Knock off ! " I almost yelled my reply.

I could stand his insulting remarks no longer.

Then I assumed my " Lord Cheyne " voice.

" You dirty blackguard," I added, " get

out of this at once ! Do you hear me ? I

say, get out of this ! How dare you ! "

" Lor' lumme, guv'nor," he ejaculated,

standing in front of me open-mouthed, with

his weapon in his hand ; "I 'aven't 'arf

maide a mistaike this toime ! "

He made a hurried exit, murmuring in an

undertone, as he went, disjointed remarks :

"'Ow should I know? I'm sorry. Merry

Christmas to yer." It was July, but I

suppose the whitewash on me suggested this

remark. And he closed the door with a bang.

As I heard that chicken farming was a

pleasant and profitable pursuit, I decided to

try a hand at it. I purchased every book on

the subject, devoured the various articles
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that treated

on poultry

which appear

in the Suriday

and daily

papers, and I

introduced the

subject &

propos of no-

thing and dis-

cussed chic-

kens with

people on the

slightest pro-

vocation.

Eventually I

gleaned enough

information to

encourage me

to purchase a

shilling's worth

of mixed eggs

and procure

the loan of a

broody hen. I

had been

warned to go

cautiously at

first, and in

working on my

first outlay I

felt I was well

within the

advice given

me. Certainly

my original

plant was in-

expensive, and

I came to the

conclusion that

poultry-raising

would prove a

veritable Bon-

anza, so suc-

cessful was my

initialattempt.

And so respect-

ful was I of the

hen that had

" brought off the coup " that I purchased her.

As my stock increased, I decided to launch

out on a more elaborate scale and buy an

incubator and a foster-mother. I was some-

what troubled at first as to which incubator

I ought to purchase, as there were so many

to choose from ; but when the psychological

moment arrived I decided on an excellent

little apparatus, together with a very

conscientious-looking foster-mother.

HE LOOKED AT MB WITH

'AVE MISSED YOU ;

A KNOWING WINK AND REPLIED : 'WILLIE, WE

WELCOME TO OUR 'APPY 'OMR!"

I was publicly rejoicing over this my

latest hobby, when a friend of mine, with the

most pessimistic tendencies, appeared on the

scene and knocked off ninety-five per cent,

of my enthusiasm.

" Chickens ! " he exclaimed ; " chickens

profitable ? Show me the man who has

ever made a bean out of them ! Yes, of

course, if you feed them on tram-tickets or

old newspapers ! Why, do you know what
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on in

which

been

some

your corn bill alone is going to run you into ?

And, mark me, you'll have to grub 'em well

if you want to sell them ! "

I replied that someone had said something

to me about letting them rough it and pick

up food for themselves.

" Rot! " he replied. " Well, I'm surprised

at a chap like you going in for this kind of

thing. Pigeons, yes !â��or Celiums."

" What are they ? " I asked.

" Celiums ! " He almost shrieked at me, and

then he waited a few seconds as if to keep him-

self from striking me.

" Celiums!" He went

a bland tone,

might have

mistaken for

term of en-

dearment : "I pre-

sume you've heard of

badgers ? "

" Only in connec-

tion with softening

brushes I use for oil-

painting," I replied.

"Phew!" he

answered ; and that

finished the Celium

subject.

He returned to the

question of birds

again.

" I can quite under-

stand," he said, " a

man keeping one or

two fighting birds

and having a bit of

fun now and againâ��

nothing more inspirit-

ing than a little cock-

fighting, and there is

money in that. Why,

I had a bird that

won me hundreds.

I got him from a chap

in Waterford and I

took him over to

Philadelphia to have

a go, and he won

enough to pay all my

expenses and a bit to

take me down to

Monte with. Funny

how they train birds

in America," he went

on, with a sort of in-

ward chuckle; "they

used to throw them

at bags of sand to

' THE LOAN OF A HROODY HKN.

get them fit. No, old friend," he said, "I

can't see you as a peaceful chicken-farmer.

Lor'! what's more uninteresting than a

' broody' hen ? She always reminds me of a

sulking sweetheart. No, no ; we can't have

you going in for that kind of thingâ��not if I

can prevent it."

But I was determined to go on with my

scheme and not to be put off by anyone. I'll

admit it did seem rather a mild form of enter-

tainment, but I had bought my outfit and

was not going to be discouraged, although I

own at one time when

he was reproaching me

I felt dangerously near

chucking the chicks.

However, I went

ahead with my hobby

and hatched out fifty

chickens.

The incubating part

gave me little or no

trouble, but the

foster-mother rather

taxed me. There

was so much atten-

tion to be given to

regulating the tem-

perature of the coop,

and seeing that the

birds were shaded

during the heat of the

day if the sun were

too powerful, and

sundry little matters

connected with the

lamp. Of course, I

kept the foster-

mother as near to the

house as possible, as I

used to pop down the

last thing at night to

see that she was nice

and cosy.

I had a friend stay-

ing with me one even-

ing, and, as the

weather was beauti-

fully fine, we decided

to take a nice little

walk as far as the

Kursaal. Mywifesaid

it would do us good

and give us an appe-

tite for supper. So

off we started. My

friend, being an expert

romancer,entertained

me with stories of his
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various conquests at home and abroad, and

I did my best to respond. The time simply

flew, and before we knew where we were we

reached home again with appetites as keen

as hunters'.

On our return we were greeted by a most

delicious smell of cooking that would really

have done credit to Paris at its bestâ��we were

evidently just in time. As this delightful

perfume permeated the house, my friend

became more voluble and jocular, and I

found myself laughing at jokes that I had

heard thousands of times before, but never

to the accompaniment of such an appetizing

effluvium produced by that delicious supper

that was evidently being prepared.

When my wife came in, I greeted her

graciously and enthusiastically. " Well,

darling," I said, " so we've got backâ��and

now whisper to me what it is you've got for

supper that smells so delicious."

" Well," she replied, " it's nothing I've

prepared, dear, but soon

after you left the foster-

' mother caught fire ! "

In my sporting days I was

*"l WANT SOME BRIGHT RIBBONS,' I REPEATED,

IN A HALTING VOICE."

asked to go and stay with a friend who lived

in a hunting country, so that I could enjoy

a bit of sport with the Fitzhardinge pack.

I am a man who never asks questions. If I

observe any little thing done in the hunting-

field that I don't quite see the force of, I just

draw my own conclusions. I noticed when

we were out one day that some of the horses'

tails were decorated with bows of red ribbon,

and I naturally concluded that it was a sort

of sporting decoration, as one would hoist a

flag to celebrate some joyous occasion. It

seemed to me that many of the men who

followed were not particularly lavish in this

respect and many of them didn't decorate

their horses' tails at all. At any rate, I was

determined to observe the custom and see

that the next time I appeared in the field my

horse's caudal appendage was well equipped.

So I repaired to the local draper's for some

ribbon. Here I encountered a gentleman who

received me on the mat of the shop with a

frock-coat, brown

boots, Shake-

speare collar, and

side-whiskers. He

smiled and bowed

and rubbed his

hands, anticipat-

i n g a good

customer.

" Your plea-

sure ? " he said,

looking up into

my face and

ushering me into

the shop.

With a slight

tremor in my

voice I replied,

" Ribbons." Here

I noticed that

there were three

or four very

charming young

ladies right and

left eyeing me

from behind the

counters. I was,

of course, im-

maculately dressed in riding-kit, with rather

a well-cut pair of breeches, made by Smith of

Thornburyâ��and it's wonderful how attentive

these young ladies in drapers' shops are

to gentlemenâ��far more so than they are to

their own sex.

Directly I had uttered the word " ribbons,"

there was a moment's dead silence, then 1

think I heard one of them giggle, another J
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"AN UNEXPECTED OUTBURST OF APPRFCIA

TION FROM AN OLD-ACE PENSIONER.''

know completely disappeared behind a bale

of calico, and I was brought face to face with

a third. I shall never forget it. She had a

compassionate look in her eyes, and, I may

be wrong, but she seemed as nervous as I was.

" I want some bright ribbons," I repeated,

in a halting voice.

" Oh, yes," she replied, and as she turned

her back to fetch them I heard another faint

snigger.

She brought back two or three rolls of pale

pink, mauve, and blue ribbon about three-

quarters of an inch wide, and suggested that

it was usually bought by the dozen. By

this time one or two other young ladies had

migrated from various parts of the shop and

had gathered round to assist. It appeared

to me quite unnecessary, as the one who was

serving me seemed to be a very nice, healthy,

capable girl.

" No," I said ; " Vx sorry, but I am afraid

these are not quite what I want."

" Perhaps you want btbt ribbon ? " she

suggested.

" No," I replied ; " I'm afraid you mis-

understand me ; it's really horse ribbon that

I wantâ��bright reds, greens, and blues, you

know. I want them to decorate my horse's

tail."

" Oh, I see!" she answered, having

grasped the situation. (I think she now

thought that I must be in the circus business.)

" We have some very pretty red, white, and

blue rosettes already made up with little

feathers, which are, perhaps, just what you

want ? "

I explained to her that they were ver â� 

pretty indeed, but not quite the thing either,

as I wanted something to tie.

She eventually brought out the very thing ;

pretty, gay, and cheerful-looking bi-coloured

ribbon in blue and yellow. I took several

yards and escaped with it from the shop. A

very charming young lady tied it on to my

horse in such a pretty bow, and I started off

to the meet at the old inn, the Boy and

Faceache, where I expected to make a

friendly impression on the men and a mild

flutter among the ladies.

I couldn't understand it, but I was practi-

cally shunned by everybody the whole day,

except for an unexpected outburst of appre-

ciation from an old-age pensioner on his way

to the post-office.

Yes ; I knew there was something wrong

somewhere. I knew I hadn't got in front of

the Master, as I didn't see him again the

whole day after we left the inn. I went out
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with the pack

again the next

week, and mat-

ters became

worse ; and

another time I

wanted to at-

tend the meet

I was sent to

an inn five

miles in the

opposite direc-

tion. Incident-

ally I received

several very

insulting let-

ters, bordering

on threats.

I then spent

a good deal of

my time in the

free library,

reading up

books on sport

and hunting

etiquette, but

when I was

afterwards told

that the little

bows of red

ribbon which

I had seen on

the horses'

tails were for

the purpose of

warning the

rest of the field

that the

animal was a

kicker, and

that the ribbon

with which I

had chosen to

decorate my

hunter was the

electioneer i n g

colours of the

recently unsuccessful Radical candidate, who

had scored about twelve votes in a poll of

ten thousand, it, at any rate, gave me some

clue to my temporary unpopularity !

In those days I often used to organize

little riding expeditions. I remember once

in Clifton about half-a-dozen of us started off

one morning, and we'd managed to get hold

of some pretty good horses, too. We were

just getting clear of the bricks and mortar,

when I noticed that one of the party was

"I 'CAST,' RIVETING MY GAZE ON

SrOT WHERE I EXPECTED THE

TO FALL."

missing, and I, of

course, went off to

look for him. He

was a nervous,

temperamental little chap, and

with regard to horses, at any

rate, he had more courage than

experience.

I eventually learned from a

gentleman who was indulging in

a reverie outside the Royal

George that he had seen my

friend dashing down a side-street

a few minutes previously. I,

therefore, set off down the narrow

street, hoping that I should either

catch him up or meet him on his

return. I had not gone very far

when I met him returning back-

wards, and incidentally devoting

most of his time to the pave-

ment, and I also gathered that

his temporary separation from

the rest of the party had been

quite involuntary as far as he

was concerned.

" Oh, here you are, old man ! "

I said, as I came alongside.

" Halloa! " he replied, rather

nervously.

" Do you know, you're riding that

mare on the curb."

" Yes, I know," was his reply. " I

simply can't keep her off it ! "

THF I have always been keen on any

fly kind of sport all my life, although I

have never really excelled in anything

in that department. But, as I say, I

have always been keen, and I always believe

in trying new things.

I have several enthusiastic fishing friends

who often ask me to go fishing with them,

but, somehow, I haven't done much at it,

except a little bottom-fishing with a float that

looked like a tomato, and a hook that might

have served the purpose of an anchor for

mooring small craft.

A short time ago I was lucky enough to

have offered to me a job lot of second-hand

fliesâ��a chap in the club wanted a purchaser,
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and, as usual, I was selected. They were

pretty little things, all sorts and sizes, from

"'CONFOUND IT,' HE EXCLAIMED, 'NOW SOME-

THING'S BITTEN ME!'"

berths, some had lower â�� dear little

things they were. My friend offered to go

through them with me and explain their

special uses, so we met at the club. As

usual, he took me on one side, selected, in a

quiet corner, the most comfortable chair for

himself, and produced what looked to me

like a miniature portmanteau.

There was a " Coachman," a " Cock-y-

bondy," for when the water is high ; he

couldn't find the " Fisherman's Curse "

anywhere (I suggested a billiard - marker's

might do), but thought he must be the very

bright blue-shot little chap with a jagged

hook, in a compartment to himself, right at

the end of the book. There was one long,

graceful, feathered sort of creature in bare

VoL xlvi.-78.

wire, with a very pronounced sting. I've

forgotten what his name was, but I think it

was a " Blue Moult "â��what his real mission

in life was I could never quite discover. But

there was one very pretty one that caught

my eye. She had most beautiful plumage

and was the bargain of the bunch. In

colour she resembled the feathers that one

sees on some of the ladies' hats, in the Tube,

and I was told that she was a " Flaming

Flossie." My friend pointed out that she

was really for deep water and could hook

anything over ten pounds.

I was asked to fish with some friends

in the Midlands. They have a lovely

^? old place with a moat running round it

and the river about half a mile away.

It was a merry little party, and we sat

along the bank at various distances; of

course, there were the usual weeping willows

and other trees that seemed to extend

themselves more obtrusively than usual.

My old friend, Willie Ward, who is as

fine an angler as he is a dancer, had told

me that the first thing was " one, two,

in the air, and cast"â��at least, I think

those were his instructions. Of course,

he was an expert; I've seen him cast a

cigarette-paper at the end of a line into a

tea-cup on a lawn, at a distance of about

fifteen or twenty yards.

Whether it was the absence of the tea-cup

or the effect of some other cups, I don't

know, but, at any rate, the " one, two, in the

air " came off all right and I " cast," and,

riveting my gaze on the spot where I expected

the fly to fall, allowing a second or two for

the whipping of the line and the settling of the

fly, I heard what I at first took to be a word

of friendly encouragement from a fellow-

fisherman a little higher up the bankâ��but I

afterwards discovered it was a volley of the

most abusive language. As one or two of the

party gathered round him and nothing

seemed to happen in my direction, my

attention was momentarily taken from the

spot at which I had been earnestly gazing by

his loud tone of voice.

" Confound it," he exclaimed (amongst

other things), " now something's bitten me ! "

So loud was the voice that I laid down my

rod and moved towards the small gathering

to see if I could be of any assistance, only to

find that I had lassoed my complaining

friend with my line and my fly was neatly

embedded in his ear.

" You will pardon me," I said, " but if

anything has bitten you I'm afraid it must

be my ' Flaming Flossie ' " !
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NCE upon a time there lived

in a country village a work-

ing man. He had a habit of

accusing everybody of lying,

and regarded himself as the

most truthful man in the

whole world.

" I am ready to die for the truth," he used

to say. He annoyed everybody so much

with his boasting that at last they began to

hate him, and he was obliged to leave his

village. So he took his bag on his back and

went out into the wide world to seek his fortune.

When he had gone a long way he came to a

forest. He could hardly drag his feet after

him ; he was very tired and hungry. All at

once he spied in front of him an old man with

a grey beard, clad in a long white coat, and

leaning heavily on his staff. He caught him

up and they journeyed on side by side. The

old man asked him whence he came and

whither he was going. The other told him

allâ��why he had fled and what he was seeking.

The old man was deep in thought.

" Well," he said, " if a man has done nothing

wrong, unjust treatment must seem to him

a grievous trial. Let us go on together. In

case we must pass the night in the wood it is

better not to be alone."

It was a dark, uncanny place, but the work-

man was quite tired out.

" Let us rest here for the night," said he.

They stopped, and the old man lit a bright

fire.
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' I see you have no provisions. Let us

divide mine."

He took out of his bag three buns ; one he

gave to his comrade, the second he took him-

self.

" The third bun," he said, " will do for

to-morrow's breakfast."

They finished their supper, and the old man

lay down on the grass and fell asleep.

But the workman could not sleep. He was

not satisfied with one bun, being still very

hungry. So he crept to the old man's bag,

took out the third bun, ate it, and fell fast

asleep.

In the morning the old man woke him up.

" Where is the third bun ? " he asked.

" Did you eat it ? "

The workman was ashamed to own it.

" No," he said ; " I did not eat it."

" You had better tell me the truth. Maybe

you could not bear the hunger. There is no

harm in that."

But the man felt still more ashamed. Now

he would have to admit that he had not only

eaten the bun, but also that he had told a lie.

" Why do you worry me ? " he said. " I

have told you I have not eaten it. I am sure

you yourself have eaten it, and now you blame

me for it."

" Well, if you have not eaten it, all is well.

You are a truthful man, so I must believe you.

Let us go on without any breakfast."

They went a long way and came to a big

town. A great sorrow hung over that town.

The King's only son, the Prince Igor, was

dangerously ill. The young Prince was

adored by the people for his goodness of heart,

so they were all anxious for his recovery.

They had searched the whole earth, but could

find no man who was ablÂ£ to save him. All

who had undertaken to heal him had failed.

The Prince grew worse and worse ; he was

near to death's door.

So the old man said to the workman :â��

" Let us try to save the Prince. Maybe I

shall be able to cure him of his cruel malady."

But the workman hung back.

" Oh, no," he said. " What can we do ?

We shall only get into trouble."

But the old man succeeded in persuading

him.

" We shall get a great reward if we cure

him."

So they appeared before the King, and the

old man declared that he and his comrade

would undertake to heal the Prince.

The King replied :â��

" Many people have undertaken to do so,

and have boasted about it; but they have

not succeeded. However, you too may try.

If you cure my son I will give you huge bags

of gold. If notâ��remember it was your own

free choiceâ��I shall have you put to death as

an example to others, so that, for the sake of

gain, they may not undertake what they

cannot fulfil."

The workman nudged the old man with his

elbow and said :â��â� 

" Let us be off while we can."

But the old man pretended not to hear him.

" Very well," he said to the King; " we

agree. Lock us up with him. Enter after

twenty-four hours. Either the Prince will

be well or our heads will belong to you."

" It is a bargain," said the King.

The workman and the old man were locked

in the Prince's chamber. The Prince was

lying just as if he were dead, breathless and

as white as paper. The old man took a large

knife out of his pocket and began cutting

him into pieces. The workman was terribly

frightened when he saw this and was quite

unable to utter a word. The old man took

all the pieces, washed them in clear water,

put them together again, and murmured some

strange words. The Prince's body joined

together again just as if it had never been

cut. But he still remained motionless and

scarcely breathed.

" Well, now he must be made to live," said

the old man. " The illness has left his body.

I can heal him completely now if you answer

me truly. Did you, on that evening in the

wood, eat the third bun ? "

" What nonsense ! Haven't I already told

you that I didn't eat it ? "

" Better confess, or it will be worse for you.

I am an old man. I need not fear death if I

do not heal the Prince."

The workman was angry at his comrade's

threatening tone, and grew quite obstinate.

" You cannot frighten me," he said. " I

did not eat your bun, and I have nothing to

confess."

No sooner had he said these words than the

old man vanished. He disappeared as if he

had never been in the room.

Now the position of the workman was

quite hopeless. The twenty-four hours had

passed. The King entered with his retinue.

He saw that the young Prince was nearly

dying, so he promptly ordered the work.T an

to be hanged.

The latter was seized and thrown into

prison. It was very dark and cold there.

He sat crying bitterly and cursing his com-

panion for placing him in such a fix. The

hours passed. Morning approached. He
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heard the prison gate open, the key

turn in the lock. They had come to

fetch him.

" You are the cause of my ruin,"

he called out, remembering the old

man.

All at once his comrade stood at

his shoulder and asked :â��

" Tell me, my friend, did you eat the

bun ? Unburden your soul. Confess,

and no harm shall come to you."

But the other shouted furiously:â��

" Oh, be off with you and your

stupid bun ! I tell you I didn't eat

it!"

The old man vanished. The sol-

diers entered and led him forth to

the market-place, where the King, his

whole Court, and a great crowd had

assembled. The noose was slipped

quickly over his head. He felt it

growing tighter, when sud-

denly a soft voice whispered

in his ear :â��

" Here I am, your comrade. Confess.

Did you eat the bun ? If you confess I will

save your life."

"THE SOLDIERS LED HIM FORTH

TO THE MARKET-PLACE."

The workman could scarcely

breathe, but he had lost all

faith in the old man and all

hope.

" Go away." he murmured.

" I did not eat the bun."

The old man sighed deeply.

" Well, I pity you still, and

I do not wish for your death."

Then he shouted :â��

" Stop, King ! Order them to stop the
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execution. If you do so your son shall be

well and strong directly."

The people standing around were amazed.

The King gave the sign to loosen the rope,

and ordered his servants to lead the old man

into the Prince's chamber.

In a short time he reappeared, leading by

the hand the Prince, now well and gay. The

King was almost beside himself with joy.

He embraced his son and thanked the old

man with tears in his eyes.

" Ask from me," he said, " what-

ever you desire. I am ready to give

you half of my kingdom."

" What should I do with the half Â»

of your kingdom ? Give me and my

comrade, as you have promised, a '

bag of gold, and let us go," the old ^

man replied. ^

The King commanded a whole cart

to be filled with gold. It was drawn

by three beautiful horses. The two

comrades were escorted with great

pomp and ceremony to the frontier

of the kingdom.

At last the old man stopped the

horses at a cross-roads and said :â��

" Our ways part here, so let us

divide the gold which the King has

given me."

They tilted up the cart, and the

old man began to divide the heap

into three parts.

The workman wondered at this,

and asked: " Why do you divide it into

three parts ? There are only two of us."

" The third part is for the man who that

night in the forest ate the third bun."

The workman's eyes began to shine.

" Well," he said, " if that is so I will confess

the truth. I ate the bun."

The old man regarded him sadly.

" Young man, what kind of truth is that

which can only be brought to light by gold ? "

As he said these words he vanished ; and

with him vanished the gold, the cart,

* and the three beautiful horses. And

so the workman had again to start

on foot upon his journey, with his

stick and his empty sack.

'AS 11 li SAID THESE WORDS HB VANISHED, AND WITH HIM VANISHED THE COI.I).'



PERPLEXITIES.

^Vith Some Easy Puzzles for Beginners. By Henry E. Dudeney.

164.â��THE QUEEN'S JOURNEY.

Place the queen on

her own square, as

shown in the illustra-

tion, and then try to

discover the greatest

distance that she can

travel over the board

in five moves without

passing over any square

a second time. Mark

the queen's path on the

board and note care-

fully that also she must

never cross her own

.

â� 

V

â� 

-

track. It seems simple enough, but the reader may

find that he has tripped.

165.â��THE FAMILY AGES.

When the Smileys recently received a visit from the

favourite uncle, the fond parents had all the five

children brought into his presence. First came Billie

and little Gertrude, and the uncle was informed that

the boy was exactly twice as old as the girl. Then

Henrietta arrived, and it was pointed out that the

combined ages of herself and Gertrude equalled twice

the age of Billie. Then Charlie came running in, and

somebody remarked that now the combined ages of

the two boys were exactly twice the combined ages of

the two girls. The uncle was expressing his astonish-

ment at these coincidences when Janet came in.

" Ah ! uncle," she exclaimed, " you have actually

arrived on my twenty-first birthday ! " To this Mr.

Smiley added the final staggerer: " Yes, and now the

combined ages of the three girls are exactly equal to

twice the combined ages of the two boys." Can you

give the age of each child ?

166.â��THE FATAL WELL.

Ding, dong, bell!

Pussy's down the well.

Can you tell me pat

How deep is that ?

Fifteen feet of water,

And if to that you add

Three-fifths the depth of all the well,

You can tell your dad

How deep's the well.

Ding, dong, bell !

167.â��THE EDUCATED FROGS.

Our six educated frogs (see Perplexity No.

155)

have just learnt a new and pretty feat. When placed

on glass tumblers, as shown in the illustration, they

change sides so that the three biack ones are to the

left and the white frogs to the right, with the unoccu-

pied tumbler at the opposite endâ��No. 7. They can

jump to the next tumbler (if unoccupied), or over one,

or two, frogs to an unoccupied tumbler. The jumps

can be made in either direction and a frog may jump

over his own or the opposite colour, or both colours

F'our successive specimen jumps

will make everything quite plain :

4 to 1, 5 to 4, 3 to 5, 6 to 3. Can

you show how they do it in ten

jumps ?

168.â��THE GERM PUZZLE.

Can you, with one cut of the

scissors, divide the curious germ-

shaped figure into two parts of

exactly the same size and shape ? .

Solutions to Last Month's Puzzles.

160.â��THE BARRELS OF HONEY.

The only way in which the division could be made

is as follows :â��

Full. Half-full. Empty.

A .. 3 .. 1 .. 3

B .. 2 .. 3 .. 2

C .. 2 .. 3 .. 2

161.â��PAINTING THE LAMP-POSTS.

Pat must have painted six more posts than Tim, no

matter how many lamp-posts there were. For

example, suppose twelve on each side; then Pat

painted fifteen, and Tim nine. If a hundred on each

side, Pat painted one hundred and three, and Tim

only ninety-seven.

162.â��THE LUNATIC STAMP-LICKER.

The stamps may be stuck on as follows in order to

comply with the conditions :â��

5

3

>

** !

1

2*

1

. 7

5

3

1

i 3 J

2J

2i

f

5

163.â��THE JOINER'S PROBLEM.

Our illustration shows the solution in the fewest

possible piecesâ��three. Simply find the point A,

midway between B and C, and cut from A to D and

from A to E.



CURIOSITIES.

[ We shall be glad to receive Contributions to this section, and to pay for such as are accepted.]

CAN YOU EXPLAIN THIS ?

ONE morning last winter I put out a saucerful oi

water in the garden to freeze, and about ten

minutes afterwards it had a skin of ice on the top. I

A PET PROVIDED WITH A SILVER JOINT.

\ T JTTII an elbow-joint of silver and chilled steel,

W a little pet monkey in San Francisco is prov-

ing by his agility that the artificial union is a success,

lie is demonstrating what is likely to prove a tremen-

dous discovery in surgeryâ��that ankylosed joints

(hardened and stiffened by disease) can be replaced

by an operation that is not necessarily costly or

dangerous. The same sort of operation has been

performed with equal success upon a pet dog, and in

this case the hind leg of the animal was provided with

a joint of metal, which appears to be as satisfactory

for the possessor as the one provided by Nature. In

the near future it is planned to provide a human being

with this style of steel-and-silver joint, and the per-

fecting of this device will restore to usefulness many

people who have become absolutely helpless by reason

then left it, and returned in an hour and a half's time,

when there was a tall pillar of ice sticking straight up

from the surface, up the centre of which was a string

of air-bubbles, forming a tube. It was not placed

under anything from which water might drip on to it.

I have tried to find out the cause and have not suc-

ceeded, but perhaps some reader of THE STRAND may

be able to do so. â�� Mr. R.

Rlackwood, Ardmore, Port

Glasgow. v

STRANGE MONUMENT TO

A WIFE.

PROJECTING from the wall

of a house overhanging the

Lake of Thun, in Switzerland,

may be seen the bow of a small

rowing - boat, with the name

PetroncHa painted upon it. The

wife of the owner of the house

was drowned from this boat

w hite rowing on the lake. Her

husband determined, as a me-

morial to his wife, to build the

boat into his house. The room

destined to contain it, however,

proved too short for the whole

length of the boat, and the bow

projects, as seen in the ptint,

from the wall, just beneath the

balcony. The house is close by

one of the steamboat piers, and

the unaccountable appearance

of this strange memorial excites

much curiosity among the pas-

sengers on the steamers. â�� Mr.

Y.. V. Campbell Colquhoun,

Clathick, Crieff, N.B.

of accident or disease. There are various causes for

this complete or partial rigidity of the joints, such as

rheumatism, gout, and tuber-

culosis ; and in extreme cases it

has been necessary to break a

joint about which osseous mate-

rial had deposited. Of course,

it is only in extreme cases, and

after other methods fail, that it

should be necessary to perform

this operation of removing the

natural joint and replacing it

with metal. In the operations

upon animals it was found that

when the tendons were extended

properly the muscles did their

work as perfectly as in a normal

limb, and the joints responded

with the readiness of natural

ones. By examination of the

X-ray photograph it will be

seen that the bones are capped

with sockets, which are of

silver, and these arc joined to

a joint of steel. The inventor

of this remarkable joint is a

leading San Francisco surgeon,

Dr. Milton Francis Clark,

whose experience among

crippled workmen in a rail-

road hospital led him to search

for this method of relief.â��

Mr. C. L. Edholm, 4,624,

Figueroa Street, Los Angeles,

California.
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A CURIOUS

INSCRIPTION.

THIS photograph represents

the doorway of an old

house in the village of Appleton-

le-Moors, near Kirkby Moorside,

Yorkshire. The carving above

the door is most curious and

interesting. At the top we

have three heads, which re-

present, 1 believe, a lawyer,

the " old gentleman " himself,

and a doctor. Underneath are

the letters TAOLIHTFB.

Each letter represents a word,

and the full sentence for which

they stand is, "The Art Of Life

Is [low To Find Bread."â��The

Rev. J. V. Haswell, Southfield,

Meltham, Huddersfield.

in such a latitude that the sun

was vertically overhead, and that

the time was noon, when the sun

was at its highest altitude as

between East and West. â�� Mr.

G. F. Chambers, F.R.A.S., Lethen

Grange, Sydenham. S.E.

A MARVELLOUS ESCAFE

FROM DEATH.

DURING a thunderstorm in

Deal our servant, Minnie

Rogers, aged seventeen, was

walking along one of the small

IN SUNSHINE YET CASTING NO SHADOW.

EVERYONE knows that when a person stands in

the full sunshine his body casts a shadow which

will be either short or long according as the sun is high

up in the heavens or near the horizon at sunrise or

sunset. A little thought will bring it home to the

reader that obviously, if the sun is exactly vertical

over a person's head, there can be no shadow. But

the problem is to determine when and where this

shall be the state of things. As regards the " where,"

that must evidently be at some place on the earth in

the Tropics, and the " when " must be the hour of

midday. To get these two things to concur by pre-

arrangement is a matter of no small difficulty. But

as a matter of fact they did concur on a day in February,

1013â��namely, the 13th, when a scientific friend of

mine, Mr. \V. B. Gibbs, was in mid-ocean in lat. 15Â°

South, the sun's declination being also about 15Â° South.

This photo, representing Mr. Gibbs and another man

standing bolt upright on the deck facing one another,

clearly shows the absence of any sign of a lateral

shadowâ��in other words, it proves that the ship was

back streets of the

town carrying a

number of umbrel-

las, etc , for our use

(we were ktpt in a

shelter for three

hours), when a

vivid flash of light-

ning, evidently at-

tracted by the steel

frame of one of the

umbrellas she was

holding, ripped

open her own um-

brella, struck her,

and threw her vio-

1e n 11 y to the

ground. There was

only one gentleman

in the street at the

time, and he

assisted her to rise. Strangely enough, when she had

done so she found that all her clothes, umbrella, and cap

were perfectlydrv, whereas beforeshe had beendrenched,

for the rain poured down in torrents. Her description

of her feelings was: " I felt just as though my head had

been stung by a wasp, there was a singing noise in my

ears, and I seemed to see a bright light, like the sun,

shining through my umbrella." With the exception

of her hair being slightly singed, she sustained no

injury. I think you will agree that she had a miraculous

escape from death.â��Miss Ada Adlington, Craiginillar,

18, Brookview Road, Streatham Park, S.W.

Double Dummy Bridge Problem.

By Ernest Bergholt.

Heartsâ��Knave,

Clubsâ�� 7, 5, 2.

Spadesâ��Knave, 7.

Heartsâ��King,

Clubs-q, 6.

Diamondsâ��9.

Spadesâ��3.

Hearts â��7.

Clubsâ��Queen. P.

Diamondsâ�� King,

knave,

Spadesâ��10.

Hearts- Ace, 6.

Clubsâ��King, knave.

Diamondsâ��10, 8, 6.

Spades are trumps, nnd A has the lead,

six out of the seven tricks against ar

(Solution trill b: g v. n next month.)

A and ft are to win

Ksihle defence.
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CANADA.

ONTARIO AND ITS POSSIBILITIES.

IIIKI>'S-KVB VIEW OF LAKE MEGANTIC, QUEBEC.

ilHE article in The Strand

Magazine last month dealt

with the opportunities which

Canada, as a whole, offered to

young men who found life in

the city unattractive and

without prospects, and who

wished for an open-air life. The first question

such a young man would ask when he had

made up his mind to go to Canada would

naturally be, "To which part shall f go? "

Much would depend on his choice, for Canada

is a vast country, and conditions vary in the

different Provinces. This variation of con-

ditions must, of course, be expected in a

country almost as large as Europe, as vast as

thirty United Kingdoms, and equal in size to

thirty Germany's. Here it may be pointed

out, as showing the opportunity that exists

for a young man to make his way in Canada

as compared to the struggle that goes on in

this country, that Canada's proportion of

population is 1-93 to the square mile, while

Great Britain's is four hundred and seventy-

one.

It is proposed in this series of articles, to

discuss the opportunities offered by the

various Provinces and thus assist a would-be

settler in making his choice. The three

Prairie Provinces, Manitoba, Alberta, and

Saskatchewan, are brought prominently before

the British public by advertisement. The

Dominion Government spends large sums of

money in this way, and that is why we hear

much more of the West than we do of Eastern

Canada. The reason is simple. The

Dominion Government has Crown lands to

people in the Prairie Provinces, where it offers

one hundred and sixty acres free to anyone

who will undertake to cultivate them. A

vast and most desirable territory just here

has been made accessible by the completion

of the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway. The

older Provinces control their own Crown lands,

and, therefore, the Dominion Government is

not so concerned about bringing settlers into

them.

What Ontario Offers

It is sometimes inferred that, because the

lure of the West not only draws large numbers

of people from this country, but also does much

to drain the older Provinces of their young

men, there must be something wrong with the

farms in the older Provinces. Nothing could

be further from the truth. Take Ontario, for

example. While Ontario undoubtedly loses

numbers of young men every year who are

drawn to the West by a spirit of adventure,

and perhaps by the prospect of getting one

hundred and sixty acres free, the Province in

1911-12 received 100,227 immigrants, while

Manitoba received 43,477, Saskatchewan

46,158, and Alberta 45,957. Another point

to be noted is that of the total value of

Canada's field crops, estimated in 1912 at

5ii,95i,ooodols., Ontario produced crops

valued at 204,549,ooodols., while the three

Prairie Provinces together produced crops

valued at 316,397,7oodols. Indeed, Ontario

is the most populous, best developed, and

richest Province in the Dominion. It offer:,
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great opportunities to young men who will

take up farming, and it claims to offer

opportunities in greater variety than any

other Province. Although there is, of course,

more wheat grown on the prairie, yet grain

and fruit and vegetables, live stock, and dairy

products are in Ontario more equally

developed.

The Province of Ontario is larger than the

British Isles by seventy-eight thousand square

miles, and, though in a less degree than in the

rest of Canada, there are more climates than

one. Its most southern part, on the shore of

Lake Erie, is in the same latitude as Northern

California, Southern France, and Rome. It

need not, therefore, seem astonishing that

Southern Ontario should grow peaches,

grapes, and tobacco. In England peaches can

only be grown out of doors against a wall with

a sunny aspect. In Ontario they grow-

abundantly in the open air, and in the season

hundreds of wagons may be seen in the

southern part of Ontario laden with this fruit,

going to market.

Fruit-Growing.

The man with some capital, and especially

the man acquainted with fruit-growing, can do

well in Ontario. The Province has great

attractions for Old Countrymen. To begin

with, it is one of the nearest and most advanced

provinces of the Dominion. If much remains

that is primitive, it is this very feature that

affords the opportunities for lumbering,

mining,farming,and fruit-growing. In the fruit

districts there are charming growers' houses,

from the cottage with its pretty garden to the

handsome brick house with its tennis lawn,

beds of flowers, and ornamental trees. In the

fruit-growing districts the pioneer work, with

all its attendant hardships, has been done.

Cities, towns, and villages are dotted about

throughout the district, which is well served

by railways. Moreover, a new-comer will

find himself well situated from a social point

of view. Ontario has been largely peopled

from Great Britain, and the new arrival soon

feels at home among a people whose sentiments'

are very British.

To a number of men, fruit-growing has

greater attraction than ordinary diversified

farming, and there is no doubt that the fruit-

grower in Ontario leads a life amid very

pleasant surroundings. Here a . word of.

warning should be addressed to young men

with some capital who wish to go in for fruit-

growing but have had no experience. By far

the wisest plan is not to buy a fruit farm until

he has had some experience of the country

and its conditions. It is sound advice to say

to him, " Put your money in a bank and go

to a farm as a hired help until you have got

some knowledge of the business and of con-

ditions generally." The Ontario Depart-

A FRUIT GROWERS HOME NEAR GRIMSBY, IN NIAGARA DISTRICT, ONTARIO
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ment of Agriculture will advise and assist an

intending purchaser in the choice of a farm

and see that he is paying a reasonable price

for it. The Department is doing a great

deal to develop the fruit industry, for, not-

withstanding the fact that Ontario already

ment, conveying power to Western Ontario :

the extension of the system is progressing

rapidly. The cheap power thus obtained

enables the towns and cities to supply electric

tramways and lighting at reasonable rates,

and the manufacturers, of course, reap great

HARVEST-TIME ON AN ONTARIO FARM.

produces three-fourths of all fruits grown in

Canada, the industry is, as yet, not much

more than in its infancy. The soundest

advice to give a young man who thought of

taking up fruit-growing in Ontario would be

to tell him to consult Mr. Richard Reid, at

the Ontario Government office in the Strand,

before going out. Mr. Reid, who is the

representative of the Ontario Government in

London, would put the would-be fruit-grower

in touch with authorities on the other side,

and would materially help him in choosing

the district to which he should go.

Ontario's Water Powers.

It is impossible to do more than glance at

one branch of the agricultural and horticul-

tural industry in Ontario in one article, but

in subsequent issues we shall discuss dairying

and market gardening, both of which are very

profitable in Ontario. Before leaving the

Province, however, a word should be said

about the water powers of the Province, as

these do much for the settler in providing

cheap transit and light and power. The

water powers of Ontario are capable of

generating six million horse-power. A supply

from the Niagara Falls is sent to Toronto,

about ninety-five miles away. A transmis-

sion line extending nearly three hundred

miles and twelve transformer stations have

been constructed by the Hydro-Electric

Power Commission of the Ontario Govern-

advantage from the cheap power thus supplied

for their machinery.

The Eastern Townships.

A section of Canada that has always been

favoured by British settlers is the Eastern

Townships in the Province of Quebec. Almost

every part of this district contains a large and

prosperous English-speaking population, and

every part of it is well supplied with good

roads, excellent railway communication, and

good churches and schools. These townships

extend from the River Chaudiere on the east

to the rear line of the seigneuries which border

the right bank of the River Richelieu on the

west, and are bounded to the south by the

frontiers of the States of Maine, New Hamp-

shire, and Vermont, and to the north by the

Counties of Lotbini^re, Nicolet, and Yamaska

and the River St. Lawrence. Although the

work of clearing the land has been rapid in

this beautiful part of the Province, the field

open to settlement is far from being exhausted,

and there is still room for a large number of

settlers. The soil of the Eastern Townships

is fertile, and is easily cleared, and the district

has a well-deserved reputation as a grazing

country. Stock raising and dairy farming are

conducted on a large scale, and these branches

of agriculture are very profitable. The

settler who wishes to farm in this district can

obtain land in two ways. He can either buy

unimproved or uncleared land at sixty cen^s
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an acre, or he can get improved land at from

two thousand to three thousand dollars per

hundred acres, with improvements and

buildings. Farms may also be rented at

fifty to one hundred dollars a year, but when

farms are rented there is mostly a system of

shares, the proprietor furnishing stock and

tools with the farm and dividing the produce

equally with the tenant. A man can start

well on fifty to one hundred acres. Partial

clearing costs from eight to

fifteen dollars an acre. The

Quebec Government does

its best to promote the pro-

gress of agriculture. Each

county has its agricultural

society, which receives an

annual grant from the

Government, and pays for

lectures on agriculture, pur-

chases breeding stock and

seed grain, holds exhibitions,

etc. If contentment is evi-

dence of prosperity, the

Eastern Townships must be

prosperous, for it would be

difficult to find anywhere a

happier or more contented

population than the people

in this district. We shall

have more to say about

the Eastern Townships in

future issues.

The Maritime Provinces.

The settler, traveller, or

tourist who lands in Canada

when the St. Lawrence

route is open arrives at

Quebec or Montreal, and

usually proceeds westwards,

and thus misses the Mari-

time Provinces, Nova Scotia

and New Brunswick, in both

of which an Old Countryman

would find, either as a settler

or as a sportsman, much to please him. These

Provinces, to tell the truth, are passed over

through lack of an all-the-year-round steam-

ship service from Liverpool to Halifax and St.

John. In the winter time, of course, the

steamers which in the summer call at Quebec

and Montreal have perforce to go to Halifax

and St. John. But the winter is not the

season for tourists or for travellers who

journey over the sea to see Canada, and so,

while other Provinces reap the gratuitous

advertisement obtained from accounts of a

trip to Canada, the Maritime Provinces are

too often left unmentioned. Yet they have

great attractions for Old Countrymen, be

they would-be settlers or sportsmen. Both

Provinces are famous for the apples they

produce, and both offer sport with rod and gun

that is excellent. Again, both Provinces

suffer from the exodus of young men to the

West, hence good farms can be had on very

reasonable terms as going concerns. We

hope, in future articles, to go more fully into

the opportunities offered by these Provinces,

SURVEYORS CAMP IN A BRITISH COLUMBIA FOREST.

for they are eminently suited to English

settlers. Farming, pure and simple, does not

often make a fortune, but in the Maritime

Provinces it makes a very good living under

very pleasant conditions.

There is no space this month to deal with

British Columbia, where a number of English-

men with small incomes find that they can,

by doing a little farming, lead a very jolly life

and add enough to their incomes, without

working too hard, to make them comfortable.

It is a beautiful Province, and conditions are

very British. We shall have a good deal more

to say about it in future issues.





"PUT IT DOWN! DOWN, THIS INSTANT, WATSONâ��THIS INSTANT, I SAY!"

(See page 608.)
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A NEW

SHERLOCK HOLMES

STORY

The Adventure of the

Dying Detective.

By A. CONAN DOYLE.

Illustrated by Wal. Paget.

RS. HUDSON, the landlady of

Sherlock Holmes, was a long-

suffering woman. Not only

was her first-floor flat invaded

at all hours by throngs of

singular and often undesirable

characters, but her remark-

able lodger showed an eccentricity and irregu-

larity in his life which must have sorely tried

her patience. His incredible untidiness, his

addiction to music at strange hours, his

occasional revolver practice within doors,

his weird and often malodorous scientific

experiments, and the atmosphere of violence

and danger which hung around him made

him the very worst tenant in London. On

the other hand, his payments were princely.

I have no doubt that the house might have

been purchased at the price which Holmes

paid for his rooms during the years that I was

with him.

The landlady stood in the deepest awe of

him, and never dared to interfere with him,

however outrageous his proceedings might

seem. She was fond of him, too, for he had

a remarkable gentleness and courtesy in his

dealings with women. He disliked and dis-

trusted the sex, but he was always a chivalrous

opponent. Knowing how genuine was her

regard for him, I listened earnestly to her

story when she came to my rooms in the

second year of my married life and told me

Vol. xlvlâ��79. Copyright, 1913,

of the sad condition to which my poor friend

was reduced.

" He's dying, Dr. Watson," said she. " For

three days he has been sinking, and I doubt if

he will last the day. He would not let me

get a doctor. This morning when I saw his

bones sticking out of his face and his great

bright eyes looking at me I could stand no

more of it. ' With your leave or without it,

Mr. Holmes, I am going for a doctor this very

hour,' said I. ' Let it be Watson, then,' said

he. I wouldn't waste an hour in coming to

him, sir, or you may not see him alive."

I was horrified, for I had heard nothing of

his illness. I need not say that I rushed for

my coat and my hat. As we drove back I

asked for the details.

" There is little I can tell you, sir. He has

been working at a case down at Rotherhithe,

in an alley near the river, and he has brought

this illness back with him. He took to his

bed on Wednesday afternoon and has never

moved since. For these three days neither

food nor drink has passed his lips."

" Good God ! Why did you not call in a

doctor ? "

" He wouldn't have it, sir. You know

how masterful he is. I didn't dare to dis-

obey him. But he's*not long for this world,

as you'll see for yourself the moment that you

set eyes on him."

He was indeed a deplorable spectacle. In

by A. Conan Doyle.
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the dim light of a foggy November day the

sick-room was a gloomy spot, but it was that

gaunt, wasted face staring at me from the

bed which sent a chill to my heart. His eyes

had the brightness of fever, there was a hectic

flush upon either cheek, and dark crusts clung

to his lips ; the thin hands upon the coverlet

twitched incessantly, his voice was croaking

and spasmodic. He lay listlessly as I entered

the room, but the sight of me brought a gleam

of recognition to his eyes.

" Well, Watson, we seem to have fallen

upon evil days," said he, in a feeble voice, but

with something of his old carelessness of

manner.

" My dear fellow ! " I cried, approaching

hkn.

" Stand back ! Stand right back ! " said

he, with the sharp imperiousness which I had

associated only with moments of crisis. " If

you approach me, Watson, I shall order you

out of the house."

" But why ? "

" Because it is my desire. Is that not

enough ? "

Yes, Mrs. Hudson was right. He was more

masterful than ever. It was pitiful, however,

to see his exhaustion.

" I only wished to help," I explained.

" Exactly ! You will help best by doing

what you are told."

" Certainly, Holmes."

He relaxed the austerity of his manner.

" You are not angry ? " he asked, gasping

for breath.

Poor devil, how could I be angry when I

saw him lying in such a plight before me ?

" It's for your own sake, Watson," he

croaked.

" For my sake ? "

" I know what is the matter with me. It

is a coolie disease from Sumatraâ��a thing that

the Dutch know more about than we, though

they have made little of it up to date. One

thing only is certain. It is infallibly deadly,

and it is horribly contagious."

He spoke now with a feverish energy, the

long hands twitching and jerking as he

motioned me away.

" Contagious by touch, Watsonâ��that's it,

by touch. Keep your distance and all is well."

" Good heavens, Holmes ! Do you sup-

pose that such a consideration weighs with

me for an instant ? It would not affect me

in the case of a stranger. Do you imagine it

would prevent me from doing my duty to so

old a friend ? "

Again I advanced, but he repulsed me with

a look of furious anger.

" If you will stand there I will talk. If

you do not you must leave the room."

I have so deep a respect for the extra-

ordinary qualities of Holmes that I have

always deferred to his wishes, even when I

least understood them. But now all my

professional instincts were aroused. Let

him be my master elsewhere, I at least was

his in a sick-room.

" Holmes," said I, " you are not yourself.

A sick man is but a child, and so I will treat

you. Whether you like it or not, I will

examine your symptoms and treat you for

them."

He looked at me with venomous eyes.

" If I am to have a doctor whether I will

or not, let me at least have someone in

whom I have confidence," said he.

" Then you have none in me ? "

" In your friendship, certainly. But facts

are facts, Watson, and after all you are only

a general practitioner with very limited

experience and mediocre qualifications. It

is painful to have to say these things, but you

leave me no choice."

I was bitterly hurt.

" Such a remark is unworthy of you,

Holmes. It shows me very clearly the state

of your own nerves. But if you have no

confidence in me I would not intrude my

services. Let me bring Sir Jasper Meek or

Penrose Fisher, or any of the best men in

London. But someone you must have, and

that is final. If you think that I am going

to stand here and see you die without either

helping you myself or bringing anyone else

to help you, then you have mistaken your

man."

" You mean well, Watson," said the sick

man, with something between a sob and a

groan. " Shall I demonstrate your own

ignorance ? What do you know, pray, of

Tapanuli fever ? What do you know of the

black Formosa corruption ? "

" I have never heard of either."

" There are many problems of disease,

many strange pathological possibilities, in the

East, Watson." He paused after each sen-

tence to collect his failing strength. " I have

learned so much during some recent re-

searches which have a medico-criminal aspect.

It was in the course of them that I contracted

this complaint. You can do nothing."

" Possibly not. But I happen to know

that Dr. Ainstree, the greatest living authority

upon tropical disease, is now in London. All

remonstrance is useless, Holmes. I am going

this instant to fetch him." 1 turned reso-

lutely to the door.
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Never have I had such a shock ! In an

instant, with a tiger-spring, the dying man

had intercepted mc. I heard the sharp snap

of a twisted key. The next moment he had

staggered back to his bed, exhausted and

panting after his one tremendous outflame

of energy.

" You won't take the key from me by force,

Watson. I've got you, my friend. Here

you are, and here you will stay until I will

otherwise. But I'll humour you." (All this

in little gasps, with terrible struggles for

breath between.) " You've only my own

good at heart. Of course, I know that very

well. You shall have your way, but give me

time to get my strength. Not now, Watson,

not now. It's four o'clock. At six you can

" This is insanity, Holmes."

" Only two hours, Watson. I promise you

will go at six. Are you content to wait ? "

" I seem to have no choice."

" None in the world, Watson. Thank you,

I need no help in arranging the clothes. You

will please keep your distance. Now, Watson,

there is one other condition that I would make.

You will seek help, not from the man you

mention, but from the one that I choose."

" By all means."

" The first three sensible words that you

have uttered since you entered this room,

Watson. You will find some books over there.

I am somewhat exhausted ; I wonder how a

battery feels when it pours electricity into a

non-conductor ? At six, Watson, we resume

our conversation."

But it was destined to be resumed long

before that hour, and in circumstances

which gave me a shock hardly second to that

caused by his spring to the door. I had stood

for some minutes looking at the silent figure

in the bed. His face was almost covered by

the clothes and he appeared to be asleep.

Then, unable to settle down to reading, I

walked slowly round the room, examining

the pictures of celebrated criminals with

which every wall was adorned. Finally, in

my aimless perambulation, I came to the

mantelpiece. A litter of pipes, tobacco-

pouches, syringes, penknives, revolver cart-

ridges, and other debris was scattered over it.

In the midst of these was a small black and

white ivory box with a sliding lid. It was a

neat little thing, and I had stretched out my

hand to examine it more closely, when

It was a dreadful cry that he gaveâ��a yell

which might have been heard down the street.

My skin went cold and my hair bristled at

that horrible scream. As I turned I caught

a glimpse of a convulsed face and frantic

eyes. I stood paralyzed, with the little box

in my hand.

" Put it down ! Down, this instant,

Watsonâ��this instant, I say ! " His head

sank back upon the pillow and he gave a

deep sigh of relief as I replaced the box upon

the mantelpiece. " I hate to have my things

touched, Watson. You know that I hate it.

You fidget me beyond endurance. You, a

doctorâ��you are enough to drive a patient

into an asylum. Sit down, man, and let me

have my rest ! "

The incident left a most unpleasant im-

pression upon my mind. The violent and

causeless excitement, followed by this bru-

tality of speech, so far removed from his usual

suavity, showed me how deep was the dis-

organization of his mind. Of all ruins, that

of a noble mind is the most deplorable. I

sat in silent dejection until the stipulated

time had passed. He seemed to have been

watching the clock as well as I, for it was

hardly six before he began to talk with the

same feverish animation as before.

" Now, Watson," said he. " Have you

anv change in vour pocket ? "

" Yes."

" Any silver ? "

" A good deal."

" How many half-crowns ? "

" I have five."

" Ah, too few ! Too few ! How very un-

fortunate, Watson ! However, such as they

are you can put them in your watch-pocket.

And all the rest of your money in your left

trouser-pocket. Thank you. It will balance

you so much better like that."

This was raving insanity. He shuddered,

and again made a sound between a cough and

a sob.

" You will now light the gas, Watson, but

you will be very careful that not for one

instant shall it be more than half on. I

implore you to be careful, Watson. Thank

you, that is excellent. No, you need not

draw the blind. Now you will have the

kindness to place some letters and papers upon

this table within my reach. Thank you.

Now some of that litter from the mantel-

piece. Excellent, Watson ! There is a

sugar-tongs there. Kindly raise that small

ivory box with its assistance. Place it here

among the papers. Good ! You can now

go and fetch Mr. Culverton Smith, of 13,

Lower Burke Street."

To tell the truth, my desire to fetch a doctor

had somewhat weakened, for poor Holmes

was so obviously delirious that it seemed
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dangerous to leave him. However, he was as

eager now to consult the person named as he

had been obstinate in refusing.

" I never heard the name," said I.

" Possibly not, my good Watson. It may

surprise you to know that the man upon

earth who is best versed in this disease is not

a medical man, but a planter. Mr. Culverton

Smith is a well-known resident of Sumatra,

now visiting London. An outbreak of the

disease upon his plantation, which was

distant from medical aid, caused him to study

it himself, with some rather far-reaching

consequences. He is a very methodical per-

son, and I did not desire you to start before

six because I was well aware that you

would not find him in his study. If you could

persuade him to come here and give us the

benefit of his unique experience of this disease,

the investigation of which has been his

dearest hobby, I cannot doubt that he could

help me."

I give Holmes's remarks as a consecutive

whole, and will not attempt to indicate how

they were interrupted by gaspings for breath

and those clutchings of his hands which

indicated the pain from which he was suffer-

ing. His appearance had changed for the

worse during the few hours that I had been

with him. Those hectic spots were more

pronounced, the eyes shone more brightly

out of darker hollows, and a cold sweat

glimmered upon his brow. He still retained,

however, the jaunty gallantry of his speech.

To the last gasp he would always be the master.

" You will tell him exactly how you have

left me," said he. " You will convey the

very impression which is in your own

mindâ��a dying manâ��a dying and delirious

man. Indeed, I cannot think why the whole

bed of the ocean is not one solid mass of

oysters, so prolific the creatures seem. Ah,

I am wandering ! Strange how the brain

controls the brain! What was I saying,

Watson?"

" My directions for Mr. Culverton Smith."

" Ah, yes, I remember. My life depends

upon it. Plead with him, Watson. There is

no good feeling between us. His nephew,

Watsonâ��I had suspicions of foul play and I

allowed him to see it. The boy died horribly.

He has a grudge against me. You will soften

him, Watson. Beg him, pray him, get him

here by anv means. He can save meâ��only

he ! "

" I will bring him in a cab, if I have to

carry him down to it."

" You will do nothing of the sort. You

will persuade him to come. And then you

will return in front of him. Make any excuse

so as not to come with him. Don't forget,

Watson. You won't fail me. You never did

fail me. No doubt there are natural enemies

which limit the increase of the creatures.

You and I, Watson, we have done our part.

Shall the world, then, be overrun by oysters ?

No, no ; horrible ! You'll convey all that is

in your mind."

I left him full of the image of this magni-

ficent intellect babbling like a foolish child.

He had handed me the key, and with a happy

thought I took it with me lest he should lock

himself in. Mrs. Hudson was waiting, trem-

bling and weeping, in the passage. Behind

me as I passed from the flat I heard Holmes's

high, thin voice in some delirious chant.

Below, as I stood whistling for a cab, a man

came on me through the fog.

" How is Mr. Holmes, sir ? " he asked.

It was an old acquaintance, Inspector

Morton, of Scotland Yard, dressed in unofficial

tweeds.

" He is very ill," I answered.

He looked at me in a most singular fashion.

Had it not been too fiendish, I could have

imagined that the gleam of the fanlight

showed exultation in his face.

" I heard some rumour of it," said he.

The cab had driven up, and I left him.

Lower Burke Street proved to be a line

of fine houses lying in the vague borderland

between Notting Hill and Kensington. The

particular one at which my cabman pulled up

had an air of smug and demure respectability

in its old-fashioned iron railings, its massive

folding-door, and its shining brasswork. All

was in keeping with a solemn butler who

appeared framed in the pink radiance of

a tinted electric light behind him.

" Yes, Mr. Culverton Smith is in. Dr.

Watson! Very good, sir, I will take up your

card."

My humble name and title did not appear

to impress Mr. Culverton Smith. Through

the half-open door I heard a high, petulant,

penetrating voice.

" Who is this person ? What does he

want ? Dear me, Staples, how often have I

said that I am not to be disturbed in my hours

of study ? "

There came a gentle flow of soothing ex-

planation from the butler.

" Well, I won't see him, Staples. I can't

have my work interrupted like this. I am

not at home. Say so. Tell him to come

in the morning if he really must see me."

Again the gentle murmur.

" Well, well, give him that message. He
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can come in the morning, or he can stay

away. My work must not be hindered."

I thought of Holmes tossing upon his bed

of sickness, and counting the minutes, perhaps,

untl I should bring help to him. It was not

a time to stand upon ceremony. His life

depended upon my promptness. Before the

apologetic butler had delivered his message

I had pushed past him and was in the room.

With a shrill cry of anger a man rose from

a reclining chair beside the fire. I saw a great

yellow face, coarse-grained and greasy, with

heavy double chin, and two sullen, menacing

grey eyes which glared at me from under

tufted and sandy brows. A high bald head

had a small velvet smoking-cap poised

coquettishly upon one side of its pink curve.

The skull was of enormous capacity, and yet,

r.s I looked down, I saw to my amazement

that the figure of the man was small and

frail, twisted in the shoulders and back like

one who has suffered from rickets in his

childhood.

" What's this ? " he cried, in a high, scream-

ing voice. " What is the meaning of this

intrusion ? Didn't I send you word that I

would see you to-morrow morning ? "

" I am sorry," said I, " but the matter can-

not be delayed. Mr. Sherlock Holmes "

The mention of my friend's name had an

extraordinary effect upon the little man.

The look of anger passed in an instant from

his face. His features became tense and

alert.

" Have you come from Holmes ? " he asked.

" I have just left him."

" What about Holmes ? How is he ? "

" He is desperately ill. That is why I have

come."

The man motioned me to a chair, and

turned to resume his own. As he did so

I caught a glimpse of his face in the mirror

over the mantelpiece. I could have sworn

that it was set in a malicious and abominable

smile. Yet I persuaded myself that it must

have been some nervous contraction which

I had surprised, for he turned to me an instant

later with genuine concern upon his features.

" I am sorry to hear this," said he. " I

only know Mr. Holmes through some business

dealings which we have had, but I have every

respect for his talents and his character. He

is an amateur of crime, as I am of disease.

For him the villain, for me the microbe.

There are my prisons," he continued, point-

ing to a row of bottles and jars which stood

upon a side table. " Among those gelatine

cultivations some of the very worst offenders

in the world are now doing time."

" It was on account of your special know-

ledge that Mr. Holmes desired to see you.

He has a high opinion of you, and thought that

you were the one man in London who could

help him."

The little man started, and the jaunty

smoking-cap slid to the floor.

" Why ? " he asked. " Why should Mr.

Holmes think that I could help him in his

trouble ? "

" Because of your knowledge of Eastern

diseases."

" But why should he think that this disease

which he has contracted is Eastern ? "

" Because, in some professional inquiry,

he has been working among Chinese sailors

down in the docks."

Mr. Culverton Smith smiled pleasantly

and picked up his smoking-cap.

" Oh, that's it, is it ? " said he. " I trust

the matter is not so grave as you suppose.

How long has he been ill ? "

. " About three days."

" Is he delirious ? "

" Occasionally."

" Tut, tut ! This sounds serious. It

would be inhuman not to answer his call. I

very much resent any interruption to my

work, Dr. Watson, but this case is certainly

exceptional. I will come with you at once."

I remembered Holmes's injunction.

" I have another appointment," said I.

" Very good. I will go alone. I have a

note of Mr. Holmes's address. You can rely

upon my being there within half an hour at

most."

It was with a sinking heart that I re-

entered Holmes's bedroom. For all that I

knew the worst might have happened in my

absence. To my enormous relief, he had

improved greatly in the interval. His appear-

ance was as ghastly as ever, but all trace of

delirium had left him and he spoke in a feeble

voice, it is true, but with even more than his'

usual crispness and lucidity.

" Well, did you see him, Watson ? "

" Yes ; he is coming."

" Admirable, Watson ! Admirable ! You

are the best of messengers."

" He wished to return with me."

" That would never do, Watson. That

would be obviously impossible. Did he ask

what ailed me ? "

" I told him about the Chinese in the East-

end."

" Exactly ! Well, Watson, you have done

all that a good friend could. You can now'

disappear from the scene."

" I must wait and hear his opinion, Holmes."
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' WHATS THIS? HK CRIED, IN A HIGH, SCREAMING VOICE,

THE MEANING OF THIS INTRUSION?'"

" Of course you must. But I have reasons

to suppose that this opinion would be very

much more frank and valuable if he imagines

that we are alone. There is just room behind

the head of my bed, Watson."

" My dear Holmes ! "

" I fear there is no alternative, Watson.

The room does not lend itself to concealment,

which is as well, as it is the less likely to

arouse suspicion. But just there, Watson,

I fancy that it could be done." Suddenly

he sat up with a rigid intentness upon his

haggard face. " There are the wheels,

Vol. xlvi.-80.

Watson. Quick,

man, if you love

me ! And don't

budge, whatever

happensâ��what-

ever happens, do

you hear ? Don't

speak! Don't

move ! Just listen

with all your ears."

Then in an instant

his sudden access

of strength de-

parted, and his

masterful, purpose-

ful talk droned

away into the low,

vague murmurings

of a semi-delirious

man.

From the hiding-

place into which I

had been so swiftly

hustled I heard the

footfalls upon the

stair, with the

opening and the

closing of the bed-

room door. Then,

to my surprise,

there came a long

silence, broken

only by the heavy

breathings and

gaspings of the

sick man. I could

imagine that our

visitor was stand-

ing by the bed-

side and looking

down at the

sufferer. At last

that strange hush

was broken.

" Holmes ! " he

cried. " Holmes ! "

in the insistent tone of one who awakens a

sleeper. " Can't you hear me, Holmes ? "

There was a rustling, as if he had shaken the

sick man roughly by the shoulder.

" Is that you, Mr. Smith ? " Holmes

whispered. " I hardly dared hope that you

would come."

The other laughed.

" I should imagine not," he said. " And

yet, you see, I am here. Coal" of fire,

Holmesâ��coals of fire ! "

" It is very good of youâ��very noble of

you. I appreciate your special knowledge."
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Our visitor sniggered.

" You do. You are, fortunately, the only

man in London who does. Do you know

what is the matter with you ? "

" The same," said Holmes.

" Ah ! You recognize the symptoms ? "

" Only too well."

" Well, I shouldn't be surprised, Holmes.

I shouldn't be surprised if it were the same.

A bad look-out for you if it is. Poor Victor

was a dead man on the fourth dayâ��a strong,

hearty young fellow. It was certainly, as

you said, very surprising that he should have

contracted an out-of-the-way Asiatic disease

in the heart of Londonâ��a disease, too, of

which I had made such a very special study.

Singular coincidence, Holmes. Very smart

of you to notice it, but rather uncharitable

to suggest that it was cause and effect."

" I knew that you did it."

" Oh, you did, did you ? Well, you couldn't

prove it, anyhow. But what do you think of

yourself spreading reports about me like that,

and then crawling to me for help the moment

you are in trouble ? What sort of a game is

thatâ��eh ? "

I heard the rasping, laboured breathing of the â� 

sick man. " Give me the water! " he gasped.

" You're precious near your end, my friend,

but I don't want you to go till I have had a

word with you. That's why I give you water.

There, don't slop it about! That's right.

Can you understand what I say ? "

Holmes groaned.

" Do what you can for me. Let bygones

be bygones," he whispered. " I'll put the

words out of my headâ��I swear I will. Only

cure me, and I'll forget it."

" Forget what ? "

" Well, about Victor Savage's death. You

as good as admitted just now that you had

done it. I'll forget it."

" You can forget it or remember it, just

as you like. I don't see you in the witness-

box. Quite another shaped box, my good

Holmes, I assure you. It matters nothing to

me that you should know how my nephew died.

It's not him we are talking about. It's you."

" Yes, yes."

" The fellow who came for meâ��I've for-

gotten his nameâ��said that you contracted

it down in the East-end among the sailors."

" I could only account for it so."

" You are proud of your brains, Holmes,

are you not ? Think yourself smart, don't

you ? You came across someone who was

smarter this time. Now cast your mind

back, Holmes. Can you think of no other

way you could have got this thing ? "

" I can't think. My mind is gone. For

Heaven's sake help me ! "

" Yes, I will help you. I'll help you to

understand just where you are and how you

got there. I'd like you to know before you die."

" Give me something to ease my pain."

" Painful, is it ? Yes, the coolies used to

do some squealing towards the end. Takes

you as cramp, I fancy."

" Yes, yes ; it is cramp."

" Well, you can hear what I say, anyhow.

Listen now ! Can you remember any unusual

incident in your life just about the time your

symptoms began ? "

" No, no ; nothing."

" Think again."

" I'm too ill to think."

" Well, then, I'll help you. Did anything

come by post ? "

" By post ? "

" A box by chance ? "

" I'm faintingâ��I'm gone ! "

" Listen, Holmes ! " There was a sound

as if he was shaking the dying man, and it

was all that I could do to hold myself quiet

in my hiding-place. " You must hear me.

You sh&ll hear me. Do you remember a box

â��an ivory box ? It came on Wednesday.

You opened itâ��do you remember ? "

" Yes, yes, I opened it. There was a sharp

spring inside it. Some joke "

" It was no joke, as you will find to your

cost. You fool, you would have it and you

have got it. Who asked you to cross my

path ? If you had left me alone I would not

have hurt you."

" I remember," Holmes gasped. " The

spring ! It drew blood. This boxâ��this on

the table."

" The very one, by George ! And it may

as well leave the room in my pocket. There

goes your last shred of evidence. But you have

the truth now, Holmes, and you can die with

the knowledge that I killed you. You knew

too much of the fate of Victor Savage, so I

have sent you to share it. You are very near

your end, Holmes. I will sit here and I will

watch you die."

Holmes's voice had sunk to an almost

inaudible whisper.

" What is that ? " said Smith. " Turn up

the gas ? Ah, the shadows begin to fall, do

they ? Yes, I will turn it up, that I may see

you the better." He crossed the room and

the light suddenly brightened. " Is there any

other little service that I can do you, my

friend ? "

" A match and a cigarette."

I nearly called out in my joy and my
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amazement. He was speaking in his natural

voiceâ��a little weak, perhaps, but the very voice

I knew. There was a long pause, and I felt

that Culverton Smith was standing in silent

amazement looking down at his companion.

" What's the meaning of this ? " I heard

him say at last, in a dry, rasping tone.

" The best way of successfully acting a part

is to be it," said Holmes. " I give you my

word that for three days I have tasted neither

food nor drink until you were good enough

to pour me out that glass of water. But it

is the tobacco which I find most irksome.

Ah, here are some cigarettes." I heard the

striking of a match. " That is very much

better. Halloa! ' halloa ! Do I hear the

step of a friend ? "

There were footfalls outside, the door

opened, and Inspector Morton appeared.

" All is in order and this is your man,"

said Holmes.

The officer gave the usual cautions.

" I arrest you on the charge of the murder

of one Victor Savage," he concluded.

" And you might add of the attempted

murder of one Sherlock Holmes," remarked

my friend with a chuckle. " To save an

invalid trouble, inspector, Mr. Culverton

Smith was good enough to give our signal by

turning up the gas. By the way, the prisoner

has a small box in the right-hand pocket of

his coat which it would be as well to remove.

Thank you. I would handle it gingerly if

I were you. Put it down here. It may play

its part in the trial."

There was a sudden rush and a scuffle,

followed by the clash of iron and a cry of pain.

" You'll only get yourself hurt," said the

inspector. " Stand still, will you ? " There

was the click of the closing handcuffs.

" A nice trap ! " cried the high, snarling

voice. " It will bring you into the dock,

Holmes, not me. He asked me to come here

to cure him. I was sorry for him and I came.

Now he will pretend, no doubt, that I have

said anything which he may invent which will

corroborate his insane suspicions. You can

lie as you like, Holmes. My word is always

as good as yours."

" Good heavens ! " cried Holmes. " I had

totally forgotten him. My dear Watson, I

owe you a thousand apologies. To think that

I should have overlooked you! I need not

introduce you to Mr. Culverton Smith, since

I understand that you met somewhat earlier

in the evening. Have you the cab below ?

I will follow you when I am dressed, for I may

be of some use at the station."

" I never needed it more," said Holmes, as

he refreshed himself with a glass of claret and

some biscuits in the intervals of his toilet.

" However, as you know, my habits are

irregular, and such a feat means less to me

than to most men. It was very essential

that I should impress Mrs. Hudson with the

reality of my condition, since she was to

convey it to you, and you in turn to him.

You won't be offended, Watson ? You will

realize that among your many talents dis-

simulation finds no place, and that if you had

shared my secret you would never have been

able to impress Smith with the urgent

necessity of his presence, which was the vital

point of the whole scheme. Knowing his vin-

dictive nature, I was perfectly certain that he

would come to look upon his handiwork."

" But your appearance, Holmesâ��your

ghastly face ? "

" Three days of absolute fast does not

improve one's beauty, Watson. For the rest,

there is nothing which a sponge may not cure.

With vaseline upon one's forehead, belladonna

in one's eyes, rouge over the cheek-bones,

and crusts of beeswax round one's lips,

a very satisfying effect can be produced.

Malingering is a subject upon which I have

sometimes thought of writing a monograph.

A little occasional talk about half-crowns,

oysters, or any other extraneous subject

produces a pleasing effect of delirium."

" But why would you not let me near you,

since there was in truth no infection ? "

" Can you ask, my dear Watson ? Do

you imagine that I have no respect for your

medical talents ? Could I fancy that your

astute judgment would pass a dying man who,

however weak, had no rise of pulse or tem-

perature ? At four yards I could deceive

you. If I failed to do so, who would bring

my Smith within my grasp ? No, Watson,

I would not touch that box. You can just

see if you look at it sideways where the sharp

spring like a viper's tooth emerges as you

open it. I dare say it was by some such device

that poor Savage, who stood between this

monster and a reversion, was done to death.

My correspondence, however, is, as you know,

a varied one, and I am somewhat upon my

guard against any packages which reach me.

It was clear to me, however, that by pre-

tending that he had really succeeded in his

design I might surprise a confession. That

pretence I have carried out with the thorough-

ness of the true artist. Thank you, Watson,

you must help me on with my coat. When

we have finished at the police-station I think

that something nutritious at Simpson's would

not be out of place."
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Captain Oates is one of the heroes of

our nation. What was he like to those

who knew him well ? In these pages

Commander Evans has drawn, by simple

touches, a life-like portrait of his friend.

Oates clumping, hobnailed, into the

fashionable restaurant â�� freezing, sleep-

less, in the stable where he nursed his

ponies â�� " ragging " with his comrades,

joyous as a boy at playâ��limping calmly

out into the blizzard to his death,

if it might help themâ��such things

leave upon the reader's mind

an unforgettable impression of a

most lovable, as well as of a most

gallant, man Truly, of such stuff

should the heroes of a nation be !

Tht photographs, except where otherwise

indicated, are hy Herbert G. Pontine',

f.R.G.S, Camera-Artist to the Scott

Expedition.

CArTAIN OATEs's

ANTARCTIC

MEDAL.

IN the following remi-

niscences I have con-

fined myself to such

part of the life of the

late Captain L. E. Grace

Oates, of the 6th Inniskill-

ing Dragoons, as he spent

with the British Antarctic

Expedition. Possibly some

may think that eighteen

months, the time I actually

spent with Captain Oates,

is not long enough to form

a correct estimate of a

man's character. I have

no hesitation in saying

that a six months' voyage

Copyright, 1913, by

COMMANDtH EVANS.

Prom a Copyright Photograph by Florence Vandamm.

together in the Terra Nova and twelve months

in the Antarctic afford better opportunities

for men to know each other thoroughly than

any conditions one can picture. I have

just tried to put down notes of the time I

was with a wonderful man whom to know was

a privilege, and if the few details of his life

which I have given prove to be of interest I

shall be more than satisfied.

Amongst the applications from over eight

thousand volunteers for the British Antarctic

Expedition of 1910 was included a letter from

Captain Oates. He wrote a straightforward

note, stating that he was keen to serve with

the Expedition in any capacity, and that he

was prepared to subscribe one thousand

pounds to the funds of the Expedition if

Grorge Newnes, Ltd.
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selected. He further stated that he would

require no pay for his services. Amongst his

references he quoted Mr. Raynor Wood, of

Eton School. Captain Scott asked Mr. Wood

to call at our office in Victoria Street. Needless

to say, we could hear nothing but praise for

our volunteer.

Captain Oates was born with a love of

adventure. His father, the late Mr. N. E.

Oates, and his uncle, Mr. Francis Oates, both

travelled much in Africa. On leaving Eton

he went out to South Africa with his regiment

at the time of the Boer War, and while in

charge of a small force was surrounded and

called on to surrender, but his reply, we have

been told, was that he had come out not to

surrender, but to fight.

We learnt from several sources that Oates

was a man of fine physique, full of pluck,

energy, and spirit. And so he was selected.

In due course he arrived in London and

presented himself at the office. The members

of the Expedition already working there

were rather surprised at his personal appear-

ance. We had pictured a smartly-turned-out

young cavalry officer with hair nicely brushed

and neat moustache. Our future companion

turned up with a bowler characteristically on

the back of his head and a very worn " Aqua-

scutum " buttoned closely round his neck,

hiding his collar, and showing a strong, clean-

shaven, weather-beaten face, with kindly

brown eyes indicative of his fine personality.

" I'm Oates," he said.

He was the first soldier to serve as an

officer in the Antarctic Expeditions of recent

date, and his appearance excited great

interest. After half an hour's interview

with Captain Scott he emerged from the

office and was taken to the Terra Nova to

commence work and to help us generally

with the fitting out. We soon learnt that he

had more than an elementary knowledge of

seamanship. He then possessed a little

yacht, the Saunterer, which had been his

training-ship as well as his property. He

came round to the quaint furniture-dealers

which are to be found in the vicinity of the

London Docks and helped to choose the

serviceable, but not very ornamental, fittings

for the wardroom, warrant-officers' mess, and

cabins. He never said very much, but his

" dry old remarks " were always to the point,

and eventually Lieutenant Campbell and the

writer went to Captain Scott and asked if

we might enrol Oates as a midshipman and

keep him on the Terra Nova, rather than let

him rush across Siberia to help Meares select

and purchase ponies and dogs.

Captain Scott consented to our acquisition

of this very able-bodied " seaman," and on

May 31st, 1910, Captain L. E. G. Oates was

signed on as a midshipman in the yacht

Terra Nova, R.Y.S., at the magnificent salary

of one shilling per month!

When the ship arrived at Cardiff Oates

stayed at Maynes Court, Chepstow, with

Colonel Herbert, who commanded the Innis-

killings in Egypt when he was adjutant, and

with whom he travelled in Syria and Italy.

The day before Oates rejoined the ship he

went over Mr. Curre's kennels and also those

of the Llangibby Hunt, and was much

interested in the Welsh hounds, especially as

he had himself kept a pack of hounds in India.

Colonel Herbert's children were tremendously

interested in the " Soldier," as we had already

named him, and wanted to know if he had

left the regiment to become a pirate !

On our outward voyage to New Zealand,

lasting as it did from June 1st to October

28th, we learned a great deal about one.

another, and the members of the Expedition

became the greatest friends. A good deal of

" leg-pulling " was indulged in, and we had

the best " scraps " or good-natured free-fights

that one can imagine. The " Soldier " was

always in the thick of things, and on more

than one occasion his opponents deprived

him of every stitch of clothing and locked him

up in his cabin !

Glancing through my journal I find the

entry :â��

" Oates came up with a request to-day

that we might drink to Napoleon's health, as

it was the anniversary of the Battle of

Waterloo."

We drank that night to the memory of

the great French soldier, but Gates's port

was taken away from him by Campbell and

Rennick, who said that he had merely used

Napoleon's name as an excuse to get a drink !

It was wonderful to see how Oates pro-

gressed in his seamanship. He was very

useful up aloft and would be one of the first

on the yard in bad weather when a sail had

to be furled. Campbell was, of course, a fine

seaman himself, and Oates, who respected

and admired the Terra Nova's first lieutenant,

willingly pocketed his pride and allowed

himself to be hustled round equally with the

youngest seaman on board. On deck we had

Oates, Atkinson, and Gran (our ski expert

from Christiania) working at everything,

chased round and never idle, strictly disci-

plined, and subordinate and respectful to the

ship's executive officers, while in the ward-

room they fought these same officers in a
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OATES, AT THE AGE OF 7.

ON BOARD THE SS. "SPARTAN," BOUND FOR CAPE TOWNâ��HIS COMPANIONS ARE TWO QUARTER

tail MASTERS WITH WHOM HE HAD MADE FRIENDS. IP/iolograph.

friendly way for every harsh word and every

job they had had imposed on them. Campbell

would have them all under the hose before

breakfast, as washing-water was scarce, and

the allowance, naturally, meagre on such a

protracted voyage.

When we " crossed the line " the customary

visit of Father Neptune took place, and in

his train were included Oates and Atkinson,

who, with two brawny seamen, were to duck

the novices. Oates was nicknamed by the

seamen " the Dragoon Rigger," and his friend

Atkinson " the Linseed Lancer." The pro-

ceedings were full of good-natured horseplay.

Neptune's consort, Amphitrite, was soon

thrown into the bath, and Campbell, seeing

trouble ahead, escaped before Oates and

Atkinson, with their eager friends, captured

him for a victim. The temptation to spoil

Campbell's smart white tunic was too much

for Oates, and he had lampblack and red lead

ready for greeting the first lieutenant the

moment he appeared.

On August 7th the three " midshipmen "

were confirmed in their rank, the captain of

the Terra Nova breaking a ship's biscuit on

the head of each, in accordance with gun-

room practice, and after this date, during

good and bad weather, these three kept

regular watch with the seamen, going aloft,

steering, and taking all the usual duties in

their turn.

When the Terra Nova arrived at Simons

Town, Captain Oates, Dr. Atkinson, and

Lieutenant Bowers went to Wynberg for a

few days' leave, and here our " Soldier':

temporarily forgot all about the sea. His

one idea was a horse, and he spent his holiday

as much on horseback as he possibly could.

Oates and Atkinson spent much time

together on the voyage out, and at once were

great friends. Two more naturally silent men

it would be hard to imagine, and one wonders

how evident pleasure can be obtained from a

speechless companion ! Oates, in a letter,

expressed great admiration for the plucky-

manner in which Atkinson rode to hounds

one day at Wynbergâ��naval men not having

a vast reputation as horsemen !

From the Cape to Melbourne we experienced

much trouble from the leaky state of the old

Teva Nova, and in order to help the ship's
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work forward all the afterguard (officers and

scientific staff) were employed very fre-

quently on the pumps, where we picked up

the chanties so well sung by our seamen.

We had never been able to get Oates to

sing, but after a certain birthday sing-song,

when we had dined, perhaps, rather well, he

volunteered to sing in his turn. His song was

" The Fly on the Turnip," which he rendered

in most cheery style.

On arrival at Melbourne a dinner was given

by the captain of the ship and the chief of

the scientific staff (the late Dr. Wilson) to

their shipmates. The dinner took place at

Menzies Hotel, which is probably the smartest

dining endez ous in Melbourne. Oates turned

up late. His shabby clothes, which he wore

alike on board and ashore, and his great

hobnail boots, caused consternation at the

hotel entrance. The porters thought he came

from the " back-blocks," and did their best

to persuade him that the hotel would not

suit his taste at all. But in vain. Oates

pushed them out of the way, and with his

dear old plodding footsteps clattered into the

swell dining-room, and was warmly welcomed

by his shipmates at their table.

On arrival at Lyttelton, New Zealand,

Oates's duties as a " midshipman " ceased.

He took over the charge of our nineteen

Siberian ponies, and was soon hard at work

in training these useful little animals to draw

sledges. During our stay in New Zealand he

lived at Quail Island, where the quarantine

station for Port Lyttelton is situated. We

frequently visited him, and found him, with

his two Russian grooms, training and exer-

cising our ponies, learning their tempers, and

thoroughly breaking them in after his own

splendid fashion.

As we have seen elsewhere, Captain Scott

was very short of funds, and when the

generous supply of pony foodstuffs presented

by Messrs. Wood and Co., of Christchurch,

was exhausted, Oates laid in a special stock

at his own expense.

During the southward voyage of the Terra

Nova we encountered a gale which, in the

deeply-laden condition of the ship, nearly

caused the loss of the Expedition. On the

night of December ist, 1910, the weather was

so bad that the ship was hove to under lower

topsails and fore-topmast staysail, and, in

spite of a liberal use of oil to keep heavy water

from breaking over the ship, the decks were

swept by the seas, the ponies falling about

and the poor dogs being hanged by their

chains. The first pony died that night, Oates

and Atkinson standing by it and doing tt;ir

utmost to keep the wretched beast on its feet.

A second animal succumbed soon after, and

poor Oates had a most trying time in guarding

his charges and rendering what help he could

to ameliorate their condition. Those of his

shipmates who saw him in this gale will never

forget his strong, brown face illuminated by a

swinging lamp as he stood amongst those

suffering little beasts. He was a fine, powerful

man, and on occasions he seemed to be actually

lifting the poor little ponies to their feet as the

ship lurched heavily to leeward and a great

sea would wash the legs of his suffering charges

from under them.

One felt, somehow, glancing into the pony-

stalls, that Oates's very strength itself inspired

his animals with confidence. He himself

appeared quite unconscious of any personal

suffering, although his hands and feet must

have been absolutely numbed with the cold

and wet.

However, the weather improved; we

pulled through, and, having hoisted the dead

ponies over the side, Oates cleared up the

temporary stables and, turning his charge

over to his seasick Russian groom, turned in,

after being on his feet and wet through for

sixty hours ! Even then, the rest he got

could hardly have been worth much, for

nearly every bunk was saturated with sea-

water, which had poured through the seams

of the deck above.

On January 2nd Oates took five of the

closely-packed ponies on to the upper deck

and had their stables cleared out. The poor

animals had had no chance to be taken out of

their stalls for thirty-eight days ! The Terra

Nova had been severely delayed by the extra

heavy pack-ice encountered, and poor Oates

was very annoyed at the loss of condition of

his animals due to this long confinement on

board. At last the ship reached Cape Evans,

and the first thing out was a pony.

In a very short time our seventeen ponies

were tethered on a snow-slope close to the site

for the Hut. Gradually and carefully " the

Soldier " worked his little animals into con-

dition, sending them out to pull lightly-laden

sledges from the Terra Nova over the inter-

vening mile and a half of sea-ice.

No man in our Expedition had more

common sense than Oates; his whole work

was marked with the stamp of thoroughness

and reliability, and his field training made

him a most welcome tent mate. After the

depot journey we were detained at Hut Point

for six weeks owing to the persistent high

winds, which prevented the sea from freezing

over properly. During our sojourn in the old
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big

"crank" cook,

Oates deliberately

stood within ear-

shot of the com-

pany and said in

a loud voice:

" Some of our

party, who rather

fancy themselves

as cooks,quite spoil

the meals by mess-

ing up the food in

their attempts to

produce original

dishes." The hint

was taken, and we

had no more

aspirants for Paris

restaurant cook-

AGE 11.

THE ELDER BOY WITH THE PISTOL IS OATES; THE

OTHER FIGURE IS HIS BROTHER.

hut left by the Discovery our existence was

rather primitive. Meares and Oates per-

fected a blubber stove. We killed seals and

thus obtained food and fuel, and now we

found our " Soldier" full of " Robinson

Crusoe genius." We fixed the old Discovery's

hut up, greatly assisted by Oates, and in

everything undertaken he showed up

splendidly. His sterling qualities soon im-

pressed Captain Scott, and the eventual

selection of " the Soldier " for the Polar party

itself was undoubtedly due to his real

efficiency.

Poor old Oates had very decided ideas

about our Expedition and its conduct, but,

being a subordinate officer, he could not

always have his own way. He was very

annoyed at the experimental cooks at Hut

Point. He, Meares, and Debenham were first-

class cooks, and they were always content to

serve up the " hoosh " or seal fry in a very

British fashion. Their efforts were much

appreciated. Others in their endeavours

were not so successful, and one day when some

" fancy dish" was being served up by a

THE SWORD AND PISTOL IN THESE TWO PICTURES

SEEM TO POINT TO A LOVE OF SOLDIERING EVEN

AS A BOY.
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Winter Quarters at Cape Evans and imme-

diately took charge of the eight ponies left

behind there. He was assisted in the stables

by the little Russian groom, Anton, who soon

became devoted to his hardworking and

capable master. The two men, so unlike in

appearance, character, and social standing,

worked shoulder to shoulder in the stables

throughout the long winter night. By the

dim candle-light which illuminated our pony

shelter one could see Oates grooming his

charges, clearing up their stalls, refitting their

harness, and fixing up little improvements

that his quick, watchful eye would suggest.

At the far end of the stables he had a blubber

stove, where he used to melt ice for the ponies'

drinking water, and cook the bran mashes for

these animals. Here he would often sit and

help Meares make dog-pemmican out of seal

meat. They must have made about eight

hundredweight of this sustaining preparation.

Meares and Oates were the greatest friends;

they spent their spare time in ski-running

together, and it was delightful to listen to their

stories of the South African War. Meares

had served in the Scottish Horse as a trooper,

and finally as a sergeant. Oates himself,

when he joined the Inniskillings, proceeded at

once to South Africa, and the stories these

two had to relate of their adventures during

the war were most interesting. They were

full of the most amusing anecdotes, and a

visitor to the stablesâ��if he lent a hand to

stir up the blubberâ��was generally welcome

and certain to be entertained.

Oates was probably more popular with the

seamen than any other officer. He under-

stood these men perfectly ; he could get a

wonderful amount of work out of them, and,

as he only had his Russian groom permanently,

he generally used volunteer labour after

working hours to carry out his operations.

Oates gave us two lectures on " The Care

and Management of Horses." Both showed

how much time and thought he had devoted

to his charges. " The Soldier" objected

strongly to the length of the scientific lectures

in the winter, and was determined not to be

heckled or to waste time in answering

frivolous questions. By way of beating

down any opposition to his statements and

avoiding useless discussion, he completed his

first lecture thus :â��

" When I was a subaltern I attended a

lecture on the management of horses given

by a veterinary surgeon. There were a

number of farmers present. They asked a

lot of foolish questions, and eventually the

vet. lost his temper. One farmer asked him,

' What sort of grass seeds were the best to

sow a tennis lawn with?' The vet., now

quite furious, replied, ' Gentlemen, I am a

veterinary surgeon, not a bally gardener.' "

Oates's significant little story caused us

much amusement, and he succeeded in

" booming" us off the discussion which

usually followed our evening lectures, knowing

full well that we knew very little about

horses, and would only indulge in a certain

amount of " leg-pulling " at his expense.

Before the winter was too far advanced we

kept fit by playing football at midday when

the northern twilight was sufficiently good to

see the ball. Atkinson, Oates, Gran, and

Hooper were our best players, and the

captains of the sides always were chosen

from these four. When Oates had his choice

he invariably selected Seaman Evans at an

early stage in the " pick up," on account of

his strength. Oates would always caution

this burly Welshman in the same good-

natured strain: " Now, Taff, break them up ! "

And Evans would reply, cheerily, " Right-o,

sir," and forthwith set to work to demolish

his opponents.

During the latter part of the winter Oales

and the writer saw a great deal of one another,

as we daily exercised our ponies together on

the sea-ice. Oates would take out " Chris-

topher, the troublesome," and " Jehu, the

indolent," while the care of the rogue pony.

" Chinaman," devolved on myself.

When the ponies went well, which was

usually the case when they did not suffer

from the weather, we used to have long yarns

about our respective services and mutual

friends. Oates would often discuss the forth-

coming Southern journey, and his ambition

was to reach the top of the Beardmore

Glacier ; he did not expect to be selected for

the Southern party, which was to contain

four men only. Two of these must have

special knowledge of navigationâ��to check

one another's observationsâ��the third would

be a doctor, and it was expected that a

seaman would be chosen for the fourth. So

Oates was convinced that he had no chance,

never for a moment appreciating his own

sterling qualities.

By the spring the ponies were all ready to

start their serious training for the Southern

journey. The proper leaders now took

charge, and daily exercised their animals in

harness. The older sledges were used with

dummy loads varying in weight according to

the condition and strength of the pony. By

the time the start was made for the Pole,

only one of Oates's animals caused him any
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the man-hauling party keeping him informed as to the

state of the surface. If we, in that advance party,

found the dragging heavy, due to the spiky ice-crystals

spoiling the glides for the sledge-runners, we let him

k"now, when at lunch-time the main body came up with

the ponies. Oates would then endeavour to have the

second part of the day's march curtailed. Failing

this the rests wouid be more frequent and of longer

duration.

The " Soldier " hated to see his animals suffering,

and he devised various means to protect their eyes

from snow-blindness, which malady was common to

the ponies and dogs as well as ourselves.

From December 5th to the 9th we were con-

fined to our camp by the terrible blizzard that so

AT ETON-AGE

anxietyâ��the pony

Jehu. But even this

beast marched with

a reasonable load a

distance of two hun-

dred and seventy-

seven miles.

On the Southern

journey Oates was

invaluable ; the un-

tiring zeal he dis-

played in his care

of the little Siberian

ponies filled us with

admiration. He

would have one

.sk-dge as a distribut-

ing station for their

fodder, and person-

ally issue every

nosebag. There was

no waste." Oates

would be out to feed

the animals and " go

rounds " at 1 a.m.

The ponies, march-

ing by night, could

rest when the sun

was high and the

air warmer, and,

really, they did not

have a bad time

altogether on the

memorable march.

The -'Soldier"

was very keen on

AT THE AGE OF 18.

from a Photograph bg J. Weston et Son*. Kattbourti*.
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A CHARACTERISTIC POR-

TRAIT OF " THE SOLDIER,"

THE NICKNAME BY WHICH

HE WAS KNOWN AMONG

HIS COMRADES.

hampered our progress by its length and

the consequent spoiling of the surface, due

to the soft, wet snow which accumulated in

the lower reaches of the Beardmore. This

was a terrific blow to Oates, who had to

continually turn out to save his little animals

being snowed up ; they lost condition with a

rapidity that was dreadful to observe. The

temperature was so high that the snow

melted and covered the Barrier surface with

eighteen inches of slush. The cutting wind

whirling the sleet round the ponies gave

them a very sorry time. But whenever one

peeped out of the tent door there was
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Oates, wet to the skin,

trying to keep life in his

charges.

On December 9th the

blizzard was over. Poor

old Oates had suffered as

much as the ponies. He

had felt that every time

he re-entered his tent

(which was also Cap-

tain Scott's) he took

m more wet snow and

helped to increase the

general discomfort.

This being the case,

when he went out

to the ponies he

stopped out, and kept his vigil

crouching behind a drifted-up

pony-wall. We could not help

laughing at him, after the

blizzard, when he wrung the

icy water out of his clothing.

His personal bag was in a

dreadful state. His sodden

tobacco had discoloured

everything, and as he

squeezed his spare

socks and gloves

a stream of

nicotine-

stained water

flowed out.

IN

WORKING

KIT

IN THE

ANTARCTIC.
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I am unable to

reproduce his ob-

servations on the sub-

jectâ�� they were dry, pic-

turesque, and to the point, and

even our bluejackets, who were none

too particular about language, looked

at Oates with undisguised

astonishment at the length and

variety of his " emergency

vocabulary."

The advance up the Beard-

more again showed Oates's

physique to advantage. He

showed little interest except

in the distance covered, and

we who accompanied that part of the

Expedition will long remember his dear old

tanned face and the uncouth beard that

fringed it, as he turned round during the

frequent and necessary halts to inquire what

the sledgemeter showed. When we had

pulled our heavy loads over twenty-two miles

on December 20th Oates was delighted, and,
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busily placing the special ten-feet runners

on our sledges, the remaining five gathered

in Captain Scott's tent, after having

constructed the snow-cairn for

the " Three Degree Depot"

(being only three de-

grees from the

Pole) and

worked out

THE PONIES'

FRIEND.

'ONE FEI.T, SOMEHOW, GLANCING INTO THE PONY-STALLS, THAT OATKs's

VERY STRENGTH ITSELF INSPIRED HIS ANIMALS WITH CONFIDENCE."

as he justly remarked, " That's not bad

going on the hard high road."

On Christmas Day, eight thousand feet up

above the Barrier, we made a splendid march,

and, camping at 8 p.m., had our Christmas

dinner. My own tent had carefully kept a

large piece of pony-meat, and this we halved

with Captain Scott and his tent mates. The

" Soldier " was delighted when we handed

the meat over as a Christmas presentâ��the

last, poor fellow! he was ever to receive.

Oates was a tremendous meat-eater. We all

fancied one thing more than another, but the

" Soldier's " hankering was always after meat.

A beefsteak is what he wished for most.

On New Year's Eve, while the seamen were

our observa-

tions for posi-

tion, we yarned

away about

England and

home.

For the first

time in the Ex-

pedition Oates

took the lead

in the conversation. He told us all about

his home, and his horses; he described

his life with his regiment at Mhow, and we

were amused that he shared a bungalow

with a subaltern who was not of his own

troopâ��his reason for having a subaltern from

AT THE SOUTH POLE.
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a different troop being that it was not then

his business to shake him up if he " slacked it

in the mornings I" He gave the most

interesting descriptions of the polo teams in

India ; he told us of the shooting trips he

had made ; he described the pig-sticking, and

told us how the N.C.O.'s of his regiment were

allowed and encouraged to get leave for

shooting expeditions. He described their

regimental life, and we were delighted at the

efficiency and splendid good-fellowship that

he convinced us prevailed in the regiment he

was so proud of and loved so well. He talked

on and on, and his big, kind, brown eyes

sparkled as he recalled little boyish escapades

at Eton. He made us all laugh by telling us

about an examination of a subaltern for the

rank of captain. Oates was one of the Board.

A rather nervous major was interrogating the

candidate, who was a magnificent athlete, but

who had not really worked up for his examina-

tion. They wanted to pass the young officer,

as he was such an asset to the regiment, but

he was not up to the examination standard by

a long way, and the major could get nothing

out of him; suddenly, to the surprise of

everyone, the candidate patted the major on

the shoulder, with the remark, " It's all right,

old chap; you needn't be so nervous or shy

about your questions ! "

Oates talked for some hours. At length

Captain Scott reached out and affectionately

seized him in the way that was itself so

characteristic of our leader, and said, " You

funny old thing, you have quite come out

of your shell, ' Soldier.' Do you know,

we have all sat here talking for nearly four

hours ? It's New Year's Day and i a.m. !

So into your bags, all of youâ��we start at

five."

This was the only occasion when we ever

took a holiday on that memorable journey,

and in that tent, high up on the King Edward

VII. Plateau, in spite of the crisp coldness of

that bleak, white tableland, we warmed to

one another in a way that we had never

thought of, quite oblivious to cold, hardship,

scant rations, or the great monotony of

sledge-hauling. Some of us passed round our

diaries, with the little photographs pasted in

them of our nearest and dearest, and somehow

we cemented a new and even greater friend-

ship throughout the little band, then so full of

hope, so confident of success, and so happy

together. As we said "Good night" we

shook Captain Scott's hand and wished him

a " Happy New Year and the South Pole."

He had a cheery, affectionate reply for all of

us, and we little dreamt that before three

months should pass only two seamen and one

officer would be alive out of the eight.

On January 4th, 1912, Captain Scott,

Oates, Wilson, Bowers, and Seaman Evans

proceeded south.

The last supporting party accompanied the

Polar Party for three miles, and, as they were

going strong, we halted, shook hands all

round and bade them farewell. Up to this

time no traces of the successful Norwegians

had been seen, and we all fondly imagined

that our" flag would be the first to fly at the

South Pole. The excitement was intense ; it

was obvious that with five fit menâ��the Pole

being only one hundred and forty-five miles

awayâ��the achievement was merely a matter

of ten or eleven days' good sledging.

The last farewell was most touching, Oates

being far more affected than any other of the

Southern Party. He handed me a letter for

his mother, and told me to write and let his

people know how fit and happy he was. He

asked me to send him out tobacco and sweets

by the dog teams, and his last words to any

man now living were words of consolation at

our not going forward, and thanks for our

undertaking the return journey short-handed,

which meant, as we then thought, so much to

the Polar Party. I think his actual last

remark was, " I am afraid, Teddy, you won't

have much of a ' slope ' going back, but old

Christopher is waiting to be eaten on the

Barrier when you get there."

As the party stepped off we gave them

three huge cheers and then turned our sledge

and commenced our homeward march. Oates,

who was pulling in the rear, waved his hand

several times. We frequently looked back

until the little group were but a tiny black

speck on the southern horizon, and finally

they disappeared.

The details of his loss are known throughout

the world. The heroic manner in which he

walked out of the tent to certain death in the

hope of saving his three comrades is one of

which it is impossible to think without a

thrilling of the blood. He lived always, as

he died, without fear and without reproach.

A splendid British soldier, his memory will

ever live in the pride and the affection of his

fellow-countrymen and in the hearts of his com-

panions as a most glorious example to us all.

May I, in conclusion, take this opportunity

of expressing the deep sympathy which I am

sure every member of the Expedition feels for

all ranks of the regiment to which Captain

Oates belonged, in the loss of their dear and

brave comrade, of whom they must feel so

justly proud ?
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' was by the merest accident

that Desmond ever went to

the Haunted House. He had

been away from England for

six years, and the nine months'

leave taught him how easily

one drops out of one's place.

He had taken rooms at the Greyhound before

he found that there was no reason why he

should stay in Elmstead rather than in any

other of London's dismal outposts. He wrote

to all the friends whose addresses he could

remember, and settled himself to await their

answers.

He wanted someone to talk to, and there

was no one. Meantime he lounged on the

horsehair sofa with the advertisements, and

his pleasant grey eyes followed line after

line with intolerable boredom. Then, .sud-

denly, " Halloa ! " he said, and sat up. This

is what he read :â��

A Haunted House.â��Advertiser is anxious to

have phenomena investigated. Any properly-

accredited investigator will be given full facilities.

Address, by letter only, Wildon Prior, 237, Museum

Street, London.

" That's rum ! " he said. Wildon Prior

hid been the best wicket-keeper in his club.

It wasn't a common name. Anyway, it was

worth trying, so he sent off a tele ram.

" Wildon Pr or, 237, Museum Street,

London. May I come to you for a day or

two and see the ghost ?â��William Desmond."

On returning next day from a stroll there

was an orange envelope on the wide Pembroke

table in his parlour.

" Delightedâ��expect you to-day. Book to

Crittenden from Charing Cross. Wire train.â��

Wildon Prior, Ormehurst Rectory, Kent."

â�¢ " So that's all right," said Desmond, and

went off to pack his bag and ask in the bar for

a time-table. " Good old Wildon ; it will be

ripping, seeing him again."

A curious little omnibus, rather like a

Vol, xlvi.-8j.

bathing-machine, was waiting outside Crit-

tenden Station, and its driver, a swarthy,

blunt-faced little man, with liquid eyes,

said, " You a friend of Mr. Prior, sir ? "

shut him up in the bathing-machine, and

banged the door on him. It was a very long

drive, and less pleasant than it would have

been in an open carriage.

The last part of the journey was through a

wood ; then came a churchyard and a church,

and the bathing-machine turned in at a gate

under heavy trees and drew up in front of a

white house with bare, gaunt windows.

" Cheerful place, upon my soul ! " Desmond

told himself, as he tumbled out of the back

of the bathing-machine.

The driver set his bag on the discoloured

doorstep and drove off. Desmond pulled a

rusty chain, and a big-throated bell jangled

above his head.

Nobody came to the door, and he rang again.

Still nobody came, but he heard a window

thrown open above the porch. He stepped

back on to the gravel and looked up.

A young man with rough hair and pale eyes

was looking out. Not Wildon, nothing like

Wildon. He did not speak, but he seemed

to be making signs ; and the signs seemed to

mean, " Go away ! "

" I came to see Mr. Prior," said Desmond.

Instantly and softly the window closed.

" Is it a lunatic asylum I've come to by

chance ? " Desmond asked himself, and

pulled again at the rusty chain.

Steps sounded inside the house, the sound

of boots on stone. Bolts were shot back, the

door opened, and Desmond, rather hot and a

little annoyed, found himself looking into a

pair of very dark, friendly eyes, and a very

pleasant voice said :â��

" Mr. Desmond, I presume ? Do come in

and let me apologize."

The speaker shook him warmly by the

hand, and he found himself following down a
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flagged passage a man

of moBe than mature

age, well-dressed, hand-

some, with an air of

competence and alert-

ness which we associate

with what is called " a

man of the world." He

opened a door and led

the way into a shabby,

bookish, leathery room.

" Do sit down, Mr.

Desmond."

" This must be the

uncle, I suppose,"

Desmond thought, as

he fitted himself into

the shabby, perfect

curves of the arm-chair.

" How's Wildon ? " he

asked, aloud. " All

right, I hope ? "

The other looked at

him. " I beg your

pardon," he said,

doubtfully.

" I was asking how

Wildon is ? "

" I am quite well, I

thank you," said the

other man, with some

formality.

" I beg your par-

don " â�� it was now

Desmond's turn to say

itâ��" I did not realize

that your name might

be Wildon, too. I

meant Wildon Prior."

" I am Wildon

Prior," said the other,

" and you, I presume,

are the expert from the

Psychical Society ? "

"Good Lord, no!"

said Desmond. " I'm

Wildon Prior's friend, and, of course, there

must be two Wildon Priors."

" You sent the telegram ? You are Mr.

Desmond ? The Psychical Society were to

send an expert, and I thought "

"I see," said Desmond; "and I thought

you were Wildon Prior, an old friend of mine

â� â��a young man,'-' he said, and half rose.

" Now," don't," said Wildon Prior. " No

doubt it is my nephew who is your friend.

Did he know you were coming ? But of

course he didn't. I am wandering. But I'm

exceedingly glad to see you. You will stay,

HE DID NOT SPEAK,

SIGNS

BUT HE SEEMED TO BE MAKING SIGNS; AND THE

SEEMED TO MEAN, ' GO AWAY !'"

will you not ? If you can endure to be the

guest of an old man. And I will write to

Will to-night and ask him to join us."

"That's most awfully good of you,"

Desmond assured him. " I shall be glad to

stay. I was awfully pleased when I saw

Wildon's name in the paper, because "

And out came the tale of Elmstead, its lone-

liness and disappointment.

Mr. Prior listened with the kindest interest.

" And you have not found your friends ?

How sad ! But they will write to you. Of

course, you left your address ? "
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" I didn't, by Jove ! " said Desmond.

" But I can write. Can I catch the post? "

" Easily," the elder man assured him.

" Write your letters now. My man shall

take them to the post, and then we will have

dinner, and I will tell you about the ghost.".

Desmond wrote his letters quickly, Mr.

Prior just then reappearing.

" Now I'll take you to your room," he said,

gathering the letters in long, white hands.

" You'll like a rest. Dinner at eight."

The bed-chamber, like the parlour, had

a pleasant air of worn luxury and accustomed

comfort.

" I hope you will be comfortable," the host

said, with courteous solicitude. And Des-

mond was quite sure that he would.

Three covers were laid, the swarthy man

who had driven Desmond from the station

stood behind the host's chair, and a figure

came towards Desmond and his host from

the shadows beyond the yellow circles of the

silver-sticked candles.

" My assistant, Mr. Verney," said the host,

and Desmond surrendered his hand to the

limp, damp touch of the man who had seemed

to say to him, from the window above the

porch, " Go away ! " Was Mr. Prior perhaps

a doctor who received " paying guests,"

persons who were, in Desmond's phrase, " a

bit balmy " ? But he had said "assistant."

" I thought," said Desmond, hastily, " you

would be a clergyman. The Rectory, you know

â��I thought Wildon, my friend Wildon, was

staying with an uncle who was a clergyman."

" Oh, no," said Mr. Prior. " I rent the

Rectory. The rector thinks it is damp. The

church is disused, too. It is not considered

safe, and they can't afford to restore it.

Claret to Mr. Desmond, Lopez." And the

swarthy, blunt-fared man filled his glass.

" I find this place very convenient for my

experiments. I dabble a little in chemistry,

Mr. Desmond, and Verney here assists me."

Verney murmured something that sounded

like " only too proud," and subsided.

" We all have our hobbies, and chemistry

is mine," Mr. Prior went on. " Fortunately,

I have a little income which enables me to

indulge it. Wildon, my nephew, you know,

laughs at me, and calls it the science of smells.

But it's absorbing, very absorbing."

After dinner Verney faded away, and Des-

mond and his host stretched their feet to

what Mr. Prior called a " handful of fire,"

for the evening had grown chill.

" And now," Desmond said, " won't you

tell me the ghost story ? "

The other glanced round the room.

" There isn't really a ghost story at all. It's

only thatâ��well, it's never happened to me

personally, but it happened to Verney, poor

lad, and he's never been quite his own self

since."

Desmond flattered himself on his insight.

" Is mine the haunted room ? " he asked,

" It doesn't come to any particular room,"

said the other, slowly, " nor to any particular

person."

" Anyone may happen to see it ? "

" No one sees it. It isn't the kind of ghost

that's seen or heard."

" I'm afraid I'm rather stupid, but I don't

understand," said Desmond, roundly. " How

can it be a ghost, if you neither hear it nor

see it ? "

" I did not say it was a ghost," Mr. Prior

corrected. " I only say that there is some-

thing about this house which is not ordinary.

Several of my assistants have had to leave ;

the thing got on their nerves."

" What became of the assistants ? " asked

Desmond.

" Oh, they left, you know ; they left,"

Prior answered, vaguely. " One couldn't

expect them to sacrifice their health. I some-

times thinkâ��village gossip is a deadly thing,

Mr. Desmondâ��that perhaps they were pre-

pared to be frightened ; that they fancy

things. I hope the Psychical Society's

expert won't be a neurotic. But even without

being a neurotic one mightâ��but you don't

believe in ghosts, Mr. Desmond. Your Anglo-

Saxon common sense forbids it."

" I'm afraid I'm not exactly Anglo-Saxon,"

said Desmond. " On my father's side I'm

pure Celt; though I know I don't do credit

to the race."

" And on your mother's side ? " Mr. Prior

asked, with extraordinary eagerness ; an

eagerness so sudden and disproportioned to

the question that Desmond stared. A faint

touch of resentment as suddenly stirred in

him, the first spark of antagonism to his host.

" Oh," he said, lightly, " I think I must

have Chinese blood, I get on so well with the

natives in Shanghai, and they tell me I owe

my nose to a Red Indian great grandmother."

"No negro blood, I supposed" the host

asked, with almost discourteous insistence.

" Oh, I wouldn't say that," Desmond

answered. He meant to say it laughing, but

he didn't. " My hair, you knowâ��it's a very

stiff curl it's got, and my mother's people

were in the West Indies a few generations ago.

You're interested in distinctions of race, I

take it ? "

" Not at all, not at all," Mr. Prior sur-
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prisingly assured him; " but, of course, any

details of your family are necessarily interest-

ing to me. I 'feel," he added, with another

of his winning smiles, " that you and I are

already friends."

Desmond could not have reasoningly

defended the faint quality of dislike that had

begun to tinge his first pleasant sense of

being welcomed and wished for as a guest.

" You're very kind," he said ; " it's jolly

of you to take in a stranger like this."

Mr. Prior smiled, handed the cigar-box,

mixed whisky and soda, and began to talk

about the history of the house.

" The foundations are almost certainly

thirteenth century. It was a priory, you

know. There's a curious tale, by the way,

about the man Henry gave it to when he

smashed up the monasteries. There was a

curse ; there seems always to have been a

curse "

The gentle, pleasant, high-bred voice went

on. Desmond thought he was listening, but

presently he roused himself and dragged his

attention back to the words that were being

spoken.

" that made the fifth death. . . .

There is one every hundred years, and always

in the same mysterious way."

Then he found himself on his feet, incredibly

sleepy, and heard himself say :â��

" These old stories are tremendously

interesting. Thank you very much. I hope

you won't think me very uncivil, but I think

I'd rather like to turn in ; I feel a bit tired,

somehow."

" But of course, my dear chap."

Mr. Prior saw Desmond to his room.

" Got everything you want ? Right. Lock

the door if you should feel nervous. Of

course, a lock can't keep ghosts out, but I

always feel as if it could," and with another

of those pleasant, friendly laughs he was

gone.

William Desmond went to bed a strong

young man, sleepy indeed beyond his experi-

ence of sleepiness, but well and comfortable.

He awoke faint and trembling, lying deep in

the billows of the feather bed ; and luke-

warm waves of exhaustion swept through him.

Where was he ? What had happened ? His

brain, dizzy and weak at first, refused him

any answer. When he remembered, the

abrupt spasm of repulsion which he had felt

so suddenly and unreasonably the night

before came back to him in a hot, breathless

flush. He had been drugged, he had been

poisoned !

" I must get out of this," he told himself,

and blundered out of bed towards the silken

bell-pull that he had noticed the night before

hanging near the door.

As he pulled it, the bed and the wardrobe

and the room rose up round him and fell on

him, and he fainted.

When he next knew anything someone was

putting brandy to his lips. He saw Prior,

the kindest concern in his face. The assistant,

pale and watery-eyed. The swarthy man-

servant, stolid, silent, and expressionless. He

heard Verney say to Prior :â��

" You see it was too muchâ��I told you "

" Hush," said Prior, " he's coming to."

Four days later Desmond, lying on a

wicker chair on the lawn, was a little disin-

clined for exertion, but no longer ill.

Nourishing foods and drinks, beef-tea, stimu-

lants, and constant careâ��these had brought

him back to something like his normal state.

He wondered at the vague suspicions, vaguely

remembered, of that first night; they had all

been proved absurd by the unwavering care

and kindness of everyone in the Haunted

House.

" But what caused it ? " he asked his host,

for the fiftieth time. " What made me make

such a fool of myself ? " And this time Mr.

Prior did not put him off, as he had always

done before by begging him to wait till he

was stronger.

" I am afraid, you know," he said, " that

the ghost really did come to you. I am

inclined to revise my opinion of the ghost."

" But why didn't it come again ? "

" 1 have been with you every night, you

know," his host reminded him. And, indeed,

the sufferer had never been left alone since

the ringing of his bell on that terrible first

morning.

" And now," Mr. Prior went on, " if you

will not think me inhospitable, I think you

will be better away from here. You ought to

go to the seaside."

" There haven't been any letters for me, I

suppose ? " Desmond said, a little wistfully.

" Not one. I suppose you gave the right

address ? Ormehurst Rectorv, Crittenden,

Kent ? "

" I don't think I put Crittenden," said

Desmond. " I copied the address from your

telegram." He pulled the pink paper from

his pocket.

" Ah, that would account," said the other.

" You've been most awfully kind all

through," said Desmond, abruptly.

" Nonsense, my boy," said the elder man,

benevolently. " I only wish Willie had been
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able to come. He's never written, the rascal !

Nothing but the telegram to say he could not

come and was writing."

" I suppose he's having a jolly time some-

where," said Desmond, enviously ; " but

look hereâ��do tell me about the ghost, if

there's anything to tell. I'm almost quite

well now, and I should like to know what it

was that made a fool of me like that."

" Well "â��Mr. Prior looked round him at the

gold and red of dahlias and sunflowers, gay

in the September sunshineâ��" here, and now,

I don't know that it could do any harm.

You remember that story of the man who

got this place from Henry VIII. and the curse ?

That man's wife is buried in a vault under the

church. Well, there were legends, and I

confess I was curious to sec her tomb. There
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are iron gates to the vault. Locked, they

were. I opened them with an old keyâ��and

I couldn't get them to shut again."

" Yes ? " Desmond said.

" You think I might have sent for a lock-

smith ; but the fact is, there is a small crypt

to the church, and I have used that crypt as

a supplementary laboratory. If I had called

anyone in to see to the lock they would have

gossiped. I should have been turned out

of mv laboratoryâ��perhaps out of my house."

" I see."

"Nowi the curious thing is," Mr. Prior went

on, lowering his voice, " that it is only since

that grating was opened that this house has

been what they call ' haunted.' It is since

then that all the things have happened."

" What things ? "

" People staying here, suddenly illâ��just as

you were. And the attacks always seem to

indicate loss of blood. And " He hesi-

tated a moment. " That wound in your

throat. I told you you had hurt yourself

falling when you rang the bell. But that

was not true. What is true is that you had

on your throat just the same little white

wound that all the others have had. I wish "

â��he frownedâ��" that I could get that vault

gate shut again. The key won't turn."

" I wonder if I could do anything ? " Des-

mond asked, secretly convinced that he had

hurt his throat in falling, and that his host's

story was, as he put it, " all moonshine."

Still, to put a lock right was but a slight return

for all the care and kindness. " I'm an

engineer, you know," he added, awkwardly,

FROM TlfE COFFIN ROSE A FORM,
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HORRIBLY WHITE AND SHROUDED."
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and rose. " Probably a little oil. Let's have

a look at this same lock."

He followed Mr. Prior through the house to

the church. A bright, smooth old key turned

readily, and they passed into the building,

musty and damp, where ivy crawled through

the broken windows, and the blue sky seemed

to be laid close against the holes in the roof.

Another key clicked in the lock of a low door

beside what had once been the Lady Chapel,

a thick oak door grated back, and Mr. Prior

stopped a moment to light a candle that

waited in its rough iron candlestick on a ledge

of the stonework. Then down narrow stairs,

chipped a little at the edges and soft with

dust. The crypt was Norman, very simply

beautiful. At the end of it was a recess,

masked with a grating of rusty ironwork.

" They used to think," said Mr. Prior,

" that iron kept off witchcraft. This is the

lock,ft he went on, holding the candle against

the gate, which was ajar.

They went through the gate, because the

lock was on the other side. Desmond worked

a minute or two with the oil and feather

that he had brought. Then with a little

wrench the key turned and re-turned.

" I think that's all right," he said, looking

up, kneeling on one knee, with the key still

in the lock and his hand on it.

" May I try it ? "

Mr. Prior took Desmond's place, turned the

key, pulled it out, and stood up. Then the

key and the candlestick fell rattling on the

stone floor, and the old man sprang upon

Desmond.

" Now I've got you," he growled, in the

darkness, and Desmond says that his spring

and his clutch and his voice were like the

spring and the clutch and the growl of a

strong savage beast.

Desmond's little strength snapped like a

twig at his first bracing of it to resistance.

The old man held him as a vice holds. He

had got a rope from somewhere. He was

tying Desmond's arms.

Desmond hates to know that there in the

dark he screamed like a caught hare. Then

he remembered that he was a man, and

shouted " Help ! Here ! Help ! "

But a hand was on his mouth, and now a

handkerchief was being knotted at the back

of his head. He was on the floor, leaning

against something. Priori hands had left him.

" Now," said Prior's voice, a little breath-

less, and the match he struck showed Desmond

the stone shelves with long things on themâ��

coffins he supposed. " Now, I'm sorry I had

to do it, but science before friendship, my

dear Desmond," he went on, quite courteous

and friendly. " I will explain to you, and

you will see that a man of honour could not

act otherwise. Of course, you having no

friends who know where you are is most

convenient. I saw that from the first. Now

I'll explain. I didn't expect you to

understand by instinct. But no matter. I

am, I say it without vanity, the greatest

discoverer since Newton. I know how to

modify men's natures. I can make men

what I choose. It's all done by trans-

fusion of blood. Lopezâ��you know, my man

Lopezâ��I've pumped the blood of dogs into

his veins, and he's my slaveâ��like a dog.

Verney, he's my slave, tooâ��part dog's blood

and partly the blood of people who've come

from time to time to investigate the ghost,

and partly my own, because I wanted him

to be clever enough to help me. And there's

a bigger thing behind all this. You'll under-

stand me when I say "â��here he became very

technical indeed, and used many words that

meant nothing to Desmond, whose thoughts

dwelt more and more on his small chance of

escape.

To die like a rat in a hole, a rat in a hole!

If he could only loosen the handkerchief and

shout again!

" Attend, can't you ? " said Prior, savagely,

and kicked him. " I beg your pardon, my

dear chap," he went on, suavely, " but this is

important. So you see the elixir of life is

really the blood. The blood is the life, you

know, and my great discovery is that to make

a man immortal, and restore his youth, one

only needs blood from the veins of a man

who unites in himself blood of the four great

racesâ��the four colours, black, white, red, and

yellow. Your blood unites these four. I tock

as much as I dared from you that night. I

was the vampire, you know." He laughed

pleasantly. " But your blood didn't act. The

drug I had to give you to induce sleep pro-

bably destroyed the vital germs. And,

besides, there wasn't enough of it. Now

there is going to be enough! "

Desmond had been working his head against

the thing behind him, easing the knot of the

handkerchief down till it slipped from head to

neck. Now he got his mouth free, and said,

quickly :â��

" That was not true what I said about the

Chinamen and that. I was joking. My

mother's people were all Devon."

" I don't blame you in the least," said

Prior, quietly. " I should lie myself in your

place."

And he put back the handkerchief. The
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candle was now burning clearly from the

place where it stoodâ��on a stone coffin.

Desmond could see that the long things on

the shelves were coffins, not all of stone. He

wondered what this madman would do with

his body when everything was over. The

little wound in his throat had broken out

again. He could feel the slow trickle of

warmth on his neck. He wondered whether

he would faint. It felt like it.

" I wish I'd brought you here the first day

â��it was Verney's doing, my tinkering about

with pints and half-pints. Sheer wasteâ��

sheer wanton waste ! "

Prior stopped and stood looking at him.

Desmond, despairingly conscious of growing

physical weakness, caught himself in a real

wonder as to whether this might not be a

dreamâ��a horrible, insane dreamâ��and he

could not wholly dismiss the wonder, because

incredible things seemed to be adding them-

selves to the real horrors of the situation, just

as they do in dreams. There seemed to be

something stirring in the placeâ��something

that wasn't Prior. Noâ��nor Prior's shadow,

either. That was black and sprawled big

across the arched roof. This was white, and

very small and thin. But it stirred, it grewâ��

now it was no longer just a line of white, but

a long, narrow, white wedgeâ��and it showed

between the coffin on the shelf opposite him

and that coffin's lid.

And still Prior stood very still looking

down on his prey. All emotion but a dull

wonder was now dead in Desmond's weakened

senses. In dreamsâ��if one called out, one

awokeâ��but he could not call out. Perhaps

if one moved But before he could

bring his enfeebled will to the decision of

movementâ��something else moved. The black

lid of the coffin opposite rose slowlyâ��and

then suddenly fell, clattering and echoing, and

from the coffin rose a form, horribly white and

shrouded, and fell on Prior and rolled with

him on the floor of the vault in a silent,

whirling struggle. The last thing Desmond

heard before he fainted in good earnest

was the scream Prior uttered as he turned at

the crash and saw the white-shrouded body

leaping towards him.

" It's all right," he heard next. And

Verney was bending over him with brandy.

" You're quite safe. He's tied up and locked

in the laboratory. No. That's all right,

too." For Desmond's eyes had turned

towards the lidless coffin. " That was only

me. It was the only way I could think of,

to save you. Can you walk now ? Let me
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help you, so. I've opened the grating.

Come."

Desmond blinked in the sunlight he had

never thought to see again. Here he was,

back in his wicker chair. He looked at the

sundial on the house. The whole thing had

taken less than fifty minutes.

" Tell me," said he. And Verney told him

in short sentences with pauses between.

" I tried to warn you," he said," you remem-

ber, in the window. I really believed in his

experiments at firstâ��andâ��he'd found out

something about meâ��and not told. It was

when I was very young. God knows I've

paid for it. And when you came I'd only

just found out what really had happened to

the other chaps. That beast Lopez let it

out when he was drunk. Inhuman brute !

And I had a row with Prior that first night,

and he promised me he wouldn't touch you.

And then he did."

" You might have told me."

" You were in a nice state to be told any-

thing, weren't you ? He promised me he'd

send you off as soon as you were well enough.

And he had been good to me. But when I

heard him begin about the grating and the

key I knewâ��so I just got a sheet and "

" But why didn't you come out before ? "

" I didn't dare. He could have tackled

me easily if he had known what he was

tackling. He kept moving about. It had

to be done suddenly. I counted on just that

moment of weakness when he really thought

a dead body had come to life to defend you.

Now I'm going to harness the horse and drive

you to the police-station at Crittenden. And

they'll send and lock him up. Everyone

knew he was as mad as a hatter, but somebody

had to be nearly killed before anyone would

lock him up. The law's like that, you know."

" But youâ��the policeâ��won't they "

" It's quite safe," said Verney, dully.

" Nobody knows but the old man, and now

nobody will believe anything he says. No,

he never posted your letters, of course, and

he never wrote to your friend, and he put off

the Psychical man. No, I can't find Lopez ;

he must know that something's up. He's

bolted."

But he had not. They found him, stub-

bornly dumb, but moaning a little, crouched

against the locked grating of the vault when

they came, a prudent half-dozen of them, to

take the old man away from the Haunted

House. The master was dumb as the man.

He would not speak. He has never spoken

since.
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r is everybody's commonplace

that the motor - car has

changed the face of our

social life and the aspect of

the roads ; but I question if

nine out of ten among us

realize how intensely true

that commonplace is; and none but the

veteran motorist knows the change that

fifteen years have made in the motor-car itself.

Within the last twenty years we have seen

greater changes than any two centuries have

witnessed before ; but because we are living in

it we are apt to be unaware of the transforma-

tion of the times. Most of us of mature years

remember the roads much as they were a

century before we were born : cobblestoned in

the towns; almost deserted, and certainly

very bad, in the country. We have seen

three wholly new forms of travel arise and

developâ��the bicycle, the motor-car, and the

aeroplaneâ��each sufficient in itself to make a

complete revolution in the habits of a popula-

tion. Of the three, the aeroplane has been

received with the greatest respect, though

with as much doubt as the others ; but the

aeroplane does not travel in the road, and it is

the peculiar property of any new instrument

of road-travel to excite first hilarious ridicule

and next furious anger. To-day the bicyclist

is the chartered libertine of the highway ; he

disregards all rule and manner, and is a

constant nuisance and anxiety to the driver

of all other sorts of vehicles ; but I can

remember when heâ��or rather his predecessor,

the cycling pioneerâ��went out on the road

much as a solitary scout goes out into a

hostile country swarming with enemy. â�¢ His

troubles were greeted with joy, and if some

sportive pedestrian knocked him off his

perchâ��as frequently happenedâ��he had no

remedy but to hammer his assailant on the

spot, and stand the chance of being jailed for

the assault.

Some people have found a difficulty in

believing the simple fact that a great legal

triumph, hailed with joy by the cyclists of

the late 'seventies, was the decision that it

was not a strictly legal amusement to hurl a

cannon-ball on the end of a line through the

wheel of any passing bicyclist on a tall

machine. This is a simple statement of

truth, and not a joke of mine. The cannon-

ball and line were regularly carried by the

guard of the St. Albans coach for the genial

use I have described, and the mild fine at last

reluctantly inflicted on the joker caused much

astonishment in the community, being re-

garded as a serious invasion of popular

privilege. In the early 'eighties it was almost
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impossible to ride through High Street, Ham-

mersmith, without being fined the maximum

sum for furious driving by a certain magistrate

who was only excited to rage by any attempt

at defence, and whose invariable comment

was, " Bicycles are a nuisance, and I am very

sorry that I am unable to send you to prison."

No doubt we are nearing the time when

motorists will be tolerated as bicyclists are ;

yet it is only a very few years since a certain

reverend gentleman was convicted of lashing

motorists across the face with a whip as he

met them ; and I, who went through all the

agonies of bicycle pioneering, have only of

late found a majority of horse drivers who

will allow my car room to pass. It is far

from a large majority even now.

The first approach to a motor-car which

I remember was a steam tricycle, shown

by a certain Bateman, of Greenwich, at

the Stanley Cycle Show of 1881. It was a

perfectly practicable and reasonable vehicle,

and I believe orders were taken for it. But

the inventor had forgotten the wise laws of

his country. He ventured out on the roads

with his tricycle, and the British Constitution

stood aghast. This nefarious instrument

violated every possible law and order. To

the flagrant immorality of wheels less than

four inches in diameter it added the shameful

felony of a speed over two miles an hour, the

foul sin of being in charge of less than three

men, and the satanic crime of having nobody

walking in front with a red flag. The moral

sense of the community was shaken to its

foundations, and the unprincipled malefactor

was duly punished. He had the effrontery to

appeal, but that appeal was treated with the

same righteous severity as the crime, and the

motor-car industry in England was thus

happily strangled at its birth, long before the

advent of its younger brothers in France

and Germany, where a Continental laxity of
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morals allowed an enormous

trade to grow up before any

Englishman could put power-

driven wheels on the road with-

out guilt.

It was fifteen years after the

Bateman rebellion that at last a

mechanically - propelled vehicle

might travel in this country

without a standard-bearer lead-

ing the procession on foot. Mean-

time motors had been made and

used with impunity on the Con-

tinent for five or six years.

There is a French car of 1891

still on the road. It was on the

14th of November, 1896, that

the great celebration took place

in honour of the legalization of

what had been so wicked before

â��the travelling in an automobile.

A great combined run to Brighton

took place, starting from North-

umberland Avenue. Several cars

out of the scores starting reached

the destination, but more stopped

to rest on the way. It was on

this happy occasion that one

observer described a motor-car

as a vehicle that " barks like a

dog and smells like a cat."

The speed limit at this time

was fourteen miles an hour, and

not many of the cars used were

capable of actually exceeding it,

though magistrates often con-

victed them of doing so. The

cars of the late 'nineties and

the early twentieth century were

diverse in design and exasperat-

ing in actionâ��or inaction. The

engine was sometimes in front,

sometimes behind, sometimes

underneath in the middle. The

seats were sometimes facing,

sometimes side by side, some-

times back to back, and always

uncomfortable. Our costumes

had their peculiarities, too. At

first we went out in top-hats and

tail-coats, or anything that we

might have on. There were no

wind-screens in those days, so we

lost the hats; but there was

always plenty of oil, and we

soaked the tail-coats in it. Then

it struck us that something must

be done, and we suddenly came

out in leather. It was very

necessary, too.

The leather was warm, and

some sort of warmth was needed

on a screenless car in cold

weather. The leather kept the

oil out, too â�� a very desirable

thing for such of us as were our

own mechanics, which most of

us were in those enthusiastic

times, when the motorist was

apt to reach homeâ��we did reach

home sometimesâ��feeling like a

sardine and smelling like a soap-

works. The suit of leather was

warm also when we wished to

keep cool. An hour's struggle

with a tyre, or a desperate

wrestle withâ��any other part you

like, they all gave us wrestling-

matchesâ��was more than warm-

ing enough in itself, to temper and

person ; but in a suit of leather

armour, on a hot day, it would

make you envy the stokers on

an Eastern liner.
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Then a little later it became

customary to employ driversâ��

chauffeurs in the imported phrase,

shovers in the facetious ver-

nacular â� â�� to whom the leather

clothes were given while the

owner " threatened the world in

high astounding" furs. Some

of the most terrifying appear-

ances ever erected on two legs

were motorists of ten years ago

or so in bearskin coats and

bull's-eye goggles. The goggles

were amazing, but all the same

very necessary in the days before

wind-screens. Pure wind alone

would make a strong man weep

like a crocodile when he met it

full face on a carâ��even such a

car as we drove then ; and, as

a matter of fact, the wind was

rarely pure, but highly adulter-

ated with blinding dust of

microbic characteristics. This led

to the use, not only of goggles,

but of leather masks with goggles

inserted, and as the ladies were

naturally disposed to be especi-

ally careful of their eyes and

complexions they commonly as-

sumed an even more paralyzing

appearance than their husbands.

Then some of us carried long

whips wherewith to save the lives

of dogs inclined to suicide under

our wheels. But now these have

been rendered unnecessary by a

very decided improvement in

the dogs.

But after all, the cars them-

selves provided most of the fun.

The first motor-car ride of my

own that I can remember was

of some twelve miles in a Benz.

It took us about an hour and a

half of furious driving, and we

repaired the driving - belt four

times on the way. The engine

was at the back ; and in the

front, where modern cars wear

their bonnets, was a large tool-

chest, filled up to the lid with

every implement I have ever

seen in a blacksmith's shop,

except the anvil and the forge.

They were not there for orna-

ment, either, and we handled

most of them in that twelve

miles. The car was the property

of a friend, a mechanical genius,

who greeted every breakdown

with a grin of fiendish delight,

and plunged into his tool-chest

as a dog plunges at a bone. He

was greasy all over, his hands

and face were grimed and

smudged, and the greasier he

got the more he smiled. If only

that car had fallen into its seven

hundred odd separate pieces in

one crash, he would have

reached the topmost summit of

human felicity. To start the

engine he plunged in at the

opposite end to the tool-chest,

and tugged madly at the fly-

wheel, till it went off with a

bang and a rattle and flung half

a gallon of oil all over him.

Then he emerged triumphant,

with the lubricant trickling

down his smiling countenance,

and often got the car moving

before the belt broke again.

That man has a fine modern

car now, long and low and

silent, which ticks away as long

as you choose to drive it, like
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a four-hundred-day clock;

and you might drive it a

hundred miles to your wed-

ding and step out of it speck-

less. He sits at the wheel

with a face of settled gloom,

and waits for the breakdown

that never comes â�� a

pathetically expectant, dis-

appointed, and soured man.

Some day I believe he will

set out to collect his old Benz

again and be happy once

more. He will know where to

find the engine; it is driving

a private electric - light in-

stallation. And here is a lip

for anybody who wants a

cheap engine to light his

house. Find an old Benz. It

will need a deal of finding

nowadays, I believe, but you

will get it cheap â� â�� a few

pounds. The engine will be

as good as new, or very nearly

â��those engines were made to

lastâ��and it will drive your

dynamo as well as the swcllest

gas-engine you can buy.

Such times as we had on

those old cars ! To be stranded

at midnight in some barren

spot with a thing that not

only wouldn't go, but even

refused to be shoved, was a

situation to be treated with

the calm of a well-accustomed

philosopher. We carried

canvas collapsible buckets

which leaked water all down

us, wherewith to fill the cool-

ing tank from any convenient

ditch. The careful took a

piece of waterproof canvas to

lie on in the road when it

was necessary to get at the

mechanism from beneathâ��as

it usually was. The careless

took no canvas, and lay in

the mud; which, after all,

was very little worse when

you considered the black oil,

the hot water, the petrol,

mud, and stray nuts and

bolts which dropped into the

eyes and mouths equally of

the men who lay either on

the canvas or in the mud.

The artful person who wished

to buy a car in those days

didn't go unrestrainedly to

the maker and pay a high

price, he took steps to be on

hand at break - downs, when

the wretched owner, vexed

and disgusted, would offer to

sell the thing for anything to

get rid of it. My friend with

the Benz acquired it in this

cunning way.

When that historic run to

Brighton took place, in No-

vember, 1896, everybodyâ��

that is, everybody not a

motorist, practically the same

thing â�� grinned at the sight

of a car. There seemed to

be something inherently and

ineradicably humorous in the

mere sight of a mechanically-

driven vehicle, which

prompted chuckles of superior
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mirth among the human

species ; more especially any

of the human species who

chanced to be drawn, at the

time, in a horsed vehicle.

Anybody who could overcome

his giggles sufficiently to talk

seriously stigmatized the new

instruments as useless

nuisances, stink-traps, rattle-

boxes â�� anything uncompli-

mentary he could think of.

Everybody prophesied that

no more would be seen of the

things after a few months,

when the feather - headed

cranks who drove them had

all been blown up, and the

remains decently buried. But

it is astonishing to observe

how difficult it is to find any-

body nowadays who said all

these things and smiled all

those smiles sixteen or

eighteen years ago. I have

been going about for the last

year trying to find somebody

to whom I might say " I told

you so," and at whose ex-

pense I might enjoy the

virtuous triumph of the per-

son who can conscientiously

fling that sentence at whoever

deserves it. But I can't find

any such creature. One and

all strenuously deny the

faintest fin-de-siecle chuckle,

and all claim lo have foreseen

the triumphant rise of the

automobile from the very

beginning. It seems clear that

all the smilers of 1896 must

have died in the intervalâ��of

over-smiling, no doubt.

The triumph of motoring

began when a number of

people discovered it was ex-

pensive. Then there was a

rush of people who envy the

distinction of incurring ex-

pense, and the gay millionaire

was impelled to pay hundreds

of pounds on the top of the

car's price for the mere privi-

lege of getting his name

higher on the delivery list

than some poor creature who

had paid one or two hundreds

less for a similar privilege.

The trade drew in money by

the sackful, and handed out

great lumps of tribulation on

wheels which are now urgently

desiredâ��at lower pricesâ��for

museums.

To-day a new first-rate car

runs with the certainty and

regularity of a mail-train, and

with none of its noise ; but

there will be many changes

and improvements yet. I can

recollect the cyclists of 1879

sagely deciding that no im-

provement was possible in the

bicycles of that day. And yet

there have been some !

Wt are indebted to Messrs. Alfred

Dunhill, Ltd., the -well-known motor

specialists, for supplying our artist with

description^ of the earlv motor costumes.
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CHAPTER I.

KSTERDAY I got a feeling I

never had beforeâ��a feeling

of complete satisfaction â�� not

wanting anything to be diffe-

rent. It was not enjoyment,

for most days I think I enjoy

myself. It was something

more quiet and subtle. It was a kind of glow

of contentment all over me. There was no

reason for it that I could find out, and it

lasted from somewhere about the middle of

luncheon until I fell asleep at night. It was

simply heavenly.

In the morning I was not quite happy.

Nita and Ambrose came over at twelve, and

I hardly saw Nita at all, because I was

having a lesson. It is a most extraordinary

thing that one's sister should be married and

go away with a man, and look very different

when she comes back. She was quite affec-

tionate, but something seemed to have come

between us. Uncle Edward had a man sitting

to him all the morning and brought him in to

luncheon. He is really an ugly man, but I

think he invented something, so the King

made him a knight, and now they are giving

him his portrait by Uncle Edward. But it

does not seem to me to be a very kind thing

to give an ugly man his portrait. He has

most enormous eyebrows and stares at one

from underneath them, and looks as if he

was plotting murders. At first he would talk

to me a good deal, and that rather bothered

me. It was not only shyness. Old people

like that do not really know and understand

one. I like to hear them talking ; some-

times I cannot quite understand, and it is
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fascinating. But I do

not like to talk much to

them, because I feel that

I am being judged by

what I say. There was

a girl at school who

told me that with the

old people one should

never say what one

really thinks, and then

they will like you; but

she was not a very nice

sort of girl. Of course,

I had to answer Sir

John when he spoke to

me. It was mostly

questions about myself

â��was I fond of this or

that ?â��what games did I play ?â��what did

I do with myself all day ? And then, quite

suddenly," Did you ever have a nightmare ? "

I don't know why he asked that. Everybody

laughed, and he laughed too.

Then he gave me up and talked to Aunt

Editha and Nita. Nita wore the dress that

she went away in after her wedding, and

looked rather triumphant. I love to watch

Nita talking about something which really

docs not matter, such as the Chancellor of the

Exchequer, just as if she were deeply inte-

rested in it. She does it so well. As he

talked, I noticed that Sir John had got hair

on the back of his hands. I think he ought

to do something about it. Uncle Edward

and Ambrose were talking together about the

decoration of Nita's new houseâ��uncle keep-

ing one eye on the clock, because he grudges

the time for luncheon when he is painting.

So there was I left all alone listening. Then

the state of deliciousness began. I began to

like the colours of things very much. The

sunlight coming in at the window fell on

those very old Chinese embroideries, and I

liked it. I liked the colour of things on the

tableâ��hot-scented tulips with cool leaves,

and silver things that looked very pure and

bright like angels' wings, but were really

salt-cellars. I liked yellowish-green against

warm brown, which only means that I liked

the way cutlets and green peas looked. There

are times when colour seems to be almost

everything one wants.

I had to go away early from luncheon to

be in time for my dancing lesson. Next year

I am not to have any more lessons (come soon,

next year!), except in something that I
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'THEN HE GAVE ME VV AND TALKED TO AUNT EDITHA AND NITA.

specially like. Just as I was closing the door

I heard the ugly man say, " What marvellous

eyes ! " and I knew he must have been speak-

ing about me. I do not like him very much,

because it is not possible to like a man very

much who looks as if he ought to run up a

tree and eat cocoanuts. But I dare say his

soul is all right. And I was very pleased

with what he said. It is the loveliest thing

to know that just after you have gone out of

the room one of the persons you have left

there has said something to praise you. But

it is very rare, and one hardly ever does know.

When I was at school we had a debate as to

whether it was more vain to be pleased when

you were praised or not to be pleased. It

was decided by one vote that it was more vain

hot to be pleased. But that did not really

settle it, because it was a chance. Julia

Marks had to go out of the debate because

her nose began to bleed, and she said after-

wards she would have voted the other way.

While I was getting ready to go out I

looked so happy that I kissed myself in my

looking-glass, and I said to her in a whisper,

" I like you very much, although your hair is

red. And there is just a possibility that you

may have got marvellous eyes." It was

very mad and satisfying.

So I started out by the track across the

fields to Madame's house. There were cows

in the first field, because they are not shutting

it up for hay this year. It is a great secret

and nobody has ever found it out, but I am

afraid of cows when I am quite alone. But

to-day, because everything had to be good,

just as I got to the gate up came a grocer's

boy. He was a very jaunty boy and swung

a square empty basket with partitions in it

for siphons, and whistled with such tremen-

dous force that it sounded as if it must be

done by machinery. I kept near to him all

the way through the field, and had no fear.

Madame was in an almost sweet temper and

let me do one of my own dances at the end

of the lesson. On my way back I found

another companion for the cow field. This

time it was a very small girl in a sun-bonnet,

and she could not have protected me from

anything. But any human being, even a

child, keeps my fears away. I made friends

with the little girl, though she was rather shy

at first, and asked her if she was afraid of the

cows. It turned out that she was the daughter

of the farmer who owned them, so they were

just like brothers and sisters to her.

She picked up a stone off the path and threw

it at a cow, to show that she did not care.

I want to know all about fear. Why am I

afraid of cows and not in the least afraid of

dogs or horses ? Why am I not afraid of

cows if anybody, however small, is with me ?

Why am I more afraid some days than others ?

Is everybody secretly afraid of something ?

Why is it that sometimesâ��perhaps two or

three nights in the yearâ��I am afraid of the

darkness and of feeling things touch me in

the dark, while all the other nights I fear

nothing of that kind ?

When I got back the house was dim and

warm and quiet, and I wanted it to be like

that. Nita and Ambrose had returned to

London. Aunt Editha had gone to call on

a woman who she hoped would be out (the

old people do funny things sometimes).

Uncle Edward and the ugly man were shut up

in the studio, and would probably remain

there while the light lasted. On the table

in the hall I found a little note that Nita

had left for me. It said : " Dearest Little

Sister,â��I am so sorry to go away without

saying good-bye. I have not seen you enough,
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and when I did it was strange, somenow.

But I have lots and lots to tell you, and I

love you as much as ever, and as soon as our

house is finished you are to come and stay

with us in London. Ambrose thinks you

have grown and tells me to give you his love.

Your most happy sister, Nita." And that

took away the little tinge of sadness I had

because Nita had not been very confidential.

Then I went into the morning-room, and

the pictures all opened thoir eyes as I came

in and the chairs were waiting for me. But I

would not stay, because it was the warmest

afternoon we have had this year and the sun

was shining. I made a small collection of

books and took a rug and went out.

I spread my rug in the orchard, where the

apple-trees are in blossom, and there I lay and

heard the bees and the birds, and did nothing

for a while very pleasantly. Then I turned

to my books. One was a book of antiquities,

and I read about the Roman baths. The

Romans had some good ideas, but I think

they were pigs to put oil on themselves. My

next book was a folio in manuscript, belong-

ing to some far-back ancestress of mine. In

it are recipes and remedies, full of quaint

abbreviations and mis-spellings, written very

neatly in ink that is now brown with age.

The paper is faintly yellow, and has a beauti-

ful water - mark. Some of the remedies

are very shocking and plain-spokenâ��but

then it was all so long ago. There is one

which is equally good for " the Small Pox

not kindly coming out," or for " the biting of

a Madd Dogg." (Those double letters make

the dog seem so much madder.) And this

was given " to Sr Jeof. Irwell's Daughter by

Dr. King, the Bishop of Chichester, and by

her taken in the small pox with good success

after yt all the Physicians had given her over."

So it must have been very good. " Probat

est" writes the dear housewife who made the

book. It is Aunt Editha's book, and she

values it very highly.

Wilson brought tea out to me because I

was all alone. (Uncle Edward and the sitter

had tea taken into the studio.) I like tea in

the orchard, though it is rather difficult to

drink when one is lying on one's face. Yes,

and there was a new kind of biscuit, which died

quite peacefully; I prefer them to the noisy

biscuits.

And afterwards I took the book that I had

left till the last. I read the poem of " The

Blessed Damozel," whose eyes were deeper

than the depth of waters stilled at even. I

read it for the first time last spring, and have

read it so many times since that I think I

know it almost by heart. Very far away it

takes youâ��very far, right up to the bar of

heaven. It is ecstasy.

And presently, when the sun was nearly

set, Uncle Edward came through the trees

towards me. He has the face of Don

Quixote. He had no hat. He never wears

an avoidable hat. He hates hats.

Nita says that Uncle Edward is an inspired

child. If he is painting he is hardly human

while the light lasts, and resents everything

and rages. When he has finished painting

for the day he becomes placid, plaintive, and

quaint. He hates hats and geraniums and

business of all sorts, but he makes up for it

by loving quite a lot of unexpected things.

Sometimes if I ask him if I may do anything

he says,- " How should I know ? Ask the

manager." By that he means Aunt Editha.

I do not know what on earth he would have

done if he had not married Aunt Editha. He

is a man who absolutely needs to be managed

and arranged.
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He began to

grumble to me

about Sir John,

because he had

bolted for Lon-

don and there

was still nearly

half an hour of

good light. But,

as I said, he

would have

missed his train

if he had stayed.

" Well," said

Uncle Edward,

thoughtfully,

" as far as I am

concerned, he is

perfectly free to

miss his train.

Other people

miss trains. I

have done it my-

self frequently."

And then he

began to devour

the biscuits that

I had left.

I said that I

thought Sir John

was quite hide-

ous. " Is he ? "

said Uncle

Edward, as if no

question of Sir

John's appear-

ance had ever

occurred to him.

" There's charac-

ter there, you

know ; certainly

there's character.

Strong head, I

should say. No-

thing is ugly to

the beautiful

mind. Don't

you think so ? "

" Oh, no."

He looked a

little disappoin-

ted, and finished

a biscuit in

silence and medi-

tation. "No more

do I," he said,

finally; "but it

sounded all right.

Things do."

Then I drove him away from the biscuits,

because it was quite near dinner-time, and

we went back to the house together. He

had my rug fantastically draped about him,

and looked very foreign indeed.

There wei=e just the three of us at dinner. I

talked a little, but not very much, because it

was more pleasant to listen to them. But

all that I heard came dimly, as if from afar,

and often I did not hear at all, because I was

in a sort of delightful day-dream. Just at

the end, as I was pouring a little red wine

over my strawberries, Aunt Editha stared at

me and said : " Well, Aura, dear, what's all

the rapture about ? "

I blushed just as if I had been found out

in something. " I'm tremendously happy,"

I said. " I don't think I know why."

I don't know now. It was not only that

things had pleased me. The Kingdom of

Heaven, I suppose, is within you. I think

that things that day might have been quite

different, and I should still have been celes-

tially happy.

But as soon as I had said that Aunt Editha

got quite serious. " Oh, my dear child,

don't say that. That kind of happiness is

desperately unlucky." Aunt Editha is quite

practical, but she believes in all the old

superstitions.

" Perhaps it is just spring-time," I said.

" That's better. That gives the reason.

It's vague, though ; very vague."

After dinner they played piquet and I went

to bed early, because I meant to have a pro-

longed and luxurious bath with some Ancient

Roman additions which I had thought of. I

think that people who always take their

baths in just exactly the same way must be

very dull people.

Just as I was getting into bed I heard the

piano. People say that if Uncle Edward

had not been a painter he would have been a

musician. He sang " Himmels Augen," and

it was very beautiful. Then there was a little

silence, and then chains and bolts rattled and

there were footsteps on the stairs. Every-

body had gone to bed and I was alone in the

world.

So I thought I would be an Egyptian. I

have often done it. You lie on your back

in the middle of your bed with your legs

straight out and your feet together, and your

nightdress wrapped as tightly as possible

round you. Then you put your arms

straight down by your sides and close your

eyes, and think about the Nile and the

Sphinx. You keep on thinking, and in a

while the train passing in the distance makes
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the sound of dusky fingers tapping the parch-

ment of the drum and the dervishes come out

and dance furiously, and you fall asleep.

I am sixteen years old, and yet I do that.

To-day I bought a note-book and wrote

down this good day in it, so as to remember

it all afterwards. It is pleasant to have a

book that you can really be silly in.

I have got new peach-coloured curtains

in my room, and every night I sleep with

those curtains drawn right back and the

window wide open, so that I may wake early.

For that is the time when one can think about

the strange big things. After I have had

breakfast, and read'stray bits out of the news-

paper, and quarrelled with our old gardener,

and taken a music-lesson, I think less about

the strange big things and more about the

ordinary little things. In my bed early in

the morning I see blue sky and tree-tops and

flying pigeonsâ��the top part of the world,

and none of the lower part. Perhaps that is

why.

In bed this morning I was wondering how I

came to be what I am, and where I was before

I came here. They told me a great deal

about where I should go after death, when I

was being prepared for confirmation. (It is

not long ago that I was .confirmed, but it

seems very long ago, because I have read so

much since.) But where was I before I came

here ? They have made no answer to that.

I am glad this house has a garden that goes

right down to the Thames. I get a swim in

the river every morning. Presently I was

marching down the lawn in my swimming

things with a most enormous towel wrapped

round me. I hate skimp in anything, but

more especially in bath towels.

And when I came back I was not thinking

about any of the strange big things at all. I

was just wondering what I would do during

the day.

CHAPTER II.

As I came back from bathing this morning I

stopped at the bottom of the garden and

devoured strawberries that were hot from the

sun. That reminded me that I had not

written in my journal for some weeks. The

last time I wrote we had shop strawberries

that had come from Kamschatka, or were

forced under glass, or something. And now

we have our own ripe in the garden.

Sir John comes here no longer. His por-

trait is finished. He sent me a perfect chestâ��

you could not call it a boxâ��of different

kinds of chocolates, and on the card inside

he had written:

" Something to

get nightmares

with." He is

too curious.

He knows

everything

there is to know

about electri-

city, and he

never, never

talks about it.

This is a pity,

because he

might give some

interesting in-

formation. He

always makes

me talk about

myself, which

gives one a

very uncom-

fortable feeling.

Oh, and he

tried to buy

my portrait. It

is the one that

Uncle Edward

had in the Aca-

demy last year,

and it hangs in

his studio. But

Uncle Edward

will not sell it,

and I think he

was rather rude

about it.

I have paid

one flying visit

to Sloane Street.

I was only there

for one night,

but I am to go

back again and

make a longer

stay soon. I

liked it very

much. Nita and

Ambrose took

me to a theatre

(pure rot, but

that didn't mat-

ter), and after-

wards Ambrose

said we had

better go to a

tramps' shelter

for some food,

but i t w a s

I

" PRESENTLY I WAS MARCH-

ING DOWN THE LAWN IN MY

SWIMMING THINGS."
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â�  WHY SHOULD I TALK ABOUT WELSH DISESTABLISHMENT ?

really an hotel on the Embankment. An

astounding thing has happened to Nitaâ��

a thing I would never have believed of

her. She has got really and definitely

interested in politics. I suppose it is because

Ambrose is to go into Parliament. She tried

to make me interested as well. But why

should I talk about Welsh Disestablishment

when there is a Persian kitten in the room ?

Ambrose only laughed. He said I was

" charmingly detached from the realities of

life." That is the kind of thing he says.

He is very good-looking and desperately

well-dressed. But he is quite kind at heart

and Nita adores him. It must be very

pleasant to adore somebody.

Just at present I have fallen in love with

the night. (I am always falling in love with

something or other.) Always now when I

go to bed I lean out of the window and look

at the night for a long time. I wish I were

down there in the scented garden, so that the

white flowers might not think they were

shining in the dark for nothing. I wish I

were in a boat on the river all by myself, not

rowing, but drifting with the current. I wish

I were cycling along the road which looks so

white in the moonlight. But, alas ! there

seems to be a fixed rule that girls may not go

out at night alone. Boys may, but not girls.

Also, I do not want this summer ever to end.

I cannot bear the winter. Uncle Edward

says that winter enables one

to see the architecture of the

trees. I don't like the look

of skeletons myself. Oh, I

must get out into the night

some time soon. I must

plan it. I must find a

way. I know that some-

where out there the sweet-

est adventure must be wait-

ing for me.

I am glad I am to go to

Nita's for a few days at the

end of the season, because I

love Nita, and because even

a short visit to London

restores my passion for the

country. It comes up fresh

again, like something that

has been sent to the cleaners.

One sees the garden with

new eyes, and at night at

dinner one crushes a little

slip of lemon verbena in

one's finger-bowl and drinks

in the scent of it with as

much delight as if one had

never done it before. Of course, there are

flowers in London. Nita's house is full of them.

But they are all shop flowers. They hav*

only come there to die. That is rather a sad

thought, for I love almost all flowers. I am

a little doubtful about Michaelmas daisies.

They walk last in the flower procession and

sing the National Anthem and say the

summer is all over.

I cannot imagine myself living in any place

where there was no river and no garden. Yet,

I suppose, if my father and mother had not

died when I was a baby I should never have

come to live here at all. I cannot imagine

being without the things that I want. Every

now and then I hear people talk about

money, and that gives me a peep into lives

quite different from mine. I never, never

think about money. I suppose I should if I

had not got everything I want.

Everythingâ��except the beauty of these

summer nights that I only see from the

outside.

It is done. I have planned it all. It is a

wicked, delicious secret. I planned it one

night a week after I last wrote in my journal.

I am going to see the night from inside. I

am going out into it. I am going to do it as

soon as I come back from Nita's. No one

will know. After everyone is asleep I shall

flee across the lawn and out through the side
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gate into the lane, and away

and away. I shall go into

the new kind of life that only

goes on at night.

And it will be quite safe,

too. Boys may go out alone

at night, and that figure

which crosses the lawn in the

dark will be me, but it will

also be a boy. I shall get

the clothes in London. I

know I ought not to do it,

but I cannot help doing it.

The holidays have come, and

Satan is finding the mischief.

But it is not all mischief.

I spend a great deal of time

reading. The people at the

circulating library are begin-

ning to hate me, because I

change my books so often.

But to-morrow I go to Nita's,

and she has a library full of

books for me to wallow in.

I wonder if reading is bad

for the complexion. Almost

everything that is at all

nice is supposed to be bad for it.

What else is there to say ? I washed my

hair this morning and never did it up again

all day. So I felt like a saint out of a stained-

glass window. I do Swedish exercises every

morning now. Yesterday I told Ewan to

cut me a whole lot of syringa for a bowl in my

room, and he said it was not syringa but

Philadelphus singularis. What a pig of a

word ! Gardeners can have no souls. Psyche,

my cat, was lost for two days, came back

thin and penitent, ate all she could get, and

has slept almost continuously ever since. I

have taken to writing poetry, but none of it

is on show at present. As a rule I have to

stop in the middle, because of some trouble

about a rhyme. 1 can get something to rhyme,

but the thing I can get is not just exactly

what I mean to say. Of course, one may

write poetry without rhymes, but it never

seems to me to be quite cricket, though

Milton did it. We have started goldfish in the

basin of the fountain in the garden. Goldfish

and ladybirds are mechanical toys, and not

real live things. I think that is all, except

that I am in a great state of excitement.

CHAPTER III.

I have just come back from Nita's. It is

absolutely pathetic that Nita and Ambrose

(six and seven years older than myself) should

take all the trouble for me that they do. I

FLOATED ALONG GUIDED BV ONE WILL WHICH

BELCNC.EU IO BOTH OF US."

enjoyed myself till I was almost tired of

enjoyment, and I cannot even begin to write

down all the lovely things I saw and heard.

But Nita took me to one small dance, though

I am not, strictly speaking, out, and I must

write something about that.

For there I met the dancer of the world,

the one and only, the dream-boy, the prince

of fairyland ! When I began the first dance

with him I was glad our steps fitted so well.

But quite soon we forgot all about steps, and

there were no such things at all ; we floated

along guided bv one will which belonged to

both of us. Trie fact that there were still

some people alive and dancing on the same

floor with us made me a little contemptuous,

but caused no actual discomfort. The band

played for us only. It was glorious. After

the first dance he said to me : " It looks as

if this ought to go on."

So I said : " Yes ? "

I danced ten dances with him, and I ought

not to have done it; some of them were

already promised. I believe I am getting

really wicked.

If his name had not been Barker I should

most certainly have fallen in love with him.

I cannot and will not fall in love with anybody

named Barker. As a dancer he is everything

I said. Otherwise he is dead and buried. I

was taken down to supper by the British

Army. It seemed conscious of its worth but
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was good-looking. I only had one bad dance

all the evening. I do not think a man whp

is suffering from locomotor ataxy, paralysis

agitans, housemaid's knee, cramp, and

ignorance ought to ask nice people to dance

with him at all.

I had made up my mind to buy clothes in

London for the boy

who wants to

wander about at

night. But it could

not be done, for

when I was out

I was never alone.

At least, the only

time I was alone I

was in Nita's car,

and I could not

bring myself to tell

the footman to tell

the driver to stop

at the kind of shop

I wanted.

None the less I

have got the

clothes. I got

them on my way

back. I had to

change at Staven-

ham, where the

local train here was

waiting for me.

But I decided to

miss that local train

and take one which

went an hour later.

I found a tailor's

shop that looked

good enough but

not too good. It

made things to

order, but it had

ready - made things

as well. The man

in the shop was the

politest man

(except our grocer)

I have ever met.

I was not in the

least embarrassed, and I did not attempt

to give any explanation. If you offer

an explanation you may not be believed,

but if you offer none people believe that none

is needed.

(It is a pretty good thing for a girl of six-

teen to have discovered this, but I am very

nearly seventeen.)

I gave the tailor the boy's height, and said

he was rather slightly built. I wanted a nice

1 I LOOKED AT MYSELF IN THE CHEVAL GLASS.

country suit for him that nc couia go to

church in on Sunday. After that the blessed

tailor always alluded to him as my protigt. I

got a dark blue serge suit of the normal male

hideousness. Then I went into another shop

and bought the protigt some collars and a

dark blue silk necktie and a cap.

After that I left

it to fate. I made

up my mind that if

I were asked what

was in those parcels

I would tell the

whole truth and say

why I wanted them.

If I were not asked

I would go on with

my secret. Fate

decided that both

Uncle Edward and

Aunt Editha should

be out when I

arrived home.

There were no

questions at all.

Last night I tried

these awful clothes

on. Why do men

make everything

button the wrong

way ? My principal

trouble was with

my hair. I thought

I could pack it all

up very tightly

under the cap, but

there is too much

of it, and that did

not do a bit. The

best way seems to

be to wear it down,

but fastened back

and hidden between

the coat and waist-

coat. Luckily the

collar of the coat

comes up rather

high. It is only at

night that I shall

be wearing these things, and so I think

it will be all right. In the day - time

it would be too risky. I never bought the

little pig any shoes, and of course mine have

high heels and won't do, but I can wear tennis

shoes.

When I had quite finished my disguise I

looked at myself in the cheval glass.

// was too absolutely appalling.

The boy in the glass looked smaller and
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younger than I am. But he was not pretty,

whereas I am really not bad. He looked

insignificant. But the ghastly, grisly thing

about it was that that boy was staring at me

out of the glass with a girl's eyes. Nothing

one - can do would ever get the eyes right.

Yet does it matter very much ? I shall only

have to look at the little horror in the glass

once before I start out, and it will be too dark

for anybody else to see him properly. (How

glad very ugly people, like Sir John, must be

in the night-time !)

It is done. The boy has been out into the

night. I started at eleven and came back at

half-past twelve, and I am all right, and my

secret is my secret.

Some time ago I bought a little electric

pocket-lamp. It was one of those ingenious

things that you buy because they are in-

genious and not because you want them. It

did not give much light, but it was enough to

guide me down the stairs and along the

passages. I went out through the garden

room. There are some big wickerwork chairs

there, and as I was unfastening the door one

of them squealed at me and frightened me

horribly. All the time I was listening in-

tently, and I suppose that is the reason why

the sound seemed louder than it really was.

The gravel path seemed to roar like the

shingle on a beach when my feet touched it.

But that was only for a moment. I soon

skipped on to the grass. I went up by the

lane into the high road, but I did not remain

on the road. I was a little afraid of meeting

people. But when I turned into the fields

the cows were there. I said to myself very

sternly : " Being a boy, you are not afraid

of cows any more." As a matter of fact most

of them were lying down, and two who were

still at supper were in the far corner of the field

and took no notice of me. Anyhow, I was

not troubled with fears in the least. I

climbed up through three fields and then

turned back to look at the Thames.

I have seen that kind of thing in pictures

before, but only in pictures. It was en-

trancing and quite new. Then I climbed

into the plantation and wandered about

there. It was very dark and mysterious,

and queer little sounds came every now and

then from things that were still awake and

moving. It was just like being on a desert

island. It was quite cut of the world. When

I came out on the other side of the planta-

tion I was tired. So I lay flat on my back

in the grass and looked at the stars, and saw

at once that this was much the best way to

VnUxlvi-83.

look at the stars. Suddenly I found I was

going to sleep, so I sprang to my feet and

went home. I got back to my own room

without any adventure. I must do this

again. There is rapture mingled with fear

in these night wanderings. But I must not

do it too often, for at breakfast Aunt Editha

said that my eyes looked tired, and asked if

I had slept well.

Uncle Edward is a genius, really. I have

been thinking about his portrait of Sir John.

It was quite like him. You could not say it

was flattered in any particular point, and yet

what you saw in the portrait was principally

the strength of the man. Looking at it, you

quite forgot that he was really ugly. Now

how is that done ? I asked Uncle Edward,

and he said he wished he knew. " I paint

what I see, and no two people see the same

things."

I suppose that is true, and it makes life

very interesting. I seem one thing to myself

and something a little different to everybody

else who looks at me, so I am not one, but

millions.

A queer dream last night. I was dancing

with the dancer of the world (whose name is

Barker) on a stretch of hard sand on the

beach of a desert island. I suppose my wander-

ing in the plantation put desert islands into

my head, and now after some days my dream

was using up the old thoughts. The music

for the dance came from a gramophone, and

very absurdly out of place it looked against

the palm trees. The trouble was that the

sun was setting and it would soon be dark,

and we were all alone. I got horribly

frightened, and ran away from him. The

strange thing was that in my dream I did not

know his name was Barker, and so I really

loved him. He kissed me too, and I let him,

which, in real life, I should not dream of

doing. But I see now that it is not in the

least his fault that his name is Barker, and I

have made up my mind to like him very much

in spite of it. One must treat a thing like

that as the artist treats the ugly, strong head.

If you get just the right way of saying it and

looking at it and listening to it, Barker is

distinctly virile.

It is extraordinary what a difference clothes

make to one. In my boy's clothes I can

walk through the fields where the cows are

alone at night. In the day when I am a

girl again I cannot do it unless someone is

with me. I wonder if the wearing of boy's

clothes will change me in other ways, too,

and in what ways. I must watch this care-
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fully next lime I go out. It is such a pity

l hat the nightingales are not singing now,

but I shall hear them again next year. I

read the " Ode to a Nightingale " for the

first time to-day, and I see that I must learn

it all by heart. It is so lovely that one

cannot bear to part with it.

CHAPTER IV.

Oh, it is too awful! I am in an agony of

suspense and fear. I have been found out.

It is nearly a fortnight since I last wrote in

my journal, and I have been out at night two

or three times in my boy's clothes. Every

time I got more confidence. I no longer

avoided the roads. Sometimes, but very

rarely, I met people on the roads, and found

that they took no notice of me. Last night

I went out again and was on my way home

about a mile from the house. Coming

suddenly round the corner I saw a motor-car

standing still. It was quite a small car with

quite mild lightsâ��not those acetylene blazers

that make you stagger after the car has passed.

The man in the car had got down and was

taking out one of the lamps. I tried to get

past quickly, but he called to me. " Hi !

boy ! Just hold this lamp for me a minute,

will you ? "

I had always made up my mind if anything

happened, or if anyone spoke to me, to do

just what a boy would do. But this time it

was very difficult, because I had recognized

the voice. The man with the car was Sir

John.

" Right," I said, in a husky sort of voice.

I took the lamp from him and kept the light

on him and away from myself. He opened

the bonnet of the car, told me to hold the

lamp lower, and did something or other to

the works of the thing. He has got very

strong hands. Then he started the engine

again, thanked me, took the lamp from me,

and said he would give me a lift on my way

if I would tell him where to put me down.

The last thing on earth I wanted was to get

into that car with him, but I had to do what

a boy would do, and a boy would have got in

for a certainty. So I thanked him and took

my place. He sat beside me and off we

went.

" Nice night, ain't it ? " said Sir John, as

we started off.

" Ripping," I said. That was pretty

good. In girl's clothes I should have said

that it was a lovely night.

" What school are you at ? " he asked.

" Uppingham," I said, without the least

hesitation. I had that name in my head

because that was the school where the prince

of dancers told me he had been.

" Why," said Sir John, " they haven't

broken up yet."

" No," I said. " I had an illness and was

sent home early."

" Sorry," said Sir John. " Are you a

cricketer ? "

" Rather," I said, which was an awful

mistake, for he began to talk cricket, bringing

in a whole lot of names I did not know. As

a matter of fact, there is not one single thing

that I do know about cricket. Luckily there

was only a minute or so of it. We had now-

gone past the lane that led to our garden, and

I asked him to stop.

I got down and said : " Thanks, awfully.

Good night."

" Good night, Aura," said Sir John, and

was gone in a flash, before I had time to say

anything.

It was as if someone had hit me on the head.

I nearly dropped in the road. I turned cold

all over and shivered as I crawled back.

When I got into bed I am ashamed to say

that I cried, which is a thing that I hardly

ever do.

And now what am I to do, please ? He

will tell, of course. He must tell. It is his

duty to tell. Aunt Editha will be distressed,

and I shall be distressed because she is. Nita

will be disapproving and think I am quite

mad. Ambrose will just laugh at me.

Uncle Edward will be serious and severe,

which he hates being. Nobody will ever, ever

understand me. I think I should like to die.

Here comes relief at last. I had a perfectly

wretched day yesterday, very depressed and

miserable, and at night I only slept a little

bit at a time. In the morning my tea and

letters were brought in, and the letters were

one from Nita and one with a typewritten

address. I thought it was probably some

advertisement, and opened Nita's letter

first. It was quite interesting, and told me

a good deal about the prince of dancers. Can

it be possible that my dear sister wants me

to marry a man named Barker ? Then, in a

perfunctory sort of way, I opened the other

envelope, and there was a letter for me from

Sir Johnâ��quite short, but full of heaven.

He has got an artistic sort of handwriting.

" Don't be worried, Aura, dear," it began.

" I'm not going to give you away to anybody.

Your secret is quite safe. I ought to have

told you that last night, and am very sorry I

didn't. Yours ever, John Clare."

In my joy I kissed that letter. But I am
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never going out at night

any more. I am going to

be quite good. I am not

going to be romantic. I

shall never call Mr. Barker

the prince of dancers any more,

and I shall never lie on my back to

watch the stars again.

This morning at breakfast I got

a shock. Uncle Edward looked up

from his letters and said to Aunt

Editha : " Clare's going to be here

at lunch."

For one moment I thought he

had not kept his word, but Uncle

Edward went on : " It seems that

a replica of the portrait is wanted."

" I always like it when they ask

for replicas," said Aunt Editha.

"It is really the greatest compli-

ment they can pay."

" It's all very well for you. You

don't have to paint the things,"

said Uncle Edward. " It's the

greatest nuisance."

I think he likes people to want

them, but he hates doing them. I

can understand that. I had a feel-

ing all the time that, though Sir

John said he was coming down

about that replica, he was really

coming down to see me. I was glad.

I wanted an explanation with,

him. I wanted to thank him, loo.

He came by train and arrived just at lunch-

time. For some reason or other I felt ashamed

to meet him. I couldn't look at him at all

when I shook hands. I thought he seemed

rather grave at lunch. Directly after lunch

Aunt Editha had to go out, and he went into

the studio with Uncle Edward. I went into

the garden and waited, knowing for certain

that he would come.

He came out almost directly and sat down

on the seat beside me. I could not look at

him. I felt afraid. I think I blushed. But

he seemed quite at ease, and began talking

in a pleasant voice.

" I have refused to interrupt the great

artist any longer, and I want to know if you

will put up with me for a little while."

I KELT TDK LIGHT ON HIM ASH AWAY I ROM MYSELF.

" I am glad you've come out.

I wanted to

explain."

" But why ? You wanted to wander about

alone at night and see what it looked like. To

make it safer you dressed as a boy. You were

not quite sure that your people would under-

stand, and so you never told them."

This surprised me. " It's all absolutely

perfectly true, but it's most wonderful that

you know."

" I know because I know you."

" How did you find out who I was ? "

" Your voice seemed to me curious. You

had disguised it, of course, and yet there was

something in it that I seemed to recognize.

Then, as you came to take the lamp from me,

the light fell on your foot. Now boys do

curious things. It's hardly ever safe to say
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there's anything that a boy will not do. But

it is not very likely that a boy would wear

very pale pink openwork stockings." (Oh,

when I bought that pig of a boy his collars

and necktie, why didn't I buy him reasonable

socks as well ?) " It struck me, too," Sir

John went on, " that the foot was very small.

I had had the same idea about the same foot

before. Then I got a chance to see the back

of your head. A boy's hair ends before his

coat-collar and doesn't disappear underneath

it."

I buried my face in my hands. " Oh," I

said, " I did it awfully badly ! "

" No," said Sir John ; " I don't think you

did. In any ordinary case the disguise would

have been good enough. I think you showed

lots of pluck and self-possession."

I liked him to praise me. " I believe," I

said, " that the nicest thing you have ever

done, Sir John, was to know for certain that

it was not anything very wicked. It was

wrong, of course, and I should have been in

great trouble if the others had found me out.

But it was only just a sort of adventure."

" I know, child," said Sir John. " You see,

I know all about eyes, and I have looked into

your eyes. There is no wickedness in them

at all."

And after that I did not know what to say.

I held out one hand to him. I don't know

why. It was an impulse. He took it in his

and pressed it gently and let it go again. And

then for a moment or two neither of us said

anything.

I had to go on talking, because when we

were silent I could feel his eyes all over me.

" Iâ��I'm never going to do it again," I said.

" Better not, perhaps, without a safe com-

panion."

" For one thing," I said, " I've nearly come

to the end of the boy's collars. I could not

send them to the laundry, of course, so I had

to burn them after I had worn them. I

might have got some more, but " and

here I stopped, because Sir John laughed. I

looked at him as much as to say, " Are you

laughing at me ? " and he said : " You're

splendid ! " So I had to look away again

and go on with anythingâ��just the first thing

that came into myhead.

" You know everything about electricity,

don't you ? " I said. " I do wish you'd tell

me all about it."

" I only know a little about electricity,

but there wouldn't be time to tell you all I

know, and it would be horribly dull if I did.

Instead of that, tell me everything about

yourself."

" No," I said. " You tell me everything

about myself." I only wanted to see if he

had made any more good guesses. I had no

idea what was coming.

That man knew me by heart, just as I

know "The Blessed Damozel" by heart.

He remembered every word I had ever said

to himâ��things of no importance that I had

forgotten long ago. He made me under-

stand that he loved beauty and that he

thought me beautiful, without ever saying

either of those things. Every now and then

something whimsical came in, like his question

about the nightmares. At the end he said :

" You are you, and that ought to be enough

for anybody."

I watched him while he talked. I cannot

think why on earth I ever said he was ugly.

I was a perfect idiot. He's not got any

fairy-prince Barkeresque good looks, but then

who wants them ? I am sure I don't. And

why do girls of my age call a man of thirty-

eight old ? I suppose all girls are idiots.

I like him much better than I had ever

thought possible. I was sorry he had to go

away. He says he is coming to see me again.

That boy is dead. I have killed him and

got rid of the corpse. That is to say, I have

packed up all his clothes and sent them

anonymously to a home for waifs and strays.

I shall never see him looking at me out of the

cheval glass with his girl's eyes againâ��little

beast that he was !

After all, it is much sweeter to be a girl,

onlyâ��onlyâ��I simply daren't write what I

am thinking.

CHAPTER V.

This is my seventeenth birthday. At the

very moment that I write this I am getting

on for eighteen. It is not a bit of good to

grip one's life with both hands. It slips

away. I have had the loveliest presents

from everybody, and everybody was so

charming that I had to be temporarily happy.

But I believe that I am secretly not quite

happy. I am afraid of the things that are

coming, and yet I want them to come.

Yesterday I lunched at Nita's and met

Mr. Ernest Barker again. He dresses ex-

tremely well. He has very good manners.

He is very good-looking. He dances per-

fectly. And he is quite beneath contempt.

I don't know-why it should be so, but I know-

that it is. I wish he would not look at me as

if he were on the point of saying his prayers

to me. He found out that it was my birth-

day to-day, and said he should send me a
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present. I stopped that. Afterwards Nita

accused me of being stand-offish and proud.

It was true, too, but there was no possible

way of helping it. I am quite certain that I

do not want to see Mr. Ernest Barker again.

What do I want ? What is the use of

wanting ? What is the good of making sure

that you will get a letter ? When you don't

get it it only makes you miserable. And very

likely, though he seemed to know everything

about me, he did not know what day my

birthday was.

I wrote that this morning, and it was very

foolish of me. I had hardly put my journal

away when he drove up in his car. I was

seized with a fit of terror and went and hid

in the garden. It was some time before he

came out. He had been talking to Uncle

Edward and Aunt Editha, and he had been

talking about me.

Why should he care ? I am only a silly

kid. Nita told me so only yesterday. It is

too pathetic that a man like that should be

quite humble and reverent when he is speak-

ing to me. He was just as gentle as he could

possibly be with me.

He told me that he loved me. I knew it

before he told me. I may confess now that

I had hoped it before I knew it. The one

thing he had not seemed to know was how

much I loved him. He only spoke of the

possibility that one of these days I might

gradually get to care for him, andâ��and then

all of a sudden I was in his arms.

Good-bye, my journal. I began to write

in you one day not very long ago because I

was happy. And now I cannot write in you

any more because I am far too happy to

write. I have got the pearls that he brought

for me round my neck. I have got the most

perfect happiness in my heart for ever.

To-morrow morning early he comes here

again, and until then he will always be in my

thoughts. I cannot think of anything else.

I hope that I may not sleep to-night, so that

I may go on thinking. Uncle Edward and

Aunt Editha have talked to me about it, and

I tried to make all the right answers, but

really I hardly understood what they said.

I am far, far away. I am out at sea. I am

in heaven. I don't belong to this world any

more. And none of the words that I have

learned so far tell anything of what I feel.

So how can I write in you, my journal ? I

will kiss you and say good-bye.

To-morrow, to-morrow, to-morrow ! What

music !
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Mrs. Bramble looked up,

beaming with a kind of

amiable fat - headedness.

She was the stupidest

woman in Barnes, and one

of the best-tempered. A

domestic creature, wrapped up in Bill, her

husband, and Harold, her son. At the present

moment only the latter was with her. He

sat on the other side of the table, his lips

gravely pursed and his eyes a trifle cloudy

behind their spectacles. Before him on the

red tablecloth lay an open book. His

powerful brain was plainly busy.

Mrs. Bramble regarded him fondly. A

boy scout, had one been present, would have

been struck by the extraordinary resemblance

to a sheep surprised while gloating over its

young.

" Yes, dearie ? "

" Will you hear me ? "

Mrs. Bramble took the book.

" Yes, mother will hear you, precious."

A slight frown marred the smoothness of

Harold Bramble's brow. It jarred upon

him, this habit of his mother's of referring to

herself in the third person, as if she were

addressing a baby, instead of a young man of

ten who had taken the spelling and dictation

prize last term on his head.

He cleared his throat and fixed his eyes

upon the cut-glass hangings of the chandelier.

" ' Be good, sweet maid,' " he began, with

the toneless rapidity affected by youths of his

age when reciting poetry, " ' and let who will

be clever 'â��clever, oh yesâ��' do noble things,

not dream them 'â��dream them, oh yesâ��

' dream them all day long ; and so make

life, death, and that vast f'rever, one 'â��oh

yesâ��' one grand, sweet song.' I knew I

knew it, and now I can do my Scripture."

" You do study so hard, dearie, you'll go

giving yourself a headache. Why don't you

take a nice walk by the river for half an hour,

and come back nice and fresh ? It's a nice

evening, and you could do your Scripture

nicely afterwards."

The spectacled child considered the point

for a moment gravely. Then, nodding, he

arranged his books in readiness for his return

and went out. The front door closed with a

decorous softness.

It was a constant source of amazement to

Mrs. Bramble that she should have brought

such a prodigy as Harold into the world.

Harold was so different from ordinary child-

ren, so devoted to his books, such a model
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" HIS POWERFUL BRAIN WAS PLAINLY BUSY

of behaviour, so altogether admirable. The

only drawback was that his very perfection

had made necessary a series of evasions and

even deliberate falsehoods on the part of

herself and her husband, highly distasteful

to both. They were lovers of truth, but

they had realized that there are times when

truth must be sacrificed. At any cost the

facts concerning Mr. Bramble's profession

must be kept from Harold.

While he was a baby it had not mattered

so much. But when he began to move about

and take notice, Mrs. Bramble said to Mr.

Bramble," Bill, we must keep it from Harold."

A little later, when the child had begun to

show signs of being about to become a model

of goodness and intelligence, and had already-

taken two prizes at the Sunday-school, the

senior curate of the parish, meeting Mr.

Bramble one morning, said, nervouslyâ��for,

after all, it was a delicate subject to broachâ��

" Erâ��Bramble, I think, on the whole, it would

be as well toâ��

erâ��keep it from

Harold."

And only the

other day, Mrs.

Bramble'sbrother,

Major Percy

Stokes, of the

Salvation Army,

dropping in for a

cup of tea, had

said, " I hope you

are keeping it from Harold. It is the

least you can do," and had gone on to

make one or two remarks about men

of wrath which, considering that his

cheek-bones were glistening with Mr.

Bramble's buttered toast, were in poor

taste. But Percy, was like that.

Enemies said that he liked the sound

of his own voice, and could talk the

hind-leg off a donkey. Certainly he

was very persuasive. Once he had

wrought so successfully with an

emotional publican in East Dulwich

that the latter had started then and

there to give all that he had to the

poor, beginning with his stock-in-trade.

Seven policemen had almost failed to

handle the situation.

Mr. Bramble had fallen in with the

suggestion without demur. In private

life he was the mildest and most

obliging of men, and always yielded to

everybody. The very naming of Harold

had caused a sacrifice on his part.

When it was certain that he was about

to become a father he had expressed a desire

that the child should be named John, if a

boy, after Mr. John L. Sullivan, or, if a girl,

Marie, after Miss Marie Lloyd. But Mrs.

Bramble saying that Harold was such a sweet

name, he had withdrawn his suggestions with

the utmost good-humour.

Nobody could help liking this excellent

man ; which made it all the greater pity that

his walk in life was of such a nature that it

simply had to be kept from Harold.

He was a professional pugilist! That was

the trouble.

Before the coming of Harold he had been

proud of being a professional pugilist. His
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ability to paste his fellow-man in the eye

while apparently meditating an attack on his

stomach, and vice versa, had filled him with

that genial glow of self-satisfaction which

comes to philanthropists and other bene-

factors of the species. It had seemed to him

a thing on which to congratulate himself that

of all London's teeming millions there was

not a man, weighing eight stone four,

whom he could not overcome in a twenty-

round contest. He was delighted to be the

possessor of a left hook which had won the

approval of the newspapers.

And then Harold had come into his life,

and changed him into a furtive practiser of

shady deeds. Before, he had gone about the

world with a match-box full of press-notices,

which he would extract with a pin and read

to casual acquaintances. Now, he quailed

at the sight of his name in print, so thoroughly

had he become imbued with the necessity of

keeping it from Harold.

With an ordinary boy it would have

mattered less. But Harold was different.

Secretly proud of him as they were, both

Bill and his wife were a little afraid of their

wonderful child. The fact was, as Bill him-

self put it, Harold was sho.ving a bit too

much class for them. He had formed a

corner in brains, as far as the Bramble family

was concerned. They had come to regard him

as a being of a superior order. Bill himself

could never think without getting a headache,

and Mrs. Bramble's placid stupidity had

been a byword at the A.B.C. shop in which

she had served before her marriage. Yet

Harold, defying the laws of heredity, had

run to intellect as his father had run to

muscle. He had learned to read and write

with amazing quickness. He sang in the

choir. He attended Sunday-school with a

vim which drew warm commendation from

the vicar. And now, at the age of ten, a

pupil at a local private school where they wore

mortar-boards and generally comported

themselves like young dons, he had already

won a prize for spelling and dictation, and

was considered by those in the know a warm

man for the Junior Scripture. You simply

couldn't take a boy like that aside and tell

him that the father whom he believed to be

a commercial traveller was affectionately

known to a large section of the inhabitants of

London as " Young Porky." There were no

two ways about it. You had to keep it from

him.

So Harold grew in stature and intelligence,

without a suspicion of the real identity of the

square-jawed man with the irregularly-

shaped nose who came and went mysteriously

in their semi-detached, red-brick home. He

was a self-centred child, and, accepting the

commercial traveller fiction, dismissed the

subject from his mind ajid busied himself

with things of more moment. And time

slipped by.

Mrs. Bramble, left alone, resumed work

on the sock which she was darning. For the

first time since Harold had reached years of

intelligence she was easy in her mind about

the future. A week from to-night would see

the end of all her anxieties. On that day

Bill would fight his last fight, the twenty-

round contest with that American Murphy

at the National Sporting Club for which he

was now training at the White Hart down

the road. He had promised that it should

be the last. He was getting on. He was

thirty-one, and he said himself that he would

have to be chucking the game before it

chucked him. His idea was to retire from

active work and try for a job as instructor at

one of these big schools or colleges. He had a

splendid record for respectability and sobriety

and all the other qualities which headmasters

demanded in those who taught their young

gentlemen to box ; and several of his friends

who had obtained similar posts described the

job in question as extremely soft. So that

it seemed to Mrs. Bramble that all might now

be considered well. She smiled happily to

herself as she darned her sock.

She was interrupted in her meditations by

a knock at the front door. She put down her

sock and listened. It was late for any of the

neighbours to pay a call, and the knock had

puzzled her. Martha, the general, pattered

along the passage, and then there came the

sound of voices speaking in an undertone.

Footsteps made themselves heard in the

passage. The door opened. The head and

shoulders of Major Percy Stokes insinuated

themselves into the room.

The major cocked a mild blue eye at her.

" Harold anywhere about ? "

" He's gone out for a nice walk. What-

ever brings you here, Percy, so late ? "

Percy made no answer. He withdrew his

head. His voice, without, said " All right."

He then reappeared, this time in his entirety,

and remained holding the door open. More

footsteps in the passage, and through the

doorway, in a sideways fashion suggestive of

a diffident crab, came a short, sturdy, red-

headed man with a broken nose and a pro-

pitiatory smile, at the sight of whom Mrs.

Bramble, dropping her sock, rose as if

i
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propelled bv powerful machinery, and

exclaimed, " Bill ! "

Mr. Brambleâ��for it was heâ��scratched his

head, grinned feebly, and looked for assistance

to the major.

" A brand from the burning," said that

gentleman.

. " That's right," said Mr. Bramble ; " that's

me.

" The scales have fallen from his eyes."

" What scales ? " demanded Mrs. Bramble,

a literal-minded woman. " And what are

you doing here, Bill, when you ought to be

at the White Hart, training ? "

" That's just what I'm telling you," said

Percy. " I been wrestling with Bill, and I

been vouchsafed the victory."

" You ! " said Mrs. Bramble, with uncom-

plimentary astonishment, letting her gaze

wander over her brother's weedy form.

" I been vouchsafed the victory," repeated

the major. " It was 'ard work, but did I

falter ? No, I did not falter. There were

moments when it didn't seem 'ardly

possible I could bring it off, but was I

down-hearted ? No, I was not down-hearted.

I wrote him letters, and I sent him tracts. I

tried to wrestle with him in speech, too, but

there was a man of wrath, a son of Belial in

a woollen jersey and a bowler hat, who come

at me, using horrible language, and told me

lo stand still while he broke my neck and

dropped me into the river."

" Jerry Fisher's a hard nut," said Mr.

Trimble, apologetically. " He don't like

people coming round talking to a man he's

training, unless he introduces them or they're

newspaper gents."

" After that I kept away. But I wrote

the letters and I sent the tracts. Bill, which

of the tracts was it that snatched you from

the primrose path ? "

" It wasn't so much the tracts, Perce. It

was what you wrote about Harold. You see,

Jane "

" Perhaps you'll kindly allow me to get a

word in edgeways, you two," said Mrs.

Bramble, her temper for once becoming

ruffled. " You can stop talking for half an

instant, Percy, if you know how, while Bill

tells me what he's doing here when he ought

to be at the White Hart with Mr. Fisher, doing

his bit of training."

Mr. Bramble met her eye and blinked

awkwardly.

" Percy's just been telling you, Jane. He

wrote "

" I haven't made head or tail of a word that

Percy's said, and I don't expect to. All I

Vol. xlvi.-84.

want is a plain answer to a plain question.

What are you doing here, Bill, instead of

being at the White Hart ? "

" I've come home, Jane."

" Glory ! " exclaimed the major.

" Percy, if you don't keep quiet, I'll forget

I'm your sister and let you have one. What

do you mean, Bill, you've come home ?

Isn't there going to be the fight next week,

after all ? "

" The fight's over," said the unsuppressed

major, joyfully, " and Bill's won, with me

seconding him."

" Percy ! "

Mr. Bramble pulled himself together with

a visible effort.

" I'm not going to fight, Jane," he said, in

a small voice.

" You're not going ! "

" He's seen the error of his ways," cried

Percy, the resilient. " That's what he's gone

and done. At the eleventh hour it has been

vouchsafed to me to snatch the brand from

the burning. Oh ! I have waited for this joyful

moment. I have watched for it. I "

" You're not going to fight ! "

Mr. Bramble, avoiding his wife's eye, shook

his head.

" And how about the money ? "

" What's money ? " said the major, scorn-

fully.

" You ought to know," snapped Mrs.

Bramble, turning on him. " You've bor-

rowed enough of it from me in your

time."

The major waved a hand in wounded

silence. He considered the remark in poor

taste. It was true that from time to time

a certain amount of dross had passed from

her hands to his, but this harping on the fact

was indelicate and unsisterly.

" How about the money ? " repeated Mrs.

Bramble. " Goodness knows I've never liked

your profession, Bill, but there is this to be

said for it, that it's earned you good money

and made it possible for us to give Harold as

good an education as any duke ever had, I'm

sure. And you know yourself you said that

the five hundred pounds you were going to

get if you beat this Murphy, and even if you

lost it would be a hundred and twenty, was

going to be a blessing, because it would let us

finish him off proper and give him a better

start in life than you or me ever had, and

now you let this Percy come over you with

his foolish talk, and now I don't know what

will happen."

There was an uncomfortable silence. Even

Percy seemed at a loss for words. Mrs.
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Bramble sat down and began to sob. Mr. Percy pointed out to me, and I seen what be

Bramble shuffled his feet. meant, so I hopped it."

" Talking of Harold," said Mr. Bramble at " At the eleventh hour," added the major,

last, " that's really what I'm driving at. It rubbing in the point.

was him really what I was thinking of when " You see, Jane " Mr. Bramble was

I hopped it from the White Hart. There's a beginning, when there was a knock at the door,

good deal in what Perce says about men of and a little, ferret-faced man in a woollen

wrath and the primrose path and all, but it sweater and cycling knickerbockers entered,

was Harold that really made me do it. It removing as he did so a somewhat battered

bowler hat.

"'LET ME GET AT HIM!' BKGGED THE INTRUDER, STRUGGLING TO FREE HIMSELF FROM BILL'S

RESTRAINING ARMS."

hadn't hardly struck me till Perce pointed

it out, but this fight with Jimmy Murphy,

being as you might say a kind of national

affair, in a way of speaking, was likely to be

written up in all the papers, instead of only

in the sporting ones. As likely as not there

would be a piece about it in the Mail, with

a photograph of me. And you know Harold

reads his Mail regular. And then, don't you

see, the fat would be in the fire. That's what

" I thought so ! " he said, and shot through

the air towards Percy.

" Jerry ! " said Bill.

" Mr. Fisher ! " said Mrs. Bramble.

" Be reasonable," said the major, diving

underneath the table and coming up the other

side like a performing seal.

" Let me get at him," begged the intruder,

struggling to free himself from Bill's restrain- -

ing arms.
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Mrs. Bramble rapped on the table.

" Kindly remember there's a lady present,

Mr. Fisher."

The little man's face became a battlefield

on which rage, misery, and a respect for the

decencies of social life struggled for the

mastery.

" It's hard," he said at length, in a choked

voice. " I just wanted to break his neck for

him, but I suppose it's not to be. I know

it's him that's at the bottom of it. Directly

I found Bill, here, had cut his stick and

hopped it, I says to myself,' It's him !' And

here I find them together, so I know it's him.

Well, if you say so, Mrs. B., I suppose I

mustn't put a head on him. But it's hard.

Bill-, you come back along of me to the White

Hart. I'm surprised at you. Ashamed of

you, I am. All the time you and me have

known each other I've never known you do

such a thing. You such a pleasure to train

as a rule. It all comes of getting with bad

companions. And your chop cooking on the

fire all the while ! It'll be spoilt now, and

all the expense of ordering another. It's

hard. Come along, Bill. Step it."

Mr. Bramble looked at his brother-in-law

miserably.

" You tell him," he said.

" You tell him, Jane," said the major.

" I won't," said Mrs. Bramble.

" Tell him what ? " asked the puzzled

trainer. A sudden thought blanched his face.

" You haven't been having a glass of beer,

Bill ? "

" No, no, Jerry. Not me. It's only

that "

" Well ? "

" It's only that I'm not going to fight on

Monday."

" What ! "

" Bill has seen a sudden bright light," said

Percy, edging a few inches to the left, so that

the table was exactly between the trainer

and himself. " At the eleventh hour he has

turned from his wicked ways. You ought

to be singing with joy, Mr. Fisher, if you

really loved Bill. This ought to be the

happiest evening you've ever known. You

ought to be singing like a little child!"

A strange, guttural noise, escaped the

trainer. It may have been a song, but it

did not sound like it. \

" It's true, Jerry," said Bill, unhappily.

" I been thinking it over, and I'm not going

to fight on Monday."

" Glory ! " said the major, tactlessly.

Jerry Fisher's face was a study in violent

emotions. His eyes seemed to protrude

fr.om their sockets like a snail's. He clutched

the tablecloth.

" I'm sorry, Jerry,' said Bill. " I know

it's hard on you. But I've got to think of

Harold. This fight with Jimmy Murphy

being what you might call a kind of national

affair, in a way of speaking, will be reported

in the Mail as like as not, with a photograph

of me, and Harold reads his Mail regular.

We've been keeping it from him all these

years that I'm in the profession, and we

dursen't let him know now. He would die

of shame, Jerry."

Tears appeared in Jerry Fisher's eyes.

'"Bill," he cried, " you're off your head.

Think of the purse ! "

" Ah ! " said Mrs. Bramble.

" Think of all the swells that'll be coming

to see you. Think of the Lonsdale belt

they'll have to let you try for if you beat this

Murphy. Think of what the papers'll say.

Think of me."

" I know, Jerrv, it's chronic. But

Harold "

" Think of all the trouble you've took for

the last weeks getting yourself into con-

dition."

" I know. But Har "

" You can't not fight on Monday. It 'ud

be too hard."

" But Harold, Jerry. He'd die of the

disgrace of it. He ain't like you and me,

Jerry. He's a little gentleman. I got to

think of Harold."

" What about me, pa ? " said a youthful

voice at the door ; and Bill's honest blood

froze at the sound. His jaw fell, and he

goggled dumbly.

There, his spectacles gleaming in the gas-

light, his cheeks glowing with the exertion

of the nice walk, his eyebrows slightly

elevated with surprise, stood Harold himself.

" Halloa, pa ! Halloa, Uncle Percy ! Some-

body's left the front door open. What were

you saying about thinking about me, pa ?

Ma, will you hear me my piece of poetry

again ? I think I've forgotten it."

The four adults surveyed the innocent

child in silence.

On the faces of three of them consternation

was written. In the eyes of the fourth, Mr.

Fisher, there glittered that nasty, steely ex-

pression of the man who sees his way to

getting a bit of his own back. Mr. Fisher's

was not an unmixedly chivalrous nature.

He considered that he had been badly treated,

and what he wanted most at the moment was

revenge. He had been fond and proud of

Bill Bramble, but those emotions belonged
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to the dead past. Just at present he felt

that he disliked Bill rather more than anyone

else in the world, with the possible exception

of Major Percy Stokes.

" So you're Harold, are you, Tommy ? "

he said, in a metallic voice. " Then just

you listen here a minute."

" Jerry," cried Bill, advancing, " you keep

your mouth shut, or I'll dot you one."

Mr. Fisher retreated and, grasping a chair,

swung it above his head.

" You better ! "

he said, curtly.

" Mr. Fisher, do

be a gentleman,"

entreated Mrs.

Bramble.

" My dear sir."

There was a

crooning winning-

ness in Percy's

voice. " My dear

sir, do nothing

hasty. Think

before you speak.

Don't -go and be

so silly as to act

like a mutton-

head. I'd be

ashamed to be so

spiteful. Respect

a father's feel-

ings."

"Tommy," said

Mr. Fisher, ignor-

ing them all," you

think your pa's a

commercial. He

ain't. He's a

fighting-man,

doing his eight-

stone-four ring-

side, and known

to all the heads as

' Young Porky.' "

Bill sank into

a chair. He could see Harold's round eyes

staring at him.

" I'd never have thought it of you, Jerry,"

he said, miserably. " If anyone had come

to me and told me that you could have acted

so raw I'd have dotted him one."

" And if anyone had come to me and told

me that I should live to see the day when you

broke training a week before a fight at the

National I'd given him one for himself."

" Harold, my lad," said Percy, " you

mustn't think none the worse of your pa for

having been a man of wrath. He hadn't

seen the bright light then. It's all over now.

He's give it up for ever, and there's no call

for you to feel ashamed."

Bill seized on the point.

" That's right, Harold," he said, reviving.

" I've give it up ; I was to have fought an

American named Murphy at the National

next Monday, but I ain't going to now/

not if they come to me on their bended knees.

Not if the King of England come to me on his

bended knees."

Harold drew a deep breath.

" Oh ? " he cried, shrilly. " Oh, aren't

you ? Then what about my two bob ?

What about my two bob I've betted Dicky

Saunders that Jimmy Murphy won't last ten

rounds ? "

He looked round the room wrathfully.

" It's thick," he said, in the crisp, gentle-

manly voice of which his parents were so

proud. " It's jolly thick. That's what it

is. A chap takes the trouble to study form

and saves up his pocket-money to have a bit

on a good thing, and then he goes and gets
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let down like this. It may be funny to you,

but I call it rotten. And another thing I

call rotten is you having kept it from me all

this time that you were ' Young Porky,' pa.

That's what I call so jolly rotten ! There's a

fellow at our school who goes about swanking

in the most rotten way because he once got

Bombardier Wells's autograph. Fellows look

up to him most awfully, and all the time they

might have been doing it to me. That's

what makes me so jolly sick. How long do

you suppose they'd go on calling me ' Goggles '

if they knew that you were my father ?

' BILL SANK INTO A CHAIR. UK COULD SKK

ROUND EYES STARING AT HIM.'

They'd chuck it to-morrow, and look up to me

like anything. I do call it rotten. And

chucking it up like this is the limit. What

do you want to do it for ? It's the silliest

idea I ever heard. Why, if you beat Jimmy

Murphy they'll have to give you the next

chance with Sid Sampson for the Lonsdale

belt. Jimmy beat Ted Richards, and Ted

beat the Ginger Nut, and the Ginger Nut only

lost on a foul to Sid Sampson, and you beat

Ted Richards, so they couldn't help letting

you have next go at Sid."

Mr. Fisher beamed approval.

" If I've told your pa that once, I've

told him twenty times," he said.

" You certainly know a thing or two,

Tommy."

" Well, I've made a study of it since I was

a kid, so I jolly well ought to. All the fellows

at our place are frightfully keen on it. One

chap's got a snapshot of Freddy Welsh. At

least, he says it's Freddy Welsh, but I

believe it's just some ordinary fellow. Any-

how, it's jolly blurred, so it might be any-

one. Pa, can't you give me a picture of

yourself boxing ?

I could swank

like anything.

And you don't

know how sick a

chap gets of

having chaps call

him ' Goggles.' "

"Bill," said

Mr. Fisher, " you

and me had better

be getting back

to the White

Hart."

Bill rose and

followed him

without a word.

Harold broke

the silence which

followed their

departure. T h e

animated expres-

sion which had

been on his face

as he discussed

the relative merits

of Sid Sampson

and the Ginger

Nut had given

place to the ab-

stracted gravity

of the student.

" Ma ! "

Mrs. Bramble started convulsively.

" Yes, dearie ? "

" Will you hear me ? "

Mrs. Bramble took the book.

" Yes, mother will hear you, precious," she

said, mechanically.

Harold fixed his eyes upon the cut-glass

hangings of the chandelier.

" ' Be good, sweet maid, and let who

will be clever' â�� clever. ' Do noble

things . . ."'
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II.

is in life as it is in travelling,

that you go sometimes with

such unreflecting interest in

the mere passing-by of the

incidents of Time that you

arrive unaware of your

destination, and look back

with dismay on the change and the distance.

It was so I went from the democracy of our

French class-room to the estate of Royalty in

Spain. The mere journey itself was an

excitement ; and it was at once, even in

France, almost a Royal progress, because of

the number of Spanish ladies who had come

to Paris to conduct my mother to the Court,

H RH THE INFANTA

EULALIA OF SPAIN

to say nothing of the other people who had

attached themselves to our suite for various

reasons of their own.

At the seaport of San Jean de Luz a

Spanish warship awaited us, with the sailors

on the yards, the colours flying, and the

cannon firing a salute. This seemed to me

very jolly, and I watched with curiosity ; but

I must have been a little withdrawn from it

in my mind, for I remember noticing with

amusement how much more excited for us

my governess was by the crowds and the

spectacle. It is usually the looker-on who

most enjoys these pomps. The Royalty must

preserve the dignity of effigies to endure the

stares. And I was disappointed because I

was not free to move about and be uncon-

scious ; because I could not be spoken to by

those who were outside the circle of attend-

ants ; because the personages who were

allowed to greet me all made the same con-

gratulations with a formality that wearied.

Even on board the ship I could not go about

and see the sailors. I had to remain in the

Royal cabins, or move with the others among

the standing salutes of officers who could not

speak or be spoken to. We had lost the

freedom of private persons ; we had become

like commanding officers in a world governed

by the army regulations of Court etiquette ;

we could not go anywhere without sending
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word ahead so that life might be put on

parade for us. Our meals were ceremonies.

We attended a very long and formal mass

that was celebrated for us on board. And I

remember, as my one real pleasure on the

ship, that I had to sleep in a saloon on a

billiard-table, where a mattress had been

spread for me, because there were not enough

Royal cabins to supply us all.

But as soon as we arrived at the Spanish

port of Santander I forgot everything in the

excitement of a reception that amounted to

a carnival. With a staff of officers and

dignitaries in uniform, and a troop of cavalry

as escort, we were driven in an open carriage,

drawn by four horses, through streets of which

I could not see the fronts of the housesâ��

flying that one has of bats. And this excited

me. And the more excited I became, the

more the crowd laughed and cheered and

pelted us. If Spain were going to be all like

that, I should be happy. It seemed impossible

that these could be the same people who had

driven my mother away with hisses. The

realization that they were truly the same made

it seem, for the moment, that we were all

playing a part in a spectacle without sincerity.

The thought worried me as it passed.

We were being driven to the cathedral of

Santander, where a mass was to be celebrated

and the Te Deum sung in thanksgiving for

our return ; and there, at the church door,

the bishop in his robes waited for us under a

canopy borne on poles by four young priests

THE l'ALACE OF THE ESCURIAL, OF WHICH THE INFANTA GIVES AN AMUSING DESCRIPTION.

they were so covered with the reds and

yellows of flags and bunting that were

dazzling in the vivid sunlight of Spain.

There were crowds on the pavement, in the

windows, on the balconies, and even on the

housetops ; and they pelted us gaily with

flowers tied in nosegays with weighted stems

so that they might be accurately thrown.

They threw at us doves with their feet tied to

long strings, so that they could flutter but not

escape. And we warded off the flowers with

our parasols ; and standing up in the carriage

I caught at the doves, while my mother, who

feared nothing in the world, kept crying out,

in a nervous terror, that she would faint if

one of the birds touched her with its flutter-

ings. She had the sort of horror of them

â��the sort of canopy that he walks under in

processions of the Corpus Christi, when he

carries the Host through the streets. My

mother, my two sisters, and I were taken

under this canopy with him, as if we were

something sacred; and we were solemnly

escorted, by priests and acolytes, with music

and singing and candles and incense, up the

aisle to the sanctuary, where four throne-like

chairs had been prepared for us before the

altar. And I watched the priests and the

people, and wondered whether they were

sincere in this appearance of accepting us as

sanctified by some sort of divine right.

From the cathedral we were taken to an

official reception at the Mairie, and then to

the Royal train that my brother had sent to
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bring us to Madrid ; and we were started on

our railroad journey with cheering and

congratulations, in great state, among officers

of the Court and personages of the Govern-

ment. It was a journey that lasted all night,

and the train was stopped at every station

so that we might smile and bow to the crowd.

At first I enjoyed it; it was exciting. But

when it grew dark and I was tired and wanted

to sleep, I found I had to wake up to be

shown to the people, who came even in the

middle of the night to see us pass. I rebelled.

My mother insisted. " Very well," I said,

" I'll make silly faces at them, and they'll

think you have an idiot for a daughter." And

my mother was furious, but she knew that I

would do it, so she left me alone, and I slept.

I had learned that we were not going direct

to Madrid, but to the palace of the Escurial,

in the mountains, a little distance from the

capital. It was not considered wise that my

mother should go to Madrid, because her

presence there might encourage the formation

of a party in her favour as a rival to her son,

and because it was necessary to avoid any

appearance that the King was taking direc-

tions from her in affairs of Stateâ��in short,

because the men who had recalled my brother

were willing to have my mother and her

children in Spain, but were not willing to have

her rule there. This fact, for me, rather took

away the sweet odour of sincerity from the

incense that had been burned for us ; but it

did not seem to make any difference to my

mother, who accepted such considerations as

matters of course.

My brother met our train at a station some

distance from Madrid, and we had a little

family reunion that was very happy. He

was so glad to have us and we to have him.

My mother insisted that he must scold me

for threatening to make faces at the people,

but he laughed and would not. He joked

and chatted gaily with me, as we used to in

the old school days that seemed already so

far away ; and he promised that in a little

time he would be able to have us with him

in Madrid, where we should be very jolly

together.

He accompanied us to the Escurial, which

we approached from the mountains, so that

we looked down on it. It was built in a

square, with a wing coming out of one side

like a handle. " What a funny palace !" I

said. " It is the shape of a frying-pan."

My brother told me that this was intention-

ally so ; that Philip II. had dedicated the

palace to St. Lorenzo, who had been martyred

on a gridiron ; and the shape of the building

Vol. xlii.-85

was designed to remind the kings that if they

were wicked they would be fried in hell. I

enjoyed with him the charming naiveti of

the symbolism. He was no more illiberal

than I about his religion. Indeed, I think

he was the only King of Spain who did not

constantly go to confession.

Half of the Escurial was a monastery and

a school, where the monks taught; for

Philip II. had been fanatically religious, and

he had lived here as " Brother Philip," even

while he conducted the war in the Nether-

lands and sent the famous Armada against

England. The tombs of the Royal family

were all hereâ��to make it more cheerfulâ��

and new tombs were waiting for us, the

daughters of Queen Isabella, so that I might

regard my own sepulchre. I regarded it with

amusement, because it seemed to me a childish-

ness to make a daily bugaboo of death.

It appeared that we were not put in our

tombs immediately after dying. We were

placed first in the crypt, in a chamber called

the pudridero, until decay had reduced

our bodies to bones; and my brother

whispered to me that in the -pudridero

reserved for Infantas so little care had been

taken during the revolution that the bones

had been mixed up together, and he had had

to have them sorted for burial as best he

could, rather haphazard. The thought of

the poor Infantas in their fine tombs, with

the bones of each in the tomb of another,

set us laughing again. I thought that the

Escurial was a very pretentiously funny

place, and I enjoyed the tour of it with my

brother as a great joke.

Next morning, before I was up, an im-

portant-looking officer in a gorgeous uniform

of red and gold came bowing with dignity

into my bedroom, and spoke something in

Spanish. I could not understand what he

wanted, and I tried to make him understand

that I did not want him. He kept repeating

himself deferentially, but with the air of a

dignitary who knew his rights, until I ordered

him out of the room with a gesture that he

could not mistake. He went, much offended,

and I hurried to my mother's room to ask

her who he was. She explained that he was

an important Court official; that his sole

duty in life was to carry slops from my wash-

tableâ��which was upholstered in red and gold

to match his uniform; that this was a

privilege which he valued highly, and that

I had probably hurt him very much by deny-

ing him the right. I was indignant that any

man of intelligence should be doing anything

so absurd. My mother did not sympathize ;
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it was an affair of Court etiquette. I refused

to have a man coming to my room. She

insisted that I must. " Very well," I said,

" if he ever comes in there again, I'll beat

him with something." And although my

mother was angry with me, he never did

come in again.

He proved to be a sample of much of the

formality that made life difficult at the

Escurial. We had not only, now, the ladies-

in-waiting to be with us always ; as soon as

we came out of our bedrooms in the morning

we had ushers also to precede us everywhere ;

and if we crossed a hall a guard accom-

panied us and waited at the door. The

Escurial is one of the most magnificent of

palaces, with huge rooms of sta e as high as

chapels, richly furnished and hung with

tapestries and paintings. I found these

rooms excellent to skip in, since all the

furniture was arranged along the walls, as in

ball-rooms ; but I had to make friends first

with the ushers, to persuade them to stand

aside and let .me play, otherwise, I suppose,

I should have had to skip in a procession,

with an usher marching in his uniform

solemnly ahead of me and a lady-in-waiting

behind !

I had no studies here and no playmates ;

my sisters were older than I, and they did

not like my active games. I soon found the

Escurial depressing. It was chilly in the

mountains after sunset, and there was no

way of heating the palace in those days

except with fireplaces, that might as well

have been burning out of doors. The view

from the windows was desolate, for there

were no trees, and the hills were bare. I

saw no visitors but personages, speaking

Spanish, who came to see my mother formally;

and to these we children were shown to satisfy

curiosity. They all congratulated us on

being back in the land where we had been

born. I wondered why they expected that

to make us so happy. After all, I did not

remember being born there. As for the

Escurial, it was picturesque, no doubt; it

was magnificent; it was as historic as a

public museum ; and if I had been a tourist,

sight-ceeing, I might have admired it as much

as tourists do Versailles. But I do not think

that even a tourist would be happy if he had

to live permanently imprisoned in the magni-

ficent discomforts of the palace of Versaillesâ��

especially if his only recreation was to skip

in the Hall of Mirrors under the eyes of a

uniformed museum guard.

Then there came to us a formidable

relative, a Princess to whom her royalty was

a religion ; and a new trouble for me began.

I offended her unconsciously with every word

â��and, when I was not speaking, with every

action. It appeared to her that I had not at

all the manners of a Princess, nor the mind.

She set herself to instruct and counsel me,

severely.

She tried to impress it on me that , with my

brother on the Throne, every word I uttered

had importance ; that it would be weighed

and studied and repeated. Therefore I must

not express opinions of any sort about public

affairs, or personages, for fear I should say

something that might be used to make diffi-

culties for my brother. It was a duty that

we owed the Crown to have no opinions at all,

except about matters that could have no

public bearing or affect the popularity of the

King. Similarly, we could have no special

friends, for fear of arousing jealousies that

might embarrass the Throne. And in order

to avoid even the appearance of having

favourites, we must not show any special

sympathy for any person or any antipathy

for any other. We must be the same to all,

and unvarying in our manner from day to

day, so as to avoid comparisons. It was a

duty that we owed the Crown. We must

perform all our social and religious duties

and observe all the etiquettes of Court life to

the same endâ��that no act of ours, either of

omission or commission, should make diffi-

culty for the King. We must not only avoid

the occasion of scandal, but we must efface

ourselves so smoothly that even the most

innocent gossip could not find its source in us.

It was a duty that we owed the Crown. I

must not say that I found the view from the

Escurial desolate ; it might be construed

into an offensive criticism of the country. I

must like everything and everybody, unless

the King expressed a wish to the contrary in

a particular instance. It was a duty that we

owed the Crown.

At first she bewildered me with the sort of

fright that comes on a child confronted by a

dictatorial schoolmaster and a new lesson to

learn. She talked and talked, and I did not

understand her. Then I began to think her

absurd, because her pomposity was stupid, and

her self-importance made me smile. When

she told me that every word I uttered would

be weighed and repeated, I thought to myself,

" No ! PeoDle can't be so silly as that ! Or

if there are such people, why worry about

them ? It isn't worth the thought." And

the idea that I must not have opinions or

friends was repulsive to me, because it was

a restraint of spirit that would cramp me.
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"BEFORE I WAS UP AN IMPORTANT-LOOKING OFFICER IN A GORGEOUS UNIFORM CAME BOWING

WITH DIGNITY INTO MY BEDROOM."
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After hearing it all

from her, over and

over, again and

again, I decided

that she was not a

very clever person,

and that she had

exaggerated trifles.

I knew that my brother

would not expect such

tilings of me, and I de-

cided to pay no attention

to her.

But the difficulty is that,

no matter how liberal-

minded a King may be,

many of the people who

devote themselves to the

servilities of Court life are

inevitably narrow; and

though my brother had

been recalled to the Throne

because he was a Liberal,

his Court could not be so.

My sisters and I, having

been educated in France,
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Alcazar in Sevilla, where we could learn

Spanish and be purged of foreign habits

of thought. And there, too, my mother

would be still farther away from in-

fluencing the politics of the capital.

So, within a few months, we left the

Escurial for the Alcazar, and I went

from the chilly monotony of a Northern

Court to the oppression and ennui of an

Oriental harem. Even yet, if the sun

shines too brightly and the summer day

is hot, I am overcome with melancholy

1 a Russian who has been in prison

in Siberia might be

when he sees the snow

fall. Those endless, idle,

unhappy days!

As we drove to the

palace from the railroad

station I noticed

that the street

windows of the

houses were

all barred.

Th ieves,

WHICH Till! INFANTA

IDLE, UNHAPPY DAYS."

were suspected of Re

publican tendencies of

mind that would be

as offensive a* bad

table manners in the

Court. The clerical

influence, though it

was not strong with

my brother, was very

strong with my

mother, and the ladies

and gentlemen-in-wait-

ing, and the nobility in

general; and I suppose

it was evident that I was

not a pattern of young

devoutness. I spoke Spanish

so clumsily that my brother

had laughed at it and advised

me that it would be unwise for me

to attempt to speak it to visitors

until I was more proficient. I did not

know what was going on about me,

but I imagine it was for such reasons

as these that it was decided my mother

should take us to the palace of tl.c .

A PORTRAIT OK TH,"

INFANTA FROM A

IAIN 1 ING.
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then, must be very bold in Sevilla ? I was

told : No ; the bars were not in the windows

to keep burglars out, but to keep the young

girls in, and to allow them to speak safely with

their future husbands, who came courting

below in the streets. How picturesque !

Since I had never been allowed to speak to a

man alone, even through a gratingâ��unless it

was a priest in a confessionalâ��I did not feel

sorry for the young women of Sevilla. I did

not understand that the bars were symbolical.

I stared at the flat-roofed Southern houses

and the barbaric colours of the costumes, and

the crowds that did not cheer us as we drove

by, but sang in chorus to the accompaniment

of unseen guitars, and uttered sudden shrieks

with sad, impassive faces, like Arabs, to

express their joy. And the gates of the

Alcazar closed on us without any ominous

echo to my ears.

The Alcazar is a Moorish palace of great

beauty, with walls and ceilings all covered

with intricate patterns of carving and bright

colours, so that it was like coming to live in a

palace of the Arabian Nights. The inner

courtyards were Oriental, cooled by fountains.

The garden around the palace was Oriental,

in tiny squares and flower-beds, with short

paths, and no place for one to run. And

around the garden the high wall was Oriental,

a true harem wall, over which one could not

see. In all the rooms of the palace there was

not one door ; and when we had hangings

put up in the Moorish arches of our bedroom

doorways the servants were surprised. They

did not understand the desire for privacy.

Sentinels and guards were on duty every-

where ; a man even walked all night under

my bedroom windows; and whenever we

went into the gardens the trumpets were

soundedâ��Heaven only knows why !

It was a life in which there was nothing to

do, nothing to seeâ��a life designed for

Southern women who are content to loll

about on cushions and grow fat. We were

not expected to go out at all, except in

carriages, with an escort, down staring streets,

and, indeed, it would have been impossible

to walk through the crowds that gathered.

I could not ride horseback without a lady-in-

waiting to go with me ; and all the ladies

were too fat to ride, even if they had known

how. The best exercise I could get in the

garden was to jump the flower-bedsâ��to the

amazement of everybodyâ��or to skip up and

down in one place mechanically. It was as

much worse than the Escurial as the Escurial

had been worse than the Palais de Castile ;

and when it came home to me that this, now,

was to be my life for ever, I felt that I should

go mad.

Every afternoon my mother gave audiences

to the ladies of Sevilla; but what good was

that ? Even with us children they did

nothing but curtsy, and kiss the hands, and

look at us awed, as if we were not human.

They could not say anything to us, and we

did not know what to say to them. Generals

came to salute my mother, and remained for

dinner; and every day one officer of the

guard had luncheon with us ; but we girls

were not allowed to speak to men, except to

exchange formal words of greeting under the

eyes of the governess.

One day, the governess being absent, I got

into conversation with an officer at the table,

innocently, when he had been speaking about

" the bath of Maria Padilla " in our garden.

It was a large stone bath that had been built

by Pedro the Cruel -for this Maria Padilla

when she had lived at the Alcazar ; and I had

longed to have it filled with water so that I

might use it. The officer told me that once,

after Maria Padilla had bathed there, Pedro

the Cruel, in a jest, had invited a courtier to

drink some of the water to show his devotion,

and the courtier replied, " I'm afraid if I

tried the sauce, I might get a taste for the

partridge." I thought this very clever of the

courtier, and I repeated the story to my

governess, after dinner, and she was horrified.

It was the last opportunity I got to speak

with the officer.

And I did not get the bath. Indeed, it

was difficult to get a bath of any sort, except

a sponge bath, piecemeal. . The ladies-in-

waiting declared that it was sinful to bathe ;

and when I laughed at that they argued

that it was indelicate to take off all one's

clothing at once. (I imagine that their

antipathy to bathing must have come from

the feeling against the Moors, who had so long

been the conquerors in Sevilla, since it was

part of their religion to bathe.) I finally got

my way by persuading a doctor to give orders

that I must have cold baths for my health.

These, then, were some of the material

restrictions of our life. The mental restric-

tions were even more hopeless. There were

no books to be had. If I wrote a letter, it had

to be read by the lady-in-waiting to whom I

gave it to post. We had an old professor to

give us lessons in Spanish, and we studied

painting and music, and acquired the orna-

mental accomplishments and fundamental

ignorances of young ladies who are not

expected to have minds and not allowed to

develop any. Religious instruction went on
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always. We heard mass in the palace every

day, and we should have had to go to confession

and communion every day, too, if I had not

insisted that I would not go oftener than once

a month. My sisters were both most devout,

and they did not sympathize with my rebel-

liousness. And when I complained of the

imprisonment of our lives, they counselled me,

affectionately, to bow to the will of God and

to accept with

pious resigna-

tion the trials

to which Pro-

vidence had

appointed us.

I should have

been happier,

no doubt, if I

could have

done so ; but

Providence

had also ap-

pointed for

me a tempera -

mcnt that

made resig-

nation impos-

sible, and I

continued to

obey the will

of God by

chafing and

complaining

and struggling

to escape.

With the ar-

rival of March

came a new

horrorof heat;

and as the

summer pro-

gress e d it

seemed im-

possible tO THE GARDENS OF THE Al-CAZA

live through mama padilla," of which

each new day. amusing

The sun was unendurable. The soldiers on

guard had to be changed every quarter of

an hour, and many of them were taken from

their posts fainting. The birds fell dead

from the trees in the garden. The air was

full of an odour of melting asphalt, and even

at night the pavements would be so hot that

they would burn the soles of the shoes.

Indoors, the sealing-wax would melt on your

writing-desk. And the mosquitoes ! To-

study, or to write, we had to sit under

mosquito bars, or we would be so pestered that

we could not work. I was unable to eat. I

lived on lemon and water, ill with the heat

and with longing for the cool, green freedom

of our country summers in Normandyâ��with

the grey-blue skies and the grey-green fields,

and the shade of the deep, hedge-hidden

byways. How I yearned for them ! As one

yearns for the

comfort of

health in the

semi-delirious

miseries of

fever! I would

say to myself,

" Oh, if Spain

would only

have another

revolution !"

Then one

of my sisters,

who was less

robust than I,

became seri-

ously pros-

trated. They

were afraid

(hat I, too,

might col-

lapse, because

I would not

let them give

me food. My

mother had

quarrelled

with my

brother about

some political

differences,

and she

wished to take

us to France;

but since the

King was un-

married, and

one of us â�� or one of our children â�� might

inherit the Throne, it was not permitted

to us to leave Spain, for fear of foreign

influences. We were prisoners for life ! It

was decided that we should join our brother

in Madrid, and our mother should go away

to France without us. I was never to live

with her again, but I parted from her with-

out anxiety, since at last I had my wish-

to be with my brother.

R, CONTAINING THE " BATH OF

THE INFANTA RELATES AN

ANF.CIlOTE.

(To be continued.)
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"Confound that, ruddy

tiren â�� it's the limit ! I

shan't be able to sleep a

wink all night at this rate ! "

" It's all right for you,' Pay '

â��you've .got the whole night in." Overton,

one cf.the junior lieutenants, tapped out his

pipe on the recking ward-room stove. " What

about me. with the middle watch and no sleep

in the first ? "

" Fresh air's good for you young watch-

keepers. Makes you grow ! By the way,

the pilot's slill on the bridge, I take it. He

must want some sleep, if you like. Why,

he's been up there since breakfast ! "

" Yes; Meredith doesn't want to run risks.

Seems to me

they're only too

glad to find some-

one to pass over,

with so many in the

running!"

"If anyone

deserves his promo-

tion, Meredith

does," chipped in

the fleet surgeon.

" He's done good

work, and he's safe

as houses, too. Also,

for a navigator, he

has this in his

favour: he doesn't

mind being asked

where we are or

when we shall get

in !"

" He wants to get

married," said the

commander, " and

it worries him no

end. His prospec-

tive father-in-law

made promotion a

condition â��'cos

she'll have money

of her own. Old

Meredith hasn't a bean beyond his pay.

Hence the trouble ! "

".' Marriage is the curse of the Service ' ! "

quoted Overton, the youthful cynic.

" It would be, O Solomon, in one so

grossly young as yourself ! But "â��the pay-

master sat up to give point to his observation

â��" I know someone who doesn't intend to

get cursed ! "

" The skipper ! "

" Precisely."

" I should say notâ��â��" the commander

broke in again. " The skipper got married

to the Service in his youth. And if

the 'pay' were one ' of ' the youngest

post-captains, with a fighting record and

influence and a cool five thousand per

annumâ��to say nothing cf energy and
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abilityâ��he wouldn't worry much about the

girls ! "

" I suppose I shouldn't. Yes, you're

right, Fraser. The owner's a future C.-in-C.

By the way, where is he ? Still up on

the bridge ? "

" Yes "â��the commander nodded. " He

doesn't believe in taking any risks. Not that

Meredith's going to let him down ! "

" I should say not. Why,' he specially-

asked for him when he got this ship. Served

together somewhere, hadn't they ? I "

" Commander, sir ! The captain would

like to speak to you on the bridge ! "

" I'm coming ! "

The sentry in the doorway saluted and

wheeled quickly ; the commander snatched

his cap and followed in pursuit. And the

fog rolled in, raw and choking, through the

open door of the ward-room, and the siren

up above sent out its shriek.

H.M.S. Ponderous, detached from the

Battle Fleet, was making the land slowly

and cautiously, feeling her course like a blind

man, who, tap-tapping his way along a

thoroughfare, hears the sound of footsteps

meeting and passing him, and is compelled,

now arid then, to ease his pace's slowness

because of unseen danger, which he guesses

at or fears. Every other minute the siren

went wailing; sending out shrieks ear-

splitting and swelling ; making a despairing

effort to be heard yet farther, seeking to ask,

to warn, to implore what lay ahead.

Between the shrieks the silence was full

of little noises, over which the officer of the

watch and the look-outs on the mast-head

and the fo'c's'le strained their ears to get an

answer from approaching craft. At regular

intervals the wire from the sounding machines

â��those blind-man's sticks which tell, by

touch and nature of the sea-bottom, the

surest path to safetyâ��went whirring into

the sea. The bow and steaming lights were

blurred and reflected back as the mist

streamed past them ; the dampness sent its

chill through overcoat and oilskin above.

The bell struck. From fo'c's'le and mast-

head the look-outs reported themselves.

The ship, isolated heme of nearly a thousand

human beings, steamed on, unseeing and

unseen. The fog clcsed ceaselessly over the

lane that she carved for herself amid its

endless gloom.

In the chart-house, leaning over the chart-

table, stood the captain, with Meredith, the

navigating lieutenant, at his side; they

were making trebly certain that every allow-

VoL xlvi.-86.

ance had been made for the treacherous

current ; that they had done all things

humanly possible for the safety of the ship.

Meredith was a man of about four-and-lhii y,

of middle height, dark and black-bearded,

blue-eyed. He was by nature a merry soul

and the life of the ward-room ; but now he

was haggard and pale. Intense as was his

desire for promotion, eager as he was to get

married, he had now no thought for these

things. He wanted only to be safe in harbour,

to get his clothes offâ��and to sleep.

Captain Falconâ��barely two years older

than his navigatorâ��was a man of a different

type. Spare of frame and short of stature,

he carried himself exceedingly well. His

faceâ��a very striking oneâ��was clean-shaven ;

he had a large, curved nose, thin, compressed

lips, and a square, cleft chin. But it was the

eyes that illumined the not uncommon type

of features ; that gave the man such per-

sonality and force ; that glowed and burned

under the big, broad brow. He had been

nicknamed Napoleon on the Britannia; the

name had stuck to him ; nor was it wrongly

bestowed. His star, too, shone brilliantly,

and hung high to light his path. He had

earned honoursâ��justly earned themâ��in

peace as well as in war. He was rich ; his

friends were powerful; he was smiled on by

princes and by kings. And at barely six-

and-thirty he had a battleship to command.

" Will you look here, sir ? " Meredith was

saying to him. " It was high water at Dover

at 4 p.m. Now it's just nine. This is what

I've allowed each hour for the- tide. It's

been setting us practically due south since

four-thirty. My last fix at six-fifteenâ��

immediately before the fog came onâ��was a

good one. Will you just check this for your-

self, and you'll see we shall be in ten fathoms

shortly. What are you going to do, sir?

Tern sixteen pointsâ��or anchor ? We ought

not to go on much longer ! "

" Oh, anchor, Meredith, by all meansâ��

there's no sense in going on. One is never

thanked for risking the ship, even if one gets

into harbour safely, while, on the other hand,

there are plenty of people to jump down one's

neck if the ship piles up ! How far, do you

say ? Thereâ��let's have the dividers a

secondâ��threeâ��three and a half milesâ��we're

going eight knotsâ��twenty-six minutes, isn't

it ? Right you are. Here, messenger ! "

" Sir ! "

" Tell the commander I should like to

speak to him again. Then tell the engineer-

commander we shall be anchoring in about

twenty minutes ! "
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" Aye, aye, sir ! "

The boy vanished down the ladder ; the

commander came running up. Captain

Falcon stepped from the chart-house door.

" Oh, i ommander," he said, " I am going

to anchor as soon as we get into ten fathoms.

Get the watch on the fo'c's'le, will youâ��and

tell the first lieutenant the port anchorâ��six

shackles. That you, officer of the watch ? "

He peered at a figure in the mist.

" Yes, sir ! "

" Inform the engine-room, and get leadsmen

in the chains. Keep the machines going,

though ! "

The watch, mustered on the fo'c's'le,

cleared away anchors and cables, their work

helped by a yard-arm group of lights. The

first lieutenantâ��in charge forwardâ��appeared

at the captain's side.

" Anchor and cables cleared away, sir !

All ready for letting go ! "

" Thank you, first lieutenant. We shall be

a few minutes yet."

" Ting-ting ! Ting-a-ling ting ! Ting ! "

The telegraph rang, first to "Slow ! " and

then to " Stop ! " The ship lost way ; " Stand

by the port anchor ! " came through a mega-

phone from the upper bridge. Silence reigned

absolute, broken intermittently by the sono-

rous call of the leadsmen in the chains.

" A quarter less elevenâ��deep eleven "â��

the water slowly shoaled. Then, suddenly,

there came a loud and agonized shout.

" Shoal water, sir ! By the mark, five ! "

Meredith leapt from the compass. Falcon

yelled at the lower bridge.

" Full speed astern ! Both engines ! Full

speed astern ! "

But it was too late. The great battleship

gave a heave to starboard, and a lesser one

to port; there was a jar that shook her from

stem to stern. Then she stopped dead. She

was ashore.

There was a gasp from men thrown down-

ward ; a second's deathly pause to realize

disaster ; an order to close watertight doors,

which the watch flew to obey before it could

be piped.

And, as they ran, arose a murmur ; then a

clashing and a clanging and a thudding, as

men came rushing up the iron ladders from

the lower decksâ��men half-dressed, tumbling

from their hammocks, stokers almost naked,

unclothed figures hurrying from bath-rooms

below. From end to end of the ship, up every

hatchway, shot the human torrent, terribly

awakened : its manhood, stunned and

sickened ; its limbs obeying the first instinc-

tive demand.

Thenâ��above the din and the rushing, above

the curses and the questionsâ��rose the bugle's

crisp, clear call:â��

" Still! Still ! "

And at the sound men were men again ;

brains cleared swiftly ; discipline tightened

its grip; the torrent became listening,

motionless, even as the wife of Lot. Was

there not work to do, duty to be performed

without questionâ��even if thev were about to

die?

" Cle-e-ar lower deck ! " the pipe shrilled,

and the order was swiftly repeated fore and

aft. " Starboard watch, turn out boats !

Port watch, fall in ! "

" Carry on ! " urged the bugle. " Carry

on ! "

The torrent was once more in motion ; it

split into little streams. Men tore silently in

all directions, each on his own particular

task. One watch fell in on the upper deck

and awaited orders ; the other rushed to the

provisioning of the boats.

Meat, biscuit, and water, boat's compasses,

lanterns and signal-boxes, life-belts and rifles,

appeared magically in the gloom. Derricks

were cleared away for hoisting out the heavier

launches and the steamboats as soon as they

should have steam.

A swift examination of the walls and com-

partments showed that the inner skin had not

been penetrated ; but the outer bottom had

been crushed from right forward to the fore-

most stokehold bulkhead. Fires were drawn

in this compartment ; bulkheads were shored

up ; bags and hammocks were jammed into

each smaller and feared-for space.

The work of lightening the ship was in

train, too ; the great lamps on the masts

showing up in patches the striving gangs of

men. Wireless messages for help were

crackling harshly; signal guns were being

fired. Anchors were got ready for laying out

when the fog lifted and it was clear enough

to get the ship afloat. Soundings showed

that she rested on a sandy bottom ; it would

be high water at 4 a.m. She should come off

easily ; all hands worked like men possessed.

Directly he had seen that the engines failed

to move her, and that there was no immediate

danger, Falcon had gone below to examine

the damage, to decide what must be done.

He did not waste a second ; he planned and

ordered swiftly ; he was here, there, every-

where, cheering, encouraging his men, who

worked as at an ordinary evolution and as if,

on a Monday morning in harbour, they were

beating a sister ship. No sign of his dismay
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had been visible ; with work to do, with the

need to decide and order, he never thought of

himself. At last, wishing to ask the navigator

a question, and seeing no one handy to take

a message, he made his way to the chart-

house, where Meredith must be. He reached

the door. -What he saw made him pause a

minute. He stood leaning against the frame.

The navigator was working feverishly with

his note-book and his chart, as if again and

again he were tryingâ��vainly tryingâ��to find

if some wrong calculation had put the ship

ashore. He looked absolutely ghastly; he

seemed a man without hope.

And Falcon, seeing him, did not go into the

chart-room after all. He changed his mind

and climbed slowly to the solitude of the upper

bridge. He stood there, gazing into the dark-

ness, reasoning out the steps to be taken when

the fog should lift. He reached decision.

Then his mind wandered; his thoughts

turned towards himself.

How were the mighty fallen ! To think

that this should happen to himâ��to him, the

man who had " got there " : the envied, the

admiredâ��justly admiredâ��for he had suc-

ceeded by merit alone. All had been before

him, now everything was gone. His enemies

would sneer at him ; even his friends would

condemn, would sayâ��hadn't he heard it

scores of times ?â��" Poor chap! One of those

brilliant theorists who so often come to grief! "

He ground his teeth ; he shook his fistsâ��

both fistsâ��at the foggy heaven, seething with

impotent rage. He had failed, he told himself

â��and forgot that there is no such word as

failure when men have striven together

honestly for the common weal.

He pictured the court-martial; he heard

the verdict ; he saw himself set aside, growing

olderâ��sitting, perhaps, by courtesy on some

Commission ; writing occasionally for a

public who would fast forget him ; lastly his

obituary notice, giving the world the story of

his early promiseâ��of his subsequent vanishing

from the stage.

That fool of a navigatorâ��thinking of

that girl of hisâ��had ruined his career !

A bad mistake somewhereâ��a mistake in

which he had equal responsibility and share.

And he had asked the Admiralty for the

fellow, trusted him, believed in himâ��almost

he believed in him still. And he began to

remember how Meredith's lot compared with

his own. He himself had compensations ;

he could retire to his estates, marry, hunt,

shoot, fishâ��do all that the leisured English-

man holds dear. But Meredithâ��poor devil!

â��what was left to him, save enforced retire-

ment, a drab, exiguous existence on a retired

lieutenant's pay ? He would lose his girl;

he would lose his occupation ; he would lose

all that he had in life.

Then, still standing on the bridge, under

the hidden heavens, Falcon thought again of

himself. The past years, with their list of

triumphs, spread themselves before himâ��and

he knew that this was the end. He had

sought the summit; his hands had been out-

stretched to grasp it; he was slipping down,

down into the void. And the great clear

spirit of the man, the vision and the purpose,

which had lifted him above his fellows,

hungered for a final deed. He might not

lead a triumphant fleet to victory ; he might

not ride through the streets of London, or

perish gloriously as Nelson, or have burial in

the temple of his race. But to him, about to

dieâ��it would be deathâ��living death to him

â��one brave, clear deed was given him now to

do. He could not save himself. He could

save another whose need was greater than his

own. Andâ��his lot made easier by a noble

determination ; his deep-set eyes glowing,

burning with the refining fire of a passionate

quixotismâ��he turned, climbed slowly down

the ladder, and went into the chart-house on

the bridge below.

Meredith was sitting on the settee. His

body was bent forward ; his elbows were on

his knees. His face was buried in his hands.

He looked up despairingly as Falcon came

in. The captain's voice was quiet and quite

calm.

" Meredith," he said, " I shall be wanting

you to sound round the ship as soon as it's

light and the fog lifts. Go and get an hour

or two's sleepâ��or you'll knock yourself clean

out of time ! "

Meredith did not answer. But he got up

mechanically, in obedience to the command.

Falcon spoke again. His voice was quieter

still.

" I take it you've been through everything.

Compass all right, isn't it ? You've made no

mistake ? "

" No, sir. I'll swear I haven'tâ��but I'll

just have another look ! "

" No, you don't! " Falcon advanced

quickly. " What in the name of goodness

you've got to worry about, I can't think.

You told me we ought to turn sixteen points

long before we went agroundâ��and the

responsibility is mine from beginning to end.

I'll see that gets to the proper quarter in

plenty of time ! "

The navigator stared at his captain in

blank amaze.
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"HE GROUND HIS TEETH; HE SHOOK HIS FISTS AT THE FOGGY HEAVEN

SEETHING WITH IMPOTENT RAGE."

" Iâ��I beg your pardon, sir ! " he said.

" I said, Mr. Meredith, that since you, as

navigating officer of the ship, warned me that

I was running risks by standing on, I am,

therefore, bound in honour to take the blame

for what has occurred ! "

Meredith retired a step, swayed slightly,

and put a hand to his eyes.

" But I never said anything of the sort,

sir ! "

" Meredith "â��Falcon came forward and

touched the lieutenant's shoulder with his

handâ��" you are tired out and can't quite

remember things.

Now do go and

get some sleep ! "

M e r e d i t h

straightened

himself. But the

puzzled look

increased.

" I said no-

thing,sirâ��except

to give you a

choice between

turning round

and anchoring.

Why are you

trying to bluff

me, sir ? I don't

understand ! "

Falcon lifted

h i s shoulders.

Then he turned,

re-turned, swung

back, and faced

the lieutenant

once again.

" Meredith," he

said, " for good-

ness' sake don't

be an idiot.

Think of your

future. You must

make up your

mind now. Just

think what it

means to you if

you let this

chance go by ! "

" This chance!"

The navigator

stared bewilder-

edly ; then light

came to him in

a flash. " Then

it is a chanceâ��

of your making;

you're trying to

screen meâ��at your own expense. Why,

sir, it's your ruinâ��you must be mad ! "

Falcon smiled silently. Then, as he spoke,

the smile became a wry and curious laugh.

" No, I'm not mad," he answered. " On

the contrary, I was never more sane. But

I'm not a poor manâ��and I haven't a girl

waiting for meâ��and we're both of us finished

â��in the ordinary course of events. There's

a way of escape offered to youâ��I do offer it

vou, Meredithâ��and I ask vou to take it !

Why not ? "

" Why not ? " The navigator's voice was
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indignant. " Because, sir, I couldn't be such

a cur as to agree ! But, sir, it's fine of you !

Iâ��I almost wish I'd really made a mistake ! "

Falcon smiled a second time. Then his

lips tightened ; his quixotism had got hold of

him; his purpose gathered strength, he

meant to go out of the Service in a fashion

that would help him afterwards in dark hours

of the future when he remembered how he

had failed. And, a man who brooked no

contradiction, he was determined to get his

way.

" Meredith," he said, slowly, " don't be

such an idiotic foolâ��at any rate, give your-

self an even chance ; it's lunacy that two

should surfer when one. can take the blame.

Suppose we draw lots ! "

" Draw lots ? "

" Yes."

Falcon took a match-box from his pocket

and jerked out two of the matches. Meredith

stared at him, like a victim at a snake.

Falcon turned his back for a second. Then

he faced Meredith once more.

" I've broken one of the matches in half,"

he said, slowly. " Here they are. The one

who draws the unbroken one will win. If I

lose, I'll take all responsibility and get you

acquitted of blame ! "

As Falcon spoke he held out his hand,

the wood of the matches hidden, the tips

just visible to the eye. Meredith drew a

breath. He advanced a pace. His fingers

hovered above the captain's clenched fist.

Suddenly he started away.

" What of the oath, sir ? " he cried.

" The oath ? "

" Yesâ��the truth, the whole truth, and

nothing but the truthâ��at the court-martial! "

" My God, Meredith ! I forgot ! "

Falcon took a step backwards, his eyes

upon the navigator's face. His hand opened

unconsciously. And two unbroken matches

fell to the deck.

" So we must face it," he said. " I am

obliged to you for stopping me. I think this

affair has made me a little mad ! "

Meredith, as he answered, had eyes for the

matches alone.

" I think it has, sir. But I shall never

forget "

" No, no." Falcon cut him short immedi-

ately. " I say, Meredith, shake hands ! "

He put out his hand. Meredith took it;

they stood there for a space, looking at each

other, these two men, friends and old ship-

mates, united by a common doom. Then

Falcon tore his hand away.

" We've wasted a lot of good time talking !'

he said. " You go and get to sleep now

and "

" Flashing light on the port bow, sir ! "

The cry from outside the chart-house cut

Falcon's speech in half. He sprang to the

door. Meredith followed him. Overton

stood at the salute.

" The fog's lifting, sir. There's a flashing

light on the port bow, and anotherâ��a red-

and-white revolving lightâ��on the starboard

beam ! "

" All rightâ��thank you, Overton ! " Falcon

turned to the navigator. " Fix her quickly.

I've got to tell the admiral where we are.

Signalmanâ��come onâ��a pad ! "

Meredithâ��fatigue forgottenâ��sprang up

the ladder to the compass, took bearings of

the lights, and rushed down to plot them on

the chart. Falcon stood watching him,

signal - pad in hand. Meredith gave a

smothered oath.

" There's something wrong ! " he said.

And he rushed up to the upper bridge once

more. He came down again ; a second time

he plotted the chart. The result was the

same. Falcon could wait no more.

" Man alive ! " he cried. " Can't you fix

her ? What's wrong ? "

Meredith turned to him, his note-book

in his hand.

" Breakwater N 4 W ; Leopard N 89 E ;

St. Marke N 55 W ! St. Marke N 55 W !

Leopard N 89 E! What does it mean,

sir ? What the "

Then, even as he spoke, light dawned on

him ; his note-book fell upon the floor. He

began to laugh loudly; dropped upon the

settee. And went on laughingâ��wild, hyste-

rical laughterâ��tears streaming from his eyes.

Falcon stared at him, then shook him

roughly by the arm.

" Pull yourself together, man! Tell me

where we are ! "

Meredith made a monster effort, and

pointed across at the chart.

" We're in Oyster Bay," he stammered.

" And we've made the course we wanted, to a

yard ! Goodness knows how no one's piled

up on it before now ! "

" A new shoal ? "

" Yes, sir ! "

" Thenâ��then "

Falcon stopped. He was afraid of Fortune

as he had been brave in face of Fate. But

Meredith gave him answer in a loud, trium-

phant shout.

" Then we're safeâ��safe as houses ! They

can't blame us. No one can blame us for

running on a shoal that isn't on the chart ! "
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NE gets a little tired of

caring that Englishwomen

do not know how to dress,

and, indeed, the average

Englishman, for patriotic

reasons if for no others,

usually denies most stoutly

this accusation, which is so constantly being

made against us. He will contend most

emphatically that our women are prettier and

sweeter and more winsome than those of any

other nation, and will point, justly and with

pardonable pride, to the fact that they are

universally admired.

Of course, this is really only an

evasion of the question. Even though

Englishwomen are universally admired,

this is not to say that they dress well,

for, while taste in dress may completely

metamorphize a plain woman or an ugly-

figure, true beauty and grace can never be

entirely marred by any effort of the dress-

maker, however atrocious.

Dress, like everything else, is a matter of

standard. When we talk about a thing as

being perfect we really mean that it is more

perfect than anything else of the kind that

we know of. Directly some higher standard

comes along our previous ideals are destroyed,

and what seemed before to be the acme of

perfection must take a second place in our

esteem : merit is a question of comparison;

but while there may be a score of widely-

different ideals as regards beauty, the line

which divides smartness in dress from

dowdyism is well defined.

Walk down the Bois one Sunday, and in

Hyde Park the next ; visit the Magic City of

Paris one evening, and one of our own

Exhibitions the next; go to the races at

Longchamp or Deauville, and then attend

Ascot or Goodwood. And when you have

done all this, try to make a comparison of

your impressions about the women you have

seen.

Let me tell you what rome of them will be.

Probably the very first thing that will strike

you is the way Parisians " make up." In

England this is apt to be regarded as a sign of

" fastness." In Paris it is simply a question

of necessity. Many Frenchwomen have such

bad complexions that they simply must hide

them. The plain woman and the beauty alike

resort to the use of paint, powder, and lip-

salve to an extent that is apt to disgust the

healthy-minded Englishman who, applying a

brutal but essentially man-like standard, asks

himself, " What on earth would happen if I

kissed her ! "

The next thing you would probably notice

would be that while in France all the women

appeared to be beautifully dressed, in England

many were obviously dowdy and ill-dressed.

I do not mean by this that all Frenchwomen

dress well, but that for anything in the nature

of a social event Frenchwomen, and Parisians

essentially, will either look smart or stay away

aJtogether. Some Englishwomen go out

looking dowdy and don't know it; others go

out looking dowdy and know it ! There is

hardly a shop-girl in Paris who would make

any mistake on this point, and not one that

would shirk any trouble to make herself look

chic.

In England some of the leading ladies in

our aristocracy are hopeless frumps. They

must be aware of it, but they do not seem to

care a bit ! And that is where the tempera-

mental difference comes in.

The great point you will remark, and

in a way it is the most curious of all, is that

while in Paris and in London you may see the

same or similar dresses, and the same or

similar hats, they will be worn in an utterly

different manner. Now while there are those

who stoutly contend that the English manner
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Miss Gertie Millar

IN A BKAUTIFUI. DRESS OF SATIN HEAVILY*

EMBROIDERED WITH PEARLS. THE VELVET

WAISTBAND HAS SASH BNDS IN FRONT, ALSO

EMBROIDERED WITH PEARLS.

is the more becomingâ��at least, to English-

womenâ��it wou'd seem, nevertheless, that

our women do not think so themselves, or

why do they take the Parisians as their

models and get all their frocks from Par.sâ��

or pretend they do !

Englishwomen may spend more money on

dress than Frenchwomen, they may get their

frocks and their hats in Paris or from Paris,

but they lack something,- possessed in a

conspicuous degree by Parisians, which tells

them how their

clothes should be

worn. Give a

Parisian a new

hat, and she will

put it on at once

in a way that

Miss Emmie Wehlan.

A CHARMING DRKSS, EM-

BROIDERED WITH DIAMONDS.

NOTE THE MANNER IN WHICH

THE ROI'E OF PEARLS IS

ATTACHED TO THE WRIST

AND HEAD DRESS.
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FOUR CHARMING LITTLE EVENING FROCKS, WITH SILK BINDINGS AND HEAVILY BUGLED SKIRTS, THAT

ARE BEING WORN IN "THE MARRIAGE MARKET."

makes it look infinitely smart and becoming.

The Englishwomanâ��given even the same

type of face and figureâ��will too often put

on that same hat in a way to spoil both it

and herself ! Half an inch may do it, but,

however small the error, she will certainly

make it. and very likely make it deliberately !

From all of which our main conclusion is

that the Frenchwoman is smart by instinct,

while the Englishwoman w:ants someone to

show her how to be smart.

What is the secret of smartness ? Can no

one teach women how to dress ? Is there

no golden rule to be laid down ? Or is it a

question of money ?

Smartness is almost entirely a question of

temperament. Like art, it is something which

is born in one. It cannot be taught, but it

can be developed if the germs of it exist.

Hardly any two women can dress alike with

equal success, for dress should be merely an

accompaniment to enhance beauty, not to

dominate it. It is personality that should

dominate dress, and who shall lay down one

rule to govern a million personalities ? Nor is

it a question of money. Any woman may

wear a costly frock, but the greatest compli-

ment is to her of whom we say, not, " What a

beautiful dress that woman is wearing! " but

" How beautifully that woman is dressed ! "

The secret of smartness may perhaps be

defined as the cultivation of perfect taste in

dress, and in this connection there are certain

unwritten but well-defined laws to which all

who would be " smart " must rigidly conform.

The smartest woman is she who is always

dressed for the occasion. Whether she is in

her motor, walking in the street, travelling,

going out to lunch, entertaining friends to tea,

or visiting the theatre, she must, in each case,

be dressed " for the part." It is not simply

a question of possessing many different

frocks and putting them on in turn to show

what a lot of money she spends on dress.

Each must be in perfect keeping with the

purpose for which it is intended.

The street, for instance, is the one place in

the world where a woman may wear nothing

to attract undue attention. She may don

some frock of a fluffy description for lunch,

she may change into a most elaborate toilette

for tea, and at the opera she may wear a

gorgeous evening gown and a diamond tiara,

Lut in the street and for all ordinary outdoor

costumes she can only strike the key-note of

smartness by cultivating a severe simplicity.
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Even here there are

exceptions. You see

some of the smartest

women in the world

wearing most elaborate

dresses in the Bois in

Paris, for instance, but

it must be remembered

that such a promenade

as this is more of a

social gathering. In

the same way Church

Parade in Hyde Park

on Sundays is an occa-

sion when a woman

may show off a pretty

frock.

But for all ordinary

occasions plain tailor-

made dresses are what

COULD ANYTHING LOOK BETTER THAN THIS â�¼

SIMPLE DRESS ?

should be worn in the street, and the woman who has not

much to spend on dress need never despair while this is so,

for a simple tailor - made can be

me, Pavlova. worn right through the day, and

A BEAUTIFUL PICTURE OF wi]j be ,â�� perfect taste

THE FAMOUS DANCER IN A â��.â�  , r â�¢ ~

GOWN OF MOUSSKLINH VEI - .Wlth man.V WOmen lhelr nrSt ln"

vxt trimmed with skunk, stinct, when they have money to
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spend on dress, is to do so in some way

that will advertise the fact to the world at

large. How terrible are the results ! The

smart woman knows that the directions

in which she may display wealth in her

dress are strictly limited. Beautiful

jewellery, the first outlet for money, must

not be worn haphazard. Diamonds should

never be worn in the daytime, except,

perhaps, in a ring, or, when very small,

as part of the ornamental setting for the

purse, the lorgnette, or the cigarette-case.

Pearls may be worn in the daytime with

perfect taste, but let them be few and

good rather than many and of indifferent

quality.

To wear diamonds

with a tailor-made

dress is quite out

of place, since every

m

The Right Way.

THE SAME COSTUME WORN CORRECTLY WITH

A SUITABLE HAT.

adjunct to this costume should be as unob-

trusive as the costume itself. This applies to

the hat with equal force. It should be small, and as

plain as possible. Aigrettes or elaborate plumes of

any kind would never, in any circumstances, be worn

with a tailor-made dress by a woman who knew what

smartness meant. Yet walk down the fashionable

London streets any morning and you will see scores of

Englishwomen in tailor-mades wearing large and

elaborate hats. One cannot blame the milliners. They

are out to sell hats, not

to tell their customers

that they have bad taste!

And even when she

has a suitable hat the

average Englishwoman

The Wrong Way.

A STRIPED FLANNEL COAT AND

SKIRT WORN WRONGLY WITH

LARGE PEARLS, A PICTURE

AIGRKTTED HAT, AND TRIMMED

PARASOL.
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are largely worn, or if boots, then the

tops must match the costume (and are

often made of the same material) or the

gloves. With afternoon and evening

f rocks coloured heels are now very smart,

too, but they must carry out some note

in the dress.

So we may leave the question of the

tailor - made and the morning's outing,

which will bring us to lunch-time. If the

tailor-made is changed it will be for a

something more elaborate, which will

also demand a more elaborate hat, but

a little later in the day the smart woman

has an opportunity to change into some-

thing even more elaborate still.

The introduction of the Tango has

brought about extraordinary changes in

the fashions. Tango teas are tremen-

dously popular in Paris, where everybody

The Wrong Wav.

AFTERNOON TAKFKTA DRESS WITH DIAMOND

NECK LACK, A TOO SMALL HAT WITH TOO

MUCH HAIR SHOWING. SCARF AND PARASOL

BOlll BEING BADLY WORN.

does not study sufficiently how to wear it

to the best advantage. She usually perches

it on the back of her head, as a " donah "

does her feathers.

The head, Lhe hands, and the feet are three

points to which the smart woman devotes

great attention. Her gloves will be of white

kid in all probability. Black gloves she never

wears unless in deep mourning, and coloured

gloves are bad style except in very pale grey,

tan. or lemon to match the

tops Of the boots The Ri4ht Way.

Whole black boots are

never seen among smart correctly worn

people to-day. Suede shoes with large hat.

1
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dresses in very airy - fairy style for

them. Imagine trying to dance the

Tango in a tight skirt! All the graiides

couturieres now make special Tango

dresses which give plenty of freedom

to the wearers.

The present vogue for the small ha'

is also due, in part at least, to the

Tango. Large hats were doomed ir.

Paris the moment women found how

they impeded their partners.

As to evening dresses, the limits to

their elaborateness are set by fashion

more than by taste, and, however

smart they may be, the effect will be

spoilt if they are badly put on or if

their accompaniments are in bad taste.

An aigrette makes a very telling head-

dress if it is properly worn, but it is

The Right Way.

THE SAME COSTUME LOOKS

CHIC WITH A FELT HAT AND

FURS AS WORN BY PARISIANS

OF THE PRESENT DAY.

not every woman who can wear one, and,

of the few who can, still fewer know how to.

It is far better not to wear one at all than

wear one wrongly.

Diamonds are always in place by artificial

light, but a woman wants a rich if not an

elaborate toilette to carry off any quantity of

them, and it is easier to wear too many than

too few. Mixtures of jewels should at all

times be handled carefully. The smart woman

usually keeps her pearls for other occasions,

and if she wears dia-

monds in the evening,

wears them alone or in

conjunction with emer-

alds or sapphires.

The Wrong Way.

AFTERNOON DRESS WITH

FURS WORN WRONGLY AND

FLOWERED STRAW HAT.
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and with afternoon cresses the stock-

ings should match the dress or the

shoes or the gloves, or at least some

note in the general colour scheme.

The colour scheme ! It brings us

to the climax. Until the world

ceases to revolve there will be some

colours that do not suit certain

women. Many people look hideous

in one particular colour, while an-

other will change their whole appear-

ance ! I do not believe there is one

single Frenchwoman in Paris who is

ignorant as to which colours do not

suit her. And when once she has

discovered them she never wears

them in any circumstances.

But Englishwomen, in a very great

number of cases, do not seem to

study this question at all, or, if they

do, pay small regard to it. One can

The Wrong Way.

BVBNINn DRESS WORN- WITH A

BADLY-PLACED AIGRETTE, UGLY

EARRINGS, AND A HAD MIXTURE OF

DIAMONDS AND PEARLS, AS WELL

AS AN UNTIDY AND INEFFECTIVE

FUR AND CHIFFON WRAP.

And what of stockings. Particularly in the

evening smart women avoid black stockings

like poison ! They are not smartâ��not even

with a black dress, as a rule. Pale, flesh-

coloured stockings are the thing to-day. No

matter what colour the dress may be, flesh-

coloured stockings will always be correct with

any frock which allows the throat and neck

to be seen, since they

carry out the The ninht Way.

same note of the same dress correctly worn minus

1 ir With All IRIMMINGSAVKTHE PEARLS. NOTE FAR-

COimir. Â»mi .r,COLABLY HOW TltEsE ARE EFFECTIVELY

tailor - mades wornsoastoformtheentiredecoration.
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It is wen within the

means of the ordinary

English girl, with the

average dress allow-

ance, to be smart.

W hat should be re-

membered is that per-

fect, unassuming taste

on all occasions is

more nearly the kev-note of smartness than to

sacrifice all else for a display of unusual splendour

to grace some particular event.

Miss Sari Petrass.

A TANGO FROCK. THE TUNIC IS

OF CHIFFON OVER LACE, THE

SKIRT OF CHIFFON DRAPERV,

AND THE BODICE .TAFFETA

WITH SLEEVES IN CHIFFON

EMBROIDER ED,WITH FLOWERS,

THE TASSELS IN SILK CARRY-

ING OUT THE COLOURS OF

THE FLOWERS.

see scort_; of pretty girls in

London every day who

would look ten times as

pretty if they spent their

dress allowances differ-

ently, and in nine cases out of ten the main

fault is that somewhere about them they

are wearing the wrong colour.

Money does not spell smartness. Quite

the contrary ;

the woman who

luis unlimited

means to spend

on herself has

more directions

in which to

make mistakes.

Miss Violet Vanbrugh

HER FROCK IS OF BROCADE AND THE

COAT OF CHIFFON EMBROIDERED IN

SILVEK. THE TURBAN AM) THE

HEAVV ORNAMENTS IN TURQUOISES

AND EMERALDS ACROSS THE COR-

SAGE GIVE A DECIDEDLY EASTERN

EFFECT.
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|S Grant passed along the hall

of the Bull Hotel in the

assize town where circuit

business called him a young

woman rose from the corner

and came towards him with

quick steps.

" I beg your pardon, but I think you are

Mr. Grant." She spoke with an educated,

distinct voice, and her manner betrayed a

struggle between shyness and a certain eager

anxiety. Her face struck Grant at once as

beautiful, and there was a troubled appeal in

her eyes that caught his attention.

" Yes, my name is Grant. Can I do

anything for you ? "

" Mr. Marlin tells me that you are going to

defend my brother at the assizes. He is our

solicitor."

" Mr. Marlin is coming to see me this

evening about your brother's case, but I don't

even know your brother's name."

" Robert Smaley is my brother's name/'

she replied. " Mr. Marlin will be able to tell

you everything about the case, but I want

you to know from the first that my brother

is innocent, absolutely innocent."

There was a ring of passionate sincerity in

her voice, and her eyes were fixed on his face

with a steadfast gaze as though to compel

him to recognize that she was speaking truth.

" What is the nature of the charge against

your brother, Miss Smaley ? " asked Grant.

VoL xlvi.-88.

" Embezzling a sum of sixty-three pounds,'"

she replied. A deep flush of indignant shame

spread over her face, and he could see that

she was struggling to keep back tears as she

turned away after thanking him for listening.

Grant had been waiting some minutes in

his sitting-room when Jimmy Marlin entered.

He was an old school friend of Grant's and

his most faithful client among solicitors.

" I understand you are briefing me to

defend one Robert Smaley for embezzle-

ment ? " Grant remarked. " His sister

buttonholed me as I came into the hotel.

I hope we are going to call her, for if she

makes half as good an impression upon the

jury as she did upon me she ought to get her

brother off."

" Yes, we shall have to call her. In fact,

I fancy the verdict will very largely depend

upon whether or not the jury accept her

evidence.

" She and her brother live together in a

tiny little house, and they have no other

people that I know of. They have always

been considered thoroughly respectable, and

she is devoted to him.

" The defendant Smaley is charged with

embezzling sixty-three pounds odd of the

moneys of the Radical Institute, of which he

is assistant secretary and treasurer. Smaley

gets a small salary, does all the clerical work,

keeps the accounts, and collects the members'

subscriptions and hands them over periodi-
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cally to a man called Johnston, who is the

honorary secretary and treasurer. Then

there is a caretaker, a German called Fritz

Rosenau, who is what people call ' a bit of a

character.' He is general handy-man about

the place, not a bad gymnastic instructor,

can cook a bit, mark a game of billiards, and

is intelligent and apparently well educated.

Well, now, Johnston had made an appoint-

ment to meet Smaley at the institute on the

27th of June, last month, in the morning, to

audit his accounts and take over from him

the funds he held. Smaley had mentioned a

day or two before that he had about sixty

pounds in hand. Johnston and Smaley

arrived in company at the institute and were

let in by Fritz Rosenau, who is the only

person left on the premises at night. Smaley

used to keep his papers and do his secretarial

work at a roll-top desk in what was called the

games room, which, when not in use, was

generally kept locked.

" On this particular morning Johnston and

Smaley found the door of the games room

unlocked, the lower half of one of the windows

was open, there was an unfinished game of

chess left standing on one of the tables, two

chairs were drawn up to the table, there were

cigarette-ends lying on the floor by each

chair, the roll-top desk was open, and the

cash-box was gone. Fritz was sent for, and

declared that he had not been into this room

since Smaley had handed him the key after

locking the door at a little after nine o'clock

on the previous evening. Smaley agreed that

he had locked the door at about that time

and had given the key to Fritz, but he was

certain that when he had left the room all the

windows were fastened, that all the chairs

were arranged in tidy rows against the walls,

and that none of the chessboards or men were

left about. He was equally certain that he

had left the cash-box on the roll-top desk."

" So far," Grant interjected, " it looks more

like a case against Fritz Rosenau."

" Johnston seems to have suspected both

of them. He sent at once for the police-

detective, and with his permission Smaley

telephoned for me to come and watch the

investigation on his behalf. I got there

before the detective, and it occurred to me

that I might possibly require your services

later on, so, knowing your love of the

minutiae of a case, I made a sketch plan

of the games room showing the position of

all the furniture and everything I could

think of, including the cigarette-ends, and

I jotted down on a diagram the position of

the chess pieces. The room is on the

ground floor, but the windows are barred.

I ought to have mentioned, by the way,

that the roll-top desk was set from nine

to ten feet away from the open window.

When the detective came he made a search,

but found nothing incriminating. Then he

proposed to search Smaley's private house.

Smaley seemed rather taken aback at the

suggestion, but it would have looked sus-

picious for him to refuse, and he and I went

with Johnston and the detective. In a

cupboard in the sitting-room there was a

cash-box precisely similar to the one in

Smaley's possession at the institute, and inside

it fifty pounds in gold in a bag and some odd

shillings loose. There is the further circum-

stance that Smaley was hard up at the time,

and the prosecution have a letter of his to

his landlord asking for time for the payment

of his rent. That is the case for the

prosecution."

" And a nasty, awkward case to meet, too,"

Grant muttered. " But what has Smaley

himself got to say ? "

" He says that the cash-box found at his

house was one of two that he bought at the

same time, one for his own use and one for

the purposes of the institute. As to the

fifty pounds, the account is this. Miss

Smaley had been employed until lately as an

assistant at the public library, and while

there she had been persecuted by the persistent

attentions of a man who, it seemed, had

conceived a sort of crazy passion for her.

She always refused to let him talk to her, and

she doesn't even know his name, but shortly

after she had given up the library a parcel

containing fifty pounds in gold was left at

the Smaleys' house. There was nothing

inside to indicate from whom it came except

a bit of card, on which were the printed words,

' From a devoted admirer.' Miss Smaley

will swear to all this part of the story, and

she says that the money was put away in the

cash-box for safety until there should come

an opportunity of returning it. Smaley's

suggestion, made in answer to cross-examina-

tion in the police-court, was that two members

of the institute must have come in to play a

game of chess between the time when he left

and eleven o'clock, when the place would

ordinarily be closed, and that one or both

must have committed the theft."

" The suggestion of the prosecution,"

Grant observed, " will, of course, be that

Smaley himself disarranged the furniture and

set out the chess and so on in order to have a

plausible theory all ready in case he should be

accused."
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" Yes, that was put to him point-blank in

the police-court."

When Marlin had gone Grant took up the

brief and read it carefully through. The

vision of Miss Smaley's earnest, tearful eyes

had pricked his conscience to a more than

usually acute appreciation of counsel's obli-

gation towards the prisoner he defends. He

filled two pipes and, with Marlin's sketch plan

of the games room in front of him, settled

down to think out the possibilities of the case.

Grant was himself a keen chess-player,

and it occurred to him that the actual position

of the pieces, as recorded by Marlin, might

possibly throw some light upon the matter.

The chance was rather slender, but made it

just worth while to get out the little folding

chessboard that was his inseparable travelling

companion.

He had the rather bad habit, not uncommon

among chess-players, of talking to himself

while studying a position, and an unseen

auditor, had there been one, might have

overheard something like the following

soliloquy, punctuated by reflective puffs of

smoke from his pipe: " White is a rook and

bishop up and has an overwhelming attack.

Black ought to have resigned at this point,

whether he did or not. If it is White's move

he simply takes the pawn and Black can only

delay mate for a move or two by some useless

checks. Hold on, though; wait a bit. If

White takes the pawn Black escapes with

a stalemateâ��by a stalemate or else perpetual

check, which comes to the same. Well, then,

White mustn't take the pawn. He is two clear

pieces ahead, and needn't be in any hurry."

He had become interested in the position

for its own sake, and for the moment almost

forgot that it formed part of the brief for

the defence of a man charged with a serious

crime. It looked as though White must be

able to win without any difficulty, but what-

ever move he tried seemed always to lead to

that baffling alternative of stalemate or per-

petual check. He tried one move after

another, only to find himself led always to

the same futile drawn game. Suddenly he

sprang from his chair and paced about the

room in the excitement of a sudden illu-

mination.

" That might just save us! Thank God

for a judge who plays chess and has a logical

mind ! Only, does the position give me the

foundation for the argument ? "

He sat down again, and with his hands to

his head concentrated all his mind on the

chessboard. The more difficult it was to find

a move that would win the game for White,

the more certain he felt that such a move

was there, and the more determined he grew

to find it.

It was twenty minutes past two when at

last he threw himself back in his chair with

a cry of triumph.

" Very neat, very subtle," he said" aloud,

as he stood on the hearthrug stretching his

cramped limbs. " The rottenest-looking move

on the board, but the only one to win, and

leading up to three distinct sacrifices of the

queen. Properly handled, it ought to win

for Smaley, too, and his sister with the fine

eyes."

" That is the case for the Crown, my lord,"

and Meggitt-Hartley sat down.

" I call the prisoner," Grant said, and a

warder opened the door of the dock for

Smaley to pass out to the witness-box. He

did not make an impressive witness. He

fidgeted with his hands, pulled nervously at

his moustache, and had to be told more than

once to keep his voice up, so that the jury

might hear what he was saying. He looked

still more uncomfortable when Meggitt-

Hartley began to cross-examine in a loud and

aggressive voice.

" Now, I am not going to beat about the

bush. I am going to put it to you quite

straight. Wasn't it you who disarranged the

furniture of the games room and set out the

chessboard and the rest, and didn't you do it

for the express purpose of making it appear

as though someone else had been in that

room after you left ? You won't accept that ?

Very good. Now, will you kindly tell my

lord and the jury who you suggest did do

all this ? "

" I suggest that most probably two mem- -

bers of the institute came in to play chess,

and that one of them committed the crime

which you are trying to fasten upon me."

Grant smiled as he hastily took down the

last answer in his note-book before he rose

to re-examine. He did this very shortly, and

then called Dorothea Smaley. Her hand

trembled as she took the book to be sworn,

but she answered every question without

the least hesitation or fencing, and if there

was a slight quaver in her voice it only

enhanced the effect of perfect frankness.

The cross-examination was superficial and

almost apologetic in tone. Meggitt-Hartley

knew his business better than to attempt to

bully a dignified and beautiful woman when

half the jury were leaning forward in their

seats to observe her more closely.

The judge glanced up at the clock.
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" Have you many more witnesses, Mr.

Grant ? I should like to finish this case to-day

if possible, but if not I propose to rise shortly

after five o'clock."

" I have only two more witnesses, both very

short, my lord. James Marlin!

" Were you in the games room of the

Radical Institute about nine-twenty on the

morning of June 27th last ? "

" Yes."

" Was there a chessboard on one of the

tables, with chessmen standing upon it ? "

" Yes."

" Did you make a note at the time of the

position of the chessmen on the board ? "

" Yes."

Grant passed up to the witness a pencil

diagram.

" Is that the note you made ? "

" Yes."

" I put that in, my lord."

Meggitt-Hartley had been too much puzzled

to know what Grant could be driving at to

think of objecting to the leading form of his

questions, and the judge, looking inquiringly

at Grant, addressed him in a tone of silken

suavity.

" I am sure, Mr. Grant, you would not have

called this evidence unless you had some

entirely adequate purpose to subserve in so

doing, but I confess that for the moment I am

greatly puzzled to divine what possible bearing

it can have upon the case."

" I think, my lord, the next witness wjll

make the matter quite clear to your lordship.

Mr. Whiterill!

" I think it may assist your lordship," he

continued, as the witness went into the box,

" if I may be allowed to hand up this chess-

board, on which the pieces are arranged

according to the diagram produced by the

last witness."

There was a moment of quite dramatic

suspense as Grant rose to examine his witness.

" Is your name James Whiterill ? Are you

the chess champion of England and have you

won prizes in a large number of international

tourna-

ments ? "

"I am

sure," the

judge inter-

p 0 s e d,

"that we

shall all ac-

cept Mr.

Whi twill's

name as a

"HER HAND TREMBLED AS
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sufficient guarantee of authority upon the

particular branch of knowledge in which he

has attained to such eminence."

" Now, Mr. Whiterill, speaking as one of

the greatest living authorities upon the game

of chess, will you tell us whether or not in

your opinion the position set up on that

board could have been arrived at in the course

of an actually played game of chess ? "

" No, it certainly could not."

" Can you tell us how it is that you can say

that so confidently ? "

" Because the position is clearly an

elaborately-constructed chess puzzle. There

is only one first move by which White can

win, and afterwards White must sacrifice the

queen in three different ways, according to

the moves played by Black. The position is

undoubtedly artificial and could not have

occurred in actual play."

The judge interposed again.

" I should like you to show me the moves

on the chessboard, Mr. Whiterill."

He rose and stood beside the witness-box,

with the chessboard on the ledge.

After a low-voiced colloquy with the great

chess-player, he resumed his seat upon the

Bench.

" I quite understand the technical aspect

SHE TOOK THR BOOK TO BR SWORN."
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of this evidence now, Mr. Grant, and I think

I can anticipate the point you propose to make

upon it with the jury."

When Grant rose to address the jury on

behalf of the defendant he saw that the jury

had settled down to serious attention

" The theory of the prosecution is this,

that the chessboard and the two chairs drawn

up to the table and the cigarette-ends on the

floor were all part of an elaborately-arranged

sham on the part of the prisoner designed

to divert suspicion from himself and make

it possible for him to take this money

with impunity. Now I say that that

theory of the prosecution breaks down

utterly, and I will tell you

why â�� because the prisoner

never did set up those chess-

men on that board. I say that

Smaley cannot be the person

prosecution were true, Smaley must have

deliberately dug a pitfall in front of his own

feet and then walked into it with his eyes

wide open. I ask you to follow this rather

closely, gentlemen, because I think you must

see (and I venture to think that his lordship

will tell you) that it does really knock the

bottom out of the case for the prosecution.

According to the theory of the prosecution,

the whole point of Smaley's plot from the

HK STOOD BESIDE THE WITNESS-BOX WITH THE CHESSBOARD ON THE LEDGE.

who arranged those pieces, because his own

theory of how they came there is clearly

founded on a mistake. I dare say some of

you gentlemen are chess-players and can see

it for yourselves, but, at any rate, we have

got it now upon the authority of Mr. Whiterill,

the chess champion of England, that the

position of the pieces on that chessboard is

an elaborately-constructed puzzle, and quite

certainly is not part of a game actually played

by two real players. Now, what is the sug-

gestion of Smaley ? Just let me read you

one of his answers to my learned friend :

' I suggest that most probably two members

of the institute came in to play chess, and

that one of them committed the crime which

you are trying to fasten upon me.'

" That suggestion of the prisoner is founded

on what we now know to be an entirely

erroneous assumption. If the theory of the

outset was that in case he should be accused

he should be able to say, ' This crime must

have been committed by one or other of two

people who had been playing chess. Here

are their two chairs and their cigarette-ends,

and here's their game as they left it.' And

that being the defence which, according to

the prosecution, he must, so to speak, have

had up his sleeve the whole time, he sets up,

not a game of chess, but an elaborate problem.

Either he would have set up a chess problem

and suggested that someone had been in that

games room studying a problem, or he would

have set up a game and suggested that there

had been two players; but to set up a problem

in order to support the idea that a game had

been played would be an act of gratuitous

folly, an act simply inconceivable on the part

of a man who had the ingenuity to devise

such a plot as the one the prosecution attribute
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to my client. No, gentlemen, I suggest to

you that the prosecution have found a mare's

nest, that the prisoner never invented any

plot at all, that the hand that stole the cash-

box was the same hand that set up the chess-

men, and that, whoever's hand that may have

been, it was not that of the prisoner."

Grant passed on to a review of the other

facts, and then worked up through the

subject of the fifty pounds and the sister's

evidence towards a peroration. As he turned

his head for an instant towards the part of

the court where Miss Smaley was sitting he

saw her fine face, pale and set with suspense,

following intently his speech to the jury, with

her lustrous, troubled eyes fixed upon his face.

He turned round again to the jury with a

throb of excitement and let himself go. For

some palpitating minutes he held his whole

audience in the grip of real oratory, and then

sank back in his seat with a flushed face.

It needed a sharp tug at his gown to call

his attention to a little note that had been

tossed up to him from the reporters' table.

A moment later he was on his feet again.

" My lord, I have this moment received a

communication which I think I ought at

once to pass on to your lordship."

The little scrap of paper was handed up to

the judge, who turned towards the reporters'

table when he had read it.

" I should like the gentleman who wrote

this note to step forward. Come into the

witness-box, sir.

" Mr. Grant, I shall call this witness myself,

and I shall allow the learned counsel on both

sides to cross-examine if necessary."

An alert-eyed little man stepped briskly

into the box. He was a reporter on the Daily

Dispatch, the leading local newspaper, and he

produced a proof of the chess column that

was to appear on the following Saturday.

At the top of the column was a printed chess

diagram, showing the identical position that

had been produced by Marlin. It was headed

" End Game by Vaterland," and underneath,

" White to play and win."

" Can you tell us the real name of the con-

tributor who writes under this pseudonym ? "

the judge asked.

" No, my lord, but I could find out by send-

ing to the office."

" Please get the information as quickly as

possible. And now let the witness Rosenau

come back into the box."

But the witness was not in court. His

name was passed from constable to con-

stable till the corridors outside reverberated

with shouts of " Fritz Rosenau "

" My lord," reported the superintendent

of police, " I am informed that the witness

was seen to leave the court in a great hurry

about an hour ago. The police have tele-

phoned to the Radical Institute, but he has

not returned there."

The judge turned to the jury.

" I am afraid, gentlemen, this case will have

to be adjourned until to-morrow, in order that

further inquiries may be made and the attend-

ance of Fritz Rosenau obtained if possible.

Of course, gentlemen, if you should have

already concluded upon the evidence that you

have heard that it would not be safe to con-

vict the prisoner, it would be competent for

you to say now that the prisoner is not guilty.

It is a matter entirely for you."

There was a short consultation among the

jurors, and then the foreman, with a face

singularly devoid of intelligence, rose and

said, " My lord, we are all agreed that the

guilty party is the German, Rosenau."

The judge smiled a little sarcastic smile.

" I am afraid, gentlemen, it is hardly within

your province to return a verdict against

a person who so far has not even been charged

with any offence. Your verdict, however, as

regards the prisoner whom you have got in

charge, amounts to one of ' Not guilty.' The

prisoner may be discharged."

The buzz of approval that rose in court

was broken by a cry of relief going off into

hysterical laughter, as Miss Smaley slid from

her seat and fell with a thud to the floor in

a dead faint.

It was at the next assizes, about four

months later, that Grant again found himself

sitting in the same court, when a warder

leant over the edge of the dock to touch his

shoulder and hand him a little envelope.

From its weight and metallic clink Grant

recognized at once the guinea of a " docker "

who desired his services for the defence.

He looked at the name on the envelope,

" R. v. Fritz Rosenau."

" Good lord ! " he ejaculated, and then

made his way to one of the cells below. Here

he had his interview with the prisoner, while

a constable stood motionless but watchful

outside the open door. " I understand you

want me to defend you ? "

" Yes, I want you to defend me," the man

replied, with a guttural German accent.

" I asked for you because I knew from the

last trial that you play chess, and would

understand how I came to do it."

" How you came to do it ? " Grant ex-

claimed. " Do you mean that you are going
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to plead guilty and want me to say something

for you in mitigation of sentence ? "

" Ach, no ! I am not guilty. I mean how

I came to set up the chessboard."

" Well, if you have a defence you had better

tell me as shortly as you can what it is."

" I will tell you how it happened. I have

known the chess all my life. I care not so

much to play with another ; I like better lo

make problems. One day I think I send a

problem to the paper here, the Weekly Dis-

patch, and I put it in the post. That night

I lie in my bed in the dark, and I see the chess

pieces move in my head. Suddenly I think

I see that I have made a mistake, that my

problem is all wrong. I cannot sleep. At

last I can bear it no more. At three o'clock

in the morning I get up and I go to the games

room to look at it on a board. The room

is close, stuffy. I open the window. I stare

long time at the board. I smoke cigarettes."

" Why were there two chairs drawn up

to the table ? " Grant asked, sharply.

" Ach, ja ! that is quite simple. I sit down

at one side of the table. I find the light not

good. I am in my own shadow. I change

to the other side of the table, and I take a fresh

chair because it is less trouble than to carry

the other one round. I finish my cigarettes,

but I must smoke. I go to my bedroom to

get some more. I am away three, five

minutes. When I come back the verdammte

cash-box is gone. I had seen it when I went

into the room, but only with half my mind.

I was too excited about my problem. I rush

to a window to look down the street. It is

daylight, but there is nobody there. I go all

over the building. There is nobody there.

Then I think, ' Fritz, you are only a fool, but

the police will say you are a thief, and you will

go to prison.' Then I wonder who can have

taken the box, and how he can have got in.

Then I say to myself, ' It is that Smaley ;

he have some way of getting in that I know

not, and he think to put the blame on me,

the common dog, but how can I prove it ? '

Then I think I had better leave the room just

as it is, and the police will think there has

been someone else. I never think that any-

one will pay any attention to the position of

the pieces ; it never entered my mind. I will

just tell the police I was never in the room

at all. I just close the door again, and I go

back to bed. And the problem was all right

after all," he concluded.

" I am afraid it will be very much against

you that you didn't tell the truth about being

in the room that night, and you ran away,

you know. Why did you do that ? "

" I ran away when I found Mr. Marlin had

copied down my problem, and I knew it

would come out in the Weekly Dispatch."

" Well, I will get you off if I can, but I

must get back to court now."

As Grant went up the steps from the cells

a sudden inspiration flashed upon his mind.

" By Jove, what a dullard I am ! Sherlock

Holmes would have got there in five minutes.

Sherlock Holmes ! I don't believe Watson

himself could have missed it. However,

better four months late than never."

He hurried back into court, and at the first

convenient pause rose to make an application.

" Will your lordship allow me to mention

the case of Fritz Rosenau ? It is number ten

in your lordship's calendar. I have just been

instructed for the prisoner, and I think it is

important in his interest that the police

should make certain inquiries. My applica-

tion is that the case should not be taken

to-day."

" Very well, Mr. Grant, I will take it first

to-morrow morning, subject to any part-

heard case."

The next morning Grant was in court, with

Meggitt-Hartley, who was again for ihe

prosecution, sitting next to him.

" I think we have got hold of the right man

this time," Meggitt-Hartley remarked.

" The odd thing is that you are prosecuting

the wrong man again," Grant replied. " I'll

bet you my docker's guinea to a threepenny-

bit you don't get a conviction."

" Then you must have faked up an even

bigger surprise than you did at Smaley's

trial."

" I have," Grant answered. " You wait."

Meggitt-Hartley began to think that Grant

had been merely " rotting " him as witness

after witness left the box without any cross-

examination from Grant, and when the

prisoner gave his account he felt certain the

jury did not believe a word of his defence.

" Mary Sullivan ! " A little wizened Irish-

woman, dressed in black, went into the box

in obedience to Grant's call. She looked a

depressing, scared little figure, but she gave

her evidence with the volubility and the

accent of her race. She lived at 97, Potter

Street, and was the widow of Timothy Sullivan,

who had died only a few weeks before.

" Will you look at that cash-box, Mrs.

Sullivan ? " Grant said, as, at a sign from him,

a constable placed one on the ledge of tht

witness-box.

" Had that cash-box been in your husband's

possession for some time before his death ? "

" Yes, mee lorrd."
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â�  THE ROOM IS CLOSE, STUFFY. 1 OPEN THE WINDOW."

" Did your husband evei tell you how he

came into possession of that cash-box ? "

" I object, my lord," Meggitt - Hartley

cried, before the witness could answer. " How

can a statement by this good lady's husband

be evidence ? "

" What do you say to that, Mr. Grant ? "

the judge asked " Isn't it mere hearsay,

and, therefore, in-

admissible ? "

" The statement

of the deceased hus-

band, my lord, may

tend to show that he

had no title to pro-

perty which was in

his possession, and,

if so, that would be

a declaration against

interest, and the

declarant having

deceased, the state-

ment would be

admissible on the

authority of Higham

v. Ridgway."

The judge con-

sidered for a few

moments.

" Yes, Mr. Grant,

I think you are en-

titled to get the

answer of the wit-

ness, but it will de-

pend upon the tenor

of that answer

whether or not it

is admissible, and I

may have to tell the

jury to disregard

it."

" If your lordship

pleases. Now, Mrs.

Sullivan, will you tell

my lord and the jury

what your husband

told you as to the

manner in which he

became possessed of

that cash-box ? "

" Mee lorrd, me

husband was a lamp-

lighter, and he stole

it out of the insti-

tute with a long

pole that he used

to put the lamps

out with av a marn-

ing, and, mee lorrd,

he drank himself to death in a fortnight wid

the money."

[At the head of this story is shown the position

as set up on the board. No doubt many of our

readers will like to try to solve the problem for

themselves, noting the clue given by Grant's

observations. We shall print the solution next

month.)



Humours of the Musical

Profession.

STORIES TOLD BY EMINENT

MUSICIANS AND SINGERS

CALVE'S LAUGHABLE

DEBUT.

w

HEN I went

to the

Theatre de

la Monnaie in Brus-

sels in 1881 1 made

my dibut as Mar-

guerite. My second

performance was to

be Cherubino. At

that time I was very

slight. My neck and

arms were thin, and

so, of course, were

my legs. I did not

think I could pos-

sibly appear in

breeches without

something to make

me look a little

plumper, so I went

to the costumier of

the theatre and told

him I wanted some pads. He made them

according to his own ideas of what beautiful

legs should be, and sent them to me so late

that I had no time to try them on. I don't

know what I must have looked like whe.n 1

stepped on the stage thin and girlish frorn

the waist up, and provided with the most

enormous calves.

After the first act the manager rushed

around to my dressing-room. " My heavens ! "

he exclaimed, " where in the world did you

get those legs ? They certainly are not your

own." I admitted that they were not, and

said I thought I was too thin to dispense with

pads. " Don't you know." he said, to me.

" that a young girl with straight, slender legs

is far better suited to the part of a page than

when she disfigures herself with such things

as these ? Take off the pads and go out in

your own legs." I decided to follow his

advice. When I came on the stage again I was

thin, but at least symmetrical. The effect

on the audience was startling. The con-

ductor of the orchestra stared at me as if his

eyes would pop out of his head. After a

moment or two the cause of the astonishing

alteration in my looks seemed to be under-

stood, and there was a titter of laughter

through the audience. Since that time I have

never worn pads.

MR. 1.ANDON RONALD. â�� '

DISLIKE UGLY THINGS."

I

mm

Here is a little

story very much

against myself of a

recent incident. I

went into my club

one day, looked into

the reading - room,

and saw a great

friend of mine talk-

ing to one of the

ugliest men I have

ever seen in my life.

My friend called

me over, and much

to my regret, as I

dislike ugly things

in life, introduced

me to the man in

question. He turned

out to be quite a

decent fellow, and

paid me the usual
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silly compliments which all professionals

receive. I conversed with him some five

minutes, and when I had had enough he

reiterated the statement that he was delighted

to have met me, being one of my greatest

admirers, and added :â��

" In any case, Mr. Ronald, I was most

anxious to know you, because I am always

being mistaken for you."

Neither is the following incident without

its humour. During a provincial tour with

Mme. Melba, when I was acting as accom-

panist to the famous prima donna, she sang

one of my songs during a certain performance.

She was encored, and then sang the Mad

Scene from " Lucia." Another encore

followed, and I again took my seat at the

piano without any music. I then heard an

indignant voice from among the enthusiasts

sitting quite near me on the platform, " Oh,

goodness ! he is going to play some more of

his own stuff."

MME. MELBA-CARUSOS

JOKE.

Signor Caruso

has a penchant for

practical jokes, and

sometimes, when I

was playing the

death scene in " La

Boheme," he made

it very difficult for

me to refrain from

laughing. I remem-

ber on one occasion

at Covent Garden

ft

Signor Tosti was

sitting in the front

row of the stalls,

wearing a false

moustache, and

eyery time I looked

his way he waggled

it at me in a most

grotesque manner.

Signor Caruso saw

this, and tried to

imitate him. You can understand how 1 felt

when, as Mimi, I was supposed to be dying

to Puccini's heartrending strains.

One American experience recurs to me at

the moment. I had been appearing in

" Faust " at Washington, and, getting into

the train after the performance rather tired,

was not unnaturally annoyed at finding my

state-room unprepared. I called the coloured

attendant, who kept me waiting a long time

before he condescended to appear. " Why

is my berth not ready ? " I began. He looked

me up and down indifferently. " I saw you

play Margaret (Marguerite) this mornin',". he

said, defiantly, " an' I thought you weren't

a bit o' good. You'll hev to wait. But

Plankon (Plancon) was fine," he added, as an

afterthought. Two years afterwards I received

a letter from this same ebony critic. " I

heard you last night as Manon Lescaut," it

ran, " and it was real fine. You beat the band.

I take it all back."

MISS MARIE HALL (MRS. ED-

WARD BARING). - CHEWING-

GUM ENTERPRISE.

Nothing has im-

pressed me on my

travels so much as

the enterprise and

resourcefulness of

the Yankee Press-

man. Wherever I

went I found the

ubiquitous Press-

man ready with

hundreds of perti-

nent questions to

extract the infor-

mation which duly

appeared the fol-

lowing day. The.

American will never

admit himself

beaten. Many of

them displayed the

ingenuity of a Sherlock Holmes in get-

ting at the news they required. One man,

for instance, actually bribed my coachman

and secured his place for a time, in order to

be among my household and learn my move-

ments more accurately than he otherwise

would have done. I must confess that the

duties of the post have never been more

efficiently performed.
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One reporter in America inquired of me,

when I landed, as to my views on the chewing-

gum habit. Never having chewed gum in

my life, I naturally said I had no views.

Imagine my surprise when, next morning, his

paper came out with the statement that I had .

chewed gum all my life, and thought it was

the finest thing for the voice and throat. As

a result I was bombarded at my hotel by men

who wanted me to buy chewing-gum. Sample

packets flowed in by every post, and firms

from all over the Continent sent offers of

large quantities of chewing-gum at half-price,

if I would announce from the platform that it

was their particular brand that I patronized.

MME. BLANCHE MAKCHESI'S

(BARONESS A. CACCAMISI)

STORY OF THE MISFIT

TROUSERS.

A few years ago I

was on tour with a

well - known tenor,

a very popular

pianist, and several

ether clever artistes.

One day we had to

appear at a certain

town, but on arriv-

ing found that there

had been consider-

able delay in the

delivery of our dress

baskets and luggage,

on account of a

breakdown on the

line. As a matter

of fact, it was not until shortly before the

concert began, when we were at our wits'

end to know what to do, that the luggage

turned up. We had begun to breathe freely

again when suddenly the pianist rushed into

the room where we were assembled, pale and

desperate, with the alarming intelligence that

his trunk had not arrived at all.

Here was a lively predicamentâ��a pianist

without a dress suit! What were we to do ?

It was impossible for him to go on the plat-

form in his travelling suit of check brown and

fawn. For a few moments we thought the

concert would have to be abandoned, and

then my husband, who was the only one of

the whole travelling company who had not

to appear, decided that the pianist must wear

his best evening suit. The gentleman dis-

appeared, but soon we heard sounds of

loud laughter and expressions of distress,

demands for safety pins being shouted through

the door. I must explain that my husband

is rather stout, while the pianist friend at

that time was very slim. However, with the

aid of many safety pins the trousers were

adjusted, and the pianist went on the plat-

form to play as beautifully as ever. Unfor-

tunately, carried away by the fire of his

execution, he burst open several of the safety

pins, and felt that an accident would assuredly

happen if he were not careful when he got up

from the stool.

We were watching him from behind the

door leading to the artistes' room, and could

not help laughing at the painful expression

on his face as he realized his predicament.

Rising from the stool, he clutched the back

of his trousers, bowed, and retired backwards ;

but an incorrigible member of the company,

seeing that nothing would make the pianist

turn his back to the audience, cruelly held

the artistes' door so tightly that the unfor-

tunate pianist had to turn round for a moment

in order to open it, and as he clutched the

handle in one hand and his

trousers with the other, the

audience, who at first began

to titter, burst into loud

roars of laughter.

SIR FREDERICK BRIDGE.-A

HANDEL TRAGEDY.

A few years ago

a certain committee

drew up a new

Wesleyan hymn-

book, the tunes for

which I edited. It

was an "artful

committee." They

submitted to me a

tune which they
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declared was by Handel. It was so bad,

however, that I sent it back, with the intima-

tion that if it were included in the book,

every time it was rendered in the new Wes-

leyan Church House Handel would turn in

his grave in the Abbey. The committee sub-

mitted it again, this time with the promise

that if only I would include it it should be

marked to be sung " pianissimo" at the

Wesleyan Church House so as not to disturb

Handel in the Abbey.

Equally amusing, perhaps, was an incident

which occurred in connection with an auto-

matic piano which I once listened to. It had

played one or two records quite well. At

least, everybody was able to identify the tunes

without difficulty. But one piece we could

not make head or tail of. The others sat

round with that rapt attention peculiar to

people who are listening to classical musicâ��

particularly if they don't understand it. I

whispered to one of the ladies, " What is it

playing ? "

" Bach's Fugue in G minor," she whispered

back.

Then it was discovered

that the record had been put

in upside down and was being

played backwards !

DR. HENRY COWARD.-WHAT

IS A QUARTETTE?

Apropos of my

early days in Shef-

field, I remember

an amusing incident

concerning a quar-

tette I organized in

a warehouse.

Anxious to make

money, I approached

a showman who was

visiting the place,

and suggested to

him that a party of

singers would be a

decided attraction to his show.

" Kin ye sing ? "masked the showman.

" Yes, sir, very well."

" Have ye dress suits ? Them's necessary."

" Yes, sir."

" How much will it cost for such an

engagement ? "

" Five shillings each per night I think will

do it," I replied.

" I know," said the entertainer, " but how

much will it cost ? How many are ye in this

'ere quartette ? "

MMB. TETRAZZINI.-MY

GREATEST TRIAL.

It is a somewhat

curious fact that the

greatest trial of my

life should at the

same time afford me

the greatest amuse-

ment. I refer to my

daily correspond-

i

ence. Every morn-

ing I am inundated

with letters from

people I have never

heard of before.

The least exacting

of them simply ask

me to send them

money. Sometimes they ask for small amounts,

and it is occasionally rather difficult to refuse

these, but others again ask for small fortunes.

Then there are people who write very

charmingly to ask if I can send them tickets

to hear me sing. " Madame," wrote a cor-

respondent, " I love a good singer, and you

apparently are good. If you will send me

a season ticket for the opera, I will go to hear

you every time you sing, and applaud as

loudly as I can."

One lady wrote a long poem about me,

and, of course, I was greatly pleased and

flattered. But it was rather disheartening

to find this note at the end of the poem :

" If Madame likes the poem, will she please

send the writer some opera tickets ? "

Another lady was rather funny. She wrote

asking for my autograph, and in a weak

moment I scribbled my name on a visiting
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card and sent it to her. A day or two later

she wrote to me again. " Dear Madame,â��

I have presented your card at the box-office

at Covent Garden for two seats, but they

would not give them to me on your card

alone. I herewith enclose card you sent me.

Will you please write,' Oblige my good friend

with two seats,' and we will try again ? "

Perhaps, however, the most amusing

incident in my career was that which occurred

in my younger days, when my sister and

myself were touring and sharing rather humble

rooms. After thanking a landlady who had

been more considerate and kind than most,

the good lady astonished us by looking up

from her wash-tub and saying, with benign

condescension, ' That's all

right, my dears. I'm always

^k. good to theatricals, for I

never know what my own

0

MR. JOHN McCORMACK.â��AN

OPERATIC BOXER.

63

e7

This is a story of

my early days. As

a college boy my

voice was in de-

mand for the college

forcible lesson in elocution, and one that I

have laid to heart.

Perhaps some readers will be interested in

the following incident. I am passionately

fond of boxing. In my opinion it is the

greatest sport in the world. I remember

that when Iron Hague and Langford met at

the National Sporting Club some time ago,

I was singing in " Rigoletto" at Covent

Garden. I was so interested in the fight that

I made arrangements with the fireman to let

me know how it was going. I was singing

when the fireman appeared after the first

round and beckoned me to the wings. I

kept on singing, and backed across the stage

where I could hear him without the audience

knowing. " Hague was knocked down in

the first round," whispered the fireman,

hoarsely. Then he sped back to the ring-side

again. It so happened that every time he

reached the wings I was singing, and we went

through the same performance. Hague was

knocked down five times in the second, half-a-

dozen times in the third, and so often in the

fourth and last round that everybody lost

track of the number. All this was whispered

to me during the time I was on the stage, the

knock-out blow coming ap-

propriately enough when

Rigoletto drags the sack

containing the body across

the stage.

SIR CHARLES SANTLEY.-

" UNBUTTON HIS WESKIT."

concerts, and it was

after singing at one

of these that I re-

ceived my first and

never-to- be - forgot-

ten lesson in clear

enunciation. Being

by birth an Irish-

man, I, with true

patriotic spirit, sang

an Irish song. Later I interviewed Biddy,

the Irish cook, to whom I had given a ticket

for the entertainment.

" Well, Biddy," I said, " how did you like

the concert ? "

" Oh, sure, sir, you did sing beautifully,"

she replied ; " but why ever did you sing in

a foreign language ? What ever was it ? I

did not know a word of it."

Crushing criticism indeed ! but it was a

The facetiousness

of the " gods " has

provided many an

amusing incident

during my career,

one of the funniest,

perhaps, being that

which happened

when I made my

dibul in Dublin as

Valentine in

Gounod's " Faust."

It was the scene of

Valentine's death
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after the duel. Martha had rushed in at the

head of the crowd and raised my head, and

was holding me in her arms. There was the

usual deathlike silence in the house, and the

audience gazed expectantly at the stage,

which was shadowed in darkness. Suddenly a

voice from the gallery turned

grim seriousness into up-

Oroarious mirth by yelling

out, " Don't sit there doing

nothing. Unbutton his

weskit!"

MR. MARK HAMBOURGS

AMUSING EXPERIENCES.

The intrusion of

the ubiquitous

photographer is

often a source of

annoyance to me.

On my journey home

from South Africa

some time ago I

made myself very

friendly to two little

twins, and I hap-

pened to be holding

them up, one under

each arm, when

someone took a

snapshot of the scene. Much to my relief,

the photograph has as yet appeared in only

one paper.

A very similar situation was that in which

I found myself when our ship arrived at Cape

Town on the way out. A lady standing next

to me was looking out for her husband, and

handed her baby to me to hold while she

waved a greeting to him. Unfortunately for

me, I got separated from her in the crush, and

when my manager came up, with a large party

to introduce me, I had to face them with the

child in my arms. I leave the reader to

picture the humour of the scene and the sly

grins upon their faces as I haltingly explained

that the child did not belong to me.

It will surprise many to learn that I found

the rough miners of South Africa thoroughly

appreciative of the best classical music. One

does not usually associate Beethoven and Bach

with the life of a mining camp, but I have

only known one occasion when a member of

the audience has left my performance, and

this although my manager invariably an-

nounced that anyone who did not like the

music was at liberty to leave the room.

The case I refer to occurred at Kronstadt,

where a big miner got up to go out at the end

of the first part. My manager pointed out

that the second was much better, and that

there would be played in it particularly the

" Wedding March " of Mendelssohn. " I

don't want to 'ear no ' Wedding March/ "

responded the miner. " Me an' my old

'ooman fell out long ago, bless yer 1 "

Not very flattering, but equally amusing,

was the remark made by a visitor to a friend

at whose house I was stopping when the lady

in question happened to call. As luck would

have it, I was practising away for all I was

worth, when this lady was shown into the

adjoining room, where she was received by

my hostess. The visitor listened to my

playing for a few moments, and then re-

marked, with a seraphic smile : " Why, Mrs.

Blank, how your little girl is improving on

the piano ! "

SIGNOR CARUSO.-A BOGUS

INTERVIEW.

As an illustration

of the imagination

of the American re-

porter, the follow-

ing account of an

interview with my-

self, published in a

New York journal,

would be hard to

beat. It is very

amusing. The only

fault I have to find

with it is that the

conversation never

took place. I quote

as printed :â��

" ' What time do

you get up in the

morning ? ' was the

first shot fired.

" ' Eight o'clock.'
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" ' And then?'

" ' Shave.'

" ' Yourself ? '

:<' You bet,' laughed the tenor, with fer-

vour, which made it plain that he was not

trusting such a tuneful throat out of his

sight.

" ' After which ? '

" ' I wash.'

" ' And iron ? '

" ' No, no, no ! You make mistake. I

wash myself. What you call dip. Then I

look through my mail.'

" ' Do you get much every day ? '

" ' Great big pile like this,' said Mr. Caruso,

stretching out both arms and working them

like a concertina-player.

" ' What about breakfast ? '

"' Then come breakfast. Grape iruit,

eggs, and coffee. No more.'

" ' Are you fond of eggs ? '

" ' Very much. Can't afford much longer.

Too dear. Like them when they are fresh.'

" ' How can you tell ? '

" ' I sing to them before I knock hat off.

If sing back, I no touch.'

" Having said which, Mr. Caruso begged to

be excused for a few seconds while he shook

about half-a-dozen laughs out of his system.

He loves a joke and doesn't spare his face

when the laugh comes.

" ' After breakfast I dress for my walk,' he

continued.

" ' Which shoe do you put on first ? '

" ' The one nearest me,' was the merry

response. ' I walk five miles. Maybe up

town, maybe down town. Maybe Fifth

Avenue, maybe Broadway. Get back at one

o'clock and have lunch.'

" ' Eat big lunch ? ' He had the reporter

amputating his queries now.

" ' Anything I like. Oysters, soup, salad,

macaroni, or spaghetti maybe.'

" ' Like spaghetti ? '

" ' You bet. Everybody like it. Americans

eat it too fast in one big bunch. That's bad.'

" ' How do you eat it ? '

" ' I separate it. Eat one behind the other.

More taste that way.'

" ' Couldn't you make better time if you

ate it two by two ? '

" ' Never hurry when I'm eating. From

two to four o'clock I writeâ��answer letters.'

" ' All of them ? '

" ' Not no more. Tried it first year, and

spent most of my money for ink. Carried

my right arm in a sling from doing it. I got

hundreds of letters begging money, advice,

and tickets. Got tired trying to keep up

with them. Now I pick out so many every

day and answer them. I try to encourage

beginners. You can tell by their letters if

they deserve it. I give a certain sum to

charity each year, and look after a few worthy

families, but that's all.'

" ' Do the same persons write more than

once ? '

" ' Many times, some of them. One man

write me his wife sick. I send him five

dollars. A few days later he say his daughter

sick. I send three dollars to him. When he

says his son is sick that's too much. I write

and say I'm sick. I ask him if he want me

build a hospital for his family. He make me

mad.'

" ' Take another walk then ? '

" ' No. Study for an hour if I'm going to

sing that night. From five to six play

briscolone with friend.'

" ' Is that an opera ? '

" ' No, no, no ! Cards. Play with regular

cards. Exciting. Win twenty-five or thirty

cents. I win nearly all the time. From six

to seven I dress for dinner. On a night that I

sing I don't eat until after the show. I ride

to and from the opera-house in a taxi-cab.'

" ' But it's only two blocks.'

" ' I know that; but when I look at the

register I think I've been out riding all day.

I never saw a machine with such a splendid

register.'

" ' Does it take high notes easily ? '

" ' It takes some of mine.'

" Recess of five minutes to permit of

laughter.

" ' What do you do after the show ? '

" ' Back to the hotel and play briscolone.

I have many invitations, but I can't accept

them. Have to talk too much. I never

talk when I can avoid it. I get to bed about

one o'clock every night and sleep soundly.'

" ' Do you snore ? '

" ' I'm not supposed to,' said Mr. Caruso.

' It's not in my contract. If I thought I did

I'd keep a phonograph in my room.'

" ' And make money while you sleep ? '

"' Sure. Good-bye, I go for my walk

now,' "
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I. THE TREE-HYRAX.

from u lupyrivht Photograph by D. Seth Smith.

The Strangest of Pets.

By Dr. P. CHALMERS MITCHELL, F.R.S.,

Secretary of the Zoological Society of London,

Author of " The Childhood of Animals," etc., etc.

was a hyrax, of the species

known to naturalists as Hyrax

dorsalis, because of a white

stripe along the back, one of

a tribe of little animals living

in Africa and Syria (Fig. i).

The cony of the Bible, " a

feeble folk, but exceeding wise," is one of

them ; they are known as " rock-rabbits,"

or " dassies," in South Africa and East Africa,

and those of the same species as my pet are

called tree-bears because of their shape, and

because they live more in the trees than do

the others.

I was often asked what it was, very clever

persons suggesting that it must be a mongoose

or a lemur, more humble-minded persons being

content with their view that it was a strange

kind of large rat. Naturalists divide mammals,

the warm-blooded, hairy creatures which

Sickle their voung, into great divisions, most

VjI. xiv-;.-83.

of which contain many kinds of animals

united by features that we all recognize.

Everyone knows monkeys, and finds little

difficulty in appreciating that we ourselves at

one end of the series and the bright-eyed,

long-snouted lemurs at the other end are

closely related to them. Carnivores we

easily associate in our minds by their furry

bodies, clawed feet, rounded heads with

snapping jaws and powerful tearing and

flesh-cutting teeth, and their general air of

swift and precatory aggressiveness. Bats

we can be in no doubt about, and rodents,

from the big capybara to the smallest mouse,

all ostentatiously display the curved front

teeth used for gnawing. The innumerable

tribe of ruminating animals, from the tall

giraffe to the smallest deer, chew the cud,

display a cloven hoof, and are usually

armed with horns or antlers. Horses,

asses, and zebras are plainly akin, and,
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although we should not guess so readily that

the tapir and the rhinoceros belong to the

same assemblage, at least we are not likely to

mistake them for anything else. " Pigs are

pigs " whether they are wild boars or peccaries,

and even the officers of His Majesty's Customs

have perceived the affinities of the hippo-

potamus and have made difficulties about

allowing one to be landed, on the ground that

" any fool could see that it was a pig."

Besides such large and familiar groups of

mammals there are some orders as well-

marked and distinct, but containing very

few species. Thus the elephants, or Pro-

boscidea, comprise only the African and

Indian elephants ; the Sirenia, or sea-cows,

contain only the aquatic dugong and manatee.

The' order Hyracoidea contains only the

hyraxes or conies, and little is known as to

their relationships. Their fossil ancestors were

much larger, and some writers have thought

that they show affinities with big non-rumi-

nating ungulates like the rhinoceros, and

others, including myself, think that they'

have kinship with elephants and sea-cows.

Conies are small, heavily-built animals less

than a foot in length, and weighing a few

pounds at most. Seen from a little way off

they are rather like rodents, but the pair of long

incisor tusks in the upper jaw, and the hori-

zontally protruding lower incisors, especially

seen in a cleaned skull, much more closely

suggest a miniature edition of the elephant,

a resemblance which is heightened by the

flexible and hairless ears, and the long,

naked, and slightly mobile muzzle. There

is no tail, and the legs are short, with

long, flat feet with naked soles. The fore

paws have each four digits, one of which is

very small, and the hind legs have each three

toes. Each digit has a strong flat nail,

somewhat intermediate between a true nail

and a hoof, but the inner toe of each hind

limb has a sharp curved claw instead of a

nail, and it is with these that the animals

scratch themselves. Conies are extremely

alert, muscular, and lively. They can run

at a great pace, and are able to leap

over a yard in height. Their power of

climbing is most astonishing, as their appear-

ance does not in the least suggest that kind

of activity. Some of the Cape conies, which

live chiefly on the rocks, were put in an

enclosure protected by sheet metal, but got

out by choosing the corners and climbing up

the smooth vertical face, almost in the fashion

in which a rock-climber ascends a vertical

" chimney." They were foiled by turning in

the edge of the fence, but then walked up the

smooth trunk of a mulberry tree, passed

along a slippery branch, and then dropped

outside the fence. The tree-hyraxes are

even better climbers, ascending surfaces that

seem to be quite impossible for any animal

that cannot dig sharp claws into a yielding

surface.

My own pet liked to climb up the slippery

leg of a polished mahogany chair and to stand

on the narrow, smooth edge of the back. It

also used to climb up the door-posts, holding

on to the smooth curves of the mouldings,

and as soon as it had reached any position

which seemed completely dangerous it

would raise one of the hind legs and proceed

to scratch its head vigorously. Some rumour

of these powers has reached the persons who

write Natural History books, where it is often

stated that the conies have suctorial or

sticky feet. This is not so ; the palms and

the soles are smooth and naked, and it

is by muscular strength and power of

balance, by untiring patience and intelligent

selection of the best ways, that they succeed

so well.

The skin of the conies, except on the ears

and the naked muzzle, is almost white, but

is covered by a thick coat of short, rather

harsh fur, with some long, stout bristles,

like the whiskers of a cat, placed round the

mouth and dispersed all over the body. The

colour is nearly uniform; in the different

species it varies from a greyish brown to a

very dark brown, with a stripe along the

back, white in some, black in others. They

keep themselves exquisitely clean, scratching

off any particles of grit with the sharp claw

of the hind foot, or with the teeth, and

rubbing themselves vigorously on a carpet,

or against any soft, dry material.

My own pet was brought to me in the end

of April, 1912, by a mining engineer just

arrived from the West Coast of Africa. He

had bought it from a native before sailing,

under the name of a tree-bear, and as it was

new to him he determined to try to bring it

home to the Zoological Gardens. It was

rather over two pounds in weight, about six

inches long, and could not have been more

than a few weeks old. He did not know on

what it ought to be fed, and as it refused

bananas, raw meat, and anything else he

could think of trying, he wisely resolved that

if it were going to die anyhow, it should not

die of starvation, and he crammed it at least

once a day on bread and milk and fish. As

it belonged to a species which we had had

before, but which had never lived in captivity

for more than a few weeks, and as it was small
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and helpless and not taking food of its own

accord, I decided to keep it in my own charge

for a few days. The little animal was kind

enough to adopt me at once, the flattering

nature of which behaviour I came to realize

only later, when I found that of all the persons

with whom it came in contact there were

only four or five to whom it was not either

indifferent or actively hostile. The days

became prolonged into weeks, and the weeks

into months, and for nearly a year and a

half, during which I happened to be much

overworked and a good deal worried, it was

my constant companion, day and night,

until one sad morning, after a few days' severe

illness, when it was sitting on my arm, being

fed on milk and brandy, it suddenly threw

back its head, and died without a sound

or struggle, leaving me distressed to a degree

of which I do not care to write.

Apart from the affection which I came to

have for my little hyrax (which I named

Daniel, although it was a lady), I was deeply

interested in studying it, as I believe that

more real information is to be gained by

observing tame examples of wild animals

than by the easier method of noting the

character of domesticated animals. In a

book which I wrote on " The Childhood of

Animals " about a year ago, I showed that

there was a great difference, usually neglected,

between tame animals and domesticated

animals. The latter, like the horse and the

dog and cat, have been in the possession of

man from remote, prehistoric antiquity, and

we do not even know the wild stock from

which they came, or the date or manner in

which mankind first adopted them. In the

course of these long generations man has

modified them very greatly by selective

breeding. We know some of the changes that

he has produced, and still is able to produce,

in their structure and appearance ; but we

forget that their emotions, habits, and

instincts have been modified by killing off

the individuals which were unsuitable and

breeding from those which were suitable.

We require a horse to be docile, not to

think for itself, either to have its senses

of sight, touch, and hearing a little dull, or

to be so patiently slow in its response to

strange sights, contacts, or sounds that it

behaves as if its senses were dull. Surviving

relics of the quick response to anything un-

familiar that was necessary to the existence

of a wild animal we call vice, and we shoot

the horse, or sell it to a friend. We demand

of a dog that it should be faithful and affec-

tionate, if not to all human beings, at least

to its owners ; that it should not defend itself

by biting, that it should be the guardian

and not the oppressor of the other domestic

animals of man, that it should observe rules

of cleanliness alien to its natural disposition,

and a thousand other qualities useless or

dangerous to a wild animal fighting its own

battle in an unfriendly world. We have

had less success in changing the stubborn

mental characteristics of the cat, which is

still the willing guest rather than the slave

of man ; but we know, at least, that the

tabby is a creature very different from its

aggressive and dangerous wild relations.

Domesticated animals are sophisticated

creatures, moulded by man to a pattern of his

own liking, with the result that they are

misleading material for the investigation

of the natural capacities, intelligence, and

emotions of animals. Their mere docility is

one of the greatest sources of error ; we have

made them into pale mirrors of ourselves,

and in studying them we often see little more

than our own distorted images. And we

have been able to do this chiefly by selective

breeding, partly consciously and partly un-

consciously. In the long generations that

domestic animals have been bred by man,

the individuals that showed qualities to his

liking have been preferred, and those that

retained most of the wild nature have been

discarded. Tamed examples of wild animals

are in a different case. They learn from man

by intelligence, and they retain their natural

instincts and emotions.

There was no doubt as to Daniel having

come from a genuinely wild stock; her

ancestors had lived in the tall trees of Nigerian

forests from time immemorial, and her kind

has never been domesticated. African natives,

as a rule, are not friendly to animals, and care

little for them except to eat or to use in

mysterious and cruel rites. Conies are

extremely alert, suspicious, and watchful, and

seldom descend from their trees except at

night. They are said to have a natural

fondness for alcohol and to be captured

occasionally when they have found a store of

palm toddy and have drunk not wisely but

too well. Daniel was very young indeed

when she was captured, and had simply

transferred to her first owner the natural

affection that she would have had for her

mother. Hyraxes have very small litters,

two to four in the case of the ground forms,

and one, or occasionally two, in the case of

those that live in trees. The young ones

remain long with the mother and are carried

on her back, not holding on by claws or
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teeth, but simply balancing themselves, in

the fashion shown in the drawing (Fig. 2).

A few minutes after Daniel was left with

me she climbed up my leg and settled down

on my lap. Afterwards, when she became

more familiar, she preferred the feeling of a

piece of naked skin, and would climb up the

back of my chair and settle down on my neck.

Another favourite place was my wrist, and

nothing pleased her better than to sit on that

and go to sleep while I was actually typing.

When she went out with me, as she very often

did, she preferred to sit on my shoulder, or,

if it wjere raining, on the wrist under the

umbrella. She would go in the London

streets through traffic, in taxi-cabs, buses, or

trains, always with complete confidence and

with no effort to escape and indifference

to unusual sights or sounds, so long as

she was in contact with me. But if she were

put on the ground and I left her, she would

rush after me with little squeals of displeasure,

or, if it were in a strange room, make for the

darkest corner.

I must now

describe the daily

routine of her

life. She slept

on my arm, first

pushing away

the sleeve of my

pyjamas to secure

contact with my

skin, and with

her head just

protruding from

the bed-clothes ;

if the night were

very cold she

burrowed down

and perched on

my ankle; if,

as sometimes

happened, she

suffered from a

laboured breath-

ing rather like

asthma, her

favourite position

was with the

hind paws on my

face and the fore

paws on the top

of my head. If

I were restless,

she would change

her position

several times,

and then, if not

allowed to settle down in peace, would go to

a favourite corner of the room where a hot-

water pipe passed through to the bath-room

and settle on that. She was very fond of

sitting on a hot place, inside the fender, or on

the top of a radiator, and when the hearth was

really hot would flatten herself out against it.

She learned the advantage and danger of a fire

at once, and never repeated a single unfor-

tunate experience when she singed her face.

When I was called in the morning, she got

out of bed at once, went to her corner until

my dressing-gown was on, and then came to

the door and waited to be picked up, or

followed me to where my coffee was waiting,

and at once climbed to a stool in front of the

fire. There she waited until the time came

for her own breakfast, which she had sitting

on my arm. After breakfast she followed

me to my dressing-room and climbed to a

favourite place in a little forest of pipes

leading to the taps. There she stayed until

I was dressed, when she usually came down

and was waiting for me at the door. Some-

MOTHER AND ARE CARRIED

Mr. W. Itttitemann.
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times she refused to come and kept dodging

my efforts to lay hold of her, but I had only

to leave the door open and walk along the

passage a few yards when she rushed after

me. She learned quickly that I could not

give her any attention in my office in the

mornings, and as soon as we got there she

settled down near the fire, if it were cold, or

roamed about, climbing tables or bookshelves

and generally amusing herself, or sleeping.

But, wherever she was, if I sat down for a

moment in an arm-chair she climbed on to me

at once and expected attention. I had a

box made for her with two compartmentsâ��

a large flap by which it could be opened to

be cleaned, and a very small aperture just

large enough for her to squeeze throughâ��and

with this in the room she could be left in

complete safety, as she could always retreat

to it if any alarming stranger appeared.

But Daniel was not easy to alarm. She

could give a sharp bite, quite painful to a

human being, but, I should think, wholly

ineffectual against a cat or dog. She was

able to assume an air of resourceful ferocity,

erecting the fur, stiffening the body, stamping

with the fore-feet, and marching straight at

any intruder with mouth open in such fashion

that the stranger was not disposed to take

any chances. I never allowed her to run the

risk of an encounter with a bull-terrier or

sporting dog, but she actually routed every

dog to which she was introduced, chivvied

every cat out of the room, and made a palm-

civet many times her own size try to bolt up

the chimney. In the course of her life she

took to very few persons, half-a-dozen at

most, and these from the very first, and

learned to tolerate a few others, but in most

cases stamped and snapped at people who,

from seeing her gentle manners with her

friends, assumed that she was anyone's

animal. It was really a case of bluff, of the

dominance of mind over matter, for her

bodily power of offence or defence was small.

At one o'clock Daniel went to lunch with

me, if I were at home, sitting on my ankle or

on the back of my chair until her turn came,

and after lunch followed me to my office as

before, usually sleeping most of the afternoon,

but from five to eight, when I usually am

doing work of my own, she insisted on being

with me, as I have already said, even when

I was using a typewriter. When I dined at

home she was always with me, and as often

as it was possible went out with me. Here,

out of its place, I may mention a very

remarkable trait. Before dinner she went

to my dressing-room with me and sat in a

corner almost out of sight, but very fully

cognizant of what was going on. If I were

simply washing, or if I had put on a dress-

jacket and black tie, she came out and waited

at the door for me, but if I had put on a

dress-coat and white lie, invariably, at the

last moment, she hid in an almost inaccessible

place under a chest of drawers. At first I

thought this conduct was only part of that

order of Nature by which toast always falls

with the buttered side downwards, and that

I had to grovel for her when it was most

necessary to keep tidy, but I came to be

certain that it was more than such a

chance.

Daniel was on quite friendly terms with the

maid who attended to her when I was out

for the evening, but she disliked not passing

the evening with me, and especially the

dreary time after ten o'clock, when she would

be left alone in my office to sit up for me,

and she came to associate full evening dress

with such a tiresome prospect. On an

ordinary evening at home she accompanied

me back to my office after dinner, and, unless

I was in the arm-chair, was usually content

to lie in front of the fire, apparently asleep.

But if I got up she was on the alert, and

here again she made a remarkable mental

association. If I kept on my reading-glasses

(which have dark rims) she stayed in her

place, although I moved about in search of

a book, or to light a cigarette. But if I put

on the glasses which I wear except when I

am actually at work (and which have light-

coloured, thin rims), Daniel would cross the

room and wait at the door lest I should go

upstairs without her. She was so plainly

distressed that, when I knew what was in

her mind, I always took her with me when I

left the room. At bed-time Daniel came with

me, and never made a mistake. If it were

bed-time she took no interest in my toilet,

but at once climbed into bed and took her

usual place. What impressed me, and what

I wish to impress on my readers, is that none

of these habits were in any fashion tricks that

were taught her. It has never interested

or amused me to try to train animals. Daniel

was in constant association with me ; she

observed my habits, drew inferences from my

conduct, and acted accordingly. The more

one reflects on it the more astonishing it is.

These feeble little creatures maintain their

existence in the wilds of Africa, not by

strength or by blind instinct, but by so quick

and alert an appreciation of their environ-

ment that they can at once fall into a fashion

of life inconceivably different from anything
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to which they or their ancestors have been

accustomed.

One side of Daniel's character was so

curious and remarkable that prudery will

not restrain me from relating it. It is

essential to our comfort that our domestic

pets should respect the proprieties of the

house, and it is difficult for us to believe that

any animal tsan be cleanly without training.

Daniel .was extraordinary. She neither

required nor obtained any training. If one

reflects how much trouble there is with the

civilized human child, the heir, of all the ages,

the natural cleanliness of a little wild animal

is amazing.

I had great difficulty with Daniel's food,

partly, I think, because she had been taken

from her mother too soon and accustomed

to an unnatural diet, and partly because I

spoiled her. She was always capricious, a

small and dainty feeder; but almost in-

variably refused to eat at all unless I myself,

or one or two other persons whom she liked,

actually put the food in her mouth, and she

very much preferred to take morsels that I

had pretended to chew myself first. I knew

that her diet ought to be chiefly, if not wholly,

vegetarian, and in the first few months I got

her to eat green leaves, chiefly hawthorn and

willow, by putting them leaf by leaf in her

mouth. Lettuce, cabbage, carrots, turnip,

apples, and bananas she refused ; if I ate a

grape she would take a portion of the skin

from me, but not unless she saw me eat it first,

and in the same fashion she would take rather

readily small fragments of orange, lemon,

and grape-fruit. However, of such suitable

food she would take so little that she would

have starved, and she soon came to take it

only on rare occasions. In the morning she

had a little toast dipped in hot milk flavoured

with coffee and strengthened with Sanatogen ;

but this she would take only when sitting on

my arm and having it put in her mouth

scrap by scrap. In the middle of the day

she would take in the same way a little milk

pudding, or vegetables, and in the evening

similar scraps of whatever might be going.

But she had a passion for bread dipped in

wine, particularly in claret. She knew the

red colour when she saw it in the glass or

decanter, and would eagerly stretch out her

mouth for it. She learned to like Moselle

almost equally well, and was excessively fond

of champagne. Her palate was admirable.

I have tried her again and again with bread

dipped in sparkling cider, which she rejected ;

but immediately afterwards eagerly took it

dipped in champagne.

At night, before going to bed, she always had

a little hot water. I used to wash her face

and paws in the lavatory basin, she standing

on a towel and giving them to me in turn to

be soaped and dried ; she then climbed up

my arm and gave her face a final rub against

my cheek, and then had her water out of a

tumbler. But the water had to be mixed to

the exact temperature she liked.

It was only gradually that I came to under-

stand the various fashions in which Daniel

expressed her emotions. For the most part

she was a silent animal, but her voice had

many different notes and sounds. When she

was pleased, as, for instance, when I came

back after a few hours' absence and picked

her up, or when she was lying in comfort on

my arm in a warm "bed, she uttered a contin-

uous musical chirp almost like a bird, low and

soft, and stopped instantaneously if any

stranger came near. When she was sitting

alone, but in a contented frame of mind, she

made a rather louder smacking noise with the

lips, not unlike the sound of an animal chewing

the cud, and possibly the origin of the

erroneous Eastern idea that conies chew the

cud, although from not " dividing the hoof "

they were regarded as " unclean." When

she was discontented and petulant, as, for

instance, when she thought that I had been

brushing her rather too hard or too long, and

she was trying to wriggle away, her note was

a broken whinny. Once or twice, and always

at night, when from some chance I had left

her for a time, she gave utterance to wild and

unearthly yells, extremely loud and rising

and falling in the weirdest manner. All

residents in Central and Tropical Africa have

heard the conies yelling in the night, and

speak of the noise as strange and unearthly,

and the natives believe that demons are

making the darkness still more hideous.

Occasionally, when she was startled by the

sudden appearance of a dog, or cat, or

stranger, Daniel would give a rather loud

grunt, whip round to face the enemy, and

either rush at it or move backwards a few

paces, watching intently. But she had quite

a different note when she wished to warn me

of danger, as, for instance, when we were

sometimes awakened at night by an unex-

pected noise in the next room, or a belated

motor-barge on the canal under my window.

Daniel shrank back into my arms, bristling,

and making an almost silent bark, very low

but extremely arresting. So in her native

woods you can imagine her warning her

friends, but in such a stealthy way that the

sound would not reach the possible enemy.
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Daniel showed pleasure by a means that

was quite novel to me. Her eyes were dark

and rather beady and expressionless, but, in

addition to the upper and lower eyelid, she

possessed a third horizontal eyelid, a light-

coloured flap of skin called the nictitating

membrane, which could shoot out across the

eye from its inner corner (Fig. 3). This

membrane is familiar in birds, exists in many

of the lower mammals, and is represented in

our own eyes by a little fleshy, unmovable

fold. One of its

chief uses is to

prevent damage

to the eye in the

case of creatures

that live in trees

or brushwood.

Daniel used it to

express pleasure,

and as it shot

slowly across it

was astonishingly

like a familiar

wink. She "gave

you the glad eye"

in this fashion

when she had her

favourite bread

and wine put in

her mouth,

always blinking

the eye nearest

to you. She

winked also when

I spoke to her

affectionately or

took her up and

tickled the side of

her face. Several

times when I was

nursing her through an illness and she was too

weak to respond in any other way, she used

to feebly lean over towards me and wink, and

just after I had given her her last spoonful of

brandy and milk, which she actually did not

swallow before she leaned back and died, she

gave a final wink of recognition as I wiped

her lips.

When she was quite well and vigorous, her

favourite mode of showing pleasure and

affection was to rub her head and face vigo-

rously against my cheek. When I came in

at night, and once or twice after an enforced

absence of several days, it seemed as if she

went almost mad with pleasure. She showed

displeasure by pushing away the food or drinks

she did not wish, or the wet sponge or brush

or towel, with her fore-pav/s exactly like one

of the higher apes or human beings. A

greater degree of displeasure, as at the

attempt of a stranger to touch her, she showed

by vigorously stamping the fore-feet, producing

a loud, smacking sound. Still higher dis-

pleasure or anger was revealed by the bristling

of the hair, and especially by spreading out

the white patch along the back, revealing a

black and naked, probably glandular, patch

of skin. The photograph on the next page

(Fig. 4) was taken from above as she was

' HER EYES WERE DARK AND RATHER BEADY AND EXPRESSIONLESS."

From a CupyriyW I'hotwjruith by D. Seth-Smith.

stamping at and preparing to try to attack a

badger in a cage. The patch was similarly

opened if I put her on the ground and pre-

tended to run away. As she was never hurt,

scolded, or punished (indeed, there was never

any conceivable reason for even reproving

her), and as I do not think that she suffered

more than discomfort in any illness, I do not

know how she would have expressed the

feeling of pain. My impression, however, is

that most wild animals, although they may

scream from a sudden shock, or from the

sense of helplessness, fright, or rage, generally

endure pain silently.

Daniel's sense of hearing was extremely

acute and discriminating. At any strange

noise she at once ceased whatever she might

be doing, chewing, drinking, or moving, and
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held herself in alert and poised attention. At

first the noise of my typewriter, the telephone

bell, the striking of the clock, the passing of a

cab, or the distant howling of the wolves or

the roaring of the lions in the Gardens, set her

on the alert, and she had a disturbed and

restless time. But one by one she learned to

discount noises that she had heard before and

found to be harmless, and, if she were touching

me, went peacefully to sleep even through the

rattle of an express train. In the telephone

bell she took a great interest, and always

climbed up to the receiver to wait until I

came to it.

She learned her name at once, and would

answer to it however gently I spoke. Several

times when I did not know where she wasâ��

once when she had climbed behind some books

on a high shelf, once when by mistake I had

shut a drawer in

which she had

been exploring

and could not

get outâ��she let

me know by

squeaking when

I called. She

knew the word

"No," and

would stop at

once when I

shouted it to her

if she were climb-

ing dangerously

against a flower-

vase, or on the

rail of the bal-

cony, or if she

were onlv pulling

about the papers

on my desk. She

understood per-

fectly "Water,"

" Come to bed,"

" Bite," " Open

your mouth,"

"Gotoyour box,"'

and manyother simple phrases, spoken without

any interpreting gestures. She also knew my

footstep coming along the corridor or through

the library to the room in which she was, and

would always be at the door to meet me,

although she would not do that for any other

iootstep. She disliked my reading in bed

anger was revealed by the bristling of the

hair and especially by spreading olt the while

patch along the back."*

very much, chiefly, I think, because she was

less comfortable when I was holding a book,

and after enduring it more or less patiently

for a little time she would almost every night

proceed to tug or push at my spectacles,

until I had to give in and turn out the light.

It would be more interesting to me than to

my readers if I were to go on giving examples

of the intelligence and affection of this little

animal. I hope, however, that I have said

enough to establish my point. This particular

wild animal, not bred and shaped to the

service of man, showed a power of reasoning,

of adaptation to new conditions, of affection

and intelligence, that to my mind greatly

exceed what is displayed by the familiar

domestic animals. I have no doubt that

parallel, although different, qualities would

be displayed by many wild animals, had

we the oppor-

tunity and the

patience to dis-

cover them. It

is a distressing

and revolting

thought that

man is the great-

est enemy of

wild animals,

and that the

most vital lesson

these have to

learn is to use

their intelligence

to avoid him,

and to train their

emotions to hate

him. But it is

even more revolt-

ing to me that

many of us who

are professed

zoologists, stu-

dentsof life,think

of animals chieflv

or wholly as

things to be

caught and skinned and put in drawers in a

museum, in the alleged interest of science.

By making animals fear us, and by using

them only as the counters of anatomy and

classification, we cut ourselves off from one

of the most valuable sources of knowledge

and one of the grci'.est pleasures of life.
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CHAPTER I.

I HE James Brights travelled

West on the Hampstead Tube,

alighting at Charing Cross,

and stopped a moment at the

exit for a short conference on

taxi-cabs. As Catharine and

he were dressed for the

evening, James would have saved the satin

shoes from pollution by the street, on which

a light summer rain had fallen, although the

distance to Gatti's was inconsiderableâ��and

he said so. Catharine replied, with her

pleasant, good sense :â��

" Thank you, dear, but I have put on my

goloshes."

" Dear, dear ! " said James, with dis-

appointment, which, however, he had fore-

seen, just as an hour earlier he had foreseen

that his excellent wife would put out for him

a dress shirt which had been worn once

before. " Why did you do that ? "

Vol. xlvi.â�� 90.

" I know you," replied Catharine, shaking

her head at him, tolerantly; " I know you ! "

And she picked up her skirt, took his arm.

and led him out of the station. As she picked

up her skirt, by a surreptitious glance he

became aware of the identity of her petticoat.

When a man takes a ladyâ��whether she be

his wife or notâ��out for the evening, one may

be tolerably sure that her petticoat is a

matter for his critical eye. Many women

wear no petticoat at all. Many affect for

day-wear a slinky little silk or satin thing

that is more beautiful by far than the gown

which covers it. Good women like Catharine

remain faithful to sateen or moirette. But

beneath an evening dress a man surely expects

to see one of those slim, ephemeral gossamer

skirts that could be passed through a wedding-

ring .almost, and which hold lace, ribbon, or

tiny silk flowers on a foundation of extra-

ordinary mysticism.

Such a petticoat had James recently given
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to Catharine, yet, glancing down with an eye

feverish in its hunger for the dainty, he per-

ceived that Catharine wore her moirette.

" Catharine," he said, as they threaded the

Strand, " you haven't got it on."

She shook her head at him tolerantly, and

replied :â��

" Not on a wet evening like this ! "

" There's only been showers," said James,

a little bitterly.

" It is really not a suitable petticoat," said

Catharine, with a little air of judgment.

" It cost four guineas," replied James.

Now when he mentioned that a mere

petticoat had cost four guineas, a savage joy

crept into his voice.

" Good gracious ! " said Catharine.

He continued, " I didn't tell you, because

I thought perhaps you'd wear it."

" I will, on a fine day. Four guineas ! "

said Catharine, and walked on, visibly

perturbed.

" But you look very nice, my dear," said

he, when they were seated at Gatti's.

Catharine was distinctly pleased, and when

she was pleased she glowed. He thought,

sadly, what a very pleasant woman she was.

The dinner was orderedâ��with a little

deprecation from Catharineâ��and James leaned

back in his chair and said :â��

" Bring a wine list."

The waiter came, armed with his book and

a look of homage for James. James chose

surreptitiously, without consulting his lady,

but she, good, sound woman, leaned over to

ask, brightly :â��

" What is it going to be, dear ? "

" A bottle of George Goulet," he replied,

with the sad defiance that characterized

him when excuse was necessary but not

forthcoming.

" Oh, not" cried Catharine, earnestlv;

"oh, no!"

Then she recalled the waiter, and said, so

charmingly, " Dear James, really I'd prefer

red," and she ordered a half-bottle of a

medium burgundy. When she had done this

â��having been absorbed in a rapid survey of

pricesâ��she looked up again to see James in

an attitude of profound dejection, his brow

in his hands and his eyes seeking the table-

cloth.

" Headache, dear ? " asked Catharine.

" No," he said, rather dryly ; " no."

Hors-d'auvre came, disappeared, were

replaced by soup, before he made his next

remark, wistful with a budding hope :â��

" That is a pretty scarf. New ? "

" New," said Catharine, in pretty apology.

" Eleven-three the yard. It took two. The

fringe was four-three at that fancy-work

place in Sloane Street. Eva Hunter made it

for me. She advised me to have one."

She settled the scarf complacently, looking

very fine and admirable.

" Catharine," said James, a little hoarsely,

" you madden me! "

He sank his brow into his hands again, and

the waiter came, again with that air of

thoroughly enjoying his service, to substitute

fish for the soup plates.

Catharine smiled at James tolerantly.

" I am so rich," he said, like a dirge, " and

you won't spend. You won't help me.

Every day the burden increases. You know

what I think about a rich man's duty of

expenditure. Money should circulateâ��build

up tradeâ��make work for workers. Eleven-

three ! Fringe at four-three ! Half-a-dozen

scarves at five guineas apiece do not reach the

level of your dutv. Eleven-three! Four-

three !â��-"

Catharine laid her cool and pleasant hand

upon his, across the table. Her arm was

pretty, and it set James thinking of the

diamond bracelets she refused so often.

" You are growing morbid, dear, on the

subject," she said, with dignity.

" I am going mad," replied James.

" No, no ! " said Catharine, indulgently.

" I suppose, at least," said James, his eye

again glistening in a forlorn hope, " that you

paid poor little Eva Hunter well for her

trouble?"

'â� ' Paid ? "â�  replied Catharine. " Rubbish !

Trouble ! I should like to know what trouble

it was to sew a couple of yards of fringe on the

ends of this ninon ? " Her kind but superior

laughter floated over the table.

" There was the idea," James insisted.

" It seems to me a clever idea. In the

commercial world ideas are valuable."

" Eva Hunter is indebted to me for a good

many little things," said Catharine, eating

her fish with an appetite. " I frequently

bring her up shopping, and give her tea."

" And where do you shop ? " he cried, in

a vibrant half-whisper. " At the Stores ! Fun

for a young girl, that ! Where do you take

her for tea ? To a Lyons, or an A.B.C. !

Fun for a young girl, that ! Oblige me, my

dear, by giving her half a guinea for her

trouble over the scarf, or by bringing her up

to a matinee and giving her tea at the Carlton.

I would meet you both at the theatre, and

take you on to the Carlton."

After Catharine had negatived and explained

away all these suggestions, the unhappy man
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finished his dinner almost in silence. Mrs.

Bright displayed a healthy enjoyment,

refusing nothing on the menu that had to be

paid for. The question of coffee called for

some hesitation, but a small sort of haggard

despair in James's face made her assent.

That, too, she drank healthily. James left

his. and dropped cigarette ash into it.

" It was a pity to

order it, dear, if you did _

not want to drink it,"

said she.

He did not answer.

When the cigarette

taken from his own

them like that. Didn't you feel me touching

your foot to remind you ? "

" Yes," said James.

Suddenly he pushed aside

his coffee - cup and signalled

for his bill. Catharine was

quite ready. The waiter came,

received a sovereign, with-

drew, and came again. Nearly

ten shillings remained on his

salver with the receipt. The

waiter smiled trustfully, and

ORDERED A HAI.F-BOTTLE OF A MEDIUM BURGUNDY.

case was finished, he beckoned the waiter, and

ordered more. Catharine trod upon his foot

with the action of a piano-player at pedal

work for two minutes, but lingering over the

selection, he, at length, bought a whole

packet. A little flushed and worried, she

stilled her foot with a sigh, and when the

waiter had gone said, very kindly and

quietly: " You know you pay much more for

James waved it aside. Without looking at

Catharine he rose abruptly from the table

and turned away, leaving the cigarettes on

the table behind him. She preceded him.

with smiling dignity, down the room, donned

her rain-coat, head-wrapper, and goloshes,

and gave her cloak-room attendant twopence.

She said no word of reproach until they

emerged together into the street, and she
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had forestalled his order for a taxi-cab by

refusing itâ��and then the word was only :

" A shilling would have been ample, dear."

He did not answer.

They walked to the Playhouse, and. taking

her arm, James led Catharine firmly into the

second row of the stalls. Again, good, sound

woman, she uttered no reproach save, " I

stipulated for dress circles, dear." She

knew that with men one must be tactful, so

that was all she said.

But she refused a programme and chocolates

presently, to punish James for taking stalls.

Between the second and third acts James

went out to the bar, and looked piercingly for

someone he knew. Heaven sent such a one

in the person of Tonbridge, a man with a

great gift of receptivity. James went to him.

" Tonbridge," he said, " have you any

friends here ? '

Tonbridge looked round the bar, and owned

acquaintance with half-a-dozen.

" I want to spend some money," said

James, rather feverishly.

Tonbridge collected his friends, introduced

them, and gave James a nice ten minutes.

He would accept no return of hospitality.

He spent about fifteen shillings in brandies

and sodas and liqueurs before he went back

to Catharine.

The modest house at Hampstead was quite

still when they let themselves in. A light

burned in the dining-room, and sandwiches,

a tantalus, and a siphon were on the side-

board. James sat down at the table, and

fell to brooding. His wife mixed him a drink,

brought it with sandwiches \o his side, and

thanked him for such a nice evening.

" I always enjoy my little treats so," and

she smiled tenderly.

" Your little treats are rare," said James.

" Naturally," said Catharine, with that

graceful and virtuous resignation so becoming

in a wife;" one cannot be always going out/'

" Why not ? " he asked.

" There is, for one thing," said Catharine,

considering, " expense. And then, when one

manages with two rather cheap maids, one

must look carefully into things. And it takes

time. You may not think it, James, but it

takes time. Another sandwich ? "

" No, thank you," James replied.

She carried the plate to the sideboard,

counted the sandwiches that were left, wrapped

them in a piece of grease-proof paper which had

been placed ready, and locked the tantalus.

Janus crammed the remains of his sand-

wich into his mouth, gulped down his whisky,

rose up, and spoke.

" Catharine, there is no need for you to

' manage.' You can have twelve servants.

I do not wish you to wear one evening dress

three years. You can be dressed by Worth

and Paquin. I do not wish you to live in

Hampstead and carefully preserve this

accursed furniture. You can have a flat in

town, and a place in the country.

" All this I have said before.

" I do not want you to choose Gatti's as a

place to dine. I want the Savoy, the Carlton,

the Ritz, and Dieudonne's. I want you to

have a car for your own useâ��two cars,. I

want you to have a yacht. I want you to

spendâ��spendâ��spend !

" I don't want you to finish the ham to the

bone* and count the sandwiches.

" I'm a busy man, Catharine. I haven't

time for furnishing new houses, ordering

frocks, engaging servants, and so on. I look

to you to do that. I make the money, you

should help spend it. It's our duly to spend

it. I want you to come to me every morning

and say, ' James, hang it ! Gimme some

more money. I've over-run my dress allow-

ance of a thousand a year. You must give

me more. I want my car re-lined to match

my new frock. And I want a week-end

oftener on the Continent.' That is what I

would like, Catharine.

" But I have said all these things before."

To all of it she, good and sound, answered:â��

" You know perfectly well that I should

never be silly enough to listen to you, James."

' Then she took from her bag a packet of

cigarettes, and added :â��

" You left these at Gatti's."

" I don't want 'em." cried James.

" Bought and paid for," said Catharine,

putting them on the table.

" I left 'em for the waiter," said James,

bitterly.

" My dear," she replied, " the waiter had

enough. You tip excessively."

James went to his writing-table in the bow-

window, found a new cheque-book, signed all

the cheques, blotted them methodically, and

handed the book to her.

" Catharine, that's for you. Whenever

you feel inclined to buy something, fill in a

cheque. Begin. The habit'll soon grow on

you," said James, persuasively. " When that

book's empty, ask for another."

Catharine adopted the roguish air that sits

unhappily upon such estimable women.

" James," she replied, " when you want a

new cheque-book, remember I have this in

safe keeping for you."

There was something sweet as well as
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roguish

James-

in this

-at that.

answer. She left itâ��and

CHAPTER II.

Mr. Edmund Tonbridge called upon

James in his Gracechurch Street office a few

days after the excursion to the Playhouse

1 heatre, and this is what he was spitting into

the telephone:â��

"... if Baker can't sell the saucepans,

there's no sale with us for Baker. Give him

the hoof at once. What ? Been on the road

for five years ? Wha's that got to do with

it ? He hasn't learned anything. Give him

the hoof . . .

" Are you there

" With regard to the new G

â��I said, with regard to the

hranchâ��I am fairly pleased,

know that he can engage

asgow branch

new Glasgow

Let Mortimer

twelve more

IF BAKER CAN T SKI.I. THE SAUCEPANS, THERES NO SALE

WITH US FOR HAKKR. GIVE HIM THE HOOK AT ONCE.''

travellers for Scot-

land, and his ad-

vertisement

expenses for the

next two months

he may consider as

unlimited. I've got

a new advertise-

ment scheme that

I shall talk over

with you this after-

noon ..."

When he had hung up his receiver he

became aware of Edmund Tonbridge standing

just inside the room, and immediately James

changed and shrank from the bristling,

plotting, ruthless master-man into the quarter-

wistful, quarter-timid, half-ecstatic James

that his few friends knew.

" Halloa ! " said Tonbridge, advancing.

" Halloa ! " replied James.

Tonbridge observed that business brightness

still lingered in his friend's eye.

He sat down, after pulling up each well-

creased trouser-leg. " What did I hear about

Glasgow ? "

" Our new branch,"' said James, playing

with a paper-weight, with his brightness

sinking.

" New branch ! " cried Tonbridge.

James leaned his head on his hand.

" New branch," he repeated, doubtfully.

Then, " I've opened six. Why confine our

business to the Metropolis ? We take in now

Bristol, Manchester, Birmingham, Oxford,

Glasgow, and Bombay. I don't mind saying

to you, Tonbridge,

that they've opened

with a bang. We're

improving on Bright's

ouble-lined bottoms,

and we'll have an ex-

tender on the market

directly that will lick

any other cooking

arrangement â�� roast

and boil â�� into

nothing. People will

have 'em. We've ad-

vertised everywhere

â��buses, tubes, hoard-

ngs, monthlies,

weeklies, dailies, and

the travellers can

live like princes

on their com-

missions alone.

Advance orders,

Tonbridge !

Lord ! The ad-

vance orders ! "

But he lapsed

into silence, and

greyness fell on

him amidst Ton-

bridge's con-

gratulations.

"But, Ton-

bridge," he said,

"think of the

money ! "

" Cheer-o ! " cried Tonbridge.

" It's awful ! " said James.

" Awful ? " cried Tonbridge.

James said, " Heavens ! Why do I do it ?

Why open six more sources of an already-

burdensome income ? Why ? Why ? "

He rose up, walked about, and replied to

himself, " Because I am justified in doing it.

I am not justified in not doing it. Two years

ago I could have given up my business and

remained a rich man. A very rich man. I
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nearly did it. The responsibilities, the

burden of unspent riches, my undone dutyâ��

these things nearly broke me down. But I

knew myself entirely unjustified in giving up.

Labour statistics are too awfulâ��the number

of unemployed too great. My duty is to

build, expand, grow; to pay wages, to

multiply employment, to spend money, to

prosper trade in all branches. So I increased

my Metropolitan business. I had twenty

shops instead of oneâ��more agencies. Now,

after those two years, I turn to the provinces.

My success is assured. I meet with so many

advance orders that I have engaged a thousand

more hands in both my factories. I have

given six men good managerial berths. The

clerical staff is enormous. Regarding the

giving of employment, I am doing my

duty, my whole duty to my fellow - crea-

tures and the State. I think I may say,

Tonbridge, that I am doing my duty on

that score ? Just calculate," he said,

eagerly, " the insurance money I pay,

alone ! "

Tonbridge re*plied it was too much for him

altogether.

" But as for other things," said James, and

paused before he went on; " as for other

things, I seem helpless."

Tonbridge asked him to explain. James

did so.

" Think of the house I live in. Rent, rates,

and taxes cost me a bare hundred a year.

My wife, as you may have guessed from her

dinners, is a splendid manager."

" Lucky man ! " replied Tonbridge.

James's despair deepened. " She spends,

on an average, three pounds a week on all

housekeeping, including coal and gas. She

won't have more than two servants, at low

wages. She has a jobbin 3-gardeneroncea week.

She won't buy clothes. She won't have a car.

She won'tâ��she won't help me. I realize,

Tonbridge, how magnificent she is. She

assisted me, by her economies, to my success

earlier in life. I am quite sure, Tonbridge,

that she is a most magnificent woman," said

James, faithfully, " but she won't help me

now. Our conceptions of our duty are

widely at variance."

" Well, I suppose," said Tonbridge, con-

sidering the question judicially. " that you

are comfortable at home ? You are not kept

short of anything ? She wouldn't, for

instance, turn off the gas at the main every

night if you wanted to sit up, or anything

like that ? "

" She turns if off," James confessed.

" But," he added, loyally, " there is always

a candle put ready, and she gave me a nice

reading-lamp on my last birthday."

" You ought to feel yourself lucky," said

Tonbridge ; " a woman like that is a holy

treasure."

Ignoring this, James proceeded, " And

when I take her out to dinner, she always

chooses Gatti's."

" There's no place where I'd rather take

my wife, if I had one," said Tonbridge.

beginning to laugh, mellowly.

" You don't understand ! " James cried,

stopping in his walk to beat his fists upon the

desk with terrific earnestness. " I tell you I

make money with such devilish ease. Regu-

larly I sit down at this desk every morning,

and regularly I come away at night a goodish

deal richer. I've got a taste for business, an

eye for a deal. I don't understand myself.

When I get talking into that cursed instru-

ment "â��he indicated the telephone, malig-

nantlyâ��" it's surprising what I do. I came

in two hours ago, and was called up at once.

In half an hour I'd sold ten thousand pounds'

worth of the double-lined for the Colonies,

with samples of the extender. After that I

booked a big Paris order. France ! France,

with her sniffy notions about our cookery,

buying up British saucepans ! It's always

the same. I've had such awful luck ! And

I go on makingâ��makingâ��making what I

haven't time or encouragement to spend.

Look at my six new branches ! Each one'll

roll in a sheer five thousand profit. I can

see it ahead of me, clear as I see you. And I

pay rent for one house, rates in one district,

buy clothes for one woman ! I am not doing

my duty as a householder, Tonbridge."

" It is a problem," replied Tonbridge,

becoming very mellow.

" Everything is wrong ! " cried James.

" According to a man's capacities, so should

his expenses be. If things were right, each

of those new branches would be supporting a

home, in luxury, paying rates and taxes,

finding clothes for some delightfully extrava-

gant woman, who, both in her housekeeping

and in her person, would prosper trade at

large."

Tonbridge regarded his friend with the

dawn of an understanding dimmed by

scepticism.

" Surely," he said, " I have not been wrong

in thinking of you as a monogamist."

" It is not a question of monogamy," James

answered, not without dignity.

" Quite so," said Tonbridge, mellower still.

" Were I in your case, there would be no

suggestion of monogamy either."
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James looked at him rather coldly.

" I quite appreciate the difficulty of your

position," Tonbridge added, after what

seemed to be a sharp struggle with his face.

" You laugh at me," said James. " You

think I am a fool. Allow me to correct you.

If anyone is a fool, my dear Tonbridge, it's

you. In fact, the whole world, barring,

possibly, some exceptions whom I have so far

not been fortunate enough to meet, is a fool ! "

Tonbridge asked for a cigar, made all to his

liking, and continued to give attention.

" The whole world," said James, roused to

a kind of fractious anger, with which a

jubilance of discovery mingled, "is a fool.

It has seemed to me, during twenty business

years, that the world is one mass of Suspicion.

Everybody suspects everybody else. Yet the

great majority are more than estimableâ��

splendid. You believe in yourself, but not in

the first man you meet in the street. If he

asks you the time you will, nine times out of

ten, look round for a street clock, rather than

show him the quality of your watch ? "

Tonbridge owned, " Yes."

" But," continued James, with profundity,

"he is probably as honest as yourself. You

know nothing at all of him, therefore the

assumption should be that he is estimable."

" Ideally," agreed Tonbridge, " it should."

" Well, we should aim for the ideal," said

James, walking about.

Tonbridge smoked gravely.

" Suppose, for instance," resumed James,

" that I were seen walking out of this office

with a revolver in my hand ? Or a blood-

stained knife ? What w'ould be assumed ? "

" The worst," replied Tonbridge.

" Yet," James insisted, with fervour,

" there might be an innocent explanation.

And until the worst is proved, the innocent

explanation should be assumed. Ideally.

The world is looked upon as a hotbed for

crime, whereas its predilections are of a most

amazing innocence. It is even innocent of

its own goodness."

He stopped, and pointed at Tonbridge.

" You are good ! " he cried.

" No, no ! " said Tonbridge, modestly.

" But I know by appearances," said James,

" and I trust in them because I have no proof

to the contrary. Yet " He walked

about again, and looked at Tonbridge, slyly.

" Yet," he said, " you don't believe in me ?

Do you ? Hey ? If you found out to-

morrow that I was leading a double life, you

wouldn't be surprised. Your attitude to me

is the world's attitude, one of preparation for

the worst. You're like most other people

who think their own souls saved and their

neighbours' damned. You don't believe in

me!"

Tonbridge gave him a summary look,

which passed the idealist by like a butterfly.

He cried :â��

" Everybody in the world is good, and

nobody knows it. Except me."

" James, you're a business man," said Mr.

Tonbridge, with a puzzled air. " You sacked

that traveller as I came in this morning

without a qualm. And yet you talk "

" Ah ! " said James. " Baker ! " He

frowned profoundly. " I should have given

that chap another chance. It was my duty

to make a job for him." He struck one palm

into the other. " My duty! But when I

get to that infernal instrument I'm not

myself. I can't be answerable."

He glanced malignantly at the telephone.

" You keep business uppermost, James,"

Mr. Tonbridge advised.

James played again with his paper-

weight, and his friend stole glances at him.

Presently :â��

" James," he said, with dreadful suspicion,

all mellow laughter, " you've got something

up your sleeve."

" No, no ! " James denied. " No ! "

" While you were talking just now,"

Tonbridge pursued, leaning over the desk to

flick his ash into the tray thereon, " you

suddenly thought of something. I don't

mean the innocence of the world "

Tonbridge stopped on this, and waited

significantly.

" I may," James confessed, playing with

the paper-weight and turning on him eyes as

gentle as a child's, " have had an idea. One

often has an idea. In this case I am indebted

to you for one. It is only a germ as yet, but

it may evolve. Anywa*-, I thank you for

it." .He glanced at his watch. " Twelve

o'clock. I wonderâ��would you do me a

favour ? "

" To the limits of half an hour."

" Half an hour will do it, thanks," said

Mr. Bright, reaching for his hat and stick.

" It is justâ��I have to choose a bracelet

to-day."

Tonbridge divested his face of all expression,

while he hoped that Mrs. Bright would be

pleased with the choice made.

" It is not for Mrs. Bright," said James,

with perfect candour; " she won't let me buy

her jewels, you know. That is why I'd like

your help in choosing to-day ; I've never had

any practice worth speaking of."

" Delighted ! " said Tonbridge, smiling.
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They went out, hailed a taxi-cab, and

directed it to a Bond Street jeweller's.

James watched the fare mounting, looked

happy when they were blocked three times

in the Strand, and calculated the size a tip

might take, incompatible with eccentricity.

They entered the exclusive sh p.

" Bracelets," James ordered. " Diamonds,"

purring over the word.

A tray came, that glistened like a waterfall

in sunlight. Tonbridge said, in his friend's

ear :â��

" Good Lord ! Beauties ! I hope she's

worth it all ! "

James replied, " I am sure she is ! " And

he beamed with excitement. But Tonbridge

laughed like a man who knows his world.

They inspected bracelet after bracelet, and

had nearly made a decision when the pros-

pective buyer was struck by a sudden thought.

" Diamonds," he said. " Diamonds ? Bit

heavy for a girl, perhaps ? "

" Decidedly," replied his friend, promptly;

" if she is quite young."

" She is quite young," said James, begin-

ning to look harassed. And he asked, " Is

there any other stone as expensive as

diamonds ? "

" I could show you some pearls," replied

the shopman. He took the tray away.

" Are pearls as expensive ? " James asked

Tonbridge.

" Real ones are," his friend replied. " More

expensive."

The harassed look left James's face.

Tonbridge hummed lightly.

" Is she pretty ? " he asked.

" I should say, quite pretty," said James.

" Fair, you know. Tall."

" Pearls should look rather well on her

skin," said Tonbridge.

Pearls came.

They chose carefully, the most beautifully

simple and costly little bangle a girl could

wish for, price eighty-five pounds. James

wrote a cheque, put the case in his pocket,

and left the shop with his head in the air.

" Tonbridge," he said, " sometimes things

seem insupportable, and sometimes too simply

beautiful. This morning Iâ��I'm a happy

man."

It was the riot with eighty-five pounds, of

course, but Tonbridge was a worldling.

" Lunch with me somewhere ? " James

invited.

" Booked, thanks."

Then James saw Tonbridge's mouth curling

at the corners, and heard his more than ever

mellow laughter.

" Tonbridge," he demanded, " what is the

matter with you ? "

And he was no undignified figure as he

stopped their progress, and confronted his

friend with a steady eye.

" What's the matter ? " Tonbridge ex-

claimed. " What's the matter ? You are,

James. You are. The innocence of the

world, James, is the matter "

James stopped him.

" Tonbridge," he said, undisturbed, " you

are a colossal fool. I tell you, everybody in

the world is good, but nobody knows it."

He added, supremely, " Except me."

" Oh, good-bye ! " cried Tonbridge, and

away he went, rocked by laughter.

CHAPTER III.

Returning home as usual at five-thirty

that afternoon, James found visitors with

Catharine in the drawing-room. They were

her greatest friend in Hampstead, Mrs.

Hunter, a widowâ��and Mrs. Hunter's daughter

Eva.

Eva's clothes were a tragedy for any-

soulful young girl, but she was fair and tall,

and her skin was lovely. Pearls would have

looked delightful on it.

When James had received a cup of tea

from Catharine's kind and capable hands, she

said to him, briskly :â��

" My dear, Mrs. Hunter is asking for a

subscription for her fancy-work stall at the

parish bazaar in June."

" I am just delighted," replied James,

with real feeling.

Mrs. Hunter said, " It is simply too kind of

you, Mr. Bright. With my little means, it

is a struggle to fill a stall, even helped by the

kind contributions of my very few friends."

And Eva pouted, " I'm sure we've both

slaved enough to fill the stall cheap for the old

bazaar. Anyway, I am sick of the bazaar.

And it's the only thing that happens to me

in the whole year, too."

James looked very kindly at Miss Hunter.

" I'm sure, Eva," said her mother, " that

you have all my little means can give you."

" I am tired of little means," said Eva, and

she stared gloomily into her tea-cup.

" My dear child," said Catharine, " young

girls of your age can't have the world."

" The world is very hard on young girls

like me," replied Eva, nearly sniffing.

James said, quite suddenly, " I entirely

agree with Miss Hunter. A young girl is

made for happiness, for luxury, to possess

prettv clothes, and to wear them joyously.

Ahem ! "
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It was Airs. Hunter and his wife who caused

the cough of conclusion. They looked at

him quickly, and then at each other, and while

only reproachful tolerance was expressed by

Catharine, suspicion was rife in Mrs. Hunter.

" She knows she is a good woman," said

James, to himself, " but she does not know

that I am a good man. Yet she has never

received any proof

to the contrary.

How extraordinary

all this is ! "

While this was

passing in his mind

Catharine was

no time like the present to form good habits.

Have you used your cheque-book yet ? "

She smiled tolerantly, and shook her head.

He knew her inexorable, fixed ; he wrote a

cheque for five guineas in silence, stubborn

in a resolve not to lessen it, whatever

Catharine might say. She was telling her

guests, playfully :â��

" James has given me a cheque-book,

which I positively refuse to use. The

extravaganceâ��the recklessness of him!"

" I wish some man would give me a

cheque-book," complained Eva.

relieving the slight tension by saying, plea-

santly :â��

" I was sure you would help the bazaar,

James."

James felt for his cheque-book and fountain-

pen, and a sudden hope took him.

" Catharine," he said, jocularly, " there is

"'KVAl' SAID MRS. HUNTER. ' Eâ�� VA ! '"

" Eva ! " said Mrs. Hunter. " Eâ��va ! "

" You don't know what you are saying, my

dear," added Catharine.

" I think Miss Hunter's wish very natural,"

said James.

His palliative for this remark was the

cheque which he now handed to Mrs.

Hunter. Catharine peered over that lady's

shoulder.

" James," she said, reprovingly, " you are

very generous, dear ! "

" I should like to be," replied James.
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His heart beat against a velvet case

containing woman's eternal delight.

" Really," Mrs. Hunter said, " I don*t

know how to thank you."

He took a second cup of tepid tea, with a

glow of pleasure.

" Mrs. Hunter has also been advising me to

get rid of cook," Catharine remarked.

James gave attention.

" Of course," said Mrs. Hunter, giving

every evidence, by slight oscillating move-

ments, of preparing for an informal speech,

" I wouldn't like to say anything. But my

back garden is only third from yours, and the

walls are low, and, really, the way that girl

goes on with every man who passes ! The

milk-man, the parcel-post man, the second

delivery, the masons working opposite I

absolutely should, Mrs. Bright; I absolutely

shouldâ��not that I can really say anythingâ��

but I absolutely should get rid of that girl,

before "â��the lady looked into her tea-cupâ��

" anything happens."

" What," James inquired, anxiously, " do

you suppose may happen ? "

Mrs. Hunter raised her eyebrows, smiled

faintly, glanced at her daughter's youth and

innocence as a hint of caution, and said she

must be going.

I shall certainly watch her," said

Catharine, " and thank you for the warning.

She may be giving things away."

The elder guest said good-bye, and went

through the hall, talking to her hostess. For

a moment James was left behind with youth

and innocence, fair hair, slim height, lovely

skin, wanting a cheque-book.

" Miss Hunter," he said, rapidly, " do you

ever come to town alone ? "

She glanced at him. dimpled, nearly giggled.

" Next week, on Wednesday, I shall go to

the Stores."

" Alone ? "

" Alone."

Miss Hunter looked at her shoe-tip, and

made a movement, demurely, for the door.

" Lunch with me," tie begged, swiftly.

" Delighted ! " said youth and innocence.

Afterwards, recalling the incident, James was

nearly staggered by her natural aplomb.

Business training now carried him quickly

and competently on with the matter in hand.

" I'll meet you. grocery department, Stores,

one-thirty, next Wednesday. Will that do ? "

" Very well," Miss Eva replied.

As he piloted her out in the wake of her

mother and Catharine, who were still talking,

volubly, he whispered : " I have something

particular to say to you."

His heart ' beat benevolently against

woman's eternal delight. She gave him one

glance, and was gone with her sour mother,

embodiment of Youth and Innocence

dragoned by The World.

He came back into the drawing-room with

Catharine, took up his half-empty tea-cup,

and sipped meditatively. Catharine, cutting:

cake for him, was pleased to see his eye

bright, his air hopeful, his general appearance

at once smooth, sleek, and well content.

She said, playfully :â��

" What a different James to the gloomv

boy who took his wife to dirmer at Gatti's

the other evening ! "

And she coquetted, tolerantly, with the

situation.

" I've had a pretty good day." replied

James.

" Made money ? " asked Catharine.

James's lips said, after a little hesitation,

" Yes, my dear " ; but his heart, like an

unrepentant old sinner, cried, " Spent it, by

Gad ! Ninety pounds in one day, and taxis

everywhere ! " So his heart calculated joy-

ously, while he bit into the seed cake of

honest texture.

" I hope, Catharine, my dear," said

James, presently. " that you are not thinking

seriously of noticing Mrs. Hunter's allegations

against cook ? "

" I have missed a good deal lately," replied

Catharine.

" Indeed ! " James murmured.

" You remember those sandwiches,"

Catharine pursued. " those nice ham sand-

wiches that were left after our little festivity

the other evening? I wrapped them up as

carefully as possible, and at tea-time next

day I asked for them. Cook replied that

there were none."

" Indeed ! " James murmured.

" And the salt," said Catharine ; "I do

not know what she does with a sixpenny tin

of Cerebos."

" I am sorry to hear that the salt has gone,"

said James, " otherwise we might have taken

some with Mrs. Hunter's story."

Catharine looked down, smiled painfully,

and replied :â��

" I think you don't know enough of house-

keeping, dear, to talk about it."

" Perhaps not," said James.

" Surely," Catharine asked. " you can't

think Mrs. Hunter untruthful ? "

James thought a moment before he

replied, " I should call her merely misguided.

Very misguided."

Catharine's smile was most tolerant.
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" That young thing, her daughter," James

continued ; " what a sad life ! "

" Sad ! " exclaimed Catharine.

" So grey," James murmured.

" Nonsense, my dear ! " said the sensible

woman.

" A young girl," James

resumed, " wants bright-

ness, gaiety, freedom."

" A young girl," replied

Catharine, " requires close

watching and guiding, or

one never knows what may

happen."

" What may happen ? "

James inquired.

" Really, one hardly likes to say," replied

Catharine, very gravely.

James said, on an interrupted progress to

the door:â��

" You are such a good woman, Catharine,

but you are just like all the worldâ��so innocent.

The world is so innocent that it does not even

know its own goodness. All a young girl's

natural propensities are pure and charming,

but no one believes it. Everyone's natural

propensities are pure and charming, but no

one believes it. You must not dismiss cook,

dear, for alleged offences of a minor

character."

" Leave housekeeping to me, my old

James," answered Catharine. She

was, naturally, so amiable that she

could still smile.

" Cook," James asked, earnestly,

" is quite young, is she not ? "

" Twenty," said Catharine, in-

dulgent yet.

" Ah ! " said James. He went

out and, on a pretext, softly sought

the kitchen.

" Cook," he begged, " may I have

a box of matches ? "

He received them, looking ear-

nestly at her the

while.

" Let me see,"

he said, with his in-

variable courtesy,

" you have not

been here long. I

don't seem to have

become really ac-

quainted with you.

May I ask your

name ? "

It was Dorothy

Dormer.

James thanked

her and withdrew,

to seek Catharine.

He put his head

into the drawing-

room where she

sat, now darning a

stocking, and

spoke almost with

authority.

" Catharine, I

have been to look

at her, and I con-

sider she has a

good face."

" Who ? " asked

Catharine.

" Dorothy Dormer."

" Oh ! " replied Catharine, like an enigma.

" She certainly should not be dismissed,"

said James, with fanatic firmness.

Still showing infinite patience, the sensible

woman rose, laid down her stocking, and

said :â��

" James, I guard the interests of your house

better than you can. Mind vourown business."

"JAMES, I OUARI) THK INTERESTS OF YOUR

HOUSE BETTER THAN YOU CAN. MIND YOUR

OWN BUSINESS."
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James went to his poor den to mind it.

He sighed very heavily. " It is an amazing

world," he said. " So elaborately suspicious ! "

He took from the brief bag which he always

carried to and from his office various matters

for the evening's consideration. There were

columns of figures, pages of statistics from the

six new managers of the six new branches,

three advertisement schemes, and the sketches

for a new poster. There was also a little

captious correspondence from retail dealers

about the improvements destined for Bright's

double-lined bottoms. James dealt with

this correspondence first, capably and com-

mandingly, making shorthand notes for his

replies. Then he improved the design for the

new poster, and after a while came to the

figures. They amazed, they alarmed, they

disheartened him, for the relentless profits

crept so high. Wages had been raised,

prices of goods lowered, but income flourished

and grew and increased. Each new branch

was already shooting out firm and strong

from the parent trunk. It was clear to Mr.

James Bright, as he sat there totting up his

figures, that in the first year of its enterprise

each new branch would show a clear profit of

between two and three thousand. After

that there was, at present, no gauging the

amount. The Glasgow and Bombay houses,

sole representatives of James Bright in their

respective countries, would probably make

returns nearly equal to the Metropolitan

business, and the net income from the

Metropolitan business had been, for the last

three years, something like ten thousand per

annum.

James put his hands over his face.

Sinister things said by Edmund Tonbridge

occurred to him. The germ implanted began

to swell, watered, though, by the entire

chivalry, honour, and poesy of James's spirit,

so that its growth, as he conceived it, was

a thing of extraordinary beauty. After an

hour's mature deliberation he picked up the

manager's letters. He read them through,

and said:â��

" It is time I looked round. I'll start

to-morrow and do Bristol, Oxford, and

Birmingham ; come back for a week or so,

and then go North. About Bombay,

though "

CHAPTER IV.

It was with a spirit soaring to Adventure

that James saw Catharine pack his bag in the

morning. Nothing damped him. He would

take no demur about having a dress shirt

fresh from the laundry, although, as Catharine

explained, packing ruined them, and he might

have given the one he wore to Gatti'sâ��hardly

rumpled, reallyâ��a third wearing. Indeed,

she disapproved altogether of the inclusion of

evening clothes, saying, with a hint of

reproach :â��

" I thought business, not frivolity, was my

old James's object ! "

James said, " Sometimes I've got to dine

a man at the best places, don't you see. my

dear ? A deal often includes that sort of thing."

" Men are very extravagant," Catharine

sighed.

James put a new cheque-book into his

breast-pocket, kissed Catharine, thanked her

for packing his bag, and departed.

James was looking his best this morningâ��â� 

fresh, rosy, alert. He wore, in spite of

Catharine's advice to the contrary, a per-

fectly new blue serge suit of the type known

as " lounge," and his eyes had all the clear

brightness of a man who at last sees that for

which he has long looked.

When he arrived in town he looked in at

the Gracechurch Street office and fired off

many orders with that greedy keenness in

the interests of money-making which had,

hitherto, astonished and dismayed himself.

This morning he did not recollect himself

with a start and a quiver : no bitterness

touched him ; no agonies enveloped his soul.

There lurked, arr.azinglv new and real, a

strange complacence with his increasing

fortunes. He ran out of the office, lunched,

was particular in choosing a carnation for his

button-hole, and took a taxi-cab all the way

to Paddington.

There, after buying a first-class ticket, he

encountered Tonbridge.

" Where are you going ? " said Tonbridge,

seizing James's lapel.

" Business," James explained. " Oxford,

one-forty."

" You're nearly late," said Tonbridge.

" You'll have to run. Train's in. I'll see

you off. I'm not going till the one-fifty.

Carry your bag, sir ? "

Tonbridge, the light-hearted, ran beside

his friend to the waiting train.

" I've got a carriage for you, James," he

said, as they went. " Lucky I happened to

see you. She's awfully pretty. I know you

have an eye. Here you are "

Tonbridge pulled open the door of a third-

class carriage in which were two occupants

and pushed James in.

" But I have a ' first ' ticket," said James,

resisting slightly; "and, anyway, I'd prefer

a smok-â��"
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" You incorrigible old pretender, you ! "

cried Mr. Tonbridge, in a whisper, all genial

beam and mellow laughter. " Get in ! You

know you'd like to. Directly I saw you, I

remembered her. I saw" â�� he closed the

door, and had to walk alongside the moving

trainâ��" saw her get in. Ticket for Worcester.

Said good-bye to tart aunt. Tears. Mopes.

Aunt cross. Other passenger is only booked

to Ealing. I heard her say it. Did the

bracelet please ? Bye-bye. Best o' luck ! "

A porter stopped Tonbridge, and he stood

on the platform waving his hat in an attitude

of cheer, rocked by laughter.

Fate and Mr. Tonbridge having precipitated

matters thus, James took a corner, and looked

a little cautiously at his two fellow-travellers.

Oneâ��certainly she who was to alight at

Ealingâ��could be dismissed at once from the

mind. The other, an exceedingly trim and

attractive girl, of any age under thirty, was

noticeable also for her woe-begone air, the

stains of recent tears beneath her eyes, and

a rebellious curve, that was nearly a pout, of

her little mouth. These things James, rosy,

alert, and inspirited with the New Idea,

observed keenly, though with perfect inoffen-

sivencss. He marked her clothes with the

summary eye of a married man, and found

them poor, though they kept up appearances

proudly ; he marked trfe absence of chocolates,

magazines, or any other favourite feminine

impedimenta of travel ; he noted the presence

of a very small basket containing, perhaps, a

few biscuits or sandwiches provided by the

tart aunt, and of a penny novelette, possibly

also from the same source. She took her

gloves off, and affirmed his conjecture that she

was unmarried, not even engaged.

James put it to himself: " I wonder "

He wondered all the way to Ealing. There

the third passenger left them, and there

James might have changed into his first-class

smoking-carriage, but he did not do so.

Providenceâ��in the guise of the lamentable

ribaldry of Edmund Tonbridgeâ��had put into

his path too great a piece of luck. He was

tempted above his strength to stay. Instead

of changing his compartment, then, he leaned

from the window and bought chocolates and

some ladies' papers.

When he had settled into his seat, and the

train had left the station, he perceived, to his

passionate pity, that the girl was crying

quietly over her novelette. Moreover, she

was not reading.

" Now," said James to himself, " or never ! "

He approached her with chocolates, ladies'

papers, and infinite delicacy.

" Madam," he began, " excuse me."

The girl looked up. She appeared per-

fectly willing to excuse him. His appearance,

indeed, was calculated to inspire absolute

trust. He proceeded, with a thorough delicacy

of manner :â��

" I thought you would excuse my offering

these sweets and papers."

" Certainly," she said, and she smiled, and

the smile made- her eyes like stars looming

through a misty night.

James sat down now in the corner opposite

hers, and maintained a respectful silence

while she nibbled a chocolate croquette, and

looked, in a desultory way, through a few

fashion pages. Time passed.

" How fashions change ! " said James, at

last, by way of breaking the ice impersonally.

" Yes," said she, " don't they ? For lucky

people, and in the papers."

Then a droop came to the corners of her

mouth, and her eyes filled with tears, and she

looked long and hard through them at a Paris

toilette.

" You're thinking that a pretty dress ? "

James hazarded.

She agreed.

After a little more silence : "I have some-

thing to say to you," said James, with perfect

simplicity. " Will you have the kindness to

take my card ? "

He handed it. She read his name ; then,

with an equal simplicity which he found

charming, answered :â��

" Thank you. My name is Gwen

Raymond."

" May I say what I like ? " James asked.

She gave permission. His manner became

that of an uncle, if not a father.

" I don't know," he said, " what kind of

person you are. Do you, for instance, believe

in the goodness of the world ? "

The young lady answered that she had

experienced very little of it.

" Just listen a moment," said he. " It is a

fact that most people have their troublesâ��

you have yours, about which I shall ask you

presently. I have mine, which I shall try to

explain to you. But apart from personal

troubles, inevitable in the nature of things,

the world is full of an astonishing goodness.

Everybodyâ��with singularly few exceptions,

so few that we need not keep them in mindâ��

is good. Only nobody knows it except"â��

he tapped his chestâ��" except me."

He smiled.

" The world is full of Suspicion, which in

nearly every case is unfounded. An un-

bounded and universal trust should take its
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place. I can give you an instance of what I

consider this unhappy state of things when

I say that two strangers can seldom speak

casually to each other without a mutual

caution and suspicion."

" I follow you," replied Miss Raymond.

James glanced at her hopefully.

" Do you trust me ? " he demanded.

righteousness. However, you trust me. Then

you have not the weak point. If vqu trust

me, tell me of these troubles of yours.'1

His attitude of faith and expectation, as

he proposed this test, was so touching, so

ingenuous, that it left her for the moment

breathless. When she had recovered :â��

" Very well," she said. " I will. It will

" I THOUGHT YOU WOULD EXCUSE MY OFFERING THESE SWEETS AND PAPERS."

" Yes," said Miss Raymond, " and myself."

" Ah ! " he said, with a shade of disap-

pointment ; " that is natural. We all trust

ourselves. Our weak point is that we

don't trust our neighbour. We each think,

as it were, that we've made a corner in

break the tedium of the journey, anyway. I

have, then, no parents, no one to help me

but an aunt who grudges help, and who has

found me a very badly-paid situation as

nursery governess in Worcester. I am going

there to-day."
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James had taken out his note-book, and

was rapidly taking this down in shorthand.

" The salary ? " he questioned.

" Sixteen pounds a year."

" Monstrous ! " cried James, briefly, looking

up.

" I expect," said Miss Raymond, that I

am worth no more."

" You are worth," replied James, " what

every good and attractive woman is worthâ��

plenty of money, a comfortable home, all the

pretty clothes you want, little luxuries like

scents, and bath salts, and chocolates, and fires

in bedrooms, and cushions, and Buszards'

cakes for tea, and a car or carriage."

He looked out of the window, and seemed

to dream.

" You mean," said his alluring vis-a-vis,

" that I must marry well ? "

" Ultimately," agreed James. " Oh, cer-

tainly, we hope soâ��ultimately." He drummed

on his knee.

" I will now tell you my own great trouble."

Simply, but not without pathos, he

explained to her his unhappy situationâ��the

lashings of his conscience, a man's duty to the

State and the communityâ��duty of expendi-

ture of the richâ��the well-meaning but

lamentable parsimony of an amiable wife.

" You understand," said James, " that she

is magnificent."

It was not without some trepidationâ��

though unshaken in his beliefsâ��that he

unfolded the Idea to so sympathetic, so

trustful a fellow-traveller. His plan was, he

said, for each new branch to support a home,

and within the home some deserving woman,

in luxury. He added, he said, to his other

senses of duty, a sense of duty to women in

especial, considering their majority in this

country, and considering that his wife's

principles were such that they could not

allow him to do his duty by her.

James drummed on his knee.

" Is this Temptation ? " said Miss

Raymond, with her hand on her novelette.

James flushed to his temples.

" Can you not understand me ? " he cried.

" I don't know," said Miss Raymond.

" But, considering what is in front of me at

Worcester, I've a good mind to try you ! "

" It will be perfectly simple," said James,

with as great a candour and delicacy as a

young woman so extraordinarily circum-

stanced could wish, " Get out at Oxford with

me. Arrangeâ��I will arrange for youâ��for

your aunt to receive a letter from you soon,

post-marked Worcester. I am afraid a

little deception of the harmless sort is unavoid-

able, supposing your auntâ��like, alas ! most

good womenâ��to have been inoculated with the

disease of suspicion at birth. The world, I am

aware, is unprepared for this idea of mine. To

proceed: Wre shall also cancel the engagement.

Then I will take a house immediately, about

which there will be no difficulty, since expense

is really no object. We will furnish it

together to-morrow morning ; engage servants

at the nearest registry office ; you will, if you

please, accept carte blanche for clothes ;

before I leave Oxford on Monday I will choose

a car or a pony-cart for youâ��which you

wishâ��and the whole thing will be

easily arranged thus during the week-end. I

have the same programme to go through at

Bristol and Birmingham before Wednesday-

midday, when I have an appointment in

town, so you can judge that I have very

little time to waste. We can arrange for you

to have as one of your two servants an

elderly woman to satisfy local propriety, if

necessary "â��he was really more of a father

than an uncle nowâ��" and when I come to

Oxford on business, and call on you, as it will

be a great pleasure to do, I can pass, for the

same absurd and criminal reason, as a

relation."

" An uncle ? " Miss Raymond murmured.

It had been in James's mind. " An uncle,"

he agreed.

" It is an extraordinary proposition," she

pondered.

" It is only extraordinary because perfectly

pure and perfectly simple," said James.

" You will accept it ? "

" I will accept it," she hesitated, " for a

probationary period."

" Thank you," said James, feeling deeply.

He looked curiously, respectfully, and admir-

ingly at Miss Raymond, all traces of whose

tears had disappeared, who was sparkling and

blushing with adventure, and the delightful

impropriety of it all.

She handed his own chocolates to him

impulsively.

" Have some," she invited.

They ate them together.

That was a week-end of unadulterated joy.

The house was taken immediately, with no

difficulty, in the Banbury Road. Two maids

(one elderly) were induced, by tempting

terms, to begin work at once. Furniture was

chosen between five and seven o'clock that

very day at Celliston and Avell's in the

Cornmarket, and James took his pretty charge

to the Randolph Hotel for the night, and gave

her a dinner that took her breath away.

It occurred to him that it gives a man a
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curiously delightful sensation to take a pretty

girl's breath away.

After dinner they wrote together the letter

that was to be posted at Worcester the next

day. In it Miss Gwen Raymond told auntie

about her young chargesâ��their ages, sizes,

and the diversities of their characters ;

described also their parents, the furnishing of

the house, and the house itself.

And they cancelled, in the same breath,

the Worcester engagement. It was the

greatest fun. He departed at a

seemlv hour for the Clarendon Hotel,

where he had engaged his own room.

Saturday morning saw the young

lady back with James at Celliston

and Avell's. Some frocks she bought

ready to wear, and some she ordered.

Hats drove her incoherent.

It occurred to

James that it gives

a man a curiously

delightful sensation

to make a

new house. Miss Raymond had already put

on the second of the ready-to-wear gowns,

and, whereas on the river she had been cool

and fresh in linen, she was now ravishing,

mysterious, in pale silks.

She saw him off on Monday morning. He

regretted going, and he said so, not without

a sigh.

" But you will come again, uncle ? " said

she. at his carriage window.

" Soon, and often." James replied.

' IT OCCl'RRED TO JAMES, WHEN HE SAW HER LYING IN A PUNT, THAT

IN NO SITUATION CAN A PRETTY GIRL LOOK MORE ENTICING."

They left Celliston and Avell's for the best

ladies' tailor in Oxford ; went on to a boot-

maker, and lunched at Buol's.

In the afternoon Miss Raymond asked to

be taken upon the river.

It occurred to James, when he saw her

lying in a punt, that in no situation can a

pretty girl look more enticing.

They moored in the quiet backwater, and

she made tea in the punt, from the picnic

hamper which Buol's had provided.

Evening saw them actually dining in the

He would have re-

gretted the leave-

taking still more, had

it not been that the

enchanted chariots

of the Great Western

Line were bearing him rejoicing on to another

city of adventure. As it was. he had several

sighs for Miss Raymond, but also smiles for

reminiscence.

" I am doing,'" he said to himself. " the

ideal thing. I wish that I had begun before.

There must hi many women wanting homes

â��real Homes of Rest."

The idealist dreamed, and in the dream

this occurred to him. all fresh and new : â��

" What lovely rogues women are ! What

lovely rogues ! "

(To be continued.)



A DOLL S PALACE.

THE MOST FAMOUS DOLLS

HOUSE IN THE WORLD.

The Work of Celebrated Artists.

By MRS. HERBERT VIVIAN.

r\F all the

treasures

Utrecht pos-

sesses first and

foremost is

its world-

famous doll's

house. Every

small child privileged to

see it will be awestruck

at the sight of such un-

dreamed-of splendour.

As to the grown-up, and

particularly the collector

of Queen Anne furniture,

his breath will simply

Vol. nivi.-gi.

BABY AND HKR NURSE IN I UK HAL]

WITH A TACK IN ATTENDANCE.

J. . A GENERAL

VIEW OK THE

DOLI.'S PALACE.

WHICH IS SEVEN

KEET HIGH AND

SIX AND A HALF

FEET WIDE.

be taken away

by the en-

d .ant merits cf the Pop-

penhuys. For here you

find the purest Queen

Anne abode, complete

down to the tiniest

detail, and who does

not know that Queen

Anne is the very last
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4 AND 5. TWO

OF THE BEAUTI-

FULLY - DRESSED

DOLLS

WHICH

GIVE SIK H

AN AIR OF

REALITY

TO THE

ROOMS.

3. THE DRAW] NO-ROOM, THE WALLS OF WHICH WERE PAINTED BY

ONE OF THE MOST FAMOUS ARTISTS OF THE DAY.

love of the properly-brought-up collector ? Ordinary houses

can never give the entire idea of her period as this little

one can. For. naturally, in the process of time the arrange-

ment of everything alters ; the structure is rebuilt, furniture

and hangings wear out and are discarded and later styles are

introduced. Whereas our doll's house, made not later than

the end of the seventeenth century, has remained behind closed

glass doors, lovingly cherished by Dutch house-wives,

the most careful and conservative of their kind, and

it shows us just how the Dutchman of those days

lived, and very much how the Englishman of a rather

later date arranged his home.

And now to come to the doll's house and its

history.

It has evidently always been considered a

masterpiece, for so long ago as 1738 we

find literature on the subject. The

chronicler says that it owes its existence

to a noble lady of Amsterdam, but

does not give her name. Not only did

she lavish years and the utmost loving

care upon her hobby, but it cost her

a small fortune beside, certainly over

one thousand pounds. And one thou-

sand pounds in those days was a very

different thing from the same sum in the

twentieth century. What the doll's

house must be worth nowadays I would
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rather not be asked to guess ! It was pro-

bably begun towards 1675, when King Charles

II. was reigning, and finished about 1690.

We know that in the early days of the

eighteenth century it belonged to a rich

Amsterdam tobacco merchant, from whom it

passed to his daughter, who married a man

with the romantic name of Slob. Mrs.

Slob bequeathed it to her daughter, who also

left it to a daughter. This lady died at a

very great age in Utrecht, leaving the doll's

house as a legacy to the city.

Not only this, but it had also gone through

a crisis that few doll's houses can boast of.

It has actually been burgled. One dark

night in 1831, when it was temporarily

located in a country village, thieves broke

through and stole not only the gilt chandelier,

the pride of the drawing-room, but also the

silver fire-irons, a tortoiseshell inlaid cabinet,

a chest of amber, inlaid with gold and ivory,

and the plale-chest full of baby spoons and

to the storey above. There are no stairs lead-

ing to the ground floor, so you must conclude

that the dolls keep a fire-escape or an aero-

plane on the premises when they want to

take the air. It is also strange that in this

little palace, provided with every luxury and

necessity the heart could wish, the builder

has entirely forgotten the existence of doors

or windows. You may see in the hall the

nursemaid, who has, evidently, brought the

baby downstairs, while a page in livery waits

with a basket under his arm ready to go an

errand (Fig. 2).

To the left of the hall is the drawing-room

(Fig. 3), which is a perfect gem. Tiny

Persian rugs cover the matting floor, whilst

the walls are painted by one of the best-known

artists of the day, whose name is still famous,

F. de Moucheron. Delicious little, figures in

satin and laces (Figs. 4 and 5) sit round,

listening graci-

ously to the two

gorgeous gentle-

men in fuzzy wigs

and brocaded

coats who are

giving a little

concert. At the

back of the room

is the loveliest

spinet with legs

(> A TINY SP1NKT WITH GOLDEN LKGS AND OTHR

MA1>K FURNmiRK FROM TUB HRAW1NI

forks. Luckily the house was so amply

provided that the furniture was not missed,

but the owner, distressed that the dolls should

be driven to eat with their fingers, at once

ordered a similar set to be made as quickly as

possible.

The house itself (Fig. 1) is made of olive

wood, inlaid with king wood, and it was

formerly enclosed by big glass doors, now

replaced by silk curtains. For the benefit of

tiny folks a pair of steps stand in front so that

they may climb up and peep into the top

rooms, for the building is seven feet high and

six and a half feet wide. It consists of fifteen

rooms altogether, and the hall stands in the

very middle, from which a little staircase leads

R mtAUTIFUI.LV-

ROOM.

o f wrought

gold, littered

with carefully-

printed music

(Fig. 6).

All the fur-

niture, al-

though so tiny, is just as

carefully fashioned as a big

piece, indeed much more

so, for it must have re-

quired endless care and

patience to make those

cabinets of ebony or

tortoiseshell, inlaid so

charmingly and so
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The floor is of parquet, most beautifully

inlaid with ivory, and the ceiling is painted as

gorgeously as a Roman palace. In contrast

to that are the plain whitewashed walls,

reminiscent of old Holland, which show off to

the best advantage the fine pictures.

Above the mantelpiece there hangs the

most wonderfully wrought piece" of ivory

inlay work by some famous master. All

round it are tiny medallions showing the

sorrows of Christ, and in the centre is a

panel portraying the Last Judgment, the

whole framed in amber.

/. Till". S1TTINC.-ROOM OK THK MASTER OF THE HOUSEâ��

ABOVE IS ONE OK THE IVORY CARVINGS ADORNINC THK

WAI LS, AND BELOW IS AN EBONY CABINET WITH IVORY

HOtlRES IN THE HOLLOWS OF THK DOORS.

elaborately with ivory, silver, and gold. There is

nothing jerry-built about the Poppenhuys.

Delightful as the drawing-room is, I am not certain

that the sitting-room (Fig. 7) is not even nicer.

One knows instinctively that the careful old Dutch

ladies only used the reception-room for smart

occasions, specially-honoured visitors, and evening

parties. The rest of the week it stood cold and

empty. The sitting-room was the headquarters of

the master of the house. Here he and his cronies

smoked their long pipes and drank their schnapps.

It looks so comfortable and lived in, and the three

little men evidently think themselves in clover.
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8. my lady's chamberâ��the walls ark hung w

curtained four-poster stands in

My lady's chamber (Fig. 8) is a nest fit for

an empress, and almost good enough for the

lovely doll who stands there before her toilet-

table. Evidently beauty culture was not

unknown in those days. Pomades and lotions

for the dolls are considered a necessity, and the

little dressing-table is set out with an ample

array of cosmetics.

On the other hand,

the washing appa-

ratus is so tiny that

vou almost want a

microscope to dis-

cover it. I must

sadly confess, too,

that you will not

find a trace of a

bath in the whole

house.

Freshairmusthave

been at apremiumin

Queen Anne's time.

The beautiful four-

poster bedstead

with its lowroof and

too generous supply

of brocade curtains

would certainly

have cut off not

only draughts but

every breath of air

as well. And two

candles is all that

the poor dear is al-

lowed to dress by.

Another room

shows us the lady

of the house sitting

in great state,

attended by three

nurses b?side the

cradle of her son

and heir.

One of the quaint-

est of the rooms is

the nursery (Fig. 9),

where the doctor is

paying a visit to a

little girl perched

up on her high

chair. She does not

seem to possess

very many toys,

but two birdcages

hang on the wall,

in one of which is

the smallest stuffed

bird known. The

little girl has hej

own cage, too; we can see it to the right of

the picture. Tiny Dutch children are put into

these little prisons, which run on wheels, so

that they can amuse themselves moving about

without getting into very serious mischief.

Many people will think the kitchen (Fig. 10)

the most interesting place in the house. Here

I Til BROCADE

THE CORNER.

AND A S1I.K-

9. THE DOCTOR PAYING A VISIT TO A LITTLE GIRL IN HER NURSERY
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you will find everything the heart of a cook

can wish for. But where, in a grown-up

house, these articles would be of mean

materials, such as tin or copper, for our doll's

use they must be made all of silver. A silver

cupboard stands in the middle of the picture,

containing the plate-chest and every sort of

silver dish and cover.

Much more ornamental than our common-

place kitchen dresser is the set of shelves

where the dolls keep their crockery. They

eat off the daintiest plates, and their service of

glass is quite exceptionally beautiful. As one

would expect in a Dutch household, there are

brooms and brushes of every sort and descrip-

tion, the pride of the housemaid's heart.

A very characteristic room, too, is the

laundry. Near the ceiling hangs a ladder-

like contrivance for drying the clothes. The

laundry - maid is

seen in a great

white hood ironing

some garments.

In those days

every house had

its store-room, and

you can see the

maid here standing

among the barrels

of flour, jars of

pickled eggs,

bottlesof preserved

fruit, and piles of

dried fish. Beyond

her is the servants'

bedroom, shut off

by a wooden paling.

Evidently neither

maids nor house-

wives were as fasti-

dious then as now.

I can't imagine an

English mistress

lodging her ser-

vants in a railed-

off corner of her store-room nor a superior

parlourmaid consenting to sleep in a narrow,

dark little space like a cage.

A funny little room is dovetailed in at the

top of the hall. Here an old man sits in a

sort of thick brocade dressing-gown, doing

accounts. This must be the steward of the

establishment. Small as the room is, there is

everything necessary on the writing-deskâ��

silver inkstand, paper, pens, sealing-wax, and

amber hour-glass. The books belonging to

the house are also to be found here.

The architect of the Poppenhuys was seized

with the rather original idea of arranging a

garden in one of the rooms of the house. It

is divided into four flower-beds surrounded by

a green lawn. It is amazing how much

vegetation is squeezed into the little space.

Flowers, trees, a vine, well-grown espalier

fruit trees, all seem to flourish, and at the

back stands an arbour among orange and

lemon trees in tubs. And to give it stili

more dignity and importance, four statues

are placed among the greenery. A handsome

peacock is seen sunning itself on the painted

wall, and a flight of swallows are skimming

across the sky.

Those who wish to know more about the

doll's house must read the very interesting

book (" Hollandische Patrizierhauser," Verlag

A. Oosthoek, Utrecht) on the subject by

Professors Miiller and Vogelsang, to whom

I am greatly indebted, both for information

THE KITCHEN, IN WHICH MOST OK THE COOKING UTENSILS ARE

OF SILVER.

and for illustrations. A whole book about

a doll's house ! It gives one a real insight into

the marvellous ingenuity set to work on the

little building. Indeed, nothing has been

neglected that could find its place in a real

mansion, and it must have required far more

time and trouble to furnish this tiny nest

than most large ones.

I am sure the great lady who lavished such

infinite pains on her Poppenhuys would

feel rewarded could she know how grateful

later generations are to her for such

enchanting pictures of her country and her

times.



' HE ALWAYS BOUGHT TWO LOAVES OF STALE BREAD."

BrfcsoÂ£

Life a

Bij OHervry

Illustrated by

A. K. Macdonald.

VII.â�� Witck es Loaves.

fISS MARTHA MEACHAM

kept the little bakery at the

corner â�� the" one where you

go up three steps, and the

bell tinkles when you open

the door.

Miss Martha was forty, her

bank-book showed a credit of four hundred

pounds, and she possessed two false teeth and

a sympathetic heart. Many people have

married whose chances to do so were much

inferior to Miss Martha's.

Two or three times a week a customer

called, in whom she began to take an interest.

He was a middle-aged man, wearing spectacles

and a brown beard trimmed to a careful point.

He spoke English with a strong German

accent. His clothes were worn and darned

in places, and wrinkled and baggy in others.

But he looked neat, and had very good

manners.

He always bought two loaves of stale bread.

Fresh bread cost more than stale. Never did

he call for anything but stale bread.

Once Miss Martha saw a red and brown

stain on his fingers. She was sure then that

he was an artist and very poor. No doubt he

lived in a garret, where he painted pictures

and ate stale bread and thought of the good

things to eat in Miss Martha's bakery.

Often when Miss Martha sat down to her

chops and light rolls and jam and tea she

would sigh, and wish that the gentle-mannered

artist might share her tasty meal instead of

eating his dry crust in that draughty attic.

Miss Martha's heart, as you have been told,

was a sympathetic one.

In order to test her theory as to his occupa-

tion, she brought from her room one day a

painting that she had bought at a sale, and

set it against the shelves behind the bread

counter.

It was a Venetian scene. A splendid

marble palazzo (so it said on the picture)

stood in the foregroundâ��or rather forevvater.

For the rest there were gondolas (with a lady

trailing her hand in the water), clouds, sky,

and chiaroscuro in plenty. No artist could

fail to notice it.

Two days afterwards the customer came in.

" Two loafs of stale bread, if you blease.

You haf here a fine bicture, madame," he

said, while she was wrapping up the bread.

" Yes ? " says Miss Martha, revelling in her

own cunning. " I do so admire art and "
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"MISS MARTHA TOOK TO WEARING HKR

BLUE-DOTTKD BLOUSE."

(no, it would not do to say " artists " thus

early) " and paintings," she substituted.

" You think it is a good picture ? "

" Der balace," said the customer, " is not

in good drawing. Der bairspective of it is

not true. Goot morning, madame."

He took his bread, bowed, and hurried out.

Yes, he must be an artist. Miss Martha

took the picture back to her room.

How gentle and kindly his eyes shone

behind his spec;acles ! What a broad brow

he had ! To be able to judge perspective at

a glanceâ��and to live on stale bread ! But

genius often has to struggle before it is

recognized.

What a thing it would be for art and per-

spective if genius were backed by four hundred

pounds in the bank, a bakery, and a sympa-

thetic heart to But these were- day-

dreams, Miss Martha.

Often now when he came he would chat

for awhile across the showcase. He seemed

to crave Miss Martha's cheerful words.

He kept on buying stale bread. Never a

cake, never a pie. Never one of her delicious

Sally Lunns.

She thought he began to look thinner and

discouraged. Her heart ached to add some-

thing good to eat to his meagre purchase, but

her courage failed at the act. She did not

dare affront him. She knew the pride of

artists.

Miss Martha took to wearing her blue-dotted

silk blouse behind the counter. In the back

room she cooked a mysterious compound of

quince seeds and borax. Many people use it

for the complexion.

One day the customer came in as usual,

laid his money on the show-case, and called

for his stale loaves. While Miss Martha was

reaching for them there was a great tooting

and clanging, and a fire-engine came lumbering

past.

The customer hurried to the door to look,

as anyone will. Suddenly inspired, Miss

Martha seized the opportunity.

On the bottom shell behind the counter was

a pound of fresh butter that the dairyman

had left ten minutes before. With a bread-

knife Miss Martha made a deep slash in each

of the stale loaves, inserted a generous

quantity of butter, and pressed the loaves

tight again.

When the customer turned once more she

was tying the paper round them.

When he had gone, after an unusually

pleasant little chat, Miss Martha smiled to

herself, but not without a slight fluttering of

the heart.

Had she been too bold ? Would he take

offence ? Surely not. There was no lan-

guage of edibles. Butter was no emblem of

unmaidenly forwardness.

For a long time that day her mind dwelt on

the subject. She imagined the scene when

he should discover her little deception.

He would lay down his brushes and palette.

There would stand his easel with the picture

he was painting in which the perspective was

beyond criticism.

He would prepare for his luncheon of dry-

bread and water. He would slice into a loaf

â��ah !

Miss Martha blushed. Would he think of

the hand that placed it there as he ate ?

Would he

The front-door bell jangled viciously.

Somebody was coming in, making a great

deal of noise.

Miss Martha hurried to the front. Two

men were there. One was a youn7 man

smoking a pipeâ��a man she had never seen

before. The other was her artist.

His face was very red, his hat was on the
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back of his head, his hair was wildly rumpled.

He clenched his two fists and shook them,

ferociously, at Miss Martha. At Miss Martha !

" Dummkopf ! " he shouted, with extreme

loudness ; and then, " Tausendonjer I " or

something like it in German.

him

'COME ON,' HE SAID, 'YOU'VE SAID ENOUGH.

The young man tried to draw

away.

" I vill not go," he said, angrily, " else I

shall told her ! " He made a bass drum of

Miss Martha's counter.

" You haf shpoilt me!" he cried, his blue

eyes blazing behind his spec-

tacles. " I vill tell you ! You

vas von meddingsome old cat F'

Miss Martha leaned weakly

against the shelves and laid

one hand on her blue-dotted

silk blouse. The young man

took the other by the

collar.

" Come on," he said, " you've

said enough." He dragged

the angry one out at the door,

and then came back.

" I think you ought to be

told, ma'am," he said, " what

the row is about. That's

Blumberger. He's an archi-

tectural draughtsman. I work

in the same office with him.

He's been working hard for

three months drawing a plan

for a new city hall. It was

a prize competition. He

finished inking the lines

yesterday. You know, a

draughtsman always makes his

drawing in pencil first. When

it's done he rubs out the

pencil lines with handfuls of

stale breadcrumbs. That's

better than indiarubbcr.

Bamberger's been buying the

bread here. Well, to-day-

well, you know, ma'am, that

butter isn't â�� well, Blum-

berger's plan isn't good for

anything now except to cut

up into railroad sand-

wiches."

Miss Martha went into the

back room. She took off the

blue-dotted silk blouse and

put on the old brown serge

she used to wear. Then she

poured the quince seed and

borax mixture out of the

back window into the dust-

bin.

Vol. xUL-92.



TKe Comedies and Tragedies of Golf.

By F. R. BURROW.

Illustrated ty Tom Wilkinson.

| HE real tragedies connected

with golf are, fortunately,

few ; for what appears to be

a truly tragic misfortune to

one player not infrequently

seems so comic to his oppo-

nent as to cause him to turn

away, ostensibly to light a pipe, but in reality

to conceal his mirth. I shall leave my readers,

therefore, to disentangle the comic from the

tragic in the incidents which I am going to

recall.

It is a common complaint that there are

no new golf stories ; everything seems to have

happened before.

The main portion of the humours of

golf lies in the horrible things that

happen to one or other of the parties to a

match entirely as a result of their own in-

efficiency. Is is scarcely necessary to say

that the inefficiency is never recognized by

the player as the real cause of the disaster.

There is practically nothing that cannot be

called upon to make an excuse for a bad shot

â��the club, the ball, the caddie, the wind, the

very lark singing in the sky, and the ship

sailing on the sea ; all of these and a hundred

others are daily utilized by golfers. Some

players are certainly well enough equipped

with them to qualify them to write a " Golfer's

Manual of Excuses " ; and I rather wonder

that such a useful book has never been com-

piled. Various sudden and unapparent ill-

nesses, such as sciatica and lumbago, are, of

course, everyday excuses, and we can al!

sympathize with the man who said to his

opponent on the first tee :â��

" Is there anything the matter with you ? "

" No. Why ? " returned the other.

" Well, I thought I'd just ask. I haven't

beaten a well man for nearly a fortnight ! "

I once knew a golfer whose partiality for

excuses was the means of temporarily break-

ing up quite an old friendship. A man with

whom he often played, after beating him one

day, received in the dressing-room the follow-

ing explanation :â��

" Just look here. I've buttoned my waist-

coat up to the wrong button. No wonder I

couldn't follow through a bit to-day ! "

" No wonder, indeed," said the other,

looking straight at his man. " I know what

it's like. Yesterday I simply couldn't get

my stance comfortable anyhow, and when I

came in I found I'd been and put a right-

hand lace into my left-hand shoe ! " They

didn't play, or even speak to, one another

again for weeks.

There is also the historic case of the man

playing in the amateur championship against

an opponent who happened to be a keen

lepidopterist. Entering the club-house, he

was heard to exclaim :â��

" Never again, my boy ! No

more championships for me.

You'll never believe it, but

' IT IS A COMMON COMPLAINT THAT THERE

ARE NO NEW GOLF STORIES."
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the chap I was taking on actually kept

on stopping to catch moths ! If that isn't

enough to put you off I don't know what is.

Moths ! When he was two down ! "

You know, probably, the reason why the

invariable lunch drink of caddies is ginger-

beer. No ? Well.

I'll tell you. It is to

enable them to hic-

cough just as you

arc in the act of put-

ting for the match

in the afternoon

round. They are, of

course, trying in

other ways as well.

One dayâ��and it was

a medal day, tooâ��

Robinson, a middle-

aged and mediocre

golfer, was producing

his " real game."

Everything went

well. And this in

spite of the fact that

his caddie was of the

worst type ; appa-

rently deaf and

dumb, a flag-waggler,

a hiccougher, a

hander of the wrong

club, and possessing

an unequalled in-

attention to and lack of interest in his

master's prowess that on any other occasion

would have called forth the horridest objur-

gations.

After holing out the seventeenth Robinson

was six or seven strokes better than he had

ever been before, and felt the medal as good

as in his pocket. The last hole, a drive and

mashie over a high clay-walled bunker, alone

remained for conquest. By some nasty work

of the green committee, the tee had been put

forward about twenty- yards. Robinson,_ in

his elation, unluckily failed to notice this.

Taking his driver, he hit the ball of his life,

so straight, so low, so far did it fly. Too far !

for Robinson's pride changed to dismay as

he saw, and soon heard, it finish up by

pitching hard into the wet clay at the very

foot of the wall of the bunker.

Turning to his caddie with an exclamation

of wrath, he beheld that youth's dull coun-

tenance slowly expanding into a grin, while

his eyes lit up for a moment with a gleam

of something resembling intelligence as he

uttered this one wordâ��his sole comment

on the gameâ��" Ponk ! "

One of the best golfing yarns I ever heard

deals with an old gentleman who, in the old

days when the red coat had not yet become

the hall-mark of incompetence, had a great

desire to clothe himself in this garment, but

modestly resolved not to do so until he had

done something

which should really

entitle him to th s

distinction. The

standard he had set

himself was the beat-

ing of the hundredâ��

not perhaps a high

one, but it is just as

well, when setting an

object before you. to

select one that is at

any rate within the

bounds of possibility.

When it is further

noted that our hero

was rather a shaky-

counter, it will be seen

that he had a fair

chance of realizing

his ideal. His ambi-

tion was not unknown

to his many friends,

and when, one after-

noon, he entered the

clubhouse in a state

of evident and ex-

treme satisfaction, one of them asked, " Is it

a case of the red coat at last ? "

" It is, indeed," replied the elated golfer,

and proceeded to enter with great detail on

to an account of his round.

" What was your score, then ? " interrupted

one of the crowd.

" Oh, about ninety-nine," airily explained

the triumphant one, and he never knew why

the rest of the history of his round should

have been drowned in shouts of laughter.

An old golfer up in the north, who was

rather parsimonious in the matter of balls,

once received a lesson which I dare say he

remembers to this day. He was playing in

a foursome with a good partner to whom the

sight of an unclean ball happened to be par-

ticularly displeasing. On the second tee a

very ancient and weather-beaten ball was

placed by our old friend, his partner having,

as usual, put down a new ball at the first

hole to start the match. Having done his

share, he remonstrated as to the condition of

his partner's ball, and naturally expected it

to be changed at the first opportunity. At

the fourth tee it was changed, but for one,

I THOUGHT I'D JUST ASK. I HAVEN'T BEATEN

A WELL MAN FOR NEARLY A FORTNIGHT ! "
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if possible, more paintless and disreputable

than the first. The old man got a good drive,

leaving his partner a short chip on to the

green. He walked up, took careful aim,

andâ��missed the ball ! The old man stared

in amazement, but made no comment, and

laid the ball with his mashie a foot from the

hole in three. The other side holed in four,

and the good player had the twelve-inch putt

for the half. He looked long and anxiously

at it, slowly drew back his putter, and missed

the ball again !

" What on earth " began the old boy,

furiously ; but was interrupted by his partner

with, " Awfully sorry, old chap, but I really

can't see the ball."

It worked like a charm.

I have not played much golf in Scotland,

the home of the game, but I remember having

pointed out to me, with some national pride,

a man playing on a Fifeshire links whose

claim to fame was that he had evolved a

method of overcoming the difficulties of the

stymie for himself, and at the same time

increasing them for any unwary opponent

with whom he might be playing. Well aware

that not one golfer in a hundred carries a six-

inch stymie measure about with him, this

man had marked

out two stymie ^

measures on the

shafts of his iron

and putter re-

spectively.

" Why two ? "

you will ask.

Well, one of them

measured five

inches and the

other seven, and

the canny Scot

produced the one

which suited the

exigencies of the

case !

I think this in-

genuity was quite

equal to that of

the old-time pro-

fessional players,

who, in the days when you might brush the

line of your putt with your hand, used to

seize this opportunity to stick one of a small

packet of pins, painted green, which they

carried about with them, straight in the line

their opponent's ball must take to get to the

hole. This trick, I think, still survives ; at

any rate, I have seen a green pin on a London

green within the last year. But I hardly

"YOU'LL NEVER BELIEVE IT, BUT THE CHAP I WAS TAKING

ON ACTUALLY KEPT ON STOPPING TO CATCH MOTHS !"

think this can be one of the " traditions of the

game " which English golfers are so fre-

quently told they ought to observe.

Unthinking conduct often gives rise to

baseless but horrible suspicions. A friend

of mine, the soul of straightness, once got into

a very bad place in a bunker with his tee-

shot. He hacked away at it for some time

(his opponent being away on the other side of

the course), but couldn't get it out, and at last

picked it up and threw it on to the fairway

on the hole side of the hazard, thereby, of

course, giving up the hole. Desirous of play-

ing a practice shot on the way to the next tee,

he said to his caddie-, " Give me the brassie."

The boy handed him the club, but with a

knowing air of caution remarked, " I think

they was a-looking, sir." It was useless to

explain ; my poor friend had to play the

remainder of the round with the full know-

ledge that his caddie regarded him as a rather

clumsy cheat, and is probably still of that

opinion.

Among other crimes commonly laid to the

charge of golfers is their habit of relieving

their feelings by explosions of violent language.

It must be admitted that there is some truth

in the accusation, but those who are in the

habit of corus-

cating in ex-

pletive might do

worse than fol-

low the course

adopted by the

hero of the

following story.

Jones (I will call

him) was the

possessor of a

vocabulary as

varied as his tem-

per was terrible.

One day he hap-

pened to be play-

ing with a par-

son, who, being

moreover a

schoolmaster,

was utilizing the

services of one

of the small boys in his house as a caddie.

Jones was having an " off " day, and plunged

madly from bunker to bunker, the flow of his

language increasing with every disaster. . At

last the parson remarked:â��

" Well, Jones, if you don't respect my

cloth, you might at any rate respect my

caddie."

Jones, the best-hearted chap in the world,
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apologized profusely, and, though it was

obviously pain and grief to him, refrained

from further outbreaks for several holes. At

last he missed quite a baby putt to save the

match on the sixteenth green. His opponent

turned away and walked to the seventeenth

tee, teed up, and hit a beauty. Looking

round to see where Jones was, he beheld him

â�¢ HE UTTERED ONE WORD

THE GAMEâ��

HIS SOl.K COMMENT

IONK !'"

stretched on his face on the sixteenth green,

with his hands forming a sort of screen round

the hole, into which he was releasing his long-

restrained wrath in such terms as appeared

to be demanded by the occasion !

The power of suggestion is as great on the

golf-course as in any other place. They tell

a tale of a very great cricketer whose golfing

style, if not full and free, nevertheless enables

him to drive a very long ball. One day he

was sitting in the smoking-room at a seaside

club after his morning round and lunch, when

he overheard one man say to another :â��

" I say, do you know S (naming the

cricketer) is playing down here ? They say

he drives a devil of a ball."

" What, do you mean the cricketer ? "

returned the other.

" Yes, that's the chap. Why, by Jove !

There he is, just going to drive off the first tee

now. Come and look ! "

They went to the window, and S ,

anxious to see his reputed self perform, went

to another window, and perceived upon the

tee a man not unlike himself in general

appearance.

" Plenty of beef, hasn't he ? " continued

the first man. " He ought to drive a good

ball."

S watched the preliminary waggles of

his double with some anxiety, hoping that his

fame would not be blasted for ever by an

abject foozle. His fears were unnecessary ;

with .a long, rapid, and very full swing, his

representative hit a screamer.

" There ! What did I tell you ? " the first

of the mistaken men inquired; and S ,

feeling his reputation established,

listened for the expected encomium

with some complacency.

" Well," returned the other, "it

was a good enough ball; but I

don't care what you say, it was

nothing more nor less than just a

cricket shot ! "

Surprised at this verdict, S

made inquiries, and found that

his double was none other than

one of the finest living golfers,

who, moreover, had never handled

a cricket bat in his life.

I will end with my one little

bit of real tragedy. A dear old

gentleman, who had only taken

up the game very late in life,

0N spent some months endeavouring,

under the tuition of a professional

and the care of a special caddie, to

hit the ball. When he succeeded in doing so

at all, it was never more than a few yards, and

every bunker on the course was his daily doom.

Still, his caddie, having an eye to the main

chance, always encouraged him to think that

he would soon become a player, and the old

man, with the hope that springs eternal even

more in the hearts of golfers than in other

people, firmly believed him. One day it

happened that his special caddie was absent,

and a ruffianly-looking person appeared on

the first tee with the" old gentleman's clubs.

He took his normal fourteen shots to the

first hole, to the unconcealed but unnoticed

disgust of the caddie ; but on the second

tee the miracle happened, and the old boy

for once hit a beauty.

" That was a good one, wasn't it ? " he

asked, turning to the bearer of clubs.

" Good one ? '" retorted the ruffian, in

tones of the bitterest contempt. " Why, I

could play better than that with me left jut! "

This unexpected verdict so upset the poor

old man that he walked straight back home,

and has never touched a club since. But I

hope that, in the dreams induced by his

Christmas dinner, he may recall only that

glorious and final effort which made him feel

entitled to the name of " golfer."
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I.

S that all ? "

The Prime

Minister lay

back in his chair,

a man utterly

exhausted. In

less than twenty-

four hours Parliament w ould . re-

assemble for the autumn session-â��

a session that promised to be more

troublesome, laborious, and acri-

monious than any within the

memory of the oldest member.

In less than one hour he was due

to preside at a big political dinner-

party.

" Still more, Phillips ? " he

wearily asked the junior secre-

tary, who, laden with documents,

written and printed, had hesitated

at the first question.

" Only this, sir." The secretary

held out an envelope of the

poorest quality, whereon was in-

scribed in awkward, childish

characters : " The Rev. Prime

Minister, c.o. the King, London."

" Perhaps," the secretary added,

" I ought not to have troubled

you, but somehow the letter "

He halted.

The Premier, who was used to

queer modes of address, had

already taken the letter from the

envelope. His frown gave place

to a faint smile, which quickly

faded. He read :â��

Privet. Aster Cottage,

Fairport, Scotland.

Oct. 3th.

The Prime Minister. London.

Reverent Sir. â�� This comes

hopping you will excuse the

libberty I take of writting to you.
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But Jean is in her bed with the lumbagoe

and with the sore heart of thinking about

our son John, and she connot write. She is

telling me what to say. Reverent sir, you

will have heard about John. He has been

in London for near a year. He was with

Martibans, the grate ingineers. They make

mostly ships bilers. It was a good job for him,

and he was geting on well. He was always

a good lad, but now he has got into disgrace.

It must have been bad company, for he was

always a good lad. Reverent sir, we do not

tell you lies. John was always a good lad.

There was a strike at the works, and there was

fiting, and John hit a man, and they put him

in the goal for thirty days, and the thirty days

are nearly past, and we do not know what to

do. For there is a letter from John, and he

says he has ruinned his life, and is black

ashamed, and we will never see his face no

more. Reverent sir, Jean and me are not

angry at the gujge. John had to have his

punnishment. But he was always a good lad,

and we are sore affraid of what will happen to

him when he comes out of your goal, and we

do not know a freind in London, and I connot

leave Jean to go to London. And we was

thinking of John in his dispare and thinking

if you would speak soft to Mr. Martiban to

give John another chance and save him from

his dispare. Jean was for writting to the King

at first, but we seen in a paper the King was

away from London, and so this libberty of

writting to you, for it is a secret and privet,

for nobody in Fairport kens about Johns

disgrace. It is but a word from you that will

save our son John, and it is the only hope

Jean and me have got. He is our only child,

and he was always a good lad. Hopping

you will forgive the libberty, Reverent Sir,

Yours respectfully,

Peter Mason.

P.S.â��Jean says I must tell you I did not

vote for your side at the last ellection, but

John was always a good lad.

At the postscript the faint smile dawned

again, but only to die out, leaving the some-

what grim countenance cold and weary as

before.

" It's a pathetic case," he murmured, " but

I do not see that I can do anything."

" You would not wish me to make

inquiries ? " the young secretary asked,

tentatively.

" To what end ? We cannot interfere in

the affairs of a private firm. That would be

creating an extraordinary and dangerous pre-

cedent, Phillips. Besides, there are so many

Johns who were always good ladsâ��in the

past."

The secretary allowed a second to pass ere

he said : " Then I had better merely send a

formal reply ?."

The Prime Minister nodded as he rose.

" A formal reply hurts least in the end."

He was leaving the room when the other

said, not without diffidence :â��

" One moment, sir, but one of the Martibans

happens to be member for Battersbury."

" Opposition, and one of our bitterest

enemiesâ��though that is not the point. No,

Phillips, we cannot create precedents of this

sort. Good night."

As the door closed the secretary took a step

forward, then checked himself. The Prime

Minister had inadvertently carried away the

letter under discussion.

The letter had the honour of lying upon the

Prime Minister's dressing-table until nearly

two o'clock on the following morning, at

which hour the Prime Minister, tired to

death and filled with the bitterness of tem-

poral power, read it for the second time.

Presently his lips relaxed, and he mut-

tered, " Unofficiallyâ��strictly unofficially."

â�  II.

Sam, the postman, on his evening round>

tramped past Aster Cottage in his usual

leisurely fashion. The old man, peeping

through the window-screen, suppressed a sigh,

and went slowly back to the fireside.

" Is he no' comin' here, Peter ? "

The old woman sitting by the hearth,

wrapped in blankets and shawls, put the

question gently, though she had distinctly-

heard the postman go by.

" No' this time, Jean. But we'll ha'e word

in the mornin', maybe." Peter Mason seated

himself and brought out his pipe. He fingered

it, but did not light it. " Aye, we'll ha'e word

in the mornin', surely. Are ye no' for gaun

back to yer bed ? "

" I'm fine here for a wee while. It's no'

bodily pain that's troublin' me noo."
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" That's guid," he said, with an effort

towards cheerfulness. " For I'm thinkin' the

other pain'll be relieved when Sam comes

roun' in the mornin'. We couldna expec' a

reply by return o' post, Jean. He's a busy

man, the Prime Meenister, an' he would be

extra busy the last few days gettin' his

Parliament set goin' again. So we'll jist ha'e

patience an' trust in "

" It's four days since ye wrote, Peter, an'

John'll be set free the morn." She shivered.

" Oh, I wish ye had made the journey to

London the day," she cried. " Ye could ha'e

met John an' comforted him."

" But I couldna leave you, wife."

" Oh, I could ha'e managed somewayâ��I

could ha'e managed. But it's ower late noo."

The clasp of her hands tightened. " I wishâ��

I wish we had told the meenister a' aboot it at

the beginnin'. He might ha'e been able to

dae something. Or the laird might "

" But, wife, ye mind we agreed no' to tell

even Maister Carlisle, in case John might be

comin' back to Fairport. We wanted to be

able to say to John that naebody in Fairport

kenned aboot hisâ��his trouble. Was that no'

the case, Jean ? "

" Aye, aye," she returned, the least thing

impatiently. " Oh, dearie, I'm no' blamin'

youâ��I'm no' blamin' the Prime Meenisterâ��

I'm no blamin' onybody. Butâ��butâ��oh, ma

son, ma son ! "

In a moment he was beside her, patting

her shoulder, touching her greying hair.'

" Whisht, wife, whisht ! " he whispered.

" Dinna gi'e up hope in the Prime Meenister.

Dinna gi'e up hope, Jean. Iâ��I canna bear

it." .

" 'Sh ! " she said, suddenly.

Footsteps lighter than the postman's were

approaching the door to the accompaniment

of a cheery whistling. Ere Peter quite re-

covered himself there came a brisk knock.

" A telegram ! " muttered Jean, her hand

leaping to her heart. " Quick, Peter ! "

He almost ran to the door and back.

" Gi'e it to me," she demanded. " I can

read quicker than you."

A rending of the flimsy envelope, and her

eyes devoured the message.

" What ? " he cried, wildly.

" I canna," she sobbed, and laughed, and

put her hands to her face.

He snatched the paper from her lap and

read for himselfâ��first his own name and

address, then :â��

" Everything arranged. Situation sa/e.

Don't worry."

He seemed to grope his way to his chair.

" Oh, wife," he said, unsteadily, " God

bless the Prime Meenister ! "

III.

Two days later the old couple's joy brimmed

over, for their last doubt and anxiety had

evaporated. Came a letter from John which

proved him still a good lad at heart, while

it told of his miraculous deliverance from

despair. The young man wrote in a whirl of

remorse, gratitude, and mystification. On the

morning of his liberation the governor of the

prison had handed him a note which informed

him that his old place at Martiban's awaited

him and requested him to occupy it forthwith.

Nay, more, the manager of the department

had received him pleasantly and without

reference to the past. John could not under-

stand his good fortune, but his letter made it

evident that he was subdued rather than

elevated by the leniency of his employers.

Seated in the cottage porch, warmed bv

the sunshine of early afternoon, Jean read

her son's letter for the twentieth time.

Surely she was not that trembling old woman

of two days ago, huddled at the fireside,

nursing a dying hope. â�¢ The greyness had gone

from her sun-tanned countenance, the redness

from her eyes ; she looked fit and alert, and

less than her sixty odd years. She and Peter

had not married in their first youthâ��duty to

her invalid mother had delayed their union

for many, yearsâ��and they, had been almost

middle-aged people when John came. It

would seem as though the love lavished upon

the only child had been accumulating through

all the long years of waiting. And so Jean

read her son's letterâ��read it between the

linesâ��yea, and between the words.

Peter paused in the task of tying up some

heavy yellow chrysanthemums. He had

been a gardener all his working days, and

until a year ago had wrought in the service

of the laird, whose gardens were famous

beyond his county. Then Peter had retired

on savings augmented by a small pensionâ��

just sufficient to provide the necessaries of

life. For the defraying of any extra expenses

or for purchasing some modest luxury he

depended on getting an odd job by the day

or even hour. He was not a loafer, but he

was past roughing it.

" My, but that sun's fine an' warm ! " he

exclaimed. Then, noticing his wife's occu-

pation, " Ha'e ye got it by heart yet ? " he

inquired, with a chuckle.

She smiled. " I ha'ena wore a hole in it

like ye've done to the Prime Meenister's

telegram ! "
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" ' Gl'B IT TO MB,' SHE DEMANDED. 'I CAN READ QUICKER THAN YOU."'

VoL xlvi-9a
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This was something of an exaggeration,

though, to be sure, the pinkish paper, which

Peter had insisted on keeping as his share,

was considerably the worse for wear.

He brought it from his pocket now, pre-

served in an old seed-packet, and proceeded

to read it aloud with undiminished pride and

affection.

" Ye'll observe," he went on, " that the

Prime Meenister's a vera discreet man. He

didna put his name to the telegram."

" Ye've said that afore," she replied, good-

humouredly. " I've nae doobt he's got to

coont the bawbees like other folk," she added,

to tease him.

" Tits, wife ! " he cried, indignantly. " He

didna want to create a scandal in Fairportâ��

that's why he didna put ' Prime Meenister '

at the end. An' forbye that, he was daein'

a guid deed in secret, an' he didna want the

folk in London to ken onything aboot it.

That's why I forbid ye to tell John the truth.

Mavbe we'll tell John some day, but no' the

noo."

She nodded. " Aye, it would hurt John

to think we was in sic a state aboot him that

we had to write to the Prime Meenister."

" Aye," said Peter, the least thing dryly,

" an' it's maybe best for John to feel humble

in the meantime. But the question noo is,

what are you an' me gaun to dae for the

Prime Meenister ? " He folded the telegram

carefully, and put it away. " What are we

gaun to dae, jean ? Last nicht I couldna

sleep for the question."

" What can we dae ? " she asked, gently.

" When I wrote to him yesterday I said ye

would vote for his side at the next election, if

ye was spared."

"An' so I will, conscience or nae con-

science," he cried, warmly.* " There's nae

politics in gratitude. Butâ��but that's no'

enough, Jean. We maun gi'e something to

the Prime Meenister. Ye see ? '"

" I see, dearie. But what can folk like

us gi'e a great man ? An', besides, he'll no'

be expecting onything."

" Oh, 1 ken that. But a' the same we maun

gi'e him something to show what we think

o' him."

Mrs. Mason looked thoughtful and finally

shook her head.

" We couldna buy onything nice enough.

There's ma granny's brass candlesticks," she

said, suddenly. " I've heard that rich folks

are whiles crazy for auld things made o'

brass."

" Na, na," said Peter. " Ye canna part

wi' them." He pushed back his cap and

scratched his head reflectively. " It's got

to be something he can use. Oh, my ! can

ye no' think o' something, Jean ? "

At that moment a handsome turkey-cock

strolled round the corner of the cottage.

Peter's hands shot into the air.

" Weelyum ! " he gasped, excitedly.

" What's ado ? " cried Jean, in amazement.

" What's wrang wi' Weelyum ? "

" Wumman," he almost screamed, " d'ye

no' see the answer to the great question ?

We'll gi'e Weelyum to the Prime Meenister ! "

" Weel, I never!" said Jean, in a collapsed

voice.

IV.

Now William the turkey had been destined

for the laird. For a good many years the

Masons had fattened a turkey to grace one of

the feasts given by that hospitable gentleman

during the Christmas and New Year season,

and for each turkey Mrs. Mason had in-

variably received a guinea.

Naturally, if unnecessarily, Jean reminded

her man of this, though, possibly, she was

more concerned about the laird's feelings than

the loss of the guinea, for had not the laird

declared on more than one occasion that no

other tenant supplied so fine a turkey ? Yet

Peter refused to see any difficulty ; he was

quite prepared to tell the lairdâ��very respect-

fully, of courseâ��that circumstances would

prevent him supplying a turkey that year.

At the same time, he remarked, there was

no hurry about telling the laird. On that

point, however, Jean differed. The laird must

be told at once.

" My! ye're a terrible wumman," said

Peter. " Ye made me tell the Prime Meenister

that I didna vote for his side, an' noo ye want

me to risk offendin' the laird a couple o'

months afore it's necessary."

As fortune would have it, on the very next

morning he met the laird in the village, and

blurted out the shameful announcement.

Whereupon the laird, having speedily grasped

the significance of his old servant's stumbling

words, pretended to be so deeply shocked

and grieved that Peter all but confessed the

whole truth. Nevertheless, Peter went home

to inform Jean, rather cockily, indeed, that

he had successfully arranged matters with the

laird, and that Weelyum the Fourteenth,

as he dubbed the turkey, was as good as

belonging to the Prime Minister.

It was from this date that Weelyum began

to have, as the phrase goes, the time of his

life. To the more sensitive mind there is

doubtless solace in the reflection that the
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principal course of our Christmas dinners

has had its own season of festivity. But

never, surely, did turkey experience the lavish

attention bestowed upon William the Four-

teenth. In every possible way he was dis-

gracefully pampered.

" I'm sorry I canna feenish this, Jean,"

Peter would say, regarding his dinner plate

with ill-feigned regret. " Maybe Weelyum

would like it."

And without meeting his wife's eye he

would rise from the table and convey the plate

to the garden.

At times Jean remonstrated, yet not very

effectively, for her conscience would remind

her of certain surreptitious personal offerings

to Weelyumâ��tit-bits dropped from the

kitchen window during Peter's absence.

But for the next few weeks the old people

were happy, and their pride and satisf:-. :tion

increased as Weelyum grew fatter and

fatter.

" They'll no' see turkeys like Weelyum in

London," Peter remarked one morning

towards the end of November. " He's fit

for the King's table. A' the same, he's nae

mair than the Prime Meenister deserves."

" I hope the weather's no' gaun to be

severe," said Jean, with an anxious look out

of the window. " Weelyum didna seem to

ha'e his usual hunger this mornin'. It would

be terrible if he was to gang into a decline."

" Whisht, wife ! " cried Peter. " Dinna

speak aboot sic a thing. I never see Weelyum

lookin' healthier."

" Oh, dear, oh, dear ! " sighed Mrs. Mason,

" I'm thinkin' it'll be an awfu' risk sendin'

him to London."

" Risk ? "

" He'll maybe get lost on the road. He'll

maybe get stolen."

" Havers ! " said Peter, with a laugh.

" He's that handsome, he'll be a sair tempta-

tion to folk."

" Havers ! " said Peter again, but without

the laugh. And presently he, too, became a

prey to doubts and fears. " Aye," he mut-

tered, despondently, " as ye say, he'll be a

sair temptation to folk."

He thereupon fell into so gloomy a state

of mind that his wife stifled her own fore-

bodings and endeavoured to cheer him.

" Maybe," she venturedâ��" maybe we

could disguise Weelyum in a parcel so as

naebody would ken he was a turkey."

" An' what if the Prime Meenister was

extra busy, as doobtless he'll be at the New

Year "

" Ye mean Christmas."

He nodded impatiently. " What if he

forgot to open the parcel in timeâ��eh ? "

" I would write ' Perishin' ' on the parcel,

an' that would mak' him open it quick."

" An' would that no' betray the turkey

to onybody on the road ? "

" Man, ye're terrible suspeecious o' yet

fellow-creatures, Peter ! "

" I wasna the first to be suspeecious. It

was you started the notion o' risk, an' noo

I'll ha'e nae peace in ma mind."

" Maybe I was wrang," she said, hopefully.

He shook his head. " It's ten to one against

Weelyum ever seein' the Prime Meenister,"

he muttered, and went out into the garden.

An hour's work did much to relieve his

depression, and he came back to the cottage

a little ashamed of himself and determined

to reassure his wife. But no sooner did she

perceive his reviving confidence than she was

seized afresh by her forebodings, which were

only interrupted by a frantic " gobbling "

from Weelyum in the garden. She instantly

assumed him to be in a starving condition,

and fled incontinently to the rescue.

The couple's conversation during the

ensuing fortnight consisted chiefly of absurdly

cheerful utterances. Both were convinced

that Weelyum was going to get " lost in

transit," yet each bravely pretended to have

put away all earlier doubts and fears. But

neither could wholly conceal the melancholy

feelings that deepened as the day of Weel-

yum's execution drew near. This was the

Masons' annual tragedy. To sacrifice the

creature that had cost so much care and

anxiety 'gave them many a pang. As a

matter of fact, when the dismal hour arrived,

the old people went out for a walk, and a

good-natured neighbour performed the dire

office. And later Jean shed tears over the

plucking while Peter murmured little eulogies

on the departed.

But never, oh, never had there been a

turkey like Weelyum the Fourteenth, and

when Peter came to weigh the carcass he all

but broke down.

" Twinty-wan pound three an' a half

ounce ! "

" An' to think," sobbed Jean, giving way,

" he'll likely never see the Prime Meenister."

On the morning of the twenty-third Peter

was preparing Weelyum for the journey.

Weelyum was to be dispatched, not from the

local station, but from one several miles up

the line. To forward a turkey directed to the

Prime Minister from their own village, argued

Peter, would give rise to much comment if
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not positive scandal , besides, it might offend

the laird. Peter had conceded a point to

Jean, and she was engaged in addressing three

labels, each superscribed with the word

" Perishing " writ large.

" That'll surely mak' him open the parcel

â��if he gets it," she said at last, taking the

labels to the fire to dry the ink.

" If he gets it," groaned Peter.

And just then came the postman with a

letter from John.

The first part of it was a sore disappoint-

ment. John was not coming North for the

holidays. A man was wanted to look after

certain things in the works during the holidays

and John had volunteered. The pay was

good, and he was anxious to stand well with

his employers after all their kindness to him.

" Everything's gaun against us this year,"

muttered Peter.

Jean paused in her reading, peered into the

envelope, and brought out a little piece of

bluish paper. She cleared her throat and

resumed reading.

Having now no use for the money he had

put by for his holidays, John enclosed itâ��a

money-order for five poundsâ��wishing his

parents a Merry Christmas and a Happy New

Year.

After a short silence, " He was always a

guid lad," said Peter. And then the red

rushed to his face. " Jean ! " he cried.

" D'ye no' see what this means ? We'll gang

to London wi' Weelyum an' hand him ower

to the Prime Meenister, an' gi'e him oor

blessin', an' then we'll surprise John, an'â��

an' "

" Peter ! What are ye sayin' ? "

He began to chuckle. " It's Providence !

There's an excursion train this vera night. I

seen the bill at the station. Put yer labels in

the fire ; ye'll no' need them noo." He began

to tear the careful wrappings from the turkey.

" Weelyum'll see the Prime Meenister yet !

Aye, it's Providence ! Ye best be gettin'

things ready for the journey, an' I'll awa' to

the post-office an' get the siller. John was

always a guid lad."

Mrs. Mason dropped upon a chair. " Weel,

I never ! " she gasped.

V.

Stiff and weary, they emerged from King's

Cross Station in the first greyness of the wintry

dawn. Happily the weather was dry. Long

years ago Peter had spent some days in

London, attending a flower show, but all

recollection of routes and localities had gone

from him.

" I thought ye said ye kenned the way ? "

said Jean, not crossly, but anxiously.

" I'll be mindin' it in twa-three minutes,"

he returned, trying to look confident. " But

it would dae nae harm to speak to yon

polisman."

Presently Jean, waiting at the edge of the

pavement with her share of the luggage, was

astonished to behold her man seize the con-

stable's hand and shake it warmly, and then

proceed to hold him in earnest and apparently

confidential conversation. Within a few

minutes he rejoined her, overflowing with

satisfaction.

" Providence again, wife ! The polisman

comes frae Dundee, an' he'll be off duty in a

jiffy, an' he'll show us where to get oor break-

fast, an' after that he'll show us the road to

the Prime Meenister. I had to tell him aboot

John an' Weelyum, but he'll never let bug

to a soul. He thinks we shouldna gang to

the Prime Meenister afore ten-thirty, so we'll

ha'e time to tidy oorsels. Eh, my ! But

we're the lucky pair, you an' me ! Are we

no', Jean ? "

She smiled faintly. " I'm thinkin' I'll feel

luckier after a dish o' tea, Peter. I hope

ye've no' forgot yer bit speech for the Prime

Meenister."

" Oh, ye needna distress yersel' aboot that,"

he replied, with a chuckle. " I got it a' by-

heart in the train, an' every word is ready to

spring to ma tongue. Listen ! "

He was in the midst of it when the friendly

constable joined them.

And so at last it came to pass that they

stood on the doorstep of the Premier's

residence.

" Jist like ony other hoose," whispered

Peter, reassuringly, " an' no' half the size o'

the laird's. But I suppose he tak's his meals

at the Palace."

" Whisht ! " murmured Jean. " I hear

somebody comin'."

The man who opened the door waited

gravely for them to speak, but his eye wan-

dered to the big turkey.

Jean gave her man a little nudge.

With less confidence than might have been

expected, Peter said : " If ye please, sir, we

was wantin' to see the Prime Meenister."

The man was somewhat taken aback, but

he answered, kindly enough :â��

" I'm afraid that is not possible. The

Prime Minister is just leaving town."

At the same moment a fine motor-car

drew up at the step.

Somehow the possibility of failing to see the
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Premier had never occurred to the old people.

Their countenances fell like children's under a

bitter disappointment; their lips were dumb.

" What is it, Simmons ? "

A young man, silk-hatted and carrying a

dispatch-box, appeared in the doorway.

Simmons explained.

" Stay," cried the young man, with a

good-natured smile.

The old people halted.

" I'm so sorry," said the young man, " but

the Prime Minister is just going to catch a

train. His car is waiting, you see. Can I

give him any message ? And perhaps you

will tell me your names ? " The young man

had a peculiarly sympathetic voice.

" Oh, sir," said Jean, " we jist wanted to

see him, an' thank him for his great goodness,

and gi'e him Weelyum."

" This is Weelyum," said Peter, rinding his

voice and some of his wits.

" Oh ! " The young man bit his lip.

Then he said, quite gravely : " You wish to

present that splendid turkey to the Prime

Minister ? "

" Jist that," said Peter. " An', seein' he

hasna time to speak to us, maybe you, sir,

would kindly " He held out the turkey.

" But what are your names, please ? "

" Peter an' Jean Mason."

" Oh ! " said the young man again. " I

remember something. What is your address ?"

" Aster Cottage, Fairport."

" Have you come all the way from Scot-

land ? "

" We couldna trust Weelyum to come by

hissel' to the Prime Meenister."

For the third time the young man said,

" Oh ! " Then he spoke rapidly. " Now,

don't be disappointed if I fail, but I'm going

to see if the Prime Minister cannot spare one

minute. Simmons, ask them to step in."

And he ran into the house.

In the library the Prime Minister was

drawing on his gloves. He was going to join

his wife in the country for a few days.

Physically he was worn out, and his soul was

sick and sad. His greatest schemes had

miscarried, his Cabinet was full of dissensions,

the people had apparently ceased to believe

in him ; his fall from that high place was

imminent. His failures and mistakes were

noised abroad; his victories and honest

endeavours seemed utterly forgotten.

The young man had difficulty in recalling

to his chief's memory a certain strictly un-

official episode of nearly three months ago.

" And they have come all the way from

Scotland, sir," he concluded.

The Premier glanced at the clock and nodded

to his secretary.

When the Prime Minister offered his hand

to Jean, Peter let his burden fall.

" Tits, Peter ! " she whispered, and went

scarlet with confusion.

The secretary placed chairs for them side

by side while the host seated himself at the

writing-table.

There was a short pause. Jean gave her

man a little nudge to remind him that the

Prime Minister was in a hurry.

Peter, grasping the turkey, rose. He was

pale and trembling, but determined to make

his speech. And this is what he said :â��

" Reverent sirâ��this is Weelyumâ��may the

Lord bless ye always."

He stood, looking very frail and helpless,

until the Prime Minister took the gift and

gently pressed him back upon his chair.

It was to the secretary that the Prime

Minister spoke. " Isn't there another train

in about two hours ? "

" There is, sir."

" Then you might send a wire, and also tell

Simmons to prepare someâ��erâ��lunch "â��he

glanced at Mrs. Masonâ��" and some tea at

once. And you might join us, Phillips."

The old people had departed, happy, at

ease, and very, very proud, in the company

of one of the Prime Minister's servants, a

fellow-countryman, who had instructions to

see them comfortably lodged at his master's

expense and to put them into communication

with their son.

And once more the Prime Minister was

drawing on his gloves.

" Have you any special instructions to give

about the turkey, sir ? " the secretary gravely

inquired.

" We will take it with us. But I wish I

could have had it stuffed, Phillips," said the

Prime Minister, with a short laugh.

" I think you may count on its getting

stuffed, sir," the other replied, smiling.

" That usually happens to turkeys at this

season."

" I wasn't thinking of sage and onions, or

whatever they call it," said the Premier,

lighting a cigar.

The secretary's smile broadened. " In a

glass case, sir ? Wouldn't it be rather a

nightmare ? "

" To me, Phillips," said the Prime Minister,

putting the match carefully on the tray, " it

would be one of the most beautiful things in

the world."



THE MOST IMPRESSIVE

SIGHT I EVER SAW.
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In this striking series of articles a number of eminent men and women

have consented to describe " the most impressive sight" they have ever

seen. Their stories, as will be realized by the following examples, are

of the most varied and, in many cases, thrilling kind.

The Prussian Troops Advancing to tne Battle of Langensalza.

By Sir HERBERT BEERBOHM-TREE.

Illustrated by Frank Gillett, R.I.

HAVE to carry my memory

back through a long tale of

years to enable it to reach

the most impressive sight I

have ever seen in my life.

To be accurate, I must go

back just over forty-seven

years, for I was sent, as a boy, to school in

Germany. On the morning of June 27th,

1866, I saw the Prussians advancing to the

Battle of Langensalza, which, if my memory

serves me, was contested between some

twelve thousand Prussians and the Hano-

verians in about equal strength under George,

King of Hanover, in what was known as the

Seven Weeks' War.

That was, to me, a wonderful morning.

The evening before, full of excitement at the

news which we boys learnt of the happenings

at the Front, I had gone to bed dreaming of

battles, pondering what heroes men were to

kill each other in thousands, and yet how

wicked it was to kill one man. At sunrise I

awoke with a start by hearing the noise of

cannon. Of course, it was against all rules for

boys to leave the school-house at so early an

hour, but my excitement was so great that,

hastily slipping on my clothes, in company

with several of my schoolmates, I softly crept

down the dormitory stairs and rushed out

into the grey, misty dawn to see what there

was to be seen.

For June, I well remember, the morning

was a dark one, but, as I hurried through the

old garden and clambered up a hill near by,

far down in the valley I could see the' Prussian

soldiers, a thin, tortuous line, moving like a

snake to meet their foes. The morning was

so still that I could hear them plainly singing

the old battle hymn as they marched along :â��

Morning red, morning red,

Thou lightest me to my early death.

I stood there watching with admiration

these men singing solemnly as they went to

battleâ��perhaps to death. As they sang I

could hear the fitful roar of the cannon in the

distance. And to me it seemed that the louder

the cannon roared, the more cheerfully did

the Prussian soldiers chant their well-loved

hymn:â��

Morning red, morning red,

Thou lightest me to my early death.

Fainter and fainter grew the strains of the

hymn, until, at last, only an occasional

officer's word could be heard in the distance.

When, a few days later, we schoolboys

learnt that no fewer than fourteen hundred

of those gallant Prussians had been killed or

wounded, the sorrow I felt was a personal one,

for had not I, a mere schoolboy, seen those

gallant soldiers advancing so light-heartedly

to their death as they chanted the old battle-

hymn ?

Morning red, morning red,

Thou lightest me to my early death.
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Many years have elapsed since I heard these is, in itself, conclusive proof of the deep

lines, but I think the fact that I still remember impression that scene I witnessed on that June

so vividly the occasion on which I heard them morning made upon meL
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Tke Royal Rally of Boy Scouts at Wind sor.

By Sir ROBERT BADEN - POWELL.

Illustrated by John Cameron.

ilT is true that in my time I

have seen many impressive

sights, and not the least

impressive that occurs imme-

diately to one's mind is the

scene when we stood round

the grave-side of one of our

bravest and best officers in the South African

Campaign. It was in the dead of night,

without even a glimmer of a lantern that

might draw upon us some of the shells which

were flying near. There was a dark, silent

crowd of men dimly seen in the starlight,

shuffling round the body of one who, only six

short hours before, had been full of life and

strength, the soul and spirit of those who

were now carrying him to his grave, who had

led them on to face the death which he

himself had met. After they had lowered

him into the hastily-prepared grave, a husky

voice broke the silence and growled out, with

a sob, " Well, good-bye, Captain " ; from

those around there was a murmured response

in the shape ofâ��" That's it," " Hear, hear,"

which, though nearing the comic, was at that

moment deeply pathetic, coming, as it did,

from hardy, rough campaigners, and was more

impressive than any " amen " of a cathedral

service.

Then, too, I remember being present with

a great Zulu impi about to make its attack

upon an enemy's stronghold. It was an

inspiring sight to see this mass of savage

warriors, decked out in war-paint, with the

blood lust in their eyes, squatting round in a

vast circle, straining eagerly to hear that

chief giving them orders for the battle. It

reminded one of nothing so much as a great

bronze serpent, lying coiled ready to spring,

for, although almost silent and motionless,

there was a rhythmic heaving and sob amongst

the men during the whole of their leader's

address, which, together with their straining

eyes and twitching muscles, showed their

whole-hearted earnestness in grasping every

word that came from him, and at the same

time their eagerness to be off to work his

bidding. Then when the leader gave the

word to go, the whole force rose as one man,

for a moment in silence, and then, with a

hiss from every one of the thousand mouths

which gave a keen, cruel meaning to their

Vol. xlvL-94.

move, they started to run. The young

warriors sped out to either flank at top speed,

racing each other for the place of honour

which meant first blood to the winner. Then

from the dense mass in the centre there came

forward, in serried ranks, the older warriors,

the reserve or " chest" of the force, and as

they strode forward to support the whole

move, there broke out like an organ pealing

the deep chorus from a thousand throats :â��

If we go forward we die,

If we go backward we die ;

Better go forward and die.

Many other stirring scenes crowd on my

memory, but in the end they revert to that

great day two years ago, when, in the Great

Park, under Windsor Castle, the King

reviewed the Boy Scouts.

One of the impressive features of that day

was the army of young men working earnestly

and cheerfully in the cause of the move-

ment.

At the railway station one met with

familiar faces of men well known in London

society, but dressed in very different uniform

to their society clothes, just the khaki and

cow-boy hat of the Scout Army. They were

doing the work of the railway staff officers,

receiving trains, telling the scoutmasters what

to do and the boys where to go, and getting

them quickly away, ready for the immediate

arrival of troop upon troop of other boys

coming or returning by rail. The work of

these men, peers of the realm some of them,

was of the most arduous and harassing

description, since it went on hour after hour

without relief and without notice, for they

were working behind the scenes ; but they

were working away, keeping a cheery face on

it and good-natured tongue the whole time,

and that in itself was an impressive sight.

Then out on the great grass plains under

the shade of the oaks was arrayed an immense

crowd of thousands upon thousands of boys,

all dressed alikeâ��all the same typeâ��all

working under suppressed excitement, though

many of them had been travelling the whole

of the previous night. Go where you would

it was the same sight; after going through

one enormous division of them you only

realized that there were still three more similar

divisions to be seen. All preparing themselves
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for the great moment when they were to see

the King.

A few hours later these same boys were all

massed in solid ranks in a vast horseshoe in

the open park, and facing them was a great

crowd of spectators, watching and waiting for

what they might do.

What struck one at that moment was the

mysterious hush which seemed to pervade

the whole scene where these thousands of

human beings were quietly waiting for some-

thing, and ready at any moment to burst out

â��no one could tell quite in what direction.

Expectation had reached a kind of climax

when at last the King and his Staff arrived

upon the scene. He had arranged that he

himself should be seen by every boyâ��that was

what they came for all these hundreds of

miles. This would not be possible if they

marched past him in the usual fashion where

only those on the flank could see himâ��the

only way would be for him to ride round and

show himself to all. It was his own idea, and

when carried out proved how truly he had

fathomed the wishes of the whole of the parade.

For, steady as they were in their ranks, the

King had not gone half-way round when the

boys could no longer restrain themselves. A

sudden tornado of cheers broke out where the

King wasâ��like a prairie fire, and it spread all

round the great concourse in a moment so

that the whole scene was a mass of cheering

lads and tossing hatsâ��their enthusiasm knew

no bounds, and that, no doubt, was a sight

which impressed itself on all who were

there.

The King himself remarked on another

feature of the scene which also, in its way,

impressed a thoughtful onlooker, and that

was the massed body of men formed in rear of

the boys. These were the scoutmastersâ��

the men who pulled the stringsâ��the men who

did the workâ��the men who were behind the

scenes, in the background, and had done so

much to train these boys and to bring them

for their Sovereign's inspection. There were

men among them of every kindâ��young and

old, rough and smooth, high and low, rich and

poorâ��all shoulder to shoulder in one great

causeâ��the cause of the future generation of

their country. . Here was a distinguished

colonel with cavalry bearing, many medals and

orders on his breast. Alongside him was a

pale curate of an East-end slum, rubbing

shoulders with an old bluejacket and a bank

clerk from Canada. The same kind of thing

might be seen anywhere along that wonderful

line. It was an indication of what there is

in our fellow-countrymen of patriotism and

good will for voluntary work where it is often

not suspected.

But these and many other impressive

incidents were swallowed up in the great

moment of the day, when the King took his

place under the Royal Standard at" the

saluting-point. There was a minute's dead-

silent pause, and then a sudden scream rent

the air, and the whole mighty horseshoe of

thirty thousand boys with one impulse leapt

forward, from either side, rushing as only boys

can rush, gathering speed and force as they

came, a mighty roaring torrent of humanity,

screaming out rallying cries of their different

patrols as they came in a whole kaleidoscopic

mass of colour, with flags fluttering, hats

waving, knees glinting, in the great charge

when they flew in towards the King.

Then, at a sign, the whole mass suddenly

stopped its rush, up went a forest of staves

and hats, and higher into the skies went the

shrill, screaming cheers of the boys that

gripped the throats of all onlookersâ��" God

Save the King "â��that apogee of patriotic

fervour in young Britain, that surge of enthu-

siasm to do anything that might be demanded

of them in the cause of their country and King.

That was the most impressive sight that I

have ever seen.

Elizabeth, Empress of Austria.

By ARCHDEACON SINCLAIR.

1HERE is a passage in

Thackeray which says, " A

good woman is the loveliest

flower that blooms under

heaven ; and we look with

love and wonder upon its

silent grace, its pure fragrance,

its delicate bloom and beauty. Sweet and

beautiful ! The fairest and the most spotless !

Is it not a pity to see them bowed down or

devoured by grief inexorable, wasting in

disease, pining with long pain, or cut off by

sudden fate in their prime ? We may

deserve grief, but why should these be

unhappy ? Except that we know that

Heaven chastens those whom it loves best;

being pleased, by repeated trials, to make

these pure spirits more pure."
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These very true sentences describe with all

the authority of a great writer what I have

chosen as my most impressive scene ; and I

will add a sentence from Addison :â��

" There is nothing that makes its way more

directly to the soul than beauty."

It must have been, I thipk, in the year

1868 that I saw four sisters of unusual and

super-eminent beauty ; they were Elizabeth,

Empress of Austria; Marie Sophie, ex-Queen

of Naples;

Matilda Louisa,

Countess of

Trani; and

Sophie Char-

lotte, Duchesse

d'Alencon. But

it is of the Em-

press alone that

I wish to write,

as her radiant

appearance made

the others at once

complements of

her own beauty.

We do not, in

the present day,

hand the Apple

of Trojan Paris

to any indivi-

dual ; probably

there would be

little to choose

between the Em-

press Elizabeth,

Queen Alexan-

dra, and others

who might be

named. But, at

any rate, in 1868,

the Empress,

who was then

about thirty, was

a vision of loveli-

ness to which

the most insen-

sate could not

fail to pay tribute. The general radiance,

the sparkle of the dark eyes, the magnificent

crown of dark chestnut hair, the perfect

features, brilliant with animation and intelli-

gence, the air of grace, dignity, and perfect

culture,formed a picture which could not be for-

gotten. And when, with that supreme beauty,

you combine some idea of all the good she did,

her almost unparalleled sorrows, and her tragic

fate, you get a perfectly unique impression.

When I first saw the Empress Elizabeth

none could foretell the long series of tragedies

ELIZABETH, EMPRESS OF AUSTRIA

which were destined to add the supreme gift

of dignity and pathos to her memory. Nor

had her ceaseless and lifelong activities for

the oppressed and suffering become widely

known, for she worked unobtrusively.

" Without her," said the Emperor, " I

never could have done the work that God

has given me to do." Perhaps, how-

ever, it is the memory of her many sorrows,

sorrows which have only served to make her

beauty the more

sympathetically-

human, the more

graciously tender,

which charges me

now with the re-

membrance that

I was, indeed,

gazing on one of

the "loveliest

flowers that

bloom under

heaven."

Even when

her energies be-

came weary-,

Elizabeth ,

Empress of

Austria, " never

failed to plant

a flower where

she knew a

flower would

grow." Her

mission in life,

she felt to the

end, was to do

good. And

what higher

mission can

any of us un-

dertake ? Can

you wonder,

then, how lasting

the impression

would become,

made by so fine

a character in so noble a form ? Can you

wonder that I look back across the years at

"her silent grace, her pure fragrance, and her

delicate bloom and beauty" with unfading

interest? As I recall that vision of a true

and rarely-gifted " messenger of love and

kindness " I realize with an emphasis derived

from illusive probabilities of unbroken happi-

ness surrounding that illustrious lady how true

it is that " Heaven chastens those whom it

loves best, being pleased, by repeated trials,

to make these pure spirits more pure ! "
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PASSAGE

IN Tom Mow-

bray's board-

ing-house the

sailors who sat

upon the narrow

benches round

the big room

ceased their talk

as the door

opened and Tom

Mowbray himself

entered from the

street. The men

in the room, for

all the dreary

stiffness of their

shore - clothes,

carried upon

their faces, in

their hands

shaped to the

rasp of ropes, in

every attitude of

their bodies, the

ineradicable hall-

mark of the sea

which was the

arena of their

lives; they

salted the barren place with its vigour and

pungency. Pausing within the door, Tom

Mowbray sent his pale, inexpressive glance

flickering along the faces they turned

towards him.

" Well, boys," he said, " takin' it easy

fer a spell ? "

There was a murmur of reply from the men;

they watched him warily, knowing that he was

not genial for nothing. He was a man of fifty

or more, bloated in body, with an immobile

grey face and a gay white moustache that

masked his gross and ruthless mouth. He

was dressed like any other successful mer-

chant, bulging waistcoat, showy linen, and

all; the commodity in which he dealt was

the flesh and blood of seamen, and his house

was eminent among those which helped the

water-front of San Franciscoâ��the Barbary

Coast, as sailors call itâ��to its unholy fame.

He stood among the sunburnt, steady-eyed

seamen like a fungus in fresh grass.

" An' now, who's for a good ship ? " he

inquired. There was a sort of mirth in his

voice as he spoke. " Good wages, good grub,
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an' a soft job.

Don't all of ye

speak at once."

The sailors eyed

him warily. From

the end of the

room a white-

haired American

looked up wryly.

" What's her

name?" he

asked.

" Name?"Tom

Mowbray kept

his countenance,

though the name

was the cream of

the joke. He

paused, watching

the faces of those

who had been

ashore a week

and were due to

ship again when

he should give

the word. " Oh,

you don't want

to be scared of

her name; her

name's all right. She's the Etna!"

Somebody laughed, and Tom Mowbray

gave him an approving glance ; the others

interchanged looks. The Etna had a reputa-

tion familiar to seamen, and a nickname, too ;

they called her the " Hell-packet." Of all

the tall and beautiful ships which maintained

their smartness and their beauty upon the

agony of wronged and driven seamen, the

Etna was the most terrible, a blue-water

penitentiary, a floating place of torment. To

enhance the strange terror of her, the bitter

devil who was her captain carried his wife on

board ; the daily brutalities that made her

infamous went on under the eyes and within

the hearing of a woman ; it added a touch of

the grotesque to what was otherwise fearful

enough.

Tom Mowbray stood enjoying the dumb

consternation of his victims.

" Well, who's for it ? " he inquired.

" Ain't there none of you that wants a good

ship like thatâ��Noo York an' back here, an'

eighteen dollars a month ? Well, I s'pose

I'll have to take my pick of ver."
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They knew he had proposed the matter to

them only in mockery of their helplessness ;

they were at his mercy, and those he selected

would have to go. He would secure an

advance of three months of their wages as

payment for their week or so of board ; and

they would desert penniless in New York to

escape the return voyage. There was no

remedy; it was almost a commonplace risk

of their weary livesâ��so commonplace a risk

that of all those men, accustomed to peril

and violence, there was none to rise and drive

a fist into his sleek face. But from

the hack of the room one, nursing

a crossed knee, with his pipe in his

mouth, spoke with assurance.

" I'm not goin' aboard of her,"

he said.

Mowbray could stand that. He smoothed

out his countenance, watching while the

young man's neighbour on the bench nudged

him warningly.

" Well, I gotta find a crowd for her," he

said, in tones of resignation. " I dunno how

I'm goin' to do it, though."

He sighed, the burlesque sigh of a fat man

pitying himself, and passed through the room

to the door at the far end. Not till it had

closed behind him did talk resume. A man

who had been three weeks ashore leaned back

'OH, you're not goin' aboard of her?' he queried, slowly

Tom Mowbray's heavy brows lowered a

little ; he surveyed the speaker. It was a

young man, sitting remote from the windows,

whose face, in the shadows of the big, bare

room, showed yet a briskness of colouring.

His nameâ��Tom remembered it with an

effortâ��was Goodwin, Daniel Goodwin ; he

had been paid off from a " lime-juicer " little

more than a week before.

" Oh, you re not goin' aboard of her ? " he

queried, slowly.

" No," answered the young man, calmly ;

" I'm not."

It was defiance, it was insult; but Tom

against the wall and

let his breath escape

in a sigh which was

not burlesque. For

him there was no

hope ; he was as much

doomed as if a judge

had pronounced

sentence on him.

"Oh, rats!" he said.

" Wonder if he'll let

me have a dollar to get a drink 'fore I go

aboard of her? "

The others turned their eyes on him

curiously : whatever happened to them, he

was a man who would sail in the Etna;

already he was isolated and tragic.

The neighbour who had nudged young

Goodwin nudged him again.

" Come out," he breathed into the ear that

the young man bent towards him. " Come

out; I want to speak t' ye."

In the street, the mean, cobbled street of

the Barbary Coast, he who had nudged him

took Goodwin by the arm and spoke urgently.
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" Say, ain't ye got no sense ? " he demanded.

" Talkin' like that to Tom Mowbray ! Don't

ye know that's the way to fix him to ship ye

aboard the ' Hell-packet' ? "

" He can't ship me aboard of any ' Hell-

packet,' " answered Goodwin, serenely.

" When I ship I ship myself, an' I pay my

board in cash. There ain't any advance note

to be got out 0' me."

The other halted and drew Goodwin to

halt facing him at the edge of the sidewalk,

where a beetle-browed saloon projected its

awning above them. Like Goodwin, he was

young and brown ; but, unlike Goodwin,

there was a touch of sophistication, of daunt-

ing experience, in the seriousness of his face.

The two had met and chummed after the

fashion of sailors, who make and lose their

friends as the hazard of the hour directs.

" You don't know Tom Mowbray," he said,

in a kind of affectionate contempt. " He'sâ��

he's a swineâ��an' he's cute. Didn't you hear

about him shippin' a corpse aboard o' the

Susquehanna, an' drawin' three months

advance for it ? Why, you ain't got a show

with him if he's got a down on ye."

Goodwin smiled.

" Maybe I don't know Tom Mowbray,"

he said, " but it's a sure thing Tom Mowbray

don't know me. Come on an' have a drink,

Jim. This thing of the Etnaâ��it's settled.

Come on!"

He led the way into the saloon beside them.

Jim, growling warningly, followed him.

At twenty-sixâ��it was Goodwin's ageâ��one

should be very much a man. One's moustache

is confirmed in its place ; one has the stature

and muscles of a man, a man's tenacity and

resistance, while the heart of boyishness still

pulses in one's body. It is the age at which

capacity is the ally of impulse, when heart

and hand go paired in a perfect fraternity.

One is as sure of oneself as a woman of thirty,

and with as much and as little reason. Good-

win, when he announced that he, at any rate,

would not be one of the crew of the Etna,

spoke out of a serene confidence in himself.

He knew himself for a fine seaman and a

reasonably fine human being. He had not

squandered his wages, and he did not mean

to be robbed of his earnings when he shipped

himself again. It was his first visit to San

Francisco ; the ports he knew were not dan-

gerous to a man who took care of himself,

who was not a drunkard and could fight at

need. He showed as something under six

feet tall, long in the limb and moving handily,

with eyes of an angry blue in a face tanned

russet bv wind and sun.

In the saloon he laughed down Jim's

instances of Tom Mowbray's treachery and

cunning.

" I reckon Tom Mowbray knows when he's

safe," he said. " Why, if he was to do any

0' them things to me, I'd get him if I had to

dig for him. Yes, sir I"

From thence the course of events ran as

anyone familiar with the Barbary Coast might

have prophesied. They returned to the

boarding-house for supper and joined their

fellows at the long table in the back room,

and were waited on by Tom Mowbray's

" runners." Mowbray himself, with his scared

lean wife and his wife's crippled brother,

had a table apart from the men. As he ate

he entertained himself by baiting the unhappy

cripple, till the broken man, whose face-

muscles were drawn with paralysis, stam-

mered tearfully across the table at him,

shaking and grimacing in a nervous frenzy

which Tom Mowbray always found comical.

The woman between them sat with her eyes

downcast and her face bitter and still. They

made a picture of domesticity at which the

sailors stared in a fascination of perplexity

while the hard-faced " runners" in their

shirt-sleeves carried the plates to and from

the kitchen and the ritual of the evening meal

proceeded to its finish.

If there was in Goodwin a quality more

salient than his youthful force and his trust

in his own capacity, it was the manner he

had of seeing absorbedly the men and things

that presented themselves to his eyes, so that

even in dull and trivial matters he gathered

strong impressions and vivid memories.

The three people at the little table made a

group from which, while he ate, he could not

withdraw his eyes. The suffering passivity

of the woman, the sly, sinister humour in

Tom Mowbray's heavy grey face, the livid

and impotent hate that frothed in the crippled

man and his strange jerky gestures, the atmo-

sphere of nightmare cruelty and suffering that

enveloped them like a miasmaâ��these bit

themselves into his imagination and left it

sore. He saw and tasted nothing of what he

ate and drank ; he was lost in watching the

three at the other table. The " runner " who

re-filled his cup with coffee winked across his

head to one of the others as though in mirth

at his abstraction.

In the ordinary way he would have gone for

a walk up-town with his friend after supper,

but he was not in a mood for company that

evening, and found himself sleepy besides.

He went upstairs to the bedroom he shared

with two other men to get some tobacco
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he had there, and discovered in himself so

strong an inclination to slumber that he

decided to go to bed forthwith. He lit his

pipe and sat down on his bed to take his

boots off. He had one boot unlaced, but

still on his foot, when his pipe dropped from

his lips. Across his drugged and failing brain

there flickered for an instant the blurred shape

of a suspicion.

" What's the matter with me ? " he half

cried, and tried to rise to his feet.

He knew he had failed to stand up and

had fallen back on the bed. With his last

faculties he resisted the tides of darkness

that rushed in upon him; then his grasp upon

consciousness loosened, and his face, which

had been knitted in effort, relaxed. When,

half an hour later, Tom Mowbray and two

of his " runners " came to find him, he lay,

scarcely breathing, in the appearance of a

profound and natural sleep.

It was thirty-six hours later when a vague

consciousness of pain, growing upon his

poisoned nerves, sharpened to a climax and

he opened his eyes, lying where he found

himself without moving. It took him some

minutes before he brought his mind into

co-ordination with his senses to realize what

he saw. Then it was plain to him that he

was lying upon the bare slats of a bunk in

the narrow forecastle of a ship.

Slowly the sailor within him asserted itself.

" This hooker's at anchor ! "

By degrees he began to account for himself.

Recollection returned ; he had waked in a

bare and bedless bunk, but it was at Tom Mow-

bray's he had fallen asleep. He remembered

going up to his room and the sleepiness that

had pressed itself upon him there. And there

was a thought, a doubt, that had been with

him at the last. It eluded him for a moment;

then he remembered and sat up, in an access

of vigour and anger as he recalled it.

" Knock-out drops," he said. " Yes, by

Heaven ! Tom Mowbray's shanghaied me!"

His head ached, his skin and his mouth

were parched as by a fever. Stiffly he swung

himself over the edge of his bunk and went

on feet that were numb and uncertain through

the door to the deck. He was sore all over

from lying on the bare slats of the bunk, and

the dregs of the drug still clogged his mind

and muscles ; but, like the flame in a foul

lantern, there burned in him the fires of anger.

" Shanghaied ! " he repeated, as he reeled

to the rail and caught at a backstay to steady

himself. " Well, the man that did it wants

to hide when I get ashore again."

He cast his eyes aft over the ship on which

he found himself, summing her up with an

automatic expertness. An American ship, it

was plain, and a three-skysail-yarder at that,

with a magnificent stature and spread of

spars. Abeam of her San Francisco basked

along its shore ; she was at anchor well out

in the bay. What ship was it that he had

viewed from a dockhead lying just there ?

The answer was on his lips even before his

eyes discovered the boat she carried on top

of the forecastle, with her name lettered upon

it. Tom Mowbray had proved his power by

shanghaing him aboard the Etna !

He said nothing ; the situation was beyond

mere oaths, but wrath surged in him like a

flood.

Around the for'ard house, walking with

measured steps, came Mr. Fant, the mate of

the Etna, and accosted him.

" Sobered up, have ye ? " said Mr. Fant.

" Yes, sir," said Goodwin.

" That's right," said Mr. Fant, mildly,

surveying him with an appearance of gentle

interest. " Knock-out drops ? " he inquired.

" Yes, sir," answered Goodwin again,

watching him.

" Ah ! " Mr. Fant shook his head. " Well,

you're all right now," he said. " Stick yer

head in a bucket an' ye'U be ready to turn

to."

Mr. Fant had his share in the fame of the

Etna ; he was a part of her character. Good-

win, though his mind still moved slowly, eyed

him intently, gauging the man's strange and

masked quality, probing the mildness of his

address for the thing it veiled. He saw the

mate of the Etna as a spare man of middle

age, who would have been tall but for the

stoop of his shoulders. His shaven face was

constricted primly ; he had the mouth of an

old maid, and stood slack-bodied, with his

hands sunk in the pockets of his jackets.

Only the tightness of his clothes across his

chest and something sure and restrained in

his gait as he walked hinted of the iron thews

that governed his lean body ; and while he

spoke in the accents of an easy civility, his

stony eyes looked on Goodwin with an un-

blinking and remorseless aloofness. It was

not hard to image him when the Etna, with

her crew seduced or drugged to man her,

should be clear of soundings and the business

of the voyage put in shape, when every

watch on deck would be a quaking ordeal of

fear and pain, and every watch below an

interval for mere despair.

The vision of it made Goodwin desperate.

" I haven't signed on, sir," he protested.

" I've been shanghaied here. This ain't "
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menacing and terrible. But Goodwin was

insistent.

" My name's Goodwin," he persisted.

" Tom Mowbray drugged me and shoved me

on board. I want to go ashore."

Mr. Fant turned to go aft. " You get

yer head into a

bucket," he coun-

selled. " Hurry

up, now. There's

work waitin' to

be done."

" I won't! "

shoutedGoodwin.

He paused

under the daunt-

ing compulsion

of Mr. Fant's

eye.

" You've signed

on all right,"

said Mr. Fant.

" Your name's

John Smith, an'

you signed on

yesterday. You

don't want to

make any mistake about that, Smith."

He spoke as mildly as ever, and yet was

" A HST TOOK GOODWIN ON THE EDGE

OF THE JAW AND SENT HIM GASPING."

" Eh ! " Mr. Fant's voice was

still mild as he uttered the exclama-

tion, but before Goodwin could re-

peat himself he had moved. As if

some spring in him had been

released from tension, the mild and

prim Mr. Fant whirled on his heel

and a fist took Goodwin on the edge

of the jaw and sent him gasping

and clucking on to his back ; while, with

the precision of a movement rehearsed and
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practised,Mr. Want's booted footswung forward

and kicked him into the scuppers. He lay

there on his back, looking up in an extremity

of terror and astonishment at the unmoved

face of the mate.

" Get up, Smith," commanded Mr. Fant.

Goodwin obeyed, scarcely conscious of the

pain in his face and flank in the urgency of the

moment. " Now you get the bucket, same

as I told you, and when you've freshened

yourself come aft an' I'll start you on a job.

See ? "

" Aye, aye, sir," responded Goodwin,

mechanically, and started for'ard. The Etna

had absorbed him into her system. He was

initiated already to his role of a driven beast;

but tenacious as an altar-fire, there glowed yet

within him the warmth of hts anger against

Tom Mowbray. It was secret, beyond the

reach of Mr. Fant's fist; the fist was only

another item in Tom Mowbray's debt.

From his place on the crossjack-yard, to

which Mr. Fant sent him, Goodwin had pre-

sently a view of the captain's wife. She came

to the poop from the cabin companion-way

and leaned for a while on the taffrail, seeming

to gaze at the town undulating over its hills

dwarfed by the distance. It was when she

turned to go down again that Goodwin had

a full view of her face, bleak and rigid, with

greying hair drawn tightly back from the

temples, as formal and blank as the face of

a clock. It was told of her that she would

sit knitting in her chair by the mizen fife-

rail while at the break of the poop a miserable

man was being trodden and beaten out of

the likeness of humanity, and never lift her

head nor shift her attitude for all his cries

and struggles. It was her presence aboard

that touched the man-slaughtering Etna with

her quality of the macabre.

" But she won't see me broken up," swore

Goodwin to himself as her head vanished

in the hood of the companion. " No, not if

I got to set the blessed ship alight ! "

He made the acquaintance, when work was

over for the day, of his fellows in ill-fortune,

the owners of the three occupied bunks in the

forecastle. As if the Etna had laid herself

out to starve him of every means of comfort,

they proved to be " Dutchmen "â��that is to

say, Teutons of one nationality or anotherâ��

and therefore, by sea-canons, his inferiors,

incapable of sharing his feelings and not to

be trusted with his purpose. One question,

however, they were able to answer satis-

factorily. It had occurred to him that since

even Tom Mowbray could only get men for

the Etna by drugging them, her officers would

probably take special precautions to guard

against desertions.

" Do they lock us in here at night ? "

he asked of the three of them when they sat

at supper in the port forecastle.

They stared at him uncomprehendingly.

For them, helots of the sea, the Etna's terrors

were nothing out of the way. All ships use

them harshly ; life itself was harsh enough.

" Log us in ! " answered one of them.

" Noâ��for what shall they log us in ? "

" That's all right, then," said Goodwin,

and let them continue to stare at him, rumina-

ting his reasons for the question.

There was a fourth Dutchman who slum-

bered through the day in the starboard fore-

castle and sat all night in the galley, in the

exercise of his functions as night watchman.

His lamp shed a path of light from the galley

door to the rail when, his fellows in the fore-

castle being audibly asleep, Goodwin rose from

his bunk and came forth to the deck. In

the break of the poop there showed the light of

Mr. Fant's window, where he lay in his bunk,

relaxing his grisly official personality with a

book and a cigar.

In deft haste Goodwin stepped to the fore

side of the forecastle, where he would be hidden

should the watchman take a fancy to look out

of his galley. In him a single emotion was

constant : he had a need to find Tom Mow-

bray. It was more than an idea or a passion :

it was like the craving of a drug maniac for

his poison. The shore that blinked at him

across the black waters was not inaccessible

under the impulse of that lust of anger.

He was at all times a strong swimmer. Under

shelter of the deckhouse he stripped his

clothes and made of themâ��it was only his

shirt and trousersâ��a bundle which the belt

that carried his sheath-knife fastened upon

his head, descending under his chin like a

helmet-strap. With infinite precaution, to

be unheard, he went in this trim across the

deck to the rail.

The Etna's chain-plates were broad as a

frigate's ; he had but to let himself down care-

fully and he was in the water without a splash.

A dozen strokes took him clear of her, and

presently he paused, up-ending and treading

water to look back at her. She stood up

over her anchors like a piece of architecture,

poising like a tower. The sailor in him paid

tribute to the builders who had conceived

her beauty. They had devised a ship; it

needed Mr. Fant and his colleagues to degrade

her into a sea-going Tophet and give aptness

to her by-name of " Hell-packet." He was

clear of her now ; he might fail to reach the
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shore, and drown, but at least the grey woman

aft would never see his humiliation and defeat.

He turned over, setting his face to the water-

side lights of the city, and struck out.

It was a long swim, and it was fortunate

for him that he took the water on the turn

of the tide, so that where the tail of the ebb

set him down the first of the flood bore him

back. The stimulus of the chill and the

labour of swimming cleared the poison from

his body and brain. He swam steadily, with

eyes fixed on the lights beading the waterside

and mind clenched on his single purpose to

find Tom Mowbray, to deal with him, to

â�¢satisfy the anger which ached in him like

a starved appetite. How he would handle

him, what he would do to him, when he found

him, did not occupy his thoughts; it was a

purpose and not a plan which was taking him

ashore. He had the man's pursy large face

for ever in his consciousness; the vision of it

was a spur, an exasperation. He found him-

self swimming furiously, wasting strength, in

the thought of encountering it.

Good luck, and not calculation, brought

him ashore on the broadside of the Barbary

Coast, in a small dock where a Norwegian

barque lay slumbering alongside the wharf.

Her watchman, if she had one, was not in

sight; it was upon her deck that he dressed

himself, fumbling hurriedly into the shirt and

trousers which he had failed, after all, to keep

dry. He jerked his belt tight about him

and felt the sheath-knife which it carried

pressing against his back. He reached back

and slid it round to his right side, where his,

hand could drop on it easily ; it might chance

that before the night was over he would need

a weapon.

He had no notion of the hour nor of the

length of time he had been in the water. As

he passed bare-footed from the wharf he was

surprised to find the shabby street empty

under its sparse lamps. It lay between its

mean houses vacant and unfamiliar in its

quietude ; it seemed to him as though the

city waited in a conscious hush till he should

have done what he had come to do. His bare

feet on the sidewalk slapped and shuffled, and

he hurried along close to the walls ; the noise

he made, for all his caution, appeared to him

monstrous, enough to wake the sleepers in

the houses and draw them to their windows

to see the man who was going to find Tom

Mowbray.

An alley between gapped and decrepit

board-fences brought him to the back of the

house he sought; he swung himself into the

unsavoury back-yard of it without delaying

to seek for the gate. The house was over

him, blank and lightless, its roof a black heap

against the night sky. He paused to look up

at it. He was still without any plan ; not

even now did he feel the need of one. To go

inâ��to break in, if that were the quickest

wayâ��to stamp his stormy way up to the

room where Tom Mowbray was sleeping, to

wrench him from his bed and then let loose

the maniac fury that lurked within himâ��all

that was plain to do. He cast a glance at the

nearest window, and then it was that the

door of the house opened.

He was standing to one side, a dozen paces

from it; a single noiseless step took him to

the wall, against which he backed, screened

by the darkness, and waited to see who would

come forth. A figure appeared and lingered

in the doorway, and he caught the sibilance of

a whisper, and immediately upon it a dull

noise of tapping, as though someone beat

gently and slowly against the door with a

clenched hand. It was a noise he had heard

before ; his faculties strained themselves to

identify it. Then a second figure appeared,

smaller than the first, moving with a strange

gait, and he knew. It was the cripple, Mow-

bray's brother-in-law, and it was his leather-

shod crutch which had tapped on the floor of

the passage. The two figures moved down the

yard together, and presently, as they passed

from the shadow of the house and came within

the feeble light of a lamp that burned at the

mouth of the alley, he saw that the taller of

the two was Tom Mowbray's wife. They

found the gate in the fence and opened it,

manifestly hesitating at the strident creak-

ing it made, and passed through. At no

moment were they clear to see, but to

Goodwin's eyes their very gait was in some

way expressive of a tragic solemnity that

clad them.

He remained silent in his place as they went

along the alley towards the street, passing

him at arm's length on the other side of the

fence. Their footsteps were muffled on

the unpaved ground of the alley, but there

was another noise which he heardâ��the sound

of the woman weepingâ��weeping brokenly

and openly. Then the cripple's harsh, hope-

less voice spoke.

" Anyway, we're alone together again for a

bit, Sally," he croaked.

The woman checked her sobs to answer.

" Yes, honey," she replied, gently, as though

she answered a child.

Goodwin waited till the tapping of the

crutch had receded. " So they've quit him

at last," he reflected. " And "â��he stepped
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forth from his hiding-place brisklyâ��" they've

left the door open. Now for Tom Mowbray ! "

Once within the door he was no longer

careful to be silent. The house was dark, and

he had to grope his way to the stairs, or he

would have run at and up them at the top of

his speed. The place seemed full of doors

closed upon sleeping people ; someone on an

upper floor was snoring with the noise of a

man strangling. He moved among them

awkwardly, but he knew which was the room

that harboured his man. The door of it was

before him at last. He fumbled and found

the handle.

" Now ! " he said, aloud, and thrust it open.

His vision of vengeance had shown him the

room that was to be its arena, but this room

was dark and he could not see it. He had

not allowed for that. He swore as the door

swung to behind him.

" Mowbray ! " he shouted. " Mowbray,

you blasted robber ! Wake up an' get what's

comin' to you ! "

There was no answering stir to tell him the

direction in which to spring with hands

splayed for the grapple. The room had a

strange stillness ; in spite of himself he held

his breath to listen for Tom Mowbray's

breathing. His right arm brushed the hilt of

his sheath-knife as he stood, tense and

listening. There was no sound of breathing,

but there was something.

It was like the slow tick of a very quiet

clock, measured and persistent. He could

not make it out.

" Mowbray !" he called once more, and

the only answer was that " pat-a-pat " that

became audible again when he ceased to call.

" I bet I'll wake you," he said, and stepped

forward, feeling before him with his hands.

They found the surface of a table, struck and

knocked over a glass that stood upon it, and

found a box of matches. " Ah ! " grunted

Goodwin, triumphantly.

The match-flame languished ere it stood

steady and let the room be seen. Goodwin

had passed the bed and was standing with

his back to it. With the match in his fingers

and his eyes dazzled by its light he turned and

approached it. The face of Tom Mowbray

showed wide-open eyes at him from the pillow.

The bed-clothes lay across his chest; one

arm hung over the edge of the bed with the

hand loose and limp. And about his neck

his night-clothes and the linen of the bed

were sodden and dreadful with blood that

had flowed from a frighttul wound in the

throat. What had sounded like the ticking

of a clock was now the noise of its dripping.

" Drip," it went; " drip-drip ! "

The match-flame stung his fingers and went

out.

" Heaven ! " cried Goodwin, and out of

the darkness panic swooped on him.

There was a moment when he tried to find

the door and could not, alone in the blackness

of the room with a murdered man. He

caught at himself desperately to save himself

from screaming, and found the match-box

in his hand. He failed to light two matches,

standing off the lunatic terror that threatened

him. Somewhere out of sight he knew that

Tom Mowbray's eyes were open. The third

match fired, and he had the door by the handle.

It restored him like the grip of a friendly

hand.

He was able to pause in the door while the

match burned and his mind raced. There

leaped to the eye of his imagination the two

stricken figures he had seen slinking from the

house, the weeping of the woman, the muffled

tap of the man's crutch. There followed, in an

inevitable sequence, the memory of them in

their torment as they sat at meat with Tom

Mowbray.

" I wonder which of them done it ? " he

thought, and shuddered. Where he stood

he could see the still face of the dead man,

with its shape of power and pride overcast

now by the dreadful meekness of the dead.

He could not pursue the thought, for another

came up to drive it from his mind.

" Supposin' somebody woke and come out

and saw me here ! "

To think of it was enough. Drawing the

door to behind him, he went down the stairs.

He had been careless of noise in ascending ;

now, each creak of the warped boards was an

agony. The snorer had turned over in bed ;

the awful house had a graveyard stillness.

He held his breath till he was clear of it and

again in the hushed and empty street.

" The Etna for mine, if I can make it! " he

breathed to himself, as he went at a run in

the shadow of the silent houses. " But if

anyone was to see me ! "

And thus it was that the first pallor of

dawn beheld the incredible and unprecedented

sight of an able seaman, with his clothes

strapped upon his head, swimming at peril

of his life in San Francisco bay, to get aboard

of the " Hell-packet."
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Sayings of

" Strand Children.

It will be remembered that in our October number we published, under the title

of " The Sayings of Marjorie," a character study of a child, and at the same time

invited our readers to send us anecdotes or sayings of their own children, of which

we promised to publish a selection. We have now much pleasure in giving a first

instalment, and hope to publish a further selection next month.

HAVE a niece named Maisie,

one of whose last pronounce-

ments was as follows. She

fell and cut her knee badly

and was very much upset

about it. As her mother was

washing and dressing it, she

said, "Shall I die?" "Die," said her

mother, " of course notâ��only the good die

young ! " She stopped crying to consider

that, and then announced, rather tearfully,

" Well, I'll be as bad as I can."

Miss Helen Fraser, 42, Garturk Street, Crosshill, Glasgow.

A little girl I knew

had her own way of

getting rid of things

she did not want. She

would turn to her neigh-

bour and, putting a cab-

bage-stump on his plate,

ask, " My dear friend,

would you like some nice

cabbage ? "

Miss R. C. Smith, 26, Alconbury

Road, Upper Clapton, N.E.

Being very fond of

sweets, a friend of mine

always used to keep some

on his dressing - table.

Upon retiring one night

he found that the paper

round the sweets was very wet, which he

could not account for. Next morning he

made inquiries, and asking his little sister if

she had taken any of them, she put her hands

behind her and, twisting herself about, said,

" No, George, I have not taken any of your

sweets; I only had a lick at them."

Mrs. G. S. Guv, 47, Clayton Avenue, Wembley, Middlesex.

" WELL, I'LL BE AS BAD AS I CAN

A rather good story was of a small girl who,

while at her devotions, was rudely interrupted

by an impish brother slapping her. " Oh,

Lord," prayed the child, " please 'scuse me a

minute." With that she jumped up, dealt

her persecutor a resounding smack, and went

back with a relieved mind to her devotions.

A young lady was much troubled by a

small boy of the enfant terrible variety. He

took a violent fancy to her and was always

wanting to kiss her. At last, in company,

she said, laughingly, " Oh, run away, Bertie;

you know I can't be troubled kissing little

boys." " Would you

rather kiss big boys ? "

queried the precocious

infant.

Miss Margaret Yuii.l, Hillside,

Partickhill, Glasgow.

We call our little girls

the "Optimist" and the

"Pessimist." The Pessi-

mist arrived first, six

years ago, on a miserably

cold and foggy day, and

she has taken life seri-

ously from that day to

this; she has really a

sweet disposition, but

she always sees trouble

ahead. The following is

characteristic of her.

After each child had been given a penny,

Gwen, the Optimist, smilingly said, " Thank

you," but the Pessimist looked thoughtful.

" Say ' Thank you,' Joyce," I prompted,

and she answered, " Oh ! I know Gwen will

lose hers and want mine ! "

Mrs. Bertha Haviour, Bel Air, Ellesmere Road,

Heath, Warrington.
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Zoe, a fat child of four, loved looking after

other people's babies. She said to a girl

friend, " Harrie, when you get married you

are to have twenty childrenâ��I'll look after

them for you." We teazed her, saying she

would never

be able to.keep

them all clean.

" Why, yes, I

could," she

maintained.

" I should put

nineteen in

soak while I

washed the

other."

Mrs. W. F. Craies,

Â«, Holland Villas

Koad, Kensington,

W.

" HAKKIE, WHEN YOU GET

MARRIED YOU ARB TO HAVE

TWENTY CHILDREN."

A friend who

made much of

our daughter

Kathleen dur-

ing babyhood

left England

soon after she

was two years

oldâ��returning

after seven months' absence. She was soon on

his knee dimpling and smiling up at his face.

" You don't remember me," he said. "I do;

you are Goodam," using the children's

abbreviation of his name. " And you still

have your dimple ? " " Oh, yes," with a

nod of assurance that made him smilingly

say, " Why, you don't know what a dimple

is ! " "I do," said she; " a dimple sticks in

and a pimple sticks out."

Mrs. Godfrey, Church View, New BarneL

My small brother Harry (at the time about

eight years of age) had a small friend in to

tea one afternoon. He also had a very bad

cold in his head which caused him to sniff

very badly. Whilst playing hide-and-seek

Harry ran into the drawing-room and asked

his father to hide him. This was doneâ��the

hiding being behind a large chair. Clarence

(the small friend) came to find him and,

instead of looking, lay full-length on the rug

in front of the fire. Father said, " Come,

Clarence, look about." But Clarence

answered, " No fear; I'm wailing till he

sniffs."

Mr. E. Lowndes, 31, Prince Edward St.,Queen's Park, Glasgow.

I was very fond of gardening (in fact, it

was my great hobby) and had a good

gardener ; but his appearance was not his

strongest point â�� his arms were much too

long for grace, and his face bore a strong

resemblance to a gorilla. A little girl of my

acquaintance said to him, " George, did God

make you ? " " Yes, miss, I suppose so."

" Well," she said, gravely, " He's made me

since, and I think He's improved."

Miss Mary E. Skndey, 67c, Shooter's Hill Road, Blackheath.

Though my son Oily was only three years

of age, he had a great love for music, could

sing little songs and hymns, and often caught

up a taking air played by the regimental

band and sang it about the house. One day

as he sat with us at a meal, we didn't notice

that his plate was empty. We were so busy

talking that his plaintive appeal, " I want

something to eat," was not attended to.

Suddenly we were startled to hear a very

high treble voice singing a child's hymn. The

words he sang were :â��

Oil, supply my every want !

Feed the young and tender plant!

So we fed the young and tender plant

without more ado.

Rev. A. H. Lash, 31, Sandringham Gardens, Ealing, W.

Little Nancy came crying to her mother,

and in a pathetic voice said, " Mamma, Evie's

tweading on all the worms in the garden."

Her mother condoled with her, saying that

he was a

horribly cruel

boy. "Yes,'

sobbed

Nancy, " and

he won't let

me twead on

one !"

Mr. R. Jameson

Buchanan, Judde

House, Tonbridgr,

Kent.

When my

boy was six

years old he

attended a

kindergarten

school, and,

as is not un-

common at

that age, he

strongly objected to soap and water. After

the usual objection to wash himself before

going one afternoon, he got as far as the

door and began to howl dismally. When I

asked him what was the matter he said,

" I have washed myself, and I needn't have

HE WON T LET ME TWEAD ON

ONE ! "
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done it." It was the usual Wednesday

half-holiday.

Mrs. F. Warren, 34, Valentines Road, IHbrd, Essex.

Most children say or do

something unexpected on their

first appearance in church.

When my little girl, Gabrielle,

was first taken she was two

years old. I happened to be

staying with my father, who

was rector of a country-

parish. Gabrielle behaved

wonderfully well, solemnly

watching her grandfather's

movements as he went to the

lectern, etc.; but, at the close

of the service, as we left the

church, she tugged at my

hand, saying, " Oh, don't go

yet, mummy; I want to see

what grandfather's playing at

now ! "

When Gabrielle was about

four she went to a wedding,

and, naturally, after that she

and her brother played at

weddings. I heard the following conversation

one day:â��

Gabrielle : " I'm a bride, Tollie."

Tollie: "Who am I?"

Gabrielle : " You ? Oh ! You're the man

the bride married, that's

all."

Mrs. E. E. Sevier, The Grove,

Heacham, Norfolk.

I WANT TO SEE WHAT GRAND-

FATHER'S PLAYING AT NOW."

Grandad had come to

see us. He had been

seated in his usual place

for a few minutes.

Greetings had been ex-

changed and still my little

boy looked on, expect-

antly. Presently he in-

quired, "Brought any

apples, grandad?" "No,

my sonny," he replied.

" Any oranges ? " "No,"

came the reply. " Any

sweets, grandad ? " " No,

Denis, nothing at all this morning." " Then

whatever have you come for ? " came the

surprising inquiry.

Mr. P. Prentice, 24, Sanforth St, Newbold Moor, Chesterfield,

I have a little friend named Freda, whose

most famous saying dates from a day when

her mother discovered her, a very small

girl, in tears. "Why,

darling, what's the matter?"

" Lost mine ha'penny," was

the choked answer. " Oh,

poor baby ! How did you

lose it ? " " Lost it to the

old woman at the sweet

shop ! "

Clement is a doctor's son

of five, who came to see me

one day, and examined with

interest most of the objects on

my dressing-table. " What's

this?" he demanded. It was

an ordinary medicine bottle,

as I proceeded to explain.

" You know what medicine

is, Clement. You know your

father gives it to people who

are ill and makes them well

again." " Oh, no "â��and his

tone was indescribably mourn-

fulâ��" he tries to, but he never

does."

Marion, aged six, was watching her mother

making cakes one day with great interest.

" When you grow up, Marion," she was told,

" you'll have to learn to cook." " Oh,

please!" said Marion, ecstatically, with

clasped hands of entreaty,

" please, mummie, I'd

rather learn to be a

mother I"

Miss Ruth M. Bedford, care of

The Bank of New South Wales, 29,

Threadneedle Street, London, E.C.

YOU'RE THE MAN THE BRIDE MARRIED,

THAT'S ALL."

My little son Pat was a

very popular young man

at the age of five. One

day he was invited with

his mother to a large

picnic of ladies. When

plate after plate of

dainties was being un-

packed for future handing

round to the party, Pat

put on a forlorn face, and,

to the great amusement of all, was heard to

exclaim, with a deep sigh, " And only one

man I"

Mrs. Hebblbthwaite, Danemore, BexhUl-oa.Sea.
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UMAN natur' ! " said the

night - watchman, gazing

fixedly at a pretty girl in a

passing waterman's skiff.

" Human natur' ! "

He sighed, and, striking

a match, applied it to his

pipe and sat smoking thoughtfully.

" The young fellow is pretending that his

arm is at the back of her by accident," he

continued ; " and she's pretending not to

know that it's there. When he's allowed to

put it round 'er waist whenever he wishes,

he won't want to do it. She's artful enough

to know that, and that's why they are all so

stand-offish until the thing is settled. She'll

move forward 'arf an inch presently, and 'arf

a minute arterwards she'll lean back agin

without thinking. She's a nice-looking gal,

and what she can see in a tailor's dummy like

that, I can't think."

He leaned back on his box and, folding his

arms, emitted a cloud of smoke.

" Human natur's a funny thing. I've

seen a lot of it in my time, and if I was to 'ave

my life all over agin I expect I should be just

as silly as them two in the skiff. I've known

the time when I would spend money as free

over a gal as I would over myself. I on'y

wish I'd got all the money now that I've

spent on peppermint lozenges.

" That gal in the boat reminds me o' one I

used to know a few years ago. Just the same

innercent baby lookâ��a look as if butter

wouldn't melt in 'er mouthâ��and a artful

Vol xlvi.â��95. Copyright, 1913,

disposition that made me sorry for 'er

sects.

"She used to come up to this wharf once

a week in a schooner called the Belle. Her

father, Cap'n Butt, was a widow-man, and 'e

used to bring her with 'im, partly for company

and partly because 'e could keep 'is eye on

her. Nasty eye it was, too, when he 'appened

to be out o' temper.

" I'd often took a bit o' notice o' the gal;

just giving 'er a kind smile now and then as

she sat on deck, and sometimesâ��when 'er

father wasn't lookingâ��she'd smile back.

Once, when 'e was down below % she laughed

right out. She was afraid of 'im, and by and

by I noticed that she daren't even get off

the ship and walk up and down the wharf

without asking 'im. When she went out 'e

was with 'er, and, from one or two nasty

little '-Hacks I 'appened to overhear when the

skipper thought I was too far away, I began

to see that something was up.

" It all came out one evening, and it only

came out because the skipper wanted my help.

I was standing leaning on my broom to get

my breath back arter a bit o' sweeping, when

he came up to me, and I knew at once, by

the nice way 'e spoke, thai he wanted me to

do something for 'im.

" ' Come and 'ave a pint, Bill,' he ses.

" I put my broom ap;in the wall, and we

walked round to the Bull's Head like a couple

o' brothers. We 'ad two pints apiece, and

then he put his 'and on my shoulder and

talked as man to man.

by VV. W. Jacobs.
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"SHE LAUGHEli RIGHT OUT.

" ' I'm in a little bit o' difficulty about

that gal o' mine,' he ses, passing me his baccy-

box. ' Six months ago she dropped a letter

out of 'er pocket, and I'm blest if it wasn't

from a young man. A young man ! '

" ' You sur-prise me,' I ses, meaning to be

sarcastic.

" ' I surprised hr,' he ses, looking very

fierce. ' I went to er box and I found a pile

of 'emâ��a pile of 'emâ��tied up with a piece o'

pink ribbon. And a photygraph of my lord.

And of all the narrer-chested, weak-eyed,

slack-baked, spindly-

legged sons of a gun you

ever saw in your life, he

is the worst. If I on'y

get my 'ands on him I'll

choke 'im with his own

feet.'

" He washed 'is mouth

out with a drop o' beer and

stood scowling at the floor.

" ' Arter I've choked

'im I'll twist his neck,'

he ses. ' If he 'ad on'y put

his address on 'is letters,

I'd go round and do it

now. And my daughter,

my only daughter, won't

tell me where he lives.'

" ' She ought to know

better,' I ses.

" He took hold o' my

'and and shook it. ' You've

got more sense than one

'ud think to look at you,

Bill,' he ses, not thinking

wot he was saying. ' You

see wot a mess I'm in.'

" ' Yes,' I ses.

" ' I'm a nurse, that's

wot I am,' he ses, very

savage. ' Just a nursemaid.

I can't move 'and or foot

without that gal. 'Ow'd

you like it yourself, Bill ? '

" 1 It must be very

orkard for you.' I ses.

' Very orkard indeed.'

" ' Orkard !' he ses ;

' it's no name for it, Bill.

I might as well be a Sun-

day - school teacher, and

ha' done with it. I never

'ad such a dull time in

all my life. Never. And

the \:ors': of it is, it's

spiling my temper. And

all because o' that narrer-

eyed, red-chestedâ��you know wot I mean ! '

" He took another mouthful o' beer, and

then he took 'old of my arm. ' Bill,' he ses.

very earnest, ' I want you to do me a favour.'

" ' Go ahead,' I ses.

" ' I've got to meet a pal at Charing Cross

at ha'-past seven,' he ses ; ' and we're going

to make a night of it. I've left Winnie in

charge o' the cook, and I've told 'im plain

that, if she ain't there when I come back, I'll

skin 'im alive. Now, I want you to watch 'er,

too. Keep the gate locked, and don't let
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anybody in you don't know. Especially

that monkey-faced imitation of a man. Here

'e is. That's his likeness.'

" He pulled a photygraph out of 'is coat-

pocket and 'anded it to me.

" ' That's 'im,' he ses. ' Fancy a gal

getting love-letters from a thing like that!

And she was on'y twenty last birthday.

Keep your eye on 'er, Bill, and don't let 'er

out of your sight. You're worth two o' the

cook.'

" He finished 'is beer, and, cuddling my

arm, stepped back to the wharf. Miss Butt

was sitting on the cabin skylight reading a

book, and old Joe, the cook, was standing

near 'er pretending to swab the decks with a

mop.

" ' I've got to go out for a little whileâ��on

business,' ses the skipper. ' I don't s'pose I

shall be long, and, while I'm away, Bill and

the cook will look arter you.'

" Miss Butt wrinkled up 'er shoulders.

" ' The gate'll be locked, and you're not to

leave the wharf. D'ye 'ear ? '

" The gal wriggled 'er shoulders agin and

went on reading, but she gave the cook a

look out of 'er innercent baby eyes that

nearly made 'im drop the mop.

" ' Them's my orders,' ses the skipper,

swelling his chest and looking round, ' to

everybody. You know wot'll 'appen to you,

Joe, if things ain't right when I come back.

Come along, Bill, and lock the gate arter

me. An' mind, for your own sake, don't let

anything 'appen to that gal while I'm away.'

" ' Wot time'll you be back ? ' I ses, as 'e

stepped through the wicket.

" ' Not afore twelve, and p'r'aps a good bit

"while i'm away bill and the cook will look akter you."
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later,' he ses, smiling all over with 'appiness.

' But young slab-chest don't know I'm out,

and Winnie thinks I'm just going out for 'arf

an hour, so it'll be all right. So long.'

" I watched 'im up the road, and I must

say I began to wish I 'adn't taken the job on.

Arter all, I 'ad on'y had two pints and a bit

o' flattery, and

1 knew wot 'ud

'appen if any-

thing

wrong,

like a

was, and

o' using

went

Built

bull he

fond

his

strength. I

locked the

wicket careful,

and, putting

the key in my

pocket, began

to walk up and

down the wharf.

" For about

ten minutes the

gal went on

reading and

didn't look up

once. Then, as

I passed, she

gave me a nice

smile and shook

'er little fist at

the cook, wot

'ad got 'is back

towards 'er. I

smiled back, o'

course, and by

and by she put

her book down

and climbed on

to the side o' the

ship and held

out her 'and for

me to 'elp her

ashore.

'"I'm so tired

of the ship,' slit

ses, in a soft

voice ; ' it's like

a prison. Don't

you get tired of

the wharf ? '

" ' Sometimes,' I ses : ' but it's my dooty.'

" ' Yes,' she ses. ' Yes, of course. But

you're a big, strong man, and you can put up

with things better.'

" She gave a little sigh, and we walked up

and down for a time without saying anything.

i'm so tired of the ship,

' it's i.ike a

" ' And it's all father's foolishness,' she ses,

at last; ' that's wot makes it so tiresome. I

can't help a pack of silly young men writing

to me, can I ? '

" ' No, I s'pose not,' I ses.

" ' Thank you,' she ses, putting 'er little

'and on my arm. ' I knew that you were

sensible. I've

often watched

you when I've

been sitting

alone on the

schooner, long-

ing for some-

body to speak

to. And I'm a

good judge of

character. I can

read vou like a

book/

" She turned

and looked up

at me. Beauti-

ful blue eyes

she'd got, with

long, curling

lashes.and teeth

like pearls.

" * Father is

so silly,' she ses,

shaking her 'ead

and looking

down : ' and it's

sounreasonable.

because, as a

matter of fact, I

don't like young

men. Oh, I beg

your pardon, I

didn't mean

that. I didn't

mean to be

rude.'

" ' Rude ? ' I

ses, staring at

her.

" 'Of course it

was a rude thing

for me to say,

she ses. smiling :

' because you

are still a young

man yourself."

" I shook my 'ead. ' Youngish,' I ses.

" ' Young ! ' she ses, stamping 'er little foot.

" She gave me another look, and this time

'er blue eyes seemed large and solemn. She

walked along like one in a dream, and twice

she tripped over the planks and would 'ave

SHE SES, IN

PRISON.'"

A SOFT VOICE ;
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fallen if I hadn't

caught 'er round

the waist.

" ' Thank you,'

she ses. ' I'm very

clumsy. How

strong vour arm

is ! '

" We walked up

and down agin,

and every time

we went near the

edge of the jetty

she 'eld on to my

arm for fear of

stumbling agin.

And there was that

silly cook stand-

ing about on the

schooner on tip-

toe and twisting

his silly old neck

till I wonder it

didn't twist off.

"' Wot a beau-

tiful evening it

is!' she ses, at

last,inalowvoice.

' I 'ope father

isn't coming back

early. Do you

know wot time he

is coming home ? '

" ' A b o u t

twelve,' I ses ;

' but don't tell 'im

I told you so.'

" ' O' course

not,' she ses,

squeezing myarm.

' Poor father ! I

hope he is enjoy-

ing himself as

much as I am.'

" We walked

down to the jetty

agin arter that,

and sat side by

side looking acrost

the river. And

she began to talk

about Life, and

wot a strange

thing it was; and

'ow the river

would go on flow-

ing down to the

sea thousands and

thousands o' years

"SHE HAVE ME ANOTHER LOOK, ANO

THIS TIME 'KR BLUE EYES SEEMEU

LARGE AND SOLEMN."
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arter we was both dead and forgotten. If it

hadn't ha' been for her little 'ead leaning agin

my shoulder 1 should have 'ad the creeps.

" ' Let's go down into the cabin,' she ses, at

last, with a little shiver; ' it makes me

melancholy sit-

ting here and

thinking of the

" might - have-

beens."'

" I got up first

and 'elped her

up, and, arter

both staring hard

at the cook, wot

didn't seem to

know 'is place,

we went down

into the cabin.

It was a com-

fortable little

place, and arter

she 'ad poured

me out a glass of

'er father's

whisky, and filled

my pipe for me,

I wouldn't ha'

changed places

with a king. Even

when the pipe

wouldn't draw I

didn't mind.

"' May I write

a letter?' she

ses, at last.

" ' Sartainly,'

I ses.

" She got out

her pen and ink

and paper, and

wrote. ' I sha'n't

be long,' she ses,

looking up and

nibbling 'er pen. ' It's a letter to my dress-

maker ; she promised my dress by six o'clock

this afternoon, and I am just writing to tell

her that if I don't have it by ten in the

morning she can keep it.'

" 'Quite right,' I ses; 'it's the on'y way to

get things done.'

" ' It's my way,' she ses, sticking the letter

in an envelope and licking it down. ' Nice

name, isn't it ? '

" She passed it over to me, and I read the

name and address: 'Miss Minnie Miller, 17,

John Street, Mile End Road.'

" ' That'll wake her up,' she ses, smiling.

' Will you ask Joe to take it for me ? '

' I SHA N T HE LONG,

" ' Heâ��he's on guard,' I ses, smiling back

at 'er and shaking my 'ead.

" ' I know,' she ses, in a low voice. ' But I

don't want any guardâ��only you. I don't

like guards that peep down skylights.'

" I looked up

just in time to

see Joe's 'ead

disappear. Then

I nipped up, and

arter I 'ad told

im part of wot

I thought about

'im I gave 'im

the letter and

told 'im to sheer

off.

" ' The skipper

told me to stay

'ere,' he ses, look-

ing obstinate.

" ' You do as

you're told,' I

ses. 'I'm in

charge, and I

take full respon-

serbility. I shall

lock the gate

arter you. Wot

are you worry-

ing about ?'

" ' And here's

a shilling, Joe,

for a bus fare,'

ses the gal,

smiling. 'You

can keep the

change.'

" Joe took off

'is cap and

scratched 'is silly

bald 'ead.

" ' Come on,' I

ses ; ' it's a letter

letter that must go

she ses, looking up and nibbling

'rr pen."

to a dressmaker,

to-night.'

" ' Else it's no use,' ses the gal. ' You

don't know 'ow important it is.'

" ' All right,' ses Joe. ' 'Ave it your own

way. So long as you don't tell the skipper I

don't mind. If anything 'appens you'll catch

it, too, Bill.'

" He climbed ashore, and I follered 'im to

the gate and unlocked it. He was screwing

up 'is eye ready for a wink, but I give 'im

such a look that he thought better of it, and.

arter rubbing his eye with 'is finger as though

he 'ad got a bit o' dust in it. he went off.

" I locked the gate and went back to the
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cabin, and for some time we sat talking about

fathers and the foolish ideas they got into

their 'eads, and things o' that sort. So far as

I remember. I 'ad two more goes o' whisky and

one o' the skipper's cigars, and I was just

thinking wot a beautiful thing it was to be

alive and 'ealthy and in good spirits, talking

to a nice gal that understood wot you said

a'most afore you said it, when I 'eard three

blows on a whistle.

" ' Wot's that ? ' I ses, starting up.

' Police whistle ? '

" ' I don't think so,' ses Miss Butt, putting

her 'and on my shoulder. ' Sit down and

stay where you are. I don't want you to get

hurt, if it is. Let somebody I don't like go.'

" I sat down agin and listened, but there

was no more whistling.

" ' I can't find the key of my box,' she ses,

' and it's in there. I wonder whether you've

got a key that would open it. It's a padlock.'

" I put my 'and in my pocket and pulled

out my keys. ' Shall I come and try ? ' I ses.

" ' No, thank you,' she ses, taking the keys.

' This looks about the size. What key is it?'

" ' It's the key of the gate,' I ses, ' but I

don't suppose it'll fit.'

She went back into the state-room agin,

and I 'eard her fumbling at a lock. Then she

came back into the cabin, breathing rather

hard, and stood thinking.

" ' I've justâ��remembered,'she ses, pinching

her chin. ' Yes !'

" She stepped to the door and went up the

companion-ladder, and the next moment I

'eard a sliding noise and a key turn in a lock.

'â�¢â� I KNOW,' SHE SES, IN A LOW VOICE. 'BUT I DON'T WANT ANY GUARDâ��ONLY YOU.

" ' Boy in the street. I expect,' ses the gal,

going into the state-room. ' Oh, I've got

something to show you. Wait a minute.'

" I 'eard her moving about, and then she

comes back into the cabin.

I jumped to the foot of the ladder and, 'ardly

able to believe my senses, saw that the hatch

was closed. When I found that it was locked

too, you might ha' knocked me down with a

feather.
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" I went down to the cabin agin, and,

standing on the locker, pushed the skylight up

with my 'ead and tried to look out. I couldn't

see the gate, but I 'eard voices and footsteps,

and a little while arterwards I see that gal

coming along the wharf arm in arm with the

young man she 'ad told me she didn't like

and dancing for joy. They climbed on to the

schooner, and then they both stooped down

with their hands on their knees and looked at

me.

" ' Wot is it? ' ses the young man,grinning.

" ' It's a watchman,' ses the gal. ' It's

here to take charge of the wharf, you know,

and see that nobody comes on.'

" ' We ought to ha' brought some buns for

it/ ses the young man ; ' look at it opening its

mouth.'

" They both laughed fit to kill themselves,

but I didn't move a muscle.

" ' You open the companion,' I ses, ' or

it'll be the worse for you. D'ye hear ?

Open it ! '

" ' Oh, Alfred,' ses the gal, ' he's losing 'is

temper. Wotever shall we do ? '

" ' I don't want no more nonsense,' I ses,

trying to fix 'er with my eye. 1 If you don't

let me out it'll be the worse for you.'

" ' Don't you talk to my young lady like

that,' ses the young man.

"'Your young lady?' I ses. ' H'mm !

You should ha' seen 'er 'arf an hour ago.'

" The gal looked at me steady for a moment.

" ' He put 'is nasty fat arm round my waist,

Alfred,' she ses.

"'Wott' ses the young man, squeaking.

' Wot !'

" He snatched up the mop wot that nasty,

untidy cook 'ad left leaning agin the side, and

afore I 'ad any idea of wot 'e was up to he

shoved the beastly thing straight in my face.

" ' Next time,' he ses, ' I'll tear you limb

from limb !'

" I couldn't speak for a time, and when I

could 'e stopped me with the mop agin. It

was like a chained lion being tormented by a

monkey. I stepped down on to the cabin

floor, and then I told 'em both wot I thought

of 'em.

" ' Come along, Alfred,' ses the gal,' else the

cook ll be back before we start.'

" ' He's all right,' ses the young man.

' Minnie's looking arter 'im. When I left

he'd got 'arf a bottle of whisky in front of

'im.'

" ' Still, we may as well go,' ses Miss Butt.

' It seems a shame to keep the cab waiting.'

" ' All right,' he ses. ' I just want to give

this old chump one more lick with the mop

and then we'll go.'

" He peeped down the skylight and waited,

but I kept quite quiet, with mv back towards

'im.

" ' Come along,' ses Miss Butt.

" ' I'm coming,' he ses. ' Hi ! You down

there ! When the cap'n comes back tell 'im

that I'm taking Miss Butt to an aunt o' mine

in the country. And tell 'im that in a week

or two he'll 'ave the largest and nicest piece of

wedding-cake he 'as ever 'ad in his life. So

long ! '

" ' Good-bye, watchman,' ses the gal.

" They moved off without another wordâ��

from them, I mean. I heard the wicket slam

and then I 'eard a cab drive off over the

stones. I couldn't believe it at first. I

couldn't believe a gal with such beautiful blue

eyes could be so hard-'earted, and for a long

time I stood listening and hoping to 'ear the

cab come back. Then I stepped up to the

companion and tried to shift it with my

shoulders.

" I went back to the cabin at last, and

arter lighting the lamp I 'ad another sup o"

the skipper's whisky to clear my 'ead, and sat

down to try and think wot tale I was to tell

'im. I sat for pretty near three hours without

thinking of one. and then I 'eard the crew

come on to the wharf.

" They was a bit startled when they saw

my 'ead at the skylight, and then they all

started at the same time asking me wot I was

doing. I told 'em to let me out fust and then

I'd tell 'em, and one of 'em 'ad just stepped

round to the companion when the skipper

came on to the wharf and stepped aboard.

He stooped down and peeped at me through

the skylight as though he couldn't believe

'is eyesight, and then, arter sending the hands

for'ard and telling 'em to stay there, wotever

'appened, he unlocked the companion and

came down."
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STRING FIGURES.

"01TRING Figures; A Study of Cat's-Cradle in

Many Lands," by Caroline Furness Jayne,

*~ published by Charles Scribner's Sons, of New

York, to whom we are indebted for permission to make

the following extracts, is one of the most extraordinary

models of patience that exist in the world of books.

It will be news to most readers that the savage nations

in almost all parts of the world, including even such a

low type of civilization as the Batwa pigmies, have

invented string figures which would appear to have

baffled the ingenuity of the most ingenious, yet this

book contains nearly a hundred of such figures and is

illustrated by nearly a thousand drawings. These

figures are not only interesting as throwing a light on

the mind of the savage, but are extremely fascinating

in themselves, appealing as they do to young and to old

and to those debarred from all pastimes demanding

physical exertion. Moreover, they are not unduly

difficult; and, capable as they are of infinite variation,

their charm ought to be inexhaustible.

In the illustrations which accompany the descrip-

tions we have the first serious attempt to show the

successive steps in string games by pictures of the

fingers picking up and arranging the strings and of

the result produced by each movement. Heretofore,

as a rule, only finished patterns have been drawn, or

stretched out on cards for exhibition in a museum.

Moreover, the illustrations represent the various

steps as they are seen by the person making the figure.

Great care was observed to have the strings and the

loops and their manner of crossing one another

accurately drawn.

It should be added that string figures are made

with a piece of string about six feet long, the ends of

which must be tied together to form a single loop about

three feet long.

We now proceed to give some examples, which the

reader will have no difficulty in working out for himself.

FIRST POSITION.

The following movements put the loop on the hands

in what for convenience may be called the First Position.

Very many string games begin in this way ; and the

movements should be learned now, as the description

will not be repeated with every figure.

First : Put the little fingers into the loop of string

and separate the hands. You have now a single loop

on each little finger passing directly and uncrossed to

the opposite little finger.

Second : Turning the hands with the palms away

from you, put each thumb into the little finger loop

from below, and pick up on the back of the thumb the

near little finger string ; then, allowing the far little

finder string to remain on the little finger, turn the hands

with the palms facing each other, return the thumbs

to their extended position, and draw the strings tight

(Fig- i).

In the First

Position, there-

fore, there is on

each hand a string

which crosses the

palm and, passing

behind the thumb,

runs to the other

Vol. xlvi â�� 96.

hand to form the near thumb string of the figure, and

passing behind the little finger runs to the other hand

to form the far little finger string.

Every finger loop has, of course, two strings, and as

a rule both these strings pass between the hands to

form the strings of finger loops on the opposite hand ;

but sometimes one or both strings of a finger loop,

before crossing to the other hand, pass across the palm

of the hand or around other fingers, and is a string or

strings common to tw o finger loops of the same hand.

When you have arranged loops on the fingers, and the

hands are held in the usual position, the loops are

named from the fingers on which they are placedâ��â� 

thus : right index loop, left little finger loop, and so on.

Whenever a locp or string is changed to another

finger, of course its name is changed to that of the

new finger on which it is placed.

The strings of the finger loops which leave the finger

from the side nearest you are called near strings, and

the strings which leave the finger from the side of the

finger farthest away from you are called far strings.

Hence we have a right near middle finger string or a

left far thumb string, etc. A finger may have two loops

on it, in which case they are called upper and lower

loops; and we have upper and lower near strings and

upper and lower far strings. A string crossing the palm

is a palmar string.

OPENING A.

Many of the string figures to be described open in

the same way ; to avoid constant repetition, there-

fore, we will call this very general method of beginning

Opening A. It should be learned now, because in the

â�¢descriptions of the figures in which it occurs the first

movement will be simply noted as Opening A. It is

formed by three movements.

First: Put the loop on the hands in the First Position.

Second : Bring the hands together and put the right

index up under the string which crosses the left palm

(Fig. 2), and draw the loop out on the

back of the finger by separating the

hands.

Third : Bring

the hands together

again, and put the

left index up under

that part of the

string crossing the

palm of the right

hand which is De-

tween the strings

on the right index

2. (Fig. 3), and draw

the loop out on the

back of the left index by separating

the hands.

You now have a loop

on each thumb, index,

and little finger (Fig. 4).

There is a near thumb

string and a far little

finger string passing

"lirectly from one hand

to the other, and two

crosses formed between
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them by the near little finger string of one hand becom-

ing the far index string of the other hand, and the far

thumb string of one hand becoming the near index

string of the other hand.

"AN APAtHE DOOR."

The writer learned this figure from an Apache girl,

Lena Smith, from Jicarilla, New Mexico, at the St.

Louis Exposition in September, 1904. Lena spoke

very little English and touched a door to signify the

name of the figure.

First: Opening A.

Second: With the

right thumb and index

pick up the left near

index string close to the

left index, and lift the

loop entirely off the left

index; then put the

loop over the left hand

and let it drop down

on the left wrist. With

the left thumb and

index pick up the right

near index string close

to the right index and

lift the loop entirely off

the right index ; then

put the loop over the

right hand and let it

drop down on the right

wrist. Separate the

hands and draw the

strings tight. You now

have a loop on each

thumb, a loop on each

little finger, and a loop

on each wrist (Fig. 5).

Third: With the

right thumb and index

pick up the left near

little finger string (not

1 He whole loop) close to

the left little finger,

and, drawing it toward

you, pass it betwee*

the left index and

thumb, and release it.

With the right thumb

and index pick up the

left far thumb string

rlose to the left thumb,

r.nd, drawing it away

from you, pass it

between the left ring and little fingers and release it.

With the left thumb and index pick up the right

near little finger string close to the right little finger,

and, drawing it toward you, pass it between the right

index and thumb and release it. With the left thumb

and index pick up the right far thumb string close to

the right thumb, and, drawing it away from you, pass

it between the right ringand little fingers and release it.

You now have a loop on each wrist, and two strings

crossing each palm in the First Position (Fig. 6).

Fourth : Keeping all the loops in position on both

hands, with the left hand grasp tightly all the strings

where they cross in the centre of the figure, and pass

this collection of strings from left to right between

the right thumb and indexâ��that is, from the palmar

side to the back of the hand, and let them lie on the

back of the hand midway between the thumb and index

finger (Fig. 7). Then with the left thumb and index

take hold of the two loops already on the right thumb

and, without pulling them out, draw them over the

' AN APACHE DOOR.

tip of the right thumb (Fig. 8). Now, still holding

the loops, let the collection of strings lying low down

between the right index and thumb slip over the right

thumb to the palmar side. The right thumb is now

entirely free. Without untwisting the two original right

thumb loops, which you are still holding with the

left thumb and index, replace these loops on the right

thumb exactly as they were before the collected

strings were placed between the right index and

thumb (Fig. 9). Separate the hands and draw the

strings tight. Now

repeat exactly the same

movement on the left

hand, as follows :â��

Keeping all the loops

in position on both

hands, with the right

hand grasp tightly all

the strings where they

cross in the centre of

the figure, and pass this

collection of strings

from right to left be-

tween the left index

and thumb â�� that is.

from the palmar side

to the back of the hand

â��and let them lie on

the back of the hand

midway between the

index and thumb;

then with the right

thumb and index take

hold of the two loops

already on the left

thumb and, without

pulling them out, draw

them over the tip of

the left thumb. Now,

still holding these loops,

let the collection of

strings lying low down

between the left index

and thumb slip over

the left thumb to the

palmar side. The left

thumb is now entirely

free. Without untwist-

ing the two original

left thumb loops, which

you are still holding

with the right thumb

and index, replace

these loops on the left

thumb exactly as they were before the collected strings

were placed between the left index and thumb.

Separate the hands and draw the strings tight.

You now have a loop on each wrist, two twisted

loops on each thumb, and two twisted loops on each

little finger (Fig. 10).

Fifth : With the right thumb and index lift the left

wrist loop from the back of the left wrist up over the

tips of all the left fingers, and let it fall on the palmar

side. With the left thumb and index lift the right

wrist loop from the back of the right wrist up over the

tips of all the right fingers, and let it fall on the palmar

side.

Sixth : Retaining the loops on the thumbs and little

fingers, rub the palms of the hands together ; then

separate the hands and draw the figure tight

(Fig. 11).

This is a beautiful figure, and not at all difficult.

Moreover it retains its shape no matter how tight you

may pull it. It contains several interesting movj-
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men' - â�¢ In the Second, the method of transferring the

index loops to the wrists is unusual. In the Third

movement the changing of a string from one finger

to another by means of the thumb and index

of the other hand is a process not often observed.

Indeed, one may easily believe that the methods

given in these two movements are short cuts

peculiar to the individual who taught me the

figure, and that some day other Indians will be

seen doing these movements in the usual elaborate

style, whereby the strings on either hand are shifted

an 1 arranged by the fingers of that hand only. As

far as I know, the Fourth movement has not been

observed in any other string figure. The rubbing of

the hands together in the Sixth movement is, of course,

only for effect ; it has no bearing on the success of the

figure. The manner of showing the finished patternâ��

what we call its " extension "â��is of the most simple

type; indeed, the figure practically extends itself

when the hands are drawn apart.

"A LITTLE BOY CARRYING

WOOD."

This figure was obtained by Mr. John

L. Cox at Hampton, Virginia, from

Emma Jackson, a Klamath Indian

from Oregon.

First: With the right thumb and

in:lex turn one string of the loop toward

you about ten times, loosely, around the

last joint of the left thumb. T hen put

the left index and the right thumb into

the rest of the loop and separate the

hands. Now put the right index, from

above, behind the string which passes

from the left thumb to the left index,

and pull the loop out, at the same time

turning the right index away fn.m you

and up to its usual position (Fig. 12).

Second : Pass the middle, ring, and

little fingers of each hand from below

into the index loop (Fig. 13), and draw

the near index string down on the palm,

then bring the hands together and pass

the left middle finger to the far side and

the left index to the near side of the

right far index string (Fig. 14), and draw

this string to the left, between the

fingers, through the left index loop and

put it around the tip of the left index

â�¢by turning the left hand with the palm

away from you. During this movement

the original left index loop slips from

the finger (Fig. 15).

Third: Release the loop from the

right index. With the right thumb

and index take hold of the two strings

of the left index loop (close to the

index) and lift the loop from the finger ;

then thread this loop from above

downward through the turns on the left

thumb (Fig. 16), and put it back on

the left index, withdrawing the left

thumb from the turns (Fig. 17).

Fourth: Transfer the right thumb

loop to the right index, by picking up

from below on the back of the index

the near thumb string, returning the

index to position and withdrawing the

thumb (Fig. 18).

Fifth : Pass the right thumb away from

you into the right index loop, and, pull-

ing down the near index string, pick up

from below on the back of the thumb

the upper string of the loop held to the palm by the

right middle, ring, and little fingers. Return the right

thumb to its position. Release the right index lcop

and the loop held down to the right palm (Fig. 19).

Draw the hands apart, and pull the hanging loop up

into the ball of string by drawing on the right lower

thumb string (the one which passes under the little

and ring fingers of the left hand). Release the loops

held down to the left palm, and transfer the left index

loop to the left ring and little fingers, and close these

fingers on the palm (Fig. 20). The loop hanging down

represents the " boy and the ball of string " the

bundle of wood " he is carrying on his head. The

" boy " can be pushed far to the right, and then made

to walk to the left by pulling on the right upper thumb

string.

"A BUTTERFLY."

Two Navaho girls, Zah Tso and her sister, showed

this figure to the writer at the St. Lcuis Exposition in

November, 1904.
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First: Hold the string between the tips of the thumb

and index of each hand, so that a short piece passes

between the hands and a long loop hangs down. Make

a small ring, hanging down, in the short string, putting

the right-hand string away from you over the left-hand

string (Fig. 21). Insert the index fingers into the

ring downward and toward you (Fig. 22), and, putting

the thumbs away from you into the long hanging

loop (Fig. 23), separate the hands ; and, turning the

with the right thumb, from the right side, the loop which

was originally on the left thumb (Fig. 28) ; then with

the right thumb and index lift both loops from the left

index, and put the left index away from you into the

loop just hung on the left index, and put the left thumb

toward you into the loop originally on the left thumb

(Fig. 29). Now, placing the hands with the thumbs

up and the fingers pointing away from you, draw them

slowly apart, and when the strings have partially rolled

index fingers upward and out-

ward, with the palms of the

hands facing away from you,

draw the strings tight (Fig. 24)

Turn the hands so that the

palms face each other, and the

thumbs come toward you and

point upward. You have now

.1 long crossed loop on each

thumb and a single cross in the

centre of the figure.

Second: Tw ist each index

loop five times by rotating each index down toward

you, and up again five times.

Third : Put each thumb from below into the index

loop, and, without removing the index, separate the

thumb from the index (Fig. 25).

Fourth : On each hand in turn, with the teeth slip

the lower (the original) thumb loop over the loop pass-

ing around both thumb and index, then entirely off

the thumb, and let it drop to the palmar side. Sepa-

rate the hands (Fig. 26).

Fifth : Bring the hands close together, with the

index finger and thumb of the one hand pointing

toward the index finger and thumb of the other hand ;

then hang the right index loop on the left index, and

the right thumb loop on the left thumb (Fig. 27).

Take up with the right index, from the left side, the

loop you have just put on the left thumb, and take up

A BUTTERFLY.

up in the middle of the figure

(Fig. 30), pull down with the

middle, ring, and little fingers

of each hand the far index

string and the near thumb

string (Fig. 31), and the wings

of the butterfly will be held up

by the strings extended be-

tween the widely separated

thumbs and index fingers, and

the proboscis will appear

rolled up on the strings held

down by the other lingers.

This is a charming figure, and unlike any of the

others. It is very easy to form ; if the Fifth movement

be done properly, the finished pattern always appears.

If you twist the index loops more than five times the

proboscis will not roll up nicely ; if less than four times

it will not be sufficiently large.

"A MAN."

This is another of the Navaho figures obtained from

the same two Navaho girls at the St. Louis Exposition

in November, 1^04.

First : Opening A.

Second : With the thumb and index of the right

hand turn the left near index string away from you

once around the left index, thus putting a ring around

that finger in addition to the left index loop. In like
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manner with the thumb and index of the left hand turn

the right near index string around the right index

(Fig- 32)-

Third : Take up from below on the tip of the right

index the ring around the left index and separate the

hands (Fig. 33). Keep the loop just drawn out near

the tip of the right index, as it is absolutely necessary

throughout these movements to keep the different

index loops distinct. Sec that on the left index the

original loop (the one with the near string going to the

far side of the right thumb) is above the other loopâ��

about half-way upon the finger; and keep the loops in

place by pressing the side of the left middle finger

against the side of the left index. Now take up from

below on the tip of the left index the ring around the

right index and draw the hands apart (Fig. 34). Keep

this new left index loop up at the tip of the index. See

that the original right index loop (the one with the

near string going to the far side of the left thumb) is

and put each thumb up under the near string cf the

loop you have just put on the back of the hand, and

let the whole loop slip down around the wrist (Fig. 36).

Fifth : Pass each thumb away from you under both

strings of the wrist loop and pick up on the back of

the thumb, from the far side, the far little finger

string, and return the thumb to its position (Fig. 37).

You have now on each hand (1) a loop on the wrist ;

(2) a loop on the thumb formed of a straight near string

and a far string crossing the palm under the strings of

the wrist loop ; (3) a loop on the little finger formed of

the palmar string and a near little finger string which

becomes the lower far index string ; (4) three loops on

the index with their six near strings crossing one

another as follows : the upper strings cross each other,

and then, becoming the strings of the lower loops, run

under the middle strings ; the middle strings cross over

the lower strings, and then cross each other. This

arrangement of the near strings of the index loops

placed on the right index half-

way up, and between the other

two loops.

You have now a loop on each

thumb, a loop on each little

finger, and three loops on each

index finger ; the near strings of

these three loops must cross one

another as follows: the near

strings of the top loops cross each

other to become the near strings

of the lower loops ; the near " A

strings of the middle loop cross

lower down over the near strings of the lower loop,

and still low er they cross each other.

Fourth : Keeping the loops in these relative positions

on each index by pressing the middle finger and index

together, carefully turn the hands with the palms

toward you and close the four fingers down on the

palm over all the strings except the near thumb string

(Fig. 35). Throw this near thumb string away from

you over the hands and let it fall down on the backs of

the hands. Now return each hand to its usual position,

is essential to the success of the

figure.

Sixth : Put each thumb up on

the far side of the near string of

the middle loop, close to the

point where it crosses the same

string from the other index, then

on the near side of the lower near

index string, and then on the far

side of the upper near index string

(Fig. 38), and separate the thumb

from the index to widen out

these index loops (Fig. 39).

Of the three strings now passing around each thumb

the two upper fcrm two crosses between the thumbs,

and the lower runs directly from thumb to thumb.

Seventh : Bend each middle finger toward you down

over all the index strings (not over the strings passing

from the back of the thumb to the back of the index),

and pick up from below, close to the thumb, the lower

far thumb string (the string which bea mes the palmar

string) (Fig. 40), and return the middle finger to its

position (Fig. 41). k is necessary to pick the slrir.j:
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up at a point between the thumb and the

place where it is crossed by the near

wrist string.

Eighth : Release the loops from the

thumbs, the index fingers, and the little

fingers, and draw the hands apart

(Fig. 42).

In some respects " Man " is the most

difficult of all the games, not because of

its length, but because of the necessity

of arranging the loops properly on the

index fingers, and keeping them so

arranged throughout several very active

movements.

"ONE HOGAN."

This figure was obtained from Dr.

Haddon, who learned it in Chicago in

1901 from some old Navaho men who

taught him several other Navaho figures.

Hogan is the native name for a tent.

First: Hold the left hand with the

fingers pointing upward and the palm

slightly toward you. With the right hand

arrange a part of the loop upon the left

hand so that it crosses the backs of both index and

middle fingers, and passes to the palmar side between

the middle and ring finger, and between the index and

thumb ; let the rest of the loop hang down on the

palm (Fig. 43). In this and some of the following

drawings the hanging loop is represented as quite

short, to save space.

Second: Put the right index from the near side

under the left near index hanging string, and then

through between the index and middle finger, and with

the ball of the finger pick up the cross string which is

on the backs of the left index and middle finger, and

pull it through between these fingers (Fig. 44), and then

out to the full extent of the string (Fig. 45).

Third : Letting the loop hang down on the left palm,

put the whole right hand from the near side under the

near string and into the hanging loop. Then with the

right thumb and index catch, above the string crossing

50.

51.

ONE HOGAN.

the palmar surfaces of the index and

middle finger, the two strings which

come from between the left index and

middle finger (Fig. 46), and draw them

out to the right (Fig. 47) as far as pos-

sible. In this movement the loop which

hung on the right wrist slips over the

right hand and along the two strings just

drawn out, until it reaches the palm.

You have now on the left hand a loop

on the index and a loop on the middle

finger, both loops knotted together

lower down on the palm (Fig. 48).

Arrange the four strings which hang

down on the palm below the knot so

that they lie side by side evenly and un-

crossed, with the two which pass up

through the knot and between the index

and middle finger lying in the middle be-

tween the other two. You will observe

that the near string runs up to the knot,

passes from the front around a cress

string, comes forward, and passes to the

far side as a second cross string over all

four hanging strings; it then passes

from behind around the back cross string, and hangs

down in front as the far string of the four.

Fourth : With the thumb and index of the right

hand pick up, below the knot, the near hanging string

and put it behind the left thumb ; in like manner pick

up the far hanging string and put it behind the little

finger (Fig. 49).

Fifth ." With the right thumb and index pick up

that straight string of the knot which passes in front

of the four hanging strings (Fig. 50), and pull the loop

out as far as possible ; then, lifting the right hand,

sweep the left hand down, with the palm up and the

fingers pointing to the right, and draw the strings

moderately tight, and you get a hogan, or tent, with

the two sticks coming through its peak (Fig. 51).

This interesting figure belongs to the class wherein

the movements consist chiefly of one hand arranging

the strings on the other hand.



A STORY FOR CHILDREN

ADAPTED FROM THE

FRENCH OF VOLTAIRE.

Illustrated by

H. R. Millar.

lLD Belus, King of Babylon,

was the greatest monarch in

the world. His vast palace

was more than a mile long,

and its towers rose into the

clouds. The terrace was sur-

rounded by a marble balus-

trade fifty feet high, on which stood enormous

statues of all the kings and great men of the

empire. This terrace was covered with earth

twelve feet thick, in which grew a forest of

olives, orange-trees, and palms, full of shady

alleys which shut out the sun. The waters

of the River Euphrates, pumped up through

a hundred hollow columns, filled vast marble

basins in this forest-garden, and kept a

thousand fountains playing so high that their

tops were almost out of sight.

But the King's most precious treasure was

his only daughter, the Princess Formosante,

of whom he was prouder than of all his

kingdom. She was eighteen years old. and

it was time to find her a suitable husband.

Where was he to be found ? An ancient
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oracle had announced that Formosante could

only belong to one who could bend the bow of

Nimrod. This Nimrod, a mighty hunter, had

left a bow seven feet long, made of ebony as

hard as iron. No mortal man, since Nimrod,

had been able to bend this marvellous bow.

The oracle said, also, that the arm which

could bend this bow must be able to kill a

most terrible and dangerous lion which would

be let loose in the circus at Babylon. And

that was not all. The bender of the bow

and slayer of the lion would have to overcome

all his rivals, and he would also have to be

extremely witty and clever, to be the most

magnificent of men, and to possess the

kindest heart in the world.

Three kings presented themselves as rivals

for the hand of Formosanteâ��the Pharaoh of

Egypt, the Shah of India, and the great

King of Scythia. King Belus appointed

the place of the combat in a vast space

beside the River Euphrates at the end of his

park. A marble stand was built round the

ground which would hold five thousand

spectators. At one end of the space was the

throne of the King, who was to appear there

-r.

i â� 

'THE SHAH OF INDIA ARRIVED SOON AFTER IN

DRAGGED BY TWELVE ELEPHANTS."

with his daughter, Formosante,

accompanied by all his court.

Right and left were other thrones

and seats for the three kings,

and other sovereigns who might

wish to come to see the splendid

ceremony.

The Pharaoh of Egypt arrived
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first, mounted on his bull, Apis, and followed

by two thousand priests dressed in snow-

white linen robes, two thousand officers, two

thousand magicians, and two thousand

warriors.

The Shah of India arrived soon after in a

A

car dragged by twelve elephants. His suite

was still larger and more brilliant than that

of the sovereign of Egypt.

The last to appear was the King of Scythia.

He had round him only chosen warriors

armed with bows and arrows.

His steed was a superb tiger, which he had

tamed and which was as big as the finest

Persian horse. The figure of this monarch

was more imposing and majestic than that of

his rivals, and his bare arms, strong and white,

seemed already prepared to bend the bow of

Nimrod.

The three kings bowed low before King

Belus and Princess Formosante. The Pharaoh

of Egypt offered to the Princess two of the

finest crocodiles from the Nile, two hippo-

potami, two zebras, two

Egyptian rats, and two

mummies.

The Shah of India offered

her one hundred elephants,

each bearing on its back a

gilded tower.

The King of Scythia pre-

sented her with one hundred

battle - horses, caparisoned

with rich harness and

covered with black fox-skins.

King Belus had ordered

that lots should be drawn

to decide who should first

attempt to draw the bow of

Nimrod. The names of the

three rivals were placed in a

helmet, that of the Pharaoh

of Egypt being the first to

be drawn, the Shah of India

coming next, and the King

of Scythia third.

Just as the trials which

would decide the destiny of

Formosante were about to

commence, an unknown

youth, riding on a unicorn,

and accompanied by his

squire mounted on another,

and carrying a huge bird

upon his fist, presented him-

self at the barrier. The

spectacle filled the whole

assembly with astonishment. The grace

and majestic appearance of the youth, his

black eyebrows, and his long, light locks

charmed all the ladies of the court, who rose

from their seats to get a better view.

Princess Formosante herself, who had kept

her eyes lpwered, raised them, and blushed.

The three kings turned pale, and all the

spectators, who were comparing Formosante

with the stranger, cried, " There is no one in

all the world except this youth who is as

handsome as our Princess." Everyone gazed

at him in astonishment, and he was asked if

he were a king. The stranger replied that he

had not that honour, and that he had come

from a great distance from curiosity, in

order to see if there were any kings who were

worthy of the Princess Formosante. He was

conducted to the first rank of the amphi-
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theatre, together with his squire, his two

unicorns, and his bird. He bowed low before

King Belus, the Princess, the three kings, and

the whole assembly ; then he took his seat.

His two unicorns crouched at his feet and the

bird perched on his shoulder; while his

squire, who carried a small sack, took a

place at his side.

Then the trials began. The bow of Nimrod

was drawn from its golden sheath. The

Grand Master of the Ceremonies, followed by

fifty pages and preceded by twenty trum-

peters, presented it to the Pharaoh of Egypt,

who, having first placed it on the head of his

bull Apis, had no doubt that he would carry

off the victory. He descended into the

middle of the

arena and,

putting forth â�¢

all his

strength,

strove his ut-

most to bend

the bow. His

contort ions

excited the

laughter of

the spectators

and made

even the Prin-

cess smile â��

but the bow

remained un-

bent.

Then the

bow was

handed to the

Shah of India,

who gave him-

self a sprain

which lasted

for a fort-

night,but con-

soled himself

with the belief

that the King

of Scythia

would not be

more success-

ful than him-

self.

The S c y -

thian took the

bow in his

turn. He had skill as well as strength. The

bow appeared to yield a little, but was never

near to really bending. The spectators, who

liked the good appearance of this King, gave

a murmur of disappointment at his failure,

and began to think that the beautiful

Princess would never find a husband.

Then the young stranger bounded from his

seat into the arena and addressed the King of

Scythia.

" Do not let your Majesty be astonished at

your ill-success. These bows of ebony are

manufactured in my country, and to bend

them only requires a certain knack."

Thereupon he took an arrow, adjusted it to

the string, bent the bow of Nimrod, and sent

the arrow flying out of sight far beyond the

barriers. Thousands of hands applauded

this marvellous feat, and all the women

said how lucky it was that such a hand-

some youth should be so strong.

Then King

Belus, having

consulted his

magicians, de-

clared that as

none of the

three kings

had been able

to bend the

bow, none of

them, so far,

had won the

hand of the

Princess, and

that she would

belong to who-

eversucceeded

in killing a

mighty lion

which was

being kept

expressly in

his menagerie.

The Pharaoh

of Egypt, who

had been

brought up in

all the wisdom

of his country,

thought it was

very ridicu-

lous to expose

a king to a

wild beast in

order that he

might win a

wife. More-

over, if the

lion tore him to pieces he would never be

able to marry the beautiful Princess. The

Shah of India was of the same opinion, and

both of them, assembling their followers

marched away in anger,

HE BENT THE BO V OF NIMROD AM) SENT THE ARROW FLYING

OUT OF SIGHT."
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Thereupon the King of Scythia descended

alone into the arena, sword in hand, for he

was not wanting in courage. Indeed, his

valour did not even permit him to employ the

help of his tiger. He came forward alone,

armed only with his sword, and

wearing a steel helmet, set with

gold, and plumed with three snow-

white horse-tails.

Then the lion was let looseâ��

the most enormous beast that had

ever been born in the mountains

of Libya, whose terrible claws were

capable of rending to pieces three

killing the lion, and your courage is no less to

be admired on that account."

The Scythian King thanked his liberator,

and retired to his own quarters in order to

apply the balm to his wounds. The stranger

THE LION WAS LET LOOSE.

kings at a time, and whose dreadful jaws

could swallow them up. The courageous King

plunged his sword into the lion's jaw, but the

point, meeting one of his huge teeth, broke

into splinters, and the monster of the forest,

furious at his wound, buried his claws in

the monarch's side.

The young stranger, touched by the danger

of so brave a king, darted like lightning into

the arena and cut off the head of the lion as

easily as a rider at our Military Tournament

can " slice the lemon." Then, taking out a

little box, he presented it to the King, saying,

" Your Majesty will find in this little box a

healing balm which grows in my country, and

your wounds will be cured in a moment. It

was only bad luck which kept you from

gave the head of the lion to his squire, who,

having washed it in the great fountain below

the amphitheatre, took a pair of iron pincers

from his sack, drew out forty teeth from the

lion's mouth, and put in their place forty

diamonds of the same size. His master, with

his usual modesty, returned to his seat and

gave the lion's head to his bird, saying:â��

" Beautiful bird, go and lay this offering at

the feet of the Princess."

The bird went, bearing the terrible trophy

in one of its claws, and presented it to the

Princess, bending its neck and bowing with

respect. The forty diamonds dazzled all

eyes. Such magnificence was unknown even

in Babylon. The King and all his court were

seized with astonishment and admiration,

and the bird which carried this present

surprised them still more. It had the shape

of an eagle, but its eyes were as beautiful and

tender as those of the eagle are fierce and

threatening. Its beak was rose-coloured;

its neck had all the colours of the rainbow,

but even more brilliant; and a thousand

shades of gold sparkled on its plumage. Its

claws were a mingling of silver and purple,

and its tail resembled those of the peacocks

which drew the car of Juno.
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The curiosity, astonishment, and delight of

all the court were divided between the forty

diamonds and the bird, which was perched on

the balustrade between the King and his

daughter, Formosante. She stroked him,

caressed him, and gave him kisses, which he

returned. When she offered him biscuits

and nuts he took them in his purple and

silver claws and carried them

to his beak in the most graceful

manner in the world. The King,

who had carefully examined the

diamonds, came to the conclu-

sion that one of his provinces

would hardly equal in value so

costly a present.

" This young man," he said,

" is, without doubt, the son of

some powerful ruler."

" I wonder," said Formosante,

" what country he comes from ? "

" He comes," answered the

bird from his perch on the

balustrade, " from a far country

east of the Ganges."

" And how old are you ? " continued the

Princess.

" I am of the age of twenty-seven thousand

nine hundred years and six months, madame.

Twenty-two thousand years ago I learnt the

Babylonian language while on my travels."

" And what is your master's name,

beautiful bird ? " said the Princess.

VVHAI lx YOUR MASTER'S NAME, BBAl'llFl'L BIRD?' SAID THE PRINCESS."

" Great heavens ! " cried the King and the

Princess together, " the bird can talk."

" It is true, madame," it replied. " I was

born in the time of which you may have

read in fables, when all animals had the gift

of speech, and when birds, serpents, horses,

and griffins held familiar conversation with

men. I did not speak before for fear that

your maids of honour should take me for a

wizard. Do not, on any account, let them

hear me speak."

" What is your name ? " said the Princess.

" Madame," it said, " I am the Phcenix, of

whom you may have heard."

" Hi; name, madame," it replied, " is

Amazan, and his father is a king. These

diamonds come from one of his mines."

King Belus, on hearing these words, was

seized with the conviction that here was the

very son-in-law for whom he was looking.

The Princess was in love with him already,

and so the marriage was immediately

arranged.

The next day it took place. The festivities

surpassed in splendour everything of the

kind that the world had seen before, and the

ceremony was celebrated by five hundred of

the greatest poets of Babylon.



Royal Auction Bridge.

By W. DALTON,

Author of" Auction Bridge" etc.

"T"HK original game of " auction bridge" was

' introduced with a great flourish of trumpets,

its admirers claiming for it that it was the best

card game ever invented, and prophesying that it

was the game of the future and would last for all

time. This opinion, however, was by no means

universal among card-players. There were many

players of considerable experienceâ��myself among the

numberâ��who never took kindly to the new game.

The idea of the bidding was good, but the values of

the calls were all wrong. Many and various sugges-

tions were made, but nothing seemed to meet the case

satisfactorily until somebody in Americaâ��I believe

Mr. Milton C. Work was the illustrious personâ��con-

ceived the idea of bringing the values of the calls

closer together, so that the game could be won from

the score of love on any call.

So arose what is known as the " new count " :â��

No Trumpsâ��10 points.

Koyal Spadesâ��9 points.

Heartsâ��8 points.

Diamondsâ��7 points

Clubsâ��6 points.

Spadesâ��a points.

This is the counting which is almost universally

played at the present time, both in America and in

England, and also on the Continent. It makes a very

good sporting game, and it has every appearance of

lasting for some time to come. The new method of

counting was originally known as " Lilies," but that

name seems to have died out, and it is now generally

called " Royal Auction," to distinguish it from the

old auction bridge.

The term " Lilies " is said to have originated in this

wise. When the call of " Royal Spades " was first

introduced, a player at the club at Boston, when it

was his turn to declare, said, " If we are to have a

black Royalty, let us have one from our own country.

I declare ' One Lilliuokalani,' the dethroned Queen of

Honolulu." From that moment, at the Boston Club,

Royal Spades were called " Lilliuokalanis," or "Lilies "

for short. That is the only explanation which I have

ever heard of the term " Lilies," but whether it is

true or not I cannot say.

Auction bridge has been entirely revolutionized by

the new count, and from being a somewhat narrow,

cramped game it has grown into a fine, open, sporting

game, which gives every player some sort of a chance.

The most important change brought about by the

new count is the much-decreased value of the " One No

Trump " call. This call was the bugbear of auction

bridge. It had such a ridiculous value that it would

actually have paid the dealer to declare it every time

blindfold, without looking at his cards. Clever

players soon realized this fact, and if they did not declare

it quite blindfold they used to declare it on the very

flimsiest of pretexts, such as one ace and one king, or

even less than that; and they won at it day after day,

which was almost reducing the game to an absurdity.

Under the new count, " One No Trump " is still the

most valuable of all calls for the dealer to make, but it

must have some real backing behind it; it must be more

or less a sound call, otherwise it will not pay in the long

run. There are many players who still call it, as

dealer, on ridiculously light hands, and who argue that

it still pays them to do so ; but I have watched it very

carefully, and I am quite convinced that they are

wrong, and that it is not a paying game under the

new conditions. For one thing, the first principle of

success at Royal Auction is to give your partner

reliable information as to what you hold in your

hand. That principle is indisputable, and has now

come to be universally recognized among sound players.

Therefore, how can it be a paying game to tell your

partner that you have at any rate the nucleus of a No

Trump hand when you have nothing of the kind ?

The curious feature of it is that players who would

never think of deceiving their partner by declaring a suit

without the requisite strength in it will cheerfully declare

" One No Trump " on next to nothing, and then be

surprised if their partner does not cordially approve.

I am not arguing against an ordinary light No Trump

call. I have always advocated fairly light NoTrumpers.
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I believed in tliein, and declared them myself, at

bridgeâ��I swore by them at auction bridgeâ��and I

still believe in them, to a modified extent, at Royal

Auction. On an average hand, guarded in three suits,

the dealer should always call "One No Trump," when

he has no strong suit which he can call to advantage.

An average hand consists of one ace, one king, ont

queen, etc., or the equivalent of them. Any hand

with greater strength than that, and protected in three

suits, is a sound No Trump call, lake this hand as

an example :â��

Heartsâ��Ace, 5.

Diamondsâ��King, q, 3.

Clubsâ��Queen, 8, 7, a.

Spadesâ��Knave, 10, 6, 4.

This is exactly an average hand, consisting of one

card of each denomination, and it has the great advan-

tage of being guarded in all four suits, and it is

a sound " One No Trump" call. The figure

value of it, under the Robertsonian rule, is only sixteen

points, instead of the twenty-one points which were

considered necessary at ordinary bridge ; but bridge

and auction are two very different matters, and the

average hand is a much better guide at Royal Auction

than any figure system.

The No Trump call is by no means the royal road

to success at the new game that it was at the old one.

Every day that I play Royal Auction I see more clearly

that a good suit call is a better and more profitable

declaration than a doubtful No Trump. I go even

farther than that, and say that a strong suit call is a

better original declaration than quite a sound No

Trump. Suppose that you are dealer, and that you

pick up the following hand :â��

Heartsâ��Ace, queen, knave, 6, 4.

Diamondsâ��Queen, io, 7.

Clubsâ��Ace, 8, 2.

Spadesâ��o, 3.

This is quite a sound No Trumper, being well above

the average and guarded in three suits ; but it is a

far better Heart call. Suppose you call " One No

Trump," what happens ? Your opponents call

" Two Royals," and what are you going to do then ?

You cannot call " Two No Trumps," and it is a large

order to call " Three Hearts " on that hand, without

hearing anything from your partner. Now, suppose

that you begin with " One Heart." If your partner

calls a Royal, you can at once go into No Trumps.

If the second player calls " One Royal," your partner

will support your Heart call if he can. Then you can

go " Three Hearts," if the opponents call " Two

Royals." If the second player and your partner both

pass, and the fourth player calls " One Royal," you

call " Two Hearts," and wait to see whether your

partner can help you. At any rate, you have shown

him your strong suit, and he knows what to lead you.

If you begin with " One No Trump," and the second

player's call of " Two Royals " remains good, your

partner is absolutely at sea as to what to lead. The

time to declare an original " One No Trump " is when

you have an evenly-divided hand, well guarded, with

no pronounced strength in any one suit.

It is a well-established fact that, when you have

an evenly-divided hand, the other three hands will

probably be of the same calibre. When you have a

broken hand, perhaps with one very long suit, and a

singleton or none at all of another suit, one or both

of your opponents are almost sure to hold a hand of

the same nature. These are the hands on which

bidding goes up very high, and they are dangerous hands

to double on. When the bidding has gone up to three

or four tricks, and you are in doubt whether to double

your opponents or to make a higher bid yourself,

you have to consider the matter from two entirely

different standpoints. In deciding whether to double,

you have to ask yourself how many tricks you are

certain, or likely, to win. As regards bidding higher

yourself, you must consider how many tricks ycu are

likely to lose. Suppose you hold the following hand :â��

Heartsâ�� 0, 6, 3.

Diamondsâ��Ace, king, ?,

Clubsâ��King, 4.

Spadesâ��Ace, king, 10, 6, a.

You call " One Royal," the next player " Tw o Hearts,"

your partner " Two Royals," the fourth player " Three

Hearts," you call "Three Royals," and are over-

called with " Four Hearts." Now what will you do ?

If you double you can count on winning one trick in

royalsâ��not moreâ��two tricks in diamonds, and one in

clubs if the ace is on your right, or possibly two in

clubs if your partner holds ace or queen. It is a free

double and quite worth risking, unless you have a

good chance of winning the game yourself. Now let

us see what you are likely to lose if you call " Four

Royals." You may lose one trick in hearts, you will

not lose more, because your opponents, having called

three and four tricks respectively, must have at least

nine between them, and therefore your partner cannot

have more than one, and very likely none at all. 1 hat

is sound reasoning. You may lose one in diamonds

and possibly two in clubs, or one in royalsâ��not both,

because your partner's support must either mean

strength in royals or outside support, which must

be in the club suit. Therefore you can call " Four

Royals " with every expectation of winning the game.

A large majority of games at Royal Auction are won

from the score of love, and it should always be remem-

bered that, for the purpose of winning the game from

love, royals and hearts have precisely the same

value, and diamonds and clubs have the same value.

Four by cards is required in royals and hearts, and

five by cards in diamonds and clubs. The few-

extra points which may be won cn the higher of the

two calls are quite immaterial. This is a useful little

hint, well worth bearing in mind.

It is an open question whether the deal is, or is not,

an advantage at Royal Auction. If the dealer is in a

position to declare No Trumps, or to make a strrrg

two-trick call, the deal is a decided advantage; but,

failing that, I am inclined to think that the fourth

player, who has the advantage of hearing what li e

other three players have to say, is in a stronger position.

The dealer is the only player w ho is obliged to declare

something, and his position is a responsible one. It

is of the greatest importance that the dealer's declara-

tion should be a sound one. If he declares " One

No Trump," he must have the nucleus of a No Trump

hand. If he makes a suit declaration, he must have

high cards at the head of it; either ace, or king, queen,

or king, knave at the least. Numerical strength, on

an original call, is of very little importance compared

with high cards. This is the one point on which all

sound players are agreedâ��that an original suit call

must always mean high cards at the head of the suit.

Ace, king, and two others, or king, queen, 10, and

another, are quite sound original one-trick calls ; but

such suits as queen and four small ones, or six headed

by the knave or 10, are not original suit calls at all,

and should never be mentioned. It has been written

over and over again that auction bridge is a game cf

aces and kings, not of numerical strength, and this

applies with threefold force to Royal Auction. There

is no more fruitful cause of disaster than an original

suit declaration without high cards at the head of it.

The call of " Two Spades " by the dealer is a very

useful one, but it is a call which does not seem to

be generally known, and which is not often made.

It has quite a different signification to the " Two
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Spades " call at auction bridge. At auction bridge

it was an invitation to the partner to declare No Trumps

â��at Royal Auction it is an invitation to declare Royals.

It means strength in the spade suit, but not strength

enough to declare Royals on one's own hand. Such

hands as :â��

Ace, king, and two others,

King, queen, and two others.

Queen, knave, and three others,

are all good " Two Spades " calls for the dealer. 1

said just now that ace, king, and two others, or king,

queen, io, and another, are sound one-trick suit calls,

and I still say so. But when the suit is spades it is

well to take advantage of the dual value of the spade

suit, and to inform one's partner of strength in that

suit by calling " Two Spades " instead of " One Royal."

In other suits the information can only be given by

calling one trick in it at once. If the dealer calls

" One Spade," and the second player has strength

in the suit, but not enough to declare " One Royal,"

it is better for him to double the " One Spade " call,

rather than to call " Two Spades " himself, as it gives

the same information, but leaves the onus of getting

out of it with the opponents.

As a general rule, the most paying game is to declare

any real strength which you have in your hand at

once. The principle of lying low with a good hand

and waiting for developments hardly ever pays at

Royal Auction, whatever it may have done at the

other game. There are players who do it occasionally,

but, if your inclination lies at all that way, it is essential

to have an understanding with your partner, before

you start, that he will always take you out of a " One

Spade " call, otherwise you may be left with it. Some

players are rather fond of calling " One Spade " as

dealer when they have a very strong suit of hearts

or royals, such as ace, king, queen, and three or four

others, and nothing else of any value. There is no

danger in this call, as you are certain to have the

chance of coming in again, but I see little use in it.

The idea of it is that your opponents may read your later

call as a forced call, and that they will be likely to double

you if you go up to three or four tricks. This may

happen once in a while, but the more usual result will

be to hopelessly confuse your poor partner. It is

much better to call two tricks in your strong suit

straight away. An original call of two tricks means,

or ought to mean, that you want to play the hand on

that suit, and that you have a good chance of winning

the game on it. I strongly disapprove of the old auction

bridge call of two tricks on a very long suit without

high cards at the head of it. It was a bad call at

auction bridge, and it is a far worse one at Royal

Auction.

There is only one type of hand on which the best

policy is a waiting one, and that is when you are

dealer and have two strong suits of nearly equal

value, and you are very weak in the other two suits.

I once dealt myself the following hand (A).

Here was a hand on which it was plainly politic to

hear what the other players had got to say, so I called

" One Spade." The sequel was rattier curious,

although my original call had very little to do with it.

The second player called "One No Trump"â��my partner

called " Two Clubs," which the fourth player doubled.

I then called " Two Hearts," keeping the " Two

Royals " call to fall back upon in case I was doubled.

The second player called " Two No Trumps," my

partner " Three Diamonds," and the fourth player

" Three Royals," which I naturally doubled. The

second player called " Three No Trumps," which I

also doubled, and he redoubled.

It was rather an extraordinary distribution of the

cards. These were the four hands :â��

Heartsâ��s, 3.

Diamondsâ��King, knave, 10, 9, 4, 2.

Ctuhsâ��King, queen, knave, to, 8.

Heartsâ��King, queen,

10, 4.

Diamondsâ��Ace, queen,

Clubsâ��4,

, 5, Â»â�¢

Hearts - 8, 6.

Diamondsâ��8.

Clubsâ��Ace, 7, 6, 5, 2.

Spadesâ��Queen, to, 8,

7,6.

Heartsâ��Ace, knave, 9, 7, 2.

Diamondsâ��6, 3.

Clubsâ��9.

Spadesâ��Ace, knave, 0, 4, 3.

The bidding was all quite sound, with the exception

of Y's redouble, which was not good. He had quite a

sound No Trump call, and, after his partner's double

of clubs, quite a good " Two No Trumps." Most

people, in B's place, would have called " Two

Diamonds," instead of " Two Clubs," over the " One

No Trump " call; but my friend B was a very shrewd

declarer, and his call of " Two Clubs " was undoubtedly

the right one, as it left him with the Diamond call to

fall back upon, and he could not hope to win the game

in diamonds against a No Trump call.

B opened with the king of clubs, and Y played

the hand badly, with the result that we scored twelve

hundred points above the line, which is the largest

amount that I ever remember to have seen won on one

hand.

Now let me say a little about the common errors

of Royal Auction. There is one point which I should

like to instil into the minds of all would-be players,

and that is that it is not a bit of use trying to buck

up on bad hands. You should keep very quiet and

simply try to lose as little as possible.

A very common error in declaring is to overcall a

declaration which suits your hand. This occurs with

the No Trump call more often than with a suit call.

The following is a typical case. The dealer declares

" One No Trump." The second player's hand is :â��

Heartsâ��to, 6, 4.

Diamondsâ��Ace, 5.

Clubsâ��Ace, king, queen, 9, 7, 5.

Spadesâ��8. 2.

" Two Clubs," he calls, without a moment's thought.

Then the opponents branch into hearts or royals,

and possibly win the game ; anyhow, the value of the

second player's hand is gone altogether. And what

can be the use of his call of " Two Clubs " ? He cannot

possibly win the game on it, and his opponents are

not likely to call " Two No Trumps " with the whole

club suit against them. He should simply lie low and

hope that the call will be left at " One No Trump,"

or his partner may declare "another suit, which he

can support up to three tricks, or possibly even to

four.

I saw a bad case of this sort of thoughtless declaring

not long ago. The dealer called " Two No Trumps,''

and the second player held seven spades with the

quart major and not another picture card. Now,

what would you have done ? Would you have

doubled or called " Three Royals," or would you have

kept quiet ?

The second player doubled, and the dealer called

" Three Diamonds " The second player then called

" Three Royals," and the dealer " Four Diamonds,"

and it was left at that. The dealer's hand was :â��

Heartsâ��Ace, queen, knave.

Diamondsâ��Ace, king, queen, x, x.

Clubsâ��Ace, king, queen, x.

Spadesâ��x.

His partner had the king and three other hearts, and

they won the small slam and the game. I consider

the " Two No Trumps " call a very bad one, although
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it was made by quite a good player. The proper call

on the dealer's hand was " One Diamond " to begin

with. If his partner called a Royal, he could then go

into No Trumps. If the opponents called Koyals he

could go up to " Four Diamonds " and could double

" Four Royals " if they should venture so far. Let us

return to the second player. If he had kept quiet,

as he ought to have done, he had a certainty of a hundred

points above the line ; instead of that, he lost forty-two

points below the line and forty-eight above and the

gameâ��simply and entirely by bad declaring.

There are many players who still call " One No

Trump," as dealer, on very flimsy materials, and they

are helped enormously by the second player thinking

it necessary to say something. I go so far as to

say that the second player should hardly ever overcall

" One No Trump," unless he can see a possibility of

winning the game. There is no necessity to show his

suit, because he will have the opening lead himself,

and it is much more important that his partner should

have a chance of declaring something.

A point which seems to be very imperfectly under-

stood is the requisite strength on which to support a

partner's call. The ordinary player will cheerfully

support his partner's call up to three or even four

tricks when he has strength in the declared suit,

even with nothing else in his hand ; but he will not

support him on outside cards, which is much more

useful. It may surprise some of mv readers to hear

t hat-

Heartsâ��4, 3, 2.

Diamondsâ��Ace, x, x, x.

Clubsâ��King, queen, x, x, x.

Spadesâ��x,

is a far better hand on which to support a partner's

call of Hearts thanâ��

Heartsâ��Queen, knave, x, x, x.

Diamondsâ��x, x, x.

Clubsâ��X, X, X.

Spadesâ��x, x.

If my partner had called " Two Hearts " on his ow n

hand I should not hesitate to support him up to

" Four Hearts " on the first hand, but I should be

very chary of calling even " Three Hearts " on the

second one. I should reckon the first hand as being

worth at least four tricks on my partner's Heart declara-

tion, but the second one is worth very few tricks.

Certainly it contains a lot of trumps, but those will

only be falling over my partner's trumps, not winning

tricks. These hands, when each of two partners holds

five cards of the same suit and not much else, are

dangerous ones to bid high upon, and often result in a

heavy loss. Winning cards in outside suits are much

more useful. The best estimate for judging when to

support your partner is how many tricks you can win

for him. If you can see three probable tricks in your

hand you should always support his original call.' It

is quite immaterial whether those tricks are in trumps

or not; in fact, it is better that they should be in

outside suits. He can be trusted to take care of the

trump suit. It is a strong asset to be short in the

opponents' suit. If you have a singleton in their suit,

and three little trumps, you can count that as one

certain and two probable tricks.

Royal Auction is essentially a partnership gameâ��a

game of combination of the two partners' hands.

When your partner has made an original suit declara-

tion, and you can support him to the extent of two or

three tricks, it is a bad mistake, although a common

one, to branch off into another declaration on your own

account, unless your suit is a very strong one or a mere

valuable one. You know that you can give material

assistance on your partner's call, but you do not know

that he can give any on your call. Here is a hand,

from actual play, which illustrates this point :â��

Heartsâ��o, 7, 6, 3.

Diamondsâ�� 8.

Club*â�� Kna>e, 7, 5.

Spadesâ��King, queen, knave, 9. 7.

Heartsâ��Queen, knave.

Diamondsâ��Ace, queen,

knave, 7, 6.

Clubsâ��Ace, 10, 6, 4.

Spadesâ��5, a.

Heartsâ��5, 2.

Diamondsâ��King,

9> 4. 3-

Clubsâ��Queen, 8, 3.

Spadesâ��Ace, 10, 9. 3.

Hearts- Ace, king, 10, 8, 4.

Diamondsâ��10, 5, 2-

Clubsâ��King, 9, 3.

Spadesâ��6, 4.

Bidding:â��

A Y B J

One Heart. Two Diamonds. Two Royals. lNo

No. No.

B's declaration of "Two Royals" was \ery bad.

He ought to have supported his partner by calling

"Two Hearts," and, if necessary, to have gone up to

" Three Hearts." His hand was worth four tricks at

least on the Heart declaration. Z would have been

quite justified in calling " Three Diamonds," but the

call of " Two Royals " suited his hand so much better

than the possible call of " Three Hearts" that he

wisely left it alone. A could not well go on with his

Heart call after his partner had refused to support

him, so the call was left at " Two Royals," and B failed

to get his contract; w hereas, if he had loyally supported

his partner, they would have won the game in hearts.

His excuse, after the hand was over, was the usual very

lame one : " I wanted to show you what I had got."

But why ? What good could it do ? By branching

to a fresh declaration he practically told his partner

that he could give him no assistance, while his hand was

really worth four or five tricks. " I should have called

' Three Hearts ' if they had gone on in diamonds," he

said. Quite so ; but his opponents were too cleverâ��

they did not give him the chance.

Here you see good and bad declaring side by side.

Z's passing the " Two Royals " call was just as good

as B's making it was bad. Z had quite a sound " Three

Diamonds " call, and he would have called it if B had

said " Two Hearts," but directly he heard the

" Two Royals " called he said to himself, " That suits

me all right," and he left it alone. This hand affords

quite a good instance of not interfering with a call

which suits your hand.

Another mistake which is often made is doubling

too soon. Royal Auction is a game of so many declara-

tions that it is unwise to double the opponents' call

unless you are prepared to double any higher declaration

which they may switch to. If you are certain to defeat

their call, be content; you may be quite sure that they

will get out of their trouble if you give them a chance,

and many a useful score is lost by premature doubling.

When you have got them in a tight corner, leave them

there : do not give them a loophole to creep out by. I

remember a hand which may serve as a warning :â��

Heartsâ��3.

Diamondsâ��Ace, 9, a.

Clubsâ��Knave, 7, 5, 4.

Spadesâ��10, 9, 7, 6, 2.

Heartsâ��Ace, knave, 9,

Diamondsâ��7, 4.

Clubsâ��Ace, king, 9, 2.

Spadesâ��5, 4.

Heartsâ��6, 5.

Diamondsâ��King,

queen, knave, 8, 3.

Clubsâ��Queen, 10, 6. 3.

Spadesâ��Queen, knave.

Heartsâ�� King, queen, 10, 7, 2.

Diamondsâ�� 10, 6, 5.

Clubsâ��8.

Spadesâ��Ace, king, 8. 3.

A V B Z

One Heart. No. . No. Two Diamonds.

Two Hearts. Double.
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This looked a grand opportunity for a double, and

so it would have been at auction bridge, but not at

Royal Auction. Y lost sight of the fact that no one

had mentioned royals, and that, as he had only

two small ones in his own hand, a call of " Two Royals '

was more than probable. All points of this sort have

to be considered, and are considered, by clever

declarers. As the hand was played, B called " Two

Royals," Z " Three Diamonds." and A " Three Royals,"

which they got, and incidentally won the game, as they

w ere already sixteen up. '! here w as a muddle. Instead

of winning a hundred points above the line, Y lost

forty-five points and the gameâ��simply through being

too greedy.

Another position of the same kind sometimes occurs

when you have been doubled, and are practically sure

to get your contract, and thereby to win the game.

Again I say, do not be greedy. Accept the good thing

which the gods, or the vagaries of your opponents,

have been kind enough to offer you, and do not think

of redoubling. I cannot illustrate this point better

than by quoting a hand which was published a few

months ago in the card column of a weekly journal.

The correspondent who sent it up to the paper said

in his letter, " I think this hand is a good instance of

the bidding which goes on in auction, and points, to a

certain extent, to the higher skill of inference required.''

This was the hand and the bidding :â��

Hearts-

Clubs-9

Spadesâ��5. 4, 3.

9, 8, 7, Â°. 5,

Diamondsâ��Ace, 9, 8,6.

5. 3-

Clubsâ��10, 5, 3. 2.

Spadesâ��Ace, 8, Â«.

Ii

(dealer)

A

Heartsâ��Ace, king.

Diamonds - Queen,

knave, 10, 7.

Clubsâ��King, queen, 7.

Spadesâ��King, queen,

7,6

Heart-. Queen, knave, 4, 3.

Diamondsâ��King, 4, 2.

Clubsâ��Ace, knave, 6.

Spadesâ��Knave, :o, 9.

k Y B Z

One NoTrump.Two Diamonds.Two Hearts. Two No

Trumps,

DouMe. No. No. â�  Redouble.

No. No. Three Hearts. Three No

Trumps.

Double. No. No. Redouble.

No. No. Four Hearts. Double.

The bidding was correct enough on the first round,

but after that it was hopelessly wrong. The trouble

began with A's double. Where was the skill in infe-

rence which we were told about ? The inference ought

to have been obvious enough. Z was marked with at

least one entry card in hearts, either ace or kingâ��

that was a certainty. He would then lead diamonds,

and a long suit, in all probability headed by the ace,

was marked in B's hand, so that Z's king of diamonds

was practically dead. Also, the entire spade suit was

against him, so how in the world could he expect to

defeat the call of " Two No Trumps " ? He had one

certain trick in hi- hand, the ace of clubs, which is all

he could have made. His proper call, if he felt that he

must say something, was " Three Hearts." Certainly

he never ought to have doubled. Even after the

double his partner, B, ought to have called " Three

Hearts," as his hand was a hopeless one against a

No Trump call. Now we come to Z's redouble, which

is the real point we have to consider. What a splendid

position he was in ! He was practically certain to get

liis contract, possibly with several over-tricks, and to

win the game. But he was not content with thatâ��

he was too greedy. He redoubled, although he must

have known, if he had given the matter a moment's

thought, that his opponents would go on with their

Heart call. They did so, and he had to call " Three

No Trumps." Again A (who must have been either

very mad or very bad) doubled, and again Z made the

mistake of redoubling, undeterred by his previous

experience. B then called " Four Hearts," which Z

doubled, and he won three hundred points above the

line, and no doubt thought himself very clever.

Now let us see what would have happened if he had

had the common sense to leave the first double alone.

He would have won the small slam, losing one club

only, and he would have scored a hundred and twenty-

points below the line and three hundred above, making

four hundred and twenty points altogether, and the

game in addition. Again I ask, where was that " higher

skill in inference," and how was it displayed ?

The bidding at Royal Auction depends so much upon

the individual intuition of the player and upon know-

ledge of the opponents' methods that it is almost

impossible to lay down any rules. All that I can do

is to give a few hints which may come in useful.

The most important thing to remember is that an

original suit call should always be a sound oneâ��that it

should never be made on numerical strength without

some high cards at the head of the suit. You can call

on a long suit, headed perhaps by knave or queen,

as a raising call, to force your opponents up, but not

as an original call.

You should always support your partner's original

call if you can give him three probable tricks, whether

those tricks are in trumps or in outside suitsâ��in fact,

outside tricks are better than trumps.

Your first consideration should always be to w in the

game, your second to prevent your opponents winning

it, and your third to defeat their contract. When

there is no chance of their winning the game on their

call, you should run no risk in overcalling them, unless

you can see a chance of winning the game yourself.

Never double a declaration of your opponents unless

you are prepared to double any higher declaration

which they may branch to ; rather be content with a

smaller profit, but a certain one.

It is nearly always right to win the rubber in pre-

ference to doubling your opponents. A bird in hand

is worth several in the bush. It is quite a different

matter when it is a question of winning the game,

but not the rubber. In the case of the first game,

vou must use your own discretion. If you can defeat

them for three or four hundred points, it is worth doing ;

but if it is a case of only a hundred, or possibly twohun-

dred, I should always prefer to win the game myself.

The time when it does pay to penalize your opponents

is when they have already won one game. You are

then in a bad position, as it is three to one against

your winning the rubber ; but if you can score two

or even one hundred points above the line, it is in the

nature of an insurance and is well worth going for.

In conclusion, I should like to impress one cardinal

point upon my readers. In order to succeed at this

game it is absolutely necessary to call your hand to its

very fullest value/and sometimes'a bit more than that.

You must chance something. If you keep quiet and

never declare on anything much short of a certainty,

the result will be that you will leave your opponents

with easy contracts, which they will fulfil time after

time. In order to make them bid high, you must bid

high yourself, and you must run a certain amount of

risk in so doing. You may depend upon it that the

players who pride themselves on rarely losing anything

above the line on their own declaration will never

make money at Royal Audita Bridge.

Vol. xlvi. â�� 97.



Christmas Eve at

ury Hall.

A Record of Some Easy Puzzles.

By HENRY E. DUDENEY.

THE little domestic puzzle symposium that took

place last Christmas Eve at Hollibury Hall,

where there was quite a large family gathering of

uncles and aunts and nephews and nieces, undoubtedly

owed its origin to Aunt Nancy. It was certainly not

intended by herâ��just a mere accidentâ��but the fact

remains that except for her arrival the thing would

not have been started. So let her have the credit

that is her dueâ��or the blame, if the reader prefers it.

It happened in this wise.

" Oh, have you seen Aunt Nancy's travelling-box

that has just arrived in the hall ? " exclaimed Dora

Nicholson, running into the room, where the party

were assembled round the big, open fireplace. " It

is the funniest thing imaginable !

" Really, my dear, I cannot think what you mean,"

protested Aunt Nancy.

But, at the entreaty of Dora, the party adjourned

to inspect, and the laughter was merry, not to say

boisterous, when they got the view of the box shown in

our illustration.

" Oh, auntie, what does it mean ? " cried little

Nellie Wilson. " ' MAD AUNT CAME HOPPING

RIGHT OVER HATSTAND.'"

" My dear children, I never noticed it before. They

are merely the fragments of railway labels that have

not been completely torn off. They represent the

names of stations in the British Isles to which I have

been travelling."

" Don't tell us the names of the places," said Dora.

" It will be a capital puzzle to find them out."

They all got " Dover " at once, but some of the

other places gave them a lot of trouble, and they

had to bring into use the "ABC Railway Guide."

This incident, as we have said, started the affair.

All the young people began clamouring for puzzles.

" Puzzles ! Puzzles ! Puzzles ! " That was to be

the order for the evening. Everybody was expected to

rack his brains for something, no matter how trivial.

And in the end the result proved not contemptible.

We will try to give a selection from the little puzzles

and pleasantries that were forthcoming. Mr. Wilson,

the host, started the ball rolling.

" Speaking of travelling reminds me that w hen I

was at Addleford last summer I hired a motor -ar

to take me to Clinkervillc and back again for three

pounds. At Bakenham, just midway, I met an

acquaintance, Mr. Smithers, and he asked me to take

him on to Clinkerville and bring him back to Bakenham

on the return journey. As I was hiring the motor,

he insisted on paying his share of the cost of the journey,

and I agreed. Now, what was Mr. Smithers's correct

share of the fare ? "

Everybody shouted out the same answer, almost at

once, and all were wrong ! What is the reader's view

of the matter ?

" Again speaking of travelling," said Harry," reminds

me of the three Scotchmen who set out respectively from

Dundee, Dunkirk, and Dundalk to walk to London.

As they all walked at the same rate per day, which"

person would reach London first ? "

The youngsters insisted that it all depended on

which place was nearest to London, and to settle that

they would have to refer to a map of Scotland. The

elder peopre all held their peace. Then Harry

explained.

The man from Dundee, of course, would be first,

because the others would get drowned before they

reached London walking. Dunkirk is in France and

Dundalk in Ireland."

" But Dunkirk sounds so very Scotch, doesn't it ? "

said Dora.

" Speaking of Scotland," said Maud Franklin,

" reminds me of a little puzzle that was shown

to me when we were staying at Oban last year.

You see these narrow slips of paper I have cut out ?

Four of them are two inches long and the other four

one inch long. Can you so lay all the eight pieces on

the table as to enclose three perfect squares of equal

size ? Don't leave any loose ends."

Harry did this puzzle first.

"Speaking of squares," said Herbert Nicholson,

" reminds me of this puzzle, that I do not think any

of you have ever seen. It is called ' Cats.and Dogs.' "

" I suppose it was invented on a rainy day ? "

suggested Nellie.

" You put these two

counters, representing

cats, on the points

i and 3, and the two

dogs on points 5 and 7.

The puzzle is to move

them one at a time

from point to point,

first a cat, then a dog,

then a cat, and so on,

until you have made

the cats and dogs

change p la c e s. An

animal can, of course, only go to the next un-

occupied point, no farther, in one move. You have

to make the fewest possible moves. That is the only

difficulty."
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" But haven't you omitted a line ? " asked Uncle

Walter.

Herbert explained that the diagram was quite

correct, as we reproduce it, and it took the party

some time to find the shortest possible solution.

" Speaking of cats," said little Nellie, later on,

" reminds me that a girl I know has a cherry-coloured

cat with rose-coloured spots. It's such a little beauty!"

" My dear Nellie," exclaimed Aunt Edith, her

mother, " yqu really must not tell stories. There

never was such a cat, I am sure."

" But, mother, dear, it's trueâ��quite true !"

'' Nellie, if you persist, I am sorryâ��although it is

Christmas Eveâ��but "

" Oh, mother, dear, don't be so serious ! Have

you never heard of black cherries and white roses ? "

During the laughter

Aunt Edith took little

Nellie in her arms,

and the forgiveness

on both sides was

complete.

"Speaking of

cherries," said Uncle

Walter, " reminds me

of plums, and plums

remind me of Christ,

mas puddings. Here

is a puzzle that a

friend gave me a few

days ago, and I can

make nothing of it.

Luckily I did not

destroy it- Can you

cut the pudding into two pieces of exactly the same

size and the same shape without cutting any one of

the plums ? The proof of this pudding is not in the

eating, but in the cutting."

" Is the pudding supposed to have any substance ? "

asked Harry

" No. You treat it as a disc, and are not expected

to make any comments on the size of the plums."

Nobody succeeded in solving this puzzle. Perhaps

the reader will be more successful.

" Speaking of discs," said Reggie Wilson, " reminds

me of a little puzzle I call ' The Nine Circles.' "

He drew the diagram that we annex.

" The puzzle is to write one of the nine digits,

l> 2Â» 3> 4Â» S> 6, 7, 8, 9, in each disc, so that when you

add up the four rows of

three figures, and then

add the results together,

they shall make sixty-

nine. Who can do it

first ? "

Mr. Wilson leant over

to Uncle Walter and

whispered : " Of course,

you see the simplicity of

the thing. It all depends

on which figure you place

in the centre : the rest

is of no consequence."

He was quite right. Perhaps the reader can say

at once what figure you must place in the middle to

eet sixty-nine.

" A man I know," said Teddy Nicholson, " possesses

a string of thirty-three pearls. The middle pearl is

the largest and best of all, and the others are so selected

and arranged that, starting from one end, each suc-

cessive pearl is worth a hundred pounds more than the

preceding one, right up to the big pearl. From the

other end the pearls increase in value by one hundred

and fifty pounds, up to the large pearl. The whole

string is worth sixty-five thousand

pounds. What is the value of

that large pearl ? "

While the men, young and old,

were figuring this out, the girls,

we noticed, were busy discussing

their conflicting preferences for

pearls, diamonds, rubies, and

such trifles. As Maud was heard

to say, " The actual buying of

these things is more in their way

than ouib."

" Pearls and other articles of

clothing," said Uncle Walter,

when the price of the precious gem

had been discovered, "remind

me of Adam and Eve. Autho-

rities, you may not know, differ as to the number of

apples that were eaten by Adam and Eve. It is the

opinion of some that Eve 8 (ate) and Adam 2 (too), a

total of io only. But certain mathematicians have

figured it out differently, and hold that Eve 8 and

Adam 8, a total of 16. Yet the most recent inves-

tigators think the above figures entirely wrong, for

if Eve 8 and Adam 8 2, the total must be 90."

" Well," said Harry, " it seems to me that, if there

were giants in those days, probably Eve 8 1 and

Adam 8 2, which would give a total of 163."

" I am not at all satisfied," said Maud. " It seems

to me that if Eve 8 1 and Adam 8 1 2, they together

consumed 893."

" I am sure you are all wrong," insisted Mr. Wilson,

" for I consider that Eve 8 1 4 Adam, and Adam

8124 Eve, so we get a total of 8,938."

" But, look here," broke in Herbert. " If Eve 814

Adam and Adam 81242 oblige Eve, surely the total

must have been 82,056 ! "

At this point Uncle Walter suggested that they

might let the matter rest. He declared it to be clearly

what mathematicians call an indeterminate problem.

" The Fall of Man," said Harry, " reminds me of

aeroplanes and such things. Last autumn I was

staying at Slocomb-on-Sea, when Spinks, the flying

man, paid the place a visit. All the town turned out

to see the wonderful flight of his hydroplane. The

flight was from Slocomb to the neighbouring watering-

place, Poodleville, five miles distant. But there was a

s<rong wind, which so helped the airman that he made

the outward journey in the short time of ten minutes,

though it took him an hour to get back to the starting-

point at Slocomb, with the wind dead against him.

Now, how long would the ten miles have taken him if

there had been a perfect calm ? We may assume that

the engine worked uniformly throughout."

This question was soon settled, with some little

assistance from Uncle Walter.

" Do you know," said Nellie Wilson, " that English-

men make better airmen than Scotchmen or Irishmenâ��

for the simple reason that they are not so heavy ? "

" How on earth do you make that out ? " asked

Teddy Nicholson.

" It is quite simple. You see, it is true that in Ireland

there are men of Cork, and in Scotland men of Ayr,

which is better still ; but here in England there are

lightermen."

Aunt Nancy confessed that she had never heard of a

lighterman, so she, of course, missed the point.

" Nellie is cutting us all out to-night in wit," said

Charlie Franklin ; " and speaking of cutting out

reminds me of a remarkable puzzle that I have here,

which was given to me yesterday by a friend."

He produced a sheet of " squared " paper on which

it was drawn.

" But before I show you the puzzle I should like to
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ask you why this sheet of paper is like a stupid

dog."

They soon gave it up.

" Well, you see, this sheet of paper is an ink-lined

plane, and an inclined plane is a slope up, and a slow

pup, you will admit, is a stupid dog. So there you are.

Now for the puzzle. We first cut out these pieces of

paper (cardboard will be better), which form the

sentence, ' CUT THY LIFE,' with the stops

between."

" Shouldn't the last word be ' throat ' ?

Herbert.

" Certainly not. It is a moral puzzleâ��an appeal

to the transgressor to cut himself adrift from the evil

life he is living. I am told that these pieces may be

fitted together to form a perfect chessboard."

It was decided to cut out the pieces next day and

see who could solve the puzzle first. Uncle W'alter

was the winner, but it employed all his spare intervals

on Christinas Day.

The last puzzle that we will give is still spoken of

by those who took part in it as " The Great Scramble,"

and it is included for the benefit of those who prefer a

hard nut to crack. It arose of itself in this way.

Towards bedtime the five boys happened to find a

parcel of sugar-plums. It was quite unexpected loot,

and an exciting scramble ensued, the full details of

which shall be recounted with accuracy, for it is of

quite historic interest. You see, Harry managed to ge^

possession of just two-thirds of the parcel of" sugar-

plums. Herbert at once grabbed three-eighths of these,

and Charlie managed to seize three-tent lis also. Then

young Reggie dashed upon the scene and captured ail

that Harry had left, except one-seventh, which Teddy

artfully secured for himself by a cunning trick. Now

the fun began in real earnest, for Harry and Charlie

jointly set upon Herbert, who stumbled against a

chair and dropped half of all that he had, which were

equally picked up by Reggie and

Teddy, who had crawled under

a table and were waiting. Next.

Herbert sprang on Charlie and

upset all the latter's collection

on to the floor. Of this prize

asked Harry got just a quarter, Herbert gathered up

one-third, Reggie got two - sevenths, while Charlie

and Teddy divided equally what was left of that

stock.

They were just thinking the fray was over when

Reggie suddenly struck out in two directions at once,

upsetting three-quarters of what Herbert and Harry-

had each last acquired. The two latter with the

greatest difficulty recovered five-eighths of this joint

loss in equal shares, but the three others each carried

off one-fifth of the same. Every sugar-plum was now

accounted for, and they called a truce and divided

equally amongst them the remainder of the parcel.

What is the smallest number of sugar-plums there

could have been at the start, and what portion did each

boy obtain ?

(The solutions to the puzzles in the above article trill be

given in our next issue.)

Solutions to Last Month's Perplexities.

164.â��THE QUEEN'S JOURNEY.

The correct solution is shown in the diagram by the

dark line. The dotted line shows the route that most

people suggest, but it is not quite so long as the other.

Assume that the distance from the centre of any square

to the centre of the next in the same horizontal or

vertical row is 2 inches, and that the queen travels

from the centre of the one she leaves to the centre of

the one at which she rests. Then the first route ex-

ceeds 67'q inches, while the doited route is less than

67'8 inches. The difference is small, but sufficient

to settle the point as to the longest route. All other

routes are shorter than these two.

165. -THE FAMILY AGES.

The ages were as follows : Billie, 3} years ; Ger-

trude, i| years; Henrietta, 5J years; Charlie, 10J

years ; and Janet, 21 years.

166.â��THE FATAL WELL.

THE total depth of the well would be 375 feet. The

depth under water was 15 foet, and the dry part would

be 22J feet, or three-fifths of the entire depth.

167.â��THE EDUCATED FROGS.

The following jumps solve the puzzle in ten moves :

2 to 1, 5 to 2, 3 to 5, 6 to 3, 7 to 6, 4 to 7, 1 to 4, 3 to 1,

6 to 3, 7 to 6.

t68.â��THE GERM PUZZLE.

The illustration shows how to cut the figure intc

two parts cr exactly the same size and shape.

[Some new Perplexities will be given next month.]
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A Compendium of Snort Articles.

"DIV-A-LET" : Or Division by Letters.

The above is the title of a little book by YV. H. Vail,

of Newark, New Jersey, published by the Kevell

Company Press from which we have his permission

to quote the following explanation and examples.

Headers possessed of a little ingenuity will find in

this pastime an endless store of amusement.

Letter division designates examples in division

where letters are used in the place of digits, and where

the problem is to obtain the word from the example

furnished, as in the case of the problems given below.

To form an example you select any word composed

of ten letters, among which there must be no duplicates.

Then place upon paper any example in long division in

figures, as lor instance :â��

410)5968327(14556

410

1 868

1640

2283

2050

2050

2827

2460

367

Now in selecting a word of ten letters (in which there

are no duplicates) let us take the word Precaution and

arrange it as follows :â��

PRECAUTION

1234567890

Wherever, in the above examplÂ», composed of figures,

the digit 1 occurs, place the letter P, wherever the

figure 2 occurs place the letter R, wherever the figure 3

occurs place the letter E, and so on to the end of the

word. Then you have the same example, only letters

have replaced the figures and the example has taken

ihe following form :â��

CPN)AOUIERT(PCAAU

C P N

P I U I

PUC N

R R I K

R N A N

RECK

R NAN

R I R T

R CATS

BUT

Of course, Uie problem is to obtain the word of ten

letters that is hidden in the example, and you proceed

to seek for hints or suggestions. By a little practice

you will soon notice certain things that will aid you in

your search. For instance, in this example, vou notice

that CPN goes P times into A O U, and that P times

C P N is C P N. Hence P must be 1, and wherever

P occurs in the problem you know that it represents

the figure 1 and is, therefore, the first letter of the

word in question.

So placing the ten digits in their regular order, thus :

1 234567890, you place P under figure 1.

Again you notice, as you run through the example,

that in each case of subtraction where N is found in the

subtrahend, the remainder is as follows : N from U

leaves U. N from I leaves I. N from E leaves E.

N from R leaves R. N from T leaves T. By these

data you decide that N stands for nought, and that is

the tenth letter in the word sought. So you place the

letter N under the digit o in the above list.

But yon also notice that in one place N from E

leaves R, and that leads you to conclude that A (which

stands next to the N) represents a larger figure than

the E, just above it,.and thus there must be 1 to be

subtracted from the E, above the X ; and, if our

decision that N is the last letter in the word sought is

correct and represents nought, then E must follow R

in our word of ten letters, as N from E, minus 1,

leaves R.

Again, in the first instance of dividing, where CPN

from A 0 U leaves P I U, you notice that C from'A

leaves P, and as we know that P is less than the O,

therefore C just precedes A in our word, because the

remainder is P or 1.

Once more vou notice in the next instance of dividing,

P I U I and PUC N, and as P is 1, you know that

P I and P U represent numbers in the teens : whereas

in the next three cases of dividing you have R R, R E,

and R I as the first letters in the minuends and R N,

R N, and R C in the subtrahends, and you conclude

that most probably the R is either 2, 3. 4, or 5.

By this time, having obtained certain suggestions,

we take a general survey over the example, and seeing

the letters TION and knowing that N is the last

letter, we presume that T I 0 N is the last syllable of

the word.

Again, taking P as the first letter of the word, and

knowing that E follows R, we naturally form, ten-

tatively, the syllable P R E, as the first syllable, and

having C A U as the only letters that are left, we place

them between the first and the last syllables, and we

have the word PRE-CAU-TION.

One might think there were few words composed of

teq letters without duplication, but a little research

will reveal a large number of such words, as Authorized,

Audiphoncs, Emulations, Favourites, Inoculates,

Mendacious, etc

The author offers this pastime for those who are

naturally inclined to mathematical problems.

Here are some examples which the reader can solve

for himself. Solutions will be given next month :â��
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A COLLECTION OF ANAGRAMS.

AY/E are indebted (or this interesting collection of anagrams to Mr. W. Dalton, the well-known writer

" Â» on Bridge. About half the words given were taken from an old manuscript in his possession, while

ihe other half are his own composition. Each word, or group of words, printed in heavy type may be formed

into a single word, thus making perfect sense when the whole is read. The solution will be given next month.

My dear neat chair,

I am sending this letter by a ragman, knowing

that the houserats of such red lane books as

yours will soon come to a red nuts and gin of its

meaning. 1 can well imagine the no stern action

of your good father, the crymangle, should this

early bat of surly foe fall into his hands, therefore

I will place it upon the I creep safe, where you

will find it when you descend into your quite

spruce garden.

Any of his I hire parsons would expect the

heaviest nine thumps which words could inflict

on approaching a crymangle as the there we

sat of his aged Ruth. Please advise me to come

wiih whatever mad policy I can command.

To-night ! am going to the crate door. I wish

you could go with me to hear the a dry shop

performed by the carthorse. When I return I shall

look for the light of your nice herald as no

moonstarer ever looked for a lost linen coat.

If it is still burn.ng 1 shall take it as a sign that I may

present myself as a cat dined for into my arm

to your respected norsecat, so to call him. If

you approve, send me word by great help.

I have lately been very much occupied at the nay,

I repent it. At present, the staincrash here

have raised a spirit of to love ruin among the men.

and one of them has been shot. I was his go nurse,

and must attend his real fun to-morrow.

During his last days he told me that he acquired

much the law by the sale of oil soap, and cities

pant spherical tall spies, but he had wasted it all

in trying to crush the ten tea pots of different

countries. He assured the live agents who visited

him that he belonged to the best in prayer church,

and he maintained with his latest her bat that he

never sympathized with the neat herds of ihe

red tonic of sin sat on a tin tar tub, but. on

the contrary, thought it a Simon Peter in tears.

Two sly wear of my acquaintance plied him wi.h

wily stupid tale, and many a brilliant hair mops,

but he left everything that he had to the sheep at

Cairo who attended him.

I have a ring of thy mates, which is of somewhat

neat leg design. I am sending it to you, and I hope

soon to see it worn by my rice soup little grin lad.

Your devoted proper wish,

ARAB CHILD.

Double Dummy Bridge Problem.

Bv C. T. MlLLIKEN.

Heartsâ��Queen, 8, 5

ChiUsâ��Ace, knave, 8

Diamondsâ��Knave, io, 4, j

Hearts -10, 7, 6

Clubsâ��Queen, 9,

V 6

Diamonds- Queen,

6

Spadesâ��Knave

Heartsâ��Knave

Clubs â��King

Diamondsâ��King,

?â�  8, 7

Spade*â��10, 7,

6, 3

Heartsâ��9, 4

Clubsâ��10, 5, 4, 3

Diamondsâ��Ace, 5

Spadesâ��King, 9

Club* are (rumps, and A has the lead. A and B are to win

eight out of the ten tricks against any possible defence.

{Solution will he given next month.')

Solution of Last Month s Bridge

Problem.

The card underlined â�¢wins the trick. The card immediately

beneath is led to the next trick.

Z

Diamonds 3

Spades 10

Clubs 3

Clubs queen

A V B

Diamond* 6 Diamonds 9 Spades 7

Hearis ace! Spades 3 Spades knave

Clubs knave Clubs 6 Clubs 3

Clubs king Clubs 9 Clubs 5

Hearts? T

And B must make his knave of hearts and his 7 of clubs.

A PUZZLE OF WEIGHT.

The following is perhaps the best puzzle of its kind,

and will be found, even among people of scientific

training, to give rise to very different arguments and

conclusions. A large air-tight box containing a

pigeon is placed on a weighing scale. While the

pigeon is sitting on the floor of the box, the weight is

noted. The pigeon then rises and flies round the box

without touching it. What is the effect on the weight

indicated ?

{The answer will be given next month.)



CURIOSITIES.

[IVe shall be glad to receive Contributions*!) this section, and to pay for such as are accepted.]

AN IDEA FOR AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHERS.

I- HAVE been a few months

in England, studying

English, but this photograph

does not show the result of my

endeavours to grapple with the

niceties of your astonishing

language (such as plough, tough,

dough, cough, bough, through,

trough, etc., choose, chose, lose,

loose, good, food, blood, move,

dove, rove, etc.), but simply two

large foreign shells for ears and

two limpet shells (with holes) for

eyes.â��Mr. E. Blumer, 5, Lewes

Road, Eastbourne.

denly becomes boiling, and at

this spot sheds have, been

built, and the people of Reyk-

javik have thus an endless and

constant supply of hot water,

in which they wash all the linen

of the town. So hot is the

water that a cold stream has to

be diverted into it. The track

of the stream can be seen from

afar, marked as it is by dense

white volumes of steam. There

are other such streams in the

country, but this is the best-

known one, owing to its size

and convenient position. â��

Rev. A. E. Murray, Clergy

House, Chislehurst, Kent.

TOMBSTONE IN A CAGE.

VERY unusual is the story connected with the

iron cage erected over this grave, which is that of

an Indian officer who was a keen big-game hunter.

He had the cage made so that by undoing the screws

at the end it could easily be taken to pieces, and he

utilized it for two purposes. On his tiger-shooting

DOG v. SHARK.

ONE day last summer my retriever killed a blue

shark, weighing over 2olb., at Looe. The fish

was sporting about in a small lagoon left by the tide,

and as it made a dart for the open sea the dog sprang

at it and fastened his teeth well in its side. For

quite five minutes a keen struggle between dog and

fish took place, first one and then the other gaining

the upper hand, the fish making many ineffectual

attempts to bite its assailant. Gradually the shark

got more and more

feeble, and was

finally dragged to

the shore in triumph

by its canine van-

quisher.â��Mr. Arthur

Williams, Bryn G14s,

Newport, Mon.

A NATURAL

LAUNDRY.

SOME of your

readers may be

glad to see this

photograph, which

was taken in Ice-

land. A stream two

miles from the town

of Reykjavik sud-

expeditions he had it

covered with green

boughs, when it

effectually concealed

him from his quarry ;

while at night it

covered him while he

slept. The bars,

however, were not

sufficiently close to

make him quite

secure, and one night

he was so badly

mauled by a tiger

that he died of blood

poisoning. â�� Mr. H.

O'Reilly, 49, Lexden

Road, Colchester.
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A MOUSE BUILT IN A DAY.

THE remarkable feat of building a house in a

day was recently accomplished at Hamilton,

Ontario. The first sod was turned at 5 p.m., and

the building when seen five hours later was already

up to within a few feet of the second storey, and

the brickwork could be seen to grow steadily under

the efforts of a small army of bricklayers. The

house contains nine rooms and is of two storeys,

and every detail of steam - fitting, finishing,

plumbing, and furnishing was ready within exactly

twenty-four hours after the turning of the first

sod. It was possible for a family to have walked

in and lived there without anything further

jj "7

" SPARKS."

THE above illustration represents what might at

first sight appear to be examples of a peculiar

species "of, seaweed or fern, but in reality they are

nothing else than parings off the brake-blocks of a

railway engine. It is often noticed that when the

brakes are applied to the wheels of a railway locomotive

travelling at a fair speed red-hot sparks By very thickly.

These sparks are simply small pieces of metal, of which

the above are examples, and are caused by the enormous

heat generated by the friction between the brake-blocks

and the hard steel tyres of the wheels. The softer metal

of the brake-blocks is thus shorn off in shapes after

the above style, which are from half an inch to three

inches in length.â��Mr. George S. Barry, Wellbank,

Kirriemuir, N.B.

THE DEVIL'S CHECKMATE.

ISEND you a chess problem that may be interesting

to the younger generation, as I do not think it has

been published for many years.

black. ("The Devil.")

being required except getting in provisions. As the

workmen were at work all night powerful arc-lights

were strung on poles around the building. There were

between three and four hundred men at work at

midnight, the carpentering going on simultaneously

w ith the bricklaying. The foundations are of concrete

blocks, and the brickwork is exceptionally heavy.

The interior walls are covered in the regular way with

laths and plaster, the heating is by hot water, and the

finishings, including the floors, are of hardwood. The

dining-room is panelled in oak, with oak beams in the

ceiling. One of the most difficult problems was to get

a plaster which would harden quickly enough, but

this was successfully overcome. The house was given

away to the person guessing the number of beans in a

bottle on the grounds where the house was built.â��

Mr. John G. Dickson, 38, Wellington Street South,

Hamilton. Canada.

1
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WHITE. (" The Christian. ^

Black to play and mate in seven moves. The Christian

maintains that the Devil cannot fairly claim the game

with this mate. Satan allows the objection. What is it ?

(Solution will be given next month.)â��Mr. H. J. Ccle-

man, 47, Willcocks Street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
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Let your

gift win a

smile every

day of the

, There is a charm

about AutoStrop shaving that

makes the AutoStrop an Ideal

Gift. The way you put a new

keen edge on the blade in just 12

seconds without removing it or

unscrewing a single part â�� the

simple cleaning the smooth, vel-

vety shave â��all these advantages

wed a man to his AutoStrop and

make him discard any other razor

he may possess.

^SAFETY '

RAZOR

Exquisitely fashionedâ��quadruple

silver-platedâ��the blade adjusted

to the thousandth of an inchâ��the

shell horsehide strop made of the

best leatherâ��the 12 lancet steel

" Valet " blades - the leather vel-

vet-lined caseâ��all these make a

man know that his friend has taken

pains to select the best shaving

outfit that money can buy.

STROPS ITSELF AND SAVES

CONSTANT EXPENSE FOR BLADES.

AutoStrop Safety-

Razor, lompli'tc in

case with horsehide

strop and i

doz. Valet

1! I a d e s ,

Other sets up to

Fifteen Guineas.

TO BR HAD AT ALL

HIGH CLASS DKALEKS

21/-

AutoStrop Safety Razor Co., Ltd.,

61. New Oxford St.. London, W.C.

A Uo New York,

Paris, Toronto,

t-yHney, Hamburg,

l>ut>lin ami Milan.
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Adding Machines. Etc.

B.C R. Adding Machine 84

Felt & Tarrant Mfg. Co. 83

Artificial Limbs.

Grossmith, W. R 113

Art Photographs.

Erdmann & Schanz 106

Baby Cars, etc.

Dunkley 126

Banks.

Farrow's Bank... ... ... ... 77

Baths, Etc

Foot's Bath 60

Billiard Tables, Etc.

Padmore, T., & Sons ... ... 126

Riley, E. J., Ltd. Cover 3

Boots and Shoes, Etc.

Butt, G. M., & Co. 9=

Cherry Blossom Boot Polish ... 74

Delta Boots 103

Dri-Ped Soles 87

Freeman, Hardy, & Willis, Ltd. ... 86

Greenlees & Sons 100

Hogg, A T 98

Lennards, Ltd. 120

Neal, Daniel, & Sons, Ltd. 3

Nuagane Polish ... ... â� â� â�  48

Patent Canvas Shoe Co. ... ... 166

Raoul Shoe ... ... ... ... 4

Ruthstein Boots .. 105

Safeguard Boot Co. ... no
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Southall, R-. & Co. 133

Tricker, R. E., & Co 114

Wood-Milne Heels 12a
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OrTord & Sons, Ltd 126
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Ceramic Art Co., Ltd. 89

Fenton Pottery Co. ... ... ... 127

Fleet, G.j & Co 133

Vincent Fine Art Pottery Co. ... 125

Waring & Gillow ... ... ... 128
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Evans, Wm., & Co 171

Cigars, Etc.

Bartlett & Bickley 1m

Bond Cigar Co. '?i
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De Reszke Cigarettes 73

Flor de Dlndigiil 167

Sandorides' Lucaoa Cigarettes ... 93

Corsets, Etc.

Domen Belts ' Â»o

Knitted Corset Co. 170

Costumes, Etc.

Copland & Lye 90

Finlay (Maternity Skirts) 104

Noble, L, Ltd 101

Wood Bros. (Maternity Skirts) ... 68

Cutlery & Plated Goods, Etc.

Arnold Razor 116

AutoStrop Safety Razor t

Clemak Safety Razor 32

Gillette Safety Razor 29

Kropp Razor â�¢â�¢ 112

Mab Razor Co. 104

Sheffield Goods Mfg. Supply Co. ... 82

Star Safety Razor 171

Universal Safety Razor 100

Cycles, Etc.

Marston, J., Ltd 83

Dress Materials.

Bill, W 72

Lewis's Velveteen ... ... ... 88

Morant, J. D., Ltd 116

Portree Wool Mill Co 164

Dyers and Cleaners, Etc.

Pullars 80

Educational.

Clark's College 17

Concentro Co. (Mind Training) ... 124

Electrical Engineer Institute ... 88

Imperial Publishing Co. 104, 163, 165

International Correspondence

Schools, Ltd. 59

Page-Davis 124

Pel man School of the Mind 49

Sloan-Duployan Shorthand

(Holborn) 170

Sloan-Dupl-jj an Shorthand

(Rnmsgnte) 124

Electric Lamps, Etc.

Electrical Novelties Co 121

Osram Lamps .. ... ... ... 147

Portable Electric Light Co., Ltd. ... 78

Electric Lighting.

Ward ^ Goldstone .*. 167

Continued on pagj 4.
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Fountain Pens, Inks.

Jewel Pen Co lao

Kearney's Red Dwarf Stylograph... 166

Neptune Fountain Pen ... ... 126

Onoto Pen ... 31

Swan Pen â�¢â�¢ 22

Waterman Fountain Pen 30

Furniture, Etc.

Abingdon Carpet Mfg. Co., Ltd.... 99

Bowen & Mallon 105

Dryad Furniture 117

Foot, J., & Son. Ltd. 45

Globe Furnishing Co. 5

Globe-Wernicke Co , Ltd. (Desks)... Si

Inglesant, T., & Sons, Ltd. (Desks) 100
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Minty (Chairs)... ... ... â� -â�  154

Mortons (Chair & Boot Cabinet) .. 165

Rexine 163

Thomas, Son, & Grant (Chair) ... t/i

Guns, Etc.

Clarke, F., & Co 96

Dedles Small Arms Co 160

Horticultural, Etc.

Bayliss, Jones, it Bayliv, Ltd. ... 126

Chipmans, Ltd. 170

Empire Fence ... ... ... ... 159

K'"g, J. R., & Sons 104

Lister's Tubs ... ... ... ... 70

Mcrryweather, H., & Sons, Lid. ... 130

Ryder & Son, Ltd ... 5a

Hosiery, Clothing, Etc.

Arrow Collars ... ... ... ... 145

Astra Collar Suppoits ... ... 169

Chilprufe Mfg. Co. ...( S4

Everclean Collars (Bell's) ... ... 104

Fitzall Bandeau ... ... ... 64

Fox's Spiral Puttees 85

Grant & Watson 116

Hartley & Co 92

T;icksons', Ltd. 38

Jaeger ... ... ... ... 161

Jason Hosiery Co. ... 63

Jones. John, & Sons t63

Labodcx 166

Pesco Underwear .. ... ... 91

Robinson & Cleaver, Ltd 66

Samuels, J. & S 156

Snap-Lock Link Co. ... ... ... 10a

Sphere Suspender ... ... ... 149

Vaughan & Heather 25

Watkins 118

Wholesale Fur Co 107

Hotels.

Imperial Hotel 128



The "Intimate"

Good Gift for

Little People.

. . Only an uncle or auntâ��

a parentâ��some close relative

or friend of the little ones â��

can properly present a child

with the delightful and most

" intimate" gift of a pair of

shoes. ~

. . Only one who knows children

and their ways can understand

their delight at receivingâ��addressed

to themâ��a new and charming pair

of shoes. The real delight in this

Gift has been proved by thousands of cases covered by our Xmastide trade

of the past few years. If there is a child you know and loveâ��let your

Gift be Footwear chosen from the " Phat-Pheet" range.

. . We send these Christmas Gifts in special boxes of dainty designâ��

appropriate to the Season and the Gift, and enclose a Gift Card with

name of the Gift-giver, together with a Story-Book and a Promise (of

another).

. . The Phat-Pheet Range, with its perfect natural shapes, its

model for every age and purpose of Babyhood and Childhoodâ��

its certainties and refinementsâ��lie behind the Gift. The Phat-

Pneet Trade-mark tells that you have chosen the finestâ��the

most perfectâ��Children's Footwear in the whole world.

No. 752 illustrates one of the hundreds of Phat-Pheet models.

We call it the " Strap" Cromwell Shoe. It is a Boy's Shoe

made in Patent Calf, Brown Calf, and White Suede. This is

one of the most successful Shoes ever produced by Daniel Neal

for Young Boys' House and Evening Wear. We will send full

particulars on requestâ��meantime we quote POST FREE

PRICES:â��7-7J, 8/-; 8-9, 8/3; 94-11. 8/9; 111-13,9/6;

134-2, 10/3.

. . Write for the "Special Xmas Gift Booklet,"

which pictures and describes a number of Novel

and Charming Shoes suitable for Gifts to Baby, Boy

or Girl. Address Dept. 6,

126, KENSINGTON HIGH STREET, LONDON, W.

No. 752.

Daniel Ao^l

Fitting Rooms at 126, Kensington High Street, W. ;

68-70, Edgware Road, W.; 123, High Street, Putney, S.W.

Ci SONS

LIMITED
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Household Linen, Curtains, Etc.

Allen, J. J. (Durobelle) 10

Murphy & Orr 102

Peach, S., & Sons 125

Household Requisites.

Ashford's Chimney Sweepers ... 100

Bond's Marking Ink 125

Bradford, T., & Co 154

Bryant & May 127

Chambers, Edwin (Roaster) ... 125

Cona Coffee Maker 146

Daisy Vacuum Cleaner 75

Dargue Acetylene Co., Ltd. ... 72

Durabar Co. ... ... ... ... 72

Kwbank Sweeper 119

Kluxite 157

Follows & Bate, Ltd. 103

Frozo, Ltd. '. 78

Goddard's Plate Powder 124

Lea's 120

Le Page's Glue 42

\axo Vapour-Gas Light Co. ... 93

London Household Supply Co. 89, 113

Melanyl Marking Ink M9

Moore Push-Pins >Â°t

Nicholas. C. (Quilts) 82

Pari pan (Enamel) ... ... ... 168

Prana Sparklets 134

Price's Night Lights ... 100

Ramon, Long, & Co 173

Ross & Co 96

Saracen Blankets 101

Schering's Formalin 114

Seccotine ... ... 89

Staples Mattress 107

Thermos Flasks ... 46

Universal Coffee Machine 160

Vaughan & Heather 24

Vol-Peek Cement 92

Washing-Up Machine 72

Watson & Coomher ... ... .. 166

Wiener, L. (Caffeta) 154

Witney Blanket Co., Ltd 96

Wizard Vacuum Cleaner

Woolvo ...

Zorst Vacuum Cleaner Co.

PACK

... 68

... 78

... 116

Hygienic Appliances, .Surgical

Instruments, Etc.

Auriphones, Ltd. ... ... ... 125

Brooks, C. K. (Trusses) ... ... 173

Claxton Ear-Cap 169

Dr. Hogyes' Socks 96

Duchatellier, Mme 124

Galvanic Ring Co. 124

General Acoustic Co. 105

Hawksley & Sons 170

Lees Ray (Ear-Caps) ... 126

Muller, E. 170

O'Connor Extension Co 80

Rice, Wm. S., Ltd ... 98

Stolz Electrophone ... ... ... 18

White's Patent Truss Co. ... ... 170

Wilson Ear-Drurn Co. .. ... 124

Zodiac Electro Massage Machine ... 172

Insurance.

Confederation Life Association ... 118

Sun Fire Office ... ... ... 80

Sun Life of Canada ... ... ... 81

Invalid Appliances.

Foot's Bed Table 82

Foot's Wheel Chairs 102

Witham, J. P 124

Knitting Machines.

Foster, Jamc; ... ... ... ... 126

Harrison Knitter ... ... ... 126

Lace.

Armstroiv ^rs- R 76

Layettes.

Wood Bros 114

Continued on page 6*

Altepburys' Pastilles ..

Anturic Bath Salts

Beecham's Pills

Boots' Cash Chemists

Bragg** Charcoal

Burgess' Lion Ointment

Damman, Dr. ...

Ecsolent Compounds, Ltd. ...

Eno's Fruit Salt ... . ...

Evans' Pastilles

Frazcr's Tablets ... - ...

Himrod (Asthma Cure)

Hinksman, \. (Asthma Cure)

Holtoway's Pills .â�� , ...

Iron Jelloids

Ison, Mr,

tones, Dr. G. H.

Keeley Treatment

Kephaldol, Ltd

Kutnow, S-, & Co., Ltd. ...

Lodge, Somerville H.

Mackenzie, Dr. (Smelling Salts)

Mason, W. H

Mentholatum Co

Potter & Clarke, Ltd.

Proctor's Pinelyptus

Rankin's Head Ointment ...

Schnelle, A. C

Shadforth, Wm.

Singleton's Eye Ointment ...

Taylor & Co. (Blushing) ...

Tensfeldt, Mine.

Trench's Remedies ...

Vapo-Cresolene ... â� â�¢

Viuel Water

Wincarnis

Zematone Co. ...

Zox Co,

Miscellaneous.

Aerograph Co., Ltd. ...

Awl-u-want

Black Autocopyist

- 39

Cover 2

... 3*

... 1*

... 103

::: f

i?6

168

169

85

"4

'55

129

107

"4

134

' xl

47

120

170

170

121

84

166

146

>*4

99

104

107

9i

168

4Â«

124

116

166

94

126

All Smart Women

Wear French Shoes

THE reasons for this are many. There are about the

best French Footwear a daintiness and style

entirely its own. Original and artistic modelling

is combined with comfort and durability. For evening

wear, street wear, and all other occasions, there is a

wide and fascinating variety of Raoul Shoes to choose

from with discrimination and the utmost good taste

" Lavallitrt "

Two Dainty Specimens

of Raoul Footwear

" Lavalliere "

In Black Moire, Negro*

Brown, Navy Blue, or

Black Velvet ' //-

(Without Buckle) ZO/O

" Cothurnt "

In striped top Satin. Patent

or Velvet vamp. An exceed-

ingly elegant model

30/- and 32/-

Cot hit me '

Write for New Illustrated List No. 6

The RAOUL SHOE Co. of PARIS

195 Regent Street, London, W
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A CHOICE SELECTION I

Chesterfield Suite in "Queen Anne" Style

Combining the beautiful form of ehe early 18th Century with the luxury and solidity of the 20th- A splendid m

example of the modern cabinet maker's and upholsterer's best work. The suite comprisesâ��Settee (*iih J*.

one end adjustable), Pair of large Divan Easy and 4 Small Chairs. Mahoganyâ��all \ beat soundly

upholstered, larger pieces mounted on castors, covered in any shade of best plain mohair or woollen tapestry.

21

Guineas

The 'Roxburgh* Easy Chair.

Hair stu(fed â��covered win 1Â» -t Woollen

Tapestry, pattern to customer's oÂ«n

Selection. Down cushion to seat. Sound

construction and first â�¢quality materials.

An Easy Chair of the very highest grari*

which enhances both the Comfort and

appearance of the room. Â£S 17s. bd.

The "Roxburgh"

Easy Chair

Upholstered in hair

and finished with best

Woollen Tapestryâ��

Pattern o customers'

own selection. Down ,

cushions of the name [

superior quality.

Luxuriously c* mfort-

able, soundly con-

structed,all materials

of the very best, it is

a Settee of the very

highest class.

Â£10 17*. 6d.

1

EASY

PAYMENT

TERMS

DISCOUNT

for CASH.

All Goods are sent Carriage

Paid to any Railway Station

in the United Kingdom.

Colotial and Foreign Orders

specially deal' with.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

In Full.

The"Walder\" Trio-Seat Settee.

FREE.

A VALUABLE GUIDE

to Complete Furnishing.

Whether you are immediately

furnishing or not it will repay

perusal. Write for it to-day.

It costs you nothing and will

sava you pound;.

Orders by Post receive prompt and careful attention.

Cwl ORF1 Fuâ�¢shing Co.

^LJI Mâ��l\JUM-A {J.R.Grant, Proprietor), Dept E

LIVERPOOL-

PEMBROKE PLACE.

BELFASTâ��

38-40, HIGH STREET.
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Browning 17Â°

Brytstele Mfg. Co.... 161

Courtney &. Birkett 114

Dr. Barnardo's Homes 149

Everitt Press Mfg. Co. 117

Excelsior Co. (Printing Machine) ... 108

Hancock & Son 10a

Hardtinuth Cigar-Pierrer ... ... 76

Liverpool Virus ... ... 114

Mansfield's Water Kinder ... .. 82

Major Richardson 96

Patent Pulp Mfg. Co. 94

Pillcington & Gibbs ... 93

Practical Novelty Co. 173

Schofield & Sims, Ltd 86

Third Hand Patents 48

Vtx Oil Co. 96

Models, Etc

Bassett-Lowke, Ltd 66

Clyde Model Dockyard i6t

Motors, Etc.

Argyll Motors 43

Cadillac Motors 143

Dew Engineering Co. ... ... 143

Evinrude Motor Co ... 88

Gilmour, G.i Ltd. (Accessories) ... 146

Macmilbn, W., & Co. 170

Rudge-Whitworth (Motors) ... 117

Musical Instruments, Etc.

Bell Piano & Organ Co., Ltd. ... 24

Campbell's Melodeons 92

Columhia Graphophone ... ... IC9

Cornish Organs 154

Daws Clarke 133

Edison Bell Velvet Face Records ... 154

Favorite Record Co., Ltd. ... ... 70

Gramophone Co., Ltd. ... 36, 37

Harper Electric Piano Co 170

Kastner & Co (Autopiano) 139

Machell, T., & Sons 159

Murdoch's ... ... ... ... no

PACK

National Gramophone Co., Ltd. ... 42

Orchestrelle Pianola ... 136, 137, 150

Pithc Freres Pathcphone ... 40, 41

Perforated Music Co., Ltd 61

Steck Piano .. ... ... 149

Zonophone Records ... ... ... 138

Optical.

Bruce Bros (Opera Glasses)...

... 127

... 10 j

... 90

Hughes (Lanterns)

Watson, W., & Sons, Ltd.

Overseas.

British Columbia 104

Patent Foods.

Allenburys' Foods 57

Benger's Food ... ... ... ... 27

Cheltine Foods Co :68

Grape-Nuts ... ... ... ... 141

Ridge's Food ... ... 164

Robinson's Patent Barley 162

Sister Lauras Infant Food Co. ... 108

Squire's (Ferocal) 112

Visrm ... ... ... ... â� â� â�  166

Photography and Photos.

Richard, Jules... ... ... ... 6

Watkins Meter Co 114

Physical Culture.

Gil-van, Arthur "4

Inch, Thomas ... ... ... 124

Maxick & Saldo 153

Sandow, Ltd. ... ... ... .. n

Provisions.

Allinson Bread... ... ... ... 7

Atora Suet 165

Berwick's Baking Powder 131

Bournville Cocoa <3Â°

Burgess' Anchovy Paste ... ... 96

Dee & Ess Cocoa 74

Eggo, Ltd 101

Farenda Coffee 114

Continued on page 8.

I'AGS

Frenchman Coffee â�  â� - 99

Fry's Cocoa Front Cover, 34

Gordon, Dilworth Tomato Catsup... 10a

Hoe's Sauce US

Hong*Kong Tea ... ... ... u8

Hood, Wm. (Spiced Beef) 165

H P. Sauce Ot

[bis Cocoa ... ... ... ... --ig

Iniitova Lemon Cheese ... ... *2

Miles' Bacon .. ... "6

Morrison, J., ft Sons (Shortbread)-â� â�  166

O.K. Sauce 106, 107

Plasmon Cocoa ... ... ... 132

Postal Yeast Co. 157

Poulton & Noel, Ltd 108

Red, White, & Blue Coffee 157

Symington's Soups 90

Vi-Cocoa 65

Publishers' Announcements.

Bazaar, Exchange, & Mart 60

Captain, The ... ... ... 118

Country Life Books i6j

Daily News and Leader ... ... 150

Days of First Ix>ve ... ... 126

Educational Book Co. ... ... 79

Ladies' Field 58

Music for All '.. 17S

Music Lovers' Library 174

Newnes" 6d. Novels 158

Olympian Field Events 150

Pears Annual ... Cover 4

Sewing Machines, Etc.

Sewing Machine Co. ... ... .. 134

Soap.

Olivers' Carpet Soap 168

Cuticura Soap ... ... 169

Field's Spermaceti Toilet Soap ... 128

Knight, J., Ltd. 9Â°

Lux Soap . Insets

McClinton's Colleen Soap 151

Price's Regina Soap 164

Camera complete

with 6 slides

\e extra)

By the makers of the

famous Verascope

As fine a Christmas

Gift as you could choose

TT does not matter what instrument an

*â�¢ amateur photographer uses, he always

longs for a stereoscopic camera as well.

Plate or film cameras are excellent in their

way, but with a stereoscopic camera so

more can be accomplished.

Give a Glyphoscope and you

will be delighted with the warm

appreciation it receives.

The Glyphoscope

Stereoscopic Camera with Stereoscope

'T'HIS excellent stereoscopic camera, with six slides and stereoscope

t for viewing the pictures, is most excellent value at the price.

The Glyphoscope is the only camera at a moderate price which makes beautiful

stereoscopic pictures, in which every object and detail stands out in vivid, natural relief.

Everyone is charmed with its beautiful work.

Booklet No. S tell* you all about the Glyphoscope. Send for it to-day

JULES RICHARD, 27 New Bond St. London, W
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jgjfcjjf! Xmas

Gifts

more attractive or

pleasing than

those appearing

in our Jewellery

Catalogue at

wholesale prices

could not be

desired. If you

wish a charming

gift for a lady,

Give HER a Ring

We have one of the finest selec-

tions in London of Genuine

Gem-set Dress and Engagement

all solid Hall-Marked Kings,

also Gipsy-set diamonds of every

description, rubies, emeralds,

sapphires, beautiful designs and

novel settings, at just the prices

you wantâ��wholesale pric s. Or,

to bring the glint of pleasure

to a gentleman friend's eye

Give HIM a Ring

snake, signet, or

plain b.tnd. We

have just the ring

to please him at

the price to suit

you. Before buy-

ing any Christmas

Gifts send for our

FREE

CATALOGUE

containing hundreds

of illustrations of

| daintily Ken*. - set

Pendants, Itrooches,

Bracel*t ,-md Wrist-

strap Watches, &c.

Save money. Write

to-day. We guarantee

satisfaction, and ex-

change any article not

appreciated.

CRENFELL,

FRAZIER & Co.

(Dcpt .,), 1J, 16.21,

Edgware Road,

London, W.

Nothing but

Praise

FROM all quarters there is nothing

but praise for Allinson Wholemeal

Bread. Doctors, dietists, and dentists

insist upon the necessity of honest

wholemeal bread; daily letters of praise

are received from men and women

throughout the Kingdom.

THE success of Allinson Bread is due to

MERIT. Its flavour, its digestibility,

and its beneficial effects o.i health are

FACTS which appeal to common-sense. The

public now knows the important difference

between Allinson Wholemeal Bread and fancy

" brown" breads which are rot wholemeal.

Hence it is ALLINSON which is everywhere

asked for, because it is the bread which justifies

ade on its behal .

Give Allinson a week's trial

and prove its health value.

by takers everywhere. Send yd stamps

/or a sample tats/ and name of nearest baker,

together with free illustrated book oh Breatl

and Health, and particulars o/ Monthly Prite

Distribution (23 Cash Prizes and 100 Bread

Trenchers and Knives).

NATURAL. FOOD CO., LTD.,

305, Cambridge Rd., London, E.

Wholemeal ffil&GCt
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However disappointed you may be,

Don't Smash that Glass!

if you are a reader of this

Magazine.

REMEM BER that, however poor

your complexion may be, Dr.

Dys will cure it in a few days.

Apply to-day still for the "Strand

Set"of Dr. D> s's specialities (Sachets,

Cream, and Powder).

Dr. Dys wishes everybody suffer-

ing from skin complaints to get to

know the astonishing curative power

of his products.

A complete set will, therefore, be

sent to you for 13/-.

Every reader of this announce-

ment is invited to make use of this

unique offer at once, as only a

limited number of outfits will be

sold at cost price.

Send a 13/- P.O. to V. Dar.y, 54,

Faubourg St. Honore, Paris. (Foreign

Posta e, 2id.)

111.1!
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ASTOUNDING RECEPTION OF ROYAL HAIR SPECIALIST'S

SCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENTS IN HAIR CULTURE.

Thousands of Applications from Grey or Scanty-Haired People all over the Kingdom for

Mr. Ed wards' Home Hair - Growing Outfits.

Striking Evidence of the Widespread Ravages of Hair Poverty and Earnest Desire

of the Men and Women of Britain to Overcome it.

The reception that has been given the Report of results arrived at by Mr. Ed-wards, of 11 Harlene Hair-Drill '*

fame, during his recent experiments in Hair-Culture, is astounding. So numerous have been the applications

ror the t'ersonal Home Test of his wonderful method, that a large staff has been kept working at high

pressure. Notwithstanding this, Mr. Edwards has decided to keep the offer open for a day or two, so

earnest is his desire to save the men and women of Britain from paying the hearty penalty for Hair-Scaniiness.

Astounding ! Such, in a word, has been the public's reception

of the reports of Mr. Edwards' experiments in Hair Culture,

which, accompanied by an offer of Fiee Personal Home Tests

of his wonderful hair-growing method, appeared recently in

the Press.

It is striking evidence that the people are beginning to realise

what a handicap, in business and social life, grey or falling hair

is. It is evident, however, to Mr. Edwardsâ��his life-work has

been the successful treatment of all forms of hair troubleâ��that

there is still an appalling number of men and women in the

country whose hair is the reverse of healthy, and on their behalf

he again reprints brief particulars of his experiments and keeps

his offer of Free "Hair-Drill"

Outfits open.

REMARKABLE HAIR-

GROWING FACT8!

The sketches here trace the

results of the treatment by the

"Harlene Hair-Drill" method

of a horse's hair and the human

hair, though it may be said that

the different animals

called into use, and the

various forms of hair

disorder treated during

the experiments, were

numerous.

The following inter-

testing and valuable

facts were brought to

light :â��

I. There is abso-

lutely no need for the

41 too-old-at-forty " fear,

for hair can be grown

at any age.

?â�  " Harlene," ap-

plied in the " Hair-

Drill" way, stimulates

the pores of the scalp,

and frees the hair-roots

from all accumulations

which hinder or destroy

the growth of the hair

shaft.

3- "Harlene Hair-Drill" reawakens the dormant growing

powers (for they are not dead) in even the most impoverished

heads of hair.

4Â« " Harlene "has a stimulating, cleansing, and altogether

natural effect on the hair follicles, papillae, sebaceous glands,

ajid pigment cells, thus ensuring the perfect condition of these

essentials to a healthy head of hair.

S- Not a single form of hair ill-health has not been treated

A REMARKABLE HAIR-GROWING GIFT1

Not content with having established facts, Mr. Edwards

wishes all who realise the importance of Hair luxuriance and

lieauty to test his method of securing it. Thousands have

already done so, reaping immediate benefit, and all who have

not should apply at once, as the offer may close any moment.

Simply send in the coupon below, filled in with your name

and addtess, and enclosed with 3d. in stamps to pay carriage

of Outfit. By return you will receive :â��

1- A trial bottle of

over 25 y<

"Harlene," which for

been Inducing: Harr

Health and repelling

Hair Disease.

2. A packet of

"C rem ex" Shampoo

Powder, a tried and

trusted scalp invigro-

rant and scurf re-

The famous

"Hair-Drill" Man-

ual of Rules, the

practice of which

for only two min-

utes a. day will

effectively bring;

back your youth-

ful appearance.

1st Day. 7th Day.

Drawings of horse's hair. Note

before treatment, fciv coarse but

starving hairs and bare patches

with choked-up hair follicles due

to neglect and hair disease. The

other drawings show the immediate

benefit from 11 Hair.Drill" and

the splendid results of consistent use

of this method.

1st Day. 7th Day.

Compare these drawings of human

hair. See hmv, before treatment,

several of the hair shafts are

colourless, anti choked to death

by scurf. The other drawings

show the benefit from daily adop-

tion of " Hair-Drill" Try it on

your own hair, FREE.

du

case,

h-a.-r--

ng the course 0/ Mr. Edwards' experiments, and in all

â�  esutis have Proved " Harlene1 to be a real

Women sending for

the free "Harlene

Hair-Drill " Gift will

quickly see how to

enhance the luxuriant

appearance of their

hair, and give it such

vitality that it will

seem charged with

hidden sunshine. Men,

too, will find that

" Harlene " will enable

them to brighten and

smarten their appear-

ance and retain their hair to any age.

The "Harlene Hair-Drill'* Free Outfit never

convince those who send for it

course.

Further supplies are obtainable of all chemists and stores

at the following prices: â�� " Harlene," is., vs 6d., and 4s. 6d-

per bottle; " Cremex," is. per box of seven packets, single

packets zd. Or the Proprietors will send them post fiee on

receipt of remittance. Foreign orders freight extra. All

Cheques and Postal Orders should be crossed.

fails to

of the value of a complete

IMPORTANT!

A little thought, whether you

are man or woman, and you

will realise that a head of

healthy luxuriant hair is a

Prize worth gaining, or. if you

already possess it. worth

retaining. Mr. Edwards asks

you to let him help you in

either direction. But you

must apply without delay.

POST THE FORM

TO-DAY I

-HOME HAIR-GROWING FREE-

To EDWARDS' "HARLENE " CO.,

104, High Holborn, London, W.C.

1 am concerned al>out the "true of my hair. Please send me the " Hair-

Drill " Outfit that will show me how to remedy matters. I enclose 3d. stamps

for postage to any part of the world. (Foreign stamps accepted.)

Name

Address

Strand Magarint. December, 1913.
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Cosy Winter Curtains

that will never fade

HAT cosy winter curtain has an added charm when

it is made of Durobelle fadeless fabricâ��the charm

of permanent beauty. No matter how strong the

sun, or how long the exposure, the rich colours of

these wonderful fabrics will not alter a hundredth

part of a shade. But

always remember that

Durobelle fabrics can

only be obtained direct

from Allen's.

OlianUltCC- Far more ehqu:nt than mere statement,

however, is our le-ally binding guarantee ti replace free

jny length of Tlurobelle in which the colour Joes not

prove absolutely permanentâ��anywhere and any time.

A signed guarantee is given with every length sold.

Aliens

Autumn textures and colourings for curtain;, loose

covers, and upholstery are well represented in the

Durobelle series. Pattern books are willingly loaned

to bona-fide inquirers, who will help us by stating

it any particular shade or material is favoured.

Let us send you patterns.

Casement Cloths, 31 and 50 in.

Curtain Reps and Damasks, 50in....

Per yard.

8*d.to 1/11}

2/2 ,. 4/6

Madras Muslins (colouied designs), 50 in. 16' 2/9

T.tpestries, 50 in.

Reversible Velours. 50 in.

4/11 .. 8 1!

3 6 & 6/11

MY LADY'S HOME is rerhaps the finest publication

extant on furnishingâ��certainly it is more handsomely

produced than any other. Copies of th s free book are,

nnturally, very ear-fully distributed, and only serious

reques's will b^ fulfille 1. It tells y .m all about Durobelle.

QUADRANT, BOURNEMOUTH

London Showrooms and Removal Offices

at 6c, Sloane Street, S.W.
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A REMARKABLE MAN WHO CURES

NEURASTHENIA*NERVE TROUBLES

WITHOUT TONICS OR DRUGS.

\ .

WORLD-FAMOUS NERVE SPECIALIST S SUCCESS. PARTICULARS OF HIS WONDERFUL

METHOD AVAILABLE FREE BY RETURN OF POST TO ANY PART OF THE WORLD.

OERIIAPS the most remarkable and even sensa-

tional feature of the month's news is the really

wonderful records of cures effected without recourse

to tonics, drugs, or medicines, by a world-famous

nerve specialist.

For many years this great specialist has been

famous for the extraordinary success of his unique

natural curative methods, but the records just brought

to light and now made public are certainly of the

most astonishing description.

Cases even many times rejected as hopeless else-

where, men and women in all stations of life suffering

from overstrained or disordered nerves, neurasthenia,

and all the train of. illnesses which a disorganised

nervous system carries in its wake, have been entirely

and quickly cured by this remarkable new method.

Indeed, a short time ago, when the reports of these

astounding cures were being regarded almost with

incredulity, that famous journal Truth made an

independent investigation that brought to light the

astonishing fact that of all cases treated by this

specialist there were actually 94 out of every IOO

completely cured, and 99 out of every 100 consider-

ably benefited.

REMARKABLE AND INTERESTING CURES.

People who have found themselves beco ming

victims to increasingly burdensome lassitude, chronic

nervous headaches, violent irritability, mental and

physical pessimism (for what greater material pessi-

mism is there than physical stagnation !), have gone

to this specialist and have been cured with a com-

pleteness that practically renders a return of their

complaint impossible.

The number of letters, too, received from grate-

fully enthusiastic people who have been cured of

aimost all forms of nervous trouble and neurasthenia

is amazing, coming, as they do, from all parts of the

country, and even from abroad, for so perfectly have

the natural curative methods of this great specialist

been individually adapted to the cure of all nerve

ailments that under his direction, and by means of

letters of advice and instruction, nerve-sufferers are

restored to health wherever they live.

When it is stated that the specialist who is respon-

sible for these successes is Mr. Eugen Sandow, it will

be readily understood why it is that men and women

in almost every business and profession have unhesi-

tatingly sought his advice for their complaints.

The reason why so many nerve tonics, drugs, and

medicines have proved so wholly ineffective in the

treatment of any serious trouble of a nervous origin

is briefly, but clearly, explained by Mr. Sandow him-

self, who points out that the nervous system, being so

closely, and even inseparably, connected with the

internal muscular system, controlling every action,

voluntary and involuntary, can best be acted upon

through the agency of these muscles.

REJUVENATION OF THE TISSUES.

For one reason, perhaps, more than any other has

the Sandow treatment marked its own epoch in the

history of curative science, and this is the fact that a

course can be adopted without any interference with

the ordinary day's professional or social duties.

Whether the treatment is undertaken at the famous

Sandow Institute in St. James's Street, or by means

of the postal direction already alluded to, the cost is

quite small, and the result always appears to be the

same, and even the most obstinate cases, where the

unfortunate sufferer has been reduced almost to

desperation by the neurasthenic condition from which

he suffers, are in a very short time restored to a

health, strength, and virility which formerly would

have seemed impossible.

Mr. Sandow, for the information and convenience

of nervous sufferers, has issued a remarkable illustrated

book dealing with neurasthenic complaints, nervous

debility, etc., in their every aspect. This he will

send to any reader who fills in and forwards the

special form below.

IF YOU HAVE ANY NERVOUS AILMENT

I FILL IN AND FORWARD â� 

To EUGEN SANDOW,

3-2, St. James's Street, London, B.W.

Please forward me jour (took upon

Ifiere fill in nutart of evmptaint.)

Name

(State whether Mr., Mrs.. Miaa. or title.)

A4dre*s

Age Occupation

Am. further particular)) may be given in an accompanying letter.

â�  Stiuwp Maoazink, December, 1913.
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Write for the Boy's

Book No. 2, To-day

We want to build these models

A1ECCANO

"Give us Meccano and we shall be happy and industrious. We

shall spend hours wrapt in the keen delight of making actual models

of the world's engineering triumphs." Such in effect is what all boys

.ire saying to-day. For nothing so acceptable to the boy mind, as

Meccano, has ever been produced. Every boy is in his element when making something

that works or moves.

Meccano enables any boy without skill or study to make 100 working models of

Cranes, Towers, Bridges, Railways, Signals, Monoplanes, Motor-buses, Fire-escapes, Lifts,

Lighthouses and machinery of various types. Marvellously simple, Meccano is also

mechanically correct. It is engineering in miniature. A boy can't help picking up

much useful knowledge from Meccano, and developing all his latent ingenuity by it.

Give your boy Meccano, it will inspire his hours of play and make him intensel7

happy. It is a gift capable of making a deep impression on his boyhood, and will

ever be remembered and associated with happy days.

MECCANO PRICES

Outfit No. o ... 3/- Outfit No. 2 ... 10'- Outfit No. 4 ... 25/-

â�� No. 5 ... 55 -

â�� No. 1 ... 5/- â�� No. 3 ... 15/- â�� No. 6 ... 100/-

Meccano is an tnglish invention, manufai tincd in the extensive Meccano factories at Liverpool.

Meccano is obtainable at all the best Toyshops, Stores, etc.

MECCANO Ltd. 274 West Derby Road

LIVERPOOL

L.ONDGN.

NEW YORK.

RERUN.

PARIS.

A fine Model of th^ EifTfl

Tower in Paris, with Lifl.

Latnt trpB of Coal Tir>

with rising platform.

Model of Maplin Light-

house with Revolving

I .an tern.

Model of RouHdabout 1

Merry-g

Revolving
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Write for the Boy's

Book No. 2, To-day

â��Look, they all work and move!

MECCANO

Meccano consists of bright plated steel strips,

angle brackets, gear, pulley, and flanged wheels, collars

and clips, bolts and nuts, and all other parts necessary

for building. These parts are standardized and

interchangeable. Each outfit of Meccano is complete with tools

and Book of Instructions so that the boy can commence to build

at once.

For a Christmas or New Year's Gift to your little son, a

Meccano Outfit will make the most fitting and acceptable you could

possibly choose. Just imagine yourself a boy receiving such a gift

on a Christmas morningâ��wouldn't your eyes sparkle and your heart

sing with joy ? Well, that is the delight Meccano will bring to

your boy.

The Story of Meccano and the multitude of working models

is told in a little Book No. 2. It is written in simple and

illuminating language that will hold the interest of the reader, young

or old, from cover to cover. It is fully illustrated, and describes how

any boy can build Meccano models. Write for it to dayâ��it is free.

Meccano is an Knglish invention, manufactured in the extensive Meccano factories at Liverpool.

Meccano is obtainable at all the best Toyshops, Stores,

MECCANO Ltd. 274 West Derby Road

LIVERPOOL

THIS BOY'S

BOOK No. 2

IS FREE

MECCANO

BE SURE

YOU GET

IT
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A Care-taker am well

am a Carrier of Clothes

Several trunks of the old-

fashioned kind cause'infinite

trouble and weariness in

packing. An Innovation

Trunk would save it all.

My lady finds that with

infinite case an Innovation

Trunk will carry all she

needs for her visit. No

troubles in packing.

At the station it is so much

easier to look after one piece

of luggage than five or six

pieces. One neat Innovaton

Trunk does for all.

The customs has no terrors

for my lady. Without

unpacking the Innovation

Trunk, the officers see in a

minute all that is being

carried.

INNOVATION TRUNKS

The trade mark word " Innovation," which appears on

all Innovation Trunks, guarantees the genuine article.

Write for New Book No. 32

Outside dimension! 4Sin. by Win. by -im.

Ideal for Travel to the Winter Resorts

J^GYPT, Switzerland, the Riviera, are calling to the

traveller. Now is the time to make an end of luggage

worries. The Innovation Trunk smoothes out all difficulties

and makes winter travel pleasanter.

In the trunk illustrated the Innovation fitment ot arms

and hangers will carry 5 to 8 dresses for a lady, or 5 complete

suits for a gentleman, and the drawers will hold a suitable

quantity of Linen, Lingerie, or Shirts, Collars, Underclothing,

Boots, etc. If required, it can be shared by a married couple.

Everything is kept in beautiful conditionâ��no crushing or

creasing possible. No laborious packing. Absolutely no

unpacking ; open the Trunk and you will find everything

at hand. You take out or nut back any article without

disturbing the rest. One piece of luggage instead of several

pieces of luggageâ��this trunk does for all. It is exceptionally

strong, built for travel, and will last a lifetime.

Prices: Â£5-15s. size 39m. high ; Â£6-6s. size 45m. high.

Write for the new llluttrated Book No. 32

How an Innovation Trunk becomes a private wardrobe, takes care of

clothes, relieves of all bother, saves money on tips, and in various other

ways proves an indispensable posscs-sion. makes our Book No. 32

absorbing reading. Send for it to-day.

INNOVATION INGENUITIES Ltd.

16 New Bond St. & 55 Brompton Rd. London
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GIFTS WHICH PLEASE THE MOST.

H. WHITE MANUFACTURING CO.

retail priced. Due to the feet that the Company possess the

marketsâ��two lmmÂ«nr~1-

rrrat turnover pcrmi

limited Hales. are oblltfed to make

means that you ohtain Watches and Gem Jewellery of the Highest

Class at a real taring of *J5 percent as compared with the usual

i the fact that the Company possess the greatest facilities for economical production, and )>uy in the beet

isely important advantages from which their clients derive the greatest benefit; whilst the Company's

ts them to sell their Wonderful Specialities with much less profit than the ordinary retail firms, with their

The "COUNTY" 12-ot lever.

Upon receipt of P.O.O.. Cash, or Draft _g> K f\ f\

The H. White Manufg.Co. willmail **0"w-U

to you at their own risk, any where, their Wonderful

>ng Solid 12-ct. Oold

t Sti

No. 318 B.â��Heavy Solid Gold r;\-p;iTi<hng Bracelet, with First

duality Lever Watch. Close Time. keeping gimrnntt**d

Fine Quality throughout, Â£6 6s.

Cases. English Government Stamped. Half or Full

Hunting, i-olinhcd plain for monogram (richly engraved 5/-

extra). Chronometer Balance â��adjusted for varia-

tions In temperatures. Splendid 18-ct. cases.

AS Ss. A Superb Prewentntion Watch. Splendid

Real Gold-Filled

No. 315 8 â�� Fine

Diamonds and Rubies

or Sapphires.

Solid 18-ct., Â£8.

No. 3168.â��All Fine

Diamonds,

18-ct.. Â£13 10s.

No. 817 8.â��Fine Diamonds.

18-ct.. Â£10 10a.

Special Value.

ISo. 320 s Massive Solid Gold Expanding Bracelet and Half Hunting

Watrh Flret Quality Lever. Superior fini-h throughout. Â£7.

15ct. throughout, Â£9 Bs. 18ct. throughout, Â£11 5s.

No. 3198. â�� Fine quality

Double Cluster, Â£10.

Also Â£7 10s.

COLONIAL

rHR^TMan Â»nÂ°uld be placed

CHRISTMAS wuhout deli

ORDERS

upon th

utmost fidelity A dispatch

ay.

may rely

ecuted with

hi 1st th

st the

Company's Risk. I' .-la^ l i n

Possessions), ] 0; Elsewhere, U-.

nstructtons engage the

leratioti 8eut

No. 322 8 -Gents

Heavy 18-ct. Photo-

*irnct,t*eret opeutng. Â£3.

'Initials engraved free.t

No- ssi s. -r^olid Gold Kxivimling Bracelet, wit!

the Company s own make Reliable Watch,

Â£3 15S. Very excellent value. iQuite diftlnct

from the ordinary low-priced wristlet.)

No. 324 S.-Beautiful Sterling Silver " Royal "

Toilet Service. Govt. Stamped. Substantial

make, W finish. Â£3 15s., complete. Two

Hnir BrunheK. Mirror and Comb. Â£2 16s.

Brush. Mirror and Comb. Â£2. Complete in

best Cases.

Refined Design. Splendid Value.

Mono-

grams

(2 letters),

a/-

A VALUABLE BOOK FREE

Upon receipt of a postcard mentioning

'8tmÂ»bd MAu Â»iist.'the Company will mail

their Book of Watches. KingH. Bracelets.

Pin>., etc. It iÂ» nutiIt'll free anywhere

is full of intertMing fnforniatioti, and

may save you pounds 1

H WHITE MÂ£Â«tB' MARKET STREET, MANCHESTER.

* " W â�  "â�¢ Important to VUlton t*- iNEIT TO LEWISBi
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And it is a good time, too, for food

particles should never be allowed

to remain round the teeth during

the long night hours.

Morning and evening, day after day,

in this all'important duty of keeping

the teeth clean, Calvert's Carbolic

Tooth Powder can always be relied

upon to do its full share.

For the efficient cleansing services,

together with the antiseptic proper*

ties which this dentifrice provides,

make it an easy matter to maintain

that standard of cleanliness which

satisfies people who want their

teeth to last well and to look well.

CALVERT'S

Carbolic

Tooth Powder.

There are Four sizesâ��

6d., II-, 1/3, and 5/- tins.

For Sample send penny stamp

to F. C. CALVERT & Co. (t)ept.

jj.M.), Manchester. With it you

will get free a small tablet of

Calvert's Carbolic Toilet Soap.
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COLLEGE

The I

Largest, best equipped,

and most successful

Institution in the .1

World forâ��

Principal & Founder

CIVIL SERVICE Exams.

BUSINESS TRAINING

and PROFESSIONAL PRELIMS.

70,000 Successful Students.

OralDAYsndEVENING CLASSESâ��

orPpSTALTUmON direct to the HOME.

APPOINTMENTS

For YOUR Boys and Girls

There are 7,000 good Civil Service and Business Appointments at

disposal of Clark's College Students every year. Your Boy or Girl can

secure one. Call or write to-day for Free Prospectus No. 14, which

gives full particulars of appointments, salaries and necessary training.

LTD.

CLARK'S COLLEGE,

1, 2 & 3, CHANCERY LANE, LONDON.
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M "I can hear youâ��

You needn't talk so loudly. My hearing is wonderfully improved now I use the STOLZ

ELECTROPHONE. I can hear every word you're saying clearly, distinctly." The

STOLZ ELECTROPHONE is a scientific embodiment of a practical idea. Its action

may briefly be compared with a miniature telephone, it collects and magnifies the sound

waves, transmits them into the internal ear or labyrinth, thus bringing into use aural nerves

that have for years remained dormant and in many cases permanently improves the hearing.

St&l

Electrophone

is now being used by over 100,000 people in all parts of the civilized world. Write for

our booklet entitled, " Results " : it contains glowing testimonials picked at random from

persons for whom the STOLZ has made life once more worth living. This booklet and

full particulars relating to the STOLZ will be sent free oy return on receipt of your application

Please call and test the Sloh Electrophone free of charge. A fifteen days' trial can be arranged.

THE STOLZ ELECTROPHONE CO., LTD.

The largest maker* of Aural Instruments in the world.

Head Office : 85, Fleet St, London, E.C. West End Office: 199, Piccadilly, W.

Branches in all the Principal Cities of the World.
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p 20,000 Free

\w\ Sixpenny Packets

of Suchard's chocolates

for purchasers of "Ibis" cocoa

To further popularize a cocoa tliat is, beyond

all question, the purest and best yet produced, we

offer to send a sixpenny sample packet of " Milka"

or " Milka-nut" to any purchaser of three tins of

"Ibis" cocoa who sends us the three discs con-

tained therein.

How to obtain the Gift

Purchase, separately or together, three quarter-

pound tins of Suchard's "Ibis" cocoa. Each

will cost you 8Jd. Inside each tin (just at the

top) will be found a paper disc as illustrated below.

Attach the three discs to the form at the foot of

this announcement, which, when filled in, should

be immediately sent to " Disc," c/o Messrs. Suchard,

38, King William Street, London, E.C. Three

discs from larger tins of "Ibis" cocoa will do

equally well.

In return for the three discs we will send a

sixpenny sample packet of one of Suchard's world-

renowned chocolatesâ��"Milka" or "Milka-nut"

â��until the 20,000 packets are exhausted.

You are Given the Choice,

and whichever you decide to take would, please

understand, cost you sixpence if purchased in the

ordinary way. The Manufacturers firmly believe

that the majority of those who thus try Suchard's

cocoa and chocolates will become regular pur-

chasers of these specialities, obtaining future supplies,

of course, from retailers in their own district.

Suchard's "Ibis" Cocoa

The makers do not claim that their cocoa works

wonders, but they do claim that their special process

of manufactuie retains all the natural goodness 0/

the choicest cocoa beans grown. "Ibis" cocoa-

stands to-day the best exponent of cocoa growing,

cocoa blending, and cocoa manufacturing.

If you were to taste in quick succession evety

cocoa known, you would linger over Suchard's

" Ibis " cocoa.

You could afterwards recognise it blindfolded.

You would recognise it by its exquisite flavour

and aroma, which places "/bis" cocoa beyond

competitionâ��you may try to find a better but you will

not succeed.

COCOA ECONOMY. One pound of "Ibis"

cocoa yields from 100 to 150 cups of good, aromatic,

delicious cocoa.

Suchard's "Milka" Chocolate

Is the Queen of milk chocolatesâ��a bewitching

Blend of pure chocolate and full cream milk prepared

in the inimitable Suchard way.

" Milka-nut" Chocolate

Is "Milka" with pieces of freshly-roasted haul-

nut embedded in it, adding a delicious snap to the

chocolate flavour.

NOW WHICH CHOCOLATE WILL YOU HAVE?

Form for Free 6d. Packet of Chocolate

To "Disc." c/o Messrs. SUCHARD, 38, King William Street, London, E.C.

Sirs,â��Atlached are three discs taken from tins of " IbU" cocoa. Pleas* send me in

return one 6d.. picket of* 14 Milk;i " or ''Milka-nut."

Name
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ROYAL VINOLIA

COMPLEXION POWDER.

A SHINY condition of the skin detracts greatly from the appearance.

no matter how perfect the complexion may otherwise be. Fortunately

a remedy for this condition is found in Royal Vinolia Complexion Powder.

It absorbs all perspiration and leaves on the face a velvety bloom. The use

of this daintily perfumed Complexion Powder permits of the enjoyment of

active exercise, indoors or out. without risk to the com-

plexion, as it protects the skin from the effects not only of

excessive perspiration but also of exposure to wind and sun.

iVhen buying toilet preparations be sure and obtain T^oyal Vinolia.

Ji full range of this delightful series is Irept by every chemist.

IN WHITE. CREAM & PINK SHADES

Price 1/9 per Box.

VINOLIA COMPANY LTD.. LONDON & PARIS.
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Cold

Winds!

Cold, biting winds,

penetrating everywhere and

making the bedroom cold and chilly.

Why not undress in cosy comfort before the rich

ruddy glow of a Welsbach-Kern Radiator? Pleasant

warmth ensures healthy and restful sleep.

Welsbach-Kern Gas Radiators

are clean, labour saving and economical,

giving healthy heat just when it's

wanted. They are handy, can be

placed anywhere, and produce almost

twice the heat of any other stove with

the same gas consumption.

WRITE FOR BOOKLET AND

NAME OF NEAREST SUPPLIER.

THE WELSBACH LIGHT Co., Ltd.

Welsbach House, King's Cross, London, N.

O.M. MODEL

finished in Art Black, 31/6

Use Welsbach Mantles. Upright C, CX and Plaissetty.

There are none so strong or so brilliant. 4|d. each.

) GAS

RADIATORS
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THE REAL VALUE OF A GIFT

25/

lies in its usefulness and length of life ; no

matter what you decide to pay, this must be the

basis of your purchase.

99

fountain pen

costing, say, 21/-, carries with it features that are

bound to appeal to every recipient. It is useful

beyond degree ; will last for many years, and will

often bring to him or her more appreciation than

a gift costing much more.

GIVE "SWANS"

THIS XMAS.

n

PRICES:

Standard from 10r6

Safety from 1216

XX

All Stationers sell "Swans."

Wo maintain in perfect order.

Every " Swan" is guaranteed.

We allow for other and old pe

We can match any steel pen.

CHRISTMAS

BOOKLET

POST FREE.

MABIE, TODD and CO.,

79 & 80, High Hoi born. London.

W.C. ;

38, Cheapside, E.C. : Q5A, Regent Street,

Lonoov, W. ; 3, Exchange Street, Man-

chester : 37, Ave. de I Opera, Paris ;

10, Rue Neuve, Brussels; and at New

York, Chicago, Toronto, and Sydney.
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The Great Pain Killer

Stohr's Kephaldol

The Positive SAFE Cure for

HEADACHE and NEURALGIA

C Sufferers from these torturing ailments will welcome the advent of

Dr. Stohr's Kephaldol. Hitherto the use of most so-called remedies

has been attended with the gravest danger on account of their injurious

effect on the heart and other organs. Kephaldol may lie taken with

absolute safety. In thousands of cases it acts instantaneouslyâ��acts i

w here other remedies have proved useless. Vet its use is never attended

by any ill after-effects. It has been recognised as a perfectly harmless

remedy by the members of the medical profession, who have made

regular and prolonged trials of it in their clinics, on thousands of

patients. Gel a tube of Kephaldol from your chemist to-day, and

never be without a supply.

FOR LUMBAGO

Until now there has been no certain remedy for the Lumbago

sufferer. All who are subject to this painful affection know

well the sufferings that characterise it ; stiffening of the

back, impossibility of making the slightest movement without

agonising pain, enforced rest and immobility, etc. To-day

there is no need to suffer any longerâ�� Kephaldol will

positively and quickly relieve and cure you. This marvellous

remedy has the power of acting on the lumbar nerves at the

exact source of the evil, and a

couple of tablets taken at the

beginning of the attack will

quickly disperse your pains,

which never return. Kephaldol

is equally effective even if your

Lumbago is of long standing.

Relief will be almost im-

mediate, and in a few days the pain will be dispersed entirely.

Kephaldol is a safe and certain cure for Lumbago, and is enthusiastically

endorsed by thousands of medical men throughout the world.

FOR SCIATICA

A continual pain extending the whole length of the thigh, breaking

out in the form of a paroxysm brought on by walking or the heat

of the bed, such are the symptoms of Sciatica. All these sufferings,

so painful because of their acute nature, are easily subdued and

rapidly banished by taking a few tablets of Dr. Stohr's Kcphaldol,

the great pain-killer. Even the most acute and violent forms of

Sciatica positively succumb to Kephaldol within a few days. Moreover,

Kephaldol can be taken without the slightest fear of any ill after-effect;

it is guaranteed absolutely harmless, and has received the warmest

recommendation from the medical profession throughout the world.

Get a tube to day, and always keep it handy.

Sold in Tubes by Chemists, price is. i]/?d. and is. gd.

Sole Manufacturers :

KEPHALDOL Ltd, Kephaldol House, NORWICH ST.,

LONDON, ENGLAND.
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500 HOURS' LIGHT FOR 14*

Wontie ful New " *ool-Proof" Lamp. Non-Upeettable and Draught-Proof

The Fool-Proof" Lamp should be in every home It is worth more than i/- foe

â� jj every penny of its small cost. It is safe, and it gives more light for less money than

â�¢4 anything else the world has yet seen.

The M Fool-Proof " Lamp even with the must careless handling almolutelv safe.

Small Cost of Light. The " Kiwi Prouf " giree BOO hours' lijctii for ;Id worth of paraffin

Doyuu realiÂ»e that iitndle* hum only IB hours for the same amount, and art-alw>niuhly dangerous?

Where there are Children. .Many - hil-.n-n have injured themselves fni life us the result

of accidents on ill-lit stair-, landings. |*t*-ages, etc. Mothers have been afraid to use

lamps, hut the " Â»\*d- ftmol" it always saf â�¢.

As Wight-Light. The " Kool Ptoof" Lamp and Itl light are to cheap that

every mother tdiouid iuv une as a night ) (flu.

Wind and Draught-Proof. Then m no exposes I flame to flicker or hlow out

when used out of dooiÂ», neiir iit-.in Â«.m windows or curtains, or draughty corners.

Two Different Models. There an two models of the " Kool-Prouf " Lamp,

the " Fixed " and the new " Swing " pattern*. The " Swing " pattern has a awing

handle lor hanging to a hook on The wall or bedside, or for tarrying when using Poet 3d.

it about the house. A. Fixed Pat tern, 1 6, postage :td. U. Swing Pattern (u illustrated!. 2 6,

postage .id. Hix lamps can lw purchased at the price of five.

These Lampa are really Artistic, beautifully designed and well-executed on

1/6

usuul ruu of ntllier chÂ«ti>'K>okiiig i>il l

VAUGHAN & HEATHER, Ltd

[ho

Road. BRIGHTON.

FRENCH BEAUTY BOX 6d.

OUTPIT-13 ARTICLES.

fit fnraQ'ueaâ��ViOt i

-KsejM your complexion beautifully

deluding FREE

far truth of it .' Jmst

COMP ET

THERE'*:-

1. -FACE CREA.M.

and smooth.

2. -DRY SHAMPOO POWDER, all ready for

OM so l hat you can sprinkle it on evenly. .

3. -A TABLET OF FACE POWDER in

â�¢olid form. Ven lat- at novelty. Fashionable in France

You may hold the Tablet Â»*-twee.Â» jour linger* and

apply without anyone noticing.

1 IN VISIBLE FACE POWDER, in the usual

loose form ao finely grained and seen ted thil only

YOU will know that v-mr fa. is j>owdeiv 1 Â»t ill

5. EAU DE COLOGNE BATH POWDER,

daintily rented so that your hath or wash l*ecomea a

perfect luxury. Bring! out delicate rosy lints of akin.

6. -ROUOE, beauty's Own Magic. Use a lifle.

*eÂ« enchanting results, can t ba deteete.1. and we

guarantee absolutely harmless.

7. -Y. ft H. TOOTH POWDER will keep your teeth as I

We are goi.g to post the V. & H. French Beauty Box to you. poal frf. ti

and Id. stamp Tie up â� erenpence In your handkerchief mw m OBM

aueh famous Parisian toilet aida to Beauty for BUOfa a price. AiM I

published lUt of secrets and remedies, which give SOtnÂ« wonderrul

VAUGHAN A HIATHER, LTD., Health and Hygiene (Di

27 fashionable ways of dressing the hair illustrated..

tfties tthat (Am Ilmuty livx contain*. AQRXT* Â»\t AT Â£/>.

white as mow, your mouth aÂ» sweet and clean as a nut, and

your gum* ax healthy and red as your Hps.

s. V. A H. POLISHING STICK, will eaailv put

such a high polish on four teeth tliat your smile will be

theeuvv of girls and I lie admiration or the gentlemen.

M. FOOT BATH TABLE 1. lielpa to keep your

feet happy, clean, and comfortable, and relieves the

twin of tender feet in closely til tin* shoe*.

10. EYELASH IMPROVER, rultitate the

eyela-lio. which are So amazingly effective when

luxuriant. Eyelash cultivation means captivating

ejelashex

"11.-LIP SALVB creates a soft enticing fresh-

ness, colours most delicately, will l>e fuuud quite

Irresistible to some people you know.

13.-HAHDKBRCHIEF scented with a lasting

medicated perfume, which is very good for lelieving

a cold In the uose. ^

i a ,Â»-rfretly ylain euitfc, directly we get your address aud a 01. P.OT

yo i forge', for you will never again have tile chance of getting IS

sit we are going to send you at the win â�  ti<ue our never before

tnty hints. This list will be included FREE of all charge,

pt 19i, Queen's Road. BRIGHTON. AQRXTJ WASTRO.

ts*S&*. COAL SAVER'

YOUR COAL BILL NEARLY HALVED.

Place one of these patent savers in your grate, and you will notice the increased heat sent

nto the room. The coals do not cake at the hack, burning uselessly ; the fire is much brighter,

inn remains in a pleasant glow down to the last cinder. A fire-grate fitted with one of

these " Grato ' coal savers never refuses to light, a free circulation of air ensuring

perfect combustion. Air costs nothing -it improves the fireâ��so hum it. A large

anantltv of coal is saved on each fire, although the amount of heat sent out is

tly increased. Does not crack like the old clumsy and unsightly fire brick ;

on buy one now for a very small cost and it will

SAVE YOUR COAL YEAR

AFTER YEAR.

Every housekeeper will appreciate ibis benefit. The small outlay is easily

saved in two or three days. Why not buy one now ? They are made in two

-i'es: large si/e (sjin. across), 1/6: small si/c (4in. across), 1/-. Carriage

(P.O.'s

Postage,

3d. 1

on each, 3d. (P.O.'s only.) Call or write :

VAUGHAN A HEATHER, Ltd. Dent. 19 .The Mall Order House, Queen's Rd., BRIGHTON.

EVERY ORGANIST and STUDENT ORGANIST should

write for full particulars of the

BELL Student's Model (No. 910)

Double Manual & Pedal Organ.

Recommended leading Organists.

UNIQUE FEATURES New concave

Stale. Each speaking stop contra

foot blowers, lolding into organ 1

^including Solid

and radiating pedal hoard to R.C.O.

s a complete row of reeds. New double

'hen not in use.

12Tilno^G with liberal discount

Walnut Bench) ^V UUIUCdS for ca.h.

An elei'trir htowlng equipment can also t>e supplied at a moderate fltrure.

Wrife for Lists (comprising piano* and player-pianos) to

THE BELL PIANO & ORGAN CO., LTD.,

49, Holborn Viaduct. London, E.C.

ORGAN FACTORY : Gnelpli lO>

PIANO FACTi
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r2 pairs HOLEPROOF HOSE FREE

UNDER GUARANTEE. (See below.)

DARN NO MORE

Wear the Wonderful "V. & H." Holeproof Socks and Stockings.

100,000 Pair8 of the now famous new improved

HOLEPROOF Ladies' Stockings and Men's Socks are

now ready to be sent out on the understanding that if

a single hole should appear within two months of

purchase you can send them back and TWO PAIRS

FREE will be sent in exchange for them (under

Guaranlee to " Strand Magazine " readers).

HOLEPROOF HOSE Is a New Discovery. A

Special Yarn is woven in a new way from a privately

manufactured yarn. This little-known yarn is lighter

in weight and at the same time tougher and stronger

than any other brand. It is so pliable that it gives to

continued pressure and wear, just as a sponge may

be depressed by gripping in the hand, but still have

no damage done to its fabric.

It wears three to five times as long- as

ordinary hose. Test it with guarantee of FREE

Replacementâ��for two months.

SAVE YOUR PRECIOUS EYESIGHT I Do not ruin your

eyesight at darning! Do not become round-shouldered !

Do not court backache ! Do not look old before you

need I HOLEPROOF HOSE is a Hosiery Discovery

that will save you all this. Read Guarantee below.

It is your protection. You run no risk. We could

not afford to make such a guarantee if HOLEPROOF

HOSE did not " wear up to it, could we?

STYLE, FIT AND COMFORT. You will be delighted

with the Style and Fit of HOLEPROOF HOSE, which is

made on the latest improved Hose Machineryâ��not old out-of-

date machines. Feet and legs clad in our Hosiery look stylish

and feel more comfortable than in any other make, even if thai

other make costs twice or three times as much. There is no hard '

11 caking " or " bunching." The specially selected HOLEPROOF

YARN is so soft and elastic that it fits the feet and legs like

I another skin.

A further development is the SILK HOLEPROOF, which is the finest Ho,e in the world. It does not split or tear

but wears evenly and without holes. Our Silk Holeproof is becoming all the fashion because of its refined appearance.

Silk hose is proverbially bad wearing; so think how nice it is to have suk hose that is guaranteed to wear for two months

without developing holes ; so lurt are we of this that we replace every pair that develops holes within two months of purchase.

FREE INITIALS. If you order 6 pairs of ordinary, or fjpairs of Silk HOLF.PROOF HOSIERY, your woven initials

will be affixed at the top inside of each Staking or Sockâ��free Of extra charge.

SAVE MONEYâ��CUT HOSIERY BILL8 DOWN TWO-THIRDS. Consider your pocket. Why buy Hose

that wears out so quickly? Why buy Hose with an unseen string of darning work attached to it? Two pairs of

HOLEPROOF HOSE will outwear 6 pairs of ordinary Hose.

If a hole should develop in HOLEPROOF HOSIERY within 2 months of

purchase we will REPLACE THEM FREE.â�� VAUCHAN A HEATHER. Ltd.

Ordinary

V. & H.

Holeproof

SILK

V. AH.

Holeproof

TWO Pairs Gent"s

Socks a/IO (post 2d.)

Colour* â�  Block. Saw,

Pari, Grey. Tun. Purple.

Pawn, Drab, Saxe. Green.

TWO Pairs Ladies"

Stockings 3/10 (post ?d.)

Colour* â�� Black, .Vary

Blue, Saxe. Hole, While,

Champagne. Tan. Brown.

TWO Pairs Cent's

Silk Socks 7/8 ipost ad.)

Colour*â�� Greu. Tan. Pur.

pie, Satty. Saxe, Green,

Black. White.

TWO Pairs Ladies' Silk

Stockings lO/B (post sd.)

Colour*â�� Grey. Hroirn, Saxe

Ulue. Xary.Chamttoanr, Black,

White, Purple. Mauve.

0*n the guarantee that we will replace them free if a hole develops within two months. Will you send your Postal Order to-day ?

VAUCHAN & HEATHER, Ltd. (Dept. 19), The Mail Order House, Queen's Rd., BRIGHTON
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"What Shall I Give?

WHY NOT ONE OF THE

ALWAYS ACCEPTABLE

S. MORDAN & C-

Gold or Silver Pencils?

You cannot go wrong

in giving a Gold or Silver

Pocket Pencil, for every-

one uses a Pencil â�� and

you cannot give a better

pencil than one bearing the

double guarantee of excel-

lence, viz:â��

The London Hallmark,plus

the Registered Trade Mark

" S. Mordan & Co."

Mordan's Gold and Silver

Pencils were famous in the

days when George the Third

was King. They are

renowned not only for their

high quality but for their

artistic excellence. As an

example of their durability

and sound workmanship,

read the following recent

testimony which came

through a trade customer:â��

" Please repair Silver

Pencil herewith. Ownersays

he has used this for 47 years

and this is the first time it

has gone wrong."

Is not that the kind of

present to give your friends

this Christmas?

Mordan's Gold and Silver

Pencils are made in a wide

variety of exquisite designs,

a few of which are shown in

the Case illustrated above.

ASK YOUR JEWELLER OR STATIONER

TO SHOW YOU A SELECTION.

Illustrated Booklet Free from

S. MORDAN & CO., Ltd.,

41, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.

1
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The particular and

important feature of

Benger's Food is that it can

be prepared to suit any degree

of digestivre power. It contains in

itself the natural digestive principles

which act during the cooling process

just before it is finally heated for

serving. As the weak stomach

of baby or invalid begins to

strengthen by the assimila-

tion of the food, a gradually

increasing amount of

digestive work can be

left to it, thus giving

the advantage of a

regulated exercise

of the digestive

functions.

Bender's Food $'s 10M by Che>ntsti. f~c. ettrynt/hert.

An ititerotinv Boonklet cx, btinitirf how Bender's Fo d

" assists Na.urc " fur Invalids an<! Cam-ale-cents free by iÂ»oai from

BENGER'S KOOD LID. Oiter Works, Manchester.

firuHck Officesâ��

New York [U.S.A.iqa. William St. SwiNRY (N.S.W.) 117, Pitt St.

Canantan A^â�¬nn~National Drug & Chemical Co Ltd. MONTREAL,

and Branches throughout 1 .ma-a.

"Retained when

all other foods

are rejected."
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Waterman's

(Ideal)

FountSiriPen
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Give Him Something of Real,

Practical Value.

A GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR FOR CHRISTMAS.

Here is a gift by which every man who shaves sets great

store. He realises that it indicates thoughtful selection, a desire

to add to his comfort, as well as an evidence of the goodwill and friendship

of the giver.

On these dark mornings, shaving in the cold and the uncertain light is a

dreaded ordeal because of the troublesome inconvenience, the nuisance of stropping,

and the ever-present possibility of danger from bad cuts and scratches.

Imagine the relief and joy he will feel in

the possession o( the on/v razor with the curving blade

adjustable to his particular needs, for a light or a close

shave; one that will shorten the ceremony of shaving,

inllitt no cuts, need no stropping, and always be ready

for use.

Think of the gratitude with which he will remember yoo

evei v Â«"ijIt- morning of his lifeâ��for the Gillette will last a lifetime

and never get out of order.

Gillette users always welcome additional sets. A Traveling

Outfit or Pocket Edition is especially acceptable.

There arc over 30 different styles 01 the Gillette, so it is

easy to make a st-lection that will satisfy every taste

Buy Your GILLETTE SeU Early.

For sale everywhere , prices from Â£1 I* upwards Illustrated and

descriptive Catalogue post free on request Please mention truspapcr.
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AUTOMATIC

ACCOUNTING

This union of the adding machine and

the typewriter completes the efficiency of

both. It fills every need, making errors

impossible. May we send you details,

showing how it will pay you to use the

SMITH

PREMIER

Adding & Subtracting

Typewriter

Enables you to write as on

any other writing machine,

add as on any other adding

machine, or combine the two

operations.

Send for free explanatory booklet.

Smith Premier

Typewriter Co., Ltd.,

SMITH PREMIER HOUSE.

6 & 7, QUEEN STREET, CHEAPSIDE,

LONDON, E.C.

Contractors fo al) the Leading Railways,

Insurance Offices. Banks, dec. :: Estd. 1887.
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Your individual style of

writing â�� heavy, broad

strokes, or fine light lines

is suited perfectly by the Onoto. The Onoto

makes doubly sure of this satisfaction.

"First, there is an Onoto nib exactly suited to anyone's

writing 'touch.' Second, a slight turn of the 'head'

regulates the flow of the ink to a nicety, much or little as

one wishes, according to one's speed, or the particular

piece of writing in hand at the moment.

" Besides, Sir, the Onoto fills itself in tantly from any

ink supplyâ��cleans itself in fillingâ�� and cannot leak, even

if one always carries it upside down. One can lot get

better value than the

Onoto

The Self-filling Safety Fountain Pen.

P'ice 10'fi anti upwards, of ail Stationers, Jewellers, and Stores. BookUt about the Onoto Pen

free on application to IHOMAS DE LA HUE & CO., Limited, 167, Bunhill Row, London, E.C.

The Onoto fill* iUelf instantly from any ink supply.

Ask for ONOTO INKâ��Best for all Pens.

GUARANTEE.â��The Onoto

is British made. It is de-

signed to last a life-time ;

but, if it should ever bo

wrongs the makers will

immediately put t right-

free of cost.,

1
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One of the 104

Saxone Styles.

Style 27.

'(jfiwayLnsi

ack Calf

Ltice Bool Cap.

Double Sole

Popular

Price in

U.K.

16f6

"Foot-Joy"

Boot-Talks to

Men â��No. 4.

Reliability is the key-note of

I Saxones throughout the world.

And this reliability exists

because ALL Saxone Boots

and Shoes are made at

Kilmarnock under the same

severe tests for quality, to

the same high standard of

workmanship, and upon the same

scientific system of foot-fitting.

Even Saxone salesmen are

uniformly trained so as to

form a staff of fitters with

unique skill in finding the fit

for the foot.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ORDERING BY PCST.

A. Draw â�  line round the foot and get

the exact sh;ipe of the sole. B. With the

foot off the floor take the measurements

of both feet at exact points indicated.

Specifyâ��tan, box calf or glace I.id.

and if a broad or narrow toe, light or

heavy wear. Weight, packed lor export,

31bs. Postage Extra outside the United

Kingdom. Or send for 24-page Illus-

trated style Book. No. 47.

Light weight Saxones are specially

suitable for tropical wear.

SAXONE SHOE CO. LTD.

KILMARNOCK, SCOTLAND.

STORES THROUGHOUT THE UNITED KINGDOM.

London, Birmingham, Blackburn. Bradford, Bristol, Cardiff, Cork, Dublin,

Dundee, Edinburgh, Glasgow. Halifax. Hull. Leeds. Liverpool. Manchester,

Newcastle, Nottingham. Plymouth. Preston. Sheffield, etc.

OH IHE CONTINENT: PARIS. BRUSSELS AND LIEGE.

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL AGENTS:

Burma. W. M. Cuthbert St Co.

ROW! ft Co

Wilson ft Deans. Port Elirabeth.

_Dadley ft Sons. Auckland.

New Zealand.

IT. Eaton ft Co. I.in.. Toronto

throughout

South Africa

T B. Robinson ft CO., Loureneo

WmrriEi.us. liar n:.dues. 1 Mat quo

i a a HoLUKS. Comepclon. Chile.
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You can search the wide

world over and not find

another gift that will bring so

much pleasure to every

member of the family

Rememberâ��it brings Opera, Concert,

Dance-Hall, Music-Ha Iâ��everything

in entertainmentâ��right to the homeâ��

everything from Melba and Caruso o

Lauder and Robeyâ��reproduction per-

fect. "His Master's Voice' Records

are the standard records of to-day,

their tone is absolutely

Please every member of the family
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all pleasedi

TT gives equal delight to

*â�  pater, mater and the kiddies

â��something for everyone!

Prices from Â£4 to Â£50

Master's Voice

GRAMOPHONE

The Cabinet Grand illustrated

is magnificent in tone, re- â�¢

production and workmanship

FriEE RECITALS at all Accredited Dealers

Write for Illustrated Catalogues

Gramophone Company Ltd 21 City Road London EC

Model XIV

Circassian Walnut

Price <Â£50

In Mahopany

Price *40

Height 4 ft. H In.

and 'give' 'His Master's Voice' Gramophone
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HatS ------- all one price 3/9

Boots & Shoes for Ladies & Men â�� 10/6

Macs & Raincoats â�� â�� 21/- & 30/-

The man who wears a Jacksons' Hat, pair of Boots, or Raincoat, looksâ��and knows

that he looksâ��well dressed. For Jacksons' lead in fashions, and nowhere else is

such wonderful quality offered at anything like the prices charged by Jacksons".

Men and women write from all corners of the earth for Jacksons' goods, because

it pays to buy from Jacksons'.

Why not have the " just-better" quality at the just ordinary price ?

BRANCHES IN ALL LARGE TOWNS.

Mall Order Department.â��Those unable to visit any of Jacicsons'

numerous branches Should make use of the mail order department. Cata-

logue of the latest fashions sent on request. Fit and style guaranteed.

Kin JACKSONS' Limited. Victoria Worfcs, STOCKPORT. Â«'
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The"Allenburys" Glycerine and

(Trade Muk)

Black Currant Pastilles

The most robust feel the penetrating, chilling

effects of cold, damp, raw air. Husky, rough

voice and tickling of the throat may be

prevented by the use of the "Allenburys"

Glycerine and Black Currant Pastilles,

which are palatable, efficient and harm-

less. Prepared from the purest

glycerine and fresh fruit juice,

their delicacy and elegance

recommend them to all.

Of all Chemists, in 2 oz., 4 oz., 8 oz. and

1 lb. tins, at 6d., 1/-, 1/7 and

3/- each.

Note the trade marks "Allenburvs'

and a Plough, which appear

on each box.

Allen & Hanburys Ltd.

37, Lombard Street,

London,
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'or-

folk at Christmas time, mirth and merriment

are a necessity by right of time-honoured custom.

Carnival! Fun, and Frolic the live long day with never

a moment's slackness and never a thought of care. It

takes some contriving to get that Christmas swing which

eager young hearts look for and expect.

Let this Christmas mark an epoch in the young folks* memories

of Christmas limesâ�� let it be remembered as the Christmas which

brought the Pathtphoneâ��the Christmas that was tiled with musicâ��

the day that was one long delight.

Tireless in its ability to please, the Pathephone will provide for you

this Christmas a feast of fun and entertainmentâ��a feast which ail will

appreciate, for from the Pathe repertoire of over 20,000 vocal and

instrumental selections there is somethingâ��there is muchâ��for young

and old alike. The perfect

not oolr

plays with the Permanent Sapphire Point, thus

obviating the needle - changing nuisance, but rec

purer, truer interpretation than any other sound-reproducing

instrument.

NO NEEDLES TO CHANGE

A Pathephone and some Pathi 'Discs make the most

acceptable gift in any home where young folk ore to be

found~the gift that never stales bat remains to ifceep the

giver ever in remembrance â�� a constant source of pleasure

and delight.

PATHE FRERES PATHEPHONE
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and OlcL

folk sitting quietly by the fire will have sweet memories

revived by listening to the Pathephone rendering

the songs which they sang in the days of long ago.

An Old Christmas Carol ! And a new light steals into

the old dim eyes. With an old-world gallantry grandfather's

hand seeks grandmother s in the firelight glow, and the old

folk are young again in the memory of a Christmastide in

their courting days of fifty years ago.

The Palhephonehas banished time for the old folk, and the room, the

holly, the laughter lake on the form of that other room and that other holly

and the laughter of their own young voices in that Christmastide when

granny's hair was black and gleaming, and grandfather came in from his

ride through the snows with Christmas greetings for his love.

There is no power like music to keep old memories green and old hearts

young, and no more ready and perfect way of providing it than the perfect

i-

'ipiappc/ in

which renderi, not an imitation of the artiste's voice or

playing, but the full power, the actual personality of the

performer. The Pathrphone reproduces just what the

artiste played or sans no moreâ��no less.

NO BOTHER

There are Pathephone* in many styles (Hornless and

otherwise) from 37/6 to 60 Guineas. Pathe" 'Double-

s â� / J Discs at 21-, 3I-, and â� * Sold by most Music

Dealers. In case of difficulty write us for name of

nearest Jlvcnt, Catalogues, ana Lists of Records. Please

mention The Strand Magazine.

LTD., Dept. H, LONDON, W.C.
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LEPAGE'S GLUE

Almost every day some occasion comes for the use of

Le Page's Liquid Glue. An umbrella broken, handles

of knives and forks becoming loose, a vase cracked.

Try fastening oil cloth or paper to kitchen

shelves, try resticking wall paper, repairing

loose jointed or broken furnitureâ��you will

find nothing so effective as Le Page's Glue.

And you have no dirty glue hardened

brushes to use, the metal Spreader is

always clean. Throw away your old messy

glue pot, and try Le Page's today.

You can have your choice of the Sd. col-

lapsible tube, or the 6d. bottle, with the

new metal spreader. At dealers every-

where, or if you wish a generous free

sample with booklet, write today.

"If you want to

stick it to stay

stuck, glut it."

THE RUSSIA CEMENT COMPANY

PHONE

WHICH

IS

YEARS

AHEAD

Advance in

struction

J F you art purchasing a Gramophone

for Christmas, there is now only one

which lieittatttis your considerationâ��the

MARATHON

The Patent principle upon which Mara-

thon Gramophone! and Records are

constructed places them indisputably on

a plane by themselves. Other makers

are standing still at the point from

which Marathons have developed.

FEA TURES :

"Round" and Natural Reproduction.

Music out in the Roomâ��not at the back

of the Hotn.

!â� 'â�  rds which are " twice as long."

The WHOLE of Songs and Overttntf on

â�¢ne record, just as i hey were written and

their composers intended tbem to be heard.

Records at Popular Prices.

A Range of 14 Instruments at prices to

suit all pockets, from Â£2 lOs.

Write /or Illustrated and

Dacriptiz e Catalogue.

liTIOHAL QRIIOPHOIE COT. (IDS), LM.,

15-17, CITY ROAD, LONDON. E.C
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The Record-Breahing

The marvellous efficiency and reliability of the ARGYLL

were fully demonstrated in May Inst on the llrooklands track, when a Standard 'S/jon-P- Single

Sleeve Valve Engine Car broke 66 Class and 13 World's Records in two runs of 14 hours each,

maintaining an average speed of over 76 m.p.h. during the second 14 hours' run. Such a record

is an incontrovertible confirmation of the claims made for the ARGYLL Single Sleeve Valve Engine.

We will gladly demonstrate to you other ARGYLL superioritiesâ��the silent runningâ��the ease

of control â�� the dignified appearance of the streamline designâ��the beautiful workmanship of the

ARGYLL de Luxe coachworkâ��at any time to suit your convenience.

For the man who wants the belt, there is only one carâ��the ARGYLL.

ARGYLL 1914 MODELS.

15/30 h.p. Argyll Single Sleeve Valve Engine Chassis, with 815 by 105 Dunlop AtC

Detachable Wire Wheels and Dunlop Grooved Tyres ----- 4.4^5

Complete Car, with Argyll de Luxe streamline coachwork (only one quality), â��â�� _â��

fully equipped for the road ---------- X.D/D

12/18 h.p. Poppet Valve Chassis Â£280

Complete Car, with full equipment, ready for the road .... Â£375

25,50 h.p. Single Sleeve Valve Engine Chassis, with 880 by 120 Dunlop C0rt

Detachable Wire Wheels and Dunlop Grooved Tyres ------ i. 590

Complete Car, with Argyll de Luxe streamline coachwork, fully equipped ....

for the road - **"

London or Midland Coachwork fitted

to otir Chassis at maker's prices.

ARGYLLS, Ltd.,

Head Office: and Work'-

Alexandria, Scotland.

London Showrooms-

6, Gt. Marlborough St.,W.

And at Glasgow, Edinburgh, Dundee,

Cardiff, Liverpool, Hull, Leeds,

Newcastle, Manchester, arc.
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The Health - Value of

Conscious Rest

LEADING

PHYSICIANS

SAY THERE IS

URGENT NEED

FOR A REAL

"REST CHAIR"

INEVERYHOME

The chair that really gives "conscious rest."

A" Rest Chair" is one of the indispensable

items of the furnishing of a modern home,

because it is not only a luxury and a

comfort but a valuable aid to health as well.

Medical men strongly recommend (he " Rest

Chair" as providing the means to that conscious

rest which is so valuable to physical, mental, and

nervous well-being.

Conscious Rest is a very different thing from

sitting or lounging in an ordinary chair or couch ;

it is different even from sleep. A prolonged

period in bed cannot benefit your system as much

as 15 minutes daily in a " Rest Chair" does.

Foot's Patent Rest Chair is constructed to

accommodate itself instantly to the exact require-

ments of the user. The touch of a button controls

the mechanism and enables you to adjust the

Rest Chair so that every portion of your anatomy

is in complete and conscious repose.

The benefit to health is incalculable. The

muscles, the nerves, the digestive organs, the

heartâ��all are given an entire holiday from the

strain from which otherwise there is no relief.

Dyspeptics spending 15 minutes in a Rest Chair

after meals soon find that they acquire such an

amount of new strength and vigour that their

complaint is speedily banished.

Nervous sufferers should try what a short period

in the Rest Chair will do for them ; they will find

it wonderfully soothing, restful, and recuperative.

A Foot's Rest Chair is worth more than any

medicine to those who suffer from Nervous

Weakness, Depression, or Hysteria.

If you have never before thought about buying

a Rest Chair, just consider these five facts :â��

(1) A Foot's Patent Rest Chair provides the

acme of physical comfort and luxury.

(2) It restores jaded nerves to tranquillity and

strength.

(3) It promotes healthy digestion after meals.

(4) It affords a real rest-cure in the home

available any time.

(5) It is the most handsome and luxurious

piece of furniture of modern times.

Cordial invitation is extended to all readers of

Thk Strand Magazine to call at Messrs.

Foot & Son's Establishment at 171, New Bond

Street, London, W., and to inspect and test

at leisure the many designs of delightful " Rest

Chairs," and to enjoy a few moments of complete

conscious rest. To all who , cannot call, a very

interesting album, giving full details of these

Patent " Rest Chairs," will be sent gratis and

post paid on receipt of application mentioning

this announcement to

J. FOOT & SON, Ltd. (Dept. S.3), 171, New Bond Street, London, W.
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Let me talk to you about

Anaemia

Our blood is composed of red and white corpuscles

â��the red to nourish the body, the white to fight

disease. In Anaemia, the red corpuscles are more

or less deficient. Thus the blood cannot properly

sustain and nourish the body. The eyes become

dull, the face white, and a feeling of intense weari-

ness pervades the whole system. There is nothing

so effective in Anaemia as " Wincarnis." Because

"Wincarnis" floods the body with new, rich, red

blood, which gives a sparkle to the eyes, brings the

roses into the cheeks, and gives new vigour, new

vitality, and new life to the whole body.

Begin to get well FREE.

Send for a liberal free trial bottle of 'Wincarnis'â��

not a mere taste, but enough to do you good.

Enclose three penny stamps (to pay postage).

COLEMAN & CO., Ltd., W133, Wincarnis Works,

Norwich.
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A FREE GIFT TO CLEAR YOUR BLOOD

How to Get Rid of Skin Eruptions, Headache, Constipation, Dyspepsia,

Liver & Kidney Troubles, Depression, & that awful 'Run Down' Feeling

Clear Your

Systemâ��Free

Write To-day for the Finest Remedy in the Worldâ��We are Giving Away One Million Free

Packagei of Kutnow'a Powderâ��You can Try before You Buy & Prove it* Value

From all over the world applications for free packages

of Kutnow's Powder are pouring in, and the reason is

simpleâ��there is no condition attached to the gift, no

obligation, and no risk. It is a straightforward free

gift, and you are not even asked for a penny to pay the

cost of postage. Nothing could be fairer.

You have only to fill in the free trial ooupon below

with your name and address, cut it out and |>ost it in

an open envelope (Jd. stamp) to Kutnow's London office.

Within 48 hours the |K>stman will hand you a package

of the grandest invigorator of

nature, and the most potent

eradicator of ailments and

irregularities the world has ever

known. You've only got to tr

it free of charge to provo it.

never fails to convince.

THE BEFORE-BREAKFAST

PLAN FOR HEALTH.

There haa never been a time

in the history of the world when

men and women needed some-

thing to make them fit and keep

them fit more than to-day. Work

and brain-worry Boon kill.

The before-breakfast plan of

taking Kutnowe Powder is

really a delightful experience

and pays well for the trouble.

You simply take a desttert-

spoonful of Kutnow's, mix it in

a large tumbler of hot or cold

water, drink it slowly, and about

five or ten minutes after take a

oup of hot tea to make it act

quickly and effectively.

Theaction of Kutnow'sPowder

in the empty stomach is simply

wonderful. It first of all clears

the stomach of all sour fermen-

tations, refreshes the nerves,

and gives you a very keen appetite for breakfast.

While you are enjoying your breakfast the Kutnow's

Never despair I No matter how often ymCvt

triedto get rid of your ailment, no matter how

many remedies you're tried to obtain relief

from irregularities, don't lose heart, have one

more tr itâ��take Kutnow'sPowderfree of charge.

You il never regret it. It never fa t Is to do good.

take Kutnow's Powderâ��first thing in the morningâ��

before breakfastâ��to clear the system. Four of my

family, besides myself, take it periodically. I would

not be without it for anything.

If only every man and every woman could be per-

suaded to send in the free trial coupon below, obtain

a free package, and begin next morning to take it, what

a delightful change would take place in the health aud

well-being of the general community.

Dr. Haigh, the great authority on Blood Poisons,

says : "Clear the blood, and the

mental condition alters as if by

magic. Exercise of mind and

body then b comes a pleasure,

and the struggle for existence

a positive glory."

CET ALL THE GOOD YOU

CAN FREE OF CHARGE.

"When you have tested this

delightful and refreshing health-

draught gratis, look in the

mirror each morning â�� note

how it his cleared your coated

tongueâ��note how keen your

appetite becomes â�� and note

how your skin and complexion

get clearer and clearer every day.

It is the easiest thing in the

world to cleanse your stomach

with Kutnow's Powder and get

rid of Constipation, Dyspepsia,

Uric Acid Excess, Liver and

Kidney Troubles, and Sciatica,

Gout. Lumbago, Rheumatism,

and avoid Gravel and Stone.

You can take Kutnow's

Powder morning after morning

without the least fear of any

discomfort or ill-effecti It

cannot possibly do you any

harm, but is sure to do you

goodl and improve your general health. It never

fails to invigorate the nerves and refresh the brain.

ing and collecting a large quantity of water from the

Woodâ��opening the sluices, cleansing, clearing, and

eliminating all the poisonous debris out of your

system. Prof. I. N. Love, M.D., ears : "Thorough

elimination is salvation, and there is no better elimin-

ator than Kutnow's Powder.''

POST THIS FREE COUPON-AT ONCE

ToS. KUTNOW& CO., Ln.,

CLEARING OUT YOUR INTERNAL POISONS.

41, Farringdon Road, London, E.C

Herewith I send you my name and address. Please

forward me a package of Kulnows Powder, free ofcharze

and post-paid. I would like to give it a thorough test.

Directly the Kutnow's Powder acts, it gets rid of all

bile acids, dissolves and expels all the excessive uric

acid, clears out the blood poisons, relieves blood

pressure on the brain, and finally flushes and disinfects

the whole system. It soon banishes constipation.

NAME

ADDRESS

The very first draught of Kutnow's Powder you take

will make you radiant at the relief obtained.

Th* Stkahd MMASfn, Drc., 1Â»13.

AFTER FRISK TRIM. you can buy

any Chrmiut for 2.S tier b ttlr. or dtreet

S/-. l>oit pnid to uny addrtta in the

A famous professor of clinical medical diseases

writes: "I only wish every soul in the world would

Kutnoir't Powder from

front Kutuoict OUct for

I'uiM Kingdom.

DELIGHTFULLY REFRESHING AND INVIGORATING
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amerryachristma:

" useful" PRESENT!

FORALL YOUR FRIENDS

fret copies of letter*,

and pen. One do/.

" Prompto "

Letter Copier.

Most useful for people

travelling. Takes per-

You use your own paper

C.irhons and Index Hie

for Letters.

7/., 17/6, and 35/-.

Georgian " Sealing Set.

A neat and inge-

nious method of

sealing. No waste.

No smoky wax.

No burnt fingers.

Always clean. Very

handsome and use-

ful present. Prices

2/-, 6/-, 7/6, 15/-,

nd 21/-. in 20

â�¡lours of wax. Any

ingle initial seal

lcludcd in set.

" Eclipse "

Eye-Shade.

Wonderfully Soothing.

Prevents Headaches

and Eye Strain. Fits

Re

any spectacles, or without

spectacles as shown.

I by Harley Street Kye Specialists.

Price 1/6, in flat Pocket Case.

"Third Hand "Thumb Magnifier.

A most useful

Magnifier which

will fit on either

finger or thumb,

leaving both

hands perfectly

free.

Used extensively

by Surgeons,

Botanists, Stamp

Collectors, Nurses,

Anglers, etc.

Prices 2/- & 6/-.

THIRD HAND PATENTS,

(Dept. 37), 361, City Rd., London, E.G.

Gold Medal Awarded.

NUAGANE" s "NUEEN"

Re-News and Re-Colours Leather

Like New Again.

Before the advent of "NUAGANE" and "NUEEN"

leather goods had a comparatively short life of usefulness,

because, once they became shabby-looking, they had to

be cast aside. Now all this wasteful extravagance is avoided.

"NUAGANE"

"NUAGANE," made in a variety

of art shades, restores the lost colour to

leather articles, alters the shade if

desired, and preserves and renews the

leather.

"NUAGANE" renders leather

damp-proof and water-proof. It is

easily applied with a small, flat varnish

brush nr pad of cloth, and dries in a

short time.

"NUAGANE" has endless uses. It

restores and re-colours the leather

upholsiery of Eurnilure, Motor-Cars,

Baby Carriages, etc. It makes Writing

Desk and Table Tops NEW AGAIN.

" NUEEN "

This is a special "Nuagane"

preparation for Boots and Shoes,

Saddlery, Harness, Tan Leather

etc.

In three shades of

Tan â��Light, Medium,

and Dark.

Also Jet Black.

Makes footwear

look new.

Applied same

way as "Nuagane."

9d. Tins at all Boots Cash

Chemists, Ironmongers,

Stores etc.

Nuagane Leather Co., Ltd.,

Rcgnart Bldgs., Euston St., N.W.
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THE MAN

AND THE

MONEY.

QARNEGIE PAID a young man

^ named Charles Schwab

Â£10,000 a year salaryâ��and con-

sidered he had made a good

bargain. There are surprisingly

few men in the world worth

Â£10,000 a year salary.

Such men quickly grad-

uate as " Master Men."

The

Income - Earning

Scales

In Which You

are

Weighed.

With mental powers

deepened, widened,

and strengthened by

this wonderful Cor-

respondence Course

of the Pelman School

of the Mind, you earn

more by being worth

more to yourself.

of merely saving as much r.s they can, whilst neglecting to

tlx

"Y^OUR own personal value is no higher

than the amount you earn in your

weekly wage or monthly salary. You may con-

sider yourself worth more, but the fact remains

that no man with the spirit of a man remains

underpaid for very long.

Now let us reckon up your

capital value. This is based

on the 20 years' prime of life

(or highest) earning power,

say from 20 to 40 years of age

â��Manual work. The Manual

class comprises purely mus-

cular workers of all kinds.

The Mento- Manual classâ��25

to 45 years of age, Mento-

Manual work â�� comprises

the higher artisan workers.

The Mental class includes

the professional and com-

mercial workers ; highest earning period ranging

from 35 to 55.

A Mistake Men Make.

In striving to increase their cash - in - the - bank capita!

many men make the mistake of following the Negative plan

of ea

much as they might.

It Is easier to maki money than to save It. That is the

great Law of Success to recognise and act upon.

Yearlv Income.

90 Yean' VÂ»lue.

Â£

Â£

75

1.600

100

2,000

150

3,000

200

4,000

250

5,000

300

. ... ... 0,000

350

7,000

400

8.000

450

9,000

500

10,000

600

12,000

750

15.000

1,000 ...

20,000

And so o

n in proportion

t U

For instance, a a year "worker would 'find it well-nigh

impossible to become " independent " at the end of 20 years,

especially if he be married with a family. The margin or

balance is an almost impossible one, as no sensible person

wishes to live on breadâ��and bread alone. Such is not " life"

in its fullest, happiest sense. I^et that man, however, improve

his earning power. Lei him earn Â£150â�� doubleâ��and the

impossible becomes possible. 1 his

is the problem before every worker

to-day.

How over 200,000 Persons

are Earning Double.

A small trader in a country town,

owing to a long strike, was threatened

with business ruin. The Correspon-

dence Course he had just commenced

with the Pclman School of the Mind

enabled him to apply certain Psycho-

logical laws to such good purpose as

to win success out of the very jaws of

disaster. In his letter (there are many

in the literature obtained gratis and

post free on application) he joyously

reported how the teaching had enabled

him to actually make ^250 at a time

when ruin threatened.

Fascinating Free Book.

Write to-day for a FRFE copy of the handsomely illustrated

book, " Pelman Mind and Memory Trairiinu" (32 pages).

It will be good news to every ambitions worker to know thni

the Pelman Course of Instruction is obtainable by private

correspondence and at an inclusive fee expressly brought within

the reach of all.

THE PELMAN SCHOOL OF THE MIND,

22, Wenham House. Bloomsbury Street, London, W.C.

Branch Schoolsâ��Bombay : q. Churckgnfe Street. Mtltflurne : 46. Market Street. Durban*. Club Arcade.

Munich: -\, A**ialienstr. Berlin: 1, Witienbergplatz.
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PERFUME

The charm of this perfume is its

wafting properties, which cause

everyone to exclaim : " What a

lovely smell of flowers !

Its lasting and delicate fragrance

is as del ghtful to the user as it

is to those about her.

3'6

Obtainable from all

'Perfumery Dealers

or from

YARDLEY & CO.,Ld.f 8, New Bond St.,

LONDON, W.

Sample Boltle Post Free for 6d. Mention Dept. I.

(Brighton Depot: Hewitt & Son, Chemists to the King.)

HARBUTT'S

PLASTICINE

(as usual) ON TOP

when thf. question of Xmas Presents comes up. Have you had a list

of our Outfits? They cover a lung rnnge of interest - from the 61.

11 Little Modeller " to the " Boys' Builder Box " at 5/-; >*>st free 5/6.

THE LATEST

Addition of UP-TO-DATE OUTFITS is

PLASTIC PICTURES

Decorate your walls with these charming pictures. They will call

forth praise from all who see them. You don't know how easy they

are to make till you try. Price 2/-, post free 2/4.

SEE ALSO PAGE 54.

The New Enamelled Tin "EMPIRE BOX."....Post Free 1/3.

The Ever-Popular COMPLETE MODELLER. Post Free 2/10.

The Infants- Box, "CHILD'S DELIGHT." Post Free 1/3.

BRILLIANT BOX, with 10 Colours and Bronze. Post Free 1/10.

Set of Plastic Picture Outlines. Post Free 8d.

ASK US ABOUT PLASTIC PICTURES.

IT'S PLASTICINE, Ltd., 3, Bathampton, BATH.

/V

\ framed Plastic Picture hung on the wall.
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Cheap

^^ctches

â��there's

but one!

Did you ever buy a cheap watch?

Did it give you satisfaction?

The chances are that you have bought a number and that all soon got

In fact they were not watches at allâ��only names,

tired and ceased running,

cases and some wheels 1

Would you like to try once more ?

claims of the GUARANTEED

It will cost you only 5/- to prove the

Made in America, where more watches of all classes are produced than in

the balance of the world, and where the Ingersoll leads all with an output of

15,000 daily.

Ingersolls have alone raised a standard of quality for cheap watches which

no other watch manufacturers have so far seriously attempted to approach;

Comparative Tests of all others of similar cost show the Ingersoll to be the

only one worthy of the name "Watch."

The Ingersoll is the only pocket timekeeper carrying a responsible

Guaranteeâ��it will be found in the back of every case.

Over 14,000 British Dealers have Ingersolls for sale and these are the

men who make quality their tirst care, and desire profits from continued

patronage, not from exorbitant prices charged for trashy stuff.

The Ingersoll series includes:â��Crown 5/- Eclipse 6/6 Junior 8/6 Midget 8/6

If you cannot obtain a genuine Ingersoll locally, write us. Do not

accept a disappointing substitute. Illustrated booklet free on request.

ROBT. H. INGERSOLL & BRO., 258, Audrey House, Ely Place, London, EC.
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j Make up your

I mind to have

a beautiful

V garden in 1914.

p It's so easy if

f yousowRyders

| P.P. Seeds.

No trouble,

jj* no elaborate

fertilisati on â��

just a little

care, and you

will be re-

warded by

V glorious,

\ bealthyflowers.

f Ryders P.P.

/ Seeds are pedi-

' gree seedsâ��

taken from the

finest strains it

is possible to

'i>. get â�� cultivated

by expert

scientific hor-

ticulturists.

Grown in many

public parks

and botanical

gardens.

No Agents.

The quality of -

all R y d e r s j

Seeds is the â�¢â�¢

highest pos-

sible. The

penny packet

is convenient

and saves you

wastage. - a

Make up your

mind to have

Ryders Seeds

this yearâ��a

successful gar-

den will follow

as a matter of

course. The < â�¢

first step is to

write a post-

card for Ryders

1914 Free Cata-

logue NOW.

It is fully illus-

trated, and con-

tains a fine lot ,

of val u a b I e

gardening

information.

RYDERI&

Seed Merchants iB St. Albans.

Ltd. 5

TO BOOM

YEOMANS'

OLD DERBY BLEND

During December we make you the

following free offer on one condition

â��that you mention when ordering

the magazine in which you have seen

our advertisement.

A Rosson Pipe Filler, value 1/-, sent free

with every 4-lb. tin ordered.

A pair of Ash Trays or a No. 2 quality large

bore Briar Pipe, value 1/6 each, with

every i-lb. tin ordered.

A No. I quality large bore Briar Pipe, value

3/-, with every I-lb. tin ordered.

An Ivory Tube, value l/7, with every 100

Old Derby Blend Cigarettes ordered

This offer is for one month only, and clores

definitely December 31st, 1913

OLD DERBY BLEND is manufactured in

three strengths to suit all palates, from pure

Old Belt Virginia.

â�¢Price Pott PtiJ.

Mild ( 2/1 per i-lb. tin.

Medium i 4/2 per i-lb. tin

Medium with Latakia ' 8/4 per l-lb. tin.

Old Derby Blend Virginia Cigarettes, ^

3/11 per 100, post paid.

We should be imply throwing money away in

making you the above offer if we were not sure of your

repeat orders following. We know and we with you to

know how good our O.D. Tobacco and Cigarettes are.

Send your order to-day direct to

T. E. YEOMANS & SONS. LTD..

Market Place. Derby.

Also Blenders of the Speaker*! Mixture and

Speaker's Cut Plug.

Illustrated BiÂ»>ktrt of Sjtrrtalitiet. otVirip names or Agent*

sent an nreipt of Id. t amp.
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See also

Page 50.

They'll come soon enough/or

us to show them sport, &yer

slow enough for us to be ready;

So lef no man hurry himself."

Sir Francis Drake

Reduced finished example of

PLASTIC PICTURES

HARBUTT'S

NEW ADD-A-BIT GAME.

PLASTIC PICTURES captivate children as well as artists.

PLASTIC PICTURES stand out like Cameo Reliefs

PLASTIC PICTURES are Clean. Bright, and Effective.

PLASTIC PICTURES are Novel. Artistic, and EASY.

PLASTIC PICTURES are Fascinating Work for Fireside or Drawing-room.

s and accessories 2/-. |>M free 2/4. Three Series:

II AKT, rOV or F.iin y I tealera, or direct from â��

The Complete Outfit, with Plastii ine in io Colours, Bronze, all l

No. i, Dickens. No. j, Historical. No. i, Nursery. From

HARBUTT'S PLASTICINE, Ltd., 3, BATHAMPTON, BATH.
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Remarkable Offer of

a 4/6 full size bottle of

Tatcho for 1/10 carriage paid

Read the letters printed here. Read how

Tatcho, the wonderful discovery of Mr. G. R.

Sims, DID ACTUALLY SAVE the hair of

the writers. Let Tatcho do the same for you.

Many imitations purporting to be the same, but

in re ility nothing of the sort, are on the market.

Get Tatcho, the true hair restorer, which has

really saved the hair of real people.

The effect of Tatcho on the hair is almost

magical. The "combings" grow fewer and

fewer, the scalp feels just like the body after a

bath; the hair becomes more lustrous, more

"alive" so to speak, more full of electricity as

you draw the brush through it. i/io spent on

bottle of Tatcho now will do what ^"no may

not be able to do presently. Start to save

your hair to-day.

Fkoto b\ Lavit,

"Look at my Hair now"

says Mr. Geo. R. Sims.

In accordance with Mr. Geo.

K. Sims' expressed wish that it

should hz marketed at a price

that should not shut his remedy

out from anyone â��rich and poor

alikeâ��it has been decided to

distribute 100.000bottles, 4/6 size,

for 1/10, carriage paid, amongst

readers of this paper. You

should apply at once on the

authority b low.

POST

This before

you lose

more hair.

SPECIAL OFFER.

We author.se our Chief Chemist to send to t' e

applicant who forwards this Authority a regular

4 6 bottle of Tatcho, carriage and packing paid, to the Applicant's own door,

at the nominal pr ce of*1/*lO

Should it not be desired to cut this

Authority, applications for the 4/6

bottle will be entertained by the

aoplicant quoting Authorisation

No. 12/13-

GREAT QUEEN STREET, LONDON, W.C.
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Fashion's Favourite

Fragrance.

The sweetest perfume that ever

stole upon the wearied sensesâ��

soothing, refreshing, a source of

unwearying d e 1 i g h t. Omar

Khayyam is unique in type, and

its inspiriting influence can only

be likened to that of a fragrant

summer breeze. The perfume

of refreshingly origina. character.

Khayyam

Originated by CourvoiÂ»ier, London, W.

2/9. 5/-. 11/6, 2 1A, in dainty box.

Sold by all high-class Chemists and Stores. I

i

* * *

Another famous Courvoisier production : |

VIOTTO (The Soul of the Violet)

US, 3/2, 6 -. 11/9, 22/6.

Wholesale :

H.BRONNLEY& Co., Ltd . LONDON.W fÂ§

$|&tt3UTT'S

Will please fke

Yon Should See Our Demonstrators

â��if yon are in Londonâ��at

SELFRIDGE'S WHITELEVS

GAMAGE'S HARROD'S

Our List of

Home Modelling

Outfits is Unique

There are Boxes to suit every taste and every

purseâ��from id. l'ackets to 8/6 Art Amateur's.

Post Free-

Little Modeller - â� 

66.

- 9d.

Child's Delimit . .

1/-

- 1/3

NEW Universal Tin Box -

1/-

. 1/3

NEW Brilliant Box - -

1/6

- 1/10

Housekeeper - - -

21-

- 2/4

Complete Modeller -

2/6

- 2/10

NEW Plastic Pictures-

Series 1, 2, or 3 - -

21-

- 2/4

Builder Box ...

5/-

- 5/6

If you don't know about these Ideal Xmas

Gifts, send us a line asking for Lists and

full Particulars. See also pages 50 and 54

in this Xmas Number.

HflRBUTi S PLASTICINE,Ltd., 3, Bathampton, Bath
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l Allenburgs Foods

\ The Simplest and Best Method of Infant Feeding

'Pamphlet " Infant Feeding & ^Management " sent free.

Allen & Hanburys Ltd., 37, Lombard St., E.C.
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Official Organ of the Ladies' Kennel Association

(Incp )

Superbly Illustrated.

The Up - to - Date Authority

. . on . .

Sport, Fashion, and Society.

Price 6d'

DECEMBER-

6. Xmas Presents Number.

27. Sales Number.

An additional feature is a Monthly

Doable Page Plate, printed in colours,

portraying the latest fashions.
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Do YOU Want a

Trained Man's Position?

The trained man always has a front seat. The trained man is the man in

touch with the chief. He gees ahead of the others. The chief doesn't

look beyond him when he wants a big job done RIGHT. Me is first in

line (or promotion.

Are you in the sun or in the shade?

You CAN he the man "in front.'" It

is all a matter of having the right

knowledge that will put you ahead

of the other fellow.

" But," you may say, " it is too late

now. My age is against me ; I don't

earn very much ; I have long hours ; I

haven't much spare time or spare cash ;

my schooling was limited."

If that's the case you're the very man

the International Correspondence Schools

can help. The I.C.S. have been

raising salaries tor twenty-two

years. If you are ambitious, the

l.C.S. will go to you, wherever you

live, and will train you at home and

in your spare time to become an

expert in the particular line of well-paid

work for which you feel you have a

natural ability.

Simply mark and post the attached

Enquiry Form to-day. Marking the

Form costs you nothing. There is no

obligation. The Coupon is merely to

prove your ambition and willingness to

get out of the shade and into the sun.

Do you measure up lo this simple test ?

Mark and post the Coupon and let that

decide. Do it NOW.

International Correspondence Schools, Ld.

26e, International Buildings Kin-sway, W.C.

(To amid delay pltate Â«*c our full addreu.)

Please Bend I.C.S. Booklet explaining how I can gain a

thorough, practi'-al, and up-to-date training for the position

before which 1 hure marked X- and - qualify for a Secure

Position and Better Par.

Positions for which the

I.C.S. Qualify Students

Advertisement Writer

Architect

Boilermaker .

Book-keeper

Builder

Cbautteur

Civil Engineer

Clerk

Concrete Engineer

Correspondence Clerk

Draughtsman

Dynamo Runner

. Electr!

Mine Electrician

Miner

Mining Engineer

Motor Engineer

. Motor Mechanic

Municipal Engineer

Newspaper Illustrator

Poultry Farmer

Quantity Surveyor

Refrigeration Engineer

Sheet Metal Worker

shorthand-Typist

Show Card Writer

Sign Painter

Steam Engineer

Structural Engineer

Electrical Engineer Farmer

Foreign Correspondent

_ Gas-Power Engineer

_ Heating and Ventilating

Engineer Telephone Engineer

Illustrator Textile Worker

Marine Engineer Window Dresser

_ Mechanical Engineer Or as

Surveyor

pho

A'am*.
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The Secret of Health.

rT^HE first stepâ��and the most importantâ��towards securing

| what is more precious than gold, is perfect action of the

millions of pores in the skin with which our bodies are

covered. The pores are Nature's provision for the discharge of

poison-laden matter and worn-out tissue, the elimination of

which is absolutely essential to perfect health. There is no

better means of keeping the pores open and cleansed of

impurities than by the regular use of Thermal (Hot-Air

and Vapour) Baths. Soap and water cleanse the outer

surface of the skin only. Thermal Baths stimulate

the pores into vigorous, healthful action, increase the

circulation, tone up the entire system, and produce

that delightful feeling of invigorated health and

buoyancy. Physicians recommend

FOOT S BATH CABINET

for the prevention and cure of Colds, Influenza,

Rheumatism, Liver and Kidney Complaints,

Skin Affections, etO. Every form of Thermal Bath

(plain, medicated or perfumed) can be enjoyed pri-

vately in one's own room. Foot's Cabinets possess

several exclusive advantages, such as efficient and

absolutely safe outside heater, adjustable seat, heat

regulator. The bather is not fastened by the neck to

the Cabinet. Exit is easy and immediate. No assist-

ant is required. When not in use it folds into a

small compact space.

Prices from 35/-. Write for Bath Book B 3.

J. FOOT & SON, Ltd. (DB-3Â« ), 171, New Bond Street, London, W.

Let us send you this

most human magazine

FREE FOR A

WHOLE MONTH!

ERKLY cut out and send us this

advertisement, with your name and

address (send no money), and you will be

put on the FREE LIST for regular supplies

of the " Bazaar, Exchange and Mart" for

a whole month.

Why do we do this ? Because we have found this the quickest, best, cheapest

advertisement of this human magazine, that voices the wants and publishes the

opportunities of a world.

The " Bazaar" is a human document. Every issue is chock-full of opportunities such

as see the light of publication in no other medium. If you want to buy, sell,

exchange anything, it is the quickest and cheapest means of doing so. Then there

are exclusive articles on MOTORING, FISHING, SHOOTING, CHINA and

OTHER COLLECTING, the LIBRARY, STAMPS, DOGS, PETS, &c, &c.

Perhaps you have something you don't want, that a reader of the

" Bazaar" does want, and will take in exchange for something you want.

Don't forget to send this adrertisemi.nl irith your name and address to-day and secure this month's fret

subscription to the most interesting paper in the toorld. Address: BAZAAR, EXCHANGE <t- MART,

Bazaar Buildings, Drury Lane, London, W.C. (Established over Jfi years.)
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There, are many excellent

I I PLAYER-PIANOS

But there is only |

ONE superlatively excellent

4 MUSIC ROLL J F

IMPERII UNENIZED"

which is Unequivocally endorsed

by ALL disinterested dealers and

users as

o

o

0

o

THE BEST

R

Leading Piano Makers (Brinsmead, Cramer,

fee.) strongly recommend these Rolls.

Thousands of unsolicited testimonials.

FREE

SAMPLE ROLL

and name of nearest

agent on application.

PERFORATED

MUSIC Co. Ltd.

197â��203 CITY RD.

LONDON, EX.

LIBRARY

â��all latest com-

itions â�� most

favourable terms.
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Presents that give

lifelong pleasure

What will please her mostâ��

appealing to her woman's sense of the beauti-

ful and love of adornmentâ��possessing the

rare personal charm of artistic crafts-

manshipâ�� something of sterlin

value as a fitting expression of

lasting good

thing so mud

an exquisitely

fashioned

Jewel.

18-ct.

HALF-HOOP

RING. Mounted with Diamonds

iiml Htil,nÂ« (ii S;ij.j.)iin>n. Ail/

In ritlily-carved witting.

Ben u t i f u ) 1/

flashed, with

Excellent tltu<

keeper.

that will st

masculine test of

ability, and still posse* an i

trinsic value and distinctive appear-

ance that will endureâ��surely the ideal

gift wculd be something

in Gold or Silver, or perhaps a

Watch for the wrist or pocket.

Sacjui & Lawrence

'Piccadilly Circus, facing the Criterion.

1 and 3, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.

M. Stmnd. W.C. [Arcade). 61. Wrstbourne Grore. W.

Â»-30. Liverpool 8l, E C. (corner of Holloway: 4M. Holloway Rd

277. r in - r.mU. I; N. Kilhurn: 1U. High Kd. [Manenenter

I A. Kinir St.. Hnniiiieremith, W. AImj at Bournemouth, Cbelteutuuu. and

CURZONS

"REGAL"

Double-Breasted Overcoat

MADE TO MEASURE at

24/6, 28/6, 33/6, 37/6

THE LAST THING IN COMFORT AND STYLE.

The Coat for the critical. The Cunton Cut represents the

highest standard in clothes perfection. The Cur/on tailoring

is the superlative in clothes fashioning. This Cout is

designed to give the icme of comfort, yet retaining all the

time its smart and dressy effect. Tailored in the latest

Anglos or fleeces in Brown, Grey, Purple, and Heather

mixtures, it provides the maximum of warmth with the

minimum of weight.

FOUR GOLD MEDAL AWARDS.

Call or sand Postcard for FREE PATTERNS.

Together with patterns, we send you fashion plates

and complete instructions for accurate self-measure-

ment, tape measure, all sent free and carriage paid.

Our ApeÂ»t* are aU

otter th* World. We

cm reach yuu vhtr-

ever von are. Thott

residing in London

thintld call

CURZON BROS.,

CURZON'B RANGE OF PRICES FOR SUITS

MADE TO MEASURE,

23/6, 27 6, 32/6, 37/6, 42/-.

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Returned In Full.

Dept. io, 60-62, City Road, LONDON, E.C.

West End Depot: 112, New Oxford St., W.C.

THE WORLDS MEASURE TAILORS.

Paris House : i:io. Hue <le Klvoll.

Bruxelles Mouse: 2. Rue de la Bonne.

Liege House : S3, Rue Pont d'Avrov.

Antwerp; 10, Place de Meir.

Canada: 449, Spoditm Avenue. Toronto.

South Africa: S4 A SB, Sarke'* Bldgi.

(comer Commissionpr and Joubert

Streetn), Johannesburg.
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Kills the Germs of Deca>^

within 30 seconds

O, That is the vita!

difference which distinguishes

Eulhymol Tooth Paste from all

Dther dentifrices.

C Scientists of world-wide repute have

established this fact beyond question, by

laboratory tests.

d. No dentifrice should be used without

proof of its quality.

0, You can test the merits of Euthymol

Tooth Paste free.

Write to-day for scientific report and Free Proof Tube 01

Eirih:

t o:

i/-

All Chemists

To "Euthymol," S.M.2,50, Beak St., London, W

^^'XMAS BOXES

are an Ideal Xmas Gift â�� everybody appreciates them.

The beautiful all-wool texture of 'f2$Â£S is as soft as silk and a sheer

delight to wear. Each box, which is of most artistic design, contains

two or three pairs of JjSiZS

Stockings or Socks, in a great

variety of styles. A far more

appropriate present than useless

trinkets and fancy-goods.

Ladies' Stockings, in boxes

containing 2 or 3 pairs

(" Shadow," Lace, l'lain,

Ribbed, Embroidered, etc.),

3/11 sr;x

Men's Socks, in boxes con-

taining 2 or 3 pairs (Silk,

Shot, Clocked, l'lain, etc.),

3/11 To,.

1

0} Drapers, Ladies* and Qent.'s

Qutfit'.ers everywhere.

In case of difficulty, writeâ��

JASON HOSIERY CO., LEICESTER. <p
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BANDEAU

Millions of Women all

over the world

are securing perfect hat comfort by wearing the

Fitzall Bandeau.

IF you are to have any comfort at all during

the rough, wintry weather, your hat must

be fitted with a " Fitzall .Bandeau."

It gives the greatest possible security, fits snugly to t

head, and saves you the trouble of holding on to your hat.

The "Fitzall" fits any and every hatâ��large or small

shapes, round or oval, deep or shallow. It is instantly

adjustable, requiring no stilching.

< For the fashionable Velours Hat Here is a special

" Velvebur Fitzall" soft and extremely pliable

yet fossessinfait the merits 0/ t-lie ordinary

Ask for the" V. I'. Fitzall."

Milliners all over the world declare the

" Fitzall " to be the " perfect bandeau."

Sold by Milliner* and Draper*

everywhere.

' Fitzall:

6id

qp
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To the Readers of " The Strand Magazine.

HAVE been asked to write a few lines about Cocoa in general and Vi-Cocoa

in particular. I am requested to explain why some Cocoas are only half the

price of others, why some claim that only half a teaspoonful is required for a

cup, why some give away Chocolates for coupons, and why Vi-Cocoa is so much

more popular among the industrial classesâ��those that have to work hardest

for a living.

Cream costs more than skimmed milk, oysters cost more than cockles,

skilled labour costs more than unskilled. But lowest-price does not often mean cheapest.

A manufacturer is very much like a workman. He gels the best price he can. If his article

isn't worth more he must be content with a lower price. If he cannot sell it on its merits he

must coax the public to buy it by giving Chocolates or something else as " make-weight."

Your draper doesn't give you a yard of silk with every twenty yards of calico you buy,

because he sells his calico at its intrinsic value. I don't think I need say more on that point.

The quantity of Cocoa to be used depends on the taste. A quarter of a teaspoonful

will be enough for some, half a teaspoonful for others, while some others who like it " good

and strong " want a teaspoonful. Of course it depends also upon the size of the teaspoon.

Now about Vi-Cocoa. But first let me explain that Vi-Cocoa is not ordinary Cocoa.

It is as delicious as any Cocoa made. Most people who have tried it think more so. Here

again flavour is a matter of taste. But practically everyone who likes Cocoa is fond of

Vi-Cocoa ; many people who do not care for ordinary Cocoa like the flavour of Vi-Cocoa.

And although Vi-Cocoa is not ordinary Cocoa, the difference is in its superiority. It is taken

with breakfast or supper or between meals, just as is ordinary Cocoa.

There are three kinds of Cocoa. There is the " cheap " rubbish that masquerades under

the name of Cocoa, most of it made abroad and " dumped " here, after the goodness has been

extracted, to be sold at higher prices for other purposes. Then there are the ordinary Cocoas,

excellent preparations sold at fair prices, all very similar in character, but all lacking the

distinctive features that give Vi-Cocoa its wonderfully strengthening, vitalizing, and stamina-

producing qualities.

Vi-Cocoa is the invention of a medical man who combined with the choicest and richest

Cocoa enough Extract of Malt to make it one of the most digestible of food-beverages, even

after a greater proportion of the goodness of the Cocoa had been retained, than was formerly

possible. He also added a little of the valuable Extract of Hops and the wonderful Kola

Nut, the most marvellous stamina-producer that Nature has produced and Science discovered.

Among the great industrial classes of this countryâ��the miners, the railroaders, the

weavers and spinners, the ironworkers, the pottersâ��those who must make the weekly earnings

go furthest; who must keep fit and strong and able to workâ��Vi-Cocoa has long held place

of honour among food-beverages. I have received thousands of letters telling how they

keep in better health, how they work better without getting fatigued and tired, how they

sleep better, and how they enjoy life more since they have taken to using Vi-Cocoa regularly.

I know it sounds too good to be true. I know you can scarcely realize that there can

be such a difference in Cocoa. But it is true just the same, and the proof is within your

reach. Get a 6d. packet of Vi-Cocoa to-day (some grocers sell it at 5jd.), and even that

small quantity will be enough for you to " notice the difference."

Yours faithfully,

12, Henry Street,

London, W.C.
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better prdcrj

to Â£>cLfr3^t

Handkerchiefs by Post. We ensure the same satisfaction as when

a personal visit is paid, for as manufacturers we strive to give the

utmost value. The comfort of doing part of the Xmas shopping

at home is a point worth considering. Kindly quote number.

No. 287-LADIES HANDKERCHIEFS

in sheer linen with embroidered i

effect. About 12 int. square,

hemstitched per dozen

9/11

NO. 40 LADIES' HANDKERCHIEFS

in fine linen, hemstitched, and with hand-

embroidered i-in. monogram (any two

letters). About 13 ins. square, with

three-six tee nth hem ft /1 I

per dozen Â°/ 11

No. 410-LADIES' HANDKERCHIEFS

in fine mull, hemsti ched and em-

broidered. About I 3 ins. square

per dozen

6/9

l/ONDON

42M DONEGALL PLACE

BELtF-AS

UVERPOOI/
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The Christmas Gift

that never fails to bring a smiling face to

greet the Postman is the case of "4711"

he brings on Christmas Eve. No

Gift is more sure of welcome than

"4711" and no Cologne leaves

fragrant a memory behind.

The Shopping List wi hout"4711" is

woefully Incomplete.

Original Bottles, 2/6

Case of J â�� 7/-

Case of 6 .. 13 6

Other sizes. 9d. to

30/- each.

warn

me
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"Little Wizard"

lever machine,

with long easy

stroke and power-

ful suction. Price

63 -

Turbine Electric,

weighs only 43lb.

Double the efficiency

of any other machine

of its size. Nozzles

the size of a broom,

do double aork at

half cost. Price

23 cu

Standard No. 2 has 4 bellows

{iving continuous mction, and

all-hearings for easu workini

It never has to be

Price

Â£5 15s

J, Clean Easily,

lion, and

working, speedily, healthily, and thoroughly with a Wizard Vacuum Cleanerâ��don't disturb the

came . jujt a broom> for you will simply endanger your health by breathing harmful bacteria.

Write for Booklet and

Nearest Agent.

WIZARD DUST

EXTRACTOR

CO.. LTD.,

49â��57. Frankfort Street.

BIRMINGHAM.

Lo5IM)S SlIOWROOM* :

26. Newman St.. Oxford St.

Tel. 3893.

roughly with a Wizard Vacuum Cleanerâ��don't disturb the

simply endanger your health by breathing harmfu

(1) "Wizards" are built on two ffreat principles. That the cleanins shall be 1

not in patchesâ��so they (five continuous suct.onâ��the Brit machine to do so.

(2) That the clean

cared

at the cleaning shall be easyâ�� not laborious, so that all working parts have

efully designed and, where possible, run on ball-bearings.

NOW is the time to use it!

VACUUM

CLEANER

versus MUD.

- PATRONISED BY ROYALTY AND SOCIETY.^

SKIRTS, GOWNS, BLOUSES, COSXUMES.

Skirts in Black, Navy,

Brown, Wine, Green,

and Royal Vicuna

Cloth, Light and Dirk

Tweeds. Also

in Black and

Navy Serge

& Cashmeres.

MADE TO MEASURE.

In-,' imi mrTit* ;irv tUU tEfrJ aTwmjl present tha

appearance of Ordinary Walking Attire and require no alteration

whatever during the whole period of fraternity.

TAILOR

Tlif griVU :nlv:,nM.:.-, oi

SKIRTS

12'11

POST FREE

This is Design

60. a two-piece

S K ' RT-L in

plain or Cor

let style, trim-

med buttons,

12'11

COATEE,

Measure, in all

materials, from

10/6

O O W N 8 ,

specially made

to measure in

all materials,

from

25/-

This Design is

the

" Montz.

many other

styles shown in

our Catalogue.

. 600 Pattern

showing the

latest idea in

tw O'Co 1 our

schemes. For

other styles

see Catalogue

post free.

nd Special Measure Forms, post free,

Skirts can also be had

in finest quality All-

Wool Serges, Habit

Cloths, Tweeds,

Alpacas, Linens, Silks,

Tafetas, Cashmere, &c.

15/11 to 42/-

IMPORTANT NOTICE!

WOOD BROS.' W0RLD-FAM0U8

MATERNITY CARMENTS arc fitted with

thetr Malturnus " Regd. Band, and

made to the individual requirement of

each client without exception. Our skirts

are described by customer, as the great-

est possible boon, and fulfil the natural

desire for a presentable appearance. Any

lady wearing our specially-tailored cos-

tume-, is able to keep her social engage-

ments right through without the slightest

embarrassment. Ladie* in the highest

society have testified to the usefulness and

comfort of Wood Bros.' special appareL

Any skirt or costume may be altered to

ord nary measurements when required.

Special Dept. for BABY OUTFITS.

10$ fit*. I lists. Catalogue Post Free.

FOREIGN A COLONIAL ORDERS

Sent Return Mall.

ordering skirls state the length back and

Send for Book of 70 P<

f-777 itist ;md lupinTasiiremVntsof your ordinary skirt also Present Measurements. Mourning* Orders executed within 24 H

[KgKgjga. WOOD Bros., gjg?,WAV 14. North Parade, "
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GIFT

Every

Purchase

Means

a Big:

Saving I

H. SAMUEL'S BRANCHES.

Headquarters:

95-101 & 121, Market St., Manchester.

BA TH : 15, Union St.

BLACKPOOL 7 A 9. Church St.

BRADFORD . 75, Kirkgate

BRIGHTON : 29. Western Rd.

BRISIOL : 2 A 31. Wine St.

DERBY 31. Cornmarket

EXETER : 211. High St.

GLOUCESTER: 98, Southgate

St. (The Cross)

HULL : 9, Sillier St.

IPSWICH : 5. Tavern St

LEEDS : 39. Briggat?

LEICESTfR 7. Gallowtreegate

LINCOLN : 231 A 232, High St.

MIDDLESBROUGH: 48, Lin-

thorpe Rd.

NEWC4STLt.0N.TYNE: 2,19 A

82, Granger St West

NORTHAMPTON : 2, Gold St.

NOTTINGHAM : 31, Long Rout

NORWICH: 14 & 15. The Walk

OXFORD: Carfax Buildings

PLYMOUTH : 11, George St.

PORISMOUTH : 141 A 141a. 197

A 199, Commercial Rd.

PRESTON : 168. Friargate

READING SO. Broad St.

RICHMOND 43. George St.

SHEFFIELD : 43, High S'.

S lUTHAMPION 155, High St

WOLVERHAMPTON:!,Queen t.

YARMOUTH : 42, Market Plate

CARDIFF: 7, St. Mary St.. and

8, Queen St.

MtRTHYR TYDFIL: 119.HlghS'.

NEWPORT: l72,CommercialSt.,

and 22, 23 A 28a, High St

SWANSEA : 285, Oxford St.

SCOTLANDâ��

ABERDEEN : 72, Union St.

DUNDEE: 1. Reform St.

EDINBURGH : 40, Nth. Bridge,

and 25, Princes St.

GLAS30W : 134 A 138, Argyle

St.

Branches In all Prinoipal Towns.
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LISTEPJS

TTTUC FOR PALMS

1 UDO &- SHRUBS

are a/ways in p/ace in.

the smaJ/est house equaJJv

wit/i tf>e /argent mansion

y/ieirperfect ivorXmansfiip

and chaste design a.ccorcL-

t/iem perfect harmony wit/i

their surroundings'giving

tjie tuMest value to the decora-

tive qtia/ities of the p/antcr

they contain. Jhese tlitis,

can be fitted with stands to

suit Ajrniture of any period

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE SHOW INC ALL

TYPES SEW FREE ON APPLICATION.

THESE TUBS ARE STOCKED AT OUR LONDON

OFFICE â�¢ 188 GRAYS INN ROAD â�¢ W C

- ~

!fR A LISTER C Co Iâ�¢ DURSLEY

CLOSt

FAVORITE RECORDS AND MACHINES.

FAMOUS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD.

All Ihe Best Gramophont Artistes sin$

for THE FAVORITE.

The Latest Songs, Musical Selections,

and Descriptive Novelties.

FAVORITE RECORDS can also be

had in German, French, Polish, Russian,

Italian, Dutch, Taal, Spanish, Turkish,

Greek, Arabic, Hebrew, Iiulgarian,

Roumanian, Swedish, etc., etc.

FAVORITE MACHINES.

A splendid range of 84 New Models,

Hornless and otherwise, at prices to

suit everyone.

Ask your Dealer for Jul] particulars

and Illustrated Catalogue, or direct fi out

Model No. 540.

The Favorite Record Co, Ltd., 45' ^KlA^** E'C*
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Mother knows

when the chil-

dren come to

her with cuts,

scratches, and

bruises, she has

a sure cure and

a speedy one in

Ecsolent Com-

pound, which is

an unfailing

treatment for every

form of skin - trouble,

whether arising from accident

or ill-health. Because it is non

poisonous there is nothing to fear for

the children, and the fragrant odour and

soothing effects will make them delight in its use

Ecsolent Compound

(Pronounced "EX- O "LENT)

The World's Greatest Skin Remedy

is a certain remedy, not only for minor skin ailments but for the dread

scourge Eczema itself. This is what Mr. H. C. Coote writes :â��

"4, Spring Gardens Terrace, Spring Gardens, Northampton, 13th Sept., 1913.

" Having suffered with a very bad leg for some time I was induced to procure

"a jar of Ecsolent Compound, and am glad to say it has practically healed

" the sores. I have also used it for one of my children who had a bad

"toe, and it gave instant relief. I shall recommend it to all my friends."

Every jar of Ecsolent Compound contains a coupon,

which, if returned to us, entitles you to a free sample

of Ecsolent Soap and Ecsolent Powder. These are

invaluable for the Toilet and in the Nursery. Doctors strongly recommend them.

2>o not waste time in writing to us for a Jar of Ecsolent

Compound. You will find it waiting for you on your

Chemist's counter at 1 U and upwards according to size.

Ecsolent Compounds, Ltd., Ecsolent Buildings, Elthorne Road, London, N.

ECSOLENT COMPOUND makes

your skin healthy and keeps it healthy

FREE GIFTS
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W.BILL Â»3?

for Genuine BRITISH-Made Cloths.

Wholesale, Retail, Export.

None but sound, irreproachable cloths of British

origin arc stocked ; and these in immense quantitiesâ��

of weights, qualities, and characteristics suited to all

countries, climates, and purposesâ��my trade being

world-wide. These can wi tailored, if desired, by

well-established firms in connection. '

The follow ing is a summary. The price varies with

the weight, the cost of the wool, and the difficulty or

ease of manufacture.

Irish Tweeds for hard rough wear.

Suit length, 19/3 to 27/6

Friezes for great coals and motoring.

Ulster length, 24/- to 35/-

Scotch Cheviots for warm, useful suits.

Length, 22/6 to 307-

Homespuns for sport and lounge wear.

Suit length, 15/- to 33/3

Heavy Tweeds for cold climates.

Suit length, 24/- to 29/9

Finest Flannels and Cashmeres for the tropics.

Suit length, 17/6 to 28/-

Worsteds and Angolas for ordinary wear.

Suit length, 21/- to 36/9

Serges, rough and smooth ; for yachting and general

wear. Suit length, 15/9 to 32/6

Flannel Tweeds for semi-tropical wear.

Suit length, 14/- to 21/-

PRU'E MSTSandSAMPLKgon application . hut a visit to

the warehouse whenever possihle 6 xirungly recommended

(Residents uhroad. by London friends); that II the proper

manner to satisfy yourself of the bonn fidi - of a i m - and

the integrity of the firm. For further parttctuan of my

Unique business â�¢< â�¢â�  " Whi taker," page in. for the ln-t 24

years, "A.B.C." Guide, The Port UftVe Guide. Hasell'l

Annual. "Times" Weekly Edition, " Whoa Who," and other

standard puhricntfon*.

Warehouseâ��where aU corretiwndence *hould be addressedâ��

31 & 29, CT. PORTLAND ST., W.

Branch : 93, New Bond St., London, W.

CT. A. : "BELFUixr, Lomdox." Tel.: OamBAaD 830S. I

Established over 60 years.

I

I

I

Stop using

Oil Lamps!

Adopt Acetylene Qas

â��the nearest approach to daylight

that science has yet discovered.

The Dargue Patent

Acetylene Table Lamp

Is self contained, easy and clean to operate,

absolutely sate, economical in use, and of

handsome design in solid brass, It Rives

a soft white light for five to tight hours

from one charge and solves the lighting

question for houses, farms, bungalows,

shooting boxer, golf club houses, etc..

situated away from town gas supplies.

Dargue Acetylene Lmn/i< with bin ntr1Qi$;

other fitting* extra ; fitted MM illustrated

VI-. Money refunded if dissatisfied. The

tame lamp is supplied with ,*Pecial fit-

ting* for D'iru'lNir Room. Hall, Kitchen,

Garage. Stable, etc.. all of which arc

l.lm*tratt<i in our

Free Book on Country Lighting.

Send a postcard for it t .-day

Dargue Acetylene Co. Ltd.,

1. Dargue Chambers, Grey St,

Newcastle-on-Tyne. <j>

Patented AR<-R

In England &

AbroAi;'

THE GAME OF THE SEASON.

"PIROUET"

35 -

Each player lias thrcv . .

sis Li in defending the goals against the unceasing attacks of

Itself which in the end never failB to beat one of the players. To

appearances the ball has come to life and follows a set purpose

will repeatedly attack one player, and will in the end succeed

beating one of them.

From all Stores and Toy Houses. Wholesale only from

CARL GROSS,- Spielwaren, Esslingen a/N, Gen

ball

â�  til

It

i in

' DREADNOUGHT'

Patent Washlng-Up Mac*In*

washes, rinses, :.nd DRIES Â»U-

tableware and cutlery,

with complete immu-

nity from breakage

Prices fronTr^

4 7/e

THE WASHINC-UP

MACHINE CO.,

40,

" Rattlin; and Hanging and Draughtt no more.

With WIN MX and DURABAR on Window and Door."

Patent

Trade Mark

Draught-Dust-and Wet-excluding strip is a perfect window

and door silencer as well. Fixed around any kind of window,

and sides and lop of door frames. Made of felt sandwiched,

along one edge between a bent-over strip of very thin

sheet enamelled metal. No rubber in it to perish; never

frays or loses its shape. Can be cut with scissors and fixed

by >anyone. Prices from IJd. a foot, ready holed ; fixing

nails and directions included.

zi

Trade Mark WReÂ£* ^DF

Automatic Draught, Dust, and Wet Excluder for bottom

of doors automatically closes the space under door, and rises

clear of the carpet immediately door opens. DURABAR

is the only Draught-excluder neat enough for room doors

as well as out-r doors. No springs to weaken or rubber io

perish. Prices from 2/6 each ; fixing screws and directions

included.

Used at Windsor Castle &on L.&N.W. Rly., Ac

Writ, for Illustrated Price List No. FREE.

THE DURABAR CO., Tower Road, HEREFORD.

SPECIAL TERMS to the TRADE. Tranllm * Aantt Wanted.
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pEE OFFER

This ' Rilette " poster will be sent free to any smoker forwarding to address below a " De Reszke "

box lid and 3d. in stamps (for postage and packing), mentioning picture No. 15. This picture is free

of advertising matter, and is printed in colours on art paper in a size suitable for training.

Pictures published previously can also he obtained by sending a " De Reszke '* box lid and 2d. in

stamps for each picture required. Please mention picture number when sending. No. 1,''Signing a Cheque." No. 2,

"Punting." No. 3. "Motoring." No. 4, "At the Seaside." No. 5, "Canoeing." No. 6. "All that there is between

ihem." No. 7. "A Christmas * Eve.'" No. 8, "Puffs." No. 9, "The Light of his Life." f*o. 10. "A Matchless Smoke(r)." No. 11,

"How Happy 1 could be with either." No. 12, "A Study in Red." No. 13, "Widow's Weeds." No. 14, "A Legal Solace." To

avoid delay please quote Dept. No. clearly.

Y

YOURS 1F_YOU GUESS

OUR husband, your brother, your fatherâ��that " someone "

whose Christmas you want to make happyâ��will appreciate

no gift more than a box of 44 De Reszke" Cigarettes.

A hundred " De Reszkes" means a hundred pleasant, happy thoughts of

youâ��a hundred reminders of happy times spent together.

A box of " De Reszkes " meets with a sure welcome from every man, because their name is

always associated with the world's finest Cigarettes. The chosen brand of Royalty, they

have won approval from connoisseurs whose judgment is unquestionable.

A box of " De Reszke" Cigarettesâ��what better gift can you think of ?

Two kinds â��ONE Quality only â��THE BEST.

10 25 50 100 10 25 50 100

Turkishâ��Tenor (Large) - 9d. 1/9 3/4 6/3 American - 6Â£d. 1/4 2/8 5/3

KSWHrSfBiSS J. MILLHOFF & CO., Ltd. (Dept. +0), 86, Piccadilly, LONDON, W.

De Reszke
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DEE & ESS BRAND

PER

1/6" COCOA

The Shadow on the Wall

A Moral.

The liest breakfast and

supper beverage for children

and ndults is undoubtedly

COCOA, ALWAYS pro-

vided that the nourishment

â��i.e., the butter fatâ��has not

lieen extracted. The cup in

l lie Shadow on the Wall, com-

pared with that in the hands

of the child, represents the

difference in nutritive value

of DEE & ESS COCOA,

which CONTAINS over

33% NATURAL COCOA

BUTTER U'itit x Lanctt*\

and Cocoa from which this

has largely been removed.

LB. 4Â£D'TIN

Manufactured and Packed by

THE MAZAWATTEE TEA CO., LTD , LONDON.

Can he Oblai-ied from all Grocer.. Not from Multi-Shop Companie. or Co-operative Stores.
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A "DAISY VACUUM CLEANER."

A XMAS PRESENT THAT WILL BE USEFUL.

One that will show 'BABY'^Q/.

thought for those upon DAISY

whom the housework falls. io'si-.

The rapid development of Science and re-

peated warnings of medical men teach us that

a healthy home must be a hygienic home. Pure

air is as essential to the health as wholesome

food is to the body.

The home where dust is allowed to exist

cannot possibly be healthy, and as you cannot

prevent the dust getting in you must find

a satisfactory way of getting it out again.

Sweeping will not do it. It only distributes it

into the air to settle again in corners or on

ledges, where, undisturbed, it becomes more

dangerous than ever.

DAISY

"BABY" DAISY, Â£4 Â«*

Handsomely made in flolid Oak, with nickel-plated

fittingt), has quadruple bellows, and is collapsible.

Complete with 6ft. hoae. carpet nozzle, upholstery

nozzle, lengthening tube and lerer.

VACUUM

CLEANEB

This wonderful machine creates a strong suction which sucks up every particle of dirt and dust

lying in its path ; floors, curtains, upholstery, all are within its reach, and not an atom of dust can

escape. In it rushes to the receptacle provided for its capture, and it cannot escape until it is

emptied out of the house into the Dust Bin.

The Daisy Vacuum Cleaner is so cunningly devised, yet so simple in construction. The patents

npon it cover all the best known to the Vacuum Cleaner industry. Thi *

is entirely devoted to making Vacuum Clean

i Daisy.'

on it cover all the best known to the Vacuum Cleaner industry. The factory in which it is made

is entirely devoted to making Vacuum Cleaners, and each one manufao-

J^i tured bears the well-known Trade Mark " The Daisy."

NEW "DAISY."

THE DAISY VACUUM SWEEPER

is a splendid little machine, entirely super-

seding the ordinary carpet sweeper. It

Is pushed along in fust the same way as a

sweeper, but immediately it moves, either

backwards or forwards, a strong suction is

created, and all the dust is sucked up from

the carpets. The Daisy Vacuum

Sweeper is very portable and easy Price

to work, and will prove a treasure nn n

in any home. L I U

Weight about II lbs.

Write for Booklet No. 70

"WhoSaid Dust?"

and Name of nearest Agent.

Take a word of

advice and see that

the machine which

is sold to you bears

this Trade Mark. It

stands for a 2 years'

guarantee. Do not

run the risk of disap-

pointment by accept-

ing another make.

The DAISY VACUUM CLEANER CO., Ltd.,

LEAMINGTON ROAD, GRAVELLY HILL, BIRMINGHAM.
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ENGLISH Â£E LACE

HAND . â�� . .

MADE LAUt^

3&adt by the Cottagers of

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE.

( \'' 1'. Lace* were awarded the Gold Medal, for general excellence

v f of workmanship, at the Festival uf Empire Imperial Exhibi-

tion, London. 1911. The Agency gives regular employment to

upwards of U00 Cottage Lace-makers, who work the bure in their

own home*. Every order, however small, is a help to the industry.

Are you interested?

The romance of EnglUh Lace-making, two or three centuries

agone, is told In a wonderfully (aaeiita'ing manner liy Mrs. 1L

Armstrong in her booklet, "An Interesting Home Industry."

This publication, containing 144 pages, is copiously illustrated,

and will >>e sent free by post to all readers of Tut: Stk*sd

Mauazmk who are interred in this deservedly commendable

English industry.

DAINTINESS, BEAUTY, & REFINEMENT

icy's productions. Every loon Is made

ishire by honest English workers, and

' very sale supporU a home industryâ��a point worthy of note lu

these days of remorseless Foreign Competition.

are the keynote of the _ .,

in the heart of Buckingham!

AND EVERY

CONCEIVABLE

ARTICLE IN LACE.

INSERTION AND LACE ALL WIDTHS.

The Prices vary from 1/- up to 10 guineas each. Lace and

Insertion by the yard from 4d., 6d., 9d., 1/-, 2/-, up to

21/- per yard.

Over 500 Designs Worked

IRISH CROCHET.

Mrs. Armstrong having too Irish peasant girls connected

with her industry, many beautiful examples of Irish band-

made Laces may be obtained. All work l>eing sold direct

from the I^ace Makers, both the workers and customers

derive great advantage.

WRITE NOW FOR BOOKLET TO

Mrs. RANDOLPH ARMSTRONC,

OLNEY, BUCKS. ENGLAND.

Pen your

thoughts with a

Ball-Pointed

Pen

When you write all your

attention should be on your

writing.

Ball-P ointed pens glide so

smoothly and easily over the

paper's surface that you are

hardly conscious of a pen in

your hand. The "ball point"

prevents the usual annoyance

of scratching, digging, and

blotting.

Ask your Stationer for a 6d. assorted

box, or send 6 J. in stamps to

ORMISTON & GLASS,

Contractors for Pens to H.M. Government,

Snow Hill, London, E.C
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FARROWS

BANK LIMITED

AS PIONEERS.

1. HOME SAVINGS BANKS.

For Home Banking. Since adopted by the Post

Office and Trustee Savings Banks.

2 LAND BANKS.

For Farmers and Smallholders. Since recog-

nized by the Government.

3. . . . MOTOR BANKS.

For remote Country districts. Since adopted

by other institutions.

4-. . . WOMEN'S BANKS.

For Women, managed by women (Chief Office

â�� 143, Knightsbridge, S.W.). Since adopted

by other Countries.

5. . .POPULAR BANKING.

For providing Banking facilities for all classes.

Apply for Illustrated Booklet, Annual Report and

Balance Sheet, etc., to

FARROW'S BANK LIMITED,

1, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.C.

Branches throughout the United Kingdom.
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"EVER-READY" ELECTRIC

CEILING CLOCK.

No. 1098. 30/- complete.

Weight packed. 4) 11*. Other

1 1- ;-. 27 6 to 63/-.

When the sleeper

wake*, liy ninipljr i>raw-

ing the button a huge

reflection of the dial In

thrown upon the ceil-

Ing.ftotlutt anyone.eTen

wiLh the weakest sitchk,

can nee the time during

the night. This model

can he used during the

4 day lu the ordinary

way and can be -Â»n

el led into u vertical

IMMition for use during

the night

The New "Ever-Ready" Holo-

phane Hand Lamp

With Dry Battery.

No. 1672.

10/6 complete.

Polished maho-

gany case, nickel-

plated fittings.

Weight packed,

24 lbs.

Ever-Ready"

Electric Coil.

No. 290.

25/-

oomplcte.

Handsome

mahogany

ue. Nickel-

pLitcd

fittings.

Weight

packed,

51 lbo.

The New 11 Ever-Ready " Gnome

Model Pocket Lamp.

With Dry Battery.

No. 1678.

2/0 complete.

Nickel plated all over.

Weight packed,

6 ozs.

"Ever-Reaby" Portable Com-

bined Hand

& Reading

Lamp.

With Dry

Battery.

No. 1292.

21/- complete.

Nickel-plated fittings

on polished mahogany

uteri Qntologm (PJ airing fvXl par-

am! - 1 other flfw-ceWttte* to-

il â�  1 r. for niuÂ»t

Win lew vf <>'â�  â�¢

THE PORTABLE ELECTRIC LIGHT CO., LTD.,

120. SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON. W.

The 'WOOLVOV^

Ventilated . . If ATTPFCC

Sanitary Spring â�¢Â« 1 1

Is a perfect and complete bed in itself. No under mattress

or overlay required. It is easily rolled up and turned over.

It is ventilated at the sides and ends, and every move-

ment of the sleeper circulates fresh air through the mattress.

The hundreds of steel springs are encased in strong

untearable linen, mid will not move out of position.

The filling is sterilized and medicated to render it Moth

and Ineect Proof.

It is soft, resilient, and durable, and will not get hard

01 lumpy.

It is cheap; if you pay double the price you will get no

MATTRESS:

3ft. oin. by 6ft. 4m.

from 33, - in

' Woolvo.'

4ft. 6in. by 6ft. 4m.

from 42. -.

Illustrated Price List

aud luuiic of ncarrtt

Agent will be sent on

'icatioti to the

Manufacturers:

'WOOLVO'

BEDDING WORKS.

Dept. A,

Cable St., Manchester.

Showing method of construction.

ICECREAM

IN 30 SECONDS.

The

"KWIK

FREEZER

A MARVELLOUS MACHINE.

The old Type of Freezer take* from 10 to Mil**, of ice, and

nn-ewitat."* over half an hour's hard work to produce I COS.

The " Kwik " Freezer takes less than 30 seconds dime

If and from 2 to 4 lbs. of Ice, and a child can work it,

FREEZES ICES In leas than 30 seconds, and then

deliver* a continuou*. supply of Ice Crcani ready for use.

ONLY 4LB3. OP ICS nevesÂ»arv for a full chance. To make

from 1 t.Â»a^uaru for the home, 'itba of ice is all that is required.

i gua:

what is

OUARANTEI that every niaibiue seat oat

' timed.

FR0Z0 LIMITED. 57, Princess Street,

â� ill <
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This is

YOUR LAST CHANCE

to subscribe for

children is de-

lighted with it

and glad to possess

it."

The CHILDREN'S ENCYCLOPAEDIA

before the price is increased by 20I-.

The price of the Children's Encyclopaedia will be increased by 20/- next month.

But you are offered this final opportunity of obtaining these fascinating volumes et

the present price. Thus, those who subscribe now will save 20 -. Will you, by

>lvinÂ« in time, save this sumâ��will you accept, before it is too late, this gift of 20/- ?

ulars will be sent you free, and post free, if you will fill up the coupon below.

Queen Mary: By the compelling charm of their contentsâ��l>y

"Each one of the their delightful picturesâ��by the simple language

.!.â�¢Â»->-â�� -â�¢- j- in which the problems of the child's mind are

explained and solvedâ��these books have become

wells of pure delight for hundreds of thousands

of children and "grown-ups," and the source of

nspiration for thousands of teachers and parents.

The eight volumes of the Children's Encyclo-

paedia turn the nursery or playroom into

A Fairy Palace.

The Children's Encyclopaedia focuses the

marvels of the universe to the understanding of

the young intelligenceâ��children who read this

work see a great, true Fairy Tale all around them.

The Children's Encyclopcedia arouses an early

desire for cultureâ��it reveals hundreds of hidden

miracles in the ordinary objects of everyday lifeâ��

it brings more than knowledge to the young mind

â��it brings understanding.

What prominent people have said:

Sir James Sir John Kirk:

Crichton-Browne:

11 It makes an irre-

sistible appeal to all

the dawning faculties

of childhood. One

lon^s to he a lÂ»oy

again, and to start

with the rich and

varied equipment this

Encyclopedia offers,"

COUPON for FREE BOOKLET

To the EDUCATIONAL BOOK CO..

17, New Bridge Street, London, E C.

Please send me a copy of " The Children's Kingdom," contain-

ing sample pages of " The Children's Encyclopaedia," and staling

the subscription terms for the volumes.

Namk

Address

Occupation S.ll.

11 You enter the

gate of a positive

fairyland. I am

simply amazed at (he

wealth of amusement

blended with instruc-

tion, and also at the

abounding

The youngsters can't

tell the powder from

the jam.

Save 20/-by Subscribing NOW

The 8 volumes will be despatched

on receipt of one first payment

of 5/-, to be followed by a few

monthly subscriptions of the

Thus, win i

you have paid us the smill

sum of B/i you will be :in

to enjoy the feast of

intellectual delight

which the Encyclo-

paedia provides.

Jig^^W Fill up coupon

^^^Hr the left, and yju

will receive a free

booklet show-

ins sample
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The largest and best equipped Dye Works

the World.

in

PULLARS

PERTH

The Care of Gentlemen's Clothes.

Pullars' Special Process of Dry-Cleaning frequently adds seasons to the life of an overcoat

or a suit of clothes. Therefore, a small expenditure with l'ullars often saves a large expenditure

with the tailor.

Overcoats, Golf Suits, Burberrys, Fancy Vests, and similar articles of Gentlemen's Winter

Attire, should he sent to Pullars' before the season advances. The articles will tie returned

beautifully cleaned and pressed, and often in appearance like new. The cost is

most moderate.

Free on receipt of postcard : Booklet G, "The Dyer's Art,"

full of useful information, with complete list of Pullars' prices.

4,000 Agencies throughout the United Kingdom. Addresses upon application.

London

Branches :

60, Charing

Cross.

332, Oxford

Street.

40.

Chancery

Lane.

42, Mincing

Lane.

The 204th

year of the

Office.

ESTABLISHED 1710.

The Oldest Insurance Office in the World.

LOW RATES QUOTED FOR FIRST-CLASS RISKS.

APPLICATIONS FOR AGENCY INVITED.

CHIEF OFFICE:

63,Threadneedle St.,London,E.C.

Also

Branches

and

Agencies

throughout

the

United

Kingdom

and in

the Colonies

and

Foreign

Countries.

SHORT-LEG

Effectually Concealed

UNSIGHTLY HIGH BOOTS ABOLISHED.

Appliances supplied to the War Office, Principal Hospitals, etc.

Gold Medals & Awards obtained, London, Paris, Chicago, etc.

FLAX-FOOT.

THE NEW PATENT ARCH SUPPORT CAN BB ADAPTED TO

RELIEVE ANY CASE OF FLAT FOOT.

Pamphlet Free on mentioning Thk Strand Magazine. Stan* wni'-nUr* nt

Address.-â�� THE O'CONNOR EXTENSION CO.,

Surgical Boot Specialists)

2, BLOOMSBURY STREET, LONDON, W.C.

Teletbone: "2142 Gekrakd."
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A fine Xmas Gift

for anyone who needs

a Roll Top Desk in

office or home â�� a Gift

that will be appreciated

for a lifetimeâ��a

ROLL TOP DESK

The name " Globe-Wernicke " stnnds for

QUALITY in Desks. When you give a

" G.-VV." Desk you can rest assured that

it will give lifelong satisfaction to the

recipient. We have Desks to suit every

requirementâ��over Fifty Styles. Please

ask for Catalogue 5 D.

Packing Free. â�� Orderl of Â£2 Carriage

Paid to any Goods Station in the British Isles.

31)c Slobc Wernicke Co.,

Ltd., '

Office and Library Furnishers.

44, HOLBORN VIADUCT. LONDON. E.C.

82, VICTORIA ST.. S.W. 98. BISHOPSGATE, E.C.

Why

Be Content With

4Â°/.

when you can obtain, with

greater security, 6Â°/0, 8Â°/0,

107o, 157., or even 207â��?

The cost of living is rising; incomes derived

from investments are, in many cases, falling.

What is to be done ? The prudent investor is

turning his attention to "Sun Life of Canada"

Annuities. This Company, one of the soundest

concerns in the World, deals with the whole

problem of Annuity Insurance on progressive

and comprehensive lines. Its attractive forms

of Annuities do not only appeal to those who

have alreadyreached the eveningoflife. Middle-

aged men and women with small and large

capitals, even young men and women with no

capital at all, but with incomes that leave a

margin for savingâ��all find investment advan-

tages in the "Sun Life of Canada" Annuity

Insurances not to be gained elsewhere.

BUY A

SUN LIFE of CANADA

ANNUITY.

You can buy an Annuity out and out, or you can

buy a deferred Annuity and pay for it out of your

incomeâ��so much per year until the Annuity becomes

due. You can buy joint Annuities for yourself and

your wife, and educational Annuities for your Children,

you can buy Annuities with the whole return of your

Capital guaranteed. And these are but a few of the

various forms of Annuities purchasable. Investigate !

Your inquiry may mean, probably will mean, the

doubling or quadrupling of your present income. You

will gain in every way by taking out a " Sun Life

of Canada" Annuity. Your income will be larger

and more amply secured. If you happen to be in

indifferent health when the arrangement is made you

will have slill belter terms offered.

The "Sun Life of Canada" has assets of

^10,000,000 invested under the strict supervision of

the Canadian Government. A present undivided

surplus of jÂ£l,ooo,ooo over all liabilities makes

Assurance with the " Sun Life of Canada " doubly sure.

WRITE NOW

for Full Particulars and Interesting Booklets, to

J. F. JUNKIN(..nas.r,. SUN LIFEof CANADA

6, Canada House, Norfolk St., London, W.C.
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AN IDEAL XMAS GIFT.

Can be instantly raised, lowered, reversed, or inclined either way.

Extends over liccl, couch, or chair without touching it, and is an ideal Table

for reading or taking meals in lied. Change of position is effected by simply

pressing the patent push button. The height of Table can be adjusted at

any point from 29111. to 43m. from floor. The

lop is 27m. long by l8in. wide, and is always

in alignment with the base. It cannot over-

balance. The " Adapta" Table is a modern

Home Comfort, instantly adjustable to various

convenient uses, such as Heading Stand,

Writing Table, lied Rest, Sewing 01

Work Table, Music Stand, Easel,

Card Table, etc.

PRICES.

No. l.-Enamclled Metal Parts, with Polished Wood

Top

No. a Ilitto. with Adjustable Hide Tniy and Auto-

mat c Bnokbolders la* UltttiraUd)

No. 3.â��Complete as No. 3. but with Polished Oak

Top and superior finish

No. 4 Complete al No. S. but with Polished

Mahogany Top and all metal inirts nickel-nla ted

No. 5 Complete as No i. but fitted with a detach-

able CaDdle Sconce, and all metal i<artÂ«

finished in Polished Brass

Money refunded In full to those not completely satisfied.

Carrlage'Pa-id in Great Britain. BOOKLET "A3" FREE-

FOOT 6 SON, Ltd.

(Dept. A 3),

171, NEW BOND STREET, LONDON. W.

Â£17 6

Â£1 15 0

Â£2 5 0

Â£3 3 0

Â£3 12 6

IvlANSFIELD'S

PATENT AUTOMATIC

Water & Oil Finder

Mansfield's Patent Automatic

Water and Oil Finders

arc used by le;idine Government*.

Railway Companies, Land Com-

panies, Well â�  .luring Engineers,

and others.

A Colonial Em.inki r writesâ��

" Since purchasing tbe instrument

I have sf lei let I soo Mies, most of

which 1 have either bored ujxm

with our own plants, or had bored

by sub-contractors. In every in-

stance we have been successful."

Prices of the instruments are as

follows :

Â£30 locating &t nil ilei-tlio u\> {>â� â� :â�  "ft

Â£60 MOfL

Â£100 1.000ft.

â�¢Â£175 3,&Wft.

â�¢ Also used for Oil flndtinr

T*eliveiy nt Colonial or l'oielgn

Seaports Â£t extra.

Particulars on application to

W. MANSFIELD & CO.,

17, Brunswick Street,

LIVERPOOL.

Stoker* of HVJi-oonnp I'lout. Pitinf$,

H 1 mhitti:* (til h.H'-iiif* am( tttrii-

thing cvnnectai HUN n"at>f ^tti'/Jy

and Irrifjatitm.

CuHei: "Mamtlks, LlVKVOtrta."

6/9

DOWN QUILTS

DIRECT from FACTORY

6/9

The " Sultan " Quilt Covers of pretty Oriental Chintz; well

filled ; size 60 x j j, 6/9 each ; size 60 X 48, 5/9 each.

Bent carnage forward at half ratea in United Kingdom.

Canadian customers enclose 2/- extra. South Africans Â»/â�¢ extra for

postage on e.ich Quilt.

Illustrated Catalogue Free.

C. NICHOLAS (Dept. 6), PORT STREET, MANCHESTER.

|L PURE SILK

V OILSKIN

OwRAINPROOFS

^T*"Â» Weigh only 14oi.

T39/6

Each coat tailor â�¢ cut,

marie, sad finished by

fit>t class tailor to your

oÂ« n measures. Sent pout

I>aicl; foreipn ixJituge 2,'-

extra.

id

James S. Cheetham,

tirnrral Oid/li'iVr,

125-7-0, Edmund St.,

Birmingham.

SERVICE FOR

SIX PERSONS.

CASE 9681 4.

5 2 Piece Plate Chest.

I â� : â�  tide. Oak, Walnut or Mahogany.

OR/, with Case,

3B 8 |*Â»t free.

Colonial [>ostagc %â�  extra.

IVORY, Al PLATE, Â£6 : 5 : O.

Boliil Case, 10, - extra.

Mr. J. 8. Cheet

Sheffield Goods Manuf. I

Co.. Young SU,. Sheffield. 1
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THE LEADING

PRESENT FOR

XMAS.

THE ALL-OLACK

SUNBEAM.

This Bicycle, although designed for all-weather ridini;, has a bright and smart appearance, and it is, of

course, quite the latest fashion. The anti-rust process to which the machine is treated is concealed by

beautiful black enamel and real gold leaf lines. In place of the usual plated parts, the bicycle has rims

and pedals of polished Aluminium Silver Alloy. The Little Oil Bath Gear Case effectually protects the

chain and driving bearings from all dirt, and gives them the most beautiful lubrication. Fitted with its

ideal Two Speed Gear inside the crank axle, there is a splendid style and simplicity about this machine

which will commend it to all people of laste. It is hard to find a more useful or handsome present than

the All-Black Sunbeam. Such a gift more than repays itself for the delightful Surprise and (Measure

created by it. Write for illustrated list to

John Marston, Ltd. â�� 4, Sunbeamland â�� Wolverhampton.

London Showrooms -f 'â� â�¢ Ho'bS![n Viaduct, E C, and

I 157-158, Sloane Street (close to Sloane Square), S.W.

HAVE YOU EVER CALCULATED HOW MUCH MONEY YOU LOSE EVERY YEAR

BECAUSE YOUR CALCULATIONS are still made by the SLOW MENTAL METHOD ?

Avoid errors and worry by employing in your office

Addsâ��Subtractsâ��Multipliesâ��Divides in

pounds, shillings, pence, and farthings.

Errors are often costly, and mistakes made

in casting up columns of figures in the

old way are always probable. With

the use of the "Comptometer" errors in

figuring cannot creep into your work.

Do not choose the slowest and most expensive way

of figuring instead of the fastest and cheapest. The

"Comptometer " is an absolute necessity to every business firm where any figuring has to be done, and it

is the only practical combination of an adding machine and a calculating machineâ��tw o machines in one.

THIRTY DAYS' FREE TRIAL

In order to demonstrate the great value of this machine, we will send one for thirty days' free trial

to any responsible business house without any expense or obligation to them.

Write for our/ree book, " Rapid Mechanical Calculation,' or have a demonstration on your own work without charge.

FELT & TARRANT MFG. CO., 6-10, Bank Buildings, Kings way, London, W.C.

P h / I'akis Berlin St. Petersburg Vienna Brussels

ran es \,Melbourne Wellington New York Toronto Buenos Aires
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WOOL.

CHILDREN

A COMPLETE RAN'GE OF INFANTS'

A CHILDREN'S I NKERCLoTHING

MAHE FROM THE FINEST PURE

WOOL. The fabric it woven by us and

finished > > our secret i â�  â�  â�¢ m which,

whilst reti'leiing it unshrinkable, doea

not destroy the nature an<l ooftness of

the wool. The garments nre 'â� â� â� inti-

fullv sort and Itiiht. and will not

irritate the mpst sens, tire skin.

VESTS, STAYBANDS, PETTI-

COATS, BODICES, NIGHT-

GOWNS, SLEEPING SUITS,

DRAWERS, BELTED COM-

BINATIONS, ETC.

all DmpÂ«ri tn& Onl-

ert,OTaddrem of nmrett

thop oh application.

Writs for "CHIL-

PRUFE" BOOKLET

.Series "18"). Folly

illustrated and

showing range of

Infants'. Children's.

A Ladles' Garments.

POST fREE â��

THE rHILPRlFE"

MANUFACTURING Co..

LEICESTER.

llllllllll

THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE

Adding Machine

IN THE WORLD.

SUITABLE FOR

ANY COUNTRY,

ANY COINAGE,

ANY WEIGHT.

BEAUTIFULLY CONSTRUCTED

STRONG AND ACCURATE,

AUTOMATIC ZERO.

Â£2:2:0

A poitcard will bring

lull particular,.

Sold by all Stationers,

and by

Army & Navv Stores, Newton & Co., Hat-rods, LONDON.

T. Mason, in HI.IN. KikoIJ Â« Bergmann, R0MI1AY. John

Little * Sons, Ltd.. SINGAPORE. Nicholsons, Ltd.. PKRTH,

W.A.; or direct ol R. C. R., Ltd., I, Grcsham Buildings,

'-. Baslntfhall Street, LONDON, E.C.

BEAUTIFUL TEETH

DR. G. H. JONES, on his absolutely painless

system, supplies the best dentistryâ��vide highest

awards obtained by him under " Dentists.

Kelly's London Post Office Directory. Moderate fees

and free consultation daily. Jlddrcu: 58. Great

Russell Street (directlyopposite British Museum).

GRATIS

HQSEZENE

WITH GIRDLE TO

FIT ANV

WAIST .

THS

rlOSEZENE O.

NOTTINGHAM.

FITS

CURED

Send for Free Book giving full parti-

culars of TRENCH'S REMEDY,

the World-famous Cure for Epilepsy

and Fits. Simple Home Treatment.

25 years* success. Testi-

monials from all parts

of the world ; over 1,000

TRENCH'S REMEDIES, Ltd., 33aSouth Frederick 8t., Dublin

Folding Boats

for Fishing on Sea

Lakes, or River, and

for Steam & Sailing Yachts & Motor Boats.

COURTNEY &

BIRKETT,

Southwtck,

near

BRICHTON,

8US8EX.

NO MORE ASTHMA

Every asthma sufferer

should know that Potter's

Asthma Cure gives in-

stant relief. The moment

you inhale it the strang-

ling coughing stops, and

you can breathe easily,

POTTERS

Asthma Cure

is the best remedy for

bronchitis of children.

Have you been a martyr

to asthma and bronchitis

for years ? If so, keep a tin handy and use when

required. Attacks will be prevented and peace-

ful sleep ensured. So that you may prove its

value, send for the Free Trial at once.

Fill up form and receive Free Trial of Potter's

Asthma Cure* and a little book '*Are you Asth-

matic ? " Tells all about the cause, prevention and

cure of asthma and bronchitis. Potter's Asthma

Cure is supplied by all chemists, herbalists and

stores fur l/\

* Sign this Form To-day

To Potter & Clarke, Dd., Artillery Lane, London, E.

Please send Free Trial of Potter's Asthma Cure.

Name

Addrhss .â� â� 
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FOX'S

IMPROVED

PUTTEES

"F.I.P."

NEW NON-FRAY SPIRAL

(Patented)

The best leg gear for SPORT, i

including Bobsleighing, Ski-ing,

Cycling, Motoring, Climbing,

Walking, Golfing and Shooting.

Made in various qualities and colours.

Shade cards on application.

For Gentlemen, Ladies,

and Children.

260

w Prices from 5/0 to 8/8 per pair,without Spats,and 8 6

r to 13/6 per pair, with Spats. If detachable Spats, 1/- exti "

EVERY PAIR LABELLED "FOX.'

Patentees and sole Manufacturers .'â��

FOX BROS. & Co. Ltd.

(DeFpt) Wellington, Somerset.

jtgtMtt for the United Stater 1â��

MANLEY & JOHNSON,

& 166, West Broadway, NEW YOI

SUM

Gives instant relief.

ASTHMA. NASAL-CATARRH.

INFLUENZA. COUGH.

No matter what your respiratory organs may be

suffering from you will find in this remedy a

restorative power that is simply unequalled.

KOver 30 years ago the late Lord Beaconsfield testified to the

benefits he received from HIMROD'S CURE, and every post

brings us similar letters to-day.â�� Famed for 40 years,

A FREE SAMPLE

and detailed Testimonial! frr* Ky \**%. Sold In tin*,

i- 3d. British lÂ»enotâ��Â« Hoi bum Viaduct, London.

Also of the following Losixjx Wholesale Houses:

k Sons; J. SwxKer A Son; W. Edward* k Sun i

& * r I-,--; John Thoni|>Â»<tD, Liveri-col; and all
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The Hall-Mark of Qualityâ��

YOUR <S *> Guarantee.

The "BURLINGTON" Hegi

Comfort, allied with excellence

of style, are the chief feature-

which make this hoot

essentially appre-

ciated hy Smart City

men. It is the

embodiment of

everything that

goes" to makej

absolute cor-'

rectness in fit

and durability in wear.

Made in Uox C?lf, Black

Glace Kid, and Willow

Calf, open-tab styl

welttd.

149

To places where wo

have no branch,

goods will be sent

by post on receipt

of order together

with remittance.

Freeman, Hardy & Willis, Ltd., Leicester.

' Over 460 B

S & S HOME

WEAVING MACHINES

(Patent No. 13WJJ.

LITTLE

CLOTH

WEAVER.

This is a SIMPLE MODEL or MINIATURE

LOOM. It weaves Ladies' and dent.'s Ties,

Ladies' Belts, Curtain Holders, Toilet Mats,

Tabic Centres, Motor Scarves, etc., in

charming designs.

No. 1 as photo, for narrow widths Â£116

No. 2 for weaving wider widths â�¢ Â£2 2 0

SIMPLEX WEAVERS, 3/11, 6/6, 9/6

Post Free in England.

From the leading Toy

Fancy De>

dh

SCHOFIELD & SIMS,

HUDDERSFIELD, England.

Ltd.,
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DRI-PED " sole leather is wet-proof.

You can tramp the chilling raindrenched streets all day and yet know the blessing of dry warm feet if voui

boots are soled with DRI-PED." ' DRI-PED " is light, flexible, non-craclcing. non-slipping, non-creaking

and non-squeaking. It gives you greater ease and enables you to walk farther without foot fatigue than any

leather you have hitherto known. These remarkable qualities result from tanning only finest selected hides bv

the newly invented DUI-PED" process, which renders " DRI-PED" the toughest leather ever produced.

One "DRI-PED" sole outlasts at least two good ordinary soles.

When you buy new boots

ask for and get them with "DRI-PED" soles, amimke.

any shape can be fitted. For the slight extra cost

winch 'DRI-PED" entails, you can secure perfect foot

comfort besides the economical double life

Ask your dealer for a "DRI-PED" booklet. If he cannot supply one or the

leather send us his name and address anil your own. and we will post you a

booklet direct and see vou obtain ""DRI-PED." Wm. Walker o> Soat. Ltd.,

"Dri-ped" Advertising Department. County Buildings Cannon St.,Manchester

SAVE MONEY AND

SECURE GREATER

COMFORT-/n5Â«( upon

Rll

When you have boots re-soled

Ask for and get " DRI-PED " sole leather used. Extra

cost per pair (half soles)--(for men about 1/-, ladies oxl.,

children 6d.); many times repaid in double wear.

See this mark

stamped on every

"DK1-PED" sole.

THESUPER-LEATHER FOR SOLES

Â«5Â»

An Ideal Present for the Children in

RICHTER'S ANCHOR BLOCKS.

Work and play are so cleverly combined that tlie

children think they are playing all the time.

But all the lime ihey are really learningâ��

learning proportion and symmetry ; developing good

taste and discrimination ; exercising individuality and

ingenuity.

The parents, too, will find Richler's Anchor Blocks

make a pleasant and stimulating form of relaxation.

Richtcr'.i Anchor Block* are the world's great play-lesson* ; with them the

simplest structures can be made, and with the addition of supplements the world's

famous buildings can be reproduced.

Richler's Anchor Blocks are sold in boxes at 2!. 6a., js., us., 17s., 2js.,

43s., up to 220s. each ; and whilst each box is complete in itselj. you can

at any time augment a box by buying its supplement. Other boxes to build

bridges and houses, js. 6d., 6s., 12s., 19s., 27s., 45s., and 6fs. each.

-f.you have any difficulty in obtaining Anchor Blocks, write to

WILLIAM SEELIG & CO., 19, Fore Street, London, E.C.

(Sole Agei

Ad. Kicht,

cV Co.)
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FKE MONTHLY BARGAIN 11ST OF

HIGH-GRADE

SECONDHAND

FURNITURE

Many of the Newest Gowm

are made of Velveteet

This photograph shows a gown rnad

up from Lewis's "Wonderful" a/- Velveteen

Don't you think it a very charming style T

IT'S WORTH

a great deal to you to know that by means easily within

your reach you can qualify to enter the best paid pro-

fession in the world. By giving a little of your spate

time you can (at home and without the expense or trouble

of going to any classes) successfully fit yourself to fill a

responsible post in the Engineering Profession at a good

salary. Our FREE BOOK explains how.

SECURING

splendid positions for our students in the Electrical

Engineering Profession and its many branches. Send

for our FREE BOOK : " How to Become an Electrical

or Mechanical Engineer." It tells exactly what our

system is, shows what we have done for so many others

â��and proves what we can do for you.

THOROUGH TRAINING AT REASONABLE

FEES IN THE

Complete Electrical

Engineering,

Electrician's Course,

Short Electrical Course,

Electrical Engineering

Advanced',

Electric Light A Power*

Electric Rallwaj

Special'.

FOLLOWING

Mechanical

Engineering,

Mechanical Drawing

and Machine Design,

Motor - Car Mechanism

and Management,

Building Construction,

Sanitary Engineering,

Ac.

SOI.

Write a postcard now. It will be a good

stride towards your future prosperity.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER INSTITUTE

of Correspondence Instruction,

427 M, NORWICH HOUSE, SOUTHAMPTON

8TREET, HOLBORN, LONDON.

WRITE for PATTERNS

iSent Host Free) of Lewis's

"Wonderful" Velveteen. Ask for

the " Universal" sets. Examine

them carefully at your leisureâ��

note the exquisite shades (70 of

them) â�� observe the splendid

3ualityâ��feel the thick pile. And

on't forget that Lewis s guaran-

tee every inch of their **W onder-

ful" Velveteen, md will freely

replace any faulty piece with a com-

plete new length.

LEWIS'S

WO N DER FUL

VELVETEEN

Is sold at 2/- a yard, and offered

direct to the public by the Sole

Makers and Sellersâ��Lewis's.

Remember! The dye of Lewis'*

"Wonderful" Velveteen is fastâ��

the pile never drops outâ��the

material never spots with rain.

A dress made from "Wonderful"

Velveteen is soft and light, and

will allow you the maximum of

satisfactory wear.

Ask also Tor Patterns and Catalogue at

other Dress Materials, Drapery, anJ

\l earing Apparel (all sent post (reel.

LEWIS'S ir?Mlrkit si. Manchester

THE

Â£TVINRUDE

Detachable MOTOR

Will suit any Rowing Boat, is easily attached and detached,

costs nothing for installation, weighs under 50II1S. The motor

you can depend upon. Will give you a speed of 7 miles per

hour. Especially suitable for

DINCHY, SKIFF,

PUNT, CANOE,

or YACHT.

THREE

SIZES :

H-2 h.p.,

2 - 3 h.p.,

3\-5 h.p.

Satisfaction

Guaranteed or

MONEY

REFUNDED

Special Offer to STRAND Readers

Hull Funiculars:

EVINRUDE MOTOR CO. (ENCLAND),

A. W. Bradbury, Manager, 107, Waterloo Rd., London, 8.E.

Phone: 5576 City.

WireÂ« :

Codei: A.B.C. (Mfc Edition!.

' Bvinrude. London "
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THE

" OLYMPIC "

DINNER

SERVICE.

Direct from the

Crown Pottery.

During the next few months we shall give away

absolutely free, and without restrictiun of any kind,

50,000 Combination Tea and Breakfast Servicesâ��

the speciality which has made us famousâ��to

purchasers of the new " Olympic " Dinner Service

we have just introduced.

These gifts cost no less a sum than ,Â£30,000.

The " Olympic " Dinner Service,

65 Pieces, 35s. for Cash.

of 111 r distinct colours, ai

from old specimens. The

12 Meat Plates, I U Pudding Plates,

12 Soup Plates. 12 Cheese Plate*.

8 Dishes (assorted sizes). I 2 Vegetable Dishes and Covers,

To purchasers of this Service, whether for cash or on the Oradual Payment

plan, we shall present free of all charge :â��

The "Olympic** Combination

Tea and Breakfast Service

for six persons, including Tea Cups, Saucer* and Plates, Breakfast Cups,

Saucers and Plates, Egg Cups. Tea Pot, Hot Water Jug, etc., in all W

pieces. Full particulars on application.

If you would like to take advantage of our offer, and cannot conveniently

pay cash down,

SEND Ss. ONLY,

The design is

Blue, having a On

harmingly carried out in Imperial

i effect which givt-s the imi

_ .jnrire

and conveys at a glance UiÂ« infinite care which has been taken to embody the most tasteful ideas obtained

service, a few pieces of which are illustrated, on this page, include*:

1 Sauce Tureen with Stand and Ladle,

â�  1 Gravy boat, and

I 1 Soup Tureen and Stand.

THE "OLYMPIC*' COMBINATION

TEA AND BREAKFAST SERVICE.

together with your order, and an undertaking to pay the balance in

thirteen weekly instalments of 2 8. when the servii. will, t

dfspatched, securely packed, U> your home.

** *| bargains In Tea and Dinner Services. Toilet Services,

receipt of

Our Catalogue of

Kitchen reqi '

i postcard.

and Glassware, will be sent free on receipt -

THE CERAMIC ART CO., Ltd.,

"Crown" Pottery. STOKE-ON-TRENT.

Telegramsâ��" Ceramique, Stoke-on-Trent."

It sticks everything.

SECCOTINE

The World's Adhesive

is a necessity in every well-

ordered home and office, to

every man and woman.

New uses are being

discovered for it daily.

Sold everywhere in 3d. Si 6d. Tubes.

TO-DAVS USE:

Mend Your Umbrella

by sticking a patch inside with

Seccotine. It makes a neater mend

than needle and thread, and is much

The Happiest

Gift

of

All.

4

hi. ^

Price

Carriage

Paid.

For Her

there is nothing

more pleasing or >.

acceptable than a^^*S^^8 9

SO-LO CARPET SWEEPER.

It reduces labour about

90%, brightens and preserves

carpets and rugs, confines all dust.

The spaced tufts of the brush will

not clog its action. So-low, it will

operate beneath furniture easily.

It's a sensible gift, useful and

lasting.

THE LONDON HOUSEHOLD SUPPLY CO.,

{Dept. II

Oxford House. Oxford Street. London, W.

Send for a Free Sample

and Booklet describing its many uses, to:

SOLE MANUFACTURERS:

M'CAW. STEVENSON A ORR Lid.

Bellas! or 3U32 Shoe Lane. Lordon.E.C.
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" Ladies who love the Outdoor Life praise them.'

COPLAND & LYE'S Tailor-Madc (New 4-Piece Design)

' CALEDONIANâ� 

GOLFING, WALKING,

and SPORTS. ::

An Entirely New Shaped 4-ptece SKIRT, with Two Inverted

Broad Tucks back and front, and with Patch Pocket If desired.

New raiinc at Patterns scut Post Free, with Self measurement Form. Made in a large variety of beautiful Homen>un

Tweeds and Friezes, in designs and colourings confined to Copland & Lye; also in Black. Navy, and Cream Hence,

N.B.â��Made also in Black. Craam. and Coloured Alpaca, Linen, and a variety of Material* suiublr for Warm Climat*--

Stock Sizes* waist 25in.. length ;tfi, ;i7. 38. 39, 40. 41. 42in.. Â£1 Is. Special Sizes, made to measure Â£1 SÂ«. â� 

Large Sizes from 27 to :win. waist. Â«1 5a. Over Kin. waist, prices on application. When ordering state with u â�  n u d

round foot of Skirt. We alio make a similar 4-piece. Skirt with buttons and buttonholes to unfasten back and front

i.ncc 25 6 m Stock Sizes. Special Measurement 2 extra Carriage Paid in Hritain, TAILOR-MADE COATS

MADE TO MATCH SKIRTS. Estimates on application. Â°

WVVWWW*

(oplanp&|ye

Caledonian House.

Sauchlehall Street,

GLASGOW.

SHAVALLO

(SHAVE-ALL-O.)

The Ideal Shaving Soap

in an Ideal Package.

Begin your day well by

enjoying a smooth and

easy shave. Pure,

emollient as cream,

soothing tender skin,

producing quickly a

free, copious, and lasting

lather, Shavallo stands

alone for real shaving

comfort and luxury.

In whits Ivorine tubes-no

metal to rust and no paper

to get sticky Gd. and Is.

eaoh. Round Cakes at 4.Id.

For Free Trial Sample tend

one penny atamp^for^poet-

age, or for standard size

tube eix penny stamps toâ��

JOHN KNIGHT, Ltd.

(Dept. St.),

LONDON, E.

Soapmakere by Appointment

to H.M. King George V.

Â»%\vvvvvvvvvvvvvvv%vvv\vvvvvvvvv

y Symington's Soups gratify

/ the palate, and taste true

Either as an introductory course to a formal

^v meal, or as a stay in itself, any one of these

/ delicious soups will be found delightfully

11 satisfying. 11 varieties of Thick Soups:â�� t

â�¢ Mulligatawny. Green Pea, Lentil Pea.

Celery, Onion, Oxtail, Scotch Broth

Tomato. White Vegetable, Mook Turtle.

SYMINGTON

Â° SOUPS

r

)

A 4d. Packet Makes a Quart.

For a change, try Symington's 11

Clear Soups: Oxtail, Mock Turtle, (A

Julienne, Gravy, Game. 6d.ajar. *

Sold by all Grocers and Stores. Jj

W. SYMINGTON & CO., LIMITED.

Market Hatboro _

THE MILKY WAY

is familiar to all as the great luminous belt extending across l>

the sky, visible at practically all seasons of the year. A

W;.tson Educational Telescope resolves it into a

marvellous army of st;irs and star clusters.

A WONDERFUL FASCINATION exists in the s

observation of the celestial bodies, and the happy

possessor of a Watson Educational

Telescope has a never-ending source of

pleasure, without further expense. 19/-

depÂ»sit secures the complete outfit, and ^

the balance (eleven monthly payments t, /Sr* British

of 13/-) is paid whilt- using the telescope. Air Made.

Write at once for Illustrated Book, " The Glory of*

the Heaven*," tent post free on request.

â�  â� â� â� â� â� â�  m

The Watson

Educational Telescope

has been specially designed for amateurs ; being

portable, no observatory is necessary. Fitted witE

Tripod Folding Stand, Brass Pillar, and Metal Cradle

giving universal movements, with Eyepiece,complete

as figured, and 3in. diameter Object Glass.

Ca.rt q 1

Price, It f â�  f 9<

Or hy Twelve Monthly Payments, 10% extra.

WATSON & SONS,

Limited,

313, High Holborn. London. W.C.

184, Creat Portland Street, W.
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You need not shake

this bottle

The Oriental fruits and

spices are so perfectly

blended with Pure Malt

Vinegar that

HfiSuuce

does not separate in the bottleâ��it is the

same all throughâ��the last drop is as

delicious as the first.

For Mama and Mama's Pet

PESCO

FLANNEL-WEAR

TRADE

MARK.

is "tie ffcng"

'pHE thing for Mother in Blouses, Robes, Knickers,

Skirts, Dressing Gowns, Pyjamas and Night-

dresses, the thing for Baby in Frocks, and Sleeping

Suits, the thing for both whenever textural fineness

and beauty of appearance are wanted, wherever hard

wear and harder wash are likely to be the daily tests.

" Pesco" Flannel-wear is indeed pre-eminently suited for every

occasion and every sort of service. It is madeâ��as the name

impliesâ��to the standard of "Pesco" Underwear and that is

in itself an assurance of absolute satisfaction.

Specify the woven "Pesco" Flannel-wear when buying.

There are scores of garment styles to choose from and all are

obtainable in hundreds of fashionable solid colours and charm-

ing stripe effects. Send to-day for Pattern Bunch, Booklets

and names of nearest Agents to the makers :

PETER SCOTT & CO., Ltd., "Pesco" Makers,

Dept. 20, Hawick, Scotland.
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RHEUMATISM

SCIATICA, LUMBAGO, GOUT, NEURITIS are the outcome of excessive uric acid in the

system. This useless and harmful by-product of Nature's functions is formed in the blood and

deposited in the joints, and muscles, and

causes pain, discomfort, and illness.

tissues, where, if neglected, it accumulates and

It can, however, be

dissolved and dis-

persed by

fhtum

which have so con-

sistently proved an

invaluable treatment to

countless sufferers.

BOOKLET describing this successful

FREE treatment to all applicants.

BATH SALTS

ANTURIO SALTS, Ltd. (Dept. S.T.), 379, Strand,

New York Accents: Fougera A Co., 90, Beekman Street.

Canadian Agents: Ly mans, Ltd., Bt. Paul's St., Montreal

ote the Slot

in the Perfect Container of

Jewsbury & Brown s

Oriental

Tooth Powder

6d. & 1/-

If you would like a Trial Sample, send two

penny stamps to :â��

JEWSBURY & BROWN (Dept G),

Ardwick Green. MANCHESTER.

Theajiigather

lÂ°/9-Bopt

POST FREE.

Guaranteed tor style, fit, comfort,

wear, and unequalled value. We

return your money if not absolutely

satisfied. TRY A PAIR. Send

P.O. for 10/9 and size required.

IfRITK FOR PRICS LIST.

Q. M. BUTT & Co. (Dept. S),

104, Upper Richmond Rd.,.

East Sheen, London,'

8.W.

Oolil Medal Models from 7,11

MAKE CHEERFUL HAPPY

No knowledge of Music required.

CAMPBELL&C?

THE WORLD'S MUSIC PROVIDERS

116 JRONGATE .GLASGOW.

Write at onre for CAMPBELL'S NEW FREE PRIVI-

LEGE PRICE LIST. Oyer 100 illustrations of all kind*

of Musical Instruments. Lowest prices. Highest quality.

Campbell's " Happehon.es " Gladden the Globe

c Can alicayn be relied on. Siiabliah

SgÂ«!CT!riÂ«iBÂ«^g!fiÂ«^Bi!fia;iB!fiiBiBB!BiliÂ«!fi

!fi

Maid's Lovely

PLUSH SET

In Black, Beaver, *C /Q

and Grey.

Post Paid

Beautifully trimmed Silky

Lacet Fringe (as illustration)

Cask refunded if not suited.

ASK FOR PATTERNS of

Zont, Costume, and Blouse Fabrics

Suitings, and Fur and Fashion

Catalogue, Free.

HARTLEY 81 CO.,

2 1 B, Stanninzley Road. LEEDS.

I Mend all trie

Pots & Pans

for Mother

*nd to can snyone ind make them

almost s% good aÂ» new if they uÂ»e

VOL-PE

CEMENT

Reiairs Saucepans. Water Jugs, Baths, Vases, i Â»

K.-ttle-* A<\ Sold by leadiug Ironmonsfri anil Stores.

A Â«d. tucket will ujeu.i 30 fair-sised holes,â�� Vol ! est,

Buhop$gatâ�¬, London, S.V. {Wholesale onJyJ
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ECLIPSE OF THE OLD SUN DIAL!

SOL-HOR

entirely obviates the wearisome calculations

of the old Sun Dials. It is a perfect and

reliable Time giving Instrument whenever

the Sun shines - beautifully made and a

charming addition to .your Garden,

///t/j/ra/eo' Cafa/ogtie -Post free.

PILKINGTON & GIBBS, Ltd., Glover Court

PRESTON. ENGLAND. .

THE "LOCO"

OA8 MACHINE

SEND FOR OUR BOOKLET

and learn how your Country

HOUSE CAN BE LIT more cheaply

and brilliantly than a Town home.

" LOCO " AIR gas gives a brighter, cleaner light than any other, is

cheaper than coal gas or electric light, is perfectly safe and can be attended

to by any youth or girl. For country house, mansion, farm or village.

AVERAGE PRICE Â£1 per light.

FREE.â��Our Booklet contains full particulars and many testimonials from eminent

users. We will gladly send it to you on receipt of a postcard.

The "LOCO" VAPOUR-GAS LIGHT CO.,

si^:'L,:'"'wi,i,w,Â«Ti (Â°,, 7, Old Exchange Chambers, King St., MANCHESTER.

Tnventert hy

Mr Fro.l. <\ Lnide, C.E.,
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CAN YOU DO THIS WITH

YOUR FIREGRATE?

If Not,

You cannot realize

the Heating and

Ventilating Power

and the Economy

in Fuel of

the Best

Mod em

Firegrate.

Send for

particulars

of the

IMPERIAL

CONVERTIBLE

FIREGRATE.

The Most Powerful Heater.

The Most Economical in Coal.

Price from Â£2 - 7 - 6.

A " PRIOR'S HEATER" fixed at the back of the firegrate will

Warm Bedrooms, Hall, etc., from the Sitting-Room Fire.

PRIOR'S

PATENT,

o â�¢ 1 D 1 ** M " illustrated in colours, showing mime-

Special BOOK 11, rous designs of the " Imperial j|

Firegrates, and 96-page Book on " How to Warm and Ventilate the Home,"

sent post free on application to the Patentee and Sole Manufacturerâ��

JAMES D. PRIOR,

Empire Works, Holliday Street,

BIRMINGHAM.

rAWL-U-WANTn

PATENT No. 7,942.

AN INSTRUMENT

OF THRIFT.

Price, complete with thread. Larger sire for heary

work. 3 6. Of all Leather Dealers and Ironmongers, or

post free from

"AWL-U-WANT," 9, Cate St, London, W.C.

LADIES' WORK BOXES

Art Colnum .. 7 In. diameter, 13; 10 in. diameter. %h Â«*â� 

He, united 17 ., 1 Â«; 1(1 ., Â» â�¢

n>*urte<ldet<ignÂ« I I'.i*t.u-i- 3d. each .xtra.

Writt for Lid of Chmtmat PratÂ»U.

PATENT PULP MANUFACTURING CO., Ltd.

(Dept. O.N.), 38. York Road. LONDON. N,
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Â£10,000 Challenge!

Unique Offer to Grey-Haired People of Both Sexes,

Irrespective of Age.

Original Colour Restored to Grey, White, or Faded

Hair, under Printed Guarantee.

Place a thef t of white paper over the right

Half of the fare, and then over the left half

aitcf note the remarkable difference.

TO-DAY ladies and gentle-

men who would like to

restore the original colour to

faded or grey hair have a

most unique opportunity.

Â£10.000 if at stake. Every lady and

gentleman will be entitled to the return

of his or her money if the Vilixir Treat-

ment faili to restore the original colour.

A REMARKABLE

GUARANTEE.

Full Particulars will be sent to

every reader of this nngazine who

sends the Guarantee Coupon printed

at the end of this announcement. In

these days the race of life is to the

young-looking, and no man or woman

with grey, white, or faded hair can

afford to miss this opportunity. It is

an opportunity of learning how, in the

privacy of one's own room, a man or

woman may actually take ro to 15

years off his or her age-appearanceâ��

and without the mess or bother of

using hair tints or paints.

Place a theet of whtU. jKi><er over the right

half of the face, and then over the left half

and note the remarkahU difference.

DYELESS, PAINTLESS,

The new 11 Vilixir Treatment

or faded hair in a mirror. Now

long-lost shade of black or brown,

Friends will cease to address

Treatment " has done its good work,

they will say. Those of your friends

pass on the good news of the " VUL

AND COLOURLESS.

enables anyone to look younger than his or her real age. I,ook closely at your grey

imagine how young you will look when the " Vilixir Treatment " has restored the

luburn, or golden hue to your hair r> , ,

you as "old man' or think of you as well on in years when the wonderful " Vilixir

What in the world have you been doing to yourselfâ��you look years younger

are grey or white

Treatment."

haired will l>e keenly interested, and you will be able to

LEARN HOW TO LOOK AND KEEP YOUNG.

Looking yoving, you will also fee] much younger. You will cease to regard yourself as one of the old-young ones.

of life. If of the feminine sex, you will b<

You will step from among the has-l

hats and costumes. Your husband, children, friends, and acquaintances will

are a man, your employer, employees, clients and customers, friends and acq

"coming" instead of a " come-and-gone " man

Roth men and won.en

able to wear smarter, younger-looking

se to regard you as "old." If you

intances, will look up to you as a

who have learnt the "Vilixir " secret of how to look and keep young-looking will feel much

more in the swim of life instead of " being out " of it. There will be a new rest to your life, your business, and your

ng 01

pl-asures. Youthâ��Golden Youthâ��will be Present instead of Past.

LOOK YOUNG AND YOU WILL FEEL YOUNG.

You can learn " how " at no expense. You can learn " how " from the full particu

by return of post as the result of your sending the following Guarantee Coupon to-day.

as to be one of the fortunate number.

I'erhaps among your friends and acquaintances you know one or two

whiteness,jar faded look. Just say the word

ars that will reach your hands

Rut fill up and send it to-day, so

know?"

Vilixir" to them. See them smile and bear them say,

They certainly will not know as the result of any sticky, smelly hair-dye or paint.

hose hair has lost its age-advancing greyness,

How did you

EVERY HAIR'S ORIGINAL COLOUR RESTORED FROM ROOT TO TIP.

Stains and dves deceive no man or woman with ordinary good eyesight. They leave a tell-tale white or grey portion

on every hair. This only makes people add years to your age, as they say to others or ihink to themselves, " Oh ! he (or

she) is much older than he (or she) looks I"

Take swift and sure advantage of this offer of the " Vilixir " secret of how lo restore to your grey or faded hair its lost

original hue. All you have to do is to fill in your name and address on the following Coupon. There is nothing to pay

for full particulars of a self-treatment of your hair that re-awakens the sleeping colorative process or pigmentary function

of every hair of your head. Here is the Coupon :

SEND

THIS

TO-DAY.

-FILL IN, CUT OUT, AND SEND TO-DAY THIS-

Â£10,000 CHALLENGE OFFER COUPON.

To the Secretary, THE VILIXIR CO., LTD.,

Room 22, Broadway House, Bromley, Kent.

Sir,â��I would like to receive full particulars of the Vilixir Self Tre.it.ment for the

restoration of the original colour to grey or failed hair. I understand that the " Vilixir "

Treatment is strictly private, and that I may try it on the understanding that 1 risk

nothing if it fails to cure greyness or whiteness of hair.

Please sand hook of particulars. I enclose Id. stamp for postage.

SEND

THIS

TO-DAY.
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Have you decided

upon the

present you are

giving to your liest

friend ? He or she

will be delighted with

a "Cunliffe" Walking

Stick or Umbrella. It

is so useful at the foot-

ball match, when ram-

bling, shooting, or fol-

lowing the hunt.

Is very light and durable,

with Aluminium Fittings

throughout.

CUNLIFFE

SHOOTING

Walking Stick Seat

Umbrella Seat

(Pure Silk)

Slay I* obtained a

Navy, Harrodr'

SEAT.

Gent.'s.

24/-

36 6

8to

ilthi

i.i

Catalogtug from

JAMES SMITH* SONS,

The Stick and Umbrella

I .adif

21

33/6.

ape

.11,-19.

Â©

57-59. New Oxford St.,

London, W.C

""Â«Â«. y

mi -"ii.. ,ZL, *

ANCHOVY

PASTE

iiiiiiiiimiii

llllllll'l

p0

mm1

ANSON AND DEELEY

HAMMERLESS EJECTOR

Finest Steel or I-amand

Cross Bolt. Shot up to m

Without KJewtor. jgj 10Sa

GUNS

?edge

rn at

Barrel*, Treble Wedge. Fart Actions. <3reenÂ«r

ce the finest pattern attainable. Nitroprored.

No :.

could wish

a liner \

Send for free list containing

elass of fire-arm. for

home and abroid.

Farmers' guns of most reliable

make from 45 -

^Crowri^mi^ort<9^JÂ«hWaJUjt

J

Unhealthy

Foot.

NO MORE ACHING FEET!

IN DAMP AND COLD WEATHER

DR. HOGYES' SOCKS (A.bc.,0.)

Invented by Dr. Hogyes, the well-known Army Surgeon, prevent

>*x>tsdrawing_yourfeel. Hade oT Asbestos. No more Perspiring, Cold

or Aching Feet. Three qualities. 6d.. 1, -, ami 2 - i*r pair, any sue. .sent

for pamphlet*, free, of all Bootmakers ami Chemists, or direct, pOit free, fron

Dr F. HOGYES Dept. 7', 4, Domingo Street, London, E.C

Healthy

Foot.

sdS^y POLICE DOGS wdaotgcsh

MAJOR RICHARDSON'S POLICE AIREDALES.

Â«â�� -â��r,r,iiÂ«,i PMi.* Rent nrotection against burglar", tramp*. For town and country residences, lonely wnlki. night watchmen, motor sheds.

I from Baker F'

, FOX

oth

ni 4 ku:

, from 4 guine

20 minutes

IF TOF WOFT.Ti HAVE GOM> HEALTH

BKE\THE THE BEST OF THE PINE WOODS,

LEATHER S IMPROVED OZONATOR

Clears the atmosphere of

Cholera, Ac. Recotnm

Prevents Fever, Influent*,

ed by the Medical Profession.

r*or Bedroom: Hathroomt, Ijivatoritt, we.'*, Â«#*.

ONLY each. Poetage 4-1.

ROSS & CO., Royal Arcade, Newcartle-upon-Tyne

WATERPROOF

for

Awnings, Hoods.

FLEXIBLE.

DRESSING

Oil.Wins, Aprons, Canvas,

NON-STICKY. GLOSSY.

Prepared in all colour, or transparent. Half Pint, 1,3 : Pint. 2 4;

Quart. 3 01 Half Gallon, 5/8. Post free. Foreign portage <-xtny

VIX OIL CO., 10 11. Ba.in^hall Street, 1

HOLH MAKERS.

Real Witney Blankets for HEALTH

A damn thttt in lted may hare fatal result

one. Think out 'he significance of thif

daily risks of pneumonia and influenza,

(anil this is the wisest t Ian keep emergci

armour agatnit these dangers to health.

at T

nif-nsre to health A wet '.MuAW wmiM .in \on no nami. Â»_v 18 H*

'lure - n or inarv British winter, with it* wet. raw cold : Us inevitable djM^

lintish ehmate blankets are a neceÂ«ftv. It you will not always sleep Wtjreen them

n>MdV SfS&i and cbilht In our teal Witney BlankeU you axe encased in perfect

lied Carriage Paid from 35- per pair. Lists free.

I

Witney Blanket Co. LV? Witney, Oxon, err.
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The most fascinating Christmas

present for any Boy-

Here is a wonderful new toy which builds real working

models on scientific principles. Give it to your boy as

a "Christmas surprise." It is totally unlike anything

he has ever had before and he will be delighted with

the never-ending variety of the models he can build.

Made with a Pair of Pliers.

The Structator principle is so simple

that a child can grasp it in five minutes,

so interesting that he will never tire of

using it in some new way. He can

begin with some quite easy model like a

Chair or a Garden Roller, and go on until

he can construct such elaborate and fas-

cinating models as a Fire Escape, an Aeroplane, or

a Titan Crane. The only tool required to make

any Structator model is the special Pair of Pliers

given in every outfitâ��so much simpler than nuts

The Boy who takes his Fire-escape

to pieces and rebuilds the parts into a

Ship's Gangway or Bicycle does not

realize that he is mastering the elements

of engineering science while he is amusing him-

self. But all unconsciously he absorbs knowledge

and trains himself in pat ier.ee and resourcefulness.

Every Structator outfit is large enough to

enable a boy to invent many new models besides

those described in the book of instructions. And

above all the Structator is just " the kind of

thing a boy likes best." You can give your boy

no Christmas gift more certain to delight him.

ur strews.

The Structator

Vou can get the Structator wherever toys and models are sold.

All the principal bazaars and toy stores are now giving special

demonstrations of how to build Structator models.

Prices

(Including full Book of Instructions and special Structator Drawing Book) :

Structator No. I 6/-, makes 30 model; Structator No. 5 43/- make; 100 models

Structator â�� 2 12/. â�� 48 â�� Structator â�� 6 75/- â�� 120

Structator â�� 3 18/- â�� 66 â�� Stiuctator â�� 7 110/- â�� 140 â��

Structator â�� + 27/6 â�� 84 â�� Structator â�� 8 160/- â�� 150 â��

The three principal

mlaments of Struc-

tator construction

are the following:â��

a. Steel Rod.

b. Joint.

c Wwlge Ring
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TRUSSES

LIFE-LONG TRUSS

WEARING

A COMPLETE

RADICAL CURE

NO MORE TRUSSES

NO DANGEROUS SURGICAL OPERATION.

NO LOSS OF TIME FROM WORK.

If rupture were not a serious malady which seriously affects the health of the whole body, why would all the Life Assurance

Companies on all their applications for Life Insurance particularly ask, "Are you ruptured?" No person who is raptured

can pass a first-class life insurance examination or obtain all the benefits due to them for the money they pay.

If Insurance Companies, whose success depends so largely upon the good health of their clients, realise the serious

effects upon the general health of the whole body, of a rupture, how much more anxious should you, who are personally affected

by this malady, be to have it cured.

No one who is ruptured is safe for a moment from the consequences of a strangulated rupture and the dangerous surgicd

operation which must follow, even though wearing what he may consider to be a good truss. His only safety lies in a cure-

a radical cure.

No truss alone is going to cure you (any more than a belt outside your clothes), no matter how much is claimed for it. All

those who make such exaggerated claims to send you a list of 50 names of people cured by their trussâ��cured, so that a trass

is no longer necessary. Put the question, "Are you cured so as not to require a truss any more at any time ?" plainly to

them. The replies you will get ought to convince you that no truss alone can cure. Instead of curing rupture, at least 75 f

cent, of the trusses sold to-day actually prevent a cure by reason of their faulty construction allowing them to waste the mu

tissue they are supposed to support and strengthen.

THE RADICAL CURE OF RUPTURE

has been effected in hundreds of cases by

authority on rupture. Ask him for 50, 10c

many of them as you choose for confirmatio

Satisfy yourself thoroughly on that point

Mr. Rice's Method.

The Rice Method works in conjunction with natureâ��it

not only retains the rupture perfectly and comfortably, but

assists nature in again building up and strengthening the

weakened pirts until a cure is effected and the truss entirely

dispensed with.

What is such a cure worth to you? Could you even

estimate it as the benefit of bring free from the annoyance

and pain of rupture, in Â£ d. ?

The Rice Method is within the reach of every sufferer,

rich or poor, and they are all treated in the same careful,

painstaking manner.

Send the Coupon to Mr. Rice to-day for full particulars

and his demonstration.

the Rice Methodâ��invented, perfected and directed rr

500, or 1,000 names and addresses of people cured

iy Wm. S. Rice, the great

by his Method. Write as

of their cure, and compare the replies witfi those who have used a truss alone.

fore adopting

DEMONSTRATION COUPON A 596.

WM. S. RICE, Ltd..

8 & 9. Stonecutter Street. LONDON. E.C.

Please send me free (sealed and post paid), your de^KM)-

stration and full particulars of your Cure for Rupture,

together with names of people cured in my district â��without

any obligation on my part to adopt your treatment.

Name

Address

for Whooping Cough,

Spasmodic Croup,

Asthma, Bronchitis,

Sore Throat, Coughs,

Colds, Catarrh.

*'Used while yon sleep "

A simple, safe and effective treatment, avoiding drugs.

Vaporized Cresolene stops the paroxysms of Whoop

inn Cough and relieves Spasmodic Croup*at once.

Cresolene is a boon to sufferers from Asthma

The air carrying the antiseptic vapor, inspired with

every breath, makes breathing easy, soothes the sore

throat and stops the cough, assuring restful nights.

Cresolene relieve! the bronchial complicate>ns of

Scarlet Fever and Measles and is a valuable aid irj the

treatment of Diphtheria.

Cresolene s best recommendation is its 30 years of

successful use.

Send postcard for descriptive Booklet toâ��Selling Agent*

A pg Allen & HanWys, Ltd., Lombard St.. London, E.C.

17DC117 r,I17frC! to stamp

rKEltj Ult1 13 COLLECTORS.

Collectors tending postape lahrond 4d., Colonies tat.|, and

mentioning Gift 363, will retire gratis 1O0 different

â� tamps (oat. 8 6 or set of lO Russian obsolete -

APPROVAL SELECTIONS OF ALL COUNTRIES SO p.c

Discount off Gibbons' Catalogue Prices. TRY THEM :

You will jind many bargains.

J. WHEELER & CO., 124, Lennard Rd.,

OUTDOOR LADIES

who wear this special

Root

Mlos.)

NO EXPERIMENT.

Is undoubtedly the Best-class Boot

made for Winter Service. Golf.

Hockey, Motoring, Ac.

*g\ I /Â» t'nrnage paid to all nart$oftk*

1U/K United Kingdom. Portion po#-

17111 tape extra, Send Site tor draw

outline o/Poot) and /*.0.

Blarfc or Tan Waterproof Leather*.

All Site*, narrow medium, and

brnnd fittings Onler a paji now,

an<i lt-t the ' Fife' prove Its real

merit in the wearing.

ring the Family Footwear need*.

STRATHMIOLO, PIPE.
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CARPETS HARD WEAR.

uo Â£ues in Stock.) Being Reversible, they

Outwear two Ordinary Carpets.

The only CnrpetA which amwer to nwdern requirements,

being Hygienic, Decoratire, Durable, and InexperuiTe.

t.aiv to Svrtp. Jto not Collect hnÂ»t.

ISkhd for Pattfiiks.) Here are the price* of

ABINGDON CORD SQUARES:

Art Shades. Seamless. Reversible.

ISH IZl 2*X2| 9|ZS SIX St 21X4 3 13 3X.1( 3x4

7/8 9 - 10 6 ti e 13/6 16 6 19 6 16 - 18 0 21/-

(41 3,x3i 3i x4 r>\\\ Six 5 4x 4 4 x (V 4 x 0 4xÂ«

24/6 22/0 25/- 28/0 33/0 29/0 32/- 35/0 42/-

IZTflHs (Carriage Paid.) Also made in i

49 6 each, width* for Stain, Lnnding*. an.

Pawa***. The ABINGDON

CARPET MANUFACTURING

CO.. Ltd.. 106. Thnme* Wharf.

Abingdon-on-Thames.

FRENCHMAN

COFFEE

IS

Superior to All Others

AND

Entirely Different,

As it poss

the true

ARABIAN MOCHA

flavour, appreciated

by those who know

GOOD COFFEE

GUINEA

PRESCRIPTIONS

In

V-

Boxes.

For bowel and stomach indigestion.

Pepsin (3 grs ), p'ancrentin (1 gr.), calcium lac triphosphate

(1 gr.); in one tablet. Dose: 1 or 2 after food. Ensures

complete digestion.

For thinness and debilityâ��a nerve and flesh builder.

Zinc phosphide gr.), ovolecithin (| gr.), calcium hypo*

phosphite (ij grs.), soda hypophosphite (y^ gr.), potassium

hypophosphite (ft gr.), casein (iÂ£ grs.), sugar (ij grs.); in one

tablet. Dose : 1 or 2 after food.

For obesity general and abdominal).

Kucus vesiculosus extract (4 grs.), potassium iodide (\ gr.),

thyroid gland (J gr.); in one pdl. Dose : 1 to 3 thrice daily

before food. In addition take a saltspoonful of Marienbad salt

before breakfast, and massage, in a hot hath, with ox gall soap.

(These also supplied in is. boxes.)

For nervous debility and mental depression.

Phosphorus gr.), damiana extract (2 grsj, mix vomica

extract (4 gr.); in one pill. Dose : 1 or 2 after meals. Acts like

magic

For anaemia and brain fag (special for lady brain workers),

Blaud pill (4 grs.), iron arsenate (jfâ�¬ gr.), aloin (A gr.),

manganese citrale (J gr.), nux vomica extract (J gr.), ovo-Iecithin

(J gr.); divide into 3$ gr. ovals. Dose : 1 or 2 alter meals. Also

removes weakness.

For chronic diabetes.

Ammonium salicylate (ij grs.), strontium salicylate (ij grs.),

opium (J gr.); in one pill. Dose : 1 or 2 thrice daily. Rapidly

checks loss of sugar.

To remove superfluous hairs.

Thallium acetate (9 grs.), zinc oxide (6 grs.), petroleum jelly

(60 grs.), lanoline (15 grs.), rose water (15 dropsX Apply and

remove as soon as the skin smarts.

For flat busts.

Galega extract (t gr.), gentian extract (2 grs.), reduced iron

(iRr.), nux vomica (J gr.); in one pill. Dose: 1 or 2 twice

daily after meals. Massage also with bust massage cream

(tragacanth, glycerine, rose watrrr, and rose geranium oil â��

price is. per tin). Also relieves anaemia and weakness.

You can obtain these prescriptions at Is.

each (36 pills or tablets in box) from Mr. Win.

Shad fort h. Pharmaceutical Chemist (Dept.

S.M. 10). 63, Grove Road. Bow, London. E.

"THE WEALTH OF HEALTH."

The above pre-

scriptions, with

about 500 others

equally useful, are

contained in "The

Wealth of Health."

This book (200 pp.)

tells you just what

you ought to know

about kidney dis-

ease, liver disease,

complexion and

skin troubles, lung

troubles, eye

troubles, ol>esity,

indigestion,stomach

and bowel troubles,

thinness, etc., etc.

Price 7d.

May lie ordered

from any bookseller

or railway book-

stall, or post free

at ?Jd. from the

PUBLISHERS

, Bow, London, E.

(Dept. S.M. 12), 63, Grove Rd,
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YOUR BARBER DOESN'T USE

A SCRAPER.

He uses an old-fashioned razor, such

as the " Universal," because its diagonal

draw cut is the only principle that

severs each hair without scraping and

irritating the face.

5>

He will also tell you that the

'UNIVERSAL

SAFETY RAZOR

has a hollow ground blade vastly

superior in temper and keenness to

anything heretofore put out with a

safety razor, and that quickness,

comfort and safety.are always attained

through the self-regulating "Universal"

guard.

Price io/6

Including Extra Blade.

Send a postcard for

Razor Booklet.

LANDERS, FRARY & CLARK,

A Room 7

< -4 3 1 Bartholomew Close,

London, E.C.

1

ffelCEiS

"PALMITINE

STAR"

NIGHT LIGHTS

4*

EASIEPHIT

THE 8H0E par excellence FOR GOLF OR WALKING

Serviceabilitv â�� Security â�� Elegance â�� three predominant

KÂ»nii-iihlt Feature*. High Grade. Box Calf upper*, stout

double sole*â��Black or Tan. Write for Golfing Footwear

Booklet iwsmid edition!â��it's really interesting.

GREENLEES&SONS Possllpark,

GLASGOW

1011

For Â£1

down yon can

have this Desk

It will save you all the trouble

and loss which mislaid letters and receipts cause,

and thus will quickly more than pay far itselL

It will save you the time of clearing up,

keep your papers clean, orderly and private.

Stunting the desk No other desk

locks everything. Is better made.

Snt on payment of Â£1. Balance by arrangement.

SPECIAL PRICES FOR CASH.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

T. INGLES ANT & SON, Ltd.. Atlas Hoist Leicester

"A MOST WONDERFUL REPRODUCTION.

Macmichad's Panama Pearl

s

Are identical in

Lustre. Beauty,

and Colour

with the fine**

specimens ob-

tainable and

defy detec-

tion. They

represent

Perfection in

Imitation.

Imitation In

Perfection.

MACMICHAEL, 48, South Audley Street. London, W.

Write for Illustrated Catalogue.

f Â«â� ***%

FOR PRIVATE HOUSES

Chimney

sweeping and

Drain-clearing

Machines. Specially

designed for Private Houses,

Country Mansions, Hotels,

Farms, etc. They are always

useful, and last a lifetime.

W. & G. ASHFORD,

11, Lower Essex Street, BIRMINGHAM.

Seegers Seeger'ol

FOR GREY HAIR.

SEEGER'S ttnta grey or

faded hair any natural

shade desired. BROWN,

DARK BROWN, LIGI

BROWN. BLAjO

AUBURN or GOLDE

SEEGER S has a certlfiâ�¢

clientele of over FOUR

HUNDRED AND SIXTY-

EIGHT THOUSAND

USERS. SEEGERS

contains no lead, mercury,

silver or sulphur. A

medical certificate accom-

panies eaoh bottle,

SEEGER'S Is permanent

and washable, has no grease

aud does not burn the hair

or scalp. lArge bottle I-,

post free 2 2. Trial bottle 61.

post free 7d Chemiata,

Stores. Hairdresser!

everywhere.

iiimii â�  (Wavbbs) Ltd.,

Finsbury. i-ondon.
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EVENING

WEAR

M JOHN NOBLE L?

*" 48 BROOK ST MILLS MANCHESTER

Moore

Push-Pins

with heads made of trans-

parent crystal glass and

points made of hardened

steel, are for hanging up

small pictures, prints and

draperies. 3d. a packet

Heavier pictures should

be hung from

Moore Push-Less

Hangers

which hold up to 100 lbs.

securely No trouble to

fix in, and when in. are as

strong as your wall.

3d. per packet.

from Statijners^

Ironmongers,

everywhere.

L. & C. HARDTMUTH, Ltd.

K res way, London,W.C.

Ask to feel

the all-pure-wool "Saracen"

Blanket next time you are at the

draper's. Hold it on your arm

and see how light it is. Press it

against your face and see how

fleecy it is.

Until you have slept under a

pure-wool " Saracen " Blanket

you do not know how comfort-

able and cosy a bed can be. In

hot weather the "Saracen " keeps

you cool ; in cold weather it

keeps you warm ; in changeable

weather it gently adapts the

sudden variations in the outside

temperature to the inward

warmth of the body.

Insist on the " Saracen " Blanket.

Many other Blankets are called wool,

but are only a mixture.

See that it bears the Saracen's Head Label.

ALL PURE WOOL

BLANKETS

For Single Beds . . . from 21/-

â�� Double Beds ... â�� 27-

Also in Cot size.

Awarded the Certificate of

the Institute of Hygiene.

Stocked by the leading Drapers

â��for name of nearest agent write

toâ��

BO YDS, Friday St., London,EX.
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FOOT'S SELF-PROPELLING & SELF-

ADJUSTABLE

Wheel Chairs.

Constructed on new and improved principles

which enable the occupant to change the in-

clination of the kick or

leg-rest either together or

sei>arately to any desired

position, meeting every

demand for comfort ana

necessity: also supplied

with single or divided and

extensible leg-rests. Have

specially large rubber-

tyred wheels, and are niost

easily propelled. No other

Wheel Chain are capable

of so many adjustments.

WHEEL CHAIRS

of Various Designs

from 40s.

Write for Catalogue F3

J. FOOT & SON. Ltd., Patentees & Manufacturers,

171. NEW BOND STREET. LONDON. W.

BY SPECIAL

A PPOISTMENT

MURPHY & ORR

IRISH LINEN & LACE HOUSE.

PURE LINEN CAMBRIC HANDKFS.

Genu's Hemstitched from 4 6 to 35 '- dozen.

,, Plain Bordered ,, 6 - ,, 20/- ,,

Ladies' Hemstitched ,, 3/6 ,, 18/- â��

Bordered â�� 3/9 â�� 13/-

TABLE LINEN. Lr, r, g Ynt> Of. Sunn

BED LINEN.

HOUSE LINEN, and Linen of every description.

Empire Linen Meah I'nderuearâ�� Ideal Garmentt for All.

MURPHY & ORR (X) BELFAST, Ireland.

NO IDEAL HOME

is complete without the medicine cupboard being furnished

with a box of

BURGESS' LION OINTMENT.

It is simply marTellous how quickly it removes a sting, a

splinter, or any morbid matter, preventing any serious conse-

quences.

The imisefim cf extractions by this remedy is most remarkable,

ranging from tumours and diseased bone to pieces of glass, pen-

nibs, needles, etc., also photographs of most serious cases that

have been cured. Mr. Burgess states there would be no deaths

from blood-poisoning by fish bones, rusty nails, etc.â��as arc so

often recorded â��were this remedy promptly applied. WHERE

THERE ARE CHILDREN IN THE HOUSE a box of

the Lion Ointment should always be handy. " A stitch in lime

saves li ne,"

It is sold by Chemists and Stores in the United Kingdom and

Colonics at prices ranging from 7$d., is. ijd., etc Advice is

sent gratis on case being described to E. Burgess, 59, Gray's

Inn Road, London. Established 1847.

Smart, Neat,

Comfortable

secii

the

for

_J Of ail

etc., 01

SNAl'.

2. Town

ideal fxistenin

soft shirt cuff*,

per pair : best Gilt,

1/6; Rolled Gold, 3 6;

Solid (.old, 1 Ctuiucu.

SNAP-LOCK

LINKS

Won't onfanten udieitally.

Of all Hosier*. Outfitters,

or direct, port free.

â�¢â�¢â�¢ LOCK LINK CO..

1 Mills

[ills, Dudley. Wo

FOR CHAPS

Roughness of Skin,

etc.,

1 ALWAYS USE

Glymiel

Jelly"

IT'S JU8T LOVELY.

Sold by all Chemists

and Stores in Metallic

Tubes, Od.,1/-, &1 6,

or sent postage free

for stamps,

OSBORNE, BAUER,

& CHEE8EMAN,

IS, G*lden Square.

Regent St., London. \V.

DONT LOSE HEART.

ORDON

ILWORTHl

Tomato Catsup

WILL SOON WIN BACK YOUR APPETITE.

FOR ITS A CRTAT DIGESTIVE STIMULANT-

IT MAKES YOU EAT AND

ENJOY YOUR FOOD TOO.

JuÂ»t try ONE Bottle and you'll want more.

Everywhere at 3d., 6d., 9d., and Is. per bottle.

Motion Picture Shows

are the biggest money makers in the

Amusement field. Go into the business

â� JOW, but start with the right machine.

The very latest are the new

model BrewstergTaphs. The

simplest to operate, will out-

wear any other'motion picture

machine. Brilliant and flicker-

less. Coloun ;md Reverses.

Complete Outfits for starting

Picture Halls, Â£20 to Â£50.

Educational Bioscopes, Â£3 18s. and Â£7 15s. Films 1

one penny per fuot : list 3d. Cinematograph List, 8d. ;

Lanterns, Od.; Slides, 6d. "LUNA" LIGHT, the new

light for all lanterns ; 300 candle-power, 42/-.

W. C. HUGHES & CO.,

Brewster House, 82, Mortimer Rd., Kingsland,

Cash ^

Useless

Jewellery

;li v'lir "bl jewellery, and yÂ«n will find some article

hi hare no need. We will quote the highest possible

It. C'ath by return if offer accepted, otherwise

article returned.

Yon may not wish to sell, but may want it modernised.

WE ARE SPECIALISTS in remount in* and modernising old

jewellery. Coloured designs and estimate* Free. Writedirret to

HANCOCK & SON, 29,

and ST. ANN'S PASSAGE, MANCHEE

Entablithed so JVon.
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5,000 Signet Rings

:iiltxl to make a generous

A well-known London Jewellery firm hude

gift to the Britiih Public.

They Intend to give away 5.000 beautiful Bifmet Rings of real

12-carat gold-filled, aa well a* other valuable gifts of jewellery. This

gift distribution has been derided upon by the well-known firm of

Sims* Mayer, Jewellers, of 02, Itcdford Street. Strand, London, W.C.,

as an effective

â��if costlyâ��way

of introducing

their illustrated

Catalogue of

>*ine Jewellery.

" FOR

GOOD LUCK."

The rings are

Of the n.

fashionable

8

pattern,

which en-

ables the pur-

chaser to enirrave there-

on the initials of himself â�� or

tb"M of another. This pattern rin*

is all the wear in Ixmdon just now.

more thin merely beautiful, however, as the

enjrraving of the flat oval enables one to use It for

sealing letters, etc., with the initials.

These rings are gold-filled and guaranteed to k

well for not less than fire yeais, and everyone

entitled to other and even more valuable gifts of jewellery for showing

the ring to relatives and friends, etc.

HOW LADIES AND GENTLEMEN 8H0UL0 WEAR THEM

Kveryon*. is pleaseil with these rings. Thousands of testimonials

eived. No wonder everyone is pleased, as this Signet

Ring is a most dainty ornament for any

lady's or gentleman * finger.

i-ngagi-d ladies should wear one (with

I1 â� wtnlliUli't initials engraved thereoni

on the " engaged finder." (rent Icmen should

n lb.- li! tie finger of the left hand

nitials of ** someone."

There ik no time to be lost if you

wish to make sure of securing

one or more of these rings,

together with the right to

â�¢ he distribution of fur-

thergifts. Net more than

one ring will be supplied

with the same initials.

Sims & Mayer wish to

ensure the distribution

â�¢ >t their Illustrated tat*,

logues to a* many weavers

a* possible.

To secure a Free Signet

Ring of proper site, cut a

hole in a card that fiu

tightly over the knuckle of

finger on which ft is to be

send it to us, with

_ initials (plainly written in printed

characters thusâ��A Iti you would like engraved

fj^^r on the oval.

You pay only the cost of the engraving at the rate

of iod. log one letter, or Is. id. for monogram of two

I'M- rs.

The ring itself is free to all who (end for one at once,

as also are other articles of jewellery illustrated in the

Ciitnb'cur that will be sent with every ring. There is nothing

more to pay

at 01

nlour at

orders

Write

Address with

Stamps for lOd.

ring, toâ��

once before all these free Signet Rings have been given

of finger. Postal Order and

nitials you wish engraved on

nit to ^ow size

d., nnd initial or

SIMS & MAYER, Jewellers (Dept. H), 52, BEDFORD ST., STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

MAKE YOUR OWN MARMALADE.

Follow* A Bath's Patent Marmalade

Machine renders the making of thin

delirary at home a pleasure.

Saves Time and Labour.

No More Cut Fingers.

A great success:

THOUSANDS IN USB!

Slices 3 Oranges a Minute.

Price 1G -

(tap- Home-made Marmalade

of the Finest Quality

costs under 2d. per lb.

the "MACIC"

FOOD CHOPPER.

Coated with Pure Tin.

Shines like Silver.

Simple and Easy to Work.

CHOPS ALL KINDS OF FOOD

FOLLOWS & BATE, Ltd.,

WRITE

Pi

No. 0. 0.. I. la.

4/3 67- 6/- 8/-

An excellent Recipe enclosed irtta each machine.

by all Ironmongers.

OF NEAREST AGENT.

I FOR ADDRI

tentees and

GORTON, MANCHESTER,

8955

THE certainty 0/ getting in Delta better shoes

than have been worn before is guaranteed by

the factory. It supplies shops with stock in a

new way â�� one that converts a small shop into a

large one in its offer of choice and fit. The factory-

is not content with making shoes but goes out of it^

way to ensure purchasers getting the style and size

that will give the greatest satisfaction.

Ont or more agents in every town

Letters: Lotus Shoe Makers, Stafford.
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FINLAYS PATENT.

"ALWAYS-SLIM"

MATERNITY

SRIRTS-1 ft 11

Car. pi. U. Kingdom. I \ W'

Jlbroai 21- extra.

The only skirt which gives a slim appearanc

to ihe figure and requires no alteration

before or after maternity. All skirls tailor-

made, in the latest styles, and the size can lie

instantly increased | in. to 14 ins. without

revealing the lines of the figure.

Finlay's skirts keep you comfortable

and your figure youthful. Hundreds of

unsolicited testimonials from ladies to

whom they have been of inestimable

value from all parts of the World.

WRITE FOR PATTERNS OF

THE NEW CLOTHS AND

CATALOGUES OF SKIRT

STYLES AND BEAUTIFUL

BABY CLOTHES AT WHOLE- SALER'S CASH PRICES.

Styles.

Jiddren your teller (marked " 'Private ")

Miss PORTER (Manageress),

FINLAY & SONSr-S^'alfe-i?"

BUY the BEST SEEDS

pub tinned by

JOHN K. KING <S SONS

,The Premwr Kwliih Seed Groverii.

nnr-GESHALL, Ewx ; alÂ»o Reading.

FRENCH IN A WEEK.

An entirely new method by which

anyone can learn ta ..peak French

fluently in one week.

The Provincial Newt saya: â��"We

have tin hesitation whatever in faying that,

simply by carrying out the diractiona con

tained in tbii little book, anyone, without

previously knowing a tJnffle word of the

language, can. Ill one weak, learn quite

unfit- ient lo lie able to make himself perfectly

understood on all ordinary pubjeote."

Tho Cycling Record Â»Â«:â��"To mer-

chants, clerks, tour. it*, and. in fn<t, every-

one who doei not already know French, we

say, 'Get this book at once, for it iÂ« worth

its weight in gold.'"

Iltmdrvi* of other Pr**n Opinion* and

TuNmamial*.

Complete with French PhraM ftx>k, post

free, 3a. Id. (per Postal Order).

The IMPERIAL PUBLISHING CO. (B Dept.).

| 42, Paddenawlok^Road. Hammersmith, London, W

DO YOUR EYES

Trouble You>

Are you worried by bad sight, or films, or specks, or

are your eyes or eyelids sore, inflamed, or weak and

watery? Have you a cold in your eyes, styes, or

ulcers, or are they bad as the result of scarlatina,

measles, or influenza? If so, send at once to

Stephen Green, 210, Lambeth Road, London, for

handbook, " How to Preserve the Eyesight," which

will be sent post free. Full of information, and tells

you all about that wonderful remedy,

SINGLETON'S EYE OINTMENT

wlr.ch has been curing all illnesses of the eyes, eyelashes,

and eyelids for upwards of 300 years. Neglect your

eyes now, and you will have bitter cause to regret

it. Singleton's Eye Ointment is supplied by all

Chemists and Stores in the ancient pedestal pots for

is. Singleton's is what you want:

refuse everything else.

From THE LONE SHIELING "

I SHALL BE DELIGHTED to send you words of above son?,

also " HighUmdmans Prayer," etc., Post Free.

SHIELING SPECIAL WHISKY has a charm of its

own. Three bottles 10/6, post free.

W. M. MACDOHALD, Distiller, Carlton Court.

^BRITISH COLUMBIAN

]

A LAND OF OPPORTUNITY FOR

The Canadian Province for Dairy-

ing, Mixed Farming, Fruit Crowing,

Ranching, and Poultry Raising.

Estimated production from Agriculture in 191a,

$122,452,412. Special Land Concessions to Settlers.

The Country for the farmer with some

capital, and for all classes of Agricultural

Workers and Domestic Servants.

Full particulars, free of charge, on application to

J. H. TURNER, Agent General for B.C., Salis-

bury House, Finsbury Circus, London.

A COLLAR THAT KEEPS CLEAN

AND SAVES LAUNDRY BILLS'

The EVERCLEAN " Llgnon" Collar

can l>e wiprd white as new with a damp cloth,

atain-proof. Ink-proof, no rubber. Will but

'or month-. Smart and comfortable.

Invaluable for Motoring, Riding, Golf-

ing, etc. 2 t*intj>le Collnrt, 2 6. G Cult an,

6.-. Cuff, 1 6 jxr pair.

THE BELL PATENT SUPPLY CO., Ltd.,

(Dept.147, Holborn Bars, London, E.C.

i Two clours from Gray'9 Inn Road.)

THE FAMOUS

By using a.

"MAB"

you "ill obtain Â» quick. <-->?â�¢â�  and

easy share, you mil udjÂ«

and temper. and snario* w:..

â�¢t become a pleasure itatenl ot Â»

*' nuisance. There iÂ« no> cvMint

or sore feeling after ihaTint, and

the Made, which ;Â« made from

the finest Sheffield

keen an Indefinite

Every Faior C

jo Yeart'

Black, a/8; Itoit. -'6; Fair '

Case. Black. 7,6: Ivory. 9 6

Of all good CntleTT stores. â� 

direct post free from

THE "MAB" CO..

73c, Newhall Streat.

Birmingham,

who send interesting Booklet

"The Art of Sliavlng," FttEt

on Request.
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Another Bowmal Adaptable

DIVAN CHAIR

and COMFORTABIE

BED in ONE

llQWIJ

Adapted

A comfortable

easy chair that

can he transformed in a moment to a perfectly

practical full-length bed. It embodies a com-

fortable spring mattress. Exceptionally useful

for those inevitable emergency guestsâ��also

for flats, bungalows, small houses of any kind,

or where

limited.

In plain Green,Blue,

Red, or Brown Rep,

79/6

Carriage Psid

in Britain.

Patterns of Cretonnes and

other fabrics suitable for

covering, on application.

The ** Bowmal" Bed Settee

equally adaptableâ��handsome

settee; rosy bed. Complete with

wire spring mattress '.'ft Sin.

by 6ft. Sin. (packs il â�  I n. 11 r

2 piltowi and valance, Â£2-19-6.

Carriage Paid in Britain.

'// for interesting Mut-

ated Booklet, " I low /

Futnished My Flat.''

BOWEN & MALLON

185/FmchleyRd London NW

J

PAPER

>KERC]

Softest i

_t Substance Known.

r Silky-Fibre Handkfs, fiO for 1 -. for

Colds and Influent* (destroyed after '

use). Infection prevented. Most comfort-

er able, most sensible, most economical. Order at

& Chemists, or Silky-Fibre Depot, Unity St.,I

' 1 " Toinoco" '

7DAYS

FREE

For all Outdoor Purposes find out about

this Wonderful Boot with Soles of Steel.

Before you think of buying boots for outdoor purposes get my

Free Book, " The Sole Of 8teelt" and find out about this new

boot. Soles Of Steel last three to six times as long as any other

kind of boot for field and outdoor use. Lighter, Stronger,

more Comfortable, impossible to get out of shapeâ��keep your

f.-et fret from Corns, Chafing, and Blisters. Absolute protec-

tion against wet feet, Colds, Rheumatism, etc.â��cost less than

all-leather boots and need no repairs. Each pair is worth io/-

more than the best all-leather boot you can buy for outdoor

purposes.

Don't purchase your boots for rough wear until you hare *ean

RoTHSTBIN'B STEEL BOOTS, sent to you FREE for 7 days'

Fn-e Examination upon deposit of priceâ��your money hack if not

satisfied,

WRITE for Free Ilook to-day, or better still, send your order and

enjoy real foot comfort. RUTHSTEIN'S STEEL BOOTS arc

made in all niies from 8 to 19, flin. high. 10 S per pair; with extra

misllty leather, 13 0; with superfine leather, tin. hint), 14 6. POST

FREE m the United Kingdom. For Field use, Hhooting. eU\. there are

n<i better boots made than my suj Â»-rflne leather fin. STEEL BOOTS.

In ordering timply Â§tnte sis* of boot* now worn.

N. M. RUTHSTEIN. Steel Boot Man,

283, Steelerles, NORTHAMPTON.

"I lose so much

through being deaf."

The pleasures of the Home, Music,

Church and the Theatre are but a

few of those missed by the deaf.

Over half a million deaf people all

over the world now hear perfectly

thanks to the Acousticon.

HEARING IS BELIEVING!

All deaf persons are invited

to test the new six-tone

ACOUSTICON

FREE.

It is the originalâ��the father of all

Electrical Hearing Devices. A Factory

and Laboratory force of 250 experts

constantly making new inventions and

improvements enable us to meet the

requirements of every condition of

deafness.

" Fit your own Ears

in your own Home."

Let us send you the original, genuine

Acousticon free of charge, with no

obligation to keep it if you do not hear.

Call or write to-day.

General Acoustic Co.,

Suite 15,

193, Regent Street, LONDON, W.
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APPETISING-

Just the zest your palate craves.

BRANDY

PHOTOS

Assortments are sent without deposit foe

selection to Responsible Applicants in any ^Country,

Upon their stating their Profession, or*Rusiness and

Requirements. No obligation to purchase.

Paris Salon

Pictures.

Classical

Undrapt U

Flaures.

Statuary,

actresses,

and Views.

Life (Node

Human

Figure),

animal,

Cloud, Wave,

Flower,

and other

Studies

for artists.

Col lections Iron

Noted Galleries In

all sizes and prices.

Illustrated Abridged

Catalogue, 21d. post

free, or with a specimen

Cabinet* 1/- post frost.

From residents abroad

Foreign HLumps up to a

total of 1.'- are accepted,

but International Postal Coupons or Money Orders are

muih im-ferred. No Pictorial Postcards sold. Under

distinguished patronage.

ERDMANN & SCHANZ (Estd. 1876).

Hoffman Terrace. 109/7, Bedford Hill.

Balham Junction. London, S.W.

"SPRING." By /.,.,>..

Folio Bias, unmounted, at S>

Here is the Perfect

WRISTLET WATCH.

A Reliable Timekeeper (High-grade 15 jew<-'

movement) on Patent Interchangeable Elastic

Wristlets, giving Real Security and Comfort.

Easily removed or attached, the patent attachments are

simple, effective, secure, and perfect in actionâ��a great

improvement over leather wristlets. Watch complete, with six elastics

of assorted colours to natch any dress, in artistic box, 25,'- post

free, or 10 jewel cylinder movement watch, 15/-

Send for Fully Illuttrated Catalogue, post free from

MANUFACTURING JEWELLERS' CO.^VkiSl"^'
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DIGESTIVE-

Just the aid your stomach needs.

WE GIVE

best possible value in guaranteed

Furs, and by purchasing from us

you make certain of securing the

three essentialsâ��

STYLE, QUALITY. & VALUE

Charming Stole & Muff

(al Sketch)

7 GnS. the Set

5 Gns. â��

In Sea or 41 Â»"â��.

Kitt Fox. H2 un5' â�¢â�¢

No other firm in London can

show al large a selection at

such moderate prices in the

new Magyar Coats.

In fine Pony Skin hi

(Full length) / Â£ <JI18.

In reliable r* 1 d O 1

Seal Coney O i &O i â��

In fine

Black Fox.

In Black

Wolf.

Selections Willingly Sent on Approval.

Fur Repairs & Alterations

of every description. Expert Workmanship.

Lowest Possible Estimates.

THE WHOLESALE FUR CO.,

201, Regent Street.

LONDON. W.

Country and Colonial Orders receive tpeeial pergonal attention.

SEE HEAR

The ISON METHOD WITHOUT

OPERATION effect! marvellous

cure* in Eye&nd Ear Disease!. Deaf-

ness in iu varied fornw. Noises in the

Head and Ears, Ear Dlscharges.etc.

Write for testimonials and printed

form of questions to be answered,

sent free. Mr. ISON. Oculist and

Aurist, Isons Eye and Ear IHapen-

â� ary. Ltd.. 71. Qt. George St., Le*-dJ

(EsUbLUoed lau.j

BLUSHING

WHY BLUSH?

It makes you look foolish, nnd your friends laugh at you ! Get

rid of the complaint once and /or alL Send for a sample of our

harmless and inexpensive remedy. Forwarded privately and

under cover for two penny stamps. Suitable for either Sex.

TAYLOR & CO. (Dept. D), 149, Fleet Street. LONDON, E.C.

STAPLES MATTRESS

A

*****

COMMONSENSE HEALTH

"SLEEP STRAIGHT"

THE oldwoven wire sags crooks

THE SPINE TWISTS THE ABDOMEN

RESULT-BACKACHE"NERVES" INDIGESTION

STAPLES CANNOT SAG - SEE HOW THE SPRINGS MOULD

THEMSELVES TO THE FIGURE RESULT - SPINE

STRAIGHT ABDOMEN STRAIOHTBE HEALTHY

SLEEP STRAIGHT mo YOUR HEALTHÂ«~oYOUR

CHILDREN* WILL IMPROVE- -40 PERCENT

-ITS COMMONSENSE â�� 3 O AO/e 4 6 AS/-

ARNUaWT HAMOOS HtAlS MAPLES 5H00L BREDS t. ALL HILW CLASS SBOPS

Oi WR.TE FOR DEMONSTRATION CARD jp?4

udwx FREE TRIAL winimxi"

STAPLES EC CHITTV ST WORKS LONDON.W.
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<fl POULT ON

& NOEL'S

fXMAS HAMPERS

CONTENTS OF GUINEA

HAMPER:

I Glass "Belnravian"

Rolled Ox-Tongue

I Large Smoked Ox-

Tod sue

I Glass Oxford Brawn

I Glass Pressed Brisket of

Beef

I Glass Potted Salmon and

Shrimp

I Glass Potted Chicken and

Ham

1 Glass Ox-Tail Soup

1 Glass Chicken, Ham, and

Tongue Galantine

I Glass Potted Wild Duck

1 Jar Strawberry Jam

1 jar Seville Orange Mar-

malade

1 Bottle Victoria Plums

1 Bottle P. & O. Sauce

1 2-lb. Basin Christmas

Pudding

CONTENTS OF

HALF-GUINEA HAMPER

1 Glass "Belgravian"

Rolled Ox-Tongue

1 Glass Lunch Tongue

I Glass Galantine Chicken

and Ham

1 Glass Oxford Brawn

1 Glass Ox-Tail Soup

I Glass Potted Salmon and

Shrimp

I Jar Seville Orange Mar-

malade

1 Jar Strawberry Jam

I Basin Christmas Pudding

DELIVERED FREE

Pleasf. Okdeh Through Your Grocer.

If any Difficulty in Obtaining Write

POULTON & NOEL, Ltd. i Bcljravi'a'ii Works, LONDON.

BE YOUR OWN PRINTER?

Complete Printing Outfit* for nil purposes- Cards.

Label*, Billhead*. Memos, Circulars General

and Business Work. Buy the Excelsior Self-

Inking Printing Machine and Outfit.

PRICES FROM 10a.

Brochure Frea. Catalogue - !

Bxcguiosi Co., 41 2, Farrlngdon St.. London

Oak Road.

York.

Reduced

/aC'Sin'ile

heading.

Your own Address

daintily printed on good nolepaper will

dignify your correspondence. On receipt

of your address we will send you, post

free, specimens of our latest and choicest

designs, at prices which will certainly

surprise yon. Send a postcard to-day to

JAMES ATKINSON,

6, King; Street, ULVERSTON.

Tested for 14 Years in a

Leading Glasgow Hospital.

SISTER LAURAS

FOOD

MAKES MILK DICESTIBLE.

Manufactured under trie pemonal

â�¢upcrvinlnn of an Experienced Nurse.

The most delicate Infant ran t-e

Hand "i> it with perfect safetv.

Bndoncd by I *>ct or*. N unm.

Mothers, and Invalid* everywhere

M the most strengthening and

nouriahlng food on the market

Sold bv Ohtmtth eivryirherr, 1/- per His, Sample Tin and lllut-

trated flooklet pout free a/. SjBfflpg Aoents wanted Abroad.

8ISTER LAURAS INFANT FOOD CO., Ltd.,

156, St. Vincent Btreet, GLASGOW.

"The Perfection."

Healthy

Heatâ��

when and where

wanted, without

waiting. Sim-

plicity itself.

Vhink of the: colds

prevented and comfort

obtained by having a

smokeless, odourless

heater for chilly bed-

rooms, passages. etc

For protecting conser-

vatory plants In

frosty weather

' Rale ' Stooes are

invaluable.

â�¢

RALC

Winter Warmers

(OIL STOVES)

TENS OF THOUSANDS IN USE.

Cannot Smoke, for wick cannot be turned

too high. Will never smell if wick and

burner are wiped before lighting, and

container never filled more than full.

Write for Catilotpif. Port Free.

Dept. A, RIPPINCT LLE-S ALBION LAMP CO.. Ltd.,

Aston Road, Birmingham.

6 A 7, Stonecutter St.. Farringdon St.. London, B.C.

Stop

getting

wet!

Placard that rain-soaked coat, wear a

Beacon Oilnkin. the â� â�¢iwt that keeiw you

dry Mini never *oak<*. Rain falls off Itfl

emooth. nipple Bnlah like water off a

duck'* lack, and, unlike your rain-coat,

it needs no drying interval.

Beacon Oilskins

NEVEB GO STICKY OK

LET IN THE WET.

Money back in full if they fail on

any j'lrint.

Beacon Oilakin* for men, woman, and

children. 8 6 to 63 - Sou'western, 1 â�¢

to 10 6; all guaranteed â�� money back if

Unsatisfactory,

The Haydbn Raglan, a* illustrated,

black or yellow oilskin, as 6; In colours.

30 - ; or in oiled nilk, I7oa weight. 44V-.

Illustrated List Poet Free.

Send a po$teard nowâ��before it rainil

BARBOURS, Ltd.. 19. Beacon

Bldgs., Sooth Shields, Eng. <f>
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CHRISTMAS-The

COLUMBIA GRAPHOPHONE

â��the Greatest Pleasure

â��to the Greatest Number

â��for the Longest Time

â��at the Least Cost!

1 hat sums up the supremacy of the Columbia Graphophone as the Ideal

C hristmas Gift. Prices from Â£3 to Â£150â��the most perfect instruments made

â��famous all the world over as "the Instruments that Never Break Down!"

What a Postcard will Bring.

Send a postcard and we will send you Complete Illustrated Catalogues of Columhia

Graphophones and Records, with Special 6-page Descriptive Xmas List announcing

Novel Descriptive Records, Minstrels. Pantomimeâ��"Cinderella." Children's Toy

Instrument Marches, Tangos, &c.: also Specimen Copy of an interesting magazine.

Columbia Records are sold everywhere. Can be played on Graphophones

and all makes of gramophones. They WEAR TWICE AS LONG as any other records.

COLUMBIA GRAPHOPHONE COMPANY (Dept.S), Columbia Building,

Clerkenwell Road, London, E.C. . . . Established over 25 years.

TAYLORS

TYPEWRITER CO. (X)

74, Chancery Lane, London.

The wonderful Corona Typewriter.

Weighs 6lbs. Price Â£10 :10 : O

All makes bought, sold, exchanged, and

repaired. Hire, 10 - a Month, 25/- a Quarter

(deducted if bought). MS. Copied.
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If Father smokes

he wants Zepto

Zepto removes all that teeth discoloration

caused by smoking. Takes off all that

tartar which the brush leaves on.

"ZEPTO

* * Antiseptic

Tartar Remover

is very simply used. The teeth are made white

and bright. The tartar is removed.decay preven-

ted. Health is improvedâ��breath made pleasant.

One Zepto lasts many months

Ask your chemist or rerfumer for Zepto.

Price 9d. each or post fr. c with booklet from

Trios. Christy & Co., 6 Old Swan Lane, London. E C.

SAFEGUARD

YOUR HEALTH

ALSO YOUR

POCKET!!

LACE BOOTS. BUTTON

m

ALL

SENT

POST FREE

CENTS' from

8/9

LADIES' from

8/6

YOUNG

CENTS' from

6/6

A SpUnditl A**ort-

ment of ^tplett itnd

Qualitit* in

BOOTS.

BROGUE SHOES, SHOOTING BOOTS-

WELTED GOODS. LEGGINGS. &c,

DIRECT'r WORLDS

GREATEST BOOT CENTRE.

Send for FREE CutnloRue and investigate for yourself.

GUARANTEED HONEST THROUGHOUT. VALUE

UNAPPROACHABLE.

SAFECUARD' BOOT CO., Dept. S, NORTHAMPTON

CONNOISSEUR

Player-Pianos

"HE Connoisseurâ��the Player-

A Piano with the Human Touch

â��is the most delightful of all musical

instruments. It is easy to learn and

play, and magnificent in tone and

touch. Simple. Reliable. Effective.

PlioM extremely moderate. Generoul

allowance for old piano taken in

exchange. Write for Catalogue 9.

MURDOCH'S

Great Piano and Player - Piano Stores,

461, 463. Oxford Street, W.

iiiKham. Drichtou.Cambridge,Dover.

', Portsmouth, Southampton,

BELTS and

BELT CORSETS.

All inclined to corpulency or

abdominal weakness are invited

to send or

call for the^f

Illustrated

list (No.

1 5 D) of

our per-

fect'fitting supports.

A Customer writes:â��

" Thanks (or sending so soon ; the belt is >

great support and comfort in walking. The

Doctor says it is a perfect fit."

Private Fitting Room. Lady Attendants.

Domen Belts Co., Ltd.,

456, STRAND (Charing Cross),

LONDON, W.C.

SOLO IN MOST TOWNS.
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Player's Navy Cut

de LUXE

2-OZ.

AIR-TIGHT TIN

1/2

4-OZ.

AIR-TIGHT TIN

2/4

IS A DEVELOPMENT

OF THE ORIGINAL

PLAYER'S NAVY CUT

Player's Navy Cut de Luxe

is the outcome of many years

experience and is probably

the best Pipe Tobacco yet

offered to the Public.

It is perfectly accurate to

describe it as being manu-

factured from not only the

best growths of Virginia, but

from the selected leaves of

those best growths.

PACKED ONLY IN 2-OZ, & 4-OZ.

PATENT AIRTIGHT TINS.

JOHN PLAYER & SONS,

Nottingham.

Branch of the Imperial Tobacco Co. (of Gt. Britain and Ireland),

Regd No. 154011.

P341
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FEROCAL

(Squire's Chemical Food)

Ferocal is the best

form in which to

administer Iron and

the bone Phosphates

so nec essary to

quickly growing and

delicate children. It

strengthens, nourishes,

and improves the

appetite.

In bottles. 1 0. It, 4 4 6

of all Chemists.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLET

Free Sample sent on receipt of 3d.

for postage. Inlands Bd. Foreign.

SQUIRE & SONS, Ltd.,

The King's Chemists,

413, OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.

SlWefs know'the

lsÂ« pleasured

kwm^ requires firmcJinp

Buck Handli 3/6each Ivory Handle #5Â«*

EACH RAZOR IN A CASE

By the Special Process which the "KROPP" Razor

undergoes In manufacture, EXACTNESS and EQUA-

BILITY of TEMPER and TEXTURE are assured.

rendering the Dully Shave a Luxury.

Wholcnale: OSBORNE, GARRETT & CO., LONDON, W

thats different

' I 'HE "Bourchier" Pipe needs no break-

ing in ; it smokes sweet from the first

puff. The silky finish of the extra-grained

briar bowls is obtained without varnish or oil,

and for this reason the " Bourchier " colours

perfectly and the surface never blistersâ��a

point which will appeal to hot smokers.

Note the rounded top. This exclusive

feature makes charging easy. The names

" Bourchier " and " Ben Wade " stamped on

each genuine bowl stand for our guarantee to

replace, free of charge, any pipe that isfaulty.

Silver mounted with Amber ... ... 5/6

Silver mounted & finest Para Vulcanite 6/3

The Of all leading Tobacconist*.

BOURCHIER PIPE

Ben Wade, Pipe Manufacturer.

LEEDS & LONDON.

IMPERIAL SERVICE

CIGARETTES.

THE MOST FASTIDIOUS SMOKER

will tin J these Cigarette;* .>) jii exrjuisiu?

flavour and richness- mild, but of

perfect aroma They nre made ana

cut entirely bv h.uul from a carefully

selected blend of the fmost Turkish

Tobaccos. And their high tjuality vvill

rommend them to the cultured *moker

A trial Hox' xvitl conr'; nrr r/ou

No 17 â�� In hoxe* of 100 >0 20

5/- 2*6 1/3

SENT POST HAIP

BARTLETT A. BICKLEY,

17. Brook Street.Bond Street.London W

lelegr sms " Doi\cellu .London'

Telephone "4790 M:wfair*
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by Appointment

iRONPOUNDBRfl TO H.M. THE KING.

Firegrates

ARE

the last word in tasteful

and refined workmanship.

Many of the originals of Carron

Firegrates were carved in wood, by

celebrated craftsmen, over a century

ago and combine the artistic merits

of that period with the efficiency and

perfection of the modern Firegrate.

Bold by all Ironmongers and Hardware Merchants.

li'rUe /or Ao. 3H.V Firtgrau Cataiopu, I\>tt Free.

OmRON Company

\ , V IMC OBBOHATta IV

+>S â� Â»* MML CMVTtM m

CARRON, Siirliogihire.

Also at Phoenix Foundry, Sheffield.

A complete assortment of Carron Manufactures on

vitiv at the following $hewÂ»omt;â��

Lonclnn (City At West End), Liverpool, Manchester.

GUs^oA Edinburpti, Brutol, Isewcaitle-on-Tyne

Binning'lAin, anJ Dubl.n.

lllllllllllllllllllll

Artificial

HANDS, ARMS,

LEGS, & EYES.

Oldest Established la the World.

Comfort, I

â�¦ Â«

Lightness,

* *

Durability j

PRIZE MEDALS:

LONDON, PARIS,

DUBLIN, Sc.

World-wide \

reputation

for

excellence of construction

Illustrated Catalogue )-oÂ»t frte of

W. R. GROSSMITH,

110, STRAND, LONDON.

Here's What To Buy

For Mother, Wife, or Friend.

Rememl>er that a

^WEEPER'-/k.

cannot fail to please, and is a constant

reminder of the giver for 20 years.

It promotes health, reduces labour, clean*

by the vacuum process, preserves carpets

and rugs, and will outlast 10c brooms.

It U indeed a marvellous vacuum cleaner.

Sui : Height, sin.; Length,

Width, gjin. ; Weighs

Sent Cardan *T/Zl

Price 05(*

Paid.

The London Household Supply Co.

(Dept. 1), Oxford House, Oxford Street,

London, w.
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The "BRITANNIC"

Patent Expanding Watch Bracelet

Hbe Queen of XUatcb bracelets.

Hms made an unrivalled reputation, and it

acknowledged to be the beat of all.

Many Dei. ;m All Widths. Price* f.om Â£4 10*.

lis durability has been tested by opening and

closing (by machine) 100,000 times. It remained

perfect. Its extreme flexibility makes it the most

comfortable bracelet in wear.

Before purchasing a Watch Bracelet try on a

â�¢'BRITANNIC." They are the most durable

and will give the greatest lasting satisfaction, and

are the best value. The Bracelet is fully

guaranteed for five years. In 9 ct.( 15 ct., and

18 cl., with watches of various grades. Plain

and Gem Set; also in Platinum, and in Platinum

and Gald. There are various designs in the best

taste. All widths from one-eighth inch.

The most successful Watch Bracelet ever invented.

SEE THAT THE NAME "BRITANNIC"

AND PATENT NUMBER 24396/06 ARE

ENGRAVED INSIDE THE BRACELET.

Ill

HINKSMAN'S

A REMEDY OF LONt} STANDING

ffffl/JI Tried, true, and always itf be relied %jn iHvcs

IVyufl infant relief in Asthma, and is of grOjt v-ilu*

TP^SJOT m Bronchnliand Whoupinc Cougli 1/perti.i

.MSleM 'Qm Chcrriuis.r,r post free l'fium J KINKS-

Exterminated by

, "LIVERPOOL" VIRUS

EVANS SONS LESCHER ft WEBB Ltd.

sa. Hanover Bire.l LIVERPOOL.

ELTBEA FOOTWEAH will make yoo HEALTHIER

P I ELK HIDE BOOTS â�¢e

â�  STRONG bat LIGHT as a feather is s

II Every description of Gent's,

m U Ladies' & Children's footwear, Brown

â�  | direct from our factory la a

I I Fully illustrated Price List free 17 8

I I B.B.Tricker&Co. f> Rl TAIN'S

I Haud-sewu Faclory f\EST Black.

Iâ�� I INORTHAHPTON Uootmakers 1W-

JOHN HEATH'S

TELEPHONE PEN

HAS MADE

ITS MARK

SAMPLE BOX

24 kinds of Pens

7d. stamps.

BIKM1NUIIAM.

I

WATKINS METE I

TfiTH CJCOTT at the

OOUTH POLE

MAKE PHOTOGRAPHY CERTAIN.

StoikWateh Meter, as -. Bee Meier.

Settd for " Uetrrt and Method*."

W ATKINS METER CO., HEREFORD.

HEIGHT INCREASED

If you are under 40.

your tMteht by froc

Indies within three m

antes, no drugi, no

three penny si nn|

GIRVAN

of Height

Green R

my wonderful â� intern - ARTHUR

" N, Si^-utli-tiii the r

<I>eiÂ»t. S.M I. 17,1

oad, London, N,

ImniK

to tliroe

<o applfr-

Â« ulnm &f

iu the Inrreue

Stroud

Everything Baby Wants From Birth.â�� S m^ Gowns froa

3/6 to Klepuit Hand made Outflu at SOros. 104pp. Illuatwcalovv,

tree.

Kte-ythlng for Mother and Child, poi

<â� â�¢â� :?' HatttfactuiH guaranteed orcatfi

t ml.-is by w\ nit, in.nl. Wood Broa., 14, Nttrth l'arB.dV.Â°il

Carriage paid oh a3

return**. Forrigu A Colonial

YOU'VE GOT YOUR OWN CLOTH.

WE lu"'e Â» <ii"JiflÂ«l SUIT of men Tailors and Fitter, oa

pr-iow.. WE ,ut and make up your own data into

"FAN" Costume from 21/-. Golf Skirt, 7 6. Short

Weather-proof Coat, 16 8. Orden completed in S dara

_Send for *TM Ueaewt rorm and /fashion*. VREK

JACOB MOSS, LTD.,

LADIES' TAILORS.

,v- The "FAN," Cheatham, MANCHESTER

WEDDING RINGS

22nCoiD Hall Marked

SOLD BY WEIGHT I5/-TD 60/

HANDSOME PRESENT

WITH EACH RING

r ^COJX CASH jÂ£Wt

75CastleS!BRIST

INC

VELU?

tolJ

Fazenda

i f 8 COFFEE

Per lb.

WHY.

APPETISlNO-INVlOOBATIKO-SCaTAIMNQ

Your (irocer Kill it in sealed tin,.

I 4, Greet St. Helen's, London.

^SUPERFLUOUS HAIR

Permanent Cure Guaranteed by my

ELECTR0LY8I8 HOME TREATMENT

If you desire to rid yourself for ever of

diGtrvÂ»inir dishgun ment write tor r

of my booklet, " The face Perfect,"

I>o-t fr**e. All lettera receive my

and strictly confidential atte&M

MADAME TENSFBLOT,

22 S, Prlneea Street. EDINB

CCHERINCC

W â�  i.i.aajji.iu in.i.i mj.u w

FORMALIN
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Beautiful

at next to

Factory

by Post

ices

I ft Full

I Month * (

1 Trial

I Allowed

FREE BOOK OF ^ p~*fÂ» >

:aId for H. =>Â»

I*,

W.itcb'

s, Plate, etc, that ha\ c brought

H. SAMUEL over 250,000 cnthusi*

aitfc letters. Everyone is delighted

with a nift of sterling value that

last! a lifetimeâ��and sin_b are shown

in hundred* in the Free

Hook, with a splendid

list of hawdsuinc ^

FREE

PRIZES

H. SAMUEL is presenting

to all purchasers Write

to-day !

EXQUi*lTE ,?EM

PEMDAHT,

52 6

Colonial

Order*

receive

the

prompt .

attention

of a <

Special .

1 Manager.!

StoeDrintor* 63/"

Worth double

OoW."' 47 .6

I SÂ°U Gold Case.

LAOV'8

fin**"*
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The finest Breakfast Dish you can have

during the cold winter mornings Is

MILES>*BACON

It Is both nourishing and sustaining.

Try a side of 45 lbs.

UNSMOKED, 9d. per lb. SMOKED, 9^d. per lb.

Also finest quality Dairy-fed HAMS

(10 lb. average), at 10d. per lb.

All sent direct from factory, rail paid.

Uluttrattd Price Ltit free on amplication,

EDWARD MILES A CO., Government Contractors,

Broadmead Bacon Factory, BRISTOL.

DRESS YOUR SON

in an exact miniature of the

Britidl Sailor's Uniform.

Every detail correct, and

every suit cut and finished by

our expert Naval workers,

it made to measure from the

REAL NAVY

serge as

The Complete Outfit no â� 

(as illustration) from Â£>Of~

Bend for Pattern Book "8,"

with Sflf-nmiMirrnient Form

and full parttoalum.

Rtpulatwn Aavy Serge by

the yartl.

" The Serge the Satlort wear,"

every length stamped

Â§uarantee,

make* of

and Gent*' â� 

1.0J to 10 6 I

Paid.

i !><â� ,,?â�  other

ierge fur Ladies'

Tear at price* from

:r yard. Carriage.

Patterns free.

J. D, MORANT LTD

Contractors to the Jldmirally

PORTSMOUTH.

As Exhibited

IDEAL HOME EXHIBITION

The "ZORST" is so easy, a child

can work it. So perfect that it will

extract every particle of dust from

Carpets, Upholstered Furniture,

Bedding, Curtains, etc. A Boon in

Every Home.

39/6 complete, warranted _ years.

Ask your Ironmonger or Stores /or the

" ZORST.-

ZORST VACUUM CLEANER CO.,

HAVE A CARE for YOUR HEALTH

Recommended by Doctors as the

Sure and Safe Preventative for Colds,

Chills, and Stomachlo Aliments.

Invaluable after Appendicitis, eto.

Made in all sizes, light, medium, anil heavy weights, from

Genuine Pure Scotch Woolâ��unshrinkuole. Shaped to fit

the body, thus ensuring perfect comfort. When orderiug

state weight desired.

Post 0/â�� Bend P.O. and

Free, Â«_>/Â«_> Waist Measure.

Every member of the/ami!â�  thimld wear a ' Catnalli'Body Belt

CRANT& WATSON, Dept. A. 60, gt.Vlnoent St.Clasgow

"The best safety I have

ever seen."â��Read Mow.

A customer, writing under date Oct. 24, 1913, says :

" A friend of mine lent me a safety razor that

he bought from your firm, and I think It Is the

best safety that I have ever seen, so will you

send me two by return ? . . ."

The Arnold Razor has all the advantages of

the high-priced safety razor combined with those

of the best ordinary razor. It makes shaving a

real pleasure. Whether you buy it for your own

use, or as a present for your friend, it is sure to

be appreciated. We supply this wonderful safety

razor, together with a packet of six double-edged

superior steel blades, for only 2/6 post free.

OUR GUARANTEE.â��If not perfectly satisfied return

the razor to us within seven days, and we will refund

amount paid in full.

SEND P.O. 2 6 TO-DAY to

HOWARD & ALAN, Ltd.,

9, Essex Street, Strand, London, W.C.

Neuralgia & Headache

can be cured quickly and

safely, simply by taking a

Zox Powder. This it an

old - established remedy

which has proved its merit

to thousands. Absolutely

safe, but see that you get

zox

PRPF Send stamped addressed envelope and

_____ mention this journal, and we'll send you

Or r ILK. two Zox Powders free.

1 â�¢ & 2/6 a Box. of Chemists, Stores, or direct from

ZOX CO.. 11, Hatton Garden. London. EC.
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Good Cheer

and

Rudge Multi

are Synonymous.

Wherever there is a Rudge Multi you may depend on it there

is good cheer.

It is the finest means of extracting the real Christmas feeling for

the simple reason that whether a Christmas run, a means of getting

to your friend's house to time, or a comfortable ride

home after the festivities, you can always rely

upon the Dependable Rudge to carry out

its part in the programme. J^^XL^^

It is an ideal Christmas Present.

Ask now for new edition Motor Bicycle

Catalogue and "Rudge Wrinkles"â��

post free from

Rudse-Whitworth, Ltd.

(Dept. 201). Coventry.

London Depot.; 230. Tottenham Court R.I.

(Oilutii St. End). W . 23. Holbom Viaduct. E C

(~KU /UMDU K)

HMKtfCCtOKi

THERE IS A STYLE. STRENGTH

anddurability about Dryad Furniture which

you cannot find elsewhere. It is made to

last, and will not go out of shape, because

it is built upon strong wood and cane

frames and properly woven togethet with-

out nailcd-on strips or plaits, which come

loose and tear the clothes.

See that the name" Dryad" is on the chan

BOOK OF DESIGNS post free from the

maker. H dept.. Dryad Works, Leicester.

TROUSERS HANGER

- - ".qui, -

â�¢! I

An Absolute

Necessity to Every

THE

' Man who Values His 1

Personal Appearance.

Price 9Â° Each.

Six for 4/-

The"Kllpto" Hangar is flxedinsUntly

ami automatimlW adjusts itself to Die lilc

and shape of the trousers, which are

- t r- : J j * â�¢ J. I t their uwu Wright, thus renew-

in* thrir smartness while hanging. Use

" Kllpto " Hangers In conjunction with

your press. One pair of trousers in the

press and the remainder in " Kllptoa "

will give perfect results.

A boxcontaining six "Kllptos" makes

A MOST USEFUL PRESENT.

Obtainable at Tailors A Outfitters

everywhere,

4.3 for six (Foreign

or slar fo

i h

EVERITTPRESSMANUFACTURING (s

11-19 LEVER STREET.

LONDON E C
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ANNUITANTS LIVE LONGEST

Government statistics go to prove that as a result of their freedom from anxiety

Annuitants are the longest lived persons in the whole community. It therefore

behoves those who would go through the winter of their lives devoid of penury to

BUY AN ANNUITY.

o PAA Will purchase

dC3\JVPa man of 65

an Annuity of

Â£S7 9s. 6d.

n CAf| Will purchase

SCO"" a woman of 60

an Annuity of

Â£43 15s. 6d.

Â£1,000

man of 70 an Annuity of

Â£138 lOs.

Â£1,000 jE,rs

woman of 6"; an Anmiityof

f 102 158.

Other amounts and ages

on equally liberal bxsis.

BEFORE venturing on a purchase, would-be Annuitants must Firstly:

Make absolutely certain that the Association they are dealing with is

perfectly sound and reliable. Secondly : Get every assurance that they are

obtaining the best value for their money. Such an Association is the

CONFEDERATION LIFE Association

wbjch, after forty years' careful conservative management, enjoys the proud

privilege of being the best and safest medium for Annuitants. Purchasers of

Annuities with the Confederation Life Association hove the satisfaction of

knowing that their interests are thoroughly safeguarded in accordance with

the stringent regulations demanded by the Government of Canada.

Special Terms for Impaired Lives. The Association pays the Stamp Duty.

Head Office of the Confederation Life

Association for the United Kingdom :

23 - 28, Fleet Street,

London, E.C.

INSURANCES in FORCE,

over Â£13,000,000.

CUT THIS OUT.

Please forward me your Annuity Booklets.

Name

Address .

Strand Ma(;azink.

Hunting Stock

A long-felt want is a Stock that

j will not irritate the neck;

1 at the vime time look smart

and keep its >hapc. Th'* collar p:irt

is specially designed, being

cut t J give perfect comfort.

Sample Stock - - 3 6

Ca.sh with order.

Half-doz Stocks - 20 -

When ordering sttite size of collar.

PATENT LECCINC, see Nov. Issue.

Full l'artioiilan and Sample Leather

i sent on application.

W ATKINS,

77, Dame St., Dublin.

"fast as &ooc/Sc4: / *

There is nothing "just as good ** I

Ask for and insist on getting the

genuine

ANZ0RA

CREAM

The preparation that effectually

MASTERS HAIR

without the aid of oil or grease.

Price 1/8 per bottle 2 6 double quantity). Obtainable from all

CHEMISTS. HAIRDRESSERS, STORES. &c. I

EVERYWHERE.

THE mOBI fKRFfilKKT CO.. 8iB. Willwdm Une, London, a. W.J

YOU ARE A CRIMINAL

IP YOU READ THIS AND DISREGARD

ITS APPLICATION TO YOURSELF;â��

Scientists tell us that toothlei*n |Â»arcntÂ» by a system Â«f hereditary

degeneration are heedlessly becoming factors in the ucrolutiou of

the human race by visiting the crime of their neglect on their children.

We are prepared to guarantee, under forfeit of Â£],ooo. that your teeth

cannot decay if certain reasonable conditions are adhered to.

Bend three penny Stamps for wimple of Kotmol Tooth Paste in

firht instance toâ��

The Ultimatum Prophylactic Appliances, He riot Place Lane,

EDINBURGH.

AN IDEAL PRESENT

FOR ANY BOY . .

THE CAPTAIN

VOL 29.

CLOTH, 6/-

This contains numerous engrossing

stories and articles by popular writers

for boys.

Of all Booksellers, or Post Free for 6/4 from

GEORGE NEWNES, Ltd.,

8-11, Southampton Street. Strand. London. W.C.
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WALTHAM

WATCHES

Make Ideal Xmas Gifts.

Throughout tht world in every clime

The HA L THAM It'A TCH keeps perfect time.

Copyright, July, 1918.

IF your watchmaker does not keep

WALTHAM Watches write us and

we will give you the names of dealers who

stock them. Some watch dealers will not

offer WalTHAMSâ��probably on account of

the profit being smaller on a branded

article than on one not so well known.

Insist on a WALTHAM, and see that

the grade name as well as the word

" Waltham" is engraved on the plate of

the movement. Nearly 20,000,000 in use.

We especially recommend the following high-

grade Watches for Gentlemen : '' Riverside

Maximus," "Vanguard," "Crescent Street,"

or "Riverside"; and for Ladies: "Diamond,"

"Riverside Maximus," "Riverside," or "Lady

Waltham." The smaller sizes are adaptable for

Wristlet or Bracelet Watches. This company,

established for over half a century, guarantees

every movement bearing its name.

WALTHAM WATCH CO.

(Wholesale Oklt to thc Trap*),

125, High Hoi born, LONDON, W.C.

1-!t, <?,,- â�  /ioolclet pout free. Pleatc mention Stbasd.

0

p

'Perfect Gift

The World's Best

Carpet Sweeper.

Searching, Silent and Reliableâ��

in short BRITISH.

11/3 to 29/6

At all Ironmongers, Stores & House Furnishers.

The Secret of a

Clear Complexion

Ladies are discovering that beauty is not only

skin deep, and they are telling each other of the

surest means of securing or preserving a beautiful

complexion.

This is the secret :

A beautifully clear and soft complexion is

dependent always upon the purity of the blood.

The causes of impure blood are the harmful

by-products of digestion which the system is unable

to throw off remaining in the digestive tract. These

fermenting set up a poison which attacks the little

red corpuscles, giving rise to poor, muddy com-

plexions, pimples, and blotches-

Drugs taken internally and lotions applied exter-

nally can only give partial and very temporary

relief. To rid your system of this poison you

should take a daily dose of

CHARCOAL

in the palatable Biscuits or Capsule form.

Bragg's Charcoal is not a drugâ��but it has a

natural affinity for these very impurities which are

the cause of Poor Complexions. Its action is

merely absorbentâ��it seizes upon these harmful

by-products and renders them innocuous. Bragg's

Charcoal cannot be assimilated, and therefore

cannot harm the most sensitive system.

Sold by all Chemists and Stores. Powder, 2l- and 4/-

ptr bottle ; Biscuits, //-, */-, and 4I- per tin ; Capsules,

box; Lozenges, per box.

Send this Coupon To - day.

To J. L. BRAGG. Ltd.. 14. Wigmore Street. W

Please send me samples of five different forms of

Bragg's Charcoal. I enclose 3d. to pay postage.

Saute ...

Address â�� *â�¢

StkaKD. Dec
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JEWEL Safety PEN

The "JEWEL" Safety can be carried in any position. 6tted

with 14ct. Gold Nib to suit all writers. Every Pen Guaranteed.

Ask your Stationer for the " JEWEL." or

send direct to Sole Makers P.O. value 5/-.

All Kindt Repaired.

JEWEL PEN CO., Ltd. (Dept. 52 , 102, Fenehurch

it, London, E.C.

A FAMOUS

SHOE

1O0 PACE

ILLU8TRATED

LI8T(Ladlea'&

Centa' i FREE.

FOR GENTLEMEN

A really distinctive All-

British. All-Leather Welted

Golf or Walking Shoe with

a reputation behind it.

Hundreds of

Testimonials

from U.K.

and from 70

Lands and

Colonies.

BROWN No. 2636

Abroad,

postage

extra. Post Free U.K.

LENNARDS LIMITED

QUEENS' ROAD BRISTOL

(Also London, Leicester, Northampton, crc.)

* SKIN FOOD

keeps the skin in beautiful conditionâ��

smooth, clear, and free from wrinkles.

It works while you sleep.

1/6, 3/6, 6/- ^ jar of Chemists,

Stores, etc., or direct from

Mrs. P0MER0Y, Ltd., 29, Old Bond St.. London, W.

SBSSSSSSSSSSSBBSSSSSBSSB^.

| Lea's Gloucester

I Book of Presents

" WHAT SHALL I GIVE > "

cjfj solved easily, inexpensively,

q5 sensibly, and in such a way

Cm :: as to please everybody ::

Â«S Senf posf free on application to

VQ LEA'S, NORTHGATE, GLOUCESTER.

pg Makers of Artistic and Useful

nu Embellishments for the Home.

Kg ALL GOODS CARRIAGE PAID.

ZANETIC

10 YEARS' UNAVAILING

ATTEMPTS TO IMITATE

demonstrate its unassail ability better than anything else can.

These imitations are the greatest compliment to the superiority

of Zanetic for its own peculiar work. This work is to produce

perfect, permanent penduplicates. It is economical in use, and

never alters or deteriorates. Penduplicate books not supplied

with Zanetic ink paper are that much short of perfection, no

matter how well produced in other respects. Zanetic produces

the finest copies with the minimum pressure.^ Samples sent free

if stamped envelope sent to S. Zanehry. Zanetic Works, Leu'rstcr.

STAMMERING

A Speedy and Successful Cure Guaranteed by I-adyâ��

herself curedâ��Personally or by Correspondence. Pupils

received, resident or daily. Most successful. Testimonials |

and particularsâ��

Mrs. H. SOMERVILLE LODGE,

162. Holland Rd., Kensington, London, W.
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Chilblains

Chapped

Hands

are soon

cured by

No home should be without MenthoUtumâ��

gives instant relief from cuts, bruises, burns, cold

sores. Soothing antiseptic.

\l\ and 2/3 a jar. At all chemists.

Write today for FREE sample.

Tha MenthoUtum Co. R. Daraay & Co.,l(li,

Dept. 0. 56 Great Queen St. London. W.C.

A NEW & VALUABLE INVENTION.

The Queen of Dolls.

The maternal instinct implanted in the

heart of every little girl is perfectly satisfied

only iu the possession of a child of her very

own, iu the- shape of a doll. And is it not a

fact that nearly every child fboyi Included]

loves its old rag dull better than any other?

It is for this i â�  : - â�  .u that Hag Dolls have such

an enormous sale.

A Rag I-*"!I baa the advantage of being

almost Indestructible, but the face lacks the

natural pretty features obtained iu the

breakable wax or china doll.

It is not to be wondered at. therefore, tliat

the great ambition of toy manufacturers the

world over has for years been to invent a

Rag Doll with a natural face.

After years of experimenting

DEAN'S WONDERFUL .British Hade)

" TRU-TO-LIFE"

PATENT RAO DOLL

has achieved this end, and at no additional

cost. Made In two sizes, and guaranteed

Hygieuically stuffed.

"TRU-TO-LIFE" "TRU-TO-LIFE"

(Patent) (Patent)

Bettt Blue No. 2. Bio It-Â»Â»r Doll No. 8.

Price 8/- post free. Price 4,- powt free.

Betty Blue (about 20tns. high) is a

chubby little lady with auburn hair, blue

eyes, and delicate blue underclothes.

Big Baby Doll (over 2ft. high), a fascina-

ting doll with curly brown hair, pretty little

blue quilted corsets aud umiercloihett, i- an

ideal life-sized baby doll for any child to

cuddle, and can be dressed or undressed with

baby's own clothes.

The underclothing, socks, shoe", etc., are

beautifully depicted in colours on the dolls

themselves.

The " Tru-to-LIfe " Dolls are obtain-

able at all up-to-date dealers in toys, but if you cannot get them

locally, sends stamps or postal order direct to the patentees, who

will see that you get them per return. Posrage abroad 6d. per doll

extra. Foreign and Colonial remittances should be made by uionay

order mot stamps). Carefully keep the number of P.O. or M.O.Bent.

Order to-day, and the luck}-little t>oy or girl who becomes the owner

will love you forever. Money returned in full if you are not pleased.

DEAN'S RAO BOOK COMPANY, Ltd.,

2 to 8. Elephant Buildings, London, S.B.

Betty Blue.

Novel Electrical

f mad (Mts.

\

UNIQUE Present suitable for anyone and

everyone ! So novel, interesting, and useful,

it appeals irresistibly to boys, and, in fact, to

every adult member of the family as well.

The "Enco" Pocket Electric Lamp is an exact model of a real auto-

matic pistol, and when the trigger is pressed a brilliant light is projected

from the muzzle. The electric battery is contained in the stock, and can lie

replaced when necessary in a few seconds. The "Enco" Pocket Lamp

Pistol is not a mere toy, but a thoroughly serviceable

"weapon." Buy one for your boy: he will be

delighted with it.

Other novel Pocket Lamps Hand Lamps, and Torches, etc., suitable for

Xmas Gifts are illustrated and described in handsome catalogue, copy of which

will be sent you post free on request.

(Dept. 'S") THE ELECTRICAL NOVELTIES COMPANY,

23, College Hill, Cloak Lane, London, E.C. _
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Doctor's Orders !

"The perpetual, wearying, vein-racking pound of

boots upon stone pavements should be minimised,"

says a well-known medical man (name on request),

" by a more considerate tread, in footwear furnished

with Rubber Heels." Why not heed that excellent

advice, and why not make sure of securing the

best results by purchasing the proved most

resilient, the proved most economical, the proved

longest wearing rubber heels in all the world ?

Wood Milne

RUBBER HEELS ANDTIPS

Made in black, brown or grey rubber, at prices to

suit all. See "Wood-Milne" stamped on the rubber

heels or tips you buy, and utmost benefit is assured.

Best to let your bootmaker fix them for you.

Laugh at

the Rain.

However fait ihe rain

comes down, however

long you are out in it,

you can't get wet if

you wear one of the cele-

brated guinea waterproof

coats known at

Pratt's

Ly teniae

Price 21/-

Perfectly ventilated, and

guaranteed to stand any

climate. Single Texture,

21/-. weight about 24ozÂ».

Packs into a very small

compass. Or in Double

Texture for heavier

wear, 30/-. Either

weight guaranteed.

I nd ispensa bio

for Weok-ends, Men's

Sports, Motoring*,

Turf, River, Sea, Coif,

Storm proof.

You Can t Get Wet I

Send chest measurement

arid (>nÂ« (Iiiinea.orSO,'- for

the Itouble Texture Coat.

Patterns upon application

to actual makers. iCnn 1*e

huil nlxo in ladies'. Hume

price. (

C. PRATT & CO.,

COLONIAL OnilTTFKS.

148, Leadenhall St.,

London, E.O.

'Phone, Avenue 6346.

Remit forelirn postage

with order. Postage free

nritixh Isles only.

We art these daily

to nil mmrU of ttm

Single Texture ... 21/-

Double Texture ... 30/-
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MAKES YOU LOOK

YOUNG AGAIN.

\

WONDERFUL

RESULTS from

"The Hair Tonic that is Guaranteed."

NEVER KNOWN TO FAIL.

From actual experience in over half a million cases, it has been proved

that " Lavona Hair Tonic" stops falling hair, dandruff, and itching

scalp, promotes the hair growth, and makes dry. brittle, dull hair soft,

brilliant and glossy. In fact, it has never been known 10 fail.

Recently, " Lavona Hair Tonic " has become generally known as

" the kind that's guaranteed,'' for Chemists everywhere are telling

" Lavona Hair Tonic" under a positive binding guarantee, signed by

the Chemist himself, to refund the purchase money to anyone who

is not perfectly satisfied.

You can absolutely see your hair^nw when using " Lavona Hair Tonic."

Besides, it is most pleasant and refreshing to use, imparting a delightful

tingling, revitalising sensation which can be realised and appreciated only

by those who have experienced it. Everyone who uses

agrees lhat this preparation is unquestionably the finest hair grower and

beautifier ever sold, it is a pure product, absolutely harmless to the most

delicate scalp, and of unimpeachable quality and character; in fact, the

guaranteed formula is printed upon every bottle.

Whatever preparation you may now be using, there is no risk in trying

" I^avona Hair I onic," (or your awn Chemist sells it under his

signed guarantee of satisfaction or money back,

a bottle to-day. Ask your chemist for

'LAVONA HAIR TONIC"

The World's Greatest

Hair Grower.
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IF YOU CANNOT WALK

Tho " Dingwall " Witham Hand-

uropelled 'I riryclc-<'hair nmkM yo_

ndependent. Powerful hill-climbs.,

specially built any seat. Steering-1

wbeel front or rear. Rapidly I

SEND FOR MY FREE BOOK

RHEUMATISM CURED.

To further advertise our Famous Gal-

vanic Rings, which absolutely cure

Rheumatism, Gout, Neuralgia, '

Loss of Will

Power, Bleep

lessness. Nervousness, and all k

dred complaints, we bare decided

give a quant fcya way. Thousand! cun

why not yool Bvwareofworthlswi (oft

GALVANIC RING CO. I Dept. 19 â�  KBW, LONDON, Hn

_ _ _ Tho Oonecntro Course, "Scientific

I WLm f| Concentration," aires you a complete

I myM training in Memory, Observation, At-

â�  " â�¢ tent ion. Will Tower, ami Self Reliance.

TD A I Ml MP contn>l over Mind and Body. It teaches

I nnininu Jml to xhink well, Snesk well, how to

euro Bad Habit*, Blushing, ami other forms of Self Cunsciousneps.

Recommended by tho late Lord Avebury. W. T. Stead. Esq., Sir

R. S. 8. Baden-Powell, C. Grahame-White, Esq., Landon Ronald,

Esq , and editors of famous journals Thousands of students in

every part of the civilised world arc practising "Scientific Con-

centration." Send to-day for Free Booklet and testimonials to the

Concentro Co., lu;i,<ditral Bldg&>, WaUwudÂ»>iswcasUe-on-Tjue

Mme. DUCHATELLIER, Bole Inventor of Modlflcators for

the Shape of the Nose. Patent S.G.D.G. France A Abroad.

for Reducing, Straightening and

Slendering Noses of all shapes and

in all cases, fttwar* of Imitatton*.

Bronze Medal Brussels, 1910. Sfteeinl

Treutnient for Red Noses. Blackheads.

Acne, and I*iraples. Special Massage

Cream Whitens the Complexion, re-

moves Wrinkles. "Peerless" Rice

Powder beautifies the Face. Care of

the Face. Beautyof tho Noseand Eyes.

Chin-Strap reduces I>oublc Chin. , â� 

209. RUE BT. HONORS, PARIS.

STANDARD

Postage Stamp Catalogue.

lOt l EDITION HOW READY. BBS page!,

l<flt 4,127 Illustration,. Fries 3a. post tree.

STAMP ALBUMS in great rarietr to luit all taataa, both Illus-

trated ami bound, anil Â«!Â»Â»on the Iook leaf â� JStani

Illustrated trice list in tÂ»o part,, conditio* of 100 page., wilt

free on requent II Jou mention -trawl Uagattnl.

Monthly Philatelic Norelty LUt, 6d. per annum poit free.

WHITFIELD KINC & CO.. IPSWICH.

Oatme

Soao and watar remove only the surface dirt.

OATINE removes all the dirt and oily secretions by

cleansing the pores of the skin thoroughly.

A FREE SAMPLE

of OATIMB CREAM will he

stamps, a )>oz containing eiph

The Oatlne Co.. ISO*. Oat

application, or. for 3d. In

~ tins Preparations

in. Boro . London. S.E.

GROW TALL!

I can increase your height from 2in. to Sin. under guarantee. My

book, "How to Grow Tall." is illustrated, and intensely interesting

to short people, who need be abort no longer. At one and

the same fee (a most moderate charge) I will eradicate any health

ailment or physical defect. aleo under guarantee! Willimprove

your condition, health, and physique out of all knowledge. Write

TO-DAY (postcard will do) before first edition becomes ezhausted.

THOMAS INCH. Physical Culture Expert,

Dept. S, 70, Palsgrave Road, Scarborough.

STAMMERING

PERMANENTLY CURED.

Resident and Daily Pupils. Universal Socciss.

Prospectus and Testimonials post free from

MR. A. C. SCHNELLE,

Estab. 1905. 119, Bedford Court Mansions, London, W, 0

For cleaning Silver FJu-ti-o Plate *c-

Goddard's

Plate Powder

I' 2'(, 4. 4'6

Â»miAj]i,

Handbook with lesson ;m I specimens of the

rapidly-spreading Sloan-Duployan system sent

es a year's study and holds the

Parliamentary reporting record.

Sloan-Duployan Headquarters

(Dept. A), Ra mag ate.

AreYoti Deaf T

If so, you can be relieved *-7 using

WILSON'S COMMON-SENSE EAR-DRUMS

A ncrr scientific invention, entirely different in construction

from alUtbcr devices. Assist the desf when all other devices

fail, and where medical skill has given no relief. They sre soft,

comfortable and invisible ; have no wlrcor tttincattachment.

Write for Pamphlet. Mention this Mapaxine

Wilson Ear-Drum Co. D

A SEWING MACHINE for 6 6

ir-ajromasd try H it. Uu Emprtu o/ Rtuna

iiin. Imi an established reputation

good work speedily and eatdb/ on

thin material!. No exi-cri.ttrc

iP.TaariD.) SLWIHC MACHINE CO. lOept 28',

M * 33. BROOKE 8TRBMT. HOLBORH, LOWDOK, B.C.

â� awBav.aassssssHaBassHa^awsaBaaM

2 Rings for 30/-

Solid 18-ct. Gold Riur. set with Rbal

1'iamond, and Solid Gold Heart Kariwr

Ring. Â«7/- cash, 90/- easy terms Send

aÂ« with site, and rings are sent you

prirately, nay 2,* on delivery, and 6'

monthly. Ring LUt Free. Foreign

applications invited.

MAITERB, LTD.. 164, Hope

Stores. Bye, England. <Est4. 1800.)

IEARHT0-WP.IIE ACVCrJISfMENTS

EARN Â£5 A WEEK!

Ad--writers ram large salaries. Learn this

profitable business by Post. We will

teach you thoroughly. Send for our

beautiful Prospectus : it it I REE.

PAGE-DAVIS SCHOOL,

DepL L, 133, Oxford St, London.

STAIN GREY HAIRS

The Hair, Whiskers, or Eyebrows sre

â� imply and safelydoneeith

"NECROCEINE,"

Restoring the colour (any shadel to the

roots, lthas a lasting effect, and niaket

detection Impossible. Does not stain tin

skin. Undoubtedly the cleanest and best

Hair SUiner in ths World, Lijjht Brown.

Golden, I>srk Brown, and Black. Secretly

packed by Post Tor 13. 31, 8 S, 57-.â��

LE1CH a CRAWFORD (Dept. "

S3.Brooke St..Holborn.Lonr

Dept. 2aj,

ndon.B.C.
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Hoe's Sauce

DINNER'S What a welcome call this is to those who enjoy their

food. They are ever ready to sit down to a good meal.

READY! Start using Hoe's Sauce to-day, and the call Dinners

Ready will always find you with a healthy appetite.

100 PIECES S. CHINA

2 If-

Includes a complete IMrmcr Service for twelve,

a complete Teit-llreukfuit Service for twelve.

Hot Water Jog. Teapot, and asrtof three Jugs-

All to match, pure white, each piece thin and

dainty, beautifully finished, and tit for ixfj table.

Packed Free, Guaranteed

Perfect, 21

the

"Lot

Honey back if not delighted. Why not hare your china bright and

freÂ»h from our kilns, and at half the price you usually \ay ? Our

catalogue, showing in colours a really nice selection, with testi-

monials from all ports of ihc world, will be sent to you Post Free.

Write for it now!

WHfc.H HH: Ull hJl mi\, N \ ami Works, i:l RSLr.M, IMi.

USE AN

ROASTER

and your meat will lost less in weight, and retain its

natural juices. Just right for roasting Beef, Mutton,

Port, Rabbits, Fowl, Fish, etc,

whilst it iiKikes apple dumplings

simply delicious.

8 Sizes. Size 12ln. M_t_ Carriage

by llln., Paid.

Quickly saves its cost. Buy one to-dny

from your Ironmonger, or, it you prefer

it. Â«<â�¢ will wiul <nit- on apiirov;il on

receipt of P.O. FREE.â��â� 'Economical

Cookery." a dainty little

booklet, will be sent post free

anywhere on request.

EDWIN CHAMBERS,

Dept. 8, Onward Works,

Leeds Rd., Bradford.

SEND FOR THE CHILDREN'S OWN XMAS NEWSPAPER, FREE.

Watktns*. Provider, June,

Famous AIR RIFLE, belutifully

made, nickel barrel, walnut stock, no

noise, smell, or smoke, shoots with compressed air. Selling in huw

quantities, fine for target practice, the most popular gun made, every

bny should have one. Fine sport. Viral d.irt - or BB Shot.

Watkins'. Provider, Junr., J J J?Â°*^ala_ ?d-_ .P^?T^,.,Â°.r above

Special Price

WATKINS,

Send for our unique Production,

the CHRISTMAS HERALD,

eight - page newspaper, with prize

competition and art tries specially for

children. Also lllu*trationa of our

latest Toys, Novelties, and

Inventions, FREE. Write for a

Copy now.

Air Guns, best quality. (3-d. doxen.

Provider, Junr., 48, HIGH STREET. NEWPORT, MON

U iou are *tfirH.-g in buÂ«iif*a. U>r WtuAe^aU Catalogues, 2d, postagt.

Marking Minimises Mistakes

JOHN BOND <

"CRYSTAL PALACE'

a MARKING INK

Ts

Marks linen so that

it will stay marked.

Used with or without

heating, whichever 1

is preferred.

kind

iH wash off

Sold by all Stationer*, Cheml.u and Store*.

TO THE

DEAF

Do not fail to send TO-DAY

for the FREE iLLUSTAATftn

Booklet giving full particu-

lars of the

AURIPHONE"

the latest and most perfect aid to the Deaf

on the market It is well worth rending.

Sent FREE on receipt of postcard.

irXirHOIRS, Ul, 1#,WaltÂ«r HÂ«um,4i8-IÂ«, Strand. London

The nt-jhUM Bound it

ayniJUd.

PEACH'S NEW COLOURED LACE CURTAINS

IN SUN-FAST ART COLOURS for PRESENT 8EASON.

Produce a rich charming: effect in your Home. A large assortment of

choice designs. By a New Process in Dyeing, these Curtains are guaranteed absolutely

SUN-FAST and WASHABLE.

No. 6300.â��" Frihourg" Bar Net Cunains, 3 yds. long, 48 ins wide. 6/6 pr pair.

No. C8104.â��" Monte Rosa " Swiss Applique Design, 3J yds. long, 60 ins. wide, 10/9 per pair.

Either o/thene Patterns dm be obt >ined in the following comotnotiont of colour : Cardinal

and Seru Olive and Kern. sable and Scru. Send at onre for Leaflet- HIMPW Po" rrte.

S. PEACH Â«JE SONS, 112, The Looms, NOTTINGHAM.
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MONEY RETURNED IF NOT APPROVED.

A reliable Watch Bracelet at the popular price of

Â£5 5 O

Solid Gold 15~Jewelled Lever. Britannic Bracelet.

" And fully guai antctd for to years."

From the famous house for Second-hand Diamonds.

JAMES R. OGDEN, 38,

St., Harrogate.

NOSES AND EARS.

NOSES.â��Tin; only patent Nose Machine in

the world. Improve ugly notes of all kinds.

Scientific yet simple. Can be worn during sleep.

Send stamped envelope for full particulars.

RED NOSES.â��My long-established medically

approved Treatment absolutely cures red noses.

3 9 ifflst free. Foreign. 16 extra.

UGLY EARS. Tl" Itubber Ear Caps invented

by I^esHay remedy ugly outstanding ears. Hun-

dreds of successful cases. 7 8 post free. Foreign.

16 extra.

C. LEES RAY, 10 E. Central Chamber!. Liverpool.

FOSURWTfER

Awarded ^"^^^^^â� ^^^^ 28 Medals. f3u

PROVIDES PROFITABLE 1

HOME EMPLOYMENT.

Makes Stockings, Socks, Golf Coat* Caps,

Mufflers, Ties, Vests, Pants, Combinations, etc.

Wriitfer ^ash. Hire, or Work Fermi

Wool* Wholesale. Samples Free.

JAMES fOBTEtt (Dent B] 41,Friargate, Preston.

HOUNDSDETCH

XT Bonk and Liverpool St

LONDON. EC.

Colour

GREY HAIR

SHADEINE, guaranteed permanent,

washable, harmless, free from grease.

Contains no lead, silver, men-ury,

sulphur. Will not burn the hair or

tproduce unnatural tint. Detection

impossible. Trial Bottle 6d..

post 7d. ; Is. sixe. post 1/3; M

size, post 319. (Secretly packed.)

KUrjimlniir ,,.,â��,'r,.il

S.T. ALEXANDRE

L W

I,

LIGHT, LUXURIOUS

MOTOR CAR BODIES

Any Type for any Chassis. ESTIMATES

Finest London Workmanship. â�� EfEEâ��

OFFORD & SONS, Ltd.

Renovations, Repairs. 67, Ccorge St.,

Accessories. Port man Sq., London

I Phone oo Paddmstm. â��

PADMORE

BILLIARD TABLES

have had preference of selection for the

CHAMPIONSHIP MATCHES

of 1909. 1910. 1911. 1912, and 1913.

118.

Photo Illustrated

Catalogue on

application to

THOS. PADMORE

& SONS,

Contractors to IJ.il. Government,

Edmund Street. BIRMINGHAM.

Do You Collect Stamps?

If

write for our

40-Page Novelty List or Sets. Packets. Albums,

and everything a Stamp Collector requires. Every applicant for

mm it* - ii' l"-n hi. postage, and mentimiim; liifl No. 1*230 will

receive FREE lOO Different Stamps, in.biding unused

Creek War Proviafonal Stamp. Only one gift, to each

applicant. "A. B. C." Priced Catalogue of the World's

Stamps, 8S0 pp., 5.000 Illustrations, 2 10 post free*

BRIGHT & SON, 164, STRAND. W.C.

NEW HARRISON

KNITTER

/Profitable fc pleasurableâ��kniti

Stockings, Socks. Ooats.Jerseva.Tlec. Caps,

Suit*. Oestuuies. k other garment*, plain

& fancy. Useful everywhere, easily learnt.

Harrison Knitter Works, W, Upper

Brook SL, Manchester. I.ondon Bran-h i

M, ggodjg St., Tottenham Oourt Rd.,W.

IRON

FENCING,

GATES. Ac.

Please mention this Magazine.

TO SAVE TIME AND MONEY USE THE

i JONES&BAYLISS.utd

WOLVERHAMPTON, =^

and Cannon St., LONDON, E.C.

Catalogue Frfe.

TH* COPYING APPARATUS

123, Cannon Street. London, M.O,

"Black Autocopylst,

For reproducing Plans,

Circulars, Exam.

Papers, Spectficiit ions,

Music, &c., in black.

Send for Price List

and specimens, or call

and sec it.

CO., Ltd. (A Dept.),

All ftheuld read

CHATTERTON

GRHATPOEM

DIX'S

â�¢DAYS OF FIRST LOVE.'

' Fragrant with memories of Nazareth and Cmlrary."

Post Free. 2d.

Edition de Luxe, 3/6 net. Limited to 500 numbered copies.

BURNS & OATES, Ltd., LONDON, W.

HAS NO EQUAL.

Perfectly simple mad simply perfect.

14 ct. Cold Nib, points to ^uit every hand. British Made

U 5-6, yet better than American makes at 10/6. Other

kinds, M 6 to 16 6* Of any Stationer, or post free from

BFRffE. WARREN a EIDGLEY. Ltd.. 92 Great Saffron

Hill. London, E.Q. Money back if not satisfied.

tend post card for 36-paffe QataJogitfc
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Crockery Makes an Ideal Xmas Present

DINNER, TEA AND BREAKFAST SERVICE, WORTH Â£5.

We ftremakin? "20.000 of this entirely new shape and design in ihe Famous Swansea Blue.

Send 36,-. We Â»ill then send you these Services on approval. If you arc not unite *.n*ti. d

return same when your money will he instantly returned. It U only the (Treat .tiuntity tint we

intend to sell makes it possible tosell at this low pric e. Sound delivery guaranteed. We

â��pie Pudding Size Plate for4 penny stamps. The "FLORENCE â�¢â�¢ Services

35/- the Lot, Packed Free.

Combination Tea and Breakfast Service.

I Finished In

Best English Gold.

Dinner Service,

12 Dinner Plates.

12 Pudding Plates.

12 Cheese Plates.

5 Meat Dishes.

2 Vegetable Dishes & Covers.

1 Sauce Tureen with Stand

and Ladle.

12 Soup Plates.

1 Soup Tureen and Stand.

1 Sauce Boat.

6 Teacups and I

6 Tea Plates.

2 Cake Plates,

e Egg Cups.

1 Breakfast Dish.

6 Breakfast Plates.

6 Breakfast Cups A Saucers.

1 Teapot,llpfnts,SafetyLld.

1 Hot Water Jug.

1 Cream Jug.

1 Slop Basin.

The Fenton Pottery Co., Royal Fenton Factory, Fenton.

Art Pottery Album. 3iColour?and Gold, showing

Dinner. Tea. Breakfast, Chamber Services, Ac, kc

500 Illustrations. Also Glass Suites and Cutlery

_ POST FREE. WRITE NOW. *

Give him a CHRISTMAS PRESENT of a

MASTA

YoU are not making a risky experimentâ��you have the

absolute certainty of presenting a pipe perfect in every

detail, and one that will give a

DRY, COOL, Â«S SWEET SMOKE.

Made in 3 grades, 1/., 2/6, 5/6, and sold by all

good tobacconists. If unobtainable locally, write to

"Masta" Pipe Co. (Dept. 6), Milner Works,

Barnsbury Street, London, N.

interesting Booklet free on application.

THE XMAS GIFT

FOR 1913.

ut of the rut this Xraas.

Any people give Safety

ounliiin IVns, Gloves,

Be original. Give

jafr of these

OPERA GLASSES. .in.1

will be eternally grateful.

te your

dainty

1 they-

For the we will send

sum of I / U POST FREE

a pair of beautiful French-made Opera

Glasses with splendid lenses, adjustable

to any sight, charmingly designed, com-

Etete in lined Morocco Case with handle,

leal for theatre, concert, or holidays.

If m are not perfectly satisfied return

the Glasses at once and we gua an tee

tÂ« refund your money in full This is a

straight oner from a straight firm.

Fleam rrou P. O.N, Ac.

BRUCE BROS.. Dept. â� , Bank Bldtfs.,

C ran brook Road. II ford, London.

BRYANT & MAY'S

MATCHES

MADE ONLY IN ENGLAND

"FUN AMONG THE MATCHES," a book of Match Puzzles, willbe sent Post Free on application.

BOW, LONDON, E.
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IMPERIAL HOTEL

j - Russell Square

a LONDON

1,000 Rooms -Orchestra in

Winter Garden â�� Central

Position - - Finest Turkish

Baths in the World.

Room with

Table d'Hote

Breakfast and

Attendance from

Write far Illustrated 1

5'-

FIELD'S SPERMACETI

TOILET SOAP

4dÂ« Kg*

FOR THE NURSERY.

FOR DELICATE SKINS.

A White Soup free from colouring

Delightfully Perfumed.

In this beautiful preparation

the renowned healing pi uni ties

of " Spermaceti" have been

ret&ineii luiimpaiied.

FREE SAMPLE on receipt

of Id. fttamp for Postage.

j. c. & J

(Dept. S),

FIELD. Ltd.. Toilet

HAIR-CROWINC CULTIVATION FOR 14 DAYS

free of charge. Complete outfit, including Craven - Burleigh l

absolutely reliable Hair Grower, also a tablet of antiseptic Scalp Cleanser, and a splendid Booklet of " The Only Way lo Crow Hair.*

TRY BEFORE YOU BUY IS A MOST EXCELLENT MAXIM.

FREE

All yon have to do is fill in. the coupon below, endo,Â£,â�¢JÂ°J^

and packing.

i the coupon www, wmwwâ�¢.;,v*rr* j

tB Bv return \ou will receive the complete outfit free of charge. If you thai

follow m.tXS^SZl you wil! sec for yourself the daily improvement in the |t_Â«

â�¢ind gruwfh of your hair.

FREE COUPON.

Pleaee -end me 14 day-1 outfit by return.

My Moustache has grown three

times as thick since using your

WonuVrful preparation.

K. Kim.. 3rd March, 1913-

NAME

ADDRESS .

Bendronnonto JOHN CRAVEN-BURLEIGH, 14. New O.

ford St., Londci

Give her this charming

Waring & Gillow Tea Service

A useful present which reflects good taste

Thr Ow Ountl' rtj Strvtca ol Â«o pi-cn mat* ol r*i InfuMi % C*iu

it rltifminfii- ilrt'ortttd "ilh dtltCattl) culoultcj pink ind blut damei. |t>U

line* i/id tdcr 1 â�� all m (h rfict laiit A â� trvict ol tuch win not nual.ti hÂ»i

n*vÂ»r t*forÂ» twen jflcrrd ai .uch â�¢ lo* CM*. Â»il. 111. Breatfat' Mfnc*,

Milt <IÂ«hri-. H p.rctv II*. An- piwr mntc rtpUftd al in* l.mt Car naff

â� ad pÂ«ka<Â» |r<r in U K Sptoal pafk.nf lwr abioad lltn.

SEND FOR A SAMPLE cup and saucer

-post free in the United Kingdom for V-

.1 WARING & GILLOW Ltd,

1:0 DEANSGATE, MANCHESTER

40 PIECES

PURE CHINA TEA

(not the ertlele ura-llv Â«oM >>! <<>''

mme l,â��i the Be-1 thine. Brown Â»n

the lie* chine Tee Estot-il.

Has e Fragrance that Exhilarates

S and no other Tea V*â�¢

JCs Afternoon Tea Room

opened downstairs. Exact

model ot Canton Tea Shop.

4:

2/3 to 6/6 per lb.

HONG-KONG SHOP,

54, Dulte St., Orosvenor So.., W.

Send 6d. P.O. for Large Sample.

Cliinesc ProrUlnnl Anll'iuel -'<u\ Cuii..>. Chine*; Jal

SOMETHING NEW

for a Christmas Present

Ynu will Vh> riving n trenntnrlY new present if you

tr. itfve n Tie*Ifn tn a fJent'cmtin Hnd a Brotvh to a

Li'tv. "hen ii i- tli.' NKW 1'INE-TOP one. The Pin*

i* -util in ]S-rt. C,n\ 1 from a natural piece of T4ne

tre-' hi illuÂ»tniti'in. by a new prnreiw on Bowline's

F'nteiit Ci-tine M-uliine. Â»n <h.ronntitr-.ted at the last

Jeweller." Kxbil.itinn, A cri cultural Flail. The lirlnÂ«

flint is r*pro<lii(x'!l fn Pol|-1 QoM unit ban a'l the clwrue-

t<ri*tf<'<- rtf the n;itnr.il plant, ami the poeÂ«ewnr ha*, the

ntJsfartfon thai then- Ii

tin iliiplicate In existence, ae no

two piece* 'an be exactly alike.

Ah it Tic Tin it i- i-t'c t. flu- "fttur-l spike* of therein

' Htchlnjr In the tie ami preventing, it fr'm working out.

Price of thk Pia" 12 6. 15-, 17Â«, aÂ«d SO - â� 

Raoociirs 15-. 17'6. akp rnriKDi

Any pflrticiilur flower*, i Forpet me-not". Onfatdfi 4c

re|in>ilured i-t GnM ot Silver; a portion of a weddinÂ«

ttoufjuct nait l* marie a laHtng m'men'o.

WM 11V. DOM LING. Go'd CasHnfi Lili.rator-.

PEMBROKE DOCK.
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Verv " faddy " with hit food The Cheft mott wonderful creation

Wat Mr. , well, let't call him "A." Merely made him take to flight;

He thrank from eating, and hit mealt Bat ' Jelloidt,' happy inspiration !

They timply bored him, in a way. Soon found for him hit appetite.

If you WOUld have radiant health, well-braced nerves, and a good appetite,

you must have healthy blood. To improve the blood, take Iron ' Jelloids,'

commended by Medical Men, and favourably reviewed by the Medical Press.

As a general tonic, Iron ' Jelloids' are excellent. Palatable and easy to take.

For Anaemia and Weakness

in Men, Women, and Children.

Iron 'Jelloids' will remove the causes and symptoms of Anaem.a. By taking

Iron 'Jelloids' the not uncommon disadvantages of other Iron Tonics are

avoided. No ill effects are set up. No constipation. No " rust" in the

stomach. No danger of non-absorption. No fear of injury to the teeth.

The Reliable Tonic

Mr. E. R. Swift, Member of the Pharmaceutical Society, 236, Fartown Bar, Huddersfield,

writes: "It is always a pleasure to advise your 'Jelloids.' I also have taken them a few

weeks when below par, and found them act extremely well. Pharmacists, as a rule, like

Medical Men, decline to give testimonials, and it is from a sense of personal gratitude due to

the results achieved in my family that I feel it my duty to write you."

Iron Jelloids*

A Fortnight's Trial (price ///*) will convince you.

For Women, Iron 'Jelloids' No. 2. For Men, No. 2A (containing Quinine).

For Children, No. I. Sold by all Chemists, 1/1J and 2/9 per box, or direct from

The -Jelloid' Co. (Dept. 109 R.D.). 205, City Road, London, E.C.

Iron 'Jelloids' may be obtained of all leading Chemists in Australia, Egypt, India,

New Zealand, South Africa, and West Indies.
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Stanworths'

Make an Ideal Xmas Gift.

The Best 1Q/6 Umbrella

in the world.

Theie Umbrellai are made on Specially

Selected Sticks of Steel Tubes, mounted

with Sterling Sliver or Gold Plate Mounts,

Fox's Frames, and " Defiance "Bilk Covers.

they will do good

we guarantee every

months.

With careful usage, tin

arvloe for years, and we |

aver for at least 12 mon

We are the ACTUAL MAKERS,

and supply at FIRST COST.

A Postal Order for

securely packed in

your

Portion it Colonial, 1/

10/6

will i â�  in- one

box Post i -. i to

Money

pleasure if

Returned with

not approved.

(feats' Umbrella*â�� C. Horn Crook.

A. Rattan Crook. I). Vine Crook.

B. Ion Crook. K Cherry Root.

A postcard will bring you our Illustrated Catalogue

of Defiance " Umbrellas and patterns of materials

for re-coraring Umbrellas, from 2/0 upwards.

J. STANWORTH & Co.,

RoyawXb.reUa BLACKBURN.

Wholesale List of Umbrellas and Fittings for the

Trade sent on receipt of Trade Card.

M
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^ The Reason Why

you should use

BORWICKS

BAKING POWDER

L^t is that one teaspoonful of it goes ^

as far as two teaspoonfuls of most

other makes of ,

k* Baking and Raising Powders. A

#^ *^ *^ *^ *^ *<

During the Winterâ��

LA-ROLA is, without doubt, the most effective

Emollient you can possibly use to protect your

skin and complexion from the ill-effects of Krost,

Cold Winds, and Hard Water. A regular appli-

cation, niglit and morning, will prevent all Rough-

ness, Redness, Irritation, Chaps, etc., and keep

your skin in perfect condition all the year round.

a-rola.

Bottles, i/., 2/6 each, of all Chemists and Stores.

M. BEETHAM & 8QN, CHELTENHAM.
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One Cup of

PLASMON GOGOA

equals

Cups of Ordinary Cocoa.

10

A BOLD STATEMENT-but PROVED TO BE TRUE

by the Analyses and Reports of The Lancet and Tlie British Medical

Journalâ��the two unquestioned independent Medical Journals.

STATEMENT BY THE LANCET.â��

" Plasmon increases the food value of cocoa enormously.

The admixture of Plasmon makes cocoa a very nourishing

article, an advantage which in its natural state it lacks."

STATEMENT BY BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL -

"Plasmon Cocoa yields a beverage or much greater

nutritive value than ordinary cocoa."

Give your children Plasmon Cocoa It is The Only Cocoa which

BUILD8 NOURISHES STRENGTHENS

MUSCLE BRAIN NERVE

Sold Everywhere, 5d . 9d., and 1/4.
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Chiton ?3Jun.uetto

5louttÂ£ Â«ji3 (Scag^

ARE PURE WOOL

CLOTHING FABRICS

made in a variety of texture*

suitable for Ladies', Oentle-

men's, aad Children's wear,

and noted for excellence of

quality, r liable colour, en-

during wear, and refined

appearance.

Prices from 1 11} to 13 11

per yard, in Navy Blue Irk-h

permanent colour). Black,

Grey, Cream, and Fanny

Shades.

New Mixture Sailings.

Englixh, IriBh, and Scotch

Tweeds. Saxonjs Cheviots,

Trouserings, and Breeches

Cloths of really high class

quality, refined in colouring

and style.

Suits as illustration, made

tv> order in fashionable

Tweeds, /rrnn 49 6. Also in

" Woiitarewilware" "Royal"

Navy Semes, permanent

colour, for 47 a.

New Overcoatings

in the light-weight Blanket

makes, Tweeds, Friezes, and

Nans,

Refined Costume and

Dress Fabrics in the

leading fashionable colours,

broad twills and fancy weaves.

Light Weight Fabrics

suitable for Warm Climates.

Patterns, Illustrated Price lists. Styles, Self â�¢ Measurement

Forms, etc., sent to any address on request

EGERTON BURNETT, LTD.,

L. DEPT.. WELLINGTON, SOMERSET. ENGLAND.

DIRECT

)ur Dock-Office-direct-

to-Smoker system of selling

Cigars gives the finest value

in Cigars that human hands

can make at a price that no

shop could afford to sell them

at. Send for our Art Illustrated

Catalogue, or, better still, send

Postal Order i/- and we will

forward a sample box containing

7 mild Havana-flavour Cigars and

2 Plantettes.

By dealing direct with us

you save 30 to 50 per cent.

All Boxes Guaranteed.

Write to th*â�� / jÂ£

BOND CIGAR COMPANY, Ay

(S) Alexandra Dock, /^lV

GRIMSBY. ''WV #

This Boot will Banish all Foot Troubles-

Corns, Ingrowing Toenails, and Bunions.

Southall s Ready-laced Boots

are more handsome and last longer than other* at the same price. Made like the

old-fashioned Wellington Boots, without seams to hurt the feet or linings to crack

and cut the uppers. Toe-caps if required. They cause the trousers to hang well.

FIT LIKE A GLOVE, are ready laced, and fasten by simply buckling a strap.

We also make all kinds of Boots of the best quality at the most reasonable cost,

including the Original Southall Strap Boots from 10/6.

Our ordinary laced boots and shoes are all fitted with the Ready Lace. By this

new idea boots can be fastened in a, twinkling, leaving no untidy lace

ends or bows to come untied.

Foreign and Colonial Orders receive special attention.

FBFF *~*ur r>r'ce k'5t gives full details of all kinds of boots.

â�  srsTsCsEs? May we send it to you ? Please write us.

R. SOUTHALL & Co. LEEDS

C

rSSBBIi

Silver-Sheath Needles

Save Your GRAMOPHONE RECORDS.

The hard, fine core

most perfect needle

clear, bright and sweet-

records far less than ord

occasional re-sharpening

coveted with aluminium, makes the

yet invented. Results particularly

etâ��almost scratchlessâ��and wear the

ordinary needles. Each needle, with

will play 400 or 500 records.

Outfit of 6 needles, with sharpener, 6 6 (abroad, i<;.)-

Sample needle, 1 - , Sharpener, 1 10 (abroad 4<t.)-

Send for particulars of the Loud-speaking FLEX Diaphragm,

and other improvements for Talking Machines.

D1WS CLmE, LO&IB (.Rut K, F1LL0WFIELD, llfCHESTU.

SPODE POTTERY, 1797.

Exact Reproductions

(he Priceless Blue sud White 18th

Century pieces, made st the

same works, uid from the same

shapes and engravings that

hare made the name of Bronx

World â�  Famous.

Dinner, Tea, Braakfaat

and Toilet Ware, and

Hundreds of Ornamantal

Goods.

Ill nitrated /.,-,? by return pott.

Carriage paid over Â£3.

Saniple Antique Jug as illus-

trated, 9d. box and postage,

ft*l. extra.

Sample Cup and Saucer, 6d.

Box slid |M)*tace, 6d. extra.

Sample Tea or Coffee Pot. 1/-

Box and postage, 6d. extra.

Sample Plates, 3-d. and 6Â«d

Box and packing, 6d. extra.

. and 6id.

GEORGE FLEET & CO. (E,^,bed)

â� toka-on-Trent, Staffordshire Potteries.

Banker*â�� Xatumal Proeineial Bank of England.
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Inebriety and Drug-taking are

diseases which can be Cured

BY THE WELL-KNOWN KEELEY TREATMENT

This treatment has been in constant use for

more than thirty years, and is recognised by

the public as the only successful method of

treating Inebriety and Drug-taking. It is not a

cheap, self-administered home remedy, but is

given oniy by doctors who have made a special

study of the disease.

Patients at the Keeley Institute are undjt

no restraint or restriction. Whatever drink or

drugs are necessary are unhesitatingly supplied.

They walk in and out at will ; many carry on

their daily business while residing at the

Institute. In a few days they cease to ask for

stimulants or drugs; the craving is eradicated

and the will-power built up.

The cure is under an Honorary Committee of well-known public men, who

have made fourteen annual reports; write, call, or Telephone for last report.

Honorary Committee :

Lord MONTAGU of BEAULIEU

The Hon. H. W. FORSTER, M.P.

Rev. R. J. CAMPBELL, M.A.

RICHARD BURBIDGE, Esq.

The Treatment takes 4 weeks for alcohol, 5

to 6 weeks for drugs, and is administered only

at the Institute, or by special arrangement a

doctor can be sent to patient's own home or

to travel with patient while giving Treatment.

All communications and inquiries Strictly Confidential.

The Secretary alone tees letters and receives callers.

THE KEELEY INSTITUTE, 9, West Bolton Gardens. LONDON, S.W.

Telephone: 427 Western.

A XMAS RECIPE!

Try the following in your SPARKLET

SYPHON during the coming festivitiesâ��

if you haven't one the cost is only 2/6

(larger size, 4/-) â�� and note

with what acclamation it will

be received by your friends !

T^ecipe.

"Go a pint bottle of tQarsac, Graves, or Sauterne

add a wine la sful of Cgnac and a liqueur-

glassful of Curacoa. Pour into a Sparklet Syphon

up to the red line and aerate. Draw off in usual

manner, or remove head and tube (after turning

upside down and snifting off gas), and pour out.

CI If alcoholic drinks do

not appeal to you, write

for " The P.S. Book," con-

taining recipes for delicious

temperance drinks, to

AERATORS LIMITED,

135, Craig's Court House, London, S.W.
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fust to remind yon how well your friend appreciated

that "Johnnie Walker " you sent him last Christinas.

Father Christmas: " I am still wishing people 'A

Merry Christmas' and you are still giving it them."

You can pay your friend no greater com-

pliment than to suggest that his palate is

educated to the "Johnnie Walker" quality.

Specially Packed for Christinas in 3, 6 and 12 Bottle Cases.

"White Label" over 6 yeas old; "Red Label" over 10 years old;

" Black Label " over 12 years old.

JOHN WALKER & SONS, Ltd., SCOTCH WHISKY DISTILLERS, KILMARNOCK,

k.
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H The Pianola Piano

Though the roaring Yule log is now no more and the

boar's head and peacock have given way to simpler

fare, one tradition survives through all the yearsâ��the

tradition of music as the most adequate mode of

expressing the Christmas spirit.

'Che 'Pianola 'Piano is the genuine 'Pianola combined with the

famous STEIN WAY, WEBER, STECK and STROWD Piano.

Call al Aeolian Hall and obtain one in time for Christmas.

The Orchestrelle

i-EOLIAN HALL, 135-6-7, New
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makes a glad Yuletide

The Pianola Piano keeps the old Christmas

tradition in your home. With a Pianola Piano

you and all under your roof will he able to

play the music that is seasonableâ��dancing, songs,

carols, or hymns.

// you cannot call, write for the handsome photogravure

Catalogue F and particulars of easy payment terms. Your

present piano will be accepted in part exchange for a Pianola Piano.

Company,

Bond Street, London, W.
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Mzfe a present of

all thcVaudevilk Celebrities

to your friends

ChisXmas on

ZONOPHONES

Of course you couldn't

gather together Harrv Lauder,

Marie Lloyd. Wilkie Bard, Will

Evans. G. H. Elliott, Tom Foy

and the rest, into a procession\0g.^Â£; ;' I

of cars and drive them to your' s

friends' houseâ��but you can give your friends something quite as

goodâ��something, too, they can keep. That something is a Zono-

phone Instrumentâ��hornless models at Â£3 10s. and Â£5 10s., horn

models Â£3 10s., Â£4 10s., and Â£8 8s. : records by all the stars of the

dayâ��choruses, ballads, comic songs, band and orchestral pieces,

10-inch 2/6 (Grand Opera 3/6), 12-inch 4/-, double-sided

The finest of aU >o â� ular-priced records: be sure to get the Christmas list

At all reputable Piano and Talking-machine dealers throughout the country
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You Are Cordially Invited

To realise what a wonderful sensation it is to be able to sit down

at an exquisite instrument, and without tedious practice revel in

the flowing harmonies of a Mendelssohn Concerto, a Sonata

by Beethoven, a Nocturne by Chopin, or your favourite songs

and melodies ; inspiring young people around you to an

enjoyable song and chorus, or even to a danceâ��without long

preparations. By inspecting the

HASTNER

" AUTOPIANO" at our show rooms or reading more about it, you will instantly recognise what a

great boon it would be to your home. It makes no demand for practice, yet brings to you the

technique of the expert. Tone expression and control are perfect, and by means of the wonderful

" Kastonome," the marvellous invention controlling the power of every note individually, you are

enabled to impart your own feeling into any compositionâ��making it your music, your own

expression, your own interpretation. The Kastner

AUTOPIANO

is in fact the very echo of your thoughts.

There are also the famous " Correctoguidc," " Etronome," "Patent Flexible Fingers," "Soloist,"

" Omettor," etc., and an enormous Music Roll Library from which you can loan all the music you

desire. The Kastner 11 Autopiano" offers

you the world's finest pianos : KASTNER,

LII'P, RACHALS, STEINWEG NACII,

HOPKINSON, ALLISON, KAPS, KAIM,

BROAD WOOD, etc., models to meet the

purse of everyone, and convenient terms

arranged to meet your requirements. If you

possess an ordinary piano we will gladly

accept it in exchange and allow you highest

value. Do not deny yourself any longer die

great advantages and lasting enjoyment

afforded by possession of a Kastner "Auto-

piano." Call to-day and hear it for yourself.

If unable to call, kindly write for

Art Catalogue S.

KASTNER & CO., Ltd.,

191, Regent Street (2 doors off Conduit Street), London, W.

MANCHESTER Sample Exhibition

and Northern Music Roll Library,

12a, Exchange Street, St. Ann's Square.

DUBLIN LIBRARY : 30-31, Grafton St.

Insist oh seeing this Trade Afark on the Fall.

None genuine without.

n^utopianoi
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How to be Beautiful.

By RITA MOYA.

It is not every woman's good fortune to be endowed by Nature with

fine features and a flawless complexion, but nowadays it is possible to make

the plainest face attractive, and that, too, in the privacy of one's home,

without recourse to beauty specialists, which usually involve expensive

treatments and much loss of time. I shall endeavour to show you in the

following lines how much may be done in this direction by any woman

of ordinary intelligence. When facial applications are necessary, use

only the pure ingredients just as they come to the chemist himself. 1 )o

not allow yourself to be persuaded into buying some cheap ready-made

preparation instead. Any chemist will gladly obtain the original concen-

trated ingredients for you, if you insist, and although he may not have

them in stock, you will be well advised to wait while he orders them for

you. The improvement in your appearance will be ample compensation

for any trouble taken to obtain these simple and harmless beautifiers.

RITA MOYA.

The Celebrated Comedy

Actress.

Beauty in Breathing.

A great deal can be done towards brightening the

eyes by systematic breathing for ten minutes each

morning and evening. Breathe slowly and deeply to

the fullest capacity of the lungs. You should stand

erect by an open window. The corsets should not

be worn during this exercise.

About Shampooing.

Even the best shampoo is somewhat drying, and

if the hair is not naturally oily, I suggest that just

before the shampoo you apply olive oil to the scalp,

rubbing it into the hair roots vigorously. Then use

pure stallax for the shampoo. Dissolve a teaspoonful

in a cup of hot water. This will leave the hair very

clean, soft and fluffy.

An Instantaneous Beautlfier.

Instead of face powder, use a simple lotion made

from one ounce of cleminite and four tablespoonfuls of

water. This lotion will tone and clear the skin, and

acts as a protection against sun and wind. A little

applied with the finger-tips instantly gives the skin a

delightful "bloomy" appearance. No powder is

necessary, and the result lasts all day long under the

most trying conditions.

To Permanently Remove

Superfluous Hair.

It is a simple matter to remove a downy growth of

hair temporarily, but to remove it permanently is

quite another matter. It is a pity that it is not more

generally known that powdered pheminol may be

used for this purpose. Apply it directly to the hair.

The recommended treatment is designed not merely

to instantly remove the hair, but also to eventually

kill the roots entirely. Any chemist should be able

to supply you with an ounce of pheminol, which

quantity should be sufficient.

The Real Cause of Most Bad

Complexions.

It is an accepted fact that no truly beautiful com-

plexion ever came out of jars or bottles, and the

longer one uses cosmetics the worse the complexion

becomes. Skin, to be healthy, must breathe. It

also must expel, through the pores, its share of the

body's effete material. Creams and powders clog the

pores, interfering both with elimination and breathing.

If more women understood this, there would be

fewer self-ruined complexions. If they would use

ordinary mercolised wax instead of cosmetics they

would have natural, healthy complexions. This

remarkable substance is not absorbed by the skin ;

its action is just the opposite. The skin repels

mercolised wax, and at the same time throws off all

imperfections. An exquisite new complexion peeps

out, quite free from any appearance of artificiality.

Apply nightly like cold cream for a week or so,

washing it off in the morning.

About Hair Tonics.

Each week almost one hears of some wonderful

discovery for improving the hair, and although this

paragraph may seem a little superfluous, an old-

fashioned recipe may come as a welcome change.

One thing about it is that it will grow hair, and also

prevent it falling out. From your chemist get an

original package of boranium, to this add J pint of

bay mm, allow it to stand 30 minutes, then add

sufficient water to make half a pint. Rub briskly into

the scalp with the finger-tips, and you will imme-

diately experience that clean, tingling sensation which

is a sure sign of healthy action.

PARKER BELMONT'S OXYGEN JUJUBES

ARE DELICIOUS AND ANTISEPTICâ��[Advt.]
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Mighty

Blows

That "do things" in every walk of

life nowadays are directed by the

keen brains of men and women who

have built themselves into fit con-

dition to win.

To-day's food must repair the

used-up cells in muscle, brain and

nerve, caused by yesterday's work.

If you care to be "quite fit"

for to-morrow, see to it that the

food contains the elements Nature

requires to do her marvellous

rebuilding-.

Grape-Nuts

FOOD

has proven itself a sturdy,

well-balanced ration which

meets every requirement.

It has all the concen-

trated food-strength of whole

wheat and malted barleyâ��

including the "vital salts"

(stored in the outer coat of

the grains) which are so often

lacking in the ordinary diet.

Grape-Nuts food is ready

to eat direct from the packet

with milk or cream ; has a

delicate, winning flavour; and

is easily and quickly digested

â��generally in about one hour.

If the ability to earn

money and position appeals

to you, try Grape-Nuts.

(From bronze in the private collections of C. W. Post.)

I

"There's a Reason
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Motoring.

Edited by A. J. McKINNEY.

| HE recent motor shows at

Paris and Olympia have given

us a pretty fair insight into

the style of cars that will be

popular next year. One can-

not say, of course, that any-

particular fashion is going to

have things all its own wayâ��that never has

been true, and, from what I can see of it,

never will be safe to assume.

Personal tastes will always differ, even if

purses did not; and there will, therefore,

inevitably be a strong and increasing demand

for every sort of automobile. Next year's

tendencies are clearly for a greater sale of all

existing models of good reputation ; the only

class that seems to me to be likely to suffer is

a section of the cycle-cars, by reason of their

having been put on the market too hurriedly.

It was with this in mind, in fact, that I

recently suggested to a number of readers of

The Strand Magazine, who asked my

advice, that, with three or four exceptions,

they should wait and see how the cycle-car

turned out. And, as events have subse-

quently proved, my advice has been borne

out by events.

On the other hand, there is nothing what-

ever against the cycle-carâ��provided its

design and construction are both good.

Indeed, now that it is, so to speak, finding its

feet, it is going to play a very important

part in motoring. Not only will the cycle-

car be a stepping-stone to full-sized cars, but

it is practically the only method open to

thousands of people who wish to become

motorists. This being appreciated by manu-

facturers, I was not surprised to see two or

three very good machines of this description

at the recent Paris Automobile Salon, one in

particular having an excellent four-cylinder,

water-cooled engine on very up-to-date lines.

As it cost complete only about Â£78 a saving

had to be made somewhere, which was done

by using a simple friction drive and a single-

driving one road wheel. This principle gives

pretty satisfactory results with light vehicles,

if kept in good order, and people with a

talent for " tinkering " ought to find this

little machine of considerable service.

At a somewhat higher figure are other

cycle-cars of more usual design, while above

these still are numerous light cars, miniature

[Continued on

replicas of the best models of touring cars.

The first cost of the last-mentioned group is.

naturally, a good deal in excess of the average

cycle-cars, but what so many people forgtt

is that their upkeep is low. Alter all, it is

weight that tells on tyres. If you run a car

weighing 25CWL and get 4,000 or 5,000 milt-

out of each tyre, it stands to reason that

8,000 miles is not unreasonable for a carette

weighing less than half the other.

Moreover, tyre repairs in the case of cycle-

cars can be made perfectly well by means of

patches applied by hand at the cost of a few

pence, while nothing but vulcanizing is any

good for the ordinary car.

Thus, if people hope to motor with an

outlay of next to nothing they must be

content to pay for it some other way. And

as this is what the majority of persons don't

wish to do nowadays, the alternative is to

pay a decent price and get a modern car that

gives little trouble and will sell readily later on.

After all, two or three hundred pounds is

not much to pay for a powerful car that will

carry one many thousands of miles annually,

last a number of years, and sell for a pretty

fair price afterwards. And if the first cost is

rather heavy for the pocket in certain cases,

there are a number of good firms who are

willing to sell small cars on the hire-purchase

system without charging anything but a very

nominal sum for the accommodation. More-

over, these modern cars arc smart and durable,

and if treated considerately will not involve

their owners in any but the most trivial

expense for repairs or replacements.

Whatever we may have thought about the

new style of motoringâ��as some people call

the light carâ��there can be no doubt about

the way it is booming. I was greatly struck

by the large number of different makes of

motor chassis at the Paris Show between 8

and 10-h.p. Generally they were better

than this year's patterns, their frames being

good enough to carry the intended weight.

The great yearly motor show that has just

closed at Olympia has also been very instruc-

tive. Good value for moderate prices was

its keynote, and it was the rule for various

useful equipments to be included with the

cars. There is quite a boom in devices for

starting the engine from the driver's seat and

for lighting the car both inside and outside.

fage 144.)
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whole world

thinking.

A tribute to it* unique two-speed direct-drive axle from " The Motor" :

" may say that the si-nplicily of the control of this new mechaniÂ»m ii so pronounced as almost to defy

credencr by other than visual proof - . . With the dual back-axle ratio the motorist has under immediate

and charmingly simple control no fewer than six variations in forward gears . . , We have always held

the Cadillac in the highest esteem, and admired it as a criterional example o( high-grade construction.

The charm of the dual drive to the rear axle is compelling and entrancing . . . Wonderment is aroused

as to the undoubtedly simple manner in which so great an advantage has been brought about."

Ihe luxury of this new feature can only be realised by a trial run. Write, i

F. S. BENNETT, Ltd.

(Cadillac Motors Ltd.),

CADILLAC CORNER.

2 19-229 Shaftesbury

Avenue, London, W. C.

TeltQTanU):

" I ... WotCtnt, London:1

(ferrard Wftl and Mfri.

II

mmMmmmmimmimmMMMMMmm

D. E. W.

THE TRUE CYCLECAR. Motoring in comfort within the reach of all.

CDECn~ Winner of cyclecar handicap at Brook- |) 1J| â�  Â» QII IfV-Highest award possible A.C.U,

â� JlEiEiLJ lands, Aug. 4, 1913. 54 m.p.h. lYtiLlADlLl I I

D. E. W.

Â£75 nett.

SINGLE-SEATER.

41 h.-n. Engine. Magneto, 2 Sjieetts, 2 Belts,

2 ' bains. 9 Brakes. Comfortable, Acces-

sible, Reliable, Durable A beautiful little

machine.

Complete with Lamps, etc

Gentlemen,

E>. E. W.

Â£95 nett.

TWO-SEATER Side by Side .

8 h.-p.-Engine, air-cooled, exactly same a* the

*75 model, otdy everything stronger. Plenty

of room for two people, with luggage platform

behind.

Complete with all lamps, tools, etc.

Non-stop 1 Day Trial, Oct. 29, 1913.

D.E.W.

Â£115 nett.

TWO-SEATER iBlde by Sid*; .

h h.-p. vxitey-ewled Engine, tnmi! Gears, etc.,

M the other*, but it has Cape Cart HchhI and

Wind Screen. Some people like to buy t bese

refinement* with the car, hut they are not a

nnrrmltj Howerer, we supply them com-

plete for the above sum.

Eynsford, Kant.

We have the pleasure of offering for your Inspection and trial the only Cyclecar that solves the proposition of

' of machinery and simplicity of design consistent with good workmanship

t speedy, reliable and cheap, not only to buy but also to run, and when you

i with head lights, tools, etc., so the first cost Is the last, bar petrol, oil, and

our Illustrated booklet to your J*

Yours faithfully.

cheap Motoring. It Is only with the best

that we are able to offer a cyclecar that Is

buy our cars they are absolutely complete

fair wear and tear. A postcard will bring

Our Â£75 Model.

j r door, or bet re r still visit bur wbrka.

THE DEW ENGINEERING CO.

COME AND SEE US AT THE

OLYMPIA

SHOW,

NOV. 24th to 29th, 1913,

STAND No. 139

An inspection and trial will convince

you of our claims, or a postcard will

bring you our illustrated booklet by

return of post.

THE DEW ENGINEERING CO.,

Eynaford, Kent. England,
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MOTORING-C ontinued.

A splendid stepping-stone to motoring is

given by the motor-cycle. In some quarters

it is the fashion to speak rather slightingly

of the two-wheeler, though why this should

be is rather strange, seeing that it is this

type of vehicle that set the world a-motoring.

When the automobile first came into

existence it was natural that it should be as

simple a carriage as possible, and for this

reason the two-wheeler was the favourite

ground for experiment. As the automobile

developed along lines approximating to the

motor-car, the motor-cycle still held its

ground. So popular has it proved, moreover,

that to-day figures show that there are

probably nearly two hundred thousand

motor-cycles in daily service, so that the

modern motor-cycle is clearly very reliable.

In its early days, it is true, it gave a lot

of trouble, particularly with ignition, and it

was to the high-tension magneto that the

motor-cycle really owes its present popularity.

Since then there have been vast improve-

ments in engines and transmission gearing,

and it is not too much to say that the latest

motor-cycles are every bit as reliable as high-

class motor-cars.

The motor-cycle has certainly advantages

of its own. For one thing it is remarkably

economical. It is not at all uncommon for

moderate-powered machines of this descrip-

tion to average 120 or 130 miles to the gallon

of petrol, which, of course, reduces the fuel

cost per mile to a very small decimal of a

penny. Owing also to its light weight tyres

last easily eight or ten thousand miles, as well

as being but little more expensive than the

sorts used on ordinary bicycles.

As to the selection of a good machine, there

is plenty of choice. One could easily mention

a dozen British firms at least who have a

good reputation for this class of work.

Continental makes also tempt the motor-

cyclist, while the United States supplies a

powerful machine that has taken a large

number of prizes in both hemispheres.

Whether one is a motor-cyclist or a car

owner there is always the question as to what

kind of accessories and fittings to purchase.

No doubt tyres are as important as anything,

for upon them depends very much what sort

of pleasure one has. Luckily within the last

two years a number of highly satisfactory

tyres have been marketed, which are not only

guaranteed to run long distances, but can be

satisfactorily re-treaded so as to give almost

as much mileage again. Thanks also to the

ingenious tools and outfits supplied nowadays,

it is only a matter of a few moments to

remove a cover, repair the inner tube, and

replace them again.

Lamps, again,are indispensable to all motors,

and of these there is a very large assortment

nowadays. As a rule they are quite depend-

able and will keep alight no matter how windy

it may be. Invariably neat and artistic-

looking, they show a powerful light ahead

where it is wanted, and need no attention for

hours together. In some cases they burn

oil, in others they use acetylene or electricity.

The last-mentioned sort are probably the

most popular, particularly as handy little

outfits are now supplied which make the

current as the car goes along.

Warning devices are very necessary in

these high-speed days, and here we have

almost an embarras dies richesses. In one case

there are melodious gongs, in another har-

monious chimes, in a third the insistent tones

of the ordinary hooter, modified sometimes

by a combination of notes giving a major

chord. In addition there are various sorts

of whistles which are most effective when the

more gentle warning of the others proves

unavailing. And as their style is varied, so

is the method of operating them. Occasion-

ally electricity is the agent, sometimes the

waste gases from the engine are used â�¢ but,

in any case, warning devices, as supplied

to-day, are very effective and hardly ever

give trouble.

Yet another indispensable accessory for

motor vehicles is a speedometer. To exceed

the speed-limit nowadays is, unfortunately,

likely to cost the motorist dearly, and, there-

fore, some reliable guide to his pace is really

a good investment.

Labour-saving tools are things every

motorist asks for, and can readily get, too,

thanks to the large number of firms special-

izing in this sort of work. Removing engine

valves, once very troublesome, can be done

nowadays in a few minutes. More ambitious

are the compact outfits for soldering, cutting

threads for nuts, and turning up articles in

the lathe, for the last-named purpose a

special form being provided, so small and light

that it can be used at home. Indeed, the

way in which thousands of people have learned

to use their hands gives them healthy and

interesting occupation for dull hours, as well

as saving no end of incidental expense.
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EVANSTON

2" front, 1%" back

ARROW

COLLARS

Being non-shrinkable and being

made in accurate quarter sizes,

not only last longer than collars

that are not made of scientifically

and evenly shrunk fabrics, but fit

better. Id. each, 2 for 1/-

Write CLUETT, PEABODY & CO., INC., 12 New Union Street, LONDON, For Free

Style Book. Every hosier can obtain Arrow Collars for you at the fixed price of 7d. each,

2 for 1/-. Should yours decline to, we will have them sent direct by post.
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A Car of Refinement

AT LOW COST.

THE

"Gilmotor-

Herreshoff"

6-Cylinder splendid Touring Car,

complete, ready for the road,

Â£450.

250-h.p. R.A.C. 6-Cylinder Westing-

house Electric Self-Starter and Dynamo.

Lighting Outfit, 5 Lamps, 5 Detachable

Rims, 5 Tyres, Electric Horn, Speedo-

meter, Kit of Tools, etc., etc.

Write for Catalogue to Sole Concessionaires,

GEORGE GILMOUR, LTD.

91, HOPE STREET, GLASGOW.

^END nine penny stamps

to Newball &â�¢ Mason,

Nottingham, and they will

send you a bottle of

Mason's Ginger Wine Essence

which makes

One Gallon Ginger Wine

with the addition of lump sugar

All who apply before December

31st will receive a Neat Money

Box, which makes a Useful Gift

for the Ch'ldren

DRESS THE BOYS

Economically & Well

bv ordering the well-known

â�  GLENORCHY'

A> SUITS â�¢Â«

Or witli Simp and Buckle Knickers.

Smart. Wbll rnriatro. Lose Wi*rino.

A credit to the buy ami his parents.

HY" NORFOLK ft/I 1

for age 5 O/ 1 Jl

14/6

"GLENORCHY"WREXHAM

SUIT (ci Utm i for age 10

OlHItR SlZFB I!* PROrOR

THE IDEAL SUIT FOR SCHOOL WEAR

Carriage paid fn U.K. Foreign

postage extra. Pattern! and Easy

Measure Form Free on request.

T. S. CLARK & SONS (Dept. D\

Miiimfacfiir.-rs, Carnwath, SCOTLAND.

Of ail Chemut*.

Established over 100 rears.

made in

3 minutes

ThiÂ« machine extracts all the flavour of the coffee, and is

the cleaneit and most simple ever invented. Every part

ii easily cleaned ; no waste of coffee ; no coffee grounds ;

no metal parts in contact with coffee All metal is pure

copper nickelled.

Free to your W ^P^k This si/e

home, witli I B J / Wtm makes

full instructions. / 8 cups.

Also made in 4-cup sire, price 9/-;

and in 16-cup size, price 20/-.

The " CONA "

Coffee Maker

iRetfd. No. 591396

is guaranteed to give you absolute satisfaction. If it does

not, return at once to us and we will refund your money.

Send P.O. or Cheque toâ��

"CONA" CO., 144. Queen Victoria Street, E.C.
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OSRAM LIGHT

is at Full all the time

â��and that is one of the prominent characteristics

of this famous lamp.

Other lamps may give a brilliant light when first

installed, but most of them rapidly deteriorate

after short usage. It is otherwise with

OSRAM

DRAWN WIRE LAMPS

which retain their initial brilliancy almost to the very end of their

extremely long life, whilst their remarkably low current con-

sumption positively ensures for you the

LOWEST POSSIBLE QUARTERLY BILL FOR

ELECTRIC LIGHTâ��almost too good to be true â�� but

nevertheless a fact that you can test for yourself.

OSRAM LAMPS are told by all reliable

Electricians, Stores, and Ironmongers.
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COLONIAL AND FOREIGN

READERS

of the

Strand Magazine

We offer a unique free service.

n

THE many Colonial and Foreign Readers of The Strand Magazine

who have hitherto found difficulty in obtaining English goods from

English shops are cordially invited to accept this unique free service

which the " Strand " offers.

Vhe STRAND MAGAZINE

Free Purchasing Agency

was founded for the convenience of our readers in the Colonies and abroad. It

has already extended a useful helping hand to thousands of " Strand"

readers, and it now offers you the same service quite free of charge.

The service is this. Knowing the difficulties you experience in buying

English goods from England, we offer to make these purchases for

youâ��quite free of charge. Whatever you wantâ��whether it be a razor or

a motor - car, a piece of cloth or the latest in hatsâ��we will buy it for

you from the best place, and obtain for you the best value for your money.

All you require to do is to send us full particulars of your requirements,

together with sufficient money to cover cost, freight, or postage, and

we will make the purchase and arrange for its dispatch to your address.

In offering this gratuitous service, we know that it will greatly strengthen

the bond of friendship already existing between The Strand

Magazine and its readers abroad. Your esteem is all we ask in return.

The STRAND MAGAZINE Purchasing Dept.,

Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.

Before you seek our assislance, study carefully the "Strand" advertisement pages.

You will most probably see there the very article you requireâ��its description and

its cost. You can then, of course, if you prefer, write direct to the dealer.
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~ Please think of the

Door,

8,500

Destitute and

Orphan Children

IN

DR. BARNARDO'S HOMES

THIS CHRISTMAS-TIDE.

THEY ARE IN GREAT NEED.

%* Kindly mark Gifts, "For Food Alone." Cheques and Orders payable "Dr. Barnardo's

Homes,'' and Parcels of Blankets and Clothing, may be sent to the Honorary Director,

Mr. WILLIAM BAKER, M.A., LL.B., at Head Offices, 18 TO 26, STEPNEY CAUSEWAY,

LONDON, E.

AVOID TROUBLE

by insisting on

"SPHERES

with cord or pad.

Prices 1/- to 2/6.

From all Outfitter*, or from

Sphere Suspender Co., Leicester.

Sphere

SUSPENDERS

Satisfaction Comes From Owning

A STECK PIANO.

To own a "Steele" is to have the

gratification of knowing that the

piano that stands in your home

will be admired by every musician

who plays it.

Full particulars will be sent if you write

for Steck Catalogue " B."

The Orchestrelle Co.,

/EOLIAN HALL,

135-6-7, New Bond Street, London, W.

" They come as a boon and a blessing to man.

The marvellous watches of JOHN ELK AN.

JOHN ELKAN'S

COLONIAL

strap WATCH

SPLENDID TIMEKEEPER.

Guaranteed for all Climate.. Solid

Silver Chmi, Screw Bezel, Damp and

1 Duet Proof. Superior Lever f n_4e

\ Mov.ru.nt. rull> Jewelled. [

L Write for CaJauyutf to JOHN ELKAN,

k U.liWinith a Silverimith. 36, Liver-

W poolSt.,London,EC ItreiK'hea:

~\ Cueep.id.. a 70. Loeden

bell St.. E.U.

Tht right

NO HEATING REQUIRED

"tfelanyf

Marking Ink

ABSOLUTELY PERMANENT
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How to Choose Your Christinas Music Rolls

Li" OR the convenience of Pianola and Player-Piano owners we have compiled a special

* list of Christmas music In this list you will iind not only all the traditional

Yule-tide melodies, the old-time carols, hymns, songs, and dances, but also current

musical comedy selections and the forthcoming pantomime favourites.

THE ORCHESTRELLE COMPANY'S

Music Rolls

Players.

For

The followi

Pianolas and all

elections from the Christmas list,

6037â��"Auld Lang Syne - ... 3/6

CHRISTMAS CAROLS- I.

75287 -"The F.rst Noel.' "I

Saw Three Ships Come Sailing

In," " Noel, Noel. Noel,1 "The

Mistletoe Bough" 5/-

(Three verses each.)

â� y

CHRISTMAS CAROLS-II.

75283â��" Good King Wenccslas,"

" Christians Awake," " While

Shepherds Watched," " Hark !

the Herald Angels Sing"

(Three verses each.)

L2537â��" Christians Awake"

(Dr. Wainwright)

5'-

3/6

All rolls issued by the Orchcstrelle Co. have heen arranged hy skilled musicians,

and the care exercised in their manufacture is reflected in the human quality they impart to the music

Write for Special Christmas List an J 1,000- pa je

Catalogue F.M., free to all Pianola and Player owners.

THE ORCHESTRELLE COMPANY,

Aeolian Hall, 135-6-7, New Bond St., London, W. I

OLYMPIAN FIELD EVENTS

By F. A. M. WEBSTER, L.A.C.

ion, 1911. Foundtr

alMMtaHm.

CONAN DOYLE.

Snoluh Amateur Javelin Throwing Oka

and Hon. See. Amnltur t-isldEv

Preface by SIR A

With 48 Action Photographs and Diagrams illustrating

Chapters on

Throwing the Javelin

Hammer Throwing

The Discus (Greek and Free

Styles)

Slinging the 56!h. Weight

Putting the 161b. Shot

Cloth 2/6

Of ALL BOOKSELLERS, or po-t free. 2,9. from th. Pub.

Ushers. UEOHGE NEWSE9. Ltd.. 8â��11, Southampton

Street, Strand, Loudon, W.C.

The Pole Jump

High Jump

Long Jump

Hurdling

The Tug-of-War, etc.

Net.

You may earn as -Prize for simply sending a Testimonial.

Idea:â��P.ktox Hoiskâ��"MVas more than pleased with parcel of

canls.'-E. Shaw.

USED BY ROYALTY. fWm* PRIZE PARCELS,

aend fjr â�¢ â�¢ flkjiby Pronounced perfect

UCKS

2/6!

ContAit.ing-.tt

GOLDEN leafletted

CHRISTMAS CARDS.

LEAFLETTED

WORKS OF ART,

ALL BY TUCK

HALF PRICE

Pi 1ST FREE 1._

Envelopes included,

nine 23 Golden Versed Tuck s

All lovely Leafletted '

II 3

9d. |

Transition FREE. Card*.

RECOMMENDATION I tm Parcei f(

Prize Parcel of Tuck's Xmas Cards â� 

Earh Card a Work of Art. Sent to any addres. In the Kingdom lat

9 Stamps. Containing 12 Tuck's Lovely Leafletted and Golden

Versed hesigns, all h\ Turk, wilh envelopes, port free.

SEND YOUR TESTIMONIAL FOR A PRIZB. One Ladr

writes: 'They arc excellent, (^uite as good as most cards are at 4d. each.

1913 XMAS POST CARDS, beautifully designed, 15 for 1 2

Big Box of Ten Toys for 1 -. Parcel Post. 1 3. Stamps or P.O

T.B.L., King's Premises. Bavoy Corner, Strand.

NOTE to ADVERTISERS.

Vnorr

brings the best results

from the best people

at the lowest cost.
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The Colleens Gift

To everyone who values skin health and beauty, the Colleen offers

this delightful skin-food Soapâ��McClinton's " Colleen "â��the soap with

a lather which Katharine Tynan has described as " liquid velvet.

McClinton's " Colleen " Soap is made from pure, sweet, vegetable

oils saponified with the ash of soft-growing plants. It is entirely free

from animal fat cr the harsh mineral-soda which, in ordinary toilet soaps,

dry up your skin and make it harsh and burning.

And TJortet Pre pAfAti oris

are used by over 200 members of the nobility, who cpeak in enthusiastic

terms of the purity and charm of these dainty preparations.

COUNTESS OF KINTOREâ��"Colleen Soap

is smooth and very pleasant to use, leaving a

feeling of velvety softness on the hands."

COUNTESS OF LIVERPOOL " 1 always

use this Soap and recommend it to my

friends, and everyone is delighted with it."

If you really value your Â«kin, get a box of "Colleen** Soap from your Chemist to-day.

You will never appreciate real skin comfort until you hare experienced

the soft, smooth, velvety lather of thia delightful Irifh Soap.

Prices of McClinton's Preparations :

McClinton's " Colleen " Soap, box of 3 cakes, I '-. McClinton's Toilet Cre~am, I /-.

McClinton's Talcum Powder, in tins, 6d. McClinton's Tooth Powder, in tins, 6d.

McClinton's "Htbernia" Shaving Stick. //-â�  McClinton's Shaving Cream, in opal

jars, 6d. & I -. McClinton's ' Colleen " & "Sheila " Perfumes, I /-, //6, 2 6, & 4-.

Our Guarantee â��Purchase from your chemist and use regularly for Fevcn days any cf

McClinton's Soaps or Toilet Pr* farations If then you arc not delighted with your

purchase return the remainder to jour chemist, w ho will refund your innney in full. If

your chemist dues not stock these preparations, send us his name and address, and we

Will supply you with free samples.

McClinton's, Ltd., Donaghmore, Ireland.
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MACKINTOSH5

toffee-DE-LUXE

Cbe best ever

Ceocher -"Spell MACKINTOSH'S Chorus - We d ratbei* cat

DELIGHTFUL XMAS PRESENTS

'6

wry

Useful Gift-Boxes, such as Workbaskets, Glove and Toilet Boxes,

Dainty China, etc., containing a Superb Collection of the best

Chocolate Varieties

are so many and are

put up in such vciv

attractive ways that

anyone wishing to

make an offering i-^

sure to find some de-

sign which not only

contains the very finest

chocolates made but

is in itself well worth

keeping " for remem-

brance.''

Obtainable everywhere at prices

to suit every pocket.

Fry's Boxes are truly

"Gifts of the Utmost

Refinement."
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STEIPYYDRK

HERE is the very thing for the Xmas holidays : a British-made

Outfit of Tools for the new educational hobby " Slripwork.''

" Slripwork " consists of measuring, marking, cutting off, and joining

strips of prepared wood to make models and toys of every description.

It has the unique advantage that it not only holds the boy s entire inter-

est, but subtly trains him in habits of accuracy, method, and industry.

One of these Outfits put up in its neat box will give more pleasure

to the youngster and more relief to the parents than a toy, the

possibilities of which are played out in a few hours. Get one for

Xmas, and watch your boy's face w hen he sees the contents of the box.

No. 1 Box, 5/â��Containi: Cutting

â��Itonr-l with U'tlKtli

(Â»:iiiKe.'renou -*nw. Hammer. Bpei-iul

8 |Mn, Slripwork Awl. Nnil>.vÂ»tt.

Stii)iÂ«.K*l, :i2 tlRlliitxnik, -in.I

Design Sheet*.

Pubt free. 5 7,

A Stripwork Booklet ami full pnrttcuu .

Outfits, extra itripwooj. etc.. post tree, from â��

HOBBIES, LTD. (Dept. 59), DEREHAM.

BRANCHES: l . AU*T8gato8t ; U7.BtshoTÂ«

imK*: 79. Walworth Kfi.nl. Glasgowâ��32B Argyll St.

M*MiiÂ»sTKu HU, Piccadilly. ItiRMiftuiiAMâ�� Ua, Hinh

St. I.kÂ«ksâ��15. County Aroade. Ur may be luul

through any Ironmonger.

1

PAUSE & THINK

of the wonderful and delicate

internal machinery of the

body, before you continue

pouring noxious drugs into it, to the ultimate and permanent ruin of its functions.

PUPILS.

South Africa.

9

<9>

LOOK at these photo-

graphs and KNOW that

these men possess Good

Physique, Good Health,

Strength and Will

Power; together with

the Calm Dominance

that such possessions

COMMAND!

Under sworn testimony

ofMAXICK& SALDO,

these pupils have all

been treated through the

medium of the post; and

are typical of hundreds

of similar cases.

There is no space to go

into further details here,

but we are prepared to

cure under guarantee the

following complaints :â��

Susceptibility to

Colds, Rheumatism,

Lumbago, Neuralgia,

Biliousness, Head-

ache, Indigestion,

Heartburn, Flat ulenco,

Corpulence, Consti-

pation, Emaciation,

PUPILS.

England.

We have also trained

men to perform feals of

strength that would have

been deemed impossible

a few years ago. Our

success is due to the fact

that we work in harmony

with Nature, and that

we give absolute personal

attention to each case.

We will tell you all aliout

this system in the most te-

markable Booklet that has

ever been published on Phy-

sical Culture, and which is

entitled " Health, Strength,

and Will T

PUPILS.

Australia.

This booklet is richly illus-

trated, and shows examples

of marvellous results gn'med

both at home and abroad by

pupils who have been treated

through the medium of the

post.

To all applicants a copy of

the booklet will be sent

gratis and post free.

We are recommended by the

editors of many magazines,

including Fry's, Health and

Strength, Health and Vim,

Apollo's, and The Widt

World.

Pie;

note the Address

Spain.

MAXICK & SALDO (Room S), Eton Avenue, North Finchley, London, N.

England.

England.
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GENUINE EDISON BELL

VELVET \U FACE

I GRAMOPHONE RECORDS 1

These Records are British throughout, made under Royal Letters Patent, and eliminate all the unpleasant crackling and >cratfhinp S4BB4*.

These Records are British throughout, made under Royal Letters Patent, and eliminate all the unpleasant crackling; and scratching;

The World's Most Perfect Recordsâ��No Scratchâ��All Harmony

TWO RECORDS 2/6 ON ONE DISC.

You cannot appreciate the beauty of Band or Vocal reproduction* until you hear them on " VF" Record*.

Records byâ�� Auguste Van Kiene, Gottlieb's Orchestra, Jimmy Glover's Band, Kastner and Fransella, Mme. Jomelli, Mme. Brola,

Julien Henry, Cynlais Gibbs, R. G. Knowles, (i. Chirgwin, Fredk. Ranalow, Florence Smithson, and scores of othrrs. American

Ragtime Octette, Bransby Williams, &c.. &c SEND FOR LIST.

.. FDISON DILI. WOHhS. r.l.I NOALL ROAD, LONDON, S.E., or call at Depot, 43, CRANH01KN STREET. W.

No more hard work, and the washing-

done in less than one quarter the

usual time. The old

*tuband scrub' method

1

la superseded byâ��

DASHER

No internal mechanism,

Ba*y in operation, and

will last a lifetime.

A MONTH S FREE TRIAL

BEFORE PURCHASE.

Washing Machines from 35a. I Carriage

Mangling Machines M 36b. | Frtt.

Wringing Machines from 22s. Special Discount.

BUTTER CHURNS, BUTTERWC RKERS.

LABOUR-SAVERS for tho HOUSE.

"Everything for the House and Dairy."

Write for Illustrated Catalogue (No. 36) LI

THOS. BRADFORD A Co Manufacturers,

141-142. HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON.

180, Bold BL, Liverpool; 1, Deanigate, Hancheitsr

The MOST PERFECT and SIMPLEST

COFFEE MAKER

CAFFETA

Makes a Useful Present.

Place water and coffee together, light

the lamp, and

WAIT FOR

THE WHISTLE

TO BLOWâ��

THAT'S ALL.

6 Cups. 8 Cups.

15 6 21/- 25 -

Plated or Copper.

Obtainable from all the leiding

Stores and Silversmiths.

In cast 0/ difficulty, write the

Manufacturer :

L. WIENER,

p.-item Nu. 9621/10. la, Fore Street, London.

FROM USTOYOlTV^r

PRICE.

We save you nearly

as much as the instru-

ment costs by our

system of supplying

direct from the fac-

tory to the purchaser,

sypayments.select

CORNISH PIANOS

AND ORGANS

are guaranteed for 25

years. Famous more

than half a century for

their unexcelled tone,

quality, perfect action

and durability. Send

foe particulars of our

immensely popular

ONE YEAR'S FREE TRIAL

offer, the most lil>eral ever made; also handsomely illus-

trated catalogue, showing many styles to choose from.

Please mention this Mag izine, and write to-day. A post-

card will do.

MEMORIAL HALL, FARHINCDON

Â©roan Co.,

Established over
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REAL LEATHER

WRITING-ATTACHE GASES

MUST BE CLEARED.

REDUOED 1 Q Â£5 CARRIAGE

TO IO/O PAID.

WORTH DOUBTS

t

!.

,!

I

Â£ which applied overnight, renders the

2 skin soft, smooth and charmingly

|; healthyâ��immune from wind-chafe

and flush.

I

Cleanse the skin with "Vaseline"

Toilet Soapâ��it is superfatted with

pure " Vaseline," the best known

skin emollientâ��which enables the

soap to perform the double duty of

clean'ing and healing cuts, sores,

grazes, chafes and chaps.

" Vaseline " in all its varieties can be

obtained at all Chemists.

Chesebrough Mfg. Co. (Cons'd.),

42, Holborn Viaduct, London, E.C.

8iÂ«o 14 by 9 by 3J inches.

Orders from the Colonies and Abroad 5/- per Case extra

to cover addtt.onal packing, carriage, and insurance?

at is more

attractive

than the natural complexion, the

clearâ��cleanâ��healthy skin of youth,

which makes unnecessary the use of

powder or other adventitious aids?

A complexion of this kindâ��defying

the vagaries of climateâ��the sudden

change of indoor heat to outdoor

chill, can be induced by

PERFUMED WHITE

'Vaseline*

(TRADE MARK REGISTERED)

!

I

\

I

I

:!â�¢

.:

i

I

J

:

I

VERY USEFUL, ACCEPTABLE

HANDSOME PRESENT.

plaint. Go to thespcoa

'1* I I J Â°U' cost > ou sevclal guinea

your position in life, but the advice you pet will be

worth the money. Follow the advice faithfully and

patiently, and you will find that you will gradually

get rid of your trouble. The specialist will give you

instructions concerning your diet, and hemayproha

blyadviseyou to take a course of Aperient Medicine.

THE REAL CURE.

In ninety-nine Constipation cases out of a

hundred Holloway's Pills are the best remedy,

easily obtainable in convenient form. They are

sold everywhere, and can be relied upon. It i

not pretended that they contain any new magic

drug. There is no room for magic in modern

medicine, It is all science. It is only claimed

for Holloway's Pills that they are as good a erne

as medical science can devise for Constipation.

DEPRESSION.

If you suffer from Constipation you probably think your

complaint is much more serious than it really is. The

sympioms are so painful and distressing that you quite

naturally take a gloomy view of your case. Moreover, this

complaintâ��the cause of so many others- is one which is

always accompanied by depression of spii its.

But the probability is that there is nothing radically

wrong with youâ��nothing that Nature will not speedily

rectify if you give her a chance.

The doctor's chief duty is to persuade people to give

Nature a chance.

THE SIMPLE WAY.

This being so, before you do anything drastic, before you

despair, before you even consult a specialist, make one Trial

of Holloway's Pills, and follow carefully the advice given

under the heading of Constipation in the rook of Direction*,

which is given away with every box. Holloway's Pills have

cured thousands of severe cases. 11 is astonishing to see t he

number of people who continue to gocn suffering when there is

a cure for Constipation in ninely-iine cases out of a hundred.

Go to the nearest Chehiist fo-t/ay and get a box oj tiollo-

ivay's Pills. They will cure you,as they have cured others.

Price is. i^d., zs. oxl., and 4s. 6d. per box, of all

Chemists, Stores, etc.

iJXOWS pi

VrZ* BEEN USF* * .

l>T7t BEEN USCD *
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EDISON BELL

FACE

r GRAMOPHONE RECORDS 1

These tmwU are British tliroo^'lioul, made under Royal Letters latent, and eliminate all the nnplaasaiit trarklin? and srratrhiug Â«ti

The World's Most Perfect Recordsâ��No Scratch-All Harmony

TWO RECORDS 2/6 ON ONE DISC.

You cannot appreciate the beauty of Band or Vocal reproduction! until you hear them on " VF" Records.

Records byâ�� Augusle Van Hienc, Gottlieb s Orchestra, Jimmy Glover's Band, Kastner and Fransella, Mme. Jomelli, Mme. Brola,

lulier. Henry, Cvnlais Gibbs, K. G. Knowles, G. Chirgwin, r'redk. Ranalow, Florence Smithson, and scores of others. American

J Ragtime Octette, liransby Williams, etc., &c. SEM) FOR LIST.

addrcss-S.M.. EDISON HIXI. viollhS, til.lNGAI.l. KPAl), LONDON, S.E., or call at Pepot, 43, CRAXBOl'RM SIKFi r, Â»â� 

The MOST PERFECT and SIMPL

COFFEE MAKER

HOSIERY OUTFIT.

For 30 - we send Goods usually

retailing at Â£2 2a.

S Singlets, liest natural wool, light,

medium, or Winter weight.

3 Panta, best nntural wool, light, meilium, or Winter weight

3 Ceylon or Oxford Tunic Shirt., in latest designs, or S best Belfast

White Shirts. , . _ ,._

6 Pairs best quality Cashmere or Winter Wool Half-Hose.

6 best Belfast Hemstitched Handkerchiefs.

When tending order pleate ttate chest and traisf measurement nnl

tite of collar worn.

Carriage paid United Kingdom. Postaue abroad 5 â�¢ eltra Any

article of equal ralue can be substituted for another, such aa shirts

for singlets or singlets instead of pants.

IS THE

Tliey fit well, look well, and

wear well; there is no l>etler

value at any price. When

ordering state waist and chest

measurements.

3 Suits for 14,'-

â�  Honestly worth double.

CDC C Catalogue, containing many hundreds

inCL ..f Bargains, "ill show vou the advan-

tage of dealing with us. Write for it to-day.

J. & S. SAMUELS, 100, LONDON ROAD, LIVERPOOL.

Send 30/- Poplin-lined

EM-AR" RAINCOAT

to-day.

Vou can tramp all day in

the rain and yet keep

snug and dry when you

wear A J ayaitess Rain-

coat. It looks better than

any coat at three guineas,

being made of the

Choicest Yarnproof

Cloths and lined with

Strong, Handsome

Poplin. The choice

Poplin lining gives it a

rich effect, and Poplin

â�� though expensive â�� is

.the hardest wearing

lining possible, being

Real Lustre Weave.

Compare it with any

three-guinea coat, and

you will find ours equal,

if not better.

Rend Money Order orCheque

today, direct to the Whole-

saler, and save all middle

profits. Htate chest measure-

ment Mild length required.

One Oft/ no

price, OVJ/- extras.

Patterns sent if desired.

J.&S.SAMUELS,

94-100, London Road,

LIVERPOOL.

Established 37 years.

Phone 14U Royal (4 lines).

SAMUELS' TAILORING BARGAINS

Yon must have two

pairs of Trousers

with every Suit

Realizing that trousers wear out

quicker than the coat and

vest, we make a rule of

supplying an extra pair

of trousers w ith each

Suit. Our Suitings

comprise handsome

hard-wearing cloths

â�� the latest products

of the best looms,

and we are sure that

an inspection of our

patterns will satisfy*

the most fastidious.

Our special price for

a smart, stylish city

Suit and extra pair

of Trousers made

to measure, in any

tyle â�¢

26'6

and no extra* are charaed.

PostFreeUnked Kingdom

Carriagt Abroad Extra,

Wa Guarantee the

Cut, Fit, and Finish,

and the suit is equal to

those usually sold at 2(ins.

Send to-dap far !'â� â�¢'*â�  â� ->â� .-

it .Sfif-SientiHrement Form

State whether Tweeds or

Flannels required.

J. & S.

SAMUELS,

04-100, London Road,

LIVERPOOL.
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REAL LEATHER

WRITING-ATTACHE GASES.

REDUCED

TO

MUST BE CLEARED.

18 6

WORTH

CARRIAGE

PAID.

Size 14 by 0 by 3 inches.

Orders from the Colonies and Abroad 5/- per Case extra

to cover additional packing, carriage, and insurance.

A VERY USEFUL, ACCEPTABLE

and HAND8OME PRESENT.

These Charming Writing-Attache' Cases,

warranted English.made throughout and in

excellent condition, arc manufactured of

Real Leather, htted with lift-out blotting

pad, pen, pencil, expanding leather pockets

for stationery, correspondence, stamps,

cheque book,etc. ,andsecured with twogood

sliding-nozzle, English-made nickel locks.

I

TWO CASE8 FOR 38/-

UNDER ROYAL

PATRONAGE.

Sc CO.

HENRY S . BOX

Trunk Specialists and Repairers. 251, KENSINGTON HIGH STREET, LONDON. W.

W Illustrated Catalogue of Trunks and Fancy Leather Goods, etc., post free to any address In the World.

DELICIOUS COFFEE.

RED

WHITE

.BLUE

For Breakfast & after Dinner.

MWLE POST PR It.

ymsz

gyposr.

11 cwn in.-ike Ihe sweetest and

moit delicious trend by iming

Standard EnglUh Yeast It Is

manufactured under iierfectly

hygienic ronditionn. una you can

hare it delivered to your door

within 24 hour* after ft 1* made.

Standard Ycaxt will retain its

freshness in all climate* longer

than other brand*. Try It oy

â�¢ending for fre- sample and book

0/ cooking recipe*.

send 1

for Booklet describing our Special Prestrjed Yeast.

POSTAL. YEAST CO., Dept. 8, HULL, YORKS.

FLUXITE: I

simplifies i

soldering"

FLUXITE

the Paste that

SIMPLIFIES SOLDERING

and lead-jointing.

In FTomea everywhere soldering jobt are being done with Flnilte

to - if- time and money. It ii naed In workshops and on

Motor-Can) all over the world.

Of Ironmonger*, In 6d., / and J/- tins.

The "FLUXITE" SOLDERING SET

contain* a special " small siw-e " Soldering Iron, a pocket Blow-

Lamp, Pluxfte, Solder, etc.. and a Pamphlet on " Soldering Work."

Price 4/6. Sample Set post paid United Kingdom.

Auto Controller Co., 1 no. V la n na
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When you want a Good

Story to read insist on having

Newnes' Sixpenny

Copyright Novels

The following is a selection of recent volumes:â��

Ann Veronica, by H. G. WELLS

Although banned by the principal libraries "Ann Veronica "has had nn

immense sale. The story deals, in an inimitable fashion with the problem

of the young woman of to-day, and Mr. Wells does not go out of his way

to inince matters.

John Silence, by ALGERNON BLACKWOOD

A fascinating series of psychical studies that hold the reader enthralled

from beginning to end.

Diana Tempest, by MARY CHOLMONDELEY

By the r.uthor of " Red Pottage " and " Moth and Rust," also included tn

Newnes' Sixpenny Novels.

The White Prophet, by HALL CAINE

A brilliant story of life and intrigue in Egypt, considered by many able

critics to be this author's finest achievement.

The Girl and the Miracle, by RICHARD MARSH

By the author of " The Death Whistle " and " In the Sei vice of Love," also

included in Newnes* Sixpenny Novels.

The Stark Munro Letters, by A. CONAN DOYLE

The many admirers of the creator of " Sherlock Holmes " will find this to

be one of his very best books.

Nigel FerrardVby Mrs. BAILLIE REYNOLDS

A charming novel by one of the most popular of present-day writers.

Carnival, by COMPTON MACKENZIE

One of the mosl popular of recent novelsâ��one, too, that is being read with

avidity on all sides.

The Adventurers

H. B. Marriott Watson

Captain Fortune

H. B. Marriott Watson

Called Back Hugh Conway

Prisoner of Zenda Anthony Hope

Rupert of Hentzau Anthony Hope

Indiscretion of the Duchess

Anthony Hope

Mr Isaacs Marion Crawford

Roman Singer Marion Crawford

Marzlo's Crucifix Marion Crawford

Cigarette Maker s Romance

Marion Crawford

Kiss or Chance Roland Uunster

The Passionate Pilgrim

â�� Percy White

The Footsteps of a Throne

Max Peniberton

All Is Not Fair

other Stories

in Love: and

Charles Garvice

LL_â��"i rnui-n Anthony Hope

The Chronicles of Count Antonio

Anthony Hope

Hunchback of Westminster

Win. Le Queux

Lady Jim of Curzon Street

Fergus Hume

The Silent House Louis Tracy

The Return of Sherlock Holmes

A. Conan Doyle

The Lady of the Barge

W. W. Jacobs

The Loom ofFate Charles Garvice

Dodo E. F. Benson

Love and louisa E. M. Albanesi

Round the Red Lamp

A. Conan Doyle

Price SIXPENCE each.

Of all Booksellers, Newsagents, and Bookstalls, or 8d. post free from

CEORCE NEWNES, ltd., 8-11, Southampton St., Strand, W.C.

ALGERNON

BLACKWOOD
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the DULGITONE

A Portable Tuning-Fork Piano.

There is no end to the service and pleasure to

be derived from the Dulcitone. It is easily

carried about (it only weighs about 30 lbs.) and

can be taken upstairs, downstairs, < r outside

with ease. Its charming musical tone is

permanent: no tuning is ever required and

it will stand any climate and conditions that

would ruin an ordinary piano.

Invaluable abroad, in

a boon In the Sick-

room, and Ideal for

etc

Compassâ��3^, 4,

and 5 octaves.

Â£12 net

and

Write for Illustrated

Catalogue.

THOMAS MAGHELL & SONS,

SOLE MAKERS,

49, Great Western Rd., GLASGOW.

9

Though it occupies very little space, this hard steel

fence is wonderfully strong. The heaviest animal

cannot break through. it will not rust, and is

practically everlasting. It always looks neat and

trim, and requires no attention.

EMPIRE

HARD

STEEL

WOVEN 13> m fWT 17V

WIRE jF ML/ L>* ML/

TWO MEN CAN I III I I A MILE PES DAY.

llrotrienhurst.--1' f am very pleased with the fence, it

is so light and yet so very strong." J.A.

Write for fully descriptive fatalofrue.

Hole Distributor! (orUnited Kingdom 1

PARKER, WINDER. & ACHURCH. Ltd

BIRMINGHAM.

1 1

&

Since Queen Victoria's

Early Days the most

acceptable GIFT

among people of good taste has always been

a bottle or Luce's Jersey Eau-de-Cologne.

Absolutely pure, refreshing, and invigorating,

it fits every requirement of a good gift. It is

distinctive, refined, acceptable, and useful to

LUCES

EAU - DE

COLGBNE

is obtainable of all Chemists,

at all the Stores mentioned

below, or direct from Luce's

Retail Depot, High Street,

Southampton.

In Bottles

1/-, 2/-, 4/-. 5/-,

10/6, and 21/-

ln Wickers

3/3, 6/6, 12/9

Post and Duty Paid.

Like "the wind on the heath"

fragrant with the scent of countless blossoms,

whispering of the heather-laden moors, of

the morning dew, and of the wind-swept

heavens, that is

IUCES

Heather

Obtainable of ah

Chemists, Army

& N.ivy Stores,

Civil Service

Stores, Barker's,

Harrod's, Hep-

pell's, Selfridge's,

Whiteley's, etc,

or direct from

Luce's Retail

Depot, High

Street, South-

ampton.

Single

Bottles

2/9

Post Paid.

Dainty Perfumed Fanâ��FREE

perfumed with Luce's Jersey Heather, sent free

on receipt of your name and address and 2d. in

stamps to cover postage, etc. Address Luce's,

High Street, Southampton.

â�� LUCE'S

SOUTHAMPTON " JERSEY ' LONDON.

i

V

!

I
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"Universal"

Coffee Percolator

Makes perfect Coffee, free from

tannic acid, while any other Per-

colator is getting ready to start.

Is noted for the delicious aroma

and fine flavour of its Coffee.

Any one can

make per-

fect Coffee

â�� in the â��

1 Universal.'

Of all first-

class I ron-

mongers ;ind

D epartment

Stores.

Write for Illustrated Booklet.

LANDERS, FRARY & CLARK,

(Room F).

31, Bartholomew Close, London, E.C

II is the works that are

all-important in a watch,

and the works in my 60/-

Silver Knglish Lever are

equal to those in 18-ct.

Lever watches at Â£-zo.

Watch exchanged, or

cash returne I, if not approved

BEFORE BUYING A XMA8

PRE8ENT, send for my Price

List of Watches, Clocks, Jewel-

lery, Silver and Plated Articles,

etc, with 1,000 Illustrations,

post free to any part of the

world. Single articles at

Wholesale i'rices.

SAMUEL EDGCUMBE,

MaSI'FACTUM* AND iHIMItTER,

11, Cornwall St., PLYMOUTH.

SILVER

Real English

Lever

For 50/-

Post Free.

The il

30/-

Fires Gas

Fumes.

Stupefies, but

Does Not Kill.

Flve-cham

bered Re

volvers,

including 25 Cmtridtc

Single-Barrel 7 iff including

Pistol*. '/Â»* Canridgfs

Extra Cartridges, 10 - per 100

Tlmuph absolutely harmless to

health or life, any assailant Is ren

helpless by the fumes of the

Cartridges for several mlnuteu - -

time for bis arrest. Every country hoiist

ina protection from burglars should own

' Uedlen.' Indispensable to Bank Messenjte

Tnive.lb;rs, Night Watchmen, To

The "Dedles" Small Arms Co.,

04, CHANCERY LANE, HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

DEDLES" PISTOL

"As used by foreign

police."- Vide FretÂ».

Send for fur-

ther par

This Label

on a Toy

Guarantees

Perfect Joy

A Competition

for the Kiddies

The Manufacturers will give

TWELVE MOKO TOYS

value Â£2-2*0 each

to the twelve children sending

the best letters containing lists of

their twelve favourite MOKO

toys, with reasons for their

choice. With each letter must

be sent one of the labels found

on every MOKO Toy. Tne

competition will be decided by

three independent judges, and

their decision will be final.

If you have not previously tried

MOKO Toys, you will be struck

with their varietyf their ingenuity

and their strength.

Most toy shops, drapers and

stores sell MOKO Toys. If you

have any difficulty in getting

them write to the address below

and you will be told the name

and address of the nearest place

where they can be obtained.

Competitors must send their

efforts and all enquiries in

reference to this competition to

W. H. SMITH & SON

Advertising Agents

55 I ETTER LANE. LONDON

E.C

This Competition closes January 1st, and the

Prize - winners' names and addresses will

be Dublished in the "Daily Mirror" of

January 19th, 1914.

MOKO
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SCALE MODELS

Model Maker,

to the

Admiralty,

EACH TESTED AND CERTAIN TO WORK. Magnificent Scale Models of

N.B.R. Co.'Â» Express Atlantic Type Engine, "Flying Scotsman."

G.N.R. Co.'s Atlantic Type 4 Coupled Passenger Express.

L.N.W.R. Co.'s Express Passenger 6 Coupled Experiment Loco.

L.N.W.R. Co.'s Express Passenger 6 Coupled Pilot Loco,

and many others in Gauges 0, I. and 3, working with Steam, Clockwork, and Electricity.

SCALE MODEL ROLLING STOCK.-Wagons, Coaches, etc, Signals. Stations, Bridges, etc

PERMANENT WAY.â��Our famous Rustless Steel, also best Tinplate Rails, Points, etc

ENGINES OF ALL KINDS.â��Vertical, Horizontal, Marine, Hot Air, etc.

MODELS FOR ENGINES TO WORK.â��Saws, Grindstones, Dynamos, Cranes, Printing Presses, Fountains, etc

For illustrations and full descriptions of above and other Scale Models send to-day for Our New Illustrated

Catalogue No. 50 (just published), Free to Strand readers on receipt of ad. for postage.

CLYDE MODEL DOCKYARD, GLASGOW, SCOTLAND.

QUICK SHAVING.

Safety Razors kept in Brytstele Bath need not he taken

apart, cleaned or dried. Blades have keen edge for two

months without stopping.

Brytstele Outfit Complete, 1s. 6d., from all Chemists,

Hairdressers, etc, or Post Free, Is. MM,, from

BRYTSTELE MFC. CO., 62, Oxford Street. London, W.

EGGO

Is DRIED FRESH EGGS

In Powder Form.

Reg 1 Absolutely Pure Egg.

It Is invaluable during th- Autumn and Winter, when shell

tggÂ§ are dear and unreliable, for making Omelettes. Scrambled

Eggi. Custard*. Cakes, etc. EGGO will keen quite fresh in any

cltnute. Sold in 6d. and 1b. Tins by the leading London

Stores, or on receipt of a remittance will be lent Post Free by

ECCO, LTD., 99,

Street, London, E.

Xmas Gifts

with

Charm, Comfort, and Quality.

It would be difficult to

suggest more attractive

features in a Christmas

Present than those

mentioned.

Ladies' " Muff - Scarf."

in white and plain

colour*. 6/11.

Ladies' "Patricia" Slipper,

in a variety of artistic

colours. 2/11.

Illustrated List will be sent on request.

London Jaeger Depots :

Regent St.. W.. 126 1 Kensington High St.. W. 102

Tartan Rug. fringed

both ends. 10/6.

Sloane 1.

Strand.

. W.. 30

f.C 456

Huh

Victoria St.. W?. 115

Cheapside. E.C.. 85 flt 86

A Jaeger Agent in every important town. Address on application.

1
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Â£50 PRIZE BABY

Mrs. ETHEL HODGE, of Trafalgar Crescent,

Bridlington, Yorks, writes:

" He is a fine, healthy, and strong boy, as shown

by the photo, having been entirely fed on your

' Patent' Barley and Milk from three months old.

He was entered in the Daily Sketch competition

of last year, and came out top in his division,

thereby winning a prize of ^50."

Babies fed on cow's milk diluted with

Barley Water made from

ROBINSON'S BARLEY

always thrive wonderfully. Perfect nutrition, sound sleep, and

freedom from digestive troubles are some of the happy results of

adopting this diet.

Send for Free Booklet, "Advice to Mothers."

I (Dept. "S.M."), KEEN, ROBINSON & CO., Ltd., LONDON, y

a

a

IDEAL GIFT BOOKS.

vtB Beautifully "Printed, Handsomely Bound, and 'Profusely Illustrated.

GARDENS FOR SMALL COUNTRY HOUSES.

By Gertrude Jekyll and I awrencb Weaver.

Large quarto, containing nearly 400 superb Illustration!, Planting l'lans,

Garden l'lans, etc. 15s. net; by inland post, 15s. 7d.

OUR COMMON SEA-BIRDS.

By PERCY R. Lowe, B.A., M.B., B.C.

With Chapters by Benti.ey Beetham, Francis Hbatheri.ey, W. R.

Ogilvib-Grant, Oliver G. Tike, W. P. I vcrakt, A. J. Roberts, etc.

Large quarto, cloth, gilt, containing over 300 pages and nearly 250

Matchless Illustrations. 15s. net; by inland post, 15s. J<i.

THE PEREGRINE FALCON AT THE EYRIE.

By Francis IIeatiierley, F.R.C.S.

Illustrated throughout with wonderful photographs by the Author and

C. J. King. Demy quarto, cloth, gilt. 5s. net ; by inland post, 5s. 6<).

WALL AND WATER GARDENS, with chapters on the Rock Garden, the Heath Garden, and the

Paved Water Garden, by Gertrude Jekyll, Revised and Enlarged edition, will] nearly 200 illustrations, plans,

and diagrams. 12s. 6d. net ; by inland post, 13s.

PASTIME IN GOOD COMPANY. Pictured by G. D. Armour, containing over fifty beautiful

plates, each one worth framing. Royal quarto, 15s. net ; by inland post, 15s. 6d.

HOUSES AND GARDENS BY E. L. LUTYENS. Described and criticised by Lawrence Weaver.

About 350 pages (16 by 11) and 400 illustrations. 25s. net ; by inland post, 25s. 1 id.

Illustrated prospectuses of those works and a complete Catalogue of all the notable books in the " Country Lite" Library will

be sent post free on application to the Offices of 'Country Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock St., Covent Garden, London, W.C
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These are photographs of Leather and

Rexine

â�� the ideal Furniture Covering.

They serve to show how closely Rexine resembles leather.

The colourings are just as true, but Rexine has the

advantage of wearing better.: being stain and scratch-

proof, and it can be washed when soiled. And Rexine

is only a quarter the price of leather.

Your furnishing house can shew you samples. I"he

name "Rf ,'ine" is ilitmpeJ un the hack of the Kenuine.

THE BRITISH LEATHER CLOTH MANUFACTURING CO LTD.,

HYDE, nr. MANCHESTER.

^iimmiillllllllillllliaiiiH

Economical & Congenial

Warmth in the Home ,

If you wish to have every room in

your house cheerfulâ��to create a

warm ami heiJrhy Rtmmpht-re.ni.il

to save on your fu*1 hill thf*

^ winterâ�� inatal Clark's Hygienic

1 Syphon Stove

^â�¢ which can be used for Gas or OH.

and i- guaranteed to genemte

wâ�� only PURE HEAT withnul

~ Smoke or Smell NO FLUE

REQUIRED.

Uur booklet *â�¢ Pure, Heat "

will interest you. Writ*,

ntnting if for Gas or oil, for

Free Edition fÂ» Deri , s

Clark's Syphon Stove Co., Ld.

132, Queen Victoria St., B.C.

132. Queen Victoria St., B.C.

Wiiiiiim||||j||||H||nmi^FLLILESS STOVE.]

THE NEW SHORTHAND.

Sonoscrlpt, popularly known as "the New Shorthand."

Is so extremely simple that It can be completely

LEARNT IN A FEW H0UR8.

The Phonographic Review, in a long

article in praise of the sy*tem, says:â��"We

acknowledged the receipt of the book, writ ten

according to the system of which it la an

exposition, by the next post.

The, Christian Leader Nays:â��"A smart

youth who gives his mind to the task might

Ik.- writing the system with fluency in a

couple of days."

The London Figaro says:â�� "A truly

reniarkahle system. . . . Bids fair to super-

sede the older methods. . . . We confidently

recommend it."

Hundred* of other Prt** Notice* atvl

Tt*tt'nonial*.

Success Absolutely Guaranteed.

,V. li. â�� Kmployers when engaging stenographers now invariably

select those writing S >noscript. as they themselves can so easily

barn tort-ad and write it Complete, with " Hints to Typists," post

free. 2s. ld. ipor Postal Order!.â�� The Imperial Publishing Co.,

(l: I >t-pt 42, Paddenswtck Rd . Hammersmith, London,W.

"LIQUID SUNSHINE

THE FINEST RUM

FIRST QUALITY (The Popular Grade) 3^6 P** Bottle.

To be Obtained of all High-Class Spirit Merchants.
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CHRISTMAS GIFTS

For Her.

The Nature Lover's Diary

From SVC

Far Him.

A Peerless Diary

From l'A.

ForthcBgy

The School Boy's Diary

From 1V\ â�¢

Eerjhc_Gid.

TheSchoolGirl's Dtary

From 1V-.

lr*ctt as

The last thing at night

Dr. RIDGE'S PATENT COOKED FOOD

is invaluable. It soothes the nerves, warms the

body, and promotes refreshing Â»'

digestible than cocoa, and will not

Sold in Sd., II-, and 2/

A Free Sample with book on

dietary sent on receipt of p.c. to

Royal FoodMllls.Dpt.S.M., London. N,

DR RIDGES

FOOD

JL

Cuckoo! Cuckoo!

27/6

A (Trent Norelty lit clocks. Beautiful

Swiss carved case*. Simple construcik

Size 14 by 10 inches. Post

free to suit part of the

British Isles. Pout free

to any Colony, 85/-*

Cuckoo Clocks

There's a charm about these clocks

which iÂ« quite their own. They make

ideal presents for all oeOMkKM ami are

excellent timekeepers.

Every hour and half-hour fhe little

otrd opens his door, flap* his wings, and

announces the time of day in clear, melodious tones-au exact

reproduction of a real Cuckoo!

SUITABLE FOR HALL, NURSERY, etc.

CAMERER KUSS & CO.^&S^?^

Established T7H8. Catalogue of Jewellery and Watches post free.

SKYE HOMESPUN 1

and CHEVIOT TWEED

Direct from Loom to Wearer 3

9

(AÂ» Supplied to Royalty).

'Patterns and Prices

on Application.

PORTREE WOOL MILL CO., Ltd.

(B Dept.), 13, High St., Inverness.

PRICE'S

Specialised Soaps.

A woman whose complexion is much

exposed to the sun, wind or cold, will

most likely find that

REGINA NURSERY,

the Super Emollient Soap, will prove best

for her, as it is for infants and wherever

extreme mildness is essential.

Where a good family soap is required for

either Toilet or Bath use

REGINA ORIGINAL

stands unrivalled. It is mild, emollient

and economical. Its exhilarating perfume

captivates everyone.

Where a woman's complexion suffers for

lack of a due amount of fresh air and

exercise,

REGINA MEDICATED.

with its beneficial tonic effect, will prove a

material aid to a fresh complexion and

healthy skin. The antiseptic properties of

this soap also serve in warding off infection.

Sold by Chemists, Old. per

Â£+2 Tablet

Grocers, Stores, crc.

SAMPLE OFFER.â��A box of three trial

samples of the Regina Specialised Soaps (com-

prising one tablet each of the Nursery, Medicated

and Original) will be forwarded, post free, to any

ndilress in the United Kingdom on receipt of three

penny stamps.

PRICE'S (E 1),

Belmont Works. Batteriea. London, S.W.
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GENUINE SCOTCH

-SPICED BEEF-

'T'HIS really delectable table delicacyâ��

prepared under ideal conditions, from the

finest selected quality Scotch fed Beef onlyâ��

se.it per return mail, carefully packed and carriage

paid, direct to your address on receipt of order.

SEND A TRIAL ORDER TO-DAY.

IT COSTSâ��In pieces over 3I0. weight : Uncooked,

18. 2d. lb. ; Cooked, 1Â«. 8d. lb. Cash with

Order, Notk.â��Orders of 61b. and over id. lb. less.

Wm. HOOD, Ltd.,

High-Class Family Butchers,

74, JAMAICA ST., GLASGOW.

HELLO, DADDY!

PLAYING CARDS

Post Free,

1'-

A. W. Ford

& Co., Ltd.,

Bristol,

the Sole

Publishers.

f

A Photo-

gravure, size

I 24in.by 19in.,

of this

delightful life

I study can also

be obtained,

I post free 2/9,

f rom

A. W. Ford

& Co., Ltd.,

Bristol.

'The Playing Cards of the Year."

May we send you FREE

a Morris-Style Calendar ?

bearing portraits and quotations from famous writersâ��

together with particulars of the

Morton Morris Chair

You will find this uulu.ne easy chair ideal for

your home or for a present. It has been developed

"i * -111 u tuKgestion by William Morris, and com-

simple dignity of design with perfect

t. It has Oak lor Mahogany) frame, with

adjustable back, loose back

cushion, and loose sprtng-

upholstered seat in red or

green corduroy velvet tor in

other coverings to order). al*o

various attachments as below,

if desired.

Price of Chair in Oak

Biidiag Ash Tray on

Ann

Foot-Kest (which elides

under seat) .,

Detachable li ea d i n g

Stand 99

We send Carriage Paid in

United Kingdom, and if not

approved on receipt, we will

... . . - take back at our expense and

Another special fine or refund payment in full,

our* im the MORTON*

BOOT CABINET,

fitted with brass racks for 9 to

12 pairs of boot*. In Oak, 37 6

(other woods to order). Leaflet

on request. Whatever you re-

quire in Furniture, we shall be

happy to quote. Instance is

no object.

81/6

Od.

lO/-

MORTONS,

6, Boyne House,

Highbury Ptucc,

London, N.

The mont remarkabl* muiical discover \> of the age. . . . Will

cause anentire revolution in pmno-tilaying.â�� Vtde Public Press.

PIANO IN 12 LESSONS

To learn to play the Piano baa hitherto

been a most difficult task, occupying many

years, involving the most tedious study

and practice, and necessitating consider-

able outlay for tuition. At last all this is

altered; for. by the new method entitled

"Piano in ]-j Lessons." anyone can now

learn to play at sight hundreds of sacred

, and secular pieces, dances, fantasias, oper-

1 aticselections, accompaniment*, etc.. from

I ordinary music IN A FEW WEEKS

without the slightest previous knowledge,

and without the aid of a teacher. For both

adults and children it is now the only satis-

factory met hodâ�� for adults, because it en-

to suresabrilliantstvleinan extremely short

y â�¢ time, and for children because it makes

the study a pleasure instead of a toil and

w entirely does away with all drudgery and

ted tow practice. It is Â»â�  easy as A B 0, and the results are simply

marvellous. It is equally suitable for either Piano, Harmonium, or

American Organ. Thousands of Testimonials. Success guaranteed.

Monev willingly returned if not as stated. Post free. Sa. Id., complete,

per Postal Order. - THI IMPERIAL PUBLISHING CO.

(B Dept.', 43, Paddenswick Rd., Hammersmith,London, W.

One good thing to do to-day for December 25th,

Order your

ATORA

\

Shredded

BEEF SUET

for the Christmas Puddings and Mincemeat.

Shredded 'Atora' is well called the "Handy Suet." Pour it directly

(rom the packet into the dish and see how quickly and easily it mixes with the Hour.

fjtj- SAVES TIUSI fJST- SAVES TKOOliLE! WW SAVES WASTE.

"Atora " is a sterilised and refined extract of the finest Beef Suet. A pure, sweet-

smelling, and really wholesome food product. The only Suet that keeps.

Sold in two forms â�� Shredded for Puddings and Pastry, and in

Block* for Frying: and Cooking. From all Grocers, etc, in ilb. and (lb- boxes.

Sole Manufacturers: HUGON & Co., Ltd., Pendleton, Manchester.
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Madame SARAH BERNHARDT

"Dses Proctor'* Pinelyptus Putilies with great

Chest. Throat, and Voice. She recommends them to I

and will not travel without them."

Mr****" PASTILLES

PASTILLES

BRONCHO-LARYNGEAL.

FAMOU8 FOR

CHEST,

THROAT,

VOICE

A BOON TO SINGERS, SPEAKER8, TEACHERS.

Bold In boxes at 1 - by Chemists A stores.

Inaijt on hating "PROCTORS PINEIAPTUS."

FAMOUS FOR

ASTHMA,

CATARRH,

COUGH

"AEROGRAPH

is largely used for

Photo - Finishing,

Drawing, and

Painting

Also for

STENCIL and

SHADING WORK.

The Aerograph Co., Ltd.,

43, Holborn Viaduct, London, E.C.

THE " ROOM TO ROOM"

PATENT CINDER SIFTER

Regd. No. 10461.

A USEFUL XMAS GIFT.

Light and easily carried. No dust or waste

labour and fuel. Will hold sittings from

' ) urates.

I'-'m by l lim Weight about 7lb.

10 ordinary fire grates.

Diinenitoiui, 12in. by

JupauDed Ked, Green.

Retail

Price

59

Carriage

Paid, U.K.

WATSON & COOMBER,

8ole Agents,

CIO, Beck with St., LIVERPOOL.

VlSCM

V (Seed of Strength)

A Powerful Brain and Nerve

Food.

IN POWDER OR TABLET FORM.

A 1 6 tin will be sent as a trial for 9J. post free.

Also an interesting Booklet containing many elo-

quent testimonials, including one from the famous

author Mr. William Le Queux.

ST. IVEL, Ltd. (Dept. 1. )t YEOVIL.

writes at once.

JUST suits me because it

AND writes smoothly. AND i__

of order. The very thing to give for Christmas."

Of good "llfk nr P0"1 J- Kearney ft Co..

Stationers. wj& free from 47. Dale &K, Liverpool

Foreign Postage, 6d. extra.

YEARS' WEAR !

2/9 kind.

J ute Boles hut longer than

any others. Easiest for House,

Shop, or Factory. Cmmpttt

fur School Drill. A iWu'M,

JnXitutiont. l>. P.. Reading:

'Last iw.fr nearly 10 years

W. BfoaavK. New

Bamet: " Got

last pair 9 Tears

ago; now quite

worn " lira. R.

15. Hill Knd.

Droltwich.sayt

(May. 1913): "Have used your shoes for 30 years, cannot

do without them." Prices (PoMt free United

Enclose Length of Walking Shoe, Kingdom, abroad extra).

Colourâ��Brown, Black, or White. Children's. Indies'. Gent's.

A. Plain Shoes (without Strapping) 1,S 119 1/11

I>. Superior Canvas (as per illustration).. .. â�� 9 0 18

E. Boots, suit turning, climhinr. kc. (non-slipping) 3 - 3.3

Do. Strong Grey Canvas (Shoes 6d. per pair less) 3 3 3/0

G. Suiierfine Shoes, no Strapg(Bocl* la. extra) â�� 4/3 */0

Superior leather Soled Shoe* SO 3,11 Â«/H

Red Rubber (Fine Brownor White Canvas). Ladies', 1/3; Gent's. 8 6

White Boots (Leather or Ruhlier Soles). 7/0. 11/0, 15/-. If Three

pairsat one lime, reduction of Id.perpair; six pairs 2d. Full list, id.,

including Boot List; single pairs let* than $hop or "ttort" price*.

PATENT CANVAS SHOE CO., 1. f

X" Â»)n.m Sr>n.t I'" dirert.

s Road,

ygjjs ad*

Patent 831412.

' LABODEX

{Regv

PROTECTIVE

KNICKERS.

THB

CREATEST INVENTION

For the Comfort of Women.

Made in three

Lonrfcloth

Cambric

Cellular

Cream de Lain. .

Jap Silk

Heavy Jap Silk .

Crepe de Bante

86

3 11

6 11

7 11

T/ll

9 11

12 6

Ivory Satin 12 6

Ullanese Silk IS 6 Â« 2! 9

Absolutely Waterproof

arid wash in boiling w.ler .nd

Goap and nil

Stocked by Harrod*. D. H. Evans. Hram A Co.. Martba.ll k

Snelgrove, Peter Robinsun. H. C. Riusell. K.-Hmarne s. Co.,

SelfridgeX stapit & Mantle, Tndor Brothers. Wbit.ley'n, and

all leading Draper* bl the United Kingdom.

If any difficulty in obtaining, write toâ��

The Lady Manageress, 40, Glebe Road, Barnes, 8.W.

Scotch Shortbread

& (Jest Jlwarc'ed Qold Sitedal,

London Exhibition. Sept. 1913)

| In Tins, 2/6, 5/-, & 7/6, post free.

cfi (Foreign aod Colonial Postage extra.)

Uti J. MORRISON Sl SONS, Ltd.,

ftrf Baker, and Confectioner.. 1 7. Fullarton Place,

|yj Stevenaton, Ayrahire. 'Phone 10 Saltcoata.
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A CHARMING PRESENT FOR LADY OR

GENTLEMAN CYCLIST.

THE BRITISH-MADE "VOLTALITE" SELF-CENERATINC ELECTRIC CYCLE LAMP.

Testimonials received from users

of the " Voltalile " Cycle Lamp

F. P. B., Otira, West land. New Zealand.

" I feel it ruy duty to let you know that

the 'Voltalite' which I got from you lust

year hai far exceeded my ex lactations.

It has been in constant use ever since I

f"t it, and it hag never once refused to

tenure splendidly."

J. F. S. H., Mnidstone Road, Chatham.

"The 'Voltalite' Is absolutely the best

thing I have come across in the way of

Cycle Lampft. It puts all Acetylene La mps

in the shade for beam without being too

daziling to the eyes."

P. V., Russell Street.

Worcester, South Africa.

" The " Voltalite' has stood some severe

test v. and I must say that it is the l>est on

the market."

O. F. M.. Bear Road, Brighton.

September 1411-

"Re your 'Voltalite,' I have had it In

use over 6 years, and it always gives

the best result*."

O. W. W.. High St.. Market Hsrbaro*.

November 30th, 1910.

" Gentlemen,- 1 have very great pleasure

in writing to tell you how pleased I am

with the 'Voltalite.' Found it came far

above my expectations."

J. A., Una guanas. Trinidad, B.W.I.

September 20th, 1913.

"About 2 years ago I purchased a

' Voltalite ' Electric Cycle lamp from you,

and J am pleased to state that same is -till

in service and giving as good light.as when

first received."

Extracts from Press Reports.

The only British-made Self-Generat-

ing Electric Cycle L.imp. Produces

brilliant electric light by the move-

ment of the cycle wheel. Illuminates

8 volt metal filament bulb equally

brilliant at walking or raring speeds.

Price complete with Head Lamp and

Bulb ready for use, 18 6 post free in

United Kingdom. Special Do Luxe

pattern, 25/-.

Latest Achievement. â�� The

"Voltalite" can be supplied with

Electric Bear Light attachment, thus

generating at the nme time a brilliant

light at head of cycle and a warning

red light at rear. Price, Complete

On;fit, ready for use, with spare

bulbs, 24/-; post and packing free.

Abroad or in the (Vtlonies. 2.6 extra.

Our 8-page "Voltalite pamphlet

gives extracts from unsolicited testi-

monials from all over the world, also

PrcHrt notices and full particulars.

Free on application.

Motorcycle "Voltalite,"Â£212s.

Avoid Imitations.

Insist on the "VOLTALITE."

Weekly Telegraph.

November 26th, 1910.

"The most ingenious adjuuet to the

cycle that has yet been devised. . . . Toe

movement of a lever brings a rubber-

covered pulley into contact with the rim

of the bicycle, and this immediately pro-

duces a light. The light given is bright

and constant all the time the bicycle it in

motion."

The Model Engineer and Electrician,

January imh, 1911.

" The light was excellent, and did not

appear to vary in brilliancy with speeds

from about 4 to 15 m.p.h. or thereabouts.

.... He arc able to say, us the result

of this trial, that our opinion of the

'VolttUite' as a cycle accessory is de-

cidedly lavourable, and we can recommend

it to cyclists."

Junior Mechanict and EUcirieity.

August, 1913.

"The "Voltalite' consists of a small

Magneto l>ynamo. . . . it gives an excellent

light of a brilliant white character. A

member of our stall uses one and is quite

satisfied with it."

WARD A G0LOST0NE,

SALFORD, MANCHESTER.

Tblkobams : " Multum, Manchester."

bxÂ£PUonx : 70S:,, 4/5/8 Central.

Established 1892.

Perfect

Pipe-comfort

â�� at last

The most ingenious invention in pipe-

betterment yet. The urider-recess enables

you to hold pipe between teeth without conscious effort. The

patent mouthpiece, with its deep concave opening, prevents

tongue-tip from contact with bore-ending, so moisture cannot

travel down to sodden the tobacco, nor can nicotine sting

tongue-tip. A cool smoke to the last shred.

The New Bewlay

with the Patent Pipe-Lip

offers pipe-smokers supreme luxury of the weed, and banishes

all the old troubles and evils for ever. Will shortly be

reigning mode in pipes. Call at any of Bewlay's io shops

ant! inspect for yourself, or send postcard for booklet, describing

this and other fatuous BEWLAY models.

BEWLAY & CO., Ltd.

(Established 133 Years).

Chief Depot :

49, Strand, London

Showing concave mouthpiece

with receded bore.

Gifts

5^ FragrantJ

memory

NOTHING more acceptableâ��nothing

in better taste. Possessing that

elusive charm of fragrance which

characterizes only the most expensive

cigars, Flor de Dindiguls are strictly

reasonable in price. Well-matured, mild,

of exquisite aroma, and peculiar richness

of " flavour," they appeal lo the smoker of

refined tastes. They are cool and even-

burning lo the end. Each a delightful

memory.

3d. each, 5 for 1/1. Boxes of 25

for 5/3. 50 for 10/3, of .U tobac-

conist., or from the Importers:

BEWLAY & CO., 49. Strand,

London, W.C.

EelaiAUhed in the early reiffn of George 111.

FlordeDindigul.

cigars.
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[ S.FOX & C? i

PARAGON;

KS1

FRAMES

'for umbrellas Â© sunshades]

WHEN YOU BUY AN

UMBRELLA

or SUNSHADE

always open it and look for the

Trade Marks on the frame.

Don't judge by the Handle only,

THE FRAME is (he VITAL part

After a test of 60 Years

FOX'S

ARE STILL

THE BEST

IN THE

WORLD.

rS.FOX & C? limited X PARAGON

IVITTELI

GRANDE SOURCE

A guaranteed pare, agreeable medicinal table

water which everybody, and especially sufleren

from gout, rlieumutitni, kidney and liver troubles,

ahould drink regularly.

Can be takenadvant<tg<outly with all Wineg ,\ &pirit$

Awarded Gold Medal. International Congress of

Medicine, Loudon, August, 1DI3.

Over 11.000,000 bottles sold yearly.

Prom all hotels, rherrmts and sterer

E. DEL MAR, 12, Mark Lane, E.C.

DIRECT FROM SOUTH WALES

You can procure the GENUINE FABRIC in Cb.rming

Shades of Fast Dye.

A variety of tasty r atternn for Ladies' and Children's

DAY St NIQHT WEAR.

Our Celebrated Flannels and Tweeds are unequalled for

Ladies Costumes, Golf and Walking Skirts, Gent.'l

Suits, etc., for Town and Country Wear.

1'attemt Fret. Casu with "hita. Telej>hone: DockaSSI

JOHN JONES&SONS

COLLEPF F.' SWANSEA

llrtESTORE THÂ£

>VOlCE WITH

EVANS1

PASTILLES

Invaluable for

Throat & Voice

i.i p.

If Manufacturer*:

I \ n\ MlVS UNI III R 4 WrBli, Us.,

LIVERPOllI.Â»n.l LONIkiN.

(Name this Maguine

" The more you wash it

the belter it /oofy."

Paripan the walls

and the woodwork

It beautifies the

Home. Write for Free

Illustrated Book to

RANDALL HltOS.. I Sherwood Houte.

ccatllll) Circus London

LACQUER-ENAMEL

Glossy or Flat (Dull). While and All Colours.

s in Royal Households

Palace or in Cottage, wherever Carpets are used,

ere should be found that King of Cleaners

CHIVERS' CARPET SOAP

Prised In Kosral Households. Over SO years'

ess Remove* ink. grease.

Sold at oil Stores.

6d. i â�  i lull.

F. CHIVERS 4 Co , L

L Ai.HArtv W oitas,

BATH.

SE

Sample />iÂ»hi>

Stamp

CHELTINE Bread, Flour,

Biscuits, Rusks, Cocoa, etc.,

For

DIABETES

THE MOST PALATABLE.

LEADING PHYSICIANS PRESCRIBE.

LARGE HOSPITALS USE.

PRINCIPAL STORES AND CHEMISTS STOCK.

Samples and Booklet Free.

CHELTINE FOODS CO., CHELTENHAM
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(Juar.inteed

RiiStftoof

ASTRA

COLLAR SUPPORTS

are Silk Covered and are practically invisible

They give with every movement of

the head, and do not chafe the neck.

Made in Black or White in the following size* :

Z 21. 24. 2j. 3. 31. 3J. and 4 inch.

I/- per packet of 12. 3' J. per Card of 3.

Stocked and Sold by all Leading Drapers.

No more

ugly

ears

Get the Claxton Rar-Cap and

let your child wear it in the

nursery and during sleep, and

c.irs willquiclcly

be corrected.

The pressure is

slight, but it

gently moulds

the ears while

they are soft

and pliable.

Patronised by the nubility and

gentry, and recommended by

d>>cturs and nurses. The

CLAXTON

EAR-CAP

is beautifully made in at sizes,

and is very effective. Get one

to-day. Obtainable of all

chemists, -Mores, and outfitlers

at 4-/-, To order direct, send

measurement round head just

above ears, and also over head

from lobe to lobe of ears, and

forward remittance for 4/- to

S. M. Claxton, Castle Labors*

- N.W.

w

FOR YOUR

CHILD

When oul-of-sorts,

fretful, or feverish,

give him a 1'razer's

Tablet to suck.

Just what is wanted.

Acts gently and

easily, and lie 11 soon

be as fresh as a daisy.

For you, too, when

your blood is impure,

or liver or Kidneys

out of order. Of all

chemists, l/lj, or

post free 1/3 from

Frazer's Tablets Co.,

Castle Laboratory,

London, N.W.

FRAZER'S

TABLETS

RLUNTO

Assisted by occasional useof

Cuticura Ointment does so

much to keep your skin clear,

scalp clean and free from dan-

druff, hair live and glossy,

and hands soft and white,

that not to use them is to fail

in your duty to yourself.

Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment arc sold

throughout the world. Send post-card to nearest

depot for free sample of each, with 32-page book:

Newbery, 27, Charterhouse So,., London; R. Towni

ACo., Sydney, N. 8. W.; Lennon. Ltd.. Cape Town:

Muller, Maclean A Co., Calcutta and Bombay;

Potter Drug and Chem. Corp., Boston, U. 8. A.

Oar-Men who shave and shampoo with Cuticura,

Soap will And It best for skin and scalp.
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OLD BOUCHT.

ARTIFICIAL

TEETH

Call or forward by post.

Utmost value per return,

or offer made.

Messrs. BROWNING,

Actual Manufacturers,

63, Oxford St., London, W.

Est. 100 years. (NoUt No.Â«3).

'TAMMERING

Q'

Â». V and all Defects in Speech effectually

PtAjgvT f~*Â¥ ipCf^ by correspondence or by per-

v*UI\E*ly sonal tuition. The "Practical

Guide," with printed Medical and General testimony to the

34 years' success of the system, is lent to inquirers, post free.

A preliminary interview (without charge) can be had by

previous appointment.

N. H. MASON. 3Q, Fleet St., London. E.C.

The Ideal Instrument (or the Home le the

HARPER ELECTRIC PIANO

It plays by itself, ami is also always ready to be played on by baud.

No manipulation of levers is necessary.

PERFECT EXPRESSION IS GIVEN.

Sold on Monthly PavmeuU as well at in- t'asA.

Write for Illustrated List toâ��

THE HARPER ELECTRIC PIANO CO..

Genuine Postage Stamps

FROM FOREIGN MISSIONS

Guaranteed sold by weight just as received.

Unusual opportunity for Stamp Collectors.

For explanatory booklet (in English) write

Mr. le Directeur des Timbres-Postedes Missions,

14, Rue des Redoutes, TOULOUSE (France).

"VORTEX" ZfcSKr-:

A MOST AMUSING TOY AND GAME.

PRICE SV-. With anisic SV6. Postage M.

Every reader mentioning "STRAND" will receive

three extra figure* for the game fres.

Send two stamp* for Illii.tmlcd List of

I>olli. Oames. Modeli

>nlr

llil

..111

FREE GIFT.

Vorle\ 10 . X. Ilept., I, V lug St,. Icton, W.

SECTIONAL BUILDINGS

Greenhouses. Rooms. Motor-Houses, Sanatorlu ms.Garden

Houses. Rustic Work.

tlXKST

MATERIAL.

BEST VALUE

BOOKLETS Jgl

HHEE. "IS**

CHIPMAN3, LTD., 11. 8TAINC8.

DON'T SNEEZE!

Dr. MACKENZIE'S

cactuakrfrh SMELLING BOTTLE

Relieves and QUICKLY CURES all COLD In the Head.

Nasal Catarrh, Neuralgia in the Head, fairitness, Diixl-

â�¡ess, etc. A SPECIFIC FOR HEAD-ACHE.

8<ild by all Chemists and Stores Price Is., or post free

In United Kingdom. 14 .tamp*, from MAI'KF.NZIES

' Curs Depot. READ1NU Items* Worthies* Imitations.

IMPROVED

Knitted Corsets

Support without Pressure.

Good Unshrinkable Sanitary Cotton and pure

Woollen Underclothing. Write for Illustrated

List free: also our UNBRIAKABLB "HER-

CULES" CORSETS IN COUTIL. 811.

.-â�¢///;;('â�¢ tteel fret Mention "Strand Magazine."

KtlimOCORSKT^CLOTMI^CO.IOnilfilUM.

For FiNhlng, Hiring, and I'lrttnure BoaU.

ParafTtn or Petrol. S to 30 H.P. ; 10,000

H P. in use at Home and Abroad. 2 H P.

Detectable Motor complete with aovMone*.

Â£17 10b. Write to-day for Catalogue of

Molorn. Reverse Gears, Proi-ellers. Motor

-W. MACM1LLAN A Co.,

â� rs.S li. pt . Alloa.Scotland.

DIABETES or BRIGHT S DISEASE

SURE CURE, rapid and without relapse in the

oldest cues, even when declared incurable, by Dr.

Damman's extracts of unknown plants. Ask for

booklet No. 21a, with numerous testimonials, at his depository:

JOZOT, 59 to 61, New Oxford St.. London, W.C.

PLEASE MENTION WHICH DISEASE.

3 6 "ANTIPHONES

TO

DEADEN SOUND

Invaluable to Sportsmen, and to

those unable to sleep through sound

of Motor Traffic, etc.

SUPPLIED TO THE ADMIRALTY.

Hawlslry * Sons. IT.!,. Oxford St.. London. IV.

100 COPIES IN 10 MINUTES

of handwriting, typewriting, drawings, specifi-

cations, invoices, music, menus, etc.. on the

PLEX DUPLICATOR

Outclasses all old-fashioned methods. Kemp, sue,

complete, 15/- carr. paid U.K. Money refunded if

not satisfactory. List No. 7 and specimens free.

C.Quadruple*, Ltd., S8, Coswell Rd., London, E.C.

Juarthcuuf

80 words per minute in ONE MONTH hy the

celebrated SLOAN - DUPLOYAN hiKhspeed

system, saving a year's study. Used in Parlia-

ment. Illustrated handbook and LESSON free.

SHORTHAND ASSOCIATION, LTD., 63, Holhorn

Hall, London, W.O. (Teltphont: 6wi Uoltorn')

RAPf-Tt enlarcesthe'

tmni I W moustache.

Trains and promotes the growth of

moustache snd heard. Contains no

grease. ByitsiiM-tlivwaTyappearanee

is obviated, and best for not cliroatrs,

nor does the moustache require

twl.ting to a point, the hair stopping

as brushed. Of all Hairdressers,

etc.. or 1/- P.O. to Thsj Nottm.

Perfumery Co., P.M.P. Dept..

37, Goose Gate, Nottingham.

Pore"

Highly recommended be MedUal Men. No Steel In Band.

r>^sv f.ffcctive and Light Comfortable in anr onÂ«i-

No Brssa^ ii"' .c<"Â«<'l'Â»'lonÂ« and Price lists Pree

^ Pâ�¢K bf"r"V t*< Cot name alow arnuini

â� attic Hose. Bell., etc. White's Hoc

an â� !. J?" " Pa'Â«n' LÂ«vÂ«"' Truss Co., Ltd.,

98, Shaftesbury Avenue. Piccadilly circus,

K> year*. Ladj Consultant

tat* Uafmtm
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As the BLADE

So the SHAVE.

The Majority of Safety Razor blades

replacing after a few shaves â�� a

considerable expense.

The STAR Blade, the result of 38 years' experience and

research, will shave you in luxurious

comfort for many years.

i

Send for List of Sets from 5/6

to Â£5, any of which make an

IDEAL CHRISTMAS

PRESENT.

7/6

POST MARIfT &cÂ°. If,l 98/100. aerkenwell Rd..

PAID. 1VI/\IVIV1 (umeni, MO., LONDON. EC.

Set as Illustrated, with Silver-Plated Frame and

Knurled Handle, in Velvet-lined Case. Of all Cutlers,

or from

NATURE S GENIAL CORRECTIVE

AND ANTIDOTE TO 8ATIETY.

The tongiie-clean sing qualities of a genuinely pure Cider like

Evan*' " GOLDEN PIPPIN " are invaluable during the festive

season. As the tongue i-Â« tti-- infallible Indicator of the state of

the iitomacl). when "UOLUKN PIPPIN " acta in its usual and

beneficent way and cleans the tongue, leaving the mouth fresh

and wholesome, the remedial work is going on throughout the

system. " An apple a day keeps the doctor away." ' GOLDEN

PIPPIN" is the puru fermented juice of the finest Oider

Apples. The most careful selection of the fruit grown and

blended scientiflrally precedes every process. Strictly hygienic

condition! prevail throughout the Kvans' Cider Mills in

Hereford and Devon, the ultimate result being "GOLDEN

PIPPINâ�¢ Cider, a fine example of what Baton can provide

when her efforts arc allied to the results of scientific enquiry

and research. Diluted with minerals "GOLDEN PIPPIN

makes a delightful "Cider Cup" for children.

InMitt upon (Ai ftrand, and ' mid your Wins

Merchant or (jroesr fail to $tock tt, a trial cnte

containing 3 doten rtpuUd pint bottle* will be *mt

you direct on application, carriage paid, for 16/-,

or a nins-aaMon catk for 13/6.

WILLIAM EVANS 4 CO., Ltd., "'MhufoSS: *

â� .-. - - i

lCHANGE^REST.

iChangefotnthar

. UNWy chair

(andREST'in

"THECHAJR0FEA5E

THAT5 SURF TO PlEHSf |

THE

EASYCHMR

TO BE OBTAINED ONLY FROM

1H0^5QNoGRM4TSSS LEICESTER

We have an

Interesting

11 lust rated

Book dealing

with ths

Rest Ques-

tion hy day

and by night.

It describes

mat

â�  pi

ill

for assuring

rest. Will be

scut poBi free

PRICE

296oR2e

y, DISCOUNT FOR CASH NOW & 4 'MONT HIT |

It comes carriage paid to your door,

England and Wales.

It is guaranteed. Money returned if

you are not satisfied.

Write for Patterns of beautiful

coverings FREE.
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RENEWED HEALTH & STRENGTH by using

^ZODIAC

Electro Massage

Machine

> Reg J.

For the Electric Treatment of Disease.

Never requires re-charging.

Always ready for use.

Generates its

own Electricity.

Best, Simplest, Cheapest,

and Most Efficient Electro-

Medical Machine ever

Invented.

SIMPLY REQUIRES ROLLING OVER THE PARTS AFFECTED.

The " ZODIAC " pours new vitality into the body and invigorates the whole system.

The "ZODIAC" cures RHEUMATISM, NEURALGIA, NERVE TROUBLES, SCIATICA,

and in fact gives immediate relief in all cases of pain. CURES WHILE YOU WAIT.

Every " ZODIAC " has a written guarantee for 5 years.

Price 21/- complete in leather velvet-lined box.

Send postcard for Book fully describing it, with illustrations.

THOMPSON & CAPPER, Ltd., 25, Manesty's Lane, Liverpool.

The " just-as-good " has not yet

been made.

Among all the food dainties

there is none so deliciously

appetising, wholesome, and

strengthening as

Y^i^M^.,- CM 3id 2d

" CUFFE r- BlM.MAM L??

â� brook. M'jm-liÂ«s"--l3d

The daily spread for children's

bread; it saves the butter bill.

The most delicious sandwiches

in the world are made from

Laitova. Have some to-day

for tea.
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FACTORY REBUILT

AND

SHOP-SOILED

TYPEWRITERS.

We save you from one-

third to two-thirds of the

Manufacturers' Price.

Customers' repeat orders are our best testimonials.

Typewriters to Rent, 10/

Write for Illus-

trated Catalogue

or call at our

Showroomâ��

American

Writing

Machine

Company,

Ltd.,

118, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C.

CROCHET IN COMFORT!

Rid yourself of the annoyance camed by the ball of cotton that

the cotton and delays progress. Get a

drops, that en Unities

WRISTLET

CROCHET

BALL HOLDER

which suHTiends the hall just

where you want it; allows it to

turn freely as the cotton is un-

wound, prcTentsentanRlingthe

cotton, and absolutely banishes

the trouble of " dropped ball."

Invaluable to those who

crochet when travelling.

ThÂ« Wristlet Crochet Ball Holder makes an

ACCEPTABL PRESENT to any buy and

lasts a lifetime.

Sold by Drapers. Jewellers. Fancy Goods Healers, etc.

If unobtainable locally, send price to makers.

Nickel Plated 1/-, White M-tnl 1/6. Silver Plate 2,fl,

Solid Silver 6/-. Rolled Gold 0/-.

THE PRACTICAL NOVELTY CO.,

108 Diamond House, 37-38, Hatton Cardan, London, E.G.

See the Direction^

Slender Steel Pin

That mean* Security. Irs slender Â«

nets means undamaged walls. A '

heavy load Induces a strouger grip.

Marvellously Strong.

Very Simple.

1/ pott

/" free.

Four Hiees: No. 1 (carries Â»lb.). 1'- dox.;

No. 2 i28lb.i. 18 dox. ; No, 3 (40lb.). 1/- dox. (

No. 4 (70lb.). 9/e dox.

Of Ironmonoen A Store: or pott free from

K. RAMON LONG A CO., Ltd.,

11-19. LeÂ»er Street, E.C.

TRIAL BOX lES?

Don't Wear a

Truss!

AFTER 30 YEARS' EXPERIENCE AN

APPLIANCE HAS BEEN INVENTED

FOR MEN, WOMEN, AND CHILDREN

THAT CURES RUPTURE.

Sent on Trial.

If you have tried most everything else

come to us. Where others fail is where we

have our greatest success. Send attached

coupon to day and we will send you free our

illustrated book on Rupture and its Cure,

showing the Appliance, giving you prices,

and names of many people who have tried it

and are extremely grateful. It is instant

relief where all others fail. Remember, we

use no salves, no harness, no lies.

a photograph of Mr. 0. E. Brooks, Inventor

of the Appliance, who cured himself, and whose

experience has alnoe benefited thousands.

If ruptured write to-day.

We make it to your measure and send it to

you on a strict guarantee of satisfaction or

money refunded, and we have put our price

so low that anybody, rich or poor, can buy it.

We send it on trial to prove that what we say

is true. You are the judge, and once having

seen our illustrated book and read it, you

will be as enthusiastic as the thousands of

patients whose letters are on file in our office.

Fill in the free coupon below and post to-day.

FREE INFORMATION COUPON.

Brooks Appliance Co., 632a, Bank Bldgs.,

Kingsway, J-ondon, W.C

Please send me by po<;t in plain wrapper your illustrated

Book and full information about your Appliance for the

cure of rupture.

Namk

Address

Pleaet write plainly.
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The Greatest Music Success of the Century.

The

MUSIC-LOVERS LIBRARY

9D

net.

TWO MILLION COPIES ALREADY SOLD.

9

D.

net.

Twenty New Volumes Now Ready.

No. 71.

DIE MEISTERSINGER (The

Mastersingers of Nurem-

berg) WAGNER.

With a new English version

by Percy Pinkerton.

1. Pianoforte arrange-

ment of the celebrated

Overture

2. Prelude to Act III.

3. Soprano: Eva's Song-

Radiant as the glory

And 3 others.

No 72.

LA TRAVIATA VERDI.

1. Prelude

2. Sempre Libera

3. Di Provenza

4. Brindisi

5. Valse

6. Ah. Fors c Lui

Songs, etc.

1. A flagon of wine

2. Ah ! was it he ?

3. Farewell, bright days

4. Paris, oh, let us leave

(Duet)

5. From the Land of

Provence

6. Pure as an Angel Holy

No. 73.

DIE WALKURE WAGNER.

Piano Transcription of the

Opera, including:

Siegmund's Love Song and

Greeting to his Sword

Briinhilde's" Death-Duet"

Wotan's Abschred and

Magic Fire Music and the

famous

Ride of the Valkyries

No. 74.

LA POUPEE

EDMOND AUORAN.

Piano Selection, including:

1. I love you very dearly

2. She's charming

3. A poor little dummy

am I

4. Pistoli Carabi

Songs, etc.

1. A jovial monk am I

2. Was it a kiss ? (Duet)

3. So timid and modest

am I

4. Valseâ��Entr'acte

No. 75.

PIANO SOLOS

VI.

No. 76.

POPULAR DUETS for PIANO.

No. 77.

SCHUBERT SONGS.

(With the Original German

Text and a New English

Version by

Ed. Tbschemachbr.)

No. 78.

BALFE'S SONGS.

1. When other lips (Then

you'll remember me)

2. I dreamt that I dwelt

3. Killarney

4. The arrow and the song

And 5 others.

No. 79.

FAVOURITE WELSH SONGS.

Welsh and English Words.

No. 80.

SACRED SONGS AND HYMNS

FOR LITTLE CHILDREN.

(Words and Music.)

No. 81.

BEETHOVEN'S SYMPHONIES.

Selected I

arranged for I

No. 82.

look II.

No. 83.

SELECTED SONGS.

(Ladies' Voices.)

1. Ora pro Nobis

Piccolomini

2. The Shepherd's Song

Edward Elgar

3. Golden Daffodils

Josef Holbrooke

4. I cannot sing the old

songs .. Claribel

And 4 others.

No. 84.

MODERN ORGAN PIECES (with

No. 85.

MENDELSSOHN'S HYMN OF

PRAISE.

our

Piano Seleotion,

1. Symphony

He counteth all

sorrows

1 waited for the Lord

The sorrows of death

My song shall be alway

Thy mercy

Finale

6.

No. 88.

CAROLSforCHRISTMASTIDE.

Book II.â��Ancient & Modern.

arranged I

MOFFAT.

with

No. 87.

EASY VIOLIN SOLOS

(1st Position)

No. 88.

MUSICAL KINOERGARTEN.

Action Songs, Games, Ac.

No. 89.

Favourite Melodies easily

arranged and fingered for

the Piano.

Including excerpts by

Mozart, Weber, Verdi,

Rossini, Meyerbeer, Offen-

bach, Balfe, and Wallace.

No. 90.

FAVOURITE DANCE MUSIC

Book II.

1. Love and Life in

Holland (Waltz)

Archibald Joyce

2. Burglar Bill (One-Step)

Felix Godin

3. Sweet Mary (Waltz)

Frank Barrymore

4. Beneath the Stars

(Serenade Two-Step)

B. Lcstrange

And 3 others.

For Content* of Not. 1 to 70 tee cover of any ittue of " The Matic-Lovert Library," obtainable

of all Mamie Dealert, Newsagents, and Bookteltert, or pott freeâ��I Volame, 11-; 3 Volumes, 2,7;

6 Volamet, SI-; and lOd. per Volame afterwards â�� from George Newnet, Ltd., 8-11,

Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C. ; or Atcherberg, Hop wood, & Crew, Ltd., 16,

Mortimer Street, London, W.
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ant Success!

MUSIC FOR ALL

Each Song or Piece arranged by expert _

8D" musicians in the easiest possible manner net

each an<* *n sucn a way tnat even tne beginner each

is able to give a creditable performance.

Can be Played at Sight

Over a Quarter of a Million Copies

Sold within Four Days of Publication.

FULL MUSIC SIZE.

TITLES OF FIRST TWELVE NUMBERS

NOW ON SALE.

GIRL IN THE TAXI WALTZ Jean Gilbert

FORGET-ME-NOT (Intermezzo) Allan Macbeth

HOBBLE SKIRT WALK (One or Two Step) Bertram Lestrange

SO YOU WANT TO BE A SOLDIER, LITTLE MAN ? H. Trotere

STARS OF THE SUMMER NIGHT (Serenade Duet) Ernest Newton

ANCHORED Michael Watton

1,000 KISSES WALTZ Archibald Joyce

SUZANNE (From "Girl in the Taxi") - Jean Gilbert

THE BROKEN MELODY Augutte Van Biene

MY WORD - Sterndale Bennett

LIFE'S SUNSHINE - (Composer of " Sincerity ") Emilie Clarke

TO-NIGHT Napoleon Zardo

NUMBERS 13 to 18 (Ready November 29)

DREAMING (Waltz) Archibald Joyce

INTERMEZZO (Cavalleria Rusticana) Pietro Mascagni

PRAIRIE (Two-Step) Bertram Lestrange

THE GARDEN OF THE PAST H. Trotere

THE HOODOO (Song) ----- Houston Collison

OUT HERE IN GOD'S GARDEN (Song) - Harold Jenner

"Chls list is subject to revision.

What the Press say of " Music for All."

DAILY MAILâ��"The torture caused by girls who attempt to struggle through

pianoforte pieces far too difficult for them will be brought to an end, it is hoped,

by a new system of ' Music for All.* "

DAILY EXPRESSâ��"They have eliminated the great technical difficulties from the

scores, but the effect of the composition still remains."

DAILY GRAPHICâ��"By this new method elaborate music is modified in such away

that difficult and exacting passages arc entirely removed, and quite an ordinary

pianist is enabled to play any kind of work satisfactorily."

Of all Music-dealers, Newsagents, and Bookstalls ; or post free Ninepence per copy, or any

Six Number* for 4/3, from GEORGE NEWNES, Ltd., 8-11, Southampton Street, Strand,

W.C., and ASCHERBERG, HOPWOOD & CREW, Ltd., 16. Mortimer Street, W.
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A Pleasant Way

to Health

No special dietâ��no drugsâ��no loss of

timeâ��just a glass of sparkling,

refreshing, purifying

'FRUIT SALT'

Before Breakfast

THIS IS THE

NATURAL

WAY.

This well-known

standard aperient

gently stimulates the

liver, the body's filter.

With this important organ

working properly the blood

becomes pure, the nerves normal,

the impoverished tissues restored.

Sound, refreshing sleep, a clear

brain, a hearty appetite, and a good

digestion are sure to follow.

Eno's ' Fruit Salt' never causes griping or weakening

effects. The safest and best tonic and digestive regulator.

Prepared only by J. C. ENO, Limited,

â�¢FRUIT SALT* WORKS, LONDON, S.E.

Sold by Chemists mad Stores everywhere.



YOUR HOUSE

however large or however smallâ��will gain in brightness and cheeriness

during the long evenings if you install in it one of

RILEY'S Billiard Tables

â��a source of endless amusement and recreation for allâ��parents and

children, brothers and sistersâ��and their friends.

RILEY'S Billiard Tables (D,Â°ninpglaTabien,Â»

Instantly Removed. Can be stored against wall. Will fit any size of Table. Superior

Billiard Table in Solid Mahogany, French Polished. Best Slate Bed, Adjustable Feet,

Rubber Shod, Low Frost-proof Rubber Cushions, Two Cues, Rest, Marking Board, Ivory

or Crystalate Balls, etc.

CASH OR EASY PAYMENTS.

Blowing BiViard

Tih'e placed on

Dining TabU.

Size 4ft. 4in. by 2ft. 4in.

â�� 5ft. 4in. by 2ft. Klin.

â�� 6ft. 4in. by 3ft. 4in.

â�� 7ft. 4in. by 3ft. Klin.

â�� 8ft. 4in. by 4ft. 4in.

Or in 13 Monthly Payments

as here shown, being only

5 per cent, on Cash Price.

Â£3 7 G

Â£4 7 6

JC.5 S O

Â£7 5 0

RILEY'S Combine Billiard

and Dining Tables, (as llluttraUd)

Â£10 0 0

- - 6/6

- - 7/0

- - 8/6

- - 11/6

- - 16/0

Fitted with Riley's Patent

Action for Raising, Lower-

ing, and Levelling. A hand-

some piece of Furniture as

a Dining Table and a high-

Cash Prices and sizes for Solid

class Billiard Table. Made in Mahogany, Oak, Walnut, etc.

Mahogany (Round Legs). Billiard Table and Dining Table are both the same size.

CASH OR EASY PAYMENTS.

Â£13 10 On Or in 13 Monthly

Â£15 0 0 Instalments, plus Â£> per

Â£IS 10 0-cent, on above Cash

Â£24 10 0 Prices. Also in 18

Â£32 0 0' Monthly Payments.

Size 5ft. 4in. by 2ft. K)in.

â�� 6ft. 4in. by 3ft, 4in.

â�� 7ft. 4in. by 3ft. lOin.

â�� 8ft. 4in. by 4ft. 4in.

â�� Oft. 4iu. by 4ft. lOin.

PRFF Â°n receipt of

I ALL post-card, full

detailed illustrated

Catalogue of Billiard

and Dining Fables and

^mall or full-sized

Tables and Sundries.

PRICES INCLUDE ALL, ACCESSORIES,

FREE DELIVERY TO NEAREST RAIL-

WAY STATIONâ��AND SEVEN DAYS

FREE TRIAL.

No charge for Packaact. LISTS FREE.

Folding Bagatelle Boards from 30 -

E. J. RILEY, LTD.,

ACME MILLS, ACCRINGTON.



PA XtnO0. 1913*

ears'Annual

IS A THING TO POSSESS AND MAKE MERRY OVER,

containing

A Dozen Merry Stories,

Written by

A Dozen

Merry

Authors

"Dagonet."

Max Pemberton.

Barry Pain.

Geo. R. Sims.

T. P. O'Connor,

M.P.

Oliver Onions.

Chas. Pears.

W. Le Queux.

Frank

Richardson.

kehle Howard.

Pett Ridge.

James Burnley.

Some Comical

Contrasts:

"The

Old Ghosts

and

The New"

by

W. K. Haselden.

"CHRISTMAS EVE."

(The above is a small reproduction of the beautiful cover by F. Dadd).

Illustrated by

A Dozen

Merry

Artists

E. T. Parris.

L. Raven-Hill.

H. M. Brock, R.l.

Will Owen.

Harry Furniss.

Lawson Wood.

Chas. Pears.

Frank Dadd, R.I.

A. C. Gould.

John Hassall, K.I.

Fred Roe, R.I.

G. S. Wright.

A Page of

" Christmas

Friezes."

(Caricature

Studies),

by

E. T. Reed.

THREE Presentation PLATES

EACH IN 12 COLOURS. Also a series of

FOUR HUMOROUS FULL - PAGE PLATES IN COLOURS,

entitled "The Christmas Guest."

The Most Entertaining Christmas Production that has been seen for years.

OF BOOKSELLERS AND NEWSAGENTS EVERYWHERE :â��

(Postage :â��In United Kingdom, 4d. Abroad (Registered), 9d.)

Published by A. & F. Pears, Ltd., 71-75, New Oxford Street, London, W.C.

â��â� 












